*CHINA*

Chiang Kai-shek (1887-1975) Head of the Chinese (Nationalist) Republic between the death of Sun Yat-sen
in 1925 and the triumph of Communist military power on the Chinese Mainland in 1950—and afterwards
on the Qing island/province of Fujian-Taiwan (called now, simply, Taiwan) until his death. Unlike Sun Yatsen, Chiang Kai-shek rejected the Nationalist Democratic Socialism embraced by Sun—and also Western
democracy—in favor of authoritarian rule by military dictatorship. After Sun’s death in 1925 Chiang did
not maintain good relations with the Chinese Communist Party. A major split between the Nationalists and
Communists occurred after a massacre of Communists in Shanghai, engineered by Chiang in 1927; and
after that the two sides fought a nationwide civil war, only briefly interrupted by a truce occasioned by the
Japanese invasion of China in 1937 and resumed upon their surrender in 1945. W says: “Chiang pre-sided
over purges, political authoritarianism, and graft during his tenure in mainland China, and ruled
throughout a period of imposed martial law. His governments were accused of being corrupt even before he
took power in 1928. He also allied with known criminals like Du Yuesheng (1888-1951, “a Chinese mob
boss” and “a key supporter of Chaing”) for political and financial gains. Some opponents charge that
Chiang’s efforts in developing Taiwan were mostly to make the island a strong base from which to one day
return to mainland China, and that Chiang had little regard for the long-term prosperity and well-being of
the Taiwanese people.” In Taiwan today “in sharp contrast to his son, Chiang Ching-kuo, and to Sun Yatsen, the memory of Kai-shek is rarely invoked by current political parties, including the Kuomintang.”
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39.91 Java Bull Takes Sick Leave\fn{by Huang Ch’iu-yün (1918- )} Hong Kong Special Autonomous Region,
China (M) 7
For three days, the spring rains had been falling and the mud in the fields was like boiled starch. A worker at
the Nan-hai state farm called Java Bull had asked for three days’ sick leave. It was not unusual for workers to ask
for sick leave, but Java Bull’s request—and for three days, too—aroused astonishment. He had always been as
strong and healthy as an ox and had never been known to visit the clinic. The clinic probably did not even have a
medical record for him.
Java Bull’s real name was Lin Ah-fu. He was a Chinese who had returned home from Malaya. Though only
twenty-seven, he had seen much of the world. He had stirred up strikes, been beaten up by policemen, and been
imprisoned in a concentration camp. He was afraid of neither man nor god. He had a square face, shiny and
swarthy as though painted with coconut oil. He had two big, dazzling front teeth rimmed with gold. His arms
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were covered with tattoos of green dragons and were as thick and strong as the trunks of palm trees, so that he
looked like he could tear the jaws of a lion apart in one movement. He displayed a “down with injustice”
temperament; when he saw something wrong or unreasonable going on, he would step right in, ready to use his
fists or his knife. Because of his strength and temperament, anyone who had done wrong would be a little afraid
of him.
In the tropics, young girls always look for romance and young men for excitement. There are many men who
are rather rough and wild. Lin Ah-fu had been given the title “Java Bull” because of a certain incident. On the
street in Kuala Lumpur one day, he came across a Malay policeman clearing out the ice cream vendors. It would
have been all right if he were only clearing them out; but he caught hold of a thirteen-year-old vendor by the
collar and whipped him with his club. Then he kicked over the vendor’s ice cream box, splashing ice cream all
over the ground.
Lin Ah-fu, unable to stand such a sight, came up to the policeman and punched him right in the face. The
policeman quivered, then fell down and could not get up again. By the time he had pulled himself together and
pulled out his pistol in a showy manner, Lin Ah-fu had swaggered away. There was nothing the policeman could
do but spit out bloody saliva and curse:
“Devil of a burn!”
The pedestrians who had gathered around to watch the scene burst out laughing. The policeman turned red and
then purple. He hurriedly holstered his gun and dejectedly crept away.
The story got around. People said:
“Lin Ah-fu is really a bull; but he’s not a common bull, he’s a wild bull, a Java bull born in the wilderness.”
This kind of wild Java bull inhabits the Malayan jungles and is quite dangerous, even taking on tigers. If the
bull gets its horn in the belly of a tiger, it’s all over, though if the tiger gets the bull by the throat, things do not
turn out so well. The nickname Java Bull was on the lips of every Chinese in Kuala Lumpur after that incident.
Java Bull was born in Malaya. At the age of eighteen, his father had sailed abroad and settled in Malaya, never
returning to his native land. Father and son were rubber tree tappers. Java Bull was the tapper of tappers. The
others would scrape off bark an inch thick in one month’s tapping, but with his skill Java Bull would scrape off
little more than the thickness of a ten-cigarette packet during the same period. Most men would stagger under a
load of one-hundred and fifty pounds of latex, but with his incredible strength Java Bull could carry two hundred
pounds without changing his expression and without a single gasp.
All the plantation owners competed to hire him, but he was something of an eccentric. If it turned out that the
owner was keeping down latex prices or withholding payments from the wages, Java Bull was sure to lead strikes.
An owner who tried to buy him off ended up buying a few blows from his fists. Lin’s saying was:
“Even if this Java Bull has nothing to eat, he will not become a traitor, selling out his fellow workers.”
Like all good young overseas Chinese, Java Bull had loved his homeland since childhood with a love as pure
and passionate as that of a girl in her first love affair. Being semi-literate, he rarely looked at books or papers.
What he knew of his homeland was gathered from old men’s stories or from hearing his friends discuss current
events. Naturally, he got more chances to listen to stories than to current events.
The heroes who most impressed him were the fictional heroes: the iron-faced, unselfish, and honest Judge Pao
and Black Whirlwind Li K’uei, the rebel against injustice. Judge Pao was full of clever schemes and tricks and
could read and write; Java Bull saw that he would not be easy to emulate. But to model oneself on Li K’uei, all
one needed was a strong body and two iron fists as big as rice bowls. Java Bull chose Li K’uei’s example.
Sometimes when he was bored to death at the plantation, he would put his shirt on backward and button it at the
back, tie a warrior’s headband around his head, brandish his tapping knife like an axe, and yell like a story-teller
imitating gongs in an opera:
“Te, te, chiang! It’s Black Whirlwind, here I come! Taste my ax!”
With his funny acting, he made everyone laugh heartily.
Java Bull’s arrest happened purely by chance. A Malay friend had mentioned his name in his diary. Later this
man joined the guerrillas and was killed on the battlefield. His diary fell into the hands of the devils with red hair,
as the British were called by the Malays. The devils searched everywhere for Lin Ah-fu and got him. Actually, Lin
had no connection with the guerrillas and had taken no part in the local political struggle.
“There are thousands of Lin Ah-fus in Malaya,” he said to the police officer examining him. “Why do you pick
on me?”
However, the devil with red hair did not care whether Lin was guilty or innocent, but threw him into a concentration camp.
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On his first day in camp, Lin Ah-fu got into a small squabble. The prison warder sent him to be photographed.
The photographer wanted him to sit down, but he insisted on standing.
“Do you take me to be a woman?” he said. “I never sit down to have my picture taken.”
The photographer had to give in. When the picture was taken, the photographer said:
“You sure have the temper of a bull.”
The other prisoners standing around all burst out laughing, though they had no idea that Lin Ah-fu’s nickname
was Java Bull. Of all the pictures taken of him, this one conveyed his bullish nature best. His two eyes stared
wide, as wild as those of a bull. He looked almost like the angry-eyed war god found in some mountain temples.
In the concentration camp, Java Bull had opportunities to display his martial prowess. The thing he enjoyed
most was “beating up dogs.” At that time, to spy on the prisoners and provoke fights between political prisoners
and sentenced criminals, the devils with red hair used to resort to a confidence trick. They let some “dark cards,”
that is, secret agents, infiltrate the camp in the guise of captured guerrillas. Thanks to the connections the political
prisoners maintained with their friends outside, they easily saw through this sort of scheme. As soon as a “dog”
found his way into the concentration camp, their friends would inform them.
Once a dog was spotted, the political prisoners would make a secret plan. They would wait until the lamps
were extinguished that night. A signal would be given. Then everyone would go to work swiftly, like cats after a
rat. They would pounce on the dog, tie him up and gag him, put a sack over his head, and put him up against the
wall. Then all the prisoners could go and use the dog as a punching bag. One could hit him as much as one liked,
but Java Bull was permitted only a single blow. Had that limit not been set, there would surely be a case of
murder. Even so, Java Bull broke one dog’s ribs with one punch. His fellow prisoners all laughed at him.
“Hey, Java Bull,” they said, “you are really like the saying, ‘A man who doesn’t know his own faults, a bull
which doesn’t know its own strength.’ When you give your girl a hug, watch that you do not break her ribs.”
Though the camp director was sure Java Bull must have had a hand in the beating up of dogs, he had had no
luck finding evidence. He had Java Bull brought to his office, intending to trick him and get a clue from this
rough fellow’s mouth. When the Bull entered, the director greeted him politely and offered him a cup of coffee.
Java Bull refused, cleared his throat noisily, and spat out a thick gob of saliva onto the rug.
The director was a crafty and crookish fellow, specially trained at Scotland Yard, the police headquarters in
London. He managed to keep his temper and said to Java Bull in an extremely mild tone:
“Ah, Mr. Lin, you’re really a hero. Pity you do not use your strength at the right place. Why should you beat
people up?”
“Have I ever beaten anybody?” asked Java Bull; “did you see it with your own eyes?”
“A man as sturdy and strong as an ox has his ribs cracked by a bare fist. Now who besides yourself is strong
enough for that?”
“It’s good you know it!”
Java Bull’s big eyes began burning with rage.
The director pointed to the spittle on the rug and said coldly:
“For such rudeness alone, I could sentence you to a week in the pigeon’s cage. Of course, if you were to tell all
you know about this beating incident, things would be quite different. I could release you right away.”
“Well, if you want to know how the beating was done, I shall be happy to demonstrate for you.”
Java Bull clenched his fists.
The interpreter turned white with terror. The director saw things were turning out badly and hastily pressed the
button for a couple of armed guards.
“Get this prisoner out,” he ordered; “let him sit in the pigeon’s cage for a week.”
Sitting in the cage was harder on Java Bull than on any other man because of his unusual build. He was unable
to straighten his back even when sitting.
During Java Bull’s confinement in the pigeon’s cage, a fellow prisoner came frequently to console and
encourage him, bringing pomegranates and bananas. Formerly a primary school teacher, this fellow had tried to
fill his students with patriotic ideas and the devils with red hair had nabbed him and locked him up in the concentration camp. He was known to everyone as Teacher Chang.
From this time on they were close friends. After being freed from the cage, Java Bull often listened to Teacher
Chang talk about revolution; Java Bull held him in great esteem.
The devils with red hair held Java Bull for eight months in the camp, then deported him to China, much to his
delight. While on board the ship, he stitched himself a Chinese red flag with five stars. He wrapped it around
himself and danced and sang the rice-sprout song when he landed at Huang-p’u dock in Canton. It was a folk
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dance he had learned in the concentration camp.
After his arrival in China, the first thing Java Bull did was make a petition to join the Volunteers then fighting
Americans in Korea. But the truce was approaching in Korea and his wish was not realized. The Department of
Overseas Chinese Affairs sent him to work at the Nan-hai State Farm as a laborer.
Java Bull was in his fourth year at the farm. The first three years had been very satisfying. For the first time in
his life his strength had found an outlet and he felt he was an outstanding worker. Really, what kind of job was it,
tapping rubber trees? Women and little children could do it as well. Only tilling the land with heavy plows,
chopping sugar cane, and reaping grain could be counted as real work.
His strength seemed inexhaustible. He arose before first light and worked far into the night without knowing
what exhaustion was. He rendered meritorious service. Time after time, he was evaluated as an advanced producer
and model worker. The leadership of the state farm gave him a promotion and sent him to the Fourth Work
Brigade as team leader.
Java Bull sensed something was not right on his arrival at the Fourth Work Brigade. The brigade captain, Hsü
Ping-t’ung, was a former cadre of a provincial government department who had been transferred to this farm
when his department was reduced in size. He was thoroughly disgruntled at being stuck in the countryside. He
shrank from the stench of manure in the fields. He was afraid of all those mosquitoes in the thatched huts. He
complained that there were no electric lights, no radio, no opportunity to see Ma Shih-tseng and Hung Hsien-nü,
two famous performers of the Canton Opera. He always looked distressed, as if someone had stepped on his tail.
As the saying goes, “A small insect in the higher circles becomes a dragon at the lower level.” Though Hsü
was only at the twenty-first level in job ranking, when he came down to serve as head of this production unit he
assumed a pompous air as though he were a bigshot. He seldom went down to the fields for inspection, although
he was supposed to do so once a day. Workers seeking advice had to report their presence at his doorway and wait
for permission to enter. His wife served as the brigade’s accountant, though she could not even operate an abacus.
Each payday found her bustling around; and if she did not underpay Chang, she would over-pay Li.
Although his wife did not know how to calculate with the abacus, he himself was quite capable of calculating.
The workers said that Captain Hsü carried two brands of cigarettes with him at all times, Peony and 100 Birds.
When he met a superior, he offered Peony; and when he met with an equal, he fished out the lower-grade 100
Birds. And sure, there was never a mistake.
Hsü Ping-t’ung was totally ignorant of agricultural production but pretended to be an expert. Once he read in
the papers that every locality was popularizing “a method for close planting of small shoots.” Thereafter, each
time his mouth opened, out came talk of this method of planting. Actually, he understood nothing about the matter. Inspecting the fields one day, he found the laborers planting the rice seedlings quite far apart. He immediately
started to scold the laborers for failing to conform with the requirements of “close planting.” The laborers
explained that it was better to plant rice seeds a little farther apart; without plenty of room the seedlings would not
grow tall and strong.
Hsü flew into a rage.
“Tall or not, strong or not, it does not matter,” he said. ‘Close planting of small shoots’ comes from
everybody’s advanced experience and must be adopted. You shouldn’t be so conservative!”
The workers were so exasperated that they could neither laugh nor cry. Behind his back, they named him Ch’iszu Lao-fan, which meant “foreign devil who angers you to death.”
Though Hsü had no prestige with the masses, he had a genuine knack for dealing with superiors. Whenever the
farm headquarters called a meeting to discuss production, he would consult with his technicians. Then he would
draft a speech and have the technicians check it. At the meeting, he would seize the first turn to speak, and
everything he said sounded so well organized and convincing that it left a good impression on the leadership. To
reward them for their assistance, which went beyond the call of duty, Hsü invited the technicians to an “informal
meal” at his home almost every Sunday. Though he called it informal, he served at least four courses and a small
bottle of Double Distilled wine.
Was this reasonable? That destinies of over a hundred workers and the yield of thousands of acres of land
rested in the palm of this good-for-nothing’s hand?
Before he had been with the brigade for two months, Java Bull began clashing with Hsü. It came about this
way. At the autumn harvest, Hsü issued an order: the Fourth Brigade’s paddies had to be cut and cleared that very
day. If not, the harvest had to go on through the night, under gaslight lamps. The weather this day was excellent.
The sunset clouds glowed like red brocade, and the next day would certainly be a scorcher, cracking the very sky.
Hsü drove the laborers hard not out of fear that the weather would change, but only because he wanted them to
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win for him the honor of being the first to complete the harvest.
As the laborers were driven on and saw it was getting late, they were obliged to work hastily, like one cutting
tangled hemp with a sharp knife. In the given time, they were able only to cut but not to bundle the stalks, so that
rice grains were scattered everywhere. Seeing this, Java Bull began bellowing:
“Hey! What are you up to? Do you intend to leave this rice lying around for the mice and dogs? The state calls
upon us to ‘do careful gathering and intensive threshing, bringing every grain to store.’ Ah! See what you have
done? Pick them up quick. Hurry up!”
“It’s not our idea to be so wasteful. The rice is planted by us; don’t you think we feel pained about it,
Comrade?” said one of the workers with a shrug, continuing to brandish his sickle. “But the captain ordered us to
finish it today. If we do it your way, we will not be able to finish the task even by noon tomorrow.”
Java Bull was getting impatient. He hurried over to the office to reason it out with Hsü and get the time
extended by another day. He made a great effort to control his temper. However, it was Hsü who got excited first.
“What nonsense!” he said. “All the others can fulfill the task; why is your team an exception? No more of this
troublemaking. Get back to the fields quickly. If you are the team leader, you should be out there working
yourself, leading the others.”
Java Bull didn’t say anything but returned to the fields. By now, it was well past eleven at night. Several
workers were so exhausted that they had become almost delirious and cut their own fingers with the sickles while
working. Some weaker ones were tired almost to the point of fainting. Java Bull could not tolerate this any longer.
“Work’s over!” he announced. “Go home and get a good night’s sleep. Come back tomorrow when it’s light.”
Because of this incident, Hsü entered a black mark on Java Bull’s record, stating that he lacked organization
and discipline, having obstructed his superior’s orders and violated work rules. Unaware of the real situation,
some leading comrades at the farm headquarters regretted Java Bull’s error.
“Why, Lin Ah-fu was just promoted. Now he has turned arrogant and is starting to make mistakes. Really, ‘It is
no good for a man to get famous just as it is no good for a pig to get fat.’”
This was not the only incident to enrage Java Bull. One of his team workers, Mai Chin-shun, had been down
with malaria for several days. He was reduced to a skeleton and looked sallow. He could not hold down even a
drop of water without vomiting. Java Bull asked Hsü to send a man to row Mai to town to have his illness treated.
Under the pretext that there was too much to be done on the farm, Hsü turned down the request. But the very
next day, Hsü ordered Java Bull to send a man to row him (Hsü) and his wife into town to see a play: the EverBright Canton Opera Troupe had come to the town from the provincial capital to give a performance. There would
be a matinee on the first day in addition to the evening show. It was really a very rare opportunity. Controlling his
temper, Java Bull asked Hsü:
“Since you are going that way, can you take Mai Chin-shun along to see the doctor? He has been sick for quite
a few days.”
Hsü frowned and looked reluctant.
“Hmm! I don’t know what he’s got. What if it’s catching?”
This infuriated Java Bull. He raised a clenched fist and bellowed:
“You are the head of the brigade! You should have a conscience. You don’t send anybody to take a sick worker
to the doctor, but if you want to see a play, you can spare a man all right. You call that principle? To hell with it!
You’re not getting any man from my team!”
He nearly rammed his fist into Hsü’s face. What was worse, a few workers standing around the office door had
heard everything.
Hsü’s face flushed with anger. His prestige as a leader was crumbling. He threatened Java Bull:
“Huh, you trash! Don’t throw your weight around. It’s no use presuming to be an old hand on the farm. Lately,
the security section has been busy investigating materials about your background.”
“Investigate then! ‘True gold does not fear the fire, and the stone lion doesn’t fear the rain.’ I was not afraid of
the imperialists. Could I be afraid of bureaucrats like you?”
Java Bull slammed the door and marched off.
That day, the workers were all talking about Java Bull knocking heads with Captain Hsü while Hsü complained to the farm headquarters that he had been insulted in public and asked that Java Bull be removed from
office.
As it happened, all the leading comrades of the farm were off to the provincial capital for a meeting. The chief
of the personnel section, Ho Ling, was a woman comrade quite capable of bringing peace through compromise.
She telephoned Hsü and with a few remarks managed to soothe him and calm the storm in a teacup. Actually, Hsü
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was aware that if the matter developed into a big issue, he could not avoid losing face. After all, he was in the
wrong. So he took this opportunity to inform the chief of personnel that he had already pardoned Java Bull and
asked that his charge be withdrawn.
Hsü was the sort of leader who could manage affairs only in strict conformity with his superiors’ instructions.
If by any chance he developed an idea of his own, it invariably resulted in chaos. One day, he had a brainstorm.
Under the pretext of strengthening security and forbidding outsiders free access to the farm, he ordered the
workers to cut down all the banana trees along the farm’s perimeter.
These trees were not farm property. The local peasants had planted these bananas long before the establishment of the farm; and over the years, there had been no problem with the peasants. When the time came, the peasants would fertilize the trees and harvest the bananas, occasionally taking some bananas to the farm as a gift for
the workers. Being farmers themselves, the workers knew it wasn’t easy to raise bananas. None of them were
willing to chop down the trees when there was no clear reason for doing so. However, under the captain’s orders,
they set to work reluctantly.
No sooner had some banana trees been chopped down than the peasants in the neighborhood learned about it
and swarmed over, begging Captain Hsü to rescind his order. Some women were even weeping as they squeezed
into the doorway of the office and made as if to kneel down. Naturally, Java Bull sided with the people. Arms
akimbo, he roared:
“Nobody touches these trees! Anyone who wants to do anything about them has to check with headquarters
first.”
Immediately, shouts of approval came from the crowd.
“Right! What’s the point of cutting all these good banana trees down? It’s just crazy!”
Hsü saw it would be unwise to offend the angry masses and dare not insist. He merely cast an angry look at
Java Bull and cursed in a low whisper:
“What has that got to do with you? Why on earth are you so eager to help outsiders at our expense?”
From this time, Hsü constantly harassed Java Bull. If he did not cite the low attendance record of Java Bull’s
team—Hsü’s jewel of a wife, the accountant, ascribed all long-term convalescent workers as well as those who
had quit the farm to Java Bull’s team—he would certainly say that Java Bull’s men were slow in fulfilling their
tasks. Though the Fourth Brigade was a production unit directly subordinate to the farm headquarters, its area of
operation was some six miles away from it. They were further separated by the branch of river a mile wide. The
leading comrades at the headquarters seldom came down personally to look things over. They merely read reports
and statistics and knew nothing about the real situation there. If the captain reported this or that, it was what they
believed. Only the workers complained about the unjust treatment of Java Bull.
“Our brave Yüeh Fei has the bad luck of working with a treacherous Ch’in K’uai,” they said.
Java Bull once thought of presenting his views to the leadership of the farm directly, but he was not literate
enough to express his opinions well in a report. He could not talk it over with the leaders in person either, since he
was always busy with his work. So he made a special trip to the farm headquarters one Sunday. The office door
was closed and nobody was in.
“Ah! Forget it!” he said to himself. “What’s the use reporting? After all, he is a cadre and I am but a worker.
The arm is not as strong as the thigh.”
Not long after, the office of the Fourth Brigade met with the team heads to discuss welfare aid for the workers.
Two of the three team heads were present, Java Bull and Ch’en Te-li. Ch’en was Hsü’s confidant, having acted as
a go-between in Hsü’s courtship of his wife. Only ten persons in the entire brigade had applied for long-term aid.
Of these, eight were agreed upon unanimously. The remaining two applicants were Mai Chin-shun, newly
recovered from a serious disease, and Ch’en Te-li himself.
Java Bull was opposed to aiding Ch’en. He made a careful calculation and said:
“Ch’en Te-li is a fifth-rank worker earning some thirty-seven dollars a month. His wife is third rank, earning
about twenty-nine dollars, which comes to more than sixty-six a month between them. They have two kids—that’s
a household of four, which means an average of sixteen dollars per head each month. If every household like this
applied for long-term aid, we would end up with three-quarters of the staff and workers getting subsi-dies.”
Hsü had originally intended to have all ten applicants approved for aid. The money, after all, was the government’s, and he would be more than willing to make this friendly gesture without cost to himself. He was all the
more pleased to do so as Ch’en was among the applicants. It had never occurred to him that Java Bull would be so
naive as to disgrace Ch’en in his very presence. He burst out at Java Bull:
“So, tell me if Mai Chin-shun should be aided or not.”
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“Well, of course he should. Listen to my calculation. Mai is third rank at some twenty-nine dollars a month.
His wife works in the nursery, earning only twenty-two monthly. They have six in their family and that comes to
less than nine dollars each per month for living expenses. On top of everything, he has continually had to take
sick leave over the last few months and has been getting only about 80 percent of his pay. If you don’t believe me,
just go to his house and look around. Things are pretty grim. The weather is cold enough to freeze a fish, and
those six people share only three cotton quilts.”
Java Bull spoke with confidence.
“Huh, you are biased,” Hsü said. “Mai Chin-shun is your man.”
Hsü always had a sarcastic tongue.
With this Java Bull was forced into open conflict with Hsu. His face darkened, he glared at Hsu and shouted:
“Who is being biased? Me or you? Peh! I spit on you, bureaucrat! Ch’en Te-li was your matchmaker and so
you are prejudiced in his favor. If he were your brother-in-law, you would recommend him for deputy captain!
‘Help what is right and not what is close. Favoring people close to you might involve killing other people.’ Don’t
you forget that old saying!”
When he reached this point, Java Bull unconsciously clenched his fist.
The meeting ended unhappily after this outburst. No matter how Java Bull roared and argued, the final vote
was two to one in favor of aid for Ch’en and against aid to Mai. Naturally, the minutes of the meeting were never
sent to the higher authorities.
Back from the meeting, Java Bull felt unbearable resentment. He drifted over to the co-op, ordered half a pint
of liquor, and drank alone to drown his sorrows. Brooding over his cup, he thought:
“Damn it, I don’t care a bit if I quit this job. If this place does not keep me, there is bound to be some other
place that will. Why should I stay here and bow all the time to Hsü?”
Hardening his heart, he drained the rest of his pint in a single gulp. His face reddened allover and his eyes
popped. Returning to the dormitory, he drew the quilt over his head and fell into a deep sleep.
The next day, he asked for sick leave. He lay in his room, staring dully at the ceiling, thinking over what had
happened and what would happen. The more he thought, the more resentment he felt. Quite a few workers came
to console him, asking what the complaint was and whether it was necessary for him to see the doctor. Infuriated,
he roared:
“There’s nothing wrong with me! I just bumped into sorcery, the sorcery of bureaucracy!”
People knew that he must have clashed with Hsü and had a fit of rage. However, they dared not pump him any
further.
“In Malaya,” thought Java Bull, “whenever I ran across something unfair, I used to handle it this way: if it was
a rascal or a secret policeman, I put him away with my knife. If it was an ordinary fellow, I taught him with fists.
But here at home, this thing is a hard nut to crack. You can’t use a knife or a fist but have to make use of the weapon of “criticism and self-criticism.” What kind of weapon is that? It cannot bring pain to your flesh. Besides,
people like Hsü Ping-t’ung have skin as thick as an elephant’s. To criticize him is no more than scratching his
itch.”
For a moment, he had an irresistible desire to get hold of Hsü and give him a good beating until he spat blood.
At worst, he might get a sentence of labor reform for a couple of years. He had got through the concentration
camp all right; why should he be afraid of labor reform? But he changed his mind immediately. It was a glorious
thing to be confined in a concentration camp in Malaya, for it was a concentration camp run by the imperialists.
But how shameful it would be if he committed a crime at home and was sentenced to labor reform. After this, he
thought of putting in for a transfer, but he could not bear to leave the workers in his team: they had all treated him
so well. Without his presence, Hsü was sure to bully them.
There were problems he simply could not think through. How could people like Hsü still get along at home
seven years after liberation? Why did the leadership permit a mean and selfish man like that to become a cadre?
Why did they still believe Hsü’s words? Had they been hoodwinked by Hsü or were they simply “officials covering up for officials?”
Java Bull felt very troubled. It seemed that his chest was congested; his mind leaped disconnectedly from one
thought to another. He had no appetite. It was the first time in his life that he could not eat. Was it possible that he
had really fallen ill? He raised his fist and pounded hard on his head.
As he muddled and floundered in his dilemma, in came a comrade he had not seen for a long time. It was
Teacher Chang. He had been repatriated along with Java Bull and had been sent to the farm as well. Now he
worked as a teacher at the School of Part-time Studies for staff and workers on the farm. Since Java Bull’s transfer
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to the Fourth Brigade months ago, they had seen nothing of each other because of the distance between them.
Hearing of Java Bull’s illness, Teacher Chang had made a special trip to see him, bringing some fruit and pastry.
Chang saw right away that there was nothing wrong with his friend, except that he was disappointed with his
work and felt a heaviness of heart. They chatted while chewing on sugar cane.
Java Bull poured out his heart to Teacher Chang, at last admitting that he had thought of beating up Hsü Pingt’ung.
“I hate him absolutely. I hate this bureaucrat just like I hated those devils with red hair and the secret police.
The way I see it, he is no better than the tin mine contractors in Malaya.”
He was flushed with agitation.
“How I wish I could work him over with these two good fists of mine. And for him, that would be getting off
cheap. In the old days, if I didn’t kill that good-for-nothing, I wouldn’t call myself Lin.”
Teacher Chang was silent for a while and then said:
“I understand why you are frustrated. I hate bureaucracy too. If I don’t hate it more than you, I certainly don’t
hate it any less.
“But I don’t approve of your attitude. You say that hating bureaucracy is the same thing as hating the devils
with red hair or the secret police. Such an idea of yours, Java Bull, is not right. I remember when I was little, my
big brother snatched my pet cricket from me. At the time, I hated him to the marrow. I fought with him until our
heads were broken and bleeding all over; but in a few days, he gave the cricket back and apologized to me, and
we became reconciled to each other. After all, I could not regard him as a bandit, could I? Well, why should we
have fought over that incident then?
“Bureaucracy must be opposed, but it’s not a good approach to settle disputes with fists. Why can’t we settle
disputes by reasoning?”
“Well, I understand your point, but it’s just that I could not suppress my anger. Still, I conduct myself with
proper restraint. To tell you the truth, if we were back in Malaya and I ran across a contractor like this Hsü, I
would start agitating and get everyone out on strike. Here, all I did was ask for sick leave.”
“And you are shameless enough to feel no guilt! You ask for sick leave when you are not sick at all! Though
you didn’t get everyone out on strike, do you think it’s good for one person to stay behind and make a slow-down
strike here? Do you reckon you can beat bureaucracy this way? It can only make you an offender against the state,
an offender against the people.”
Java Bull blushed with shame and hung his head. There was even a glitter of tears in his eyes.
“You’re right, Teacher Chang,” he said in a low voice. “But I really felt bad and couldn’t pull myself together. I
was almost bursting.”
Perhaps Teacher Chang thought his own remaks had somewhat overshot the mark. He said in a jocular manner:
“Java Bull, your whole body is covered with bullhide. The devils with red hair whipped you but you didn’t
mind. Your heart isn’t protected by bullhide, though. It’s much too easily excited and much too easily wounded.”
Java Bull couldn’t grasp what Teacher Chang had said. He thought:
“The common saying is, ‘A man's heart is made of flesh, strong liquor is made of rice.’ Cover a heart with
bullhide? That’s beyond me. How can I turn a blind eye to things which make the state lose and the masses suffer
without feeling pain in the heart?”
At the end of the visit, Teacher Chang promised to write a detailed report for Java Bull to the farm Party
committee on the situation in the Fourth Brigade. Before leaving, he said to Java Bull:
“You can rest assured that things will be settled in the end. The point is, you and I aren’t the only ones who
hate the bureaucracy. Our Party, our nation, our people—none of them can stand it.”
That night, Java Bull tossed in his bed, sleepless, mulling over Teacher Chang’ words. First it seemed he
understood, then it seemed he didn’t. He came to the decision that first thing in the morning he would end his sick
leave and get back to work. Yes, he must do that. He had feuded with Hsü, had been enraged by bureaucracy. But
he had not been feuding with the country, with the people, and with the Party.
*
This piece is not finished.\fn{ What follows is entitled: “Author’s Postscript.” } But for the time being, I do not plan to
continue it. Except for the names, places, and characters’ jobs, most of the details in the story are factual. I have
known men like Java Bull and Hsü on a state farm, and I have witnessed their quarrels and conflicts.
As Teacher Chang says:
“Things will always be settled.”
But how will it develop? I dare not predict now. I must observe more in actual life before continuing the story.
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76.58 Mistress Of Kan Shan Villa\fn{by Ssuma Sangtun aka Wang Kuang-ti (1918- )} Liaoning Province, China (M) 7
The two of us headed leisurely along the beach toward the aquarium. In the distance, a freighter tied up at one
of the piers let go a series of four whistle blasts that sounded more like coughs. A muffled report of stray sniper
fire came sporadically from the outskirts of the city. Outside of Chungshan Park a platoon of soldiers was digging
in. A hurried line of military trucks streamed in from East Town, kicking up in its wake an annoying cloud of dust
along the coastal highway. Even on this serene beach we could not leave behind us the knowledge that the war
had come to the gate of Tsingtao.
No tension showed on the face of my reporter friend, Lao Hsiao-hsi,\fn{ A note reads: Literally, “old news,” meaning
“know-it-all.”} as one Tsingtao newspaper had jokingly called the man who walked beside me. He was in a good
mood, urging me forward to look at the mountains and the bay as if somehow they were his property. He managed
to ignore completely the physical and mental fatigue which had overtaken me, a fugitive from the war edging
toward this city. Gesticulating expansively, he told me again that the last light on tlle sea at dusk was something I
should not miss. He had watched this sunset glow for more than a decade, and he still liked it.
His enthusiasm, however, could not chase away my depression, I could only smile tolerantly at my friend, All
the time, I was turning over in my mind the question of how I could get out of Tsingtao before the enemy
completely enveloped the city.
“Look!” Lao Hsiao-hsi suddenly nudged me with his elbow. “You know something—only scenery as divine as
this can create such people!”
I looked at a woman approaching us from the direction of the aquarium. She was wearing a light-wool dress;
the late afternoon breeze fluttered the tapered, slit skirt just enough to help reveal her tall, graceful figure. Big
sunglasses made her fair skin look even paler. Two delicately narrow feet carried her toward us. The breeze
ruffled her hair, which was cut just a bit shorter than the popular style. Two shih-tze kou “lion-dog” puppies,
frolicked along behind her.
In a moment, we were face to face. She gave Lao Hsiao-hsi a silent greeting. The next moment she was gone.
But in the warm late light I had time to see the gray at her temples. Twin spider-track lines, the curse of maturing
womankind, were also plainly visible around her eyes. But they could not detract from her enduring beauty.
“You know her?” I asked.
“Of course. She is practically the owner of this bay. A wonderful woman!”
I looked back at her. The puppies had run ahead of her now.
“She lives in a handsome place not far from the Clear Mountain Temple. You know, in the hills out east of the
city. She likes to take a walk along the coast every day about this time. For more than ten years she has been
taking that stroll. She calls her house Kan Shan\fn{ A note reads: Kan Shan means “Clear Mountain.”} Villa and herself
the Mistress of Kan Shan Villa. But we newspapermen have another name for her: Lady of the Seashore.”
“How can she be so tranquil when everybody else is worrying about getting out of town?”
“That’s why she is a great woman. Let me take some time to tell you her story.”
*
About twenty-seven or twenty-eight years ago, the young newspapermen in Tsinan used to say, “To really live,
eat at the Paihuatsun Restaurant, go boating on Taming Lake, and sit down front when Lin Pao-ju is on stage.”
Lin Pao-ju was the most popular actress of that age, the one opera star a theater manager could count on to fill his
house.
A popular actress is always surrounded by people of different sorts and social standing. Lin Pao-ju was no
exception. She knew all the people an actress needed to know. She spent money on parties and gifts as though she
owned the bank. In short, she was the busiest woman in Tsinan. Because of all this, she became the dream girl of
every opera-goer.
Orthodox critics did not think much of her performances. She did have a good voice. But she didn’t care to try
such operas as The Trials of Su San, which takes a lot of earnest singing, Her favorite pieces were acrobatic
stories like Iron Bow Romance and Rainbow Fortress. She liked these because they displayed her beautiful figure
and her gay, attractive style. Whatever the critics’ sentiments, tens of thousands of fans went to see her.
Like any other actress, Pao-ju got tangled up with love at the height of her career. An actress often finds it
difficult to separate love from money and power. Countless men were after her. But among her suitors, a man
named Cheng Tung-hai seemed to be in the lead. An army officer, he was quartermaster for warlord General
Chang Tsung-chang. Rumors had it that Quartermaster Cheng spent on Pao-ju a sum which could keep three
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regiments in full combat readiness. He bought up seats for all of her performances. At the same time, he tried to
monopolize her private life too. Not many days passed that he didn’t ask her to dinner or present her with some
gold ornament or a gown of the latest fashion. He even provided money to finance her troupe.
Miserly young men of today may think this too expensive a way to ask for the love of a lady. But a gentleman
of yesterday would praise Cheng for his chivalry. Practically everybody thought that Pao-ju would finally
surrender to the all-out attack of the dollar. Quite a number of mosquito sheets\fn{ A note reads: Small tabloid papers
devoted to gossip and scandal.} already had committed themselves with stories about the romance between the quartermaster and the actress.
Unfortunately, they were wrong. Someone else had already occupied Pao-ju’s heart. The man she really
wanted was Huang Hsiao-chuan, a man much younger than Cheng. Huang was the liaison chief in Tsinan for
General Chu Yu-pu, one of Marshal Chang Tso-lin’s field commanders. This young man was also the chief of a
news agency. From his rapid pen flowed passable verse and romantic short stories, and he was considered a
promising young man of letters. In fact, Pao-ju owed much of her popularity to the many newspaper articles
Huang had written for her.
In the eyes of our lady, then, young Huang was a talented, romantic writer blessed with the support of influential people. Besides, he was the man who had made her famous. She was grateful to him and thought that he really
understood her. Cheng, on the other hand, was a perfect gentleman worthy of the love of a famous woman. So
Pao-ju devised a sensible plan. She would go on taking money from Cheng, but she would give her love to
Huang.
Cheng was not a fool. He knew about the love affair his lady was having with Huang. But he was cynical
enough to believe that if you stacked enough money in front of an actress, you would be the winner in the long
run. He misjudged Pao-ju. This woman was as headstrong and proud as the characters she played on the stage. In
time, she began to refuse to take the money, and she even invented excuses for not seeing Cheng at all.
The rivalry between Cheng and Huang was at first just a whispered “rumor.” Very soon, though, it came out
into the open with an explosion. An organized mob booed Lin Pao-ju on the stage one night and came back to boo
her louder three nights later. A smell of powder smoke was in the air. Exaggerated accounts in the mosquito sheets
brought the crisis to the bursting point. Rumors ran around like wildfire, but reporters in the know cited Cheng’s
indecision as the root of the problem. Cheng was so much in love with Pao-ju that he could not bring himself to
give her up. In his heart he still nourished the hope that some day she might return to him. Another factor was
Huang’s background. The writer was too powerful a man in his own right to dispose of easily.
One night Huang came out of the theater en route home. Someone hiding in the dark shot at him twice. Huang
was not hit, but his driver was killed. My newspaper friends were quite sure that Cheng was behind the shooting,
but the Tsinan newspapers were too discreet to report the incident. When the Shanghai newspapers arrived in
Tsinan the next afternoon, however, they had splashed the story across their front pages, with all its bloody
details. The Shanghai reporters pointed an accusing finger directly at Cheng.
This shooting scrape threatened to create trouble between the two Manchurian generals who at that time ruled
the provinces of Hopei and Shantung. We heard that General Chu Yu-pu had even sent a personal telegram to
General Chang Tsung-chang inquiring into the shooting. General Chu, in keeping with the tradition of warlords,
had adopted Huang as his brother. Now he showed unusual concern over the safety of “younger brother.”
Cheng’s situation was desperate. But as an army officer, he had his pride and doggedly refused to give Pao-ju
up just because of adverse public opinion. On the third day after the shooting episode he threw a sumptuous
dinner party at the Paihuatsun Restaurant, the most famous eating place in Tsinan. He invited Huang as the guest
of honor. Every newspaper reporter in Tsinan and all the friends of the two men were invited too. Midway in the
dinner, Cheng stood up and frankly admitted the rivalry. Said he:
“I won’t deny that a certain amount of misunderstanding has developed between Mr. Huang and myself over
our friendship with Miss Lin. Someone said that I tried to ambush Mr. Huang in the dark.. This is nothing but a
malicious lie stirred up by political enemies of both of our commanders. These gossips forgot that we are North
China soldiers dedicated to our code of honor. I, Cheng Tung-hai, swear to you gentlemen here and now that I
would never stoop to kill a man over a woman.
“Now, 1 suggest to my friend Huang that we settle the issue once and for all: I have a sporting I proposition.
The two of us will gamble all night tonight. The winner gets Miss Lin and the loser quits like a gentleman. I admit
this is a somewhat unusual idea. But unusual steps are called for to end a very painful situation. Besides, we’ll
give our friends of the press another good story.”
His laugh turned into a cough. Everybody cheered.
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Huang was helpless. He had to sit there calmly and smile politely at his enemy. He assumed that he was at
Cheng’s mercy.
The game started; the two opponents sat down in front of the rest of us and started to play mahjong. By
midnight, neither Cheng nor Huang was ahead. Cheng called for a stop. He suggested that he and his rival switch
to four-card pai-chiu. They don’t play this much any more, but maybe you know it—thirty-two tablets with four
sides, with four tablets distributed to each player at the same time.
All the other mahjong players converged on the pai-chiu table. Cheng and Huang alternated as the banker, but
even after several hours, neither had gained an edge. Cheng was close to the breaking point. Beads of sweat
appeared on his forehead. He demanded that they switch to two-card pai-chiu to speed it up. Huang’s equanimity
had deserted him. He was visibly nervous too. Promptly he accepted Cheng’s challenge. In the confusion,
someone suggested:
“You two had better fix a ceiling.” Another bystander cut in:
“Why not make it ten thousand dollars?”
“Ten thousand dollars?” A provocative, contemptuous smile swept across Cheng’s face. “Ten thousand dollars
is chicken feed to Huang and me. A hundred thousand is more to the point.”
“All right, make it one hundred thousand,” someone else enjoined. Another round of cheers followed.
Belligerently Cheng turned to his younger rival.
“Huang, you think a hundred thousand is too small? Let’s make the game mean something. How about playing
a two-hundred-thousand-dollar stake?”
Silence fell in the room. Everybody knew the scheme behind this proposal. Cheng wanted to crush Huang by
sheer weight of money. Two hundred thousand silver dollars! It was a healthy sum of money.
Huang was still his cold, smiling self.
“All right, all right. Whatever you say.”
The game started again. At two-card pai-chiu the fortunes of war were going to be decided at a much faster
pace. But every time one player began to lose and edge close to disaster, he hit a streak of luck and turned the
tables on the other party. The game progressed. Huang had trouble now maintaining the dignity and composure of
a learned man. Cheng demonstrated his vulgarity, I greed, and ferocity for all to see.
Along toward daylight most of us began to get so tired that we couldn’t help yawning behind the backs of our
hands. Then Cheng suddenly caught luck’s coattails. In a few plays, he took in one hundred ninety thousand
dollars. Then he swept in five thousand more. Huang was banker. He was about to collapse in defeat. At that
moment Pao-ju walked into the room. Sweating with triumph, Cheng pointed to the girl with shaky fingers, threw
down all the chips he had—one hundred ninety-five-thousand dollars in all—and cried:
“One hundred ninety-five thousand plus Pao- ju. Make it the last hand. All right?”
“All right!” Huang echoed desperately.
He cast the dice. They turned up an eleven. Without waiting for Huang to distribute the tablets to him Cheng
snatched two tablets for himself. Tension gripped every thumping heart in the room. All voices stopped and all
eyes searched the faces of the two gamblers. Huang held his tablets face down in the palm of one hand and tried
to tell the points with the fingers of his other hand. A thousand expressions raced across his face. Finally, he put
the tablets face up on the table with a gesture of despair. The tablets showed only one point.
For what seemed a whole minute the room was a frozen, silent picture. Then a thunderclap of noise broke out.
All tears, Pao-ju flew into the arms of Huang. We watched Cheng. He turned away from the couple, then walked
slowly toward the door.
The next day Cheng left Tsinan. Before he left, he sent seventy thousand dollars in cash to Huang. A letter
came with the money. Cheng told his rival he was sorry he could not pay up all he owed. He had lost both face
and credit. He had to leave Tsinan and start all over again. Toward the end of the letter, he wished Huang and the
girl happiness and good luck.
Huang was not entirely happy. Yes, he had won the gamble. But he had forced Cheng Tung-hai to leave and
had, he was sure, made an enemy for life. On the other hand Pao-ju had never been so happy. At dinner after
dinner the two lovers entertained their friends. Everyone said that Huang and the actress were headed for a lifelong partnership. The newspapers, big and small, reported the story as a modern-day legend of chivalry. One
enterprising Shanghai newspaper even published a special supplement devoted to the story. In her opera, costume
Pao-ju appeared on the covers of at least three magazines.
Then General Chu’s troops moved into Shantung and the general himself turned up in Tsinan to direct military
operations. It was only natural that Huang, his “younger brother,” should be found constantly in the company of
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his commander. Since General Chu was making his first visit to Tsinan, Huang felt himself called upon to play
host in showing him the city. He arranged dinner parties and receptions and outings. And naturally he took the
general to the opera house to watch Pao-ju on the stage. Some of us can still remember very clearly the night Paoju played in her famous Rainbow Fortress. As Madame Tungfang, she appeared in a white mourning dress which
actually seemed to enhance her beauty. She was at her best that night, probably because she wanted to please her
lover’s commanding officer. At any rate, her performance made even her critics cheer. Most enthusiastic of all
was General Chu. In his box he shouted, “Hao! Hao!”\fn{Fine, fine.} at the top of his voice. When the opera ended,
he went backstage with his bodyguards to present his congratulations to Miss Lin.
An editor of one of our scandal sheets watched all this. The next day in print he asked:
“Is the star of Huang Hsiao-chuan beginning to sink?”
The next day General Chu appeared at the opera house, punctual to the dot. But he did not seem at all pleased
with the new play presented that night. The third day one of his aides telephoned the theater manager to ask
politely for a repeat performance of Rainbow Fortress. On the fourth day the theater once more was asked to stage
Rainbow Fortress. Gossip from headquarters said that the general had become enamored with the white-clad
widow played by Lin Pao-ju. The fifth night the general held a party at his residence. Chinese opera was the
highlight of the evening. Pao-ju was not only asked to appear in Rainbow Fortress but was also asked to stay on
for dinner after the show, clad in her stage costume, the white gown of that gay widow.
The general officiously introduced Pao-ju to his guests, her hand tightly held in his. The guards outside at the
gate could hear his hearty laugh.
Always proud, Pao-ju was greatly offended. But she had to hide her feelings. Huang stood by helplessly, afraid
even to look at her.
A few days later one of the general’s confidants made it known discreetly that the general was about to take
Pao-ju as his concubine. It was headline news in Tsinan, of course, with newspaper readers still astir with news of
the sensational love affair between Huang and Pao-ju.
Then, people heard another startling piece of news. Huang found himself appointed General Chu’s chief aidede-camp. This tidbit set tongues wagging and a few heads shaking. People asked why the promotion. Again the
grapevine had it that the general’s chief advisors had come to the general to express their concern. They hemmed
and hawed but eventually delivered themselves of the opinion that since Huang was the general’s adopted
“younger brother,” it would seem quite out of place for the general to take a woman away from him. The advisors
recalled the age-old tradition that a superior officer was duty-bound to help his subordinate in any matter of the
heart.
Their counsel fell on deaf ears. The general had been captured by Pao-ju’s charms and there was no help for it.
The general was not entirely tactless, however, in his ready explanation to his mentors.
“You gentlemen are making a fuss over something unimportant. Women shouldn’t interfere with friendship.
The business of this girl and my friendship with our friend Huang—they are two different things. Now we are in a
new era, with people talking about freedom to love. You gentlemen wouldn’t deny old Chu the freedom to love
this girl, would you?”
The advisors tried again with more allusions to honored tradition in a last attempt to talk the general out of his
idea. Again the general stood adamant. But his agile mind came up with a compromise solution.
“Suppose that I promote Huang Hsiao-chuan. Once he’s promoted, I’ll be very much surprised if he makes any
real issue out of this business. Who is this girl? Just an opera singer. She’s not his wife or sister!”
So General Chu promptly issued an order to promote Huang Hsiao-chuan to chief aide-de-camp. The general
also indicated a willingness to have a private talk with Huang to thresh things out. He was sure that Huang would
be reasonable.
Huang did not know what to do. Pao-ju wanted him to elope with her somewhere away from Tsinan. She was
confident she could be just as popular on stage elsewhere. But Huang was another matter. He was not as
optimistic as Lin Pao-ju. In the days of the warlords, success was hard-won and easily lost. If he gave up his
position and power in Tsinan, it was the end for him. He could never make it again anywhere else.
Huang hesitated. He did not dare meet General Chu face to face for fear they might come to blows. So he
decided to stall for time. He did not go to headquarters to assume his new job, but excused himself because of
illness.
General. Chu was enraged by Huang’s stalling because it was entirely unexpected and delayed his amorous
plans. One night he sent two officers to escort Huang back to his headquarters. The general conducted the
showdown himself.
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“So you want to cross your sworn brother just for an actress?” roared the general as a greeting.
“No, not that, Elder Brother. I have been doing some serious thinking. I have been considering breaking off my
engagement to this girl when I can find the right time.”
General Chu knew exactly why Huang used the word “engagement.”
“‘Engagement’ is a fine word!” he shouted. “But why do you use it for an affair with a woman like this, who
shows her body on the stage? My young friend, you are wasting your time trying to beat around the bush. Do you
think you cart stop me by waving the word ‘engagement’ in front of my face?”
“General, please don’t misunderstand my intentions—”
With a wave of his hand, the general stopped him. Some of the general’s advisors wanted to put in a few
words, but they swallowed them, seeing the general so angry. Red with fury, the general demanded that Lin Pao-ju
be brought to headquarters. He would settle this right now, he bellowed. An aide reminded him that Miss Lin was
already on stage playing the widow in Rainbow Fortress. But the general barked:
“To hell with the stage. Get her, and get her right now!”
Very soon Pao-ju, still clad in the widow’s white dress, was brought to headquarters. Soldiers had stopped the
play and told the theater manager to refund the ticket price to the audience. General Chu suddenly found himself
able to smile.
“Pao-ju, I enjoy seeing you in this costume. It somehow makes you look more fascinating than ever.” Then,
holding Pao-ju’s hand and facing the group, he said, “Come and tell everybody here the man you really care for.”
Pao-ju was caught.
“General, what’s all this about?”
“Isn’t it clear? Here are two men. Me, Chu Yu-pu. And him, Huang Hsiao-chuan. Which one of us do you
love?”
Pao-ju looked at the frightened Huang and the serious faces of the others. She smiled that charming smile of
hers and then laughed.
“General, please. Are you trying to make me put on an extra performance here? I really can do much better on
a stage.”
“To hell with your play-acting!” General Chu was irritated. “Isn’t it clear to you now? Huang here has been
close to you—we all know that. I, General Chu Yu-pu, like you too. And all of us know that. Just a single word
from you and everything is settled. Which one of us do you love?”
Pao-ju looked around. She did not see a single smiling face. But she managed to turn a frightened smile on the
general.
“Why now, right here, with so many people hearing us?”
“I want to have this whole business settled right now!”
Pao-ju was silent for a long time. She forced another smile and looked about. If only she could wait long
enough, perhaps some miracle would save her. She looked at Huang, his face as white as paper and his forehead
beaded with sweat. Her own heart she could hear thumping rapidly.
“General, can’t I tell you some other place ?”
The general could wait no more. He shouted:
“Pao-ju, think what I have done for you and what I can do for you from now on. Tell us the name of the man
you love.”
Pao-ju started toward the general, then ran with little flurrying steps to Huang and burst into tears. She embraced the silent and embarrassed Huang, then turned to the general and pleaded:
“General, please have mercy on us. Please excuse us.”
The dramatic turn astonished General Chu. He stood frozen, waiting for the red flush to leave his face. Then he
relaxed. Dryly he laughed.
“You don’t have to ask me for anything. You like him. That’s it.” He turned to his aide, “Let them go.” Then he
silently walked to his quarters.
The next day, General Chu summoned Huang. Dramatically he apologized to “younger brother,” saying he was
very rude and agitated the previous night. He told Huang that desire for a woman should not break up the kind of
friendship that existed between them.
“It would be better if you married this girl,” he advised. “That’ll put an end to this whole business and stop all
the talk. Set the date as soon as you can—before I have to leave Tsinan. For the sake of our friendship I want to
attend the wedding myself.”
This development made the story even more sensational. The newspapers wasted no chance to praise the
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general’s chivalrous action. Several hopeful poets penned a few poems and got them published. They pictured the
general as a reincarnation of several of the ancient warrior heroes.
Pao-ju and Huang were overjoyed. Huang had done well for himself, people said—a higher post and a
beautiful wife to boot. Pao-ju kept her head.
“Wait until we’re married before we start burning incense,” she told her lover.
But Huang replied that they were blessed with good luck. He was not without reason for his conviction. For
one thing, he knew the general always respected the views of his mentors, all good friends of Huang.
Everything went along on schedule. The fortune-blessed lovers of the year, as the press called them, were to
get married on the 15th of the month. The wedding was a big affair too; over 150 tables. The streets were crowded
with rickshaws and motor cars carrying well-wishers. All of the gentlemen of the press were there. For all the
publicity we’d given the lucky couple we felt we deserved a couple of free drinks. Aglow with happiness, the
bride and groom walked together among the guests, serving them with their best smiles.
Then the crowd settled down to wait for the last comer, General Chu. But instead, a truckload of soldiers halted
at the door of the restaurant. At the head of the contingent was an officer brandishing an order from the provost
marshal. They sought out Huang and took him away in handcuffs.
You can imagine the general commotion. Nobody had expected anything like this. The wedding was off. Some
of her friends led the weeping bride away. And we reporters went off in a great hurry to find out what had
happened. But, snoop around as we might—and I had good contacts in the military—nobody could learn what
was happening to Huang until the day two months later when his execution was announced. The official statement
from the army command informed us that Huang had been working as a secret agent for the general who held
Hopei province and whom General Chu happened to be fighting that year.
The day the announcement was made public, General Chu sent one of his highest aides to Pao-ju to tell her
that he sympathized with her with all his heart, and that signing the order for Huang’s execution had been the
hardest thing that he had ever done. But the facts had been brought out by the investigation, so General Chu had
no alternative other than to uphold the military code. Some dirty-minded people might accuse the general of using
his office to gain revenge against Huang, the aide added, but malicious gossip would never prevent the general
from doing his duty as a soldier.
On the general’s behalf, the aide begged both the dead Huang Hsiao-chuan and the living Lin Pao-ju to forgive
him. The general hoped that Miss Lin, who had been the closest to Huang of them all, would take custody of the
young man’s body and arrange for burial. Since the general and Huang had been friends all these years, the aide
added, the general himself wanted to donate money to cover the funeral expenses.
Pao-ju showed her mettle then and there. Although she had not been married to Huang, she did what every
widow was expected to do. She claimed his corpse, and she arranged the funeral, which lasted for the proper
seven days, complete with Buddhist and Taoist prayers. Clad in the flax cloth of mourning, she cried and fainted
and cried. When General Chu came to the house to pay his respects to “younger brother,” Pao-ju greeted him
without visible emotion, her face almost as pale as the mourning dress. On his way out with four aides trailing
him, he could not resist saying to the woman:
“Pao-ju, you still look pretty in a widow’s dress.”
Pao-ju chose not to answer. Her silence cut off any further words the general intended to say.
After the funeral, Pao-ju said goodbye to the stage. She was in a position to live comfortably on her own
moneys as well as on what Huang had left her. But the few people who got a glimpse of her said that she was
making no effort to preserve her beauty. She grew very thin. All day long she wandered about the shores of
Taming Lake, refusing to eat or speak. Whenever some old friend bumped into her, she would only stare at him
with unseeing eyes. Some predicted that she was bound for a mental institution. Others guessed she would end up
hanging herself. But when she did neither, people began to forget her. She wasn’t news any more, and even those
of us with a professional interest in the story lost track of her.
*
After we found out that when people stopped paying attention to her, Pao-ju quietly moved all her assets to
Tsingtao. Then she went to east Shantung to rent a house in Chefoo. After a careful look at the possibilities, she
married a company commander serving in the army of General Liu Chen-nien, a warlord in eastern Shantung.
Following the marriage, she bribed her husband’s superiors with a box of silver dollars to make her husband a
battalion commander. Now as the first lady of the battalion she began to spend a lot of time doing little favors for
her husband’s soldiers. The lady had recovered her beauty. What’s more, she was rich. Soon she was queen of the
battalion in name and in reality. A good many officers and men became very much devoted to her. After all, they
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had never known a lady like her. Then she waited for three years. What happened then I learned from a cousin
who had been an officer in General Liu’s office.
General Liu’s troops were ordered to proceed to central Shantung to join General Chu Yu-pu’s soldiers in a
certain campaign. The battalion commanded by Pao-ju’s husband moved up to the Tientsin-Pukow Railway,
where it was supposed to fight shoulder to shoulder with General Chu’s crack troops. Then Pao-ju learned one day
that General Chu was leaving Tsinan for Tehchow by special train.
Late that night she talked to her husband across a table in the house his troops had requisitioned in a village
along the railroad. She had an affair to finish that was none of his business, she told him bluntly. She did not want
him involved because it was dangerous.
“Don’t try to stop me,” she added. “I’m going to do something I’ve been waiting to do for three years.”
She admitted that perhaps her plan wouldn’t be successful. Even if it was, she told her husband, he would not
be able to stay in the army. She thanked him for having been kind to her during their married life and apologized
for using him as a means of gaining her purpose. Then she put down one hundred ounces of gold on the table and
told him the best thing for him to do was to take it and leave that very night for the International Settlement in
Shanghai, where he would be safe.
He must have been reluctant at first. But Pao-ju used all of her eloquence and charm to persuade him. When he
saw that there was nothing else for him to do, he wrapped up the gold like a sensible man and departed.
The next morning Pao-ju called together all of the officers and soldiers she thought might help her carry out
her plan. In tears she told them her story and her hope for revenge. She revealed her plan and added that if there
was to be any sacrifice, it would be her own life that would be lost. But, she said, she needed their help. Remember that she was an accomplished actress. Her story made a visible impression on everybody who heard her.
Moreover, to show her gratitude for the help she was sure they would give her, she went on, she would give each
officer one hundred silver dollars and each soldier fifty.
The men who listened knew that some nasty fighting was ahead when they joined forces with the general’s
army. And they hadn’t been getting paid as regularly as troops facing battle should be. In those days fifty silver
dollars was quite a bit of money to a soldier. It would take him back to his native place with something left over.
So they talked it over a bit and agreed to help her.
That afternoon they moved a few miles up to Yencheng, north of the Yellow River. The next morning, an hour
before the arrival of the special train, they pried up one of the rails. The special train consisted of only two carriages and the locomotive. General Chu used the rear carriage as his sleeping quarters, while the front one was
occupied by his staff and bodyguards. When the driver saw the torn-up track ahead, he braked the train to an
emergency stop. From their positions on both sides of the track, Pao-ju’s men fired a shower of bullets, concentrating their fire on the front carriage. The bodyguards were in a desperate position, trapped inside the wooden
coach. Three of them who tried to escape from the car were cut down by machine-gun fire while they were
climbing down the steps.
After five minutes, the young officer commanding the attackers for Pao-ju blew a whistle and halted the firing.
In the sudden silence, he shouted at the troops on the train to surrender. After a few seconds, an officer threw his
pistol out of the carriage door ahead of him and walked out with his hands in the air. The other besieged men
followed him.
“General Chu—we want to talk to General Chu!” Pao-ju’s soldiers shouted.
A white handkerchief tied to a stick waved at the train door. An aide emerged, carrying the flag, and behind
him came the general. He walked forward a few steps and then stopped, craning his neck in an effort to identify
his attackers.
“You there—why did you stop this train?” he shouted, with an attempt at bluster.
“Come on toward us! Keep your hands up!” The young officer leading Pao-ju’s men did not give the general a
direct answer. “Now, halt right there. And keep your hands up where we can see them.”
Pao-ju walked out to meet him. Flanked by a soldier on each side, she was wearing her white widow’s dress.
“General Chu, look at me. Do you still like the way I look in this costume?”
“Pao-ju—is it you?” The general took it better than one might expect, but his face was white.
“You still remember me. That’s good. And you remember what you did to me?”
“Pao-ju, believe me, signing that order about Huang was the hardest thing I’ve ever done. But don’t you
understand that I had to do it? My duty—”
“General, neither one of us is on a stage now.”
“But, give me a chance—let me explain—”
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Pao-ju seized the machine pistol from one of her escorts.
“Explain it to Huang Hsiao-chuan when you meet him!”
She pulled the trigger. The gun failed to fire. The general put both hands in front of him, palm down, as if to
ward her off. Again she pulled at the trigger, but the gun still did not fire. She handed it back to the soldier she had
taken it from. He snapped off the safety. She took the gun again and swung the muzzle back to the general. He
dropped his arms at his sides.
“Get it over with,” he told her.
The gun fired this time, leaping in her hands, and the general half turned, then fell as the burst hit him. Pao-ju
turned her back on him, handed the gun back to her escort, and walked away without looking at the body.
The other prisoners thought that they were going to be killed too.
“No quarrel with you,” the young officer told them. He ordered them back on the train, and the ambushers
slipped away.
General Liang, who inherited General Chu’s army, made a half-hearted attempt to catch Pao-ju and the young
officer. He did shoot a couple of deserters who he claimed had taken part in the attack on the train. But nothing
more ever came of it.
*
The light was fading fast on the beach.
“Quite a woman,” I told my reporter friend. “I’m not sure, though, that I’d want to get myself involved with
somebody like that.”
“I don’t know. What she did is almost like a part she played on the state. Make an opera out of that story; get
the general out of khaki and dress him in a warrior’s bright robes and helmet, and you’d think it was a very
romantic story. I do myself. Not much romance left in this country of ours.”
We walked on up the beach.
111.30 Excerpt from Wu Song Fights The Tiger: A Folktale\fn{by Wang Xiaotang (1918- )}Yangzhou, Jiangsu
Province, China (M) 3
… Seen\fn{This story, of which this is a small extract, is set in the year 1119AD. Another segment is told by Li Zintang (1935- ).} from afar, he looked
like a bull ox with one horn,
seen from nearby, he was a mottled wild beast.
The left ear was spotted with red color, like the sun,
the right ear was spotted with green color, like the moon,
between its brows a “king’s” character,
like an officer inspecting the mountains.
His twenty-four straws of whiskers were like needles and barbed wire.
Four big teeth, eight small teeth,
were like iron cramps and steel nails.
His eyes were like bronze bells, their light like lightning.
His tiger’s tail was like a bamboo whip.
In front were his paws, behind were his legs.
When he put his paws to the ground, he could climb the mountains and bounce from hill to hill.
When he lifted his hind legs, he could jump over gullies and cross rivers.
When he lifted his head and roared in the wind, the winged game in heaven all lost courage.
When he lowered his head and drank of the water,
the fish and shrimps of the stream all lost their mind.
Among the four-footed beasts he alone stands out.
Deep. mountains and desolate moors are his home.
When he has not eaten human meat for three days
he will swing his tail and sway his head and grind his teeth.

“U-u-u-u-u-u-h!-Ma-a-a-a-a-a-a-a-a-a!”
The tiger looked at Wu Song and roared. At this moment Wu Song had his eyes fixed on the tiger. Wu Song
said to himself:
“You beast! You are so terrible! You have killed so many travelers! If I, Wu Song had not come here, there
would have been nothing more to it, but now I, Wu Song have come, and I’m bound to kill you today!”
Oh, my, that tiger was really ferocious!
“You are ferocious, true, but I have my ways and wits! Come on! If you don’t come, that’s it! But if you do
happen to come, I’ll first kick blind those two tiger eyes of yours. And then I’ll watch how a blind tiger like you is
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going to eat a man!”
No need to worry about Wu Song! His appearance in the Water Margin saga—from the very beginning when
he kills the tiger at Jingyang Ridge, to the very end when he takes the Double Dragon Mountain by strategy—all
through the ten-chapter cycle called “Opening with the tiger and closing with the dragon,” it’s marvelous! In
every situation Wu Song reacts just right. Why?
This is because Wu Song is not only brave, but he is also resourceful. He is a great hero with both wit and
courage. Wu Song watched the tiger attentively:
“Come on, and be sure that I shall blind your eye with my kick!”
He had his plan ready. So now he put his scarf right on the top of his head, tightened his belt, stamped his feet
into his boots, rubbed his hands and rolled up his sleeves. Then he prepared his voice, took stock and shouted:
“Bah! Stay where you are, you bloody daring beast! Here you see Wu Song, himself!”
Pooh-pooh-pooh-pooh! In a few jumps he was in front of the tiger and stopped at about three meters away. Our
hero was standing in the posture of “three tips close together,” that is: the tips of his feet, the tips of his hands and
the tip of his nose, these three points were all coordinated and ready, as if they had been adjusted according to a
plumb-line! Wu Song was fixated on the tiger, he did not so much as blink his eyes!
When the tiger caught sight of someone, it always had three ways to strike people with awe. What three ways?
The first awesome way was when it opened its mouth: “Wu-u-u-ma-a-a-a-a-a!” It was frightening, when it
opened its mouth. When its mouth was opened, it looked like a big pail of blood, and then its breath would
emanate from its mouth. And its breath was foul. People in poor health would become dizzy just from smelling
this foul air. And their eyesight would become blurred. And the moment you would fall unconscious, you would
hear the tiger stepping near!
But Wu Song was not afraid! Wu Song was in very good health!
Well, if you had managed to avoid the tiger’s first awesome way, you would be in for the second. What was the
second awesome way? That was its two forepaws! The tiger would stretch out its two forepaws and aim at your
left and right shoulder, and then it would prepare to rush upon you. If you didn’t get caught, O.K. But if you were
caught, it would knock you flat and goodbye!
Now, if you also managed to avoid its second awesome way, you would be in for the third! The third awesome
way, that was its tiger’s tail! If the tail swept across your back, your back was broken. When it swept across your
leg, your leg was broken. The tail was swinging hither and thither. If one could avoid its third awesome way, one
might save one’s life!
Just at this moment the tiger looked at Wu Song and began to prepare its first awesome way. How could it
imagine that when it broke out in a roar, that big fellow opposite wouldn’t even move! Well, this tiger was quite
resourceful, too! This huge beast was intelligent.
“Since my first awesome way is of no use, let me try the second!”
The tiger lifted its two forepaws and rose on its hind legs and gave a roar:
“Wu-u-u-u-ma-a-a-a!”
Did Wu Song watch the tiger attentively at this moment, do you think? He was standing in the posture of
“three tips close together” and did not so much as blink his eyes! He saw the animal was on the point of springing,
it was just about to spring on him. But Wu Song. dodged to the left, and when the tiger made a jump into the air, it
landed on his right side. The tiger had leapt into the air, and Wu Song used this opportunity to try and catch it.
Who would have imagined that the tiger, this huge beast, could be so smart?
“Ma-a-a-a-a-a-a!”
It slunk away under his hand! Wu Song turned round and tried to spot the tiger again:
“Ha, ha! You monster, so you are making yourself scarce!”
Had the tiger disappeared? Who says the tiger had disappeared? Do you think the tiger could disappear at this
moment? Wu Song leaned to the other side, and then he planted his left foot firmly in the ground, stretched his
right foot up and swung this one foot in the air. A master of the situation he aimed with the tip of his foot towards
the right eye of the tiger, and there you are! The right eye of the tiger was kicked blind. The eyeball exploded just
like a splattered egg. The tiger began to shed blood. When the tiger began to shed blood, didn’t it run away at
once? Well, even if it might run away it would surely come back again. At the top of the ridge it leapt and turned
round. It turned round and stood face to face with Wu Song again. In the light of the moon Wu Song was staring
intently at the tiger:
“Hey!” Wu Song said to himself: “You beast! A moment ago I dodged, planted my left foot firmly, twisted my
right foot and kicked out your eye! I am a master of the situation and I plan to kick out your eyes. Now I have
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already kicked your right eye blind, and if you do not attack any more, that’s the end of that! But if you do attack
again, be sure that I’ll kick blind your left eye as well! And then let’s see how you, a blind tiger, will go about
eating people!”
The tiger was above him. The tiger was staring at Wu Song, too. It had not given in. My! Well, it had not yet
had its free meal! It did understand that it had lost one eye in the game, one light had been turned off!
“Wu-u-u-u-u-u-u!”
The tiger rushed towards Wu Song again. It looked at him:
“Be sure that I’ll spring at you and kill you!”
You see, it was just on the point of springing when Wu Song dodged to the right. As soon as he dodged, the
tiger landed on his left side. Our hero planted his left foot firmly in the ground and lifted his right foot up in the
air:
“Hey!” and kicked it with his foot, kicking out its left eye. The tiger gave a roar:
“Wu-u-u-u-u-u-u!”
Why did it roar? It was blind in both eyes, can you imagine? Dear me! What a panic! Wu song said to himself:
“You damned beast, so you still think you are going to run away! But you shall not escape from death this
time!”
Then Wu Song took a step forward on to his left foot, raised his left hand, and with his five fingers—his five
fingers were like iron hooks—he took a firm grip on the tiger’s neck:
“Hey ho!”
You see, when he cried out, he lifted his arm—how on earth could that be a human arm of blood and flesh?
No, it was more like a thousand-pound iron pillar. The tiger could not even move any more.
“Wu-u-u-u-u-u-u!”
Its four paws were scratching the earth below, scratch, scratch, scratch. Its tail was swinging from side to side.
Wu Song stared at the tiger:
“Ah, you damned beast! And you still try to wag your tail, don’t you? Hem! That won’t do! Just think if you
tail happens to strike me! Your tail is like an iron whip, and if you hit me and I’m hurt, what a mess!”
Our hero moved forward a bit, so that his body leaned against the tiger’s left hip. Then Wu Song took a step
forward with his right foot and put his right hand on top of his left, planted his left foot firmly on the ground and
swung his right leg up in the air. With his right heel he aimed at the tiger’s spine and shouted:
“Hey! Phew!”
You see, when he kicked this time, that was a mere trifle! But now he had managed to hit the root of the tiger’s
tail. The root of the tail, well, you see, when he hit it, only one single sound was heard: “Crack!”
How on earth would you guess that the bone of its tail had been broken off? The tiger’s tail could not swing
any more. It could not swing, but drooped to the ground. Wu Song took the opportunity to mount the tiger. He
held the tiger with his hand in a firm grip. The tiger was suffering badly. It had never carried anything so heavy
before.
“W-u-u-u.”
Although its eyes had been blinded, it stubbornly tried to turn round. Wu Song watched it:
“Damn, how stubborn you are! You, you!” Our hero raised his fist:
“Got it! Phew!”
You see, when he beat it this time, he hit its right eyebrow.
“W-u-u-u.”
The tiger shrank under him. When the tiger shrank under him, Wu Song raised his right fist and aimed at its
right flank, and then he began to beat it, knocking it with his left and with his right fist without stopping, Hey!
Hey! Hey! Hey! Hey!, swooping down on it a dozen times or so.
That cannot be right! That’s something everybody knows: Since the days of old up until now people have
always known that Wu Song caught the tiger with his clever fist and killed it with three knocks and two kicks!
Why do you tell us that he beat it a dozen times or so? Well, even if he did beat the tiger a dozen times, he didn’t
change the spot where he hit it. He aimed at the tiger’s right flank, beating it on the aame spot with his left and
with his right fist, and later when the wound was examined, it was only counted as one knock. So now Wu Song
again looked intently at the tiger and sighed:
“Ah! Will I ever be able to go to the battleground again and fight? Will I ever be able to take the life of my
enemies? I can’t even kill a tiger! Oh, I have an idea! If you want to kill a man, you must wound him on his
deadly spot. And when you want to kill a beast, you must also wound its deadly spot. Where can one find its
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deadly spot?”
Suddenly he caught sight of the tiger’s right ear exactly under the palm of his hand. Wu Song took the
opportunity to raise his fist high up and ground his teeth with hatred:
“You damned beast! Just think how many travelers you have killed since you came to this place! Be sure that I
will kill you with this fist of mine!” And then he shouted:
'Hey! Phew!” You see, when his fist came down this time, the tiger roared:
“Wu-u-u-u-u-u-u!”
And while it was still roaring, something gushed more than three meters from the tiger’s left ear, s-s-s-s-s-s,
something just like a red silk thread. What was it? Blood! Why? Wu Song knocked the tiger on its right ear, so the
blood ought to gush forth from its right ear. Why did it gush from its left ear? Because Wu Song’s fist was so
extraordinarily strong, he had smashed the tiger’s right ear completely. When you cannot pass through the main
entrance, you had better try and get through the back door:
S-s-s-s-s!
Oh, when this blood was gushing forth, the tiger stopped moving, its head drooped. Wu Song took a look at it:
“You are done for!” Had the beast died?
“Are you pretending to be dead?”
The he pushed the tiger a couple of times with his hands, but it didn’t move at all. When Wu Song let go of the
tiger’s head, it fell flat to the ground:
Plop! It had died! It had died, had it! Died, died!
Wu Song loosened his grip and stood up. When he stood up, he planted his left foot firmly in the ground and
swung his right foot up in the air:
“Phew!” Then he kicked the tiger's body once more:
“Thump!”
The tiger’s body fell to one side. Wu Song looked intently at the tiger:
“Ha, hat You monster! Where have all your majestic airs gone?”
Second Brother Wu, his courage was strong,
stood up and went straight to Jingyang Ridge
with his clever fist he killed the mountain tiger,
since then his great fame has swept over all the world.

Our hero leapt down the eastern slope of the ridge and arrived at the stone. He shouldered his bundle and leapt
over the top of the ridge: Pooh, pooh, pooh, pooh! He wasn’t tipsy any more, see! He was running for fun. In
leaps and bounces he crossed the top of the ridge. When he had marched for three li, he suddenly saw the road
forking in front of him: to the right a big road and to the left a small path. Could it be the big road that led to
Yanggu District? Or was it the small path that led to Yanggu District? Moreover, in the middle of the night there
was nobody around that he could ask.
Wu Song was standing there and speculating, when he suddenly at the rim of his ear became aware of a ringing
sound of iron bells, ding-ding-dong-ding-dong, coming from the grove near to the small path. Wu Song
accordingly leaned toward that direction and stared attentively:
“Haiya!”
Why did Wu Song shout out like that? Dear me!
“Over there, there are two tigers more! On Jingyang Ridge there is not only one tiger, no, at this place there are
two tigers more, a yellow tiger and a black tiger! Are you kidding! How many tigers are there after all on the
Jingyang Ridge? If I had not seen you tigers, so what! But since I have seen you tigers, be sure that I will kill you!
Be sure that I will do away with the evil for all the traveling people.”
Wu Song was standing there and making a plan, he was just about to thrust himself onto the two tigers to kill
them. …
113.114 By Way Of A Preface To The Sad Canal\fn{by Wang Ruowang (1918- )} Jiangsu Province, China (M) 9
October of 1978 had just passed when a young man appeared at our editorial department in search of a
manuscript sent in to us ten days earlier. It was entitled The Sad Canal. He’d found that it still needed some
revision. Naturally, we were glad to fulfill the request of anyone conscientious enough to come in person about
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his work. Before handing it over, I asked him,
“Under what pen name did you write the piece?”
This one question made him quite anxious. Tongue-tied, he didn’t reply. I grew suspicious. His timid
expression added to my doubt. It occurred to me that I shouldn’t be rash in giving him the manuscript, for perhaps
he was not its author.
“Are you the actual writer of The Sad Canal?” I asked, emphasizing the words “actual writer.”
Awkwardly, the young man reached into his satchel and took out an envelope stamped by the revolutionary
committee of T County’s Long March Commune. I opened the official letter and read:
This concerns the piece The Sad Canal submitted to you by Comrade Jiao Keyi, an elementary school teacher in our
commune. He feels that his work contains some inaccuracies and is in need of revision. We hope that you will return
the manuscript in question through our messenger.

After studying this letter, I became even more suspicious. If the author himself felt that his work needed
revision, why not send a personal note? Why dispatch an official letter? T County is more than 400 li* from
Shanghai. Why send someone here just to get a manuscript?
Questions like these made me realize the importance of The Sad Canal. I was aware already that no small
struggle was involved in this short story. So I said casually, but determinedly,
“I’ll keep this letter. The manuscript hasn’t been here very long so I haven’t looked over it yet. After I read it
I’ll return it to you.” The young man, looking very worried, urged,
“Can’t you let me give it to him?”
The more nervous he grew, the more resolved I was not to let the work fall into his hands. This was a matter of
protecting a writer’s creative freedom, not an issue to be treated lightly.
I took a rough look over the original manuscript. The Sad Canal concerned a water conservancy project at a
commune—specifically, the mobilization of young strong laborers to dig up a river. The subject was one of
current relevance, and the Party secretary created by the author had rather typical characteristics. If the piece had
any weak point, it was in the unclear ending. Did they continue the work on this “sad canal” or did they stop
digging? Another shortcoming was that because the writer was too caught up in sticking to facts, the piece bore
more resemblance to a report than to fiction.
Three days later the young man showed up again.
“We want to return the manuscript to the author himself,” I informed him.
I also wanted to find out why the commune leaders attached so much importance to this story. The youth said
nothing about this, only insisting that the author wanted the manuscript returned. In the end, he asked,
“Could you write me a note explaining whether or not you plan to print it? It would make it easier for me when
I go back and report.”
It looked as if he couldn’t very well go back empty-handed to his superiors, so on our editorial department
stationery, I wrote:
Comrade Jiao Keyi’s manuscript is a work of fiction apparently not based on real people or real events. Our journal
will decide whether or not to print it after further review. We hope that you will nurture and protect your amateur writer.
Respectfully yours.

About to depart after taking the letter, the youth asked quietly,
“Will you publish the story?”
“It’s not a decision I can make alone.”
After the youth left, I read The Sad Canal once again. I heard the suppressed cries of thousands of peasants
reaching the burning heart of a young teacher. I thought to myself, the writer surely must have gone through an
intellectual struggle before he mustered the courage to send this in!
I felt I had to investigate the real situation to gain insight into the fact behind the fiction. I decided to go right
down to the scene of the story. Four days later, I took the manuscript and went to the site of the commune leaders’
office.
Many of the commune cadres, high and low, busied themselves entertaining me, offering the finest brand of
cigarettes and the highest quality tea. They were not interested in seeing my letter of introduction but only asked
my name. They addressed me as “writer,” a title which only embarrassed me.
Soon after, the youth who had come to my office appeared. At the sight of me he became quite nervous,
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awkward, and shy. Not knowing what to say, he just asked,
“How is it that you came yourself?” Responding to his familiar face, the only one there, I replied,
“I came to interview the author of The Sad Canal to see how the story should be revised.”
Hearing this response, his face reddening, he was even more at a loss for words. Fortunately, standing next to
him was the cadre in charge of political propaganda. Zhang Yanhong was about forty years old and was wearing
white sneakers. He immediately answered with a smile,
“It’s getting late, the writer must be tired from his trip. Why don’t you rest now?”
The young man took this opportunity to slip away. I suggested to Zhang Yanhong that I wanted to see their
Party secretary.
“How inopportune. Party Secretary Xu has gone to the county for a meeting.”
“Then I’d like to chat with Teacher Jiao.” With an awkward look, he replied,
“All right. I’ll go tell him.” Before leaving, he asked,
“Do you want him to come in order to discuss the revision of his manuscript?” I replied with an affirmative
grunt and he went on.
“Do you plan to print it?”
I gave another affirmative grunt, and he left.
After dinner I went over to one of the peasant homes off the street. An old man around fifty happened to be
sitting on a long bench weaving straw shoes. Approaching him, I offered him a cigarette.
“Are you making straw shoes?” After looking me up and down, he replied,
“Ain’t it the truth? Digging that river is hard on shoes, but these shoes won’t slip.”
“What river are you digging up?”
“A river without water.” His language was similar to that used by Jiao Keyi in his story.
“Whose idea was it to dig this river in the first place?” Taking his hand away from the shoes, the old peasant
drew furiously on his cigarette.
“It’s always those up there. Even if they call us common folk to go into the sea and dredge up the heart of the
Dragon King, or go up to heaven and get the cassia from inside the Moon Palace, we gotta go do it, don’t we?”
Just as he was talking, Zhang Yanhong burst in. As soon as he saw me, he apologized,
“I went to look for Teacher Jiao, but unfortunately three days ago he went to the county prefecture for a
training session. He won’t be back for a couple of weeks.” Then he added,
“You really aren’t wasting any time, are you? Why don’t you turn in a bit early tonight?”
I told him I was having a chat with the old grandfather. Zhang Yanhong quickly introduced me to the old
peasant.
“This is a writer sent from the top. He’s come especially to investigate the river project.” The old man
immediately responded,
“Oh, yes. This river project is real wonderful. Our commune has won the Dazhai Advanced Red Flag three
years in a row.”
“Can you be more specific?” The old man thought it over for a long time and then came up with this:
“I hear tell the five-year project could go around the earth twice.” Zhang Yanhong corrected him.
“That refers to the soil dug up. It’s enough to encircle the earth once, not twice.”
“Right, only once. I remember I heard you say it before. Look at how muddle-headed I am! One circle around
the earth and we’ve only been workin’ on it for five years!”
With this political cadre around, I knew this old peasant wouldn’t say what was really on his mind. I could
only return disappointed to the commune guest house.
Outside my room was a hall about two-feet wide. I didn’t want to go to bed right away so that I might look out
from the hall over a night view of the small rural town. When my glance fell below, I noticed the fleeting shadow
of someone downstairs. A half hour later I was surprised to find the shadow still there. From his back I could
make out the young man who had been to our editorial office.
*
The next day Zhang Yanhong took me to see the man-made river. Before we had gotten very far from the
village, we were followed by a group of thirty to forty people—young and old, male and female. I figured that this
was probably the leaders’ plan to “mobilize the masses.” What kind of trick were they up to, I wondered?
At a site not two miles from the village, we were faced head on with a large ditch, forty feet wide. On the
bottom of the ditch was water reaching knee-level depth. Short willows were planted along its banks. Zhang
Yanhong pointed to a steel-plated bridge over the ditch. not far from where we stood. Full of pride, he proclaimed,
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“This is the most modern bridge in the village.”
We followed along the edge of the ditch toward the bridge. On the bank could be seen the numerous straw
shoes discarded there that year by the peasants. There were also straw bags used for traction half buried in the
soil, as well as mangled and battered bamboo baskets, and earthen pits scorched black from the workers’ cooking.
Approaching the end of the bridge, sure enough, one found the slogan placards made of large sheets of iron
described in The Sad Canal standing on both banks. Even the words on them had been lifted verbatim. Although
what remained of the heroic words was obscured, they could be deciphered nonetheless:

BUILD THE WATER CONSERVANCY PROJECT, CARRY OUT THE GREAT
BATTLE OF THE BASIC CONSTRUCTION OF THE AGRICULTURAL
FIELDS!
THREE YEARS OF STRUGGLE, TEN THOUSAND YEARS OF HAPPINESS!
Another one said,

LEARN FROM DAZHI, SWEAT,
PRODUCE A THOUSAND ACRES OF GUARANTEED ABUNDANT HARVEST!
But I noticed on one of the signs that someone had used nails to outline an irregularly shaped turtle.\fn{ A turtle
is a symbol of abuse in China; to call a person a turtle is to vilify him .} This was the primitive art of an uneducated person’s
indignation. Today these costly slogan boards had just about become honorific arches in ridicule of this “sad
canal.”
A growing number of peasants followed me. By the time we had reached the top of the modern bridge, many
commune members were already standing on it. Zhang Yanhong stood on the highest point and shouted at them,
“What are you following us for? You’re obviously not doing a very good job over at the threshing ground.
What’s there to see? I’m showing the writer around the water conservancy project. Haven’t you seen enough of
it?”
His severity and roughness towards them contrasted sharply with his respect and politeness toward me. A
peasant shouted,
“We just want to hear the specialist’s opinion.” Another youth challenged,
“Yeah. We haven’t seen enough of it, but we sure have worked enough on it!” Then came a woman’s voice.
“Specialist, what do you think? What’s the point in digging this dry ditch? To raise mosquitoes or to raise
goldfish?”
“No matter what, we’re not digging any more this year. We don’t want that damn red flag anymore, we’ve had
it!”
I realized then that my original hunch was wrong. These worked-up people thought I was a specialist (rather
than a writer).\fn{In Chinese the word for write is zuo jia, for specialist, zhuan jia. It is conceivable that a) Zhang spoke with a nonlocal accent and the locals misunderstood him, or b) he spoke in local dialect but the words are similar enough in sound to confuse the
ear.} They came on their own accord to air their views.

This angry talk made the propaganda leader red from ear to ear. He shouted once again,
“Ah Long, take them away quickly. Don’t start a stupid commotion here!”
I noticed that this Ah Long was an old fellow with a purplish-red face. His back was slightly bent and over his
shoulder was a manure basket. Stepping out from the crowd, he began to shout:
“If you have anything to say, save it for later. Chairman Hua is encouraging democracy now. Don’t make
useless chatter in front of the leading cadre.”
This old fellow's words carried authority. Two sentences from him and the commune members standing on the
bridge retreated one after the other down the side. Just then a young peasant came up close to me, imploring,
“You’re a specialist. We just came to hear one thing from you. Will the digging on this river continue this
winter?”
“I’m no expert. I don’t understand a thing about this subject.”
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Disappointed, the crowd gradually dispersed. I walked south along the “sad canal” with Zhang Yanhong. The
cadre in charge of propaganda followed, working me over with words.
“The term ‘sad canal’ is full of harmful intentions. It is an insult employed by rich landlord elements in hopes
of destroying our study of Dazhai. Class struggle is still very complex in the rural areas. If you’re not aware of
this, then you won’t be able to distinguish between right and wrong.” I retorted,
“Those people who spoke up on the bridge just now, are they all rich landlord elements?” Without deliberation,
he recited smoothly:
“This proves that the theories of the rich landlords have poisoned many people. All of these people are extreme
individualists. They’re afraid of doing tiring labor on the river … Ah—that woman who spoke up, her family
background isn’t too good. Her maternal grandfather was a rich peasant and her uncle was a small proprietor.
Therefore, she naturally has her opinion about digging this Xingwu River and makes her cynical remarks. We
have to make a class analysis of these people.”
Walking north along the “sad canal,” we discovered that it wasn’t until we had almost reached the very end
that a river was flowing in an east-west direction. The political propaganda leader explained,
“The local people call this Crescent River. It’s the water source for the Xingwu River.”
Standing at the mouth of Crescent River, even I who understand nothing about water conservancy could tell
that the engineering of the Xingwu River was blind and had gone totally against the laws of science. It seems that
Crescent River was a tributary of a branch of the Yangzi. Due to the construction of many factories on the banks
of the tributary, as well as the opening up of many fields irrigated by the river, the amount of water in Crescent
River, limited to begin with, decreased daily. It got to the point where after autumn, the water level had gotten so
low that. one could wade across it barefoot. The fact that the decision to begin construction of the Xingwu five
years ago was based merely on the existence of such a poor neighboring water source, was really like climbing a
tree to catch fish, or trying to sail a boat on dry land.
The political propaganda cadre did not stop trying to boost my morale.
“Do you think that this is an insufficient water source? No matter, the water in the Yangzi rises every day.
Every three to five years it always floods over. By the time we’re finished digging this ditch, as long as the Yangzi
floods once, it will fill it. With the control of the two water gates on either side, the canal will be usable.
“Chairman Mao said, ‘The passing of difficulties and the arrival of victory is often created through the further
resolve to work hard.’ If we give up halfway, not only will five years of the peasants’ hard labor go down the
drain, but we wouldn’t be able to face the Party, the nation, or live up to the four modernizations.”\fn{ These were
begun under the leadersip of Deng Xiaoping (1904-1997, de facto ruler of China from 1876 until his death. They were designed to bolster
the waning popularity of Communist leadership in China by introducing modern methods (hence the term) into industry, agriculture, the
military, and science and technology,distonginuing rural communes and allowing peasants to lease land and sell their harvest in markets;
establishing special economic zones where foreign investment was encouraged; reducing the number of soldiers and improving military
technology, and sending thousands of students abroad tostudy science and engineering .}

I didn’t want to listen to any more of his propaganda, so changed the subject to the author of The Sad Canal.
Yesterday he said that Jiao Keyi had gone to the county prefecture for a training session. This too was probably a
lie to prevent me from seeing him. So I requested, "Please tell me where Jiao Keyi went in the county. I want to
be sure to see him this trip.” He noted my determination but calmly responded,
“You’re not missing anything by not seeing him. He’s nobody special. He just wants to make a name for
himself. He likes to wield the pen to speak out exclusively for the rich landlord elements. If he’s not a counterrevolutionary, at the very least he’s a rightist. Isn’t that Sad Canal he mailed in to you living proof?” Smiling, I
remarked,
“Then you should label him anti-Party and anti-socialist, right?”
He didn’t catch my sarcasm. By this time we had already left Xingwu River and were walking toward the
small town. He slowed his pace.
“Naturally, to call him anti-Party and anti-socialist would not be unjust. He’s destroying the great movement to
learn from Dazhai and carry out agricultural modernization. His family background isn’t good, either. His
grandfather was a landlord. As to his way of life, he is not honest. He likes to make sweet talk behind the female
students. As far as I’m concerned, this guy deserves to be labeled the very worst of elements.”
As if I had returned to the era of the Gang of Four,\fn{ The ten year period 1966-1976, when advocates of Mao Tsetung
Thought, inaugurated by Mao himself, struggled violently with Chinese Communist moderates in an attempt to restore the original
Communist idealism and policies, and in the process caused the deaths of hundreds of thousands of people and the prolonged disruption of
much urban and rural society. The “Gang of Four” was a term referring to four revolutionary idealists especially prominent in this
campaign.} a chill ran down my spine.
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I felt omens of Jiao Keyi’s persecution that further added to my suspicion and uneasiness. On the night of the
third day, I decided to visit the author’s home.
The courtyard contained two rows of houses, one behind the other. Sure enough, Jiao Keyi was not in. I was
met by his young wife who taught in the same school as he. My visit terrified her. Even after I had told her my
reason for coming and put A Collection of Short Stories, Reference for Creative Writing, and some other books on
the desk as gifts for Jiao Keyi, she still eyed me with suspicion and fear. She didn’t dare glance at the presents on
the table, as if they were a pile of illegal explosives. It was truly disheartening to have my enthusiasm meet with
such coldness. I found myself a place to sit down.
“The manuscript. Teacher Jiao Keyi wrote for us is very interesting and very realistic,’ I said. “His writing is
totally appropriate and correct. Chairman Hua Guofeng\fn{ 1920- , the immediate successor of Chairman Mao (19761981).} has continuously proclaimed that, such comrades as your husband must be protected, not suppressed.
Please believe that there will not be a second Cultural Revolution. From now on, no such Gang of Four arrests
and imprisonments will be tolerated. Why don’t you tell me the real story?”
Restraining her tears, she finally spoke.
“Don’t bring up that disastrous story! Before sending it off, Keyi showed it to several good friends. They said
that the story described what was in their hearts. I don’t know who revealed the content. The title The Sad Canal
really provoked people. Without delay, the political propaganda section leader started working. He told Keyi to
turn in the story or he’d search the house for it. I was scared out of my mind, but he still wasn’t willing to hand
over the story. My father yelled at Keyi, saying that he didn’t know the difference between good and evil, that
instead of writing about something else, he had to go and expose this festering scab. (She imitated the tone of her
father, the elementary school principal.) ‘It’s your freedom to go courting death, but do you realize you can
implicate the whole family? Haven’t we seen enough of writers destroying their families through their writing
over the past few decades? Just because things have loosened up a bit now, your fingers are itching again.’ After
this, Keyi finally turned over the manuscript, so they never did search the house.
“But the matter didn’t end there. Zhang Yanhong is full of schemes. We can’t say much for his other talents,
but he’s awfully shrewd at searching out reactionary statements and behavior, pasting up large slogans, and
criticizing and attacking others. From the registered mail records at the post office he came up with the receipt for
the manuscript sent to your publication. He summoned Keyi to the revolutionary committee and reprimanded him
twice.
“The second time Keyi was gone for a very long time. I was afraid that that time he wouldn’t be coming back
so I even got together his toothbrush, towel, and bedding in preparation. But surprisingly enough, he returned that
night. His face was pale and he had no appetite. He told me that the problem was all on account of that registered
mail slip. Since it was the first time he had submitted a manuscript, he was afraid it would get lost, and he also
thought that the editorial department would give it more weight if it arrived registered. It was just this registered
mail receipt that brought him grief. Zhang Yanhong demanded that he write asking for The Sad Canal back, but
Keyi, the stubborn ox, wouldn’t do it. He said that the newly promulgated constitution safeguarded freedom of
citizens’ correspondence—it was written crystal clear.
“He clashed with Zhang Yanhong about this until eight o’clock that night, and by then still wouldn’t write the
letter. If it weren’t for the fact that the Gang of Four had been overthrown, with his temperament, he would have
been put in the county jail long ago.
“Three nights ago, sent by Zhang Yanhong, two members of the People’s Militia came barging in. They said
that for the sake of Keyi’s safety, the commune wanted him to go to N County to lie low until things quieted
down. He would continue teaching there. They stipulated that he wouldn’t be allowed to come home for a month,
nor could he write or receive letters from home. I hurriedly put together a few changes of clothing, a wash basin,
and a net basket for him, but forgot his towel, handkerchief, socks, and soap. Just like that the following evening
they led him away, like a criminal.
“I assumed that he had actually gone off to jail. After Keyi left, Comrade Tao from the political propaganda
section made a special point of keeping an eye on me: I was not to say a word to anyone about Keyi’s
whereabouts or about what had taken place the night before last. So your bursting in here tonight means trouble
for me. You can easily leave and forget the whole matter, but I’ll be in for a rough time ahead! I’m sorry, I
appreciate your concerns about Keyi, but you’d better leave now. I’m really afraid of having a run in with those
people.”
Now I understood. Keyi’s disappearance in the middle of the night was due to my coming down to see him.
Full of guilt and indignation, I quickly got up to leave. Keyi’s wife pointed to the books on the table and said
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firmly,
“Take them away quickly. Don’t leave a single trace. If they search the house I’d never be able to explain
them.”
Her words were like whips beating against my heart. I painfully collected the pitiful gifts. Finally, she urged,
“I beg you. The Sad Canal has hurt me deeply; you must not print it. If it gets published, my entire family will
come to ruin!”
“Please believe that the Gang of Four is finished. Taking your husband away like this is lawless. I must get him
out of jail.”
Sure enough, before I got very far outside the door, I spotted a shadow standing far off behind the date tree.
When I coughed, a head popped out. Once again I recognized the young man who had come to Shanghai.
*
There’s a section in The Sad Canal which describes the lives of those families who had to move because their
homes were pulled down. It had left a strong impression on me. I requested to take a look at the relocated village
Hut. Zhang Yanhong advised me not to. At last unable to deny my persistent request, he accompanied me there.
As described in The Sad Canal, besides the large number of farm fields destroyed in order to dig out the arrowstraight ditch, there were over ten villages situated along the canal that were completely dismantled. In order to
house these thousands of homeless peasants, countless numbers of shacks had been erected. The shanty area was
called “Dazhai Compound.”
I saw with my own eyes this “Dazhai Compound.” The walls supporting the shacks were made of earth
(unfired brick). Reed mats served as roofs. Somewhat more fastidious occupants used asphalt felt for covering. In
order to keep the mats and tar paper from blowing off in a strong wind, bricks and pieces of rock were put on the
roofs to hold them down. There wasn’t room in the huts for the furniture and earthen basins the people had
brought from their former homes, so they had also built separate low tents made of reed mats to serve as storage
rooms beside the shacks.
I came up to one of the homes just as an old woman was working a bellows to start up a fire. Choking smoke
filled the whole shack so that we couldn’t enter. There was also a middle-aged woman, probably her daughter-inlaw, sorting out red beans in a basket. First I greeted the old woman. Squinting her eyes, tearing from the smoke,
she looked me up and down. Then I sat on a low bench next to her.
“I’ve come to pay you a visit, Lao Mama. Are you living all right here?” After sizing me up for a long time,
she answered,
“I’ve got one foot in the grave. If life’s all right, I can make it, and if it’s not, I can too.” One hand was still
managing the bellows.
“Which village did you live in before?”
“Xu Family Embankment, the village of our ancestors for generations! What’d you have to bring that up for?
Five years ago it was kicked to the ground, not one blade of grass left.”
Aware of the tone of complaint in the old woman’s voice, Zhang Yanhong turned to me:
“Let’s find another house. All this old woman can talk about is how her heart aches for that measly old house
of her ancestors.”
The more he wanted to lead me away, the more unwilling I was to leave. I wouldn’t budge from the bench and
continued speaking to her. The old woman lifted her head and looked at this Comrade Zhang as if she hadn’t
noticed that he was there. That Zhang was a commune cadre didn’t bother her. On the contrary, she had a lot to
say. First, she asked me,
“Are you an official come down from the province? If so, let me tell you, he himself said then that after they
demolished our village, they’d build us a two-story Dazhai-style compound, and guaranteed that there’d be two
rooms, one for the older folks, and one for the young. Isn’t that what you said?”
At this point, the old woman looked past me and glared at Zhang Yanhong. He wanted to slip away but
couldn’t, so, bracing himself, took the scolding.
“We wanted to use the wood and door-frames from our original homes to set up temporary houses here, but
you wouldn’t let us. You said that the lumber had to be saved to build the Dazhai Compound, that everything had
to be turned over to the commune. We’ve waited for you one year, two years, three years—the little baby born to
the new bride that first year is almost five years old now, but construction hasn’t begun yet on the Dazhai Compound you mentioned. What about it? Nothing but a hallow dumpling, your Dazhai Compound. We were tricked
into coming to this disastrous place. During big storms we get big leaks; during small ones, small leaks. I’d never
thought that after my fifty years I’d have a share in this beastly fate! What’d you think? Isn’t this a hell of a life?”
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The woman sorting out beans hadn’t said a word until now. She broke in,
“What’s the point talking about it? You can mourn about it today and make a commotion about it tomorrow,
but we still won’t have any house. Isn’t this place we live in now called Dazhai Compound, too? The only
inconvenience is that we’ve got two generations crowded in together. And there’s not enough room to hang any of
Papa’s framed award certificates.”
Just then the fellow called Ah Long came in with a manure basket over his shoulder. As soon as he saw Zhang
Yanhong with me, he put down his basket and motioned for us to go sit in the house. The old woman said in a
sarcastic tone,
“How could our shack be good enough to receive big cadres? In the middle of the day it’s pitch black in there,
and the smoke from the wood makes you choke. And there’s not one decent looking chair to set out.”
Ah Long took half a pack of cigarettes out of his pocket, wanting me to light one up.
“I suppose you’ve been waiting a long time!”
“I was just taking a walk,” I replied. “I wasn’t specifically looking for you. I was just having a very interesting
talk with your wife.” Then the daughter-in-law said from the side,
“Just now Mama was complaining about the house to this comrade come from the province.”
Ah Long’s face grew red as if he’d done something wrong. Apologetically, he looked at Zhang Yanhong and
said,
“She just likes to chatter. I don’t know how many times she’s ranted about that house.” He turned and said to
the old woman,
“We should think back to the days before Liberation when we couldn’t get enough to eat. What’s the use of
living in a spacious house? This Dazhai Compound we’re in now isn't bad, you know. Three years ago when there
was that earthquake warning, so many of those people living in the tiled houses envied us in the Dazhai
Compound. We don’t have to be afraid of earthquakes in these houses. If there really was an earthquake, we
wouldn’t get squashed by it!”
I let out a bitter laugh. Ah Long’s explanation released Zhang Yanhong from his bind. He commended Ah
Long’s high level of class consciousness and coaxed him into talking about the advantages of the Xingwu River.
As expected, Ah Long responded aptly.
“As long as the Xingwu River has water, no matter how much water, it’ll be a success. So what if you can’t
sail boats on it, we can dredge up the sludge from the river!”
We said our good-byes and left.
On the way back, Zhang praised Ah Long.
“Ah Long’s really a poor lower-middle peasant\fn{ Great care was taken by the early Communists to decisively remake
Chinese society along carefully gradated social lines dependent upon degree of relationship with the urban and rural working classes .}
with a thoroughly red heart. He has foresight and experience. Even before the project’s been completed, he can
see its advantages. He’s a genuine poor lower-middle peasant. He received the ‘Study Dazhai Advanced Model
Worker’ award four years in a row. He’s our commune’s shining example!”
*
After careful consideration, I decided to spare no effort in struggling to save Jiao Keyi. The first step was to
drop the hint to Zhang Yanhong that if he didn’t release Jiao Keyi, I’d report him to the provincial Disciplinary
Commission.
Sure enough, this proved effective. As soon as the word spread, the Party secretary altered his original
intention of avoiding me and agreed to meet. Zhang Yanhong led me to the commune office. I found this
Secretary Xu to be half-bald, with thick eyebrows and large eyes. He was small in stature, but strong and shrewd
—a man around sixty years old. He was most cordial and apologized for not being able to show me around
Xingwu River.
As we talked, Zhang Yanhong sat off to one side while the Party secretary sat in a round-backed armchair.
Coming straight to the point, I stated with dissatisfaction,
“I came here with the intention of seeing comrade Jiao Keyi. What have you done with him?” Secretary Xu
smiled and replied like a victorious general,
“I hear that you are thinking of going to the provincial Disciplinary Commission to lodge a complaint against
me. No matter. Everyone has his individual democratic rights! We haven’t put Jiao Keyi into isolation or taken
him to the Public Security Bureau. We understand the limitations of that policy. We’ve just given him a change of
work environment to prevent him from wandering further astray on his mistaken path. Which policy clause are we
violating by sending him to N County to be a substitute teacher?”
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“All he did was write that story. What mistake did he commit? What made you adopt this sort of measure?
Such talent has emerged from your commune. Shouldn’t you leaders be happy about it and carefully nurture—”
I hadn't finished when he continued.
“We can’t encourage someone like Jiao Keyi who treats our Party like an eyesore. This is a matter of class line.
This is a matter of direction of utmost importance. We must not be careless.”
“With your kind of patronage, you’ll end up with parrots, but no writers.” Secretary Xu broke in angrily,
“I’d rather have parrots than crows! You’ve read The Sad Canal. Look how he portrayed the commune Party
secretary! Insidious, dictatorial, craving greatness and success, blindly putting out orders—no less than a local
despot. What kind of impression will this give to readers?” When he got to this point, he swung his armchair
around to face Zhang Yanhong and asked, almost beseechingly,
“You can come out and vouch for me. Am I that kind of a person?” Zhang Yanhong quickly verified,
“This is entirely Jiao Keyi’s evil fabrication.” Saliva spraying from his mouth, Secretary Xu said emphatically,
“If this manuscript is not printed, that will be the end of the affair. But if it is, your editorial department will be
held responsible for whatever consequences it may cause.”
I had discovered his sore spot. He feared most that this story would be printed. Thus I insisted that we were
still planning to publish it. If he had the right to govern the whole Commune, our editorial staff had the right to
print every article. I replied,
“This is a fictional story. The commune secretary in it is not based on a real person. Perhaps it refers to you,
perhaps not. A writer is free to create his characters. As long as what he’s written basically conforms to real life,
his work is publishable. Jiao Keyi’s piece contains some commendable points. I came here to gain an
understanding of the facts. I’ll be frank with you. I think that he’s written a true story without having exaggerated
the facts. Only he’s left out some characters who should have been included.”
I turned my gaze towards Zhang Yanhong. He looked as if he’d just touched a live wire. Secretary Xu
screamed out,
“You must receive hundreds of manuscripts a day in your office, but rather than print the others, you print this
sort of thing resembling neither fish, flesh, nor fowl!”
I couldn’t help smiling. This time I was the victorious general.
“If you don't let the author return, won’t you yourself be providing more ready-made source material for the
story?”
His half-bald forehead was perspiring. In a panting rage, he said,
“I really didn’t lock him up. If we were still under the Gang of Four, all it would take would be a note from the
Party committee and someone like him would go to jail like a well-behaved child with no bargaining option.”
“You used two members of the People’s Militia to take him away.”
Wiping his forehead with his hand, Secretary Xu rose from his chair and uncertainly asked Zhang Yanhong,
“How could there have been two People’s Militia? We couldn’t have!”
I opened my eyes wide and stared at Zhang. Stammering, he answered,
“In order to protect … his safety, I sent two People’s Militia to escort him to the N County Education Bureau.
Without the People’s Militia I was afraid something might happen along the way.”
Zhang Yanhong’s “frank account” made Secretary Xu steam with rage.
“You always like to overdo things! You’re used to doing things like that. In the past, as soon as you’d run up
against any Zhang, Li, or Wang not obeying orders, at the drop of a pin you’d send out the People’s Militia. The
Gang of Four has been overthrown, but you’re still using the People’s Militia. You’ve elevated contradictions
among the people to contradictions between ourselves and the enemy.\fn{ In his 1957 speech On the Correct Handling of
Contradictions Among the People, Mao Zedong delineated his concept of two different types of social contradictions—“those between
ourselves and the enemy and those among the people.” The definition of “the enemy” was changed from year to year (as Mao predicted it
would), but at various times has encompassed “counter-revolutionaries” (e.g. traitors), “landlords,” “bad elements” (criminals),
“capitalists,” and “rightists.” Contradictions among the people include those between members of the working class, between workers and
peasants, between peasants and intellectuals, or between leaders and masses. During the Gang of Four era, writers and intellectuals,
arbitrarily labeled traitors, capitalists, and the like, were denoted to the status of “enemy,” and treated accordingly. Since the overthrow of
that regime in 1976, the intellectual community has been officially exonerated and restored to its former position among “the people.” By
isolating Jiao Keyi, Zhang Yanhong was treating the writer more as an “enemy” than as one of “the people.” } In fact, you’ve violated

party policy.”
The reprimand unnerved Zhang Yanhong. His face flushed red, he kept repeating,
“Yes, you’re right. I went overboard.”
By the look of things—one venting rage, the other admitting error, it did not seem that they were putting on a
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show for my benefit. Secretary Xu notified Zhang Yanhong,
“Then make a long distance call and have Jiao Keyi sent back, that’s all. Let him return, I don’t think one
teacher can turn the world upside down.” Zhang Yanhong was about to leave when he said with trepidation,
“I’m afraid the message wouldn’t get through clearly over the phone. Why don’t we send someone there?”
After Zhang walked out, Secretary Xu turned to me.
“This man hasn’t made the transition yet. Before, whenever we faced great change, he was the first to make the
switch. But he can’t keep up with the latest transition in work priority. He’s not at all familiar with the new
policies. He’s hopeless!” Then, in an intimate tone, he asked,
“Do you really like Jiao Keyi’s story? Can you wait until next spring to publish it? Naturally, it would be best
to change the title, because everyone within a twenty-mile radius of here knows the name ‘sad canal.’ Nobody
calls it the Xingwu River.”
“Why do you want me to delay publication until next spring?”
“I’ll tell you the truth. At the end of next year the entire county prefecture is going to hold a large competition.
If The Sad Canal is printed, our chances of winning the Dazhai Advanced Unit award we’ve maintained for five
years will go up in smoke, won’t they? This won’t affect our commune alone, but the entire county. If the four
neighboring communes find out that this story was written by someone here, they’ll not only shatter our chances
for winning the advanced plaque of merit, they’ll accuse us of ruining things for the whole county. Think about it.
I can’t bear to contemplate the consequences.”
“As long as you bring Jiao Keyi back, his story can come out a bit later.”
Just as I finished speaking, Zhang Yanhong returned. He said rather timidly,
“I have sent off Tao Fuhai by bicycle.” Then turning to me, he said,
“We haven’t pressed him in the least.” At that, he sat down in his earlier seat. I recounted to Secretary Xu my
impressions of the last three days.
“It seems to me that in digging this river you were blind from the start. You violated the laws of science and
went against the welfare of the people. You shouldn’t let a mistake go uncorrected and say that’s the end of it. You
should put a stop to this project. It’s a waste of money and a waste of manpower!”
Secretary Xu swung his chair towards the window, his back to me. He was either expressing his scorn, or
thinking over my advice. After about five minutes, he turned around. with a warm and sincere look on his face, he
said,
“I started to share this foresight of uours the third year into the project. That uear a specialist from the
provincial Water Conservancy Department came to inspect the project and told us,
“‘Chairman Mao directed us to rebuild the earth, but not to destroy it! He said that the area south of the Yangzi
was a network of rivers with many lakes and ponds, but little cultivated land. It’s not water you’re lacking, but
land.’
“He also compared the digging of this river to a tree without roots and to water without a source, saying that
we'd ruin the natural direction of the subterranean water flow. He said that the river would be as good as the ears
of a deaf person. It would be built in vain. At the time, the county committee and the commune accused him of
being a pessimist. No one paid any attention to him. I was the only one who admitted that what he said made
sense, because in the third year the crops growing along the river suffered a marked drop in production. By that
time it was hard to turn back and I couldn’t do much without any support. If we don’t complete the river project,
not only will it be the failure of County’ Secretary Liu Haiwen, but also the failure of our Party Committee.
“How much propaganda we’ve launched for this project! How much paper, pen and ink have been consumed!
And how many meetings we've held.” (I was further reminded of the iron-sheet placard slogans erected on either
side of the river, as well as the modern overpass put up at so much expense.)
Secretary Xu’s words came like a bolt out of the blue to Zhang Yanhong. His faith—the reason he had toiled at
this great enterprise for four or five years, even the propaganda that he had invented about the earth dug up being
enough to encircle the earth once—all of it crumbled before him. He sat frozen to his chair like an unwrapped
popsicle.
I too was surprised at what Secretary Xu had said. I wouldn’t have expected it from him. All at once, the
distance and suspicion between us vanished. I went on to suggest:
“Past mistakes could all be blamed on the Gang of Four. If you bring forth some courage nowadays and
explain your errors to the masses, they can forgive you. You might as well begin filling in the ‘sad canal’ this
winter. Wouldn’t that be the best thing to do?”
Secretary Xu knit his brow. His eyes almost filled with tears.
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“It’s not that simple. All the earth dug up from the river was sent off to be fired into bricks. If we have to
transport mud from outlying districts, where will we go to find that much dirt? And it would take just as much
labor to move all that dirt as it required to dig the river! Not only that, in the beginning when we mobilized the
peasants to dig the river, justice was on our side and morale was high. If now they have to expend all that energy
to fill it in, the people will curse us for every basket of dirt they carry. Could you stand it? And those thousands of
people who were moved from their homes will clamor about wanting their houses back. Could you handle that?”
“Since these difficulties do exist, the first thing you should do this year is to stop construction. Don’t add any
more coals to the fire. Secretary Xu said uneasily,
“Our commune is not capable of altering this situation by ourselves. Not long ago, our county secretary
assigned us the task of starting a mass campaign to dig up the river this winter and spring. Then he swore to
heaven this imposing statement: ‘We must persist. Even if we have to dig right through the earth, we must find
water!’ You see how we're stalemated. We’re powerless to bring him around.”
I didn’t stop worrying until I knew that Jiao Keyi had actually returned home. But I didn’t go to see him, nor
did I return him the manuscript, fearing that doing so would bring about some controversy and possibly cause
misfortune to his family. I did my best to avoid him. As for the scars left by the “sad canal,” Secretary Xu was
incapable of healing them, so how could this editor from the outside set things right?
I decided to return to Shanghai.
*
A month later, Jiao Keyi sent in the final news about the “sad canal,” providing me with an opportunity to end
my story.
It seemed that after Ah Long found out. that I had come to their commune because of Jiao Keyi’s story, he
went to see Teacher Jiao. As soon as the two got on the subject of the continuation of the “sad canal” project, Ah
Long said,
“Only a madman would keep on digging.” Jiao Keyi urged him to go file a complaint at the county prefecture,
but Ah Long responded,
“Going to the county prefecture won’t be of much use. If you want to lodge a complaint you have to go to the
provincial level.”
Thereupon, Jiao Keyi, Ah Long, and three others went to the provincial capital at their own expense, and
finally found the Water Conservancy Department. The person who came out to receive them happened to be that
same specialist who had gone to inspect the “sad canal” two years earlier. While Ah Long was talking about how
the “sad canal:” had harmed the peasants, he took from his bag the awards and plaques he had received for being
a progressive model worker and spread them on the table.
“These awards have been smothering me. Of course I’d feel proud if I’d really done some good deeds for the
country and the people, but what have I been up to all these years? Every time there was a meeting, I’d always
have to give an official speech based on a draft written up by Zhang Yanhong. They were actually all lies! These
awards have only brought me shame.”
Only afterwards was it known that this irrigation specialist had been on the sidelines for over ten years and had
only recently assumed the post of Water Conservancy Department Head. He said that he would immediately
dispatch a team of specialists to go down and investigate the matter. And so, a little over a week later, a four-man
investigation team was sent down to conduct five days of intensive investigation.
In the end, the provincial Water Conservancy Department officially notified the county committee to give up
the project. The letter from Jiao Keyi ended thus:
This year the peasants in our county had a :joyous New Year. Everyone was happy and in high spirits. Only the
county secretary wasn’t, saying that if the river weren’t dug, how could we be eligible for the ‘Dazhai Award?’ Our
Secretary Xu was as jubilant as we and even had the public treasury reimburse the five of us for our travel expenses!

His letter continued,
Now there is no longer any real reason not to publish that story which brought me so much grief. However, I am
very concerned that our policies change so often. You can’t guarantee that what is sanctioned today will not be taboo
tomorrow. Therefore, when you print the story it would be better not to use real names and places, especially the
obvious ones.

Obeying his wishes, I did not print The Sad Canal until shortly after spring of this year. This chronicle of mine
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is merely a by-product of it; therefore the words “By Way of a Preface” were added to the title. It must be clarified
that the names of the county and commune used in Jiao Keyi’s The Sad Canal and in my Preface are both
fictitious. Even Jiao Keyi’s name is not real, so please do not try to make any rash connections.
192.49 Excerpt from The Rainbow Road\fn{by Hu Chi [Qi] (1918- )} Nanjing, Jiangsu Province, China (M) 12
In a land far, far away some children lived in a lonely little village surounded by snow-capped mountains.
They had little opportunity of meeting peoiple from the outside world, for people from other places seldom came
to see them.
If a stranger came to the village unexpectedly, or if someone near and dear to them returned from afar, then he
would immediately be surrounded by the children who would gather as if they were hunting. They would ask so
many questions that unless he had a hundred mouths and a hundred tongues, he simply couldn’t answer them all.
One day the children were playing a game of ox-horn. Just when a little chubby round-faced boy had nearly hit
the last of the ox-horns in the row and was about to win the game, Old Niehchin’s grandsom, Tanchu, or Sharp
Eyes as he was called, suddenly shouted,
“Look, look, isn’t that Uncle Puba? He’s come home!”
They all dropped the stones in their hands and clustered around Tanchu. Their eyes followed the direction in
which his finger was pointing, straight across the snowy mountain. There, on the winding mountain Path, Uncle
Puba was making his way towards the village. As usual he was astride his roan horse, the one he rode home on
every year.
In his excietment, Sangtun, Uncle Puba’s nephew, began to hop up and down. Soon he reached the limit of his
patience and instead of waiting for the rider to come nearer, he ran off to meet his uncle, leaving his little circle of
friends like a stone flung from someone’s hand.
None of the other children could remain still now. They followed Sangtun one by one and raced towards the
rider.
As he rode along on his horse, Uncle Puba likely saw his nephew Sangtun, or perhaps he was moved by the
warm welcoming cries of the children, for he loosened his reins and let the horse gallop forward. With one finger
on his lips, Uncle Puba let out a shrill and musical whstle, to greet his nephew and his friends.
On a newly harvested chingko\fn{A kind of grain like barley, which is the staple food among Tibetans } field, the horse and
rider were surrounded by the shouting, laughing children. Sangtun rushed up to the horse, and with unexpected
strength pulled at the reins forcing the stamping steed to come to a standstill. As soon as Uncle Puba jumped to
the ground, Sangtun stretched up his head and touched his uncle’s broad forehead with his little one. When this
ceremony was over, uncle and nephew hugged each other.
“My, you’ve grown tall, Sangtun.”
“Have I? Granny said by next yhear I should be able to go with you to the pastures to herd the cattle.”
“Good. You seem to be nearly grown up now,” Uncle Puba patted Sangtun’s shoulder affectionately.
“What about me, Uncle Puba? Haven’t I grown taller?” Tanchun pushed aside the other children so that Uncle
Puba could see him too. Why should Shangtun get all his attention?
“Whose child are you?” asked Uncle Puba, prentending not to know Tanchu. This made Tanchu very annoyed.
Though he said nothing, he muttered inwardly,
“What a bad memory Uncle Puba has. How is it that he doesn’t know me? Didn’t he take me to the pine groves
across the river to hunt with him last winter? Why, we caught three black sables, how can anyone forget that—”
“Ah! I remember now.” Uncle Puba blinked playfully. “You are Grandpa Niehchin’s little grandson, Tanchu,
the one called Sharp Eyes.”
Tanchu was happy now and his long narrow-lidded eyes shone like two stars.
“Now mind, Uuncle Puba, when you go hunting for sables this year please don’t forget to take me with you.”
“Of course I couldn’t go without you. How could I forget to take sharp eyes along with me?” Uncle Puba bent
down to look into Tanchu’s eyes.
“However, you must always use your eyes to look around carefully before we start or we won’t be able to bag
anything.”
“Uncle Puba, let’s go and hunt tomorrow evening, then.” Tanchu had always been an impatient child and he
added without pausing for breath,
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“Do you know, under the three straight pines right across the river, black sable often come in search of acorns
and nuts. I’ve seen them there twice with my own eyes. Nothing can escape me!” Tanchu’s long narrow-lidded
sharp eyes swept the other children and he gave Sangtun a particular look, as if to say,
“You, Sangtun, can only go with Uncle Puba to herd the yaks, but I am strong enough to hunt sables with him.
Don’t you know what a fine animal the sable is? I’m positive that being a herdsman isn’t half as nice as being a
hunter.”
The other children began to show their dissatisfaction with Tanchu for monpolizing Uncle Puba’s attention.
“For shame, Tanchu,” one shouted. “You are doing so much talking. You’ve said everything to be said under
the sun. Remember Uncle Puba isn’t yours alone, he wants to talk to us, too You should stand aside …”
“Well, children, have you had a good year?”
“Yes, we are all well, Uncle Puba.” The childrenanswered together.
“And your mothers and fathers? How are they?”
“Our mother and fathers are well, Uncle Puba.”
The children crowded round the tall sturdy man, who stood out among them like a strong iron pillar. With his
right hand, he stroked the children’s faces, touching one little head after another, while his left hand rested lightly
on the silver dagger hanging outside his long maroon-colored coat. Under his gentle hand, the children became
even more lively, chattering and shouting like little sparrows unable to close their mouths.
Only one young boy in a long sheepskin coat stood all alone on a boulder some distance away. When Uncle
Puba noticed this, he walked towards the lonely boy.
“Why are you standing there all by yourself, Chula?” Flinging up his arms, Chula jumped down from the
boulder and went up to Uncle Puba.
“They’ve surrounded you so closely that I had to stand up there to get a good look at you?”
The boy was tall and thin. His big black eyes had a pensive and somewhat startled look. His lips were usually
tightly pressed together, giving people the impression that he was afraid he’d say something wrong.
“So, that’s the reason, eh?” Uncle Puba treatd Chula like his own nephew, let him touch his forehead first and
then took him into his strong arms.
“Uncle Puba, you’ve got a new coat on.” Chula scrutinized the older man. His glance shifted to the green tassel
dangling from the daggar at Uncle Puba’s waist and he added,
“You’ve changed the tassel too. When you came back last year, I remember that tssel was a red one, wasn’t it?”
“Your memory is good, child. Now tell me, Chula, do you think the tassel is pretty?”
“Oh, very. Is it a plain silk one or is it heavy brocaded silk? Look, evryone, how bright and shiny it is! It’s so
soft too, softer than lamb’s wool.” Chula lifted the tassel gently and admired it with amazement in his eyes. But
quickly his face became thoughtful, he sighed softly and let go of it.
“Why do you sigh, Chula?” Uncle Puba walked down the road by Chula’s side.
“Uncle Puba, do you still remember what I said to you last year?” Chula looked very serious and his steps
slowed down little by little. Uncle Puba matched his steps with the boy’s.
“You are still little, Chula,” his voice was full of concern. “Just think of all the hardships of your life, if I were
really to take you with me from one grazing place to another. We can talk of that matter in a year or two, not
now.”
“Uncle Puba, I’m not so little any more. No matter how hard the life is outside, I’m not afraid.”
Chula was usually not one to get impatient. But now for some reason or other, he knitted his brows, bit his
lower lip and looked greatly upset.
Uncle Puba’s heart ached as if a torn had pricked it.
Chula was an orphan whose parents were murdered by bad men when he was still a baby. Mama
Hsiangpachihma, a poor woman, had begged for goat’s milk with which to feed the baby Chula and had brought
him up to boyhood. As Chula grew older and began to understand things, he asked everywhere about the
murderers of his parents.
He also had a very urgent wish to be independent. He felt it was not right to let his poor foster mother, the
good Hsiangpachihma, give him his daily food.
“I can manage to feed myself, Uncle Puba. Take me out with you: I shouldn’t continue to let Mama
Hsiangpachihma provide for me.”
“Don’t worry, Chula, as soon as your bones are strong enough, I’ll takeyou along. Let your mama provide for
you now; in the future when she is old you can provide for her.”
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They walked side by side into the village. Behind them the other children followed in a noisy crowd, one
leading Uncle Puba’s horse, another holding on to his whip. At the very end of this procession, Sangtun and
Tanchu followed. They were arguing about a very important question. Is it better to be a herdsman or a hunter?
*
When Uncle Puba reached his home, his mother went quickly to light the holy lamp in the house, weeping and
laughing at the same time. She kowtowed to the god who was supposed to protect and guard the whole family and
said her prayers. Only when she had completed this ritual, did she speak to her son.
“The gods always bestow blessings on our heads, Puba. I never dared to hope that everything would go so well
with you this year, that our cattle and sheep would thrive and that you would cross the big snow-capped mountain
and return safely home.”
“You are quite right, mother. This time the real sun has shed its light on our snowy mountains and the dear
benevolent father has remembered those who live among them. The comrades of the People’s Liberation Army
have built a road across big snow-capped mountain.”
Uncle Puba stretched his hand into a cowhide bag and as if by magic produced a bamboo cask of fragrant tea
and two big chunks of yellow yak butter.
“Will you make a bucket of butter tea, mother? Sangtun, go and invite our friends to come in for a good chat.
There is so much to talk about this year.”
Listening attentively to what his uncle was saying, Sangtun felt reluctant to leave. Really and truly, what Uncle
Puba was saying was more interesting than anything he had told them before. What was this about the real sun
shedding its light on the snowy mountains! Could it be that the snow on the mountains he had crossed this year
was thawed by the sun? and who did he mean by the dear benevolent father? And who were the uncles he called
the People’s Liberation Army? He said they had come to build a highway on the snowy mountains, but why had
Sangtun himself never seen a single person on the mountains round his village?
“Uncle,” Sangtun pleaded, “please tell me all about it.”
Though Uncle Puba was always nice with children, he didn’t understand that boys are the most impatient
creatures in the world. He simply insisted that Sangtun go at once to invite the guests.
Sangtun went first to Grandpa Nichehin’s cottage.
“Grandpa Niehchin,” said Sangtun, removing his sheepskin hat and bowing low to the old man. “My uncle has
just returned from the pastures and he asks you to come over with Tanchu to partake of a little butter tea he had
brought back. Would you have time to honor us?”
Grandpa Niehchin with his long white flowing beard was sitting squarely on a sheepskin rug. He gave Sangtun
a sidelong glance.
“Time,” he said, “cannot be measured in gold or silver, it is more precious than gold or any treasure. Since
your uncle sends you to invite us over, he must have important things to talk about. Of course I’ll come.”
To Sangtun’s knowledge, there was no other person inhis village as old as Grandpa Niehchin. However, though
Grandpa had long passed his eightieth birthday, he would not give in to old age. At the horse race last spring he
had insisted on competing with the young men of the village. He was a brave man but Sangtun was not very fond
of him. The old man liked to talk down to the youngsters and he was always moralizing. Sangtun did not remain
with the old man long. Taking the first opportunity, he went off to a corner of the room with Tanchu.
“Say, Sangtun,” Tanchu whispered. He always talked in a hushed voice when at home. “What hat shall I wear
to go and take tea with Uncle Puba?”
“Wear anything you like.”
“Then I’ll wear my black sable.”
As a matter of fact, Tanchu’s mind had already been made up. He only wanted a chance to show off, a chance
to talk about this valuable animal he had helped to hunt down.
“Do you know, Tanchu,” said Sangtun, also trying to show off, “just now Uncle Puba told me that the real sun
has shed its light on the snowy mountains. The dear benevolent father has thought about our snow-capped
mountains where comrades of the People’s Liberation Army are building a highway … Do you know what this is
all about?”
“What? What’s that?” Tanchu was even more impatient than Sangtun and his fine narrow-lidded eyes opened
wide in amazement.
“Oh, dear, you don’t understand anything! How am I to tell you?”
Sangtun was secretly very pleased that he had made Tanchu puzzled. With a sly wink at his friend who was so
fond of showing off, he ran away with a satisfied smile to invite Mama Hsiangpachihma and Chula.
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Darkness came before he reached Hsiangpachihma’s door. The little river by the road gurgled and Sangtun
thought he heard someone’s heavy footsteps coming towards him along the river bank. The footsteps made
Sangtun think of Uncle Tochi, Hsiangpachihma’s husband. A few years before, Uncle Tochi had tramped all over
the snow-covered mountains looking for a magic pill to cure Hsiangpachihma, because she suffered from a certain
ailment. Then one day, when Uncle Tochi was scaling a sharp cliff on the mountaqin, he slipped, fell into the river
and was killed.
“Whose steps can I hear walking by the river? Can it be Uncle Tochi?”
Sangtun was getting rather frightened. While still a long way from Mama Hsiangpachihma’s house, he cried
out:
“Are you there, Mama Hsiangpachihma?”
“What do you want?” A person really appeared out of the darkness and came towards Sangtun. Sangtun’s heart
went pit-a-pat.
The person turned out to be Chula. Sangtun immediately gave his friend a warning:
“Granny has told me, Chula, that spirits and ghosts go to drink at the river at night. What are you doing here by
the river now?”
“Would you like to know what I was doing? Why, I do a lot of things by myself.” Chula said this airily,
wanting Sangtun to know that he, Chula, would do anything he pleased and was not afraid of spirits.
“Oh, I know.” Sangtun remembered the Chula had often told him he meant to build a big house by the river for
his foster mother. Grasping his friend’s hands, he said impulsively
“Hurry, Chula, and get that big new house built. I’ll come and help you.”
“Talk is easy. Is it possible to build such a house?”
“And why not?”
“Let me ask you, what about the timber? What about digging the foundations? Didn’t Uncle Puba say I am too
young to be doing anything?”
The two friends walked on in silence until Sangtun remembered what Uncle Puba had said and became excited
again.
“Chula, Uncle Puba talked about some very strange things today.”
“What?”
“He said the real sun has shed its light on the snowy mountains and that the dear benevolent father has
remembered our area so that the comrades of the people’s army are building a highway through the mountains.
Chula, do you understand what this means?”
Chula turned the words over in his head, but he too could not see what they signified. Sangtun brought Chula
and his foster mother home with him. As soon as he pushed the door open he discovered that his home looked
very different from the way he remembered it.
First of all a fire burned brightly in the hearth, though that was not really strange. The strange things were a
shiny yellow copper pot sitting snugly over the fire, and a green felt rug spread out beside the hearth, a rug
Sangtun had never set eyes on before. However, even these were not the strangest things. What surprised Sangtun
most was that Granny sat in style on the green rug arranging a set of white china bowls with gold dragons on
them. Then she took up a long-necked glass bottleand poured red liquid into the white bowls. Sangtun began to
think he was dreaming. He heard Grandpa Niehchin say in his usual lofty manner,
“Is that the nectar from heaven that is being poured out, Puba? You should set it before the Buddha’s tablet
right away.”
“No, Grandpa Niehchin, this is not nectar from heaven. It is red wine sent across the mountains in an
automobile by the benevolent father.” When the new arrivals had sat down Sangtun squeezed in close beside his
uncle.
“What has happened, uncle?” he asked in a mystified tone. “Are the yellow copper pot and the green felt rug
all sent to us in an automobile across the snowy mountains by the benevolent father?”
“That’s right, Sangtun.”
“Oh, uncle, do tell us at once what an automobile is and who this benevolent father is?”
Tanchu, sitting beside his grandfather and wearing his black sable hat, slapped his knees and gave Sangtun a
withering look.
“Why can’t you understand who the benevolent father is? Uncle Puba has been telling us about the uncles in
the army who are building a highway across the mountains. When you returned, you interrupted the story.”
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“This Tanchu is really cheeky,” Sangtun told himself furiously, “how can he say such a thing to me in front of
all the grownups?” He became very angry. Aloud he said without ceremony,
“Close your mouth, Tanchu! You are like the empty-bellied guitar Grandpa Niechiun very often talks about
which is unable to play a good tune.”
Granny was horrified by Sangtun’s rudeness to their young guest. She went over to him, shook his shoulders
warningly and turned to her son,
“Go on, Puba, from where you left off just now. If you ask me, I wonder whether the Buddha’s eyes were open
when he allowed those army men to settle down on the mountains and start building a highway in peace without
meeting with any mshaps.”
Uncle Puba was really telling a new and interesting story. Chula, Sangtun and Tanchu were of course all
attention and even Grandpa Niehehin, usually so fond of talking down to people, was listening with wide eyes and
hanging on Puba’s every word. He seemed completely fascinated too. The most unfathomable point in Puba’s tale
was that nobody ever saw the men of the People’s Liberation Army light a holy lamp, kowtow to the Buddha or
say a sutra. Somehow they just had the power to make the snowy mountains bow low and the river give way
before them. They did not employ the help of yaks or horse teams but the benevolent father sent automobiles
across the mountains with many things people had never seen or even heard of. It was said that in villages through
which the highway passed, that the chingko and peas grew much better too.
At the pastures where Uncle Puba worked, they used to be quite helpless when the animals became sick. But
ever since the road was opened, the automobiles brought in young white-gowned girls who came to help them
with the sick animals. Every time, these girls merely came and walked around among the flock of ailing cattle and
the yaks, sheep and horses wold all become good healthy creatures again, as bright as lustrous pearls.
Together with others on the pastures, Uncle Puba sometimes helped to send grain up to the army men who
worked on the mountain top. Once or twice, he tried taking up a hammer to knock at the solid boulders the way
the army men did, then he realized how difficult the work was. The highway, however, stretched forward, like
roads in fairy tales, linking one snow-covered mountain with another.
Wherever the highway went, there furs became valuable. Even the common sheepskin which wasn’t worth a
string of glass beads before, could now be exchanged for much more costly goods.
Tanchu’s ears pricked up as soon as Uncle Puba mentioned furs. Six months ago, he had very much wanted a
little penknife and had gone to a private trader with his black sable. After turning the fur over a couple of times,
the trader shook his head and just offered him a foot of coarse blue cotton in exchange, which was too small to
make into anything.
“Uncle Puba, what’s the worth of a black sable compared to a sheepskin over there where the new road is?”
“You know quite well, Tanchu, that the black sable is a very valuable fur.” Uncle Puba’s eyes shone with
contentment. “If you like I could exchange all these things I brought back for your black sable.”
“No!”
Tanchu’s eyes swept over the yellow copper pot, the tea, the green rug, white china and red wine. He shook his
head, feeling sure that Uncle Puba was teashing him.
“I’m not teahing you, Tanchu. You are in the village here all the time, how can you know about the outside
world? Things have been changed for some time now.”
Uncle Puba was talking in earnest. Everyone listened with more attention. It seemed to Tanchu that even
Chula, who ordinarily took little notice of him, was staring at his black sable with a look of appreciation.
“Uncle Puba, how can this be possible?” Chula had not said a word since he came in, but now even he couldn’t
keep his mouth shut any longer.
“And why can’t it be possible?” Uncle Puba looked at Chula with a teasing smile. “Didn’t I tell you just now
that it is the highway which has mde the priuces of all furs rise.”
“The highway is merely a road.It can hardly have money to buy furs.” Chula looked rather bewildered:L he felt
the subject was too strange for him to understand.
“Maybe the road can buy the firs!” Uncle Puba couldno longer keep from smiling, he even burst into laughter.
“Chula, you are stil a child. Of course there are many things you don’t understand. Now think, because there’s
a road, automobiles are able to vbring in the things we need and take outour furs. It happens, that the people far
away like our furs. Naturally the prices of furs are different nowadays.”
Uncle Puba began to wam to his subject. Tanchu however, still dared not believe that his black sable was worth
very much. It was true, everyone who knew anything about furs in his village had told him that this fur he
possessed was valuable. But then that trader had considered [it] worth no more than a foot of coarse blue cotton.
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“Don’t be impatient, Tanchu.” Uncle Puba tried to reassure him. “One of these days you’ll be able to exchange
it for some things you really want to have.”
“Uncle Puba, I don’t want much, I just want a little penknife.”
“Why only a penknife?”
“I often go to the woods alone. I should have a weapon for self-defence.” To say this in front of company,
particularly all the grownups, was Tanchu’s way of telling his friends,
“See, I am as good as a grownup now. Otherwise would I dare to go in and out of the woods all alone?”
Chula gave Tanchu no chance ot continue.
“What does the road across the mountains look like?” he suddenly asked Uncle Puba.
Yes, none of them had a clear idea of what the road looked like though many questions hadd been asked about
it. Uncle Puba fluttered his eyelids and silence reigned for a minute or two.
“This highway,” he said at last deliberately, “was initiated by the benevolent father. The uncles of the people’s
army are building it with their own hands. So it is only natural that it looks more beautiful than the blossoms on
earth or the sunset-colored clouds in the sky.”
“Uncle Puba, is this highway paved out of the prettiest red silk then? Is it a bright road in rainbow colors?”
This came from the usually quiet Chula who looked so pleased with the idea of the rainbow road that you’d
think he had something more valuable than black sables. His hands were spread out in amazement over the
strange things he was hearing and his face looked radiant and excited.
Granny and Mama Hsiangpachihma sitting close to each other both looked at Chula with pride as they waited
for Grandpa Niehchin to give his opinion. On a subject as importantas this one, he was sure to say something
worth hearing. Grandpa seemed to be in unusually good spirits. He also looked appreciatively at Chula.
“Our pure white bird, Chula, has put it quite well,” he droned in a deep loew vgoice. “Any clever person would
know that since the highway is built over the big snow-covered mountains which are so difficult to cross, it must
be a bright rainbow road.”
Though Grandpa Niehchin’s pronouncement was made in his usual ponderous way, the boys were satisfied
with it this time. He had praised one of them and it was not at all the kind of thing the old man usually said.
*
As soon as Tanchu followed his grandfather out of Sangtun’s cosy warm house, the cold wind rushed at him
like a huge palm leaf hitting him in theface. He backed up a few steps and pulled up his big sheepskin coat until
his face nestled comfortably in the big collar leaving only his fine sharp eyes outside.
The road was shrouded in darkness.
“Tell me, Grandpa, is the road over the mountains really bright with rainbow colors?”
On the dark village path Grandpa’s large frame loomed even larger. The wind was howling so, he didn’t hear
clearly what Tanchu said. Tanchu lowered his head, stuck his hands deep into his pockets and quickened his steps
to catch up with his grandfather. He repeated his question and looked up at the old man for an answer.
“What did you say?” Grandpa must have been meditating; he didn’t seem to hear what Tanchu was saying.
“Oh, Grandpa, what is the matter with you?” Tanchu grumbled crossly.
“You’re as impatient as an avid monkey, little bird. Can’t you wait until we get home to ask whatever questions
you have?” However, Grandpa himself was an impatient person, too. After a few steps, he could no longer control
his curiosity.
“Tanchu, what were you saying just now?” he asked.
“I asked you if it’s true that the road built by the army uncles is bright with rainbow colors. Couldn’t we go and
have a look?
“Of course it’s worth going to have a look.” Tanchu was delighted and skipped joyfully alongside his
grandfather.
“Have you ever seen a beautiful road like that in all your life?”
“Well …”
Grandpa Nichchin had certainly gone through a lot in his life. He liked to brag about his experiences to
Tanchu, claiming that he had covered enough ground in his lifetime for Tanchu to travel in three lifetimes. In his
younger days he had gone to Lhasa, from there he had followed the Yalutsangpo River, climbed over a number of
snow-covered mountains and reached the famous fort of Gyantze. There, when he was in his thirtieth year, he
fought near the well-known Gyantze fort and killed enemies of the Tibetan people who had been massacring his
people. He had travelled far, seen great things and done many deeds, but even he had never seen a bright rainbow
road.
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“Grandpa, why don’t you answer me? Have you or have you not seen a roqd like the one described by Uncle
Puba?”
For some reason or other Grandpa chose this moment to lose his temper.
“The god of night never forgives those who like to prattle on a dark road,” he scolded. “You be careful or a
stone will trip you.”
Back in their own home, Grandpa stirred the fire and made it blaze with the blower. Then he sat down on the
sheepskin rug to continue with his contemplation. A little while later, he untied the dagger he always wore under
his waist, held it in his big knotted hands and stroked the hilt gently, muttering something to himself.
Tanchu put away his black sable carefully as soon as he reached home. Then he snuggled into his thick
sheepskin coat and went to lie down in a corner of the room. But he tossed and turned, unable to fall asleep.
Perehaps he had had too much butter tea at Sangtun’s, or perhaps it was the stimulation of the strange and exciting
things he had heard there which was keeping him awake.
He attributed his sleeplessness to his grandfather. If Grandpa hadn’t stirred up the fire and if the flickering
flames weren’t so bright, he was sure he would have fallen asleep immediately like a bear cub hardly able to keep
its eyes open. It was really all Grandpa’s fault.
The dancing firelight made him think of the bright fire in Sangtun’s hearth and that of course reminded him of
the glittering yellow copper pot and all the conversation associated with it. All the strange things he had heard that
evening were jumbled together into his mind.
“I wonder if his dingy teeth were a sign of his black heart. He tried to get my black sable with just one foot of
blue cotton. A man lke that is truly wicked and will probably be eaten by a leopard sooner or later.”
The more Tanchu thought the angrier he became. In the past private traders like the one he had encountered
had swindled many people in their village, getting away with numerous valuable furs. But how sweetly they had
spoken—the furs just weren’t worth anything and they, poor traders, suffered such losses when they bought the
villagers’ furs. Tanchu realized now that the traders had lied and fooled them. His mind was busy at work though
his thoughts were in a very confused jumble. He tried snuggling deeper into his sheepskin coat and told himself
firmly,
“Close your eyes now and don’t think any more until tomorrow.”
No sooner had he driven away from his mind the trader’s dingy teeth which were haunting him, then the
glittering yellow pot, the green felt rug and Uncle Puba’s animated face when he told them of the strange
happenings outside, crept back into his head.
Grandpa coughed. Tanchu turned to look at him sitting by the fire. Grandpa was still stroking his dagger. The
glow of the fire had turned his white beard and his long eyebrows a reddish-gold color.
“Grandpa,” Tanchu whispered as if afraid to startle him.
Grandpa smiled at Tanchu. His bright eyes twinkled and his reddish-gold eyebrows crinkled until they nearly
touched each other.
“Why don’t you come to bed, Grandpa?”
“I’ve drunk too much tea tonight, child.”
Tanchu was surprised. What’s the matter with Grandpa, he wondered. Instead of sclding me for not going to
sleep, he sounded very amiable.
“Your Uncle Puba called you a young eagle today, child. Are you a young eagle, Tanchu?”
Supporting himself on one elbow, Tanchu raised his head to look at the old man. He wondered how he should
answer the question. If he said he was a young eagle, Grandpa would probably scold him for bragging. Maybe he
should deny it. But once he had gone across the river with Uncle Puba and had hunted down a black sable in the
pine groves. Could he have done that unless he were really a young eagle?
“Let’s talk about that tomorrow, Grandpa.”
Tanchu thought that this was the only wise thing to say. He put his head back on the sheepskin pillow. At last
he stopped thinking. The last impression he had before he dropped off to sleep was of the dull glowing dagger in
Grandpa’s hands.
The sun had rise above the roof of their house when Tanchu woke up in the morning.
“What a fine day it is. I must take the yak and sheep to the river bank,” he thought.
His mind made up, he quickly breakfasted on some tsamba\fn{Pre-cooked chingko flour} and skimmed milk.
Hurrying to the shed, he led out their five white goats and one black yak. Grandpa stretched out his head
frombehind the house.
“Don’t go out today, Tanchu,” he ordered.
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“Look, Grandpa, the sun’s beautiful today. [I] ought to let the animals have some sunshine.”
Tanchu was particularly anxious to get away this morning and meet his young friends. Every day they gathered
by the river bank where they did all sorts of things and talked of everything under the sun. With the exception of
Mama Hsiangpachihma, no grownups ever went there.
“There’s something to attend to at home today, child,” Grandpa went on.
“What thing?”
Tanchu had no wish to stay at home. If Grandpa had been cross and harsh, he could have acted stubbornly and
simply driven the goats and yak away. The trouble was Grandpa was extraordinarily nice today.
There was nothing Tanchu could do but drive the animals back into the shed. Reluctantly he went back to the
house. Out in the open air, the sunshine was warm and it brightened the whole world including the snowy
mountains surounding the village. The white mountain tops looked like white doves with spreading wings, fresh
and delicate under an azure sky. Everything looked extremely lovely.
“It would be nice to ride a horse and gallop across the snow-topped mountains,” Tanchu thought, feeling that
he couldn’t stand being cooped up indoors on such a fine day. He came out again and sat down on the doorstep.
His thoughts followed the imaginary horse that he had been thinking about. Now if he had a horse like Uncle
Puba’s roan, he would ride it round the world. The first thing he would like to do would be to go and see the
bright rainbow road.
“Come in, child.”
Grandpa Nichchin had finished sharpening his dagger behind the house. His large long frame quivering a little,
he entered the house. Tanchu sensed the Grandpa was somehow different today. Not knowing what would happen,
he felt a slight premonition of fear.
“Sitdown, child.”
Grandpa looked very solemn, his long white beard flowed over his chest in a dignified manner and his gray
eyebrows were tightly knitted. Tanchu had a wild impulse to take to his heels.
“My child, I want to bequeath to you the thing dearest to my heart.”
“What did you say, Grandpa?”
“I said, I want to give you my dagger.”
“What’s that you are saying, Grandpa?” Tanchu could not believe his ears. Did Grandpa really mean to give
him his beloved dagger?
“Didn’t you tell Uncle Puba yesterday that you wanted a weapon for self-defence when you go into the woods?
Starting from today, child, this dagger will belong to you for ever.”
Grandpa stretched out his hands, the dagger lying flat on his two palms. Sunshine coming through the open
window fell on the newly-sharpened dagger, reflecting little pinpoints of light winking at Tanchu like long-lost
friends. It seemed to be saying in a proud tone,
“Are you worthy of me, child? Fifty years ago, my old master used me to chop off many an enemy’s head by
the famous fort. With my help he also killed all kinds of wild beasts. New what kind of a person are you, my new
master? Will you become a brave man, too?”
Tanchu eyed the dagger and thought of the life his grandfather had led. For the past fifty years Grandpa
Niehchin had been a man respected greatly by everyone in the village. He had lived a glorious life and had never
done anything dishonorable. What about me? Tanchou wondered. Will I be able to keep Grandpa’s honor intact?
Will I be worthy of wearing this dagger always?
“Why are you crying, child? Don’t forget you are now a man.”
“I’m not crying, Grandpa!” Tanchu dabbed furiously at his eyes but the wretched tears would roll out in spite
of himself
“Here, child, take the dagger. In the future, wherever you go and whatever difficulties you encounter, just
touch the dagger and remember you are old Nichchin’s grandson.”
“I’ll remember, Grandpa.”
Tanchu felt that for the first time in his life he had spoken as a man.
*
Returning from Sangtun’s house that evening, Chula couldn’t sleep a wink.
“A bright rainbow road—I wonder what such a road looks like.”
He tossed and turned and kept thihnking of the rainbow road. Early in the morning while a white mist still
floated above the little river, Chula went out to the river bank to await his friends who went there every day. This
morning he arrived much earlier than usual. Chula paced back and forth all by himself feeling a little bored.
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Finally, the quiet and pensive boy flopped down on the grassy bank and let his dreamy eyes roam through the
white mist hanging over the water. If the mist could understand human speech, he would have been glad to talk to
it, but the mist didn’t say a word.
“The bright rainbow road runs acros the snow-capped mountains, then automobiles bring things in from
outside and transport local things out again. What does an automobile look like?”
Last night Uncle Puba mentioined the word automobile several times. He explained that it was a machine and
not at all like a yak as all of them had imagined. It could carry a heavier load than a hundred yaks put together and
it could run faster than the fastest horse. Chula had remembered to ask Uncle Puba,
“What are machines made of”
“Iron.”
“Can something made of metal run by itself?”
“Yes, an automobile can.”
“Did you see people murmur magic words over it?” Grandpa Niehchin had also been interested in this subject.
“No, I didn’t see anyone cast a spell over it.”
None of the guests invited to take butter tea at Sangtun’s last night could understand this business of the
automobile. Even Uncle Puba who had seen these things with his own eyes didn’t understand very much. The
whole thing was simply a mystery.
“There mst be something in that rainbow road. That’s why an iron machine can run by itself.”
This was the most satisfactory explanation Chula could find at the moment. He had been waiting a long time
but still not one of his friends showed up. The mist over the river gradually vanished leaving twinkling dewdrops
on the dry yellow grass along the river bank. Chula touched his sheepskin coat and discovered that it too was wet
with dew; his shabby old sheepskin hat was wet also. A warm sun was slowly rising from behind the mountains,
its golden beams shining down on the pasures, the river and on Chula stretched out on the river bank.
“Oh tall and mighty snow-covered mountains, the real sun has shed its light on you; the dear benevolent father
has thought of you. You are no longer so formidable.”
Chula recalled Uncle Puba’s tone of reverence when he said this the night before and he felt hot all over as if
he had swallowed a magic pill and so had the power to pull out a big tree by the root with only one hand. At his
feet the little river was bright with ripples and dancing sunbeams.
“How beautiful the ripples are.” Chula’s heart filled with ecstasy.
Suddenly he heard his name called. Turning, he saw Sangtun squinting at him from a mound nearby and
waving a hand.
“I’ve been waiting a long time for you, Sangtun.”
“You know, I’ve been asking Uncle Puba a few more questions.” Sangtum spoke like one who’d found more
treasures.
“What did you ask him? The two friends sat down together.
“I asked him whether the benevolent father had thought of us here and if the army uncles will come here to
build a big highway.”
Sangtun had really asked a most important question. Even Chula had not thought of asking it.
“What did Uncle Puba say?”
“He said he didn’t know that.”
This was really too bad. Uncle Puba jolly well ought to know something as important as this. After all, why
shouldn’t they have a bright rainbow road here in their village. They were surrounded by snow-topped mountains
year in and year out.
“It seems to me we ought to have a bright rainbow road here.”
Chula was thirsty for knoweldge, like a man hankering for a drink after running a long distance. He no longer
considered the building of a big house by the river for Mama Hsiangpachihma such an important matter. A road
cutting across the mountains around them was much more important. He knew his foster mother would also like
to have such a road, otherwise why was she always gazing at the mountains by herself. What was more, her
husband, Uncle Tochi, had been a victim of the roadless snowy mountains, and had died through falling from a
peak.
“My decided opinion is that we must have a rainbow road here,” Chula told Sangtun.
“Yes, it would be very nice if we could have a bright rainbow road here.”
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Sangtun, who always believed every word of Chula’s, nodded his agreement. However, they knew too little
about the matter at present. Perhaps the benevolent father was already thinking of their village. His eyes on the
rippling water, Chula was lost in thought again.
Suddenly an idea flashed in his head.
“Why can’t I go and have a look at that bright rawinbow road Uncle Puba talked about? If I go there I may
even have a chance to see the benevolent father.” Chula turned the idea over in his mind and decided to sound out
Sangtun who was much more timid than himself.
“We can’t remain in this village always, Sangtun. If we go out we’ll be able to learn about a lot of things.”
“Will Uncle Puba consdent to take us out with him?” Simple-minded Sangtun wanted to know.
“Why should we wait for Uncle Puba to take us? We aren’t babies who have just learned to crawl. Why don’t
we depend on our own two legs to take us out to the bright rainbow road?”
“What are you saying, Chula? Could we go on our own to see the rainbow road?”
Sangtun was really startled now. At first he thought Chula was joking, but Chula’s serious face told him he
meant every word. Sangtun hesitated:
“Where … er … is the rainbow road?” he stammered. “We … er … ah … don’t know where—”
“That’s easy. We’ll head for the place where the sun rises. You should know, Sangtum, that Uncle Pubas
always returns from that direction.”
Sangtun was silent. He turned to look at the sun shining down on the white mountaintops and didn’t knw what
to say.
Chula too lapsed into silence. He noticed that his foster mother was mending a broken boot in front of the
lonely little mud hut not far from the river bank that was their home. She looked up from her work now and again
to glance in Chula’s direction before she bent her head low to concentrate on the boot she was mending.
If he really meant to run away to a faraway place, it was not going to be very simple. One of these days when
Mama Hsiangpachihma discovered that the child she had brought up from infancy was gone, she wold be
heartbroken.
“But what else can one do?” Chula tried to justify his desire to go.
“Could one live on like this always and never have a bright rawinbow road?”
After much thinking, Chula’s mind wa made up.
“Sangtun, do you want to come with me to see the bright rainbow road?
“Yes, but … I …”
Sangtun stammered and then sighed softly. He hoped his friend would understand his hesitation.
“The thing is you should think carefully before you do something … I’m afraid Granny will never let me go so
far away.”
“Why, you’re a coward … Please yourself, I won’t urge you to go.”
Sangtun understood the significance of Chula’s words. It was not simply a question of going to see the rainbow
road; a much more complex question was involved. Their friendship was at stake: either this friendship continued
or everything was over between them.
“Chula ….”
Tanchu’s merry voice came to them from a distance. Chula turned and saw Tanchu coming to them along the
river bank, his flock of goats and the yak at his heels.
“Why are you so late, Tanchu?”
“I had to attend to some things at home.”
“What things?”
“Grandpa gave me his dearest possession.”
“And what is that?”
“Don’t be impatient. I’ll tell you all about it as soon as we sit down.”
Tanchu saw to it that the animals were grazing happily on the pasture before he joined his friends. With a
sudden movement, he unsheathed Grandpa’s dagger.
“Is it the danger then?”
“Why ask when you see it? Of course it’s Grandpa’s dagger. He has given it to me.” Tanchu swung his dagger,
cut the air smartly and without looking at his friends replaced it in the sheath with a brisk movement.
“Oh my! Look at the airs you are putting on. You don’t have to look askance at peole even though you have
got your grandfather’s dagger.”
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Chula had meant to ask Tanchu to go with him to the bright rainbow road, but he decided to say nothing for the
time being. Tanchu noticed Chula’s coolness and turned away with some annoyance. He slapped Sangtun on the
shoulder chummily.
“Sangtu, I have Grandpa’s dagger now, let me protect you wherever you go.”
“You are going to protect me?”
“Um!” Tanchu shot a glance at Chula out of the corner of his eyes. “If someone else is willing I would also like
to protect him.”
“And if that someone else isn’t willing, Tanchu?” asked Chula.
“If someone isn’t, there are people who are. Are you willing, Sangtun?”
“What if I’m not willing either.” Sangtum crinkled up his nose.
“Then I’ll go into the woods all alone. I’ll hunt the wild beasts and get any animal I feel like taking.”
Tanchu wagged his head arrogantly, as though he were already an experienced hunter. Chula realized that
Sangtun had drawn nearer to him again, so he took the opportunity to ask with a mysterious air,
“Then you are willing to go there with me?”
“Of course.”
Snagtun’s answer came so promptly you’d think he had never hesitated or argued with Chula over the
question. He too began to look mysterious. Tanchu naturally noticed the mystery.
“Are you going to the woods too?”
“Why should we want to go to the woods? We have no wish whatsoever to go there.” Chula gave Sangtun a
look, smiled in a superior way and shook his head slowly.
“Can you tell me where you are going?”
“We are going somewhere where a man without courage would not dare go.”
“Do you call me a man without courage?”
“Who knows whether you are brave or not. Anyway you’ll be startled to hear about the place where we are
going, if we tell you.”
“No. If you just tell me, I’ll go with you.”
Chula was very satisfied with his own success. Would Tanchu really be willing to go and see the rainbow road
if he asked him?
“Tanchu, why do you still ask when you know about the place we want to go to already?”
Tanchu was bewildered by Chula’s taunt.
“If I know of this secret of yours already,” he said, gretting impatient, “may the divine lightning strike me
down. Now, will you tell me?”
Chula relaxed, but he was still unsure.
“Tanchu,” he said, his eyes intent on Tanchu’s face. “We want to go and see the rainbow road. Do you want to
come with us?”
“What?” Tanchu’s eyes popped. “Are you going to yourselves?”
“Yes, by ourselves.” Chula pushed the subject further. “Without the guts of a tiger of course no one would dare
go.”
Every word Chula said was a challenge to Tanchu. He had always been a strong-minded person, but couldn’t
admit defeat. He ceretainly couldn’t appear to be less courageous than Sangtun. Besides, the idea of going to see
the bright rainbow road appealed to him immensely. He would take his black sable along to exchange for
something nice.
“Chula!” he shouted, gripping Chula’s shoulders excitedly. “Of course I’ll go to the rainbow road. How can
you go on such a journey without me?”
“We could take you, I suppose,” Chula said coldly with a frown. “But you must first swear to the sun that you
will not tell another soul about this no matter at any time, nor change your heart. Will you do that?”
“I will.”
Tanchu was full of resolution. Tanchu then fulfilled the conditions. Palms pressed together, he swore to the sun
that he would keep this secret. Then Chula and Sangtun did the same. With smiling faces, the three friends locked
their arms together and felt their friendship had never been stronger than at this moment.
“When shall we leave?” Tanchu asked Chula before they parted on the river bank.
“We can’t start out yet.”
“Let’s go soon, we’ll have the mooon to light our way.”
“We must do some more thinking, Tanchu.”
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“What is there to think about?”
Tanchu sounded surprised. Actually, he shoiuld not have been surprised. Since they were going out to see the
rainbow road, they couldn’t very well go on empty stomachs. They must prepare food and drink for the journey.
In order to carry out their plan as early as possible, the three boys each saved a small amount of tsasmba flour
from their daily meals.
They hid their savings in a secret cave. A month went by. Tanchu was impatient again.
“Let’s go,” he urged. “The moon is full again.”
“Tanchu, we must think some more.”
“We’ve got the tsamba we need for the journey, what else is there to consider? Are you having second thoughts
about going?”
“When we are gone, Tanchu, who will milk Grandpa Niechin’s goat for you? Who will look after your yak and
sheep? We must find someone to take your place.”
“Ah, so that’s it.”
For the first time, Tanchu discofvered that Chula really used his head like a grownup and knew how to plan
things carefully. Though he didn’t say it out loud, he felt a great respect for his friend. The boys considered a
number of people in the village and at last found a little girl called Namu who was willing to do Tanchu’s chores
when he was gone.
“Namu, it’s nice of you to help us, but please would you mind not saying a word about our plan to anyone?”
Namu arched her thick eyebrows and retorted angrily,
“Do you think I’ll tell your plan to others? If you don’t trust me, I’ll swear to the sun too.”
Namu was a very warm-hearted young girl always eager to help others. She was so busy attending to things
that were none of her business from morning till night that she had no time even to comb her own hair. When she
heard that Chula and his friends wanted to go and see the bright rainbow road, she only regretted she hadn’t four
hand to help them.
At last all the preparations were made and everything was ready. …
41.107 Our Very First Telephone\fn{by Wu Luqin [Lu-ch’in] aka Wu Hongzao (1918/19-1983)} Shanghai, China (M) 3
If only we had a telephone, my wife said to me one day, wouldn’t that be most convenient? Innumerable
examples presented themselves: if one wanted to change one’s mind about an appointment or if one got sick and
needed a doctor, all one had to do, if one had a telephone, would be to pick it up and dial. Think of the time and
energy saved. It was, however, the scene she invoked of the whole unhappy family waiting late into the night for
one member to come home for dinner that almost moved me to reassess my initial opposition to the telephone.
Someone once said that revolutions begin on empty stomachs. Surely, dinner delayed, when the many have to
wait for the one, would tend toward a similar end, especially when the reason for the delay turns out to be that this
one person was invited out to some business dinner and couldn’t or wouldn’t be bothered to notify his family.
My response to her was a noncommittal uh-huh. After a pause and with no further protestations, she repeated:
“It would be most convenient.”
This motion, like numerous other previous motions, could have died a natural death but for the fact that, for
some inexplicable reason, the little miss became intensely interested in our dull exchange and interjected that we
should have gotten one long ago. (Long ago, when? The little miss is all of six and a half years of age.) Nonetheless, as in all other progressive households of the twentieth century, our child is the master of the nation’s
tomorrow and that of the family’s today; a master’s word does not necessarily result in action, but unfettered by
extraneous knowledge, a child’s will is sharply focused and her memory extra long. Moreover, it was as if she had
somehow ingested the principle of “ceaseless revolution until the goal is reached;” she was relentless in her
efforts to remind us that the motion was yet unresolved, rendering delay an ineffectual tactic in this particular
case.
Besides, two voices will always speak louder and seem more righteous than one.
Thus one day in 1954 a telephone was installed in our house. I can’t remember the exact date anymore; what I
can remember is that the resolution to this motion was reached on a certain night when, again, the whole family
had to wait in the dark for me to come home for dinner.
That was not, however, the end of the story. For if the purpose of my raising the white flag were to buy peace
of mind, then the whole situation here must undergo reassessment. Concessions, it must be remembered, should
only be made with forethought, or else, not only would your desired effect not be produced but your troubles
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multiplied. That first night upon the installation of our telephone, I must admit, I already had a premonition that a
mistake had been made. In the calm of the night, my thoughts returned to the basic principle that surrender is
always a mistake. Nevertheless, several recent successes had misled me to conclude otherwise. Now, I’m
suddenly reminded that the white flag is not a miracle drug, not a cure-all, and in this particular instance at least, a
grave error had been committed; the seed of troubles had been sown and my days will never be quiet again.
The night is mellow and everyone else is asleep. This space of time I call “my very own, my world.” This is
when I can be absolutely at ease with myself. A book in hand, enveloped in silence, I am verily transported into
his world and utter in the words of the noble poet:
Autumn has a thousand shades,
This splash of tears has made them one:
A thousand ages lie between us,
Alone I stand where you have stood.

Yes, at such times, I can almost feel myself soar to the heights where they have been. Of course, I am not
unaware that this is but self-delusion or worse, that since my imitation of their fervor lacks any sort of commitment or the backing of action, my pretense only shows up the more my own lack of initiative. But no one can rob
me of the pleasure of this company, this communing with the ancients whereby I have the stage to myself, with no
fear of nagging nor of anyone answering back and disagreeing with me. What’s more, I need not report the
presence of my ancient friends to the census bureau. Alas, on this night, the pleasure of “my very own world” has
been depleted, diminished by the presence of a modern instrument designed to better our lives, sitting there,
staring at me, like a dark cloud, full of foreboding, as if at any moment some unpredictable disaster will befall us.
Perhaps because this was a new enterprise, confusion was inevitable. This night, my telephone went haywire.
Indeed, I had settled into my familiar routine of reading in the quiet of the night, and had even fallen into the nether world of sleep when a sudden alarm woke me. To my right, from out of the paper thin wall that separated me
from the next room, came a desperate, persistent, and mechanically repetitious ringing. I responded instinctively:
“Moshi, moshi,” somebody with a Taiwanese accent said in Japanese.
“Who are you looking for?”
The person on the other end hung up. Rejected, I returned to my seat, but when I reached for my book, my
hand came up empty. And just as I was busily looking for my book, the telephone rang again.
This time, the call had come for a Mrs. Zhang to go deliver a baby; Mrs. Zhang turned out to be a midwife. I
sat and stared for a long while at this talking machine. Indeed, the old saying entered my head just then, “Who
knows what wind and cloud the sky has in store.” Immediately, I identified this talking machine to be one
manifestation of such “wind and cloud” in my sky. I am at its beck and call; when it rings, I have to answer.
Before I fell into utter despair, however, another thought revived me. Who would call? Nobody, except the
initiated, knows that there is a telephone at my humble abode, and of the uninitiated—that is, everyone else—who
has the leisure or the curiosity to find out or bother about me? This sudden enlightened thought instantly calmed
me. Unfortunately, the phone rang again. This time I was not going to be caught off guard. Before my opponent
had a chance to get a word in, I delivered my nonchalant blow with a “Wrong number.” Then I pulled out a
woolen blanket and wrapped up the telephone. Even if it were to let loose again I would not be its target; I simply
could not hear it.
“And,” as the story-teller would say, “the night passed without further incident.”
The initial chaos concomitant with any new enterprise seemed to have passed, and we were gradually getting
on track. Nonetheless, even now, the state of calm I had claimed as “my very own world” was lost to me forever.
This new addition to the household, with its five simple digits, was no great mystery that could only be unlocked
by the “superior man who has mastered knowledge for the government of the state.” Thus, there was no point in
keeping the knowledge of its existence from the uninitiated.
Soon, our phone was no longer ringing indiscriminately; it rang for some one of us. For it is, after all, a product of modern civilization, designed to overcome all spatial and temporal limitations. Neither wind nor rain can
stand in its way; it provides not just a way in or a way out, but both at once. Matters that one might well have
been able to put off in the past can no longer be put off, for the very reason that one can now simply reach out and
pick up the phone.
The first casualty of this minimalist action of picking up the phone is that little time and space I have cut out
for myself, which I reckon to be “my very own world.” When one’s back is up against the wall, the course of
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passive resistance, such as non-cooperation, enters the mind. If you can’t overthrow the powers that be, at least
you can sulk. If you do not have the freedom to not answer the phone, you can still retain the right to not use it
yourself. Little did I expect to be exposed by our perspicacious little mistress of the future—unless there was
somebody else directing her actions behind the scenes—who asked me, point blank, one day:
“Daddy, why won’t you ever use the phone?”
“Daddy doesn’t like the telephone.”
“Why not?”
“Talking to someone on the telephone is like having a conversation with someone behind a pair of sunglasses;
it’s frustrating not to see the eyes of the person you’re talking to.”
Naturally, she continued to “why” me, but as is the case with investigations great or small, this one too came to
a nebulous conclusion. The functioning of the telephone itself was indeed getting on track, and the occasional
wrong number was no more than the result of some careless hand; one wrong digit will take you way off base.
Usually, such mistakes happen, pass, and that is the end of that. Nevertheless, there was this once, by some
unlikely combination of events, which led me to feel guilty toward a certain scatterbrained gentleman, even
though I was not the one at fault. I felt badly about it for quite some time, but as there was nothing I could do to
correct the situation, I had to leave it at that.
It happened around ten o’clock one night. The telephone rang out at my humble abode.
“Is this Mr. Wu’s official residence, please?”
I was stunned into silence.
Was this a joke or was the jerk on the other end making fun of my humble abode? Who would be calling this
small and rickety structure a residence? Moreover, even though our house is so rundown that we often find
ourselves grateful to see it standing after a typhoon season, we still like to think of it as our home, a “private”
dwelling, and not an “official” something or other. But before I could explain, the person on the other end
urgently repeated his question:
“Is this Mr. Wu’s official residence?”
“Well, yes, my name is Wu.”
My voice must have conveyed my status as head of the household—albeit unclear to the party at the other end
of the line that this household consisted of a grand total of 20 mats or 360 square feet—for the other person’s tone
was immediately humbled.
“Sir, the Chief of our department is on the line for you, Sir.”
I was just about to own up to my mistake when the phone was handed over to the Chief of “their” department
and the Chief’s voice now came over the line, addressing me as:
“Well, my friend.”
I didn’t know whether to laugh or to cry. The fact is, the messenger who had called first of all must have been
one of those underlings on the bottom rung of the bureaucratic ladder who, because of the little bit of authority
they have, tend to lord it over other people like myself.
Now, such a character I would normally despise. Conversely, because of his proximity to power, he would
often, through no fault of his own, bear the brunt of his higher-up’s wrath. For this reason, I now felt sorry for him
and wanted, as an accomplice to his crime, to somehow share the responsibility for this mistake. Nonetheless, I
could hardly claim to be mistakenly named Wu, as this has been my ancestors’ name for I don’t know how long,
and even I myself have had this name for decades. I couldn’t possibly say that my name was a mistake. Thus, in
my confusion, I blurted out, albeit in my most polite tone of voice:
“This is a most fantastic mistake.”
But before I had completed the sentence, the phone had gone dead on the other end. was left dangling in
midair, anxiously pondering the consequences of I what had just occurred. This terribly rash gentleman who had
handed over the phone to his boss will no doubt be in a foul mood in the morning and consequently, those who
would be petitioning him for appointments with his superior will be made to suffer even more than the usual
amount of humiliation. It struck me then that that ancient ritual of requiring one to stand at attention and wait in
reverential silence before being allowed to speak to an important person was not such a bad idea after all; if, in
this instance, I had been given that transitional period to reflect on my mistake, I could have saved that poor soul
from reprimand.
“Stand at attention and wait in reverential silence so as to be receptive to instruction and admonition.”
This, under certain circumstances, is a communication practice I advocate. It is not unreasonable to observe
such a practice with respect to the elderly or very busy people. In the case of the latter, time is money, and in the
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case of the former, these people have not much time left to waste. Besides, by comparison, a nobody like me can
certainly afford to give up a few minutes of his time; my time is worth so little that it cannot be weighed on the
same scale as theirs. Nevertheless, like all practices, this one too can be abused, or misappropriated alike by fool,
sage, nobleman or thief. The following is one such extreme form of misuse I encountered.
The voice of the go-between opened the discourse.
“Mr. X would like to speak to you.”
Now, this Mr. X does not fit into the category of a busy person, nor a person of any importance, nor was he an
elderly person. I waited for a long while, but nothing came from the other end. I waited, and waited, thinking I
may well have stumbled onto a whole rest notation on a musical score. Having counted out the four beats in the
bar, however, I was still there waiting for some sign of life on the other end of the line. Just as sometimes a
person’s voice can aggravate another, in this instance, the silent treatment certainly achieved the same, if not
greater, result. I looked at my watch resentfully. I had been waiting five minutes.
“Hello? Lu-qin, you there?”
“One moment please,” I said in my best Taiwanese, pretending to be somebody else, and put the receiver down
on the table. Then I lit a cigarette and flopped down on the couch. The next five minutes seemed an eternity. I
watched the second hand as it finally ticked past the last second of those five minutes before I picked up the
receiver and apologized profusely. No doubt about it, silence is a far greater weapon than speech if you’re after
aggravation.
“Hey, you’ve made me wait a whole ten minutes for you.”
“That’s right, if you add the first five minutes to the second five minutes it’s altogether ten whole minutes.”
This friend must have appreciated my little lesson and thereafter did away with the go-between whenever he
called me. Come to think of it, the telephone bureau, in all its appeals to the public to cut back on their usage of
the telephone so as not to overload the system, should go beyond asking people to shorten their conversations, and
persuade them to eliminate any go-betweens when making calls. Or, if the messenger or receptionist is an absolute necessity, they should try at least to shorten the period of wasted time in between the connection made by the
go-between and the actual conversation engaged in by the real speaker. Of course, if all else fails, one can resort
to my method of an eye for an eye; but for all its efficacy, I do not recommend its use too often, or else you may
not be left with too many friends.
As for the situation in our home, the telephone seems to have finally settled down to the point where it is
possible for me to forget its existence during periods of prolonged silence. I was even able to recover in its
entirety, during several such nights, the bit of calm I reckon to be my very own world. Live and let live. Why get
so upset over a piece of machinery?
Thus, all that initial hatred I felt for the telephone gradually faded out of my subconscious. Not long afterwards
I found myself, without thinking, walking over to the telephone at a restaurant one night and, still without noticing
what I was doing, picking up the phone and dialing a number.
“It’s Daddy.”
“It’s Daddy calling on the phone. Daddy’s calling home.” This was not said into the receiver.
It sounded more like a jubilant victory call.
1919

42.1 The Visitor\fn{by Fang Chi (1919- )} Hopei Province, China (M) 13
The Information Center notified me that I had a caller; he claimed to be a college student. His visitor’s
appointment form had been filled in to read:
K’ang Min-fu, age 28, origin Liaoning, unemployed.

Thinking it over, I simply could not remember having known such a person. Was he one of our readers? Had
he submitted an article? Or was he a resident seeking assistance, one of the masses who wanted a Party Committee office to solve a problem for him? I hesitated a bit, then followed the courier downstairs and went into the
reception office to wait.
I was genuinely startled when I got a good look at this caller of mine. I thought at once of the peculiar name on
his appointment form: K’ang Min-fu—Communist. Such names had been popular, in the twenties and thirties,
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among those who considered themselves revolutionary intellectuals. Most of them had really been sons of the rich
who played at revolution, self-styled nihilists. I rarely get to see such names or people again in the course of my
life today. Yet, somehow, such a one was seated before me.
What startled me was that his appearance and name were of like peculiarity, and his hair was so long as to
suggest the artists of an earlier era who had called themselves decadents. But their hair had streamed down to
their shoulders, while his stood erect, with each hair distinctly visible. Truly it brought to mind the well-known
figure of speech, “so angry that his hair stood on end, pushing off his cap”—only be had no cap. His face, like the
shirt he wore, had lost its original composition. It was dirty—filthy—with a bottomless pallor showing through
under a layer of oily sweat. And, perhaps because of the lighting, a green, phosphorescentlike hue flitted across
his face.
I could not see his eyes, for he kept his head bowed. As I waited for him to speak, I looked at his appointment
form—the name at the top, his age, his place of origin … the handwriting, very clear, seemed not at all like the
strange caller before my eyes, except that it appeared similarly pale, weak, and perfunctory.
“What business brings you … Sir?”
I simply could not get out such an elevated form of address as “comrade” before a person like this. A
tortuously pronounced “Sir” was preferable.
He remained still, with head bowed, and said nothing. But his eyelids suddenly flew open at the sound of my
voice. The lunacy, despair, and distrust of humanity that his eyes betrayed were frightening.
You must realize, moreover, that this incident took place early in June of this year. It was just at the time of
Great Blooming and Contending,\fn{From Mao Tse-tung’s speech, in which he said: “Let a hundred flowers bloom, let a hundred
schools of thought contend.”} when rightist elements were launching wild, unbridled attacks. The anti-rightist struggle
had not yet begun. As the papers often described it later, dark clouds were welling up. In such times, anything
could happen, however strange. My reaction may have been oversensitive, but one cannot say it had no basis. I
even started to become wary.
His head was still drooping. He simply raised his hand: trembling fingers swished through his shirt pocket,
groping for something. Finally he fished out a wad of papers. After laying them down before him and fixing his
eyes there, he pushed the papers toward me, forcefully.
I grabbed the documents and went through them quickly. I was anxious to know just what this was all about.
First were vouchers, one after another, for things he had sold off. Among the items were a suitcase, a bicycle, a
suit, and an overcoat. There were also women’s things, jewelry and so forth. Finally, there were two documents
certifying periods of hospitalization. On the first was written:
K’ang Min-fu, 28, Liaoning, unemployed, attempted suicide by poison, cause awaiting investigation.

On the second:
K’ang Min-fu, 28, Liaoning, unemployed, attempted suicide by poison, cause awaiting investigation.

Except for the fact that the dates were different and that two different hospitals and doctors had affixed their
signatures and seals, the documents were, word for word, the same!
I was even more mystified! I raised my head to look at him. He, too, was observing me; having met my line of
vision with his own, he lowered his head again. From another pocket he pulled out a four-inch photograph. He
fixed his eyes on it as before, then forcefully shoved it in front of me.
It was of a couple, a man and a woman. The woman—how can I describe her? She couldn’t be called pretty,
but she was radiant. One could see it even in the photograph. She had just put her head on the man’s shoulder, and
wore a slightly melancholy smile. The man, although likewise smiling, bore an equivocal expression. I could not
help comparing him with the person before me—indeed, it was he, the visitor sitting in front of me. But he had
already changed greatly.
I understood, and nodded. He smiled ironically, in a way that was a bit unsettling. Then he began to get stirred
up. He told the story below, speaking fluently and without pause.
*
“You must think it strange that I’ve troubled you with my purely personal affair. Let me state in advance: I
don’t come to you in your capacity as novelist—although I know you often take to writing stories and the like.
I’m approaching you as a staff member in a Party Committee office, one, moreover, who was once responsible for
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the administrative work of cultural affairs in this city. This is to remind you of your past work. For example, your
oversight of those in the performing arts … have a look, do you recognize this person? Yes, the woman in this
photograph. Look carefully, she’s a singer of some reputation who falls within your domain—she’s a drum
singer.\fn{A note reads: A singer in one form of East China folk theatre. She accompanies her singing with a pair of clappers and a
small drum.} Ah, it’s hit you, you've recognized her. Yes, you ought to. In that case, I need not tell you her name. I
refuse to speak it. My memory is filled only with her—her existence and everyting about her—not her name.
Names have no significance. Take mine. You seem to have found it strange from the first. Indeed, it has no
meaning! The year Peking was liberated, I was in my second year of college. As with many youths, Liberation,
and temporary fanatical enthusiasm, led me to take my name from some novel or other. Now I realize that this
was merely absurd and farcical.
“You shake your head. You don’t care to hear what I have to say. All right, I’ll get to the heart of my story at
once. This is how it was—excuse me, I’ve sought you out without even bringing a letter of introduction … but
where could I have gone to get one? I burned all my papers early on, before my first suicide attempt—my college
diploma, my employment papers, and the like. Fortunately there are still these two records of my hospitalizations.
I have no acquaintances in this city, other than her. In fact, there are very few who are close to me in this whole
world. My mother is old and sick. She’ll die soon. She awaits me on her deathbed at my old home in Mukden, but
I cannot go to see her. Besides her, I have a teacher, a professor of philosophy, in Peking. I read philosophy with
him for four years, and then assisted him in compiling the course syllabus for three years. Now, because I’ve
taken leave of my senses, he’s declared that he has no such student as I. Anyone else? No one, save her. And she,
too, swears she’ll never see me again!
“This is how it was. Judge for yourself, who in this whole world can vouch for my identity? I’ve tried to
commit suicide twice—you consider that equivalent to a crime, don’t you? I cut myself off from mankind, but
each time someone turned me over to the local public security substation, which in turn took me to the hospital.
The doctors saved my life, and the Bureau of Civil Affairs supported it. Even the kindhearted public security
station chief, seeing me famished, shelled out money from his own purse. But why must people be like this? It’s
really comic!
“Perhaps people pity me. I dread that most of all. You’ll see why as I continue. Perhaps I really ought to go on
living, you think? Yes. I have no reason not to go on. None. I finished my four years of college after Liberation.
The school then assigned me to the south, to participate in land reform. Two years later I returned to my alma
mater and became a teaching assistant to my philosophy professor … it was only because of her … do you see? It
was she!
“Originally my work went pretty well. After the Party announced the March Forward to Science campaign, I
even wrote a qualifying doctoral thesis. I was young and unmarried, with prospects for a brilliant future—but after
I came to know her, this woman …
“It was during the winter last year, at the winter vacation, that I returned home to see my sick mother. She was
once a middle school teacher. My father, an engineer, had died. It was then that I met her, at a theater in Mukden.
“You’ve heard of her, haven’t you? In all fairness I must say she’s a good woman. Even though it was on
account of her that I twice attempted suicide, I’m grateful to her. Only because of her have I now come to know
myself. You wouldn’t call her pretty, would you? Or, to put it another way, she isn’t “pretty” in the way people
ordinarily speak of. But those eyes of hers—look. You can see to her heart in a glance! So candid, and profound.
And have you heard her sing? From the first note, all the excellent and brilliant things within her eyes unfold in
train\fn{Proper harmony.} with her voice. Her voice is crisp and clear, like the waters of a brook in autumn … I was
overpowered the first time I saw her and heard her sing.
“Performers must have a special magic to attract people, don’t you think? You ought to understand that. For in
addition to the qualities they display themselves, there are those of the heroic personalities they personify, which
move men’s hearts … but I don’t know, this is only a guess on my part. In any event, I was moved, and attracted.
“Don’t laugh at me! My arousal was entirely proper. That is to say, her performance was successful. She has a
talent for performing. But the others? They liked her as much as I, but … threw catcalls. Catcalls—do you understand? I have come to know now, myself. I felt that this was an insult to her, and to me, do you see? I was
enraged, simply beside myself with anger, and ran backstage directly. But I … when I saw her … how laughable it
was! I didn’t know myself what I meant to do! I oh-so-respectfully bowed to her, begged her pardon, and
comforted her. In short, I offered her a torrent of mindless praise.
“Yet she shook her head, simply mystified, as she listened to me go on. Then she laughed, and her laughter was
so full of innocence. She said:
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“‘Thank you, comrade. Thank you for looking out for me. But what’s your business? We’re backstage, so
comrade, please don’t let me keep you.’
“She turned around to go. I didn’t understand her meaning in the slightest. Nor had she understood me. I felt I
had been wronged, and nearly cried. I hastened outside. Turning around asl reached the door, I saw that she had
followed me. She was smiling at me. I stopped.
“‘Thank you for your kindness,’ she said. ‘If you ever come to Tientsin, drop by and see me, at the South
Market.’ And, would you have guessed it, she even extended her hand.
“I hesitated a bit. Hurried and flustered, I reached out my hand and squeezed her soft, delicate fingers.
“That’s how it began. Do you think it odd? Yes, and so I say, I do not understand such people. As I see it now,
the whole affair was entirely misconceived-absurd! Yet I quickly returned to Peking, and just as quickly found an
excuse to beg a leave of absence from my professor. I came to Tientsin and found her.
“Are you familiar with the kind of life these people lead? Performers? … No, I don’t mean her, but her mother.
She has a mother, a foster mother. I found out that she was her foster mother only later. Since Liberation, she’s
been an “element under surveillance.” The local public security substation—the very station chief who gave me
money out of the goodness of his heart—told me so. He also advised me not to go to her house. But how could I
not …
“She had an “elder sister”—this is another chapter of her life, which she told me about later, after we’d been
living together.
“‘ … When we had matured a bit more …’ she said. Tears filled her eyes but would not stream down her
cheeks. She was always that way. ‘Mama, whip in hand, brought us to our knees before her, and forced Big Sister
to receive customers. She was only fifteen that year. I … being too young, took up the performing arts. It came
about only some time later, after a string accompanist who often came to our house discovered that my voice was
pleasing. Then, only because of Liberation was I spared having to go the way of Big Sister. Now she is long dead,
from disease!’
“How could I have known this in the beginning? When I went to her house the first time—I had learned her
address in a theater at the South Market—her mother happened to be away. She greeted my shout as I stood in the
courtyard. Her look of astonishment when she discovered it was I really astonished me. At first she looked
without seeming to recognize me. Then she evidently remembered, but still seemed unable to believe her eyes.
She blushed, and I smiled—it was a very beautiful smile, not at all like the smile backstage in Mukden—or so I
thought.
“Flustered, she hurriedly let me into the little room where she lived. In the same flurry, she dusted off a stool
so that I could sit, and poured tea. Then she stood to the side, looking at me, and whispered, as if talking to
herself:
“‘This is really a shock. So you’ve come to find me …’
“Looking back on it now, I failed completely to understand her reaction and her words, just as I had had no
comprehension of the words she spoke to me backstage in Mukden.
“Moreover, she already seemed to have said everything she had to say, for she didn’t speak again. She only sat
opposite me, on the edge of her little wooden bed. Leaning toward me with her arms about her knees, she
carefully scrutinized me with those profound, candid eyes. I had no idea what she was thinking. She looked at me
until my face burned, my heart leapt continuously, and my fidgety hands and feet could find no place to hide …
but she continued to look at me that way, as if she wanted to see through to my heart!
“I let her look: I wasn’t afraid to let her see my heart. I even wanted her to look at it, and see it clearly. I …
loved her.
“But comrade, this is how I explain it now. At the time, I was truly in a quandary. Who knew why she was
looking at me like that? Was she really so earnest, and fearless?
“I don’t want to shirk my responsibility. It’s true, when I ran backstage to see her at the theater in Mukden I
was only acting from an impulse—in part it was because of her voice, and her eyes. And there were those men
who had thrown catcalls. When later I came to Tientsin to seek her out, I myself didn’t know what force
ultimately was propelling me. I only felt that I must come; and what was more, she had invited me … but when I
pushed open the door of her home, called her name, and she ran out and stood before me, I knew not what I had
come to do.
“Now, as she looked at me like that, I understood: I loved her. Yes, I loved her, and she, too—loved me.
“Indeed, that was it. For this insight of mine—this lucid insight formed by emotions which had never been
clear to me since I first saw her in Mukden, and which I had never understood—definitely arose on account of her
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—her looking at me in that way, and her silence. Oh-h-h. Later, when I asked her about it, she said that if she had
spoken, she would not have been able to hold back her tears.
“But in the end, when we were about to separate, she said: No, that wasn’t love, it was only … gratitude!
Toward my sincerity, my ardor, my willingness to come any distance to see her.
“Do you believe it? Sometimes I think perhaps she was correct … but perhaps she said it only to console me—
to fool me. When we were finally on the verge of separation, she wanted me to forget her—to think of her no
more, even to hate her, in order to lessen my bitter suffering.
“Yes, she was simply too good; she could have done this. And I … oh, all of this is past now. Just at that
moment, while she was looking at me that way, a middle-aged woman entered. She entered quietly, as a cat treads
the street. Neither of us had discovered her. When we did, she was already standing beside me, carefully sizing
me up through slanting eyes narrowed to a slit. When I raised my head and saw her, a chill ran through my body
—although her eyes were barely open, they instantly made me feel like trembling with fear. As I stood up, she
spoke:
“‘Ai-yoh!’ she cried. Her voice, although very loud, was quite gravelly, and carried with it a heavy nasal
quality. It created an impression of stickiness.
“‘Who is this!’ she yelled. ‘Ai, so there’s a guest! Look at this, our Number Two works very cleverly. Even I
didn’t know about it. So … you two have already got something going. Ai, Number Two, don’t act like your wits
have left you, quickly, pour the tea and bring cigarettes … all right, then, you two sit, I’ll do it, I’ll …’
“She went out but came back immediately. Standing in the doorway, she cast a searching glance at me, then
slowly walked away. Her look was horrible. I’ll never forget it for the rest of my life. When her eyes were fully
open, instead of slanted, they flashed a chilling light like a knife-point that made you shiver! Have you seen eyes
like that? No, you can imagine my astonishment and chagrin at the time. I could never have anticipated it. I went
from terror and loathing to rage! I stood up. I wanted to chase her, to ask her: Who are you to look at us like this,
and to speak to us like this!
“But she … she grew pale. Tears welled up in her eyes but would not flow She went to the doorway. Hanging
on to the door frame with both arms, she called out—
“‘Mother!’
“So this was her—her mother! I was simply too amazed to speak. I grabbed my hat and went outside. She
withdrew one of her arms to let me pass. I strode across the threshold, but she clasped my hand from behind.
“I stopped and turned around. She had already buried her face in her other arm. Too choked up with tears to
make a sound, she kept hold of my hand and would not let go.
“That’s how it was at our first meeting.
“How strange it was! I returned to Peking feeling puzzled and insulted. Yet I was powerless to shake off the
impression that meeting had made on me. And I continued to feel that in tightly grasping my hand, she had been
like a person drowning, who will grab at anything at all. I pitied her. She was just too pitiful!
“Moreover, these sentiments grew ever stronger, until I could bear them no longer. Finally—not long after,
although I still felt that it had been too long—I had to see her, deliver her, even take her by force—from her
mother’s arms. Tortured by these fantasies, I came again to Tientsin.
“This time it was in the evening, in a small theater at the South Market. I had come by night train. I bought a
New Evening News at the station, and at first glance saw her name. She was performing in a South Market theater;
I ran there directly from the station. After buying a ticket, I took a seat near the stage and waited. My heart was aflutter. I wanted to enjoy again the bliss I had known on seeing her in Mukden. Yet, for some reason I can’t
explain, I already felt uneasy as I thought about it then. Her home, her mother, and the words she had spoken, all
changed into a screen of smoke that enshrouded her—now hiding her from view, now letting her reappear …
“Now, after the announcer had read her name, a round of applause welcomed her onto the stage. My heart
pounded violently, like the clapping that surrounded me. Quietly she walked on, stopped, and bowed to the
audience. As the drum sounded, she lifted her head, and those candid, profound eyes smiled at the whole house.
“I felt as if my heart had stopped beating—why was I so excited? Was it love? Or something else?
“It was just then that the following conversation invaded my ears from behind—‘Look at that—that young
chick—what a snob! Night before last her ma dragged me off to play cards, fully hoping that the girl could spend
some time with me when she got off. What do you know, but as soon as she showed up from the theater, the girl
chased everybody away.’ ‘Isn’t she pretending to be hoity-toity! Time was when those stinking drum singers
would go to bed with you, not to mention play cards. Now no matter how nice you are to them, they won’t even
look at you. See that slit dress she’s got on? Bet one of her pretty young clients bought it for her!’
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“Their talk wasn’t loud, but it was right up against my ears. No, I should say it was right in my heart. My head
seemed as if suddenly hit by a hammer, my ears buzzed, I saw stars, and my body was paralyzed … to the point
that I no longer heard her singing. I only saw her, very indistinctly, as if from a great distance—no, as if through
smoke. Her lips and hands were moving, but I could not see her eyes or hear her voice.
“I stood up and staggered out of the theater by hanging onto the chair backs on both sides of the aisle.
“That night I bedded down at an inn and ran a fever all night long. The next day, I went to see her.
“She ran out immediately in response to my voice. She appeared to be very happy. She held my hand tightly,
and looked at me openly.
“But I was looking at her dress with the slits. Light green, with an embroidered hem, it set off the symmetry of
her figure. It was really very beautiful …
“She looked into my eyes, and then at her dress, as if she had been splashed by something dirty and was an
object of ridicule.
“‘What are you looking at?’ she finally couldn’t keep from asking.
“I said nothing.
“‘Is there something on me?’
“While speaking, she whirled in front of me as nimbly as a little bird. Then she tilted her head to look at me …
“I felt myself blushing, and inwardly scolded myself for behaving so impolitely. But still I said nothing.
“‘Are you looking at these clothes?’ she said, still in an exultant tone. ‘I got paid last month. It’s new—pretty,
isn’t it? Does it suit me? It’s nicely tailored, don’t you think?’
“How refreshing her manner of speaking—artless and candid, just like a child. I almost wanted to slap myself!
But of course I didn’t. I only grasped her hand tightly, after which she led me toward the main rooms of the
compound. When we reached the door, she whispered to me:
“‘Mama is inside.’
“I started. I wanted to beat a retreat, but it was too late. The door opened. There, in front of me, stood her
mother.
“‘Ha, Mr. K’ang … or Comrade K’ang! Last time you left without saying goodbye! I brought back some cakes
for us, but you’d vanished without a trace. It may not have meant much to you, but our Number Two cried herself
sick! She wouldn’t eat and she wouldn’t go to the theater. She was mad at the world, and blamed her old lady!
Now that we’ve got you back, you mustn’t go! I’ll leave now, to let you two …’
“So speaking, she actually grabbed her cape, threw it over her shoulders, and went out the door. This time, she
didn’t talk in the funny tone of voice she had used before, but with a smile, as if there were a special meaning to
it. This thought struck me particularly as she narrowed her eyes to a slit, in order to observe me. Puzzled, I stood
in the doorway, my heart beating fast.
“The girl, for her part, turned around, her face against the wall.
“Suddenly her mother returned. Walking up to me with quick footsteps, and narrowing her eyes, she lowered
her gravelly voice and said, intimidatingly:
“‘We’re liberated now. It’s not like it was before. We sell our artistry, not our bodies!’
“In a split second, my whole body quaked! If she had not run up immediately and called out, ‘Mother, Mother,’
imploring her to say no more, I can’t guarantee what might have happened next!
“But her mother ignored her completely, and walked away at once. Now only the two of us were left. We
stood, neither of us speaking. After a good while, she suddenly rushed up against my breast. She cried bitterly, too
choked up to make a sound.
“What could I say at that point? I told her, simply and directly, that I wanted her to leave this place
immediately and come with me. And never to enter the theater again!
“Comrade, judge for yourself! Surely I wasn't wrong to have said that? No, she ought to have left such a filthy
place, such a disreputable life, and followed me. Perhaps my manner of speaking and tone of voice, and my
irrepressible feelings of loathing and anger were too extreme, do you think? In short, I hadn’t anticipated that—
perhaps you understand people like them—she answered me this way:
“‘I know, I’ve expected this for a long time.’ She stopped crying, stepped back, and looked at me from a great
distance, as if she didn’t know me. ‘You look down on us—our kind, us performers—drum singers! You want me
to leave this place and follow you, and you would never let me go to the theater again ... you! How must you see
us! We’ve been liberated. Now we’re literary and artistic workers; we’ve joined the union—we’re of the workers’
class. Do you look down on that, then? You’re a college student, one notch above other people, so we drum
singers aren’t fit for you. Well you’ve misjudged us! You get out of here now, while the going’s good! Careful,
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you might stand here too long and get your shoes dirty!’
“She rushed into her own little room as she spoke, without even looking back. She locked the door, leaving me
to my bitter entreaties, but refusing to come out.
“I could only go back. At the inn, I ran a fever for another whole night. I shut myself up in my room the next
day and skipped eating. I wrote her a very long letter.
“That evening, I went again to the theater where she performed, but she was not there. A ticket seller said that
she had asked for sick leave. I could only give him the letter to pass on to her.
“I suffered through another day and evening. That night, after the performance, I waited for her under a power
pole along her route home, according to the arrangements I had suggested in the letter.
“She did come. But she said nothing. She only stood before me, silently. I took her hand, and she did not refuse
it. I insisted that she come with me and she pliantly obeyed.
“That night, she slept in my hotel room.
“Look comrade, I've told you about everything, including my crime. Yes, I’ve committed a crime. Nevertheless I feel blessed—don’t frown, what I refer to is that night—when we returned to the inn together. It was a quiet,
deserted night, with no one out on the streets. There were only the street lamps, reflecting our shadow as a couple.
I made it clear to her that I had never looked down on her; on the contrary, it was all because I was too much in
love with her. It was on this account that she couldn’t go on living as she did now. She ought to be with me, and
lead a respectable life.
“Thank heavens, with her intelligence, and goodness, she understood on the whole. She said that she simply
could not relax under the strain of living with her mother. She was not in the dark about that. Although since
Liberation her mother no longer beat or scolded her—indeed, she even curried favor with her—she was icy cold.
Her face was smiling, and her lips were sweet, but her heart—it was cold! No matter what, the girl never felt a
glimmer of warmth. She was isolated and afraid. The joy of her day lay in going to the theater. With her transparent, sparkling voice, which flowed like the waters of a brook in autumn, she poured out all the zest concealed
within her heart, before the multitudinous audiences. When she made others happy, she, too, was happy. Thus she
could not leave the theater, nor the audiences with whom she exchanged forms of encouragement.
“Yet there were still those in the crowd who were insulting: after the performance they would follow her, even
to her home—mostly they were old acquaintances of her mother. They drank and played cards, and wanted her to
stay up with them all night long. After that, this mother of hers was never in want of anything; even her breakfast
and daily fare were provided—this was through the shopkeeper of a little odds-and-ends store across the street
from her home!
“She said she used to think she deserved a better life, someone to care for her, show her warmth, and put an
end to her constant anxiety. Since she had come to know me, and seen me come such a long distance just to see
her, these hopes had rested with me.
“Ai, do you understand? You can imagine my excitement and happiness as I listened to her tell all this … don’t
look at me like that. You don’t understand. No—you couldn’t understand it. But I understood everything—she
loved me—yes, she did.
“How blissful was that day. I had won her! And I felt that, like Columbus discovering a new continent, I had
discovered love, understanding, and hope, within the person of an entertainer.
“But now? Now, after I’ve twice attempted suicide, I’ve discovered something else—that all this only proved
my foolishness and degradation!
“Don’t laugh, let me continue. The next day, at her insistence, I returned to Peking. Yes, at her insistence. She
didn’t want me always hanging on to her, not only because of her mother, but because I needed to work hard, and
study, for her. I agreed, and this time I went home bearing great happiness and satisfaction.
“But I couldn’t keep my promise. I had to come back, and come back again, until she became displeased, and
fearful. Still I could not restrain myself.
“Indeed, when we were not together, she wrote to say—although writing was not very easy for her—that her
mother’s treatment of her was rotten. She was always scolding her in an unfriendly and sarcastic manner, and
gave her no freedom at all. She made it very difficult for her to meet with me. At the same time, she said, with
more and more clarity as time went on, they could not live together any more. She must leave, for she was
pregnant. Moreover her mother had found out, and would force her to have an abortion!
“How full of remorse I felt, on receiving that letter. I was both shocked and pleased. This was my child, yes,
mine! An abortion—how could she possibly? I would not allow it. I bore responsibility myself. I made for
Tientsin that very day.
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“How enthusiastic the hopes, and great the courage, I bore as I went to the rescue of my wife—it was now my
right to call her that. But—imagine for yourself, how her mother dealt with me!
“Truly even now when I think of the way she looked at me, I feel my whole body run cold. Her mother was
like a poisonous snake, hypocritical, greedy, and cold-blooded—but this time when she saw me, she really
seemed happy that we were having a child, and said:
“Ai-yoh-yoh, congratulations, congratulations! So soon—even I was fooled! What will you do now?’ she
asked.
“What would we do? Marry! That was my only answer. She was mine, and so was the child.
“‘Is it as easy as that?’ This grandmother-to-be suddenly looked stern. ‘What kind of air have you inhaled that
makes you talk about it so lightly?’
“I looked at her, amazed.
“She squinted up her eyes to look at me.
“‘How much money do you have?’ she asked.
“True, I ought to have considered that point. My salary was sixty-eight dollars a month. Hereafter three people
would have to live on it. But I also had a few things at home, such as my mother’s clothing, and jewelry. I told her
my actual state of affairs. She laughed out loud, sarcastically.
“‘However you want to live,’ she said, ‘it makes no difference to me. What I mean is, once you’ve carried off
my girl, how much money will you leave me?’
“What? To think that she could actually say such a thing! It was eight years after Liberation—foster mother or
not! I even began to suspect that the two of them, my wife included, had purposely set me up!
“A chill ran through my body and my head felt giddy. There, before her, I felt completely sapped. I told her
that such a demand was unreasonable and illegal. It violated freedom of marriage But my voice was hollow, and
seemed inaudible even to myself.
“‘Cut it out—Sir.’ She paid no attention to me at all, but said to me, still narrowing her eyes and smiling with
that strange, frightening expression: ‘Since you dared to come here to take advantage of us, it’s evident that
you’re no novice at this. This old lady doesn’t have sand in her eyes, so don’t play-act with us. This affair, so far
as we’re concerned—let me tell you, it doesn’t mean much to us. At worst, our girl might not get married. But you
have a public image. When the time comes, you’ll find yourself stuck with more than you reckoned on.’
“‘What, are you saying that …’ I yelled. ‘How dare you say that! I want to marry her, to make her my wife. I'm
not afraid of—’
“‘Ai-yoh-yoh.’ Now she began to laugh. ‘What now, do you take it so seriously, my son-in-law? You’re
marrying her? Fine, but it’s too late. You’ve fooled around with a performer—insulted an entertainer—the union
won’t stand for it.’
“‘I love her—’
“‘I know. If you didn’t, would there be a child to boot? I don’t mean that. You wait for me.’ I did in fact sit
down.
“‘Number Two, come here!’ she called out.
“She—my wife—appeared in the doorway. She was wearing only a blouse and pants, and her hair was
disheveled. She cried like one who had gone to pieces.
“My heart simply broke! I jockeyed to take a step forward, to embrace her, kiss her, and comfort her. But her
mother shifted her body across the doorway, blocking it. Two words rolled softly from those lips, from which a
cigarette drooped: ‘Hold it!’
“She, my wife, lowered her head and sobbed. She knelt on the steps outside the door, without looking at me.
“I said nothing. What could I have said? I had only one thought: to wind it all up and get out. At that point I,
too, knelt down behind her mother.
“This mama was a real terror. Without looking at either of us, she gave a quiet, sarcastic laugh, threw her
cigarette butt on the floor, and stamped it out hard, saying: ‘Enough! Get up, both of you!’
“I stood up. She turned to face me: ‘I raised this child. Although she isn’t my own, if I don’t care for her, who
does? Just don’t be hardhearted. Don’t forget about me afterwards.’ She actually began to cry as she spoke. She
lifted a corner of her blouse to wipe the tears.
“Ai, comrade, look what a price I paid—it was the price of my happiness! We had finally reached our goal—
she returned to Peking with me, and we lived together. This was on the condition that I send her mother fifty
dollars every month, for the rest of her life.
“Ai, if only it could have stayed that way, and nothing else happened—what difference did this monthly
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payment make? It was all very appropriate. Don’t think that the mother was really a bad person. No, what was she
to do? She herself had been raised from childhood by a foster mother. Later she became a prostitute, and when she
grew older, a procuress. She had raised two girls, and now only one was left. And since Liberation, she had been
under surveillance. She had to have some way of living.
“You’re shaking your head again. You think I’m defending her, don’t you? Then why didn’t you deal with her
during the period of Democratic Reforms?\fn{A note reads: The campaign to reform and rehabilitate prostitutes, beggars, and
the like, immediately after Liberation .} Why did you only put her under surveillance? No, I’m not defending anything. I
don’t study the law. My field is philosophy. I only affirm the truth. The facts being thus, I am obliged to find an
explanation for them.
“Stop shaking your head at me! I know you don’t appreciate my philosophy. That’s fine, I’m only talking about
the facts—the facts are, when she, my wife, left her mother, she also left me.
“Yes, she left me, too. Do you think that strange? Then I’ll tell you right away—I frankly admit it, she was
good to me. Our life of cohabitation was blissful. She was sweet-natured and kindhearted, and she did what I
wanted. Despite the environment in which she had grown up, she restrained herself fully and led a simple life. She
skimped and saved on our meager salaries so that we could send her mother fifty dollars each month, to clear that
unjustly imposed debt, and to make ready for the child … but I, on the other hand, did not understand her
sentiments at all.
“I was not satisfied with her depriving herself of everything, and my increasing dissatisfaction fully had its
basis.
“For instance, I wanted to have clothes made for her, but she was unwilling; to buy her a watch—but she
would not have it … now I wasn’t doing these things for myself! I only thought that since she was my wife, she
ought to dress a bit more appropriately, so as to look like an educated person. And so as not to let those around me
know … her origin.
“You’re frowning at me again—yes, this is where we were different. It was because of this that our lives
diverged more and more from what we had first anticipated. My temper grew worse as time went on, and she
cried with increasing frequency. Finally, I took the occasion to speak to her frankly: she ought to get used to her
new life and completely forget the past. What’s more, she must never again think of “going to the theater!”
“She quietly listened to me. This was at night, two months after we had begun living together. Tears welled up
in those profound, candid eyes and finally coursed down her cheeks.
“‘K’ang,’ she said softly, standing before me, still holding my hands. ‘When all is said and done, you still look
down on us! You despise professions like ours, and people like us! Why won’t you let me go to the theater?
You’re a person with education. How can you fail to understand that under the new society, the performing acts
are no longer disreputable? I left my mama behind and followed you. That was because of her. But I can’t give up
the theater. You don’t realize how restless I’ve been these days, not able to perform despite having you. Since I
feared upsetting you, I didn’t sing a note. I didn’t even dare to warm up my voice. Now I feel my throat becoming
taut. Soon it will be through. I really fear that I’ll never be able to sing in the theater again! I can’t give up the
theater—nor the audiences, nor the plucking of the strings, nor my singing. Don’t you remember what you said to
me in Mukden, when you ran backstage after hearing me sing for the first time? Wasn’t it only my singing that
attracted you? And brought you to Tientsin to find me? And, has now, brought me to live with you? I beg you—I
obey you in all things, and already belong to you—I carry your child … just don’t look at me like that. Let me go
to the theater, to be with the audience, and sing!’
“Not long after this conversation, because I disregarded her wishes and had a coat made for her that pleased
myself, I ran out of money at the end of the month. Even with my past savings, we could not raise the fifty dollars
to send to her mother. I didn’t consider it important at the time. I wrote a letter of apology, and mailed forty
dollars.
“But was my being short ten dollars the sole factor that decided our fate? No. It happened precisely three days
after I had mailed the letter and money, in the evening, as I was returning from work.
“She, my wife, was gone!
“I went out on the street to look for her, scouring all the shops in our neighborhood. Where had she gone? I
heard a radio broadcasting drum singing in Pekingese cadences. Oh, “gone to the theater” I thought. I went
through every theater in Peking.
“Just before dawn, I returned home, dragging along a pair of numbed legs and a numbed heart—ai! How could
it be a home any more? Without her, there was nothing. It was quiet and deserted; everything had become
unfamiliar and detestable. On entering, I kicked over a pot that had been placed by the stove, so I went all the way
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and smashed the stove itself. I sat, alone, without even turning on a light. I could see and hear nothing. Everything
was empty. It was as if our two months of life together had never happened, as if they were a dream …
“When the first train of the day passed by in the early morning, the thundering of the wheels on the rails
reminded me. I went to the station.\fn{ It appears that there has been an emendation of the text at this point; a line is skipped
between this and what follows, and editorial dots: …………. : are printed on it .}
“Comrade, is it really because of interest in my story that you’ve listened so long, without once interrupting
me? Or is it because in your profession you’ve cultivated a calm and collected disposition? Are you not aroused in
the least by my happiness? Don’t you sympathize at all with my misfortune? Perhaps as you listen you’re laughing inwardly at my foolishness, selfishness, and bewilderment … but think as you please, I must continue, since
I’ve come this far.
“I arrived in Tientsin and ran directly to her house. The door was half open; I strode into the courtyard and
stood before her door.
“It was locked. I wrenched the lock hard, rattled the wings of the door, and pounded on the door with both
fists. It was as if she were sleeping within, but had purposely locked the door from outside so as not to have to see
me.
“The door to the main rooms opened, and out came her mother. Clothes thrown on and hair disheveled, she
was uglier than ever.
“‘Who is it?’ she wrapped her clothes around her and went in back of me, as if she didn’t really recognize me.
‘Oh, so it’s … you, K’ang …’
I suddenly turned around and stared at her. She drew back a step.
“‘It’s me!’ I screamed. ‘Where is she?’
“She narrowed her eyes into slits again, and a strange smile flitted across her face. I could not help but feel a
cold shiver in my heart.
“‘Who? Who are you looking for?’ she said, without a trace of anger. ‘Here you come at the break of day, to
break down my door—’
“‘Don’t play dumb!’ I shouted angrily. ‘Who am I looking for? Your daughter, of course! You’ve brought her
back—where is she hidden?’
“‘Number Two?’ She withdrew another half step. That strange smile was gone from her face, but her eyes
emitted a peculiar light. ‘My daughter?’
“‘Yes, your daughter. She’s gone, run away. You’ve brought her back and hidden her.’ Unmindful of everything, I screamed and closed in on her. She retreated, step by step, appearing frightened, but her eyes were
blinking slyly. Suddenly she sat on the floor, as if I had pushed her down, and began to sob.
“‘I haven’t. Number Two hasn’t come back—she’s not here! My luckless child, I thought you’d found a good
man, educated and well-mannered. For that you cast aside your mother and went on to enjoy your good life. Now,
hardly more than a few days later, you’ve been thrown out yourself. Where can you have fled? This is your home!
My poor child …’
“I looked at her without speaking.
“‘I thought we’d been liberated, that there was a new society, in which we, too, could hold our heads high! You
would perform, and your mother could have a peaceful life with you. How could I have known that you would let
me down? A good man is not to be found on this earth!’
“She cried and shouted. It was early morning, and there was no one to come mediate.
“At that point I didn’t know what to do. She loved me—from beginning to end, I believed this to be so. If not,
would she have made my dinner and put it on the stove for me, as she was about to leave? It was only through my
own carelessness that the pot had been kicked over.
“Yes—I must have been mistaken—if she were here, she could not have kept from coming out to see me.
“While thinking it over, I backed up to the doorway and turned around to leave. Someone was standing outside
the door.
“‘What’s going on, my good woman?’ he said. But his eyes were fastened on me. ‘Why this, so early—’
“Seeing him, the woman screamed more fiercely still. ‘Grab him!’ she shouted, lunging forward unsteadily.
‘It’s him, the one who degraded Number Two, and now he’s forced her to flee! I want to get him, no matter what
… don’t let him run away, Proprietor Wang!’
“I didn’t hear what else she said. It was as if the two words ‘Proprietor Wang’ had struck me on the head like a
club. I thought of the conversation I had overheard the other time in the theater, and the part about ‘he plays cards
with her, and even sends breakfast over.’
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“My rage now turned on him. I lunged forward.
“‘You,’ I roared, and grabbed him.
“‘Ah … me.’ He forced the two words out through the space between his teeth, his expression and tone of
voice unchanged. Then he squeezed my wrist in his hand, and I fell down on the floor.
“‘Young punk, did you think this was another place where you’d get away with something?’
“He stepped over me to go inside. There followed the sound of the door as it slammed.
“I lay there for a long time before I stood up, with great effort. I looked around and saw the tightly closed door
behind me—it seemed then that all my hopes and plans had been definitively cut off. I staggered forward,
weaving back and forth. There still was no one in the alley. Only the door of Proprietor Wang’s general store in
front of me was open, so that I could see the various supplies and daily necessities arranged on the shelves.
Among them, I suddenly discovered DDT!
“Yes, DDT. Isn’t it chlorophenophane? A single bottle, or two perhaps, would suffice. Yes, I ought to put an
end to it all.
“I went on, not daring to stop. More people were out on the street by now. I warily took note of each one,
fearing lest I be seen.
“Later, I gradually realized that I was seeking her. But she was not there. Not there. I had lost her forever. I had
lost everything—my life, my happiness, my beautiful dreams …
“I saw another general store, and entered. I stood there for a long while, until someone asked me: ‘What do
you want?’ I pointed to the DDT on the shelf.
“Yes, I had lost her forever, and everything that was mine. I had nothing else to consider, nothing I could not
part with. Everything had been settled, just like that. I needed quickly to …
“When I awakened, I was lying in a hospital. Need I go into this in detail? There’s no need, it’s a bore. If I
must speak of it, there is just this one point: DDT could not resolve my problem. I was in the hospital five days. I
lay there, looking up at the snowy white ceiling, and the bedsheets, the bed, the stands and trays—all snowy
white. My mind seemed just as white—hollow and empty But on the day I was to leave the hospital, a nurse told
me that someone had come to see me.
“I could not imagine who it might be. No one knew I was there. Not even my dearly beloved mother and
honored teacher. I had cut myself off from the world, so that no one would know of my shameful life, nor would
anyone come to see me, or pity me.
“But the one who entered—was she! She appeared at the door of the hospital room. Her eyes threw panicked
glances in all directions, searching. Yes, she was looking for me. She had not forgotten me.
“When she saw me, her eyes glistened, and she came over, slowly. She was thinner and pale, but she looked
more beautiful than ever. She moved carefully, because she was pregnant, or perhaps through indecision. She sat
in front of my bed and lightly touched her fingers to my face—it was really strange—these fingers, delicate and
soft, were the same as the first time we touched, in Mukden. Now, as if the fingers of a magician had touched my
face, my memory, feelings, thoughts, and desires were instantaneously and completely revived. In particular,
when she began to speak, her voice, transparent and sparkling, seemed like the flowing waters of a brook in
autumn.
“I truly felt regret! With such a voice, how could I have not allowed her to go to the theater? Could it have
been because it was too beautiful—too moving; that I had wanted to possess it all alone?
“She said that when she had left our home that day, she had not done so willingly. Proprietor Wang and a
“maternal aunt” of hers had suddenly appeared, saying that her mother was seriously ill, and wanting her to return
immediately. Although she felt it was a little funny, she still went with them.
“‘I thought it wasn’t the truth,’ she said, ‘but I felt pity for my mother. Because you—you wouldn’t let me sing.
When it comes down to it, we’re not the same kind …’
“She looked at me. Her eyes were full of tears, but she held them back. I hated myself! I was selfish, really
mean, despicable to the extreme! ‘Go. Sing.’ I wanted to say to her. But I could not. I was afraid to.
“‘But they tricked me.’ She was preoccupied with herself. She didn’t look into my feelings at all. ‘Mama was
not sick. They tricked me Why, what was the point? I’m leaving them. I won’t ever live with Mama again.’
“I nearly jumped for joy. ‘Come back! Come back with me!’ I grasped her hand at once.
“‘No!’ As she continued speaking, she wrenched her hand free and stood up.
“‘I’m not going anywhere. Alone is how I want …’
“At this point, she lowered her head and looked at me—what eyes she had! As candid and profound as before.
What I had not recognized there before was an unyielding strength, which saw through to my heart in a glance! I
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immediately closed my eyes and shrank up on the bed.
“How long she looked at me like that I don’t know. When I slowly opened my eyes, she was already gone. I
was both ashamed and angry—and regretful. In her eyes I had seen my own worth. Yes, what parted us was not
just her mother and Proprietor Wang. The most important factor was still she herself.
“She … looked down on me! From that moment on, I was possessed by a frightening thought. I left the
hospital, but did not return to Peking—I wasn’t going anywhere, to borrow her words. I found a small inn. I
wanted to see her agam. I also wanted to look at her in that special way, so as to restore our positions to their
former order, proving the value of my existence. I didn’t go to her house again, but I looked for her daily. I
followed her and traced her, waiting for my opportunity. I wanted to give her that look! The highways and the
alleys, the parks, the markets, and the department stores … naturally, the theaters were most important … I went
to all of them. I went every day, to sit, to listen, to watch, to hope, and wait.
“Later I gradually came to like that kind of life. I learned how to throw catcalls—how to stamp my feet, hiss,
whistle, and all manner of similar things, just like a thug.
“But can you understand my suffering? While I was living like this, my heart was both pained and satisfied—
for I had tasted the happiness of vengeance!
“Suddenly one day … yes, I finally arrived at that day—it was she, my wife. She had come out on stage. This
was about three weeks after I left the hospital.
“Concealing her condition, which had been becoming daily more evident, she sidled up to the front of the
stage. The candid and profound eyes were sunken. Her cheeks were pale. Their dazzling adolescent rosiness had
entirely vanished. Only her voice was left-transparent and sparkling, like the flowing waters of a brook in autumn.
“My heart burst into flame again as I listened to her voice.
“If you’ve ever experienced it, how would you react, if that which you loved, which you longed for, and which
could only belong to you, was loved and admired by everyone else?
“At that point I stood up. My body was numb, probably because my heart was pounding too hard. As I had the
time before, I left the theater by supporting myself on the chairs lining the sides of the aisle.
“I had seen her. But I could not look at her in that way—I didn’t have the courage. I had fallen too low—there
was no way that I could look at her … from above.
“I walked down the street, skimming the shadows that the street lamps cast beneath the power poles. And I
secretly recalled the numbers of the poles. Counting from the first, outside the theater entrance—97, 98, 99—I
was there, at the location of our previous meeting!
“A tram went by in front of me, roaring and thundering; behind me, pedestrians passed, crowding and jostling.
I saw them, but did not take them in. Later the vehicles and pedestrians slowly thinned out, and the active street
became quiet and deserted. But I leaned against the pole, motionless.
“She came, as expected. I knew that it was she from the sound of her footsteps. Her gait was very determined;
only one who was full of self-confidence, or whose spirit was elevated, could walk that way. Her high-heeled
shoes struck the cement pavement one click after another, making a loud, clear sound in the still night.
“I turned around.
“What I saw at first was a short, fat man behind her, who wore a long gown and was following on her heels.
‘Proprietor Wang …’ The thought of him flashed quickly through my mind, but I stuck my hot face to the icy
pole.
“Then, from behind me—she paid me no heed and perhaps did not recognize me—she passed by and
continued far into the distance, confidently and with determination, her high heels clicking against the cement
sidewalk.
“I left the power pole only with a great burst of effort. Half my face was icy cold; the other half was burning
feverishly.
“Hatred burned in my heart. Yes, hatred! I wanted revenge. I followed closely behind her, and immediately felt
possessed of sufficient courage and strength.
“She ducked into an alley, where the light was dimmer. The door of her house was beyond. She stopped and
turned around, and said loudly to the man:
“‘I’m here, Uncle. Please go back!’
“But he, Proprietor Wang, without making a sound, suddenly unfolded his arms and embraced her—my wife!
“I felt giddy; my head spun around and around.
“‘How dare you … Help! …’
“It was she yelling, and resisting. But her voice was immediately stifled by a powerful hand—the brook waters
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were sobbing. Next I heard a sharp slap in the face. It was not very strong, but rang out loud and clear; her
delicate fingers, slapping that fat face in the dead of night, sent reverberations into the alley.
“I came alive. My heart full of joy, I ran out immediately. My strength was so great that I toppled Proprietor
Wang, and almost brought my wife down with him. I quickly steadied her, but Proprietor Wang had already got
up; I let go of her, again turned toward Proprietor Wang, and before he could get a firm footing, I hit him in the
face.
“My blow was accurate and sonorous, as if I knew how to fight from practice—I was extremely satisfied with
myself.
“But at this point my wife recognized that it was I—how fortunate, I thought! I went to her, wanting to speak
… but she stepped backwards, as if she didn’t recognize me, or feared me. She looked at me with loathing and
terror. Within an instant she seemed to have become so frightened that I even suspected that I had mistaken her.
“I had not. As soon as she spoke, I understood—it was finished! ‘When it comes down to it, we’re not the
same kind!’ I recalled her words.
“But now she no longer spoke in that vein.
“You—you!” she said, her voice suddenly gravelly, unlike ever before.
“You! Why do you cling to me! Who am I to you? Surely I don’t have to suffer through a lifetime founded on
error, just because I was once mistaken about you. You follow and watch me, as if I were a thief. Who am I to
you! You hurt me, but you still won’t let me go. Go! Leave me. Get away from me. I don’t ever want to see you
again.”
“She hid her face in her hands—as if to confirm her oath never to see me again. She quickly turned around
and, almost running, rushed into a deep corner of the alley where she couldn’t be seen. She did not in fact enter
her mother’s doorway.
“Now only the two of us were left: I, and Proprietor Wang of the little general store. I felt that we would have
to fight it out to the death. And I prepared to die …
“Ai, comrade, if we had fought and he had given me a good beating, wouldn’t that have been great? But no, he
wasn’t willing. His eyes were stronger than his hands.
“I dared not look at him. I turned my head and looked in the direction she had run. Just then a peal of laughter
suddenly broke out behind me—have you ever heard an owl’s laugh in the middle of the night? They say that to
hear such a laugh is to die. It’s absolutely true. I’ve heard it and it’s even more terrible than that.
“His laugh sent a chill through my heart. My whole body trembled. Even my bones went soft, so that I could
no longer stand.
“But he laughed and went away. He entered his store.
“Comrade, you must be tired. I ought to conclude my story. In fact there’s nothing left to say. That’s how it
was.
“Would you still like to hear about my second suicide attempt? Actually it was the same as the first. It was a
little prettier, is all. I returned to my hotel, that small inn, and gave away all my possessions, leaving eight dollars
in my pocket. Then I wrote my mother a letter by lamplight—when bidding farewell to the world, I had of course
to say goodbye to her first. She had already been confined to her bed for a year and had long wanted me to come
back to see her, but I could not do it. Now it was still more unthinkable. Next I wrote a letter to my professor,
telling him goodbye, too. I confessed that I was truly unworthy of being his student—moreover, I was returning
all of his philosophy to him—it hadn’t been a bit of help to me.
“Then day broke. I washed my face, ate breakfast out on the street, and then went to every pharmacy there
was, buying as much phenobarbital as they could sell me. By noon, surprisingly, I had accumulated enough sleeping pills to put me to sleep for a long time. I entered a restaurant—perhaps the Spring in P’englai? I ordered a a
bottle of wine and two dishes. As I drank, I stealthily swallowed all of the sleeping pills. I left the restaurant,
hailed a pedicab, and asked to be taken to the district of Hsia-wa-fang.
“The driver was a sturdy fellow, and cheerful. He pedaled very fast, without having the slightest idea of where
he was taking me. As we threaded through Taku Street, tall buildings flashed by quickly on either side. The
displays in the store windows for once exerted an attraction on me—I’d never paid them any attention before—
except for the time when I’d bought her the overcoat. Now there was another overcoat, the same color as hers, and
the style, too, was … but we had already reached the suburbs. Before my eyes were newly built factories and
workers’ dormitories. The laughter of children sounded from within—how wonderful it was!
“But it was too late. I began to spit blood, one big mouthful after another. At first I did so quietly, but later I
could not help groaning. The driver looked around and stopped. His very peculiar expression showed both
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loathing and anger. I was afraid, and began to pity myself. I wanted to say something to him, but already I was
unable to. As soon as I opened my mouth, blood spurted forth. I knew it was all over. I forced my eyes open and
looked at the driver’s robust face. It displayed both anger and disgust.\fn{ A note reads: The ending of the story as follows
has been abridged.}
*
The conversation terminated abruptly. Before I knew it, my visitor had seized his “documentary evidence” and
departed without so much as a good-bye. I felt both excited and tired, as if I had just awakened from a bad dream.
Who was this person? Did his plight deserve much sympathy? What did his story illustrate?
I inquired about the drum singer from a woman comrade in charge of work in literature and art, and was told
that she was really pretty good—on the up-and-up, talented, and desiring to progress. She’d been assigned to a
choral work brigade by the Union of Workers in Literature and Art, and had left the foster mother who’d
prevented her from entering the Communist Youth League. The woman comrade frowned and interrupted me as I
started to speak of K’ang Min-fu.
“Stop, I know all about him,” she said. “A bourgeois playboy through-and-through, self-seeking and selfcentered, quite willing to give up his work—his family, too—for a woman—just one more person ultimately
headed for his list of victims. Treats women like playthings, as his private property. Men like him are hopeless!”
I was a little angry, although I knew the woman comrade’s heart was in the right place; this seemed to be
completely from a woman’s viewpoint. I wanted her to see the problem from the political standpoint. I asked her
to investigate the matter further.
Only a few days later, on the eighth of June, the People’s Daily published a memorable editorial. The workers
began to speak; the anti-rightist struggle had begun. The intensity of the campaign gave me so much work to do
that I could not get through it all. That really was an extraordinary summer! Even now, as heavy snow falls while
I write the postscript to this story, I need only think back to those days, and to the vehement and combative scene
at the time, to feel myself break out in a fever. As I learned more about the rightists, I began to see how similar to
them my visitor was; his goal was only to live for himself. I came to loathe him, but gradually he faded from my
memory.
When the woman comrade returned to brief me on K’ang Min-fu in October, after the anti-rightist struggle had
won a complete victory and everyone bore a new and healthy joy, I reacted as if I had swallowed a fly at the mere
mention of his name. He had gone to be rehabilitated through labor,\fn{ A note reads: The detention of rightist nearcriminals in work camps for rehabilitative labor and political education; slightly less serious than the “reform through labor” assigned to
counter-revolutionaries and other out-and-out criminals .} it turned out—had requested it himself. His school had not

permitted him to return, and after, going through the anti-rightist campaign, he too seemed to feel that this was the
only road he could take. After my initial shock I felt immediately that it could have turned out only this way. This
was the sole possible, and necessary, outcome. I sighed, relieved.
The drum singer now had a baby girl and was getting by very well. She had freed herself of her foster mother’s
influence by making accusations against her to the Union, and by making her the object of a struggle session out
on the street. Proprietor Wang had been reprimanded and warned he would be dealt with if he ever committed
another offense.
K’ang Min-fu, on the other hand, had visited the drum singer in the hospital and pressed her hard to marry
him; otherwise, he would take the child!
“That woman comrade really had determination and courage,” my woman colleague concluded. “She gave him
a slap in the face and he fled.”
She laughed as she spoke.
So did I.
63.118b Be Happy\fn{by Chang Hsiu-ya (1919- )} Hopei Province, China (F) 2
When I have time, I like to meditate. How can I be a good mother so that I may help you and your sister each
have a balanced development of mind and body while at the same time fill your hearts with happiness? Although I
have succeeded somewhat in realizing the first ideal, I have not achieved much in the latter. Whenever I think of
this, I feel deeply sorry and cannot excuse myself. Today, I am not very busy. Dear child, sit down and listen to
your mother tell you how to be happy—the first lesson on the art of living.
To achieve happiness, you should be indifferent to temptations and content with little, have peace of mind,
don’t be greedy, demand nothing that you do not deserve, be humble in mind and gentle in attitude. You must also
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constantly derive inspiration from nature to foster lofty virtues and a joyful personality.
When I was a student, I knew a girl who lived in the neighborhood of my school. Her house was a simple and
shabby cottage beside the lake outside the school’s back dor. She had received some education in Chinese
literature and poetry and she made a living by patching old clothes for people. She seemed to be very happy.
Often when I took a walk after school along the long dyke by the lake, I heard her singing. Her voice was like a
lively stream flowing melodiously beside the lake. One day I asked her:
“You live in such a simple and shabby house and work so hard everyday patching clothes for people. Yet you
seem to be very happy. Why?”
She gazed at the water of the lake outside her window, her clear eyes brighter than the water, and replied
quietly:
“I want little and desire even less. Although people may think I’m poor, I feel I have plenty and I’m content.
From my frying pan comes the wonderful smell of beans. The wild vegetables that I gather are fresh and green. I
feel the Creator has given me a lot. When I open my window at dawn, I and the little flower that first unfolded by
the lakeside bathe in the morning sun and receive the Creator’s blessing. I raise my eyes and look again at the
window of the tall building opposite, which was brilliantly illuminated by lights last evening, I see only drawn
curtains. People inside are still sleeping. They cannot see the new world under the dawn sky, or receive the
blessings brought by the morning sun. Compared with them, I am really a very happy person.”
Enviously, I looked at her. I felt that she was one who understood real happiness.
True, there are sorrows in everybody’s life. Usually, they are because we demand too much materially, more
than what we need and far exceeding what we deserve. If one reduces his demands, he will find it easy to be
content. He will have less sorrow, more happiness.
I often feel that a humble man is happier than one who is arrogant. A smiling cup-shaped lily has the greatest
capacity for dewdrops. Similarly, a humble mind will have more room for happiness.
On receiving a present, a humble person is likely to smile and say, “It is too much.” He feels that people are
too generous to him and what he has received is more than what he deserves. He smiles and feels happy from the
bottom of his heart.
On receiving the same present, an arrogant man will knit his brows and say coolly: “Only that little!” He overestimates himself, feeling that the world and life have not given him what he should have. He complains and
suffers. Actually, the fruits of happiness are grown on the small tree right beside him. Only if he cares to bend
down, can he gather a basketful.
Child, I hope that you will be a humble person. You should feel that you have given too little, yet taken too
much. Everyday, your heart should be full of gratitude. Don’t you know that a grateful heart is the source of
happiness?
Every morning after you get up, you should say your morning prayer with this additional sentence: “Thank
Heaven for letting me have plenty.” This will urge you to redouble your effort to complete your work and you will
have serenity and joy. When you have worries or hardships, this will enable you to alleviate them. You should
know that if you are to face unhappiness with a broad and optimistic mind, you may even find happiness there.
Also, if one wants to be happy, he will have to turn to nature and make nature his intimate friend. The blooming flowers, the falling leaves, the clear sky after rain and the brilliant rosy clouds at dawn and evening, these are
the natural wonders that will help tranquilize your mind. If you turn to nature often, it will enlighten your mind
and sharpen your wisdom. Others who are able to teach you the art of achieving happiness are the singers in the
trees—the birds.
On a fine day, birds sing deep in the wood. Their singing is lyrical and clear, like the sound of falling rain.
Each of them expresses its happiness with its own sweet little song. Born optmistic philosophers, birds enjoy the
bliss of life and know no worries. They are really wiser and more intelligent than small-minded men. You should
go and love those guests of the forests and learn from them.
My child, I hope you will spend your leisure time after classes walking among the trees on the school campus,
listening to the feathered friends on the trees. They will teach you how to love and understand life and live happily every day.
Often, a young person likes to talk about worries or sadness after he reads, half-understandingly, a few poems,
some prose or a novel. This is a symptom of mental weakness which, if not straightened before it’s too late, may
affect his whole life. There was a time when I was completely shrouded by the cloud of grief. Life to me was but a
long evening. Meditation and reading finally helped me to break through that dark cloud and I saw a ray of light
again. I became aware that, since heaven has given me my life, I must not ruin it myself. I must live and live
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happily and face everything optimistically and calmly. If life is good, I am grateful and I smile. If life is tough, I
am also grateful and I also smile.
Life is but a stage show. Different situations are but different settings arranged by the mysterious director. He
alters the settings’ because he wants your performance to be more oustanding and the show to be more touching.
Then what are you complaining for? An actor should be faithful to his role and the play. Seeing this, I made up
my mind to be a good performer. Gladly and high-spiritedly, I do what I should do and speak what I should speak.
Smilingly, I follow the instructions of the mysterious director. Managing your life with the spirit of an artistic
worker, you will find there is nothing that will make you sad or bitter. Everything is praiseworthy. Everything can
make you happy.
My child, I hope that you will wear a smile on your lips throughout the day, sing cheerfully the song of life,
make happiness your most beautiful ornament. Meet people with a smiling face, and you will give happiness to
people and be a small sun that warms the cold winter.
80.24 Yin Ching-chun\fn{by Han Feng (1919- )} Yihsien County, Hopei Province, China (M) 10
Machine-gunner Yin Ching-chun of the People’s Liberation Army sat straight and erect in a knoll of dry trees.
Beyond the bamboos, beyond the dark-green leaves of the trees, he could see the sunlight-flooded fields.
Unconsciously his hand stroked the barrel of his machine-gun, warmed by the sun. Blue rays shimmered along the
gleaming metal. Lush star-shaped fruit, fallen to the ground, gave off a fragrance reminiscent of the sweet white
apricots of the north in early summer. Here in the south it was almost winter, but a warm pleasant breeze still
caressed him. Machine-gunner Yin was completely oblivious of the beauties of his surroundings. Like the other
fighters in whose midst he stood, he was listening attentively to the words of the political commissar.
The face of Comrade Ma was flushed. He waved his hands as he cried:
“Comrades! The bandits of Pai Chung-his\fn{ A note reads: Warlord of Kwangsi Province and a leading henchman of Chiang
Kai-shek.} have been forced from the north by our brother armies. There is only one road left open to them—to flee
across the sea. They have mustered their entire force of over one hundred thousand men into battle formation and
are advancing in our direction. They plan to capture Lienchiang, drive down Luichow Peninsula to its tip, and
from there go by boats to Hainan Island. Our job is to cut them off and destroy them.
“Comrades! This task has been given to us by the Party and Chairman Mao. We shall have to cross mountains
and rivers; we must press forward tirelessly to join battle. This will be the decisive battle on China’s mainland. If
we fight well, our country and our people will be rid of war much sooner and will be able to go on to the building
of a peaceful prosperity. We must clearly understand that all of our bitter struggles in the past were for the sake of
this. We who are Party members must display a strong bold heroism. The whole nation is watching us today,
watching to see whether we can fulfill our duty. And we say: we will fulfill it one hundred percent! For the sake of
our Party, our country, our people, we definitely will wipe out the evil plague for good!
“Speaking for ourselves as individuals, we have earned excellent reputations in past battles. Now we shall fight
for more glory, fight to the end!”
The large sweaty hands of the fighters pounded together in applause, like a sudden burst of rain beating on the
grassy plain. Even the bamboo leaves rustled and trembled. The men had crossed five mountain ranges in the past
two months. Scaling lofty crags, walking through malarial mists, they had come all the way to the South China
Sea. The skin on their faces was cracked by the torrid sun and the salt-bearing winds from the ocean. Now they
were again stirred by a new task.
“Are we afraid of hardships?” shouted the commissar in a high voice. “No! Because we are an army led by the
Communist Party, there are no difficulties or obstacles which we cannot overcome. We are loyal to the Party, to
the people, to our country—and this loyalty gives us limitless strength!”
Again there was a storm of applause, then everyone rose. Machine-gunner Yin lifted his weapon with his
powerful hand and left with the others.
That afternoon along the grassy banks of a pool outside the village, all of the Party members divided into small
groups to discuss the commissar’s report. The last rosy rays of the sun, which had already sunk below the western
horizon, tinted the mountain tops. When the Party meeting was about to start, Yin heard the sound of the whistle.
Rushing out, he demanded:
“Where do we assemble?”
“It’s a meeting of the Party members. It’s not an assembly call,” the whistle blower replied.
*
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Yin was a crack machine-gunner in the company. Only twenty-one, he already was big and solid. He came
from the great plain of eastern Honan Province. In 1938, when Chiang Kai-shek destroyed the dikes and let the
Yellow River inundate thousands of square miles, the few possessions of Yin’s little home were swept away in the
swirling muddy water. Yin’s father set out to try to find some means of supporting his family. He was never heard
from again. Yin and his mother became refugees. She died of hunger along the road. Yin drifted from place to
place. The next few years he begged for food, worked for a while as a cowherd, then became a boatman in the
turbulent Yellow River. He joined the P.L.A. in the winter of 1947 during the attack against the armed counterrevolutionaries in Central China. By the battle of Huai Hai,\fn{ A note reads: This campaign took place on the plains of East
China in winter, 1948-49. As a result 600,000 Kuomintang soldiers were put out of action .} Yin had become an excellent soldier.
He blamed himself bitterly every time he thought of that glorious, famous campaign. He had applied to join the
Party and had asked that his merit be appraised by how he acquitted himself in battle. He was a machine-gun
ammunition carrier then. During attacks, he would carry boxes of ammunition in addition to the ten mortar shells
and the two hand-grenades stuck in his belt. When an order to charge had been given, he followed the machinegunner into enemy territory. The gunner was felled on open ground. Yin froze for a moment, then grabbed the
machine-gun, clamped on a box of ammunition belts, and ran forward, firing, to clear a path for the advancing
infantry. His bullets exhausted, he joined the charge, while giving cover with his hand-grenades.
After the fighting was over, Yin was commended for his bravery.
Because he liked to smoke, he took a fine pipe from a prisoner and put it in his knapsack. He really loved that
pipe, but he mentioned it to no one.
The next day, his platoon leader invited him out for a chat. As they strolled through a grove of withered date
trees outside the village, the platoon leader came to the point.
“You do very well in the fighting. Everyone praises you. But that pipe of yours … of course it’s a small thing,
but we have our battlefield discipline. While the pipe itself doesn’t mean anything, discipline can’t be slighted.”
Yin’s application to become a Communist was held in abeyance.
Then they crossed the Yangtse and chased an enemy army to the sea and destroyed it completely. They had
fought on the tidal mud flats, the salty sea-water lapping at their ankles. The soft ooze sucked off their shoes and
many of them went barefoot while fighting the enemy.
Weathering the storm for long periods on the battlefield, Yin contracted a kind of fever. Now his head began to
ache dully, his body trembled …
Another attack of the fever. Near dark, the weather was cooler. From the sea, one hundred li away, wafted a
soft wind which could almost be grasped by hand. The sweet fragrance of the star-shaped fruit mingled with the
odor of the muddy rice paddies and the sun-dried rice stalks. In the room, Yin lay quietly. His forehead was
already hot; his breath was harsh and short. Dizzy, he fell asleep.
Later he was awakened by a cool hand, damp with perspiration, being removed from his forehead. The hand
undid a button of his tunic and pressed itself against his chest.
“He’s sick. What shall we do?” said a voice, then went on, musingly, “the squad will be short of another experienced man. There are so many new comrades. Hazily, Yin heard the voice calling him:
“Yin, are you sick?”
“No.” Yin forced open his eyes to see Squad Leader Tao beside his bed. Tao’s cool hand against his burning
body was comforting.
“You’re very feverish.”
“I felt cold before and I feel hot now. It’s not serious. Will we hold a squad meeting tonight?”
“We will.” Tao refastened the button and then left. Tao’s genuine concern for him moved Yin deeply!
That night, the whole squad gathered around a feebly flickering oil lamp. Yin had prepared his statement well
in advance, and he spilled it out, practically all in one breath.
“Report! This is going to be the last battle on the mainland. I’ll earn a citation; I’ll earn the right to join the
Party. Finished!”
It was very late when the meeting finally ended. Walking out of the room into the courtyard, Yin felt lighter.
Cheerfully, he followed a narrow path along the bank of a pool which reflected the star-studded sky. There was a
cool smell of river mud in the air. He could see a pale red glow in the window of a lone house at the end of the
village. Yin walked to the house, pushed open the door and entered. For a long time, scarcely breathing, he stood
beside Cultural Worker Li, writing in the light of the lamp on the table. Rather shyly, he requested Li to help him
draw up an application.
Yin’s formality and accents were those of a child. Although strong and tall, he had the feeling that everyone
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was much bigger than he. Watching the movement of the cultural worker’s pen, he dictated very slowly, so that Li
would not miss a single word.
“I guarantee that in this campaign I definitely will respond to the Party’s call. I’ll not only fight well; I’ll be a
model observer of discipline. Let the Party test me again this time!”
Still Yin wasn't satisfied. He dictated the statement again. Then he gazed at the ceiling and pondered: What
else should I say? He wished it were possible to pluck out his heart and let it speak for him. The light shone on his
anxious face. Time was fleeting. He had taken so many small tortuous side paths. Now he wanted to make a fresh
start. Many heavy matters seemed to be crushing him, hindering him from getting on the “Party road.”
Yin swallowed hard.
“From today on,” he said, “with my whole heart and mind, I’ll give my all to perform the duties which the
Party assigns me.”
Beneath his name, he impressed his finger-print. He rose, folded the paper and departed. Outside, all was still.
The reflection of the stars danced on the breeze-ruffled surface of the pool. Yin looked up at the sky. The three
stars of Orion’s belt were shining directly overhead. Yin stopped; he felt the statement in his pocket. I’ll give it to
the Party secretary the first thing in the morning, he thought.
*
West of Waoming County in Kwangtung Province are endless miles of wild mountains. The P.L.A. fighters
constantly had difficulty in finding a road through the thickly wooded forests. For that region, not one black line
was shown on their small-scale maps. They continued their steady climbing all through the night over mountains
that became increasingly high. It was obvious that Yin’s illness was getting worse.
Tao, the squad leader, was worried about him.
“Take care of yourself, Comrade,” urged Tao. “Don’t ruin your health. Drop out.”
Yin refused. “I can keep up. Let’s go.” His only fear was that others would think he was sick.
Suffering, Yin tottered along the little path. The earth and sky seemed to be revolving, but he hung tenaciously
to the rear of the marchers. His ammunition carrier Chao, a newly liberated fighter, walked with him. Chao was
twenty years old. He came from Shantung Province. I shouldn’t be so silent, Yin thought. I’ve got work to do. He
took a grip on himself and drew a deep breath.
“Chao, are you afraid of fighting?”
“I’ve never been in battle—”
“Don’t be afraid. After you’ve been through it once, you’ll know what to do.”
“Will you be able to fight when you’re so sick?”
“It’s hardly any sickness. It’ll pass soon. I’ll be cured the minute the battle starts.” Yin fought for breath and
continued:
“The sound of rifles used to scare me. I’d shiver when I heard one, and my heart would beat fast. Then we held
a grievance-telling meeting. We got to the roots of our past miseries. And those roots were Chiang Kai-shek’s
Kuomintang reactionaries. They sat on us so hard we couldn’t turn around! It was because of them that we
suffered. Strange, as soon as we thought of our sufferings we became brave. The tougher the enemy, the fiercer
our hatred became. We wanted to revenge our fathers and mothers, to revenge the poor people. Our troubles now
are only for a little while. After they’ve passed there’ll be prosperity. When did hardships ever kill anyone? But
our prosperity will be for all future generations.”
Many mountains were left behind in the east as they talked. The sun, hanging in the western sky, roasted their
faces. Yin’s face was bathed in perspiration. His illness already was abating.
The noise of artillery fire was closer that day, and the sound of heavy machine-guns could be heard. The troops
entered a village and crowded into an extremely dirty courtyard. Sitting on their knapsacks, they waited. A field
kitchen was set up on one side. Sharp chops of the vegetable cleaver blended with the chatter of a distant
machine-gun. Flames seemed to envelop the suspended cauldron while the water bubbled and overflowed. When
the slightly built political commissar pushed his way through the crowd, the men greeted him with applause. He
brought his hand to the brim of his cap in a salute, and the fervor of the applause increased.
The political commissar waved a tightly clenched fist.
“We’re going to cork up the neck of the Luichow Peninsula and wipe out all of the enemy who are trying to
flee. We shall bring to a victorious conclusion the final battle on the mainland!”
The atmosphere was charged with tension. Yin fished through his pockets for his statement. Stepping over his
machine-gun, he grabbed the Party secretary with his large paw.
“Secretary, I’m giving you this!”
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Taking his hand, the Party secretary scrutinized his face. “Comrade, you’d better stay in the rear with the
Quarter-master.”
Yin was frantic. For a moment he couldn’t speak. His lips were trembling.
“But I’ve made up my mind—”
“I know. But you’re not feeling well.”
“No! I have taken medicine. I’m better already. There’s nothing wrong with me.”
The Party secretary looked at him closely. He accepted the stubborn machine-gunner’s “Statement of Determination.” Then he nodded in assent. In time of battle there was so much heroic conduct which could move one to
tears. There was nothing he could say. The Party would not forget the deeds of a single comrade.
After they had eaten, the men gathered at the place of assembly. Standing behind Yin, Chao was anxious.
“Are you all right?” he asked.
“Fine! I’m better now.”
Touched, Chao looked at him. Yin’s face was yellow and bloodless. The new fighter couldn’t understand this
mystery. Yin had had been sick for quite a few days, but he still was as unyielding as an iron rod. Just now he had
only drunk one bowl of rice gruel; how could he possibly go on? This big fellow sooner or later is going to
collapse on the road, thought Chao.
Yin turned his head and spoke to him:
“Is the ammunition all in order? The belts should be loaded and oiled.”
“Everything is ready.”
“When the fighting starts, stay close behind me. Don’t lose me, eh?”
“Don’t worry. Wherever you go, I’ll be there.”
In the short time they knew one another, they had already become very good friends. Friendships are formed
most quickly in battle campaigns, and they are the closest kind. Yin had to teach his battle comrade how to fight,
how to be firm.
“There’s nothing frightening about the fighting,” said Yin. “Just remember: the bolder we are, the softer the
enemy becomes. If we move slowly when we charge, the enemy has time to aim. If we rush and fire at the same
time, the enemy won’t have a chance to return a shot. You stick close to me. When I tell you to drop, you drop.
When I tell you to charge, you charge. This is our chance to earn honors serving the people!!”
It was deep night and a half-moon shone on the bare mountain ridges. The attacking forces of the P.L.A. set out
across the heights and valleys towards the village of Paohsu.
*
Fleeing to the northwest, the enemy had first destroyed the bridge across the narrow but swiftly flowing Peilo
River. Our pursuing troops were halted on its eastern bank. On both sides of the river were high mountains.
Ignoring the protests of his comrades, Yin jumped into the stream with three other men. They swam across the
turbulent waters to the opposite bank. Beneath the cliff, they found a large log raft and dragged it into the river,
crossways, athwart the flow of the current.
Yin was a fine swimmer, but standing shoulder deep in mid-stream, he had a hard time to keep from being
washed away by the rushing blue waters. Swimming desperately with one hand, with the other he held the raft in
place between the river banks, while another man laid planks across the top of the logs to make a pontoon bridge.
River water in winter is hardly a good thing for a sick man. Yin was unable to keep his feet. White capped waves
buffeted him till he floated on the surface of the water. Gritting his teeth, he forced his feet down and held the raft
in place again. The next time he was flung up, Yin’s face was ghastly. With two powerful strokes, he swam to the
shallows on the opposite side and tied the raft to a remaining support of the destroyed bridge. Then he swam back
and climbed ashore. He staggered. Another attack of fever …
Squad Leader Tao hurried over to him.
“Let me take your machine-gun,” he said worriedly. “You follow slowly in the rear.”
He didn't have the heart to scold Yin for going into the water. That was to his credit; it wasn’t something
wrong.
“I only feel a little tired, but I’ll be all right in a minute.”
Chao loaded all of Yin’s equipment on to his own back. Yin’s whole body was consumed with fever. His eyes
were red. Walking was going to be difficult. He could barely stand.
“Rest for a while, then go,” Chao urged him.
“I don’t have to. It is always the case: if you don’t brace yourself up, you won’t even be able to move half a
step. It’ll be just as bad whether I go or not.” Yin was determined to keep up with the march. What if the squad
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leader should learn of his sickness and ask him to stay behind? When he thought of this, Yin’s weakness left him.
His body burned like fire, his head ached. Yin didn’t want to talk to anyone, only to keep mechanically moving
his legs. The barren mountains and the glaring sun swayed dizzily before his eyes. His lips were parched and
cracked. If he ever went down, he would never be able to get up again. Dazed, it seemed to Yin that he wasn’t
walking but that he was in the water, his body going where the waves took it.
The grueling effects of his illness plus marching without respite sometimes made his thoughts conflict with
one another. It was odd, he mused. Every time he thought of himself and pjtied himself, he immediately felt
terribly weak, as if he were going to collapse. Yet the moment he thought of the cause of the revolution and the'
Party, he became strong and his legs gained added vigor.
Towards evening, the wind swept across the western ridges. Blowing against his hot body, the coolness
relieved Yin as though releasing him from a flaming cage. The redness receded from his bloodshot eyes.
“Chao,” he cried, “I’m well!”
Chao placed his hand against Yin’s forehead. It was cool and moist. Yin’s fever was gone.
“Hey! You’ve come through it. I thought you weren’t even going to be able to get up that last big mountain.”
Yin laughed. “You don’t know the half of it. I couldn’t breathe when we were climbing. I didn’t have an ounce
of strength. Then I thought: Being a people's soldier is no easy matter. We have to do things other people can't. As
we push on ahead, the people in the rear can have a good life. My heart was singing softly: . . . Communist Party
of China, you are the kernel, you are the direction. We will go along with you forever. . . . That was how I got over
that mountain, that was the source of my strength. As soon as you realize that your hardships are glorious, they
don’t seem difficult any more. How far have we come?”
“Over eighty li.”
*
The night was cold, and the wind howled across the wide rolling plain. Rocked by the gale, the pines hissed
like billows in a great sea. On the plain, tiny frost particles glistened in the moonlight. Huddled together in a patch
of waist-high grass and scrub pines on a mountain top, a group of soldiers were sleeping soundly. Before them
paced a sentry, a coverlet thrown across his shoulders. He held his hands in his sleeves as he peered across the
expanse of open ground. From far-away North China an icy wind came raiding against the sleeping men.
They were a platoon of the army which, in pursuit of the enemy, yesterday had marched one hundred li to a
town in Luchuan County in Kwangsi Province. Now the platoon had been sent ahead to scout. Yin slept next to
his squad leader. The men made him lie in the middle to protect him from the cold. Even so, he awakened several
times, shivering.
The forced march of the previous day had cut off the enemy’s escape route down the peninsula. Stopped at
Lienchiang, the enemy had fled northwest to mass on the south bank of the Hsichiang River. They were the 175 th
Division, the main force of Pai Chung-hsi.
The platoon awakened at dawn. Gazing into the distance from the mountain top, they could see little specks of
flame, followed a few seconds later by the sound of firing. The situation had changed; the enemy was moving up
from behind them. Yin walked over to his sleeping ammunition carrier and prodded him lightly with his foot.
“Get ready. The enemy’s come knocking at our door.”
As the day brightened they could plainly see the enemy coming towards them in groups over the mountain
ridges. The platoon leader immediately ordered the men forward to meet them. Spreading out, the P.L.A. fighters
moved quickly through the tall brown grass to a grove of small pines. The enemy was only three li away.
Soon the firing was brisk. As far as the eye could see, on every height, in every grove, were P.L.A. and enemy
machine-guns. A large body of enemy men and horses were crowded together beside a small stream. They started
to flee towards the mountains on the north.
A messenger brought an order from the regimental commander: “Stop them.”
Yin picked up his machine-gun. With a “Follow me!” he ran with the rest of the platoon. They had to drive
back the enemy’s flank guard before they could cut straight into the main body. They had pursued as far as the
foot of a high ridge, when suddenly from above bullets came streaming down like swarms of locusts. On the top
of the ridge, the enemy had set up two heavy machine-guns, as well as several light machine-guns and automatic
rifles.
The platoon decided to move straight up the face of the mountain. Yin ran forward a distance with the others,
placed his machine-gun in the fork of a tree and began firing. Enemy bullets cut off the tree’s leaves and branches.
Cradling the gun in his arms, he leapt from beside the tree to behind a boulder, and from there into a grove of
trees. Chao, who had followed close behind, handed him a fresh box of loaded ammunition belts. The platoon
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took cover in a depression half-way up the mountain. They were very close to the enemy now. They rested a few
minutes to catch their breaths. A hail of enemy bullets whizzed low overhead. All around, the grass was flattened
by the flying projectiles. The enemy turned on them his entire fire power.
A cold chill ran down Yin’s spine and he began to shiver.
Squad Leader Tao was dumbfounded. He stared at Yin. The machine-gunner’s face was like yellow wax. The
gun trembled violently in his hands, but his lips were locked tight.
No one had thought that the fever would come in the middle of a charge. The situation was bad. The platoon
leader had been killed; one squad had been stopped. They were left with only a few rifles and three machine-guns.
Tao was worried. Attacking was a difficult job for the fighters. His legs were covered with scars. During the
attack on the ancient capital of Loyang\fn{ Loyang replaced Sian as the capital of ancient china during the Eastern Chou dynasty
(770-256BC); and became the capital during the Eastern Han dynasty (25-220AD); and served in that capacity for the Northern Wei
dynasty (from 494-534) and for the Sui dynasty (from 605-618). It was the secondary capital for the Tang dynasty (618-907AD). It was
also a temporary capital for the Koumintang Republican government after 1936; but it is not in the interesets of this author to highlight that
fact of history.} he had been hit in the left leg; in the Huai Hai campaign his right leg had been wounded. To make

matters worse, during their rush a few minutes ago, bamboo stubble had pierced through the sole of one of his
cloth shoes into his foot.
He wasn’t concerned with these personal problems. What did bother him was the machine-gunner.
“Is it serious?” Tao asked Yin grimly. “Suppose you stay here. Don’t go up any further.”
Chao reached out his hand to take the weapon, but the machine-gunner held him off. Yin spoke to the squad
leader in a voice which shook. “Serious or not, I’m going up!”
“Give me the gun,” Chao urged.
Yin held the weapon tight in his trembling hands.
“No. If I can go up, I can carry the gun. Give me some ammunition!”
They started their charge; but the moment they went into action, the enemy deluged them with a rain of flying
lead. The wrath of the machine-gunner was aroused. His eyes shone with a vengeful gleam. He was going to come
through this test, he was going to earn another qualification to become a glorious Party member, he was going to
be victorious on every score: he would conquer his illness; fighting stubbornly he would wipe out the enemy to
the last man!
Through the waist-deep grass, they moved quickly towards the enemy. They could see the swarthy visage of
the man who was sweeping a wide arc with a heavy machine-gun. Two other men were feeding the ammunition
belts. Suddenly the whole squad stood up and fired a fierce volley at the emplacement. The heavy machine-gun
was struck; the gunner pitched forward headlong. They rushed and took the position. There were two bodies
beside the heavy machine-gun. The remaining enemy scattered and fled.
“Lay down your arms! Lay down your arms and be well treated!” shouted Chao. He was very happy.
The P.L.A. pressed forward in pursuit. The plain was like a hunting field. Everywhere there was chase, everywhere there was shouting, everywhere was the sound of firing.
The fighting was over, and the prisoners were all rounded up. Holding the machine-gun, Chao came out of a
narrow path in a paddy field, carrying Yin on his back. Chao was almost in tears.
“As soon as it was over, he fell down in the rice paddy,” he gasped.
The men became silent. They lowered Yin to the ground. The purpose in his heart had kept the machinegunner going. All the hardship, endurance, struggle, had not been for his own sake, but for the great and splendid
ideal which was within him. Because he was completely willing to endure the painful torture, he had said time
and again: “I’m already better!” He had never revealed his suffering to the others, because they all were the same
as he.
Yin’s face was deadly pale, but there was a faint smile around the corners of his mouth.
*
After the battle, the men began a forced march which was to last five days and five nights. Because Pai Chunghis’s army, gathered south of the Hsichiang River, was fleeing towards Chinchou, our forces had to head them off.
On both sides of the Koulou Range, a long-distance race started, of over five hundred li.
Tensely, the political commissar examined the map. They had to cover one hundred li every day, without a
stop. This would be a severe test for the men. “To fulfil this task,” he told the cadres, “our men will require a high
degree of new heroism. I call on our warriors to be hard and glorious to the finish. Hear me, Communists! To
fulfill this task, you must override all difficulties. Zealously stand at the fore and lead the forces by the model of
your conduct.”
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Again his eyes returned to the map. The dense, black whorls representing the mountains and the line upon line
of rivers made him frown. There were many formidable obstacles in the path of the march route. Now, the time
had come to overcome them all, to persevere through every hardship.
“We must make this clear to the men,” he said repeatedly.
Five hundred li. That meant crossing five hundred li of high bluish mountains in the Koulou Range and swift
turbulent rivers. It was impossible to calculate how much determined will the men would need to scale these
barriers. For the victory of the people, what price would the fighters have to pay for every inch of ground!
The regimental commander issued his orders:
“Now we are going to advance, regardless of everything. It will not be a case of a short rest every fifteen li, a
long rest every thirty, and make camp after sixty. We’ll walk, and walk, and keep walking. This is an order!”
Yin had recovered quickly after he had fainted on the battlefield, but during the first day of the forced march
Chao developed blisters as big as dates on both his feet. Each step was agony. He simply couldn’t walk. Yin
relieved Chao of all his equipment and supported the boy with one hand under his armpit. They fell behind the
rest of the marchers. For a long time Chao kept his head down and did not speak.
“Are you crying?” Yin asked him.
“N-No …”
“Don’t cry! Why should we cry? You’ve always hated the Kuomintang reactionaries. They oppressed and
insulted me plenty. They didn’t let us poor people live. And they grabbed us for their dirty army, to give our lives
for them. If it weren’t for them, we wouldn’t have had to suffer anything.”
They didn’t make camp until it was very late at night. Chao lay down the moment he entered. Yin brought a
basin of warm water from the kitchen, and after removing Chao’s shoes, gently washed his feet. Raw red flesh
showed where the clumps of mud had been. Then Yin bandaged the feet lightly, carried Chao to his bed and
covered him.
By now, everyone was asleep. Yin began to eat his supper. The food was cold. He couldn’t make himself
swallow a morsel. He tried to stand, but the moment he put weight on his feet he had to sit down again. His eyes
blacked out. He couldn’t even see the light of the oil lamp. His head and eyes ached terribly. He stared at the place
where the lamp stood. After a while, the flame gradually returned to view. It got bigger and brighter. Again he
tried to stand. Both feet pained as if he were standing on needles, but he steeled himself to walk step by step to his
bed.
Chao turned over and looked at him.
“You’re still not sleeping?”
“I’m all right. You go back to sleep. I’m only worried about how you’re going to walk tomorrow.”
Grateful for his anxious words, Chao replied, “I’m all right. On the road today I thought: We’re not marching
with our feet, we’re marching with our hearts! There had to be determination in every step, or I couldn’t have
gone on.”
Yin lay down. “And we’ll keep going on! After the whole country is liberated and victory is won, our feet will
be a credit to us. We ought to give them citations, special citations!”
*
The path was like an interminable ribbon, now climbing to the peaks, now dropping into the dark narrow
valleys. The marchers only stopped one hour for their meals and rest. By the time the cook began scrubbing the
cauldron, the vanguard column was already again in motion.
It was winter, and at night there were frequent falls of fine misty hail which soaked through the men’s thin
clothing. Flowery frost patterns appeared on the blue barrels of the rifles. Water-filled rice paddies became
irregular sheets of glass; treading the narrow raised walks, the men seemed to be skirting along mirror rims.
Yin’s body was soaked with perspiration; his clothes, damp and chilly, clung to his spine. Sleep was overpowering him, heavily pressing his eyelids closed. He was no longer walking, but rather waving forward. The glaring
white frost seemed to his eyes a stretch of sea, covering everything, overflowing. In his dream, the enemy was
fleeing through the water. Frantic, he tried to pursue, but he couldn’t move his legs. Then the sea engulfed him
with a rush, and he was tossed and buffeted …
Yin’s legs suddenly went soft. He was about to fall when he was shocked into wakefulness. In a cold sweat, he
found that he had walked into a small water-filled ditch.
Immediately, Yin’s eyes again began to close. While his body swayed from side to side, his mind was
indolently riding on a cloud. His burning feet were in the cool lovely water. Nothing could be more comfortable
… Happily, he kicked and played …
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“Keep moving! You’ve fallen asleep!”
Someone pushed him hard from behind and he woke with a start. He had fallen almost twenty feet behind the
marcher in front of him. Slapping his forehead sharply a couple of times, Yin made great strides until he caught
up. For a long stretch he fought with himself, keeping his eyes open by force of staring.
The road crossed a small bridge, then plunged into a deep forest and up the mountain. It was late at night and
bitterly cold. The moonlight on the leaves glistened like moisture. Everything was cold, damp. The men felt
immersed in ice water. There was no warmth anywhere. Slowly, silently, they clambered up the great mountain.
When the vanguard halted for a moment, the men bringing up the rear at once fell flat and began to snore on the
damp ground.
Yin was really exhausted. He could have lain down anywhere and slept for three days straight. Since the forced
march started, he had only had a total of three hours’ sleep, during the first day. Thereafter, he hadn’t closed his
eyes. He curled up on the side of the road and fell into a deep slumber, though the moist ground chilled half of his
body. From the head of the march column came the call, “Let’s go-oh!”
Yin leapt to his feet, but his legs, stiffer and more painful than before he had lain down, immediately collapsed beneath him. Many men were still sleeping; others were making laborious efforts to stand. He clutched the
machine-gun and strenuously wrenched himself upright. His eyes focused clearly again. Yin gave a loud shout.
“Comrades! This is hardship. We can’t let it get us down. Forward!”
The men all stood up. The climb continued.
A twisting winding path inched up the precipitous height. How fierce and cold was the wind on the mountain!
But before long, huge Mount Niulan was left behind them, looking like a solitary peak rising out of the ocean.
The long night passed. As the sun rose in the east, the sound of singing floated up from the banana orchards:
Forward, forward, forward—
Our army advances, warmed by the sun.
With our feet treading our nation’s ground,
The hopes of the people are borne on our backs.
We are an invincible force!

Facing the sun, the political commissar looked with .sunken eyes at the line of marchers from whom the .song
welled forth. In circumstances like these, he thought happily, they still can sing! . . . This is the most moving thing
of all!
*
There was no time for sleep. An order came over the radio fixing the time within which they had to reach their
destination. The distance was no longer figured in days and nights, but in miles and hours.
As the fighters forded the wide Wulihsu River, the political commissar sat on the bank, carefully counting the
men of a company. His calculations showed that eighty percent of them walked with limps.
“How is it that so many of them have ruined their feet?” he anxiously asked a political instructor. “Aren’t there
any who can walk normally?”
The political instructor was worried. “Not one. They’ve all wrecked their feet. Their joints ached when they
put their burning feet into the cool water. Crossing the river does it. It makes them limp worse.” The political
instructor walked on. He was limping too.
Another soldier hobbled by on crude crutches.
“Who is that?” the commissar asked the next man in line.
“His name is Chao.”
“Why doesn’t he drop out?”
“He doesn’t want to.”
In order to understand the situation of the men, the commissar followed the group which had just gone by. He
knew that the soldier to whom he had spoken was the one who had joined in a charge while suffering badly from
illness. The commissar remembered his name well after that incident. He was known as a man of iron. Some
people did not fear the enemy but were overwhelmed by physical hardships. This man, however, was afraid of
nothing and remained firm wherever he was. The commissar began a conversation with him.
“How are the feet of the men in your squad ?”
“All gone bad! Only my case is light. I just broke four blisters—one of them infected.”
The commissar was startled. “But you walk as if there was nothing wrong—”
“The more you limp the more effort you waste.”
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“It’s really rough this time. No wonder there are men who are willing to fight, but who hate to march.”
“That’s the truth, commissar. We all feel the same way. But we’d never get to any place where we could fight if
we didn’t march. Of course the marching is rough. But we can take it!”
This simple answer moved the commissar deeply. Not eighty percent, but one hundred percent of the fighters
had injured their feet. Yet they continued to advance, not stopping a minute. Yesterday they had eaten one meal,
then marched through the night. Now, just as they reached a planned resting point, the order arrived to continue
marching. Both rest and meal times were canceled.
They certainly are giving all they have for the cause of the Party, thought the commissar. How many bitter
trials must a man experience before he changes from an ordinary inconsequential person to a man who will
sacrifice himself for the benefit of the Party, the country and the people! I must check through every Party branch
at once and go through the material of every comrade who applied for membership during battle. When he
thought of this, the commissar’s heart was gay.
He turned to a newspaper reporter by his side.
“History should record these hardships. Because of them, we know still better how to build a prosperous life in
the future!”
*
It appeared on the map as “Cockscomb Peak, altitude 5,244 meters.” The fighters, tired, hungry and in pain,
had to cross thto peak before they could go into battle. They hadn’t eaten or slept for two days.
Yin was having great difficulty in keeping going. The sickness had turned his face thin and sallow, but to lead
the new comrades, he had to hold out. He couldn’t be the first to fall. The soles of his feet were completely
lacerated. Every step on the raw tender flesh shot a bolt of pain right to his head. The whole weight of his body
sagged downward. Burdened by the inexorable pressure of the machine-gun and two knapsacks, in addition he
was supporting Chao who leaned on him heavily. Several times, Yin became so feverish with hunger that sparks
danced before his eyes and he felt faint and dizzy.
The road took a sudden steep incline up the mountain. Many of the men sat down; their faces colorless.
Supporting his ammunition carrier, Yin continued towards the peak. His body was a mass of perspiration; he was
gasping desperately. Then Chao slipped from his grasp and slumped to the ground.
“I just can’t go on. There’s no strength left in me.”
“It’s hunger. I’ll help you.”
“I can’t move …”
“Not at all? Come on, try!” He looked at Chao. The ammunition carrier was wolfing a handful of raw rice.
Distressed beyond words, Yin took him by the arm and they went forward. Now Yin was no longer perspiring; he
was burning dry body heat. Again and again he bit his lips … His eyes went black … he couldn’t go on … Death
—the word flashed into his mind; involuntary tears flowed from his eyes … He was finished! He was leaving the
Party, his comrades; he was leaving the great world-shaking cause … If I have any strength, I can get by … I’ve
come through the last few days and nights; I’ve been able to stand hunger and sickness … For the people, I can
endure all—all … He savagely mustered his resources. Some men had already reached the summit! But he had
consumed his last bit of strength. Yin fell to the ground. Everything was dark.
“Yin, Yin!” Chao got confused. “Squad leader! Yin has collapsed!”
Bit Yin still was not completely spent. He took a deep gasp of the cool fresh air and revived. Through halfclosed lids, he could see the stars whirling in a revolving sky. It was some time before they became motionless
again.
He felt a big hand being removed from his chest. When he forced his eyes open, they were cool and refreshed.
“Yin, do you recognize me?” It was the squad leader’s voice.
“Squad leader!” said Yin.
With tears in his eyes, Chao smiled. His hand trembled as he took Yin’s hand in his. He had been frightened
into a cold sweat, but now he was warm again, and he wanted to share his warmth with Yin.
Yin struggled to a sitting position. The squad leader and the medical attendant relieved him of his equipment.
“Rest a while,” they said. “We’re almost there. We’ll go on first—”
“No! I’m all right now!” Yin was already standing. He resumed the march.
From the top of the mountain, they saw a thick night mist hanging about, through which shone tiny specks of
flame-lamplight in the windows of far-away houses.
Suddenly, there was the gruff staccato barking of a machine-gun. Everyone turned in the direction of the
sound. Chao could see Yin’s spirit flooding back.
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“Give me a handful of rice!” Yin snapped, over his shoulder. He was going to build up his energy and join the
battle.
After the days and nights of hardship, the victory for which they had been waiting was about to start. There
was no time for a meal that night. Yin took his machine-gun and followed the infantry, smashing into the town of
Hsiao Tunghsu, on the Nanning-Chinchou Road. They triumphantly joined forces with their brothers of the Fourth
Field Army.
The enemy all downed their weapons without firing a shot!
Later, the men were standing guard on captured trucks. In the moonlight, the political commissar approached
them from the midst of a group of soldiers.
“Have you men eaten yet?” he asked them.
Yin laughed. “We had a good meal in town.” Again he laughed at the look of mystification on the commissar’s
face.
“We have captured the prisoners,” chuckled Chao, “and their capture has made up our ‘dinner’!”
*
This was the glorious culmination of the five days and five nights. Then, on the eighth of December, they set
out after the forces of Pai Chung-hsi which had collapsed and fled from Nanning. After a thirty li pursuit, they
chased the enemy up a high mountain and sped up after them. Carrying the machine-gun, Yin and Chao advanced
with a squad of infantrymen. They circled round the face, through a pass on the right, to the rear of the mountain,
while the enemy peppered them with fire. Chao was stumbling through the deep grass. He was wheezing for
breath, but he continued feeding ammunition to the machine-gun. At times they took cover; at times they rushed
forward a few dozen paces. Big Yin and his weapon seemed to be forged into one piece of steel. The smell of
gunpowder gave him boundless energy. It was as if he had never known hunger or exhaustion. He kept his eyes
glued on the enemy.
Then they stormed to the high point, and the Kuomintang soldiers ran in wild confusion. Yin handed the
machine-gun to Chao.
“You cover me with this,” he ordered. “I’m going to capture some of them.” Grasping his hand-grenades, he
flew after the enemy.
Before long, he herded his prisoners down from the mountain to the highway.
*
The Kwangsi campaign ended victoriously.
Yin was awarded a special citation and was admitted to the Communist Party.
After telling him of the decision, the Party secretary said with a smile, “You certainly turned out fine!”
Yin’s face reddened. He spoke shyly, but as though taking his oath:
“This is an honor given me by the Party. At any critical time, I gain strength when I think of the Party.
Otherwise of what use would I be?”
80.51 Ehdun Maole And Snow White\fn{by Huo Chien (1919- )} Pingyao County, Shansi Province, China (M) 8
The\fn{A note reads: [Ehdun Maole means] “Precious Horse” in the Mongolian language .} land reform work team was
about to set out for the pasture lands where the Yellow River describes a U-bend. The members of the team had
been drawn from different government departments and from the Party as well as from the People’s Liberation
Army units and various people’s organizations. Cavalry Regiment X was familiar with the locality because it had
once fought bandits over there. So some of its men had also been drawn into the work team. Among them was
Chang, leader of the Second Platoon of the Third Company. While packing, they chatted about the conditions and
scenery of the place they were going to. Someone said:
“Though beyond the Great Wall, the place reminds one of the beautiful and rich Yangtse Valley. A land of milk
and honey indeed!”
“A really wonderful place!” another chimed in. “Lots of rivers and grain. Lush green pastures everywhere,
herds of cattle and sheep, camels and horses.”
“Our Mongolian brothers,” still another said, “are really nice folks, hearty and frank, all of them.”
“Lots of good horses, too!” added someone else.
At this point, Platoon Leader Chang seemed to have remembered something. He set about rummaging in his
bag. Finally, he took out a snapshot from his notebook. He was gazing at it, lost in reverie, when one of the men
suddenly exclaimed behind his back:
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“Ah, a picture!”
“Who is the girl?”
This question immediately drew everyone around: it was a two-square-inch photograph of a young man and a
young woman, side by side on white horses. The young man was none other than Platoon Leader Chang himself,
while his companion was a beautiful Mongolian girl dressed in national costume, smiling at Chang. This created
quite astir, the men bombarding Chang with all sorts of questions.
“Where is this Mongolian girl from?”
“Somewhere along the U-bend of the Yellow River.”
“Then you’ll see her again this time. Let’s have a drink at your wedding!” bantered one comrade.
“Don’t talk nonsense!” Chang blushed, greatly embarrassed.
“Nonsense? Just look how you both smile. A happy couple! If she is not your sweetheart, then she must be a
very dear friend. Otherwise, why should you two have taken a photograph together?”
“First tell us your love story! How did you fall in love?” a mischievous-looking young comrade shouted.
Chang calmly tried to explain:
“Don’t make such a fuss! I’ve got nothing to do with her. Don’t let your imagination run away.”
But try as he did, he could not convince the people around that he had nothing to do with the girl in the picture.
Finally, Chang yielded and told his “love story.”
*
Suiyuan Province was liberated in the autumn of 1949. But the Yinshan Mountain area along the U-bend of the
Yellow River was still being harassed by Kuomintang bandit gangs. They plundered the people, raped the women
and impressed the able-bodied men. The people lived in perpetual fear.
At that time, Regiment X was sent there to wipe these bandits out. Since the area had just been liberated, the
people’s level of political consciousness was low. And the policy of Pan-Hanism pursued by the Kuomintang
reactionaries in the past was the reason for the discord which still existed to a certain degree between the Han
nationals and the Mongols. Well aware of this, the People’s Liberation Army men did their best to avoid trouble
with the people and tried to educate them by deeds. It often happened that when they were crossing the desert or
the grassland, marching in desolate mountains or in deep valleys, they were short of food, firewood and drinking
water for days on end. The mouths of men and horses were parched from thirst; they smacked their lips which
would turn even stickier than if they had eaten glue. But nobody complained. Sometimes they would be caught in
a downpour. But they would rather expose themselves to rain than seek shelter in the houses of the local
inhabitants. And the fighters would keep their spirits up with jokes. One would say,
“You look like a wet chicken.” And another would answer,
“No, I’m not a chicken, I’m a dragon in the sea!”
After two months of mopping-up operations in which the fighters fought day and night, they annihilated all the
bandits. They captured what the bandits had looted from the people: lots of goods and chattels, cattle and sheep
and a large number of horses.
The superior officers ordered their men to take charge of the people’s property so that the owners might
identify it. But the grooming of horses turned out to be a regular headache to the soldiers. With these horses in
hand, each man was given extra work. More fodder had to be prepared, the horses had to be fed, watered,
exercised and rubbed down. Sick and wounded horses had to be drenched, given injections, their wounds had to
be cleaned. Fortunately, at first each company only took care of what it had captured. Later, the horses were
concentrated in one spot—four or five hundred in all. The Regimental Party Committee ordered the First Platoon
of the Third Company to look after these horses. The platoon was instructed to give them enough fodder, to water
and exercise them, to attend to the sick and wounded horses, and later to help their owners identify them. This,
indeed, was a complicated job.
Chang was then section leader and concurrently Party group leader in the platoon. Young as he was, he was a
highly-principled man. He knew that these horses belonged to the people and that they should be returned to the
people, and that any negligence in handling the horses would discredit the policy of the Party. To carry out this
important task, he first called a meeting of all the Party members and Youth Leaguers in the platoon, urging them
to strive for its fulfilment. The men would get up at the peep of dawn and gee-ho the horses to the pastures outside
the city. In order to let the horses eat their fill without being disturbed, the men separated stallions from mares.
The sick and wounded horses were led to spots where the grass was particularly tender and fresh, with a number
of men appointed to look after them. At sunset, the horses—watered and exercised—were driven back. In the
evening, the men would cut the grass which they had scythed in the day when they were grazing the horses in the
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pastures. They would first feed them carefully, one handful after another of grass, and then give them a mixture of
grass and fodder. This made the horses eat heartily, and they soon fattened.
The men would make rounds of the stables, rape-seed oil lamp in hand, seeing to the comfort of the horses.
They would make use of what little time they had left to memorize the new characters they had learned.
Sometimes, completely tired out, they would doze off right in the stable.
The horses recovered their health in less than twenty days. The coat of the sick and wounded horses began to
turn glossy. The protruding bones and the hollows were covered with newly-grown flesh. There were among them
quite a few really good horses, much better than those in the regiment. The cavalrymen would admiringly stroke
their manes and pat their shiny backs. And the horses would neigh with delight when they saw the cavalrymen.
Yes, even their disposition changed!
In Chang’s section, there was a fighter named Wang Chien-ho. He was a valiant fighter, but quick-tempered.
He would explode with anger at the slightest provocation, and just as quickly cool down. His sorrel mount had
thick legs, uplifted ears and a broad chest. It was known for its swiftness and had been Wang’s companion in
many a battle. With the help of this horse, Wang had twice distinguished himself by performing meritorious
service. The pity was that it was a mare! Now among the horses placed in Wang’s charge, there happened to be a
big sorrel stallion—with a long back and light and long legs—which could gallop like a flying dragon. Wang said
to himself:
“It would be splendid indeed if I could exchange my horse for this.”
Plucking up courage, he brought the matter up with his section leader.
“Change horses? That can never do!” Section Leader Chang replied firmly.
“Why not? A mare for a stallion, that’s a fair deal. When a peasant gets a mare, she produces foals, ploughs the
field, and the peasant gets more when he sells her. But to me, a stallion is much more useful, since I have to fight
bandits.” Wang poured out what he had in mind in one breath.
“Your motive is all right. But have you forgotten the directive of the Regimental Party Committee—everything
must be returned to the owner? This is the Party’s policy, you can’t just go your own way.”
Wang lapsed into silence. As a matter of fact, Wang was not the only comrade who had intended to change
horses. So Section Leader Chang told Wang to criticize himself at one of the section meetings. After that, no one
thought of changing horses.
All the people in Paiyinnao who had been robbed by the bandits came to identify their lost possessions. Goods
and chattels were displayed in the eastern yard, while horses and other animals were rounded up in the western
yard. Fur-lined coats, red and yellow robes, jewelry and hats—the things displayed in the eastern yard struck one
as an exhibition of the crimes committed by the U.S.-supported Chiang Kai-shek bandits against the Mongols and
Han nationals. Those who had got back their lost clothes and other articles went to the western yard to claim their
horses. Among them was a Mongolian girl with a parcel of recovered clothes under her arm, anxiously looking
around for her father.
She was Ehdun Chichike,\fn{A note reads: “Precious Flower” in the Mongolian language .} a strapping girl with a round
ruddy face, black eyebrows and eyelashes and sparkling eyes. Her whole stature and bearing were typical of a
Mongolian girl. For six years, she had painstakingly tended horses for a landlord. A hard life of hunger and cold
had aged her prematurely. Though nineteen, she looked twenty-three.
Finding her father in front of a pile of furni-ture, she went forward and tugged at him, saying, “Papa, let’s go
and look for our big white stallion!” Her father, turning around and looking at her, answered: “Child, I haven’t
found my snuff-box yet!”
That meant waiting for him and the girl was impatient. So she handed him the parcel and said, “Take this,
please. I’ll go first.” And off she dashed to the western yard.
More than two hundred horses had been assembled there. There were Mongols, Hans and Huis\fn{ Chinese Muslims.} among those who had come to identify their horses. They edged their way here and there among the horses.
There was also a big crowd of onlookers. It was October, and a bitingly cold north wind was blowing along the Ubend of the Yellow River. But the people seemed to feel pretty warm. Some even sweat on their faces. Things—
like getting their things back—never happened before!
Together with others, Chichike moved round and round, smiling and sighing alternately, eagerly seeking out
her big white stallion from among the horses. Her eyes ran from one white horse to another, but she failed to find
her stallion. She was growing desperate. Just then, more than one hundred horses were driven into the yard
through the gate. They were being herded back from the pasture where they had been watered. Their appearance
created a stir. Those impatient of waiting rushed out of the gate and kept their eyes wide open as the horses
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approached the yard. Spotting their horses, they would jump forward, seize them by the mane and hurry into the
yard shouting, “This is my seven-year-old horse, comrade! I was robbed of it at the Sun Temple.”
“Yes,” others would back him, “this is his horse. Black coat and jade-like eyes.” Some would recognize their
lost animals the moment the latter were led into the yard. “That's mine!” one owner would shout happily, and, all
smiles, would lead his regained horse to the registrar. Chichike scanned these newly arrived horses one by one,
but again failed to find her beloved white stallion. Vexed, she ran to the men in charge of the horses:
“Comrades, are there any more? Why isn’t my horse here?”
“There are still about eighty or ninety more grazing on the tender grass outside the town,” a comrade with a
registration book told her politely. “Some of them had been wounded by the bandits; others had been treated so
badly, they became sick and skinny. They walk slowly. Don’t you worry, you’ll soon see them all.” Another
comrade continued,
“They are back already and are being fed in the backyard. So you needn’t graze them on the way and can get
home quickly. Please wait, they’ll be brought here pretty soon.”
“That’s wonderful! The People’s Liberation Army thinks of everything for us,” people said gratefully.
After a while, the sick and wounded horses were also brought into the yard. The people surged forward noisily.
Chichike followed. Running her shining eyes over the horses, she found only twelve that resembled her lost horse
in color and height. She elbowed her way to the horses to take a good look at these twelve one by one, examining
their characteristics and teeth. The first, a seven-year-old, was not hers. The second, which had a tuft of chestnut
hair on its ear, was not hers either. Nor the third which had a dark-red birthmark about the size of a peach on its
buttocks. Nor the fourth which resembled her lost stallion in all respects except that its forehoofs were a bit too
small. Nor the fifth which was mottled with two streaks on its belly. She had thus examined ten horses, and still
could lay claim to none of them. She went cold. Now there remained only two more white horses, standing in the
northeastern corner of the yard.
“If neither is mine, that’s the end,” she thought. The next moment she tried to comfort herself. “No, things
cannot turn out that way. One of them must be mine!”
She started walking towards the two white horses. Elbowing her way through, she would now push a man,
then bump into a horse, but she paid no heed. While still at some distance, she caught sight of one of the two
horses whose coat and height looked exactly like those of her stallion.
“This horse is certainly mine!” Her heart beat faster. She came still nearer and looked. Yes, it was a stallion.
Chichike chuckled. When she took the halter of the horse to look closely at the nether jaw and found a knot of
yellowish hair. She knit her eyebrows, her heart sank. She uttered:
“Good gracious! Again not mine!”
Dazed and exhausted, she only managed somehow to look obliquely at the last white horse. It stood there
listless, with its head hanging down and its hoofs as if riveted to the ground. A short uneven mane covered its
neck, and there were two slit-like scars on its croup. Chichike didn’t need to come any closer to examine it
carefully; for she could tell from where she was that it was definitely not her horse. Her stallion always held his
head high and wagged his bushy tail happily, and his hoofs ceaselessly scratched the ground. Besides, he had a
handsome even mane and his coat was glossy and smooth, as clean as it could be. Completely disheartened, she
simply could not pull herself together to look closely at the horse. Her ruddy face turned white. She stood there,
stupefied, staring blankly at the horses. Nobody could tell what she was thinking about.
It was afternoon. The hum of human voices had gradually died away. Almost all the people had found their lost
horses. Some were leading three or five horses, others one or two. There were horses of all colors: bay, black,
white. They passed to and fro before her eyes.
“Only the People’s Liberation Army can help us get back our horses!”
“They’re indeed worthy pupils of Chairman Mao!”
These remarks were prompted by the people’s feeling of heartfelt gratitude. They asked one another where
they had bought their horses and how they had brough.t them up. Their hearts were filled with joy. But to Chichike, these words went into one ear and came out of the other. Her thoughts were with her lovely Ehdun Maole. She
recalled how she held him in her arrns, guided him and brushed his soft and shiny hair when he was still a colt;
how she fed him and curried his mane as he grew and how he carried her tearing across the steppe. She also
remembered the day she was chased by the Kuomintang bandits and how he galloped.
But her pet stallion was definitely lost! The more she thought of him, the sadder she felt and the more
indignant she became with the Chiang Kai-shek bandits. Her eyes swelled with tears.
The registrar looked around the yard and found the girl standing there forlorn, wiping away the tears with her
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sleeves. He already guessed her trouble. So he stepped forward, asking amiably:
“What’s the trouble? Can’t find your horse?”
She hung her head low, too sad to speak. The registrar came nearer.
“Is it because you haven’t found your horse?” he repeated, his voice sounding even more friendly.
Chichike raised her head and glanced at the inquirer before she replied, “Yes.”
“Where was your horse stolen?”
The girl wiped away her tears and was about to answer when her father elbowed his way through the crowd
and, approaching her, said, “Child, I have found our horse.”
The unexpected news stunned her. With dilated eyes, she asked sceptically, “Have you really found it, papa?
Where?”
“Of course. Look, it’s there!” The old man pointed to the gate where a big white stallion stood with a load of
grass on his back. “I’ve looked all over the place,” the old man continued, “I could find neither you nor the horse.
Somebody told me you were here, so I came this way. At the gate, I saw a white horse carrying a load of grass. As
luck would have it, it turned out to be our horse!”
She stood on tiptoe, craned her neck and saw a white horse, holding its head erect, its handsome long mane
hanging evenly from its neck, its tail wagging.
“Oh, yes, it’s our horse!” she shouted in ecstasy, making for the horse. The people in the yard turned round,
their attention drawn by the big white horse.
Section Leader Chang and Wang Chien-ho had just come back from the pasture. Both were carrying large
sheaves of grass on their shoulders as the evening feed for the remaining horses. Chang put down the grass and
was about to unload the white horse when Chichike approached and said:
“Yes, hurry up and take off the load. This is my horse.”
Section Leader Chang gave a start. Then he remembered that near the gate they had been approached by an old
man who was patting their horse and saying with a smile, “This is our horse.” So excited was the old man that he
had overlooked the threshold and tripped over it, falling on his hip. Chang lost no time in helping him to his feet.
Then, having entered the yard, Chang was about to explain to the old man that this had always been his own warhorse and not one of those taken back from the bandits, but the old man was already gone. Chang was greatly
puzzled. It was not until he saw the old man standing beside the girl that he understood that the old man had gone
to look for this girl. Slowly taking off the grass from the back of the horse, Chang said mildly:
“Look, dear comrade, I’m afraid you have made a mistake. This is my horse, given me for my use by our
superior officers—”
“Given you by your superior officers?” the old man interrupted Chang. “Why, this is the horse brought up by
my daughter.”
By this time, many people had gathered around. Wang Chien-ho, seeing that the old man was insisting that the
horse was his, hastened to help his comrade explain.
“You’re mistaken, comrade. This horse was given to Section Leader Chang two years ago in Chang-pei
County.”
“Pooh! As sure as I live and breathe, this is the horse brought up by my daughter. How can I be mistaken
there?” Saying so, the old man turned to the people around: “My fellow villagers will recognize it too.” Then he
stepped forward and stroked the long and neat mane, observing, “Just look at the mane.” He opened the horse’s
mouth and added, “Look; just eight years old! And this long tail touching the ground … I’m sure it’s our horse.
One of the villagers standing near backed him:
“To bring up the horse, the girl had indeed worked her head off!”
Tired from carrying back the grass, Wang Chien-ho was perspiring freely. He was thirsty and intended to get
some water in the kitchen. The obstinacy of the old man was sorely trying his fiery temper. But he did his best to
remain calm and said:
“I’ve already told you, this horse isn’t yours! Chairman Mao’s soldiers don’t cheat!”
“But it is mine,” the old man insisted, vexed, pointing his finger at the sky. “Do you think I’m working a racket
on you in broad daylight?”
The word “racket” stung Wang to the quick.
“Yes, you are working a racket on our Section Leader Chang,” Wang exploded. “You minority nationals have
no right to be unreasonable. I say you’re as tricky as bandits!”
The last sentence hit the old man on the raw and he thundered at the top of his voice:
“We Mongols always call a spade a spade, and say what we mean. You say we are unreasonable and tricky!
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You even call me a bandit! How could a bandit have helped you arrest Chiamusu?”\fn{ A note reads: A bandit leader.}
With that, he headed for Wang and it looked as if they would come to blows. The people around made haste to put
in a word to pacify them.
Seeing that the situation was taking an ugly turn, Chang called out:
“Wang Chien-ho!”
Blinking, Wang became silent. Chang hastened to add smilingly:
“Old uncle, don’t get angry. This comrade of ours is a spitfire. If you’ve got anything to say, just say it plainly.
We’re the people’s army, everything can be straightened out in a proper way.”
“That’s it. You’re the troops of the Communist Party. You wanted us to identify our horses. Now I’ve found it,
but why do you refuse to give it back to me?” The old man sputtered away in a huff.
The cavalrymen, realizing things had come to a deadlock, also hurried over to speak up for Section Leader
Chang. One of them fetched a cup of tea for the old man, saying:
“Comrade! Take a cup of tea to calm yourself, and then let’s talk it over again.”
Chichike was standing on the side, lost in deep thought:
“There is no doubt that this is my horse, but they say otherwise. What’s the matter? Are there men in the
People’s Liberation Army who refuse to listen to reason? Don’t they belong to the same army which fought the
bandits the other day?” This very thought about the soldiers who had fought the bandits made her feel uneasy.
Had it not been for that detachment of the People’s Liberation Army that came to her rescue, she would have been
killed by the bandits. Ever since the day she was saved, her old father daily prayed to Buddha for this wonderful
army With these thoughts in mind, she felt it was indeed too much for her father to lose temper. So she nudged her
father:
“Don’t get upset, papa!”
Section Leader Chang had indeed got himself into a scrape. He said to himself:
“The old man has mistaken this horse for his and has lost his temper. We, the People’s Liberation Army, should
never forget that we are dealing with the people. I’ve explained to him, but he just turns a deaf ear to my words
and insists he is right.”
At this juncture, the leader of the Third Platoon appeared on the scene. Chang told him what had happened but
the latter at first was also at a loss. Then he suggested, “Well, why not check up all the horses here once more?”
The old man, however, refused.
“What for? I’ve looked at every white horse here. Don’t think I’m too old. I’ve still got a perfect eyesight. I
know this horse like the palm of my hand!”
One of the cavalrymen proposed a compromise:
“There are four or five hundred horses here. You can make your choice and take one similar to yours. These
horses belong to you folks after all. We don’t want to keep them for ourselves.”
Some of the onlookers also agreed to the idea and urged the old man, “Yes, that should do.”
The old man retorted, foaming at the mouth:
“I will never do that! I won’t take one that doesn’t belong to me, not even a gold horse, let alone an ordinary
animal!”
Chang was about to say something when Wang Chien-ho broke in to reject the idea.
“That won’t do! You let him take away any horse he thinks fit, but what if the real owner of the horse should
turn up? We can’t follow him in making mistakes!”
The old man, seeing Wang speak up again, became mad and pulled his daughter.
“All right. Since they refuse to give us the horse, let’s go home!”
“Wait a bit, papa!” she held fast to her father. Feeling she had been wronged, she looked at the white horse and
broke into tears.
Ill at ease, Section Leader Chang also felt he was being wronged. Thinking of the arduous mopping-up operation against the bandits, of the comrades-in-arms fallen on the battlefield, and of the world of trouble he had taken
in looking after, feeding, watering, inoculating and drenching these horses, he could not help asking himself:
“What have we been doing this for? These people don’t understand us at all!”
But, on second thoughts, he corrected himself:
“All this is quite natural. Otherwise, why would we call the place a newly-liberated area? Now this old man
still insists on his demand and it looks like the people around also believe him. It can’t be straightened out by a
mere explanation. What can I do to convince the old man of his mistake?”
With knitted eyebrows, Chang paced to and fro nervously. Suddenly his eyes sparkled with an idea and he
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turned to Chichike:
“Since you’ve brought the horse up, you must have a name for it.”
“Certainly.”
“Fine! I’ve got a name for my horse, too!” Then he turned to the people around. “Look here. Here’s a way out.
Now since both horses have names of their own, it’s easy for us to settle the whole matter. Folks, when we both
call it by name, it will respond either to me, or to her.” Chang turned to Chichike: “Then we’ll know whose horse
this is.”
“Good idea!” Chichike]’s face lit up. She was so sure of the outcome that she said confidently, “You may call
out first.”
“Let’s do it together,” Chang said, self-possessed and quite certain of success. The local people were apprehensive for Chang’s sake, and the cavalrymen were expecting a defeat for the girl. All the eyes were focused on the
snow-white steed.
“You just look!” Chichike said in high spirits. “It’ll hold up its head and walk towards me at my call. That
means it has responded, inviting me to mount it.”
But she was cut short by the cavalrymen.
“Don’t talk any more, just call out!” they urged.
And the two bawled out simultaneously,
“Ehdun Maole! Ehdun Maole!”
“Snow White! Snow White!”
“Snow White!”
“Ehdun Maole!”
The white stallion held its head high, shook its mane and then looked about. Ah, he was walking ahead! But he
walked towards Section Leader Chang and not towards Chichike.
“Hurrah!” the cavalrymen clapped their hands joyously.
Chichike buried her face in her hands in shame But the white horse with the slit-like scars on its croup,
standing in the northeastern corner of the yard, suddenly pricked up its ears at the call of the girl. It held up its
head, looked at the crowd, and, at the sight of the girl, jerked its head, wagged its tail and ran towards her.
Everyone was dumbfounded, but this was followed by a burst of laughter and people said, “Ah, that’s yours.”
Section Leader Chang also grinned. The cavalrymen applauded all the more loudly. The old man stood in the
crowd, his face changing color all the time.
Chichike clasped the horse’s head with both hands and examined it closely. The animal licked her hands and
her shoulder with the warmth and familiarity through which she could easily identify her own horse. Yet just a
while back she had not been able to bring herself to believe it, because the horse had changed beyond recognition.
“You’ve been wounded, you don’t look like your former self,” she said. Caressing its scars, the savagely shorn
uneven mane and the tail which had been clipped short and was now thin, she felt so sad she began to cry. Then
she raised her head, her eyes filled with sadness and shame. She glanced about and, seeing Section Leader Chang,
said:
“This is my horse. How did it come to look like this?”
This question brought a forgotten scene to Chang’s mind. As though suddenly awake to the secret of the
puzzle, he said:
“We’ve misunderstood each other for quite a while. I didn’t know that this horse was yours. My knowledge
may be limited in other respects, but I know how this horse has become like this, because it was captured by us.”
Then he began the story of the capture of this horse:
“On August 5, we received a report that about one hundred bandits had entered Paiyinnao and Chiacha Village.
Our company was ordered to set off immediately to fight these bandits. After covering more than fifty li in the
desert, our horses became dead tired. Moreover, the grassland was full of creepers over which our horses were
continuously tripping. We would have overtaken the bandits had it not been for a stream which barred our way.
The bandits waded across the stream and several were carried away by the current. Those who had crossed the
stream were desperately lashing at their horses and sniping at us. Without even bothering to take off our clothes,
we waded neck-deep through two streams. It was a hard job! After the crossing, we continued in hot pursuit of the
enemy. We chased after the bandits until they were caught in a ravine, and then they surrendered. But we saw a
bandit on a white horse galloping away over a mountain ridge and turning around to shoot at us again and again.
Eager to get at him, we did not take cover and drove our horses right after him. Then the white horse suddenly
bucked and threw the bandit into a ditch. But the fugitive continued to resist.”
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Here Section Leader Chang raised his left hand, saying, “Look here, folks. This scar on the back of my hand is
the result of a wound inflicted by that fellow.”
The listeners, deeply touched, concentrated their attention on Chang’s hand. Chichike was moved beyond
description, her eyes filled with tears. Chang, drawing a breath, continued:
“We caught that bandit. The damned fellow turned out to be a so-called regimental commander. The white
horse had been stabbed in the neck and its croup had received two sabre cuts and was bleeding badly. We didn’t
use sabres, and therefore these wounds had not been inflicted by us. Then how did this horse get wounded? This
was not clarified until one of the captives told us that the bandit regimental commander had chased a Mongolian
girl, and, overtaking her, tried to rape her. But she resisted with all her might, and there was a struggle. The horse
neighed and kicked. The bandit thought the girl was dead and robbed her of her hat, purple robe, yellow sash,
sabre and boots …” Here Chang paused.
At this point, Chichike shivered with horror, and it looked as if she would faint.
Chang looked uneasy, but went on:
“We caught up with him. He hastily told another bandit to take the girl’s white horse, but it refused to move,
and they lashed it savagely. On the way, the bandit regimental commander’s own horse was killed by us and he
leapt into the saddle of the white horse. The horse bucked and curveted, and he fell on the ground. He was mad
and, drawing his sabre, he struck it viciously twice in the croup. We were catching up with him, so he had to
mount the horse again and drove it in an attempt to save his life.
“We were led by our captives to a valley where we found a girl lying sprawled in a buckwheat field. She was
lying unconscious, bleeding profusely and covered with mud. She had been beaten beyond recognition and was
groaning weakly. Poor girl!
“We dismounted; I fumbled for a package of pills in my pocket and stuffed some into her mouth and then
unplugged my flask and poured a few mouthfuls of water down her throat. And this comrade Wang Chien-ho
fished out a uniform from the kitbag attached to the saddle of his horse and dressed her.”
Here Wang interposed, “You covered her with a woolen blanket.”
Chang nodded, “Yes, but we didn’t know which village this girl was from. We were worrying about it when the
government work team that had followed the army appeared, and we handed her over to them.”
Chichike’s face changed color and tears streamed down her cheeks. Her shoulders heaved, her eyes stared
blankly and she opened and shut her mouth no longer able to control herself:
“Comrade Section Leader Chang! You’ve saved my life! Ah, it’s you comrades who have saved me! At last,
I’ve found my saviors!” She went over, seized Chang by the arm, and unable to speak, she broke into tears. The
old man, hanging down his head and wringing his hands, felt ashamed of his outburst against Chang, and his face
grew pale and red in turn.
The local people voiced their gratitude.
The cavalrymen stared at the girl. Her look spoke of deep gratitude. Tears were still dropping incessantly.
“Ah, it was you who were so muddy and blood-stained!” Wang blurted out. “You should know how we’ve
looked after your horse! When we took it back, it refused to eat and drink. For three days and nights, we took
turns attending to it. We changed its dressings and gave it injections …”
Section Leader Chang bashfully turned to Chichike.
“Don’t cry. We’ve come to liquidate the bandits so that you folks may lead a happy life!”
Chichike took her hands off Chang and wiped away her tears. She looked at the horse, and, when she realized
that even the animal had thrown the hated bandit off its back, she caressed the scars on its croup. A gust of
northerly wind made her shiver. Her father immediately unwrapped the parcel:
“Darling, take care lest you catch cold. Put on these.”
She began putting on the purple robe, yellow sash and hat which had been returned to her in the morning. The
white stallion which had often seen his mistress in this costume, now appeared even more friendly and tried to get
closer to her. It suddenly occurred to Chichike that she had not ridden her “Ehdun Maole” for many, many days.
She adroitly leapt into the saddle and called, “Ehdun Maole!”
The horse instantly raised its head, pricked up its ears and wagged its tail. Crest-fallen only a moment before
this, Ehdun Maole turned out to be a spirited animal. Pressed in its sides by her heels, the horse braced itself and
started trotting in the yard. The girl on horseback looked cheerfully at the people and then at Section Leader
Chang, her big dark eyes sparkling with unusual excitement.
And then, with a swish, Section Leader Chang swung into the saddle of his Snow White. He reined it with his
left hand and then made the horse run a few paces to keep abreast of Ehdun Maole. The two horses cantered neck
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and neck. The people in the yard fixed their eyes upon these two horses and their riders. They applauded joyfully.
The old man shook hands with Wang Chien-ho and sincerely apologized.
“Young man, I’m old and have a nasty temper. I’m afraid I’ve hurt your feelings.” Then, looking down, he
shook his head and sighed regretfully. The old man’s straightforward Mongolian character did not fail to move
even Wang. He firmly grasped the old man’s hands and shook them warmly, remarking:
“You’re way off on that, old uncle. I’m ill- tempered, too. I’m young and know no manners, please don’t take
it to heart.”
The flaming rays of the setting sun bathed the people and the horses in the yard. In the refulgent red light,
Chichike, sitting firmly in the saddle and her face rubicund, looked more charming than ever. The people cheered
as she raised her arm, held up her thumb and shouted,
“Chairman Mao’s Alatan Chijihke!”\fn{A note reads: “Gold-like army” in the Mongolian language.}
“Chairman Mao’s Mongolian Alatan Chijihke!”
“Paokoting Chijihke!”\fn{A note reads: “Buddha-like army” in the Mongolian language.}
“Paokoting Chijihke!”
“Chairman Mao’s Alatan Chijihke!” The cheers of those present sounded like a torrent rushing down from the
mountain. A photographer from the division headquarters happened to be present on the spot. He photographed
the scene and took a snapshot of Section Leader Chang and Chichike, side by side on horseback.
Later, Chang was elected Combat Hero and Model Horse-tender and was invited to attend the division victory
meeting, at which he came across the photographer again. And the latter gave him a photograph as a souvenir.
That was how Chang came by that picture.
191.52 Excerpt from The Private Life Of Chairman Mao: The Memoirs Of Mao’s Personal Physician\fn{by
[Dr.] Li Zhisui (1919- )} Peking, China (M) 18
“Chairman, you called for me?”
Mao struggled to open his eyes and move his lips. The oxygen mask had slipped from his face and he was
struggling for breath. I leaned over.
“Ah … ah … ah …” was all I could hear. His mind was clear, but his speech was hopeless.
I was Mao’s personal physician, in charge of the medical team—sixteen of China’s best doctors and twentyfour excellent nurses—trying to save his life. For more than two months—since June 26, 1976, when Mao
suffered his second myocardial infarction—we had been on duty around the clock. Eight nurses and three doctors
were constantly by Mao’s side while another two doctors monitored his electrocardiogram. The shifts changed
every eight hours. I was always on call, sleeping fitfully some three or four hours a night. My office was a
cubbyhole just outside Mao’s sickroom.
The citizens of China had not been told their leader was ill. They had traced Mao’s physical decline only
through occasional photographs of his rare visits with foreign dignitaries. The last of them was the photograph of
Mao meeting with Laotian leader Kaysone Phoumivan in May 1976. The press continued to say he was healthy,
but the photograph with Kaysone Phoumivan proved that their leader had grown shockingly old. Still, hundreds of
millions had begun that morning, September 8, 1976, chanting in rhythm,
“Ten Thousand Years to Chairman Mao.”
But those of us on duty in Mao’s sickroom that night knew the end was hours, even minutes, away. He had
been failing since June. Two members of the Communist party politburo, paired by rank and political proclivity—
moderate party Vice-Chairman Hua Guofeng\fn{ 1921- , born in Jiaocheng, Shaanxi Province; became party secretary of
Xiangtan Prefecture, Hunan Province, where Mao’s native village of Shaoshan is located, and was in overall charge of the arrest of the
Gang of Four after Mao’s death, but was dismissed from all his important posts in 1981 } with radical party Vice-Chairman Wang
Hongwen\fn{1935-1992, born in Changchun, Jilin Province, a securing official at Shanghai No. 17 Cotton Mill in 1966, rose to power
during the Cultural Revolution and was arrested as a member of the Gang of Four and sentenced to life imprisonment, dying of liver
disease} | radical politburo member Zhang Chunqiao\fn{ 1917- , born in Juye, Shandong Province, was arrested as a member
of the Gang of Four in 1976 and first sentenced to death, later reduced to life imprisonment } with moderate politburo member
Wang Dongxing\fn{1916- , born in Yiyang, Jiangxi Province, became Mao’s bodyguard in 1947 and helped direct the arrest of the
Gang of Four in 1976, but was deprived of all his posts in 1980 }—also kept vigil twenty-four hours a day, rotating every

twelve hours.
Hua Guofeng, in charge of the efforts to save the Chairman’s life, was genuinely loyal to Mao, deeply
concerned about his health and comfort, conscientiously trying to understand the doctors’ explanations, trusting
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that we were doing all we could to save Mao. When we recommended new, and sometimes uncomfortable,
medical procedures, like running a tube through Mao’s nose and into his stomach for feeding, Hua Guofeng alone
among the leaders had been willing to try the new procedures first on himself. I liked Hua Guofeng. His integrity
and sincerity were rare amid the corruption and decay among the party elite.
I had first met Hua Guofeng in 1959, during the Great Leap Forward, when I accompanied Mao on a visit to
his native village of Shaoshan, in Hunan province. Hua was the first party secretary of Xiangtan, the prefecture
where Mao’s village was located, and Mao had liked him enormously. Two years later, when local officials
continued to pretend that food production was increasing even as the Great Leap Forward had plunged the country
into economic depression, Hua Guofeng had the courage to say that “the people are losing weight, the cattle are
losing weight, even the land is losing weight. How can we talk about increases in food?”
“No one else tells the truth like Hua Guofeng,” Mao said to me then.
Hua had come to his present position in April 1976, an early victor in the power struggle that was unfolding as
Mao’s death approached. In January 1976, Mao had appointed Hua acting premier to succeed the deceased Zhou
Enlai as head of the State Council, in charge of the daily affairs of government. In early April, hundreds of
thousands of people gathered in Tiananmen Square to mourn Zhou’s death and protest the policies of such radical
leaders as Mao’s wife, Jiang Qing,\fn{1913-1991, born in Zhucheng, Shandong Province, became Mao’s fourth wife in 1938 and
after Mao’s death was arrested as the leading member of the Gang of Four and sentenced to death; but though this was reduced to life
imprisonment in 1983, she committed sucide in 1991 } and her Shanghai cronies Zhang Chunqiao, Yao
Wenyuan,\fn{1931- , born in Tongnan, Sichuan Province, and thpough purged in late 1965, survived the Cultural Revolution to
become Vice-Chairman of the Military Affairs Commission and President of the People’s Republic of China } and Wang Hongwen.

The demonstrations were publicly declared “counterrevolutionary,” and Mao placated the radicals by purging
the moderate Deng Xiaoping, charging him with having fomented the disturbance. Always the balancer, Mao then
disappointed the radicals by appointing Hua First Vice-Chairman of the party. Hua Guofeng was thus confirmed
both as head of government and as Mao’s chosen successor to head the party.
This made me very happy. I thought Mao had chosen the right person to lead the Party and the government.
Even Jiang Qing’s chef was delighted, commenting that at last the Chairman had made a sharp decision. But the
radicals had begun accusing him of leaning to the right.
As a result, Hua decided he could no longer continue. I was at the swimming pool on April 30, 1976, when he
told Mao that the attacks against him made it impossible for him to serve. After the meeting, Hua had told me of
their conversation and showed me the notes Mao had written. There were three of them:
“With you in charge,” Mao had scrawled, “my mind is at ease.”
“Act according to the decisions laid down.”
“Don’t be nervous; take it easy.”
By then, Mao’s speech was incomprehensible, and he had to communicate by pen. Mao’s scribbled blessing
became the document that legitimized Hua’s succession.
*
Shortly before midnight on September 8, 1976, the doctors had administered an intravenous injection of
shengmai san, a traditional Chinese herbal concoction consisting primarily of ginseng, in an effort to stimulate
Mao’s heart. His blood pressure had risen from 86 over 66 to 104 over 72 and his pulse had firmed up a bit, but
the improvement, I knew, would be fleeting.
Hua Guofeng pulled me aside just after we administered the injection.
“Dr. Li,” he whispered as politburo members Zhang Chunqiao and Wang Dongxing strained to hear. “Is there
anything else you can do?”
I said nothing. Hua knew there was no hope, and I did not know what to say. I could not yet bring myself to
use the word death. Silently, I looked at Hua Guofeng. The air was frozen. The whirring of Mao’s respirator was
the only sound in the room. Then I shook my head.
“We have done all we can,” I whispered hoarsely.
Hua turned to Wang Dongxing, director of the Central Committee’s General Office in charge of Party affairs
and longtime head of Mao’s bodyguards. Wang had first met Mao in Yanan, and for decades he had been in charge
of the Chairman’s safety. Few men had a longer or closer association with Mao.
“Ask Comrade Jiang Qing and the politburo members in Peking to come here immediately,” Hua instructed
Wang, “and notify the politburo members in other parts of the country to report to Peking.”
Wang turned to go. As Wang was leaving, a nurse rushed up to me.
“Dr. Li, Zhang Yufeng says that Chairman wants to see you.”
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I rushed to his side.
Once a stewardess on the special train that Mao used in his travels through China and now his confidential
secretary, Zhang Yufeng had long been Mao’s close companion. I first saw Zhang Yufeng and Mao together at a
dance he was hosting in Changsha. She was an innocent-looking eighteen-year-old girl with big round eyes and
lovely white skin, and she asked the Chairman to dance. I watched as he took her openly from the dance floor to
his guest house, where they spent the night together. The relationship had sometimes been tumultuous, and Mao
had had many other women in his life as well. Even now two young dancers were serving unofficially as nurses,
sponging his body and feeding him. But Zhang Yufeng had been with Mao the longest, and though she had grown
coarse—and fond of alcohol—she had managed to retain his trust. In 1974, after Xu Yefu, Mao’s longtime
confidential secretary, was hospitalized with lung cancer, Zhang took over the task of sending and receiving the
voluminous documents that Mao read and commented upon each day, and when Mao’s eyesight failed, she read
the materials to him as well. In late 1974, she had been officially appointed Mao’s confidential secretary by Wang
Dongxing.
As Mao's doctor, I was allowed unimpeded access, but everyone else had to go through Zhang to get to Mao.
After 1974, even Mao’s wife, Jiang Qing, and ranking members of the politburo had to go through Zhang Yufeng,
and she treated even the highest leaders with disdain. One day in June 1976, when Hua Guofeng had come to see
Mao, Zhang Yufeng had been napping and the attendants on duty were afraid to rouse her. Two hours later, when
Zhang had still not gotten up, Hua, second in command only to Mao, finally left without seeing his superior.
Earlier in the same year, Deng Xiaoping had been ill and under political attack, separated from his family. His
youngest daughter, Deng Rong, had written to Mao for permission to stay with her father. Zhang Yufeng did not
deliver the letter to Mao, and Deng Rong was never permitted to be with her father.
Much of Zhang Yufeng’s power came from the fact that only she could understand his speech. She had to
interpret even for me.
“Dr. Li,” she said as I went to Mao’s side, “Chairman wants to know if there is any hope.”
With some effort, Mao nodded and slowly extended his right arm, taking my hand. His hand felt limp as I took
his pulse, and the pulse itself was weak and difficult to find. The roundness of his cheeks, so familiar to the
Chinese people, was gone and his skin was ashen. His eyes stared vacantly, without their usual luster. The line on
the electrocardiograph fluttered.
We had moved Mao into this room in Building 202 of Zhongnanhai six weeks previously, in the early morning
hours of July 28, 1976, when Peking, and much of that part of China, had been hit by an earthquake that
completely destroyed the city of Tangshan, some one hundred miles east of Peking. More than 250,000 people
had died instantaneously. In Peking few people had died, but there was much damage, and fears of another
earthquake led millions of residents to spend the next several weeks living in makeshift tents in the streets. Mao’s
sickbed in his study beside the indoor swimming pool, where he had moved early in the Cultural Revolution, had
been violently shaken by the quake. We had to move him to safer ground.
Building 202 was the only choice. Connected to the swimming pool by a corridor, Building 202 had been
constructed especially for Mao in 1974 and was meant to withstand a major earthquake. That evening, after we
had moved him, another major aftershock hit in the midst of a heavy rain, but we barely felt it in Building 202.
The whole sky could have fallen in at that point and I would not have noticed, so completely was I focused on
saving the Chairman’s life.
Now Hua Guofeng, Zhang Chunqiao, Wang Hongwen, and Wang Dongxing walked quietly up to Mao’s bed.
From behind the screen I could hear others come quietly in. The room was filling in preparation for the midnight
change of shift. As I stood there holding Mao's hand and taking his pulse, with the four politburo members
standing behind me, Jiang Qing suddenly stormed in, shouting,
“Will someone tell me what is happening?”
Jiang Qing was Mao's fourth wife, if you count the marriage his parents arranged for him as a teenager, which
Mao refused to accept. Mao had married Jiang Qing in Yanan in 1938. I am told that she had gotten along well
with others in Yanan. But after 1949, bored by her life of inactivity, the wife of the country’s highest leader
became increasingly irascible and demanding. Not until the Cultural Revolution did she finally come into her
own, seizing the opportunity to settle her personal vendettas when she was finally appointed a member of the
politburo. Mao and Jiang Qing had been leading separate lives for years, but Mao had never seen fit to divorce
her, for he would then have been free to marry one of his other women. This he preferred to avoid. During the
Cultural Revolution, Jiang Qing had moved to one of the huge villas in the complex of the Diaoyutai state
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guesthouse, but she had returned to Zhongnanhai, to the Spring Lotus Chamber, after her husband’s June heart
attack.
It had not been easy for Jiang Qing to accept the hold Zhang Yufeng had over Mao, but when she finally
bowed to the inevitable, she began courting Zhang herself as a way of communicating with Mao. Jiang also had
difficulty accepting the fact of Mao’s illness and his impending death. She was tom between the fear that her own
power rested finally on Mao and the hope that with his death she would be selected to rule in his place. His
sickness and incontinence disgusted her. Hua Guofeng tried to quiet her.
“Comrade Jiang Qing,” he said politely, “Chairman is talking with Dr. Li right now.”
I tried to reassure Mao, even though I knew there was no hope. His health had been deteriorating for years. The
turning point began shortly after September 1971, when Lin Biao, then vice-chairman of the party, vice-chairman
of the Military Affairs Commission, and the man Mao had chosen as his successor, the leader all of China referred
to as Mao’s closest comrade in arms,\fn{ He even issued a little red book in imitation of Mao’s} had turned against Mao and
conspired to unseat him. Believing that his plots had been discovered, Lin Biao had commandeered a plane and
fled, heading for the Soviet Union, together with his wife and son. The plane had run out of gas and crashed near
Undur Khan, in Outer Mongolia, and everyone on board was killed. The episode left Mao depressed, listless, and
unable to sleep. Finally, he became ill.
He was still sick, rebelling against his doctors and refusing all medical treatment, several weeks before
President Nixon’s historic first visit to China, in February 1972. Only three weeks before Nixon was scheduled to
arrive, Mao finally told me to begin treatment. His condition was so serious that a full recovery was out of the
question. When Nixon arrived, Mao was still so weak he could hardly talk. His lung infection was not fully cured,
and he was troubled by congestive heart failure. He was so bloated that he had to be fitted with a larger suit. I
greeted President Nixon as his car pulled up to Mao’s residence and directed him to Mao’s study, retiring then to
the corridor just outside the reception room, where I was able to hear their conversation clearly and was ready
with mobile rescue equipment should Mao need it.
Now, at eighty-three, Mao’s body was ravaged by a multitude of diseases. His lifelong addiction to cigarettes
had destroyed his lungs, and for years he had faced frequent bouts of bronchitis, pneumonia, and emphysema. As
the bronchial lining of his lungs lost its elasticity, convulsive coughing had torn away the walls of his left lung,
leaving three large air bubbles, making it hard for Mao to breathe. He could draw air in but could not easily
exhale and was comfortable only lying on his left side, the weight of his body compressing the air bubbles and
allowing his healthier right lung to breathe. Often he could breathe only with the aid of an oxygen mask, and
during episodic emergencies we relied on the American-made respirator that Henry Kissinger had sent in 1971
after his secret mission to China.
In 1974, Mao had been diagnosed as suffering not from Parkinson’s disease, as so many in the West supposed,
but from a rare, incurable, and ultimately fatal motor neuron disease—amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, or Lou
Gehrig’s disease as it is popularly known in the West. In the ordinary progression of the illness, the motor nerve
cells in the medulla and spinal column, which control the muscles of the throat, the pharynx, the tongue, and the
right hand and leg, degenerate and die, leading to muscular atrophy and then paralysis of the affected parts. As the
disease progresses, patients lose the ability to speak and to swallow and must be fed by a nasal tube running to the
stomach. The affected muscles become useless, and breathing becomes increasingly laborious. The patient fights a
continuing battle with lung infections. There is no cure and no effective treatment, and most patients die within
two years of the initial diagnosis.
Mao’s disease had progressed just as the specialists predicted. But it was not only the amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis that was killing him now. It was his heart, weakened by age and chronic lung disease. Mao had suffered
his first myocardial infarction in mid-May 1976 in the midst of an argument with Zhang Yufeng, and a second one
on June 26. His third heart attack was on September 2. The doctors all knew, though none dared say it, that death
was imminent. The party chairman, however, was fighting on.
“It’s all right, Chairman,” I said to him, his hand still in mine. “We will be able to help you.”
*
For an instant Mao’s eyes seemed content. Slowly, pinkish patches began to appear on his cheeks. He exhaled
deeply. His eyes closed. His right hand dropped lifeless from mine. The line on the electrocardiograph turned flat.
I looked at my watch. It was 12:10 A.M., September 9, 1976.
*
I felt no sorrow at his passing. For twenty-two years I had been at Mao’s side, with him every day,
accompanying him to every meeting, traveling wherever he went. More than his physician, I had served for many
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of those years as his personal and political confidant, closer to him longer than anyone but—possibly—Wang
Dongxing.
In the beginning I had adulated Mao. He was China’s savior, the country’s messiah. But by 1976 this had long
since passed. My dream of a new China, where all men would be equal and exploitation ended, had been shattered
years before. I had no faith in the Communist Party, of which I was still a member.
“An era has ended” was the best thought I could summon as I stared at the flat line on the electrocardiograph.
“Mao’s time has passed.”
The thought was fleeting. Immediately, I was filled with dread. What would happen to me? As Mao’s doctor, I
had lived for years in constant fear.
Looking up from Mao’s inert body and into the faces of the people gathered round, I realized that everyone
else in the room must also have been calculating his fate. Life within the walls of Zhongnanhai had always been
precarious. I found myself staring at Jiang Qing.
“What were you people doing?” she snapped at me. “You will be held responsible!”
Her accusation was no surprise. Jiang Qing found plots and conspiracies in the most innocent acts. The
difficulties in our relationship had begun twenty years before, and four years earlier, in 1972, she had accused me
of being a spy. Hua Guofeng intervened, walking slowly toward her.
“We’ve been here all along,” he said gently. “The comrades on the medical team—all of them—have done
their best.” Wang Hongwen confirmed Hua’s statement.
“Yes, the four of us have been here all this time,” he began, his face turning red.
Wang Hongwen was the youngest member of the politburo and was often referred to sardonically as the
“rocket”—a reference to his meteoric rise to power from a minor security cadre in a Shanghai factory to the
highest reaches of political power. No one could understand why Mao had taken such a liking to the young man or
pushed for his rapid promotions. Wang was tall and handsome and looked intelligent, but his looks were
misleading. He was poorly educated—a middle-school graduate only—ignorant and not very smart. He had
nothing to contribute to the leadership of China. In May, when Mao suffered a major health setback, Wang had
come to me with a cure: he wanted Mao to eat ground pearls. They had already been delivered to Peking. Wang
expected me to administer them to Mao. I waffled. Mao was never given ground pearls.
As Mao lay dying and Wang was supposed to be on duty, he would often go rabbit shooting in the fields near
the secret military airport at Xiyuan. He spent much of his time watching movies imported from Hong Kong.
Wang, I am convinced, had never been a particularly good man, but power had corrupted him even more.
“The medical team has been reporting to us on every detail,” he defended himself to Jiang Qing. “We knew
clearly—“
“Then why didn’t you let me know the situation earlier?” Jiang Qing interrupted.
But Jiang Qing had been repeatedly informed of Mao’s condition. Her response had usually been to accuse the
doctors of exaggerating his illness. She would say that we were bourgeois and that only a third of our advice
should be heeded. On August 28, after she was formally told how serious Mao’s condition was, she defied us all
by leaving Peking for an “inspection trip” to Dazhai, the nationwide model agricultural brigade of which she was
a particular supporter. Hua Guofeng called her back on September 5. She had not even troubled to ask about
Mao’s condition when she returned. She was tired, she said.
On September 7, when Mao’s condition turned critical and we thought his death was imminent, Jiang Qing had
come to meet with the medical team. She went around the room shaking hands with each of the doctors and
nurses in turn, repeating to each of them,
“You should be very happy now; you should be very happy now.”
She seemed to have convinced herself that she would take control when Mao died and believed we would be
pleased with her leadership. The other doctors, meeting her for the first time, were stunned by her callousness.
“There's nothing strange about it,” Wang Dongxing told me. “Jiang Qing believes that the Chairman is the only
thing keeping her from ultimate power.”
She was waiting for him to die. The power struggle gained momentum even as Mao lay dying and intensified
before his body turned cold. Jiang Qing was the leader of the radical faction, supported by Zhang Chunqiao, Wang
Hongwen, Yao Wenyuan, and Mao’s nephew Mao Yuanxin.\fn{ 1941- , the son of Mao’s brother, Mao Zemin, who was
executed in Xinjiang in 1943, he was arrested with the Gang of Four and sentenced to 17 years in prison } Zhang Chunqiao was a
Shanghai-based leftist theoretician and a leading exponent of the Cultural Revolution.
“Socialist weeds are better than capitalist wheat,” he used to say.
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Now, with Jiang Qing’s outburst, he began pacing the floor, his hands clasped behind his back, eyes on the
ground.
Mao’s nephew began wandering glumly around the room as though looking for something. Mao Yuanxin was
the son of Mao’s younger brother, Mao Zemin, who had been executed by the governor of Xinjiang province, in
China’s far northwest, during the Second World War. The governor—Sheng Shicai—had first welcomed Mao
Zemin to his fold but switched his political allegiance from the Soviet Union and the Chinese Communist party to
Chiang Kai-shek and the Kuomintang after Germany’s invasion of the Soviet Union. Mao Zemin’s wife was
arrested then, too, and Yuanxin was born in jail. When Yuanxin’s mother remarried, Mao took responsibility for
rearing his nephew, bringihg him to Zhongnanhai after 1949, though he rarely saw him.
I had watched Yuanxin grow up. As a child he had not gotten along well with Jiang Qing, but Yuanxin was in
his mid-twenties when the Cultural Revolution began in 1966 and joined the rebel side. He wrote to Mao
apologizing for his earlier relations with Jiang and announcing that he was joining her. Now only in his midthirties, Mao Yuanxin had been appointed political commissar of the Shenyang Military Region, in China’s
northeast, and late in 1975, after Mao became too ill to attend politburo meetings, Yuanxin had started attending
for him, serving as the liaison between Mao and the highest leadership of the party. He had considerable power.
Jiang Qing trusted him.
As the physicians and nurses stood with heads bowed in terror at Jiang Qing’s outburst, Wang Dongxing was
engrossed in a conversation with his subordinate, Zhang Yaoci,\fn{ c.1915- , born in Yiyang, Jiangxi Province; one of the
men responsible for Mao’s security, he was from the same town as Wang Dongxing and served as commander of the Central Garrison
Corps while Wang Dongxing was the Party Secretary there } the commander of the Central Garrison Corps. The enmity

between Wang Dongxing and Jiang Qing was also longstanding. Wang had nothing to fear from Jiang Qing and
ignored her outburst. He had amassed remarkable power and held many positions. He was not only the head of the
Communist party’s General Office but had served for years as director of the Central Bureau of Guards, and was
party secretary of the Central Garrison Corps charged with protecting the party leadership and providing security
at their residences and offices. Until the Cultural Revolution, he had been Vice-Minister of China’s Ministry of
Public Security, too.
Zhang Yaoci, like Wang Dongxing, was a veteran party member and participant in the Long March, and they
both came from Jiangxi province. The two security officials had much to plan. Mao’s body would lie in state at
the Great Hall of the People. With tens of thousands of people filing past to pay their respects, security would
have to be tight.
Suddenly, Jiang Qing's expression relaxed. She turned pleasant. Perhaps she had just concluded that her
greatest obstacle to power was gone, that she would soon assume leadership over China.
“All right,” she said. “You all have really had a hard time. Thank you very much.”
Turning to her nurse, she ordered her to have the black silk dress already made for the occasion of her
husband’s death ironed. She was ready to mourn.
Hua Guofeng turned to Wang Dongxing. The two had become close only recently.
“Call a meeting of the politburo right away,” he instructed. Most of us were turning to leave the room when
Zhang Yufeng suddenly wailed.
“The Chairman is gone,” she cried. “What will happen to me?” Jiang Qing walked over to her, put her arm
around Zhang’s shoulder solicitously, and smiled, urging her not to cry.
“You can work for me now,” she said. Zhang’s tears stopped immediately, and she burst into a smile.
“Comrade Jiang Qing, thank you so much.”
“From now on, don’t allow anyone else into Chairman’s bedroom or living room,” I heard Jiang Qing whisper
to her. “Collect all the Chairman’s documents, keep them in order, and deliver them to me.”
She headed toward the conference room, two doors down from Mao’s sickroom, where the politburo meeting
would soon begin. Zhang Yufeng trailed behind, promising to follow Jiang Qing’s orders.
Zhang Yaoci, the commander of the Central Garrison Corps, came to me from Mao’s bedroom, obviously
worried. He wanted to know if any of the medical staff had seen Mao’s watch.
“What watch?” 1 inquired.
“The one Guo Moruo gave the Chairman during the Chongqing negotiations.”
Mao had never been in the habit of wearing a watch—he ran on his own time—but the Swiss Omega given to
him in August 1945 by Guo Moruo-writer, calligrapher, multifaceted scholar, head of the Chinese Academy of
Sciences until his death in 1978, good friend and, finally, sycophant of Mao—had great historic value. The
Americans had used the Chongqing negotiations to encourage the Kuomintang and the Communists to work out
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their differences and form a coalition government. The collapse of the negotiations had marked the inevitability of
civil war and the end of the cooperation between the Communist Party and the United States.
“We were all busy trying to save Chairman’s life,” I answered. “Nobody was paying attention to a watch. Why
don’t you ask Zhang Yufeng?”
“I saw Mao Ylianxin scurrying around, touching this and that,” Zhang Yaoci replied. “He must have taken it.”
“No one on the medical team would have dared to take it,” I repeated. Zhang Yaoci rushed back into Mao’s
sickroom.
A moment later, Wang Dongxing walked out of the room where the politburo had begun to gather and called
me privately into an adjoining room. The politburo had just decided that Mao’s body would have to be preserved
for two weeks in order for people to pay their respects. Peking is still hot in September, and they wanted us to
begin immediately, to prevent Mao’s body from deteriorating. Wang told me to hurry.
None of us had dared raise the question of Mao’s funeral arrangements while the Chairman was alive, but the
request to preserve Mao’s body for a few weeks came as no surprise and would cause us no problems. As I went
on my way to begin the arrangements, a captain in Zhang Yaoci’s Central Garrison Corps stopped me.
“Dr. Li, you’d better prepare yourself,” he said ominously. “The politburo is meeting now, and I suspect the
news for you won’t be good. If anything goes wrong, you won’t be able to run away.”
A moment before, I had been filled with a sense of my impending doom. I was surprised at the utter calm that
descended upon me with the officer’s remark. I fully expected to be charged with Mao’s murder.
*
I come from a long line, at least five generations, of doctors. Late in the Qing dynasty, during the reign of the
Empress Dowager Cixi (1835-1908), my great-grandfather had been so respected that he was summoned from
Anhui province to serve as physician to the imperial court. One of my ancestors took care of the Tongzhi emperor
(1856-1874) and continued later to serve as physician to him and the imperial household.
Folklore has it that the Tongzhi emperor was fond of slipping out of the imperial palace, disguised as a
commoner, to visit the brothels that dotted the narrow alleys crisscrossing Peking just south of the Forbidden City.
According to my family history, my great-grandfather diagnosed the Tongzhi emperor as suffering from syphilis.
The Empress Dowager Cixi was furious with the judgment. She snatched a jade pin from her hair and threw it on
the ground in displeasure, refusing to permit the treatment my great-grandfather prescribed, and insisted that the
Tongzhi emperor be treated for smallpox instead. The emperor died, and my great-grandfather was “de-hatted,”
losing his noble rank, though he continued to serve in the imperial hospital. He died without being exonerated, so
the hat that designated his noble status was placed in his coffin by his side rather than on his head. One part of my
family tradition survived: my ancestors continued to serve as doctors. But my great-grandfather’s admonition
against serving in the imperial court was also faithfully handed down from generation to generation and just as
faithfully observed. No ancestor since had served in the imperial court.
But one does not refuse a summons from the highest reaches of power. I had protested my appointment as
Mao’s physician, but the honor could not be turned down. I tried to leave several times, but Mao always called me
back.
My work was secret from all but my family and closest friends. The organizations charged with Mao’s security
were afraid that conspirators would use his doctor to do the Chairman in. People who did know of my work had
always expected my service to end badly, and they often warned me of the potentially dire consequences of
serving as Mao’s physician.
“You have a grave responsibility,” one of my cousins admonished me in 1963. “Chairman Mao’s health is a
matter of great concern to the whole Party and the whole nation. If any member of the Central Committee is ever
dissatisfied and decides to criticize your work, you will be in serious trouble.”
Other friends refused to visit my home, even after my family moved out of Zhongnanhai and visits were
permitted. One friend from Kunming, in Yunnan province, had been a close friend of Tan Furen, the onetime
commissar of the Kunming Military Region who had been assassinated by one of his own bodyguards during the
Cultural Revolution.
“After his assassination, everybody who had ever set foot in Tan’s house was intensely interrogated—in
isolation,” she told me. “Fortunately, I had never been to his home.” She would not visit me, either.
The allegations that Stalin’s doctors had conspired to murder the Soviet leader had always weighed heavily on
my mind. I fully expected similar allegations against me and my medical team. As Mao’s death grew near, I had
begun to prepare for my arrest. At the beginning of September, just after his third heart attack, I returned home
briefly, for the first time in months, to pack a small bundle of clothes—my quilted cotton jacket and trousers and
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an overcoat. I expected to be held in an unheated jail. I visited each room in our apartment, silently saying
goodbye, fearing I would never return. My wife was at work and my children were at school. My wife told me
later that our housemaid told her that I came back home in a great hurry and seemed worried. The maid added that
she thought something bad might have happened. So when I heard the captain's warning only minutes after Mao’s
death, I prepared for whatever might come.
Mao liked to say that “a dead pig is not afraid of boiling water.” I felt like a dead pig, numb.
It was still dark when I phoned the minister of public health, Liu Xiangping, at her home and asked to see her
immediately. I refused to explain why and told her only that we must meet in person. Liu Xiangping was the
widow of the late minister of public security Xie Fuzhi.\fn{ 1909-1969, born in Hongan, Hubei Province, became Minister of
Public Security in 1959, but in 1980 was posthumously expelled from the Chinese Communist Party for his activities during the Cultural
Revolution} They had both been leftists and devoted to Jiang Qing. I assumed that her appointment as minister of

public health in the midst of the Cultural Revolution had been recommended by Jiang Qing, since Liu Xiangping
had no qualifications for the position.
She still lived on the grounds of the Ministry of Public Security just off Changan Avenue, north of the old
legation area, in an elegant old Western-style house that had once been a foreign embassy. She was waiting for me
in an anteroom and not yet fully awake.
“Chairman Mao passed away at ten minutes past midnight,” I began. She screamed even before 1 finished my
sentence.
“We have lots to do right now and cannot waste any time,” I continued impatiently. “The central authority
wants us to preserve the Chairman’s body for two weeks. We must rush. They are waiting for us.” She wiped her
eyes.
“What shall we do?” She was weeping.
“We have to talk with people at the Academy of Medical Sciences,” I said. “The anatomy and histology
departments have specialists.”
“All right. But first we should ask Huang Shuze and Yang Chun to come here for a talk.”
Liu Xiangping relied on Huang Shuze, one of the Vice-Ministers of Public Health and a doctor himself, when
she needed medical advice. Yang Chun was party secretary at the Academy of Medical Sciences.
“We’ll waste a lot of time if we ask them to come here,” I said. “Let’s call the specialists first and then we’ll all
meet in Yang Chun’s office at the academy.”
Liu agreed and began calling them while I drove to the academy.
Yang Chun and Huang Shuze were already waiting when I arrived. Two experts in the preservation of human
bodies were there, too—Zhang Bingchang, a research associate in the department of anatomy, and Xu Jing, a
fortyish-looking female assistant researcher in the department of histology. The minister of public health had not
told them why they had been summoned so mysteriously in the middle of the night, and Zhang Bingchang,
obviously worried, was staring out the window. I learned later that this was not the first time he had been called to
the academy like this. During the Cultural Revolution, he had often been awakened to sign the death certificates
of people who had been murdered or committed suicide. Since the militant young Red Guards responsible for the
deaths did not want such unpleasant facts to be recorded, Zhang Bingchang was often “struggled against” and
beaten.
“I didn’t mind being beaten,” he told me. “What 1 feared most was being labeled a counterrevolutionary.”
Not long before, he had been called during the middle of the night to perform an autopsy on the body of former
Minister of Public Security Li Zhen, who had died from an overdose of sleeping pills. Because of his report, he
had been jailed by the Ministry of Public Security for more than two months. He relaxed visibly when I told the
group of Mao’s death.
The specialists agreed that Mao’s body could easily be preserved for two weeks. It was only a matter of
injecting two liters of formaldehyde into a leg artery. Huang Shuze and Yang Chun had no objection to the
method, so Zhang and Xu fetched their syringes and medical supplies and accompanied me to Zhongnanhai. The
streets were deserted. It was four o’clock in the morning and still dark. The Chinese people would not learn of
their leader’s death for hours. The politburo was still meeting in the conference room.
“Director Wang Dongxing has asked for you several times, and Marshal Ye Jianying was looking for you, too,”
said the officer in charge of the armed guards standing watch as soon as he saw me. “The politburo has approved
an announcement of the Chairman’s death—‘A Message to the Whole Party, the Whole Army, and the People of
All Nationalities of the Country.’ It will be broadcast at four o’clock this afternoon.”
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This was the announcement I had been waiting for. It would give the official verdict on the cause of Mao’s
death—and say whether I and the team of doctors would be blamed.
“What did it say about the illness and death of the Chairman?” I asked anxiously. He handed me a copy.
“Take a look,” he said.
I grabbed the sheet of paper and quickly scanned the first paragraph: “ … received excellent medical care
during his illness,” I read, “nevertheless in the end his condition was beyond help. He died at ten past midnight on
the morning of September 9, 1976, in Peking.”
There was no need for me to read further. I had been exonerated. Several days later, on September 13, my
name would appear in the People’s Daily as the director of Mao’s medical team.
I was safe.
Wang Dongxing came up to me as soon as I entered the room where the Peking-based politburo members—
seventeen people in all—were gathered.
“Let’s go somewhere else,” he said. “We need to talk.” As we stepped into an adjoining room, he asked,
“Did you see the announcement?”
“Yes, I just saw it. I only read the first paragraph,” I responded. He grinned, then continued.
“The politburo has just made a decision. The Chairman’s body is to be permanently preserved. You’ll have to
find out how it can be done.” I was astonished.
“But you told me the body only had to be preserved for two weeks,” I objected. “Why do you want to preserve
it forever? In 1956, Chairman Mao was the first person to sign the pledge to be cremated. I remember that
clearly.”
“It’s a decision of the politburo. We decided just a moment ago,” Wang Dongxing said.
“But it’s impossible,” I protested. “How do you feel about it?”
“Premier Hua and I both support the decision,” Wang answered.
“It just can’t be done,” I argued. “Even iron and steel corrode, to say nothing of the human body. How can it
not deteriorate?”
I was remembering my trip to Moscow with Mao in 1957 and our visit to the remains of Lenin and Stalin. The
bodies had seemed shrunken and dry, and I had been told that Lenin’s nose and ears had rotted away and been
replaced by wax and that Stalin’s mustache had fallen off. Soviet embalming techniques were far more advanced
than China’s. I could not imagine how we could preserve Mao’s body.
“You must have some regard for our feelings,” Wang responded, blinking.
“Yes, of course,” I agreed. “But Chinese science simply isn’t advanced enough for this.”
“That’s why you’re going to have to find people to help you. Whatever you need—equipment, facilities,
anything—just let me know,” Wang assured me. “The central authority will make sure you have everything.”
The elderly Marshal Ye Jianying\fn{1897-1986, born in Meixian, Guandang Province, a leading figure in arresting the Gang of
Four} joined us. One of the earliest members of the Communist party, a founder of the People’s Liberation Army,
and one of my favorite politburo members, Marshal Ye asked what I thought about the permanent preservation of
Mao’s body. I reiterated my objections. After a short silence, he said,
“Under the circumstances we have no choice but to accept the decision of the politburo, Dr. Li. But why don’t
you consult with some people you trust, some instructors at the Institute of Arts and Crafts, to see if they can
make a wax dummy of Mao? Tell them to try to make it look real. Later maybe we can use the model as a
substitute, if that becomes necessary.”
I was relieved. At least Ye Jianying, a Vice-Chairman of the Military Affairs Commission and a key member of
the politburo, would not insist on the impossible.
Wang Dongxing concurred, but told me not to say a word. To this day, I do not know how many members of
the politburo were involved in that decision. It is possible that Jiang Qing herself never knew.
I returned to Mao's sickroom. His body was still there, the room still full of medical equipment. We moved him
to a more spacious room adjacent to the conference room where the politburo was meet- ing. The temperature was
78 degrees Fahrenheit, much too high for the body. I ordered the attendants to lower the temperature to 50
degrees.
“We can’t do that,” they told me. “The top leaders are all here, and Comrade Jiang Qing has set stringent
requirements about room temperature. You have to get their permission.”
Zhongnanhai was directly connected to two of Peking’s power plants, and backup generators guaranteed heat
in the winter and air-conditioning in the summer, even if power everywhere else in the city was out. But even in
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Building 202, built especially for Mao, there was no way to control the temperature in individual rooms. I went to
the conference room and got politburo permission. The meeting adjourned shortly thereafter.
When I returned to Mao’s makeshift morgue, Zhang Bingchang and Xu Jing were just finishing the injection of
formaldehyde. I told them about the politburo’s decision to have the body permanently preserved. They were
astonished.
“It’s impossible,” they agreed. “We have no idea how to do it.” I sympathized but insisted,
“We just have to figure out some way to do it. Somebody has to go to the library at the Academy of Medical
Sciences. Find out if there are books on the subject.”
Xu Jing went immediately to the medical library and phoned us a little more than an hour later.
“There is a procedure for preserving the body for a relatively long time,” she explained. “Another large dose of
formaldehyde—as much as twelve to sixteen liters, depending on the size of the body—has to be injected within
four to eight hours of death. When the tips of the fingers and toes are filled with liquid, enough has been injected.”
But Xu Jing was still uncertain. She had found the formula in a Western journal but had no idea whether it
would work. She suggested we consult with the politburo. I spoke with Wang Dongxing.
“You people are just going to have to talk it over and decide among yourselves,” he said. “But you’d still better
ask Premier Hua’s opinion first.”
I found Hua Guofeng and told him about Xu Jing’s proposal. He thought for a while and said,
“We can’t call another meeting now. Even if we were to meet, it wouldn’t do any good. We politburo members
know nothing about these things. Why don’t you just go ahead and do it? I can’t think of any other way.”
At the makeshift morgue, Zhang Bingchang and Xu Jing had been joined by two newcomers. A man named
Chen, an intern with the department of anatomy at the Academy of Medical Sciences, was there to help administer
the formaldehyde. A Comrade Ma from the department of pathology of the Peking Hospital came as an expert in
making up the dead. I told them to begin the injection. Altogether we injected a total of twenty-two liters, some
six more than the formula called for, hoping that the extra would provide some additional guarantee.
The process took hours. We did not finish until ten o’clock in the morning.
The results were shocking. Mao's face was bloated, as round as a ball, and his neck was now the width of his
head. His skin was shiny, and the formaldehyde oozed from his pores like perspiration. His ears were swollen,
too, sticking out from his head at right angles. The corpse was grotesque. The guards and other attendants were
aghast.
“What have you done to make Chairman look so terrible?” Zhang Yufeng complained. “Do you think the
central authority will approve of what you have done?” Xu ling remained calm throughout the ordeal, but I was
worried about Zhang Bingchang. He was pale and clearly anxious.
“Don't worry,” I tried to reassure him. “We’ll think of something.” Somehow we had to restore Mao to his
original appearance, but there was no way to remove the formaldehyde.
“It’s all right if his body stays bloated,” I said. “His clothes will cover it. But we had better try to fix his face
and neck.”
“Maybe if we massage them we can squeeze some of the liquid back into the body,” Zhang suggested.
The team started working on Mao’s face with a towel and cotton balls, trying to force the liquid down into the
body. When Chen pressed a little too hard, a piece of skin on Mao’s right cheek broke off. Chen trembled in
fright.
“Don’t worry,” Ma consoled him. “We can apply some makeup.” He used a cotton swab to dab some Vaseline
and a flesh-colored liquid onto the spot. The makeup worked. The damage was invisible. The four of them
continued working until three o’clock in the afternoon. Finally, Mao’s face looked normal. His ears no longer
stuck out. The neck remained swollen, but the guards and attendants agreed that Mao looked much better—given
the circumstances. When they tried to put the suit on Mao’s body, though, his chest was so swollen the jacket
would not button. They cut a slit in the underside of the jacket and trousers to accommodate Mao’s new bulk.
Xu Shiyou, the commander of the Guangzhou Military Region, had just arrived in Peking and came to pay his
respects while we were dressing the body. Xu Shiyou was one of China’s most famous generals, a party member
since his youth and a survivor of the Long March. When still a child, Xu had been forced by poverty to become a
Buddhist monk in Henan’s Shaolin Temple, famous the world over for its martial arts. Xu’s family were peasants,
and he was never educated. The Red Army taught him to read. He was a coarse and ignorant man, but Wang
Dongxing used to say that Xu Shiyou could take on twenty men singlehanded and beat them all. Xu had never
liked Jiang Qing but was fiercely loyal to Mao.
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When he saw Mao’s body, Xu Shiyou bowed to it three times in the traditional Chinese manner. Then he
leaned forward to look at the skin on Mao’s chest. Suddenly, he turned to me and asked,
“How many go mo did the Chairman have before he died?” I
I had no idea what he was talking about.
“Everybody has twenty-four go mo,” Xu insisted. “How many did Chairman have?”
I remained speechless.
“You are a smart physician,” Xu began baiting me. “Don’t you know about go mo?”
To this day I do not know what a go mo is. Friends who know more about Buddhism than I say that Buddhists
believe that every living body has twenty-four go mo, but I knew nothing about such things.
Xu Shiyou circled the body twice, muttering to himself.
“What the devil,” he said. “Why are there bluish bruises on his body?” He bowed deeply again three times,
saluted Mao, and left.
Ma redid the makeup. Satisfied that we had done our best and that the body really did look like Mao, we
finally finished dressing him, draping the body with the Communist Party flag—the crossed hammer and sickle
against a bright red background. At around midnight on September 9-10, some twenty-four hours after his death,
we placed Mao’s body in a crystal vacuum-sealed casket. Several members of the politburo had their pictures
taken facing the coffin. Mao’s body was then loaded into the back of an ambulance. I sat with it as we left the
gates of Zhongnanhai and headed south, traveling through the darkened, deserted streets of Peking to the Great
Hall of the People, where Mao would lie in state for a week.
*
The intense power struggle that had begun during his illness was now centered on the custody of Mao’s
documents. Jiang Qing and Mao Yuanxin visited Mao’s living quarters, where Zhang Yufeng was still staying, and
asked her to give them Mao’s papers, especially transcripts of Mao’s conversations during an inspection tour in
south China from August 14 to September 12, 1971, just before Lin Biao’s disastrous abortive flight to the Soviet
Union. Mao’s talks during that trip had never been made public but were known to contain not only criticisms of
Lin and several of his closest colleagues but assessments of several other top Communist party leaders, including
Jiang Qing and her colleagues Zhang Chunqiao, Wang Hongwen, and Yao Wenyuan, soon to be labeled the Gang
of Four.
Wang Dongxing, responsible for safeguarding Mao’s documents, was staying in the Great Hall of the People
while Mao’s body lay in state, for he was also in charge of the security arrangements within the Great Hall. Tens
of thousands of carefully selected citizens were coming daily to pay their respects, and the country’s top
leadership was standing vigil. Wang knew nothing of Jiang Qing’s efforts to remove Mao’s documents until
Zhang Yaoci, the commander of the Central Garrison Corps, informed him. Wang went immediately to Zhang
Yufeng.
“Your responsibility is to take care of the documents, not to give them to others,” he yelled at her. “They
belong to the central authority of the party. No one has permission to take them away.” Zhang sobbed and
mumbled,
“Comrade Jiang Qing is a politburo member and Chairman Mao’s wife. Mao Yuanxin is his liaison to the
politburo and the Chairman’s nephew. What can I do to stop them?”
“All right,” Wang responded. “I’ll send someone here to inspect all the documents. In the meantime, you have
to ask Jiang Qing to return the papers.”
Jiang Qing refused to return the documents until Hua Guofeng insisted.
“Chairman Mao’s body has hardly turned cold,” she complained, “and already you people are trying to drive
me out.” Wang Dongxing later told me that parts of the documents seemed to have been falsified, and implied that
Jiang Qing had attempted to expunge Mao’s criticisms of her.
In the meantime, I had begun to organize a special team for the permanent preservation of Mao’s body,
recruiting more than twenty leading specialists in anatomy, pathology, and organic chemistry from medical
schools around the country. We investigated China's ancient means of preservation. Recent archaeological finds
had unearthed bodies hundreds of years old that had been astonishingly well preserved. We quickly concluded that
the ancient techniques were of no use to Mao. Buried deep in the ground, the bodies had never been exposed to
oxygen. They had been covered with a sort of balsam and immersed in a liquid that scientists thought was
mercury. The bodies had disintegrated immediately upon being exposed to the air. We wanted to know how
Lenin's body had been preserved, but China’s relations with the Soviet Union had so deteriorated that sending a
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research team there was out of the question. Instead, we sent two investigators to Hanoi to find out how Ho Chi
Minh (1890-1969) had been preserved.
The trip was a failure. No one in Vietnam was willing to explain the process, and the two researchers never
saw Ho Chi Minh’s body. They were told confidentially that Ho’s nose had already rotted away and that his beard
had fallen off.
Another two researchers in England visited Madame Tussaud’s Wax Museum to learn how to make wax
figures. The team concluded that in this technique, at least, China was already far more advanced than England.
The waxen figure of Mao made by the Institute of Arts and Crafts looked remarkably lifelike. The replicas in
Madame Tussaud’s were obviously wax.
Finally, from our reading of scientific journals, we concluded that the only way to preserve Mao’s body was
through a modification of the method we had already used. We would leave Mao’s brain intact—we did not want
to open his skull—but remove the viscera—the heart, lungs, stomach, kidneys, intestines, liver, pancreas, bladder,
gall bladder, and spleen. These we would preserve in separate jars of formaldehyde should there ever be any
question about the cause of Mao’s death. The visceral cavity would then be filled with formaldehyde-saturated
cotton. A tube inserted into Mao’s neck would allow the team to replenish the formaldehyde at periodic intervals.
The crystal coffin would be filled with helium.
Work on Mao’s body was scheduled to begin just after the official period of mourning and would be done in
the utmost secrecy. The “May 19 underground project” was our worksite.
The May 19 underground project dated back to the border clashes between China and the Soviet Union over
Zhenbao (Treasure) Island, in northernmost Heilongjiang. Sometime after the hostilities began on March 2,1969,
Mao became convinced that the Soviet Union, not the United States, was the main threat to China’s security. His
conviction led to the later detente with the United States, but in the meantime Chinese everywhere were called
upon to “dig tunnels deep, store grain everywhere, and never seek hegemony”—implying that China loved peace
even as the country prepared for war. In urban areas throughout the country, citizens were mobilized to dig
underground air-raid shelters as protection against Soviet attack. Peking is still crisscrossed with these
underground tunnels, and keepers of the underground maze boasted that the entire population of the city could be
underground in three minutes.
While the citizens of Peking were constructing these underground tunnels, the Chinese army’s corps of
engineers was secretly building the huge May 19 underground complex, named for the day in 1969 that the
decision to construct it was made. Inaccessible from the citizens’ air-raid shelters, the huge complex was to house
the military high command in time of war. It contains a highway large enough for four trucks abreast and links
Zhongnanhai, Tiananmen, the Great Hall of the People, Lin Biao's former residence of Maojiawan, and the
People’s Liberation Army 305 Hospital, in the heart of the city, with the military headquarters in the western hills
outside, where many military officials reside. In addition to the military command center, there are offices,
telephone and telegraph communications facilities, living quarters, and a modern, well-equipped hospital, for use
only in case of war. This special hospital was just underneath 305 Hospital, where I served as director, and
became our secret workplace.
Sometime after midnight on September 17, 1976, at the conclusion of the weeklong mourning period and as all
of Peking slept, Mao’s body was removed from the Great Hall of the People and placed in the back of a mini-bus.
Hua Guofeng and Wang Dongxing, riding in separate cars, joined the heavily guarded motorcade and so did the
minister and one of the vice-ministers of public health and leading members of the medical team responsible for
preserving the body. I rode in the van with Mao’s body as we raced through the darkened streets of Peking to
Maojiawan, deserted since Lin Biao’s death, where a pair of soldiers stood guard over the entrance to the
underground complex. The soldiers waved us through, and the mini-bus descended into the bowels of the
underground highway, heading for the special hospital beneath 305 Hospital, some ten to fifteen minutes away.
There, Mao’s body was removed and placed in one of the clinic's operating rooms, where work on its
preservation would soon begin. Days later, the waxen dummy arrived and was placed nearby in another locked
room, where I saw it for the first time. The skill of the artists at the Institute of Arts and Crafts was indeed
impressive. The waxen figure looked uncannily like Mao Tsetung.
Known only to a small handful of people, the two Maos, one preserved by formaldehyde and one a waxen
effigy, remained in the underground hospital for a full year, where I continued to inspect them once a week. Even
the soldiers who stood guard over the hospital had no inkling of what they were protecting. In 1977, with the
completion within Tiananmen Square of the Memorial Hall, where Mao’s body was to be put on public display,
both Maos—and the several formaldehyde-filled jars containing his vital organs—were transferred to the huge
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vault beneath the public hall. An elevator raises and lowers the remains to and from the viewing area, the exposed
casket resting on the elevator floor. Xu Jing, the female assistant researcher from the department of histology at
the Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences, who had participated in the efforts at preservation, was put in charge
both of Mao's remains and of the mausoleum where tens of thousands of ordinary Chinese and visiting foreign
tourists would come each day to pay their respects to the man who had been the chairman of the Chinese
Communist party for some forty years.
*
The memorial service for Chairman Mao was held on September 18, the day after I delivered his body to the
secret underground vault. The weather was scorchingly hot, and I arrived at Tiananmen—the Gate of Heavenly
Peace, once the southern entrance to the Forbidden City, where the emperors of the Ming and Qing dynasties had
lived—at two o’clock in the afternoon, an hour before the proceedings began. Mao’s portrait was still atop
Tiananmen, as it had been since the communist victory, and it was flanked on both sides by revolutionary slogans
proclaiming the worldwide unity of the proletariat and wishing the People’s Republic of China a life of ten
thousand years.
In the nearly thirty years since my return to China, I had come often to Tiananmen. I had been there on
October 1, 1949, when the People’s Republic of China was established, and later with Mao to review the twiceyearly parades—on the October 1 anniversaries of the founding of the People’s Republic, and again for Labor
Day, on May 1. Early in the tumultuous Cultural Revolution (1966-76), I had gone with him to review the
millions of cheering Red Guards from the country’s middle schools and universities. Today, the vast square that
stretches south of the Gate of Heavenly Peace, flanked on the west by the massive Great Hall of the People, where
Mao had lain in state, and on the east by the huge Museum of Revolutionary History, was filled with half a
million somber mourners, specially chosen for the occasion and drawn from all walks of life.
At three o’clock in the afternoon, all of China came to a halt. For three minutes, the whistles of every factory
and train in the country blasted their final tribute. An equal period of silence followed. Then, as all Chinese work
units throughout the country conducted their own tributes, Wang Hongwen opened the national service.
Looking out over the crowd, I was dripping with perspiration. The exhaustion I had managed to stave off for
months suddenly overcame me. As Hua Guofeng began the eulogy, I tottered, and had to struggle not to fall. Since
Mao’s first heart attack in May, I had been on duty night and day. I had not slept more than four hours a night. My
weight, normally 175 pounds, had dropped to 120. My mind was in a cloud during the service. I knew only that
when it was over, at last I would get some sleep. Maybe I could return to my family.
*
At five-thirty in the afternoon, I went back to my office in Zhongnanhai, curled up on the cot, and fell asleep.
Minutes later, the phone awakened me. It was Wang Dongxing. The politburo had scheduled a meeting for the
morning of September 22, four days from then, in the Great Hall of the People. We would be expected to present a
report on Mao Zedong’s illness and treatment and explain how he had died. The whole medical team was ordered
to attend, and I was to read the report.
“This is a very important meeting,” Wang emphasized. “You must be fully prepared.”
The next day, my name appeared again in the People’s Daily heading the list of Mao’s doctors.But I had not
been exonerated. The relief I had felt at reading the announcement of Mao’s death had been premature. That
statement, praising Mao’s medical care, had been a public presentation for the Chinese masses. Now, the entire
politburo would meet to make its official determination of how and why Mao died. If my report was approved, the
official verdict would be that Mao died of natural causes. The medical team would be cleared. If the politburo did
not approve my report, the consequences would be disastrous. It was a matter of life and death for me and the
entire medical staff.
I called the medical team together, and we agreed that I would draft the report and that we would reconvene to
discuss it. I began immediately, spending the entire night of September 18 and all the following morning writing.
The report was comprehensive, some fifty pages long. It began with our successful attempt to save Mao’s life
after his first congestive heart failure in January 1972 and described the progressive degeneration from his
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis and his three myocardial infarctions. I explained how Mao’s illnesses had been
diagnosed and treated and outlined the cause of his death. The medical team offered several revisions. We finally
finished the report on the morning of September 20.
Wang Dongxing did not want to read the report and suggested that Hua Guofeng review it instead. After
reading the report carefully, Hua was worried that many of the medical terms might not be clear to the politburo
members. He also said the report did not clearly state the cause of death. He asked for revisions.
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My colleagues were reluctant to change the medical terminology and thought that many of the terms would be
extremely difficult to convey in lay language. They suggested that I explain these terms orally. They were also
reluctant to ascribe Mao’s death to a single cause. He was an old man, after all, and had suffered the cumulative
effect of old age and several serious diseases. They thought I should emphasize his difficulty in breathing—the
result of his series of heart attacks, his advanced emphysema, and his motor neuron disease—as the immediate
cause.
I submitted the revised report to Hua Guofeng on September 21 and told him of my colleagues’ opinions.
“Some politburo members might raise questions at the meeting,” he warned me. “Try your best to give them a
thorough explanation—one that they will understand.”
The meeting was already in session when my colleagues and I arrived at the Great Hall of the People on the
morning of September 22. The politburo members were sitting on comfortable chairs placed in a casual circle
around the room, with small wooden tables in front of them holding cups of tea. Several notetakers from the
Bureau of Secretaries (mishuju) were there, too, and a number of younger interns were scurrying about. I sat in an
easy chair directly behind Premier Hua Guofeng and Marshal Ye Jianying, the man who had suggested making a
waxen image of Mao. Chen Xilian, the commander of the Beijing Military Region, was talking.
“I cannot do my job any more,” he was saying. “I want to be relieved of my duties.”
“Relax, Comrade Xilian,” Hua Guofeng replied. “We’ll discuss your problem later. Let’s listen to the report
from Chairman Mao’s medical team now. They have worked day and night for four months trying to save the
Chairman’s life. Dr. Li will present the report.”
I never learned why Chen Xilian wanted to resign.
Ye Jianying told me to speak loudly. Several members of the politburo were old and hard-of-hearing. I was
interrupted a number of times as various members asked about some of the medical terms.
When I began to describe how Chairman Mao had turned critically ill in June 1976, General. Xu Shiyou
suddenly rose and walked menacingly toward me.
“Why were there black-and-blue marks on the Chairman’s body?” he demanded, standing directly in front of
me. “What was the cause?”
It is a popular folk belief in China that the body of someone who has been poisoned to death will be covered
with bruises. I tried to explain.
“In the last days of his life, the Chairman could hardly breathe. He was seriously short of oxygen. That is the
reason for the bruises.”
“I have fought field battles all my life and have seen lots of dead people,” Xu challenged me. “But I never saw
anyone in that condition. When I saw the bruises on the Chairman’s body on September 9, I asked you how many
ga ma he had, but you couldn’t answer the question. I believe the Chairman was poisoned. Only poison could
produce bruises like that. We must interrogate the physicians and nurses to find out who poisoned the Chairman.”
An elaborate system to prevent Mao from being poisoned had been in effect since the first days of the People’s
Republic. I tried to explain the system to Xu.
“Each medicine we used was first agreed to by the medical team,” I explained. “A prescription was then
written, and each prescription was certified by two nurses and further verified by the doctors on duty. The
prescription was taken to the special pharmacy that serves only our top party leaders. It was then delivered in
sealed containers that could only be opened by the doctors at Mao’s side.”
“This could be a plot cooked up by everyone involved,” Xu insisted. “We have to have a thorough
investigation.”
Xu Shiyou really did believe that Mao had been poisoned as part of an elaborate plot. He suspected Jiang Qing
and her close associates were the masterminds. Unaware of how strained my relations with Jiang had been, he
thought that I and the other doctors had been persuaded to go along. When Xu Shiyou finished, the entire room
was quiet. Xu was standing in front of me, his hands on his hips. He glanced in mute accusation at Zhang
Chunqiao, who stared at the ground, his left hand propping up his chin. Jiang Qing, still in her black silk dress,
was sitting on the sofa staring at Xu. Hua Guofeng stiffened. Wang Dongxing was pretending to read documents.
Wang Hongwen, looking flushed, glanced nervously around the room. Then Marshal Ye Jianying and General Li
Desheng, commander of the Shenyang Military Region, turned to me and whispered,
“Why were there bruises on Chairman Mao’s body?”
“There were three large air bubbles in the Chairman’s left lung,” I said, “and he had pneumonia in both lungs.
He was having great difficulty breathing and was therefore seriously short of oxygen. Bruises like this—death
patches, we call them—normally appear about four hours after death. When Comrade Xu Shiyou saw the body at
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four that afternoon, Chairman had already been dead for sixteen hours.” At this moment, Mao’s widow, Jiang
Qing, rose and said,
“Comrade Xu Shiyou, the medical team has been working very hard for four months. Why don’t you just let
them finish their report?” Wang Hongwen, as though on cue, rose too, and said,
“Since Chairman turned critically ill, Guofeng, Chunqiao, Dongxing, and I were taking turns—”
Xu pushed up his sleeves and walked toward Jiang Qing. He pounded the table in front of her so hard the
teacups fell to the carpet.
“You aren’t allowing the members of the politburo to speak at politburo meeting,” he bellowed at her. “What
kind of tricks are you people playing?” Hua Guofeng intervened.
“Comrade Shiyou, let’s calm down,” he urged. He turned to me.
“Dr. Li, why don’t you and your people leave now. We’ll take up this matter later.”
The medical team, silent and despondent, returned to Zhongnanhai. I had delivered only the first ten pages of
my report.
“Director Wang Dongxing says not to say a word about what happened at the politburo meeting,” Zhang Yaoci
warned me. “You are just to wait for the politburo’s decision.”
I expected to be summoned back at any moment. At lunch, I repeated Zhang’s warning to the medical staff.
They continued to be apprehensive. None of us could eat.
*
I had expected to be accused of helping to kill Mao. The surprise was that the accusation came from Xu Shiyou
and that Jiang Qing who had done nothing but criticize the doctors during Mao’s illnes had come to our defense. I
speculated that since Jiang Qing’s close colleagues Wang Hongwen and Zhang Chunqiao had helped supervise the
medical team, they would also have to be held responsible for all medical errors. If the politburo concluded that
there had been a plot to poison Mao, then Wang Hongwen and Zhang Chunqiao would be implicated. This is why
Jiang Qing had to insist on the innocence of the medical team.
Days went by and there was no word from the politburo. I was consumed with anxiety. The members of the
medical team were told to return to their medical institutions. Some of them thought the crisis was over.
But I was not so sure. I knew, better than they, that the power struggle in Zhongnanhai had just begun. In July,
two months before Mao’s death, Wang Dongxing had told me he was considering arresting Jiang Qing
immediately, while Mao was still alive. Even as Wang Dongxing feigned indifference to her and Hua Guofeng
remained unfailingly polite, I knew that the two were going to arrest her and the radical supporters. Thus, while
Jiang Qing was behaving as though Mao’s power would soon be hers, she must have known that she was not safe.
With the power struggle still unsettled, the medical team position would remain precarious, too. Accusations and
counteraccusations about Mao’s death would be part of the debate.
And even if the power struggle were temporarily settled and Jiang Qing and her colleagues removed, how long
would it be before another struggle, another round of recriminations, began? After twenty-seven years in
Zhongnanhai, I had learned how uncertain life there could be. Having presided for twenty-two years over Mao’s
health—his illnesses and, finally, his death—I knew I would never be safe again. …
255.131 Excerpt from Oranges And Lemons; The Rhyme And The Churches\fn{by Gladys Yang aka Gladys
Margaret Taylor (1919-1999)} Peking, China (F) 13
1
Digging up the past is always a fascinating adventure: you never know what you may find! And whether
you unearth pots or paving, mummies or manuscripts, or even, by delving into dusty tomes, extract some
scrap of forgotten knowledge, there is always the excitement of treasure trove. Something has been
discovered. Another link has been forged between the past and the present.
So it is with Oranges and Lemons. The rhyme is very old indeed: its origin is lost in the mists of
antiquity. But as we try to penetrate those mists old forgotten things come to light like bright bits of
mosaic. Some are richly coloured, some are faded and chipped. Sometimes they form a little pattern,
sometimes they refuse to fit in anywhere; but what does it matter? The coloured fragments are pretty in
themselves.
The rhyme, with the passing centuries, has gathered to itself all kinds of associations—with churches, their
history and treasures; with bells, their makers and ringers; with a motley throng of priests, architects, artists and
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musicians; associations of beauty and horror. It has brought medival life close to life today, and has amassed a
store of legends.
Nobody knows when or how the rhyme began. Similar lines of doggerel are found up and down the country.
Shropshire has a particularly long jingle beginning:
A knot and a kernel
Say the bells of Acton Burnell.
And one Derbyshire bell song runs:
Ding dong for Timington!
Ten bells at Birmingham,
Two slippers and a trash,
Say the bells at Moneyash.
We’ll ring ’em down,
Say the bells of Tideswell town,\fn{Or, Taddington}
We’ll ring a merry peal,
Say the bells of Bakewell.

The idea of making rhyming couplets to fit bell-notes probably originated in our usual desire to translate
into human speech sounds that are nonhuman. Just as we have fitted phrases to the songs of birds—the
thrush’s “Stick-to-it, stick-to-it,” the yellow-hammer’s “Little-bit-of-bread-and-no-cheese,” the wood-pigeon’s
“Tak’-two-coos-Taffy-tak’-twoo-oo”—so the chiming of bells may have suggested word-sequences. Whether
they made sense was of no importance; the sing-song of the syllables was satisfying. And if by chance they
did make sense and contain some germ of truth, so much the better. There was a legend that the bells of St.
Giles, Cripplegate, formerly sounded like the brickbats and tiles attributed to them in the rhyme; but this may
have been a base libel.
The rhymes up and down the country show the influence of different places, and judging by the
parish names London definitely seems to be the native home of “Oranges and Lemons;” indeed, the
version given in Gammer Gurton’s Garland (1810) is entitled “The Merry Bells of London Town,” and
begins with the couplet,
Gay go up and gay go down
To ring the bells of London Town.

This, however, is not the earliest record. In the third edition of Playford’s Dancing Master (1665)
“Oringes and Lemons” appeared as the name of a square-for-eight dance; but the rhyme itself was first
printed in 1744, in Tom Thumb’s Pretty Song Book, Voll. II. This publication, the earliest known book of
nursery rhymes, was only 3 inches by 1 inche in size, and was “Sold by Mr. Cooper According to Act of
Parliam[ent].” The tiny chapbook was sold for a few pence; but who can estimate the value today of the
sole surviving copy of Voll. II, now in the British Museum?
The rhyme has not changed appreciably in the past two hundred years. In its first printed version it appeared
as:
Two Sticks and Apple,
Ring ye Bells at Whitechapple,
Old Father Bald Pate,
Ring ye Bells Aldgate,
Maids in white Aprons,
Ring ye Bells a St. Catherines,
Oranges and Lemmons,
Ring ye Bells at St. Clemens,
When will you pay me,
Ring ye Bells at ye Old Bailey,
When I am rich,
Ring ye Bells at Fleetditch,
When will that be,
Ring ye Bells at Stepney,
When I am old,
Ring ye Bells at Pauls.
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Other variants appeared in 1760, 1788, 1805 and 1810. The maids in white aprons vanished, Bow took the
place of Pauls, Fleetditch gave way to Shoreditch, other churches crept into the rhyme. And in 1874 the
words, with the music, were included in the Baby’s Opera, illustrated by Walter Crane.
At first there was no undue stress on oranges and lemons; in the versions of 1760 and 1805 that couplet
does not even appear. But later on the two churches of St. Clement, Eastcheap, and St. Clement Danes both
claimed to be closely associated with the rhyme, and at the latter this association of “Oranges and Lemons”
with the church was cultivated for many years before the war,\fn{ The author means this reference, here and elsewhere,
to World War II:H } so that finally St. Clement Danes was identified with the rhyme in the popular mind.
Both churches have some foundation for their claim. Long ago, when the Thames was more used as a
thoroughfare, citrus fruits from the Mediterranean that came to London by ship were unloaded below the
bridge and then taken in barges to the quays higher up the river. Some fruit would go to the big market in
Eastcheap, some would be carried by porters to Clare Market. Part of their route lay through Clement’s Inn,
and at one time a toll was levied and divided among the tenants of the Inn who were inconvenienced by the
passing through of the porters. This gave rise to a pleasant custom. Annually, on New Year’s Day, each tenant
was expected to give half a crown to the porters, and was in his turn presented with an orange.
The study of nursery rhymes is most intriguing. The majority of them were not compiled for the young, but
originated as lampoons and skits, fragments of folk songs (as “One misty moisty morning”), prayers
(“Matthew, Mark, Luke and John, Bless the bed that I lie on”), tavern songs, proverbs, songs of war and
rebellion—in fact, anything that pertained to the life of the people. Among the best-known squibs are: “Mary,
Mary, quite contrary,” who was Mary Tudor. The silver bells were the sacring bells of the mass; “cockleshells”
represented the insignia of pilgrims; and “pretty maids all in a row” were nuns. “Little Jack Horner” was an
abbot of Glastonbury who at the Dissolution contrived to secure for himself a veritable plum—the manor and
church of Mells, one of the loveliest small estates in Somerset. “Lucy Locket” and Kitty Fisher were
celebrated courtesans in the time of Charles II.
So we might continue through history. The children of Stuart and early Hanoverian days were expected to
be replicas of adults in understanding as well as in costume. They heard and sang these songs, often without
grasping their meaning, but in the demanding way of childhood insisting on exact repetition of words and
music. In this way the rhymes were faithfully preserved and handed down orally long after their original
significance was forgotten.
Both versions of “Oranges and Lemons,” the long and the short, are authentic.\fn{ In what follows it is probably
necessary to reproduce both versions of this song as a ready reference. W reproduces the short verson thus: Oranges and lemons, | Say
the bells of St. Clement’s. | You owe me five farthings, | Say the bells of St. Martin’s. | When will you pay me? | Say the bells of Old
Bailey. | When I grow rich, | Say the bells of Shoreditch. | When will that be? | Say the bells of Stepney. | I do not know, | Says the
great bell of Bow. | Here comes a candle to light you to bed, | And here comes a chopper to chop off your head! || W reproduces the
long version thus: Gay go up and gay go down, | To ring the bells of London town. | Oranges and lemons, | Say the bells of St.
Clement’s. | Bull’s eyes and targets, | Say the bells of St. Margret’s. | Brickbats and tiles, | Say the bells of St. Giles’. | Halfpence and
farthings, | Say the bells of St. Martin’s. | Pancakes and fritters, | Say the bells of St. Peter’s. | Two sticks and an apple, | Say the bells
of Whitechapel. | Pokers and tongs, | Say the bells of St. John’s. | Kettles and pans, | Say the bells of St. Ann’s. | Old Father Baldpate, |
Say the slow bells of Aldgate. | You owe me ten shillings, | Say the bells of St. Helen’s. | When will you pay me? | Say the bells of Old
Bailey. | When I grow rich, | Say the bells of Shoreditch. | Pray when will that be? | Say the bells of Stepney. | I do not know, | Says
the great bell of Bow. | Here comes a candle to light you to bed, | Here comes a chopper to chop off your head. | Chop chop chop chop
| The last man’s dead! W adds that “the final two lines of the modern version were first collected by James Orchard Halliwell (1820-1889)
in the 1840s.”}

“Gay go up” seems to have been used for a round game resembling “Ring o’ Roses.” Each child in the ring
sang a bell couplet in turn, then all the children danced round in rollicking fashion with plenty of stamping,
while they sang in chorus:
Gay go up and gay go down
To ring the bells of London Town.

There was no “chopper” nor tug-of-war. Round singing of this kind was probably a relic of Celtic festivity, and
was performed by the Druids.
Everyone must surely be familiar with the game as it is played today: it has spread to so many countries.
In Nottinghamshire it was at one time played as “Tarts and cheese-cakes,” and another version began with
“Plum pudding and roast beef.” But the procedure is always the same. Two taller children secretly choose
their names, one representing “Oranges” and the other “Lemons.” They hold up their clasped hands to make
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an arch, and the rest of the players pass under in a long file, holding on to each other, and singing the rhyme
in its shorter version. When they reach “to chop off your head” those forming the arch continue “chop, chop,
chop chop.” at each repetition letting their arms fall lightly on the shoulders of successive children in the file.
With the final “chop” the upraised arms fall heavily, and a child is caught and imprisoned between them. The
others retire out of earshot, and the prisoner is secretly asked which he prefers—oranges or lemons. Having
made his choice he is sent to stand behind whichever of the leaders he has unwittingly selected.
The game then proceeds as before; and when all the children have been caught and have made their
choice of leader, there is a tug-of-war between the two sides of “Oranges” and “Lemons.”
*
This shorter version holds a deeper significance than the long one, and now the bright fragments of our mosaic
will be shifted hither and thither in the effect to make an intelligible pattern. The play of children in this game
reflects events that took place in the adult world, and an interesting theory has been put forward by Lady Gomme,
the well-known authority on folk-lore. She suggests that the game represents a contest and a punishment; the
contest being between two opposing parties, either of different parishes or of different social ranks, such as barons
and the common folk.
Contests between parishes, or wards of parishes, were common in mediaeval England, and were usually
carried out with the aid of a rope or a football. The thickly crowded parishes of London would offer grand
opportunities for matches of this kind, though they probably took place in other parts of the country as well.
One authority has preserved an old song of the bells of Derby on Shrove Tuesday mornings, which goes like this:
Pancakes and fritters,
Say All Saints and St. Peter’s;
When will the ball come,
Say the bells of Alkum;
At two they will throw,
Says St. Werabo,\fn{ St. Werburgh }
O! very well,
Says little Michael.

These words were chanted in the streets before the great annual game of football, which was played with a
very large ball by one half of the town against the other half. In such a match oranges and lemons would probably
not be fruits but the colours of the two opposing parties. Adherents naturally wore the colours of their chiefs, just
as political enthusiasts today sport the colours of their party. Bells of the parish churches played their part in these
competitions, first calling the citizens together to take part or to watch, then ringing for the victors.
The last two lines of the rhyme are absurdly irrelevant: they go off at a tangent regardless of the other
couplets, and here one is reminded of the forgotten fears and evils that lurked in the background of some
nursery rhymes. To give but two examples: “Ring a Ring o’ Roses” is supposed by some folklorists to refer to
the Great Plague of 1665. The “ring o’ roses” were the fatal plague spots, and the “pocket full of posies” the
bunches of sweet-smelling herbs that people carried as a means of disinfectant. “Tish-oo, tish-oo, all fall down”
described the suddenness of the attack and its usually quick and fatal ending.
While this interpretation is not universally accepted, we are on surer ground with “London Bridge is Broken
Down.” This takes us right back to the time when the Danes destroyed London’s only bridge across the
Thames. It was most important that the new structure should be strong and enduring, but evil was at work; in
earlier and more lengthy versions of the rhyme even stone was washed away, implying sinister supernatural
opposition. And so a watchman was appointed to guard the bridge against the malicious forces of Nature; and he
was given a dog that barked all night.\fn{ See on this The Oxford Dictionary of Nursery Rhymes, 1951 edition} In later times
the watchman and his dog were dropped out of the rhyme, and superstition gave way to common sense: the bridge
was rebuilt of elm timber in 1163, and thirteen years after it was decided to put up a stone structure. This was
completed in 1209.
When we come to “Oranges and Lemons” there is no doubt about the shadow of evil. Lady Gomme
regards the last couplet as the punishment part of the game, and offers a macabre explanation. A medival
criminal on his way to execution was accompanied by torches and the tolling of bells; hence “a candle to
light you to bed” had the horrible association of these flickering corpse-lights that accompanied the funeral
procession and lit the victim to his doom, and was perhaps yet another reason for the inclusion of church
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bells—tolling this time—in the game. The monotonous chanting, all on one note, of these final lines would
imitate the tolling of a bell.
The “chopper to chop off your head” refers to the execution of traitors: the funeral torches of criminals, the
axes of executioners, and the severed heads displayed on pikes would be familiar objects in the Middle Ages and
later times. Little do our children dream, as they run under the arched arms and are laughingly caught by the
“chopper,” that their game is the shadow of a once-true and dreadful reality.
A contest and a punishment: but surely something has gone wrong here? One would expect an execution to
take place after the contest, when it was known who were the victors and who the vanquished; yet, with a
complete disregard of chronology, the proceedings have been reversed, and the traitor, after losing his head, is
secretly invited to throw in his lot with one party or the other, and then pulls his weight in a contest of strength.
It seems quite crazy; but the reversal of events could quite well happen during the slow passing of centuries, as
the original significance of the game and its episodes was forgotten. Or the last two lines may be part of an
entirely different game that has somehow become grafted on to this one. Again we are left guessing.
*
The “Oranges and Lemons” churches in the short version, recognised as belonging to the rhyme today, are: St.
Clement Danes; St. Martin-in-the-Fields; St. Sepulchre, Holborn; St. Leonard, Shoreditch; St. Dunstan, Stepney;
[and] St. Mary-le-Bow. Up to the outbreak of war all these had fine peals of bells; but some have been silenced—
only temporarily, one hopes.
With regard to the churches mentioned in the long version, it is impossible to know how or why they were
chosen. The rhymes are probably very much corrupted, and their origin is so hazy and uncertain that we
cannot tell if they had any special significance. The churches and saints may have been chosen at random, or
by reason of their propinquity or popularity, or for the sake of their bells; any explanation is possible. And
the fact that dedications to the same saint were frequently duplicated and reduplicated among the churches
makes the task of identification still more hopeless. Who can say with certainty at this late date which
particular church of St. Martin or St. Ann or St. Peter was referred to hundreds of years ago?
We can only be on the safe side by including them all.
2
From the very earliest times bells have played an important part in the life of this country. Their music is
woven into the fabric of our history, and runs like a gleaming silver thread through the multi coloured tapestry
of events. Bells have shared in the joys and sorrows of the nation: they have proclaimed victories, rejoiced at
coronations and jubilees and uttered thanksgivings; they have warned of dangers and raised alarms; mourned
in muffled tones for the death of sovereigns and heroes. Some of these occasions are noted in the accounts of
St. Mary Hill, in the City of London:
1509 Paid to sevyn men that rong the bellis when the Kings grace\fn{ Henry VIII} went to Westmynster to be crownyd
… 0.1.0
1536 For rynging the grete bell six hours for Queen Jane, and for ringing the bellis divers peles for the
same … 0.2.6

And at St. Margaret’s, Westminster, we find:
1553 Paid for bread and drink on Ash Wednesday, to the ringers at the Victory and overthrow of Wyat and his adherents
… 0.0.8
1586 Paid for ringing at the beheading of the Queen of Scotts … 0.1.0
1605 Paid the ringers for the ringing at the time when the Parliament Hous should have been blown up
… 0.10.0

In our own time church bells were silenced during the war, and were only to be rung in case of invasion.
Always, as the story of our country slowly unfolds, the bells play their part in it.
There were no clocks in mediaeval times, nor factory buzzers; the daily life of the people was
regulated by bells that rang from the church, and often bells of different tone or pitch were used for
different functions. They summoned men to work, and told them when it was time to stop. An inscrip tion
on a Coventry bell says:
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I ring at six to let men know
when too and from theair worke to go. 1675.

Bells gave warning of fire, and by the sounding of the curfew ( couvre-feu) told the moment for
covering or extinguishing household fires against incendiary outbreak that might so easily occur where
dwellings were made of wood. The Mote or Com mon bell summoned citizens to meetings; and in the
rural districts Harvest and Gleaning bells set a limit to those labours, and the Oven bell told tenants when
the lord’s oven was ready to receive their bread for baking. Such were some of the everyday signals.
The Church was not slow to grasp the opportunities offered by bells. She used the bell-founders’ art as she
used that of builders, sculptors, painters and musicians “to adorn the beauty of holiness.” The first bell-founders
were monks, but later on founding became an ordinary trade. Some of the craftsmen were itinerant, like tinkers,
and travelled from place to place wherever there was a demand for their work. Others remained stationary,
and as far back as the thirteenth century Beizettars’, or Belyetters’, Lane (Bell-founders’ Lane) denoted the
spot where this craft was practised in the City of London. The little thoroughfare survives today under the
corrupted name of Billiter Street; it connects Leaden-hail Street with Fenchurch Street.
Besides calling folk to worship, the church bells marked the saints’ days and canonical hours; they
announced festivals, processions, litanies and stages of the service, so that those unable to be present might
unite in spirit with the worshippers. It is interesting to note which of these ringings survive today and which
have been discontinued.
The Sermon bell warned listeners of the inclusion of a sermon in the service. Sermons were by no means a
usual and inevitable occurrence: in Elizabeth I’s day preachers had to be specially licensed, and a licence was
only granted after strict examination had shown the applicant to be a suitable person with the right religious
views. A bell at Blakeney was inscribed:
I ring to sermon with a lvsty bome
that all may come and none may stop at home.

The Sanctus bell was rung in the church tower during mass at “Sanctus, Sanctus, Sanctus, Dominus Deus
Sabaoth,” not only to warn the illiterate congregation to bow the head in solemn worship of the Trinity, but to
remind others outside: the Sacring bell was often hung on the rood screen, and was rung at the Elevation of
the Host. The Angelus, rung at 6:00 a.m., noon and 6:00 p.m. daily, commemorated the angelic visit to the
Virgin Mary, and was sometimes known as the Gabriel bell. Pancake bells reminded people to get shriven before
Ash Wednesday. In Poor Robin’s Almanack for 1684 is the couplet:
Hark I hear the Pancake bell
And fritters make a gallant smell.

Man was companioned through life by bells, and when death approached the Houseling bell, a small handbell, was carried tinkling before the Sacrament that was taken to a sick person, and the Passing bell asked for
the prayers of hearers when his end came. At the last rites the Lych bell was rung ahead of the funeral
procession. With all this secular and sacred chiming a constant tintinnabulation must have filled the medivaI
air.
Bells were always solemnly dedicated and blessed, and as this was supposed to give them supernatural
influence they were rung to banish evil spirits, plague, tempests and lightning. An old Latin inscription
expresses their functions as rhythmically as though the bells themselves were swinging to it:
Funera plango, fulgura frango, Sabbata pango,
Excito lentos, dissipo ventos, pace cruentos.\fn{ I mourn for death, I break the lightning, I fix the Sabbath, I rouse the lazy, I scatter the winds, I
appease the cruel.}

The dedications were usually to saints, and the inscriptions stamped on the bells were of endless variety.
Generally, in the Middle Ages, there was simply the saint’s name followed by a prayer: “Augustine, protect thy
bell and keep it sound” (translation); but some bore rhyming verses, and others had the names of donors and
asked for prayers for their souls:
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O thou blyssid Trinite
Of Brian Rodlyff haf pyte.

Occasionally one finds a simple statement such as
Robertus Stanchav Skyhere\fn{ Squire } me let make

or an inscription derived from Scripture or the Liturgy: many London bells have Sit nomen for Sit nomen
Domini benedictum\fn{ Blessed be the name of the Lord }. The decoration on old bells was beautiful with Gothic
lettering and elaborate initials, crosses, shields, emblems and the trademarks of founders.
At first the church towers contained only one, or possibly two, heavy bells which clanged effectively on
all occasions; but by mediva1 times all the London churches probably had three to five bells, and the more
important ones six. Can we not hear those three to five notes—especially three (G, B, D) emphasised in the
tune of “Oranges and Lemons”? And then another church answering at a different pitch, but with the same range
of notes?
Tuning was a very rough and ready business in those days; the rim of the bell was merely chipped
away to alter the pitch; as long as there was some difference between the sounds, that was all that
mattered. But jangling discords overhead seem to blend harmoniously, and the bells of the crowded City
churches must have clashed gloriously together.
In later years the art of bell-ringing split into two branches, carillon-playing and change-ringing. The
people of the Low Countries tuned their bells so as to produce carillons; these require thirty-six to forty-two
bells. So-called carillon tunes which are repeated at certain hours of the day (as formerly at St. Clement
Danes and St. Giles, Cripplegate) are played automatically by means of pins set in revolv ing drums, on the
same principle as a musical box or barrel-organ.
True carillon music is played on a keyboard of long wooden pegs resembling a clumsy primitive piano.
The carilloneur wears bands of leather to protect his clenched fists as he smites the wooden “keys”; and
pedals operate the bigger deep-sounding bells. Those who have stood at windy street corners in Bruges or
Malines will remember how enchanting and other-worldly is this music tossed about in the sky. Cascades of
sweet bell-notes are caught up and blown on the wind, and little clanging chords hang in the air.
Here in England we moved on to change-ringing with rope and wheel. It took strength and skill to set the
bells swinging in the belfries, and bell-ringing became a recognised sport practised not only by ordinary
ringers but by students at the universities, lawyers and country gentlemen. It has been com pared to rowing, for
both require utmost strength, perfect timing, and concord among members of the band.
The oldest known company of ringers was probably the Brethren of the Gild of Westminster, which dated
from 1254: their music must have been extremely haphazard, as no rules then existed for change-ringing. Later
came the Gild of St. Paul’s (1507) and the Schollers of Chepesyde (1603), who became the Royal Society of
Cumberland Youths.
The Puritans considered bell-ringing superstitious and Sabbath-breaking, to say the least. Music of any
kind was impious in their eyes; organs were disallowed in the churches, and to ring more than one bell before
a service was as heinous a crime as murder or adultery. And yet comparatively few bells were destroyed
during the Commonwealth—perhaps because it meant the labour and discomfort of climbing towers to hunt
giddily for Popish inscriptions. Where the Puritan influence was chiefly felt was in the casting of bells; the
work of the foundries was checked during the Civil War, and for a short time after the Restoration little or no
casting was done. However, there was an abundance of second-hand bells which had been confiscated at the
Dissolution, and these had perforce to be used.
As a result of the ban on church bells, change-ringing became purely secular in the seventeenth century.
Bell-ringing societies were formed, and their members travelled from belfry to belfry in London and up and
down the country, taking a turn at ringing whenever the opportunity arose. Many of these were small
companies that lasted only a short time; but of those that survive, the Ancient Society of College Youths
boasts records that go back to 1637. This company derived its name from “The College of the Holy Ghost
and Hospital of God’s House,” situated in College Hill, which was founded by Sir Richard Whittington in
1424.\fn{More likely, the money to refurbish the original foundation was bequeathed in his will, and the place renamed
“Whittington Hospital” in his memory, since he died in 1423. However that may be, I append a tale of his cat (first recorded in
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1605) which may be of some interest, and in honor my own cat, Daisy, a very gentle, very small tiger-striped female, of whom I am
very fond. The text is from a website called “CatStuff”:H. || “In the reign of the famous King Edward III there was a little boy called
Dick Whittington whose father and mother died when he was very young. As poor Dick was not old enough to work, he was very badly off;
he got but little for his dinner, and sometimes nothing at all for his breakfast; for the people who lived in the village were very poor indeed,
and could not spare him much more than the parings of potatoes, and now and then a hard crust of bread. ¶ Now Dick had heard many,
many very strange things about the great city called London; for the country people at that time thought that folks in London were all fine
gentlemen and ladies; and that there was singing and music there all day long; and that the streets were all paved with gold. ¶ One day a
large wagon and eight horses, all with bells at their heads, drove through the village while Dick was standing by the signpost. He thought
that this wagon must be going to the fine town of London; so he took courage, and asked the wagoner to let him walk with him by the side
of the waggon. As soon as the wagoner heard that poor Dick had no father or mother, and saw by his ragged clothes that he could not be
worse off than he was, he told him he might go if he would, so off they set together. ¶ So Dick got safe to London, and was in such a hurry
to see the fine street paved all over with gold that he did not even stay to thank the kind wagoner; but ran off as fast as his legs would carry
him, through many of the streets, thinking every moment to come to those that were paved with gold; for Dick had seen a guinea three
times in his own little village, and remembered what a deal of money it brought in change; so he thought he had nothing to do but to take
up some little bits of the pavement, and should then have as much money as he could wish for. ¶ Poor Dick ran till he was tired, and had
quite forgot his friend the waggoner; but at last, finding it grow dark, and that every way he turned he saw nothing but dirt instead of gold,
he sat down in a dark corner and cried himself to sleep. ¶ Little Dick was all night in the streets; and next morning, being very hungry, he
got up and walked about, and asked everybody he met to give him a halfpenny to keep him from starving; but nobody stayed to answer
him, and only two or three gave him a halfpenny; so that the poor boy was soon quite weak and faint for the want of victuals. In this
distress he asked charity of several people and one of them said crossly: ‘Go to work for an idle rogue.’ ‘That I will,’ said Dick, ‘I will go to
work for you, if you will let me.’ But the man only cursed at him and went on. ¶ At last a good-natured-looking gentleman saw how hungry
he looked. ‘Why don’t you go to work, my lad?’ said he to Dick. ‘That I would, but I do not know how to get any,’ answered Dick. ‘If you
are willing, come along with me,’ said the gentleman, and took him to a hay-field, where Dick worked briskly, and lived merrily till the hay
was made. ¶ After this he found himself as badly off as before; and being almost starved again, he laid himself down at the door of Mr
Fitzwarren, a rich merchant. Here he was soon seen by the cook-maid, who was an ill-tempered creature, and happened just then to be very
busy dressing dinner for her master and mistress; so she called out to poor Dick: ‘What business have you there, you lazy rogue? There is
nothing else but beggars. If you do not take yourself away, we will see how you will like a sousing of some dish-water; I have some here
hot enough to make you jump.’ ¶ Just at that time Mr Fitzwarren himself came home to dinner; and when he saw a dirty ragged boy lying at
the door, he said to him: ‘Why do you lie there, my boy? You seem old enough to work; I am afraid you are inclined to be lazy.’ ¶ ‘No,
indeed, sir,’ said Dick to him, ‘that is not the case, for I would work with all my heart, but I do not know anybody, and I believe I am very
sick for the want of food.’ ¶ ‘Poor fellow, get up; let me see what ails you.’ ¶ Dick now tried to rise, but was obliged to lie down again,
being too weak to stand, for he had not eaten any food for three days, and was no longer able to run about and beg a halfpenny of people in
the street. So the kind merchant ordered him to be taken into the house, and have a good dinner given him, and be kept to do what work he
was able to do for the cook. ¶ Little Dick would have lived very happy in this good family if it had not been for the ill-natured cook. She
used to say: ¶ ‘You are under me, so look sharp; clean the spit and the dripping-pan, make the fires, wind up the jack, and do all the scullery
work nimbly, or —, and she would shake the ladle at him. Besides, she was so fond of basting that when she had no meat to baste she
would baste poor Dick’s head and shoulders with a broom, or anything else that happened to fall in her way. At last her ill-usage of him was
told to Alice, Mr Fitzwarren’s daughter, who told the cook she should be turned away if she did not treat him kinder. ¶ The behaviour of the
cook was now a little better; but besides this, Dick had another hardship to get over. His bed stood in a garret, where there were so many
holes in the floor and the walls that every night he was tormented with rats and mice. A gentleman having given Dick a penny for cleaning
his shoes, he thought he would buy a cat with it. The next day he saw a girl with a cat, and asked her, ‘Will you let me have that cat for a
penny?’ The girl said: ‘Yes, that I will, master, though she is an excellent mouser.’ ¶ Dick hid his cat in the garret, and always took care to
carry a part of his dinner to her; and in a short time he had no more trouble with the rats and mice, but slept quite sound every night. ¶ Soon
after this, his master had a ship ready to sail; and as it was the custom that all his servants should have some chance for good fortune as
well as himself, he called them all into the parlour and asked them what they would send out. ¶ They all had something that they were
willing to venture except poor Dick, who had neither money nor goods, and therefore could send nothing. For this reason he did not come
into the parlour with the rest; but Miss Alice guessed what was the matter, and ordered him to be called in. She then said: ‘I will lay down
some money for him, from my own purse’; but her father told her: ‘This will not do, for it must be something of his own.’ ¶ When poor
Dick heard this, he said: ‘I have nothing but a cat which I bought for a penny some time since of a little girl.’ ¶ ‘Fetch your cat then, my
lad,’ said Mr Fitzwarren, ‘and let her go.’ ¶ Dick went upstairs and brought down poor puss, with tears in his eyes, and gave her to the
captain; ‘for,’ he said, ‘I shall now be kept awake all night by the rats and mice.’ All the company laughed at Dick’s odd venture; and Miss
Alice, who felt pity for him, gave him some money to buy another cat. ¶ This, and many other marks of kindness shown him by Miss Alice,
made the ill-tempered cook jealous of poor Dick, and she began to use him more cruelly than ever, and always made game of him for
sending his cat to sea. She asked him: ‘Do you think your cat will sell for as much money as would buy a stick to beat you?’ ¶ At last poor
Dick could not bear this usage any longer, and he thought he would run away from his place; so he packed up his few things, and started
very early in the morning, on All-Hallows Day, the first of November. He walked as far as Holloway; and there sat down on a stone, which
to this day is called ‘Whittington’s Stone’, and began to think to himself which road he should take. ¶ While he was thinking what he
should do, the Bells of Bow Church, which at that time were only six, began to ring, and at their sound seemed to say to him: ‘Turn again,
Whittington, Thrice Lord Mayor of London.’ ¶ ‘Lord Mayor of London!’ said he to himself. ‘Why, to be sure, I would put up with almost
anything now, to be Lord Mayor of London, and ride in a fine coach, when I grow to be a man! Well, I will go back, and think nothing of
the cuffing and scolding of the old cook, if I am to be Lord Mayor of London at last.’ ¶ Dick went back, and was lucky enough to get into
the house, and set about his work before the old cook came downstairs. ¶ We must now follow Miss Puss to the coast of Africa. The ship
with the cat on board was a long time at sea; and was at last driven by the winds on a part of the coast of Barbary, where the only people
were the Moors, unknown to the English. The people came in great numbers to see the sailors, because they were of different colour to
themselves, and treated them civilly; and, when they became better acquainted, were very eager to buy the fine things that the ship was
loaded with. ¶ When the captain saw this, he sent patterns of the best things he had to the king of the country; who was so much pleased
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with them that he sent for the captain to the palace. Here they were placed, as it is the custom of the country, on rich carpets flowered with
gold and silver. The king and queen were seated at the upper end of the room; and a number of dishes were brought in for dinner. They had
not sat long, when a vast number of rats and mice rushed in, and devoured all the meat in an instant. The captain wondered at this, and
asked if these vermin were not unpleasant. ¶ ‘Oh, yes,’ said they, ‘very offensive; and the king would give half his treasure to be freed of
them, for they not only destroy his dinner, as you see, but they assault him in his chamber, and even in bed, so that he is obliged to be
watched while he is sleeping, for fear of them.’ ¶ The captain jumped for joy; he remembered poor Whittington and his cat, and told the
king he had a creature on board the ship that would dispatch all these vermin immediately. The king jumped so high at the joy which the
news gave him that his turban dropped off his head. ‘Bring this creature to me,’ says he; ‘vermin are dreadful in a court, and if she will
perform what you say, I will load your ship with gold and jewels in exchange for her.’ ¶ The captain, who knew his business, took his
opportunity to set forth the merits of Miss Puss. He told his majesty: ‘It is not very convenient to part with her, as, when she is gone, the
rats and mice may destroy the goods in the ship — but to oblige your majesty, I will fetch her.’ ¶ ‘Run, run!’ said the queen; ‘I am impatient
to see the dear creature.’ ¶ Away went the captain to the ship, while another dinner was got ready. He put Puss under his arm, and arrived at
the place just in time to see the table full of rats. When the cat saw them, she did not wait for bidding, but jumped out of the captain’s arms,
and in a few minutes laid almost all the rats and mice dead at her feet. The rest of them in their fright scampered away to their holes. ¶ The
king was quite charmed to get rid so easily of such plagues, and the queen desired that the creature who had done them so great a kindness
might be brought to her, that she might look at her. Upon which the captain called: ‘Pussy, pussy, pussy!’ and she came to him. He then
presented her to the queen, who started back, and was afraid to touch a creature who had made such a havoc among the rats and mice.
However, when the captain stroked the cat and called: ‘Pussy, pussy’, the queen also touched her and cried: ‘Putty, putty’, for she had not
learned English. He then put her down on the queen’s lap, where she purred and played with her majesty’s hand, and then purred herself to
sleep. ¶ The king, having seen the exploits of Miss Puss, and being informed that her kittens would stock the whole country, and keep it
free from rats, bargained with the captain for the whole ship’s cargo, and then gave him ten times as much for the cat as all the rest
amounted to. ¶ The captain then took leave of the royal party, and set sail with a fair wind for England, and after a happy voyage arrived
safe in London. ¶ One morning, early, Mr Fitzwarren had just come to his counting-house and seated himself at the desk, to count over the
cash, and settle the business for the day, when somebody came tap, tap, at the door. ‘Who’s there?’ said Mr Fitzwarren. ‘A friend,’ answered
the other; ‘I come to bring you good news of your ship Unicorn.’ The merchant, bustling up in such a hurry that he forgot his gout, opened
the door, and who should he see waiting but the captain and factor, with a cabinet of jewels and a bill of lading; when he looked at this the
merchant lifted up his eyes and thanked Heaven for sending him such a prosperous voyage. ¶ They then told the story of the cat, and
showed the rich present that the king and queen had sent for her to poor Dick. As soon as the merchant heard this, he called out to his
servants: ‘Go send him in, and tell him of his fame; Pray call him Mr Whittington by name.’ ¶ Mr Fitzwarren now showed himself to be a
good man; for when some of his servants said so great a treasure was too much for him, he answered: ‘God forbid I should deprive him of
the value of a single penny; it is his own, and he shall have it to a farthing.’ ¶ He then sent for Dick, who at that time was scouring pots for
the cook, and was quite dirty. He would have excused himself from coming into the counting-house, saying, ‘The room is swept, and my
shoes are dirty and full of hob-nails.’ But the merchant ordered him to come in. ¶ Mr Fitzwarren ordered a chair to be set for him, and so he
began to think they were making game of him, and at the same time said to them: ‘Do not play tricks with a poor simple boy, but let me go
down again, if you please, to my work.’ ¶ ‘Indeed, Mr Whittington,’ said the merchant, ‘we are all quite in earnest with you, and I most
heartily rejoice in the news that these gentlemen have brought you; for the captain has sold your cat to the King of Barbary, and brought
you in return for her more riches than I possess in the whole world; and I wish you may long enjoy them!’ ¶ Mr Fitzwarren then told the
men to open the great treasure they had brought with them, and said: ‘Mr Whittington has nothing to do but to put it in some place of
safety.’ ¶ Poor Dick hardly, knew how to behave himself for joy. He begged his master to take what part of it he pleased, since he owed it
all to his kindness. ‘No, no,’ answered Mr Fitzwarren, ‘this is all your own; and I have no doubt but you will use it well.’ ¶ Dick next asked
his mistress, and then Miss Alice, to accept a part of his good fortune; but they would not, and at the same time told him they felt great joy
at his good success. But this poor fellow was too kind-hearted to keep it all to himself; so he made a present to the captain, the mate, and
the rest of Mr Fitzwarren’s servants; and even to the ill-natured old cook. ¶ After this Mr Fitzwarren advised him to send for a proper tailor,
and get himself dressed like a gentleman; and told him he was welcome to live in his house till he could provide himself with a better. ¶
When Whittington’s face was washed, his hair curled, his hat cocked, and he was dressed in a nice suit of clothes, he was as handsome and
genteel as any young man who visited at Mr Fitzwarren’s; so that Miss Alice, who had once been so kind to him, and thought of him with
pity, now looked upon him as fit to be her sweetheart; and the more so, no doubt, because Whittington was now always thinking what he
could do to oblige her, and making her the prettiest presents that could be. ¶ Mr Fitzwarren soon saw their love for each other, and proposed
to join them in marriage; and to this they both readily agreed. A day for the wedding was soon fixed; and they were attended to church by
the Lord Mayor, the court of aldermen, the sheriffs, and a great number of the richest merchants in London, whom they afterwards treated
with a very rich feast. ¶ History tells us that Mr Whittington and his lady lived in great splendour, and were very happy. They had several
children. He was Sheriff of London, thrice Lord Mayor, and received the honour of knighthood by Henry V. ¶ He entertained this king and
his queen at dinner, after his conquest of France, so grandly, that the king said: ‘Never had prince such a subject’; when Sir Richard heard
this, he said: ‘Never had subject such a prince.’ ¶ The figure of Sir Richard Whittington with his cat in his arms, carved in stone, was to be
seen till the year 1780 over the archway of the old prison at Newgate, which he built for criminals.” }

The Society grew out of an earlier band of priests and laymen who used to ring the bells of St. Michael
Paternoster Royal (Whittington’s church, heavily damaged in World War II, but since rebuilt) and St.
Martin’s Vintry, both of which adjoined the College. Incidentally, it is to the Ancient Society that we owe the
opening couplet of “Oranges and Lemons.” During the years 1725 and 1726 they often rang the famous bells
of St. Bride’s Church, and so beautifully that Fleet Street was crowded with the carriages of the nobility and
gentlefolk who came to listen to the bell-music. The ringers also were men of high degree, and this brilliant
assemblage gave rise to the lines
Gay go up and gay go down
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To ring the bells of London Town

Another band well known today is the Royal Society of Cumberland Youths. They took this name in 1746 as a
compliment to the victor of Culloden.
As time went on more “changes” were invented and worked out on mathematical lines, and bells were rehung
in a different fashion to make the ringing of these intricate chimes easier. Fabian Stedman,\fn{ 1640-1713} of
Cambridge, may be called the father of change-ringing. He invented various peals, some of which are known by
his name—e.g. Stedman Triples, Stedman Cinques, Stedman Caters—and in 1668 he wrote Tintinnalogia, a
famous book on change-ringing.
Changes run into many thousands and take hours to perform—a real test of endurance. The greatest number of
changes which can be produced from twelve bells is 479,001,600, and, with twelve men ringing eight hours a day,
would take 133 years to perform! If the men rang continuously without any break they could accomplish the task
in a mere 44 years.
Bell-ringing has a fascinating vocabulary of its own in which occur terms like hunting, dodging, doubles,
bob, touches, cinques, caters, royals, course, etc. The notation of the changes is set down in numbers, each
number representing a bell, and looks like a difficult addition sum. For instance, here is the beginning of
Grandsire Triples (the highest bell is No. 1): 1234567 | 2134576 | 2314567 | 3241657 | 3426175 | 4362715 |
4637251, etc.
One would never think that dull rows of figures like these could give rise to the heavenly clangour
of Stedman Cinques, Kent Treble Bob Royal, Cambridge Surprise, Double Norwich, Court Bob
Maximus and the rest.
The ringers carry the sequences in their heads, so it can be imagined how much concentration must be brought
to the job. Not only that: a big bell takes longer to sound than a little bell, which responds quickly to the pull; and
this has to be remembered and allowed for when ringing. Musicianship is not a necessary qualification for
change-ringing; what is important is a keen sense of rhythm, a good memory, and ability to concentrate deeply for
long periods.
To see bells in motion during change-ringing is like watching some fantastic ballet; and to be in the bellchamber of St. Paul’s Cathedral, high up in the south-west tower, when the Ancient Society of College Youths are
ringing can be both fascinating and terrifying, as this account shows:
My guide and I climbed the spiral stone stairs, squeezing up the last steep narrow twisting steps in darkness
till we emerged on to a little wooden platform set in the circular opening of the tower. From this we could see
an amazing panorama of London spread out; but I turned and leaned over a railing to look at the bells just
beneath. There they lay, twelve greenish-gray monsters of different sizes, waiting motionless in their separate
cages, each bell fixed to its wooden wheel. Their open mouths were upturned, brazen tongues lolled against
the rims, and inscriptions were faintly visible on their shoulders in the shadows below.
Suddenly—with such force as though a heavy blow had hit one’s ear-drums—the bells went into action.
We were swamped in an immense and deep reverberation that hummed all around, deafening us and cutting
us off from the outside world, a reverberation threaded by the high sweet whistle of overtones.
It was quite terrifying at first. The bell-chamber was a mass of heaving metal. The bells were dipping,
tossing, somersaulting in wild gaiety. Four lively smaller ones plunged over almost simultaneously; two
bigger ones bowed to each other as though setting to partners, and then, when the order of ringing
changed, bowed to those on their other sides. Over in a corner the great tenor bell dived and swung up,
dived and swung up in a solemn pas seal while before him the smallest bells romped and flung themselves
about in a frenzy.
On and on the bells danced madly till one turned dizzy. So rapid were the repetitions that movement
never ceased. And all the time the deep deafening throbbing and its shrill whistle persisted. I leaned over to
try and catch the note of a bell just below me, but no single sound could be distinguished in that allpervading hum.
It was hard to break the spell cast by the swinging bells, but there was more to be seen elsewhere. As I
followed my guide down the difficult stairway, wishing that Sir Christopher Wren could have allowed an inch
more on either side, there came a moment when the reverberation suddenly resolved itself into joyous clashing,
and the bell-notes could be heard chasing each other in quick succession.
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Going into the ringing room was like entering a church, so hushed was the atmosphere. Thirteen men
and boys in shirt-sleeves, their faces glistening with sweat, were manipulating the ropes in a tense
calculating silence broken only by the conductor calling the changes. The ringers stood on big box-like
pedestals of varying heights, with arched metal grips into which they could thrust their feet to avoid
being pulled off them by the weight of the bells. The tenor bell is so heavy that it takes two men to ring
it.
The men’s bodies and arms made a rhythmical pattern as they bent with the pull of the ropes, and
straightened again: down-up, down-up, down-up. The ropes with their red-white-and-blue sallies slid
easily up and down through holes in the ceiling in time with the pulling: right up, right down, right up,
right down. At one pull the ropes lay in coils on the floor; at the next they tautened as they slipped
through the ringers’ hands: right up, right down. And from the tower the tumult of bells proclaimed
Grandsire Triples. This is how the bells of the “Oranges and Lemons” churches are rung today: we have
travelled far from the five untuneful notes.
Sunshine falling through the dusty windows lit the backs and ropes of the men nearest, and cast
grotesque moving shadows across the floor of the ringing room. It illumined tablets on the walls that
recorded the names of the bells, their donors and inscriptions, and set forth the ringing exploits of College
Youths of the past, whose successors were now wielding the ropes. It shone on the bronze bust of one who
had been a beloved conductor for forty years; the fraternity of the Youths creates a close bond that
embraces much besides ringing.
The hands of the clock on the wall moved inexorably towards service time. Grandsire Triples drew to a
close, and then followed “calling the bells in peal,” which meant adjusting six bells by means of ringing, so
that they would lie in the right position for ringing before the evening service. Now only five minutes
remained, and two boys took charge of the tenor bell. Its deep sonorous note called the people to church as
for hundreds of years the bells of the City churches had summoned worshippers.
When I went downstairs and out into the City “the great bell of Powle’s” was still ringing; and after it
ceased there came drifting across the acres of devastation\fn{ Another reference to World War II; this referring to the
great destruction wrought in London by German fire-bombs, and dating this excerpt from an otherwise unknown source to
between 1945 and 1954, the date of this book:H } a faint far-off chime of bells. So thin and plaintive was the sound

that it seemed the ghost of a chime echoing down the centuries, a sad and lonely ghost of the medival
“merry bells of London Town.”
3
Possibly the first question that springs to one’s mind is: when were the “Oranges and Lemons” churches built?
For an answer we must go back a long time—in some cases a very long time indeed—for most of the [present]
churches have been re-erected on their sites.
The Romans built the City of Londinium where they had found a British settlement; they walled it, set up
temples and villas and established a trading centre. (A model and plan to be seen in the crypt of All
Hallows-by-the-Tower gives a good idea of what Londinium must have looked like.) But after they left in
the fifth century nothing was heard of London for another two hundred years. Trade languished; the Saxons
fighting up and down the country had no use for walled cities; and the Danes laid London waste in A.D.
839.
Alfred restored it and gradually the people drifted back; quays and houses were built. At first the
churches were of wood, and later of stone, but in both cases very much crowded together; and to add to the
congestion, priories and convents sprang up, till in the twelfth century there were 126 parish churches and
thirteen religious houses in the City.
London at that time consisted largely of churches, convents and gardens pleasantly watered by streams. Some
of the forerunners of our present churches were standing then.
This self-contained City was walled, and the wall was broken by four main gates, Aeldgate, or Alegate, on the
east, Aeldersgate (Ealdred’s Gate) on the north, Ludgate on the west, Bridge-gate, “over the river of Thames,” on
the south; and four lesser openings, Bishopsgate, Moregate, Creplegate, New-gate, with posterns at the Tower and
at Greyfriars (near the present General Post Office).
And what about trade? How and where was that carried on if the City was crammed with churches?
Surprisingly enough, business was transacted in the churchyards and churches. These buildings were not
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reserved for worship only: people drifted in and out as they liked, and the naves as well as the yards outside
were used for the sale of goods. Small though the churches might be, their bare floors, unencumbered by
pews or chairs, accommodated bales and piles of merchandise, and in their empty spaces men could meet and
talk and do business.
Nor was that all. Fairs, plays and dances took place in the nave, courts of justice were held there, and, in
fact, the parish church was a general rendezvous for the citizens, and the social and business centre, as well
as the spiritual, of their lives.
A serious fire in 1136 laid waste a great part of the City. Most of the houses were timber-framed and
thatched, and the flames spread rapidly eastward from London Bridge to St. Clement Danes, con suming the
bridge, houses and churches.
Then in the thirteenth century came a wave of religious activity which was due partly to the Crusades and
partly to the coming of the friars. Ruined churches were rebuilt or restored and others founded, addi tional
bridges were erected, and an impetus was given to trade and travel.
But there was yet another reason for this sudden increase in churches, and that was—fear; stark,
conscience-smiting fear. People in the Middle Ages, inhabiting insanitary timber houses that were jam med
together, lived in constant dread of plague and fire which brought sudden death in their train; and many were
conscious of their sins, real or imaginary. Hell was an actual place, and the tortures of the damned were often
portrayed on the walls of the churches and graphically described by the preachers. Hence there was a pressing
need to propitiate Heaven and expiate wrongdoing, and how could one accomplish this better than by works of
charity, chief among which ranked the building of bridges and churches? Bridges were important: to shorten
and make easier a man’s journey by throwing a bridge across a river was a really good deed, and therefore
counted for much in the eyes of the heavenly hierarchy. Churches mattered even more, for prayers might save
a man from hell. Thus we find wealthy men founding chantries and churches and endowing them in order that
masses might be said for the repose of their souls after death. The name of the founder was often preserved in
the dedication of the church, as in St. John Zachary, St. Benet Fink, St. Mary Somerset and St. Martin
Outwich. Some of the “Oranges and Lemons” churches belong to this period.
By the end of the fifteenth century William Dunbar was writing:
Strong be thy wallis that about thee standis;
Wise be the people that within thee dwellis;
Fresh is thy ryver with his lusty strandis;
Blith be thy chirches, wele sownyng be thy bellis;
Rich be thy merchauntis in substance that excellis;
Fair be their wives, right lovesome, white and small;
Clere be thy virgyns, lusty under kellies\fn{Hoods};
London, thou art the flour of Cities all.

Two-thirds of the area of the City was occupied by churches and monastic establishments, not to men tion
those just outside the walls. They lay thickest on the hill that sloped down to the river along the length of the
City, and many stood cheek by jowl with each other. Even today it is possible to see how closely crowded some
of them were: All Hallows the Great and the Less were next door; St. Mary Mounthaunt and St. Mary Somerset
stood opposite each other; St. Alban, Wood Street, and St. Mary Aldermanbury almost touching. The parishes
were ridiculously small, sometimes comprising about three acres and not more than fifty houses. Some of the
churches were very small, too: St. Ethelburga’s, in Bishopsgate, is a good example of a small mediaeval City
church. Others were much larger, but all were served by a multiplicity of priests and chaplains, sometimes one
for each altar in the church.
Every church in the City had chantries associated with it, and they must have run into hundreds; this state of
affairs brought into being a special class of ecclesiastics who were known as mass priests. They were not under
any strict control, being only loosely connected with the churches; they had no parish duties and little
responsibility; their work was simply to say masses for the souls of the departed. As might be expected, this
lazy life appealed to those who were not particularly energetic or devout, and mass priests gradually became a
scandal in the Church, being given over to covetousness, lust, gluttony and other vices. Chaucer knew about
them, and thus compares his good Parson with one of these priests:
He sette not his Benefice to hire
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And left his shepe accombred in the mire,
And ran to London unto Seint Poules
To seken him a chanterie for soules.

Pictures, painting and carving decorated the interiors, which were stuffy and smelly, the odour of
incense vying with the odour of unwashed bodies. But religion was a splendid and colourful affair, with
singing, banners and processions. Above all, processions. Preaching was done out of doors, for example
from “Powle’s Cross,” in the churchyard of St. Paul’s. Wherever possible churches were built with plenty
of space for processions of the guilds and fraternities that played such an important part in civic life.
The great religious houses of St. Martin-leGrand, Greyfriars, Holy Trinity and Christchurch, St.
Bartholomew, St. John, Clerkenwell, Austin Friars and St. Helen’s nunnery lay to the north, and the number
of people they employed must have been prodigious. At St. Paul’s, which was the largest establishment,
ecclesiastical and lay, and included the dean and archdeacons, greater and lesser canons, chantry priests and
vicars, almoner, vergers, scribes and transcribers and a host of purely secular workers, the baker used to bake
40,000 loaves a year, and the brewer brewed 67,814 gallons of beer for the same period. There must have been
altogether several thousand dependants.
Time went on, and the City grew: spires and towers and pinnacles of churches rose above the high-pitched
roofs and carved gables of overhanging storeys, above the narrow crooked lanes where filth accumulated and
men and horses jostled each other, where traders cried their wares and lively young apprentices played
pranks. People went to church because they had to. Relics and pilgrimages were common, and formed a
source of financial supply for the churches, which were still generously staffed. The monastic establishments
waxed richer than ever.
Let us pause here for a moment and observe them at the height of their power. They owned extensive lands
and properties, and the monks must have been well organised to cope with the administration of these. The
priories and monasteries were centres of learning, of music, art and architecture. They kept the flame of
scholarship alight until the universities took over; and kings and statesmen did not hesitate to seek advice
from men of such erudition and wisdom. The poor and sick crowded to their doors to be helped, each
according to his need; and in some cases outlaws could claim sanctuary and be safe from their pursuers.
That is the bright side of the picture, and would it were the only one. But good and evil grew side by side
then as they do now, and it cannot be denied that the religious houses were sometimes places of immorality
and vice. They were also profit-making concerns, and battened on the superstition and credulity of the
common folk. Relics were multiplied to excess until some saints must have possessed a score of thumbs or toes,
and bones enough for six of themselves. Avarice and greed dominated some of the Orders. But they met their
match in Henry VIII, and the Dissolution put an end to their extravagances.
Henry, for his private ends, flouted the authority of the Pope, and declared that the King of England must be
the Head of the Church of England. Also for his private ends, and masking greed with righteous anger, he took
possession of the lands and buildings and treasures of the Church, bestowing some on his friends and
enriching himself very considerably with the rest. But in doing away with the bad he also uprooted the good;
the wheat was pulled up with the tares, and after the Dissolution there arose an urgent need for hospitals, schools
and workhouses.\fn{It should be mentioned that there was a very real fear of internal chaos during the reign of a Queen; the monarchy
in Henry’s day was almost infinitely more powerful than in mine; and England’s previous experience with female rulers was not of a
positive nature. It was a matter of vital state policy to produce a male heir, and preferably more than one, and the children must be by the
King’s body, and they could not be by extra-marital issue—it is too easy to gloss this over, as the present author does, and lay the vagaries
of Henry’s marital and liasonic affairs to “his private ends”, etc.:H }

The reign of Mary Tudor, with its religious persecutions, started a horror of “Popery.” Elizabeth was easygoing. She only desired that men should worship peaceably, and gave them freedom to do so. She certainly
decreed that fish should be eaten on Fridays, but not for religious reasons; it was in order to encourage the
fish trade, which had been languishing.
Later the Puritans in their excessive zeal swept away everything even remotely connected with “the Old
Religion.” Those who observed saints’ days were punished; in 1644 the Long Parliament decreed “that the
25th December should be strictly observed as a fast, and that all men should pass it in humbly bemoaning the
great national sin which they and their fathers had so often committed on that day by romping under the
mistletoe, eating boar’s head and drinking wine flavoured with apples.” The altar became a wooden “table,”
and the Prayer Book was suppressed. The Bible became the sole author ity, and the stern and fearful teaching
of the Old Testament ruled men’s lives.
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Even after the monarchy was restored in the person of Charles II, and liberty of religion was established,
the Puritan stamp remained, and this had a deep effect not only on religious thought but on architecture.
When, after the Great Fire of 1666, Wren undertook to rebuild fifty-one of the ninety-eight churches that had
been destroyed, he had to adapt them to the religious belief and practices of the times.
He made no attempt to give mystery to his churches. There were no shadowed aisles, no richly dim
windows of stained glass; all was to be light and space; and white walls and ample windows with clear
glass achieved these ends.
To listen (or sleep) in comfort during these long harangues the congregation had to be seated in comfort.
Formerly there had been no seating of any kind in the churches except a stone ledge that ran round the walls and
was resorted to by the infirm and aged, so giving rise to the expression, “The weakest goes to the wall.”
Now, in these new buildings, rows of high enclosed pews filled the body of the church, and galleries, often
top-heavy, accommodated the overflow of worshippers from the ground floor. With the Restoration the
nobles and their retinues had returned to London, swelling the population, and people still went habitually to
church, though since the Fire there were fewer churches to hold them. Increased congregations had therefore
to be provided for.
Later on some of these pews were like looseboxes, and were furnished with curtains to hide the slumbers
of the occupants until a sonorous “Lastly, my brethren,” and a nudge from a more wakeful neighbour brought
them back to consciousness and the end of the sermon. It was roomy pews like these that prompted Bishop
Corbett of Norwich to remark:
Stately pews have now become tabernacles with rings and curtains to them, locks and keys and cushions, I
had almost said bolsters and pillows, and for these we love the church. I will not guess what is done within
them—who sits, stands, or lies asleep.
Wren was always careful, when making his ground plans, to see that pews for the wealthy did not take up
too much room. He insisted that space must be left for the poorer people who could not afford pew-rents and
therefore had to kneel on the floor.
In the Wren churches we find Moses and Aaron, the law-givers, constantly depicted instead of Christ and the
Virgin Mary. The Ten Commandments appear on the walls behind the “table” in company with the Lord’s
Prayer or the Creed, and carvings of cherubs take the place of saints; the Puritan idea is still in force. When,
in addition, we see carvings of flowers and fruit with no hint of Christianity about them, we are apt to regard
Wren’s churches as interesting from the architectural point of view alone. But if we spend any time in them
we will soon realise that, in spite of so much purely secular decoration, religion is very much alive. And it is
only fair to add that some of the interiors have been modified and the reredoses altered to meet modern needs
of worship.
Since the days when these churches were rebuilt we have had the blight of eighteenth-century religious
indifference. Then came the Wesleyan revival, and preaching once more became a living force. After that
the Tractarian Movement restored the sacraments to their former importance. Now all may think and
worship as they please—there is no rigid uniformity; and whatever a man’s belief may be he will find it
represented in one or another of the City churches.
But London has not been able to sit down comfortably and enjoy this happy state of things. In 1940-41 the
City endured its third great ordeal by fire, and just as, before the second world war, the Great Fire of 1666 was an
historical landmark, so future generations will refer to events as happening “before the Blitz” or “after the Blitz.”
Before this war there were still forty-seven churches left in the City. Architecturally London had gone through
a bad period when Wren churches were pulled down and in the name of “restoration” all kinds of horrors
were perpetrated. But there were forty-seven churches left. Then came the “blitz,” before which all former
damage by fire faded into insignificance. The worst nights for the City churches were those of December
29th, 1940 and May 10 th, 1941, when a perfect hail of incendiaries fell: the City was lit up by fires, and
flames licked hungrily at the buildings. Many treasured churches and halls were burnt out on this terrible
occasion.
There was plenty of other bombing, there were plenty of other fires, during London’s long ordeal, when
so many of the inhabitants led a troglodyte existence, and no one knew what the next day or night might
bring. When the records were published in 1944 it was found that out of a total of 460 acres of built-up land
in the City, buildings covering about 164 acres were destroyed. There fell on the City 417 high-explosive
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bombs of varying sizes, thirteen parachute mines, 2,498 oil bombs and many thousands of incendiaries. Of
the forty-seven City churches only twenty-seven were left intact, or had escaped serious damage. The
Bishop of London’s Commission, realising their historical and architectural value, has suggested that as
many as possible of those damaged shall be restored or rebuilt.
Those which remain are now doubly precious, and not only on account of their history and architecture and the
treasures they contain. Although the tide of population has receded from the City, and their function has changed,
the churches still play their part in its life. They are in regular use—witness the notice-boards—and in most of
them one is conscious of a deeply spiritual atmosphere. Many have special midday services and recitals of music
for the City workers; and always they are quiet places where people can go to rest and meditate, if not to pray.
The utter stillness of a City church is startling after the noise in the streets; and rarely does one enter without
seeing kneeling figures. Most of the churches are open daily until three in the afternoon; and the seats in their
little churchyards provide further resting places for the weary and the old.
And what of the future with its replanning and rebuilding? What is going to happen to the City and its
churches? Reconstruction plans are on foot, but it would be unwise to prophesy too definitely at this date. Let the
bells give their answer:
“I’m sure I don’t know, says the great bell of Bow.” …
64.35 He Murdered His Wife\fn{by Meng Yao aka Yang Tsung-chen (1919/20- )} Hankow, Hupei Province, China (F)
10
He woke troubled from his nap. Actually, he hadn’t slept at all: it had only been a month and he already
couldn’t bear to sleep on the same bed with her. He knew she was still crazily infatuated, wildly in love. At any
time, any place—she made herself up to be a first class beauty; it had even gotten to the point that she would,
without fail, meticulously apply a new face of makeup before they went to bed: darkened eyebrows, painted lips,
a powdered nose. But by morning it had all changed: the seductive eyes had lost their charm; the cute twist of her
mouth had snarled, and the powder no longer hid the lines, filled in the wrinkles.
“You old repulsive thing!”
He bit his lip, choking back his feeling of revulsion.
He quietly left her side, first going to the bathroom to take a bath, as if he hoped he could wash something off.
Afterwards he changed into a good white shirt and pants because guests were coming that night. Though it was
still early he was too lazy to go to the trouble of changing again.
He went to the lovely living room, a living room awesome in its dignity; it overwhelmed him, as if he was
helplessly reduced to nothing. This feeling incensed him:
“Is all this to glorify a beautiful building?”
He drew languidly on the cigarette he had lit, its smoke permeating the depths of his depression, almost as if
there was no way to restrain or control himself. Lethargically leaning back on the sofa, he took in the flowers and
trees of the courtyard, set off by blue sky and white clouds: he compared this scene with the modern building he
was hiding in: lovely lighting, lovely furniture, lovely windows, all dyed to match—he found the courtyard much
more in tune with his mood.
“The courtyard’s flowers and trees belong to part of what the owner of this lovely building pays attention to
the maintenance of.” He thus revised his thinking, but actually, although the building could keep out the wind and
the rain, the courtyard led directly in to nature.
“I’m a son of the good earth yet I’m being fed like a dog.”
Troubled, he sprang from the sofa, dashed to the courtyard and ran out of the gates. Outside the gates was a
paved road, which, though not nearly wide enough, had just been surfaced at her own expense to give the cars a
smooth ride. There weren’t many houses in the area as it was a newly developed upper class neighborhood; each
house had a courtyard big enough for a car to round so that it was separated from other houses by a fairly long
distance. Far off were mountains, and close by was a stream with a wooden bridge leading to distant places … he
mindlessly stood at the foot of the bridge, and flicked the cigaretfe from his mouth which hissed as it went out in
the water below.
“The water is fairly deep and runs swiftly,” he thought.
When it was approaching dusk, the strength of the sun weakened, and a cool wind struck his face. Today, as
there was no possibility of rain, lovers strolled around the bridge, or cooled themselves in the courtyard amidst the
flutter of the trees and flowers: surely an enviable happiness?
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“Hmmph, and the lovers? Where do you find them in this boundless land?” He gave in once more to spitefully
lighting himself a cjgarette; he drew on it:
“Anyway, I love to have the sky as my awning and the earth as my mat—it’s a far better sight than the high
rise! How could I have so recklessly signed my life away?”
He pensively turned from the bridge onto the road towards home. Wang was busy in the garden pruning the
flowers and trees, watering and trimming the grass, and seeing him flashed a respectful smile. Suddenly he sensed
his whole body tense:
“Can’t he see through me?”
Just as he stepped into the courtyard Ah Ying ran up to him, her face plastered with a knowing grin and said:
“Your wife said that if the weather was good we should set the tables in the courtyard. Is that right, sir?”
Her status as a wife had been established long before he came along. As for being a “husband,” he was the
second one—he was uncomfortable with both of the titles, especially when faced with Ah Ying, who had been
household manager while the first husband was still in residence.
“Well?” As usual, Ah Ying was laughing: he didn’t understand what she was laughing at after all.
“Fine, of course, the courtyard is far better than the air-conditioned house—there’ll be the real moon and
breeze—nothing is better than the real thing.” He couldn't tell why he was so confused: “Look, Wang has once
again done a lovely job arranging this garden.”
“The dinner will probably arrive shortly. There will be four tables, it should be wonderful.” A look of envy
clearly appeared on Ah Ying’s face which seemed to say, “Your wife has praised you to the skies and spoiled
you.”
“Hmmph,” he protested.
The evening paper came and Ah Ying quickly fetched it and gave it to him, chattering, “The evening paper is
coming earlier and earlier—I’m afraid before long we’ll be reading it at noon.” As usual he took the paper to the
living room and mindlessly skimmed through it, but one piece of news greatly spocked him.
FANG HSING MYSTEROUSLY MURDERED IN HONG KONG
It was the headline news of the social page, the caption was in bold type. On the next line in smaller letters it
read:
Fang Hsing, daughter of an illustrious family and very active in high society, who had
just recently gone to Hong Kong, was found murdered half way up the mountain not
far from her home. Her death was caused by repeated heavy blows to her head. The
police are doing all they can to apprehend the killer. It is said that the inci-dent was
reported to police by the victim’s husband, Yao Tsu Shun. The motive for the mur-der
is still unclear, but the police are in the midst of an intensive investigation. It is said
that her husband is one of the prime suspects.

Gasping for breath he hastily closed the paper; he thought of Fang Hsing, he thought of Yao Tsu Shun. For a
while he felt intense fatigue and the deep chill of anguish; though he was full of ideas, he didn’t know how to
express them; he felt as if he had lost the power of speech and no limbs. Now the idea of suicide occurred to him
and filled his mind. He was such an unimportant person that no one paid any attention to his feelings: there were
too many people just like him who helplessly followed the revolutions of the big machine, so afraid of being
crushed to death that none could afford to cast a glance at the others.
“Why can I only live like this? If this is the only way I can live, why do I want to go on living? Why? What’s
the use in living?”
“Hi.”—a voice: close by broke through his reverie. “Tao, why are you sitting alone in this suffocating room?
Come on, I’ll take you to a friend’s to relax a while.”
“No,” he resisted: “They don’t expect me.”
“What are you afraid of? I’ve already arranged it—I wouldn’t put you in an embarrassing position. You will be
most ideally received by an ideal hostess.”
He and Tsu Shun had been schoolmates, though not in the same class, but they had had virtually no contact
during that time. It wasn’t until they were working in the same place and rooming together that they got to be,
good friends. He didn’t realize how much better Tsu Shun’s situation was than his, but he could see that Tsu Shun
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was being moved by an unknown power to extend his cramped life style, which was just like that of his own, and
live a better life than before. This was what he had secretly longed for.
“Let’s go.” Tsu Shun walked to the side of the bed and pulled him to his feet. Cringing as usual he said:
“I have nothing decent to wear.”
“It’s not a fashion show,” Tsu Shun quipped, “besides, you can wear something of mine, we’re about the same
size.”
Why couldn’t he just [relax]?\fn{The text has here: relay.] Just as Tsu Shun was dolling himself up, he had also had
a shower and a shave and changed into some presentable clothes. Then they went off.
It was a large dinner party at Fang Hsing’s country estate: she received forty or fifty guests in the large garden
of their house. It was a buffet: fruit, hors d’oevres, and good liquor were there for the taking. It was the first time
the hick [had]\fn{The text here has: and.} gone to affair like this: he began to enjoy himself, liking the “anything
goes” atmosphere. Tsu Shun introduced him to the perceptive hostess who greeted him especially warmly to allay
his fears and uneasiness at being an uninvited guest. He didn’t exactly know when it started, but at some point he
began to feel overwhelmingly grateful to her, as if he had never in his life been cared for so attentively. Thus
affected by his insight, he felt Fang Hsieng, the hostess, was beautiful, and went on to react to the depths of his
heart: How could this world ever be without women? A world without women is like a landscape without flowers
or trces. How could a man be without a woman? It would be like plants without rain and dew. As the hero of The
Red Chamber Dream\fn{Or, The Dream of The Red Chamber, a novel by Ts’ao Hsüeh-ch’in (18th century).} has well said:
“A woman is made of water.”
How perceptive, how bright! Men are made of clay; they can either be brought to life by a sculptress, or,
without the enrichment of moisture, they will inevitably wither away. Suddenly, in the middle of this, he felt a
longing need for a woman.
“All the guests that come make themselves completely at home,” the hostess said: “I hope you won’t be an
exception. Tsu Shun, you tell him so!”
“Of course. Tao doesn’t stand on ceremony at all; he’s a poet, a painter, an artist imbued with an artist’s
temperament.”
Tao blushed and felt uneasy all over at these words, but could only force a laugh and scratched his thick hair,
smiling foolishly.
“Look, Fen Ta is coming.” She gestured to someone nearby. “She is an ideal companion. Fen Ta, come
quickly.”
Fen Ta came up to them, slender and delicate, looking much more beautiful than her hostess, and he felt his
whole world shake.
“This is my schoolmate and co-worker, Hsiao Tao,” Tsu Shun introduced: “This is Fen Ta.”
Gently grasping the supple hand which the other side had extended, he felt the most complete joy of his entire
life; he knew that only in that second did he begin to live.
Fen Ta’s air was open and poised, unconstrained, free from conventionality, and had a way of fascinating a
man. She only very casually glanced at him and said to Tsu Shun:
“You have a very nice friend.”
“Of course,” Tsu Shun carelessly guffawedh. “In school he was a well-known genius; its a pity that his present
situation frustrates him so.”
“Fen Ta, Tao is a special guest of mine and I’m placing him in your care!” The hostess, having made these
arrangements, was off with Tsu Shun hand in hand.
“Look,” Fen Ta was looking after him with a natural politeuess: “There’s no one in the shade of that tree.”
“Oh.” Muddleheaded, he picked up the cue: “Let’s go sit a while.”
“Shall we have a drink?”
“I believe [that you’re no match for me.”]\fn{The text has: if I’m no match for you.”}
“On this point women are always willing to concede defeat!” She laughed enticingly, and went to a nearby
table and took two glasses of wine and a couple of plates of food.
“I should be the one who’s serving!” Having waited until someone else had taken care of everything to say
this, it sounded formal and awkward.
“Today you are Fang Hsing’s special guest—I don’t dare make any mistakes.” Having reached the shade she
spoke again. “We’re just like you and Tsu Shun: we’re schoolmates and rivals, and we tease and bicker
constantly.”
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He had surely stumbled into a dream world—a beautiful dream world. All annoyances and irreconcilable
suffering had dissipated; what remained was a care-free soul, weightless limbs—he was lifted up by the joyous
spirit—he was flying, flying …
“Are you always so quiet?”
“For a long time I was mute.” He laughed. “I know now I use my eyes, but I should use my mouth more.”
She laughed, a laugh like the stem of a flower trembling, and he longed to take her hand, to hold her in his
arms.
“I think you’re proud of being a poet.”
He had used just the right words to flatter her.
“And you?” She said:
“It seems I should think more.” She emphasized the word think.
He was excited, and listening he felt deeply that this word, think, was very rich in meaning. He was
concentrating on it; he felt it with body and soul.
“What did you just say? You said you were—”
“Mute,” he explained; “it’s a person who suddenly loses thp faculty of speech, which is different from
someone who is dumb. An unusual provocation crippled my ability to express myself.”
“Did you lose a lover?”
“How could a girl love me?”
“Why?”
“I can’t fullfll any of the requirements.”
She looked lovingly toward him, intensely and keenly; she finally said:
“You’re a bright gem covered with a little dust.”
His eyes suddenly glowed warmly, his entire body trembled from the shock. One sentence had dissolved all his
frustrations.
She seemed to have seen it all, so patting his hand she proposed a toast:
“At least we should enjoy to our heart’s content, if only for today.”
“This wine is marvelous.”
“I know you can drink.”
“Why?”
“Wine and genius are inseparable.”
“Don’t expect too much—I know my prosaic side as well.”
“Of course,” she started to laugh, “really, I do expect something: I hope you woun’t allow your dashing genius
to hibernate too long!”
Is this life’s first clap of thunder? Spring has come and even I can see his own hibernating self wriggling to
life.
“I want to sing, I want to dance and fly. Have I really found the other half of life? In this very moment? Lovely
world, I want to embrace you!”
“Come!”
Strains of music could be heard from afar. Putting everything down she reached out with two welcoming arms.
He embraced, embraced joy and happiness—the whole of life.
This time he was dead drunk.
*
“Sir!” The sound of the voice almost scared him to death.
“What? What?”
“What were you thinking about? Sorry to have disturbed you.” Ah Ying took on a troubled air.
“I was just saying that thc chairs and tables we sent for have arrived—will you tell us where to place them?”
He was about to lose his temper but he noted Ah Ying’s expression, finally bit his tongue, and did his best to be
agreeable:
“Of course—in the garden. Today’s weather certainly is lovely, isn’t it?”
“Yes, the weather is just fine.”
Thereupon he ambled over to the garden, passing the three-wheeled cart stopped outside the gate, and directed
the placement of the tables and chairs. Four tables neatly set with seats arranged in rows for the guests to sit on
and dine—why should he have any worry?
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“Today’s weather is really lovely.” Ah Ying had come up behind him once more. “If you weren’t having guests
I guess you’d be off traveling again—you two really love to travel.”
To be sure! Since his awakening on that first day of spring when life began to wriggle for him for the first time
he had been alive: it was as if he had sprouted a hundred pairs of legs and countless wings—he could run, he
could fly! Grabbing her they had gone everywhere together, from running through the mountains to strolling by
the shore. At these places he could forget the trivialities which were inlaid in his reality, and he could forget her
lofty position in society with which he so conspicuously contrasted. They were equal.
Well, almost equal: he stood even higher than she, and always “took” her along hiking, blazing the trail,
wading the river, canoeing or sailing. When she couldn’t keep up with him, he would proudly hold out a helping
hand; when she was weak with fatigue, he would puff out his chest and effortlessly shouldered her entire weight.
He had never been happier than at these times. He had also never been as well developed, as masculine; men
always hope to be able to live the life of a he-man.
“Tao, you’re like a different person now,” she said one day while they were lolling in the shade of a tree.
“Oh,” snuggling his head into her arms; “do you know why?”
Laughing, she held his face with both hands: “I don’t know!”
“You’ve cured a mute!” he continued. “I’ve only been able to express myself since I’ve met you.”
“Poor child.”
“A man can’t live uselessly forever: when the heart atrophies, it makes a man shrivel and crust over, ugly as
hell.”
“An artist keeps everything ugly far from his soul.”
“But a man can’t keep far away from himself.” He sighed softly. “There was a time I seriously considered
committing suicide.”
“Why?” Alarmed, she lifted up his head.
“I had to ask myself why I was living. If all I could get from life was three meals a day, I was willing to
peacefully end the useless life and lighten the load for society and country.”
“Actually, you were just feeling sorry for yourself,” she said. “You were craving the affection of the opposite
sex, for a girl to love you, and only then would your heart settle down.”
“A girl?” He bit his quivering lip. “What girl could love me? For one thing I’m so ugly.”
“Don’t you know, Tao, that you’re very handsome?” Grinning, she tweaked his nose with her delicate hand.
“Your eyes are a testament to your genius; your nose has great character, and this mouth proves without a shadow
of a douot that you’re not mute.”
“But my disheveled hair, my grubby clothes …”
“You’re deliberately hiding your radiance with them.” She continued gently: “As for me, you make me forget
my worries and fatigue.”
“It’s only since I’ve met you that I’ve begun to realize my own worth,” he said, adding “only then did I believe
I wasn’t a mute, limbless man. I can express myself, I can move.”
“And what’s more, you’ve shown what your capable of, and move nimbly.”
“But who will appreciate me? What women of today want are degrees, wealth, profession and social standing.
I don’t measure up.”
“Those poor girls! No wonder that most of the women of today passed up their chance for happiness. It’s they
who have made Tao so unhappy. It’s all their fault.”
“But I’m not that way anymore,” he pointed complacently to her bright eyes: “I find that your eyes are full. of
me.”
“It’s more than just my eyes you fool,” she said, “there’s also my heart, body, and soul.”
“Marry me, marry me, you have to marry me.”
The two rolled together, laughing themselves into a ball.
“Why don’t you consent? Marry me!”
“I won’t accept your check that can be cashed only at a later date,” she said, “being able to redeem it at this
very moment is too tempting.”
“Tell me, what are you trying to say? Tell me!”
“Marriage is a long-time promise that you have to keep.”
“I will—as long as the heaven and earth endure. I’ll keep it until the seas dry up and rocks decay.”
She laughed long and hard and then said, “There’s no way to tell the difference between the promises that can
be kept. and those that can’t.”
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“I can’t tell the difference, you say?” He unexpectedly became glum.
“The happiness I’ve given you and you me is absolute fulfillment for the moment. As to how long the heavens
earth will endure and where the seas will dry up and rocks decay, no one can tell. It’s a promise that can’t be
kept.”
“I can!”
“Don’t make such offhand promises, you may regret it later.”
“No, I’ll never regret it!” Might he regret it later?
*
“Isn’t that right, Sir?” Ah Ying was asking.
“What?"
“I said, you two love to travel.”
“Of course.”
“The weather is so nice!” Ah Ying glanced at the sky and, as usual looked envious: “Ah, but not necessarily—
look! Aren’t there some dark clouds coming up over there?”
“Nevertheless, anyway it’s not likely to rain today.”
“I certainly hope you’re right or your wife will be awfully unhappy, and she’ll need some consolation from
you!”
Wearing an expression that was seven parts adoration and three parts contempt, Ah Ying took her leave.
He didn’t make a sound, just stood foolishly watching the servants expertly arrange the bowls and chopsticks
on the white table cloth.
*
She took a long time to consider, but she finally consented; looking as grateful as her feelings she said:
“All I’ve ever wanted is the happiness of this time, to resolve the weight of my love, to give you a life with
wings, to attain the happiness of flight. I hoped not to involve you any more but your expression encouraged me,
made me indulge in my daydreams and fantasies. Women always hope for a lifetime of happiness.”
“And I’ll guarantee your next life to be a happy one too.”
“You’ve expanded my greedy heart—I couldn’t be disappointed.”
“How could you be disappointed? Don't you have any faith in me at all?" He said," You've made my life begin
to wriggle to life from dormancy. For this alone I will be grate- ful to you for the rest of my life. A poor fellow
whom no one ever looked at twice is suddenly puffing out his chest, sucking in his stomach."
“You won’t dissappoint me? You really won’t?”
“First I ask you, are you willing to spend your life with a poor fellow like me?”
The die was cast.
“Yes, certainly.” The maid suddenly turned and asked, "E~ch table is set with bowls and chopsticks, for twelve
persons—will that be enough?”
“Yes, I guess that’s about right.”
“Sir, look, the bloom of these roses is so lovely!” Wang suddenly also turned to watch.
“You’re right. Wang, pick a few red ones and give them to me.” He walked over, having already snipped a
bunch and handed them over. “They would look beautiful in a vase.”
“Tao!”
She had gotten up. Leaning forward to look, she was standing on the little balcony of an upstairs French
window, still a bit indecisive.
“You’re up?” He summoned up a smile.
“Yes, come on up.”
Carrying the flowers he went upstairs. As he opened the door and went in she was leaning against the window,
a smile playing on her lips. Though she’d just woken up she was ever conscious to arrange a lovely pose. He
couldn’t resist extending his hand:
“Do you think these red roses are pretty?”
“No one knows that we’re having guests because its my birthday, they only know we’ve just returned from our
honeymoon.”
“What do you say, are these red roses alright?”
She studied them for a long while: “They’re already jn full bloom.”
“That’s not good? At least they’re at their most beautiful.”
His heart felt an unspeakable depression; he lowered his head and said: “I’ll put them in a vase.”
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“Take your time to show your talent for arranging flowers. I’ll go take a bath.”
In full bloom, that’s for sure. Maybe the most beautiful time is in the bud.
*
Tsu Shun knew he was about to pluck a blooming flower—she had cautioned him:
“Remember, I’m only responsible for introducing you to each other, that doesn’t include future regrets.”
“Future regrets? Why would I regret it later?” He went on: “She has brought me to life, she made me affirm
myself from the midst of a life of denial.”
“We’re all the same.” Tsu Shun gestured helplessly with his hands. “We all live frustrated, lonely lives, so if a
warm hand merely passes over our heart we’re ready to give up everything for it, but actually we’re underestimating ourselves.”
“Why?”
“A man’s life can’t be completely filled by a woman.”
Tsu Shun grimaced with contempt.
“Actually, not only I doesn’t she fill in the gaps, but she entangles you. Sometimes you wish you could take a
sharp axe and mercilessly hack away.”
A shiver ran through his whole body: he was fearfully suspicious.
“You’ve just gotten married—you’re not happy?”
Tsu Shun tried hard to restrain himself, but he failed:
“I deeply regret it.”
“Why?”
“Sometimes all I can think of is picking up an axe, taking aim, and splitting her head open.”
“Why?” He broke out in a cold sweat.
“Being with an older woman binds you so tightly, you completely lose your wits. It makes you feel as if
you’ve fallen into a scum-covered pond full of the creeping tendrils of rattan, and no matter how you struggle
you’ll never get out—all you can do is sink to the bottom.”
“Fang Hsing was surely killed by Tsu Shun.” Almost crying out, he thought of the evening paper still clamped
under his arm. Gingerly opening it he read the news once more. What did he use to kill her? An axe?
“Being with an older woman makes you feel like you’ve fallen into a scum-covered pond full of the creeping
tendrils of rattan—there is no way to struggle to free yourself, all you can do is sink to the bottom.” He almost
yelled:
“Tsu Shun, I agree with you!”
*
The only way to free yourself is to make her sink first! Tsu Shun’s conclusion was right. But how can you
shake yourself free without leaving a trace?
He glanced toward the half open door; the sounds of splashing water drifted out.
“All I need to do is use my strength to hold her under water, not let go, and in ten minutes everything will be
solved—it’s so easy.”
The sound of a ring made him break out in a cold sweat.
“Who’s on the phone?” He immediately came to his senses and picked up the receiver.
“Hello!”
Oh damn, it’s that talkative Chen—how long would the phone call last?”
“Hello!” The calling party was impatient. “Is there anybody there?”
“Yes, Mrs. Chen, its Tao.”
“You’ve come back? Was the honeymoon sweet?”
*
So sweet! Originally they were supposed to go to Hong Kong and then on to Japan but at the last minute she
couldn’t bear to leave, so they took the Cross-Island Highway, spent three days each in T’ien Hsiang, at Pear
Mountain, and at Sun-Moon Lake so that with traveling time included they were gone not quite two weeks. The
two of them were getting a little edgy: he couldn’t bear her pair of love-besotted eyes forever gazing at him, and
she probably wasn’t willing to stay any place where there weren’t people to show off for.
“Shall we go back?” he suggested.
“What’s the rush?”
“It’s your birthday in a few days, isn’t it?” he said. “We should take this opportunity to go back and have a big
party.”
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“A birthday party for me?”
“It will also give everyone a chance to come and wonder at this love they think is so abnormal—and we will
provide them with a startling answer.” He added sarcastically: “By stuffing their mouths we’ll shut them up as
well.”
*
“Hello, hello, I know this is Tao—I ask you, was the honeymoon sweet.”
“You know it was, of course.”
“Have you seen the evening paper?”
“Why?” He was caught off guard.
“The news about Yao Tsu Shun and Fang Hsing?”
“Oh!”
“Oh Tao, whatever you do, don’t let Fen Ta know—it will upset her so much.”
That Chen bitch talks too much!
“They were very close friends.”
The blabbermouth never shuts up.
“And I forgot to ask you, why are you having a party today? What’s the occassion?”
“No reason, we haven’t seen our friends for a long time—thought we should all get together.”
“It’s not Fen Ta’s birthday? It seems to me her birthday IS around this time.”
“No, no.”
“Then I’ll come empty-handed!”
“You’re most welcome!” He quickly hung up.
*
The Telephone Murder. This movie came to mind: just at the moment she is being murdered he can be
somewhere else, someplace where lots of people will notice him, like it night club, and he’ll call home. This is the
best plan for extricating himself, but it will be necessary to hire a professional killer, just in case there’s any
problem escaping the law in the final event,
Tsu Shun certainly was right when he said we’d underestimated ourselves again, else how could we have
signed our lives away so easily? How else could we docile have come to an older woman? Tsu Shun definitely
killed Fang Hsing to free himself from her clutches. Was Fang Hsing killed by Tsu Shun? Surely; Tsu Shun said
these very words himself; but then how did he get away? Poor Tsu Shun! At least he deserves some sympathy a
man trapped by a woman under any circumstances is a painful situation. The Telephone Murder.
*
He suddenly felt someone pressing down hard on his back, which startled him so much that he cried out.
“Tao, it’s me!”
He cast a quick glance around and relaxed:
“Fen Ta it’s you!”
“What’s wrong with you? Have you turned into such a scared cat?” A towel draped around her, she had already
intimate:ly sidled up to him. She. had just bathed and her body was aglow and sweet smelling. To say she wasn’t
enchanting would be a lie—how could such an evil plan have ever been hatched against this rare beauty? Not able
to keep his wits he fumbled trying to hide the paper behind his back, but he only managed to arouse her suspicion:
“Tao.”
“What?”
“What’s with you?”
“Nothing!”
“Is it the evening paper?” Having misread his expression she was moved by his concern and prodded him:
“You know I’m never a bit concerned about what goes on in the world.”
“Then you don’t need to read it.”
“But this, on the contrary, has aroused my curiosity.” She reached out: “Give it to me.”
She finally snatched the paper away: the news couldn’t help but hit her right in the face. She immediately
melted with shock:
“Can it be Fang Hsing? Really?”
“This is why I didn’t want you to read it.”
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She fell into his arms, speechless. He noticed it wasn’t the emotion he had before they were married: that
feeling of being a “real man,” trail-blazing, acting as helmsman, leading her through the difficult spots, supporting
her weaknesses, had turned into an attempt to shake off the heavy weight on his shoulders.
“Tell me how a think like this could have happened to Fang Hsing?”
“Oh, this is something no one will ever know.”
“Do you remember when we saw her off at the airport? She was so full of love and life.”
*
That was the day Tsu Shun had such a strange air about him. like a rain cloud long waiting to burst and
dissolve into mist. When a group of yammering women had surrounded Fang Hsing, Tsu Shun had suddenly
pulled him off to the side and for the longest time seemed to check everything he wanted to say,
“What’s wrong with you? You seem sick.”
“I’m sick at heart,” Tsu Shun smiled bitterly. “I’m not willing to sell myself like this.”
“Oh, you’re really something!” At this time he still wasn’t married, so he patted him casually on the shoulder:
“Still vacillating?”
“When you have time go see my mother,” Tsu Shun’s voice was a high pitched tremble: “She lives with my
brother, but that sister-in-law of mine is not a good wife.”
“I can go, but what are you trying to say? Could it be that you’re going to live in Hong Kong for a long time?”
“Who knows? No one ever knows what’s going to happen in this world.”
Before boarding the plane Tsu Shun firmly shook hands with him, yet was so perplexed that he couldn’t say a
thing.
*
“Do you think this could be a murder for revenge?” Fen Ta lifted her head: “Fang Hsing was so good to
everyone, how could she have had any enemies?”
How couldn’t she? Enemies don’t advertise themselves! Stealing a glance at Fen Ta he caught a glimpse of the
crow’s feet. around her eyes. He recklessly suggested:
“Perhaps she was murdered for her money?”
It was a risky thing to say and he wished he could rescind it but it was too late. She looked at him, startled, as
if she had been reminded of something,
*
Both of these women were very wealthy, He and Tsu Shun had signed this contract selling themselves, as if
they had received some control of their estates. Tsu Shun, having studied chemical engineering, had always
wanted to start his own business: the two of them had gone to Hong Kong to seriously investigate the possibility.
He, too, was plotting in his muddled thoughts: he had never been willing to expend much effort to maintain a
decent standard of living; if he could have a life whereby he needn’t be concerned with the provision of the basic
necessities then he could concentrate on establishing himself as a shining talent in the artistic world. But emotions
were entangled and the improverished soul was going to have a hard time making the break.
*
“You were saying …” Fen Ta watched him.
“I didn’t say anything.”
Fen Ta’s eyes were red; she hadn’t made a sound for a long while; she cradled his hand.
“Have you finished bathing?”
“What were you thinking?” She gently added, "I've been calling to you fof so long,"
“Really?” He struggled to make himself attentive to her:
“What is it?”
“I wanted you to get my bathrobe but you didn’t hear so I got up and got it myself from the closet.”
“I’m so sorry.” He drew her hand to his lips.
“I think the guests will be arriving shortly, I should have myself properly dressed.”
“Right.” He took this chance to get up and move away from her, yet conjuring up a passionate gaze he look
hold of her hand: “You must make yourself up, there are forty or fifty people coming to see the bride.”
He led her to the dressing room: looking at her from behind there was no doubting she was a real beauty, but
she was in too full a bloom which left no illusions about her tomorrow, and even today one would feel less
attached to her precisely because she was so unrestrained.
*
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“But don’t I have a longer future ahead of me?” This was what made him so much chagrined. He understood
why Tsu Shun thought of swinging a sharp axe at Fang Hsing.
The Telephone Murder. It won’t work because there’s no way to find an accomplice. Isn’t there a small wooden
bridge close to the front gate? The railings of the bridge are fragile—one push and they’d snap. The water is
neither too placid nor too shallow. If the car was driven off the bridge it would seem to be a careless plunge into
the water: he could easily free himself by swimming out the window. She is deathly afraid of water. That won’t
work, it’s too risky. Couldn’t the jolt be so serious that he might be knocked out? Couldn’t the sediment at the
bottom be so deep that it might mire the car with both of them in it? Couldn’t the gravel of the river bed shatter
the windshield and cut his head to bits? No, it won’t work, it’s too risky.
*
“Tao!”
Fen Ta looked at him through the mirror.
“What?”
“You seem to be in a troubled mood today!”
“Not at all.”
“Is it because of what happened to Fang Hsing?” Her perceptivity never quit: “Do you think Tsu Shun is
suspect?”
“No, I don’t suspect that at all.”
“But I do!” She sighed. “This incident of theirs has affected my mood completely!”
“That won’t do—you know we have to play host today,” he intimately kissed the back of her neck.
“I honestly suspect that this was a premeditated act of Tsu Shun’s.”
“How could it be?” he immediately countered.
“Tsu Shun is your good friend, Fang Hsing is mine.” She continued to dab at her face with powder: "I have
long felt that Tsu Shun was totally fed up with Fan Hsing’s meddling.”
“Right, now look, I have not yet put the red roses properly in the vase.”
He suddenly turned his body away, as if a thousand pound weight had been removed from his shoulders, and
busied himself with the arrangement of the roses. He even went into the bathroom to sprinkle some water on them
so they looked as if they were moist and fresh with drew. It was a bright and attractive arrangement. Oh, all
women are the same, they can’t do without a man. But where do you go to find a perfectly matched couple?
Where can you find one? “Sometimes I curse that I can’t kill her so that I can be happy.”
“Tao.”
“I still want to go down and check the car.” He gave her no chance to call out or oppose; he put down the vase,
and went downstairs.
“Sir, the things from the restaurant have arrived!” Ah Ying was, once again, chasing after him.
“Wonderful.” Even if he had looked he wouldn’t have had time to see her go into the garage; suddenly he saw
the passing reflection of Ah Ying’s shadow in the glass door as it grimaced with depression. He started:
“This girl …?” Brushing his hair aside he thought no more of it and continued on down. Opening the car door
and climbing inside, the front windshield was like a mirror and he couldn’t resist peering carefully at himself: his
eyes truly were full of genius, the nose did have character, and there was that thin naughty mouth …
“Once again, we’ve underestimated ourselves.”
He carefully pulled the car out of the garage.
“Can’t let brilliance be chained by a woman and a house.”
*
The car slowly passed the garden, pulled out of the gates, and headed toward the bridge. The little bridge was
just big enough to let one car pass but it would be very easy to topple into the water, the result of which was
anybody’s guess: definitely too risky. As he thought of this, he shivered all over: he felt that the bridge could snap
in two because it couldn’t bear the weight. He got even more nervous—back the car up!
“I can’t drive well enough to back the car up and if I miss by even a fraction then every person, every car
coming by will fall in too. How could I have thought up such a crazy scheme?”
But he had no choice but to back up because there was no space big enough to turn the car around on that side
of the bridge.
On one hand very carefully backing up the car, on the other pondering: What’s the benefit of these kinds of
play toys? It’s even worse than the penniless bum he used to be. When the paycheck comes in he should buy a
month’s worth of food so that the family won’t starve to death, and afterwards think of whatever he’d like to think
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about doing. After all, thinking doesn’t cost a cent. Maybe his interest in poetry and painting will be triggered by
this. Why was it so easy to fall for a woman? After just a bit of flattery, too.
“It’s so easy to be grateful when you’re exhausted—how is it that some people can bear loneliness, can tolerate
despair, not to mention the affairs between man and woman?”
The car didn’t go off the bridge, but he had broken out into a cold sweat anyway.
“It’s just hateful that young women have so little insight and let older women grab away the men!”
He jumped out of the car and mercilessly slammed the door.
“Tao, come up here!”
She was, once again, leaning on the balcony calling him.
He soundlessly, resolutely went upstairs; Fen Ta had already taken a few steps to greet him and frantically
squeezed rum in two with the nervousness and excitement of recovering something she thought she’d lost forever.
“What’s wrong with you?”
“And you? Have you gone crazy?” She reprimanded him:
“Why did you drive the car onto that little bridge? Whoever said that bridge could bear the weight of a car?”
“It doesn’t matter.”
“Why did you want to go fooling around with the car?”
“I was testing it in case I’d have to drive any guests home tonight.”
“Who wants you to do such hard labor?” She couldn’t repress her pity and love: “Did you call to find out how
many cars there will be?”
“Oh.”
She pressed her head on his chest, life manifest in the troubled pounding of his heart; he couldn’t resist
cradling her face in his hands, and her fact, after careful scrutiny, proved to be a beautiful etching; very appealing.
Though the resplendence of the color of youth often resembles a wisp of fog, the autumnal colors stir even greater
tenderness in a man. He couldn’t refrain from kissing her, a totally devoted kiss, with the very same feeling as the
moment they fell in love.
Love needs no words: her suspicions vanished, she was assured, yet she began to cry.
“Why are you crying?”
“I’m just grateful.” She went on: “I thought I’d lost, I never thought I could have as much as I do now.”
He too was bewildered; how could he have had such an evil notion? Why did he want to get away? And his
method was so idiotic. In no way was he willing to lose her.
“Look at youself, your crying has ruined the face you’d just made up so well.”
He led her to the dressing table, and gently wiped away her tears with cottonballs, then repaired the damage
below her eyes with powder. She, like an obedient child, raised her head and wordlessly suffered through it.
“Could it be that Tsu Shun and Fang Hsing never experienced this kind of marital bliss?” He thought: Poor Tsu
Shun, how was he ever going to find a place to hide?
“All set!”
She took the puff and checked the corners of her eyes, then put it down.
“Today your eyebrows and lips were done especially well.”
He kissed her.
“Oh you’re hateful!” She laughed. “Will you go pick out my prettiest dress?” Still laughing she busied herself
putting the finishing touches on her face.
He opened the closet, and once again stole a backward glance at her. She was looking at him through the mirror at the same moment; staring at each other they laughed, close in spirit.
“No matter what, I think you should wear something red today.”
“Whatever you want.”
Outside the gate a car had already arrived, and the loquacious Chen was already walking in with a few other
persons, roaring and shouting.
1920

63.74 The Trail Of The Plum Blossom\fn{by Chi Chun aka Pan Shi-tsen (c.1920?- )} Chekiang Province, China (F) 7
She waits not for snow or frost
Nor the arrival of countless beauties.
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When did she know the sorrow of late spring?
Or ever need the waning moon?
The lady in white would break a twig.
Why? You are twins in spirit
Still the highest branch.
Wait, do wait.

In the autumn of 1945 in the wake of victory, I followed Chi-kiang University back to Hanchow. The teachers’
training faculty was housed in the Vine Garden, and the staff members used the villa overlooking the lake as a
hostel. In this way I was able to have closer contact with Mr. Chiu, professor of Chinese. Mr. Chiu was a poet, and
an artist whose speciality was painting the mei blossom.\fn{ A note reads: The mei or plum blossom is the most beloved flower
of Chinese poets and artists. Purity untouched by worldly desires is the most prominent quality ascribed to the blossom .} I too am a
lover of the blossom.
During the war I had occasion to study painting under him; now back in Hanchow, immersed as we were in the
beauty of the lake and the hills, my interest in painting grew. But not Mr. Chiu’s. He seldom took up his brush,
and almost never talked about art. The scroll on the wall of his study had been painted fourteen years before and a
poem was inscribed on it. It lent an atmosphere, solemn and delicate to the room. I often looked at the painting
with admiration, and asked him what inspiration could have created such beauty. He nodded his head, smiling
faintly:
“Yes, it was a special inspiration, an inspiration which will never come again. At that time I had touched the
heart of the mei blossom and was her friend, and I poured my whole soul into paint.”
“Mr. Chiu, is there a story?” I asked impulsively.
He smiled sadly and nodded but did not continue. I dared not ask more.
Morning and evening, Mr. Chiu accompanied me on walks. The morning haze and the evening mist mantling
the lake intoxicated me; Mr. Chiu was not even stirred. A mysterious veil of sadness misted his eyes. They gazed
over the blue hills towards some point in the vast heavens, seeking, seeking what? Traces of grief hung on his
tightly closed lips. I felt lost looking at him.
With the arrival of winter, the mist over his eyes cleared away. He loved the snow and ran races on the snowy
lawns. He made me visit the Still Lake with him to see the winter scenery, and then we went through the shadows
of the trees to the Solitary Hill. The mei flowers were beginning to burst forth into blossom on the Solitary Hill.
Mr. Chiu walked under the flowers, forgetting time. I felt deeply his love for the blossom; could it be just an
ordinary love?
One afternoon, the cold was sharper than it had been, the mercury dropped below zero, snow flakes floated
about. I looked out through the window, the lake and the hills had shrunk into a crystal ball. The falling snow
wove an air of melancholy such as is sometimes met in dreams.
“The snow has come, the mei blossom has come, but I can’t see her in the light of the snow,” Mr. Chiu
murmured.
“Mr. Chiu, are you willing to tell me about her?”
He brought his eyes back from the distance. After a long moment he said:
“Are you in a mood for drinking?
“Good, I will warm some wine.” My spirits rose. Mr. Chiu was going to tell me his story.
When I came back with the wine, Mr. Chiu had brought out a scroll and a photograph from his brief case. He
handed the photograph to me.
“Look.”
I took the photograph. The eyes were bright and clear under long lashes, like stars rising in the sky above a sea.
Dimples hovered in the smile. I could find no words to describe her. In that moment, I understood what true
beauty was.
“Is it she, Mr. Chiu?”
“Beautiful?”
I had no answer, no answer would have expressed my feelings,
“She studied painting with me when I taught in Chikiang University.”
“Where is she now?”
“One stormy morning she disappeared.”
“Disappeared?” I cried.
“Yes, to find the first mei blossoms in Spring,” his voice was low with pain.
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Methodically he opened the scroll and passed it over to me. A young girl in a mauve coat and ash blue trousers,
with two plaits hanging carelessly oyer her shoulders, stood quietly beside a calm lake. Her eyes rested on two
mei trees in bud bowing under the snow. Two lines of calligraphy were inscribed:
Red and white, rouge and snow
In the shadows of the sky
The scroll was not quite Chinese yet it was not painted in the technique of western realism either. I forgot the
little failures of this world and entered into a perfect and heavenly one.
Mr. Chiu pointed to the girl:
“She is the girl in the photograph. Her name was Mei.”
“Was she a student of Chi-kiang University?”
“No! She was a mei blossom I found in the valley. Do you believe that? She was a spray of mei flower.”
“Tell me, Mr. Chiu.” His mood and voice affected me.
He was a little drunk as he narrated the story haltingly.
*
In the year 1930 I was a lecturer in Chikiang University, which had its site among these hills. My house was up
the middle of a hill in a quiet spot. Exactly every morning I would climb the hill to see the sunrise, to watch the
West Lake and the Chien Tang River twinkling in a thousand points of gold light under the pink sky. I would then
search for lonely trails, losing myself in the nameless wild flowers and shrubs. In the depth of my joy, I wanted to
transfer on to paper their innocence, no, their spirit, but my hand failed my heart. How often I threw down my
brush in despair!
One cold evening, I was blowing on my fingers as I painted, but to my dissatisfaction, my hand still trembled
with cold. I was becoming very impatient. At that moment I saw a shadow on the frosty windowpane; I laid down
my pen and opened the door, asking:
“Who’s there? Do come in, it is cold outside.”
A young girl jumped into my room. Her eyes flashed around it like shooting stars and came to rest qn the halffinished painting.
“Sir, what are you painting?” Her voice was clear as a mountain spring.
“I don’t even know. I just can’t do anything.”
“Will you come with me to take a look, sir?”
“To take a look at what?”
“Come!”
She took my hand and ran from the house without waiting for a reply. Forgetting everything else I ran with her.
The sudden appearance of the little girl had surprised me into foolishness. Who was she, and where was she
leading me? 1 could not stop to ask. We ran up a path. The cold wind blowing against us turned her cheeks red,
making her run the faster with lips pressed tight together.
“Little girl, where do you want me to go?”
She tossed back her coal-black braids and pointed to a thatched hut at the end of the path.
“That is my house, sir, can you see the mei tree by it?”
I followed her pointing finger. A few yards from the hut stood a mei tree in the dusk, lonely and proud.
“Will you paint it, sir?” she asked, walking on.
“Are you very fond of it?”
“The tree grew up with me!” Her naïve smile revealed teeth like white jade.
We entered the hut. A middle-aged man came to: meet me with a puzzled look. I did not know how to explain
my presence, but the girl called out to him:
“Uncle, I have found an artist.”
“Please come in, sir, may I know your name?” he asked kindly.
“My name is Chiu, and yours?” I remembered I had not yet asked the girl her name.
“My name is Han.” He turned towards the girl who had brought tea by that time. “She is my niece, her name is
Ah-Mei.”\fn{A note reads: Ah is a Chinese term of endearment.}
“Han Mei.”
I said the name softly to: myself. Involuntarily, my eyes rested on her. She must have been fourteen or fifteen,
in the simple dress of a country girl. In the candlelight her pure and lovely face appeared as a dream taking my
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thoughts away from the world of flesh to one of spirit. She did not have the shyness of other girls nor any of their
wildness. Her eyes fluttered between dream and melancholy. Her complexion was like the reflection of snow upon
mei blossom, a pinkness shining through white. Such a girl in such a place must have been the decree of Heaven.
Han Mei’s uncle called me from my thoughts.
“Mr. Chiu, will you drink tea?”
“Mr. Han, where are her parents?”
“Her father is also an artist. A wanderer. He brought her to us one day, asking me to bring up his only daughter,
and went on his travels again. We don’t know who her mother was or where she could be now.” He sighed and
continued. “The child is eccentric. She likes to watch the mei tree all day. She has always wanted someone to
paint it with her, and now she has found you.”
Mei leaned against her uncle, smiling trustfully at me.
“Yes, Ah-Mei, I will certainly paint for you,” I said, very touched. “But you must help me.”
“Thank you, Mr. Chiu, how can I help you?”
She came and stood before me.
“You must stay beside me. I will be able to paint better with you near me.” A tide of joy swelled my heart.
“Oh?” She laughed happily, her uncle joining in her laughter. A mantle of warmth wrapped ro:und me at the
sound.
A woman’s voice called Mei from outside. Her smile vanished immediately, she took my hand and said with
urgency:
“Mr. Chiu, come this way.”
She led me through the back door to the tree. The sky was darkening swiftly. Mei took a branch in both her
hands and said with gratitude:
“You are very good to me, Mr. Chiu.”
“How did you happen to come to my place?” I could not restrain my curiosity any longer.
“I have watched you painting outside your window many times only you did not see me.”
“You love painting very much?”
“I don’t understand painting, but I love the flowers blossoming from your brush. I have seen those flowers in
my dreams.”
“Do you know how to read?”
“Yes. Uncle has lots of books, but the more I read the greater grows the number of things I can’t understand.”
“What would you like to know?”
“I can’t say it,” she sighed lightly. “Oh, why for instance can the moon and stars not shine always, why the mei
blossoms flower and then wither, why the image of my parents never appears to me, why aunt’s face is forever so
gloomy.”
“Ah-Mei, you think too much, let these unknown things remain unknown.”
“But painting is not like that. You must have understood nature, must be in love with the grass and trees. You
tell them all your thoughts, opening up your heart and mind to them. Is it not so Mr. Chiu? Every time you paint
your face takes on a look like a spirit, Mr. Chiu. Will you teach me painting?”
“You are a painting yourself. You are mingled with nature. The universe exists only for your sake.”
I fell silent, such hackneyed praise could only sully her with vulgarity.
She was not listening to my praise, only staring at the darkening sky in a dream. Silence. She was lost in
thought.
“Ah-Mei, it is getting dark. I am going now. I will paint for you tomorrow.”
She nodded in assent, and walked with me for part of the way before turning back homewards.
I followed the winding path. The trees gave out a heavy fragrance in the cold night wind. The clear air of the
woods washed away the dust accumulated in my bosom. With my heart full I walked in silence, and my mind in a
daze debated whether the meeting a while ago had been in another world or this. It did not seem I had known Mei
just a few hours. She was the spring of emotions hidden in the depth of my heart. We had been friends in some
unknown ancient time, we had been parted by chance, and now chance had brought us together again.
I walked into my room. The brush and paper still lay on the table. A half-finished pine stretched its lazy trunk,
and a few disoderly vines withered on the branch. I crumpled it with one sweep, laughing at myself.
“How pitiful! How starved. Is this art? Is this the work of your heart?”
I walked drunkenly around the room. I only now knew I possessed a full and rich heart. I understood what it
meant to put ones heart into a painting.
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That night I had disturbed dreams. When the first faint light appeared, I rose and took put a fresh sheet of
paper. I took up my brush. The brush moved without stopping. It was not my hand which led it. A spray of mei
blossoms hidden in my heart had at last flowered out of it. It was a spirited but gentle branch with scattered
blossoms sending out pale green hearts. It brought the message of spring after winter’s storms of snow.
“Mr. Chiu!”
When had Mei come to stand behind me?
“Ah-Mei, you have come rather early. I did not hear you.”
“Your brush was enchanted. It enchanted me also.”
I put the brush down and rested my hands on her shoulders to look at her with more care. She wore a mauve
ccat and ash blue trousers. Her plaits hung heavily down her shoulders. I looked at her and then at the flowers on
the paper. She seemed to transfer herself into my painting.
“Ah-Mei. I will paint you now.”
“No. I want you to come up to the summit with me. I love the newly risen sun and the flowers in the morning
mist.”
“Good,” I replied.
She took my arm, like a little lost bird returned to its mother’s side, skipping and singing, so affectionately.
happy and innocent.
We reached a wooden bridge. The water gurgled underneath. She stopped and said thoughtfully:
“Where dees the water flow?”
“Towards the river, to the sea.”
“Look how fast the waves of the Chien Tang River push upon each other. I sometimes think father and mother
have gone with the waves, never to return.”
“Do you think of your parents often?” I asked her while leading her towards a thatched arbor further on.
“I must have roots. Where did I come from? Look at the tree by my house! Neither wind, frost nor snow can
break it because it belongs to this deep and lonely valley.”
“You belong to this valley also. You and the mei blossom have inherited the same qualities.”
She sighed and walked out of the arbour. The dark clouds on the distant horizon had turned purple; a cold mist
was rising. We climbed to the summit at a run. The lively golden disc was already rising from the hills in the east.
The golden light shone on Mei’s mauve clothes, on her pink and white cheeks. She smiled the smile of satisfaction after eager anticipation. As a devout worshipper seeing the light of the divine spirit. The multicolored clouds
floated apart, the sun had risen. Mei pointed to another winding path:
“Let us walk down that way.” She ran down it with me following far behind; at the foot of the hill she stopped
and shouted, “Mr. Chiu, come! Come quickly.”
“What now?” I asked in surprise.
“Look!” she pointed.
Between the hills a round little lake lay in the hollow, the waters clear and placid. On the edge of the lake stood
two mei trees, one upright, the other one bending to touch the water. In the morning light they stood there,
ethereal and pure. I burst out joyously:
“Oh good! I have never seen a finer spot.”
Mei was silent with happiness, she walked under the trees and gazed up at them with contentment.
“Mr. Chiu, do let us come here every day.”
“Right.” The place was a long way from home, but for Mei’s pleasure how could I begrudge the difficulties?
“Will you name it?”
“We will call it Mei Lake. This is your own place.”
After that morning Mei came to me daily. Neither the snow nor the wind made her stop. But only on fair days
would we visit Mei Lake, Mei watching me paint. I did this picture by the Mei Lake for her. I remember her
staring at the picture and saying:
“Mr. Chiu, the place is too good. I must keep watch over it.”
I taught her to paint. She grasped things easily, whether color, blending or composition. I needed to point out
something once only or add a few strokes and her painting assumed the spirit of the object she was depicting.
Sometimes I felt my guidance to be childish and needless or even vulgar. Ah-Mei was loved by the spirits of the
hills and woods. She was the essence of beauty. Only she was fit to praise beauty.
Winter went. Spring colored the landscape. The mei blossoms withered and pale green leaves replaced them.
Other flowers vied with each other to bring forth bright colors. I took Mei to all the famous scenic spots nearby.
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She would not wander far, being afraid to meet strangers. We visited Chih-wan Hill, Nine Stream Eighteen Falls,
and the Lo-ho Pagoda. We were very close to each other. Before the coming of Mei, my life had been empty. I
tended Ah-Mei as a gardener tends young plots with love; we wished to live near each other all our lives and to
open our hearts.
Life in the hills was untouched by the worries and sorrows of the world. Our hearts were at rest in peace. AhMei’s dreamy melancholy melted away under my hands. Her painting improved with the passing of each day. But
she had a strange habit. She tore up each picture after taking a single look at it. I wanted to take them away from
her. She would ask:
“Why? I only wanted to express: what I feel, but I can’t catch my ever-changing feelings. Why should I keep
the pictures then?”
This gave me an unhappy sensation. It seemed a bad omen. Mei was like the rainbow. She might be very near
now, but soon she would fade into the horizon, and even her trail would be lost. To be with her is to be in the twilight state between dreaming and waking. Reason told me it was a dream and I could only feel my own helplessness. I treasured all the more every minute of our time together. I let her go reluctantly, and I felt as if every parting might separate us forever.
Spring, summer, autumn, passed before us like a colorful scroll. The universe seemed to be changing just for
us. Mei had an unusual way of feeling and understanding the dawn and dusk, the rising and falling of the tides;
when the blossoms flowered and withered she was hopeful amid her regretting.
“The mei flowers are the last ones of the year, and though the other flowers fade I am content to wait.”
“The mei wings forth the message of a second spring, she is. the earliest bloom of the year,” I said.
“Yes?” she nodded her head, he light of joy shining in her eyes.
Winter came with the snow. Mei loved winter. Her sparkling eyes and warm cheeks melted the cold surrounding her. Once, when it was snowing outside, I took her reddened hands into mine after her lesson and asked
whether she felt cold.
“No. Will you come with me to Mei Lake.”
“It’s snowing, the road will be very slippery.”
“But I love it.” she said.
“Well, let us go then.”
We walked hand in hand, submitting to the snow and wind. The falling flakes hid the path, the branches of
trees on either side hung low over us, wetting us with showers of snow spilled down our backs when we brushed
against them. Mei took up a handful of snow, aimed it and threw it at the top of a tree. A fresh shower of snow
rained down on us. She started running lightly across the snow. I panted and called:
“Ah-Mei, walk slower or you will slip.” And followed after her.
She did not seem to hear, but willfully ran down the slope. She looked like a swan with open wings flying
further and further away. Her shadow became smaller and smaller, and finally disappeared from my half-shut
eyes. Panic seized me when I faced the empty silver veil. What if she had left me forever?
On turning the corner I saw her standing by the lake, now carved out of white jade, waving to me. I ran and
caught her hand. The smallness of that hand seemed to disappear in mine, rousing in me afresh the sensation of
losing her once more. She looked like a jade figure and yet she seemed to be a transient flower, lasting and yet of
the moment only. What was she? Tears dulled my sight.
“Mr. Chiu!” she cried out with surprise.
“Ah-Mei, will you remain with me always?”
“I have never thought about that. Mr. Chiu, we have so much to share. We should be able to meet every day.”
“And if I leave this place and go to some other place?”
“Will you take me with you then?” she asked earnestly, her eyes opened wide.
“If you are willing and if your uncle and aunt consent.”
“They won’t care,” but her face dropped, “but what about the Mei Lake, and the mei tree by my house?”
“Will you watch by this place fo:r ever? Spring is everywhere if we search for it.”
She smiled and said nothing.
The next day she came with the photograph.
“Mr. Chiu, this is my only photograph. I give it to you,” she said, handing it to me. “You are really very
beautiful Mei,” I said, looking at the photograph. “But what made you think of giving this to me?”
“Yesterday I went home and thought over our talk. You are very good to me, and willing to have me with you,
but suppose we are separated?”
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“We shall not be separated. What made you think of that?”
“Who knows what will happen?” she said.
“Ah-Mei, I will never leave you. If you love this place too much to leave it, I will stay here with you all my
life.”
“Will you?”
In her starry eyes there was a suggestion of tears. I took her into my arms, sweeping her hair aside lightly and
gently kissed her brow. I felt comforted, even to feel that if she should one day leave me, I would not feel grief
and despair, because the trust and love Ah-Mei had given me had, blessed my life. I would never again feel
emptiness or longing.
One late afternoon, when the cold sky enveloped the whole hill, I was building up the fire for Mei’s coming.
She came suddenly like a spirit. Her face pale with traces of tears on her cheeks.
“What has happened, Ah-Mei?”
“Mr. Chiu,” her tears choked her voice. AFter a long moment she continued:
“My tree has been chopped down.”
“But why?”
“I don’t know.”
“Ah-Mei, don’t be too sad about it.”
I held her tight. She wept with grief, and lifted her swimming eyes towards the dark sky outside the window.
Gray clouds raced across the heavens. Her face grew paler. She was an alabaster statue. I had never seen her so
desperate with grief. My heart trembled at the sight.
“Ah-Mei,” I called her name, but could find no other words.
“You know, the tree grew up with me.”
“I know, but nothing can be done now. The Mei Lake is there still, the flowers must be in bud now. It will be
even better this year.”
“Ah,” she started, as if remembering.
“Mr. Chiu, come now with me to Mei Lake.”
“Such bad weather! Won’t tomorrow morning be as good?” Inwardly I was afraid her health would not stand
the gathering cold.
“Tomorrow morning then.” She was disappointed but did not insist.
“Ah-Mei, the mei flower lives in your heart because of your love for it. And even though the tree may be dead
physically its soul lives on. All this lives on, not only the mei.”
“If you had seen the tree’s plight, if you had seen it lying in the snow, you too would weep! Someone is trying
to break my heart.”
She wept again. I tried all ways to comfort her, but she was inconsolable. Before it grew dark I sent her home. I
held her all the way like a shepherd carrying a lamb, through the wood. When we came near her home, she turned
her head and asked:
“Mr. Chiu, you said the mei is the earliest flower of the year; is it the mei who welcomes the spring?”
“I am certain.”
“I will watch by the tree, no one must ever hurt mei again.”
In front of her house, she grasped my hand, and said:
“Wait for me tomorrow morning.”
I looked at her with sad eyes. In the gloom I thought her eyes were unusually bright, piercing the gathering
blackness around us, into another land. Tears still hung on her lashes, her soft mouth was closed tightly. Endless
sorrow, hope and determination played about it, but she said nothing more.
“Ah-Mei, go in, it is getting cold,” I said in a low voice.
She let go my hand slowly and turned reluctantly into the house. My heart lurched with pain. I wanted to go
with her but it was late. I turned homewards instead.
That night Mei’s tears haunted me in short disturbed dreams. I saw her pale ravished face. It looked like the
mei tree chopped down in the snow. With her hair spread out like rain clouds on her shoulders, she ran into my
arms. I woke with fright. Several times I thought I heard scratching on my door. I opened it but nothing stood
outside. Only the cold wind beat against my face.
At dawn. I rose to wait for her. The snow fell thicker and thicker. I paced ceaselessly in my room. The hands of
the clock slowly crept towards noon. Still no Mei. A sense of disaster seized me. Could Mel have fallen ill? I
flung on my coat and ran towards her house. Half-way there I met her uncle coming towards me.
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“Mr. Chiu, has Ah-Mei come to you?”
“No, is she not at home?”
“She went out before dawn and hasn’t returned yet.”
I stood there stunned.
“My wife chopped down her tree. She cried all night and went out early in the morning. Mr. Chiu, have you
any idea where she would go?”
“Mei Lake, she must be there.”
“Mei Lake?”
“Come with me!”
I dragged him along and started running. A mist hid everything. The icy wind blowing against us obstructed
our breathing. My heart panicked and my legs stumbled. I could not find the familiar paths. After much searching
I found our way to the lake. The Mei Lake lay tranquil under the snow. The bottomless waters were dark and icy.
The mei trees in bud swayed gently with the wind.
There was nothing to show Mei’s presence. A dreadful thought flashed across my mind. I called:
“Ah-Mei, where are you, come back, Mei.”
No sound answered my call. Mei’s shadow faded into the solemn silence. I nearly fainted with the pain
sweeping across my heart.
“She is very innocent. I hope nothing has happened to her.”
Her uncle also caught the panic and anxiety.
“Wait, she will return.” I said, trembling. My heart felt as if it had fallen into a deep pit. I could see nothing. I
could think of nothing.
One day, two days, many days passed. Mei did not return. Where had she gone? Who could tell? I had felt her
presence to be a rainbow, disappearing into the sky. How could I have been able to hold her? I put her photograph
on my table and hung the painting on my wall. The events of the past year rolled before me. Mei’s voice and her
smile floated around me. I felt her to be very near but the feeling only made me cold. I wept.
One night I dreamt Mei came.
“Chiu,” she leaned on my shoulder calling gently:
“To find the first mei blossom to bloom in spring, I went in the wind and snow to Mei Lake. Spring is now on
the branches. of Mei Lake. I will wait by the lake endlessly; no one will ever be able to harm the trees again.”
Next morning I went to the lake as if in a dream. On the high branches the mei blossomed. Mei’s smile
hovered over the hearts of the flowers. She looked lovingly at me. I caressed the branch, kissing her. Cold icy
drops touched my lips. Again the feeling of a cold nearness suffused me.
*
Mr. Chiu had finished his story. The rising and falling of his voice held me in a dream. After a while he took up
the cup and drank the wine slowly. A smile spread over his face. He continued.
“Can you say all this has been a dream? Could Mei have been a figure in a fantasy? But this photograph, and
this painting! Where could they have come from? I heard her voice, I felt her tender hand, but in a moment she
vanished.”
I listened in silence. The feeling of emptiness in my heart could have been no less than that in Mr. Chiu’s.
“Where did Mei come from? Where did she go? I don’t know. I need not try to find out. She does not belong
here. How could she stay long? In this vast universe she must have found a place of rest, with no past, present or
future, with no trace of worldly joys or sorrows, meetings and separations, or of love, hate, greed or longing. A
world she made out of love and beauty. I will sustain my spirit in her world,” he murmured.
“Mr. Chiu, have you been to Mei Lake since you came back to Hanchow?”
“I have tried, but I cannot find it. Even Ah-Mei’s house has disappeared. Ten years of war has changed even
the faces of the lakes and hills. How the world changes!”
The snow fell silently. The window rattled in the wind. Could it be Mei returning? I opened the door. My eyes
only met the whitened lake and hills. No trace of the mei blossom. I turned to see Mr. Chiu absorbed quietly in
gazing at the picture of Mei Lake as if Ah-Mei might step out of it.
63.99 The Abduction\fn{by Yao Yi-ying (c.1920?- )} Kiangsu Province, China (F) 3
A brook once flowed quietly past our back door, swirled under the arches of the old stone bridge, and resumed
its way to Tai Lake.
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On one June afternoon I stealthily crept out while my wet nurse, a fat woman, was sleeping like a big lump of
mud. Leaving our back yard behind me, I sat on one of the steps from the back door leading to the bank of the
brook. I was happy as a bird out from its cage.
The leaves of the Wu Tung tree reached out across the wall like a huge green umbrella, shielding me from the
sun. I took off my shoes, and dipped my feet in the cool water; I extracted from my tiny handkerchief a few petals
of a lotus flower that I had picked from the big vessel in our courtyard in which the flower was planted. I put the
petals one after another on the flowing water: they looked like little pink boats, floating and wobbling in the
gentle wind.
I decided I would ask mother for a few color threads some time and knit pretty “ropes” to fasten the lotus
petals onto the willow trees on the opposite bank. Mother once painted such boats captioned Under the Shadow of
Willow Trees. The willow trees looked particularly green and thick that summer, their thin and tender twigs
stretched so far from the other side as if they could touch my face. They fluttered in the breeze and kissed the
stream, making many a dimple as lovely as those on the face of Ah-Fung, the girl who lived on the opposite side
of the brook.
There was a man leaning on the stone bridge railing, defying the burning sun, clanking his long pipe against
them. He wore a broad-brimmed straw hat and the neat blue cloth coat and pants of a peasant. He must be one
himself.
I heard a squeak and immediately the door across the brook opened. Ah-Fung came out carrying a basketful of
clothes for washing in the brook. She went down the steps.
“Ah-Fung Chieh (sister), I was just thinking about you. Take a look at my little boats!”
“How pretty!” Ah-Fung was all smiles as bright as the rising sun.
She was really beautiful. Her face looked like a flower, her hair long, shining and black. She was in a suit the
color of which was as light as the water, with an apron in deep blue. She was immaculate and brisk.
“Shouldn’t you be taking your nap?” she asked.
“I hate it, Ah-Fung Chieh. You don’t like it either, do you?” I splashed the water with my hands. It was all
quiet. Even the cicadas were asleep.
Ah-Fung shook her head, washing her clothes vigorously, her bright eyes falling into a trance as she stared at
the lotus petals. It just occured to me that she was kept so busy all day long that she could not even have the time
to study. How could she take a nap? I should never have asked her the question.
“Our lotus will bear fruit soon. I will pick up some petals for you and you can use them as bookmarks. Nice to
smell them,” she said smiling.
Speaking of books, she made me remember something.
“Ah-Fung Chieh, have you finished my cousin’s book. The Arabian Nights? Mother has been telling me stories
from that book.”
“I haven’t gone through half of it yet,” she said abstractly. “I don’t have the time to read during the day.”
She was my cousin’s classmate and her brother was mine. However, when she was a fifth grader, her mother
died. Her father married again, and she had to give up school. Now her father had gotten into trouble, and was in
jail. She had lost all hopes of returning to school. Ah-Fung belonged to a well-to-do family, but her stepmother
made her do all the family chores, cooking, washing, sweeping. Often, privately, she cried for being unable to go
to school, and my mother would tell her that '”as long as one sets one’s heart to acquiring knowledge, it’s not
necessary to go to schools. Many have succeeded by studying for themselves.”
Ah-Fung set her goal in life high. As soon as she had a moment to spare, she would come over with her sewing
basket and ask for a book to read. Sometimes, she sat beside my mother and recited such famous poems as The
Everlasting Grief and Ode to a Lute by Pai Chu-I, again and again. Often mother said:
“Ah-Fung is such a fine child, sensible and hard-working. It’s a pity that she has lost her mother.”
I could not remember what Ah-Fung’s mother looked like, though I saw her stepmother frequently. This
woman was small, her hair well combed, her wrist ornamented with a jade bracelet. She was pretty, but so cold
that she appeared to have never smiled. I was sure Ah-Fung was not happy, having to live with such an unsmiling
stepmother.
When I looked round I found the man with the long pipe had disappeared. Suddenly I remembered when AhFung’s future mother-in-law had come to visit my eldest aunt, didn’t a peasant with a long pipe accompany her? I
wasn’t sure whether it was the same man. But I told Ah-Fung:
“Your future mother-in-law came to see us the other day.”
“Really?” she opened her eyes wide and blushed the color of a red lotus petal. She was engaged to a rich man’s
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son in a village at Tai Lake. The old man was sort of a country squire. Her fiance attended a secondary school in a
neighboring town. When my eldest aunt went to their village to collect rent, she met his mother. They wanted the
wedding to take place the year when her mother died, but her stepmother objected.
“How could she get married before the three years’ mourning is past?”
But when the mourning was over, her stepmother had another reason to say no:
“Ah-Fung is too young. I don’t want people to say ‘The stepmother is eager to get rid of her stepdaughter.’”
Ah-Fung’s future mother-in-law was unhappy to find the little girl deprived of her schooling, and yet she could
not persuade the stepmother to give her consent. She made repeated efforts through mutual friends to talk to the
woman but all to no avail. My eldest aunt was indignant and told Ah-Fung several times that “your stepmother is
really unreasonable: not allowing you to go to school, nor to get married. What a devil of a woman!”
“Your father is innocent,” she continued. “Your family is respectable, rich enough to hire a help. But your stepmother keeps you as her maid.”
Ah-Fung burst into tears then.
“I shall never get married now—who is going to look after my brother if I am gone?”
“Although your brother is not her own child, your stepmother would not dare to refuse a son’s right to go to
school. She’s afraid that if you marry she has to give you your dowry, while by keeping you at home, she need not
hire any help. As she has no children of her own, why does she have to be so mean?”
Ah-Fung was a very dutiful daughter; twice a day she sent meals to her father in prison. She also loved her
younger brother very much. When it rained she would bring him umbrella and rubbers. She often carried him on
her back as her mother had done before her. When my nurse went to school to bring me home, she always praised
her on and on.
“Look, what a good girl Ah Fung is! Two poor kids without their mother.”
I turned to Ah-Fung and found her looking at me, eager to ask me many questions, but too bashful to do so.
Surely she wanted to know what brought her future mother-in-law over. Only a few days ago I had heard my
eldest aunt say in mother’s room that Ah-Fung would soon become a bride. She ordered my fat nurse to keep it a
secret. But why should they have been so secretive about the wedding? Last year when a cousin of mine got
married they made a lot of noise about it months ahead. How much fun! But now—well, they’d keep it a secret.
All right, keep it!
A transparent shrimp crawled along my right foot, and tickled it. I scooped up some water oyer it and it jumped
away. The cicadas started to sing after their siesta, the sun was setting, it was time that my fat nurse should be
looking for me.
I turned my eyes on Ah-Fung who was watching the stream, lost in thought. What was she thinking about?
A herd of geese was coming from up the stream, their red webbed feet peddling the green water and their
feathers shining as brightly as snow. The countryman came again, leaning on the bridge railing. All of a sudden
two more peasants appeared from the other side of the bridge, both wearing straw hats of the same style. Three or
four more followed. At this moment the peasant who had earlier leaned on the railings raised his long pipe as a
signal, and the group rushed towards Ah-Fung and tried to drag her away. She screamed and struggled. The geese
were terrified and fluttered on the brook. My little boats were capsized. The basket in which Ah-Fung had put her
clothes was turned upside down. She called her brother:
“Hsiang! Hsiang!”
No sooner had her brother opened the door and started to rush out than he was drawn back by a hand. From the
jade bracelet on the wrist, I knew it was the stepmother, who apparently knew what was happening. She angrily
shut the door.
Ah-Fung was driven to utter despair, clinging to a willow tree desperately. She refused to go with them, but
cried:
“Ma, Ma!”
She was calling for her dead mother, of course. I shouted on this side of the brook:
“Ma, come quickly! Nai Niang (nurse), they are taking Ah-Fung away!”
Windows along both sides of the stream opened, people looking over from the inside, including my mother,
my aunts, cousins, and the fat nurse. But Ah-Fung was taken away. A few onlookers on the bridge also left, one
after another. Ah-Fung’s clothing were afloat on the brook.
When night fell, all in the house were enthusiastically talking about Ah-Fung’s abduction. I was held by
mother, utterly confused. My eldest aunt felt my forehead, her other hand held her glittering water pipe.
“You’ve a little fever. Must’ve been scared,” she said. “I suppose you’ve also caught a cold. Should see Dr. Lu
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tomorrow.”
“You should never have slept so long,” mother scolded nurse. “How could you let the girl go to the edge of the
brook?” As a rule I was never allowed to go to the bank.
The fat nurse covered me with a small blanket, her face was tearful.
“What’s the matter with you?” mother asked her in surprise. I had never seen her in tears since she came to
work for us seven years ago.
“Poor thing! Poor thing!”
“Which poor thing?” asked mother.
“Me, me the poor thing!” the woman wiped her eyes with the corner of her shirt. “I was taken away like AhFung when I was sixteen. My husband was too poor to marry me, and my family was too poor to feed me.
Drought year after year. I became a bride without even a pair of new shoes!”
Everybody laughed.
“Fat nurse,” said my eldest aunt smoking her water pipe nosily, “but Ah-Fung’s husband has money, and her
own family is not too poor to give her a dowry. Nobody knows how long her cursed stepmother would hold onto
her had the other family not abducted her.”
“Isn’t it that they had planned to take her away in the middle of the month?” asked my youngest aunt. “Why
the change?”
“That was why her mother-in-law came the other day from the country. She made it known that they were
compelled to do it, and it would be unfair to Ah-Fung. They changed the date only because they wanted to have
time to make some new suits and jewels for her. They promised to let her go to school in town after the wedding.”
“Grabbing a girl like that, they still talked about fairness!” denounced my second cousin, a close friend of AhFung’s.
“They even chose an auspicious day for it,” explained my youngest aunt. “The boat arrived yesterday, but
anchored at a distance. They waited until today, a good day.”
“I was waiting, too, all the morning, watching from my window. I thought they might have given up,” she
chuckled.
I understood now. The peasant who leaned on the bridge railing was waiting for Ah-Fung. He, and everybody
else, knew there was a drama to be played and were waiting in amused patience. To them it was a comedy with a.
happy end. I was the only one that cried in distress on the bank.
“The wind is favorable, and I think they must have gotten home by now. The wedding must be taking place
and they are drinking at the banquet,” said my eldest aunt in a merry mood.
I sat up from mother’s holding and said:
“Ah-Fung promised to give me lotus petals to make bookmarks.”
This made them laugh again.
“Go to bed like a good girl,” said my eldest aunt. “There is a big lotus pool in Ah-Fung’s new home. Next
summer she’ll surely send you a basketful of lotus petals for bookmarks.”
In the middle of their laughter I felt so tired that I shut my eyes against mother’s bosom.
“Poor girl without a mother!” sighed the fat nurse. “If her own mother were around, who would dare to take
her away like that. Them, a respectable family!”
I have my mother, so I held her in my arms tightly. It was so warm, so comfortable, so safe in mother’s bosom.
And I also have my fat nurse. She cares for me too. I have my mother’s love. It’s like the river, it’s there day and
night. I felt a little dizzy, as if I were sitting in a little boat, a little pink lotus petal boat, together with other boats,
floating, floating …
63.102 Little Black\fn{by Yeh Chan-chen (c.1920?- )} Honan Province, China (F) 10
During the Sino-Japanese War (1937-1945), I worked at the Central Information Ministry in Chungking, a job
recommended by my father’s friend right after graduation. Offering advice and guidance to the press and magazines and civic organizations were my duties and they often beat my brains out. I had to read writings that I was
not interested in and sum them up for my boss who would send the reports to the office of Generalissimo Chiang
Kai-shek whenever necessary. Sometimes I was dressed down if I did anything wrong or careless.
So I had to read all the articles carefully day and night. My head was often dizzy and my sight grew dim because of the poor paper and print. At that time, I lived in the dormitory and also took my meals there. The enemy
bombing continued day and night. Hunger, lack of sleep and overwork made me feel weak and have a headache.
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It was impossible to do my work well.
The doctor teld me I should take a good rest to recuperate. He handed me a certificate with which I could get
two months of sick leave. Although I asked all my friends to find a house for me in the country, it was difficult to
get an appropriate one. Therefore, I had to continue my tedious work in spite of poor health. One day I got a
sudden pat on my shoulder from behind when I was drafting a plan of How To Subsidize Cultural Workers Going
Abroad in my office.
“Hello, Yeh. Aren’t you looking for a house in the country?”
I turned my head in alarm.
“Oh, it’s you, Yun. When did you come to town?”
I was surprised to see the strange dress she wore. She looked like a guerrilla, wearing an ill-fitting green
military uniform and carrying a big green bag on her shoulder. Because our former office was destroyed by
bombing, my temporary office was in the Central Broadcasting Building in Chun Shan Road of Chungking, the
Chinese war-time capital. All the staff worked in the auditorium. Desks were put side by side and bosses had their
seats on the stage. It seemed that they were like actors and we were the audience. But Yun didn’t seem to notice
all that. She spoke loud!y in a haughty manner.
“I’m going to the front right away. You may live in my house in the country.”
“Going to the front? What for?”
“To save children in several warring areas. Do you want the house or not? Answer me quickly.”
People in the auditorium all stared at us as she shouted. Embarrassed, I took her to the front porch and said:
“Let’s have a cup of coffee at the Sino-American Cultural Association right opposite here and have a long
talk.”
“Goodness, how can I sit down to have coffee with you? I have to go to Hai Tong Chi right away. They’ve left
already.” Yun teased me and said, “It’s war-time now, my spoiled girl.” When she didn’t get my answer, she said
again hurridly:
“Do you want my house or not?”
“Of course, I want it. Where could I find such a wonderful place?”
I knew Yun lived with the Lee family in the Yellow Mountain on the south shore of Yangtze River. Mr. Lee
was a country-gentleman of Szechwan Province owning a big garden house. Lee’s daughter and Yun were schoolmates at a college. Miss Lee was a rare beauty. Although she majored in English, she was good in writing Chinese
poetry, painting plum blossoms and playing violin. She wanted to go to Europe for advanced study after the war.
Unfortunately, on the eve of her marriage, when she and her fiance, a young engineer, came to Chungking to visit
a friend’s sick mother, Japanese planes were bombing crazily that day. They tried to save the old woman, but the
incendiary bombs were so intense that they all died in the holocaust.
The bodies of the old woman and others were later found in a little crossroad. Miss Lee’s parents were so sad
that they asked Yun to live with them. I’d been there. It's an ideal place for rest, having fresh air, bright light,
singing birds and beautiful flowers. I asked:
“I wonder whether they’ll welcome me to stay there.”
“Why not? They’re still in deep sorrow, and their son and daughter-in-law are abroad. How lonely this old
couple is to live in such a big house. I’ve mentioned that you might be able to keep them company. The news
made them exceedingly happy. You know, old gentleman Lee is a recluse poet. If you have interest in poetry, you
could write poems with him. Well, it’s a pity without a young man to be with you,” Yun said with a smile.
“Really? When can I move to his house?” I said.
“You can move at anytime, today, tomorrow, or right now, as you like. But please keep Little Black there for a
short time. If she bothers you, write a letter to Miss Hui-fang asking her to take her back.”
“Little Black? A cat or a dog?”
“How could you imagine—a cat or a dog? My goodness, a girl; I took her from Miss Lee Hui-fang. You know,
she is the principal of an orphange.”
“Why did you take the girl? To be your daughter?” I retorted.
“To be my companion and help me do some little things; you know, mountain life is sometimes inconvenient
and lonely,” said she looking at her watch. “By the way, I have to bother you also to take care of Little White.”
“Little White? A little boy?”
“Little White is a white pomeranian. He can bow and shake hands with you. Oh, most lovely. His English
name is Tom. Little White is a pet name given by Mrs. Lee.” she said. “Really, I am reluctant to leave all of them
behind and the old couple too. Now everything is left to you. Please take good care of all of them.”
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“You’re now having two happy events in your family, getting a son and a daughter. Then go and find a war
hero to be the father of the children.” I tried to cover my sadness and jokingly said, “May I send you to the south
side of the river?”
“I’ve no time to be kidding with you.” She looked at the watch again. “I must go right now. You don’t need to
see me off. You do your own work,” said she, waving her hand and walking quickly downstiars. Seeing her dainty
figure rushing forward in manful strides, I yelled to her:
“So long. Bon voyage.”
“Bon voyage? I’m not going by ship or air. Use your time to learn cooking and entertain me with a big dinner
when I come back,” she turned her head back and said.
That was Yun; she never yielded to others in talking. Under the autumn sunshine, she looked so joyful like a
heroine. Wasn’t she a heroine? Many a time she was in the midst of bitter fightings; like other soldiers, she put on
straw sandals, traveled in haste in the early morning and slept in the field at night. Sometimes she marched thirty
miles a day. Under heavy fire in battle-fields, she desperately saved hundreds of children of war-torn families. I
saw her gradually disappear in the golden sunshine. This reminded me that in the same place some time ago I had
seen Meng Chiu off. But when I saw her again, she had lost her right arm. My heart was sinking and sinking. I
look~d to the directio:n she had gone and cried hysterically:
“Yun, write me, Yun.” But she was already far away and could not hear me any more. Frankly speaking, Yun
was a passionate, tender-hearted girl. Although she seemed to care about nothing, when she saw a sad movie,
invariably she would cry. Due to strong patriotism and deep love of mankind, she had let much of her own fortune
slip through her fingers.
I felt my eyes become dim.
The following day was Wednesday. I wrote to the Lee family saying that I would move on Sunday morning
and asked them to take care of Little Black and Little White for a couple of days.
*
The weather was splendid the day I moved to the house. At ten o’clock when I arrived at the gate of the
garden, I heard some children shouting with joy:
“Auntie, Auntie.”
Were they calling me? I could hardly believe, it. As I raised my head, Mr. and Mrs. Lee were standing on the
doorsteps. Yes, I saw Wan-jung, sisters and their children waving their hands to me. I was then sure they were
calling me. After drifting about for so many years, at the sight of a group of family members with their laughter
and human warmth, I suddenly had a feeling that I was home again. My initial embarrassment was immediately
dissipated.
“Good morning, Mr. and Mrs. Lee,” said I loudly. “Wan-jung, Wan-yueh, you all come so early.”
I patted the two little sisters, Jung-Jung and Tao-Tao.
“How quickly you are growing up. Auntie can hardly recognize you.”
“Mrs. Lee wants to hold a party to welcome you. We are asked to come and keep you company.” Wan-jung
said with a smile.
“I don’t deserve it,” I said. Looking at the kind old couple with silver hair and realizing the pain behind their
smiles, it reminded me of my own mother. And a little pang of sorrow shot through me.
“Auntie, Auntie.”
The sad atmosphere was at once diluted by children’s shouting and romping. Quite unexpectedly, I noticed two
big dark, bright eyes staring at me shyly in the crowd. She was about eight or nine years old wearing a neat
Chinese flowery cotton dress and holding a little white dog in her arms. Her little black face was so sweet.
Immediately, I knew who she was. I approached her and said:
“Are you Little Black?”
She nodded and smiled, showing her glittering white teeth. “Auntie,” she called me like Wan-jung’s children. I
liked her cleverness and touched her short hair. She put down her dog and carried the bag for me at once.
“Is he Little White?” I caressed the dog and asked her.
“Yes,” she replied with a smile, then whispered to the dog: “Call her Auntie, Little White.”
It made us all laugh instantaneously. She knew she’d made a mistake. With a blushing face, she slid into the
house with my bag. From then on, they always called me “Auntie of Little White” for fun. That was the situation
when I first met Little Black.
Just like what Yun had told me, sometimes mountain life was monotonous and inconvenient. During those
days I lived with them, Little Black occupied a part of my life. She shared my happiness, vexation, excitement
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and disappointment, for she was really very sensible and helpful. On the other hand, Little Black and Little White
indeed gave me much joy during my long dull recuperation. Mr. and Mrs. Lee treated me extremely well. The:
only thing that disconcerted me was that they couldn’t conceal the sorrow of losing their beloved daughter. Only
Little Black’s innocent smile, childish talk, and true happiness enabled me to return to my childhood days and
forget everything.
During these days, if the weather was fine, we often took a walk in the country in the morning and at dusk.
Little Black always took Little White, walking in front of me. One day at dawn when we were looking at the
brilliant sunshine slowly rising from the top of a mountain, she asked me with dreamy eyes:
“Auntie. God of Sun rises and sets all alone, why doesn’t He take His children with Him?”
“His children? Little Black, what are you talking about?” I was bewildered at what she said.
“I mean why doesn’t the sun take a trip with his son and daughter?”
How could I answer such a silly question? I guessed I better put myself in the world of fairy tales. I told her:
“His babies are still sleeping.”
“Oh, I see, they are really lazy-bones. Little Black and Little White have taken a walk with Auntie already, yet
they are still in bed.” she sighed. “If He also walks with his children, there must be a number of red balls hanging
in the blue sky. What a wonderful scene it would be.”
I could not help laughing at those lovely naïve words. Sometimes, I even laughed heartily. The mountain
seemed to enjoy our laughter and echoed at once. And Little White, a sensitive animal, would wave his head and
wag his tail, jumping and barking with joy.
Slowly, Little Black would be in deep thought and walked silently.
I always thought that Little Black was an imaginative little girl. She always let her dreams run wild like a little
poet. She might be a daughter of some artist or poet. Judging from her emotional behavior, dreamy eyes, sweet
smile, it appeared that she had a noble mentality. She didn’t look like an uneducated girl at all. Nevertheless, I had
no courage to ask her about her parents. She was just an orphan; how could she know what had happened.
Probably the war had destroyed her family. I knew there were many kinds of children like this in the orphanage.
Seeing the poor victims of war, all I could do was to blame the merciless God and cruel mankind. She always
called the animals and plants babies or Dad or Mammy. Oh. Poor child, how anxious was she to have parental
love and the warmth of a home.
I lived in Lee’s house entirely according. to Yun’s arrangement. I had one bedroom, one study, and a small
room behind the bedroom. Little Black and Little White also lived there. They were seldom in the room during
daytime. When I was reading or writing in my study, Little B!ack would sit on the floor reading fairy tales or
painting something with crayons; meanwhile, Little White would lie quietly beside her. When I took a nap in my
bed at noon, Little Black would slip into my room quietly and lie on my couch. Little White, as always, would lie
under her feet. I recall one day as I yawned lazily after my nap, Little Black came over to me with a mysterious
smile and said:
“Auntie, did you have a great dream?” Little Black always used strange vocabulary in her talk. Sometimes it
happened to fit the sentence, but usually it was really funny.
“Did I have a great dream?” said I, opening my sleepy eyes. I couldn’t catch her meaning for a moment.
“It’s said when one is asleep, he would have a good and beautiful dream if you let him smell roses.” She was
afraid that I couldn’t understand her meaning so she changed “great dream” to “beautiful dream” this time. She
pointed to the rose in a small vase on the end-table beside the bed and said:
“They helped you get a beautiful dream, didn’t they?”
“I did have a beautiful dream,” said I lazily. “I dreamed about a lovely little girl in flowery cotton clothes
wandering through the woods to find roses. Finally, she found them, and picked the best ones. Then she slid into
her auntie’s room silently, put flowers in the vase, and said softly: ‘Beautiful flowers, do me a favor; let Auntie
have a sweet dream. Auntie will give me some candies after she wakes.’”
I had already become used to teasing her.
“Auntie cheats me. That’s not a dream; how could it be a dream?” She was a little disappointed because I had
outwitted her.
At this time, Little White would also run around my bed; he seemed to want to share my love with Little
Black.
“Little White, what do you come here for? Get out, or I’ll beat you.” Little Black waved her fist to frighten
Little White. At the same time, she asked me, “Auntie, will you let me make the bed for you?”
“You are too young to do it. I’ll make it myself. Go to the shop and send a letter for me later, O.K.?” The
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mailbox was installed in a drug~tore near by.
Honestly, compared with Little Black, Little White was really useless. He could do nothing except play. Little
Black could do lots of work, such as buying things for me from the store; picking up and sending letters, helping
clean the house, telling, the servants what I would need, lighting the mosquito repellent coil She was an eager
beaver, not only liked to do things but also tried to do her best always to my great satisfaction.
After combing my hair and washing up, I stood on the steps which led to the garden, and saw Little Black
taking Little White to the drugstore to mail letters.
Suddenly the housekeeper, Mrs. Wang, appeared before me. She looked at Little Black disappearing down the
road, and said:
“Don’t be cheated by her age. A little fox she is,” she spat and grinned. “Every day as I feed Little White, she
always watches at the side till Little White finishes it. Then she takes him away. Guess why? For she is afraid that
I will not give Little White some meat to eat. One day, I wanted to make her angry on purpose and said, ‘Go away,
Little Black. When I feed Little White, I don’t need your watching.’ She went away submissively, but still hid
somewhere. As soon as I left, she came back again quickly. Don’t you think that would make me mad?”
With a treacherous smile Mrs. Wang continued:
“She stays in the kitchen everyday, flatters the cook by calling him something like dear Dad, dear Grandpa,
making the stupid cook her servant and treat Little White so nicely. You see, how fat Little White is!”
While I listened to her, I suddenly recalled an episode. Not long ago in a stormy night, I heard the strong wind
blasting into Little Black’s room through the window at midnight. I guessed she didn’t shut the window tight, so I
left my bed to examine it. Little White’s kennel was empty. I was scared. I opened Little Black’s mosquito net and
took her little quilt away. Little White was just sleeping comfortably in the bed. I was flabbergasted at what she
had done. I never let dogs or cats sleep in my bed, although I like pets. So I opened Little Black’s mosquito net
again and said: ‘Little Black, Little Black.”
“Mmmm?” She rubbed her sleepy eyes and soon recognized me.
“Auntie, what’s the matter?”
“Why did you let Little White sleep in your bed?”
“Because it is too cold tonight; I’m afraid that he couldn’t get enough warmth in his kennel.”
“You should have told me so, then I could give him something more to keep him warm. Don’t you think it’s
dirty to let him sleep with you?”
“He’s not dirty at all. I give him a hot bath with soap every day. The cook always gives me enough hot water.”
“You give Little White the bath, not Housekeeper Mrs. Wang?”
“Mrs. Wang only throws him into the cold water. One day, I saw Little White trembling in a bathtub, dripping
saliva from his mouth. I guessed he must have caught cold, so I asked the cook to feed him some aspirin. I dared
not tell you, because I was afraid that Mrs. Wang would get angry.”
I was in deep thought and didn’t notice what Little Black was talking about. Looking at her chattering little
mouth, I thought Mrs. Wang not only had a sharp tongue, but also had a hideous heart. No wonder Little Black
always evaded her.
The following day I wasn’t feeling well, so I took a nap till four o’clock that afternoon. When I opened my
eyes, Little Black and Little White weren’t there. It was a nice day and the sun was shining. I assumed they had
gone out for a stroll. Suddenly, I heard the loud cry of a child from outside the window. Who was it? There was no
child in the yard except Little Black. She had no reason to cry like that, and no one would provoke her. Although
Mrs. Wang didn’t like her, she dared not bully her anyway.
“Auntie. Oh, Auntie, help Little White, please.”
Little Black came into my room, crying, and pulled me out.
“What’s going on?” I was confused. With disheveled hair I went out with her.
“Little White: is going to die, I don’t know why,” she sobbed.
She took me to the foot of a mountain. I saw Little White was rolling on the ground crazily. A large amount of
saliva flowed out from his mouth. He moaned with pain. The cook stood there and didn’t know what to do.
“Well,” I asked Little Black, “didn’t he lqok very well this morning?”
“When you were taking a nap, Little White was moving uneasily on the floor. I was afraid he would disturb
you, sq I took him out. But just when we arrived here, he didn’t want to go any further, and started rolling and
yelping on the ground like that. I found the cook and told him. He said that there is a foreign doctor living on the
other side of the mountain, and that you can go and ask him because you understand English.”
“You mean that American couple living in a western-style house over there?”
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“That’s right, he is a doctor, and they have a dog too,” said the cook.
I thought although he was not a veternarian, most foreigners love dogs. Since he was also a doctor, he might
have some medical knowledge about dogs. So I took Little Black to see them. The doctor himself answered the
bell. I told him my purpose hastily. The doctor was very kind and said politely:
“I shall be most happy to help you. Let me tell my wife first and then we can go together.” Looking at Little
Black’s tearful face, he said kindly with a smile, “Is the dog her good friend?”
I nodded.
“Try to soothe her,” he told me, then entered the house. A little later, he came out with his wife. She looked at
Little Black and gave her some candies. Little Black wiped her eyes, thanked her and thanked me in a low voice:
“Can I give Little White some?”
“No; he is sick now. He needs medicine, not candies.”
The couple went to the mountain with us. This American doctor thought that Little White’s illness was very
serious. He might have a brain concussion or eaten some poisonous food. He told me to try using sulfa quanidine
tablets, and not let Little Black get near him, because he was not sure whether or not not Little White had rabies.
It greatly surprised me. What should we do, if it was rabies? And, it was not so easy to prevent Little Black
from touching him. I told the doctor I had some sulfa quanidine tablets, but it seemed they had a moldy smell.
“Those can’t be used. Would you come to my house? I have good ones.”
Little Black and I followed them to get the medicine. On the way, he told me his name was Hamilton; he came
from Philadelphia. He gave me four sulfa quanidine tablets, some sedative pills and told me that the dog must take
one sulfa quanidine every four hours. He told me to give him two, sedative pills first, because he had suffered so
much pain. Anyway, he insisted that the little girl should not go near the dog. That was the most important thing.
On the way back home, I was thinking about how to separate Little Black from Little White. After the dog took
the medicine, I talked this matter over with the cook. Finally, he had an idea and suggested it to me before Little
Black:
“I’ve a friend who is an expert in treating dog’s illness. He has cured many dogs before. Would you let me take
Little White to try?”
“Of course, please do, my dear Grandpa. You take him to your friend :right away,” said Little Black.
“But the man has a strange temper. You know, he dislikes children. If we go there together, I’m afraid that he
won’t cure Little White.”
“Who told you that I want to go? I won’t. Now you take the candies with you. If Little White is hungry, please
give him some,” said Little Black and handed the candies to the cook. With the new hope, she seemed happier.
I also gave him the medicine and the dose. The cook soon took Little White away, and I took Little Black
home.
Next morning, I got up early, but didn’t find Little Black in her room. I thought I knew where she was. After
combing my hair and washing up hurriedly, I went to the back yard. As I neared the kitchen, I heard the sound of
hammering. Following the sound, I saw the cook nailing a box. From the shape of the box, I understood what had
happened at once. Looking at Little Black who stood there silently and despondently, I felt sorry for her and said:
“Little Black, let’s go in and eat something first, O.K.?”
I didn’t expect she would go with me, but she said, “O.K.” Then she quietly went to the pond to wash her
hands and followed me. Halfway home, she begged me sluggishly:
“Auntie, would you please put up a wooden plate on Little White’s grave and write something on it? Grandma
Chang who lived at the foot of the mountain also had a wooden tombplate for her dog, Little Tao.”
I promised her willingly and thought her name should be on it. I wrote as follows:
Darkness, darkness reigned all over the sky,
Cannot cover your little spark burning in my heart,
Love and truth are eternal,
Rest quietly, my dearest Little White.
Little Black

As we attended Little White’s funeral, Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton happened to call on us. They picked up some
unknown flowers in the mountain, and put them on Little White’s small grave. Looking at Little Black’s tearful
eyes, Mis. Hamilton asked me softly:
“Is the little girl your niece?”
“No, she originally lived in an orphanage. A friend of mine, who stayed here before, is her guardian. She
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brought Little Black out here to keep her company. Now she has gone to the front, so I take care of her instead.”
“Where are her parents.”
“I’ve no idea, but I think the war has snatched them away. She is now a poor homeless orphan.”
“A good girl, she looks so kind and good.”
“Yes, she is, Mrs. Hamilton.” said I.
From then on, Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton called on us very often and always brought candies for Little Black. One
day as I just asked Little Black to send the foreign couple home, Housekeeper Mrs. Wang said loudly”
“Do you know why that foreign woman likes Little Black? You see, what a hybrid she looks like. She is not of
pure Chinese stock.”
I was too angry to speak when I heard her words. It was Mrs. Lee who couldn’t stand it and rebuked:
“How could you say that to hurt a child’s feeling. Little Black is very obedient and everyone likes her.”
“How dare I? If you just look at her carefully, Madam, you will know what I mean.”
“I suggest that you better look at yourself carefully and you will know what you look like.”
Mrs. Lee was a Buddhist; that was the first time I saw her so angry. Mrs. Wang had become too arrogant
always thinking she was indispensable in the Lee family. Seeing Mrs. Wang go out with a long face, Mrs. Lee said
to me softly:
Frankly speaking, Little Black is a little bit like a foreign child. Maybe one of her parents is a foreigner.”
“Sometimes I had the same idea. But it is possible that some Chinese children look like foreigners without any
reason, especially Cantonese.”
“Is she a Cantonese?”
“I don’t know. Who knows what kind of people her parents are.”
Every time Mrs. Lee and I noticed Little Black’s large deep, blue eyes, we would look at each other silently.
Finally, the answer came by accident.
Every time I passed Little White’s grave, I saw many flowers on it. From a distance, they looked so beautiful
with red and green colors. Comparing with the wealthy persons’ graveyards around there, it had more human
warmth.. I recalled that Little Black had wished that beautiful flowers would bring me beautiful dreams. So, one
day I asked Little Black with a smile:
“Little Black, you bring flowers to Little White everyday; I guess you hope him to have beautiful dreams, is
that right?”
“Little White was a poor dog without parents. One day, after mammi (she called Yun "mammi") and I came out
from a bomb shelter in the city, I saw a baby dog lying under a collapsed house on the roadside. The dog’s mother
was bleeding and dead but the baby dog was still sucking her breast. So I asked mammi to take the baby dog with
us. She considered for a moment, then went to hold the dog in her arms. But the bombing started again, so we had
to run into a shelter. Everybody complained about his cries. After the bombing was over we took him home,” she
said softly with her emotional tone. “You see, Mrs. Lee put the best kind of fruits and flowers every-day on her
deceased daughter’s table to remember her, while I can only give Little White some wild flowers.”
I felt dismal with her words and kept silent. I wondered whether she had any knowledge of her own tragic
family background.
“I’m not sure if Little White dreams,” with a little sorrow she went on. “I had an awful dream last night.”
“Did you dream of some terrible thing?”
“I dreamed that my daddy was hurt and bleeding in the battlefield. My mammi was crying bitterly.”
“Your daddy? Your daddy was hurt and your mammi was crying?” I was greatly surprised.
“Little Black, where’re your parents? In the front?”
“My daddy is fighting against Japanese, and my mammi , is working in a factory.”
To my great amazement, she was not a real orphan. Furthermore, her parents were two model citizens—father
fighting in the front, and mother working in the rear.
No wonder Little Black looked so outstanding. Although her parents weren’t poets or artists, as a brave warrior
and a hard-working laborer, were they not more respectable than those useless scholars? But the mystery was how
her mother could be willing to separate with such a lovely child. Perhaps they’re too poor, or a poor family had
too many children and always worried about everything. So she had to send the children away and work for
earning a living. I felt deeply touched and tried to comfort her.
“Little Black, dreams are usually not believable. Your daddy must be well. After we win this war, he will come
and take you home. Don’t think too much now.” I paused for a moment, then asked her”
“Little Black, why didn’t you ever tell me about your father and mother before? I guess …”
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Originally, I thought I would say that she had no parents, but stopped short at the very last moment.
“Little White knew everything. I’d told him very often,” Little Black said seriously.
“What did you tell Little White?”
“I told him that my daddy and mammi were the best persons in the world. Daddy was fighting the enemies in
the front, and mammi was working in a factory. After defeating the Japanese, then we all can go home.”
I felt deeply regretful. How could I have quickly concluded that she was an orphan, and dared not talk about
her family with her? The child must have wished to tell me about that for a long time. I guessed she missed them
very much because she always said something about daddy and mammi to herself. It would be good for her, if I
had talked with her about her family.
“Your mammi is working in a factory, but where is the factory, Little Black?”
“It’s near the orphanage.”
“Oh, it’s Chiang Chin. Did your mammi go to the orphanage to see you?”
“Of course she did. She always sent me food.”
I thought I was right. Her parents must be respectful persons. They loved their children, but the cruel reality
forced them to abandon them. I hoped I could help them and let Little Black lead a happy family life, for she was
so sensible, so longing for a sweet home.
“Auntie,” Little Black awakened me from my illusion, “I saw the gloves you wove for Mrs. Lee, how nice. I
want to weave one pair each for my daddy and mammi too. Mammi (Yun) gave me some money before she left. I
wish to buy some woolen yarn. Would you please teach me how to weave?”
“I have some spare woolen yarn. You may take it.”
“Thanks, Auntie, will you teach me?”
“Of course I would like to teach you, you are such a sensible girl.” Although Little Black was not old enough, I
had confidence that she could do a fine job because she had sufficient intelligence and enthusiasm for learning.
“My words were proved at the very beginning. I only gave her a little instruction, then Little Black knew the
tricks right away. Her work went on smoothly. This seemed to be the only thing she liked to do after Little White’s
death. As soon as she had time, she wove and wove wholeheartly. One day I read a poem and explained the
meaning to her:
“‘Needle in a kind mother’s hands | and clothes on a wandering son’s body.’” Then I teased her and said, “Now
I’ll change the poem: ‘Needle in a loving daughter’s hands | and gloves on her parents’ hands.’”
“Gloves on parents’ hands? What’s the meaning of parents?” She asked me with bewildered big eyes.
“Parents means daddy and mammi.”
“Oh, I see,” she understood suddenly. “No wonder why the letter books the cook sent me always had
something about parents. Now I have it.”
“Letter books? Why did the cook give you this kind of thing?”
“It’s because when one day I talked to Little White in the kitchen, I said: ‘Little White, I really wish to write a
letter to my daddy and mammi. The cook heard it and was afraid that I didn’t know how to write, so next day he
went to town and bought two letter books for me. Little White died on that day, I forgot to tell you.”
“Did you write to your daddy and mammi?”
“Not yet.” She paused for a while. “I lost their address, but I can get it from someone later.”
How could she lose her parents’ address, I wondered. Anyway she was still a child. The lively fire of the small
stove reflected Little Black’s face as she was sitting there and weaving gloves silently like a noble lady. Suddenly,
I had the feeling that Little Black had grown up gradually, and spoke more and more like an adult. She
daydreamed all the time before. Was it the death of Little White that made her grown up and realized the meaning
of life? I fell in deep musing.
It was Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton’s voice that awoke me from the living room. Then I went out to greet them. Mrs.
Hamilton told me that they just came to say good-bye, for three days later they would move to Kunming. There
was a military hospital on the frontier of Burma. Mr. Hamilton was assigned to serve there. When we just sat
down, Mrs. Hamilton pulled her chair close to me and said:
“I want to talk with you about one thing; I wonder whether you can help us or not.”
“Of course, I would like to help you,” said I. “What’s that?”
“You know,” in a low voice Mrs. Hflmilton said slowly, “We had a lovely daughter, but unfortunately, about
three years ago, at the same age of Little Black, she died of meningitis. Her father, a doctor, couldn’t save the life
of his own daughter because he was with the army at that time to save the lives of other persons’ children.”
Speaking of this, her eyes grew wet. “Little Black is almost a spitting image of our daughter. I had the feeling
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when I first saw her. My child was born in India. Perhaps influenced by the weather and geographical location,
she looked much darker than we are, just like Little Black, don’t you think it’s strange? You can’t image how
much we like Little Black, and wish she could take the place of our daughter to fill up our empty hearts. Miss
Yeh, my dear, you are so kind, would you please help us to get her? We’ll pray for you all our life …”
I was so greatly, touched by her words that I couldn’t say anything. What should I say? I couldn’t cheat them
and I was afraid of telling them the truth. That was all my fault. If I hadn’t told them my assumption that Little
Black was an orphan, how could they have created such a beautiful illusion.
Little Black seemed to notice that our talking was somewhat unusual.. Although she knew no English, she
sensed something would happen or could have happened from our serious appearances and Mrs. Hamilton’s
tearful eyes. She put down her needlework, and stood between Mrs. Hamilton and I, looked at us with a confused
expression. I saw the unfinished glove she put on the chair, which symbolized the brilliance of mankind’s purest
love. The love between parents and children excelled everything, and nothing could take its place. As I thought
this, my courage immediately strengthened, so I steeled my heart and told the whole truth to Mr. and Mts.
Hamilton in an easy tone.
Suddenly, she was like a balloon without air; she leaned her fat body on the back of the chair and sighed to her
husband, “Most unexpected.” She was choked with sobs.
“Thanks to the merciful God, we should feel happy for Little Black. Mary, be reasonable. We should ask God
to bless the child.” said Doctor Hamilton seriously.
“Yes, you’re right; thank you for reminding me. Little Black is a good girl, we just wish her happiness and
luck. It is not necessary for her to belong to us.” Mrs. Hamilton wiped her tears then held Little Black in her arms
and murmured, “May God know how much we love you.”
I couldn’t see Little Black's expression. At the moment all I could do was to comfort Mrs. Hamilton.
“I’ll make inquiries—to find out the truth and the possible development of this case. If her parents have too
many children and they wish Little Black to get more education and love, they would consider your request.
Please leave your address in Kunming with me.”
“As soon as we arrive there, we’ll write you. Miss Yeh, I hope you won’t forget our friendship during this
period of tribulation,” Mrs. Hamilton raised her head and said.
Mr. Hamilton left their address in my notebook.
The Hamiltons went finally, and my vacation was also going to end. I hadn’t decided how to make arrangement for Little Black yet. I’d talked this matter over with Mrs. Lee, but she just said she would consider it. This
didn’t mean that she would keep Little Black until Yun came back. I was greatly annoyed by this troublesome
case, so I decided to discuss this matter with Miss Lee Hui-fang who, I was told, had just come to Chungking. I
didn’t take Little Black with me because she was busy knitting her gloves.
I walked up and down in the city, until finally I found Lee Hui-fang’s house. Unfortunately, she’d left
Chungking early the morning and would go back to Chiang Chin. Since it was impossible for me to meet her, I
went to my office to see if anything had happened there. My boss was very happy to see me again and said:
“It’s wonderful to see you back, Miss Yeh. You know, many young people of our office went to the front in
compliance with Generalissimo Chiang’s “Young-Intellectuals-Go-to-the-Army” movement. Offical documents
have piled up a lot. We’re rather in a plight recently. As an old staffer, come back and help us, O.K.?”
“Of course, it’s, my duty.” I told him that I just had five more days of vacation and I would come back in time.
At that moment a person rushed in and said that an air raid alarm “red ball” was seen on the warning post again. I
returned to the south side of the Yangtze River hurridly.
At a distance from the path leading to Lee family’s garden, I saw the housekeeper, Mrs. Wang, eagerly looking
out. When she saw me, she yelled toward the house, “Miss Yeh is back, Madam,” then she turned to me and
smiled:
“Madam was very much worried as she knew the ‘red ball’ has been hung on the warning post already, and you
hadn’t come back yet. I went out to look at least five times.” She carried my bag for me and said hastily:
“Little Black has gone.”
“Little Black has gone? Mrs. Wang, you mean Little Black has already left?”
“Yes, Little Black has gone. Miss Lee, Lee Hui-fang took her away. My dear lady, look how you are worrying
about her! You treated her so good and she was reluctant to be separated from you. She cried and said that she
didn’t want to go until Auntie came back You see, she was so difficult to deal with …” Paused for a while, she
continued: “But Miss Lee was in a hurry to catch the ship, so she couldn’t wait for you. She wasted a lot of time
persuading Little Black to go with her. Not long after they left, the ‘red ball’ was in sight.”
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What a coincidence, I thought. I went to Chungking to find Miss Lee Hui-fang, while she came here. At last,
Little Black’s case was resolved. I felt greatly relieved. But strangely, I also felt disappointed as if I had lost
something, because I was used to seeing that bright black face and the big blue eyes waiting for me as I came
back. Her longing, for my return made my heart warmer. Mrs. Wang seemed to rejoice at Little Black’s leaving.
She chattered incessantly until I told her absent-mindedly:
“Mrs. Wang, don’t you feel tired to speak so quickly and so loudly?”
“How dare I feel tired? I was afraid that you would worry about Little Black, so I had better explain the matter
as quickly as possible to comfort you.” She emphasized the word “worry” with a loud voice. She was by nature a
loquacious woman, so I turned my back on her.
Mrs. Lee came out despondently. She said to me:
“That’s good, you’ve come back. I was told that the ‘red ball’ was already out, I was so worried about you. Lee
Hui-fang came today saying that she was assigned to the Ko Lo Shan First Orphanage, and her Head Office has
sent someone else to take over the Chiang Chin Orphanage. When the new director checks the children, if Little
Black is absent, she will be kicked out. That is why Miss Lee came to take Little Black back so hurridly. I’m not
sure whether they’re already on the ship or not. Oh, my God, I wish there was no air raid.”
Mrs. Lee gave me my room key.
“Little Black asked me to give it to you, poor child, crying all the time and wanting to wait for you. Finally, I
thought of what you’d told me about her parents, so I reminded her: Little Black, don't you miss your mother?
Doesn’t she also live in Chiang Chin? Now you go with Miss Lee first, we’ll take you back as soon mamii (Yun)
returns. Then she left silently with Lee Hui-fang who looked at me perplexedly. I guess her mother must have too
many children to take care of. Otherwise, no mother is willing to leave her children.”
“Little Black also misses her parents very much. Isn’t she busy in knitting gloves for them? Just because they
are poor, her mother can’t find a way to help her.”
I took the key from Mrs. Lee and was very tired, wishing to take a rest in my room; but I also worried about
the air raid. I heard Mrs. Lee sigh behind me:
“Little Black is really lovely, but I always suspected …”
I didn’t know what she really suspected, but I had no time to think about it. I was greatly confused, so I didn’t
pay any attention to what she was saying.
When I entered the room, I immediately sensed the feeling of emptiness. As I walked on the hard wooden
floor, I found nothing on it. Little White would never come around to tickle my feet with his soft, warm, fat body.
What I saw now was the cold and dead furniture. Little Black’s sweet face no more smiled to me, her big and
deep eyes were no longer in sight. I could hear nothing except my breath. Suddenly, I felt the room was so big, so
cold and so empty. I was very lonely as I stood there. I decided to go back to the office before the expiration of
my vacation; I couldn’t stay there any longer.
I packed up my things at once. When I entered Little Black’s room, I saw her bed was in a mess. She had
always put everything in good order. It might be that she was in too much of a hurry to tidy it this time. I picked
up her pillow. A letter suddenly slipped out of the pillow case. As I picked it up, on the envelope was written: “To
My Dear Parents,” but there was no name of the receiver or the address of the sender. It was Little Black’s
handwriting. I remembered she said that she would write a letter to her parents. She did, but couldn’t find the
address to mail it. I thought I’d better keep the letter now, and mail it to her later. But I was forced by a lonely and
curious emotion to read the letter. During the time that Little Black accompanied me, I treated her well just
because of my obligation to Yun. And now, Little Black had left me and I realized that my life was actually linked
with hers. I missed her so much and wanted to know everything about her. So I told myself that it didn’t matter; at
least I could know something about her family and correct the letter for her. Then I opened the letter and read it
slowly.
Dear Parents:
How are you? I mis [miss] you everyday. Do you mis [miss] me too? Now I asked Auntie to tech [teach] me
weaving gloes [gloves] for you, because it’s very cold. The gloes [golves] will be finished soon. Your hands won’t get
cold any more. Take good care of yourselves. Write me, please. God bless you.
Your beloved daughter,
Little Black

Although she spelled a few words wrong, she got the point across, and from the letter book the cook gave her,
she learned how to address her parents. But it was funny that her parents were not living in the same place, and
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yet she still wrote the letter to both of them, and how did her mother know who her Auntie was? I couldn’t help
laughing.
Mrs. Wang was calling me for dinner, so I put her letter into my box. On the way to the dining room I was still
laughing.
After dinner Mrs. Lee gave me a letter from her pocket and said”
“I almost forgot it. Little Black took a letter from the store. It looks like Yun’s handwriting, but why did it
come from a hospital?”
My heart was shocked as I thought of the tragic story of Meng-Chiu. Opening the letter hurredly, I read:
Dear Yeh,
I’m now living in the Army Number XX Field Hospital because my left shoulder was hurt by shrapnel. It has been
taken out already, and the wound stitched. Although it still has a little inflammation, I can write with my right hand.
I’ve been here for two weeks, and I’ll leave the hospital soon.
This time we saved eighty-four children in the war area, the oldest is fourteen, and the youngest is just over one year
.old. When Hui-po and Little Jen assembled them at the station and got ready to take the cars to Chungking, suddenly,
the air raid warning sounded. I was sleeping in a small hotel alone. Because I caught a bad cold, I couldn’t move at all,
and I was planning to go back to Chungking a few days later by myself.
However as I heard the air raid, I desperately jumped up, and with my pajamas on, rushed to the station because I
was so worried about the children there. Just I left the hotel, it got a direct hit and a small piece of shrapnel flew over
my shoulder. Thanks to God, it didn’t take my head off. Finally, I managed to get to the station. Luckily, no bombing
was in that area; the children were all safe. It seemed that God had protected us, I was so glad. Suddenly, Hui-po found
blood on my pajamas, she cried, “Oh, my goodness, you’re hurt.” Then I began to realize that I was wounded and felt
penetrating pain. My only comfort is that the children are all right, and their records are intact. I’ve just received Huipo’s letter saying that they arrived in Chungking safely.
However, Little Black’s record was lost in this air raid. Because she belongs to a special category, I had written her
record in my notebook, but the notebook was destroyed with the hotel. From this experience, I think I should tell you
everything about Little Black as far as I can remember. If anything happens to me, you have her record anyway. We
have a responsibility to the girl. Of course, the orphanage also keeps her record which was made according to Little
Black’s oral report. Evidently, it’s not correct and incomplete. The following is the true story.
Before I-Chang was occupied by the enemy, we’d saved the first batch of children; over ninety of them stayed in a
steamship steerage. The ship was moored off the shore, because the captain was afraid that refugees would get on the
ship by force. I remember it was about eight o’clock in the evening. They told me that there were some people rowing a
boat to send their child to the “Living Buddha,” (Do you believe in the war areas many of the children’s parents call me
“Living Buddha?”)
A middle-aged couple entered; they looked simple and sincere. The woman pulled a three or four year old girl in her
hand. She was pregnant, and looked like she was going to have the baby soon. Breathing with difficulty, she pushed the
little girl to my side, and said hurridly, “Be a good girl, call this lady Teacher; Teacher will help you leave here.” To my
surprise, the child stopped crying and came to my side submissively. She continued hastily: “Lady, she is not my child,
but I fed her with my own milk when she was a baby. I love her more than any of my own children, because she is very
clever and obedient. I was reluctant to send her to you, but my husband advised me again and again. We’re poor, and
the Japanese are coming. We have no money to go elsewhere. Now, I’m going to have a baby soon, so for the child’s
future, I guess I have to leave her with you. Honestly, it’s hard for us to do this, for we have become used to having her
with us!” said the woman tearfully.
“What’s her name? How old is she? Where are her parents?” I asked.
“Her mother gave her a long English name; I’m unable to say it. Because of her dark complexion, I called her Little
Black. She is four and a half years old, able to speak and very obedient. She won’t give you any trouble. Her father had
studied abroad; his family name is Yang. Her Grandma-in-law is a foreigner, so her mother looks somewhat like a
foreigner. She is pretty, can sing and dance well, a popular beauty at a college in Shanghai. Her name was often
mentioned in local newspapers. Little Black’s parents are very westernized. They don’t like children, only dancing.
They always stayed out till midnight. Finally, Little Black’s mother became pregnant and it was inconvenient to go out,
so her father danced with another girl. From then on, they quarrelled all the time. Only one month after Little Black
was born, her mother found a foreigner to be her partner and never danced with her husband again. At last, her mother
divorced her father and married that foreigner, and her father also lived with a dancing girl. They eqjoyed themselves
separately, and thought that Little Black was a burden, so they gave her to me. At the beginning, her mother promised
to write me and send money for the child from abroad. But I never received any message from her. She must have
forgotten. My husband was working in Shen Hsin Textile Mill in Shanghai. We kept Little Black till the Japanese
troops were near the city. The mill decided to layoff workers so we decided to take Little Black back to our home
town.”
“What’s your name?”
“They call me Chou Erh-niang, my husband’s name is Chou Kai-shun. We live on Main Street of I-Chang, Oh, how
I wish to see Little Black growing up,”said she with tearful eyes.
Before she had finished speaking, the air raid alarm sounded again. She pushed the child to me hurridly, and went
back with her husband. Our ship sailed to a secluded place to avoid bombing. It was said that I-Chang was heavily
bombed that day. I worried very much about the kind-hearted couple’s fate. So I’ve kept “Little Black” as the name of
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the child in memory of the good-natured woman.

As I read this letter, sorrow overwhelmed me, choking me. Throwing it to Mrs. Lee, I went back to my room. I
thought of Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton, then I went to find their address; but I couldn’t find it. Did Little Black take it
away? In her drawer, I found an orphanage textbook opened. On that page, she had scribbled many red and blue
circles. The text was as follows:
My father goes to the front, my mother works in the factory. Father is fighting against the Japanese in the front,
mother is weaving cloth in the factory.
The cloth is used to make uniforms for soldiers to keep them warm;
When soldiers are warm in their bodies, they will brace up their courage.
With tough courage and strong bodies, they defeat the Japanese until the enemy has no place to hide, no place to
hide.
After driving out the Japanese, we can return to our home town.
We all return home, we all are happy.

Oh, I see. I began to understand suddenly the background of Little Black’s fabricated story about her father and
mother. A poor child was living an illusion. I had to write Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton quickly. A child like Little Black
couldn’t live without a family. Now, I remembered that my notebook with their address in it was put in my box.
When I opened the box, I saw Little Black’s letter to her parents. I picked it up as I saw the words, “To My Dear
Parents” which she wrote so wholeheartedly, were dangling before my eyes till it blurred. I felt dizzy; the tears I
had kept from dropping now gushed down like showers.
After a while, I calmed down and wiped the tears. As I wanted to read Little Black’s innocent letter once more,
the words “To My Dear Parents” were soaked by my tears and could no longer be recognized.
63.120 Recollections On The Lantern Festival\fn{by Chang Ming (c.1920?- )} Kiangsu Province, China (F) 2
My hometown Nan Tung is a little town located at the very end of the Yantze River before it merges with the
ocean. Although small, Nan Tung had made quite a name for itself with its abundant growth of cotton which
attracted wholesale dealers from Japan. In addition to cotton production, Nan Tung was also known for its special
kind of textile material which, being heavy and coarse-grained, had found a welcome market in Northeastern
China. Thus, Nan Tung became quite well known and prosperous in spite of the fact that its docks were too small
for steamships and the town was not connected with others by trains. Since it was very small, though quite
renowned, I can only call it “a renowned little town.”
Unlike most of the unsophisticated small towns on the north shore of the Yangtze River, Nan Tung resembled
the big cities across the river. Its five city parks and hills on the outskirts brought countless tourists from the
neighboring area. The medical, textile, and agriculture colleges of Nan Tung University attracted many students
from other counties and provinces; this brought about an increase of laundries, good restaurants, and other establishments which catered to the student trade. The young people’s varied attire added color to the local atmosphere
and the students’ interests combined to lift Nan Tung out of the picture of the usual small northern town.
These superficial changes in appearance, however, did not at all affect the local customs and habits which
remained traditional and tranquil. At least from the time of my birth until I left home at twenty-two, there was not
the slightest change in the food we ate and the activities we enjoyed at each festival. For instance, every year during the Lantern Festival, my maternal grandparents always sent us the same kind of yuan hsiao (glutinous rice
dumplings). Although the Lantern Festival Day, January 15 of the Lunar Calendar, was the first main festival after
the Lunar New Year, its prelude began two days before and was called the Lighting of the Lanterns.
During the Lunar New Year, portraits of ancestors were hung in the parlor of each family. No matter what
business or professional position the ancestor had held during his life time, in death, his children respectfully
promoted him to the most distinguished position and his portrait was accordingly painted. In front of these
portraits a table was set with chopsticks, wine cups, and all kinds of dry fruits such as litchi nuts, dragon eyes,
chestnuts, and preserved persimmons. The front of the table was covered by a red embroidered tablecloth; on top
were two candlesticks and an incense burner. All of these had been set on the table since New Year’s Eve and
were not to be removed until the Lantern Festival was over. After the candles and incense were lit, every member
of the family took turns bowing to the ancestors. Beginning from January 1, two hot meals were served every day.
Breakfast was composed of steamed New Year cake and paotzes (steamed bread stuffed with meat and
vegetables), while dinner must include cocktail dishes such as salted fish and meat, preserved eggs, and salted
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jellyfish. There was much hustling and bustling on January 13, when the lanterns were lighted. I am still not too
certain why a lighted lantern was hung in front of each portrait. Perhaps it was merely a form of celebration.
Again it might be a gesture of showing respect and entertaining the ancestors. Otherwise, why should the offspring do these things if it were not a form of memorial? Since the Lantern Festival symbolizes family reunion,
why shouldn’t there be a reunion of those who are living with their loved ones who have gone beyond?
Speaking of lanterns, there were numerous kinds. However, in my family we had been hanging the same ones
for several decades. Every year they were taken out of storage for the festival and were later neatly packed away
for the next year. These lanterns were especially admired by the modern families whose lanterns were
inadequately painted in dark red and purple on glass that was partially translucent. Our lanterns were made of
colorful paintings on glass decorated by beads of all hues. These lanterns were also made in different shapes.
Some were square and others were octagonal, each with an electric bulb or candle in the center. When lit at night,
they created a certain nostalgic atmosphere. Blurred by the incense haze, the flickering flame of the large candles
on the table seemed to reach upward to the technicolor lantern hanging in mid-air. The reflections cast countless
pictures in the shadows that never failed to intrigue my im-agination.
In spite of the fact that these treasured lanterns were displayed once a year and were well taken care of, they
were certainly not indestructible. One day while playing in the parlor, my youngest sister was greatly frightened
when she accidentally threw a ball high and hit the large lantern in the center. Instantly the ancient frame broke
and the glass pieces began to fall apart. It was indeed a serious misdemeanor for she had broken a family heirloom.
In addition to these very special ancestor lanterns, throughout the house we hung others such as lotus lanterns
for the kitchen god, rabbit lanterns, and others in the shapes of tanks and rifles. But to me these were not as
interesting.
Beginning from the Lantern Festival Day, more delicacies were added to the meals for the ancestors. For
dinner hot dishes were served. What puzzled me was the fact that to every ancestor, whether man or woman,
young or old, wine was always served. Perhaps wine and hot dishes were symbols of a great feast. I was told that
the dead did not really care for any food; all they ate was the steam from the delicacies. Thus from the lighting of
the lanterns on January 13, to the close of the Lantern Festival on January 18, hot dishes were served to the
ancestors every day. During these six days, we were indeed very busy; serving the table, bowing to the ancestors,
and lighting firecrackers.
Since the Lantern Festival was also a day of family reunion, all members away from home must return then.
Students who had just left for school at the beginning of the year, must return for the reunion though it meant
additional travel expenses. At times it was impossible for some to return in time. However, a place must be set at
the table for him, signifying completeness of the family.
Every year on the day of the Lighting of Lanterns, my maternal grandparents made a great quantity of yuan
hsiaos and had them sent to all their nine daughters. Then as soon as the first freshwater fish appeared on the
market, the daughters would send a special kind of fish to their parents. This giving and taking often amused me.
Frankly speaking, those yuan hsiaos did not taste at all good, especially since they were sent to us at least three
days before we were supposed to eat them. Since we had a rather large family, we always made our own yuan
hsiaos filled with minced meat or sweet bean paste. These were cooked in boiling water while the others from our
grandparents were of delicious dishes which were placed on the ancestors’ table. Everyone, including those who
did not usually drink, was obliged to sip a little wine. With lighted candles on the table and colorful lanterns
overhead, the room was filled with joyful sounds.
All these are but happy memories of the years long past—in my home-town far away. Shortly afterwards,
when my father passed away, followed by my eldest sister, all gaity and happiness disappeared. When I returned
home after V.J.\fn{Victory in Japan.} Day, all I found in the parlor was my mother’s casket. At a time like that all
decorations in red were removed and the traditional drums and gongs were silenced. Even firecrackers were put
away. It was believed that such forms of festival celebration would make the dead uncomfortable, especially when
the dead were our elders. Thus in my memory, my last Lantern Festival at home was one of sadness and solitude. I
was most lonely and melancholy. Since then I have left home and have not been able to return. I often wonder, on
the Lantern Festival Day, if they also set my place at their family reunion dinner.
Leaving home is like leaving all the traditions of the past. Now I can no longer taste the yuan hsiaos from my
grand-parents; I can no longer see the portraits of my richly adorned ancestors: I can no longer have the privilege
of kneeling in front of these portraits and bowing to my ancestors. Of course, I can no longer enjoy the joyful
family reunion of the New Year season. We, who have lived over a half of a century, ought to be able to pass on to
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the next generation some kind of joyful experiences of the home. But alas, how can a family that has lost its
tradition match the family of the past?
As the Lantern Festival Day draws near, I wonder if I can create for my children that spirit of festivity. After
two days of New Year holiday, everyone will go back to his office or school routine. The unpredictable weather
will make it impossible to prepare the many delicacies for the New Year season which seems to fade away in a
matter of two weeks. Above all, our children have matured into adulthood and have long ago lost interest in the
colorful paper lanterns. During the last few years, I have not only failed to find any bejeweled lanterns, but
haven’t even seen any paper ones. Since yuan hsiaos do not appeal to the appetite of every person, even this last
symbol of festivity has disappeared from our dinner table. At times I yearn to return to our traditional spirit of
festivity. How wonderful it would be if everyone could return home for a joyful family reunion on the Lantern
Festival Day.
63.122 The Funeral Of A Kind, Old Man\fn{by Chang Hsueh-ying (c.1920?- )} Changsha, Honan Province, China
(F) 2
The skies were a glum fish-belly gray, like the face of a Sister after a long fast, under a veil of heartbreak.
Putting on an overcoat, I followed Chi to the Taipei railway station to catch the first train to Hsi-chih.
The train moved, the monotonous clicking broke the silence at dawn. Leaning my head on the window I
looked out, the trees flashing by. And then I saw patches of green and brown. Finally the colors blurred: I was
carried away by my thoughts to another world, another time.
To my mind came the image of the man whose funeral I was attending—a kind, old man, the familiar smiling
face with a touch of sunshine. I remember especially his soft hands—the hands that had been extended to us when
Chi and the children landed at Kaohsiung after the hurt of a prolonged war and the ordeal of traveling over a
thousand mountains and rivers.
The old man and we were not relatives. In fact, we did not even know him when he first met us at the quay.
Our only link was a letter of introduction from his friend. My family humbly accepted his help with gratitude. It
was ten years ago. We had left behind our hometown, and everything and come to this island. We—my husband, I
and and our children—were invited to stay up on a mountain farm with the old man. He had tidied a room that
had been vacant for us and helped us to settle down. He cooked our very first meal—soup of potato chips and thin
wheat cakes. My, how tired and hungry we were! His radiant kindness and our own hunger had made the food he
offered taste like a feast.
*
Those three months on the mountain with the old man made me remember the lazy days at home by the fire in
winter and almost made me forget the loneliness of mountain living. Gradually I came to know him. He had been
in politics for forty years with remarkable achievements; but he never boasted about them. His salary had gone to
the education of his nephews and nieces and supported a host of poor relatives. The only thing he had left for
himself was the gown on his back.
Over ten years ago he came to the island with a small bag and a few books he loved. He went to no friend for
help. Single-handedly he opened up a vegetable farm, a flower bed, and raised poultry. Humbly, he kept company
with the lonely mountain.
Life here was as placid as a lake on a windless day, except for the moon that occasionally shone through the
clouds. Even catching the barkings of dogs depended on favorable winds. Pushing the window open, you saw a
silent field dimly framed by a circle of mountains supporting the blue sky that hung like an umbrella to contain all
the quiet charms that nature had to offer.
He was a man of simple taste. Early to bed, early to rise and he spent the daylight hours in watering his plantation and feeding the birds. In his spare time he read the classics. To him loneliness posed no problem. Compared
to him I am a snob; I like quietness, but I am gregarious by nature. A half year of mountain life was quite enough
for us, we decided. We moved to Taipei. And then we were the only people that visited him occasionally.
I was concerned about him and I was rather mad at the people whom he had helped; they seemed to care
nothing about him. When I talked to him, he laid his hand softly on my shoulder, and said:
“Child, clouds are ever-changing; so are people’s minds. There is nothing strange about this. Man has to
depend on himself. Never expect favors. It’s always better to give than to receive. Foolish are those who expect
reward after giving, for in the act of giving you have already got your reward. When you understand this, you’ll
have a heart nothing can hurt.”
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He pointed at himself, stretching his legs.
“You see, I am still strong and my eyes and ears are still alert. I’m old, yes. But I’m still young at heart.”
The old man was always calm. His smiles cleansed my mind like breezes in the spring, making me forget the
complaints of life; and his words chimed like temple bells that inspired a new look at the meaning of life.
*
I remember it was New Year’s Eve five years ago that he came to our home and casually announced that the
landowner of his plantation had moved to the Pescadores and had sold the land, and so he could no longer stay
there. He told me he had arranged for himself a house up on a hill in Hsi-chih. He cautioned me not to worry too
much about him for he would live happily there. The kind words came so natutally that I could not help wiping
my eyes many times.
After dinner, there was a drizzle. He picked up his stick and draped his raincoat over himself as I held a basket
of canned food in hand and an umbrella in the other and slowly followed him to the railway station. Treading on
the soaked rail tracks, I felt the rain drops on my face and chills of early spring.
We walked in silence; my heart gripped by the thought of long departure. As I raised my head, I noticed his
stoop and his slow gait. My throat constricted at the premonition of his old age and death. Tears mingled with the
rain drops on my face, but I turned away when he looked at me because I did not want him to notice. Although his
was a sublime spirit that could defy sentiments, I guessed a smile was still better than tears at separation.
*
Late in the next spring Chi and I went to visit him.
His abode was a simple two-room bungalow overlooking a creek leading from a mountain. An old farmer, Ho,
lived not far away with his widowed daughter-in-law and grandson. They had become his good friends. I knew
there were three more souls in the world who would care for him. The kind, old gentleman would never be lonely.
In the mountain village, he had made three friends and from Taipei we occasionally went to see him. Every time
on my way home, I always looked back toward the trees and clouds, golden in the setting sun, and my whole heart
was in prayer to God to bestow longevity upon this worthy man.
After moving to Hsi-chih, he seldom came to Taipei, and we were constantly kept busy and didn’t see him
often. Sometimes Little Ho (the grandson) would bring tidings of his “all’s well,” and we would ask the boy to
take some canned goods to him. Sometimes he wrote us brief paragraphs about his life and best wishes which
were made all the more precious by their briefness.
As spring wore on, we met Old Ho who told us the old gentleman was no longer as strong as he used to be and
perhaps he was nearing his end. We were worried.
Suddenly the news of his death reached us. When we hurried there, he was already in the coffin. No more
could we see his radiant face and hear his carefree laughter. There was not even a single relative present at his
funeral. Is it fate that an exalted soul should end in silence and humility?
He was a devout Catholic and his memorial service was simple and solemn. In silent prayer for a resting soul, I
saw his crude coffin lowered into the cave. The Ho’s all went ahead silently to add a spade of earth upon his
grave. As I did the same, my tears cascaded down on the grave. These, I suppose, were the best I had to offer him.
Chi had made a wreath out of wild flowers which he had gathered. Softly he placed it on the new mound of
earth. Silence spoke for our heartbreak. All through the return trip we exchanged not a word.
When the sun went down, the tall coconut palms were set afire with a glowing red and we were turning back to
the railway station with thin, long shadows in the lonely chimes of the evening bells. Night came early to the hills
and the cool breezes had blown away whatever warmth had been left behind by the people who had come for the
funeral. Loneliness was all that was left to accompany his lonely soul.
A dream was life and to Heven may his soul return! Nothing he bequeathed was worth even a mild squabble.
He had given his clothes to Mrs. Ho, his scanty collection of books to me. On the train, I held the books tightly in
my hands. They were wet with my tears as his kind face smiled at me in my mind.
63.125 New Year’s Eve Dinner\fn{by Huang Ho-ying (c.1920?- )} Kwangtung, China (F) 3
Time passes fast. It was the end of the sixty-first lunar year of the Republic of the China (Feb. 2, 1973). In
spite of the fact that we have officially employed the solar calendar for decades, we prefer the lunar calendar for
our festivals. We still attach a great deal of importance to the celebration of the Chinese New Year. During the end
of the lunar calendar and the beginning of another year, when people are busily preparing for and celebrating this
holiday, the gay atmosphere of the Chinese New Year is obvious.
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Family Gathering on the Lunar New Year’s Eve
China is a populous country with a vast territory which is politically divided into many different provinces. But
at the end of each lunar year, preparations for the Chinese New Year are almost the same throughout the country.
As soon as the twelfth moon arrives, every family starts stuffing Chinese sausage, salting meat, drying chickens in
the shade, and salting dried duck. Then, follows the making of the steamed dumplings, sweet rice cake, and all
kinds of cookies and refreshments, such as ma hua, pai cha, and san tzu.\fn{A note reads: Snacks made of sweet dough
deep fried. Some are quite crisp, others are soft .} We prepare dozens of delicacies out of chicken, duck, meat, vegetables,
fish and other sea food, according to special recipes, These are for the whole family on the eve of the lunar year,
and also for the relatives and friends who come to offer their New Year’s greetings, during the holidays.
The dinner on the eve of the lunar New Year is the most magnificent meal of the year. After the sacrifice to the
ancestors, the whole family sits around the table and begins eating the substantial meal.. This is the time for the
family to show gratitude and to entertain each other, and to get rid of the old and make ready for the new.
There goes a saying like this:
“A crowded family makes a happy New Year.”
On the eve of the lunar New Year, all those who are away from home must come back to celebrate with the
family. In some provinces, it is customary for people to set a pair of chopsticks and a bowl on the table for the one
who is unable to come back, showing anticipation for his home-coming.
The Delicious Dishes in Peking
The New Year’s Eve dinner in the former capital, Peking, was always with a full table of delicacies. For example, there are many dishes prepared to eat with wine such as fried fish, twisted dough fried in oil, crisp and fluffy
eatables made of flour, fried meat balls, smoked chicken, steamed meat in ajar. The most ordinary dishes to go
with rice in a, Peiping New Year's Eve dinner are four kinds of meat balls, fried meat cubes, assorted stewed meat,
and stewed pig’s leg with crystal-sugar and at the last assorted chafing dishes and stewed chicken or duck with
cabbage. There are also lots of refreshments: New Year cakes, fermented rice cakes (also called Bee Cakes in
Peking because they look like a bee’s nest inside, due to fermentation), steamed bread, date dumplings, triangle
sweet dumplings, and steamed rolls.
When the dinner is over, the family begins to prepare chiao tzu\fn{A ravioli-like dough dumpling with meat filling.} for
the following year. Because the shape of chiao tzu is very much like that of yuan pao, a silver or gold ingot used
in Old China, pao chiao tzu (wrapping of the chiao tzu) is a1so called nieh yuan pao (making of the ingot) by the
Pekinese. On New Year’s Eve, the rhythmic chopping sounds of the knife mincing meat for the stuffing can be
heard from almost every family in the neighborhood.
All the women of the house gather together in the hall, some rolling the dough into chiao tzu skin, some
wrapping the meat, talking and laughing. While the girls are busily working, the old grandma sits on the warmed
brick bed, watching and at the same time coaxing her grandchildren with the New Year’s folk tales which pass on
from generation to generation. It is customary for people to remain awake until after midnight on the eve of the
Lunar New Year so that they may watch the old year out and the new year in. The noise and exciting sulphurous
odor coming from the crackling of firecrackers outdoors add to the gaiety of New Year’s Eve.
There are many tricks to the wrapping and cooking of chiao tzu. For instance, a peanut or an almond nut may
be wrapped together with the stuffing. Anyone who eats a chiao tzu with a peanut or an almond nut in it is said to
win the prize, and good fortune is sure to come to him throughout the year. While cooking the chiao tzu, if it
happens that one of the chiao tzu is broken, it is a taboo to say po le, meaning “broken;” instead it should be said
cheng le, meaning “earned money.” This is to avoid saying anything unlucky.
In Peking, it was customary for people to buy things on credit rather than in cash. They usually paid up at the
festivals or at the end of the year. If one was not able to pay at the dragon-boat festival or at the mid-autumn
festival, one could postpone the payment until the end of the lunar year which was supposed to be the deadline.
Thus, on the eve of the Lunar New Year you could see the grocers and their clerks carrying lanterns in the dark
lanes, collecting payments. The debtors dared not stay home but ran away or even hid in a public bath house; for
there was an unwritten rule that no one should demand any debt after midnight of New Year’s Eve. A creditor
even had to offer his New Year’s greetings to the debtor when he met him on New Year’s Day. Tbis shows the
kind generosity of the Peking people. There is a common saying in Peiping:
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"The La Pa congee is the herald; Kung-tung candy is the killer; boiled chiao-tzu is the savior.”
It is a vivid description of the intricate relationship between the creditor and the debtor. La Pa means the eighth
day of the twelfth moon. The La Pa congee is like a herald telling you that your creditor is coming. Kung-tung
candy is used to worship the kitchen god on the twenty-third day of the twelfth moon—the time when the
creditors are pushing most hard. But when the chiao-tzu is being cooked, New Year has arrived: the creditor must
go home to join his family, and thereby, the debtor is saved.
Sitting and Chatting Round the Stove
In Fukien and Taiwan, people have a special name for this last dinner of the year, “Wei Lu,” meaning “to sit
and chat round the stove.” All those who are away from home for study or on business must come back to join the
family on the eve of the Lunar New Year. All the members of the family sit around the stove chatting and enjoying
the magnificient meal.
It is customary for people in this area to offer three sacrifices to worship their ancestors. The three sacrifices
are a chicken, a fish, and a large piece of pork. After the ceremony, these sacrifices are used for the New Year’s
dishes. Most of the dishes are boiled blandly and must be eaten with sauce. The favorite dishes are the fish ball,
meat ball, radish ball, gravy chicken cooked with sea cucumber, fried cuttle-fish with celery, stewed noodles and
various kinds of fried fish, shrimp or pork. Various chafing dishes and steamed duck or chicken are also indispensable dishes. For refreshments, sweet rice cake, radish rice cake, leavened cake are popular. The leavened cake is
a symbol of luck. It predicts the fortune of the coming year. Therefore, it must be carefully made so as to rise as
high as possible. The higher it is, the luckier you will be. It would be even more satisfying if the cake rises so high
that it bursts at the top.
The Pure Hakka Flavor
My family are Hakkas.\fn{The Hakkas are a people of south China living mainly in Fukien and Kwangtung Provinces; but they
seem to have originated from a northern center in Shantung during the third century BC, having migrated there originally in successive
stages from somehwere in central or northern China, pushed by population pressures. They tend to live on the less fertile uplands, have
never bound their women’s feet, are extremely industrious, and intermarry little with other Chinese. Basically farmers—except where they
are in the majority, they tend to live on the less fertile upland regions of settlement—when overseas they tend to follow specialized
occupations } We lived in Peking for a long time and then moved to Taiwan in 1946. At our dinner on the eve of
the .lunar New Year, you can easily find the pure Hakka flavor mingled with foreign ones. This is commonplace
in Taiwan today.
Speaking of the dinner on the eve of the Lunar New Year, I cannot help but think about the happy old times
when our large family gathered together around the table eating and chatting. I feel that only in a family with
grandparents, parents, sisters-in-law and children, can one enjoy a real happy New Year, especially for one who
belongs to the middle generation, between his loving parents and his beloved children. It is the prime of one’s life.
I still remember that my old grandma would lead the whole family to sit round the table after the sacrifice to the
ancestors was over. First, we would propose a toast to grandma, wishing her “Good health year after year.” Even
the young ones could taste the home made rice wine. Then grandma would pick up some celery with her
chopsticks and put it into the dishes of her daughters and daughters-in-law, saying, “Eat some celery and work
diligently.” She would then put some soybean cheese into her grandchildren’s mouths and say, “Be richer and
richer year after year.” Finally, she would pick up some bamboo shoots for her sons and say, “Step upward one
joint after another like the bamboo.” (Meaning: advance yourself step by step.) There would follow other blessings, such as “Be prosperous!”, “Have a nice son earlier.”, “Ingots rolling”: these blessings were accompanied by
food from the table.
As the meal proceeded, everybody got hotter with wine, and the funny words got hotter, too. In the wavering
candlelight and the curling incense smoke accompanied by the crackling of the firecrackers, the whole family, the
three generations, sat happily together talking and laughing heartily.
To Be Healthier Year After Year
Most of my sisters-in-law and aunts were unable to get out of Red China, and now the children have grown up
and married or gone abroad for their careers. Only my husband and I are left. Nevertheless, my preparations for
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the Chinese New Year still go on as usual. I want to drive away my longing for the rest of the family by keeping
myself busy. Let the brilliance of the candlelight and the happy New Year’s greetings fill the emptiness of this big
house of mine. When the Eve of the Lunar New Year arrives, my old companion and I will sit together at the table
covered with delicacies, and happily drink a toast to each other:
“May you be healthier and healthier year after year.”
63.128 Wild Geese Of Autumn\fn{by Kuo Chin-hsiu (c.1920?- )} Honan Province, China (F) -1
Through the ages, Chinese men of letters have sung the praises of the wild goose. Again and again they have
made reference to the ability of the wild goose’s feet to carry letters and to their formation in flight, one behind
the other. Europeans hunt the duck and the pheasant but in China the wild goose was the first animal to be hunted
for sport.
On the China mainland, twice each year without fail, one could observe the wild geese in their column of
flight: at the vernal equinox, returning to the north and then at the autumnal equinox, flying down to the south.
Often there would be one or two lonely geese not in the formation, their wailing in the depths of the night would
pluck at one’s heart. There is, in fact, a very sad Chinese melody named Wild Geese Descending on the Sand. But
what I remember about the wild geese are the children clapping their hands and calling:
“Wild geese! Wild geese! Draw a person character\fn{ A note reads: The Chinese character for “person” [rather like an
inverted “V”] resembles one flying formation of the geese.} for me to look at.”
Wild geese are very gregarious. When they fly they are always lined up very precisely one behind the other,
either in the form of a “one” character\fn{ A note reads: The Chinese character for “one” [similar to a long dash] resembles
another flying formation.} or in the form of a “person" character.
However, what I remember most about the wild goose is a sad little poem.
During the war, I was alone at home taking care of my mother. Everything in the library was mine. One day, as
I was browsing there, I found something I could understand and felt was interesting. On a page of a mimeographed lecture I discovered a poem. This poem was being used to show that in ancient China these definitely
were poems written in everyday language. This poem was not written according to the rules of verse but,
nonetheless, it sounded very musical and was very moving and so I have silently kept it in my memory; now it is
only when I recite this poem again that I can appreciate how lonely and pitiful were the women of old, confined
as they were to the inner apartments. The original poem is as follows:
Wild geese, flying to the south, I enjoin you,
Take a message for me to Kiangnan.
I do not want you to report that I am hungry and cold
I do not want you to report that I am well.
Just write the two words “one person” on the azure clouds
And cry out that there is someone who is grieving.
If it happens that my man appears,
Write neatly so that he can see clearly.

It is said that when this husband, who felt that making a profit was more important than being with his wife
and had gone to Kiangnan to do some business, saw this little poem, he immediately packed up and went home.
Imagine the young wife, well-dressed, with plenty to eat, materially having nothing to worry about; yet lonely.
When at autumn the wild geese flew south signalling that the weather was gradually getting colder, she
remembered her husband with: pain. These few words express her grief completely. If even, geese, abhorring
loneliness, congregate together then how isolated and how pitful must be the state of someone who is alone.
When I think of this poem, the wild geese come to my mind and I reflect that not only can a resolute patriot’s
letter of loyalty be carried by a wild goose’s leg but that a love letter can also be tied there.
Wild goose, bird of poetry! Romantic bird. Gregarious bird! It is autumn once again and so it is also time to
say good bye. Wild gees of autumn, next year when spring comes will you come again?
64.11 Mine Too\fn{by Hsu Chung-P’ei (1920?- )} Kiangsu Province, China (F) 4
It was already twelve years since I’d seen Man-li, when to my surprise I heard she had opened a business in
Miami, Florida.
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Florida is a place to which the well-to-do flock to avoid the chill of winter. There are mountains and water to
enjoy amidst spring-like warmth, at a time when people in other areas are slipping on the ice as they walk about.
It’s said that the ladies of wealthy families wear pearl-studded bathing suits, and sit curvaceously by the water’s
edge, dazzling all onlookers with the reflected light of their gems to display their fortunes. Indeed, only the rich
go to Florida in winter.
At that time I happened to be in the United States, and got a letter from Man-li inviting me to stay awhile at her
place at a time convenient to me, so that I could have a look for myself. It sounded fascinating.
“You won’t have to push and shove with the crowds. I’ve got a porch out back here, overlooking the beach.
You can sun yourself there during the day and when I come back in the evenings we’ll chat together—Paul will
continue watching the business—once we start gabbing we just won’t be able to cease.”
My reason for deciding to go there wasn’t to soak up the sun, but rather to “not cease gabbing.” Man-li’s life
was already legendary, and these past ten years surely constituted the most colorful portion, so I really wanted to
chat with her.
Fate had been kind to Man-li. When I saw her at the train station she hadn’t a single gray hair nor a wrinkle on
her forehead, while her waist remained supple. To think that here was a middle aged woman! She wore a light
blue dress, and her face was tanned to the color of bronze. Only those who live beside the sea have such a
complexion.
This was the first time I met Paul. He was a husky man, not given to effusive pleasantries of speech. When he
spoke he tended to keep his eyes averted downwards, so unlike Man-li who acted like an old acquaintance even
when newly introduced to someone. I remembered all the eloquent, well-spoken men who had in the past fallen
head over heels for her, and wondered why she had chosen such a dull, silent type for her husband.
Her house was in the middle of the community. It couldn’t he considered large, and consisted of two bedrooms, a dining room, and parlor. I noticed the porch behind the parlor through the house. Down beneath was a
moist green lawn, while on the porch itself stood a reclining chair and beside it a tea table. A pitcher of water and
a glass were placed atop the teaboy, along with an ashtray and a pair of sunglasses. All had been prepared for my
comfort.
“This is where you’ll stay during the daytime. Nobody will bother you while we’re away.”
Paul was very apologetic toward me, explaining that since things were so busy at work they would not be able
to stay with me except when Man-li had free time in the evening. As Man-li put it:
“We’re old friends, so no matter. We’ve prepared for the evenings, so don’t mind. If you like, you can help me
water the lawn under the porch. If someone calls and you don’t feel like answering the telephone, just let it ring.
Okay, we’ve go to leave now. You go outside and get some sun.”
So with this, they left me alone.
The two of them had certainly assimilated the bustle of America, going about and eating always in a hurry. A
friend of so many years, yet just leaving me here in the house and running off. No wonder people say that
American character is like a sheet of thin paper, the way they chase after a living.
I put on the sunglasses and looked out towards the seashore. There in the sunlight were quite a few beach umbrellas, while beneath them men and women relaxed languidly. I could hear their laughter as the breezes wafted
by. Here along the beach I could comprehend this country’s copious wealth and its abundant spirit.
Man-li returned first, opened the refrigerator and swallowed a glass of orange juice in one gulp.
“Was I ever busy today! So many customers.”
“With so many customers, you’ll get rich.”
“No need to get rich, just to stay fed is okay.” She turned to me and said, “Paul says you’re just as he imagined
you’d be.”
“Really?” I laughed, “But Paul isn’t anything like I thought he’d be.”
“Why?”
“I figured Paul would be like those boys who used to chase after you back in those years.”
“Oh, I know—you thought he’d be a playboy. Well, those playboys are now gone with the wind.” She gestured
with her hand toward the window as if casting them into the sea.
“Silly,” she spoke as she tied on her apron. “One looks for excitement when one is young, but when you get
older you want some guarantee of security. In looking for a husband, find one who’s quiet and honest. Adventure
and stormy good times are for kids, but when you put on years you need a safe, protected harbor.”
“Is that what you’ve found, a safely protected harbor?”
“Look at him.” She pointed at a bust photograph of Paul on the wall. “Is that or isn’t that a safe harbor?”
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Paul’s photo revealed quiet, shy eyes, smiling and confident lips. She glanced at the picture, then suddenly
nodded her head and affirmed:
“Now there’s a man.”
I just didn’t know how to respond to her assertion of “where there’s a safe harbor, that’s where you’ll find me.”
Previously Man-li had no secret she would not confide to me. She would frequently say, “Come what may, you
know I’ll speak my mind, but don’t you dare let out what I tell you!” And now, twelve years later, after twelve
years and all she had gone through, she’d become so conservative.
“Paul has been to Taiwan!”
I groped toward asking, “Thinking of going back?”
“Don’t look at Paul, he just wasn’t born for doing business but he’s good with words—once he said, ‘Cast
bodily adrift, but with the spirit in the ancestral land.’ My old, old friend, if you can’t do something right, then
don’t even try.” She headed toward the kitchen.
Man-li was an accomplished hand at cooking, and this evening she had prepared some particularly skilled
dishes just for me.
“Usually I’m just too lazy to cook Chinese food. It makes great eating, but everything has to be cut so finely, it
takes up so much time. Mostly I just take a steak home from the store and throw it in the oven, simple and
nutritious. But tonight isn’t the same.”
Paul returned, took some silver candlesticks, placed some candles therein and lit them. On the table there was
placed a flower arrangement. Cordially and with ceremony they lifted their glasses in a toast to me in honor of my
having arrived from afar.
After dinner Paul went into the kitchen to clean up the way all American husbands do, while Man-li and I sat
on the sofa. She asked me:
“So what have you been doing these ten some odd years.”
All I could do was sigh, “I’ve been through a lot, but without too much to show for it.”
“Who hasn’t been through a lot,” she also sighed. “It’s been quite a few years. Perhaps better not to say anything.”
She didn’t have to tell. I remembered how it had been in years gone by, when she was the stellar attraction
around which a host of satellites revolved. Men had committed suicide for her, gotten divorced because of her,
gone crazy over her, how many I couldn’t say. Her name had hung on everyone’s lips.
She interrupted my memories.
“These past few years I feel like I’ve been in every state in the U.S. After the mainland was lost everything for
me was gone. I had to become a real person, and discovered it isn’t easy to make a living. I worked at petty little
jobs in companies and U.S. government offices, and I worked conscientiously too—more than the others and
quicker as well. Yet every time staff members were laid off I got cut first. I wasn’t a U.S. citizen, so I had no
security.
“Finally there wasn’t any alternative except to learn how to run a business, so I opened a restaurant. Chinese
food is pretty well known in the States. Jewish people especially like it. Prepare a bit of chow mein and make
some egg rolls, cook up some sweet and sour meat dishes and you can manage. I’m sure it’ll succeed, anyway; all
my money is tied up in it.”
“Why aren’t you thinking of going back?”
“I can swim you know, but there is the Pacific Ocean inbetween.” She smiled sarcastically. “I couldn’t get up
the traveling fare, and when you’re as snobby as me, do you think anyone would come and rescue you? At any
rate. I don’t want to look for a job and be a nobody in an office. Here I’ve got the opportunity to save a bit,
borrow a bit, and open a little shop.”
“It looks like you’re doing all right.” I sized up her slightly worn rug and furniture.
“Don’t look.” She guessed my meaning. “It’s all been bought on time payments. Right now I’m a slave to the
car, house, and furniture. Look at those things and you know we’ve struck roots here. I just couldn’t tell you the
trouble I’ve been through these years.”
I kidded her.
“You’re so charming it doesn’t seem as if you’ve been through such a hard time.”
“Don’t believe it.” She stretched out her hands. “Look at this.”
Blue veins stood out on the back of their hands. They would never regain their jade-like gracefulness.
Just as I was about to respond, the doorbell rang. Paul emerged from the kitchen, still wearing an apron on
which he was drying his dripping wet hands. He opened the door, and two Americans entered, clasping their
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hands and wishing congratulations. Embarrassed, Paul ushered them into the parlor, where Man-li introduced
them to me.
“Our good neighbors, Mr. and Mrs. Morrison.”
Mrs. Morrison kissed Man-li on both cheeks, and gushed:
“Congratulations! We came over as soon as we heard.”
I picked up my eyebrows to get Man-li’s attention—was it their wedding anniversary? Perhaps a birthday? So
the candles for dinner weren’t entirely to welcome me.
Man-li and Paul smiled and thanked them, forcing a little laugh. Man-li deliberately avoided my eyebrows,
having no intention of answering my signaled inquiry. I couldn’t control my curiousity, and turned toward Mrs.
Morrison to ask:
“Excuse me, I just arrived today, and I have no idea what the happy occasion is.”
“Oh, it is a happy one.” Mrs Morrison took a full glass from Paul’s hand and handed it to me. “Bottoms up.
Anyway, it’s worth your drinking to.”
Still unknowingly, I joined her in draining a glass. But why weren’t Paul and Man-li saying anything? Could it
be that they had quarreled, the neighbors had helped patch things up, and they felt ashamed now that all had
returned to normal and everyone was congratulating them?
The Morrisons bid good by, as they were on their way to see a movie.
“Relax and be happy,” they wished me poIitely. “Come over to our place tomorrow and let us treat you.” Their
eyes met Man-li’s.
“Don’t tell your friend. Let her guess what the occasion is.”
Paul straightened his collar and apologized to me with a smile.
“I’ve got to go back to the shop. You chat with Man-li for a while.” They felt a Iittle awkward upon the
Morrisons’ leaving.
I tugged at Man-li to sit down.
“If you deliberately don’t want to tell me, then there’s no need to. Anyway, I’ll always drink a toast to your
happiness.”
“Really?” she leaned her head and asked me. Excitedly I implored:
“Why shouldn’t your family’s happiness be a joy to me as well? Aren’t I your friend?” I poured another glass
for myself and one for Man-li. “You know I don’t usually drink, but I’ll wish you happiness with a glass.” I drank
my glass dry, although she just sipped at hers. She gazed out the window and asked:
“You won’t regret, finishing a glass with me?”
“What sort of regret could I have?”
“Do you want to know why they came to congratulate us? Yesterday Paul and I received our U.S. citizenship
papers. Our naturalization process is completed.” She poured another full glass for me. “Are you still willing to
down a cup with me?” She was nervous as she poured, missing the glass a bit and getting some of the drink on my
hand.
“I was going to tell you myself, but then they came and broke the news. I waited so long for permanent
residency documents. Some can ask for immediate naturalization, but not me. Changing your citizenship is not as
easy as changing your clothes, you know.” She patted herself, having in fact already changed into another dress,
then turned her head and gazed distantly out the window.
“Why did you suddenly decide to become naturalized?”
“It wasn’t sudden by any means.” As she turned toward me I particularly noticed her black eyes and hair which
had left a lasting impression on me, but now those eyes imparted a different message.
“We thought it out for a long, long time. I fluttered about for half my lifetime, demanding nothing except a
little security in life. In other words, what can I do for China? There are too many of my kind in the country, so
why add a burden?”
She noticed the drops spilled on my hand, and quickly handed me a sheet of paper to wipe them off. Lifting a
glass she proclaimed:
“Down another, as a friend returning to a friend.”
She saw that I didn’t budge, then set her glass down.
“Forgive me or don’t forgive me, it really doesn’t matter. But don’t tell me you’ll go tomorrow. Friends are
friends to the end. Let me tell you, these citizenship papers are soaked with my tears.”
“Mine too.” I hurriedly drained my glass.
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64.16 That Year\fn{by Liu Fang (c.1920?- )} Shantung, China (F) 8
The train had finally reached Loyang. It was as if everyone on the train took one deep breath before pushing
and shoving to be the first off the train. It was the dead of night. Wisps of cloud hung in the sky but nothing more
—no stars, no moon. The platform was a sheet of darkness, not a light anywhere. Gently prodding the head
resting on his shoulder, Fei Yu whispered:
“Are you still asleep? We’ve arrived, it’s time to get off.”
“There’s no air alarm, why join the rush?”
She snuggled up even closer to him. At such an ungodly hour, and especially since the bombing, she knew that
once she left the station she would never be able to find a rickshaw in Loyang, the city that had always been
sorely lacking in short distance transportation. She had never known the roads very well, and the things she was
carrying were both heavy and valuable. How was she going to manage alone? Anxious in some ways, she was
also considerably reluctant, but she faced up to the reality of the situation, and knew that when they got off the
train they would have to take their own things and try to figure out when they might meet again.
He understood what was in her heart because he was dealing with the very same feelings, so he drew her in
even closer to him with the arm that had been constantly around her waist.
She turned her face toward him and nibbled at his ear wIth her lips. She knew where to find the little scar he let
no one discover; she sighed softly.
“Everyone’s gotten off,” he said, and nuzzling her cheek pronounced, “not another word until we’re off the
train!” Then, as if he had made a momentous decision, he stood up and dragged her up with him.
While she picked up her large handbag, which looked like a fairly heavy canvas tote, with one hand he lifted
his own small trunk, and releasing the other which had yet to leave her side, he reached toward her:
“I’ll take it.”
“No.” Her free hand drew away from the arm he had extended. He laughed:
“You’re still not sure of me, are you?” Locking her arm with his strong one she said:
“I’m willing to do this.”
The platform was already deserted; their footsteps rang out clearly in the night. She started counting silently;
one, two, three, four … she still had some hope:
“Let’s just keep walking like this, we’ll walk until dawn.”
But it was just a short walk from the disembarcation platform to the outside waiting room which was only
lighted by the dim flicker of the lanterns which swung from the peddlars’ carrying poles.
“Drink congee, warm congee,” the hawkers cried. “Tea, hot tea.”
There weren’t many people left in the waiting room. The few that were there were sitting in a row against a
wall which hand’t been destroyed by the bombs, as if they were planning to wait there for the morning to come.
Fei Yu and Feng Tzu passed in front of the lineup and left the waiting room for the dark, dark, street. Just as
they expected there were no rickshaws. The sound of the footsteps of the last few passengers drifted further and
further away into the night; there was no one around. She sighed gently.
“Don’t worry,” he said, “I’ll get you home.”
“No.”
“Why? Do you really mean to say you’ll go alone? It’s so dark—is your home far from here?”
“It’s fairly far, at Tungkuan, but I don’t really know the way very well.”
“Then—”
“You go on your way, I’ll wait here until daybreak.”
“I’ll go with you.” He led her back into the waiting room toward a wall that had been partially destroyed by the
bombing. “We can sit down over there.”
“No, you have things to do, you go.” She let go of him.
“I have nothing to do but go to a hotel. Feng Tzu, don’t be stubborn, let’s go relax together for a while. First
thing in the morning I’ll take you home—we haven’t slept well in four days, aren’t you tired?”
“No, I’ve only gotten tired these last few hours.”
He knew how stubborn she could be. On the train he had asked her countless times yet she evenly answered
him with the same word every time: “No.”
“You change your mind just so you can say no.”
“I don’t want you to stay with me. You go and rest—you have further to travel tomorrow.”
“No. I can say no, too.” They sat down and the peddler came by hawking his goods.
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“Lady, have some tea!” She immediately waved him off:
“I don’t want any.” Even in the weak light he could see the beautiful flush of her cheeks, not at all like her
pallor of the last few days. Then he too waved the peddlar away:
“Go away! We don’t want anything.” The peddler strolled off, and all that remained was total darkness. He
casually sought her out with his lips.
“Don’t!” She inched away.
“What’s wrong with you?” He was amazed by the change that had come over her because during the trip she
had been as ardent as he was as far as this was concerned.
“We’ve reached Loyang—it’s time to wake from our dream.”
“The dawn hasn’t broken yet.
“Savour the memory of the dream in the time that’s left.”
“I’m willing to continue the dream.”
“But I’ve woken.” She tapped him gently. “Really, Fei, I’ve woken up and you should too.”
“Do you really think it was only a dream?”
“If it wasn’t a dream then what was it?”
“I’m not going to leave tomorrow. I’m staying in Loyang.”
“There’s no point in doing that because I’m leaving in a few days anyway.”
“I’ll go with you.”
“That’s impossible.” She presumed that he wasn’t serious about staying, but afraid of the off-chance that he
was in earnest she said, “People should keep their word.”
“What do you mean, keep their word?” Of course he remembered their agreement but he brought it up anyway.
Yes, he understood, but he just had to say it.
“You’ve forgotten? Well, I’m going to make you remember.” Sitting up straight, she spoke in earnest.
The revolutions of the mind are faster than anything else in the world; in a split seqond you can change your
thinking on anything and everything: he thought about their meeting and getting to know each other from the
beginning up to today.
He was attracted to her as soon as she got on the train. Her tall figure, the well-fitting black woolen Chinese
dress and the short bluegreen jacket she wore set off the whiteness of her skin. She wore no makeup and her
uncurled hair hung down jet black and straight. Aside from her perfect eyebrows, her features were nothing
special looked at individually: ordinary eyes, a small nose, and thick lips; while not being especially beautiful or
even pretty, when taken as a whole her face gave off a certain unusual luster. She was an attractive woman.
Though her clothes and bearing did not suggest to him that she was a woman of high birth or great wealth,
because she was riding the first class sleeper car and had a ticket for that particular compartment, she couldn’t
have been an ordinary refugee. Because at that time the enemy was launching a major attack toward the Central
Plains, all the refugees were fleeing to Changan. No one dared take the risk of leaving T’ungkuan.\fn{ A note reads:
The name of a strategic point and county in Shensi Province, a gateway between northwest and central China .} That was why he
couldn’t help but stare at her.
She gracefully took her seat directly across from him. She had very little baggage, only one large canvas bag
which looked brand-new. Suddenly he thought, “Maybe she’s a renegade or smuggler,” but promptly decided she
didn’t look the part—she seemed to be young, naïve, and not at all sly. Having put her handbag down next to her
and propped her elbow on top of it, she looked out the window, seeming to deliberately avoid his gaze. Li, who
was sitting next to him, nudged him and said:
“What’s the matter with you?”
“It’s complicated, I’m thinking it out.” He lowered his voice.
“Does it have anything to do with us?”
Yes, it did have something to do with them, yet he knew that he should mind his own business, but there was
no way for him to stop looking at her, or stop playing with his imagination—he even went so far as to conjure up
some silly conversation he might have with her. She never turned her head from the window.
After the train started moving, another of the compartment’s passengers sauntered in. An army man whose
general five stars glinted on his shoulder, he was quite short and wore a pair of tall riding boots—a ridiculous
sight. His gloomy expression made everyone feel uncomfortable but he was pleasant enough, and after he had
settled down he took out his cigarettes, and gesturing toward them barked:
“Please help yourselves.” Then he turned toward her:
“Madame comrade, have a smoke.”
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“Thank you.” She smiled,
When he heard her speaking voice, without a trace of the Shensi, Honan, Szechuan, or Kansu brogue, but the
most pleasant and correct Mandarin, he thought, “Maybe she’s a member of an acting troupe.” He immediately
ruled out this idea because he was aware of the conditions of the theater people of that place and time: they could
never have afforded a luxurious first class train compartment.
The general was an incessant talker: he covered every topic from the weather to the bombing to the military
situation, and the drone of his Hopei accent was like a lullaby.
Li had nodded off, and he was on the verge of sleep himself, but she looked as though was listening attentively
to what the general was saying. Now he was wondering if maybe she could be a …
The first leg of the trip was actually quite short and they reached Huaying shortly after noon. After the train
had stopped, the general announced:
“My three comrades, we can get off the train because we have to wait for nightfall to try to run the blockade.”
“What?” she queried, “the train won’t leave again until after dark? How long do we have to wait?”
“Well, I don’t know—we can ask on the platform, but in any case, the train can’t pull out until after sundown.”
He saw her face cloud over. Just then Li returned from outside and verified what the general had said.
“Really, Fei, everyone has gotten off—they say that there is a market at Huaying Temple. Let’s go take a
look.”
“General, are you getting off too?” she asked.
“Well, waiting on the train certainly isn’t very appealing, especially since we can get off the train and walk a
bit. Hua Ying station isn’t so bad and there are several small restaurants.”
He watched her force a laugh, then plucking up his courage he said, “We can all go out together.” She shook
her head:
“I don’t think I’ll go.”
“After we’ve gone our lady comrade can take a nap because running the blockade tonight she’ll surely be too
frightened to sleep a wink.”
Donning an understanding expression, he thought it over, and though embarrassed at his turnabout said:
“There’s no need to go out and run around, you might as well stay and sleep on the train.” Li urged them on:
“Let’s go solve the problem of lunch.” Huaying Temple was quite far from the railroad station, and in spite of
the fact that the country markets offered nothing interesting to dawdle over it was still a half day’s walk there and
back.
He got back to the station while the colors of sunset were still lingering in the limitless sky, and thinking that
she probably hadn’t gotten off the train he bought some biscuits and chicken. Li questioned him:
“I thought we’d already eaten plenty?”
He didn’t say a word. At first he thought of saying, “We well save it to eat tonight,” but he realized that as soon
as they got back to the train his life would have been discovered.
“Ah!” It suddenly dawned on Li what was going on. He shook his head:
“It’s dangerous!”
“In what way?”
“You don’t know anything about her.”
“All I have to do is ask.”
The lights on the train were bright, yet she was curled up asleep using her canvas bag as a pillow; she seemed
to be, having sweet dreams. Their return woke her and she had some difficulty neatly uncoiling her body.
“I guess you haven’t eaten all day? This chicken is really pretty good.” He breathed a sigh of relief.
“Thank you, I’ve eaten.” Very polite, very cold.
Li winked at him, but he wasn’t about to giev in to that “I told you so” expression on his face, so he forged
ahead:
“May I ask you where you’re headed?”
“Loyang.”
“Are you going there to work, or—?”
“My family is there.” Though her answers were curt and cold, the whole time he was trying to figure out what
to say next. At that point the general came back reeking of liquor, and as soon as he had stepped in the door he
pronounced:
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“Well, you all may be earlier than I but I’ve got the real news: the train pulls out tonight at eleven thirty so
we’ve still got more than a five-hour wait. It’s enough to make you nervous!” Seeing her frown, he said, “You
seem upset.”
She didn’t say a word; he stood there like an idiot. Suddenly, she laughed lightly.
“What is it?”
“I was just thinking of the general saying, ‘Madame Comrade, I want to sleep on top of you.’”
Did their minds really have such rapport? Suddenly, surprisingly, the workings of their hearts were identical.
At the same time he thought about the way it had been that night on the train, and he felt something words could
never express.
“Feng Tzu, I really don’t want to go, I want to stay with you here in Loyang.”
“Tomorrow you’ll realize this is foolish talk.”
Of course it was foolish: he had his job, she her family. He couldn’t stay, there was no point in staying.
“O.K., let’s change the subject. Tell me, what were you just thinking?”
“I was wondering why it was that our seats were on the same train, the same compartment.”
Yes, she was thinking about the first day when, after she had mentioned the money, her friends advised her:
“The conditions are so bad now, the bombing is so close and you’re alone: and carrying so much money. We are
fearful for you.” That’s why she made the decision to buy a first-class ticket; there was less chance of running into
a crook on the first-class train. After she had boarded the train and saw his bright eyes watching everyone she
couldn’t help but be leary of this traveling partner of hers, despite the fact that his beautiful clothes and elegant
manner made her think that he wasn’t necessarily dishonest. The impression he gave her was that of a respectable
young man, probably a little older than her twenty-one years. His strong build and good looks disposed her
toward him, but at any rate she would rather choose him as a conversation partner than that short general or the
dark, nasty Li. Yet she still had a sort of unsettled fear about him, that he might be the kind of hoodlum who
would notice the large amount of money she was carrying with her or maybe there was no way for her to figure it
out so she acted absolutely cold toward him.
Shortly afterwards she began to perceive that the barrier between them was beginning to crumble.
By the time the train had passed T’ungkuan everyone was celebrating privately because there had been no
shelling by the enemy from the opposite shore at Fengling-tu. At dawn, when they had passed the town of Min-ti,
a flight of enemy planes flew towards them. The engineer of the train, probably intending to flee as quickly as
possible to take cover in the tunnel, didn’t stop the train to let the passengers disembark and disperse, but instead
he sped the train up. The enemy planes discovered this target and arrogantly dropped their bombs.
The car immediately behind theirs was hit: a chaotic, indescribably terrifying situation people dare not
imagine. The passengers screamed and cried, thronging to jump off the train and take cover from the bombs, but
the train was moving at full speed. The piercing whine of the low flying planes and the sound of two, three,
successive explosions tore at the courage of the terrified passengers. She grabbed her handbag, and trembling all
over prayed with quivering lips that she not die in the explosion, for she carried with her the means for her entire
family’s support.
“We can’t stay here on the train and wait to die! We’ve got to jump from the window!” the general cried.
With that she decided that the general was, after all, a brave and com- posed man. Throwing open the window,
and without hesitating a moment, the general was the first to jump. Li, having stuck his head out the window,
spun around:
“Fei, you, the train is going too fast!”
He turned to her and said: “Let the two of us help you.” There was the sound of another explosion ahead of
them which shook the car violently: the train suddenly slowed down.
“Hurry, you.” He pulled her up but she hesitated instinctively so he grabbed her bag and threw it out the
window. She cried out, and bending forward to get a better look she was thrown .from the train by no force of her
own.
The valley they were in was a pocket of loess, so when she fell onto the bank she didn’t seem to be hurt at all,
Seeing her bag lying close by she instantly scrambled to retrieve it. As the low flying enemy planes delivered a
rain of bullets, someone behind her knocked her down, buried her head in the dirt, while at the same time she was
covered by a pressure from above. The final stage of the attack was the sound of bullets riddling the air, and as the
deafening, ear-splitting drone of the retreating planes faded further and further away the stillness returned; it was
as still as death.
“Are you alright?”
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She was confused, and couldn’t figure out who was asking whom. She felt the pressure on top of her removed
and someone was pulling her up. Lifting her head she saw a person who looked as if he had been dyed from head
to toe by the yellow earth, and glancing down at her bag which she held, it too looked like it was made out of
yellow dirt.
“Are you alright?”
She knew she should say something but she couldn’t seem to find her mouth or tongue; opening her mouth she
realized it was full of yellow sand, so all she could do was nod. She was lifted to her feet. Her legs ached and the
moist yellow sand which clung to her knees was a mixture of blood and earth.
“How are you?”
She shook her head, indicating that there was nothing wrong. Then a voice was heard calling:
“Old Ke, the train is taking off, it’s leaving!”
“What are we going to do? What about us?”
She turned her head to look and saw that there were yellow people all over the bank, On second glance she
realized that a lot of the bodies were lying motionless on the ground. Not far from their feet lay the general: on his
side, one leg was bent, the other stiff, and a trail of blood trickled from his stomach.
“Look at him!” she cried.
“He’s probably gone. A line of bullets ran across his body. Look they just barely missed us.” He pointed to the
ground. In the yellow dust the trail of bullets could be clearly seen running less than two inches from where they
had been lying. All she could think was:
“Thank you, thank you.”
People everywhere were running to catch the train: somne of the wounded were groaning and cursing.
Someone said:
“Don’t worry, when we get to the station up ahead we’ll think of something.”
She uncertainly looked all around, then looked back at him.
“Can you walk?”
She tried to take a step; her leg throbbed. But how cou1d she stay out in the wilderness? Alone. She gritted her
teeth and nodded. He held her up. After walking a bit the pain was numbed and her legs moved mechanically, but
the bag in her hand was worth any suffering she might have to endure, and more. He took it from her to carry and
was surprised at its weight.
“What have you got in here anyway?”
“Things.”
“Couldn’t be bullets, could it?”
She laughed, wondering how this man managed to be so relaxed under the circumstances. Luckily, there was a
tunnel only ten miles ahead where the train stopped; just outside the gloomy tunnel was a small village which had
small stores on the side of the tracks with food and tea for sale. The passengers swarmed there to get patched up
and have some food, and the din of their voices spoke only of the horrifying thing that had just happened. He
looked everywhere in the crowds to find Li, but couldn’t see him anywhere. Someone said:
“Lots of people went into the village to find a place to rest because the train won’t be leaving again until
nightfall.” He wanted her to go into the village with him:
“We can go find a place to get cleaned up. How’s your leg? I don’t know if we’ll be able to find a drugstore.”
“Don't be concerned.”
Every house in the village was taking in the unfortunate travelers; they found a little place in a back alley to
rest and the old woman of the house very kindly gave them water and tea. Having washed off the yellow earth she
realized that she didn’t feel hungry or thirsty, just exhausted, so he asked her to lie down on the warm brick bed.
“It may not be clean but it’s a lot better than the cave we were just crawling around in. You rest first, I’m going
to look for Li.” He left.
Lying down she realized that her legs weren’t the only part that ached. She was exhausted but she couldn’t
sleep. Having closed her eyes she thought:
“It’s so strange; the stranger I was originally afraid of and tried to avoid has, surprisingly enough, turned into a
very mature man.”
She realized that it was the abnormal psychology of people in the midst of a dangerous situation. For instance,
people who are shipwrecked and struggling for their lives, knowing full well that at any moment they may look
up to see a man-eating shark, will reach out for anything to pull themselves out of the water, though there is
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nothing there. She knew now that she should not judge people so quickly, especially this young man. Young men
are always passionate and earnest at first …
He came back very fast; she opened her eyes and smiled at him.
“Li is up ahead sleeping it off in someone’s house. Haven’t you slept? I’m so exhausted that I can’t even
move.” Saying this he sought out her consent with his eyes: there was only one bed.
She plastered herself against the wall and left ninety percent of the bed open to him.
“You don’t have to do that.” He lay down next to her, as far away as possible.
She took her bag, which she had been using as a pillow, and placed it between them. He. laughed, a laugh
which expressed the powerlessness of their situation, and said, “I’m sorry.” As these two people self-consciously
lay there facing each other, he suddenly asked her, in English:
“Please tell me what your name is.”
She understood that because they had been through so much together but were yet to be introduced, he
couldn’t help but borrow a foreign language to help ease the awkwardness of their situation.
“Tell me yours first.”
He promptly and quite eloquently told her that his name was Fei Yu, that he was a teaching assistant at
Northwest University, but because of his mother’s serious illness he was returning to his family in the district
occupied by the enemy.
“You’re going back to enemy territory?”
“Yes, I’m going back to Peking, I’ve been in the rear area for four years and my mother has fallen sick from
missing me.” She thought about the difficulty of the trip she had jut made out of Peking and couldn’t help saying:
“The trip is a difficult one—once you’ve gone do you plan to come back?”
“That’s hard to say. But how do you know about the difficulty of the trip?”
“I’ve just come from there.” In this way she explained that her family had come from the old capital, but
because of their limited traveling expenses they were living temporarily in Loyang.
“Your whole family? Mother and Father? Who else?”
“No.” She thought a moment, then frankly said, “My husband and child.”
“You’re already married?” In surprise he had used English once again.
“What’s so strange about that?”
“Because I didn’t expect you to be, you don’t seem to be.” Then she said:
“If you had known I was already married would you have gone to such ends to help me?” Her opinion of him
dropped slightly.
“Tell me, whose wife are you?”
“What’s the difference?” She didn’t tell him her name, she only said: “I’m called Feng Tzu.”
He wondered why she was going from Shensi to Loyang. In reply she said:
“I went to Sian to get something very important.” Of course it was something important: she had cashed in all
their property. Thinking of this she remembered her selfish husband and the day he made her take the risk of
going alone, and that now he was sitting at home, safe and sound, waiting for her. At the same time, she thought
about all the unhappiness between them and staring at this man next to her, her heart felt a touch of the
satisfaction of revenge.
“I don’t believe it! I can tell by your eyes that you are lying!” he cried.
“Then don’t believe me,” she thought, “but in any case I’m willing to stay with you these few days.” She then
thought of the couple in the movie Waterloo Bridge, who fell in love while hiding from the shelling; she also
thought of a story she had read called The Two and a Half Day Dream. She laughed to herself, knowing that
stories can sometimes be real.
But she didn’t laugh now: she tried as hard as she could to see him but it was too dark. Eyesight is useless in
the dark; she used her sense of touch. Stroking his face with her ice cold hand there seemed to be something wet
of his cheek.
“What are you doing?”
He grabbed her band.
“You’re crying, aren’t you?” She was suddenly forced to consider this problem.
“Oh, just a little. Don’t you fell like crying?”
Did she feel like crying? Not a bit. But a heavy heart, low spirits are even more painful than tears.
“What have you been thinking about these twelve hours?”
“I was thinking about your saying that you don’t believe me.”
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“I still don’t believe you.” This was true because he too had by no means told her the complete truth. In reality
he was going to enemy territory to engage in secret work among students; what he said about seeing his mother
was a lie. Thinking about the dangers he might meet in enemy territory, and realizing how short life really is, he
so wanted to give in to his youthful passion for this strange girl, feelings as ardent as those of a long-time lover.
The difference was that now he really didn’t feel like crying, but if she could shed for them, then he could be
proud. So, he held her close and said:
“I want to stay here for you, I don’t want to cry for you later.”
“You? How can you?” Women are weak, and in spite of herself her eyes filled with tears and her nose burned
because of what he said he wanted to do. She didn’t think he could see but his hand reached up to wipe away her
tears. Pulling his hand away she said:
“Don’t mind me, let’s think about something amusing.”
So, they thought of something funny. He thought about the night he tried to steal a kiss, her refusal, the
struggle, and his final victory. That night on the train it was just as dark as it was then: in an attempt to avoid
enemy fire not a single light was allowed on in any part of the train. The dark gave the people courage, it made
them fearless. But he knew that she was afraid and could only resist with all her strength but dared not speak out
loud, as he was sleeping on the opposite side. He couldn’t figure out what his own emotions were at that time.
Was it love? He couldn’t admit it: a young man sitting in the dark with a lovely young girl at his side But, he also
couldn’t admit his love because it had been so easy; so simple that it was an insult to the object of his affections.
The funny thing she thought of was the night at Changmao station when he was awkwardly trying to get rid of
Li and Li was so stubborn.
The train had gotten into Changmao station before daybreak, but after it had already been stopped for quite a
while, news was passed around that the train had broken down and would be stopped temporarily for repairs.
Most of the passengers just walked a while and waited, waited a while and walked; they didn’t think the
breakdown was anything serious. But she had calculated that she had already been away from her family for ten
days and was afraid their eagerness for her return would turn to impatience and worry. After daybreak a regular
class train arrived and some people made plans to change trains, thinking that the new train would leave earlier.
She was one of this group which was fighting for every minute they could get. When she asked him about it he
said, “Sure, we’ll go together.” But Li protested:
“Whatever for? We’ve already paid the luxury class price, why do you want to cram into that lousy train?”
“To make up for lost time—the earlier we get to Loyang, the earlier we’ll feel safe.”
“Everywhere’s the same—there are fewer and fewer alarms on the road.”
“But they don’t know when they’ll get this train started. What if it never leaves?
“What do we do about these tickets that we’ve already bought? I understand, why don’t you go—just go and
change trains. I’m waiting for our original train; I’ll take care of our luggage.”
“We should all go together.”
“It wasn’t my idea to split up.”
“O.K.,O.K., forget it. We’ll talk about it again when the train is about to leave.”
“We don’t have to mention it again. It’s just right for me, as I don’t want to be the third party. I’ll see you in
Loyang.”
“Li!” He thought about continuing the argument but he decided to save his breath. Cursing, he said:
“Don't you think everyone should leave this dangerous area?” Being a train station it was a parking lot for
trains and a perfect target for enemy plane.
“You go with her.” Li was stubborn and resolute.
She didn’t want to be the cause of the split up of this original travelling team, and she felt sorry about it but she
wasn’t willing to let him go.
“Does Li’s train even know where it’s going? Can it arrive by tomorrow?”
“Who knows?"”He pondered the question:
“Feng Tzu!”
“What?”
“I should wait for him, and I was thinking if we take the original train we could stay together one more day.”
“No.” She honestly thougbt it was impossible because under normal conditions the round trip between Shensi
and Loyang takes only one day and a night, but she had already been gone eleven days: her family must certainly
be worried to death about her.
“I’d like to count the number of times you’ve said no,” he said, but his heart had already counted the times.
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That night they changed trains though there were no seats to be had. Since there were no seats or windows in
any of the long line of boxcars, he found a corner for them to settle in.
“This is it! Since my clothes long ago stopped looking anything like what clothes should look like, feel free to
use my leg as a pillow if you feel drowsy.”
“No.” He hugged her in his arms.
“No.” His hand sought a warm place under her clothes.
“No.”
The train passed the Golden Valley Park. He mentioned that he had made a reservation at the Chiu Chou Hotel
in Loyang and made a request of her:
“I think you should accompany me to my hotel to give you the opportunity to express your gratitude to me for
my service to you during the journey.”
“No.” In the final few minutes before their arrival he said:
“Tell me your address, then at least we can write.”
“No.” This person who loved to say no was certainly unusual, the kind of person who, like some riddles, can
never be untangled.
“You are a puzzle I can’t figure out.”
“Not a bit.”
“What do you mean, not a bit? We are so intimate, so close, yet we are still strangers—we don’t know each
other at all.”
“What’s the point in knowing each other?”
“What about loving each other?”
“No.”
“All right, then what is it?”
“What does it matter?”
“Will you remember me?” He expected her to say, “No,” but she replied:
“Perhaps, but you’ll never think of me.”
“Why?”
“Because we don’t mean anything to each other.”
Yes, it doesn’t mean anything, it really can’t mean anything at all. The wind blows and two pieces of duckweed meet and stick together. We are like them and cannot help ourselves. In the case of a wad of cotton and a
piece of iron, one would flow away and the ofter sink. When the wind bows from a different direction and the
quality of water changes, those who are joined together will naturally each [go] his own way. Will they retain in
their memory fond recollections of the past?
The sky had gradually grown brighter. Some of the wanderers by the wall had already gotten up and gone. He
watched her. She laughed sadly:
“The dawn has broken—I guess it’s time to go.”
“Maybe we can wait a little longer. You really won’t tell me your name, your address?”
“No.”
Actually he wondered if, after meeting with Li and going on their way, would he really want to correspond
with her? And if right now she honestly cried, truly clung to him, what would he do? His heart knew what he’d
say:
“Feng Zi, you are wonderful. You have given me such joy, yet you don’t want me to be emotionally idebted to
you.”
“Maybe I’m repaying you for saving my life.” She meant what she said because it was the real reason for her
doing what she had done, and because of this she knew she need not feel guilty about her family.
Since late spring mornings are foggy, they didn’t see the sunrise; people voices could already be heard outside
the station. She stretched and stood up, seeing that her black drtess had turned gray and her green jacket paled to
yellow.
“It’s a wretched journey.”
“I think it’s so full of color and life.”
She wanted to say “No!”, but she swallowed her words. It’s better to agree with him, because they probably
won’t meet again in their lifetime.
There was only one rickshaw: she climbed up and waved to him. He fixed his eyes on her. They didn’t say
good-by, as there was no need. She looked back once, and he was still standing there. Suddenly she thought: if it
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had been twenty years ago it could never have happened, she’d have only been one year old. But what about
twenty years later?
*
Twenty years later she sat on a southbound tourist train, alone, carrying a big plastic handbag full of books and
papers. She was still wearing the kind of black Chinese dress and blue woolen jacket she loves to wear. Her
neighbors were several gentlemen, among them a fat bald one they called Old Fei.
Turning to watch him, she saw him vigorously puffing a c.igar. His face had gotten fat—it looked as if his
eyebrows, eyes, nose and mouth had been squashed together: she saw nothing there that she recognized. As she
was laughing at her sentimentality, the man turned his head and she caught sight of the little scar under his ear. He
glanced at her out of the corner of his eye, but paid her no heed.
Going to the washroom she looked at herself in the mirror. the hair that had grayed, the crow’s-feet at the
corner of her eyes. The passage of time brings on many changes; people are no longer duckweeds floating on the
water.
She didn’t sigh, nor was she curious about listening or seeing them again. She just sat down, leaned back,
closed her eyes and thought about “that year.”
In “that year” there came to pass a story, much like a fairy tale, in which [there were] no emotional outbursts,
no sad feelings, and no tears. But the story was real—only that the characters in it were just in “that year.”
64.24 A Mild Winter\fn{by Lo Lan aka Chan Pei-fen (c.1920?- )} Hopei Province, China (F) 11
Tipsy, Wu got off the bus, welcomed spring’s evening I breeze and set his two long legs to stride onto the
narrow noisy street. It was after twelve but a few small places were still open for late night business. He checked
them over: a Foochow bakery, Kiangsu rice balls, and Taiwan red bean soup.
“It doesn’t matter! You go along your fancy way and I’ll cross my simple wooden bridge. You work nights, I
work days,” Wu’s foggy mind rambled.
He had just supped at T’ang’s wedding feast. The bride was very sweet, though she was a little too thin, with a
few scars on her legs. You could tell just by looking at her that she had a good disposition. They said she’s [a]
good tailor too. Separated from his family he was just like T’ang: not a room or a piece of land to his name. That
is to say, if you want to find a wife it’s no easy deal! Wasn’t Liu cheated out of 10,000 NT\fn{ New Taiwan.} dollars
by a matchmaker just the year before last? And wasn’t it because Liu would take nothing but a young and pretty
bride? 10,000 NT dollars is no big deal, but hadn’t Liu been saving up for seven years? Seven years! How long
would it take to save that much up again? Last time he was saving for a purpose, but what would he be saving for
now? To be cheated again by a matchmaker?
It’s his own fault the damn fool. Now he spends every cent as soon as he gets his hands on it. But an all-time
loser like Liu was looking for trouble. Whoever let him go ahead without taking a good long look at himself in the
mirror first?
All T’ang wants is that people get along with him well so he can spend his days peacefully; he seeks no more.
Now that he’s away from his family what more could he ask for? Was it too much to ask to have at his side to
share his lift a woman with, to look after him? After all, he was already past forty! He knew how hard it would be
to get married and was willing to make a few concessions. As Wu had been talking to himself, he was home
before he knew it.
WU’S STEAMED DUMPLINGS AND CONGEE ; he could see the big red sign with white varnished letters
perfectly clear from far away even during the night.
The four doors were closed up tight so Wu went to a small side door, opened it and stepped right in. The forty
watt light bulb hanging in the corner was on—Ah Tuan had come for sure. Wu glanced at the neatly arranged
cooking pot, bowls, ladles and stove, and treading across the uneven cement floor, headed toward the back yard.
Before he’d gotten there he caught that schwa-schwa sound of clothes being scrubbed with a brush.
“Ah Tuan! What are you doing washing clothes again?” Wu demanded of .the woman squatting in the
darkness. Ah Tuan scrubbed at the clothes on the washboard, and slapping on another layer of soap, replied
offhandedly:
“I have nothing else to do, so I’ll wash your clothes.”
“We’re not used to seeing men wash their own clothes.” Ah Tuan squeezed the clothes twice and dunked them
in the water to rinse.
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“You women aren’t accustomed to a lot of things; you’d never seen a man in a kitchen cooking before either!
Don't wash them! I’ll do it myself—you go on back!”
“It’s all done.” Ah Tuan rinsed the clothes with water and wrung them. Putting them in an aluminum pan near
her she said:
“You can hang them out to dry tommorrow.” Saying this she stood up and walked toward the door. Her wide
red flowered skirt lapped around her knees, her two sandaled feet plump, white, and strong.
Wu looked from her feet to her skirt, and from her skirt he set his eyes on her full breasts underneath the white
shirt, then up to her face. Ah Tuan had a broad face, a flat nose, thick lips, and big eyes. When laughing her face
became wider, and her nose flatter.
“Aren’t you tired? Ah Tuan, you’re busy all day, and at night you come and wash my clothes.”
“I’m just doing you a favor—it’s no trouble at all. What are you afraid of?”
“If your mistress finds out she’ll chew you out.”
“She won’t find qut. I wash your clothes while she’s asleep. How could she find out?”
Ah Tuan was from the bakery next door. She used to live in a village in the south. The owner of the bakery is
her aunt, so she helps her doing the old chores there. From what she says she’s nothing more than a maid. The
owner is a real knit-picker: Ah Tuan is family so she eats for nothing at the bakery, but she still has to do her part.
After all, isn’t it a matter of course for the daughter to help out at home? It’s certainly a lot better than hiring a
maid! A maid eats and snitches as if it were her privilege and you can’t be short a single cent in her pay—it’s just
not worth the bother.
Ah Tuan had had a hard lot from the time she was small. Her father died when she was very young and her
widowed mother was left with three children to raise, as well as having to go to work in the fields every day. It
was enough to kill her from exhaustion so Ah Tuan was packed off to her aunt’s to live, leaving her mother with
her younger sister and brother. Ah Tuan went home only twice a year to help out at the busiest farming time.
This dumpling stand of Wu’s was an illegal squatter’s hut whjch Wu had put up by the side of the bakery. The
side door of the bakery lead to the steamed dumpling stand so that all the traffic going in and out of the bakery
passed through his back yard.
At one time when Wu has working for someone else he used to buy cakes to give to the children of the family
he worked for. The first time at the bakery he was a newcomer, the second an acquaintance, and before he knew it,
a friend. Later, when Wu had lost his job, the Boss Lady managed it so that he got to use the space next to her to
put up his squatter’s hut.
Whatever was said about Wu’s personality no one denied that he could get along well with people. Not only
did the boss lady do him a favor, but he had helped her out as well by doing any job that required strength or
dexterity. A broken fence, leaky roof, or broken glass, Wu would voluntarily help with repairs.
“You scratch my back, I’ll scratch yours!”
At some point Ah Tuan started to stop by when she had free time to give Wu a hand. At lunchtime especially
when the bakery business was slow she would stop by to help Wu take care of the lunch-hour crowd. At night
when Ah Tuan did the laundry she would deftly snatch Wu’s clothes and wash them. Wu felt uneasy. How could
he let anyone else wash his clothes? So, as soon as he had a spare minute he would rush to wash his clothes—it
was as if he and Ah Tuan were fighiing for the same job.
Today, in his rush to get to T’ang’s wedding reception, he had thrown his clothes haphazardly on the bed which
gave AhTuan a head start on the laundry.
“Don’t do my laundry again—it’s terribly embarrassing,” Wu said while he wrung out the wet towel and
washed his face. His face was irreproachable: dark, cheeks wrapped by the growing beard. No diehard shaver, he
was the spitting image of Chang Fei.\fn{A note reads: Chang Fei was a general of the State of Shu during the period of the Three
Kingdoms.}
As soon as he started to drink his face turned from purple to scarlet, from scarlet to black.
Ah Tuan tilted her head to look at him, ignoring the crack he had made, and asked, “Was the bride pretty?”
“She’s over thirty! Can you still be pretty at that age? All that matters is that she’s a good woman with a kind
heart.”
“What did she wear?”
“It seems it was green, no, I guess it was yellow.”
“How can you say it seems it was green? If it was yellow? Can’t you even remember the color clearly?”
“Who pays any attention to that stuff? Anyway it was nice and colorful.” Ah Tuan laughed, her thick lips
parting to reveal a set of straight teeth.
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“But no gold fillings!” he thought to himself.
“You paid attention but you still can’t tell green from yellow—you men can never recognized a color when
you see one.” Ah Tuan watched his shiny scarlet face, those two dark mysterious eyebrows lifted up, the eyelids
drawn out long—that made him look funny.
“I really don’t recognize any colors: besides red, yellow, blue, white, and black, they all look gray to me. No,
I’m wrong—they look coffee-colored to me,” he said. “Wrong again—they’re mud colored.”
“Why not coffee colored?”
“Cause I’ve spent a lot more time in the mud than I have in coffee.”
Ah Tuan’s laughing reduced her eyes to mere slits. Wu’s eyelids narrowed as well by laughter. The corners of
his eyes turned into junctions of wrinkles looking radiant as the sun.
These two looked at each other.
Wu was like an old dry tree, coarse and losing its leaves, the ugly face of an unshakeable stump. Ah Tuan was
like a cockscomb, red from tip to toe.
“You’d better go back—and don’t wash my clothes again tommorrow!”
“You can’t stand me can you?” Ah Tuan rubbed her hands on the side of her skirt, and her eyes, resting on his
leather shoes, looked angry. Yet she suddenly burst out laughing.
“What’s so funny?”
“I’m laughing at your wearing leather shoes.”
“And what’s so funny about wearing leather shoes?”
“I’m used to seeing you wear wooden sandals—leather shoes don’t suit you.”
“You are too much! There was a time I wore leather shoes every day of the year.”
“I know, but that was before, in your old home. Your family farmed and when you were in your twenties you
went to the city to study business. You were the boss’s son.”
“It’s the truth—I’m not kidding you!”
“Who said you were kidding me? But I don’t bring up the glory of the past because now you’re only ‘Wu’s
Steamed Dumplings and Congee,’ and you wear wooden sandals.”
“Enough! I’m not going to argue with you! Why don’t you go home!”
“Are you asking me to leave?”
“Well, what are you going to do if you stay here?”
Ah Tuan glanced absently around the room and laughing gaily went over to the steamer basket and lifted the
lid:
“Give me a bean dumpling.”
“Help yourself.”
“How much?”
“Fifty dollars.”
“O.K.” Ah Tuan picked a bean dumpling, and taking a bite she said, “Wait until my ship comes in, then I’ll pay
you.”
“What goes without saying, otherwise how would a girl strike it rich?”
Laughing gaily Ah Tuan chewed on her bean dumpling, and looking the store over added, “You could make
money with this stand.”
Wu laughed out loud.
“Don’t make fun of me—this place make money?”
“You never have any confidence in your ability. If you set your mind to making money you’d make it!”
“Enough! I can make money. You’d better get going—it’s almost two A.M. and in three hours I’ve got to get
ready for morning business. You’ve got until 9:00 before you open.”
Ah Tuan finished the last of her bean dumpling, wiped her hands on her skirt and said, “O.K. You want me to
go, I’ll go. See you tommorrow.”
Saying this she turned around and opened the cane door, then turned her head and said, “Take a look in the
glass cupboard—I cooked a few dishes for you. I hope they’re all right!”
“Oh damn! Who told you to cook? They’ll have Taiwanese flavoring!”
“No they don’t! I added hot pepper and scallions, I cooked it just the way you do—it can’t be wrong!” Having
justified herself she opened the door and was off with the clip clop of her wooden sandals.
Wu plunked his body down on the side of the bamboo bed ant. stared into space for a long while. He wanted to
calculate how much money he had taken in by the end of the day but his mind was filled by a multicolored
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backdrop. Ah Tuan said he couldn’t recognize colors but he remembered that the skirt she wore today was red
flowered, and yesterday’s green checks.
“Ah Tuan really doesn’t know what she’s doing; sometimes she’s too affectionate, she’s not at all afraid of
what other people will say with her running over here all the time!”
Pondering this he shook his head, dropped the leather shoes and groped for his sandals with his feet. Having
taken off the ready-made cotton western style pants, he switched the light off, sat on the bed and gazed into the
dark a while longer.
Incredible as it may seem, T’ang [had] gotten married. Though the lady wasn’t perfect, for an empty handed
forty-years-plus old man it wasn’t an easy thing to do. Who knows what year, what month he’d end up waiting
for!
He thought about Ah Tuan’s big flowered skirt again.
“This girl’s affections are too much—doesn’t she know who she’s going to marry? Whoever she marries is
damn lucky.”
Hazily tossing this around in his head he took off his shirt and fell asleep the moment his head touched the
pillow. In his dream he was T’ang holding that woman in his own arms, but it wasn’t the skinny one but someone
plump and robust, giggling like a fool in his embrace.
“If you want to make money then you'll make it!” It sounded like Ah Tuan’s voice.
“Drunk!” he reflected: “Things are a bit muddled!” He turned over and reprimanded himself: “Hurry up and go
to sleep! You still have to get up at the crack of dawn and busiress just has got to go well!”
Wu's thoughts wandered groggily; the earth turns so slowly, turning toward the sun, so slowly, steadily—so
steadily that you don’t feel it move at all—still two hours until dawn.
Ah Tuan went back home to help harvesting at the end of October. Right before she left she dropped in to say
she’d probably be gone a month, but at the very least, two weeks.
It was just noon—“chowtime”—and Wu was so busy.
Hei, a cart vender, came by to do his business on credit once again. He said to put it on his tab. Putting it on his
tab didn’t do any good, because Hei had yet to shell out for any of it.
Wu was easy to get along with and had been here for more than ten years. He knew everyone: if they weren’t
from the same village then they were neighbors, so whoever came by could eat, and whether they paid or not
depended on the size of their hearts. A lot of them borrewed and a lot who should have been paying back never
intended to do so.
Mulling things over in his mind, Wu gingerly carried a bowl of congee over to Ch’ien, the key repair man from
across the way. Ch’ien slurped it down, and as he was leaving patted Wu on his shoulder tossed down a five-dollar
coin and started to leave.
“There’s a dollars’ change coming to you!” Wu chased after him.
“Forget it—a dollar or half a dollar means nothing. Don’t bother.”Ch’ien was being surprisingly generous.
Holding the hard currency in his hand, Wu weighed it over and said:
“No matter what, it’s still your change!”
Ch’ien stuffed the dollar Wu had handed over into his pocket, and looking very sincere lowered his voice and
said:
“Wu, you just can’t keep going on like this! Doesn’t Li owe you several hundred? And it seems like Ah Liu is
always fleecing you.”
“Eh!” Wu sighed, “they’re all friends. I’m not destitute—how could I ever refuse when someone else needs a
loan?”
“No go! No go!” Ch’ien shook his head. “If you go on like this you’ll have to keep busy just to support
everyone eise! You should have started investing your money long ago. Didn’t you say you wanted to change
locations and expand the business? Give me your money, and I’ll invest it for you. Three percent interest prepaid
—it’s reliable, I give you my guarantee. In a year you’ll be able to find a big place, and open up another branch
for business!”
Wu had been thinking about this for a long time, but who knows if investing is reliable or not?
More customers had come, so running back inside Wu bid them all wait just a moment. Ch’ien tossed off
another piece of advice:
“Just wait till we can talk again, Wu.”
Wu didn't answer—he had dashed inside to take care of business.
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One person is too busy to handle it alone—it sure was a lot better when Ah Tuan was here! She’s been gone
almost a month, maybe she’ll be back soon. Wu took two dumplings out of the steaming frothy bamboo basket,
embellished them with two small side orders and carried it to the customer.
“The bill, Wu!”
Wu frantically figured the bill.
“Money really isn’t so hard to earn after all, you’ve just got to suffer a little for it in the process.” He thought
about the day he’d be able to move, he’d make it clean and proper, hire a waiter so he could tend to the cooking
himself, leisurely—it would be a respectable little restaurant. Thinking about this, contentment sprang from his
heart. Investing was a good thing too because it spared him from feeling guilty for refusing every stingy Chang,
Li, and Harry who came to borrow money, cause his pockets were really empty. An honest man does honest work,
and his money is invested! He would never have to pretend that he had no money to lend. Right! This was the
way to do it.
Ch’ien was one of the area’s honest men as well—you’d never have to worry about his running away from
you. It really is easy to make money: as soon as you invest it you can collect interest, and you can avoid having to
lend it to your friends. This month’s final accounts actually showed a profit!
Ah Tuan had yet to come back, and the absence of the constant in of that girl’s chatter left a gap in his heart.
He didn’t know if she might have gotten sick or something, so when he had a minute he sought out the Boss Lady
to chat a while.
“And Ah Tuan?”
“Ah Tuan is going to be married soon.” The Boss Lady's plump powdered face was set off by two gold
earrings.
“She’s getting married right away? How could I not have heard anything about it?”
“Who could have talked about it? Aside from me no one knows.”
“Naturally,” Wu thought to himself.
“Nevertheless, why didn’t Ah Tuan mention it right before she left?” he asked.
“She didn’t even know herself. A country girl’s marriage is arranged by her parents. I hear the boy is a
carpenter.”
“Oh! So, she won’t be coming back?”
“She won’t be back! Her brother came the other day and I let him take her a few pieces of jewelry, something I
should do as her aunt.”
“How could I have known nothing about it?” Wu seemed to blame the Boss Lady.
“And what would you have done if you’d known?”
“Well, I could have congratulated her, or sent her a present or something. We were neighbors! And she helped
me out quite a bit.”
Wu paid no heed to the Boss Lady, and rummaging in his pocket he pulled out one hundred dollars, handed it
to her and said:
“Will you do me a favor and buy some clothes for Ah Tuan? She likes red.”
The Boss Lady considered returning the money but Wu pressed the money into her hand:
“You don’t need to be polite with me. I should send a present, just a little something, but not cheap or vulgar!
And congratulate her for me.”
The Boss Lady accepted the money, visibly moved, not knowing quite what to do.
As Wu walked back toward the store, his heart was moved, and he didn’t quite know what to do either.
So this is how Ah Tuan is getting married! This store will never again be visited by her gaudy red flowered
skirt, never again have that pair of plump reddened arms helping him scrub his clothes. Ah Tuan is really
something! Really something! Her heart is so good! So good!
Whoever she marries sure is lucky.
At odds, Wu pondered it, and sitting on the bamboo bed he stared off into space.
Ah Tuan is really som~thing!
*
A year went by in a flash. The three seasons of spring, summer and fall had been constantly busy; the money
he took in with his right hand he passed on to Ch’ien with his left; interest compounded on interest, so that by his
calculations he should have close to twenty thousand dollars!
But since the first day of the cold he hadn’t seen Ch’ien working at his key repair. At first he thought it was
because the weather had been too cold, that he was hiding in that seal carving store. He held out for a few days,
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but before long he couldn’t resist any longer and ran over to the seal carving shop to take a look—there was no
Ch’ien. He asked around; they said he might have gotten sick. The weather ws cold, he might havve caught a
cold.
Wu waited a few more days.
Ch’ien had yet to show his face during those few days he waited. Business was busy, and today led into.
tommorrow, tommorrow into the next and before he knew it a month had passed.
And his dividend was due! Usually Ch’ien brought it to him personally; but this time because Ch’ien had
gotten sick his interest was held up as well. After all, a two day delay in getting a dividend was nothing to worry
about, but how sick was Ch’ien anyway? He stopped by the seal carving shop to ask around again: they said
Ch’ien’s family lives at Ching Mei, but no one was clear on the road or number.
This is getting a little fishy! This couldn’t be …
Wu suddenly broke out in a cold weat: that twenty thousand dollars was going to set up a house, buy some
equipment, but if something’s gone wrong with Ch’ien, then maybe …
Wu had gotten fidgety and for a while kept running across the way to look around, but still no Ch’ien.
The day had gradually grown cold. The steamed dumpling and congee business had never been very well
suited to cold weather. Most of the customers were cart pullers and in winter their business was bad, so most of
them went home to eat and pulled their carts much less. So, they eat along the way they go, which isn’t here.
Business slowed down to a trickle. Ch’ien was yet to be seen. Wu had gotten worried: going to Ching Mei at
night would be useless, but during the day there was a possibility of running into him, so Wu closed up shop and
ran off to look for Ch’ien.
One day, two days, still no sign of Ch’ien. The stand was often closed; the customers went elsewhere.
For a month he not only hadn’t earned a cent but he had to pay his bills. Since there was no money to replenish
stock, supplies were very low. Customers had gradually lost confidence in Wu. When he was open it was cold; the
stand got emptier, seemed darker and darker, until there didn’t seem to be a spark of life left.
He found a document writer to lodge a written complaint against Ch’ien, but searching for Ch’ien’s name and
address took a lot of trouble, and the document writer had to run down to the district office as well as the
neighborhood office, both of which cost money.
Wu began to be hard pressed for money and sought out Li and Ah Liu to try to collect their old debts but he ran
into a snag here, too.
“Compassion sure is sketchy! What a year!” Wu sighed to himself.
It was time to clean up the city so Wu tore down his squatter’s hut, figuring it would be the first to go since it
was illegal and bordered on a main road.
There’s just no way! During this half of his life Wu’s experience had matched with uncanny precision the
saying that “Misfortune never comes singly.” The more damned it was the more accurately it had fitted what
happened to him. The business which he suffered so to build up came to an end just like that—by a mere unlucky
accident. He yanked down the WU’S DUMPLINGS AND CONGEE sign and tossed it to the side of the road. Some
bunch would come and pull it away sooner or later. Wu wouldn’t have to worry about that anymore.
*
December’s weather was bitter cold and windy.
Wu picked out some clean clothes to change into and told Chang at the seal engraving shop that he was going
to find some neighbors of an old employer of his any try to work something out. After all, Chang from the seal
engraving shop had sympathized with Wu and had let him squeeze into the three-tatami-square shop for the last
ten days. Of course Wu knew that it was no long term arrangement since Chang was also living hand to mouth,
just earning the barest bit of money and couldn’t afford to support Wu.
There were a few broken tables, rotted stools, and simple equipment left over from the stand which he piled
behind Chang’s seal engraving shop. Wu was hoping that he could somehow use these things to put together a
small stand to sell noodles; it was just that he didn’t have enough capital to start. He set out to try to find those
neighbors of .his old boss to borrow two or three hundred dollars, at least so he could make a vender’s cart that he
could push around, buy a few essentials like flour, oil and salt, and find a place with a passageway where he could
sell noodles.
He managed to borrow the money. After all, Wu was easy to get along with. From the very first when they’d
been neighbors he helped this woman doing odd jobs around the house and never wanted any money for it, so
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when she heard Wu was having trouble getting by she immediately gave him three hundred dollars and told him
not to bother paying it back.
His heart toting a feeling that was three parts warm and seven parts miserable, Wu bought a cart he could push,
once more set out the bowls, chopsticks and glass cupboard, and opened up for business on the arcade of East
Nanking Street.
Old friends and new acquaintances alike came to give him some business, their hearts filled half with pity, half
with guilt. When Wu had begun to earn money people had borrowed from him, bought on credit from him, owed
him, and when he was out of luck some fooled him, swindled him, cheated him, ignored him. But now everyone
came to eat his noodles, unbelievable as it may seem, because they hoped he’d get back on his feet soon so their
guilt might be eased.
But cold weather business was in no way an easy lot. In the arcade it wasn’t so bad when the sun came out,
but, unfortunately, in the winter the sun rarely comes out and it rains all the time. As soon as the wind blew
through the arcade business came to a standstill and he would stand, numb with cold, at the side of the cart: a
desolate enough taste of life.
“Life has no meaning!”
Wu pinched the diced scallions bit by bit and dropped them in the bottle; dry they would have no flavor.
“It comes down to the fact that trying to feed yourself you’ve got to run into some exhaustion, some suffering.”
But what more is there than a full stomach? The world would never miss one man’s noodle vending.
Occasionally he peeked at himself in the plate glass window of the florist shop the bony rugged face, once
scarlet now turning gray; with hair and ragged beard he looked even more like Chang Fei.
“The world woold never miss a single man like you!”
Wu turned his head to spit a mouthful. He didn’t know if he was hungry or not but the cooked a bow] of
noodles for himself to eat. The year was quickly coming to a close, and all business but selling noodles at a stand
was going well.
The noodles have no flavor, best to add some MSG; he couldn’t bear to eat the stuff without adding some.
Reaching out his hand he took some MSG, and weighing it in his hands he glanced up to see a woman come in
with a baby in her arms, then lower her head and sit down on the opposite stool. Wu immediately stood up,
pushed his bowl and chopsticks to the side, wiped his mouth and asked:
“Do you want noodles?”
“Yes, Yang Ch’un noodles.” The woman lowered her head, unloosened her hold and breast fed the baby.
Wu tossed the noodles into the kow, took a bowl and put in some MSG, salt, oil and diced scallions.
“Eat your own, Wu. If you don’t eat now it’ll get cold, and if you eat it cold you’ll get a stomach ache.” The
woman lowered her head, having spoken slowly.
That voice was so familiar!
Wu couldn’t help but glance at her, yet he couldn’t see her clearly—he could only see a flat, flat nose. He bent
over, leaned his head to one side to face her, and while he was still waiting to get a good look she lifted her head
up. Snickering she said:
“What are you looking at? Don’t you recognized me?”
“Well, what do you know! You’re Ah Tuan! I wouldn’t ever have though it! When did you get here?”
“I’ve been here three days.”
“Have you been to the Boss Lady’s?”
“Yes.”
“You’ve been married but you still come out to eat noodles?”
“Don’t you let anyone see you?” There was a note of sadness in Ah Tuan’s voice, and Wu realized she was
someone else’s wife.
Looking at Ah Tuan, her face no longer was rosy red, and since it was winter she was wearing a black sweater.
She was a married women; it was very plain.
“I’ve come to thank you for the present you sent me,” Ah Tuan said.
“Oh, it was nothing. You didn’t say a word to anyone about your getting married.” As he said this Wu lifted out
the noodles, added another dash of oil and handed it to Ah Tuan.
“I didn’t even know myself!” She picked up the noddles with her chopsticks.
Wu looked at the child in her arms and asked: “How many months?”
“Four.”
“Boy or a girl?”
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“A girl.”
“And her father?”
Ah Tuan glanced up at Wu, dropped her head down and quietly said:
“He’s dead.”
“You’re spoofing!” Wu thought she was just speaking out of anger. “You had a fight, didn’t you?”
“He’s really dead.” Ah Tuan put down the chopsticks and used the back of her hand to wipe away her tears:
“He stumbled off a roof while he was working and was dashed to death!” Ah Tuan wiped at her tears but they kept
falling onto the baby’s face. She used her collar to dry the baby’s face, while the child worked at the nipples,
sucking noisily away. Ah Tuan buttoned her collar, and went on.
“It’s the child who’s destined to sufter!”
Wu looked long at the child, with sympathy, and finally said:
“Cheer up!”
“Cheering up won’t do any good!” Ah Tuan sighed and went back to pulling at the noodles in the bowl with
chopsticks. There was a strong wind which whipped Ah Tuan’s hair. Wu took one edge of the bench and pulled it
out a bit.
“Come sit on this side, there’s not quite so much wind over here.”
Ah Tuan twosted her waist slightly, and conceding to the nursing child, slid over. Wu moved her bowl over in
front of her, and once more lifting her chopsticks Ah Tuan said:
“Why aren’t you eating? It’ll be stone cold!”
Wu rolled his noodles into a gluey ball, tossed it around and stirred it a few times with his chopsticks.
“I’m not very hungry after all, I just finished eating.” Ah Tuan snickered again and said.
“You sell noodles yourself, and you eat them all up yourself—now that’s strange!”
“There’s no business, so I eat it to keep myself busy.”
Ah Tuan watched Wu:
“You can’t make any money selling noodles in cold weather. Selling noodles is evening business, but on these
freezing days who’s going to come out at night to eat noodles? At this time of year you should sell pancakes and
do business in the morning—anyway, that’s one way to do it.”
Wu thought it over and replied: “You might be right.”
“Of course I’m right.” She went on: “Listen to what I say, and start selling pancakes tommorrow.”
Ah Tuan finished speaking and began to eat her noodles. When she finished eating she said. “I have a favor to
ask you.”
“What is it? Ask away!”
“I have to go to work but my employer won’t let me bring the child along. I’d like to leave her with you to
look after for me.”
Wu stopped in his tracks.
“How could that ever work? I’m a man; moreover I have no milk. Why don’t you ask your aunt?”
Snickering, Ah Tuan said, “I can help her out but if you think she’d help me you can stop dreaming. She still
thinks I should be in mourning, but it’s such bad luck!”
“But I—”
“It’s enough if you can just watch her for me. The people I’ll be working for live in this area—I’ll be able to
come by twice everyday to let her nurse.”
“And at night?”
“After I’ve fed her you put her to bed.”
“It will never work!”
“I’m begging you.”
“It’s for no other reason than that I have no place to live; at night I cram myself into Chang’s seal engraving
shop to sleep on the floor.”
“Then the child can sleep with you or the floor.”
“And if she catches cold, then what?”
“That’s just a part of suffering.” Her face expressionless, Ah Tuan handed the baby over to Wu.
Wu accepted the child; she opened her eyes and looked at Wu, her weak warm little body squirming and
wriggling in his arms. When he tickled her with his finger she shut her eyes, opened wide her little mouth and let
out a giggle! A feeling of great warmth floated into his heart. He brought his face, covered with scraggly beard,
close to the child’s own, but just as he touched her he drew away, afraid of scratching her, Moved, Wu said:
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“Really something! This child is really something!”
“Then watch her for me. Just wait a while and I’ll go fetch a carriage that you can put her in. When you’re
free, you could just hold her a while, but if not then just lay her down, she’s not much of a crier.”
Having said this, Ah Tuan tossed down three dollars and ran off.”
Ah Tuan came back shortly pushing a bamboo baby carriage with a thick cotton quilt on top. She laid the baby
down in it; Wu watched her and asked: “Are you going to work now?”
“Uh huh, I’ve handed the child over to you! I’ll be back in the afternoon to nurse her.”
Wu didn’t say a word of think it out, he just pushed the baby to a place behind a pillar to block the easterly
wind, thinking to himself that tommorrow he’d have to find some planks to deflect the wind—can’t let the child
get cold!
Wu took Ah Tuan’s advice and began to sell pancakes. After all, winter mornings sometimes did have a spot of
sun. People who go to office and businessmen save time by buying a couple of pancakes in the morning and call it
breakfast. Selling pancakes was much better business than selling noodles. In his heart he was grateful to Ah
Tuan. All his perceptions must have died! He had never even thought of switching to selling pancakes.
He didn’t know if it was because he didn’t want to scratch the baby, or if he was afraid Ah Tuan would laugh at
him, or maybe it was because business had been good, but at any rate, first chance he had he ran to the harber for
a haircut and shave. When he looked in the plate glass window of the florist’s shop he felt he was much easier
sight to see than he had been before.
One peep out of the child and Wu ran over to pick her up, sometimes, amazingly enough, preferring to give the
customers the cold shoulder. The customers’ need for him was superficial, but the child’s need was real and Wu
began to feel he had a purpose, as if he was indispensable to the world. If he was gone then who would watch the
baby for Ah Tuan?
Such a lovable child with such hard times in store! But there’s no need to worry about the hard times in store,
when she gets an education then there’ll be some hope.
Today is Christmas. Don’t know why but even non-believers celebrate Christmas. Every year Wu worries a bit
about all those young girls and boys: he doesn’t worry about anything else, but he is concerned that if this foreign
god doesn’t understand Chinese, then what happens to those people that believe in someone else’s god?
At night, having put out the fire, Wu put up the two wooden planks. The wind was still from the east, but had it
been from the west he would have pushed the carriage over to the east side.
The child slept very well. If this had been some rich family’s baby it would have caught pneumonia the first
night It slept outside, but this baby never got sick. In fact, as soon as she looked at you she’d laugh, as if the world
couldn’t be better to her. Using the light from the street lamp, Wu ogled the baby like a fool. Just at that moment,
Ah Tuan came up quietly. She had already been working a month and had earned five hundred dollars in wages
which she handed to Wu.
“What are you giving me this for?” Wu asked suspiciously as he took the money.
“Invest it,” Ah Tuan said.
“I neither borrow nor invest money, and I urge you not to invest either.”
Laughing Ah Tuan said, “I’m handing it over to you because you are incorruptable!”
“But I don’t want any interest. We’ll figure our finances all together.” Wu watched her nervously, watched her
for a long time until Ah Tuan finally said:
“Just take it! Tommorrow when you get a chance go across the way to Lane No, 39. There’s a have-for-rent
and they only want two hundred dollars a month for it, so if it’s any good, rent it and there’ll be some place to
sleep at night.”
“How can I use your money?”\fn{In the final assembling of this book in 1978, the text in the book on p. 95 appears after the
text on p. 94, but should appear after that of p. 85; whilst the text of p. 85, which appears after that on p. 84, should appear after the text on
p. 93. I have restored the proper order:H}

“It’s for the child as well.”
Wu didn’t say a word, but silently stuffed the money in his pouch.
“Wu!” Ah Tuan said, stalling a minute.
“What?”
“I heard people gossiping about us today.”
“What kind of gossip?”
“They said that the baby is yours.”
Wu chuckled. “Mine? I should be so lucky!”
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“You’re laughing! What should I do when they say things like that?”
“Don’t pay any attention! Why, their mouths are strips of leather that just keep flapping. And anyway, what
they say isn’t true so why let it bother you?”
“Wu!”
“What?”
“If you had money would you want to get married?”
“Ask me again when the time comes. Up to now never in my life have I had any money.”
“But if you had it?”
“Of course I’d want to! Who doesn’t?”
“Then what kind of a wife would you want?”
Wu thought it over and said: “A good hearted one.”
Ah Tuan laughed, and turned her head to go. Just before she left she said:
“Remember to go look at that house, Lane No. 39, Alley No.5, No.2, Remember!”
The night wind blew bitter cold. In the distance someone was singing, reporting the good news that the Savior
had been born. Don’t know if that savior was as destitute as the child in this bamboo carriage! It’s really cold! Ah
Tuan is right, we should find a house. Wu covered the bamboo bed with the quilt. When Wu was buying the four
and a half foot wide bed he thought it was too big, but Ah Tuan, on the contrary, said that it wasn’t too big, that a
bed for a baby to sleep on should be even wider.
Having spread out the quiet, Wu took out the set of bedsheets that Ah Tuan had brought, sheets that she had
bought when she was married. They were apricot colored and had a pair of phoenixes embroidered on the top. He
spread them out on the bed, placed her marriage pillow down too, and placed the child inside. Turning his head to
look around the room, it struck Wu as being very funny. It was a woman’s room; on the wall was a mirror with a
crack on it. Ah Tuan had mended it by gluing up a slip of paper.
Wu had settled down, sitting on the side of the bed staring into space when Ah Tuan knocked on the door and
came in.
“I should let her nurse now,” she said, climbing onto the bed.
Picking up the child she bent her legs to kneel, and opening her blouse, gave the child her breast.
Wu turned his back to look at the calendar on the wall, but there was a half naked beauty on the calendar which
Wu didn’t want to look at. Shifting his gaze to the side, Wu looked at the corner where on a string of iron wire, Ah
Tuan’s coat was hanging, a yellow one. Wu lowered his head and saw the washing table with his own T-shirt and a
half a basin of water on it. He picked up his T-shirt, dipped it in the water, and slowly started to rub it.
“Wait and I’ll wash it,” Ah Tuan said from the bed.
“I’ll wash it myself,” Wu retorted, without turning his head.
“Same old temperament! How was business today?”
“Pretty good.”
“Was I right?”
“Yup.”
“Ow!” Ah Tuan suddenly yelled.
“What’s wrong?” Wu turned his head to look.
“The baby bit me.”
Wu glanced at her breast and said, “She’s probably teething.”
“You know about such things?”
“I’ve heard other people talking about it. Tommorrow I’ll buy her a pacifier to chew on. Children like to chew
on things if they’re teething.”
“You think of everything. I like it when you think or everything," Ah Tuan said. She said this very naturally,
but it burned in Wu’s ears. He’d been in a strange mood today, and had tried to avoid Ah Tuan. Although there
was no one else in the room, only the mother and child, Wu felt the room was too small, he felt too tall, too big,
too hard to be in it. Thinking this, he pushed the door open to go outside.
“Where are you going?” Ah Tuan asked.
“Out for a walk.”
“Why are you going out for a walk this late?”
“I’ll be right back.”
Ah Tuan put the child down, pumped off the bed and went outside too.
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“I know you’re avoiding me. You’re afraid of what people will say. You don’t have to avoid me, I’m going! It’s
cold, you go and sleep! The baby has already eaten, so there’s nothing else to do.” Walking away, Ah Tuan
buttoned up her breast buttons. Wu stared blankly at her, not knowing what he’d done wrong.
“You don’t have to, you don’t have to!”
“Go inside! I’m leaving!”
Wu stood outside the door watching Ah Tuan ealk toward the road. Today she was wearing that red-flowered
skirt again, lapping around her as she walked, and it reminded him of the time she used to help him do his
laundry.
“Ah Tuan!”
Wu himself hand’t expected to say anything, hadn’t planned to call her—he didn’t know how he ended up
doing so.
Ah Tuan stood far away. The lane was pitch black and the bitter wind tossed her skirt. Standing over there,
hugging herself, she looked back at Wu.
“What do you want, Wu?”
Wu took a few steps forward, stood still, and awkwardly asked:
“Are—are you cold?”
“Ah, yes, I’m a little cold.”
“You forgot your coat,” Wu suddenly remembered the coat hanging on the iron wire.
“Really?” Ah Tuan walked back, suddenly realizing.
Wu stood there; the clip clop of Ah Tuan’s wooden sandals walked up to him. The road was narrow, Wu
stepped aside.
Ah Tuan didn’t walk past him, but stood at his side.
“Aren’t you cold? You should hurry and get your coat.”
“Oh! Wu, come inside with me.”
Ah Tuan took his hand, big, coarse, and calloused. Wu drre his hand away, but she clung to it even tighter.
“Wu, you really can’t stand me, can you?” she said, leaning against him.
Wu didn’t make a sound: his hand was trembling, so Ah Tuan squeezed it and asked:
“How can you be so honest?”
Wu didn’t say anything, but he slid his other trembling arm around her shoulder, and without realizing it he
wrapped her in an embrace that was so tight that it took her breath away.
“Ah Tuan! Ah Tuan!” He rested his chin on her hair which smelled of hair permanent solution and soot.
“Long ago I wanted to say to you, Wu, to tell you to let me help you, you, alone, you alone, that the outside
was just too hard! You should have someone to take care of you. I, I alone will take care of you, help you.
“Ah Tuan! Thank you! Ah Tuan!”
“You don’t like me! You’re just being polite!”
“No! Ah Tuan, listen to me, let me talk. I know I’m poor, I’m old, and I’m ugly, I have no education—I’m not
good enough for you.” Wu let go of her hand and held her tight in both arms.
“Don’t say such things! I’m the one that’s not worthy—I’ve already been married and had someone else’s
child, I’m afraid you hate me.” Saying this, Ah Tuan leaned her head on Wu and cried.
Wu stroked her back and said consolingly, “You don’t detest my poverty? You are so good, you should marry a
big householder.”
“You can make money! Let me help you and you won’t be swindled again—and you help me and be my
child’s father, Wu.”
Ah Tuan began to sob again.
“Wu, from the time you were selling dumplings and congee I’ve wanted to tell you that I want to be with you.”
“Why didn’t you say so?”
“I didn’t know how to say it, really, I just didn’t know how to say it.”
Wu carried Ah Tuan into their newly rented little house. The bamboo bed was four and a half feet wide, and
having put the child in the carriage it was just right for two people. The little house was warm and kept out the
wind and the darkness.
When two people are together they aren’t lonely.
“Ah Tuan, only you could take care of me.”
The pancake business would get better, and it was as if he .was already a rich householder because he had Ah
Tuan. Hence the strength to work hard.
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“Who says the world woudn’t miss Wu, the pancake vendor? If he wasn’t here who would take care of Ah
Tuon and who would take care of the baby?”
The night became still, slowly. Ah Tuan lay at Wu’s side, watching him.
“I should have told you a long time ago that I wanted you!” Ah Tuan said laughing, brushing the tears away.
64.45 A Heart In Earnest\fn{by Ting Heng (c.1920?- )} Chekiang, China (F) 10
The cymbals rang out once urgently, then once again with a crisp clash. The Ssu Ch’ing Buddhist monks
gestured to me, so I ran over, knelt on the cushion, and kowtowed four times.
I was just about to stand up when the monk hinted to me not to move; I stayed put, kneeling with both hands
pressed together. Someone passed a burning stick of incense over to me to hold, which was a signal that I must
remain kneeling for an even longer time, but thanks to the softness of the kneeling cushion, it took no effort at all.
Each monk humbly lowered his head in prayer—but no, the High Priests! Calling them monks somehow seems
lacking in respect, and I’m willing to address them respectfully as the High Priests of limitless Buddhist doctrine.
The work that they are doing is both a boundlessly great and a profoundly solemn undertaking, somthing that I, a
disrespectful son, could never aspire to do. I can only depend on their power to seek blessing for my parents who
died so many years ago. Today is October third on the agricultural calendar; which would have been my late
mother’s seventy-fifth birthday.
“This auspicious day, December 4, 1956, in the Republic of China, Taiwan Province, Taipei City, this Buddhist
gathering’s executor of goodness, High Priest, by the teachings of Sakya, is offered from the homeland of Province,
village clan, descendant of …

The Ssu Ch’ing High Priests began to chant the scriptures in rising, falling, melodious tones. They have a
special pitch: normally I can’t understand even a fraction of that kind of tone, but this time every word, every sentence pierced through to .the bottom of my heart. Of course, this could be due to my state of mind, and my having
gone through the prayers and readings of Buddhist doctrine before they would be listened to by the gods. Having
transcended, they called to the spirits of my parents; my eye sockets began to burn.
Ah, parents! So many years apart had made me almost forget both of your voices, your looks. But now the
distance between us seems so slight, so close that you’re here before my very eyes. If you’re still tangible, maybe
I can feel your breath, touch the substance of your spirit. Oh, how absurd, having been separated for more than
twenty years, separated by that vast expanse of ocean—but anyway, I hope that you’ll be able to join us, to come
and visit, and enjoy what I’m offering to you. In the meantime, at least let me preserve this hope, let me believe
that today’s rites at this Buddhist temple mean more than just going through the motions.
I wet my lips with the tip of my tongue, piously bowing, hoping that the spirits of my deceased parents weren’t
far away, that they really did receive the blessings sent.
“… and good ideas infect the countless spirits, with new-born confidence Buddhism is presented in its many facets, is
displayed anywhere, with these beliefs all is comprehensible. Now this xxx will mold all family members in the good;
everyday cleansing one’s hands and lighting the incense, piously bowing to all the gods and eating pure food. Ancestor
of xxx, wife of xxx, born in the year xxx, month xxx, day xxx, died in the year xxx, month xxx, day, xxx, at xxx
o’clock, xxx years old. The incomprehensible boundlessness of the sea, the endlessness of the long nights; since the
deceased have left, it can’t be divined they’ve ascended or sunk below …

My eyes were met by a curtain of darkness: the long night was endless, it couldn’t be divined whether they had
ascended or sunk below. Could it be that the spirits of my dead parents are drifting aimlessly on the vast sea, in
darkness and completely helpless? An undevout mortal like me, steeped daily in officialdom, food, drink, friends,
and appointments: how should I handle my sins?
Suddenly my insides were on fire. I couldn’t help trembling slightly: the burning incense in my hand
responded by releasing a drift of ash which sprinkled down onto the kneeling cushion. The rising, falling
melodious voice of the High Priests also changed key.
“... without the power of Buddhism, it is difficult to attain what is beyond the road of life, on the auspi-cious day of the
month, respectfully present the incense, and devoutly arrive at this monastry to reverently ask the virtuous monks to
transport the spirits of the deceased to the Buddhist paradise of eternal goodness … at high noon offer incense and pure
food, the joy of mystic trance revitalizing, offer up sacrifices … everywhere is precious, never be willing to violate the
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initial vows, and the brightness of Buddhist doctrine will come down upon you … with good cause you will early be
born into the blissful world of the western paradise. Flowers bloom to see the gods, proving the reward of good deeds.”

Thereupon rose a harmony of exultation, beating the musical stone and piously singing. The High Priest of the
main altar set fire to the writings in the incinerator, the numerous other Buddhist priests bowing in worship;
afterwards, the musical stone was tapped lightly once, reverently bringing the rite to a close. Once again I hastily
kowtowed four times and planted the stick of incense from my hand into the incense burner. The High Priests took
off their robes, leaving in a twinkling, without a trace or a sound, for temporary repose.
I went back to the lounge. Hui, along with female cousins, was still folding the foil money, so I sat down to
continue working on my portion. Normally this isn’t something that a grown man does. Abstaining from meat,
reading the Buddhist scrJptures, folding the foil money, practicing the Buddhist rites and even going so far as to
kowtow … none of these is a role that I could fulfill; this superstitiousness seemed only to be the affair of the
blind believers. As far as a typical male intellectual is concerned, all that belongs to another world.
But today I’m devoutly performing everything as ordered, and even more than that, I am embracing an attitude
of deep faith. Yesterday I purified myself by observing the abstinence and bathing rules. This afternoon I folded
piles of foil money, and though my hand may be clumsy, not fast enough, the piety in my heart overcame it all.
“Keng, you’re working so hard, why don’t you let us do these?” the eldest cousin, Min, said.
“No, no Min, it’s not such hard work. When Mother was alive I never supported her as a filial son should, and
since silver foil is legal tender in the other world, let me do a little extra so that my ancestors can enjoy a little
more, and it may also atone for a fraction of my sins.”
“I never though Keng would become a fervent believer!” Cousin Min cast a laugh back to Hui and cousin
Ch’in. Hui glanced at me tenderly.
I didn’t say a word, but sped up with the work at hand. A fervent believer? Yes. And I’m beginning to understand how the incidence of believing comes to be. When there’s no way for a person to glean reasonable satisfaction from real life, or to fill in the gaps of a past loss, all that’s left to do is to use the framework of belief to console and to atone for past sins, and to pray for future fulfillment. So those people who met with tragedy in their
lives hope that there is a heaven after death and they exhaustively prepare for the world to come. On the other
hand, those who enjoyed an easy life are terrified of descending to hell, so they set out to accumlate kindnesses; I
needn’t add anything about those total sinners.
And I? I think it’s to release the shame I feel at the bottom of my heart for the way I treated my parents: at the
time my parents passed away I was still young, and didn’t understand much; I was neither grieving nor gaunt.
Having lived half of my life simply, now that I’ve entered middle age, thoughts of my parents have have gradually
matured and intensified, and have never stopped gnawing at my conscience.
“Keng is folding silver foil like a madman, but surprisingly enough he does it like a pro,” Cousin Ch’in said.
“He’s only just learned how to do it today—what a pro!” Hui thought it was funny. “But when I was small and
lived in a convent I learned how to do it. I taught him a little bit just before we came.”
“You are really a good wife, helping your husband even with things like this. It is by the mercy of heaven that
our cousin Keng got himself such a wonderful wife.”
"Don't laugh at him Min. He wants to learn heartily,” Hui humbly complied.
I didn’t pay any attention to their conversation, but mindful of what I was busy with; for the past two hours I
had been rushing madly, rushing though not knowing why after all, only that I was using every drop of strength to
press on. It made my work steadily surpass my natural ability and spirit: they say that in a loving mother’s hands
there’ll be thread, on a traveler’s back will be clothes, and I felt that the paper in my hands was money in my loving mother’s hands.
In my muddled state it was as if I had seen my mother wearing her spectacles, sitting primly in the light of the
oil lamp patching shoe soles. The light from the lamp cast a ghostly light on half of mother’s face, her hands
deftly repairing the torn material, folding it together piece by piece, layer by layer, adding a patch here, ripping off
half a piece there, after a while using remnants cut to the shape of the sole for lining when there was no tear, using
scissors to trim alung the curved line of the outside seam.
“Only when you stack them evenly and trim them neatly, will they hold firmly and be durable,” Mother would
murmer to herself.
During that era there were very few people my age wearing cloth shoes. Rubber soled walking shoes were the
most popular thing to wear among the students, but mother always insisted on making them herself, not wanting
to waste a single cent. When vacation was just about to end, the night before going back to school, Mother would
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be frantically busy gathering together the shoe soles. That is a most thankless task: using a long, long needle
strung with linen thread and relying un the pressure of a thimble to pierce through those thousands of layers of
round fabric scraps, turning it upside down. and using tweezers to clamp the head of the needle and yank it
through, she pulled the linen threads through one by one. Having pulled all the threads, she used her arm to tightly
draw them all together: back and forth, to and fro, until the material of the whole sole was dense with stitches—
only then was the job finished completely. And that was only half of a pair of shoes.
“If you don’t draw the threads tightly together than the sole won’t be sturdy and will fall apart as soon as you
wear them,” mother would explain while she was working.
I saw the scars engraved on Mother’s right arm and the side of her hand, the needle pricks on her fingers, but I
didn’t understand the attitude it represented. She had to make four or five pairs of shoes every time to suffice for
one school term.
“You’re going to be gone four of five months this time—be very careful along the way. You’re young, so a
little suffering shouldn’t bother you, but you must pursue your studies jn earnest,” Mother would always say,
pulling the threads at the same time enjoining repeatedly: “Otherwise, how could your mother bear to have you go
so far away, and why would you care about it either?”
I couldn’t bear leaving mother either, often procrastinating by delaying a day or two until there was nothing to
do but go. I’ve even forgotten what the point was in my going so far away to school.
“When I’ve finished yours, I still have to do your younger brother’s—a heart for each son and daughter, that’s
all that a good woman lives for.”
I nodded in agreement: I never analyzed the impact of these statements she made, considering it a matter of
course that I wore out ten pairs of shoes a year.
“Keng, why don’t you hold up a while?” Ch’in called; “why are you slaving away like an ox?”
I shook my head, consciously lifted my right foot and stared at the sole of my shoe. Of course it wasn’t made
of cloth, there was no mass of stitches, there was ohly a layer of dirt stuck on the back heel. I stamped my foot
down hard twice, making a click click sound. No more silence.
Hui looked at me strangely, a question mark unmistakeable in her eyes, but I paid her no heed, just set back to
work again. The weather seemed to have gotten cold, there was a chilly draft on the back of my neck.
“Keng probably wants to fold more money to give to Aunt and Uncle to use.” Cousin Ch’in added:
“A son wants to support his parents even if they aren’t here, and this is the only way to placate a filial heart—
am I right?”
I forced a smile. Hui once again comforted me with the expression in her eyes. Though she seldom spoke, she
could make me feel she was close to me anytime, anyplace. No matter what I say, what I do, she is always there
silently backing me up, supporting me.
“Fulfilling your filial responsibilities doesn’t necessarily have to be done in such a hurry all at once,” Min said,
“If you believe in doing good works you can do them as often as you like later. It’s a free world and no one will
interfere with anything you do.”
I looked at these two female cousins, who were nieces of either my mother or father, and the only close
relatives to be found on Taiwan. Both of their husbands have very important positions. Cousin Min is already past
fifty, though she looks pretty much the way she always has. In my memory she has never been very young.
"Thanks for your concern Cousin Min, but it’s really no strain, and after all, with the work you cousins did to
help us, it embarrasses me.”
“It’s what we should do,” Min went on. “When Auntie was alive she treated me very well. These past few days
I’ve been constantly thinking of her smiling face, probably because I miss her in my heart, so today I want to fold
a little extra paper money too.”
Min was truly a generous woman: not only had she sent a white silk scroll in her husband’s name, but she also
specially brought along paper foil, paper crest, and pastry to offer. I don’t know where she ordered the pastry
from, because you can only get hold of this kind of pastry for sacrifice in the home village, and I have yet to find
any on Taiwan. Not only did Min manage to accomplish all this, but she continued to chant Buddhist sutras to
herself:
“There is great wisdom to crossing over to Nirvana, the sutra of the heart of prajna displays itself to the Bodhisattva,
there is great wisdom in setting one’s mind on the past to Nirvana, when you see that all five realms are empty,
surviving all trials of the holy relics, what is visible needs no emptiness, emptiness needs nothing visible, hence,
everything visible is emjpty, everything empty is visible, this is the way they are related.”
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Fortunately she remembered these antique sutras which I guess she heard from the lips of her great aunt, my
grandmother. I had heard them many times, too, but I never understood their significance. But now as I listened to
them from Cousin Min’s lips, it suddenly developed into a befuddled, yet firmly felt conviction: I want to recite
them too! I want to recite them, let them spill out over the paper money to add to the heft and significance of its
impact. There is great wisdom to crossing over to Nirvana—yes, I still remember some. It’s not such folly—
neither created nor destroyed, soiled nor pure, neither increased nor diminished … no sight. sound, smell, taste,
compassion nor significance … no lust, flavor, nor emotion, the Buddhist relics are what you say, and that’s all …
“Call for the host, a guest has arrived.”
The temple helpers had sent up the call. It was my older cousin’s husband who had arrived, so I stood up, as
did Hui, and Cousin Min naturally followed suit. Cousin Min’s husband was also past fifty, yet he very properly
bowed four times and I immediately I returned the courtesy. Offerings of fresh flowers, fruit and snacks were
piled high on the incense table in the middle of which was the ancestral tablet of my late parents. My parents
names were written in large characters on a red envelope which had been inserted above it; for some reason, as
soon as I saw it my heart began to ache.
Mercy from the heaven, these two paper tablets represented my parents! At the time I left home I was in such a
hurry that I didn’t even take along a picture of my late parents. For all these years I’d depended on my memory to
describe my parents’ kindly features. Though they will always be firmly etched in my mind, there’s no way to
extract the sketch from my mind and lay it on the table for all to admire. Cousin’s husband sized the whole place
up and asked about the state of the ritual. On the wall next to the altar hung several scrolls, one of which had been
sent by a cousin’s wife:
“Their voices and countenance seem still to be here.” Another was sept by a relative from the village:
“Their kindness will remain forever.” And yet another, the only one sent by a relative by marriage of my
mother’s, Mr. Feng:
“It’s always spring in Paradise.”
They were all eulogies and were laced with a melancholy undertone. Cousin’s husband sat awhile, then he, too,
left. A few other village relatives came to pay their respects, but the numbers were sparse. I don’t know why, but
at the beginning I was in favor of not notifying any friends and relatives, just having a quiet ceremony to send my
parents off, and that would be all. As soon as there were invitations and pageantry it would seem it had been
staged for everyone else to see, which would damage my personal sincerity. But now, oddly enough, I wish there
could be more activity, more scrolls, more flower baskets and wreaths, more guests coming to pay their respects
so that my parents’ souls would be faced with a little more obvious gaiety. But, it’s already too late, so all I can do
is worship more myself, let my parents’ spirits see more of me and their virtuous and intelligent daughter in law.
Although they never met face to face, they are still allies, because they both love me. And Hui is the only one left
who supports me completely.
The ceremony began once again. The High Priests threw on their robes and took their places. Once more I
stood up, and holding the incense in my hands bowed: I respected this pageantry which instjlls in people a feeling
of solemnity and peacefullness. Aside from the transcension of the spirits of the dead, it almost gives people the
sensation of'the supernatural, as if they’d been placed in the world of the abstruse: the peace of Buddhism was
solemn in Sakya’s countenance, leaving no doubt in anyone’s mind that he had given up the right to be king, left
his family to isolate himself and searched for the Tao.\fn{ The son of the head of the Sakya warrior caste in Lumbini, Nepal,
Siddhartha Gautama (also known as Sakyamuni, or “Sage of the Sakyas”) was a prince among his people and himself experienced the
fullness of truth in 528BC, when he was about 35 .} Amitabha’s wide open laughing mouth and paunchy sitting figure

lucidly expresses the other side to human nature, that there are clearly distinctions beyond birth, old age, sickness
and death. The thousand hands of the Goddess of Mercy relieve suffering and deliver all things. It is said to be the
most endearing of the Buddhist statues.
That Buddha can hold the seventy two flips of the monkey in the palm of his hand is truly unimaginable. When
surrounded by the Buddhist gods it’s as if man has been purified, and will never have any involvement with the
world of mortals. This is certainly the appropriate atmosphere for a social gathering mutual to the worlds of the
heaven, earth, and hell. Moreover, the curling incense smoke illustrates the undeniable link between all the
realms: it’s just like a wireless between men.
“Keng certainly is pious today, with that fearful expression of his. Aunt Hui you’d better be careful that he
doesn’t suddenly awaken to the subtleties of Zen and leave the family to be a monk,” Ch’in blurted out.
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“No, that won’t happen. It’s hard for anyone who comes here to avoid having those kinds of feelings.” Once
again Hui looked at me understandingly: “Those couplets make anyone who looks at it stop and think.” Hui
pointed to the couplets inscribed in gold on the cement columns to the left and right of the temple”
The temple bells startled the dreaming guests back to the mortal realm.
The chanting called back those who had strayed from this world.

Everyone fell silent at once. I coughed lightly, brushing a sprinkling of foil from my lap. There were still
people coming to pay their respects; this time it was the Lins. Lin was the only old friend who was from the same
village as well as being neighbors in the old home, and they were the only couple who had seen my late mother.
At that time they hadn’t even been married yet; now, they’re leading each other through middle age.
They followed the ceremony. The two big baskets of longevity peaches presented by them were sightly. Lin
talked with relish about the years before they were neighbors, telling the anecdote about the time he had purposely
dropped by to meet me but, instead ran into my mother by the stove and was invited to eat New Year’s cake. The
memory of this New Year’s cake made him always remember the great kindness of this old family.
“So, in accordance with this piece of New Year’s cake you should be especially respectful,” Cousin Min
teased.
“Of course he’s already shown abundant reverence yet, I could hardly reciprocate his goodwill. Had today
been a birthday during her lifetime I would have had a big banquet for family and friends. It’s a pity it’s the
anniversary of her birthday after death instead. All I can do is think everyone for their thoughtfulness.” I then
folded my hands to thank them.
“How could I return a bit of Aunt’s goodness?” Lin was pointing to the four characters, “Kindness will remain
forever” hanging on the wall and said:
“That’s what I was thinking of saying for today.”
Everyone fell silent again, as if they'd been eneveloped by my late parents’ benevolence. Being throughgoing
in the worship of ancestors in the long run is a common characteristic of mankind. Though the weather really
wasn’t very cold, everyone wore warm and plain clothing, which gave off a feeling of self control. Chanting
continued to pierce everyone’s eardrums. The sound of that skull shaped wooden drum was the most familiar of
all the trappings of Buddhism. Its rumble expelled people’s scattered thoughts: just thinking about talking about
food and drink, dancing, or entertainment would undoubtedly be a sin, a blasphemous affront to both the gods and
the spirits of the dead.
Hui was serving guests right and left. She called to someone to set up the tea and snacks, as she was constantly
lighting sticks of incense in front of the altar. “Incense smoke!” In our home village this was an impressive and
solemn slogan: the life of a person, the life of a family are implicit in the “incense smoke.” It represents the
continuation of a person’s life, of a family line, of a race, and in these past twenty odd years, how many sticks of
“incense smoke” have I, a son, lit? And Hui understands lighting incense at a time like this. If my parents were
still here she would certainly have been a good daughter in law.
“And the children?” Lin asked suddenly.
“They’re all at school. We’re going to wait until it’s time to send the spirits away. We will then go get them so
we can avoid postponing their homework.”
The subject of conversation turned immediately to the children and Hui: they all praised Hui’s virtues and
understanding, the children’s intelligence, and my good fortune. It was finally brought to a close by mentioning
that if my parents hadn’t died so early the family would have been replete with sons, and the good auspices of
family love, so there was nothing to feel sorry about.
“Daddy, we want to pay our respects to grandma and grandpa.”
“Daddy, where are our grandparents?”
“I want to pay my respects, I want to pay my respects.”
“Mom, I want to eat vegetarian food, I’m hungry.”
The chatter of the pack of children was penetrating: there were six in all who had been picked up separately
from school by people Hui had sent. I looked at my watch; four thirty, still early. The children had never met their
grandparents, they could only have overheard talk about them, so it was easy to understand why they were
making such a gleeful, undue racket. The expression on each of their faces was of sheer delight, as if there was
something unusual and fascinating to look at.. Only Nan, the eldest, was standing to one side, very dignified,
wearing a solemn expression as if it could compel the wanton, unbearable excitement of his younger brothers and
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sisters to stop. This was understandable as the eldest had already begun university and, ultimately, perceived a
great deal; he was probably the only one of them who had any inklingg of what his father was thinking. The
second and third children were girls and knew to be less flagrant in their behavior, although their delight in
stealing an afternoon’s respite from the dulling pressure of the exams of third year junior high was written all over
their faces. The three below them were all chatterboxes: the sixth and youngest was just beginning kindergarten,
and together with number four they were a pair of clowns—they’d gone so far as to rotate on the kneeling
cushion.
“Keng, Ho, get up immediately! Once you’ve paid your respects to grandma and grandpa go over to the side to
play.”
Grabbing one in each hand I dragged them off.
“Aunt and uncle would be so delighted to see them if they were still alive!” Cousin Min repeated once more,
succumbing to the emotional excitement.
Really? I forced a smile. This was another thing I had regretted in my heart all these years, yet on the other
hand, the children, having never had any grandparents, were sure to miss a great deal of love and affection during
their lifetime, though they may not realize it themselves. Oh, life is full of shortcomings! I can only hope that in
their day the children won’t meet with the same failures I did—that is to say I hope I can watch each one of them
grow up, mature, and progress in life with my own eyes.
I knelt in front of the altar again, silently reviewed the children’s names and ages, one by one. It was just like
New Year’s Eve of years past, blessing the new year just as it came in, and for a while I remembered the happy
experiences of my own childhood, though it brought a depressing mood on with it. The candle flame flickered,
and the dark offerings below its glow were hazy, yet the characters inscribed on the ancestral tablet were
shockingly vivid. Oh, parents, have you seen your grandchildren? Are you happy? They are the “incense smoke”
of my family!
Kowtowing deeply, I made my forehead send off a sound as it struck the altar platform. Have their souls
already come?
They had already begun the chanting ritual in front of the temple. The High Priests of the ascension altar,
wearing yellow shifts with gold threaded robes flung over their shoulders and round felt crowns, were squatting
high up on the altar, chanting. The children were enthralled: the chant is sid to be the Buddhist ritual to save all
beings, what the vegetarians consider to be the connection with the spirits at a common banquet of ghosts. To put
it in mortals’ words, it is the form my parents take as guests at a banquet, which brings to mind the kindness they
showed to guests when they were alive—very significant, I think.
The tablet which says “Souls wandering everywhere” had already been set up in front of the temple, and fragrant flowers and fruits had been provided, everything in the same style it would be for mortals.
“Dad, what’s that monk doing?” P’ing, number four, asked, her little finger pointing straight at the round felt
crown: “He’s wearing such pretty clothes.”
“Don’t call him monk, call him High Priest. The High Priest is reading the scriptures, calling to everyone to
ascend to heaven.”
“Who’s everybody?”
“The people who have already died, people we don’t know.”
“Are people that have already died still people? Older sister number three says they’re ghosts.”
I couldn’t answer. I couldn’t say that grandma and grandpa were ghosts too—they’re simply dead souls.
According to the Buddhist theory of transmigration, shortly after you’ve left this world you enter the cycle of
reincarnation. But what, after all, can I say?
“Dad, what are grandma and grandpa?” she asked again, just as I expected.
“They are noble spirits. Being a noble spirit is a great existence, just like the dead spirits of generals that the
government offers sacrifices to—even the President sends flowers.”
“My grandparents are noble spirits. The other “everybody” are noble spirits too, but when bad people die they
turn into ghosts, right?” Ping blinked.
“Right, right,” I answered absently.
“And everyone often invites grandma and grandpa so they have to invite everyone just the way we invite
guests, right?”
“Right, right.” I hadn’t misled her, but I was still afraid she would ask more questions. At that moment, just by
coincidence, Chuang, number two, and Wei, number three, ran in, so I called to them to quickly come take Little
Sister away with them. Yet Wei blurted out a question of her own.
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“Dad, having us come here is really boring. Paying respects to grandparents is no fun at all, the vegetarian food
isn’t good either, so let’s go home early, O.K.?”
Boring? Oh, of course, for them it would be dull. How could they know that their father was feeling in his
heart. The novelty had worn off so their interest had passed; the chanting of the High Priests on the altar hadn’t
altered a fraction and nothing new had presented itself. After all, their grandparents were just a paper ancestral
tablet, not much to look at. The money folding was all finished and had been bound\fn{ The text has: blown.} up and
packed in the paper boxes. There really was nothing to do—do they understand what it means to worship your
ancestors? I smiled, and broke it to them gently.
“Ah Wei, don’t be impatient. Go find your mother. It’s for this one night only. Wait a while and we’ll send off
the spirits. We want to send home the noble spirits of grandma and grandpa, an ocassion grandchildren certainly
want to be at, you know?”
“I’ll die of boredom,” number three sulked.
“Wei, don’t talk like that!” I said firmly but quietly: “You father’s parents are your elders—how can you speak
so disrespectfully?”
“But they’re not people,” number three wasn’t giving in, “they’re just a piece of paper, that’s all. It’s just like
playing house.”
“Eh, P’ing, Ch’iang, Wei, come on everybody, we’ll go upstairs and look at the Classics collection.”
I watched them take off—I just have no control over this bunch of kids. Aside from the eldest who can understand things, as well as being obedient and reasonabie, of the younger ones, each is more recalictrant than the
next. They usually have me by the tail, always ready with a quick excuse, and I realize that I haven’t raised them
properly. But Hui also has a laissez faire attitude: she had been orphaned too and we both feel that the time
allotted for enjoying parent’s love is too short. If a child has no glorious, golden era to save as a memory, then he
will feel a lack for his whole life, just as we had. So, according to our views, every child is like an uncaged bird,
free to do as he pleases.
The most important thing is for me to be able to provide for them, not let them be deficient in anything.
“Keng, I’ve noticed you’re too lax with your children,” Cousin Min had said. “You should restrict them a little
bit, otherwise they won’t understand hardship and won’t be able to adapt to society in the future.”
What Cousin Min said wasn’t wrong, but she holds the general viewpoint which differs from mine. When a
person is just in the midst of good fortune he often doesn’t realize the good fortune which is staring him in the
face, so he doesn’t enjoy it, use it to the fullest. One day it vanishes, and he spends the rest of his life remorseful
and nostalgic. That’s why you should do everything you can when you have the chance, to save the pain of
regretting it later.
“I don’t understand your philosophy,” Cousin Min said.
“Then I’ll give you an example.” I pondered which angle to approach it from: “You know I love to read, but I
exhausted myself at first by choosing nothing books, leaving those great works till later, always thinking I’d wait
until I’d have lots of time to read them all the way through. Up to now, I still haven’t read Shakespeare, Kant and
Hegel, or Faust. But my eyes have already begun to fail me so that lately I’ve even been having trouble looking
up words in the dictionary and Tse Hai. Hence, I’m full of regret: why didn’t I read them while I was young? Of
course I could start now, but I’d have to spend much more time and many times more effort—I am giving up.”
“What else?”
“I have loved to eat walnuts all my life: Mainland yew, small walnuts, northern walnuts, for example. But at
that time, I didn’t have the patience to eat a lot. After I came to Taiwan I never saw any of these things, yet in my
mind I was thinking that I’d eat to my heart’s content when I return to the Mainland. Well, lately two of my teeth
fell out so I got false ones. Last time someone sent me some valnuts they had brought from Hong Kong. I couldn’t
eat the meat because my false teeth would fall out. I realize that now, even if I could go back to the Mainland
immediately, I would already have lost the chance of the pleasure of eating walnuts. I’m regretful once more: why
didn’t I eat all I wanted those years when I could? Why did I let a little bother put me off?”
“Did you think all this up yourself?”
“Are you saying that I try to change the subject? Let us stick to the topic then. You know when I was in junior
school boarding far away from home I could only be with my mother during vacation, My mother couldn’t bear
for me to go, and when I had to leave I procrastinated day after day out of my love for her. When I was in my first
year of senior high mother died, to my heart’s most rendering, draining regret of all. Why wasn’t I home more
during those years? So what if I didn’t go to university! If I could have known earlier that mother only had those
few years left it would have been worth it to me to make up for it with half of my life.”
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“People can suffer fortune and misfortune in a single day—there are so many things which you never count on
happening.”
“That’s why I want my children to have a good life, to enjoy happiness and prosperity while it’s theirs to enjoy.
And who knows how long I’ll be able to take care of them? I consider it a satisfaction as long as there are no
regrets.”
“Keng, I agree with you.”
This is how I persuaded Min, and now, believe it or not, she helps me pamper them in every way she can.
That’s good. At least the children are enjoying more complete happiness than either I, their mother, or any of the
other unfortunate children did.
The sound of the recitation was faint and light—maybe it had gotten far away from the temple. In the garden
behind the temple is some bamboo, and several Bodhidrum, or wisdom trees. Maybe its not, I’m really not quite
sure, but I feel that this kind of plant name suits what is back there. There are even several species of poinsettia,
red as fire. And that potted plant that is growing black beads is probably a dahlia, isn’t it?
I went upstairs, too, but there was already not trace of the kids. Although it is called Classics collection, there
aren’t many books, but there is a statue of Buddha which I apprached to worship. There was an old High Priest by
the left wall, bent over a table scribbling characters. He didn’t lift his head at the intrusion of another person, but
because I was the intruder I felt I should acknowledge him first.
“How are you, High Priest, I’ve come to pay my respects.” I pressed my hands together in greeting.
He lifted his head, returned the courtesy with his left hand, his right hand still holding the writing brush. I
realized that he was a typical example of a sage: he looked young at an advanced age. Maybe he was suffering
from some disease, though there wasn’t a fleck of yellow in his skin, and his eyes were deep hollows full of spirit,
A Buddhist shift, felt hat—he looked as if he'd been born there. Had there been no difference between east and
west, he’d have been a portrait of Jesus outright.
“Buddha is merciful.”
The voice which sprang from his mouth was other worldly as well.
I stole a glance at what was spread out on the table, which turned out to be square pages from a manuscript,
densely covered with characters precisely written in black ink with a writing brush. The old holy man had been
writing these tiny tiny characters. Another closer look revealed the contents to be the philosophical profoundities
of the classics, which aroused an unconscious reverence in me. I thought of speaking to him, but was afraid
conversation might somehow damage his dignity so I repeated my bow and respectfully went down stairs. A
delicate shadow was standing on the landing.
“Come quickly to worship, they’re going to offer up the sacrifices.” Hui seemed agitated.
The sacrificial meal comprised of four meatless dishes: the chanting and the beating of the drums encompassed
me once more. I knowtowed in front of the altar again: the chanting rite was carried out with great flourish: the
slicing sound of the clash of the cymbals, the colorful dazzling addition of decorations to the felt crowns, the two
tables of pure food which had been laid out.
And there were two more guests. Adults as well as children, filled two tables comfortably. Before we’d really
finished eating we were summoned again to worship—the Buddhist bells tinkled incessantly, and the words of
send-off flowed like pearls from the High Priest’s mouth.
“Buddhist gods, today I offer sacrifices up to you,
This food is universal, for all gods to share,
Hoping this goodness will be spread all over the universe.
Offering this food to the gods, all share in the way of Buddha.
You solitary souls, today I send offerings to you,
This food is universal, for all gods to share,
Hoping this kindness will be spread everywhere,
Offering this food to the solitary souls,
All share in the way of Buddha.
All of you who love, today I …”

Over and over again, the same incantation, changing only the names.
I don’t know what kind of spirits of the dead were referred to as the so called ones “who love.” The yellow
charts of “formerly exorcised” fully packed two wicker chests which were designed to divert those forming a connection for salvation from the solitary souls. Four large boxes of paper money were piled high to the left and right
of the altar, gold and silver locks securing the intention to be thoroughgoing in the rites for ancestors. An envelope
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was attached to the box with the month and year written as well as, in large characters: xxx ancestors, wife,
received into the world of the dead, xxx surviving males, the instrument of sacrifice. This, then, is the accumulation of one day’s rites, with endless sorrow and thoughts for the deceased.
Did this really free my late parents from suffering? I stepped out of the temple. There was incense, candles,
and a paper horse on the incense table in the open air. The candle flame flickered as it was blown by the wind. The
night was cool as water, the children had calmed down, the guests djspersed. The cymbals clashed once, and once
again, like the crescendo of an orchestra. Wavering, I wandered back and forth between the front and back of the
temple, in and out of the garden. The starlight was diffused, the bamboo grove rustled with the sound of the wind,
the delicate fragrance of a sweet osmanthus permeated my senses—no, no, I guess it’s not the sweet osmanthus
because it’s already winter.
Suddenly a hand came from behind and gripped my shoulder—I involuntarily jumped with fright.
“Keng, don’t be annoyed. The ceremony is almost over.” Hui’s footsteps matched mine. The palm of her hand
generated the warmth of her understanding of what was on my mind. Was I really annoyed? Wasn’t I just probing, probing for that share, that share, that share of happiness destiny allotted me which was lost so long ago? It
seems I retrieved a bit of it today, but that was just an empty trifling, which would disappear in an instant anyway.
Heavens return to the heavens, earth to earth, the dead can’t live again, what has turned to ash can’t take on a solid
form, an empty spirit is still empty. Nevertheless, you can let your own conscience grab a slice of consola-tion, let
the second generation harbor the image of its ancestors, but that’s all.
I slipped my arm around Hui’s waist, staring at her wordlessly. There is only one person in the world I can
depend on.
“Host, host, we want to send off the spirits,” a loud voice called from the center of the temple.
Oh, sending the spirits! I trembled as if I’d been shocked, feeling stunned out of my wits for a second. The
time had come. The moment had finally arrived.
I hurried with the other people going in, Hui close hehind. The temple was packed with people. The whole
group of monks stood up, and I scurried to the front of the altar to bow. Each holding an implement in hand, the
High Priests left their original places, proceeded to the front of the spirits altar and stood still, forming two columns on either side. Situated in the middle, I knelt down. Helpers lifted the ancestral tablet, down from the altar
and placed it in my hands. Cradling it, I went out to the garden in front of the temple wIth the monks. Following
behind came the entire family, young and old, with the helpers coming last, carrying the box of paper money—
everyone came to the outside garden. In the garden was an incinerator which had already been lit; the High Priests
stood to either side, once again beginning their incantation; the uninhibited voices of worship:
“Hoping all relatives, remote and near can achieve transcension, the temple of the emperor forever indebted to our relatives through
marriage.
Bowing with one heart,
The middle land offers Sakya,
The western paradise accepts Amitabha,
The Goddess of Mercy had power over Bodhisattva hidden on earth,
All that is precious lies before the gods of Buddhism …”

The various Buddhist instruments flowed on gently, sometimes high, somtimes low. Amidst the unbroken
chanting the paper boxes had been moved into the incinerator one by one, the fire blazing high and the papers’ ash
floating randomly into the sky. An altar had already been set up in front of the incinerator—the time to distinguish
between the dead and the living had come. I threw the stick of incense from my hands into the blazing fire, and
turned to prostrate myself on the altar. Watching a trail of green smoke curling in ascent, I felt as if my parents’
noble spirits were rising above gradually, traversing the sky.
“Get up quickly Keng, let me pay my respects.”
I jumped up immediately: therupon Hui, then the eldest, second, third, fourth—everyone in sequence, each
child calmly obedient as if they understood the grievous mood.
“I … devote … myself … entirely … to … Amitabha.”
The High Priests uttered the last of the Buddhist chants with a long, long final tone, then stopped suddenly.
I stood dazed, watching the smoke as far as my eyes could see. Why do they have to send the spirits off at
night”
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“The High Priests worked very hard,” Hui waved to the monks in thanks and nudged me with her elbow to do
the same. The High Priests returned the gesture, each of us acknowledging the other’s labors, and they went back
into the temple.
“Keng, we should go back now.”
Time to go back.
In old times, Monk Mu Lien trod 108,000 miles to deliver his mother from hell, and this is considered to be my
send-off for my ancestors?
“Clarity comes with a pure heart,” Hui said. “At least you’ve already ‘ascended in sincerity’.”
64.55 The Only Happy Time\fn{by T’ung Chen (c.1920?- )} Chekiang, China (F) 4
Wide, and beautiful, the long white corridor. Yet depressing, and somehow chilling too, for there were often
apprehensive people waiting there. The corridor was bright (so bright that old people in black looked like shadows
blown here and there, as they moved about in it). It was bright because, though one side was lined with rooms, the
other was one long row of spotless windows. The windows faced east, soaking up the morning sun and letting in
glistening light to wash away yesterday’s events and the footprints of yesterday’s people … The corridor was
always as new as ever.
Chu Shao-ch’ien was a visitor to that corridor. He had come three times already. Today was the fourth. He arrived as usual around ten in the morning, accompanied by his ten year-old granddaughter Fen-fen, who was out of
school for the summer. Each time he came, he found three or four—sometimes as many as five or six—people
there ahead of them, seated on a long couch by the window. He never came early enough, it seemed. Perhaps he
should come at eight thirty, as if he were going to work in the morning. Then as soon as the glass doors opened,
he could come in and wait. That way he would be the first one to have his cobalt treatment.
On the other hand, why such a big fuss over such a little time? What difference could there possibly be in sitting here in the corridor, passively biding time, and sitting at home, letting time disappear into nothingness there?
Life at 74 was to him an over-ripe apple, already bereft of its flavor.
Chu Shao-ch’ien moved slowly, his gaunt figure and his fortitude accented by the graceful sway of his sesamecolored silk robe. He nodded a friendly, leisurely acknowledgement to the three people seated there, smiling as if
he were greeting friends at a meeting. (Oh, you’re all here, I see? Let me propose a toast to everybody! Isn’t that
just the way it used to be?) He saw them return his smile, not knowing what else to do. (Friends, why should you
hang death’s shadow over your face? If you think of life and death merely as two states of life, then isn’t death too
a palatable glass of wine?)
He knew two of them. One was a fat woman in her fifties who had breast cancer, one an aging man of about
sixty, who had intestinal cancer. He didn’t know what disease the newcomer had. He hoped it wasn’t cancer, only
a stubborn case of eczema that required cobalt treatment. But judging from the haggard, haven’t-slept-for-days
look about him and the restlessness in his eyes, chances were he too was a victim of cancer.
As for himself, he had skin cancer. He sat down among his fellow patients, under a window looking out on a
hibiscus tree. His granddaughter Fen-fen sat beside him. Her pastel-yellow dress, pink cheeks, and cheerful voice
were like a yellow rose in the corridor, while the rest of them were somber tree shadows and deep green moss.
Outside the window could be seen a lot of potted plants set about in the yard, and across the way were a pair of
yellow canaries in a bird cage hanging from the eaves. The canaries looked like two little bundles of sunshine.
That two-story house bordered by the yard as the private residence of the hospital director. It was a place of birds’
chirping and the fragrance of fresh flowers. All of the patients here had been diagnosed by the director. Some had
been operated on by him and were here in this corridor on his instructions.
The door directly opposite Chu Shao-ch’ien’s seat was to the physics therapy room. It was half open, and Chu
Shao-ch’ien could see an old man only a few years younger than himself lying face up on the therapy table there.
A monstrous machine loomed up from behind the therapy table, taking up a third of the room. Its tube-shaped arm
curved out over the table, palm pressed firmly against the patient’s bare chest. Chu Shao-ch’ien knew that
particular old man had lung cancer. They had met three times before—twice in the corridor and once in the
waiting room.
The old man’s name was Ting, Mr. Ting. Mr. Ting had come in alone all three times. None of his family ever
came with him. He thought him a solitary old man.
“Hey, what’s your name?”
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That first time it had been Mr. Ting who spoke first. Afterwards, he couldn’t help thinking that having a friend
to chat with in the waiting room was a definite improvement. The first time he had come, his son had asked a half
day off to come with him. The doctor had said he would have to stay in the hospital to have a skin test, so then his
daughter-in-law had asked off to be with him. Neither his son nor his daughter-in-law ever lacked for anything to
say when they were home in their own living room.
But once they entered the hospital doors, it seemed impossible for them to start a casual conversation. Too, he
worried about interferring with their work. Perhaps they were worried about the same thing, but just didn’t say. So
after he had gone home from the hospital and only needed to come in for cobalt treatments, it had fallen on Fenfen to accompany him. Now, having come several times, Fen-fen too must surely be getting impatient. That was
to be expected. There was nothing of interest here except the inference of death, and that to a budding child like
Fen-fen, was too soon and too cruel. Fen-fen didn’t even know that her grandfather was fatally ill. Yesterday when
a woman with cancer left crying, Fen-fen had asked what was wrong with her, and before he had time to make up
something, someone told Fen-fen that the woman would die soon. Fen-fen was frightened to tears. At that
moment a cloud of fear and sorrow had fallen over the corridor.
Now Fen-fen knelt on the couch, leaning out over the window-sill to look at the canaries across the yard. His
son wanted Fen-fen to come along to help him on and off the bus, but at 74 his hearing and sight were still good,
and he didn’t need a cane or little girl to support him. It was just that with a relative by his side he didn’t look so
solitary and pitiful in other people’s eyes—not alone and lonely like Mr. Ting.
“Granddaddy,” Fen-fen said, looking around at him, "I want a pair of canaries.”
“All right,” Chu Shao-ch’ien replied. “When you get home, talk to your father about it.”
“Daddy will never say yes. Daddy will frown and say, ‘What? More money? Do you know how much money
you cost me every month?’ Granddaddy, canaries aren’t expensive, are they?”
“Well, they aren’t cheap either, probably several hundred anyway.”
“Granddaddy, how much does one trip to the doctor cost?”
“That’s more than a little too. A couple of hundred.”
“Granddaddy, is the money for the doctor yours or Daddy’s?”
“Your father’s, of course.”
“What about your own money?”
“I spent all my money on your father.”
“Huh-uh,” Fen-fen objected. “Granddaddy, you told me before that you left all your money on the mainland.”
He laughed.
“Fen-fen, you naughty girl, you. If you already knew, why ask?”
“Anyway, I still want to buy a pair of canaries!” Fen-fen’s lower lip protruded in a pout. “Grancldaddy, will
you talk to Daddy and tell him to buy me a pair of canaries?”
“All right, if your father doesn’t buy them for you, Granddaddy will. Granddaddy still has a little bit of money
left. He isn’t completely broke yet.”
“Of course you aren’t!” Fen-fen said. “Because when you run out of money, you can always ask Daddy for
more.”
Fen-fen settled down some then. She seemed to be imagining the canaries that would soon be hers. The other
three people in the corridor still sat in silence. Occassionally they would turn their reads this way or that, as if to
brush away a dream they were unwilling to accept. In the therapy room, Mr. Ting still lay face up on the table.
Were those twenty or thirty minutes interminable to him or fleeting? Was the whirring of the machine an annoying
sting or a pleasant luliaby? As for Chu Shao-ch’ien, he was already disinterested in himself, his illness, and the
uninterrupted whirring. So much so that the first time, he had fallen asleep as he lay on the platform, and made the
unhardened private-clinic nurse almost fear he had died in his sleep.
The last two times, after he lay down on the treatment table, he had tried to dream or to recall old and trivial
things. He lay quietly, letting the monster’s palm press against the diseased portions of his body. The whirring
sounded like the buzzing of bees or cicadas that gradually flew further and further away as he closed his eyes. The
walls fell away, the room collapsed and the corridor became a white cobblestone road, leading him to faraway
places. Those faraway places were his youth, his family home, the wide, open land of the mainland that he had
once trod and caressed. He didn’t want to tear himself away from all of that. He roamed frecly through the vastness of wide spaces and long decades in time. It was a kind of wandering one could never tire of.
“Granddaddy,” Fen-fen spoke up again. "How many more times will you have to come? Five times or ten
times?”
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“I don’t know,” Chu Shao-ch’ien said. “I hope I can stop coming soon. Do you like to come, Fen-fen?”
“No! I don’t like to come either. This place isn’t an amusement park or a zoo. It’s no fun at all. Granddaddy,
how come so many people are sick.”
“It’s Heaven’s plan, I suppose. As for you granddaddy, it’s because he’s old. It’s natural that he should be ill a
lot. It’s just that I don’t like having this particular illness. It costs your father a lot of money.”
“Granddaddy, does Daddy have money? Will he be able to buy a piano for me sometime? Which is more—the
money he’s saved up or the money you left on the mainland?”
“Granddaddy’s, of course. Granddaddy not only left money there, but land and houses, too, Friends, relatives,
and all kinds of things.”
Chu Shao-ch’ien looked down the long corridor. It was so beautiful, so very beautiful. He sighed to himself.
Sitting in the corridor reminiscing about the past, or lying on the treatment able fondly recalling old scenes was all
so beautiful, so very beautiful. There was a chill to the beauty, to be sure, but it was pleasantly cool, like a piece of
peppermint candy. It seemed as though before—in his younger, busier days—the past had always seemed
wrapped in hazy smoke. But now it was translucent and visible. Often when he closed his eyes in quiet repose,
friends he hadn’t seen for tens of years appeared before him, his long-dead wife greeted him with a smile, and the
purple clover fields where he romped as a child lay exposed again in the sunlight. Those weren’t things that
reality could give him. Reality could only offer him a more and more acute sense of loneliness and isolation.
It was difficult to find many old friends over 70 these days. After they retired, they had seen each other often
enough at first, but a few who had always been healthier than he suddenly fell ill and never recovered. At 60, they
all thought themselves capable of living until 80 at least, but it turned out that though there were a few people
who lived to be a hurdred, they weren’t among them. After 70, two or three died every year. Every time that
happened, he had to go to his friend’s funeral, send a wreath, choose a pair of funeral scrolls, and bow before his
memorial portrait. They had all occupied rather important posts once, so there were always a lot of wreaths and
scrolls, and a lot of people there to pay their respects. At first, when he came home after paying tribute to a dead
friend, he would be in a daze for a while, unable to understand how that friend could have been so fragile, how he
could have just gone like that, without so much as a backward glance at the world. Of course, he couldn’t help but
sigh, too, realizing they would never see each other again, and knowing in that a sense of bereavement. But
gradually, after he had gone to the funeral home several times, he no longer felt that way any more. Instead, he
began to feel vaguely as if the person who had passed away were himself, and that he were going to his own
funeral. He walked around through the funeral home, seeing how his friends would mourn for him. Which wasn’t
really so extraordinary a feeling at that. Most people of his age experience more or less the same thing. After all,
the same kind of funeral this time is Mr. A’s, next time it might be that of Mr. B, who has recently paid his repects
to Mr. A, and the time after that it will be Mr. C’s, who has just attended both Mr. A’s and B’s funerals. The gap
between the person to whom respects are paid, and the person paying respects is only a matter of a few weeks or
months. Now, while he was still alive, he could see the details of the funeral, or he could imagine himself lying in
the casket, able to perceive everything that was going on. His state of mind was one of calm excitement. Which
friend’s face wore an expression of real respect, and which only came forward to bow as a mere gesture and then
turned to talk and laugh with friends? There was a saying that “When one’s coffin is closed, one can then be
accurately judged”—were they, after all, fairly judged? The funeral scrolls said one thing but what people really
said was another. And which was right or wrong, anyway? He wondered how other people saw the way he had
lived and worked.
He had never before so seriously examined his life or searched his soul as he did in that split-second. It was
like writing his autobiography, except that it was truer. things the size of a pin head surged up in droves before his
mind’s eye. When he was young he had once borrowed a Mexican dollar from a friend, and never returned it. He
had long since forgotten it, but now it shone out from a corner of his memory. When he was a middle-aged man,
one of his wife’s relatives had asked hjm for a loan of two liang of gold to start a business but he had only lent
him a ring weighing three chien. Was that the reason that this relative had alwys led such a hand-to-mouth
existence, because he had failed to give him financial assistance in his time of need? So many years had passed
since then, but now he couldn’t help feeling a combination of remorse and regret over it. By contrast, his many
professional ups and downs seemed rather unimportant. In paying his respects to old friends like that, he was also
paying his respects to himself; in thinking of other people’s affairs, he was thinking of his own as well.
The band played a mournful melody while relatives clad in mourning dress prostrated themselves before the
coffin. His friend’s memorial portrait was full of benevolence and tranquility. He looked at him, and he in turn
looked at him. To an old person such as he, what fear could Death hold? His friends had, one by one, passed over
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to the other shore. Perhaps it was only there that life could once again assume a youthful form. He could be
reunited with his long-dead wife. They had indeed been separated far too long now. Even during the War of
Resistance they had only been separated six or seven years. She says:
Shao-ch’ien, can you still not give up the child? Must you still worry about him? He’s already a middle-aged
man. He is more capable now than we were in our forties. One’s descendants are always smarter than oneself. He
answers:
Of course, of course, I know. Our son stopped needing me to look after him long ago. And there’s Ta-wei, and
even Fen-fen. They don’t need me to take care of them either. They’re completely different from us. They are the
new generation, a talented generation. Our grandchildren, you know.
“Granddaddy,” Fen-fen said nudging him, “Granddaddy, what. are you thinking about?”
“I was thinking that Fen-fen is growing up too.”
“Granddaddy, if Daddy really doesn’t have any money, what will happen to my piano?”
“Well, you can always ask your mother for one, or rent one from someone.”
“No, I don’t want to rent one. I want to buy a new one. Mommy and Daddy promised me one a long time ago.
They said if I studied hard in school and practiced ballet and piano like I should, that they’d buy me one. They
can’t break their promise now!”
“Of course they can’t.”
“I’ve already missed my piano lesson twice. The other children will get ahead of me.”
“Then why don’t you go?”
“Mommy says Granddaddy is all alone at home, without anyone to stay with him, so she won’t let me go.
Brother has to go to extra classes to prepare for the highs chool entrance exam next year. There’s no hurry about
me yet. But Mommy doesn’t realize that I’m busy too.”
“When your mother gets home today, I’ll talk to her about it, O.K.? Then Fen-fen can go to piano lessons,”
said Chu Shao-ch’ien.
“And ballet too!”
“Yes, and ballet too. Fen-fen is a very talented girl. Pretty and smart.”
Fen-fen laughed. The pink-cheeked little face pressed coquettishly against her grandfather’s withered one. Chu
Shao-ch’ien smiled too. He hugged his granddaughter to him: the young generation, they were busy from the time
they were little, preparing to overtake the space age.
“If Granddaddy had money, he’d buy a piano for you.”
“And the canaries?”
“And canaries too, of course. If he had money, he’d buy both.”
Fen-fen nearly clapped her hands and cried out in delight. Chu Shao-ch’ien stopped her just in time. He said
the corridor had to be kept quiet, that Fen-fen couldn’t disturb the quiet. She couldn’t talk or laugh in a loud voice,
or sing. So then Fen-fen said she wanted to dance. She climbed down from her seat, and spreading out her hands
to hold an imaginary tutu, began to twirl and trip through the sad, beautiful corridor, sweeping nimbly along under
the melancholy gaze of the cancer patients. She smiled, and she looked like a bird; she was, in that moment, so
very happy.
When she danced her way back, she paused as she passed the therapy room door and looked in. Mr. Ting had
finished taking his treatment, and was being helped down from the table by the nurse. His iron-gray shirt,
shriveled body, and cap of snowflake white hair were all too much like her own grandfather’s. When he put on his
shoes, she saw that he wore black cotton shoes too, just like her grandfather! In a darker place she could almost
mistake him for her grandfather.
Fen-fen returned to the couch. When Mr. Ting came out, Chu Shao-ch’ien stood up to greet him:
"Mr. Ting, come sit here. You’re early today!” His tone of voice again sounded as if they were meeting on
some social occasion. The two men shook hands warmly, and went back hand in hand to sit on the couch. They
looked at each other for a while. There was no fear in their eyes, only a certain cloudiness that obscured the
other’s reflection.
“Well, Mr. Chu, how have you been these days?”
“Oh, about the same,” Chu Shao-ch’ien replied. “And you?”
“Still the same old story. In fact, it wouldn’t really matter if I didn’t come. It’s just that my family worries
about me, though deep down, you know. They know the score too.”
“Yes, they do, don’t they? I thought you were alone in Taiwan. You always come by yourself. If you have
relatives, why don’t you tell them to come with you?”
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“Oh, they came with me in the beginning, but after a few times I felt it was too much of a bother, and then too,
they really don’t have the time. Fidgeting here on a couch is really torture for them. Young people aren’t like us.
They can’t afford to hang around a hospital for the better part of a day.”
“Granddaddy,” Fen-fen said, “I want a pair of canaries.”
“All right, don’t worry,” Chu Shao-ch’ien answered, “I’ll bui you a pair.” Then he turned back to Mr. Ting.
“Mr. Ting, you’re certainly right about that. They’re just too busy. They never stop for a second, mentally or
physically.”
“Really, none of us want to come. It’s always the same old thing. Coming won’t improve anything, and if we
don’t come, things may still drag on for a while. People our age are bound to be sick—if it’s not with this, then
with something else, right?”
“Isn’t it the truth! Other people may live to be ninety or a hundred, but we’re not so lucky.”
“We can only live a few weeks, or a few months at the most.”
“Yes, you know, I’m not at all afraid of dying, but sitting here half a day at a time, or just sitting at home surely
is boring. One really should take advantage of these last few days to get out and go places.”
“Yes, it would be nice to be able to put our illness aside for a while, but doing things alone isn’t very
appealing.”
“No, it certainly isn’t. You can’t go out and do things by yourself, but then again I don’t like to ask my children
to go with me either.”
They looked at each other; their withered faces wrinkled up even more. Fen-fen interrupted again.
“Granddaddy, don’t forget, I want a piano too!”
“All right, all right,” Chu Shao-ch’ien answered. Mr. Ting was still looking at him. He said:
“How about the two of us going together. Then we’d have someone to go with. What do you think?”
“That would be just fine. We can enjoy ourselves for a good number of days yet. We can take along any
medicine that we need. Tomorrow we don’t even have to come to the hospital! We can just meet at the gate to the
park.”
“Good. If we’d known before that we could do this, we could have started days ago. I don’t feel like having
electric therapy today either.”
They both stood up. The atmosphere in the corridor was still as dreary as ever, despite the fact that they had
come to ignore death. Fen-fen followed close on Chu Shao-ch’ien’s heels, asking worriedly, “Granddaddy, why
aren’t you going to have your treatment?”
“Because today I feel very well.”
“Will you come tomorrow then? Tommorrow I want to go to my ballet lesson and piano lesson. I’ve missed
twice already.”
“Of course. You should go. I’ll talk to your mother about it.”
Chu Shao-ch’ien patted his granddaughter on the back, and by way of comforting her, said:
"Listen, Fen-fen. Starting from tomorrow, Granddaddy doesn’t want you to come with him any more. So you
can stop worrying.”
“I want a pair of canaries!” Fen-fen repeated.
“All right, I’ll buy you a pair.”
“And a piano.”
“No problem. Just be patient.”
The three walked to the end of the long white corridor, and stepped out through the large glass doors. Outside,
the world seemed to have suddenly broadened. Mr. Ting turned his head and smiled at Chu Shao-ch’ien:
“Tommorrow morning at nine at the gate to the park. Don’t forget!”
“I won't. I’ll be sure to be on time. After all, this is the only happy time we have.”
77.4 The Bondmaid\fn{by Wu Chien Chang (c.1920?- )} Shanghai, China (M) 1
The phone rang and I answered it.
“Is this the Chang residence?” The voice on the other end sounded unfamiliar as it asked, “Are you Miss
Number Five?”
“Yes, but who is it?” I asked.
“It’s I, Sheng Pao!” she said.
“Sheng Pao,” I exclaimed, “it can’t be you!”
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But indeed it was.
I thrilled to the sound of her voice after all these years. Excitedly I arranged a dinner date for the following
evening.
After I put the receiver back, my thoughts wandered back forty-five years. It was a crisp spring afternoon that
she came to our home. She was brought over by a distant relative of ours who told my stepmother that he had
bought her for forty sliver dollars from her parents in a village in Chekiang where there was a famine. Young as I
was, I knew even then that he had made a sizable profit in the transaction. She stood in our upstairs living room, a
girl about my age, but shorter in height, frightened, her eyes fixed on the floor. There was a bewildered look on
her face. She was neither pretty nor ugly, but what caught my attention was her short fingers and her curled
fingernails. They were so different from ours. I did not know at the time that such a peculiarity had deep
significance. I was later to learn it was a sign of ill fortune.
She was our new bondmaid—a bondmaid was bought those days to live with a family until the time she got
married. Her work was light, but her fate depended on the disposition of her mistress. It was the fashion in those
days for rich families to own bondmaids.
My stepmother named her Sheng Pao. She was only one year older than I, yet how different our lives were.
Sheng Pao was not required to do any housework at all except to bring tea for us or to run errands for members of
the family. Since ours was a large house and bells were not installed for the purpose of fetching the servants,
Sheng Pao was required to carry messages around the house. She ate with the servants which meant that she had
to wait until after we had dined.
We went to school to learn while Sheng Pao stayed home. My stepmother taught her how to read. What
miserable hours, days and weeks she spent learning to read and write! I imagine she was not a bright girl. I will
never forget the beatings she went through when she could not remember a character or memorize a lesson. My
stepmother, Mama, was not an educated person and why she was so anxious for Sheng Pao to learn to read and
write was beyond my comprehension. I think she used it as an excuse to exert her authority. It seemed almost an
obsession with her. Poor Sheng Pao, how she suffered all those years! She shivered whenever she heard Mama’s
voice. The more frightened she was, the more forgetful she became. It was a vicious circle. There was really very
little we could do for Sheng Pao for we did not, dare to tell our father of what was happening for fear she would
be more cruelly punished. Mere sympathy did not help her in any way. All her suffering took place when father
was absent from home. If I close my eyes now, I can still hear her pitiful crying.
This went on for years until Sheng Pao was about eighteen, when her situation improved. The beatings
gradually changed to scoldings. The Sino-Japanese War broke out and our family had to move to Hong Kong.
Sheng Pao went with us since she was part of the family.
Our long-time cook, Ping Hai, who had been with our family since his boyhood, also came along. He was, and
I suppose still is, a superb cook. One day, which was the wedding day of my brother, Sheng Pao disappeared. On
the same day Ping Hai also left without a word. In all the commotion, no one noticed their disappearance until
everyone came back from the wedding banquet. We learned later that they had eloped. Shortly afterwards, the
Japanese seized Hong Kong and our family had to flee to Chungking.
After the war, Ping Hai came back again to work as cook for our family. We refrained from asking him where
Sheng Pao was. However, it wasn’t long before we saw her again. She came to visit Mama. The past was
forgotten and forgiven. After all, we were the only family she had besides her husband and children. By then, she
already had three children.
The last time I saw Sheng Pao was when she came to pay me a visit after I gave birth to my youngest child.
During our conversation, I advised her not to have any more children. It was not easy for a cook to support a wife
and three children on his salary.
Soon after that I came to Taiwan to live. Two years later, my father also left Hong Kong to come here to live.
Much to my regret, he did not bring the cook, Ping Hai, with him. We lost contact with each other until that night
when Sheng Pao called me on the phone.
She came to dinner the next evening. I opened the door and there she was. I was surprised to find her looking
extraordinarily young for her age, without a wrinkle on her face. Her complexion was fair with rosy cheeks and
she wore no make-up at all. She was simply but tastefully dressed in a blue and white print Cheongsam\fn{A note
reads: This is the Cantonese name for Chipao, the form-filling, slitted, high-collared Chinese dress.} with white leather handbag and
shoes. She wore a pair of small pearl earrings, an inexpensive jade ring, and a watch. She had lost her selfconsciousness. When she talked, she had a refined air not usually found in a cook’s wife. I think living in our
family had unconsciously instilled in her the poise she now possessed. Nothing in her talk or behavior betrayed
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her early childhood as a bondmaid.
We had a simple dinner together. It was the first time since I met her that we dined at the same table.
After dinner, we had a wonderful time reminiscing for hours.
“I should have listened to you, Miss Number Five, when you advised me not to have any more children,” she
said. “After Old Master (which was my father) left Hong Kong, Ping Hai could not hold a regular job for the first
ten years. During that period. I had three more children. Life was very tough! It was only twelve years ago that he
found his present job as a cook in a dress shop.”
She told me everything was all right now since all her children were working. One of them was married and
was a cook in a New York restaurant while the others all worked in factories in Hong Kong.
We talked about people we both knew but neither of us spoke of her unfortunate childhood. I got the impression
she would much rather forget her past than remember it. I wondered if she had ever mentioned it to her children.
She left three days later. The morning of her departure, I went to see her off. I gave her some gifts for her
daughter and her husband. She told me to look her up if I should ever go to Hong Kong. She looked radiantly
happy that morning. Maybe because I, being her former mistress, gave her face in front of her husband’s relatives
by giving her presents and by going to the airport. Maybe she was just a contented woman.
83.90 My Mother\fn{by Shen Yin aka Chen I-ching (c.1920?- )} Hupei Province, China (F) 4
It has been sixteen years since my mother passed away. When I think of her, I cannot help but count the years,
one by one. Even in these past few years she has still occasionally appeared in my dreams: once I was roaming in
and out among rows of gravestones; no matter how I searched, I couldn’t find her. Many times I tried to grab hold
of her but couldn’t and suddenly the realization came that she had already died. I would wake up crying from the
feeling of loss. It wasn’t until I became a mother myself that I stopped having these dreams.
Four years ago my uncle was stricken with cancer of the lungs. After visiting him in the small wooden
structure on Lien-chen Road, in Chungho, we took the Taipei Passenger Service return bus. The bus rattled and
bounced over the rough road and as I glanced sideways at my older sister I saw tears streaming down her cheeks.
I knew she was thinking about our mother.
The first year after Mother died, my older sister often went off to cry by herself on some pretense or other. But
I always knew that she was crying because that painful scar; was likewise branded deep in my heart. I never
exposed her for such grief could not be expressed with words. Time can also be kind; it fortifies forgotten happiness, and allows past miseries to fade away. However, I often painfully ask myself: as time piles up, year by year,
why do I always have to choke back the sobs when Mother is mentioned? Is it because we three children regret
her life of hardship? Or is it only that we will never again have that motherly love which was barely sufficient
even when she was alive?
In the patchwork of memories of the years spent with Mother, the earliest and most clearly remembered ones
are of the time when I was sent to the home of my father’s friend. Mother would come occasionally and visit,
always after it was completely dark. She seemed to have endless things to say as she sat with others beneath the
dim light, while my only wish was to follow her home. Each time I would cry as I watched her walking away into
the darkness.
Finally I returned to my own home. The next day I saw my older sister in another room; the picture of her
lying sick in bed became imprinted in my memory. Not long after that my younger brother came from Grandmother’s to join us. The four of us lived in a big housing complex with other families. What was Mother doing at that
time?
I have a few scattered memories: for a while, Mother was a working woman. She took me to work with her a
few times. One of her associates liked to snap rubber bands at my eyes; yet when I cried, he would take me out to
buy something to eat. One day, it seemed rather late, she still had not returned; the three of us, hungry and afraid,
stood under the street light waiting for her. Another time, I insisted having her fasten my suspenders for me and as
I was walking toward her I accidentally stumbled over a small stool. Before she stopped the bleeding and treated
my injuries, she first gave me a serious beating.
One cannot go back into memory and choose what he will or will not remember. As I open up the memories of
childhood, the dark moments are like a funeral dirge: line after line, the song weighs heavily on my heart. Even
the bright moments, hidden in the dim reaches of my memory, emit a faint sadness.
I remember longingly that period when we moved to Taichung to live with my grandparents. Everyday was
filled with playmates calling from across the bamboo fence as if summoning up spirits. During that time I thought
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of Mother as being there only to cook. The image of Father’s tall figure began to appear fleetingly. I had to raise
my head to see that solemn face; it seemed he was always admonishing us for our mistakes.
Mother began to play mahjong. She was so intensely involved that she would go next door to watch them play
while waiting for the cooking oil to heat up as she was preparing meals. One night, I woke up needing to go to the
washroom. Suddenly I discovered she wasn’t there beside me and cried out sharply, determined to call her back.
The rest of the family, awakened by my cries, chided her in unison for being out so late..
When she wasn’t playing mahjong, she would read comic books with us. Sometimes she would tell us stories
like Aladdin’s Magic Lamp which made us believe gold was a mysterious and noble thing. We told her we would
give her a piece of clothing made of gold when we grew up. She replied, “Do you want to freeze me to death?”
Although the room was dark, I still could see she was pleased.
Once I let her sharpen my pencil for me and she discovered that the new sharpener was rusty because I had
placed a few dew-covered jasmine orange flowers in my pencil case when I went to school that morning. She
became angry and hit me, also smashing up my pencil case. A few days later, there was a new pencil case on the
kitchen table. I knew it was for me although she didn’t say so openly and I didn’t dare ask. In the end I was
allowed to use it. Thinking back, she must have given it to me of her own accord.
Do these memories add up to a picture of forsaken middle aged woman? There was much of her behavior that I
didn’t understand when I was a child and when I grew up, I couldn’t bear to blame her at all, nor was I willing to
do so.
My father brought another wife\fn{ A note reads: Although it is now illegal to have two wives, a man can get away with it if his
wife or other members of his family do not take any action against him .} from Taipei to spend the New Year with us. This
“mother” had a westernized name—Mommy. She was very fair and pretty. Her good nature permitted us to be
both disrespectful and naughty in calling her “Ant Mommy”\fn{ A note reads: “Ant” in Chinese is Ma-yi—playing on the
westernized term of “Mommy.”} to her face.
During lunch on New Year's Day both mothers started to cry and retreated to their individual rooms. The
grownups told us frightened children, “They’re both drunk.”
The next day, as I slipped out to play while everybody else was taking an afternoon nap, I saw Mother leading
Mommy by the hand toward the front gate. She said to the neighborhood housewives who were standing outside
watching, “Everybody, come and see the bride!”
It wasn’t until I myself had stepped into the grownup world of mixed emotions that I began to understand. I
could see Mother’s varying emotional state of mind in a different light. But I also will never forget the sight of
Mommy’s face after what Mother said, the strained smile that she hung on to with such difficulty.
When I was in junior high, I once took a little girl to see Mount Pakua. She was a pretty girl, but she also came
from a broken home. She told me proudly, “My mama says that that woman of my dad’s is a fox fairy.” This kind
of strange talk startled me. I am grateful that my mother did not use this kind of direct language to express her
sorrow to any of us. I am also glad that my memories of that period were restricted by the limit of my understanding, otherwise all these various incidents would have planted the seed of hate in my young heart.
After the New Year, Mother left home for a while, moving up North. She returned home not long afterwards,
then Father also came back. As was his original custom, he wanted to check our homework. He noticed that my
older sister had written an essay called My Father in which she said: “My father doesn’t smoke or drink.” This he
believed to be untruthful, so he punished her by making her kneel. Mother stood to one side, not once interfering.
I still remember clearly to this day the expression in her eyes as she gazed at my sister—full of remorse.
Mother began to give us five dollars every day to buy an apple. However, I suddenly came down with a case of
chicken pox, which put a stop to her plan. During that time, Father also stayed regularly with us. Everyday, the
two of them took me to see the doctor. They held the rain tarp of the pedicab down tightly, so the wind wouldn’t
blow on me. Over the years, I gradually came across more and more photos of my childhood, in the few pictures
in which my mother should have appeared, her figure had been cut out. Yet the pitch dark interior of that pedicab,
with the two of them holding me between them like that, became like a negative firmly imprinted in my memory,
forever difficult to erase.
One noon, after I had just recovered and was finishing lunch by myself, Mother left secretly. After she was
gone, my older sister and I slept together on the large bed that had been hers. Upon opening the drawers that she
usually used, the only things we found were a nearly finished tube of lipstick and a handkerchief marked with lip
prints. The drawers gave off an odor of wood mixed with the smell of cosmetics. These were the only traces of
Mother having once lived here.
When I started third grade in elementary school, the whole family moved to Taipei to live with Father. One day
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I heard Grandfather mention Mother’s name and say that she had gotten married. I was sitting on the stone steps
outside the house when I heard this and I became very sad, thinking to myself, “She got married. How could she
not take us along?” After Mother married, she used to come to the school to see us. She supplied us with spending
money and comic books so Father found out our secret. After that, each time she came, there would be a bout of
scolding and punishment waiting for us at home. I often felt very wronged. Once after being punished, I thought
of dying; so I ate a lot of the grass growing in our yard. It wasn’t until some years ago that I finally figured out
why Father used this method of dealing with the situation—wasn’t he rejecting everything of Mother’s in order to
prove his love for another woman, making himself believe that none of this was his fault?
Once during my third year at the university I was sitting with my younger brother on our balcony talking about
past events. We happened to mention the time when we moved back to Sungshan and both of us felt that that was
an unbearable period. When my brother was studying in Sungshan Elementary School, he feared the teachers for
their severity, so he began to tell various lies in order to skip school and go to Mother’s place. It wasn’t until I
went to see Mother that she discovered the truth. My brother was afraid and hid under a car parked alongside the
road. Mother went to drag him out, but he slipped away and ran out onto the street. Mother, wearing a pair of soft
satin embroidered slippers, chased after him. With the help of a few local pedicab drivers, she finally pulled him
into the house. Mother stood blocking the door, but my brother pushed at her with all his might. He was crying,
shouting at her:
“Go away! Go away! You’re not my mother!”
That evening on the balcony, remembering this incident my brother said, “Mother must have been very hurt
then: right?” He turned his face away and fell silent. I saw the corner of his eye glistening.
Soon after that Father began to run into even more difficulties in his job. Grandfather and Grandmother took us
six children to live with an uncle in Changhua. We wrote letters to our uncle, Mother’s brother, asking that they be
passed on to her. Mother then sent spending money for Grandmother and us. In the three years we lived in
Changhua, she came to see us once.
It was a Saturday. Because she was coming, we all took time off to go and greet her. As we were leaving the
train station, she said she wanted to look for a hotel. It was only after persistent appeals that she stepped
reluctantly into our home.
The next two days, Sunday and Monday, it seemed Mother was constantly busy cooking for us. We searched
our memories for the names of various dishes and she served them, dish after dish, on the table.
Monday night, after we finished eating her deep fried spring rolls, Mother prepared to leave. We escorted her
out of the alley, across the street, and into the train station. She was adamant in not letting us buy platform tickets.
Pressed flat against the iron railing outside the railroad station, watching the train gradually pull away, my brother
began to wail. The unrestrained pitch of his incessant crying completely filled the wide empty road on the way
home.
When we again moved back to Taipei, Mother began to come regularly on Saturday afternoons to visit us. At
that time Mommy’s work kept her from returning home until late on Saturday, and Father usually returned with
her. We would often talk with Mother in my older sister’s room. What I remember most clearly about our
conversation was that she was going to send us abroad to study after we graduated from university; then we would
send for her to join us.
One day Father unexpectedly came home early. I frantically ran in to tell her. Mother said, “What does that
matter?” but she couldn’t cover up her confusion. After I myself had loved and lost, I would often think of this
scene, hating myself for being too young then to understand. I can’t help but think: her being flustered like that,
did it indicate some lingering affection?
That day Mother sat stiffly on one side of the living room and Father on the other side, behind the dining table.
He asked her one question, “Is Mr. Chang well?” Mr. Chang, whom we called “Foster Father,” had just had a
stroke and was still in bed.
Mother told us that the following Sunday was her fiftieth birthday and she wanted us to celebrate it with her at
uncle’s place, so she wouldn’t be coming next Saturday.
That Saturday afternoon, when she had mentioned her birthday, my brother and I went out to eat noodles.
While we were waiting for our order, my older sister and one of my younger sisters also arrived. I became very
anxious and after finishing the noodles, I hastily ran home. The sky was already becoming dark. I pushed open the
door to my sister’s room and saw Mother sitting in the dark. I said, “Why don’t you turn on the light?” As she
walked out of the room, she was wiping the corners of her eyes with a handkerchief. I don’t know if she was
talking to me or to herself when she said, “What’s the good of thinking too much?”
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That night, as we were accompanying Mother to the bus station, I truly shouldn’t have been thinking about the
nine o’clock movie on television, wishing that the bus would hurry up and come. The bus came and Mother,
keeping her back toward us, got on.
On April the tenth, 1965, a Saturday afternoon, I was rushing to finish my homework for Father was going out
of town on business that night. He had finished supper and had just gone out the door, when my mother’s cousin
appeared. He spun around and started after Father. Father immediately returned, and putting down his briefcase,
went into Grandfather’s room. After he came out, he wanted us four older children to get dressed. He said, “It
doesn’t matter what you wear, just as long as it’s warm enough.”
As I was dressing, I asked my sister, “Did Father’s factory go broke again?” In the hallway I met Grandmother
who smiled very sorrowfully at me.
We walked to the entrance of the lane, where Father waved for a taxi. The moment I stepped into the car, a
thought suddenly flashed into my mind.
“My mother has died!”
The taxi had just started moving when Father turned to us, and grasping my sister's hand, he said, “Your
mother has died!” I only heard the driver say, “Tell them not to cry, or else I won’t be able to drive.” The taxi
moved forward. They were saying, “ … traffic. . . accident … taxi … railway crossing … Shihlin …” The next
thing I knew we were at the Mackay Memorial Hospital.
I often feel that Mother just went to another world.
When I am lonely and helpless, I raise my head and look up at the sky and she looks down at me, embracing
me with her love, as boundless as the sky.
When I was a freshman in the university, I read an article in the Central Daily News' literary supplement,
called The Sorrow of the Wind and Trees. The author, who had signed her name “Ts’un-ts’ao-hsin,”\fn{ A note reads:
A reference to Meng Chiao’s poem, A Traveler’s Song.} had written this piece to commemorate the tenth anniversary of her
mother’s: death. Her mother had also died in a traffic accident. On the afternoon of the day I read the article, I
gathered a few classmates to go with me to Yangming Cemetery to visit the grave of the author’s mother.
Surprisingly, in the vast expanse of the grave-yard, I found it easily. I stood in front of her mother’s grave for a
long time, staring at the name on the gravestone. Would she become my lonely mother’s friend in another world
because of my attention?
Once when I was still in the twelfth grade, I went to visit my cousin’s young child who was sick. Burdened
with the approaching college entrance exams and the emotions that had continued to build up within me, I poured
out my feeling about Mother to my listening cousin. Strangely, it was a long time before I could repress my grief.
And my cousin only handed me a handkerchief; she watched me and was unwilling to say even one word.
Not long ago my own marriage wasn’t going very smoothly. My older sister hurriedly came to offer advice.
“Why do you want to go the same way as Mother did?” she asked; then she told me a few things I had never
known before. I thought of my childhood, the man who used to snap a rubber band at my eyes and later bought
me candy. I thought of that occasion in Hsimen Ting\fn{ A note reads: The theater district of Taipei.} when a man stopped
Mother with the words, “Don’t you remember me?” The tone of his voice and his facial expression were very
flippant and I could see that Mother was agitated. Also my cousin’s coolness toward Mother.
Oh, Mother! I am thankful that the outcome of the different forces in my life was arranged like this. Only after
I myself had experienced a few emotional setbacks, did I desist from contorting Mother’s image. Actually what
we want is nothing but a certain kind of love; a love that will not fade with time, nor become damaged. I know
today that this kind of love does not exist; had Mother also realizing this, turned to her children for consolation?
There is one thing that bothers me, and when I think about it I feel almost heartless. If Mother were still alive,
would our love for her be so strong? Yes, this love of ours is made up of many emotions originating from our
bereavement.
After her death, Mother’s second husband lived permanently in a temple. I went to see him once; because of
his illness, he had lost his power of speech. On a sweltering afternoon in August, in a small, airless room, my
mother’s portrait stood on a low cabinet. I had gone to thank him, thank him for the seven years of care he had
given her.
With the tears still wet on my face, he saw me to the door. He never stopped pressing his hands together and
bowing to me. His eyes gazed at the mountain ridge not far away; in their clear depths it seemed that all of life’s
love and hate, meeting and parting, were nothing but mist passing before his eyes.
The night Mother passed away, Father gathered the three of us together, my older sister, my brother and me;
we were unable to sleep. He first told us that Mother had already been married before he met her. That man had
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beaten Mother so brutally, that her whole body was bruised, and she had gone to Father for help. When he heard
that Mr. Chang’s illness was incurable, he had decided to wait for him to pass away and then have Mother come to
live with us.
I have spent thirty years with Father. As the years have passed, age had taken its toll; Father had discarded the
harsh demeanor which he had thought was befitting a father, leaving a sensitive and melancholy heart. The night
he told us all those things, he was of course moved by remorse and distress; however, to this day I have believed
sincerely that the thoughts he expressed came from the bottom of his heart.
Several years ago I happened to see a letter that Mommy had sent Father from Hong Kong. The letter was
written not long after I was born. It stated that she could not accept my father’s request for a divorce. Definitely
Mommy and Father had talked about separating. In fact, when she married Father, she truly did not know of my
mother’s existence.
During the days we spent with Mommy, we certainly had many unhappy disputes. But it was only after I had
learned to understand human nature more that I began to understand that there is not one mother in this world that
is not prejudiced in favor of her own children, just as Mother favored us. How could I demand that Mommy
negate human nature?
Ever since Father’s business failed nearly twenty years ago, our whole family has depended solely on
Mommy’s support. I know that she and Father have often felt they had let us three children down. Once when I
was writing to Father to ask him to come to Taipei to receive treatment for his illness, I took advantage of the
opportunity to tell him, “we certainly had a difficult time as we were growing up; however, we also gained much
valuable experience that other people have no way of obtaining.”
Intrinsically life’s gains and losses are relative to its ups and downs, but I often feel that Mother’s life had been
a truly difficult one. And it is impossible for me to find any compensation whatsoever that she could have derived
from her sufferings. Or maybe it is because I could not bear to do so!
146.45 The Tiger Of Chao Ch’eng: A Folktale\fn{by Bertha Hensman (c.1920?- )} Chengtu? Szechuan Province
China (F) 2
In the Chao Ch’eng District of Shansi there lived an old woman. At the time when these things happened she
was over seventy years old, and she was very poor. Fortunately she had a son who was a very hard working fellow
and she depended entirely, for her living, upon what he earned by going up into the mountains every day to cut
firewood to sell.
One day her son went up into the hills as usual to cut firewood for the market but by nightfall he had not come
home to supper. The old mother grew very anxious so she asked several men of the neighborhood to follow the
paths into the mountains in search of her son. They had not gone far in their search when they saw, at the side of
the path, the carrying pole, the rope, the ax, and the torn clothing of the old woman’s son lying in a heap. And at
the side, bones and bloodstains. By these things they were certain that he had been devoured by a tiger, so they
went back to the old woman to break the news to her. When they reached her house, they told her sadly,
“Your son has been eaten up by a tiger.” When the old woman heard this she burst out crying and wailed,
“I am a very old woman! I depend entirely on my son to support me in my old age! How shall I find anything
to live on now that he’s dead and gone?”
The next day she took her staff and with the help of it went along to the office of the District Magistrate. There
she wept aloud and demanded justice. The Magistrate on duty ordered the court messengers who were on duty to
bring before him the person who wished to lay a complaint before him.
“You are such a venerable old lady, who could possibly have wronged you that you should want to lodge a
complaint?” he asked. Then the old woman told her story.
“I’m only a poor old woman,” she said. “And 1 did have a son—a son who was the sole support of my old age.
I depended upon him for the money he earned by cutting firewood in the hills and selling it each day. He went as
usual into the hills yesterday to cut fuel and a tiger has eaten him up. I’ve come to you, your honor, to ask you to
act on my behalf and prosecute that tiger.” When the Magistrate heard her lodging a complaint against a tiger, he
laughed outright and said,
“A tiger doesn’t come within the law. How do you expect me to handle your case?”
On hearing this, the old woman beat her breast, burst out in loud wailing, and stamped her feet in fury at the
Magistrate. The Magistrate threatened her, but she was not frightened. Finally he had pity on her age and on her
real distress, so he stopped threatening her and tried to pacify her instead.
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“You may go home,” he said, “I am sending a man at once to arrest that tiger.”
Who would have thought that anyone could have been as obstinate and persistent as that old lady now showed
herself to be. She insisted on seeing the warrant for the tiger’s arrest before she was willing to go home. The
Magistrate had made out the warrant in order to pacify her, but what was he to do with it now? The best he could
do was to ask the court messengers, who stood on either side of the Magistrate’s bench, which of them dared to go
and arrest the tiger. Among the messengers there was one named Li Len who, because he was drunk, spoke up and
said,
“I’ll go and get that tiger!”
The Magistrate did not hesitate further, but at once handed Li Len the warrant for the tiger’s arrest and
instructed him carefully not to fail to make the arrest. Only then was the old woman satisfied and, leaning on her
staff, went home.
The next day Li Len woke up sober and saw in his hand the warrant for the tiger’s arrest which he had
volunteered to serve. He now regretted his action very much indeed, but it was too late to go back on what he had
done. Then he thought,
“The Magistrate probably issued this warrant just to impose on the old woman. It’s only a dodge to pacify her.”
With this thought he decided to wait for a day or so and then go back to the yamen and report that he had
carried out the instructions given him. That was what he did. But the Magistrate, as it happened, was one who
took his responsibilities seriously.
“You volunteered for this duty,” he said, “so you can’t back out of it. Go and carry out your duties!” When Li
Len heard this command, he knelt down and kotowed saying,
“I only know how to arrest persons. I’ve never learned how to catch a tiger, never mind arrest one. Have mercy
on me, your honor, have mercy!” The Magistrate realized that Li Len was up against a real difficulty, so he said,
“You may take a few huntsmen along with you to help to catch that tiger.”
Li Len had no way out but to go back with one or two companions and scour the mountains day and night in
search of that tiger. If only he could find a tiger, any tiger, he could report that he had fulfilled his duty. But he
searched the hills for a month and more without seeing even the shadow of a tiger. By that time, the period of the
warrant for the arrest of the tiger had expired, so he had to go back to the yamen and hand in the warrant. The
Magistrate took his seat on the bench and ordered Li Len to step forward and make his report.
“Have you arrested that tiger?” he asked.
“No,” replied Li Len, “I beg you to grant me an extension of time.”
But the Magistrate turned a deaf ear to his plea and had him beaten with the bamboo—several tens of strokes
—as a penalty. This happened to Li Len several times. It was indeed a case of the proverbial situation:
He suffered dire wrongs,
but could find no redress

So, as a last resort, Li Len went to the temple at T’ai Shan\fn{ In the west of Shantung, the easternmost of the five sacred
to pray to the god there for redress. And suddenly, while he was still prostrating himself in
supplication before the god, a tiger arrived and stood in the doorway. On seeing the tiger Li Len jumped up with
fright, for who would have expected to see a tiger crouching there, motionless, in the doorway?
“Ai-yah!” gasped Li Len, “You’re not planning to eat me up too, are you? You ate up that poor woodcutter a
month or so ago and his mother has brought a court action against you. I’ve been looking for you everywhere.
I’ve suffered endless strokes of the bamboo—and all because of you. Let me ask you, is it right—you eat a man,
and I get beaten for it?”
The tiger listened and seemed to understand every word. It stood perfectly still while Li Len put a chain around
its neck and led it back to the yamen where, at last, he was able to hand in the warrant. On hearing that the tiger
had been arrested and brought in, the Magistrate took his seat on the bench. Then he asked the tiger,
“Are you the tiger that ate up the old woman’s son?”
The tiger nodded its head several times, so the Magistrate went on,
“You ate him, and he was her only son. He had no brothers nor sisters, and his mother is a very old woman
now; and she is left alone in the world with no one to earn money to support her in her extreme old age. The old
mother has been left destitute since you ate her son. If you promise to be a son to her, I will set you free.”
Again the tiger nodded its head in assent. Thereupon the Magistrate ordered the court messengers who were
standing by to remove the chain from the tiger’s neck and set the tiger free.
mountains of China.}
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When the old woman heard of what had been done, she felt that it wouldn’t work out. She just didn’t trust that
tiger! So she decided to go once more to the yamen to urge her case.
Next morning, she got up to go to the yamen and, just as she was opening her door, she saw the tiger coming
towards her and carrying a dead deer in its mouth. The tiger came up, dropped the deer at her door and went away
again. The old woman sold the skin and the venison and lived for some time on the money she got from the sale.
From that time onwards, day after day the tiger did not fail to bring something to her door, even such things as
silver and cloth. The old woman couldn’t possibly use all that the tiger brought her. In fact she became much
better off than while her son was alive. When, eventually, the old woman died, her neighbors used her savings,
which came to no small amount, to give her a big funeral. You can imagine the mourners’ surprise when, on the
day of her burial, the tiger suddenly appeared, ran up to her grave, gave a few loud howls and then walked away
into the mountains.
146.47 The Snail Wife 2. The Dragon Maiden Shepherdess: Two Folktales\fn{by Yung Wu Tse-han (c.1920?- )}
Shanghai?, China (F) 4
1
There was once a young man who was very poor. He lived in a little, mean cottage, and outside the door of his
cottage he kept his water-tub. And in the water-tub there lived a snail which he was fond of watching and feeding.
In spite of being poor he was an honest, self-respecting man. Day after day he went out to look for work and
earn his living. One day, when he got back home he had a big surprise.
“Eh! What’s been going on!” he exclaimed. “Somebody’s cooked my rice for me! And the dish of chopped
vegetable and meat to go with the rice is already on the table! Who’s been doing all this?”
He looked around more carefully. Somebody had been mending his torn clothes, too, while he was out. Here
indeed was a mystery!
The next morning he went out to work as usual and, when he got home again, lo and behold, the same thing
had happened again. And it happened in the same way the day after that too. So when he got up on morning of the
third day he said aloud,
“I’ll not go out to work today. I’ll stay at home and hide myself outside my door and watch to see who it is that
comes to help me in this way. I’d like to meet such a good, kind person.”
So, that morning, instead of going to work, the young man stayed at home and hid himself outside his cottage
door and waited. Before many minutes had passed a young woman came along So he tiptoed inside his cottage.
The young woman didn’t hear him so she didn’t notice him coming in. Then he sprang forward and seized her
around the shoulders and held her firmly.
“Oh! Who are you?” she gasped.
“First tell me who you are!” said the young man in a gentle voice. “You who are doing so many kind services
for me, cooking my rice, mending my clothes day after day. I am truly beholden to you and thank you with all my
heart. But who are you?”
The young woman was at first overcome with fear and embarrassment, but after a moment she replied to his
question.
“I am a snail fairy,” she said. “I am the snail that lives in the water-tub outside your door. For all these many
years you have fed and protected me, so I am doing these things as a sign of my gratitude to you.”
Then the young woman went out and disappeared. In the evening she came back again to help in the same way.
After some time the young man married the young woman, and everybody said that he had gained an
unusually beautiful bride. The two then lived together happily as man and wife, and in due time they had a son.
The boy grew up and, when he was old enough, he went to school. But the boy was not happy at school because
many of his classmates used to tease him and mock at him by chanting a rhyme whenever he came near,
Ding dong dell, your mother is a snail-shell
Tick tock tail, your mother is a snail.

And so the boy was miserable. One day he ran home to his father and said,
“Father, my classmates are always teasing me. Whenever they see me, they sing a rhyme at me. They’re
always making fun of me. They say my mother’s a snail. It isn't true, is it?”
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The father didn't know what to answer. But the child persisted. He was already nearly nine years old and so
couldn’t be put off with an evasive answer. So his father told him the truth.
“Yes, my son, your mother is indeed a snail, and every night she has to go back into her snail-shell.”
The boy stood silent, obviously troubled by what he had heard.
The father felt deeply for his son, so one day, while his wife was busy in the house he took the empty snailshell and threw it away. It could never be found again, so his wife was no longer able to go back into her shell.
And so, from that day onwards, husband and wife and their son lived together in great content and happiness.
2
There was once a Dragon Maiden who was married to the Dragon of the Golden River.
Now this young dragon was fierce and overbearing beyond all words. Although he had married this Dragon
Maiden, he gave her very poor food to eat, very poor clothes to wear, and sent her out to graze sheep by the
seashore every day. Year after year, for three years, she had to look after his sheep until she was sunburned and
worn out and completely and entirely dispirited.
Then, one day, a young scholar, who had just passed his imperial examinations, happened to pass by on his
way home from the capital. His homeward route lay by that part of the seashore, and there he saw the Dragon
Maiden looking after her sheep. So, as he was passing by, he thought that he would ask her whether he was on the
right road to his home. When she had answered his question, the Dragon Maiden realized that he would be
passing very near to her parents’ home, so she said to him,
“I pray you kind Sir, would you be good enough to carry a letter from me to my parents? You will be passing
close to the very door of my parents’ home.”
Now this young scholar was surnamed Liu and his given name was Loh-yi (which means “Goodness”). He
answered her, saying,
“I will willingly carry a letter from you. Just tell me which way I must take to get there.”
So she told him which way to take. Then she added,
“I have neither pen nor paper. What shall I do for materials to write a letter to my parents with? Ah! I have it.”
And with these words she tore off a piece of her ragged garment. Then she pierced the tip of one of her fingers
and used the blood that came out as ink. Then she took a thorn and with it, she wrote her parents a letter in her
own blood. In it she told them how, after she was given in marriage to the young Dragon of the Golden River, she
had suffered nothing but ill-treatment and hardships and how she was forced to lead a bitter life looking after his
sheep. She also told them that, by good fortune, this young scholar had passed that way and that she had requested
him to be the bearer of her letter. It was indeed a most heart-rending letter. And she ended it by pleading with her
parents to rescue her from her cruel situation and carry her home again. Then she turned to the young scholar and
said,
“On your way to my home you will come to a bridge, and at the side of the bridge you will see a very big, very
tall japonica tree.” As she was saying this she took from her back hair a jade ornamental hairpin and gave it to
Scholar Liu, saying as she did so,
“Take this ornamental hairpin and when you reach the place where the tree is, strike with it three times upon
the trunk of the tree. When you have done so, a man will come to lead you on your way. I ought to let you know,
my father and mother are the Dragon King and Queen of the Sea.” The young Scholar Liu believed what she told
him, so he said,
“Give me your jade ornamental hairpin, and I will do as you say.”
Then the Dragon Maiden handed him the ornamental hairpin and the letter which she had written, and the
young scholar went on his way. He went on and on until he came to the little bridge the Dragon Maiden had told
him about, and there, at the side of the bridge, he saw the big tree, just as she had said he would. It was very big
and tall and very old.
“I can’t be mistaken,” he said to himself, “this must be the tree.”
So he took the ornamental hair-pin out from his inner pocket and with it he struck three times upon the treetrunk. No sooner had he struck for the third time when, lo and behold, a man suddenly appeared from nowhere!
Now this man was the Commandant of the Armies of the Underworld. He had come up from regions below in
response to the signal.
“You’ve come to escort me?” asked the scholar.
“It all depends,” replied the Commandant. “What and who have you come to see?” The young scholar replied,
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merely by showing him the jade hair ornament.
“Hey! That’s my young mistress’ hair ornament!” exclaimed the Commandant.
“Yes, you are right,” replied the scholar. “I received it from your young mistress who now sends a letter to her
parents by my hand.”
“Ah! There couldn’t be a better piece of news! Day after day, for a long time now, Their Majesties the Dragon
King and Queen have been anxious and worried about their beloved, precious daughter. There couldn’t be better
news for them than that a letter has unexpectedly arrived. Come! As quickly as you can, Sir!”
Upon saying this, with no more ado, he took the scholar by the hand and led him to the sea’s edge. Then he
showed him how to descend into the depths of the sea. Suddenly, the waters of the ocean divided and a road
leading into the depths of the sea appeared as if from nowhere and made it possible for the scholar and his guide
to enter into the deep waters. The guide still led Scholar Liu onwards, straight to the very bottom of the sea where
the Dragon King of the Sea lived.
Now the palace of the Dragon King was the most magnificent and gorgeous place imaginable. In all his life,
Scholar Liu had never seen anything to match its wonderful grandeur. The guide led him straight into the palace,
and the Dragon King and his Queen came forward to receive him. Then he took out the letter written in blood and
presented it to the Dragon King. No sooner had the Dragon King read it than he turned purple with rage.
“This passes all bearing,” he fumed. “I gave my daughter in marriage to that young Dragon of the Golden
River thinking he was an honorable fellow! Who would have thought that he would turn out to be such a detestable scoundrel! What shall be done to a man who treats my daughter so abominably! I have indeed given her in
marriage to the wrong man. What shall I do to a fellow like that! It’s outrageous! Let me think what punishment
he deserves!”
The Dragon King, in spite of being swept away by anxiety and anger, treated Scholar Liu with generous
hospitality and called for servants to prepare a meal for the guest. Then he turned to his guest and said,
“You have come very many days’ journey to bring this letter to us. You have done us a very great service. We
are indeed indebted to you.”
Just as he was saying this the Fire Dragon entered the room. Can you guess who this Fire Dragon was? I’ll tell
you. He was the younger brother of the Dragon King and so was the Dragon Maiden’s uncle on her father’s side
of the family. As soon as he entered he saw that something was amiss, so he said,
“What’s the trouble? What’s all this fussing and fuming about?”
“A letter has been brought to us this very day,” replied the Dragon King. “Our daughter, in that place where
she now lives, is undergoing outrageous treatment. The young Dragon of the Golden River, to whom we gave her
in marriage, is treating her abominably.”
“Ha!” snorted the Fire Dragon, “that isn’t to be tolerated!” He was truly blazing with anger. He couldn’t have
been more angry.
“Elder Brother,” he said, “I know you’re eating your heart out over this. Don’t! Just leave it to me! Let me deal
with that rascally young Dragon of the Golden River. I’ll have the life out of him. Let me go and deal with him. I
guarantee I will deliver my niece and bring her back to you!”
And with these words the Fire Dragon stamped out of the room and marshaled all his troops together, not only
the common soldiers but the officers of all ranks, high and low. Then with his great army, he marched immediately to the kingdom where the young Dragon of the Golden River lived. That very evening they seized the young
Dragon of the Golden River and slew him, then and there. When this was done, they rescued the Dragon Maiden
and carried her back to her father’s home.
How surprised and glad her father and mother were to see her home again so soon. You should have seen how
they wept and wept with joy to see her safe and sound at home once more.
“I’ve already dealt with her husband, that young Dragon of the Golden River. He’s dead and done with—I’ve
finished him off!” said the Fire Dragon. “And now that account is settled, you mustn’t forget that we are all
deeply indebted to this young scholar for bringing us the letter. We must take steps immediately to reward him
suitably for the great service he has done us. We must invite him to a feast and serve him with the very best wine.”
Not many days after this, the Dragon Queen and her beloved, precious daughter, the Dragon Maiden, came in
to where the Dragon King and his brother the Fire Dragon were drinking wine with Scholar Liu. The two royal
brothers were hoping to arrange a marriage between Liu and the Dragon Maiden, but they had not come to the
point so, finally, Scholar Liu emptied his glass to signify that he wished to be on his way, rose to his feet, bowed
and said,
“I ought to be on my way now. My people will be expecting me home soon. I thank Your Majesties and Your
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Highness for your generous hospitality.”
“Eh!” exclaimed the Dragon King, “that will never do! You can’t go home so soon! This my Dragon Palace is
a difficult place to get to. Seeing that you have managed to reach it, you must stay a little longer. We can’t
possibly let you go as soon as this. Stay a few days more to rest and enjoy yourself! And then we’ll get men to
escort you all the way to your home.”
So Scholar Liu stayed that night at the Dragon Palace. Then the Fire Dragon said to himself,
“It was I who destroyed my niece’s wicked husband. I’d better come to the point and ask this Scholar Liu
outright whether he is engaged to be married or not.” So he went into the room where the young man was reading
and asked,
“Scholar Liu, are you already married or not?”
“I’m not married,” came the reply.
“I understand,” continued the Fire Dragon, “that you’ve recently passed your imperial examinations—that
you’ve been up to the capital to sit for them and are now on your way home again. Isn’t that so? Very good! Well,
I have an idea. My brother and I hope very much that you will consent to become engaged to our princess the
Dragon Maiden. And, after the wedding, you can take her home with you as your bride. My brother and I suggest
this as a token of our gratitude to you for what you have done for us.”
Now would you believe it, Scholar Liu firmly refused. He was adamant, saying,
“I brought this letter to you because, when I stopped to ask my way from this young lady, I saw her pitiful state
and felt compassion for her sad plight. I didn’t do it because I had any idea of making her my wife. If I now
consent to take the Dragon Maiden home as my bride, I shall not be doing the right thing by her. That’s all I have
to say. What you suggest, cannot be. But I do thank you, all the same, and I’m grateful to you for your considerate
thoughts for my future happiness, even though I am quite clear that I cannot accept your offer.”
When the Dragon King and his brother saw that the young scholar was immovable in his refusal, they ceased
to press him. Nevertheless, they gave him many, many gifts of rare pearls and of the gold and precious jewels that
abound at the bottom of the sea.
Two more days passed by, and then, on the third day of Scholar Liu's visit, they said goodbye to him. When the
last goodbye had been said, the Dragon King and Queen caused the waters of the ocean to open up a path so that
their guest could continue his journey home. Then they escorted him to the sea’s edge where, with great
reluctance, they let him proceed on his way.
When Scholar Liu eventually reached home, his home folks were amazed to see the rich gifts he had brought
with him.
“Such treasures!” they exclaimed. “Wherever did you get them?”
“I got them from the palace of the Dragon King,” he said.
They had, never in all their lives, seen so many and such great treasures, such rich and rare jewels. Not long
after his return home, his father and mother engaged a middleman and chose a bride for their son. Then they made
arrangements for the wedding. After the wedding, all went well with Scholar Liu at first. But, in a little more than
a year, his wife died. They had no child, so he was completely alone again. When this happened his parents, old
Mr. and Mrs. Liu, thought,
“What will he do now? We’d better look around and find another bride for him.”
They did so; and arranged the second wedding for their son. But after just about two years, who would have
thought it, the second wife also died! Neither had she given him a son.
After this, Scholar Liu didn’t want to marry again; but his parents were determined that he should do so. So
again they searched for a suitable bride and arranged for yet another wedding.
Now the third bride they found was in reality the Dragon Maiden, but they didn’t know it. When the bridal
couple reached their own rooms, and the bride raised her veil, lo and behold, the bridegroom saw that she was
indeed the Dragon Maiden. You can imagine his surprise!
“Are you truly the Dragon Maiden?” he gasped.
“Yes, I am.”
“How did you get here?”
“When a middleman arrived at the palace to act as matchmaker,” the Dragon Maiden explained, “I heard about
your sad experience, so I decided to come up to the world to comfort you. I came to the world of men to express
my gratitude to you. At the time when you visited us, I and my family wanted to express our gratitude to you, but
you said you were unwilling to marry me. But now you have already had two wives, and both of them have died.
My father and mother got to know all about it, so they asked me to come here to marry you and to comfort you as
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a token of our gratitude to you.”
Thus it came about that the Dragon Maiden was married to Scholar Liu. In due time they had two sons. And so
all ended happily after all.
180.34 Excerpt from Farewell To My Concubine: A Novel\fn{by Lilian Lee aka Li Pik-wah (c.1920?- )} Hong Kong,
China (F) 13
Prostitutes have no heart; actors have no morals. So people say. A prostitute has to make her living by putting
on a show of feeling in bed; an actor may be the embodiment of virtue and integrity as he struts upon the stage.
He may be an emperor, a statesman, or a great general. The stage is populated by brilliant young scholars and
beautiful ladies whose exalted passions are more vivid than the drab colors of our workaday existence. Compared
to their stories, everyday life is like the plain and pale face of an actor stripped of his makeup.
Without a stage to prop him up, the actor is just an ordinary man, with an unmemorable face and unfulfilled
expectations. His strength and power come from artifice—he relies on them to live, just as an embryo draws
nourishment from the body of the mother, and the growing child holds fast to her hand.
In the same way, women have long depended on men to sustain them. In exchange they reveal a part of the
elusive secret that is their charm. But how much of that is just stagecraft? After all, life is just a play. Or an opera.
It would be easier for all of us if we could watch only the highlights.
Instead, we must endure convoluted plot twists and excruciating moments of suspense. We sit in the dark,
threatened by vague menaces. Of course, those of us in the audience can always walk out; but the players have no
choice. Once the curtain goes up they have to perform the play from beginning to end. They have nowhere to
hide.
*
But we are still in the theater, watching the opera being performed for us onstage. Both of the actors are in full
makeup, and we see two brightly colored faces. One belongs to the actor playing the beautiful concubine Yu Ji.
Opposite him is the actor who plays General Xiang Yu, Yu Ji’s lover. Yu Ji’s entire existence depends on Xiang
Yu. And he has lost his kingdom to a rival.
Yu Ji is singing an aria to him:
My lord is doomed,
I have nowhere to turn.

His life is over, and she will choose not to go on living. But this is only an opera. The actors feign death, and
the curtain falls. In the end they both stand up and walk away.
Actually, one actor really is in love with the other. Still, their story is not that simple. When one man loves
another, it can’t be simple; and it’s hard to know how to begin. We might as well start at the beginning.
The theater is dark. As the houselights come up, the musicians enter and start to tune their instruments. The
percussionist holds one hand ready to strike a leather drum while the other holds up clappers. He seems to be
ready. The other musicians are still busy tuning. Everyone is filled with nervous excitement: Tonight they have a
chance to participate in a moving drama. They will be part of someone else’s story .
The lights dim again until there is nothing but a lone spotlight shining center stage. A faint creak, and the
curtain parts.
It is their first meeting.
*
Winter, 1929. The eighteenth year of the Republic of China. Strong, icy winds blew out of the North. It was the
darkest and coldest time of the year, when a feeble sun wavered in the sky. Some days it peeked out; but on this
day it was hidden behind the clouds. People looked up at the sky, wondering if it might snow, although it was still
early in the season.
It was market day at Tianqiao, the Bridge of Heaven, and the clamor of voices filled the air. The Bridge of
Heaven lay between Zhengyang Gate and Yongding Gate, just to the west of the Temple of Heaven. During the
Ming and Qing dynasties the emperor made yearly offerings at the temple, and he always crossed this bridge on
the way. The temple lay on the south side of the bridge, and people imagined the emperor’s crossing from the
north side to the south symbolized a passage from the earthly realm to heaven. Because the emperor, or Son of
Heaven, used this bridge to cross to heaven, it was called the Bridge of Heaven. But after the fall of the Qing
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dynasty, in 1911, the bridge became part of the common world. Never again would it be used solely by the Son of
Heaven.
A small but bustling marketplace grew up on the north side of this bridge. Lining the north-south street were
teahouses, small restaurants, and secondhand clothing stalls. To the west ran a bird market, facing a row of stands
that sold snacks of every kind. In the midst of all this, street performers plied their trades among the shoppers.
Little urchins wove through the crowds where they were thickest. One of them spotted a cigarette butt on the
ground and quickly bent down to grab it. When he had gathered up enough discarded butts, he would take them
all apart and salvage the tobacco. Then he would roll new cigarettes to sell on the street. He had to be alert and
snatch up the butts before somebody stepped on them. This last butt had narrowly missed. being crushed by two
pairs of feet, a woman’s and a child’s. The woman had almost tread on the urchin’s fingers with her worn cloth
shoes.
Once crimson, those shoes had faded to the brown of an old bloodstain. The woman herself had the sallow
complexion of an opium addict, and her lips were tinged with a bit of lipstick. A red hairline mark, running like a
scar between her eyebrows, suggested that she suffered from frequent headaches and had been pinching her
forehead to cure them. Any careful observer would have known that she was an unlicensed prostitute.
The child at her side was about eight or nine, and his clothes were brightly colored and looked brand-new, in
contrast to his mother’s. The muffler wound around his neck and face covered everything but his eyes, which
were beautifully shaped but wore a puzzled expression. He had never been to such a noisy marketplace before,
and he clung shyly to his mother, clutching the corner of her coat with his left hand. He kept his right hand
carefully hidden in his coat pocket, where he seemed to be fingering some mysterious object. A newspaper boy
was calling out,
“Northeastern Army surrounded—Japs about to attack! Buy a copy, sir?”
A man who had just fmished a breakfast of soybean milk and salted vegetables happened along, a half-eaten
cruller still in his hand. He raised his other arm to strike the paper boy, who was blocking his way.
“Out of my way! We’ve got problems enough here at home—we can’t even fill our own bellies. If the Japs
want to go to war, let them!”
The man spotted the woman. He knew her.
“You’re Yanhong, aren’t you?” he leered. “I’ve been thinking about you!”
The child shrank from him, pressing closer to his mether and wrinkling his nose in disgust. Yanhong spat at the
man and pulled her son after her. They hurried past stands selling an endless variety of snacks: wonton, roasted
sausages, lamb stew with sesame paste and Chinese parsley, sauteed liyer, sweet millet porridge, steamed breads,
sticky rice balls with fillings of sweetened chestnuts or red bean paste, steamed buns, and more.
A loud bang made them jump. Up ahead, a tout with gold teeth was clanging gongs and cymbals to lure
customers to his peep show. Men flocked to him, feeling an itch they couldn’t scratch, hoping for a glimpse of
something titillating through the lime glass window in the case.
“Take a look, boys! See the lovely lady taking a bath!”
The farther the mother and son walked, the more boisterous the crowd became. Soon they found themselves
surrounded by storytellers, conjurers, jugglers, wrestlers, martial artists, tumblers, vaudeville performers, sellers
of tonics, and even sidewalk dentists.
Yanhong was looking for one of the entertainers. His name was Master Guan. At last she spotted him, a husky
fellow in his forties, with a heavy black beard and hair growing out of his ears, which made him look very
forbidding. But fiercest of all were his eyes, which burned like those of the intimidating door guardians posted
inside Buddhist temples. Yanhong walked up to Master Guan. Indicating the boy at her side, she waited
expectantly. The man glanced at the child and nodded. Then he struck his gong as the audience crowded close to
watch the upcoming performance.
“Look,” the mother whispered to her son as a group of little boys assembled on the stage. Their shaved heads
were smooth and shiny like watermelons. These were Master Guan’s apprentices, and today they were performing
an opera about the mischievous Monkey King, Sun Wukong. Each boy’s face was painted with red, yellow, black,
and white greasepaint, and each boy wore a crude monkey costume. They filed on stage and formed a circle.
The boy blinked his long-lashed eyes and rubbed at his forehead with his left hand. His right hand stayed
buried in his pocket.
The biggest of Master Guan’s apprentices was a twelve-year-old named Xiao Shitou, or Little Rock. He made
a dramatic entrance by somersaulting across the stage and landing right in the center of the circle of smaller boys.
He was the Monkey King, and he was furious at not being invited to the banquet given by the Queen of Heaven.
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She had invited a host of immortals to dine on the magical heavenly peaches she grew in her special orchard. But
before any of the guests could arrive, the insulted Monkey King sneaked into the palace and stuffed his mouth
with peaches. His belly full, the Monkey King ambled off across the stage, his arms swinging easily. Suddenly, he
clutched at his neck and scratched at a louse, bringing down a torrent of laughter from the audience.
Now he was draining pantomime goblets of wine, and lustily gobbling down as many more peaches as he
could. Not forgetting his brethren monkeys, he stole a sackful of peaches before somersaulting back home to his
cave behind a waterfall.
Master Guan stood to one side, motioning each child in turn to somersault into a circle around the Monkey
King. They capered about, each vying to impress their king and be rewarded with heavenly peaches. The audience
cheered in approval.
Encouraged by these cheers, Xiao Shitou spun around, jumped into the air, and performed several twists.
Suddenly, he cried out in dismay and the cheering stopped—the Monkey King had slipped and landed on top of
the other litde monkeys. The crowd burst into laughter and began taunting him.
“Clumsy! He’s broken his nose!”
Xiao Shitou tried to execute another somersault, but he failed again, distracted by the catcalls.
“What a charlatan! And he has the audacity to come to the Bridge of Heaven and pass himself off as a real
entertainer.”
The commotion attracted a handful of hoodlums, who also started to heap abuse on the boy.
“Why don’t you go away for a few years—and don’t come back until you know what you’re doing!”
The little monkeys scattered, but they had nowhere to hide. Jeering men, women, and children surrounded
them on all sides. Some of these onlookers had come to watch the performance, but others had only come to enjoy
the even livelier spectacle of the actors’ humiliation. The frightened child performers squatted down on the stage
and wrapped their arms around their heads to hide their shame. Master Guan had completely lost face, but he tried
to laugh off this disaster.
“Be easy on them, people—they’re only children!”
Master Guan knew better than to look rattled in front of an unruly crowd like this one, so he simply laughed
along with them. Still, it would take more than that to restore his dignity.
The gong the troupe used for collecting money lay off to one side, and a hooligan gave a kick and sent it
flying. One of the apprentices, Xiao Laizi, a boy with flaky patches on his scalp, took advantage of the ensuing
confusion and dashed away in an attempt to escape.
“Hey!” Master Guan yelled after him. “Somebody catch that boy and bring him back!”
The crowd was starting to break up when Xiao Shitou stood up and called out in a clear voice,
“Gentlemen! Ladies! Don’t go yet! Watch this! I’m not called Little Rock for nothing. See how hard my head
is!”
He held up a brick for everyone to see and then struck himself on the forehead. The brick split in two with a
loud crack, but there wasn’t even a trace of blood.
“He really is a little rock!” somebody said. Won over again, the audience showered Xiao Shitou with copper
coins while he puffed out his chest like a hero.
Yanhong’s little boy pulled on her hand. He had never seen anything like this before, nor had he ever seen a
boy as brave as Xiao Shitou.
Fine snow had started to fall. Nobody had expected it, for it was early in the season.
*
Two rows of shallow footsteps led through the snow to the gate of the courtyard that housed Master Guan’s
opera school. There they ended abruptly, although the smaller set retreated a few steps before finally vanishing at
the threshold.
“Come along, Xiao Douzi,” said Yanhong, tugging on her son’s hand as they crossed the courtyard. She was
also carrying two packages of cakes, one large and one small. The cakes were wrapped in yellow paper that bore
the faint red tracery of some auspicious symbol. The sound of shouting echoed in the courtyard.
“What the hell did you think you were doing back there? Do you call that Peking opera? Damn you all!”
roared Master Guan.
His eyes blazed, and the sinews on his thick neck were bulging. His students stood in neat rows alongside the
dining tables. Their arms hung limply at their sides, and their heads were bowed so low it seemed they were trying
to bury their faces in the pits of their stomachs. They were all very hungry. Xiao Laizi, the little mangy-headed
boy who had tried to escape at the Bridge of Heaven, had been brought back. He now stood in the back, covered
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in filth from head to toe.
“You’re all worthless, dammit! You can’t sing and you’re lousy acrobats! How do you expect to make any
money?” Master Guan snorted derisively.
Nobody made a sound.
“You don’t even make convincing monkeys! How can you expect to become men?” With this he picked up a
bamboo stick and began beating Xiao Laizi, cursing him roundly.
“This’ll teach you better than to run away, you little ingrate!”
Xiao Laizi stifled his sobs, resigned to this punishment. After Master Guan finished beating Xiao Laizi, he beat
each of the boys in turn. Those who were caught whimpering had to endure several more strokes of the rod.
“You!” Master Guan hollered at Xiao Shitou. “First thing tomorrow morning I want you out in the courtyard
practicing. I want you to do one hundred aerial somersaults!”
“Yes, sir,” the boy answered respectfully.
“Speak up!”
“Yes, sir!” The Master swept his eyes over his pupils and soon found another victim.
“You, there—Xiao Sanzi. When you make your entrance and strike your first pose, how do you widen your
eyes? Show me right now.” Xiao Sanzi hesitated.
“Open those eyes wide!” Master Guan bellowed. The boy obeyed.
“You call those wide eyes? Those are dead sheep’s eyes! You look as dull-eyed as an opium addict who needs
a fix. Get a mirror tomorrow and practice one hundred times!”
The session of beating and scolding dragged on. All the while, the children glanced furtively at the stacks of
cornbread laid out on the table. Next to the bread was a large kettle of soup with a few greens floating on top. The
boys’ stomachs were rumbling, and they were getting light-headed. They felt as insubstantial as the limp greens
drifting in the soup. Finally Master Guan concluded his lecture.
“If you want to amount to anything, you’re going to have to work hard and pay your dues! Now eat! And
remember,” he continued, “if you don’t have any talent, you can’t expect to dine on white rice and sauteed shrimp
every night! Don’t expect special treatment in the afterlife, either. If you don’t work hard now, you’ll get nothing
but a few lumps of stale bread. Right?”
“Right!” the children answered in unison.
Then they descended on the food, stuffing their mouths with coarse bread. Their hunger made this poor fare
taste like the finest and rarest of delicacies. While the others ate, Xiao Shitou was drizzling oil into the soup. He
took a copper coin, dipped it in an oil pot, and then held it over the kettle of soup, letting it dribble in one drop at a
time. Yanhong and her son slipped into the room.
“Master Guan,” she said tentatively. The master glanced briefly at the two outsiders before giving his students
final instructions.
“When you’re through eating, go over there and practice more drills,” he said. Then he put down his rice bowl
and turned to the visitors.
“What’s your name?”
“The gentleman is speaking to you,” Yanhong urged her son.
“Xiao Douzi—Little Bean,” he replied hesitantly.
“What’s that? Speak up!”
Yanhong nervously unwound Xiao Douzi's muffler, re- vealing his face. His features were surprisingly
delicate. He was almost pretty.
“Xiao Douzi,” the child repeated.
Master Guan had started to look him over carefully. First he felt the boy’s head, then pinched his cheek and
examined his teeth. He noted the boy’s well-shaped chin. So far he was satisfied. Next, he turned Xiao Douzi
around and checked his waist, back, and legs; but when he went to pull the boy’s right hand from his pocket, Xiao
Douzi resisted.
“What have you got in there?” the Master asked, yanking the hand from its hiding place.
He stepped back in shock. Xiao Douzi had an extra digit that stuck out like a little twig beside his right thumb.
“He has six fingers!” the Master exclaimed. Despite the boy’s numerous good qualities, it would be out of the
question to accept him as a student.
“This child isn’t fit for the Peking opera. Take him on home!”
“Master, please,” the mother pleaded. “Can’t you take him in? He’s healthy and quite clever. He’s very
obedient—he’ll do whatever you say, I promise. He was a mistake—an accident. If he’d been a girl, I could have
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kept him at the brothel, but …” She trailed off:
“It’s not that I can’t afford to take care of him. It’s just that I thought he might be able to make something out
of himself if he studied with you.” She tilted the child’s small face upward so that he was looking straight at
Master Guan.
“See how pretty he is? He has a clear, sweet voice, too. Sing something—” Master Guan peremptorily raised a
hand, cutting her short.
“Look at his hand. He was born that way, and there’s nothing you can do about it. It’s no good.”
“Is that the only reason, then?”
Yanhong turned and fled with Xiao Douzi. They quickly made their way into the kitchen-and found next to the
stove the object for which they were searching.
*
It was already growing dark. Snow as fine as powdered jade danced aimlessly, without wanting to, without
choice, buffeted by invisible currents as it fell to the dirty stone courtyard. Everything was quiet.
A piercing cry tore into the peaceful night. It had come from the direction of the kitchen. The students,
interrupted at their drills, started at the chilling sound. Xiao Shitou felt the hairs on the back of his neck rise.
Drops of blood in the snow traced Xiao Douzi’s path. He now crouched in a lonely corner of the compound,
whimpering like a maimed animal. He had been a freak of nature. Even the simple good fortune of normalcy had
been denied him. The cleaver had cut through flesh and bone, replacing his deformity with an open wound. But he
had survived the shock. He was going to live.
*
Master Guan rolled out the bright red contract and cleared his throat. His modulated tones concealed his
emotions as he read out the terms.
“I, the undersigned, Xiao Douzi …”
The other boys peeked around the comer of the doorframe like skittish ghosts; incense smoke coiled around
the altar dedicated to the patron saints of Peking opera. Perhaps there was some deity, somewhere, looking out for
Xiao Douzi. His right palm was wrapped in a rag that the blood had stained deep carmine. He, rubbed at his
reddened eyes. His face was still wet with tears, and the pain of his open wound was almost unbearable. He bit his
lip so hard that he drew blood.
“Come on, child. Come kneel here in front of your new Master. Your mother has chosen well.”
Xiao Douzi obeyed and listened to Master Guan intone the terms of his apprenticeship.
“I, Xiao Douzi, aged nine years, seek to train under the esteemed Master, Guan Jin-fa, as an apprentice for the
term of ten years. This contract stipulates that for the next ten years my teacher, Master Guan, shall have complete
authority to act on my behalf in addition to receiving any revenues earned through my performances during that
period of time. In the event of any mishap or accident, be it natural or man-made, traffic accident, disease, death,
or suicide, it shall be considered the will of heaven. Should I, the undersigned, neglect to practice, fail to attend
class, or be disobedient in any way, I shall be summarily beaten to death”—Xiao Douzi’s mother tightened her
already clenched fists. The Master read on—“When the term of ten years has been fulfilled, I shall bid farewell to
my teacher and make my own way in the world, trusting in the benevolence of heaven. Verbal agreements being
nonbinding, I hereby give my agreement in writing.”
With this, Master Guan grabbed Xiao Douzi’s right index finger—only the tip protruded from the makeshift
bandage—and stuck it in a pot of pasty, red seal ink. When he took the inked finger and pressed a scarlet crescent
onto the paper of the contract, a drop of blood oozed from the bandage and dripped onto the paper like a second
fingerprint. Once signed, the contract could not be broken.
Under the stern gaze of the portraits of the Thirteen Great Opera Stars of the late Qing, Yanhong picked up a
writing brush and traced a shaky X. She looked up and let her eyes linger on her son. This would be the last time
they saw each other. She gave Master Guan the large package of cakes and slipped the smaller one to her son.
“Don’t eat them all up at once,” she admonished him quietly. “Break off little pieces one at a time so you can
eat some every day. If another boy wants any, you must give him some. Remember, do as you’re told. You’ll have
to learn to get along. Mama promises to come back to visit you soon!”
Having run out of words, she looked helplessly at the cakes. She was afraid of displeasing Master Guan. If she
encouraged her son to eat well and dress warmly, Master Guan might think she didn’t trust him to keep the
children well fed and dressed. He might be offended. She said nothing.
It was time for her to leave. Wanting to appear resolute, she hurried out and nearly slipped in the new snow.
Regaining her footing, she quickened her steps. If she wavered and went back for him, all of her efforts would be
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wasted, and the two of them would be back in the same hopeless situation where they’d started.
Yanhong;’s life had never been easy, and she’d been reduced to doing odd jobs, like rolling wax-coated pills in
the back of some pharmacy during the influenza season, or washing other people’s fIlthy clothes and fetid socks.
During the wintertime, mother and son slept on a makeshift bed made out of a wooden board set up in the loft of a
down-at-the-heel courtyard. The thin blanket they used felt like a frozen sheet of iron, and their feet were often
stiff with cold. The best Yanhong could do was to fill an old soy sauce bottle with hot water to warm her son’s
feet.
If she’d had an alternative, she would not have become a prostitute; but it was the only way she could make
enough money to support her child. At times, it hardly seemed worth it. Once, when she was working, she had
seen him staring coldly at her and her customer through the door curtains. The expression on his face as he
watched the man mount her had been murderous.
Over the past three days, she had tried to teach her nine-year-old son everything he would need to know to take
care of himself. She worried that her lessons might not have sunk in. All he knew was that she had abandoned
him, had sold him to a stranger, supposedly for his own good. After she left, he ran over to the windowsill, peeled
back the paper set between the panes, and looked out. She hadn’t gone far. His eyes followed her solitary figure as
it retreated slowly and vanished into the first snow of the winter. His lips formed the soundless syllables:
“Mother …”
*
“It’s late,” Master Guan was saying to him. “One of the older boys will show you where to sleep.”
Xiao Shitou came up and patted him on the shoulder. Fearing he was being attacked, Xiao Douzi broke away.
“The bell in the Bell Tower is striking,” the older boy said. “The Bell Goddess is calling for her shoe. Can you
hear it? ‘Shoe! …Shoe! … Shoe!’ It’s time.”
“Who is this Bell Goddess?” Xiao Douzi asked skeptically.
“She’s—a ghost!” Xiao Shitou said menacingly.
Then he burst out laughing and ran away, leaving Xiao Douzi to hurry after him. When he caught up with him, he
found Xiao Shitou waiting in the doorway to a grubby room. Xiao Shitou motioned him in. The room was almost
entirely taken up by a large kang, one of the heated clay sleeping platforms commonly used in North China. As
big as the kang was, it wasn’t big enough for all of the boys to squeeze onto, and they brought in the benches they
used during practice and set them up around the edges of the kang. Only then was there room enough for
everyone to sleep.
Ragged children occupied every square inch of this communal bed. The boys who had looked so carefree
earlier in the day as they capered about dressed as little monkeys were now sleeping on their hard-won patches of
bedding. But Xiao Douzi was a newcomer. Would they make room for him? He saw an empty spot and timidly
crawled up, but Xiao Sanzi, the company bully, quickly put him in his place.
“Get off my spot. Find a place near the middle and stay there!”
The other boys started pushing and shoving, and nobody would make room for Xiao Douzi. He had stumbled
into hostile territory and stood up on the kang, holding the package of sweets high over his head as though it were
some precious inheritance.
Just then Xiao Shitou ambled in from the toilet. He was tying on his trousers, but as soon as he saw what was
happening, he came to Xiao Douzi’s aid like a knight-errant saving a traveler from bandits.
“What’s going on here? Why are you picking on him?” Xiao Shitou demanded as he leapt onto the kang. With
a grand flourish he tore Xiao Sanzi’s and Xiao Meitou’s bedding completely out from underneath them.
“Stop picking on him!” He motioned to Xiao Douzi.
“Here. You can sleep over here.” Turning back to the others, he continued sternly,
“I’ll take on anybody who doesn’t obey.”
He picked up a broken brick, and everyone else quickly lost interest in fighting and lay down docilely. But
Xiao Sanzi was still muttering under his breath.
“Who does he think he is, anyway? I don’t have to put up with—”
“What’s that?”
There was no answer, and finally they all sewed down to sleep. Xiao Douzi took Xiao Shitou to be a kind of
leader at the school, but he also decided that he was mostly full of bluster and wasn’t worth getting to know very
well.
Xiao Douzi lay down on the kang and burrowed under a big cotton quilt, crowding in close like the others,
desperate to escape the cold. There was so little space that if one boy had rolled over, everyone else would have
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had to turn over as well. But they were all too exhausted to move. Soon everybody was sleeping soundly.
Everybody except Xiao Douzi. Staring into the menacingly unfamiliar darkness, and without any other
distractions, he felt the pain in his hand growing more intense by the minute. His finger had been replaced by
sharp pain. He bit down on his lip. An eerie moaning broke the quiet. It sounded like the weeping of a ghost.
“Mother,” Xiao Laizi was whimpering. “I can’t stand it anymore … I want to die … Just make it stop.”
Xiao Douzi felt sympathetic tears rolling down his cheeks.
“Why aren’t you asleep, yet?” hissed Xiao Shitou, awakened by his sobbing. “You’re driving me crazy! Go to
sleep!”
“I want my mother!”
Xiao Shitou gave an exasperated sigh, but he spoke gently.
“Don’t worry. She’ll come to see you at New Year’s. Now get some rest.” Xiao Douzi was eyeing him
skeptically.
“How about your father?”
“He ran away. How about yours? Are your parents together?” Xiao Shitou snorted derisively.
“I’ve never laid eyes on either of those two good-for-nothings. I just hatched from a rock one day! Listen, I’m
sleepy. Good night.”
Xiao Douzi felt somewhat comforted, but Xiao Shitou fell sound asleep almost instantly. Xiao Douzi felt
painfully alone once again.
*
The next morning Master Guan shaved Xiao Douzi’s head. His first pass with the straight razor released a
clump of soft black hair that fell to the floor. He worked methodically, shaving one section at a time. With each
sweep of the razor Xiao Douzi grew more dejected.
“Don’t move!” Master Guan said as he held the boy’s head steady with a forceful hand. “I said, don’t move!”
When at last the job was done, fine dark hair covered the floor like drifts of ink-stained snow. Part of Xiao
Douzi’s past had been shorn away.
“Somebody bring me a uniform!” Master Guan turned toward the door and called out.
“Xiao Zongzi—you go get some coal. And while you’re at it see whether or not the water’s boiling yet.”
“Yes, sir!” the boys responded in unison. Soon Xiao Shitou came in with a uniform.
“This ought to fit you,” he said, as he handed it to Xiao Douzi.
“Thank you, Older Brother,” Xiao Douzi replied deferentially.
With his shaved head and worn uniform, Xiao Douzi looked just like the other little boys at the opera school.
They. were all but identical, like rows of bean plants in a field. When he shook his head back and forth, it felt cool
and light. It was a strange new sensation.
Soon he fell into the school routine. Every morning the children woke up in the dark, bleary-eyed, and washed
their faces in a big soup kettle. Their faces were never entirely clean, and their bellies were never completely full
as they set out every morning behind Master Guan. They marched behind him obediently, shoulders hunched
against the cold, hands tucked inside their sleeves. They were going to Taoranting Park, at the southwestern edge
of the city. It was there, in the outdoors, that they practiced their scales. At the center of the park was a hill, topped
by a temple with a view of the surrounding landscape. The temple itself was small but elaborate, with chambers
full of intricately carved pillars, lacquered beams, and polished balustrades, all linked by winding corridors and
marble steps.
The children walked past this impressive structure. Their teacher was leading them to the bank of a weedchoked pond that was encircled by burial mounds. This no-man’s-land of wild grasses was the children’s practice
hall. They fanned out, each one looking for a choice spot. And then they began.
In the ghostly gray predawn twilight, they were like stranded spirits, waiting for the sun to banish them back to
the underworld. Their plaintive cries filled the air, reaching the ears of another group of children who were on
their way to school. Book bags slung over their backs, they ran down the lane, with a house servant in hot pursuit.
His efforts to call them back were fruitless, and they raced away.
*
By the time Master Guan brought his students back to their school, the sun had come up and was shining down
brightly. The breakfast stands lining the street had just opened for business, their stoves freshly lit; the people who
lived in the neighborhood were getting ready to start another day.
Inside the compound walls, the opera students lined up and stood at attention. With legs spread wide and hands
behind their backs, they listened to Master Guan’s lecture. They wouldn't be permitted to eat their breakfast of
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coarse steamed bread until he had finished speaking, and their energy was faltering.
“Do you want to become actors?” he demanded.
“We do!” they shouted in unison. They were like the assembled courtiers who used to kowtow to the emperor
in the Forbidden City.
“To whom are you grateful for your livelihood in the theater?”
“To the founders of the Peking opera!”
“That’s right! Two hundred years ago, in the time of the emperor Qianlong, Peking opera was first performed
here by the Four Greats of Anhui. Since then, the opera has grown and flourished. It becomes more popular every
year. You have the good fortune to be entering the opera at a time of great opportunities.” He swept his eyes over
the children.
“Nonetheless, while you need a teacher to teach you technique, you can only find the spirit of the opera inside
yourselves. The founders have bequeathed to each of you a rice bowl—but whether or not it gets filled depends on
what?”
“Hard work! As long as we’re not afraid of hard work we’ll succeed!”
Master Guan smiled with satisfaction.
*
The first lesson taught them to circle the stage taking small quick steps. This was the basic work of the
supporting characters. Master Guan rapped a stick on the stage while the children pivoted their shoulders in time
as they walked.
“Follow the beat. Faster, faster!” the Master shouted. “Keep your arms at your sides, and don’t bend your
knees! Take bigger strides!”
Practicing like this day after day, sometimes they had the feeling they were walking in endless circles and not
going anywhere.
Without warning, the rapping ceased. This was a signal for the students to freeze and strike poses. Any
carelessness was rewarded with a blow of the cane, and some of the children were seized with muscle cramps that
left them unable to move at all. When at last they were permitted to rest, they found their legs were trembling with
fatigue.
Next, the students stretched their hamstrings. With one leg resting on a bar, they leaned forward until their
bodies lay flat against the raised leg. If a boy did not keep his supporting leg perfectly straight, he felt the sting of
the Master’s cane. Everyone kept a furtive watch on the stick of incense that was burning nearby. When it had
burned down, it would be time to change legs. Xiao Laizi was crying again.
“What’s wrong with you?” the Master demanded angrily. “Can’t you make your leg straight?” Pointing
randomly at another boy, he ordered,
“You straighten out his leg for him. I want it completely straight!”
This exercise was difficult enough, but the one Xiao Douzi feared most was Chinese splits. They did these by
pressing their backs against the wall, straddling their les, and lowering themselves gradually. Each boy had a
partner, who helped by adding bricks, one at a time, as the boy’s legs rested on the floor.
While the pupils were doing Chinese splits, an old gentleman in wire-rimmed glasses carne to visit. He worked
for the owners of the Spring Blossom Teahouse, and he had come to inspect the apprentice performers. The
Master had an ongoing arrangement with the Spring Blossom Teahouse, whereby his students gave occasional
performances.
“Good morning, Master Shi,” Master Guan said deferentially. He summoned his students.
“Come over here. Mind your manners. And smile for the gentleman.” He grinned obsequiously at Master Shi.
“I’ve trained these children hard. They’re quite disciplined. I think you’ll agree that they pass muster. Take a
look.”
Prodded along by the Master’s cane, the boys had achieved a wide range of acrobatic skills. They could
execute backflips, pikes, black dragon rolls, cartwheels, double high kicks, somersaults, and backbends, all
competently. The old man took a shine to Xiao Shitou right away and kept asking to have him repeat certain
exercises. Finally, he had the boy perform a jump split, where he leapt up with his legs in an arabesque and landed
in a split.
“There’s a new arrival I’d like you see as well,” Master Guan broke in. “He’s very agile—and clever, too. Xiao
Douzi, show us a turn in the air.”
Xiao Douzi leapt up and seemed to hang suspended in the air, as though he were flying. Inside he was terrified
of landing badly and losing his balance, but outside he appeared confident. Concentrating hard, he circled his
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extended legs around through the air before landing safely. The Master watched silently, but he was impressed.
This boy had even stronger technique than Xiao Shitou. Xiao Douzi was blinking back tears of intermingled fear
and relief, and the Master snapped at him.
“If you cry like a baby even when you haven’t fallen, what’s going to happen when you do fall?”
Xiao Douzi stopped crying, although he still felt unseteled.
“Show us a high kick. And this time don’t make a fool of me!” Master Guan commanded.
Xiao Douzi raised his leg and extended it until his ankle nearly touched his forehead. His leg was shaking
slightly.
“Higher! Higher, I said! And keep your leg straight!”
Xiao Douzi had started to wobble, and he suddenly lost his balance altogether and fell flat on his rump. The
Master exploded. Everything was ruined. The earlier demonstration had been a complete waste of time.
“Damn you! Go practice Chinese splits until I tell you to stop!”
*
Xiao Douzi cast a worried look at the base of the wall. Xiao Laizi was still there, doing splits and crying with
pain as though he were being tortured.
“It hurts! I want my mother! Mother! Maybe I’ll see you if I die. I want to go home!” he whined.
Xiao Douzi blanched and did several leg swings to limber up. Xiao Sanzi was stacking bricks onto his legs.
With each brick he added, Xiao Douzi’s pain grew more intense, until he cried out. Unable to watch the younger
boy suffer so, Xiao Shitou sneaked over to him while Master Guan was shamefacedly seeing off Master Shi.
Glancing quickly to either side, he knelt down and massaged Xiao Douzi’s legs. Then he casually kicked away the
bricks, one by one, pretending that they were stones.
“Better?” he asked with a grin.
Xiao Douzi’s face fell. Xiao Shitou turned around and found himself face to face with Master Guan.
“You haven’t even learned your trade yet, and already you’re trying to cheat me! I’m wasting my time with
you!” he roared. “Everyone—line up behind me. Somebody bring me a bench. You all deserve a beating!”
One of the school rules was that if one child erred the entire class would be punished for it. The children went
up to the bench one by one, pulled down their trousers, and bent obediently over the bench. Sharp slaps echoed in
the room with every fall of the switch on their bare skin. The other residents of the courtyard had long since
grown accustomed to the sounds of beatings and tirades.
“You filthy, stinking little wretch! I’ll show you what suffering is, you piece of shit. This whole place stinks
because of you!”
Xiao Douzi awaited his turn. He was next. Xiao Shitou was being punished, and he spoke to the younger boy
through clenched teeth.
“Tighten your butt,” he said through clenched teeth. “It won’t hurt as much.”
Xiao Douzi's turn came. He tightened his buttocks as hard as he could, but the blows raining down on him still
brought tears to his eyes.
“Should I beat your classmate again?” demanded Master Guan. “He got you into trouble, didn’t he?”
Xiao Douzi didn’t respond.
“Nothing to say? I’ll teach you to be so stubborn!” With that the Master unleashed a frenzy of blows on Xiao
Douzi’s frail body.
*
Spring arrived, and with it milder weather. Xiao Douzi had been at the opera school for three months. The
snow that had heralded his arrival was beginning to thaw. The shabby clothes provided by the school were made
of old flour sacks, usually dyed black or some nondescript dark color. In wintertime, the boys stuffed these with
cotton wadding, which they pulled out again when the weather turned warmer in spring. Come summer, they also
removed the inner layer of these garments. When a child outgrew a piece of clothing, he handed it down to a
smaller boy. When the clothes became too worn for anyone to wear, they were pasted together to make soles for
cloth shoes.
The boys often performed at the Bridge of Heaven and did fairly well there; but street performers lose their
luster if they stay in one spot too long. They couldn’t spend their entire lives pretending to be monkeys at the
Bridge of Heaven.
As they grew the boys learned the eighteen main types of martial arts: longbow, crossbow, spear, knife, sword,
lance, shield, ax, battle ax, two-pronged lance, whip, baton, mace, bamboo pike, trident, lasso, cudgel, and handto-hand fighting. Of the four skills opera actors had to perfect—singing, acting, recitation, and fighting—it was
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fighting that formed the basis for the others. Once this foundation had been laid, Master Guan could start to
instruct his students in singing and acting.
With the warmer weather, it came time to give the children baths, and so a big tub of water was heated. This
was Xiao Douzi’s fIrst bath since entering the school and the first time any of the others had seen him completely
naked. There were a dozen of them sharing the bath, and Xiao Douzi stepped in to join them amidst clouds of
rising steam. As they washed themselves and took turns rinsing each other off with a wooden dipper, they lost
track of the time. The tolling of the bell intruded on their play—“Shoe! … Shoe! … Shoe!”—and Xiao Douzi
couldn’t help remembering the day he had come to the school. It was the last time he had seen his mother.
“Brother,” he said to Xiao Shitou. “The sound of the bell scares me.”
“There’s nothing to be afraid of,” Xiao Shitou replied, with the wisdom of a twelve-year-old. He was three
years older than Xiao Douzi and much more experienced.
“It’s just the Bell Goddess, calling for her shoe. Listen—“
“I thought you told me she was a ghost.” Xiao Douzi was quite certain. “Why does she want her shoes?”
Everybody started talking at once, wanting to show off by answering first.
“A long, long time ago, there was an emperor who collected every last copper coin in the city and forced every
coppersmith he could find to try to cast for him the biggest, most gigantic bell the world had ever seen. One smith
after another tried and failed—and failure was punishable by death. At last, there were only a few coppersmiths
left. One of them was an old man who had a daughter. He had tried many times to cast the giant bell, and he told
his daughter he was afraid the emperor would behead him soon. When she heard this, the daughter walked
purposefully over to the giant crucible, full of molten metal, and leaped right in.”
“Just like this!” put in one of the boys, who, still naked from the bath, demonstrated an acrobatic turn in the air.
When he came down he slipped on the wet floor and landed flat on his behind. Everybody burst out laughing, and
as the laughter died down, Xiao Shitou went on with the story.
“The old man tried frantically to save his daughter, but it was already too late, and all he was able to rescue
from the cauldron was one of her shoes. This time, though, the bell casting was a success, and it’s the same bell
that hangs in the back of the Drum Tower. Nowadays, when the bell tolls the watches at night, you can always
hear her calling for her lost shoe.” Xiao Douzi looked fearful.
“Haven’t you ever heard this story before? Didn’t your mother tell you?”
“Maybe his mother didn’t know, either!” Xiao Sanzi sneered.
“That’s not true! She does know about it. She told me, only I forgot.”
“She doesn’t know!’ taunted another. “Your mother never told you!” Xiao Douzi despised Xiao Sanzi and was
about to lash out, but Xiao Shitou intervened.
“Stop bickering! Now forget it, all of you,” he said. “None of us heard that story from our mothers. Uncle
Ding, the old violin player, told it to us.”
“Oh, no!” Xiao Douzi was in a panic. “Uncle Ding! We have to sing for him tomorrow.” He started reciting the
lyrics of an aria:
I am just a handsome lad,
Not a tender maiden—

Xiao Shitou poured a dipperful of water over Xiao Douzi’s head.
“That’s not how it goes. It’s:
I am just a tender maiden,
Not a handsome lad.

Several boys came into the room, dragging Xiao Laizi, whom they unceremoniously dumped into the bath. He
fell in with a heavy splash, like a sack of potatoes.
“Why don’t you leave me alone?” he muttered. “I’m going to be dead soon, anyway. Ouch! Who stepped on
me?”
Everyone was wrestling and splashing, except for Xiao Douzi. He was nervously trying to memorize the lyrics
of the song he was to sing the next day.
“Try again,” Xiao Shitou encouraged him. “Only this time pretend that you’re a girl.”
“Right,” he said earnestly. “I, Xiao Douzi, am a girl. ‘I am just a tender maiden, Not a handsome lad.’”
He sat in his corner, reciting lyrics, while the others played. They were all too busy laughing and tussling and
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comparing their penises to pay any attention to Xiao Douzi.
“How come yours is crooked?” one asked another. Another boy innocently held his penis next to a friend’s and
asked,
“Why is yours smaller than mine?”
Growing up close together, most of the boys had long ago lost their sense of modesty. But Xiao Douzi turned
shyly away, reciting to himself,
“I am just a tender maiden …”
The wound where his extra finger had been had completely healed, leaving nothing but a tiny scar. It was as
though it had never been there at all.
*
The time had come for Master Guan to assign his young apprentices to the traditional role types of the Peking
opera. The roles he would play determined how a young actor was to train. But first, they had to be divided into
bit players and leads. That morning they put on their uniforms and tied their sashes with care before diligently
warming up their voices and stretching their limbs. It was an important day. All the students had assembled in the
main hall, lining up before Master Guan, Master Shi, and Uncle Ding, the old crooked-nosed violin player.
Once they were settled, the adults began to evaluate the apprentices. It was a lot like buying pork in the market
—one chose lean or marbled meat depending on one’s own taste. The only essential was that a boy be goodlooking. Xiao Shitou was the first to be called upon.
“Come over here,” Master Guan addressed him gruffly. “Show us your martial stance.” The boy did as he was
told and sang a few lines of a martial air:
Even my stallion knows that our defeat is nigh.
When I mount him at the stable,
He roars like the thunder!

The next boy gave an unspirited but refined performance, competendy singing a few pieces written for the role
of xiaosheng, or young man. Master Shi dismissed the next child as ugly.
“You can’t really tell when he has on makeup,” Master Guan said defensively. “What about this next one?”
“His fingers are too stubby. And the one next to him is as skinny as a rail. He’s no good, either.”
One by one, the most attractive children were singled out, leaving only the fat, the dull-witted, and the homely
to stand to one side. They were the rejects, and they felt like complete failures, although they were only children.
Perhaps, as children, they understood this system better than anyone. Brutal as a children’s game, it was like
paper, scissors, stone, where the winner takes all, and the loser is crushed.
“Somebody still has to play the supporting parts,” Master Guan said huskily, in an effort to cheer them up.
They were still in his care.
“Without you, the opera couldn’t go on. Someone has to turn somersaults and fight staged battles. You’re just
as necessary as the leads.”
“Who is your star pupil?” Master Shi was asking. Uncle Ding struck up his two-stringed violin as Master Guan
summoned Xiao Douzi to sing an aria. The Master had started teaching him the most demanding pieces soon after
he’d entered the school. One day he and Master Guan had been listening to an old widow who lived in another
part of the courtyard as she hawked her tea. In addition to the opera school, the courtyard housed two families
who were very poor and eked out their livings doing odd jobs, selling bowls of tea on the street, or taking in
mending. Some of the family members left early in the morning to find work as day laborers, shelling peanuts,
hauling bricks, or cracking walnuts. Others, like the old widow, stayed in the neighborhood. She sold tea for a
living, and she was just setting out with her litde wooden cart and big copper kettle.
“Come on over!” she yelled at the top of her voice. “Come drink a big bowl of tea. The water’s boiling, and the
tea is strong! It goes down easy and hits the spot!”
“Do you hear that, Xiao Douzi,” the Master asked him. “Mama Wang is using her real voice. If you yell like
that all the time, you’ll get hoarse. Not only does it ruin your voice, it’s also too much work. Don’t forget—you
have to use your diaphragm when you sing.”
Xiao Douzi was keeping this lesson in mind as he prepared to perform an aria for Master Shi. He had practiced
it over and over the night before and knew it by heart, but when he started to sing, his falsetto cracked on the high
notes. With his voice stranded in the upper registers, he couldn’t back down the scale gracefully, and he panicked
and forgot the lyrics.
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“I am just a … I am just a,” he fumbled. “I am just a handsome lad—”
“What’s that?” the Master demanded, narrowing his eyes. He took a puff on his long-stemmed copper pipe,
then rapped it hard on the table. The harsh clang it made caused Xiao Douzi to jump. Xiao Shitou looked on
worriedly, and the other boys fell silent. They were like a flock of birds who have sensed an approaching tiger.
Without warning, Master Guan thrust the pipe bowl into Xiao Douzi’s mouth and jerked it back and forth several
times. Xiao Douzi’s mouth started to fill with blood, and he stared blankly ahead.
“Have you forgotten the words? What’s wrong with you? We’ll just have to clean out that throat of yours!”
“Don’t get carried away!” Master Shi tried to calm him.
“Sing it again!” Master Guan ordered.
Seeing that Xiao Douzi still couldn’t remember the lyr- ics, Xiao Shitou stood where he could see him and
silendy mouthed the words for Xiao Douzi. This time he got it right.
I am just a tender maiden,
Not a handsome lad.
Watching happy couples go by,
1 can only weep.
Two by two, in fine brocade and fancy silks.
Oh heaven, my heart is burning with longing.

His voice was superb, at once delicately ethereal and heartrending. Master Shi closed his eyes and tapped his
fingers in time while Xiao Douzi’s classmates looked on in awe. He had passed the test.
“You see!” Master Guan said smugly. “I only pushed you hard because I saw your potential!”
Xiao Douzi sighed with relief.
Just then, one of the other students burst in. It was Xiao Heizi.
“No! No!” he shrieked, jolting the adults and children out of their reverie. The violin stopped midnote.
“What’s wrong?”
“No! It’s terrible!” was all the terrified child could manage to say.
*
Very little light penetrated the recesses of the storage room. Swords, spears, and staves hung from a wooden
storage frame, next to trunks full of primitive props and costumes. The door opened with a creak, and the children
peeked around Master Guan to get a look inside. Motes of dust danced in a thin beam of sunlight. Everything
appeared to be normal.
Then they saw Xiao Laizi. His body was dangling from a crude noose that had been secured to a crossbeam.
He had tied several silk sashes together and had hanged himself. A small puddle of urine had formed on the floor
beneath him.
Most of the boys had never seen a dead body before. Xiao Douzi opened his mouth wide in shock. He was still
bleeding from Master Guan’s attack, and he felt a little blood trickling from his mouth. He imagined for a moment
that it was gushing out and pooling on the floor beneath him. Xiao Laizi’s presence weighed down on him,
crushing his head, his shoulders, his back, his entire body …
Suddenly he felt something pressing on his shoulder, and he jumped. It was Xiao Shitou, putting his arms
around him to comfort him.
Master Guan banged the door shut.
*
Although the spring days were warm, the nights were still chilly. Tonight felt especially celd to Xiao Douzi.
While the others slept, he shivered under his blankets. Eventually, his shaking awakened Xiao Shitou.
“What’s wrong?”
“I’m scared,” he faltered. “Is Xiao Laizi a ghost now?”
Xiao Shitou rolled out of bed and got up to inspect the bedding and mattress.
“I had a dream,” he said, “that the Dragon King let loose a big flood—except that the water was warm instead
of cold. Hey! Somebody peed in bed!”
“I—”
Xiao Shitou pulled off the damp underquilt and turned it over.
“Now get some sleep.” He saw Xiao Douzi was still shivering and added, “Come over here and put your arms
around me. You’ll warm up in no time; then you’ll be fme. Ghosts are afraid of people’s breath.”
Xiao Douzi crept closer to the older boy and buried his face in his broad chest.
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“If it weren’t for you, I’d be scared to death.”
“Only cowards want to die. Now, get some rest. Tomorrow you’re going to have to practice hard and sing well.
You’re an actor, now.”
He chuckled.
“You’re going to be a famous singer. Maybe even Xiao Laizi will come to hear you!”
At the mention of Xiao Laizi’s name, Xiao Douzi cried out in fear. He hugged Xiao Shitou even more tightly.
“Who’s that?” barked Master Guan from the other side of the door. “Who’s still awake? Do you want to catch
your death?” Holding up a lantern to light his way and dressed in a padded jacket, Master Guan strode into the
room.
“I—” Xiao Douzi faltered.
“What’s all the commotion about? You’re making enough noise to wake the dead, dammit!”
The day's events had left him rattled and even more irritable than usual. When he noticed the wet bedding, he
exploded.
“Who wet the bed? Who’s responsible?”
By now, all the children were awake. They huddled in silence as Master Guan's eyes swept over the room,
searching for the culprit.
“I am,” Xiao Shitou exclaimed.
“No, it was me,” Xiao Douzi put in quickly.
“Get up! All of you, get up!”
Master Guan was even more furious than before, and everybody knew he was going to beat the entire class. As
the children started to crawl quietly out of bed, Master Guan was seized by cold terror when he thought of Xiao
Laizi’s suicide and all the beatings he had given him. He recalled as well the many beatings he had received as a
child, innocent of any wrongdoing but still held accountable, judged guilty. His teachers had treated him and his
classmates even more harshly than he treated his own students—it was to toughen them up for their demanding
careers.
He stopped short.
“Lie back down, all of you!” he said in a resonant voice. “Now that you know what kinds of roles you’ll be
playing, you’ll have to work even harder. If you don’t you’ll be in trouble!”
With that, he blew out the tiny flame of the oil lamp. Everything went dark.
*
Early the next morning, Master Guan and Master Shi had a long discussion at the compound gate. Then they
went out. The students waited and wondered, but soon Master Shi returned with a quantity of flaky sesame-seed
pancakes. Assigning each of the children a partner, he instructed one boy to concentrate on a pancake without
taking his eyes from it while the other boy moved it around.
“This is an exercise for your eyes. They should move with the pancakes, rolling up, then down, left and right,
fast and slow …”
Loud voices echoed in the courtyard. Without even thinking about it, everybody turned toward the doorway.
Two coolies were pulling a flatbed wooden cart across the courtyard. Riding on the cart was a rolled-up straw
mat, beneath which the outlines of a body were visible. Master Guan nodded and bowed politely to a policeman
as he escorted him out the gate.
The children followed the cart with their eyes.
“Xiao Laizi finally managed to escape from here,” Xiao Douzi whispered in Xiao Shitou’s ear. It seemed that
dying was the only way out of this place. He felt something hard strike his head. It was the Master’s copper pipe.
“What can’t we live without?” he demanded. “Spirit! And where does the spirit show itself? In the eyes! So
exercise those eyes of yours! Don’t move your heads or your necks. Nothing should roll around except your
eyeballs.”
They practiced diligently, until their eyelids, eyeballs, and eyebrows all moved in concert. They all knew their
roles, whether sheng, male lead, dan, female lead, ling, supporting male, or chou, clown. Later, when they played
these parts on stage, there would be sections of the operas without singing or dialogue. Their eyes would be their
only means of expression. They were learning to speak with their eyes.
Xiao Douzi and Xiao Shitou had been paired as dan and sheng, heroine and hero. They practiced together until
their eyes were in harmony and they saw only each other. …
20.15 Big Chan\fn{by Wang Ceng-qi (1920- )} Gaoyou County, Jiangsu Province, China (M) 4
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Big Chan was the porter at Fifth Prime, the county’s Fifth Primary School. The porter was what we would now
call a janitor or caretaker. In any case, in those days Big Chan was known as the porter. This old form of address
gradually went into disuse, but when it did so nobody knew.
Big Chan was enonnous. Very fat, and very white. In the summer he wore nothing but a vest, with his
shoulders and belly exposed, wobbling on every step. This had the effect of making him look even fatter and
whiter. Occasionally he would drink a little, lose his temper a little, and then his cheeks would go pink, turning
him into a big white fat fellow with pink cheeks.
The headmaster Zhang Yunzhi and the teachers all called him Big Chan. But the children insisted on using his
full name: Big Fat Chan. Fat Chan would have done equally well of course, but they preferred Big Fat Chan, not
skimping on a single word.
A fat porter was surely unheard of. But all the pupils thought that Big Chan was exactly the way he should be.
They couldn’t imagine having a thin porter. If Big Chan wasn’t fat, somehow things wouldn’t have been the same.
He was an integral part of the school, having worked there for many years. Perhaps he had always been a porter,
ever since he was born.
Big Chan’s main responsibility was to ring the bell at the beginning and end of each lesson. Otherwise he was
to be found in his room. He had his own small quarters behind the main gates at the southernmost part of the
grounds. Originally this room was intended to be the reception, for guests to check in and messages to be sent.
But Fifth Prime didn’t receive many messages, and visitors had always walked straight through since Big Chan
would never dream of stopping anyone. By and by this little room became the porter’s private domain.
Mostly he would sit there, giving his wall clock an occasional glance. There were two of these clocks—the
other one hung in the school office. The first thing Big Chan did when he got up in the morning was to wind them
both up, clack-clack, after which he would open the school gates. Then he would look at his clock again, and at
exactly the right time emerge ringing the school bell, ding-dong, ding-dong, traversing the grounds from the south
side all the way up to the north.
Time for class. After the initial rush, the students were fairly disciplined, seating themselves in their own
classrooms. At the end of the lesson he would ring the bell again, lifting everyone’s spirits. Whoosh—the children
would come running into the playground, towards the swings, to kick a ball, play hopscotch, or toss bean bags.
Big Chan had worn down quite a few bells in his time. Some years later, a few of the students in the final year
decided to pool resources and buy a small brass bell as a school-leaving present. That was how Big Chan
graduated from the old hand bell to a proper suspended bell.
It was a beautiful bell, made of shiny yellow brass. The brass bell hung by a thin metal chain between two
parasol trees on one side of the small school yard. A clapper dangled from the center of the dome which was in
turn tied to a long piece of rope. Big Chan tugged at the rope and the bell would go dong, dong, dong, dong.
When not in use, the end of the rope was knotted loosely round one of the branches.
As the parasol trees grew taller, so did the bell. The children in Fifth Prime grew taller too.
Big Chan had another responsibility, which was to trim the ilex trees. Quite a few hedges had been planted
around the school grounds. There was one on either side of the hall, one just outside the gates, and one on each
side of the entrance to the kindergarten. These hedges grew very quickly, with new twigs climbing into a tangle at
the top. Every so often Big Chan would wield a pair of gigantic scissors which he had to hold with both hands.
Clip-clip-clip he went, paving the ground with leaves. When the hedges were neat and tidy, the air would be filled
with the fragrance of fresh young ilex.
Trimming the hedges was something Big Chan was obliged to do several times each term. Hence his main
function in the school was to ring the bell and cut the hedges.
Big Chan was fat, no doubt about it, but when it came to cutting and pruning he was always very energetic,
attacking the trees as if he hated them, or perhaps it was because he loved them.
He also watered the flowering plants. The school yard was not very big. Twisting among the ilex branches
were some Goat’s Beard. There were also two peach trees, two pear trees, one willow, some Ten Sisters, and a
wisteria. In the center of the round pond grew a rare Iron Tree. One year it flowered, and many people came from
the town to admire it. Dotted around the playground were also campions, corn poppies and peonies. Big Chan
watered them all with a large can sprouting an enormous shower head.
In the autumn Big Chan had to sweep the fallen leaves from the many parasol trees planted in the school
grounds. After a storm leaves were scattered everywhere, making a rustling sound underfoot once they were dry.
Big Chan liked to use a big broom made of bamboo, swishing the leaves into a huge pile and then setting fire to it.
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Black smoke, red flames.
What else did he do? He boiled water for the teachers on a charcoal stove in the school office—both for
drinking and for washing their faces. The fire was lit every day, and then whish-whish, Big Chan would fan a
palm leaf to keep it going. On top of the stove stood an iron kettle.
Now and again he also helped copy exam papers, operating the mimeograph roller while one of the teachers
turned the pages. When they were all done, Big Chan put a match to the stencil. The odour of the burning ink
floated out of the windows so that sometimes you could smell it even in the classrooms.
During the winter and summer breaks, Big Chan had extra responsibility delivering school reports to the
families of each of the two hundred students in the school. He went from house to house carrying report cards in
large envelopes. On the left-hand side was written the student's name and address. A stamp in the centre
announced in red: For the Perusal of the Parents . On the lower right-hand comer was another rectangular seal which
said The Fifth Primary County School . Parents always attached great importance to these reports, tearing open the
envelopes in haste to find: literature, 98 per cent, Arithmetic, 86 per cent … When they had finished reading they
would give Big Chan a tip.
Apart from ringing the bell before and after class, something else brought Big Chan into direct contact with the
children: he sold peanut and sesame snaps from his little room. These sweets were kept in a rectangular box with
a glass top. After the bell had gone, some of the children would sneak into his room to buy sweets.
Big Chan was very bad. His sweets were dearer than the ones sold on street stalls—much dearer, in fact! But
the pupils at Fifth Prime had no choice but to go to him since they were not allowed to leave the premises during
school hours.
The purchasing of sweets on school grounds was strictly forbidden by Headmaster Zhang Yunzhi. Summoning
Big Chan to his office one day he said: One, pupils are not permitted to eat snacks in school, two, these sweets are
unhygienic, and three, making money out of the children is immoral.
Big Chan was forced to continue his business on the sly. When he rang the bell, he would secrete some sweets
inside his left sleeve. Pupils who approached him were answered with a wink which indicated some secluded spot
away from the prying eyes of both headmaster and staff. There money and sweets would change hands.
Almost every student at Fifth Prime had done business with their porter at some point. After they had grown up
and left, they would reminisce about their school days, always remembering Big Chan and his peanut and sesame
snaps.
This was how Big Chan passed his time, peacefully, year after year. Apart from the winter and summer
vacations when he went home, the rest of the year was spent at the school. During the winter break the building
was usually empty, the grounds covered in white after a couple of snowstorms. In the summer however, a handful
of students sometimes came back to play among the tall uncut grass.
Every day after school, when teachers and pupils had all gone home, two people were left in the building, three
on occasion. Big Chan aside, the female teacher Wang Wen-hui would be there. Sometimes the headmaster Zhang
Yunzhi also stayed over.
Wang Wen-hui came from Huxi but she had no immediate family. From time to time she would go home to
visit relatives, but mostly she stayed behind in a south-facing room by the kindergarten. She taught arithmetic to
the first and second grades, and was not bad-looking despite a few pock-marks on her face. She had a way of
skimming the ground when she moved, and she had smiling eyes. It had to be said it was rather strange the way
she smiled to herself while walking along. What was there possibly to smile about? Some male members of staff
made the suggestion that she was not quite right in the head. Apart from this habit, there didn't seem to be
anything wrong with her. In fact she seemed perfectly normal in every other respect—the way she conducted a
class was much the same as everyone else, teaching addition, subtraction, leading the pupils in the recitation of
their multiplication tables: One one is one, One two is two, Two twos are four …
After class, she usually returned to her little room to mark the day’s homework, sometimes stopping to listen to
the children singing:
Good little lamb
Please open the gate,
Let me in quickly,
Don’t let me wait …

At night, she lit a paraffin lamp to read by. She read The Dream of the Red Chamber, Tragic Love Stories, Tale
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of an Aristocratic Lady by Zhang Hen-shui, and poems by U Quing-zhao. Some nights she would softly recite the
poem “The Song ofWulan” to herself:
Whirr turns the spindle,
Wu’an sits and weaves …

Other evenings she might choose to write a letter to an old friend at the teacher’s training college, telling them
about the school, the Ten Sisters, the wisteria, how lovely the children were, how happy she was. Or she might
remember an outing they had shared long ago in the spring, and sigh about the passage of time. These letters were
always very long.
Headmaster Zhang Yunzhi was not particularly fierce, but the pupils were all afraid of him, mostly because he
had the power to expel. If a student committed a serious offence, a notice would go up outside the school office:
“Student so-and-so has committed such-and-such an offence and will be expelled forthwith”Then in the next
paragraph: “This notice is hereby given in observation of school regulations and as a warning to others not to
repeat the error.”
The headmaster’s seal appeared below bearing his signature—Zhang Yun-zhi. Zhang Yun-zhi as a name
possessed an invisible but terrible power.
He taught one of the classes too, literature in the fifth or sixth form. Whenever he recited a text, his head would
sway and roll and nod according to the rhythm of the prose, his voice modulating with drama and expression, not
unlike an old character actor on the opera stage. “In the Jin Dynasty, during the reign of the Emperor Tai-yuan,
lived a man from Wuling, a fisherman by profession …” or “En route, I passed through autumnal hills with
turning leaves, dried fields and withered flowers; before I knew it I was in Jinan, where springs sprang from every
courtyard, and willows wept in every garden …”
Composing elegiac couplets was one of his favourite pastimes. Once he had finished a pair, he would pin them
up on the waIl where his colleagues could properly appreciate them. All the teachers would crowd round, pointing
and gesticulating, praising the turn of a phrase here, the vigorous choice of a word there. Zhang Yun-zhi would be
rather pleased with himself, but never so pleased as to lose his composure. He almost wished sometimes that more
of his relatives would die, so that he could compose something suitably mournful, to be displayed somewhere
suitably eye-catching.
He had a family. Sometimes he went home, sometimes he elected to stay in the school. Apparently his children
were too noisy at home and that the quiet of the school suited him better. After all he had to read, to write.
When the last bell had gone, Big Chan often found himself alone with Zhang Yun-zhi and Wang Wen-hui.
Wang Wen-hui sometimes took a solitary walk around the school grounds. On the way back to her room she
would come across Zhang Yun-zhi standing on the front steps of the school office. Wang Wen-hui would give him
a smile and a nod, and Zhang Yun-zhi would return with a smile and a nod. Wang Wen-hui then headed back
towards the kindergarten, while Zhang Yun-zhi stared after her until she disappeared through the doors.
Zhang Yunzhi often studied at night. He read classics like The Strange Tales of Liao-zai, Conversations on the
Edge of the North Pool, A Rainy Autumnal Retreat, Letters Home from Zeng Guo-fan, The Poetry of Zheng Banqiao, Spirits in the Wilderness, Life Among the Floating World …
Separated by the length of the playground, the north window in the headmaster’s room faced directly onto the
south window of the teacher’s room. The playground contained swings, see-saws, and a slide. The paraffin lamps
in the two rooms stood face to face across the distance.
One night, Zhang Yun-zhi went over to Wang Wen-hui’s room to borrow her dictionary. Wang Wen-hui handed
over the volume but he didn’t leave. Instead he lingered to talk about nothing in particular, alluding to the classic
love poem from The Dream of the Red Chamber; where the heroine buries a flower, and also to U Qing-zhao's
famous verse, ‘This aimless endless search, cold, alone and sad and mad …’ Wang Wen-hui didn’t know what it
was that the headmaster wanted, but her heart started to pound. All of a sudden, ‘puff’—and the light was blown
out.
Since then Zhang Yun-zhi often crept into Wang Wen-hui’s room late at night.
This did not escape the notice of Big Chan. Anxious about burglars taking the mimeograph, the brass bell, the
iron kettle, he often came out in the middle of the night to have a good look round.
Big Chan was angry. In the privacy of his own room he would swear to himself: “Zhang Yunzhi you bastard!
You have a wife and a family and yet you are behaving like an animal! This is a young woman all on her own,
how is she going to face her future? How will she ever be able to marry!”
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The affair did not escape the notice of the staff either, partly because Wang Wen-hui often stared at Zhang Yunzhi with undisguised affection, but also because she had started to wear perfume. Walking around, her smile was
brighter than ever.
One day, after school, a member of staff named Xie went past the porter's lodge and invited himself in.
“Big Chan,” he said, “would you mind coming over to my house this evening?”
Big Chan didn’t know why.
This teacher called Xie was something of a playboy, and was nicknamed Gentleman Xie. The students had
made up a ditty:
Gentleman Xie
Catches a rat
The rat is fat
But Xie's no cat.
The rat squeals
Xie swoons.
His mother calls him
An old buffoon!

Gentleman Xie lived very close to the school, no more than a few paces away. That evening, he made
conversation for a while and then asked Big Chan a question:
“Does Zhang Yun-zhi often visit Wang Wen-hui’s room?”
Big Chan understood at once—Gentleman Xie wanted to get rid of Zhang Yun-zhi so that he could become
headmaster himself! He replied, “No, of course not! You mustn’t make things up.”
Big Chan was not protecting Zhang Yun-zhi, he was protecting WangWen-hui.
Since that evening, howeveer, he started to sell his peanut and sesame snaps quite openly, no longer bothering
to avoid the headmaster.
Big Chan continued to be a poorter, ringing the bell, trimming the hedges, selling sweets.
Later, Zhang Yun-zhi became the headmaster of Fourth Prime, and Wang Wen-hui went to teach in a town a
long way away.
Then Zhang Yun-zhi died. Wang Wen-hui also died (she never married). Fat Chan died too.
In fact, many people in the town died.
42.36 Excerpt from Dripping Water Wears Away The Rock\fn{by K’ang Cho aka Mao Chi-ch’ang (1920- )}
Hsiangyin County, Hunan Province, China (M) 9
… Far and near, here and there, the rays of the sun scattered, worn and listless; before long, right before one's
eyes, they would quietly disappear. It would soon be dusk. An imperceptible cold wind cooled off the hot sweat
on the travelers; they began to notice that the fur and cotton they wore could no longer resist the wind and the
chill. But Shen Yii-chih did not feel cold. She kept hurrying in great strides as she started the climb up the
slope.\fn{A note reads: The story focuses on the love that a beautiful and capable widow, not yet thirty, leader of the agricultural
cooperative movement in a village on the border between Hopei and Shansi provinces, develops for a quiet, honest, hardworking but
diffident neighbor widower, a veteran Communist serving as the accountant and manager of the supply and marketing co-op operated by
the same village organization. Equally central to the story is the effort of the heroine to fight off the lusty advances of the Village Head,
also a veteran Communist and a widower, who is sharp and competent, but shrewd, and who keeps his selfishness well disguised. Much of
the story’s color is derived from the various villagers’ reaction to the heroine, and their suspicion, or lack of it, of the villain’s evil deeds.
All the actions in the story are propelled by the villagers’ effort to improve their life through the collectivization of farming—and the actual
farm work itself, of course—and by the joyful revival of an ancient village festival called strike-iron-fire. The villagers compete at night,
striking ladles full of molten iron to see who creates the best fireworks with the splashing spray of red-hot metal against the dark sky. It
used to be a festival to facilitate meetings between boys and girls. The setting is a village where a murmuring mountain spring flows all
year long. The dripping water from a high cave has worn a hole in the huge flat stone below—a symbol of the patient farmers’ steady work
to create their own life, the patient love of the heroine to win her man, and his patient dedication to the cause of socialism. This symbol is
well observed by the heroine and others in the story; hence the title of the novel. Before the episode presented here, the story has already
introduced the following characters: Auntie Fu and Yang the Ninth, a twice-widowed woman and an old bachelor, both around fifty. They
remain very close to the heroine, Shen Yü-chih, throughout the story. They like to joke with everybody. Since they share the same compound
with Shen, they look after her and her ten-year-old son’s welfare. Little Liu, a high school graduate who disdains farm labor, and her
boyfriend, Yang Chi-chi, vice-chairman of the agricultural cooperative and a newly inducted Party member. Later she leaves him and the
village to seek better life, and work in the city. Old Uncle Jen, another veteran Party member since the War of Resistance and an old friend
of Shen’s late father-in-law, whom she continues to look up to for comfort and guidance. He has heard the Village Head say that Shen is
looking for a man to marry, and, at a meeting of the village’s Party branch leaders, he publicly announces this and Shen’s pending
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application for admission into the Communist Party. Shen is surprised by the news of her private life, and even more stunned by the way
these two items of her private business are linked together. After the meeting, the Village Head follows Shen to court her, show himself off,
and hint that he alone can help her join the Party. They have been walking and talking for a long time … .}

“Uh, Yü-chih.”
Village Head Chang Shan-yang, trailing Shen Yü-chih, climbed the slope. Suddenly he said:
"That second thing your Old Uncle Jen talked about a while back, it seems to me, is probably something as
important as your admission to the Party! What do you think?”
All this time Yü-chih had been as perturbed as she could ever have been by the matter. Hearing the Village
Head actually speak about it again, she couldn’t help noticing a clump of thorn creeper on the roadside and felt at
heart just as distraught as those tangled weeds. She stepped heavily on them; she pulled up a blade of withered
grass and, tearing it up bit by bit, tossed it into the air. Then, picking up a rock, she flung it so hard on the slope
that it tumbled all the way down. Finally she said:
“That Old Uncle Jen of mine, it’s just like him! Why in the world should he bring up such nonsense?”
“But that is really serious business! Yü-chih, why do you talk like that?” The Village Head appeared extremely
solemn.
“You see, why didn’t we think of this important business of yours! Really … hasn’t it been almost three full
years since that Chun-wa’s Dad of yours\fn{ A note reads: Your husband.} sacrificed his life? Ai, fact is I have never
even thought of this!”
“As for me, this important business of mine, even I myself have never thought of it!”
“It’s just that ordinarily you wouldn’t have thought of it.” Once again as if face to face with Yü-chih, the
Village Head stroked his fur hat and, stretching his face into a smile, said:
“It’s just like your Old Uncle Jen said. We can already see the happy occasion of strike-iron-fire taking place
right before our eyes. Would you still not have thought of it?”
“This is no longer the old days. Strike-iron-fire is only for the celebration of collectivization. It has never
occurred to me that it could have any other meaning.”
“Look at you, how can you say anything like that.”
“What do you want me to say?”
“Didn’t Old Uncle Jen say that you had already mentioned it to somebody else?”
“Whom did I mention it to? Have you heard about it?”
“Oh, my.” The Village Head widened his eyes, raised his brows, and cheerfully said:
“Yü-chih, though I cannot claim to have treated everybody with rejection, though I cannot say that I would
have given you any concrete help, if I had heard about it, wouldn’t I have at least expressed some concern one
way or another long before this! Yü-chih, you should understand me this much at least!”
“You sure have gone too far off the subject! Village Head, let’s not talk about this!”
Suddenly Chang Shan-yang looked startled, as though he were at a loss. Then all at once he worked himself
into a peal of laughter.
“Ha, ha, ha! Yü-chih, you are not a little girl; you are also a labor model; one would never have thought that
you were still so backward and didn’t want to discuss the question of marriage with a man!” Smiling rouguishly
he said:
“Yü-chih, for better or for worse, I am a village head. Sooner or later you’ll have to register. I can certainly
give you a hand! Now you—”
“One, I am not backward; two, I am not afraid of men; three, I also know you are the Village Head.”
Yü-chih was obviously somewhat agitated but she only shook her hair and, lifting a face that continued to
shine—her face not changing color, her eyes not dodging any stare—she said in a perfectly calm manner:
“I just do not wish to talk about such things!”
For a brief moment the Village Head was taken aback. Then suddenly he once more worked himself into roars
of laughter. And leaping two steps, he rushed in front of Yü-chih. With one arm barring her way and a hand
pointing at Yü-chih’s nose, he feigned pouting and cried out:
“You, you look at you …” Then, as if helpless and begging forgiveness he said:
“OK, if you don’t want to talk about it we won’t talk about it. Heigh … Yü-chih, no wonder some people say
behind my back that I’m afraid of you! To tell you the truth, even though I wouldn’t admit it openly, at heart 1
really am a bit afraid of you! You are really Village Head, what is the matter with you today?”
For the first time Yü-chih blushed. Holding the skirt of her coat and turning swiftly, she scurried in front of the
Village Head and strode on with the same big steps.
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"Why should you be afraid of me? That’s really odd!” she said.
The Village Head continued to follow her, mumbling all the while. And flashing a self-satisfied smile, he made
it look like he and Shen Yü-chih had always been on such familiar terms, that they had always been in the habit of
joking and bantering together.
Shen Yü-chih, though steady and composed as usual, felt prickly all over. Her desire to differentiate between
good and evil and her feelings of joy and hate intertwined in such confusion that it all became more difficult to
sort out than thousands of skeins of hemp. The content of Old Uncle Jen’s talk today had certainly come as a total
surprise, but it nevertheless fitted the old man’s habit of doing things. All the talk and action of the Village Head,
however—the way he laughed and the cockiness with which he barred her way—not only caught her completely
unprepared, but even made her, for the very first time in her life and in a way utterly unknown to ver, feel fearful.
She then thought of the possible reasons behind the Village Head’s concern for her, which she had dismissed a
while back.
Suddenly she raised her head and saw, not far off to the northwest of her village, the gloomy rock cliff and
steep slope. And as if all at once that slope toppled on her, she, shaking all over, suddenly remembered that the
wife of the Village Head happened to have died a little more than two years ago. But in her daily fleeting contacts
with the Village Head, she had never even once felt that the death of his wife would have anything to do with her.
Was the Village Head actually such a person? If he was such a person, what on earth ought one to say about him?
Could it be that there was really something in the attitude he usually took toward the criticism she raised in village
affairs?
Though Shen Yü-chih had never been in love, all these years she had known the joy and sorrow of lovestricken young girls in the village, the entangling, spellbinding, finer-than-needlepoint musings over a word, a
glance, etc.—the kind of musing that causes one to lose one’s mind day and night—all these things she knew by
the hundreds and thousands. Those butterfly-like maidens, on the kang at night, in the cool shade of a tree during
the noontime break in the busy farming season, how they opened their hearts and bared their secrets in telling her
countless stories and heartaches! In them there was the greatest glee and happiness, which sent tremors through
one’s heart; there were sadness and hurt, which brought down tears unawares; there were incidents that aroused
one’s hate to the point of madness and drove one to vomit in disgust; there were also events that others told with
excited interest or streams of tears, but which left the listeners utterly unmoved.
Some of these human concerns were strange and odd in myriads of ways; even though she could not fathom
their mystery, most of them she could in an undefinable fashion understand. She had, moreover, helped others to
analyze and speculate; she offered ideas and came up with solutions, which were almost always right on the mark.
But, in this sort of thing, she had never heard, or seen, or thought of the kinds of advances that the Village
Head had confronted her with! Would she really be afraid of them? That would be odd indeed! Well, she would
deal with them as they came! Hadn’t she dealt with numerous situations so dangerous that she was on the verge of
losing her life? Afraid? Humph—but, ah, how much strain would that again place on her! Why was it that she had
to expend so much of her thought and feeling on nothing?
As if calamity were hanging overhead, Shen Yü-chih went on walking for a while. Suddenly she saw her
village, and as nothing had happened yet, she couldn’t help but let out a deep breath. And, turning the whole thing
around, she even felt that the premonition she had just had was really self-torment to no purpose. How foolish!
Turning her head she took a look at the Village Head. He was still the same as she had seen him over so many
years and months in the past—solid, clean-cut, with a little of that put-on air of an old cadre, smoking a cigarette.
Unconsciously she said:
“We’ve arrived!”
She started to trot. But the Village Head abruptly called her to a halt, saying:
“Yü-chih, just put your mind at ease about that problem of your admission to the Party! I’ll certainly ask for a
speedy discussion. As soon as there is news I’ll stop by.” Then, catching up to her, he grabbed hold of her, and in
low voice said:
“Oh, I’ve forgotten another thing! You see, didn’t I start a mutual aid team recently? I’ve been considering that
it didn’t really add up to much and have been thinking about joining your co-op with my whole team! Do you
have any objections? You think about it for a while. The two of us will talk about it again in detail when we have
time. Ah, there is, moreover, the problem of planning for increased production in your co-op. I also want to stop
over to talk about it.”
This again was an unheard of, unexpected turn of events. But things like that could not upset Yü-chih. She
nodded her head, agreed to talk about it later, and continued to run toward the village. But then remembering
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something, she said:
“Ah, Chief, don’t forget to make proper arrangements for the strike-iron-fire!”
The Village Head slowed down his steps and steadily climbed up the slope. When he went past Shen’s village,
he saw that she had not gone home right away but was chatting with her fellow villagers by the stream. He saw
her dip her handkerchief in that icy water, rub it a couple of times, and, without wringing it dry, wipe her face
with it. He couldn’t help sucking in a mouthful of cold air, thinking to himself:
“Why is it that this woman is so unafraid of the cold?”\fn{ A note reads: After Shen returns home, she learns from Yang the
Ninth how kind Chang Yung-te, the supply and marketing co-op manager, is toward her son, and how Chang’s own motherless child is
neglected because Chang has been totally devoted to his job and service to the whole village. She begins to feel tenderly toward him, and
the feeling is accentuated when, in preparing for the coming strike-iron-fire festival, the whole village wants to involve Chang, the
champion at the last such festival fourteen years ago. Then she and Chang have a chance of talking together as they walk toward the
neighboring village. All the villagers admire and respect and are perhaps secretly in love with Shen, and because of that feeling Shen’s
intention to marry someone, even if just a rumor, disturbs everybody. Even Old Uncle Jen hints that she should be careful about her
reputation. Shen cannot sleep. She thinks of her late husband, who married her partly as a result of the last strike-iron-fire festival, and
wonders what could be wrong with her wanting to get married again. Come the strike-iron-fire festival night, the fifteenth night of the lunar
new year, the Village Head fails to score anything, but Shen and Chang Yung-te strike the molten iron and the sprays touch each other. The
Party branch secretary for the village, who theoretically outranks the Village Head, half suspects the latter’s lack of determination and
enthusiasm to work for the village, despite his proven ability, but they are old comrades and have been through much hardship together.
When the Village Head blocks Shen’s admission to the Party saying that her “style” is in question, meaning that her interest in remarriage
is less than model behavior, the Party branch secretary acquiesces. Meanwhile the Village Head continues to pressure Shen into marrying
him. He passes word on to that effect through some of his close friends and then proposes to her himself but is turned down. The tension
builds up within Shen as the villagers remain unaware of the Village Head’s scheme. Shen and the one she likes, Chang Yung-te, have a
second chance to talk in private when they both are called to the.same meeting in the city, which is the county seat .}

The next day, Shen Yü-chih went to the city for a meeting. She started a little late. As soon as she got up early
in the morning, she was tied up with Little Liu. Since LittJe Liu had.quarreled with her boyfriend, Yang Chi-chi, a
few days ago, her anger for some reason had still not died down.
Actually what happened between them this time was at first the same old story. Seeing that Little Liu was
making mistakes in farm work, Chi-chi criticized her for impatience; she then turned the tables on him and told
him off for bad attitudes. Chi-chi then attacked her for not accepting criticism; she again retorted and charged that
his criticism was not well intentioned, but an outright attack. Chi-chi held back for a moment, and began to point
out patiently to her the various technical mistakes she had made in grafting the fruit trees.
But perhaps because of her devil-may-care attitude, plus the fact that the mistakes discovered this time were
bigger then usual, Chi-chi couldn’t help raising his voice and sounding a bit harsh as he spoke. Terms he was in
the habit of using, such as “standpoint” and “attitude toward life,” slipped off his tongue a bit too readily. All of
this once again provoked her.
Well, the two of them soon found themselves arguing back and forth. Little Liu accused him of putting false
labels on her, of looking down on and lording it over her, and of despotic thinking. In the end, she even said that
she couldn’t take this kind of abuse anymore, that she didn’t want to have anything to do with this darn forestry
technique, that she might just as well work as an accountant and that accounting was also a lofty form of labor.
Chi-chi charged that she didn’t want to temper herself through labor, that deep down she lacked the determination
to do so, that all she did was talk big and that even though she volunteered to learn the techniques, she in fact
preferred ease and leisure. He even went as far as saying that being the way she was, what kind of intellectual
could she be, and that if she kept this up there would be no future whatsoever for her.
When their quarrel reached this level, it departed from the old routine and almost developed into a fist fight.
And afterwards, even though lhe Party branch secretary and Shen Yü-chih talked the whole thing over with her
many times, and even though Yang Chi-chi offered his apologies, Little Liu from beginning to end was unwilling
to repair the rift. She really didn’t even want to go work in the field and even revealed in certain things she said a
glimpse of her thinking that she didn’t want to waste her life in the village.
This was a sudden, startling change in Little Liu; it was also a startling change in the relationship between her
and Yang Chi-chi. How did it start? Neither Shen Yü-chih nor the Party branch secretary could sort it all out. Shen
Yü-chih even sensed that perhaps the cause could never be sorted out, because Little Liu had become rather
unreasonable—no matter what you said she wouldn’t listen. It was just like that early this morning; if Shen Yüchih didn't have to leave in a hurry, it would be hard to say how long that girl would have kept pestering her. Ai,
all this mess; in the final analysis, from which mountain did this wind blow? From which spring did this water
flow?
After Shen Yü-chih set out on her way, she pondered the whole time on this piece of romance so full of twists
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and turns. Since there was a distance of fifty li from her village to the city, she used a wooden pole to carry her
traveling gear and walked very fast, afraid that she might arrive too late.
Coming down the mountain slope, up the west highway, and crossing the river, she was totally oblivious to
everything around her, paying no attention to the scenery or people on the road. However, by and by she became
aware that someone was driving a donkey, walking in front of her all that time, but she couldn’t care less about
something that was none of her business. Not till she had covered a distance of almost ten li did she notice the
donkey was stopping at a crossroads by the river and the man was fixing up the stepping stones in the crossing;
then she saw that he was Chang Yung-te, and she remembered that the supply and marketing co-op manager,
Chang Yung-te, had also been notified to attend the meeting in the city. She had originally wanted to ask Chang
Yung-te to set out together with her today, but she had missed him. Therefore, she hurried several steps and ran
over to help Chang Yung-te fetch stones and lay them out as stepping stones.
After the two of them finished fixing up the crossing, they set out together. Shen Yü-chih thought up a couple
of things to chat about, but before she said anything, he suddenly spoke first; he said:
“Now spring has begun, and the water in the river has risen, but no one would fix up even something as little
as the stepping stones.” As usual he was speaking in a tone neither cold nor warm, as if talking to himself. Only
later did he actually turn to face Shen Yii-chih.
“You see, this stretch of land, believe it or not, all belongs to our village. It seems that our village and your coop ought to take charge of the repair work for this section.”
“That sounds good,” Yü-chih realized that this was indeed something that ought to be done.
“When we get back home, I’ll speak to the Party branch secretary about it. We’ll make some plans, then do it.”
“What’s more, this counts as sideline production! Fixing up bridges and repairing roads, I don’t know whether
it’s the Department of Civil Administration or a separate Department of Transportation, there are special funds set
aside for it,” Chang Yung-te said.
“Ch’un-wa’s mom, this time why don’t you talk to them at the county office and vouch for the maintenance of
a section on behalf of our village!”
“Yeah! That sounds good!” Yü-chih hurriedly said. “But I’d rather you talk to them!”
“I won’t do!”
“Ah? Why is it you won’t do?”
“Nowadays when you want to get things done, it’s still necessary to have a name!” Yung-te said. “It is hard to
say whether I can talk them into it!”
“Then I’ll give it a try, But neither have I any …” Yü-chih said, swallowing the word ‘name.’ “Also, I had not
even thought of this thing! Ai, when all is said and done I’m still not a …”
Shen Yü-chih also swallowed the term “Party member.” For some time now she had somehow imperceptibly
developed a certain feeling toward this man Chang Yung-te, that is, a solid respect for a Communist Party member. But now, cherishing this most unadorned respect toward him, in spite of herself, she thought of something
and asked:
“Brother Yung-te, you have already discussed the problem of my induction into the Party, haven’t you?”
“Oh, that. It was still only that several of us had an exchange of views. At the same time we’ve been gathering
views among the Party members,” Chang Yung-te said.
“Last night didn’t you come asking for me? I was going my rounds gathering the views of the Party members,”
Yü-chih said. “Can you give me some of their opinions?”
“The Party branch secretary will give them to you,” Yung-te said. “Ch’un-wa’s mom, please don’t be anxious.
Just go about your work as usual. Work as hard as you can! Even though it’s true that your problem has been
delayed for a bit too long …” He halted his step, stretched his arms and shoulders a little, and taking his time as
usual said:
“The Party will not wrong anyone! Even if it wrongs you now and then, in the long run it will not wrong you
forever.”
Shen Yü-chih had lost count how many times she had heard this kind of commonplace talk. The Party branch
secretary alone had encouraged, comforted her countless times. And she had indeed derived no small encouragement and comfort from this kind of talk. But now, more than ever before, she was touched by what Chang Yung-te
said. In the past she did not know him; of course, there had been no reason for her to think that he would not say
such things. But now that she had gained some knowledge about him, she would less expect someone in as
worrisome a circumstance as he to be so solicitous to others. Besides, the tone and manner of his speech made one
feel all the more that he was like a stream flowing deeply and softly over a great distance from the spring on the
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back mountain, on a quiet and clear night …
Only now did Shen Yü-chih discover that Chang Yung-te had a full load of mountain produce on the animal;
he also carried a sack on his own shoulder; and even the roll of bedding she was carrying had at some time been
transferred to the back of the animal.
“You’re going to a meeting, aren’t you! Why bring the animal as well?” Shen Yü-chih asked.
“These are things which sooner or later I have to deliver to the county supply and marketing co-op. I’m going
anyway; why not bring some!”
“But then why should you yourself also carry a sackful?”
“I’m used to carrying things! If I don’t, I’ll be going empty-handed. How awkward! How wasteful!”
Nimble of tongue as Shen Yü-chih was, suddenly she could not utter a sound. And Chang Yung-te went on to
tell her that every time he went to the city it was like this. Going back to the village would still be the same, with a
load on his shoulder and a load on the animal. Besides things he brought back for the supply and marketing co-op,
families here and there in the village would ask him to bring back something. At any rate, it was really quite
convenient; he was simply doing what he could. Then he said:
“But I’m still a bit bureaucratic. I’ve rarely made any effort to work closely with your village. From now on,
I’ll have to do better. If there is anything your village and co-op want to buy or fetch, by all means just let me
know.”
They were now on the small path at the foot of the mountain slope. Yü-chih was, without thinking, picking the
varicolored wild flowers by the slope; she was wondering how on earth could someone like the person directly
before her have turned his family into such a mess? How on earth could it be that he … hadn’t thought of joining
the agricultural co-op? Last night she had already asked her son, Yu-ken, about these things; but even such an
outspoken and open youth as Yu-ken was also hemming and hawing, unwilling to tell her why they did not join
the co-op, unwilling to say anything about his family and his father. . . . A strong feeling of sympathy surfaced in
Yü-chih. She couldn’t help asking:
“Brother Yung-te, you are so concerned about everybody’s life; why don’t you join the agricultural co-op and
help us make it better?”
“Hmm, this …”
Yung-te seemed to be a bit alarmed and confused; even that tone and manner of his which was, like a warm
spring breeze, neither too fast nor too slow suddenly took on the qualities of the frosty sky of late autumn. Sighing, he said:
“With a family as messed up as mine, how can you take heart for a better life?”
Now they had gone down to the beach of the river. Yü-chih said:
“But contrary to what you just said, when it is someone else’s livelihood, you take it very much to heart
indeed! Why can’t you yourself choose a wider path?” They had reached the head of a single-plank bridge. After
crossing the bridge, Yü-chih went on again:
“In this day and age, so far as the livelihood of us peasants is concerned, we certainly ought to be doing our
best to get from narrow to wider places! We first crossed on the stepping stones, then the single-plank bridge,
further ahead there will be the big bridge wide enough for mules and horses to pass through.”
Chang Yung-te was silent for what seemed a very long time. Then he said:
“Most of us are surely heading for a wider path. I for my part earnestly hope that all of you will reach there
soon. I’m more than willing to fix up the roads for all of you. But as for me myself”—he shifted the sack he was
carrying from one shoulder to the other—“that family of mine is really so messed up that you can hardly carry it
on your back. Ai, I’m already thirty-seven or thirty-eight; truth is I’m going backwards! I have crossed the big
bridge and the single-plank bridge, and now I’m afraid I’m about to tread on the stepping stones!”
“Eh! Look at the kind of talk an old Party member like you has come out with …”
A moment of sadness overtook Yü-chih, as she let this remark slip. She wanted to retrieve it, but it was too
late. Hastily she looked for his reaction, but since her view of him was blocked by the sack on his shoulder, she
couldn’t see it. She only heard him say:
“Your criticism is quite well-taken. But it’s difficult to be a Party member like me! Out in the village, you’re a
Party member; back home you are still a peasant. When this one screams and that one curses you cannot even talk
to them about principles! Besides, even within the Party, at times, principle cannot flow as freely as the water in
the stream!”
When Chang Yung-te had finished speaking, he too felt that he had let his tongue slip; he should not have
talked to her about things inside the Party. But concerning that family of his, that family about which he had never
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poured his heart out to anyone else, at this moment he actually felt that he had not yet spoken enough; he wanted
to talk to her some more about it. All along he had been shy with women. Particularly with a woman as capable
and beautiful as Shen Yü-chih—a woman whose behavior was said to have been less than perfect in the past—all
along, he had kept himself even more aloof.
Now that there had been circulating in the village the rumor that Yü-chih was looking for a mate, this naturally
compounded his wariness. But then, she was so concerned about him—made shoes for his daughter, little Chiuniu; even went so far as to let his son, Yu-ken, a non-co-op member, herd sheep for the co-op. And every time they
saw each other she did her best to cheer him up with comforting words. He could see how she wished that she
could help him reform that rotten family into something harmonious and attractive.
When in his entire life had Chang Yung-te ever received such solicitude? Besides, in looking for a mate, would
she, in spite of all odds, come to him? Even if you wagered your head, no one in the village would believe this—
just as no one would believe that the spring water in their village could be smelted into ironware of the neighboring town! One has to act according to one’s conscience; even a Communist Party member should respect feelings.
Therefore, Chang Yung-te picked out, after obtaining Shen Yü-chih's consent, a spacious area on the beach
with trees and rocks, to take a rest and to talk to her some more about the situation in his family. Shen Yü-chih
helped him take the load off the animal; he untied the hemp fodder bag from the load and took care of the animal,
and the two of them, one on the luggage roll and one on the big cotton jacket, sat down on the rocks under the
trees.
The warm sun shone and the spring breeze fluttered caressingly. The waters in the stream were leaping and
bouncing forward in glee; a fresh scent wafted from the beach, which was covered with wild flowers. There were
very few travelers on the road; farmers were busy working on and below the slope. Once in a while a few robust
youngsters burst into lines of folk songs in a falsetto so shrill that it seemed to bounce off the high heavens. While
Shen Yü-chih was aimlessly picking the wild flowers by her side, Chang Yung-te recounted for her the situation in
his family.
He said that everyone knew that he had a finicky, snappy daughter-in-law, but the older that good-hearted
mother-in-law of his grew, the more wearing she became. Already that Granny Hua of his could hardly do
anything, but still everything had to be done her way. She was like a despot, leaving no room for you to give a
hand or put in a word. Still, these two years things had improved a bit! Heavy chores, like working in the field and
getting water, she no longer concerned herself with, but in everything else all you could do was watch her drag
things out every which way. If you should say a word, or do a chore, the moment she found out she would
threaten death and suicide, saying that you had given her up for old age, for being a good-for-nothing, and that
you were hurrying her into the coffin!
But before she had gone into the coffin, who should come along but that finicky, snappy daughter-in-law as
well! She was altogether something else, in no way like the young daughter of a farming family; all she cared
about was her own eating, drinking, and powdering-up, and, worse yet, she wanted you to bring everything right
to her. That old mother-in-law, who was forever afraid of being left out of doing things and was always taking
charge of everyone’s business whether or not she herself would actually do it, made this finicky, snappy daughterin-law the only exception.
She treated her like an outsider. At every meal all the daughter-in-law did was sit there and eat, not lifting a
single finger to help; the old lady would chew her out and cuss her under her breath. Then the daughter-in-law
would retaliate and bawl the old woman out; but she would still be dissatisfied because the old lady was so deaf
that they could not fight it out to a decision. The young woman then directed the flame of her fury toward her
husband, Yung-te’s son, Yu-ken.
He was a good son, but he also had his resentments, and it was also on account of this wife of his that the son
nursed his resentment against his dad. This young woman was a wife arranged for the son when he was barely
twenty by inflated count and eighteen by actual count, by his dad, who, in a fit of folly, trusted the words of a
friend. The dad, Yung-te, had at the time asked the son for his opinions, and the son had personally gone to meet
her face to face and agreed to the marriage. Only then did this arrangement bear fruit! How could you put the
blame of bearing this blighted fruit entirely on your dad! Dad made a mistake, but neither could you totally blame
your dad for wrapping up your marriage for you 100 percent, for violating your freedom of choice in marriage!
Ai—the son would not forgive the dad and he carried his resentment to the point of not speaking to him. Ai,
this was how it was!
For the first time Shen Yü-chih understood a little of the situation in Chang Yung-te’s family. The hurt and
sympathy she had felt for this man deepened. She recalled the conversation she had with Yu-ken, Yung-te’s son,
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the night before, and she asked:
“Brother Yung-te, about Yu-ken’s sheepherding for our co-op, he must have told you about the terms I went
over with him, hasn’t he?”
“There are also terms? He only told me one thing and that is you had given him the job!”
Smiling, Yü-chih said that because she had had a talk with Yu-ken’s wife, Yu-ken should, as much as possible,
not sleep at the sheep farm but go home for the night. And at home, with heavy chores like hauling water and
firewood, if both Yu-ken and his dad were not there, the young woman would get someone from a co-op
member’s family in the village to give her a hand. Later on a little something would be deducted from Yu-ken’s
wages to pay the helper back. Apart from these items, because the young woman was unhappy for lacking new
clothes for the New Year’s holidays, Shen Yü-chih also promised that the co-op would buy a length of flowerprint cloth for her to make a dress.
“This … this … you?” Chang Yung-te exclaimed in a manner that was very rare to him. He was truly touched,
but somehow still had some reservations.
“Isn’t this making too much of a concession to that daughter-in-law of mine?” he said.
“Ah, a child who has not yet learned to walk, Brother Yung-te—how can you expect her to start running right
off” Yü-chih said. “She had also promised another thing! She said that if only Yu-ken would give her $0.80 or
$1.00 each month for spending-money, and if only Granny Hua would ask her to do chores like pushing the
millstone, she guaranteed she would do them! You should, in the same way as crossing the single-plank bridge,
step by step, steady and firm, mobilize her to take part in labor!”
Chang Yung-te laughed. Who had ever seen him laugh! On that dark-red face of his, there seemed to shine
forth a spark of noble, golden luster. He glanced at Yü-chih and saw that her bright red cheeks were glowing
under the sun, reflecting a patch of the radiance of the clear, sunny sky. Chang Yung-te was feeling that this
woman right before him was, if that were possible, even clearer and brighter than the spring waters in the village;
he couldn’t help saying with gratitude:
“The way you see it, perhaps that family of mine can still be reformed?”
“Well, that will have to depend on how you go about it! How can I say anything for sure?”
All of a sudden, Chang Yung-te felt quite awkward. He saw the animal spill some of the fodder on the ground;
he hurriedly stood up and went over to tidy things up. Yü-chih discovered that on the shoulder of that cotton
jacket which passed for his luggage, the hole which was burned by her during the strike-iron-fire festival had not
yet been mended, but was rent even bigger through wear and tear. She wanted to sew it up, but then it occurred to
her that mending it in the city might not be that convenient; and back at the village, she could not be certain about
an appropriate opportunity to do something as uncalled for as this. She also noticed that the shoes he was waring
were worn beyond recognition and at the spot where he had just sat on that soft, loose soil before the rock, there
appeared a pair of clear and noticeable shoe prints.
When he was paying no attention she reached her hand over to measure the length of the sole. As if fearful that
it might not be accurate enough, she picked up a twig, lined it up with the shoe prints for measurement once more,
broke off the right length, and quickly put it in her pocket.
The two of them once again went on their way, walking along the ever-widening beach. He told Yü-chih that
the reason he had not joined the co-op was precisely because his daughter-in-law would not agree Yü-chih
promptly promised to talk to the young woman again about it. Yung-te then added that the hilly land around here
was too poor, and to get the co-op going would therefore have to depend on planning on all sides. Forestry
definitely still had to be developed a great deal more. They could find wild medicinal herbs in the mountains
around their village. With so many travelers passing through the village, the co-op should open up a little rest stop
for mules and horses. And on the mountain northwest of the village there was a stream of spring water flowing
away to the back slope, which should be tapped by the co-op.
“Brother Yung-te, join the co-op fast!”
Yü-chih was so excited she could only come up with these words:
“You help me get that daughter-in-law of mine to join the co-op!” Yung-te too was saying, ever more earnestly:
“You and I both spend a lot of time going to meetings outside the village, and we both know that the co-op
itself is our future. It looks to me that before too long we could more than likely start up village-wide, more
advanced collectivization!”
“That’s it!” Yü-chih said, but then she started to sigh, “Ai, it’s only that more and more I am feeling my ability
is not great enough.”
“How could it be that your ability wouldn’t be great enough! But, Ch’un-wa’s mom, let me say this … ai, ai,
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this tongue of mine, how clumsy …” He was straining so hard that his face got all red, and after repeated urgings,
he said:
“Let me … say something stupid, Ch’un-wa’s mom! I was going to say that later on, even when we start up a
village-wide co-op, there won’t be many in the village who will not support your leadership. But, but you know, I
… Now aren’t there people tossing tossing around the rumor that you … you are looking for a man. We, the
several of us, have been talking it over. We are thinking that it would be better if you just … just quickly find a
county or district cadre and go away … go away to work! People all say, come what may, you … you will in the
end more likely than not have to find a … find a respectable cadre; only then will it be fitting. Ai … but then,
there are many … many of us who … all together … nevertheless cannot bear to see you leave …”
As Yü-chih was patiently listening to him, she was at the same time so agitated that she very nearly couldn’t
lift her legs. She pulled out her handkerchief, wiped qer face once.
“Why should I leave?” she said with difficulty. “I’m still not sure whether l’ll look for a man! Besides, if I do,
who has laid down the rule that I must find a county or district cadre? Which county or district cadre have I
picked? All right, even assuming that I have found some big-shot cadre, I will not go away. Brother Yung-te, I will
never leave the village! I must, together with all of you, keep the co-op going! Till the day I die, it will still be
‘keep the co-op going’ for me!”
Yung-te was so startled that the sack on his shoulder nearly fell off. L~e\fn{ Imperfect scan.} reciting a spell he
said over and over in his mind: It's all over! It's all over! Have I gone mad or something? How have I become so
wicked, so wicked that I have babbled things as unseemly as these?
Much later, he thought of something totally unrelated.
“Ch’un-wa’s mom, I heard that Little Liu of your village doesn’t much want to stay in the village anymore …”
“Oh.”
Abruptly Yü-chih also awoke from the troubling confusion and said:
“How come you too have heard about it?”
“That’s right. I’ve heard it from the Party branch secretary.”
Yung-te was still trying hard to get a grip on himself.
“Ch’un-wa’s mom, as you know, the postman has all along been delivering mail to the supply and marketing
co-op. I discovered that in the past Little Liu hardly had anyone sending her letters, but recently, there have been
quite a few for her! She even has it all worked out, asking me to hold them for her, so that she can pick them up
herself every two or three days!”
“Oh! That,” for some reason Yü-chih exclaimed. “They all come to her from someone in a high school in the
provincial capital!” In a flash everything became clear to Yü-chih, and abruptly she recalled that the change in
Little Liu’s attitude toward Yang Chi-chi seemed to have begun gradually after she had entertained the guests
from the provincial capital at the time of the strike-iron-fire during the Lantern Festival. Yü-chih threw everything
else to the winds, only saying silently to Chang Yung-te’s back:
You, ah, you are truly a good man!
They crossed a big wooden bridge, and, under a sun that had suddenly appeared even more radiant and boundless, along a beach that had become even wider and more open, they walked on toward the city only a short
distance away.\fn{A note reads: But the budding romance is hindered by the village elders’ (also Party leaders’) official warning
against her move to become romantically attached to anyone, at least until she is formally admitted to the Party. She is certainly not to get
involved with Chang Yung-te, who seems so diffident and meek. Though much of this is engineered by the Village Head with an ulterior
motive, nobody except Shen herself knows it and she is honor-bound not to divulge it (each time after the Village Head approaches her and
is rejected, he is always shrewd enough to exact a promise from her to keep the whole thing secret). Perhaps because everybody likes her
too much, nobody wants to see her marry someone outside the village—and yet nobody, or very few can see her marrying beneath herself,
to such a person as Chang Yung-te. Then the Village Head strikes; he tries to rape her at night. She fights him off but is rather severely
injured by a stone that the assailant flings at her. During the recuperation everybody becomes more sympathetic to her private wishes, and
since the dreadful incident has speeded her formal membership in the Party, she gains enough confidence and succeeds in persuading her
diffident boyfriend to be brave about the future. The whole village plans another strike-iron-fire to celebrate their wedding. Two dark
clouds continue to linger on the horizon, however. One is the fact that the Village Head remains unpunished, even though Shen has accused
him before the Party branch secretary and Old Uncle Jen, because the higher-up in the city values peace and harmony within the Party
ranks more than justice a exposure of corruption among village cadres. The other cloud is the unreformed minds of people like Little Liu,
who returns defeated because she cannot find a job or schooling in the city. The story closes on a thoughful note as Shen listens to the
running stream and wonders how long it will be before the whole village can be as thoroughly joyful as the strike-iron-fire festival should
be, and the music of the murmuring water can sing a happy song forever.}

42.136 In A Snowstorm\fn{by Wei Wei (1920- )} Chingchow, Honan Province, China (M) 4
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When I heard this story, there was intense fighting on the Han River front. The volunteer army was marching
column by column toward the front through heavily falling snow. As the comrades hurried along, no one noticed a
twelve- or thirteen-year-old Korean girl following close behind.
As soon as the troops came to a halt, this young girl, no one knows how, found her way to the machine-gun
company. The comrades took one look at her and wondered where on earth she had come from, on a day as cold
as this, wearing only unlined pants and jacket, a filthy little white skirt, and a pair of low-topped thin-soled rubber
shoes that were falling apart. Her hair was kneaded into a messy bun, with a few stalks of grass sticking to it and,
on a closer look, a shrapnel wound on her neck could be seen. First she took this comrade’s hand, held it and
talked awhile, then she took that comrade’s hand, held it and talked awhile. But the interpreter was not there, so
no one had any idea what she was saying or where she had come from.
It was only after the arrival of the interpreter that everyone found out that this child had lost her entire family.
She had already wandered two or three hundred li, searching here for food and shelter today, tomorrow seeking
elsewhere. On this particular day, she had just dug herself into a hay nest to sleep when she saw our volunteer
army unit going by, and she had come running to catch up.
Hearing this, our volunteer army comrades all strove to arrange for her to wash and eat, and prepared a place
for her to sleep. Who could have guessed that the next day the young girl would not leave! She said to the
company commander:
“Uncle, I want to go with you.” He smiled and replied:
“If you were to go with us, what would you do?” She said:
“If I couldn’t do anything else, I could boil water and serve meals for you, couldn’t I? I used to help my
mother cook at home.”
“But we start fighting in a day or two.”
“Start fighting!” the girl said. “What is there to be afraid of? If I can’t fight, I can watch, can’t I? Seeing you
kill the American devils with my own eyes would make me very happy!”
But think about it, my young friends. How could the volunteer army take a young girl with them to the line of
fire to fight? They were certainly unwilling simply to cast her aside, but what was to be done? The company
commander went to consult with the political officer. And they came up with a solution: have one of the local
people, at whose house they were billeted, take her in. This person agreed to the plan, and after discussing the
pros and cons with the young girl, she was installed in this person’s home.
To everyone’s surprise, she came running back to the company in the middle of the night. She said that the
person had shut her into a tiny, cold room and had told her that after the troops left she would be beaten to death.
It turned out that this person was not a peasant, as they had supposed, but a landowner. In all, there were only
three families in this village and all the members of the other two families were gone. The company commander
and the political officer were unable to come up with another plan and so were quite concerned.
At noon the next day, the battalion commander telephoned to say that the: troops should step up preparations,
because fighting could begin that very night. This made the company commander and the political officer even
more worried. One’s brows knit into a knot, and the veins in the other’s forehead began throbbing. These two,
even in the midst of the most dangerous battle, had never been so upset. But the young girl was still there, saying:
“Good uncles, I know you’ve agreed to take me with you. When do we start?” She pointed to the machine
guns sitting nearby and continued:
“Rat-a-tat-a-tat, kill those American ‘salamis’!”
This made the two men want to laugh and cry at the same time. The company commander looked at his watch.
It was ticking so lightly and quickly that it seemed to be running away.
*
In the end, the company commander had to telephone battalion headquarters for instructions. The battalion
political officer weighed the situation for a long while before answering:
“About the problem of the Korean girl, don’t worry, just take good care of her. I will come over soon to take
care of the situation.”
And indeed, after a short while the battalion political officer showed up. He was a tall young man, very
friendly and likable. The company commander, and all the rest, rushed over and saluted him. The Korean girl was
a very intelligent child; she imitated everyone else and saluted too. The company headquarters was packed with
people.
“Is this the young girl you were talking about?” said the tall political officer, pointing at the girl. The company
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commander nodded.
“Yes, she’s the one, and she absolutely insists on going with us.”
The young girl saw that they were talking about her and she ran over to the senior political officer. As if she
were greeting her mother, she put her tousled head in his lap and grasped his belt in her two small hands. Then she
raised her head and pointed to the wound on her neck, her large eyes fastened on the tall officer. She started
talking about how she had been wounded by American bombers, how she had managed to run out of her burning
house. She went to find her father and saw him collapsed outside the ox shelter, the fodder he had been cooking
for the ox thrown to one side. She shook him. He didn’t respond. The bomb had killed him. She found her mother
in the kitchen. She had been in the midst of washing rice. The rice was scattered all over. The girl shook her
mother, but her mother didn’t respond. Her mother could never respond to her again. The girl went to find her big
brother. He was still holding the hempen rope he had been splicing, his face now a sheet of blood. She went looking for her sister-in-law, and found her still holding the new clothes she had been making for her. She had also
collapsed on the floor—dead. And thus out of her once beautiful family there remained only herself. She wept in
front of her parents, wept in front of her brother and sister-in-law, then finally dried her tears and came away.
While the interpreter, also a Korean, was translating to all assembled, big tears rolled down his cheeks. All
heads were lowered. The political officer’s eyes too were moist. He forced back his tears and sighed deeply. The
girl raised her head again and with her big eyes fixed upon the officer, continued to implore:
“Uncle, you absolutely must allow me to go with you. I must avenge my family! I can learn anything. I can
even sing Chinese songs. lf you don’t believe me, I’ll sing one for you.”
She glanced around at all the people in the room and started singing”
The east is red, the sun is rising,
From China has come forth Mao Tse-tung …

She sang on. The political officer suddenly reached out and hugged her to him, no longer able to keep his tears
from flowing. At this point the whole roomful of volunteer army comrades were weeping. Some turned their faces
away to wipe away their tears, and others were sniveling.
“Comrades!” the political officer said sternly to all present. “Would you say this child is lovable?” Was there
anyone who could say she wasn’t? The political officer continued:
“That’s right. This child is extremely lovable. She is just like the thousands and thousands of lovable children
of our own homeland. But this child has been so bitterly hurt by the enemy. If the American robbers battled their
way into our homeland, what would happen to those lovable children of our homeland?”
All were listening in silence. Those thousands and thousands of children of our homeland, in the cities, in the
countryside, wearing red neckerchiefs, or with no red neckerchiefs, like grain in a field whose boundaries cannot
be seen, all leaping and dancing about before everyone’s eyes.
All had their minds fixed on these images as they stared at the senior political officer, their eyes open wide. He
went on:
“But comrades! We will not allow those fortunate children of our homeland to become like this child. We must
make this child—make all of Korea’s thousands upon thousands of children—as happy as those of our homeland.
Isn’t that right?”
“Right!” said everyone with one voice.
“All right, comrades! It is for them that we are fighting. Tonight we start action. Have you finished polishing
the machine guns?”
“Yes, we have.”
“What about the 60mm howitzers?”
“Those are ready too.”
“Good. Now, comrades, when you fight, you must fight with all you’ve got, the more the better. You must pile
the corpses of those wild animals mountain-high and drain their blood like a river. They must all die on our battlefield.”
“But, what about the child?” the company commander interrupted to ask. The political officer replied:
“You have all done a wonderful job taking care of her. I want to commend you for it. Now, let her go with me,
I’ll think of something.” As he spoke, he took her hand and stood up.
When she saw that the tall officer was going to take her with him, she was so happy that she couldn’t stand
still, her smiling small face a flower in bloom. She said:
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“Good Uncle, let’s go. Even if you were taking me to the edge of the sky, I would still want to go.”
*
The mountain roads were filled with snow. The entire sky had been blown into a whirlwind of feathery whiteness. And it was cold! The tall political officer took off his overcoat and put it around the shoulders of the little
girl. At first, she wouldn’t wear it. It was only when he acted angry that she put it on. The overcoat dragged on the
ground, so she stumbled a bit as she walked, but she was truly happy. If they had walked by other people on the
road, she would surely have said with pride:
“Hey, look! I too am a part of the volunteer army!”
They arrived at battalion headquarters. The commander and his deputy were both there; only the assistant
political officer was absent. The tall officer made the introductions and the young girl bounded over to shake their
hands. The deputy commander’s eyes were very sharp. He immediately saw the wound on her neck and shouted:
“Hey, couriers, what are you doing? Run and get the medic to take care of this child’s wound.”
The tall political officer asked if all the combat preparations were complete. After making sure that everything
was ready, he chuckled lightheartedly and said:
“Well, what shall we do to welcome our young guest?” The commander patted the girl on the head and laughed
merrily, saying:
"Young lady, you are in luck! I just bought a small chicken. We were going to eat it to gain strength for action.
Now that you’ve come, it will be to welcome you.”
After the medic had cleansed the wound and applied some medicine, the courier carefully carried in the food.
The chicken was done to a turn and piping hot! The little girl was embarrassed to eat. She would only pick up a
tiny piece, causing the battalion commander to burst out laughing again:
“Ha, so you’re still being polite! To be a soldier you have to be able to eat, march, and fight. Come on!”
He picked up a fat, juicy chicken leg and placed it all glistening and dripping in her bowl.
How could she express the happiness that was in her heart on this day! By the time they’d finished eating, it
was getting late. The regimental courier brought in an order: they were to set off at eight o’clock that night. The
battalion commander whispered into the political officer’s ear:
“Well, what are we going to do, Old Liu? You plan to …” The political officer whispered back:
“A while ago, I told the assistant political officer to go and make arrangements for her.” And indeed, before he
left to visit the machine-gun company, he had told his assistant to make arrangements for the girl to stay in the
home of one of the local people.
Everyone was laughing and talking in the room when suddenly “weng—weng—weng,” enemy planes began
circling over the village. The brave little girl stood up and shouted:
“Uncles, lie down, lie down!” But these volunteer army uncles were all used to fighting American planes; no
one was afraid. Seeing that none of them moved, she went up, and pushing on them, forced them to lie down. She
loved those volunteer army uncles so much!
Just as the American planes were leaving, the assistant political officer came back, with several Korean people
following behind. Among them was a white-bearded old man bent over at the waist and also an old woman
holding a small padded jacket in her hands. As soon as the assistant political officer entered the room, he said
excitedly:
“Sir! Mission accomplished! All of these families are arguing over which of them will be allowed to take in the
girl.”
He patted the little girl on the head and squeezed her hand. The old woman hurriedly came forward to put the
padded jacket on the girl. The bent old man also pushed his way forward, waving his hands, saying:
“No, no, comrade, let her go with me.”
As soon as the young girl saw what was going on, she ran over to the senior political officer, and, so upset that
she was about to cry, said:
“Uncle, didn’t you say that I could go with you? Why do you want to send me away again?” The tall officer
and the commander said, almost in unison:
“Good child! We are going to fight right away.”
“But I left home to avenge my family!”
Ai! This really stumped all the people in the room. No one had thought that this young girl could be so strongwilled. At this point there suddenly came the sound of a woman’s voice from outside the door.
“Is this the battalion headquarters?” Presently a short-haired young woman in uniform with a bag over one
shoulder entered and said:
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“I am the Women’s League cadre for this area. I’ve come to take care of your food supplies.” The battalion
commander burst out laughing again and said:
"Terrific! You’ve come at just the right time. Our food supply has already been taken care of. But how about
seeing to the problem of our young friend here?”
Then he went out to check the preparations for setting off. After the woman cadre had heard the story, she put
her arms around the little girl, kissed her, and said tenderly:
“All right, you want to avenge your family, why don’t you come and work with our group.”
The political officer, taking advantage of this opportunity, said:
“That’s right. Working with them is fighting against the American devils too!” He acted as if he were angry,
saying, “And if you don’t obey, the next time I see you, I won’t talk to you!”
This time the little girl said slowly in a low voice:
“All right. I’ll do what Uncle says. But later on I still want you to take me to go fighting.”
The piercing fall-in bugle call sounded. The soldiers assembled and set off. During those last moments the
little girl ran up and shook hands with the battalion commander, the political officer, and many of the soldiers.
Even after the troops had marched far off into the distance, she still stood on a high slope calling in a loud, clear
voice:
“Goodbye uncles, goodbye uncles …”
150.128 Dragon-Eye Rice Gruel\fn{by Bo Yang aka Kuo Yi-Tung (1920- )} Kaifeng, Honan Province, China (M) 6
“Who is it?” I shouted.
Hsinchu. From the middle of November, the wind in this famous old town in Taiwan never ceases. All day and
all night a continuous roaring, whistling sound fills the ears. It seems just like the scene of an oil refinery which
has been bombed, with black grit constantly swirling around in dense clouds of smoke. From groves of trees
where the branches of trees shake till they brush against the ground, there comes the grating sound of leaves and
branches scraping against each other. The layer of dust covering the glass of the tightly closed windows gradually
increases day by day. The sun is like the eyes of someone who has just been knocked out: through the daze, it
manages, with effort, to open, but it lacks the strength to see the earth as clearly as it used to.
I knew Hsinchu fairly well. On the day that this story took place, I had already lived there for two full years.
Human nature is basically lazy. When I first accepted a friend’s invitation and came to teach at his school there, I
only intended to stay for one semester, but at the end of the semester, I was getting on well with my colleagues, I
liked my students, so I decided that I might as well stay on and continue teaching there. There was only one thing
I did not like about this ancient, placid town, and that was the fierce wind which inevitably blew every winter. I
would not say that my attitude to the wind had changed after living in Hsinchu for a long time, but one’s body
gets accustomed to any discomfort after a while. My method of coping with it was negative, as, apart from going
to school to teach, I totally closeted myself up in my room. It felt as if I were shut inside a submarine at the
bottom of the sea. Whenever I imagined that my walls were the hull of the boat, and just outside my door the
world was as turbulent as ever, I congratulated myself on my good fortune to be wrapped up in such a warm
room.
The day that Shih-ming came, we had just started our winter vacation. Though it was not yet six o’clock by the
time I had finished dinner, it was already getting dark, so, turning on the light, I settled down in a rattan chair with
its back to the door and started to read a book. I did not hear Shih-ming knock.
Someone who is accustomed to all the intricate customs and etiquette of living in a big city finds certain things
not quite right when he comes to the sort of simple, country place where I was living, so Shih-ming simply
pushed open the door himself. As the angry wind poured in, a burst of cold air stabbed me in the back, and the
painting of a man fishing on a deserted river which was hanging on the wall was lifted up and wrenched around.
When I looked over my shoulder, I saw someone's shadow.
“Who is it?” I shouted.
“A traveler from afar. A visitor from Taipei.”
“Shih-ming,” I said. On seeing my old friend again for the first time in a long time, I jumped up excitedly and
took his briefcase for him.
“Why didn’t you first write and tell me you were coming? You should have written me a letter. How come you
managed to get the time off? Aren’t you always extremely busy in your present job?”
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He took off his coat, settled down in the one comfortable chair in the room, and lit a cigarette. I noticed that his
face was pale. His cheeks were emaciated, as if someone had pared them with a knife, making his cheekbones
stand out prominently, and his eyes peered out vacantly from deeply sunken sockets, accentuating his haggard
look.
“Are you ill?” I asked.
“No,” he replied. “I’m just exhausted.”
“Well, of course you’re exhausted. If you become chairman of a great big hardware company when you’re
over forty, of course the work load is a bit of a strain. By the way, Shih-ming, you should get married. You can’t
tell me you can’t find a suitable partner.”
He did not answer me. He just shook his head to express his disagreement and then closed his eyes.
“What time did you get here?”
“This morning.”
“Oh? What was the business that brought you here for the day?”
“I came to attend a funeral,” he said hesitantly. I brought out the camp bed from the cupboard and said,
“You can sleep on my bed. You’re tired, so we’ll talk tomorrow. If you don’t mind the cold weather, you can
have a bath. I’ve just heated this big pot of water.”
He grunted his assent. As he stretched himself, yawning, the remainder of a cigarette fell from his mouth onto
the floor. He bent down, picked it up, and put it back in his mouth. Then he went into the bathroom.
While I was waiting for him to finish washing, I set up the camp bed and hung a mosquito net over it. In
theory, a windy place should have very few mosquitoes or even none at all, but Hsinchu seemed to be the sole
exception to this rule. In fact my house seemed to have become a veritable haven for mosquitoes, so I had to
check the net over carefully. When I had finished getting all this ready, I settled down in the rattan chair and
continued reading my novel.
Shih-ming’s bath must have helped him regain his composure, for when he came out wrapped in my
nightgown, he seemed to be in considerably better spirits. He sat down and combed his wet hair. Although the
light was not very bright I could see that almost a quarter of his hair had turned gray.
“Whose funeral was it?” I asked, encouraging him to go on.
“An old woman’s.”
“I never knew that you had a relative or friend like that.”
“She was my wife.”
I could not help laughing. A mouthful of tea gurgled in my throat. With an effort, I blew out my cheeks and
thus managed to prevent the tea spurting out, but as the boiling liquid passed down my throat, I cried out in pain.
It felt like I had just gulped down a mouthful of strong plum wine.
“Please don’t be like that,” Shih-ming said, looking serious. He put the comb down on the table. “Yung-en, if
you want our friendship to continue, please don’t make such an awful face.”
I have never seen him look so grave. I stared at him with my mouth wide open, and he clearly saw my
expression of shock, or maybe of stupefaction.
“It was like this,” he said with a sigh, lighting another cigarette. “I always concealed it from my friends, but
now she has peacefully passed on. As her soul floats around in space and she looks down on me, her husband, I
don’t know if she will shed a tear or not. Yung-en, you know where I came from, don’t you?”
“Honan, on the North China Plain.”
“That’s right, Honan. But do you know where I came from in my former life?”
“Shih-ming!”
“In my former life, I was born in Hsinchu and lived here until I died when I was twenty-five.”
“Why don’t you have a rest? You’re too exhausted.”
Sadly turning his head away to get out of the light, which, although not very bright, was shining straight onto
his face, he inhaled deeply from his cigarette. The room seemed exceptionally bleak. The wind was still howling
outside, and the windows shook ceaselessly.
“I remember everything very clearly,” he said in a low, deliberate voice. “Ever since I was young, I’ve always
dreamed easily, and in my dreams …”
*
“Yung-en, I forgot to tell you, right until I came to Taiwan, I didn’t know that the kuei-yuan fruit that we had
back home were also called dragon-eyes. Back home, kuei-yuan were kuei-yuan, and only people who came from
rich families or who were sick were able to eat them. At this point I should make it clear that I had never
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particularly liked kuei-yuan, and, although my family was fairly well off, the first time that I ate kuei-yuan was
when I was twenty years old. However, ever since I was young, I have often dreamed of eating dragon-eye rice
gruel.”
“Listen,” I said, “the sound of the wind is really loud. You should rest for a while.”
“You mustn’t think I’m talking rubbish. It’s really true. Ever since I was young, I’ve dreamed of eating dragoneye rice gruel. I can’t say exactly at what age I started having this dream. I just remember that when I was in the
fifth and sixth grades of junior school, I frequently dreamed that someone was inviting me to eat dragon-eye rice
gruel. As you probably know, dragon-eye rice gruel is a sweet gruel made from white sugar, kuei-yuan, and rice.
“At first, my dream was very hazy. All I knew was that, in the misty darkness, there was a bowl of food in
front of me, and I couldn’t help wolfing it down. Then I abruptly woke up, and there was still a clear taste on the
tip of my tongue.
“I once told this dream to my mother. ‘You’re a greedy child,’ Mother said. ‘When you don’t eat your fill
during the day, you dream up some strange story so that you eat during your sleep. It’s sweet? And not thick? And
what else? What on earth is this thing you’re talking about?’ At the time, I didn’t know it was called dragon-eye
rice gruel, so there was no way I could answer. However, the day after Mother laughed at me, in my dream I
indistinctly heard a voice saying, ‘The dragon-eye rice gruel is ready. Come and eat it!’
“That was the first time I had heard the words ‘dragon-eye rice gruel,’ but they stayed deeply etched in my
mind, and as I grew older, they became clearer. The voice seemed to be coming from a hazy, stretched-out hand
whose fingers were not clear. I could tell it was a female voice, but I still couldn’t see anything. Ever since that
time, although I didn’t know what dragon-eyes were, I knew what dragon-eye rice gruel was.
“Nobody could understand why I kept on having that dream. My mother soon stopped laughing at me. Many
times she herself heard me making the sound of eating gruel while I was sleeping. She thought that I must have
fallen into the clutches of some evil spirit, but, in every other respect, I was perfectly normal. At school, I always
got good grades on my exams, and I was as strong as a train engine. But every now and again, I dreamed that that
woman was calling, ‘The dragon-eye rice gruel is ready. Come and eat it!’ and the sound of her voice got more
pathetic each time.
“Doctors could find nothing wrong with me. Mother specially went to Mount Sung and invited a famous Taoist
priest to our house. He came furtively for fear the evil spirit would get wind of his arrival and leave. At noon that
day, my family put up a thirty-foot-high Taoist awning. When the sun had just set behind the mountains, at just the
time when ghosts and spirits come out, the priest mounted the rostrum and, holding a peach-wood sword in his
hand, performed his magic ritual while I sat on yellow parchment paper inscribed with magic spells. I remember
that he shouted out the following words: ‘Lord of Heaven, quickly obey this order. Ai Shih-ming, first son of the
Ai family, had no quarrel with you in his former life and has no quarrel with you in this life. Return to your cave
before the third quarter of the first watch tonight. If you exceed the time limit, you will be beaten with this seal,
which was given by his holiness, the Master of Heaven. Let this order be widely known.’ After each incantation of
the curse, he swished his peach-wood sword through the air above where I was sitting.”
I gave Shih-ming another cigarette. He lit it, coughed several times, drank a mouthful of tea, coughed several
times more, and then closed his eyes.
“I’ve probably caught a cold,” he said, and then paused a moment before continuing. “I stood at her graves
side for a long time. She didn’t have any children, and she had no property, so there were just a few nephews and
nieces from her clan and six coffin bearers attending her funeral. After she was buried, they all left. As I looked at
the pile of earth, I knew that she would be at rest forever. Her coffin lies next to mine in the Nine Springs
Paradise. The strong wind drowned the sound of my shouting, but I knew that she could hear me calling her name.
I let her down. I am a worthless coward. She must be standing anxiously on the edge of a cloud, waiting for her
dearest husband to come and join her, but now she must have discovered that her husband is still peacefully living
on this earth, and those vows of devotion were as meaningful as a puff of smoke. I don’t know if she is happy or
is weeping in her grief.”
“Shih-ming,” I said, “you’ve got a high fever, and you’re talking crazily.”
I stood up.
“Why don’t you go to bed and get some sleep? We can continue talking tomorrow.”
“You think I’m talking crazily? Well, I’m not. Wait till I finish telling you, and then you’ll find that I’m
completely normal except for the unbearable grief tearing at my heart. And how could there be no grief? When a
devoted, loving couple are prized apart by death, what do they leave behind? In the land of the dead, there is some
intangible blur. But people who are still alive think that they can prolong their marriages into the next life.
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Heaven, you gave us love. Why did you have to give us hatred as well? Why did you have to give us the
bitterness of separation?
“Let me go back to the Taoist priest. He went on skipping and jumping about till the middle of the night before
he stopped. The next day, he left, but he didn’t manage to stop my dreams. I gradually started to take note of when
I had them, and I discovered that I always dreamed of eating dragon-eye rice gruel on the fifteenth day of each
month of the lunar calendar.”
“You went crazy every full moon!” I said in surprise.
Shih-ming gave a listless laugh and then stared at me with wide-open eyes as he tapped his cigarette with the
tip of his finger.
“No,” he said, “I didn’t go crazy. I just dreamed about dragon-eye rice gruel, that’s all. You needn’t be afraid.
Even if I had gone crazy every full moon, I wouldn’t harm you today. Although today is exactly the middle of the
lunar month, there is no moon in the sky, is there?”
“I didn’t mean it like that,” I said with difficulty.
“All these years, I’ve regularly had that dream, but it gradually became part of my life, and I didn’t think of it
as any trouble. Nobody, however, knew my secret except the people in my family. We are old friends, but I never
told you, as I considered there was no need to. Judging from your reaction just now, I reckon I was right not to tell
you.
“My dreams, however, became more and more intricate. They were no longer the hazy blur that they had used
to be. In front of my eyes, there appeared an old town that I had never seen before, but my feet seemed to know
exactly where they were going, as if I were returning to my home after just a couple of days’ absence. I stopped in
front of a gateway with peeling yellow paint and then went in without the slightest hesitation. Inside the house,
everything was dark and empty. There was just a table, and on this table was placed a bowl of steaming-hot
dragon-eye rice gruel.”
I listened, staring incredulously.
“Afterwards, every time I had the dream,” he said, “I always walked along those streets as I went to eat the
dragon-eye rice gruel, and gradually even after I had woken up, I was completely familiar with the streets. I never
saw anyone, but when I heard that voice, which seemed to be choked with tears, calling, ‘The dragon-eye rice
gruel is ready. Come and eat it!’ I groped out for it in my dream.
“I don’t know if other people are the same, but I tend to become one with my dreams. Every time the lunar
calendar showed it was the fifteenth of the month, I always went to bed early and had a good, peaceful sleep.
Yung-en, in the end, what is reality? What is imagination? When I woke up the next day, there was always the
taste of dragon-eye rice gruel left in my mouth. It made me wonder, is my dream in fact real life? Is my everyday
life just a dream?”
“Shih-ming, have you been to the hospital for a checkup? Maybe you’re suffering from a nervous disorder.”
“I wish I were, but I’m not. I’m in perfect health, and my job is going very well too. In telling you about this
matter, I’ve compressed all that happened in about thirty years into a few minutes, so naturally you got the
impression that it took over my life completely. In fact, it didn’t cause me any particular trouble. On the contrary,
it seemed to put my soul at rest, as every so often I could get a really good night’s rest. Later on, when Mother
passed away and I came to Taiwan, that dream took me back to my childhood. People’s memories are always
rather poor. Only the luckiest of people remember much about their childhood. Most people totally forget
everything they saw, heard, and experienced in that lovely, golden era. But I can always remember the Taoist
priest with his Taoist robes and boots as he ludicrously and energetically jumped up and down on his rostrum like
a monkey, and the image which this gives me gets clearer the older I get. Every time I return to my childhood, I
linger in my home village beside the choppy waters of the Yellow River, and I imagine myself once more as a
child sitting on the yellow parchment paper inscribed with magic spells and waiting for the peach-wood sword to
come slicing down.”
“You still have your dream now?”
“No, I don’t,” he said.
“When did it stop?”
“Yesterday!”
“How did it stop? Was it sudden? Or did you have some sort of premonition it was going to stop?”=
Shih-ming took a long, deep breath. Then he slowly threw the cigarette between his fingers into the ashtray
and poured a little tea onto it. The remaining glow in the cigarette butt went out with a hissing sound, and the tiny
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wisp of smoke whose source was now extinguished threaded its way upwards until it dispersed at the level of our
heads. The evening was getting chilly, and the wind still shook the windows.
I filled up the teacups from the thermos flask.
“You could say it stopped suddenly, but then you could also say it didn’t,” he said slowly. “I used to think that I
would always have that dream, but then I never imagined … oh, Yung-en, I could never have guessed what would
happen. It was the autumn of my fifth year in Taiwan. I had already been promoted to my current position. In
order to buy a load of scrap iron, I came to Hsinchu. It was the first time since I had come to Taiwan that I left
Taipei, so of course it was also the first time that I had been to Hsinchu. It was getting dark as I got off the bus and
went to look for a nearby hotel to stay in.
“I remember it exceptionally clearly. Early the next morning when I was going out to get some breakfast, I
noticed the calendar in the hallway had the words ‘Fifteenth Day of the Lunar Month’ clearly printed on it. I
smiled but took no particular notice. In the past, I had dreamed that lovely dream on a train, on a ship, in a hotel,
and even in the deserted countryside, so I didn’t regard it as anything out of the ordinary anymore. However,
when I walked out of the hotel, before I had gone very far, I suddenly realized that at some time in the past I had
already been to the place I was now in.”
*
“You’d been there?” I asked blankly.
He held his teacup with both hands and gazed at the dark window as if he wanted to escape through it to the
world outside.
“Of course I hadn’t,” he said. “That was the first time in my life that I had been to Hsinchu. Hsinchu is a
beautiful name which I had heard of long before, and I knew that it was a town famed throughout the land for its
wind, but I had never imagined that I would actually come here myself. I suppose no one can control his fate, nor
can he choose the places he is fated to go to. So I had finally come to Hsinchu. As I started out of the front door of
the hotel hoping to find a stall selling bean-curd milk or a shop where I could get some breakfast, I suddenly
discovered that the roads of Hsinchu, which should have been totally strange to me, were completely familiar.
“Yung-en, I immediately asserted that I really had at some time or other been there. Without the least doubt I
had been there, otherwise how could everything be so familiar? But when had I been there? After the first
crossroads, there would be a stone lion in front of me. Correct. And then after the stone lion, there would be a
half-collapsed ceremonial arch and a great, big banyan tree. Correct. In front I should make a turn. Correct.
“Then I suddenly realized. It was in the dream that I had been there! So the town in the dream was Hsinchu,
and I was now in the scene of my dream.”
“Shih-ming!” I said haltingly.
“You needn’t worry. This all happened three years ago. I forgot about having breakfast. With my curiosity
driving me onward, I followed the route in my memory and then, just as in the dream, I saw the yellow-painted
front gate.”
“Then the gate really existed!” I interjected.
“Yes,” he continued. “The gate was exactly the same as I had seen it in my dream. I involuntarily paused and
even started to get frightened. The gate was tightly closed, and the step in front of it was covered with fallen
leaves. Dust filled the places where the paint had peeled away, and a spider was crawling along a fine thread
hanging down from the lintel. I couldn’t decide what I should do. Several times I almost turned around and went
back, but I knew that that was impossible. A thirty-year-old mystery was about to be solved, and even if the
danger threatening me had been greater, I would still have gone on. After hesitating for a long time, I knocked at
the gate.
“A gray-haired old woman opened it. She didn’t use a stick, but coming out to open the gate was enough to
make her tired and short of breath. She was very thin and haggard. Her clothes were both tattered and dirty, the
result of many years of poverty. Not waiting for her to ask what I was doing, I walked in, and she followed along
behind me. Inside, there was a small yard which was overgrown with weeds interspersed here and there with piles
of stone. Past the yard, there was a very old, broken-down house. It was built in the old Chinese village style, of
blackened red bricks, which were covered with moss. It was impossible to tell how old the building was. The old
woman was rather startled by the arrival of her unexpected guest, and after I walked into the house, she stood by
the door as if glued there like a piece of paper.
“Just then, I noticed something. Hanging on the wall was an enlarged photograph of a good-looking young
man. He was wearing clothes fashionable in the first years of the Republic, in the early twentieth century, with a
high collar and buttons made of cloth, but these did not make him any less handsome. The photograph, however,
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was yellowing, and one corner had already turned white. On the table below this picture a bowl of steaming-hot
dragon-eye rice gruel was ritually placed.”
I asked Shih-ming why he did not ask the old woman any questions, but he cut me short with a wave of his
hand.
“Of course I wanted to ask her questions, but to make her willing to talk was not that simple. Thinking quickly,
I pulled out my accounts book and told her I was a new census officer from the county government. I said I had
come to pay a visit and ask her for her help. She believed me. After talking for a while about other unrelated
matters, I asked her who the man in the picture was.
“‘My husband,’ she answered.
“‘Where is he now?’ I asked.
“‘He’s dead,’ she answered. ‘He died of consumption when he was twenty-five. That was forty-one years ago.’
“Yung-en, her words sent a cold shiver through me. That year I was forty-one years old. Next I asked the old
woman,
“‘Is the offering you have made dragon-eye gruel?’
“My words brought a spark of life back to her tired-out old eyes, and poured a little energy into her body,
which looked frail enough to fall apart if you touched it. She slowly walked up to the table and then looked up at
the young man with the tenderness of a young girl. With a gentle voice, she answered me,
“‘Yes, sir. When he was alive, he loved dragon-eye rice gruel, and because his lungs were not good, he had to
eat it every day. I remember the day he died. As his head lay on my arm, I held him up with one arm and fed him
dragon-eye rice gruel with the other. My tears splashed into the spoon. He lifted his face up and smiled at me.
Then he closed his eyes and passed away.’
“As the old lady supported herself with her withered hand on the offering table, the only thing in the room that
could still be called clean, the loose outer layer of skin of her hand trembled slightly. I guessed that in her mind
she had already returned to the time she was a young woman.
“‘At that time,’ she continued, ‘I was just twenty-one, and we had been married for only four years. Sir, I can
assure you that there’s not a husband and wife on earth who love each other as much as we did. I got a fright
every time he coughed, but then he died. It was because Heaven envied us. I vowed never to get married again, so
I have stayed a widow for the rest of my life. After I die, he will be waiting for me, and we will become husband
and wife again in our next lives. You know, sir, I graduated from a teachers’ training college, so after he died, I
supported myself by teaching at a junior school. My pay as a teacher never let me live comfortably, and I was
finally too old to teach, but I’ve no complaints. I’ve kept this three-roomed, broken-down old house that was
given to us by our forefathers, and I feel content so long as I can make an offering of the dragon-eye rice gruel
that he loved so much every fifteenth of the month.’
“While she was talking, I noticed another photograph. It was a picture of the two of them together. The young
girl was smiling radiantly. Her hair was in the style that was fashionable at the time, with a fringe that fell lightly
over her forehead. She was more than just good-looking. She was enchanting, but in just forty-one years this
beautiful young girl had turned into a pathetic old woman.
“I was about to say good-bye and stumble out when I suddenly realized that I was that young man. Originally
we were that loving couple, and I had died in her arms. I had let her down.
“Afterwards, I thought about sending her some money to help her live out her old age a little more comfortably, but I couldn’t think of an excuse to do it, so I kept on putting it off. The day before yesterday, which was the
fifteenth of the month, I didn’t have the dream, so I knew that something had happened. I immediately hurried to
Hsinchu, and indeed, she had died. She had died while standing by the side of her stove, and on the stove a pot of
dragon-eye rice gruel was about to come to the boil.”
*
“Yung-en,” he said, “I’m really exhausted.”
I did not know what to say to comfort him. I pulled him up from his chair and helped him onto the bed, where
he buried his head in the pillow like a helpless orphan. I secured the mosquito net. Outside, the storm was still
raging. As the wind blew past the electric lines, it emitted an anguished whistling sound, giving one a lonely
feeling of homelessness. I stared at the light, but it could tell me nothing. My mind was blank. I was just nostalgic
for my old hometown, which I had left so long ago. In my hometown, I had an elder sister. I switched off the light
and groped my way to lie down on the camp bed. My head was heavy, as if there were a sandbag pressing down
on it.
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72.102 Little World Of Joys And Sorrows\fn{by P’an Jen-mu (1920- )} Liaoning Province, Manchuria, China (F)
6
Somebody has said that worry comes with life. It may seem strange that, somehow, a lot of people tend to
forget they have come into the world with this heavy burden. Instead they find something to be happy about
however adverse the circumstances or cruel and ruthless the heart of man. Such people are triply blessed, though
it is no bed of roses to be married to one of the fraternity. You are then expected to take up that burden and shoulder it, for after all there is no storehouse in either Heaven or Hell where you can deposit the extra load.
When we moved from a compound into this school-owned house, the whole family was drowned in a wave of
happiness for the first days. We felt overjoyed just to think that we would be here today, tomorrow, and in the
innumerable days thereafter. Little Wen-wen would rise very early each morning, pull the light green window
curtain halfway open and then pull it back; she wanted merely to listen to the little wheels as they glided gently
over the curtain rod as though that was the way to confirm and underscore her pleasure in the new dwelling. There
were times when all three children wanted to do it, and a quarrel would ensue, but the bickering would soon blow
over, and all three would crowd to the window to look at the “view.” There was not much to look at actually, it
being confined to two banian trees and one tiny plot of grass. On fine days, the sun would brighten them, and on
wet days the rain drops would tint them a deeper green.
But, however homely the landscape, not a single day passed but the children would wrangle about pulling the
curtain or looking at the view. It was not difficult to understand their enthusiasm: we had never had any curtains
in our house before, or a world, however small, that we could call our own.
To arrange this little world of ours and to beautify it became the greatest pleasure shared by the father and the
three children. The first thing they did was to weed and fill in the little yard with new earth. Wu Tsung-fu, the
father, would ask immediately upon his return from school:
“Where is that pair of trousers of mine with dirt on them?”
He would change and go into the yard, and so would the children directly after they threw down their satchels.
The yard would then be tilled with excitement, with pattering feet and boisterous laughter. It was as though a
bunch of wild ponies had invaded our home. As the children had to go to school every day in clean clothes and
could not sport dirt-besmeared pants, they would improvise, every time my eyes were averted, by rubbing some
mud onto their clothing. In this way they could feel they had something that their father had, and that it served as
an index to show how busy and how happy they were. Each time the father, leaning on the hoe, was gasping to
regain his breath, the children would wheedle him for some stories.
“Wait till I clean my glasses,” the father might hedge, though what he actually wanted was to wipe away his
petspiration, for the only thing he had on him that would do for this purpose was the piece of fialmel for the
glasses. He never remembered to put a handkerchief in his pocket.
The perspiration wiped away, he might say, “What anm I going to tell you? A short one?”
Then he would answer himself:
“I’ll tell you a story about pigeons. Long, long ago, when I was in grade school, I had three classmates who
were brothers. They were numbers seven, eight, and nine in their family. One day Old\fn{ A note reads: “Old” is not
always intended as a designation of age either among children. or adults, but just a familiar form of address. Giving children numbers (in
addition to their regular names) is not so much in the interests of efficiency but to indicate precedence, a very important factor in the
Chinese family system.} Nine saw a pigeon flying outside the classroom, and he shouted:

“‘Brothers Eight and Seven, look at the pigeon!’”
“And then?”
“Well, afterwards one of them went soldiering, another became a doctor, and the third an actor.”
“I mean what happened later on in your story.”
“I’ve not met them for tens of years, so how am I to know what Old Nine might have said again later on?”
“Come on now, Daddy. You’re cheating, and that’s no story at all,” said Wen-wen, her mouth puckering. She
mimicked her father, “Brothers Eight and Seven, look at the pigeon.”
The other two children took up the line and the story somehow seemed to transform itself into something truly
meaningful. They appeared to be able to gain a glimpse into the childhood of their father, who an adult now, was
always so kind and amiable, and who was even then standing before them, a broad grin on his face.
As we had just moved into a new house, his colleagues at the school would drop in on us from time to time.
Every time he heard the doorbell, Tsung-fu ,would throw down the hoe, scamper into the house, and change into a
clean pair of pants. It was both awkward and ludicrous the way he hurried. What made it the more ludicrous was
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that the doorbell did not always mean a visitor. More often it was the children who, seeing how absorbed their
father was in his work, wanted to have some fun and provide some relief from the monotony by surreptitiously
going to the door and pressing the bell. Their father was tricked every time, and when he finally discovered the
jest, he would still, amidst the laughter, say seriously, “I thought it might be Old Wang.” And the children would
be beside themselves with glee. People might think such antics to be excessively democratic, bordering on the
lawless, but Tsung-fu never felt irritated. He had great confidence in the children’s love and respect for him. As
long as the pranks did not go beyond certain bounds and nobody was hurt by it, why should we be so very strict
within our little world? The material aspect of life was pretty bad in the home of a poorly paid schoolteacher, and
there was no reason why we should not have a tiny bit of luxury in our sentiments.
Poorly paid as he was, Tsung-fu was heartily devoted to his work, and believed in it. This ardent love and faith
gave us courage to face life, and occasionally brought us a great deal of warmth and pleasure. On the other hand,
though, I would become inexpressibly saddened just by looking at the scroll of calligraphy which Tsung-fu had
penned with this inscription:
It is a happiness to teach the teachable of the world.

Where, I asked myself, was the happiness? The hands of other people’s wives were made for amusement or
work, but the hands of a schoolteacher’s wife must be used in work and in wiping away tears.
Tsung-fu was not a pretentious man. He made all those he loved unwilling to shake his faith in his chosen
career. It was just like a snow-white ball in your hand which you are reluctant to throw into the dyeing vat, even
though you know a red ball may well fetch better prices.
Not only did he believe firmly in the sacredness of educational work; he fervently wanted other people to
pursue the same profession.
“You’re graduating soon, Li Wei-han. Have you decided what department to enter in college? My advice is for
you to enter the education department. Nothing suits your talents better than a future career in education. And the
work has its rewards and attractions. It’s like growing flowers; you’ll see the red, the white, the fragrant, and the
gorgeous. Won’t that be something?”
He always carefully preserved every small memento his pupils had given him. If a former pupil who was
launched on a career came to see him, he would triumphantly bring out the little keepsakes and exclaim:
“Look—as if it were just yesterday!”
It might be merely a pressed butterfly, a New Year’s card, the wooden stand of a table lamp that refused to
admit electricity, a hand-carved penholder in a frightfully ugly shape, etc., etc., all packed brimful into the
drawers of our miniature closet. He would show them to any visitor who exhibited the least inclination, and
apologize—“Well, I suppose I really must have a big case with a stand,”—as though he had more wonderful,
more valuable things without a place to display them. Once, a pupil of his learned we were troubled with mice
and came with a mousetrap of his own making, and Tsung-fu was moved to praise the boy to anyone who would
listen—it was as though he had, single-handedly, constructed an atomic reactor. Each time he got wearied with
planting flowers, he might be led to dwell on that exceptional contraption.
“What do you think of Chang Wei-p’ing’s brains, Chian-jan?”
“You mean the boy who made the mousetrap? He’s smart all right. It got a big one the first night.”
“He’s surely better than all right, my dear. He’s—he’s brilliant! Why, I wouldn’t be surprised if someday he
invents a gadget called a flower-planting machine.”
“I’ve no doubt about it. After all, I hear they’ve come up with a sowing machine. A little modification, a little
adjustment, and there you are.”
“What do you mean, a sowing machine? That’s not what I’m I talking about at all. I meant a device that you
leave in the yard overnight, which will have weeded the flower beds, watered them, and collected and burned all
the insects by morning. All we flower lovers need tp do then is to see that it’s functioning properly.”
“That may be a great convenience, but it won’t suit you at all.”
“Why?”
“Well, if you don’t even have to water the flowers, where would you get your pants muddy?”
“I’ll be more careful from now on,” he smiled ruefully at me. Not that I resented his dirtying his clothes, of
course. What I had in my mind was that it was about time to get him a new suit, preferably in steel gray, and his
shoes were certainly a sight. The Mid-autumn Festival was around the corner, so to speak, and the New Year’s
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following hot on its heels, but I could see no way to save enough from his meagre pay for my wish. The feeling of
helpless frustration vented itself on the precious pants.
It had been quite hot those days. Seeing how I drudged washing the clothes, he had scruples about wearing his
flower-planting trousers, so freshly laundered. He thus found himself one evening going to the neighborhood
theater at the children’s request. He had never been much of a movie fan, for he could never remember the names
of the stars, not even the titles of the pictures. It so happened this time he saw a man at the theater entrance
vending Chinese orchids, and he became suddenly enamored. He knew that one does not have to get close to the
earth in order to raise orchids, and that one’s pants will therefore not be stained with mud. He emptied his pockets
and collected all the spare money he had on him, NT$30, which he spent on one of the cheapest ones. The
children had grown restive while he made his purchase, so he just herded them into the theater without bothering
too much about the kind of movie that was being offered. Troubles started as soon as the feature started. He had
come for three reasons: the theater was close to home, the admission charge was low, and the picture, entitled
Mirrror for Young Women, should be very edifying.
As it turned out, however, the third reason was a dreadful mistake: the picture was all about how a baby is
made and delivered. As it was too late to leave and he could not in all conscience let the children see something a
great deal more explicit than birds and bees, he took the only alternative and would, every time the action got
“hot,” order the children to crouch down. The children were quite obedient—up to a point. From time to time one
head would pop up to be pressed down again, and then another, and another, as if he were trying to press several
bobbing apples down into the water with one hand, for he had only one free hand to do this with, the other being
occupied holding the orchid pot. So, when the picture was finally over, he was perspiring so profusely that he was
dripping through and through. It became a family joke for a long time afterwards.
But he did gain something from that experience at the movies: he determined to raise orchids. As we could not
afford a glass-roofed shed needed for the purpose, he nailed a plank to the outside ledge of the window and placed
a pan of water on it. He then hung the orchid pot within the range of the water. Looked at from inside the window,
the orchid could be seen gently swinging under the eaves in its full and sumptuous glory of glossy green leaves
and delicate flowers of light purple. For this “rare,” certainly “lone” orchid, Tsung-fu joined the Chinese
Horticultural Society, the Orchid-lovers of China, the Taiwan Association for Agricultural Improvement, and a
host of other civilian organizations; he dutifully attended all the meetings and inspection tours—except once,
when it involved a NT$50-a-plate dinner.
As chance would have it, a former colleague of Tsung-fu’s who used to live in our present house and who had
since gone into the government, had become sufficiently well off to afford a side interest. in orchids. My husband
learned that the man raised a lot of the plants in his spare time, and that he had become quite an expert. To benefit
from the man’s knowledge, we went to call on him. It must have been a couple of days before the Mid-Autumn
Festival, when the streets were full of people running around sending gifts. The man, named Hsiao, used to teach
English and was now working in an agency which had something to do with jurisdiction over businessmen. One
could sense the presence of affluence as soon as one stepped into the courtyard, and the magnificent display of
flowers forced one to see the presumptuousness of our coming at all. The conservatory, all of glass and measuring approximately one thousand square feet, was filled to overflowing with orchids, orchids that were
suspended in mid-air, hooked on the columns, and arranged on long stands. There was a motor sprinkler that kept
the structure in a constant mist of vaporous water. Tsung-fu manifested his studious disposition by posing
questions as to how they should be watered and transplanted. Looking at the variety called “slippers,” I could not
help anxiously noticing Tsung-fu’s worn-out shoes. Would people not think it incongruous that, down in the heels
as he was, he was showing such enthusiasm in a luxury item such as orchid raising?
The host was, however, all courteous solicitude. After the inspection was over, he insisted on inviting us into
the living room for tea. When we all sat down, Mr. Hsiao asked about the school, and in his expression one could
detect a smirk of self-satisfaction at his having the luck to escape from a treadmill. Now Tsung-fu was never one
to stand idly by while anyone said anything disparaging about the teaching profession, and he rose to the occasion
to engage in a heated argument with the host. In his excitement, he crossed one leg upon the other, and rocked as
though he was beating time, so that the host could have a very clear view of the big hole in the sole of his shoe.
“It’s about time to give Mr. Hsiao a little rest, my dear,” I said, signaling him with my eyes to put his foot
down. But it was useless. He merely asked:
“You want to have your noon nap now, Old Hsiao?”
The ex-colleague was hospitably dutiful.
“No, no. It’s not everyday one has a chance to talk with old friends. Please stay.”
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So Tsung-fu stayed, talked on, and blissfully showed off his worn-out shoes—he was not content to expose just
one, but had to stick out each alternately.
While they were talking, a servant came in with several packages and a card. I saw Mr. Hsiao take out his
wallet, count off forty dollars, and say, “Give this to Manager Cheng’s man.” Turning to Tsung-fu, he then
declared:
“You know the man who sent these gifts. Guess who.”
“I don’t have the faintest idea.”
“Have you forgotten the young man named Cheng Kuo-liang? He was a problem pupil then. I caught him
reading comics in my English class, and when I punished him by having him stand at his desk, he was defiant and
used some abusive words. I demanded that the dean of students have him expelled. It was you who did all you
could to get him off with a demerit. That’s the one.”
“Ah, so that’s the boy and he’s turned out all right, eh? I still have his written apology.”
“He’s now the owner of a tailor’s shop, has other business interests and is going to open a new drugstore.
That’s why he often comes to me to talk about exports and imports.”
“How’s he now: still small and thin? Is he married?”
“I certainly wouldn’t call him fat, but I hear he’s now the father of three. How time flies!”
“Three is a proper number.”
“I remember the last time he was here he asked me if you were still teaching at the old school. He meant to call
you up.”
On our way home his gait was light-hearted, and there was no missing the expression of gratification on his
face. It looked as though he had just emerged from a pleasurable bath in some hot spring.
“Chuan-jan,” he called to me. “Many people set the hierarchy of the various walks of life in accordance with
the amount of remuneration each of them carries. But see how rewarding the teaching profession is, though quite
low in tenns of its pay. A bad boy and he turns out well.”
“If it’s rewarding, the reward is pretty shopworn by now. If you’ve said it once, you’ve said it one hundred
times.”
“Next time that boy Cheng Kuo-liang comes, cook a pork butt for him. I remember he wrote in one of his
themes how he quarreled with his brother over a dish of braised pork butt.”
“I’ve something to say, Tsung-fu, which I hope won’t offend you.”
“Go ahead.”
“If I had money to treat others to braised pork butt, I’d save it to get you a pair of new shoes, so that you would
not disgrace yourself.”
“Aiya,\fn{A note reads: “Aiya” is an exclamatory expression which frequently punctuates an animateed conversation in Chinese. Its
meaning varies with the context, ranging from a serious “alas” to a playful “oh” as here .} Chuan-jan, why bother about such
trifles? So that’s why you sat on the sofa like an ant on a hot stove, huh? Do you think people can see the sole of
my shoe?”
“More than that, too. Both of them. I was so ashamed and I wanted to find a hole in the ground to crawl in.”
“You women are like that, finicky and easily disturbed. How could Old Hsiao laugh at me, he who’s been poor
like me, too? Don’t you worry. I’ll manage to get the shoes.”
“It matters little if I and the children have to put up with deprivation at home, Tsung-fu, but since you’ve to be
with people outside the house, you should dress more decently. Let’s not spend money unless it’s absolutely
necessary.”
I was trying to hint, of course, that he should not engross himself too much in orchids. Orchid-raising is after
all an expensive indulgence for the rich only. If he should become really serious about it, the family might likely
have to go in tatters.
For quite some time, he did not buy more orchids. Instead, there was a sort of mystifying air about him as
though he was secretly up to something. He was the kind of man who never carries much money on his person,
but now he seemed to be trying to save every penny from his scant allowance. He used to go to the barber’s once
every four weeks, thus saving ten dollars each month. I once gave him some money for striped cloth to make him
a pair of pajamas, but he put the errand off longer and longer. Each night after the light was turned off, he would
lie in bed on his side facing the window to look at the orchid leaves in the moonlight. I could distinctly see the
pajamas he had on, mended and patched, patched and mended, and my heart grieved at the sight. To see the gently
vibrating orchid leaves then, one felt they were not being wafted by the breeze, but by the sighs of the moon.
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The Lunar New Year\fn{A note reads: The Lunar New Year is the biggest festival in China, an occasion which goes on for days of
feasting, fine clothes, visiting of friends, gift-giving, etc .}came. As the year-end bonus had been abolished that year, the
family felt the extra pinch. The children withdrew the money they received as presents for the last New Year to
get a new pair of pants each, and were allowed to spend the remainder as they pleased. On the day of New Year’s
Eve, the three of them put their heads together on how they were going to celebrate the festival. Since we salted
no meats, nor bought any firecrackers, there was nothing at all around the house remotely suggestive of the
occasion. When evening came, Tsung-fu seemed to be abnormally thoughtful.
My speculation was that he was thinking about how he could buy some orchids to deck out the New Year in
some befitting fashion, or how he could raise orchids without impinging on the family economy. Obviously, he
was unable to reach any conclusion.
The children thought their father was unhappy because he had been trying to save for a pair of new shoes, but
had failed to make it.
After the New Year’s Eve dinner, the houses round about were all brightly lighted up, though the streets were
deserted. The stores were closed down, the street-hawkers had gone home, and nobody was about sending gifts.
All we could hear was the crackling of firecrackers far and near like the popping of corn. Lying in bed, Tsung-fu
listened listlessly to the radio. I tried to put his closet in order, for he had said there was a bundle of student
themes which he wanted to leaf through. The smell of the dinner that had been eaten still lingered, and the quiet
was such that I could hear the drip, drip of the kitchen tap, which had not been turned back tightly enough.
Suddenly, the stillness was shattered by the door bell, which started ringing with urgency. I could then hear
Little Wen-wen pattering out and calling, “Hurry in here, Sister.” Immediately the two rushed in, breathless and
panting, each holding a beautifully tied package and shouting, “Daddy, daddy, somebody’s here to give you these
presents.”
Tsung-fu jumped up, turned off the radio, and, his face brightening, began to fumble in his pockets for
something.
“Who is it?” he found time to ask Wen-wen.
“I forgot to ask, Daddy.”
“Go and find out. See if it isn’t from Manager Cheng.”
A mysterious smile on their faces, Wen-wen and her sister ran out again. I opened the house door, only to see
our son lurking in the shadow outside the gate. Wen-wen was whispering:
“Daddy asked if you’re from Manager Cheng, Brother.”
“You stupid girl! Just say yes.”
They ran back. “Yes, Daddy. It’s a man from Manager Cheng.”
“Come in quickly then. Daddy wants to say something to you.”
Wen-wen came in and their father, with evident complacency and satisfaction, counted out forty dollars from
his wallet.
“Go give it to Manager Cheng’s man.”
“Yes. sir.”
Before she finished the words, Wen-wen’s little legs had carried her out of the house. She handed the money to
her brother and started discussing how they were going to share the loot.
It had become quite customary for the children to play practical jokes on their father, and this custom now
placed me in a big predicament. It had never occurred to me that he could be trying to save for such a purpose, or
that his unusual thoughtfulness had been motivated by such a cause. Reflecting on his countenance that had so
suddenly brightened, and on the days of his long and unkempt hair, and realizing, meanwhile, the feeling of
pleasure and gratification which must have been welling up in him when he took out the gratuity, I was overhelmed with a sense of impending calamity, for his joy must be dashed as soon as he opened those packages. I
could imagine that all that would be found in them would be either rocks, or lumps of wood, or dead twigs. To
gain time for some sort of remedy, I resolutely took emergency measures. I pulled off the lever on the switchbox,
and the house was plunged in darkness.
“What’s the matter? Why are the lights gone?”
“Perhaps some neighbor used a hot plate, and blew the fuse.” I groped in the dark for the packages, brought
them inside, and covered them over with a blanket.
“I’ll go and see what I can do. It’s ghastly to have no lights on New Year’s Eve. Where are the children? I’m
going to take them to shoot off firecrackers. We’ll celebrate, lights or no lights.”
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The yard was at once wrapped in a festive air. Feet began pattering ecstatically, the street door banged open,
and they swooshed out and back with a string of firecrackers, which they hung on the banian tree.
“Go fetch Mommy to watch me set off the firecrackers!”
When the boy came in, I was sitting in a chair deeply perplexed. I wanted to cry, though I could think of no
good reason to do that, and my tears kept rolling in my eyes.
“It’s dark in here, Mommy. Daddy said for you to come out and watch him light the firecrackers.”
“Thank you, but go play by yourselves. Just be careful.”
“Mommy,” the boy was on the point of leaving but pirouetted and came over to me. “Are you angry?”
“Who’s the mastermind behind the trick?”
“Me.”
“Is it mud or is it rocks in those packages?”
“A little of each, ma’am.”
“Do you think the lights were really out of order?”
“I don’t know.”
“I did it. I didn’t want your father to see the mud and rocks in the packages. He had hoped all along that Mr.
Cheng would come and see him. He’d be terribly hurt if his former pupils forgot him so easily. If he’s unhappy, all
of us will be, too.”
“Didn’t we say the presents came from Mr. Cheng?”
“He’s a manager. Do you think he’d send mud and rocks?”
“They’re not all mud and rocks, Mommy. There’s a pair of new ,j; shoes. We pooled our money and bought
them for Daddy. Only we felt if we’re going to pretend at gift-giving, one package wouldn’t seem right. That’s
why we got the other box to match, and filled it with mud and rocks, to make believe they’re really New Year
cakes and canned delicacies. We certainly didn’t want to hurt Daddy.”
A lump rose in my throat. I hugged and caressed my son and hoped that, however big he might grow, I could
always hug and caress him so. I stretched out a hand to push back the switch, and the light in the room seemed
more radiantly aglow than ever. Well, one pair of shoes should be present enough, though it was pretty rare for
anybody to give shoes at New Year. But then, Tsung-fu would not notice the strangeness of the gift. He never
cared what it was.
“Go tell your sisters to guard the secret well.”
I then went out with my son to see Tsung-fu with his fireworks and was almost tripped by a boulder in the
yard. I could not help thinking what an intriguing sight it would be if the yard were strewn with New Year cakes
and canned delicacies.
“When you’re through with the firecrackers, Tsung-fu, you may want to go in and see the new shoes Cheng
Kuo-liang sent to you.”
“New shoes?” he looked bewildered, “Cheng Kuo-liang sent me a pair of new shoes?” Then suddenly as
though awakening, “Oh, yes, I see. Obviously you’ve been right, Chiian-jan. Old Hsiao must have seen the
condition of my shoes that day, and told Cheng Kuo-liang of my need.”
It was all the children could do to hold back their snickers.
When he got into the house, he announced to the children, pontifically, “Next time when you go to other
people’s, remember what Mommy said, and don’t you stick out your feet and show the soles of your shoes!”
A unison of uproarious laughter exploded like so many mirth-filled balloons bursting simultaneously, and the
ceiling shook with the reverberation.
78.79 Annals Of A Fossil\fn{by Huang Qingyun (1920- )} Hong Kong Special Autonomous Region, China (F) 5
Once upon a time, when mankind was exploring all creation, people began to approach the ends of the earth. A
group of animals who were hiding at the ends of the earth—a vixen, a wolf; a viper, and a toad—began to fear for
their lives. If mankind kept on advancing, these animals would soon have no place left to hide. So they decided to
convene an emergency meeting.
The vixen, who had seen something of the world, took over as chair and asked everyone to come up with a
plan for action.
The viper extended his forked tongue and hissed, “I can stretch my body across their path and stop them.”
“I can tear them apart with my claws,” snarled the wolf, baring his teeth.
The vixen laughed bitterly, shook her head and said, “That won’t work! Mankind has no fear of you! A real
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man fears no beast. Before you could even move, they would smash you to a pulp!”
The toad, seeing how the two bigger animals’ suggestions had already been rejected, didn’t dare to venture his
own opinion. So he turned to flattering the vixen:
“Clever Ms. Vixen, we had best solicit your own valuable opinion.” (The toad, as a small creature at a meeting
of big animals, knew that the only way he could have a say was to play up to them.)
Sure enough, the vixen drew herself up and said with satisfaction, “I think there is only one thing we can do.
We know that mankind has no fear of bird or beast; the only thing they fear is themselves. All we need to do is to
get them to tie themselves up in knots and they will destroy themselves!”
The animals asked with one voice, “Do you think such a thing could really be done?”
The vixen answered, “If we all put our heads together, a method can surely be found somewhere.” So they
crossed the great mountains and traversed the great deserts in their search. But the hands of mankind had already
transformed the great mountains into blooming gardens of beauty and the barren deserts into sown fields. After
the first day of travel, none of them had been able to come up with a plan.
The next day, they continued to press onward, leaping over stinking ditches and penetrating thickets of weeds.
The wolf, who could run the fastest, was the first to come upon a stone tablet that bore many inscriptions. He
turned to the vixen and asked, “Learned Ms. Vixen, what is this thing?”
The vixen squinted at the tablet and said, “This is an inscription. Human beings set down in writing those
things they believe they ought to do.”
“Please read it to us!”
So the vixen read out:
A lifetime’s goal lies in the striving;
the sweetest fruit is that planted by oneself.

The wolf interrupted, saying, “Don’t read any more! All of that has nothing to do with us.”
“It does! It does!” cried the toad, who was carefully watching the expression on the face of the vixen.
“Suppose the tablet said ‘Every day give the toad a piece of the meat it has always longed for—swan flesh.’ Such
an inscription would certainly have a lot to do with me.” The toad's mouth watered at the mere thought of this
proverbial, but unattainable, toad’s morsel.
The vixen nodded her head in amusement, “Maybe that day will come.”
On the third day, they proceeded onward, the wolf again taking the lead. He lost his footing on a slippery slab
of rock and fell down with a thud. Cursing, he muttered, “Probably some damn stone tablet again—my nose and
head are getting knocked black and blue!” But a voice issued from within the round stone and said,
“It is I!”
“Who are you?” the four confederates said with a start.
But the viper recognized this object. He remembered that a long time ago his great-great-grandfathers had
known this object and had passed its story down until it had reached himself. So the viper called out respectfully
to the stone,
“Old Grandpa, what are you doing here?”
Originally, it seems, this had been a great tortoise, who had been overturned, leaving his belly staring up into
the sky. The great tortoise sighed and said,
“Alas, I’ve just about turned to stone by now. When mankind began to explore the ends of the earth, they
found me and toppled me over; I could not roll back. Fortunately, I was able to pull my head back into my shell so
that at least my mouth never actually died. Woe is me!”
When the four confederates heard the fossilized tortoise curse the name of all mankind, they immediately
wanted to go and help him turn right-side-up again. But the vixen narrowed her eyes and called out, “Not so fast!”
Then she turned to the tortoise fossil and said,
“Old Grandpa Fossil, we have all resolved to fight mankind to the bitter end. If you are willing to join us, we
will roll you right-side-up. What do you say?”
When the tortoise fossil heard of their resolution to carry their fight with mankind to the bitter end, he hastily
pulled his head back into his shell and said, “No, that won’t do. I would rather lie here with my feet sticking up
into the air forever; that way I can at least keep my head and mouth intact. We cannot beat mankind in a fight. I, at
least, have already lived a thousand years; but you, what skills do you have?”
The vixen brandished her tail, saying, “A viper must be poisonous to bring down its prey; a wolf must be cruel
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to reach the mountain top. A vixen who lacks nine tails\fn{ A note reads: Symbol of vicious deceit.} cannot boast; a toad
who lacks ambition can eat no swan flesh. As long as you believe in us, we can do just fine!”
The tortoise fossil still shook its head. “Nothing doing! If by any chance you should lose the fight, then all of
you will have scattered to the winds, spraying poison, goring enemies, whatever. Then who but myself will be left
holding the bag?”
The vixen said, “Old Grandpa Fossil, all you have to do is join us; if you do, we will not only turn you rightside-up, but, if in the future the four of us should be captured, you at least can be confident of mankind’s continuing respect. You have an immortal, imperishable mouth, and a head that became fossilized several thousand years
ago. All this is extremely valuable.”
The toad eagerly pitched in from one side:
Please say yes! Say, “Yup, yup, yup!”
Life is great when you’re right-side-up!

While the tortoise fossil still maintained its silence, a group of sewer rats, stinking rats, and blind rats scurried
out from beneath him, chattering feverishly, “Come on, Old Grandpa, you can agree to that! If mankind continues
to civilize the world, they’ll soon chase us out, and we’ll have no place to go. If they take over completely, it’ll be
the end of our kind.”
“All right,” the tortoise fossil grumbled at long last. “You may turn me over.”
Then all the big animals, together with all the little animals, taking their guidance from the vixen, helped the
tortoise fossil to turn over. They dragged him along with them for three days and three nights until they brought
him to where the stone tablet was. There, with great effort, they placed the stone tablet upon the tortoise’s back. It
now looked for all the world like the great imperial edict tablets of old.
At that point the vixen, with one jump, leapt onto the back of the tortoise in order to stand over the heads of all
the others. She said, “Now hear this! I have come to bestow official position upon each one of you animals. The
hated snake, who wears eyeglasses and carries classified documents around with him, shall be my military
adjutant. The toad, who has great ambitions and can sing beautifully, shall be my minister of propaganda. The
wolf, of powerful appearance, daring and pugnacious, shall be my commander-in-chief. From now on, all of you
are my deputies.”
But the sewer rats, the stinking rats, and the blind rats chattered: “Why don’t you appoint us to anything?”
“Apart from stealing food,” the toad said, “you have no talents at all!”
“Who says stealing things doesn’t require talent?” the rats retorted.
“All a toad can do is dream about eating swan flesh, but can you steal oil? Can you steal an egg? Furthermore,
every year on New Year’s Eve, we rats marry off our daughters, bore holes, blow horns, and carry sedan
chairs.\fn{A note reads: All things that, according to legend, rats do late on New Year’s Eve in connection with the marrying off of their
daughters. But here “blowing horns” and “carrying sedan chairs” are double entendres for contemporary slang referring to unabashed
sycophancy.} Now that is beautiful. Can you do that?”

“All right, all right,” the vixen said, “we do need those who can bore tunnels, blow horns, and carry sedan
chairs. I hereby consign you to the command of the big gray wolf commander-in-chief: you will be ready for his
orders at any time. If we meet with success in the future, we will drive every cat from the face of the earth; then
you can run wild to your hearts’ content.”\fn{ A note reads: Cats here have a positive connotation not only because they threaten
the evil rats but because they suggest Deng Xiaoping [the de facto ruler of China (1976-1997); b.1904] and his famous pragmatic
aphorism, “Be it black or white, a cat is good that catches rats.” } The rats were all so happy they raised their tails to the sky

and went off
The vixen said, “Don’t tell me you’re still not satisfied—you who have no ability other than pulling your head
back into your shell. We helped you turn over, and for that you still owe us thanks. The only thing you have to do
now is to remain eternally loyal to me; but your heart, which has turned to stone, may be incapable of that.”
The toad said, “But my heart is plenty strong; it aspires even to eat swan’s flesh. I can divide my heart and give
part to the tortoise.”
Commander Wolf said, “What do you amount to?! My heart is the great one; when people sing songs, they all
praise me as a ‘wild-hearted wolf.’”\fn{A note reads: Person of wicked ambition.}
Adjutant Viper said, “Without a ruthless heart, one cannot perform great feats. I have a famous viper’s heart;
let me give the tortoise a piece of my heart too.”
The vixen was delighted and said, “You are all so equal-hearted!\fn{ A note reads: Of one mind.} And now, if you
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will all just wait a little, you will soon be able to witness a miracle.”
*
The dark night was over. Early the next day, the masses all came back again to move stones, clear underbrush,
and repair the roads. When they saw the tortoise who bore the tablet on his back, everyone was surprised and
asked Uncle Longbeard, the group leader, about it. Uncle Longbeard said, “Everything you see written on that
tablet represents the words of very wise men and the precious experience they have had.”
A broad-shouldered young man spoke up and said, “Every age has its wise men who say wise things. Every
age has its precious experience. But if these sayings are forever repeated down through the ages, they cease to be
wise. And if we keep on doing things the same way forever, the experience ceases be precious.”
The masses in the rear could not hear clearly what the broad-shouldered young man had said. Their only
feeling was that, since the great tortoise had shouldered the tablet and was carrying it aloft, surely they, too,
should read it. So each of them kept reading it, reading, reading, and reading some more, and they came to feel
that these sayings were all reasonable and, indeed, beyond reproach.
In the evening the people fell sound asleep. But under their beds could be heard chattering voices:
The magic turtle bears a tablet,
The tablet bears a sacred scripture;
If you read it every day,
Heavy stones can fly away.

When the people woke from their sleep, they were still humming the same song—hum, hum, hum. They went
off to see the tablet, humming all the way; they went on humming even after seeing it—even while working and
eating they hummed it, feeling that the tablet’s inscription was truly something meaningful to them.
Many days passed. One pitch black night, the vixen summoned the viper, the toad, the wolf commander, and
his group of rat soldiers, and held a meeting before the tablet. The vixen said with pleasure, “In recent days you
have achieved great things; I shall record your names in the book of meritorious service.”
The wolf; although pleased, was astonished, saying, “Ms. Vixen, you have asked me to instruct the rat soldiers
every day to slip under everyone’s beds and sing the songs written by Adjutant Viper—the songs in praise of the
tablet. But doesn’t mankind also wish to civilize the land? I don’t see what point there is to all of this.”
Adjutant Viper said, “Commander Wolf; all you know how to do is to bare your teeth and show your claws,
you haven’t gotten enough politics under your belt; please wait until Ms. Vixen can explain this to you.”
The vixen again mounted the back of the tortoise and said, “Yes, indeed, I was just preparing to make a big
announcement to you all. To lack sufficient politics under your belt is, of course, not proper; but the greatest impropriety is that all of you lack a tail the likes of mine. Therefore you must all heed my directive. Poor toad, when
you were little you did have a tail; it’s too bad you lost it when you grew up. The little rats are fairly intelligent—
they know how to use their tails. But unfortunately they use them to steal oil. They will never accomplish great
things. Stupidest of all is the wolf. All he can do with his tail is show happiness or unhappiness. Ridiculous! Why
should you broadcast to everyone what you are thinking inside? We foxes would never be that stupid. Indeed, our
great skill is in misleading people. When hunters pursue us, we use our tails to whip up dust from the ground to
block their sight. When they can’t see the way, they make bad decisions, and go off in the wrong directions, while
we slink away scot free. These will be our tactics in the present day—is that understood?”
This speech made all the beasts bow down in admiration before the vixen. Then, standing imperiously before
them, she began issuing orders and directives, seeking to further her tactics of deception. She told the rats to gnaw
open the strong boxes, to break into the storehouses, to steal people’s gold and paste it onto the tablet, to steal
people’s perfume and spray it onto the tablet.
From that day on, people could smell the fragrance of the tablet even when they were far away; and before
they even started to read its inscription, they were struck by the glistening of its gold. All were impressed by what
they saw. “From ten miles away you can pick up the scent of this monument; its gold lettering flashes from afar.
This can’t be any ordinary monument: it is surely sacred!” Some people wept with emotion, others bowed down
in adoration.
The vixen then called another meeting alongside the monument. But the wolf still didn’t understand what it
was all about:
“What good, Ms. Vixen, is this monument to us?”
The vixen said, “Soon you will know the whole story. This is precisely the moment when we can use your
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services. Adjutant Viper has hatched a scheme; Minister Toad has put it in verse. Since you, Wolf, have the
sharpest teeth, you can use them to carve the verse into the tablet. Then we’ll need to paste on a little more gold,
and spray on a little more perfume.”
Then she turned to the rats and ordered, “You must continue in your diligence; from now on, people must
dream of nothing at night but the writing on the tablet.”
All of this led to an even stranger event the next day. When the people reported for work, they found the
following verse inscribed upon the tablet:
Hard work is the only thing which
Allows a hard worker to get rich,
And then become a son of a bitch

The people at first naturally found this message rather curious, but since the fragrance of the stone tablet was
even more lavish, and the glistening of the gold even more splendid, they again felt that this must be a sacred
directive and had no doubts about its authenticity.
In the evening, the people again went to sleep; in their dreams, they heard the chattering of voices under their
beds reciting the new verse, which by now had become encapsulated in the following formula:
To be assiduous is to be evil.

The consequence was that a great many people stopped going to work. When they stopped working, their
stomachs grew hungry. Just when they were wondering what to do next, there appeared on the tablet the
glistening strokes of several new pronouncements:
Seeds planted by oneself will bear sour fruit,
Fruit plundered from others is tastiest of all;
He who labors is a fool,
He who fights and robs is a hero!

All the good-for-nothings said, “Exactly right! These directives from heaven couldn’t be more timely!” And
they set about seizing everybody else’s possessions. By now the wolf could grasp the power of the vixen’s
strategy. As the vixen’s directives became more numerous, the wolf’s engraving of them became all the more
zealous. He even wore off two of his claws and several of his teeth. Each day new writings appeared on the face
of the tablet, including the following:
Rats are the angels of the night,
Cats are consummately vicious.
Quickly drive the cats away
And the angels will always be with us.
The snow white swan is thoroughly ugly;
The leper toad wears the beauty crown.
Quickly deliver the swan to the toad,
And help turn the world upside down.

Now pronouncements were regularly appearing in such quantity that it was all the people could do to keep up
with them. Indeed, many people gave up trying to think altogether. A few people did keep on using their brains,
however, and these people did not always go along with everything.
Then Commander Wolf sought out the vixen and said, “Ms. Vixen, people are no longer listening so much to
your directives. Some people are, in fact, still secretly harboring cats. And some people are still engaged in
building public parks.”
The vixen said, “I know. This is because certain teachers, and certain parents, are misleading them. But so long
as my poems radiate their authority, we still have ways of opposing them.
“The people have ceased to be productive,” the rats reported. “We need to steal more gold and perfume, but
there is none to be found.”
Adjutant Viper said, “I have a special plan to meet this problem. I have often heard people say, ‘Gold is no
better than dung and dirt.’ If people will not produce gold, at least they can produce dung. If we can get the dung
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and pretend it is gold, our problems are solved.”
So a new statement appeared on the face of the tablet:
Something new! What a thrill!
The good student beats his teacher, and
The good child beats his parents, till
Those who build parks are shut in dark rooms,
And those who love you are the ones you kill!

At nightfall the chattering under the beds was noisier than ever; loud voices chanted this verse over and over.
Since by that time all cats had been either driven out or hidden by their owners, the rats had full sway. But this
time only a few dimwits among the people were chanting along with the rats; the others had turned silent.
When Uncle Longbeard, the girl with pigtails, and the broad-shouldered young man went off to civilize the
area, the teachers would no longer go with them. They were fearful that their students might beat them. And
people who were parents wouldn’t go either, fearing that their children would wreak great havoc. Instead they
warned Uncle Longbeard, the girl with pigtails, and the broad-shouldered young man, saying, “You should be
careful, you know. Things have now reached the point where rats are preferable to cats, and toads to swans. You’d
better watch out! The more you love people, the more likely they will try to kill you!”
The girl with pigtails smoothed down her hair, thought for a moment and then said, “Why should this nice
place of ours turn into a home for cruel rats, a place where the lazy are well off and where evil men are in charge?
I think all of these problems come about because the people stare at that stone tablet, don’t you agree?”
“But the inscriptions on the stone are written in gold!” said old Uncle Longbeard.
The broad-shouldered young man said, “In that case, we must look into the matter of just why these
inscriptions should be gleaming so brilliantly.” (He was a practical person who put great emphasis on investigating the facts.) He stepped onto the back of the tortoise, examined the writing closely, and then beckoned for
everyone to come up close.
“Do you think this really is gold? Everyone come take a look!”
The people now saw it with full clarity—it wasn’t gold, it was dung with some gold mixed in.
“Why, the gold must have enchanted us!” said the girl with pigtails. “Everybody sniff,” said the broadshouldered young man. “Isn’t this just as fragrant as can be?”
Everybody sniffed carefully, then retched. As fragrant as can be? It was nothing but rat droppings, snakeshit,
wolf-shit, and vixen secretions! Everyone was angry.
“Those stinking #%'&*@s! We’ve been tricked!”
Uncle Longbeard, still incredulous, said, “But I remember that these were the sayings of the wise men of the
past, inscribed by our own hands. How could they be a stinking mess?”
The girl with pigtails was the most observant one there. In a flash she had discovered two wolf toenails and
some wolf teeth.
“Old Uncle," she said, “all those sayings of wise men have been altered by beasts. Look, here are the broken
teeth a wolf has spat out!”
The broad-shouldered young man then told everybody to look around the area, and there they found the fresh
tracks of a vixen, a viper, and a toad.
“They must still be nearby!” the young man said. “Let’s catch them quickly!”
By this time, the vixen had already heard them coming. She ordered Adjutant Viper, Commander Wolf, and
Minister Toad to sneak away with her.
“Nobody should be afraid,” she said. “My nine long tails will save us!”
Then, using her nine tails, she raised such an incredible cloud of dust that no one could see her. But as she
raised her eighth tail high into the air, the broad-shouldered young man caught sight of it. And as she raised her
ninth tail up, someone seized it. The whole rotten bunch of her henchmen were seized along with her.
The vixen sighed and said, “When you have a lot of tails, you may be able to deceive people, but you can also
end up exposing yourself.”
Cats now reemerged. All the sewer rats, stinking rats, and blind rats who could not scurry into their holes in
time were captured in one fell swoop.
Then the people took the besmirched and stinking tablet and toppled it over. But the fossilized tortoise hung
onto the tablet for dear life and refused to let it go, fearing that if he no longer possessed the tablet, the people
would never prostrate themselves before him again. Struggling at the borderline of life and death the tortoise
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called out:
“Every word the tablet has uttered is pure truth. Should the tablet no longer exist, then I, the great tortoise,
likewise will no longer exist.”
The girl with the pigtails laughed and said:
“If you, the great tortoise, were no longer to exist, then … you, the great tortoise, would no longer exist! Who
cares? But since you can still speak human language, we must not banish you but try to win you over. How about
if we send you to a museum? You are, after all, a very rare fossil!”
The tortoise fossil fixed them all with an angry stare, pulled its nose in and said, “I may have turned to stone,
but my heart is still alive. Within me there is”—he was going to say a viper’s heart and a wolf’s heart, but caught
himself and said—“Within me there is a loyal heart, which none of you possesses. I don’t want any of your
flattery.” (He had mistaken the girl’s phrase “win you over” for “win your favor.” For in his own fossilized mind,
“winning favor” was a vital concept, whereas patiently “winning someone over” was unknown.) “I am revolted
by all that you do! Ugh!”
The broad-shouldered young man immediately saw to the heart of the issue.
“Ah, now I understand. You were the one my great-great-grandfather toppled over. No wonder everything is
repulsive to you now—you’re used to looking at the world from flat on your back!”
The masses said: “Well, since he is so comfortable looking at everything from flat on his back, then maybe
we’d better let him keep on lying on his back just like before, feet sticking up in the air.”
So everyone joined together and tipped that fossilized tortoise back over again, pushing him brusquely to one
side. Then they exuberantly swept clean the battlefield, and with bold steps set forth to civilize the world and to
make beautiful flower gardens.
188.27 Excerpt from Daughters And Sons\fn{by Yüan Ching (1920-1966)} Peking, China (F) 11
In Shenchia Village on the shore of Paiyang Lake lived an elderly peasant widower and his two sons, Ta-shui
who was twenty-three and Hsiao-shui who was twelve. They owned less than an acre of lake shallows on which
they raised reeds. They were heavily in debt to Shen, the mayor, who was the biggest landlord and the most active
money-lender in the village. Shen’s clan, for generations, had been the local feudal lords, as was indicated by the
very name of the village, “Shenchia,” meaning “Shen Family.”
Tieh\fn{A familiar term for “father”} wanted Ta-shui to take a bride and was willing to borrow more money from
Shen to finance the marriage. Since their financial status was already precarious, Ta-shui was more concerned
about the marriage question than the news that the Japanese were advancing on Peking, a hundred miles to the
north.
“Things are bad enough as it is,” he protested. “If we keep borrowing, we’ll end up by losing our miserable lit tle plot of ground too.”
Tieh felt that the house was really much too hard to manage without a woman around to run things. He insisted
that they could assume the additional purden. Ta-shui didn’t agree. Powerfully built, with broad shoulders, brawny
arms, Ta-shui was a hard worker. He thought that if he would put his back to it, and labor day and night, they
could get rid of the debt. Then he would feel free to marry.
While the family argument was raging, on July 7, 1937, the Japanese struck at the Lukouchiao (Marco Polo
Bridge) outside of Peking. The war between China and Japan had begun.
In Shenchia, acting on orders from the Kuomintang army, the police rounded up peasants to dig trenches. Tashui was among those conscripted. The police behaved in their usual brutal fashion and he was cracked on the
head with a club several times during the month they spent digging.
The trenches turned out to be a waste of work. The Kuomintang army appeared briefly in the village during its
rapid retreat, pausing only long enough to pillage and loot. The police force left next, as news arrived of the fall of
one large town after another. Every day Japanese planes, wheeling overhead, dropped bombs on the cities. The big
officials, carrying their gold and silver money, departed for healthier climes, closely followed by the petty officials who took away as much as they could of whatever wasn’t nailed down.
The villagers were beginning to become uneasy. One afternoon Ta-shui walked over to the village administration office to see whether he could learn any late news. He found a crowd of peasants standing around in the
courtyard, all ears to a conversation between the mayor and some of the local gentry. The latter were so scared
that they forgot their fancy speech affectations, and were arguing among themselves.
“Let’s beat it! What’s the use of sticking your neck out and waiting for the axe?”
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“And leave all this property behind? I’m going to wait and see which way the wind blows.”
Most people went around with their hearts in their mouths. They became even more frightened when, the fol lowing day, refugees from the fighting zones began pouring in—some crying, and all very upset.
Ta-shui, his father and his brother Hsiao-shui were planting wheat on a little piece of land they had leased from
Shen. They had no draught animals; the brothers pulled the seeder while their father guided it from behind. Since
the seeder was heavy and Hsiao-shui was little more than a child, Ta-shui did most of the pulling. Built like an ox,
he dragged the seeder almost effortlessly.
“At a time like this, you’re planting wheat,” marvelled one of the refugees. “Do you think you’ll be here to eat
it?” Ta-shui stopped pulling and straightened his back.
“He’s right, we’re probably planting for nothing,” he said worriedly to his father. “We’d better leave.” Tieh
glared at him.
“Where’ll we run to? Get back to your pulling, boy. If we die, then there’s no problem. If we live, we’ve still
got to eat.”
Ta-shui had an elder cousin named Blacky Tsai who also lived in Shenchia with his wife and child. Blacky
hadn’t been home for many months. He was secretly a member of the Communist Party, and was called “Blacky”
because of his dark ruddy complexion. Originally a blacksmith, he had opened a small restaurant as a front and
helped revolutionaries move about from one part of the region to another. Then the police put on a “Communist
eradication” campaign. Things got too hot for him and he had to leave. His wife supported herself and the child by
weaving mats and baskets.
The refugees kept arriving in ever increasing numbers, and found living quarters wherever they could. Mrs.
Blacky Tsai was one of the many villagers in Shenchia required to put up friends or relatives running from the Ja panese scourge. Her mother, Mrs. Yang, and her younger sister, Mei, appeared at her door one afternoon. They
had fled from their home town which was already occupied by the Japanese. It was only fifty miles west of
Shenchia.
“What shall we do?” said Mrs. Yang in despair. “Bandits and deserters are everywhere. Where can I go with
this girl and get away from all this trouble? She’s grown up, and should be married by now. I’ve thought and
thought, but I don’t see any way out."
A few days later, Mrs. Tsai approached Tieh about making a match between Ta-shui and her sister. Father was
delighted.
“That’s wonderful!” he smiled. “We don’t have much money now, but if your mother will consent—”
“Who wants to get married in these unsettled times,” Ta-shui mumbled, but his heart pounded queerly.
In the past, Mei had come to Shenchia often to visit her elder sister. Ta-shui had met her there and talked with
her several times. She was a very pretty girl, a capable housekeeper with a pleasant disposition. Once Ta-shui
went to ask Mrs. Tsai to do some mending for him. She was out, but Mei, who was visiting at the time, did the job
neatly and quickly, without a word.
Mei is a fine girl, thought Ta-shui. I certainly would be happy, if I were married to her. Mrs. Tsai knew how he
felt. Now that she had his father’s consent, she returned home to talk it over with her mother.
Mei was sitting on the kang, busy with needle and thread. She was nineteen, slim, but quite strong. She could
carry a full bucket of water a long way without having to set it down. Her mother was old-fashioned and made her
wear a long thick braid and bangs. As her sister and mother talked, Mei raised her big eyes for a moment. She saw
her sister smiling in her direction, and guessed that they were discussing her prospective marriage. She began to
blush furiously. Keeping her head down as if intent on her work, she listened closely to what was being said. Tashui is a fine boy—honest and sweet, she thought. If I could marry a good-hearted peasant like him, I’d be content
all my life. To her surprise and disappointment, her mother couldn’t make up her mind. Ta-shui’s family was so
poor.
“There’s no rush about this,” said Mrs. Yang finally. “We’ll talk it over again later.”
It soon became apparent that Mrs. Tsai couldn’t afford to take care of her two guests. Mei and her mother
moved to the home of another relative in a nearby village. The marriage question was left in abeyance.
*
In the fall, the bandits got busy. They menaced every village. The gangs would force the villages to give them
official status. Posing as their “protectors,” they constantly made levies for “upkeep.”
In Shenchia, there was a small operator named Li who had one gun and five men. One day he went to Shen,
the mayor, and asked,
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“What about it? All the other villages have organized. Unless we do the same, I can’t promise to give protec tion.”
Li was well known as a local tough. His private gang having run off, the mayor had no choice but to consent.
That afternoon, the villagers were summoned to meet in the temple courtyard. Ta-shui and his father attended. His
pistol stuck in his belt, Li got up on the steps and addressed the gathering. He used new terms he had recently
heard but about whose meaning he was more than a little vague.
“It’s like this,” he said. “Every village has a protection group, and we’ve got to have one too—paid for by the
village. These days we’ve all got to work together and share everything with one another. This is called ‘communizing.’” He stepped down, pulled out a pack of cigarettes, and began handing them out.
“Let’s communize!” he said grandly.
Cooking facilities and sleeping quarters for the gang were promptly set up in the temple. Tieh angrily tugged
Ta-shui’s arm.
“Let’s go home to work—these people are all crazy!”
Later that afternoon, Hsiao, a young peasant neighbour, asked Ta-shui to ioin the band with him. Ta-shui shook
his head.
“No one in my family was ever mixed up in that kind of dirty business,” he said.
In the nearby village of Hochuang, another gang of bandits was formed. It was headed by one Ho, a big landlord who owned about 750 acres. Ho was a member of the Kuomintang Party and had been a staff officer in the
Kuomintang army. Chin-lung, a shrewd, cruel young man, was Ho’s bodyguard and a ranking officer in the
“Hochuang Company.” The gang, which was quite large, had a considerable number of guns and was full of army
deserters and former police. Li, knowing his crew could never stand up against the Hochuang crowd, ioined
forces with it.
Ho’s enlarged gang roved from one village to the next, commandeering food. Their demands usually were in
terms of 1,000 lbs.—whether meat or wheat, oil or vinegar. The peasants were very hard pressed. In addition, the
gang would make levies of money on the entire village.
Meanwhile the Japanese were moving south along the railway to the west. Because this was quite far from the
Paiyang villages, one could still draw a breath.
One afternoon Ta-shui sat with his father in a little boat, while his brother Hsiao-shui did the rowing. After
travelling about half a mile, they came out of the inlet into Paiyang Lake. In the clear shallow water along the
shore there was a dense growth of reeds, which belonged to them. They stepped out of the boat and wielded their
gleaming sickles. Oblivious to the cries of the water fowl startled by their presence, they worked steadily. Over head, a hawk was slowly circling. Ta-shui wondered whether he and Mei could ever get married. He had no way
of knowing that, against her will, her mother had already engaged her to someone else and set the date for the
wedding. The lucky man was the bodyguard, now turned bandit, Chin-lung!
The sun was almost set; its scarlet reflection on the surface of the water dazzled the eyes. Heavily laden with
reeds, the boat moved sluggishly back in the direction of the dyke, the two brothers straining at the oars. By the
time they unloaded the cargo on the shore, it was dark and the moon had reached the tree-tops.
The following morning, Ta-shui and Tieh turned most of their reeds over to Shen to meet an interest payment.
A few hours later, Ho’s bandits imposed a fresh levy which wiped out the small surplus of reeds left.
The next day, Chin-lung, a pistol strapped round his waist, came riding towards Shenchia on a big mule. He
was looking for recruits to his bandit gang. On the road he saw Ta-shui picking manure with a wooden bucket and
shovel. Reinmg to a stop, he cocked his head to one side and flashed a couple of gold teeth in greeting.
“Hey, stupid—what are you doing that for?” he called. “Come in with us and eat white rolls and stewed pork!”
Ta-shui knew what kind of man Chin-lung was. He broke into a sweat.
“I’m no good at that sort of thing,” he replied.
“What! You mean you don’t know how to eat white rolls and stewed pork?” mocked Chin-lung coldly.
Ta-shui couldn’t think of anything to say. He continued slowly along the road with his head down, scooping up
manure and putting it into his bucket.
“I don’t want any part of the things you get in your crooked ways,” he muttered. Chin-lung watched him scornfully.
“You weren’t made right, you’ve got eyes in your behind!” he hooted. He kicked up his mule, swung his crop
and galloped off.
*
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In October, forces of the Communist-led Eighth Route Army under General Lu Cheng-tsao camped a few
miles from Shen-chia. One of Ta-shui’s neighbours had seen them on his way back from a market town where he
had gone to sell homemade cloth. He couldn’t praise them enough—how different they were from the “guzzleand-swill soldiers,” as he described the bandits. He told how they wore rough cloth uniforms, ate millet, fought
the Japanese, looked after the peasants and cleaned up the brigands.
“That’s what I call a real army,” he said, sticking up a thumb from a clenched fist. “Join them, if. you want to
fight the Japanese. Anybody who joins the guzzle-and-swill soldiers is crazy!”
The same kind of reports came from all over. Immediately, dozens of young men wanted to enlist in the Pa Lu,
as the Communist Eighth Route Army was then called.\fn{ In the liberated areas the term Pa Lu (Eighth Route) was often used
synonymously for all Communist-led military and government organizations } The “Ho-chuang Company,” afraid the Pa Lu
would wipe it out, hastily decided to call itself a “self-defence corps.” It was joined by another Kuomintang officer, a former army captain named Kuo, who had deserted during the mass exodus of Chiang Kai-shek’s men. Ho
recognized him as one of his own kind and dignified him with the title of “Vice-commander.” The two worked
well together. They ruled the region as if it were their own small kingdom.
By now, Ta-shui was weary of waiting for news about his marriage. While Mrs. Tsai didn’t have the courage to
tell him the truth, since such a long time had already expired, he guessed that there was no hope. At home, economic conditions were going from bad to worse. Half the time they didn’t have enough to eat, Ta-shui felt depressed and resentful.
“This is the limit,” he said to his father. “We’re practically starving. We’d be better off if I joined the Pa Lu.”
“You’re out of your mind. Don’t get mixed up in things that don’t concern you. You’ll be getting married soon
—”
“I’m never going to get married. I’ll be a monk with hair! I want to join the army.”
“I told you you can’t go,” yelled Tieh, angrily rapping him on the head with his long pipe. “You insist on talking about it—you insist!”
Ta-shui scowled and rolled over on the kang. Covering his head with the quilt, he went to sleep.
The following morning, Ta-shui’s cousin, Blacky Tsai, unexpectedly returned to Shenchia. He was healthy and
in fine spirits, though his clothes were a mass of patches. On seeing Ta-shui again, his bristly moustache twisted
into a grin. The two chatted animatedly and with great affection.
Friends and neighbours, hearing that Blacky had come home, began dropping in. He was known to be a
straightforward, honest man, and people liked being with him and talking with him, His two-room house was
soon crowded with visitors.
This was the period of “Kuomintang-Communist Co-operation,”\fn{ An alliance was formed between the two factions in
1938 to defeat the common enemy, Japan } and Blacky Tsai no longer had to hide. He told his friends the war news and of
the new slogans that were sweep- ing the country:
“Defeat Japanese Imperialism!”
“Mobilize the Whole Nation!”
“Improve the People’s Livelihood!”
The peasants savoured these new phrases with interest. Ta-shui remained after everyone else had left. His
cousin looked at him intently.
“Are you willing to be a slave in a defeated country?” Blacky suddenly asked.
“No one wants that,” said Ta-shui. “Didn’t you just get through telling us how terrible that would be?”
“Good,” said Blacky softly. “Work with me. We’ll form a militia. When the Japanese come, we’ll fight them.”
Ta-shui had heard his cousin talk for over an hour, but there were still some things he couldn’t believe.
“How can we beat them empty-handed?” he asked. Blacky Tsai laughed.
“We don’t have to worry that there are thousands of Japanese. The only thing to fear is that the people won’t
rise against them soon enough. Once the people are aroused, we can’t lose! We have arms. Tomorrow help me
move some here—what do you say?” Ta-shui was flabbergasted.
“All right,” he stammered, “but tomorrow I’ve got some work to do.”
“There’s nothing to be afraid of,” Blacky smiled. “We’ll go together. No one will pay any attention to two
cousins out for a walk. I guarantee that nothing will happen.” Ta-shui hesitated.
“I’ll have to ask my father,” he said evasively. His cousin shook his head and clapped Ta-shui on the shoulder.
“Old brother, don’t talk to him about this. I don’t want to take any chances of this leaking out.”
He leaned over and whispered his plan into Ta-shui’s ear. Ta-shui thought a moment.
“Fine, let’s do it that way,” he laughed. After receiving a few more words of encouragement, he returned home.
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The following day, the two men set out, each carrying a shoulder pole with two large empty wicker fish bas kets—one on each end. To anyone who asked where they were heading, Blacky replied casually that they were
going to buy fish to resell at retail.
Once outside the village, they followed the dyke a distance, then cut over to the west. At dusk, they reached the
village of Hohsi on the Fu River. An old lady opened the door of a small house in response to their knock. She
peered at them in the light of an oil lamp which she carried in her hand.
“I’ve come for the things,” Blacky said in a low voice. The white-haired lady led them to an inner courtyard.
There she pulled out a big burlap bag from its hiding place in a stack of grain stalks and opened it. It was full of
hand grenades—about three hundred of them—all sizes. The men filled the four baskets and covered them tightly
with lotus leaves. The old lady gave them some water and corn muffins while Blacky talked with her quietly for a
few minutes. Then they lifted their carrying poles on to their shoulders and started back through the night.
“Who gave us so many bombs?” Ta~shui asked in a whisper, as they strode swiftly along the dark road.
“They’re hand grenades, and nobody gave them to us,” laughed his cousin. “We gathered them. When the
Kuomintang army ran away, they left behind great quantities of munitions. Most of the rifles and pistols we collected we’ve turned over to General Lu. We’ll do fine with these few hand grenades—you’ll see.”
It was .almost dawn when they arrived back at the village. They went directly to the school which hadn’t been
used since the Japanese attack at Lukouchiao. Shuang the weaver, who worked a tiny plot of ground in his spare
time, was waiting for them in the school yard. The skinny little fellow was extremely dextrous. He had already
dug two deep holes in the earthen floor of the teachers’ room. Working quietly, the three men began burying the
grenades. They finished as the cocks started to crow.
*
During the next few days, Blacky Tsai organized about a dozen men. Meeting every night in the abandoned
school, they decided upon the name of “Anti-Japanese Militia.” At the same time, they let it be known that Gen eral Lu had issued powerful Mauser pistols to them. They spread the word that they would settle with anyone who
opposed fighting the Japanese.
Ta-shui worked during the day and ran around with his cousin at night. He was pleased and fascinated by the
new world which Blacky was opening to him.
“What craziness are you up to?” Tieh asked him one day.
“Resisting the Japanese!”
“Today you can’t see hair nor hide of a couple of hundred thousand Kuomintang troops who tried to resist
them. What have a handful of men like you got that’ll lick ’em?”
“Is it better not to try and just knuckle under?”
Tieh had no answer; Ta-shui followed up his advantage.
“If you won’t let me do this, I’ll join the army.”
“People will pull you by your nose. Anyhow, I can’t control you. Do as you please,” Tieh surrendered
grumpily.
Mayor Shen was worried to see that Blacky Tsai had organized an enthusiastic group of men around him. Shen
was afraid they might start “communizing” the property of the wealthy. By then, a few of his former personal
gang had drifted back and that stiffened the mayor’s spine. His first impulse was to crush Tsai’s group immedi ately. But when he heard that they had guns, he decided to send Kulu, one of his old gang, to do a bit of spying
first. That night, Kulu was spotted by the man on sentry duty as he sneaked up to the abandoned school. Tun, the
sentry, a great hulk of a young fellow, was hiding in the shadows..
“Who’s there?—answer at once or I fire!” he roared.
Kulu thought Tun really had a gun and was scared speechless, but he didn’t dare to run. Tun grabbed him and
dragged him in before Blacky Tsai. Kulu was terrified.
“Mr. Tsai, Master Tsai—don’t shoot me!” he quavered. “I was ordered to do this, I had no choice, I had to do
it!”
But when Blacky asked him some questions in an amiable manner, he gave answers which everyone knew
were lies. Blacky became angry and threatened him. Kulu began trembling again. Rolling his eyes, he spilled the
whole story of Shen’s instructions.
Blacky burst into uproarious laughter.
“We’ve got plenty of pistols and hand grenades,” he said, pointing at two large box seats. “Go back and tell
that to Mr. Shen. Tell him if he plays square, we’ll welcome his joining us to fight the Japanese—but if he tries
any more stuff behind our backs, we’re going to fix him!”
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Kulu fervently promised to so report; he left hastily!
The next afternoon, the militia marched forth. Every man was laden with hand grenades hung round his waist.
In addition, each one of them had wrapped cloth around a whisk broom and strapped it on his hip. Under the
men’s jackets, the brooms bulged impressively like pistols. Some of the men had old fowling pieces slung across
their backs. They strode down the street in formation, singing The March of the Swords:
Hack the devils’ skulls with your swords!
To arms, brothers thraughout the land,
The day of resistance has come,
The day of resistance has come.

Ta-shui was afraid it would be discovered that the pistols were fakes. He kept turning his head and surrepti tiously patting his whisk broom to make sure it was still there. In this fashion, the militia made several turns
through the village streets. When they got to the village administration office and poured in through the door, they
loomed large and ominous in the little room.
Mayor Shen was wearing a blue robe and black vest, with a gold watch chain looped through one of the button
holes. He was frightened out of his usual haughty manner when the crowd surged in. Paling, he quickly doffed his
satin mandarin hat. After bowing Blacky Tsai to a chair, he ordered Kulu to pour tea and offer cigarettes.
“Don’t bother,” said Blacky, coming right to the point. “Now the Kuomintang and Communists are cooperating against the Japanese. Where do you stand?” Mayor Shen stroked his moustache.
“Of course the country comes first. I have always advocated resisting the Japanese,” he said smoothly.
“That’s fine,” said Blacky Tsai. “Since we’re all against the Japanese—one family, so to speak—I suggest that
your viIlage ‘protection corps’ merge with our militia for the sake of efficiency. What do you think?”
This was the last thing Shen wanted, but he didn’t know how to refuse. He pretended a vigorous fit of cough ing.
“What about it?” Blacky pressed him.
“Well … it’s a good idea,” the mayor was extremely uncomfortable, “but … I haven't the authority to make the
final decision. Let’s talk about it again some other time.”
Blacky could see that Shen was being deliberately evasive. He was about to say something more pointed when
a peasant rushed in to announce that armed bandits were holding up travellers on the Sung Kung Dyke; they were
shooting, too.
Mayor Shen exchanged giances with the members of his “protection corps,” but made no move. Blacky Tsai
stood up.
“Let’s go take a look!”
“That’s their affair,” stalled. the mayor. “We don’t have to bother.”
“Not bother?” said Blacky incredulously. “If we don’t protect the people, what good are we? What do we carry
guns for? If you’re afraid, stay home—we’re going!”
“Let’s all go together,” said the mayor; reddening with embarrassment..
With Blacky Tsai leading the militia and the mayor following behind with the “protection corps,” the group set
out along the lake towards the dyke. As they trotted steadily, Ta-shui was in a turmoil. He could feel the whisk
broom bouncing on his hip. Now we’re in for it, he thought. The whisk brooms were a good trick for scaring peo ple, but if we really have to fight, we’re going to make a mess of it! He looked at the grenades strung around his
waist, then tugged at the arm of Tun who was running next to him.
“How do you work the hand grenades?” he whispered.
“I don’t know,” said Tun, “I’ve never tried.”
“That’s great,” Ta-shui said to himself sarcastically. Though a stiff breeze was blowing from the west, his body
was soaked with perspiration. But he noticed that Blacky, calm as ever, was moving forward in big strides, shoulders square.
When they reached their destination, the bandits were nowhere to be seen. Mayor Shen stood high on a mound
on the top of the dyke.
“It’s fortunate we didn’t catch them,” he said, carelessly stroking his moustache. “Your grenades probably
wouldn’t have gone off.”
Blacky Tsai’s eyes flashed.
:”Wouldn’t they? Watch!”
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He pulled the pin from a grenade and flung it far into the empty field. It exploded with an ear-splitting sound,
as earth shot heavenward and birds flew madly in confused haste. Dropping to his knees in terror, the mayor
crawled behind the mound on which he had been standing. He paid no attention to how this was dirtying his beautiful clothes.
“You shouldn’t play with those things!” he said reproachfully, while the militia shouted approval.
“Here’s one for me,” cried Tun, rolling up his sleeve and letting go another grenade. It went off like a clap of
thunder. Shen, who had just got up, dropped on his belly again.
“Stop it! Stop it!” he bawled. “I’m convinced! You’re liable to hurt someone!” Shuang, clowning, batted his
eyes with an effort and waved a grenade over his head.
“No, no,” he protested. “I still haven’t thrown mine. Look out, everybody!” Shen staggered to his feet and
grabbed Shuang’s arm.
“Enough—please!” he begged. “Stop fooling around!”
Shuang made a wry face, as if very disappointed. The men all laughed.
“Whatever you do, don’t fire your pistol!” said Tun, patting Ta-shui’s shoulder. Ta-shui felt his whisk broom,
and couldn’t help grinning. It was dusk when they returned to their village.
That evening, Blacky Tsai sent a man to invite the mayor to come and discuss the merging of forces. The
mayor begged off, but sent his secretary to say that it was agreeable. Blacky then stipulated the following conditions: Shen would continue to act as mayor, but his fighting men would come under Tsai’s command. Both factions would join in a united front against the Japanese and mobilize the village. The rich would be asked to con tribute money; the strong to contribute labour. Anyone who had a store of arms—for instance, the mayor—would
donate them for the fight against the Japanese.
After hearing his secretary’s report, the mayor couldn’t sleep all night.
The next day Blacky Tsai and his men called on him again and he agreed to everything. The two groups be came one. Some of Shen’s men resigned, but all guns were turned in and redistributed. The pistol of the former
chief of Shen’s personal gang now rested on the hip of Blacky Tsai. All guns which rich landlords in Shenchia and
in several neighbouring villages had cached were unearthed and assigned to the men of the militia. Funds were
raised to buy additional weapons. Both the armaments and the membership of the militia were increased.
*
When news of the activities of the militia reached the village of Hochuang, Ho decided he had better do something. He dispatched Kuo, Chin-lung and Li with a group of men to make a surprise raid on Shenchia. Bursting
into the administration office, they demanded 1,000 lbs. of cake made of flour and eggs. The mayor knew this was
only an excuse to make trouble as soon as he heard it. He said he’d be right back and went directly to Blacky Tsai.
“Where will we get so much cake? I don’t know what to do. Please, you handle them,” begged the mayor.
Grimly, Tsai called Ta-shui and Tun, and the three of them returned with the mayor to the office. They found
Kuo big as life seated in the mayor’s chair. He was wearing his Kuomintang uniform in full insignia and sporting
a Sam Browne belt. Standing by his side was Chin-lung in a dark civilian suit, his hat pushed to the back of his
sleekly combed hair, two pistols stuck in his belt. The rest of the gang lounged around in various garb. They all
were armed, nasty-eyed characters.
Kuo guessed that the dark, full-bearded man followed by the two country bumpkins was Blacky Tsai.
“Are you Tsai the blacksmith?” he asked, deliberately contemptuous. Blacky put his right foot up on a little
bench and rested his elbow on his knee.
“I am blacksmith Tsai. What’s it to you?” he replied casually.
“What’s it to me, eh? I’m ordering you and this village to deliver 1,000 lbs. of cake, immediately.”
“We haven’t even got chaff muffins here, and you want cake,” retorted Blacky with a cold laugh.
“We have a slight temperature,” said bandit Li significantly, “and must eat cakes for our health.”
“It’s a good idea, if you can get them,” said Tun.
“Where are you going to find cake in a poor village like this?” ventured Ta-shui, gathering his courage. “We
don’t even have a pastry shop.” Kuo’s face darkened.
“We’re wasting time. Will you or won’t you deliver?”
By now, the militia which Shuang had called reached the scene. They stood listening in the courtyard with a
group of peasants. Shuang was hopping mad.
“What do you say—do we have cakes for these guys?”
“No!” roared the crowd.
Kuo’s pock-marked face turned a fiery red.
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“Who’s making that row?” he said ominously. “This is an order from our Commander Ho. If you refuse to deliver, you’ll have to come with me and tell it to him!”
At his signal, his men cocked their pistols.
Tun quickly moved the bolt of his rifle. The militiamen crowded in from the courtyard, ramming bullets into
their rifle chambers. Ta-shui’s heart beat rapidly. Mayor Shen slipped out the door and ran. Suddenly, Blacky
straightened up and lifted his hand. He winked to his men.
“All right. Those who want to eat cake, come with me,” he said.
“You, Tsai! Don’t try to pull anything,” scowled Chin-lung suspiciously. Blacky raised his head high.
“You have a commander. We also have a commander. If you want cake, come with me to General Lu and eat it
there.”
“That’s right,” put in Tun. “He’s got plenty of cake.” The peasants in the courtyard took up the cry.
“Go to General Lu! Go to General Lu!”
Kuo’s eyes bulged like a bull’s balls. He pounded the table in front of Blacky Tsai.
“The hell with all this talk,” he howled. “I don’t recognize any General Lu! Tie this smart guy up.”
Several bandits moved towards Blacky. He raised his pistol and took a step in their direction.
“Who’s the first to try?” he challenged:
Shuang and the militia levelled their guns. Some unhooked their hand grenades. All paused at the clatter of ap proaching hoofbeats. Three men dressed in gray uniforms of coarse cloth rode up. Dismounting, they entered the
courtyard.
“Where can I find leader Tsai?” the first one asked.
“He’s in there,” a peasant replied, pointing to the mayor’s office.
The man bounded into the room. He walked up to Tsai and began pumping his hand. Blacky Tsai beamed.
“When did you get here?”
“The main force is back a distance. We’ve come first to see you.”=
“Fine, fine. Let’s go into the next room and talk.”
With the militia eagerly crowding around the soldiers, they moved into the west wing. Kuo stood there with his
mouth hanging open stupidly. Chin-lung nudged him.
“Let’s go.”
“It’s getting late now,” said Kuo in a forced voice. “We’ll come again tomorrow.”
“We’ll come for the cake tomorrow,” echoed Li. The bandits beat a hasty retreat.
The soldiers whose arrival was so timely were members of a company of General Lu’s army which had just
come to Paiyang Lake. After the company set up, it organized local defences and made a special point of cleaning
out the bandits. Ho was ordered either to join the war of resistance against the Japanese and take orders, or turn in
his weapons. There was no way out. Ho said he’d take orders.
*
In December, Blacky Tsai sent Ta-shui to the village of Hochung to buy gunpowder. Ta-shui was walking
down the main street, when he heard the noise of firing, mingled with the sound of music. People lined both sides
of the road and Ta-shui was crowded back up on somebody’s front steps. Down the road came Li carrying a double-barrelled shotgun, roughly shoving left and right to make way. He was followed by six musicians blowing for
all they were worth. In back of them was a blue sedan-chair. Behind it was a bride’s red sedan-chair, covered with
red satin and gold filigree. A group of men wearing pistols brought up the rear. The impressive procession walked
slowly by.
“Who’s putting on such a big show?” wondered Ta-shui. His inquiries revealed that Chin-lung was getting
married and that the bride’s maiden name was Yang. Ta-shui’s heart contracted.
“Is her given name Mei?”
“That’s right. Do you know her?”
Ta-shui numbly watched the bridal sedan-chair move out of sight.
At that same moment, Mei, bathed in tears, sat swaying in the sedan-chair. She had long since heard that Chinlung was no good. For the past two days she lay on the kang pretending to be sick. She covered her head with the
quilt and cried incessantly, while her mother urged and pleaded. Worn out when the bridal chair arrived, she was
vaguely aware of being helped into it! …
*
For the first three days after her marriage, Mei was well treated. As was customary, she lived with her hus band’s family. The fourth day, her mother-in-law asked her to demonstrate her sewing ability. This, too, was cus -
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tomary. In their region the demonstration consisted of making a pair of cotton-padded trousers for the mother-inlaw. When the job was finished, mother-in-law microscopically examined the trousers. She shook her head disapprovingly. Here the stitches were too big; there the padding was uneven; she expressed her dissatisfaction sharply.
Before long, they had shoved off all the household chores on to Mei. Every day she ground the wheat, cooked
the meals, slivered reeds, and wove over ten feet of reed matting! Her in-laws at one time had money, but it had
been dissipated away by Chin-lung’s grandfather. All they had left was the wreck of a formerly fine house and
compound. The family depended on Chin-lung’s ability to swindle a few dollars occasionally. With this money,
they would eat well and dress well for a while, making a pretence of affluence. Mei never shared in these brief
spells of prosperity. They looked down on her as a “yokel.”
Once her father-in-law, feeling rather mellow after a session with his opium pipe, gave her a corn muffin. Just
then her mother-in-law came in.
“Dear girl, have you grown two stomachs?” she inquired sweetly.
“I figure feed her full once in a while and she can work harder,” explained her father-in-law.
Her mother-in-law sniffed, but said nothing. Mei lost her appetite. She put the corn muffin back in the basket
and went out to the grist mill. This slim little girl now had her hair done up with a bun in the back like a middleaged woman. Wearing an over-sized padded robe, she pushed the heavy roller around the grist mill, tears running
down her cheeks.
Her mother-in-law watched her like a hawk. Everything in the house was kept under lock and key. Before each
meal, her mother-in-law would unlock the bins containing the flour and millet, and, personally, dole out exactly
the amount required for that meal. Mei felt depressed beyond endurance, but there was no one to whom she could
turn. Her husband was a surly brute who wore a perpetual frown. The two had nothing to say to one another.
Mei’s mother had returned to their home town, which was a good distance away. Her only respite was during her
visits to her sister in Shenchia where she could cry openly.
Ta-shui heard about her miserable life and was sick at heart. But since she was a married woman now, there
was nothing he could do to help her.
*
In December 1937, the Japanese attacked. The newly formed Communist forces fought them for three days
and three nights on the banks of the Fu River and drove them back. In the spring of 1938, the enemy attacked
again, with over 1,000 men, horse-drawn artillery and planes. The Communists only had, about 300 men, but held
the Japanese for a day at the river. Then the Japanese broke through and captured the walled city that was the
county seat. The Pa Lu Army took to the countryside. It co-operated with the local Communist organizations and
continued organizing the people and increasing its ranks.
Members of the propaganda teams often came to Shenchia. There were also blue-uniformed women working
in the Red Army. They would paste up posters and make speeches in the streets. On her visits to her sister, Mei
sometimes would go with her to meetings, where she enviously observed these women. Imagine their knowing
how to speak before an audience—and to write! They weren’t oppressed by anyone either!
Once in a while she saw Ta-shui cheerfully striding down the street. His head was bound with a small white
towel, a rifle hung across his back. Even young Hsiao-shui had joined the people’s movement. He was in the Chil dren’s Corps whose members sang songs, drilled, and made themselves generally useful.\fn{ The adults in the Communist armies affectionately called them “Little Red Devils,” and made use of their small size as spies:H } Mei had no chance to participate, since the longest she ever remained in Shenchia was three days. Her mother-in-law never allowed her to stay
any longer.
In the autumn, Peasants’ Associations were organized. Blacky Tsai was in charge of them in several villages
and was away from Shenchia most of the time. Ta-shui became a “cadre” (as workers in government units and
people’s organizations are called) in the Association in Shenchia. Mayor Shen made scornful remarks about him
behind his back.
“Humph! What can a bunch of empty-headed illiterates like him accomplish!” he scoffed.
When the rent and interest reduction programme was launched, Shen became still more dissatisfied and secretly did everything in his power to obstruct it. But when several hundred members of the Peasants Association
complained about him to the county government, he decided to behave himself. Much to Ta-shui’s relief, Shen
now greeted him effusively whenever they met.
Tieh figured out that the compound interest he owed Shen had grown to the size of the original loan. If it
hadn’t been for the rent and interest reduction law (which provided that any uncollected rents or interest above the
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fixed maximum were illegal), he would have lost his land. Now for the first time, father and sons could eat de cently.
“Thanks to the Peasants’ Association,” Tieh said to Ta-shui, “the landlord no longer has us by the throat. Keep
up the good work!”
Ta-shui went at it more enthusiastically than ever.
*
Shuang thought a hard worker like Ta-shui should be allowed to join the Communist Party. One day at noon he
called on him to sound him out.”
“Are you busy? Let’s gather some fuel stalks,” Shuang suggested.
Ta-shui took his small sickle and some cord, and the two left the village. In the fields, after cutting for a while,
they came to a growth of high reeds. Shuang, noting that they were alone, queried Ta:shui as they chopped.
“Do you think we’ll be able to lick the Japanese?”
“Sure.”
“Are you afraid of them?”
“What’s there to be afraid of!”
“Ta-shui, who do you think is leading us against the Japanese?”
This fellow is queer, thought Ta-shui. Why is he asking me all these questions? Still, he replied with convic tion,
“Blacky Tsai, of course.” Shuang laughed.
“Do you know who Blacky Tsai is?” Ta-shui looked at him blankly.
“Why, he’s my cousin!” The guy is hopeless! thought Shuang impatiently.
“Do you know what he’s doing?” he asked. Ta-shui thought a moment.
“Isn’t he … a Communist?” Shuang smiled,
“What do you think of him as a person?”
“That goes without saying. He’s really fine. I trust him completely. Whatever he asks me to do, I do.”
Shuang nodded. After cutting a while longer, they shouldered their stalks and returned.
“What made Shuang ask me all those questions?” Ta-shui wondered when he got home. He couldn’t figure it
out.
One evening it was Tun’s turn to stand guard. He asked Ta-shui to keep him company. Taking his rifle, Ta-shui
went with Tun to his post qn the road leading to the village. After seating themselves on a stack of stalks and chatting idly for a while, Tun said,
“You’re a fine fellow, but you’re kind of slow. Has anyone asked you to join?” Ta-shui still wasn’t clear.
“Join what?”
“You just won’t speak out!” fumed Tun. “Didn’t Shuang talk to you?”
“He didn’t talk about joining anything,” replied Ta-shui.
What am I going to do with this dunce! thought Tun, exasperated. He’s Shuang's “candidate,” and no one
asked me to talk to him, but I ought to do something! Suddenly, the light dawned on Ta-shui.
“You mean join the Communist Party!” he shouted. Tun grabbed him.
“What are you hollering about? Do you want everyone to hear you?”
“Tun,” Ta-shui whispered, “if I join the Party, will I still be able to tend my field?”
“Naturally. If we farmers don’t plant, how are we going to eat?”
“Then I’ll join. Are you a member? How do you go about it?”
“I …” Tun wanted to tell him, but knew he. Shouldn’t.
“Let’s try to get in touch with the Party,” he said. “If I find it, I’ll tell you; if you hear, you tell me. All right?”
“Good,” said Ta-shui. When Tun’s sentry duty was over, Ta-shui walked back with him to the village.
“If you find out how to join the Party, don’t forget about me,” Ta-shui, whispering, reminded him.
Tun smiled in agreement, and they parted. For the next half month Ta-shui anxiously kept waiting for news,
but Tun didn’t open the subject again. Ta-shui couldn’t bring himself to ask, though the question was rankling
him. He noticed that if he came upon Shuang talking to certain peasants, obviously about something important,
the minute he appeared they would send him off on an errand elsewhere. He imagined he was being left out of
things and felt very hurt. Then one night Shuang summoned the militia. Their mission was to cut communications
and dig ditches across the main highway in Japanese-controlled territory to the west. When they reached the highway, Shuang posted sentries, then split the rest of the men into work teams. They competed with one another to
show who could dig the most and the fastest. In spite of the cold weather, Ta-shui removed his overcoat and rolled
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up his sleeves. He swung his pickax powerfully and deep; none of the others could keep up with him. His section
of the road was soon ribbed with a ten-foot-wide trench. When they returned, Ta-shui carried a telephone pole
with a considerable length of wire rolled around the end of it. Shuang trudged beside him, a pick and shovel over
his shoulder and a coil of wire around his waist. They walked slowly, lagging behind the rest of the men. Half way
home, they set down their burdens and rested. .
The bright riloonlight cast grotesque shadows of the squatting men. Ta-shui lit his pipe. Shuang was dripping
perspiration.
“My poor back,” he moaned comically. “That load was squeezing me dry!”
“This will make plenty of firewood,” said Ta-shui, patting the telephone pole affectionately. “When we get it
chopped up, I’ll boil you all the water you can drink.”
“Ta-shui, when you do something, you go all out. You’re a good man.”
“But you fellows don’t think I’m good enough,” replied Ta-shui sadly. “If you did, you’d let me join the Communist Party.”
“Are you sure you know the work of the Party?” smiled Shuang.
“Sure I know—it fights the Japanese.”
“What else?”
“It leads our rent reduction programme and sees to it that we poor people don’t go hungry.”
“Right,” said Shuang with a laugh. “The Communist Party wants everyone to have clothes to wear, food to eat,
books to read, and a full life.”
“I believe with my whole heart that the Communist Partr is right and good,” said Ta-shui simply. He passed his
pipe over to Shuang. As he smoked, Shuang explained what the Communist Party advocated, what it was working
for now, what its aims were for the future. Ta-shui listened carefully, and asked a few questions, which Shuang answered. The more Ta-shui heard, the more stimulated and happy he became. Shuang handed the pipe back.
“Who do you think is a Communist in our village?”
“That’s like asking me whether I know my own brother, for one, I’m sure you are.”
Shuang laughed, but didn’t answer. Ta-shui grasped his arm.
“Don’t keep me in suspense like this,” he said urgently. “I want to learn from you men, work with you, because
I know you’re doing fine things.”
“The Communist Party thinks the world of workers and peasants like us. There’s no question about your being
welcome. As a matter of fact, a meeting has already been held, approving you as a member.”
“I’m really a member?” cried Ta-shui, leaping to his feet in excitement.
“Not so loud! Membership must be kept a strict secret. Even parents and wives can’t be told.”
Ta-shui promised to be discreet. When he got home, he glowed as if he had just found a fortune.
“What’s tickling you?” Tieh asked him.
“Nothing,” Ta-shui laughed. “It’s just that I feel … I feel wonderful!”
The next day, Shuang summoned Ta-shui to a meeting of the village Communists. Tun and the others were al ready waiting when Ta-shui arrived. Pulling Ta-shui to a seat on the kang, Tun slapped him on the back.
“You’re really in the Party now.”
“Ta-shui,” said Shuang, “now that you’re a Communist, you have to keep discipline and obey Party decisions.”
“Of course. I’ll do whatever I’m told.”
“He’s joined us because he feels the same as we do,” said Tun.
“We can’t go wrong with Ta-shui,” another man asserted.
“Ta-shui’s all right,” Shuang agreed. “But he’s still too provincial. He’s got to get over that.”
Ta-shui didn’t understand what was meant by “provincial.” He asked the others, and provoked a lively discus sion. …
150.134 & 186.9 1. The Golden Cangue 2. Love In The Fallen City: Two Short Stories\fn{by Zhang Ailing [Ai-lu]
aka Eileen Chang (1920-1995)} Shanghai, China (F) 48
1
Shanghai thirty years ago on a moonlit night … maybe we did not get to see the moon of thirty years ago. To
young people the moon of thirty years ago should be a reddish-yellow wet stain the size of a copper coin, like a
tyeardrop on letter paper by To-yün Hsüan,\fn{A note reads: To-yün Hsüan (Solitary Cloud Studio) was famous for its fine red-
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striped letter paper, popular down to the thirties .}

worn and blurred. In old people’s memory the moon of thirty years ago
was gay, larger, rounder, and whiter than the moon now. But looked back on after thirty years on a rough road, the
best of moons is apt to be ringed with sadness.
The moonlight reached the side of Feng-hsiao’s pillow. She was a slave girl brought by the bride, the new third
Mistress of the Chiangs. She opened her eyes to take a look and saw her own blue-white hand on the half-worn
blanket faced with quilted Korean silk. “Is it moonlight?” She said to herself. She slept on a pallet on the floor
under the window. The last couple of years had been busy with the changing of dynasties. The Chiangs coming to
Shanghai as refugees did not have enough room, so the servants’ quarters were criss-crossed with people sleeping.
Feng-hsiao seemed to hear a rustle behind the big bed and guessed that somebody had got up to use the
chamber pot. She turned over and, just as she thought, the cloth curtain was thrust aside and a black shadow
emerged, shuffling in slippers trodden down in the back. It was probably Little Shuang, the personal maid of
Second Mistress, and so she called out softly, “Little Sister Shuang.”
Little Shuang came, smiling, and gave a kick to the pallet. “I woke you.” She put both hands under her old
lined jacket of dark violet silk, worn over bright oil-green trousers. Feng-hsiao put out a hand to feel the trouser
leg and said, smiling:
“Colorful clothes are not worn so much now. With the people down river,\fn{ A note reads: On the lower Yangtze.}
the fashions are all for no color.”
Little Shuang said, smiling, “You don’t know, in this house we can’t keep up with other people. Our Old
Mistress is strict, even the younger mistresses can’t have their own way, not to say us slave girls. We wear what’s
given us—all dressed like peasants.” She squatted down to sit on the pallet and picked up a little jacket at Fenghsiao’s feet. “Was this newly made for your lady’s wedding?”
Feng-hsiao sighed. “Don’t go into that now. In times like this one should economize, but there was still a limit!
That wedding really lacked style. That one of ours didn’t say anything, but how could she not be angry?”
“I shouldn’t wonder Third Mistress is still unhappy about it. On your side the trousseau was passable, but the
wedding preparations we made were really too dismal. Even that year we took our Second Mistress it was better
than this.”
Feng-hsiao was taken aback. “How? Your Second Mistress …”
Little Shuang took off her shoes and stepped barefoot across Feng-hsiao to the window. “Get up and look at
the moon,” she said.
Feng-hsiao scrambled quickly to her feet. “I was going to ask you all along, your Second Mistress …”
Little Shuang bent down to pick up the little jacket and put it over her shoulders. “Be careful you don’t catch
cold.”
Feng-hsiao said, smiling, as she buttoned it up, “No, you’ve got to tell me.”
“My fault, I shouldn’t have let it out,” Little Shuang said, smiling.
“We are like sisters now. Why treat me like an outsider?”
“If I tell you, don’t you tell your lady though. Our Second Mistress’s family owns a sesame oil shop.”
“Oh!” Feng-hsiao was surprised. “A sesame oil shop! How on earth could they stoop so low! Now your Eldest
Mistress is from a titled family; our can’t compare with eldest Mistress, but she also came from a respectable
family.”
“Of course there was a reason. You’ve seen our Second Master, he’s crippled. What mandarin family would
give him a daughter for wife? Old Mistress didn’t know what to do, first was going to get him a concubine, and
the matchmaker found this one of the Ts’ao family, called Ch’i-ch’iao\fn{ A note reads: The old phrase ch’i-ch’iao, clever
seven, refers to the skill of the Weaving Maid, a star that is reunited with the Cowherd, another star, across the Milky Way every year on the
seventh of the seventh moon.} because she was born in the seventh month.”

“Oh, a concubine,” said Feng-hsiao.
“Was to be a concubine. Then Old Mistress thought, since Second master was not going to take a wife, it
wouldn’t do either for the second branch to be without its proper mistress. Just as well to have here for a wife so
she would faithfully look after Second Master.”
Feng-hsiao leaned her hands on the window sill, musing. “No wonder. Although I’m new here, I’ve guessed
some of it too.”
“Dragons breed dragons, phoenixes breed phoenixes—as the saying goes. You haven’t heard her conversation!
Even in front of the unmarried young ladies she says anything she likes. Lucky that in our house not a word goes
out from inside, nor comes in from outside, so the young ladies don’t understand a thing. Even then they get so
embarrassed they don’t know where to hide.”
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Feng-hsiao tittered. “Really? Where could she have picked up this vulgar language? Even us slave girls—”
Little Shuang said, holding her own elbows, “Why, she was the big attraction at the sesame oil shop, standing
at the counter, and dealing with all kinds of customers. What have we got to compare with her?”
“Did you come with her when she was married?”
Little Shuang sneered. “How could she afford me! I used to wait on Old Mistress, but Second Master took
medicine all day and had to be helped around all the time, and since they were short of hands, I was sent over
there. Why, are you cold?” Feng-hsiao shook her head. “Look at you, the way you pulled in your neck, so
cuddlesome!” She had hardly finished speaking when Feng-hsiao sneezed. Right away Little Shuang gave her a
push. “Go to bed, go to bed. Warm yourself.”
Feng-hsiao knelt down to take her jacket off. “It’s not winter, you don’t catch cold just like that.”
“The window may be closed but the wind squeaks in through the crevices.”
They both lay down. Feng-hsiao asked in a whisper, “Been married for four, five years now?”
“Who?”
“Who else?”
“Oh, she. That’s right, it’s been five years.”
“Had children too, and gave people nothing to talk about?”
“As to that—! Plenty to talk about. The year before last Old Mistress took everybody in the house on a
pilgrimage to Mount P’u-t’o. She didn’t go because it was just after her lying-in, so she was left at home to look
after the house. Master-in-law\fn{ A note reads: Chiu-yeh, lit., Master Brother-in-law, in this case Ch’i-ch’iao’s elder brother .}
called a bit too often and a batch of things was lost.”
Feng-hsiao was startled. “And they never got to the bottom of it?”
“What would have come of that? It would have been embarrassing for everybody. Anyway, the jewelry would
have gone to Eldest master, Second Master, and third master one day. Eldest Master and Eldest Mistress couldn’t
very well say anything on account of Second Master. Third Master was in no position to, he himself was spending
money like water and had borrowed a lot from the family accounts.”
The two of them talked across ten feet. Despite their effort to lower their voices, a louder sentence or two woke
up old Mrs. Chao on the big bed. She called out, “Little Shuang.” Little Shuang did not dare answer. Old Mrs.
Chao said, “Little Shuang, if you talk more nonsense and let people hear you, be careful you don’t get skinned
tomorrow!” Little Shuang kept still. “Don’t think you’re still in the deep halls and big courtyards we lived in
before, where you had room to talk crazy and act silly. Here it’s cheek by jowl, nothing can be kept from other
people. Better stop talking if you want to avoid a beating.”
Immediately the room became silent. Old Mrs. Chao, who had inflamed eyes, had stuffed her pillow with
chrysanthemum leaves, said to make eyes clear and cool. She now raised her head to press down the silver hairpin
tucked across her bun and the chrysanthemum leaves rustled with the slight stir. She turned over, her whole frame
pulled into motion, all her bones squeaking. She sighed. “You people—! What do you know?” Little Shuang and
Feng-hsiao still dared not reply. For a long time nobody spoke, and one by one they drifted off to sleep.
It was almost dawn. The flat waning moon got lower, lower and larger, and by the time it sank, it was like a red
gold basin. The sky was a cold bleak crab-shell blue. The houses were only a couple of stories high, pitch-dark
under the sky, so it was possible to see far. At the horizon the morning colors were a layer of green, a layer of
yellow, and a layer of red like a watermelon cut open—the sun was coming up. Gradually wheelbarrows and big
pushcarts began rattling along the road, and horse carriages passed, hoofs tapping. The beancurd soup vendor with
the flat pole on his shoulder hawked his wares slowly, swingingly. Only the long-drawn last syllable carried,
“Haw …O! Haw …O!” Farther off, it became “Aw …O! Aw …O!”
In the house the slave girls and amahs\fn{Nurses.} had also got up, in a flurry to open the room doors, fetch hot
water, fold up bedding, hook up the bed-curtains, and do the hair. Feng-hsiao helped Third Mistress Lan-hsien get
dressed. Lan-hsien leaned close to the mirror for a careful look, pulled out from under her armpit a pale green
blossom-flecked handkerchief, rubbed some powder off the wings to her nose, and said with her back to Third
Master on the bed, “I’d better go first to pay my respects to old Mistress. I’d be late if I waited for you.”
As she was speaking, Eldest Mistress Tai-chen came and stood on the doorstep, saying with a smile, “Third
Sister, let’s go together.”
Lan-hsien hurried up to her. “I was just getting worried I’d be late—so Eldest Sister-in-law hasn’t gone up yet.
What about Second Sister-in-law?”
“She’ll still be a while.”
“Getting Second Brother his medicine?”
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Tai-chen looked around to make sure there was no one about before she said, smiling, “It’s not so much taking
medicine as—” She put her thumb to her lips, made a fist with the three middle fingers, sticking out the little
finger, and shushed softly a couple of times.
Lan-hsien said, surprised, “They both smoke this?”
Tai-chen nodded. “With your Second Brother it’s out in the open, with her it’s kept from Old Mistress, which
makes things difficult for us, caught in between—have to cover up for her. Actually Old Mistress knows very
well. Purposely pretends she doesn’t, orders her around and tortures her in little ways, just so that she can’t smoke
her fill. Actually, to think of it, a woman and so young, what great worries could she have, to need to smoke this
to take her mind off things?”
Tai-chen and Lan-hsien went upstairs hand in hand, each followed by the slave girl closest to her, to the small
anteroom next door to Old Mistress’s bedroom. The slave girl Liu-hsi came out to them whispering, “Not awake
yet.”
Tai-chen glanced up at the grandfather clock and said, smiling, “Old Mistress is also latte today.”
“Said she didn’t sleep well the last couple of days, too much noise on the street,” Liu-his said. “Probably used
to it now, making up for it today.”
Beside the little round pedestal table of purple elm covered with a strip of scarlet felt sat Yün-tse, the second
daughter of the house, cracking walnuts with a little nutcracker. She put it down and got up to greet them. Taichen laid a hand on her shoulder. “Sister Yün, you are really filial. Old Mistress happened to be in the mood
yesterday to want some sugared walnuts made, and you remembered.”
Lan-hsien and Tai-chen sat down around the table and helped to peel the walnut skin. Yün-tse’s hands got tired
and Lan-hsien took the nutcracker that she put down.
“Be careful of those nails of yours, as slender as scallions. It would be a pity to break them when you’ve
grown them so long,” said Tai-chen.
“Have somebody go and get your gold nail sheath,” Yün-tse said.
“So much bother, we might as well have them shelled in the kitchen,” said Lan-hsien.
As they were talking and laughing in undertones, Liu-his raised the curtain with a stick, announcing, “Second
Mistress is here.”
Lan-hsien and Yün-tse rose to ask her to sit down but Ts’ao Ch’i-ch’iao would not be seated as yet. With one
hand on the doorway and the other on her waist, she first looked around. On her thin face were a vermilion mouth,
triangular eyes, and eyebrows curved like little hills. She wore a pale pink blouse over narrow mauve trousers
with a flickering blue scroll design and greenish-white incense-stick binding.\fn{ A note reads: So called because the
binding is rounded and narrow .} A lavender silk crepe handkerchief was half tucked around the wrist in one narrow
blouse sleeve. She smiled, showing her small fine teeth, and said, “Everybody’s here. I suppose I’m late again
today. How can I help it, doing my hair in the dark? Who gave me a window facing the back yard? I’m the only
one to get a room like that. That one of ours is evidently not going to live long anyway, we’re just waiting to be
widow and orphans—whom to bully, if not us?”
Tai-chen blandly said nothing. Lan-hsien said, smiling, “Second Sister-in-law is used to the houses in Peking,
no wonder she finds it too cramped here.”
Yün-tsse said, “Eldest Brother should have got a large one when he was house-hunting, but I’m afraid this
counts as a bright and airy house for Shanghai.”
Lan-hsien said, “That is so. It’s true it’s a bit crowded, really, so many people in the house—”
Ch’i-ch’iao rolled up her sleeve and tucked the handkerchief in her green jade bracelet, glanced sideways at
Lan-hsien, and said, smiling, “So Third Sister feels there’re too many people. If it’s too crowded for us, who have
been married for years, naturally it’s too crowded for newlyweds like you.”
Before Lan-hsien could say anything, Tai-chen blushed, saying, “Jesting is jesting, but there’s a limit. Third
Sister has just come here, what will she think of us?”
Ch’i-Ch’iao pulled up a corner of her handkerchief to cover her mouth. “I know you’re all young ladies from
respectable homes. Just try and change places with me, I’m afraid you couldn’t put up with it for even one night.”
Tai-chen made a spitting noise. “This is too much. The more you talk, the more impertinent you get.”
At this Ch’i-Ch’iao went up and took Tai-chen by her sleeve. “I can swear—I can swear for the last three
years. Do you dare swear? You dare swear?”
Even Tai-chen could not help a titter, and then she muttered, “How is it that you even got two children?”
Ch’i-Ch’iao said, “Really, even I don’t know how the children got born. The more I think about it the more I
can’t understand.”
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Tai-chen held up her right hand and waved it from side to side. “Enough talk in this vein. Granted that you take
Third Sister as one of our own, and feel free to say anything you like, still Sister Yün’s here. If she tells Old
Mistress later, you’ll get more than you want.”
Yün-tse had walked off long ago, and was standing on the on the veranda with her hands behind her back,
whistling at the canary to make it sing. The Chiangs lived in a modern foreign-style house of an early period, tall
arches supported by thick pillars of red brick with a floral capital, but the upstairs veranda had a wooden floor.
Behind the railings of willow wood was a row of large baskets of bamboo splits, in which dried bamboo shots
were being aired. The worn sunlight pervaded the air like gold dust, slightly choking and dizzying when rubbed in
the eyes. Far away in the street a peddler shook a rattledrum whose sleepy beat, bu lun dung … bu lung dung,
held the memory of many children now grown old. The private rickshaws tinkled as they ran past and an
occasional car horn went ba ba.
Because Ch’i-Ch’iao knew that everybody in this house looked down on her, she was especially warm to the
newcomer. Leaning on the back of Lan-hsien’s chair, she asked her this and that and spoke admiringly of her
fingernails after giving her hand a thorough inspection. Then she added, “I grew one on my little finger last year
fully half an inch longer than this, and broke it picking flowers.”
Lan-hsien had already seen through Ch’i-Ch’iao and understood her position at the Chiangs’. She kept smiling
but hardly answered. Ch’i-Ch’iao felt the slight. Ambling over to the veranda, she picked up Yün-tse’s pigtail and
shook it, making conversation, “Yo! How come your hair is so thin? Only last year you had such a head of glossy
black hair—must have lost a lot?”
Yün-tse turned aside to protect her pigtail, saying with a smile, “I can’t even lose a few hairs without your
permission?”
Ch’i-Ch’iao went on scrutinizing her and called out, “Eldest Sister-in-law, come and take a look Sister Yün has
really grown much thinner. Could it be that the young lady has something on her mind?”
With marked annoyance Yün-tse slapped Ch’i-Ch’iao’s hand to get it off her person. “You’ve really gone crazy
today. As if you’re not enough of a nuisance ordinarily.”
Ch’i-Ch’iao tucked her hands in her sleeves. “What a temper the young lady has,” she said, smiling.
Tai-chen put her head out, saying, “Sister Yün, Old Mistress is up.”
Each of them straightened her blouse hastily, smoothed her hair in front of her ears, lifted the curtain to go into
the next room, curtsied, and waited on Old Mistress at breakfast. The old women holding trays went in through
the living room; the slave girls inside took the dishes from them and they returned to wait in the outer room. It
was quiet inside, scarcely anybody saying anything, the only sound was the rustle of the thin silver chain aquiver
at the top of a pair of silver chopsticks.
Old Mistress believed in Buddha and made it a rule to worship for two hours after breakfast. Coming out with
the others, Yün-tse managed to ask Tai-chen without being overheard, “Isn’t Second Sister-in-law in a hurry to go
for her smoke? Why is she still hanging around inside?”
Tai-chen said, “I suppose she has a few words to say in private.”
“Yün-tse could not help laughing. “As if Old Mistress would listen to anything she had to say!”
Tai-chen laughed cynically. “That you can’t tell. Old people are always changing their minds. When it’s dinned
into your ears all day long, it’s just possible you’ll believe one sentence out of ten.”
As Lan-hsien sat cracking walnuts, Tai-chen and Yün-tse went to the veranda, though not purposely to
eavesdrop on the conversation in the main chamber. Old Mistress, being of advanced age, was a little deaf, so her
voice was especially loud. Intentionally or not, the people on the veranda heard much of the talk. Yü-tse turned
white with anger; she first held her fists forcibly and ran toward the other end of the veranda. After a couple of
running steps she stood still and bent forward with her face in her hands, sobbing.
“Tai-chen hurried up to hold her. “Sister, don’t be like this! Stop it quick. It’s not worth your while to heed the
likes of her. Who takes her words seriously?”
Yün-tse struggled free and ran straight to her own room. Tai-chen came back to the living room and clapped
her hands once. “The damage is done.”
“Lan-hsien hastened to ask, “What happened?”
“Your Second Sister-in-law was just telling Old Mistress, ‘A grown girl won’t keep,’ and Old Mistress is to
write to the P’engs to come for the bride quick. Look, what kind of talk is this?”
Lan-hsien, also stunned, said, “Wouldn’t it be slapping one’s on face, for the girl’s family to say a thing like
this?”
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“The Chiangs will only lose face temporarily, but not Sister Yün. How are they to respect her over there when
she gets married? She still has her life to live.”
“Old Mistress is understanding, she’s not likely to share that person’s views.”
“Of course Old Mistress didn’t like it at first, saying a daughter of our house would never have such ideas. So
she said, ‘Yo! You don’t know the girls nowadays. How can they compare with the girls when you were a girl?
Times have changed, and people also change, otherwise who is there trouble all over the world?’ You know, old
people like to hear this sort of thing. Old Mistress is not so sure any more.”
Lan-hsien sighed, saying, “How on earth did she have the gall to make up such stories?”
Tai-chen rested both elbows on the table and stroked an eyebrow with a little finger. After a moment of
reflection she snickered, “She thinks she’s being specially thoughtful toward Sister Yün! Spare me her
thoughtfulness.”
Lan-hsien grabbed hold of her. “Listen—that can’t be sister Yün?” there seemed to be loud weeping in a back
room and the rattle of brass bedposts being kicked and a hubbub of voices trying to soothe and reason to no avail.
Tai-chen stood up. “I’ll go and see. This young lady may be good-tempered, but she can fight back if
cornered.”
Tai-chen was gone when Third Master Chiang came in yawning. A robust youth, tending toward plumpness,
Chiang Chi-tse sported down his neck a big shiny three-strand pigtail loosely plaited. He had the classic domed
forehead and square lower face, chubby bright red cheeks, glistening dark eyebrows, and moist black eyes where
some impatience always showed through. Over a narrow-sleeved gown of bamboo-root green he wore a little
sleeveless jacket the color of sesame-dotted, purplish-brown soy paste, buttoned across with pearls from shoulder
to shoulder. He asked Lan-hsien, “Who’s talking away to old Mistress inside there?”
“Second Sister-in-law.”
Chi-tse pressed his lips tight and shook his head.
“You’ve had enough of her, too?” Lan-hsien said, smiling.
Chi-tse said nothing, just pulled a chair over, pushed its back against the table, threw the hem of his gown up
high and sat down astride the chair, his chin on the chair back, and picked up and ate one piece of walnut after
another.
Lan-hsien gave him a look from the corners of her eyes. “People peeling them the whole morning, was it all
for your sake?”
Just then Ch’i-ch’iao lifted the curtain and came out. The minute she saw Chi-tse she involuntarily circled over
to the back of Lan-hsien’s chair, put both hands around Lan-hsien’s neck and bent her head down, saying with a
smirk, “What a ravishing bride! Third Brother, you haven’t thanked me yet. If I hadn’t hurried them to get this
done for you early, you might have had to wait eight or ten years for the war to be over. You’d have died of
impatience.
Lan-hsien’s greatest regret was that her wedding had happened in a period of national emergency and lacked
pomp and style. As soon as she heard these jarring words, her narrow little face fell to its full length like a scroll.
Chi-tse glanced at he and said, smiling, “Second “Sister-in-law, a good heart does not get rewards, as of old.
Nobody feels obliged to you.”
“That’s all right with me, I’m used to it,” said Ch’i-ch’iao. “Ever since I stepped inside the Chiang house, just
nursing your Second Brother all these years, watching over the sickbed day and night, just for that alone you’d
think I’ve done some good and nothing wrong, but who’s ever grateful to me? Who ever did me half a good
turn?”
Chi-tse said, smiling, “You’re full of grievances the minute you open your mouth.”
With a long-drawn-out groan she kept fingering the gold triad\fn{ A note reads: A toothpick, tweezers, and ear-spoon.}
and key chain buttoned on Lan-hsien’s lapel. After a long pause she suddenly said, “At least you haven’t fooled
around outside for a month or so. thanks to the bride, she made you stay home. Anybody else could beg you on
bent knees and you wouldn’t.”
“Is that so? Sister-in-law never asked me, how do you know I won’t?” he said, smiling, and signaled Lan-hsien
with his eyes.
Ch’i-ch’iao doubled up laughing. “Why don’t you do something about him, Third Sister? The little monkey, I
saw him grow up, and now he’s joking at my expense!”
While talking and laughing she felt bothered, her restless hands squeezed and kneaded Lan-hsien, beating and
knocking lightly with a fist as if she wished to squash her out of shape. No matter how patient Lan-hsien was, she
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could not help; getting annoyed. With her temper rising, she applied more strength than she should using the
nutcracker, and broke the two-inch fingernail clean off at the quick.
“Yo!” Ch’i-ch’iao cried. “Quick, get scissors and trim it. I remember there was a pair of little scissors in this
room. Little Shuang!” she called out. “Liu-hsi! Come, somebody!”
Lan-hsien rose. “Never mind, Second Sister-in-law, I’ll go and cut it in my room.” She went.
Ch’i-ch’iao sat down in Lan-hsien’s chair. Leaning her cheek on her hand and lifting her eyebrows, she gazed
sideways at Chi-tse. “Is she angry with me?”
“Why should she be?” he said, smiling.
“I was just going to ask that. Could I have said anything wrong? What’s wrong with keeping you at home?
She’d rather have you go out?”
He said, smiling, “The whole family from Eldest Brother and Eldest Sister-in-law down, all want to discipline
me, just for fear that I’ll spend the money in the general accounts.”
“By Buddha, I can’t vouch for the others but I don’t think like that. Even if you get into debt and mortgage
houses and sell land, if I so much as frown I’m not your Second Sister-in-law. Aren’t we the closest kin? I just
want you to take care of your health.”
He could not suppress a titter. “Why are you so worried about my health?”
Her voice trembled. “Health is the most important thing for anybody. Look at your Second Brother, the way he
gets, is he still a person? Can you still treat him as one?”
Chi-tse looked serious. “Second Brother is not like me, he was born like this. It’s not that he ruined his health.
He’s a pitiful man, it’s up to Second Sister-in-law to take care of him.”
Ch’i-ch’iao stood up stiffly, holding on to the table with both hands, her eyelids down and the lower half of her
face quivering as if she held scalding hot melted candlewax in her mouth. She forced out two sentences in a small
high voice, “Go sit next to your Second Brother. Go sit next to your Second Brother.” She tried to sit beside Chitse and only got onto a corner of his chair and put her hand on his leg. “Have you touched his flesh? It’s soft and
heavy, feels like your feet when they get numb…”
Chi-tse had changed color too. Still he gave a frivolous little laugh and bent down to pinch her foot. “Let’s see
if they are numb.”
“Heavens, you’ve never touched him, you don’t know how good it is not to be sick … how good …” She slid
down from the chair and squatted on the floor, weeping inaudibly with her face pillowed on her sleeve, the
diamond’s flame shone the solid knot of pine silk thread binding a little bunch of hair at the heart of the bun. Her
back convulsed as it sank lower and lower. She seemed to be not so much weeping as vomiting, churning and
pumping out her bowels.
A little stunned at first, Chi-tse got up. “I’m going, if that’s all right with you. If you’re not afraid of being
seen, I am. Have to save some face for Second Brother.”
Holding onto the chair to get up, she said, sobbing, “I’ll leave.” She pulled out a handkerchief from her sleeve
to dab at her face and suddenly smiled slightly. “You’re so protective of your Second Brother.”
Chi-tse laughed. “If I don’t protect him, who will?”
Ch’i-ch’iao said, walking toward the door, “You’re a good one to talk. Don’t try to act the hypocrite in front of
me. Why, just in these rooms alone … nothing escapes my eyes—not to mention how wild you are once outside
the house. You probably wouldn’t even mind having your wet nurse, let alone a sister-in-law.”
“I’ve always been easygoing about things. How am I supposed to defend myself if you pick on me?” he said,
smiling.
On her way out she again leaned her back against the door, whispering, “What I don’t get is in what way I’m
not as good as the others. What is it about me that’s no good?”
“My good sister-in-law, you’re all good.”
She said with a laugh, “Could it be that staying with a cripple, I smell crippled too, and it will rub off on you?”
She stared straight ahead, the small, solid gold pendants of her earrings like two brass nails nailing her to the door,
a butterfly specimen in a glass box, bright-colored and desolate.
Looking at her, Chi-tse also wondered. But that would not do. He loved to play around but had made up his
mind long ago not to flirt with members of the family. When the mood had passed one could neither avoid them
nor kick them aside, they would be a burden all the time. Besides, Ch’i-ch’iao was so outspoken and hottempered, how could the thing be kept secret? And she was so unpopular, who would cover up for her, high or
low? Perhaps she no longer cared and would not even mind if it got known. But why should a young man like him
take the risk? He spoke up. “Second Sister-in-law, young as I am, I’m not one who’d do just anything.”
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There seemed to be footsteps. With a flip of his gown he ducked into Old Mistress’ room, grabbing a handful
of shelled walnuts by the way. She had not quite come to her senses, but when she heard someone pushing the
door she roused herself, managing the best she could and hiding behind the door. When she saw Tai-chen walk in,
she came out and slapped her on the back.
Tai-chen forced a smile. “You’re in better spirits than ever.” She looked at the table. “My, so many walnuts,
practically all eaten up. It couldn’t be anybody but Third Brother.”
Ch’i-ch’iao leaned against the table, facing the veranda and saying nothing.
“People had to shell them all morning, and he came along to enjoy himself.” Tai-chen grumbled as she took a
seat.
Ch’i-ch’iao scraped the red table cover with a piece of sharp walnut shell, one hard stroke after another until
the felt turned hairy and was about to tear. She said between clenched teeth, “Isn’t it the same with money? We’re
always told to save, save it so others can take it out by the handfuls to spend. That’s what I can’t get over.”
Tai-chen glanced at her and said coldly, “That can’t be helped. When there’re too many people, if it doesn’t go
in the open it will go in the dark. Control this one and you can’t control that one.”
Ch’i-ch’iao felt the sting and was just about to reply in kind when Little Shuang came in furtively and walked
up to her, mumbling, “Mistress, Master-in-law is here.”
“Master-in-law’s coming here is nothing to hide. You’ve got a growth in your throat or what?” Ch’i-ch’iao
cursed. “You sound like a mosquito humming.”
Little Shuang backed off a step and dared not speak.
Tai-chen said, “So your brother has come to Shanghai too. It seems all our relatives are here.”
Ch’i-ch’iao stared out of the room. “He’s not to come to Shanghai? With war inland, poor people want to stay
alive too.” She stopped at the doorstep and asked Little Shuang, “Have you told Old Mistress?”
“Not yet,” said Little Shuang.
Ch’i-ch’iao thought for a moment and went downstairs quietly because she didn’t have the courage after all to
go in and tell Old Mistress of her brother’s arrival.
Tai-chen asked Little Shuang, “Master-in-law came alone?”
“With Mistress-in-law, carrying food in a two-decked set of round wooden boxes.”
Tai-chen chuckled. “They went to all that expense.”
Little Shuang said, “Eldest Mistress needn’t feel sorry for them. What comes in full will go out full too. To
them even remnants are good, for making slippers and waistbands, not to mention round or flat pieces of gold and
silver.”
“Don’t be so unkind. You’d better go down.” Tai-chen said, smiling. “Her family seldom comes here. Not
enough service and there’d be trouble again.”
Little Shuang hurried out. Ch’i-ch’iao was just cross-questioning Liu-his at the top of the stairs to see if Old
Mistress knew, Liu-his replied, “Old Mistress was at her prayers, Third Master was leaning against the window
looking out, and he said there were guests coming in the front gate. Old Mistress asked who it was. Third Master
looked had and said he was not sure that it wasn’t Master-in-law Ts’ao, and Old Mistress left it at that.”
Fire leaped up inside Ch’i-ch’iao as she heard this. She stamped her feet and muttered on her way downstairs,
“So—just going to pretend you don’t know. If you are going to be so snobbish, why did you bother to carry me
here in a sedan chair, complete with three match-makers and six wedding gifts? Ties of kinship not even a sharp
knife can sever. Even if you’re not just feigning death today but are really dead, he will have to come to your
funeral and kowtow\fn{Formally prostrate himself.} three times and you will have to take it.”
Her room was screened off by a stack of gold-lacquered trunks right inside the door, leaving just a few feet of
space. As she lifted the curtain, all she saw was her brother’s wife bent over the box set to remove the top section
containing little pies so as to see if the dishes underneath had spilled. Her brother Ts’ao T-nien bowed down to
look, hands behind his back. Ch’i-ch’iao felt a wave of acid pain raising in her heart and could not restrain a
shower of tears as she leaned against the trunks, here face pressed against their padded covers of sandy blue cloth.
Her sister-in-law straightened up hastily and rushed up to hold her hand in both of hers, calling her Miss over and
over again. Ts’ao Ta-nien also had to rub his eyes with a raised sleeve. Ch’i-ch’iao unbuttoned the frogs on the
trunk jackets with her free hand, only to button them up again, unable to say anything all the while.
Her sister-in-law turned to give brother a look. “Say something! Talking about Sister all the time, now that you
see her you’re again like the gourd with its mouth sawed off.”
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Ch’i-ch’iao said in a quavering voice, “No wonder he has nothing to say—how could he face me?” and turning
to her brother. “I thought you would never want to come here! You have ruined me well and good. You walked
away just like that, but I couldn’t leave. You don’t care if I live or die.”
Ts’ao Ta-nien said, “What are you saying? It’s one thing for other people to talk like this, but you too! If you
don’t cover up for me you won’t look so good either.”
“Even if I say nothing, I can’t keep other people from talking. Just because of you I’ve got all kinds of illness
from anger. After all this, you still try to gag me with these words!”
Her sister-in-law interposed quickly, “It was his fault, his fault! Miss has been put upon. However, Miss has
not usffered just on that account alone—be patient anyway, there will be happiness in the end.” The words
“However, Miss has not suffered just on that account alone” struck Ch’i-ch’iao as so true that she began to weep.
It made her sister-in-law so nervous she kept shaking a raised hand from side to side, saying, “Be careful you
don’t wake up Ku-yeh.”\fn{A note reads: honorific (title) for the son-in-law of the family.} The net curtains hung still on the
big dark bed of purple cedar over on the other side of the room. “Is Ku-yeh asleep? He’d be angry if we disturbed
him.”
Ch’i-ch’iao called out loudly, “If he can react like a human being, it won’t be so bad.”
Her sister-in-law was so frightened she covered Ch’i-ch’iao’s mouth. “Don’t, Ku-nai-nai!\fn{A note reads:
honorific for the married daughter of the house.} sick people feel bad to hear such talk.”
“He feels bad and how do I feel?”
Her sister-in-law said, “Is Ku-yeh still suffering from the soft bone illness?”
“Isn’t that enough to bear, without further complications? Here the whole family avoids mentioning the word
tuberculosis, actually it’s just tuberculosis of the bones.”
“Does he sit up for a while sometimes?”
Ch’i-ch’iao started to chuckle. “Huh huh! Sit up and the spine slides down, not even as tall as my three-yearold, to look at.”
Her sister-in-law ran out of comforting words for the moment and all three were speechless Ch’i-ch’iao
suddenly stamped her feet, saying, “Go, go, you people. Ever time you come I have to review once more in my
mind how everything has led to this, I can’t stand the agitation. Go away quick.”
Ts’ao Ta-nien said, “Listen to a word from me, Sister. Having your own family around makes it a little better
anyhow, and not just now when you’re unhappy. Even when your day of independence comes, the Chiangs are a
big clan, the elder keep browbeating people with high-sounding words, and those of your generation and the next
are like wolves and tigers, every one of them, not a single one easy to deal with. You need help too for your own
sake. There will be times aplenty when you could use your brother and nephews.”
Ch’i-ch’iao made a spitting noise. “I’d be out of luck indeed if I had to rely on your help. I saw through you
long ago—if you could fight them, the more credit to you and you’d come to me for money; if you’re no match
for them you’d just topple over to their side. The sight of mandarins scares you out of your wits anyway: you’ll
just pull in your neck and leave me to my fate.”
Ta-nien flushed and laughed sardonically. “Wait till the money is in your hands. It will not be too late then to
keep your brother from getting a share.”
“Then why bother me when you know it’s not yet in my hands?”
“So we’re wrong to come all this distance to see you!” he said. “Come on, let’s go. To be perfectly frank
though, eve if I use a bit of your money it’s only fair. If I’d been greedy for wedding gifts and asked for another
several hundred taels of silver from the Chiangs and sold you for a concubine, you’d have been sold.”
“Isn’t a wife better than a concubine? Kites go farther on a longer string, you have big hopes yet.”
Ta-nien was just going to retort when his wife cut in, “Now hold your tongue. You’ll still meet in days to
come. One day when Ku-nai-nai thinks of you she’ll know she only has this one brother.”
Ta-nien hustled her into tidying the box set, picked it up, and started out.
“What do I care?” Ch’i-ch’iao said. “When I have money I won’t have to worry about your not coming, only
how to get rid of you.” Despite her harsh words she could not hold back the sobs that got louder and louder. This
quarrel had made it possible for her to release the frustrations pent up all morning long.
Her sister-in-law, seeing that she was evidently clinging to them a little, succeeded by cajoling and lecturing in
pacifying her brother, and at the same time, with her arm around her, led her to the carved pearwood couch, set
her down, and patiently reasoned with her, until she gradually dried her tears. The three now talked about
everyday affairs. It was more or less peaceful in the north, with business as usual at the Ts’aos’ sesame oil shop.
Their present trip to Shanghai had to do with their future son-in-law, a bookkeeper who happened to be in Hupeh
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when the revolution started. He had left the place with his employer and finally come to Shanghai. So Ta-nien had
brought his daughter here to be married, visiting his sister on the side. Ta-nien asked after all the Chiangs of the
house and wanted to pay his respects to Old Mistress.
“Just as well that you don’t see her,” said Ch’i-ch’iao. “I was just being mad at her.”
Ta-nien and his wife were both startled.
“How can I help myself?” Ch’i-ch’iao said. “The whole family treading me down, if I’d been easy to bully I’d
have been trampled to death long ago. As it is, I’m full of aches and pains from anger.”
“Do you still smoke, Miss?” her sister-in-law said. “Opium is still better than any other medicine for soothing
the liver and composing the nerves. Be sure that you take good care of yourself, Miss, we’re not around, who else
is there to look after you?”
Ch’i-ch’iao went through her trunks to take out lengths of silks of new designs to give to her sister-in-law and
also a pair of gold bracelets weighing four taels, a pair of carnelian hairpins the shape of lotus pods, and a quilting
of silk fluff. She had for each niece a gold ear-spoon and each nephew a miniature gold ingot or a sable hat, and
handed her brother an enameled gold watch shaped like a cicada. Her brother and sister-in-law hastened to thank
her.
“You didn’t come at the right moment,” Ch’i-ch’iao said. “When we were just about to leave Peking, what we
couldn’t take was all given to the amahs and slave girls, several trunkfuls they got for nothing.”
They looked embarrassed at this. Taking their leave, her sister-in-law said, “When we’ve got our daughter off
our hands, we’ll come and see Ku-nai-nai again.”
“Just as well if you don’t,” Ch’i-ch’iao said, smiling. “I can’t afford it.”
When they got out of the Chiangs’ house her sister-in-law said, “How is it this ku-nai-nai of ours has changed
so? Before she was married she may have been a bit proud and talked a little too much. Even later, when we went
to see her, she had more of a temper but there was still a limit. She was not silly as she is now, sane enough one
minute and the next minute off again, and altogether disagreeable.”
Ch’i-ch’iao stood in the room holding her elbows and watched the two slave girls, Little Shuang and Ch’iangyün, carrying the trunks between them and stacking them back one by one. The things of the past came back
again: the sesame oil shop over the cobbled street, the blackened greasy counter, the wooden spoons standing in
the buckets of sesame butter and iron spoons of all sizes strung up above the oil jars. Insert the funnel in the
customer’s bottle. One big spoon plus two small spoons just make a bottle—one and a half catties. Counts as one
catty and four ounces of it’s somebody she knows. Sometimes she went marketing too, in a blouse and pants of
blue linen trimmed with mirror-bright black silk. Across the thick row of brass hooks from which pork dangled
she saw Ch’ao-lu of the butcher shop. Ch’ao-lu was always after her, calling her Miss Ts’ao, and on rare occasion
Little Miss Ch’iao,\fn{A note reads: a familiar form of address, as to a child of the family .} and she would give the rack of
hooks a slap that sent al the empty hooks swinging across to poke him in the eye. Ch’ao-lu plucked a piece of raw
fat a foot wide off the hook and threw it down hard on the block, a warm odor rushing to her face, the smell of
sticky dead flesh … she frowned. On the bed lay her husband, that lifeless body. …
A gust of wind came in the window and blew against the long mirror in the scrollwork lacquered frame until it
rattled against the wall. Ch’i-ch’iao pressed the mirror down with both hands. The green bamboo curtain and a
green and gold landscape scroll reflected in the mirror went on swinging back and forth in the wind—one could
get dizzy watching it for long. When she loooked again the green bamboo curtain had faded, the green ad gold
landscape was replaced by a photograph of her deceased husband, and the woman in the mirror was also ten years
older.
Last year she wore mourning for her husband and this year her mother-in-law had passed away. Now her
husband’s uncle, Ninth Old Master, was formally invited to come and divide the property among the survivors.
Today was the focal point of all her imaginings since she had married into the house of Chiang. All these years
she had worn the golden cangue\fn{The cangue is a square wooden collar, three or four feet across, in which the neck and (usually)
the hands are confined; it was formerly used in China for the punishment of certain minor crimes .} but never even got to gnaw at
the edge of the gold. It would be different from now on. In her white lacquered silk blouse and black skirt she
looked rouged, from the eyes rubbed red to the feverish cheekbones. She lifted her hand to touch her face. It was
flushed but the rest of her body was so cold she was actually trembling. She told Ch’iang-yün to pour her a cup of
tea. (Little Shuang had been married long ago; Ch’iang-yün was also mated with a page.) The tea she drank
flowed heavily into her chest cavity and her heart jumped, thumping in the hot tea. She sat down with her back to
the mirror and asked Ch’iang-yün, “All this time Ninth Old Master has been here this afternoon, he’s just been
going over the accounts with Secretary Ma?”
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Ch’iang-yün answered yes.
“Eldest Master and Eldest Mistress, Third Master and Third Mistress, none of them is around?”
Ch’iang-yün answered yes.
“Who else did he go to see?”
“Just took a turn in the schoolroom,” said Ch’iang-yün
“At least our Master Pai’s studies could bear checking into. … The trouble with the child this year is what
happened to his father and grandmother, one after the other. If he still feels like studying, he’s born of beasts.” She
finished her tea and told Ch’iang-yün to go down and see if the people of the eldest and third branches were all in
the parlor, so she would not be too early and be laughed at for seeming eager. It happened that the eldest branch
had also sent a slave girl to find out, who came face to face with Ch’iang-yün.
Ch’i-ch’iao finally came downstairs slowly, gracefully. A foreign-style dining table of ebony polished like a
mirror and was set up in the parlor for the occasion. Ninth Old Master occupied one side by himself, the account
books with blue cloth covers and plum-red labels heaped before him along with a melon-ribbed teacup. Around
him besides Secretary Ma were the specially invited kung ch’in, relatives no closer to one than to the other,
serving more or less in the capacity of assistant judges. Eldest Master and Third Master represented their
respective branches, but Second Master having died, his branch was represented by Second Mistress. Chi-tse, who
knew very well that this day of reckoning bode no good for him, arrived last. But once there he never showed any
anxiety or depression: that same plump red smile was still on his cheeks and in his eyes still that bit of dashing
impatience.
Ninth Old Master gave a cough and made a brief report on the Chiangs’ finances. Leafing through the account
books, he read out the main holdings of land and houses and the annual incomes from these. Ch’i-ch’iao leaned
forward with hands locked tight over her stomach, trying hard to explain to herself every sentence he uttered and
match it with the results of her past investigations. The houses in Tsingtao, the houses in Tientsin, the land in the
hometown, the land outside Peking, the houses in Shanghai. … Third Master had borrowed too much from the
general accounts and for too long. Apart from his share, now canceled out, he still owed sixty thousand dollars,
but the eldest and second branches had to let it go at that since he had nothing. The only house he owned, a
foreign-style building with a garden bought for a concubine, was already mortgaged. Then there was just the
jewelry that Old Mistress had brought with her as a bride to be divided evenly among the three brothers. Chi-tse’s
share could not be confiscated, being mementos left by his mother.
Ch’i-ch’iao suddenly cried out, “Ninth Old Master, this is too hard on us.”
The parlor had been dead quiet before, now the silence became a sandy rustle that sawed straight into the ears
like the damaged sound track of a movie grating rustily on. .Ninth Old Master opened his eyes wide to look at her.
“What? You wouldn’t even let him have the bit of jewelry his mother left?”
“‘Even brothers settle their accounts openly,’” Ch’i-ch’iao quoted. “Eldest Brother and Sister-in-law say
nothing, but I have to toughen my skin and speak out this once. I can’t compare with Eldest Brother and Sister-inlaw. If the one we lost were able to go out and be a mandarin for a couple of terms and save some money, I’d be
glad to be generous, too—what if we cancel all the old accounts? Only that one of ours was pitiful, ailing and
groaning all his life, never earned a copper coin. Left us widow and orphans who’re counting on just this small
fixed sum to live on. I’m a crab with out legs and Ch’ang-pai is not yet fourteen, with plenty of hard days ahead.”
Her tears came down as she spoke.
“What do you want then if you may have your way?” said Ninth Old Master.
“It’s not for me to decide,” she said, sobbing. “I’m only begging Ninth Old Master to settle it for me.”
Chi-tse, cold-faced, said nothing. The whole roomful of people felt it was not for them to speak. Ninth Old
Master, unable to keep down a bellyful of fire, snorted, “I’d make a suggestion, only I’m afraid you won’t like it.
The second branch has land and nobody to look after it, the third branch has a man but no land. I’d have third
Master look after it for you for a consideration, whatever you see fit, only you may not want him.”
Ch’i-ch’iao laughed sardonically. “I’d have it your way, only I’m afraid the dead one will not. Come,
somebody! Ch’iang-yün, go and get Master Pai for me. Ch’ang-pai, what a hard life your father had! Born with
ailments all over, went through life like a wretch, and for what? Never even had a single comfortable day. In the
end he left you, all there is of his bone and blood, and people still won’t let you be, there’re a thousand designs on
your property. Ch’ang-pai, it’s your father’s fault that he dragged himself around with all his illnesses, bullied
when he was alive, to have his widow and orphan bullied when he’s dead. I don’t matter, how many more scores
of years can I live? At worst I’d go and explain this before Old Mistress’s spirit tablet and kill myself in protest.
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But Ch’ang-pai, you’re so young, you still have your life to live even if there’s nothing to eat or drink except the
northwest wind!”
Ninth Old Master was so angry he slapped the table. “I wash my hands of this! It was you people who begged
and kowtowed to make me come. Do you think I like to go looking for trouble?” He stood up, kicked the chair
over and, without waiting to be helped out of the room, strode out of sight in a gust of wind.
The others looked one another in the face and slipped out one by one. Only Secretary Ma was left behind busy
tidying up the account books. He thought that, with everybody gone and Second Mistress sitting there alone
beating her breast and wailing, it would be embarrassing if he just walked off, and so he went up to her, bowing
repeatedly, holding his own hands and moving them up and down in obeisance, and calling, “Second Mistress!
Second Mistress! … Second Mistress!” Ch’i-ch’iao just covered her face with a sleeve. Secretary ma could not
very well pull her hand away. Perspiring in despair, he took off his black satin skullcap to fan himself.
The awkward situation lasted for a few days, then the property was divided quietly according to the original
plans. The widow and orphans were still taken advantage of.
Ch’i-ch’iao took her son Ch’ang-pai and daughter Ch’ang-an and rented another house to live in, and seldom
saw the Chiangs’ other branches. Several months later Chiang Chi-tse suddenly came. When the amah announced
the visit upstairs, Ch’i-ch’iao was secretly worried that she had offended him that day at the family conference
over the division of property and wondered what he was going to do about it. But “an army comes and generals
fend it off,” so why should she be afraid of him? She tied on a black skirt of iron-thread gauze under the Buddhablue solid gauze jacket she was wearing and came downstairs. When Chi-tse got up all smiles to give his best
regards to Second Sister-in-law, and asked if Master Pai was in the schoolroom and if Little Miss An’s ringworm
was all cured, Ch’i-ch’iao suspected he was here to borrow money. Doubly on guard, she sat down and said,
smiling, “You’ve gained weight again lately, Third Brother.”
“I seem like a man without a thing on his mind,” Chi-tse said, smiling.
“Well, ‘A blessed man need never be busy.’ You’re never one to worry,” she said, smiling.
“I’d have fewer worries than ever after I’d sold my landed property,” he said, smiling.
“You mean the house you mortgaged? You want to sell it?”
“Quite a lot of thought went into it when it was built and I loved some of the fixtures, of course I wouldn’t
want to part with it. But later, as ou know, land got expensive over there, so the year before last I tore it down and
built in its place a row of houses. But it was really too much bother collecting rent from house to house, dealing
with those tenants; so I thought I’d get rid of the property just for the sake of peace and quiet.”
Ch’i-ch’iao said to herself, “How grand we sound! Still acting the rich young master in front of me when I
know all about you!”
Although he was not complaining of poverty to her, any mention of money transactions seemed to lead them
onto dangerous grounds, and so she changed the subject. “How is third Sister? Her kidneys haven’t been
bothering her lately?”
“I haven’t seen her for some time, either,” Chi-tse said, smiling.
“What is this? Have you quarreled?”
“We haven’t quarreled either all this time,” he said, smiling. “Exchange a few words when we have to but
that’s also rare. No time to quarrel and no mod for it.”
“You’re exaggerating. I for one don’t believe it.”
He rested his elbows on the arms of the rattan chair, locking his fingers to shade his eyes, and sighed deeply.
“Unless it’s because you play around too much outside. You’re in the wrong and still sighing away as if you
were wronged. There’s not one good man among you Chiangs!” she said, smiling, and lifted her round white fan
as if to strike him. he moved his interlocked fingers downward with both thumbs pressed on his lips and the
forefingers slowly stroking the bridge of his nose, and his eyes appeared all the brighter. The irises were the black
pebbles at the bottom of a bowl of narcissus, covered with cold water and expressionless. It was impossible to tell
what he was thinking. “I must beat you,” she said.
A bubble of mirth came up in his eyes. “Go ahead, beat me.”
She was about to hit him, snatched back her hand, and then again mustered her strength, saying, “I’d really
beat you!” She swung her arm downward, but the descending fan remained in mid air as she started to giggle.
He raised a shoulder toward her, smiling. “You’d better hit me just once. As it is, my bones are itching for
punishment.”
She hid the fan behind her, chuckling.
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Chi-tse moved his chair around and sat facing the wall, leaning back heavily with both hands over his eyes,
and heaved another sigh.
Ch’i-ch’iao chewed on her fan handle and looked at him from the corners of her eyes. “What’s the matter with
you today? Can’t stand the heat?”
“You wouldn’t know.” After a long pause he said in a low voice, enunciating each word distinctly. “You know
why I can’t get on with the one at home, why I played so hard outside and squandered all my money. Whom do
you think it’s all for?”
Ch’i-ch’iao was a bit frightened. She walked a long way off and leaned on the mantelpiece, the expression on
her face slowly changing. Chi-tse followed her. Her head was bent and her right elbow rested on the mantelpiece.
In her right hand was her fan whose apricot-yellow tassel trailed down over her forehead. He stood before her and
whispered, “Second Sister-in-law! … Ch’i-ch’iao!”
Ch’i-ch’iao turned her face away and smiled blandly. “As if I’d believe you!”
So he also walked away. “That’s right. how could you believe me? Ever since you came to our house I couldn’t
stay there a minute, only wanted to get out. I was never so wild before you came; later it was to avoid you that I
stayed out. After I was married to Lan-hsien, I played harder than ever because aside from avoiding you I had to
avoid here too. When I did see you, scarcely two sentences were exchanged before I lost my temper—how could
you know the pain in my heart? When you were good to me, I felt still worse—I had to control myself—I
couldn’t ruin you just like that. So many people at home, all watching us. If people should now, it wouldn’t matter
too much for me, I was a man, but what was going to happen to you?”
Ch’i-ch’iao’s hands trembled until the yellow tassel on the fan handle rustled against her forehead.
“Whether you believe it or not makes little difference,” he said. “What if you believe it? Half our lives are over
anyway, it’s no use talking about it. I’m just asking you to understand the way I felt, then it wouldn’t be unfair
that I suffered so much on your account.”
Ch’i-ch’iao bowed her head, basking in glory, in the soft music of his voice and the delicate pleasure of this
occasion. So many years now, she had been playing hide-and-seek with him and never could get close, and there
had still been a day like this in store for her. True, half a lifetime had gone by—the flower-years of her youth. Life
is so devious and unreasonable. Why had she married into the Chiang family? For money? No, for meeting Chitse, because it was fated that she should be in love with him. She lifted her face slightly. He was standing in front
of her with flat hands closed on her fan and his cheek pressed against it. He was also ten year solder, but he was
after all the same person. Could he be lying to her? He wanted her money—the money she had sold her life for?
The very idea enraged her. Even if she had him wrong there, could he have suffered as much for her as she did for
him? Now that she had finally given up all thoughts of love he was here again to provoke her. She hated him. he
was still looking at her. His eyes—after ten years he was still the same person. Even if he was lying to her,
wouldn’t it be better to find out a little later? Even if she knew very well it was lies, he was such a good actor,
wouldn’t it be almost real?
No, she could not give this rascal any hold on her. The Chiangs were very shrewd; she might not be able to
keep her money. She had to rove first whether he really meant it. She took a grip on herself, looked outside the
door, gasped under her breath, “Somebody there!”, and rushed out. She went to the amahs’ quarters to tell P’an
Ma to get the tea things for Third Master.
Coming back to the room, she frowned, saying, “So hateful—amah peering outside the door, turned and ran
the minute she saw me. I went after her and stopped her. Who knows what stories they’d make up if we’d talked,
however briefly, with the door shut. No peace even living by yourself.”
P’an Ma brought the tea things and chilled sour plum juice. Ch’i-ch’iao used her chopsticks to pick the
shredded roses and green plums off the top of the honey layer cake for Chi-tse. “I remember you don’t like the red
and green shreds,” she said.
He just smiled, unable to say anything with people around.
Ch’i-ch’iao seemed to be making conversation. “How are you getting on with the houses you were going to
sell?”
Chi-tse answered as he ate, “Some people offered eighty-five thousand; I haven’t decided yet.”
Ch’i-ch’iao paused to reflect. “The district is good.”
“Everybody is against my getting rid of the property, says the price is still going up.”
Ch’i-ch’iao asked for more particulars, then said. “A pity I haven’t got that much cash at hand, otherwise I’d
like to buy it.”
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“Actually there’s no hurry about my property, it’s your land in our part of the country that should be gotten rid
of before long. Ever since we became a republic it’s been one war after another, never missed a single year. The
area is so messed up and with all the squeeze—the collectors and bookkeepers and the local powers—how much
do we get when it comes to our turn, even in a year of good harvest? Not to say these last few years when it’s
either flood or drought.”
Ch’i-ch’iao pondered. “I’ve done some calculating and kept putting if off. If only I’d sold it, then I wouldn’t
be caught short just when I want to buy your houses.”
“If you want to sell that land it had better be now. I heard Hopeh and shantung are going to be at war again.”
“Who am I to sell it to in such a hurry?”
He said after a moment of hesitation, “All right, I’ll see if I can find out for you.”
Ch’i-ch’iao lifted her eyebrows and said, smiling, “Go on! You and that pack of foxes and dogs you run with,
who is there that’s halfway reliable?”
Chi-tse dipped a dumpling that had been bitten open into the little dish of vinegar, taking his time, and
mentioned a couple of reliable names. Ch’i-ch’iao then seriously questioned him in detail and he set his answers
out tidily, evidently well prepared.
Ch’i-ch’iao continued to smile but her mouth felt dry, her upper lip stuck on her gum and would not come
down. She raised the lidded teacup to suck a mouthful of tea, licked her lips, and suddenly jumped up with a set
face and threw her fan at his head. The round fan went wheeling through the air, knocked his shoulder as he
ducked slightly to the left, and upset his glass. The sour plum juice spilled all over him.
“You want me to sell land to buy your houses? You want me to sell land? Once the money goes through your
hands what can I count on? You’d cheat me—you’d cheat me with such talk—you take me for a fool—” She
leaned across the table to hit him, but P’an Ma held her in a desperate embrace and started to yell. Ch’iang-yün
and the others came running, pressed her down between them, pleaded noisily. Ch’i-ch’iao struggled and barked
orders at the same time, but with a sinking heart she quite realized she was being foolish, too foolish, she was
making a spectacle of herself.
Chi-tse took off his drenched white lacquered silk gown. P’an Ma brought a hot towel to wipe it for him. He
paid her no attention but, before sauntering out the door with his gown on his arm, he said to Ch’iang-yün, “When
Master Pai finishes his lesson for the day, tell him to get a doctor for his mother.” Ch’iang-yün, who was too
frightened by the proceedings not to say yes, received a resounding slap on the face from Ch’i-ch’iao. Chi-tse was
gone. The slave girls and amahs also hurriedly left her after being scolded. Drop by drop, the sour plum juice
trickled down the table, keeping time like a water clock at night—one drip, another drip—the first watch of the
night, the second watch—one year, a hundred years. So long, this silent moment. Ch’i-ch’iao stood there,
supporting her head with a hand. In another second she had turned around and was hurrying upstairs. Lifting her
skirt, she half climbed and half stumbled her way up, continually bumping against the dingy wall of green plaster.
Her Buddha-blue jacket was smudged with patches of pale chalk. She wanted another glimpse of him from the
upstairs window. No matter what, she had loved him before. Her love had given her endless pain. Just this alone
should make him worthy of her continuing regard. How many times had she strained to suppress herself until all
her muscles and bones and gums ached with sharp pain. Today it all had been her fault. It wasn’t as if she did not
know he was no good. If she wanted him she had to pretend ignorance and put up with his badness. Why had she
exposed him? Isn’t life just like this and no more than this? In the end what is real and what is false?
She reached the window and pulled aside the dark green foreign-style curtains fringed with little velvet balls.
Chi-tse was just going out the alley, his gown slung over his arm. Like a flock of white pigeons, the wind on that
sunny day fluttered inside his white silk blouse and trousers. It penetrated everywhere, flapping its wings.
A curtain of ice-cold pearls seemed to hang in front of Ch’i-ch’iao’s eyes. A hot wind would press the curtain
tight on her face, and after being sucked back by the wind for a moment, it would muffle all her head and face
before she could draw her breath. In such alternately hot and cold waves her tears flowed.
The tiny shrunken image of a policeman reflected faintly in the top corner of the window glass ambled by
swinging his arms. A rickshaw quietly ran over the policeman. A little boy with his long gown tucked up into his
trouser waist ran kicking a ball out of the edge of the glass. The postman in green riding a bicycle superimposed
his image on the policeman as he streaked by. All ghosts, ghosts of many years ago or the unborn of many years
hence. … What is real and what is false?
The autumn passed, then the winter. Ch’i-ch’iao was out of touch with reality, feeling a little lost despite the
usual flares of temper which prompted her to beat slave girls and change cooks. Her brother and his wife came to
Shanghai to see her twice and stayed each time not longer than ten days, because in the end they could not stand
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her nagging, even though she would give them parting presents. Her nephew Ts’ao Ch’un-his came to town to
look for work and stayed at her house. Though none too bright, this youth knew his place. Ch’i-ch’iao’s son
Ch’ang-pai was now fourteen, and her daughter Ch’ang-an about a year younger, but they looked only about
seven or eight, being small and thin. During the new year holidays the boy wore a bright blue padded gown of
heavy silk and the girl a bright green brocade padded gown, both so thickly wadded that their arms stuck out
straight. Standing side by side, bot looked like paper dolls, with their flat thin white faces. One day after lunch
Ch’i-ch’iao was not up yet. Ts’ao Ch’un-has kept the brother and sister company throwing dice. Ch’ang-an had
lost all her new year money gifts and still would not stop playing. Ch’ang-pai swept all the copper coins on the
table toward himself and said, smiling, “I won’t play with you any more.”
“We’ll play with candied lotus seeds,” Ch’ang-an said.
“The sugar will stain your clothes if you keep them in your pocket,” Ch’un-hsi said.
“Watermelon seeds will do, there’s a can of them on top of the wardrobe,” said Ch’ang-an. So she moved a
small tea table over and stepped on a chair to get on it and reach up.
Ch’un-hsi was so nervous he called out, “Don’t you fall down, Little Miss An, I can’t shoulder the blame.” The
words were scarcely out of his mouth when Ch’ang-an suddenly tipped backwards and would have toppled down
if he had not caught her. Ch’ang-pai clapped his hands, laughing, while Ch’un-hsi, though he muttered curses,
also could not help laughing. All three of them dissolved in mirth. Lifting her down, Ch’un-hsi suddenly saw in
the mirror of the rosewood wardrobe Ch’i-ch’iao standing in the doorway with her arms akimbo, her hair not yet
done. Somewhat taken aback, he quickly set Ch’ang-an down and turned around to greet her, “Aunt is up.”
Ch’i-ch’iao rushed over and pushed Ch’ang-an behind her. Ch’ang-an lost her balance and fell down but Ch’ich’iao continued shielding her with her own body while she cried harshly to Ch’un-hsi, “You wolf-hearted, doglunged creature, I’ll fix you! I treat you to three teas and six meals, you wolf-hearted, dog-lunged thing, in what
way have I not done right by you, and yet you’d take advantage of my daughter? You think I can’t make out
what’s in your wolf’s heart and dog’s lungs? Don’t you go around thinking if you teach my daughter bad things
I’ll have to hold my nose and marry her to you, so you can take over our property. A fool like you doesn’t look to
me as if he’d think of such a trick, it must be your parents who taught you, guiding you by the hand. Those two
wolf-hearted, dog-lunged, ungrateful, old addled eggs, they are determined to get my money. When one scheme
fails another comes up.”
Ch’un-hsi, staring white-eyed in his anger, was just about to defend himself when Ch’i-ch’iao said, “Aren’t
you ashamed? You’d still answer back? Get out of my sight right away, don’t wait for my men to drive you out
with rods.” So saying, she pushed her son and daughter out and the left the room herself, supported by a slave girl.
Being a quick-tempered youth, Ch’un-hsi rolled up his bedding and left the Chiang house forthwith.
Ch’i-ch’iao returned to the living room and lay down on the opium couch. With the velvet curtains drawn in
was dark in the room. Only when th ewind came in through th ecrevices and moved the curtains was a bit of sky
hazily visible under their hems fringe dwith green velvet balls. There was just the opium lamp and the dim light of
th estove burning red. Having had a fright, Ch’ang-an sat stunned on a little stool by the stove.
“Come over here,” Ch’i-ch’iao said.
Ch’ang-an didn’t go over right away, thinking her mother would beat her. She fiddled with the laundry hung on
the tin screen around the stove and turned over a cotton undershirt with little pink cheeks, saying, “It’s almost
burned.” The shirt gave out a hot smell of cloth fuzz.
But Ch’i-ch’iao, not quite in the mood to beat or scold her, merely went over everything and added, “You’ll be
thirteen this year after the New Year, you should have more sense. Although Cousin is no outsider, men are all
rotten without exception. You should know how to take care of yourself. Who’s not after your money?” A gust of
wind passed, showing the cold white sky between the velvet balls on the curtains, puncturing with a row of little
holes the warm darkness in the room. The flame of the opium lamp ducked and the shadows on Ch’i-ch’iao’s face
seemed a shade deeper. She suddenly sat up to whisper, “Men … leave them alone! who’s not after your money?
Your mother’s bit of money didn’t come easy nor is it easy to keep. When it comes to you two, I can’t look on and
see you get cheated. I’m telling you to be more on guard from now on, you hear?”
“I heard,” Ch’ang-an said with her head down.
One of Ch’i-ch’iao’s feet was going to sleep, and she reached over to pinch it. Just for a moment a gentle
memory stirred in her eyes. She remembered a man who was after her money.
Her bound feet had been padded with cotton wool to simulate the reformed foot, half let out. As she looked at
them, something occurred to her and she said with a cynical laugh, “You may say yes, but how do I know if
you’re sensible or silly at heart? You’re this big already, and with a pair of big feet, where can’t you go? Even if I
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could control you, I wouldn’t have the energy to watch you all day long. Actually at thirteen it’s already too late
for foot-binding, it is my fault not to have seen to it earlier. We’ll start right now, there’s still time.”
Ch’ang-an was momentarily at a loss for an answer, but the amahs standing around said, smiling, “Small feet
are not fashionable any more. To have her feet bound will perhaps mean trouble when the time comes for Little
Miss to get engaged.”
“What nonsense! I’m not worried about my daughter having no takers; you people needn’t bother to worry for
me. If nobody really wants her and she has to be kept all her life, I can afford it too.”
She actually started to bind her daughter’s feet, and Ch’ang-an howled with great pain. By then even women in
conservative families like the Chiangs were letting out their bound feet, to say nothing of girls whose feet had
never been bound. Everybody talked about Ch’ang-an’s feet as a great joke. After binding them for a year or so,
Ch’i-ch’iao’s momentary enthusiasm had waned and relatives persuaded her to let them loose, but Ch’ang’an’s
feet would never be entirely the same again.
All the children of the Chiangs’ eldest and third branches went to foreign-style schols. Ch’i-ch’iao, always
purposely competing with them, also wanted to entroll Ch’ang-p[ai in one. Aside from playing mahjong for small
stakes, Ch’ang-pai liked only to go to amateur Peking opera clubs. He was working hard day and night training
his singing voice, and was afraid that school would interfere weith his lessons, so he refused to go. In desperation
Ch’i-ch’iao sent Ch’ang-an instead to the Hu Fan Middle School for girls and through connections got her int one
of the higher classes. Ch’ang-an changed into a uniform of rough blue “patriotic cloth” and in less than six
months her complexion turned ruddy and her wrists and ankles grew thicker. The boarders wre supposed to have
their clothes washed by a laundry concession. Ch’ang-an could not remember her own numbers and often lost
pillowcases, handkerchiefs, and other little items, and Ch’i-ch’iao insisted on going to speak to the principal about
it. One day when she was home for holidays, in going over her things Ch’i-ch’iao found a sheet was missing. She
fell into a thunderous rage and threatened to go to the school herself the next day to demand satisfaction. Ch’angan in dismay tried just once to stop her and Ch’i-ch’iao scolded, “You good-for-nothing wastrel. Your mother’ s
money is not money to you. Did your mother’s money come easy? What dowry will I have to give you when you
get married? Whatever I give you will be given in vain.”
Ch’ang-an dared not say anything in reply and cried all night. She could not bear to lose face like this in front
of her schoolmates. To a fourteen-year-old that seems of the greatest importance. How was she to face people
from now on if her mother went and made a scene? She would rather die than go to school again. Her friends, the
music teacher she liked, they would soon forget there was such a girl who had come for half a year and left
quietly for no reason. A clean break—she felt this sacrifice was a beautiful desolate gesture.
At midnight she crawled out of bed and put a hand outside the window. Pitch-dark, was it raining? No
raindrops. She took a harmonica from the side of her pillow and half squatted, half sat on the floor, blowing it
stealthily. Hesitantly the little tune of Long, Long Ago twirled and spread out in the huge night. People must not
hear. Held down strictly, the thin, wailing music of the harmonica kept trailing off and on like a baby sobbing.
Short of breath, she stopped for a while. Through the window the moon had come out of the clouds. A dark gray
sky dotted sparsely with stars and a blurred chip of a moon, like a lithographed picture. White clouds steaming up
underneath and a faint halo over the street lamp showing among the top branches of a tree. Ch’ang-an started her
harmonica again.
Tell me the tales that to me were so dear,
Long, long ago,
Long, long ago …

The next day she summoned up enough courage to tell her mother, “I don’t feel like going back to school,
Mother.”
Ch’i-ch’iao opened her eyes wide. “Why?”
“I can’t keep up with the lessons, and the food is too bad, I can’t get used to it.”
Ch’i-ch’iao took off a slipper and slapped her with its sole just by the way, saying bitterly, “your father was not
as good as other people, you’re also not as good? You weren’t born a freak, you’re just being perverse so as to
disappoint me.”
Looking down, Ch’ang-an stood with her hands behind her back and would not speak. So the amahs
intervened, “Little Miss is grown up now, and it’s a bit inconvenient for her to go to school where there’re all sorts
of people. Actually, it’s just as well for her not to go.”
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Ch’i-ch’iao paused to reflect. “At least we have to get the tuition back. Why give it to them for nothing?” She
wanted Ch’ang-an to go with her to collect it. Ch’ang-an would have fought to the death rather than go. Ch’ich’iao took two amahs with her. The way she told it when she returned, although she did not get the money back
she had thoroughly humiliated the principal. Afterwards, when Ch’ang-an met any of her schoolmates on the
street, she reddened and paled alternately. Earth had no room for her. She could only pretend not to see and walk
past them hastily. When friends wrote her, she dared not even open the letters and just sent them back. Thus her
school life came to an end.
Sometimes she felt the sacrifice was not worth it and was secretly sorry, but it was too late. She gradually gave
up all thought of self-improvement and kept to her place. She learned to make trouble, play little tricks, and
interfere with the running of the house. She often fell out with her mother, but she looked and sounded more and
more like her. Every time she wore a pair of unlined trousers and sat with her legs apart and the palms of both
hands on the stool in front of her, her head tilted to one side, her chin on here chest, looking dismally but intently
at the woman opposite and telling her, “Every family has its own troubles, Cousin-in-law—every family has its
own troubles!”, she appeared Ch’i-ch’iao’s spit and image. She wore a pigtail and her eyes and eyebrows had a
taut expressiveness about them reminiscent of Ch’i-ch’iao in her p[rime, but her small mouth was a bit too
sunken, which made her look older. Even when she was younger, she did not seem fresh, but was like a tender
bunch of vegetables that had been salted.
Some pepole tried to make matches for her. If the other side was not well off, Ch’i-ch’iao would always
suspect it wanted their money. If the other side had wealth and influence, it would show little enthusiasm. Ch’angand had only average good looks, and since her mother was not only lowborn but also known for her
shrewishness, she probably would not have much upbringing. So the high were out of reach and the low Ch’ich’iao would not stoop to—Ch’ang-an stayed home year after year. But Ch’ang-pai’s marriage could not be
delayed. When he gambled outside and showed enough personal interest in certain Peking opera actresses to
attend their performances regularly, Ch’i-ch’iao still had nothing to say; she got alarmed only when he started to
go to brothels with his Third Uncle Chiang Chi-tse. In great haste she betrothed and married him to a Miss Yuan,
called Chih-shou as a child.
The wedding ceremony was half modern, and the bride, without the customary red kerchief over her head and
face, wore blue eyeglasses and a pink wedding veil instead, and a pink blouse and skirt with multicolored
embroidery. The glasses were removed after she entered the bridal chamber and sat with bowed head under the
turquoise-colored bed curtains. The guests gathered for the “riot in the bridal chamber” surrounded her, making
jokes. Ch’i-ch’iao came out after taking a look. Ch’ang-an overtook her at the door and whispered, “Fair-skinned,
only the lips are a bit too thick.”
Ch’i-ch’iao leaned a hand on the doorway, took a gold ear-spoon from her bun to scratch her head with, and
laughed sardonically, “Don’t start on that now. Your new sister-in-law’s lips, cop them up and they’ll make a
heaping dish!”
“Well, it’s said that people with thick lips have warm feelings,” said a lady beside her.
Ch’i-ch’iao snorted, pointing her gold ear-spoon at the woman; she lifted an eyebrow and said with a crooked
little smile, “It isn’t so nice to have warm feelings. I can’t say much in front of young ladies—just hope our
Master Pai won’t die in her hands.” Ch’i-ch’iao was born with a high clear voice, which had grown less shrill as
she grew older, but it was still cutting, or rather rasping, like a razor blade. Her last remark could not be called
loud, nor was it exactly soft. Could the bride, surrounded by a crowd as she was, possibly have registered a quiver
on her severely flat face and chest? Probably it was just a reflection of the flames leaping on the tall pair of
dragon-and-phoenix candles.
After the Third Day Ch’i-ch’iao found the bride stupid and unsatisfactory in various things and often
complained to relatives. Some said placatingly, “The bride is young. Second Sister-in-law will just have to take
the trouble to teach her. It just happens that the child is naïve.”
Ch’i-ch’iao made a spitting noise. “Our new young mistress may look innocent—but as soon as she sees
Master Pai she has to go and sit on the nightstool.\fn{The commode.} Really! It sounds unbelievable, doesn’t it?”
When the talk reached Chih-shou’s ears, she wanted to kill herself. This was before the end of the first month,
when Ch’i-ch’iao still kept up appearances. Later she would even say such things in front of Chih-shou, who
could neither cry nor laugh with impunity. And if she merely looked wooden, pretending not to listen, Ch’i-ch’iao
would slap the table and sigh, “It’s really not easy, to eat a mouthful of rice in the house of your son and daughterin-law! People pull a long face at you at the drop of a hat.”
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One night Ch’i-ch’iao was lying on the opium couch smoking while Ch’ang-pai crouched on a nearby
upholstered chair cracking watermelon seeds. The radio was broadcasting a little-known Peking opera. He
followed it in a book, humming the lyrics word by word, and as he got into the mood, swung a leg up over the
back of the chair rocking it back and forth to mark the rhythm.
Ch’i-ch’iao reached out a foot to give him a kick. “Come master Pai, fill the pipe for me a couple of times.”
“With an opium lamp right there why put me to work? I have honey on my fingers or something?” Ch’ang-pai
stretched himself while replying and slowly moved over to the little stool in front of the opium lamp and rolled up
his sleeves.
“Unfilial slave, what kind of answer is that! Putting you to work is an honor.” She looked at him through
slitted smiling eyes. All these years he had been the only man in her life. Only with him there was no danger of
his being after her money—it was his anyway. But being her son, he amounted to less than half a man. And even
the half she could not keep, now that he was married. He was a slight, pale young man, a bit hunched, with goldrimmed glasses and fine features meticulously drawn, often smiling vacantly, his mouth hanging open and
something shining inside, either too much saliva or a gold tooth. The collar of his gown was open, showing its
pearly lamb lining and a white pajama shirt. Ch’i-ch’iao put a foot on his shoulder and kept giving him light kicks
on the neck, whispering, “Unfilial slave, I’ll fix you! when do you get so unfilial?”
Ch’ang-pai quoted with a smile, “‘Take a wife and the mother is forgotten.’”
“Don’t talk nonsense, our Master Pai is not that kind of person, nor could I have had a son like that either,”
said Ch’i-ch’iao. Ch’ang-pai just smiled. She looked fixedly at him from the corners of her eyes. “If you’re still
my Master Pai as before, cook opium for me all night tonight.”
“That’s no problem,” he said, smiling.
“If you doze off, see if I don’t hammer you with my fists.”
The living room curtains had been sent to be washed. Outside the windows the moon was barely visible behind
dark clouds, a dab of black, a dab of white like a ferocious theatrical mask. Bit by bit it came out of the clouds and
a ray of light shone disconcertingly from under a black strip of cloud, an eye under the mask. The sky was the
dark blue of the bottomless pit. It was long past midnight, and Ch’ang-an had gone to bed long ago. As Ch’angpai started to nod while rolling the opium pills, Ch’i-ch’iao poured him a cup of strong tea. The two of them ate
honeyed preserves And discussed neighbors’ secrets. Ch’i-ch’iao suddenly said, smiling, “Tell me, Master Pai, is
your wife nice?”
“What is there to say about it?” Ch’ang-pai said, smiling.
“Must be nice if there is nothing to criticize,” said Ch’i-ch’iao.
“Who said she’s nice?”
“Not nice? In what way? Tell Mother.”
Ch’ang-pai was vague at first but under cross-examination he had to reveal a thing or two. The amahs handing
them tea turned aside to chuckle and the slave girls covered their mouths trying not to laugh and slipped out of the
room. Ch’i-ch’iao gritted her teeth and laughed and muttered curses, removed the pipe bowl to knock out the
ashes with all her strength, banging loudly. Once started, Ch’ang-pai found it hard to stop and talked all night.
The next morning Ch’i-ch’iao told the amahs to bring a couple of blankets to let the young master sleep on the
couch. Chih-shou was up already and came to pay her respects. Ch’i-ch’iao had not slept all night but was more
energetic than ever And asked relatives over to play mahjong, women of different families including her daughterin-law’s mother. Over the mahjong table she told in detail all her daughter-in-law’s secrets as confessed by her
son, adding some touches of her own that made the story still more vivid. Everybody tried to change the subject,
but the small talk no sooner started that Ch’i-ch’iao would smilingly switch it back to her daughter-in-law. Chihshou’s mother turned purple. Too ashamed to see her daughter, she just put down her mahjong tiles and went
home in her private rickshaw.
Ch’i-ch’iao made Ch’ang-pai cook opium for her for two nights running. Chih-shou lay stiffly in bed with both
hands on her ribs curled upward like a dead chicken’s claws. She knew her mother-in-law was questioning her
husband again, although heaven knew how he could have anything fresh to say. Tomorrow he would again come
to he with a drooling, mock-pleading look. Perhaps he had guessed that she would center all her hatred on him.
Even if she could not fight savagely with tooth and nail, she would at least upbraid him and make a scene. Very
likely he would steal her thunder by coming in half drunk, to pick on her and smash something. She knew his
ways. In the end he would sit down on the bed, raises his shoulders, reach inside his white silk pajama shirt to
scratch himself, and smile unexpectedly. A little light would tremble on his gold-rimmed spectacles and twinkle in
his mouth, spit or gold tooth. He would take off his glasses. … Chih-shou suddenly sat up and parted the be
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curtains with the sound of a bucked of water crashing down. This was an insane world, a husband not like a
husbands, a mother-in-law not like a mother-in-law. Either they were mad or she was. The moon tonight was
better than ever, high and full like a white sun in a pitch-black sky, not a cloud within ten thousand li. Blue
shadows all over the floor and blue shadows on the canopy overhead. Her feet, too, were in the deathly still blue
shadows.
Thinking to hook up the bed curtains, Chih-shou reached out groping for the hook. With one hand holding on
to the brass hook and her feet snuggled against her shoulder, she could not keep the sobs from starting. The
curtain dropped by itself. There was nobody but her inside the dark bed, still she hastened to hook the curtains up
in a panic. Outside the windows there was still that abnormal moon that made one’s body hairs stand on end all
over—small white sun brilliant in the black sky. Inside the room she could clearly see the embroidered rosypurple chair covers and table cloths, the gold-embroidered scarlet screen with five phoenixes flying in a row, the
pink satin scrolls embroidered with seal-script characters embellished with flowers. On the dressing table the
silver powder jar, silver mouth-rinsing mug, and silver case were each caught in a red and green net and filled
with wedding candies. Along the silk panel across the lintel of the bed hung balls of flowers, my flower pots, juyi,\fn{A note reads: Literally, “as you wish.” An odd-shaped ornamental piece, usually of jade .} and rice dumplings, all made of
multicolored gilded velvet, and dangling underneath them glass balls the size of finger tips and mauvish pink
tassels a foot long. In such a big room crammed full of trunks, spare bedding, and furnishings, surely she could
find a sash to hang herself with. She fell back on the bed. In the moonlight her feet had no color of life at all—
bluish, greenish, purplish, the tints of a corpse gone cold. She wanted to die, she wanted to die. She was afraid of
the moonlight but dared not turn on the light. Tomorrow her mother-in-law would say, “Master Pai fixed me a
couple more pipes an dour poor young mistress couldn’t sleep the whole nght, kept her light on to all hours
waiting for him to come back—can’t do without him.” Chih-shou’s tears flowed along the pillow. She did not
wipe her eyes with the handkerchief; rubbing would get them swollen and her mother-in-law would again say,
“Master Pai didn’t sleep in his room for just one night and Young Mistress cried until her eyes were like peaches!”
Although Ch’i-ch’iao pictured her son and daughter-in-law as a passionate couple, Ch’ang-pai was not very
pleased with Chih-shou and Chih-shou on her part hated him so much her teeth itched to bite. Since the two did
not get along, Ch’ang-pai went strolling in “the streets of flowers and the lanes of willows.” Ch’i-ch’iao gave him
a slave girl called Chüan-erh for a concubine and still could not hold him. She also tried in various ways to get
him to smoke opium. Ch’ang-pai had always liked a couple of puffs for fun but he had never got into the habit.
Now that he smoked more he quieted down and no longer went out much, just stayed with is mother and his new
concubine.
His sister Ch’ang-an got dysentery when she was twenty-four. Instead of getting a doctor, Ch’i-ch’iao
persuaded her to smoke a little opium and it did ease the pain. After she recovered she also got into the habit. An
unmarried girl without any other distractions, Ch’ang-an went at it single-mindedly and smoked even more than
her brother. Some tried to dissuade her. Ch’i-ch’iao said, “What is there to be afraid of? For one thing we Chiangs
can still afford it, and even if I sold two hundred mou of land today so the brother and sister could smoke, who is
there who’d dare let out half a fart? When the girl gets married she’ll have her dowry, she’ll be eating and
drinking out of her own pocket, so even if Ku-yeh stints on it he can only look on.”
All the same Ch’ang-an’s prospects were affected. The matchmakers, who had never come running to begin
with, now disappeared altogether. When Ch’ang-an was nearly thirty, Ch’i-ch’iao changed her tune, seeing that
her daughter was fated to be an old maid. “Not married off because she’s not good-looking, and yet blames her
mother for putting it off, spoiling her chances. Pulls a long face all day as if I owed her two hundred copper coins.
It’s certainly not to make myself miserable that I’ve kept her at home, feeding here free tea and rice!”
On the twentieth birthday of Chiang Chi-tse’s daughter Ch’ang-hsing, Ch’ang-an went to give her cousin her
best wishes. Chiang Chi-tse was poor now but fortunately his wide social contacts kept him more or less solvent.
Ch’ang-hsing said to her mother in secret, “Mother, try to introduce a friend to Sister An, she seems so pitiful. Her
eyes reddened with tears at the very mention of conditions at home.”
Lan-hsien hastily held up her palm, shaking it from side to side. “No, no! this match I dare not make. Stir up
your Second Aunt with her temper?"
But Ch’ang-hsiang, young and meddlesome, paid her no heed. After some time she by chance mentioned
Ch’ang-an’s case to her schoolmates, and it happened that one of them had an uncle newly returned from
Germany, a northerner, too, even distantly related to the Chiangs, as it turned out when they really investigated his
background. The man was called T’ung Shih-fang, and was several years older than Ch’ang-an. And Ch’ang-
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hsing took matters into her own hands and arranged everything. Her schoolmate’s mother would play hostess. On
Ch’ang-an’s side her family was kept as much in the dark as if sealed in an iron barrel.
Ch’i-ch’iao had always had a strong constitution but ever since Chih-shou had got tuberculosis Ch’i-ch’iao
thought her daughter-in-law disgustingly affected, making much of herself, eating this and that, unable to stand
the least fatigue and seemingly having a better time than usual, so she, too, got sick out of spite. At first it was just
weak breath and thin blood, but even then it sent the entire household into a spin, so that they had no time for
Chih-shou. Later Ch’i-ch’iao got seriously ill and took to her bed and there was more fuss than ever. Ch’ang-an
slipped out in the confusion and called a tailor to her Third Uncle’s house, where Ch’ang-hsing accompanied her
in the late afternoon to see the hairdresser, who waved her hair with hot tongs and plastered close-set little kisscurls from the temple to the ears. Upon returning home, Ch’ang-hsing made her cousin wear “glassy-green”:
jadeite\fn{A note reads: the most valued kind of jadeite, translucent and dark green in color .} earrings with pagoda-shaped
pendants two inches long and change into an apple-green georgette gown with a high collar, ruffled sleeves, and
fine pleats below the waist, half Western style. As a young maid squatted on the floor buttoning her up, Ch’ang-an
scrutinized herself in the wardrobe mirror and could not help stretching out both arms and kicking out the skirt in
a posture from The Grape Fairy.\fn{A note reads: A short musical by Li Ching-hui, a most popular choice for school productions
during the twenties and thirties.} Twisting her head around, she started to laugh, saying, “Really dolled up to look like
the celestial maiden scattering flowers!”\fn{ A note reads: The Celestial Maiden Scattering Flowers is the title of a Peking opera
made popular by Mei Lan-fang. It is based on an episode from the Vimalakirti Sutra .}
Ch’ang-hsing signaled the maid in the mirror with her eyes and they both laughed. After Ch’ang-an had
finished dressing, she sat down straight-backed on a high chair.
“I’ll go and telephone for a taxi,” Ch’ang-hsing said.
“It’s early yet,” said Ch’ang-an.
Ch’ang-hsing looked at her watch. “We’re supposed to be there at eight. It’s now five past.”
“It probably wouldn’t matter if we were half an hour late.”
Ch’ang-hsing thought it both infuriating and laughable for her cousin to want to put on airs. She opened her
woven silver handbag to examine its contents. Son the pretext that she had forgotten her compact, she went to her
mother’s room and told her all about it, adding, “T’ung is not the host today, so for whom is she putting on airs? I
won’t bother to talk her out of it, let her dawdle till tomorrow morning, it’s none of my business.”
Lan-hsien said, “Look how silly you are! You made the appointment, you’re making the match, how can you
not be responsible? I’ve told you so many times you should have known better, Little Miss An is just as petty as
her mother and not used to company. She’ll make a spectacle of herself and she’s your cousin after all. If you lose
face you deserve it—who told you to get into this? Gone crazy from having nothing to do?”
Ch’ang-hsing sat pouting in her mother’s room for a long while.
“It looks as if your cousin is waiting to be pressed,” Lan-hsien said, smiling.
“I’m not going to press her.”
“Silly girl, what’s the use of your pressing? She’s waiting for the other side to telephone.”
Ch’ang-hsiang broke out laughing. “She’s not a bride, to be urged three, four times and forced into the sedan
chair.”
“Ring up the restaurant anyway and be done with it—tell them to call. It’s almost nine. If you wait any longer
it’s really off.”
Ch’ang-hsing had to do as she was told and finally set out with her cousin.
Ch’ang-an was still in good spirits in the car, talking and laughing away. But once in the restaurant, she
suddenly became reserved, stealing into the room behind Ch’ang-hsing, timidly removed her apple-green ostrich
cape and sat down with bowed head, took an almond and bit off a tenth of it every two minutes, chewing slowly.
She had come to be looked at. She felt that her costume was impeccable and could stand scrutiny but her body
was altogether superfluous and could as well be shrunk in size and put away if she knew how to do this. She kept
silent throughout the meal. While waiting for the dessert, Ch’ang-hsing pulled her to the window to watch the
street scene and walked off on some pretext, and T’ung Shih-fang ambled over to the window.
“Has Miss Chiang been here before?” he said.
“No,” Ch’ang-an said in a small voice.
“The first time for me too. The food is not bad, but I’m not quite used to it yet.
“Not used to it?”
“Yes, foreign food is more bland, Chinese food is more greasy. When I had just come back friends and
relatives made me eat out for several days running and I easily got an upset stomach.”
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Ch’ang-an looked at her fingers back and front as if intent on counting how many of the whorls were “snails”
and how many “shovels.”
Out of nowhere a little neon light sign in the shape of a flower bloomed on the windowpane, reflected from the
shop opposite, red petals with a green heart. It was the lotus of the Nile set before the gods and also the lily
emblem of French royalty. …
Shih-fang, who had not seen any girls of his homeland for many years, was struck by Ch’ang-an’s pathetic
charm and rather liked it. He had been engaged long before he went abroad, but having fallen in love with a
schoolmate he violently opposed the match. After endless long-distance negotiations he almost broke with his
parents who for a time stopped sending money, causing him much hardship. They finally gave in, however, and
put an end to his engagement. Unfortunately his schoolmate fell in love with somebody else. In his
disappointment he dug in and studied for seven, eight years. His conviction that old-fashioned wives were best
was also a rebound.
After this meeting with Ch’ang-an, they were both interested. Ch’ang-hsing thought she should finish her good
deed but, however enthusiastic, she was not qualified to speak to Ch’ang-an’s mother. She had to beg Lan-hsien,
who refused adamantly, “You know very well your father and your Second Aunt are like enemies, never see each
other. Although I’ve never quarreled with her there’s no love lost. Why ask to be cold-shouldered?”
Ch’ang-an said nothing when he saw Lan-hsien, merely shed tears. Lan-hsien had to promise to go just once.
The sisters-in-law met and after the amenities Lan-hsien explained the purpose of her visit. Ch’i-ch’iao was glad
enough when she first heard of it.
“Then I’ll leave it to Third Sister,” she said. “I haven’t been at all well, I can’t cope with it, will just have to
trouble Third Sister. This girl has been a dead weight on my hands. As a mother I can’t be said to have not done
right by her. When old-fashioned rules were in force I bound her feet, when new-fangled rules were in force I sent
her to school—what else there? A girl I dug out my and liver to train, as it were, she shouldn’t have no takers as
long as she’s not scarred or pock-marked or blind. But this girl was born an Ah-tou that can’t be propped up.\fn{ A
note says that this Ah-tou was the inept heir of Liu Pei, founder of the Shu Han kingdom during the Three Kingdoms period (220-280AD).}
I get so angry I keep yelling: “Oh, for the day that I shut my eyes and am gone!”—her marriage will then be in the
hands of heaven and left to fate.”
So it was agreed that Lan-hsien would ask both sides to dinner so they could take a look at each other. Ch’angan and T’ung Shih-fang met again as if for the first time. Ch’i-ch’iao, sick in bed, did not appear, so Ch’ang-an
got engaged in peace. At the dinner table Lan-hsien and Ch’ang-hsing forcibly took Ch’ang-an’s hand and placed
it in T’ung Shih-fang’s. Shih-fang put the ring on her finger in public. And the girl’s family gave gifts in return,
not the traditional stationery but a pen set in a velvet-lined box plus a wrist watch.
After the engagement Ch’ang-an furtively went out alone with T’ung Shih-fang several times. The two of them
walked side by side in the park in the autumn sun, talking very little, each content with a partial view of the
other’s clothes and moving feet. The fragrance of her face powder and his tobacco smell served as invisible
railings that separated them from the crowd. On the open green lawn where so many people ran and laughed and
talked, they alone walked an enchanted porch that wound on endlessly in silence. Ch’ang-an did not feel there
was anything amiss in not talking. She thought this was all there was to social contact between modern men and
women. As to T’ung Shih-fang, from painful experience in the past he was dubious anyway of the exchange of
thought. He was satisfied that someone was beside him. formerly he had been disgusted by the character in fiction
who would say, when asking a woman to live with him, “Please give me solace.” Solace is purely spiritual but it
is used here as a euphemism for sex. But now he knew the line between the spiritual and the physical could not be
drawn so clearly. Words are no use after all. Holding hands for a long time is a more apt consolation, because not
many people talk well and still fewer really have anything to say.
Sometimes it rained in the park. Ch’ang-an would open her umbrella and Shih-fan would hold it for her. Upon
the translucent blue silk umbrella myriad raindrops twinkled like a skyful of stars that would follow them about
later on the taxi’s glistening front window of crushed silver and, as the car ran through red and green lights, a
nestful of red stars would fly humming outside the window and a nestful of green stars.
Ch’ang-an brought back some of the stray dreams under the starlight and became unusually silent, often
smiling. Ch’i-ch’iao saw the change and could not help getting angry and sarcastic. “These many years we
haven’t been very attentive to Miss, no wonder Miss seldom smiled. Now you’ve got your wish and are going to
spring out of the Chiangs’ door. But no matter how happy you are, don’t show it on your face so much—it’s
simply sickening.”
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In former days Ch’ang-an would have answered back, but now that she appeared a transformed person she let
it go and concentrated on curing herself of the opium habit. Ch’i-ch’iao could do nothing with her.
Eldest Mistress T’ai-chen, who had not been present when Ch’ang-an got engaged, came to the house to
congratulate her sometime afterward. Ch’i-ch’iao whispered, “Eldest Sister-in-law, it seems to me we still have to
ask around a bit. This is not a matter to blunder into. The other day I seemed to have heard something about a
wife in the country and another across the seas.”
“The one in the country was sent back before marriage,” said Tai-chen. “The same with the one overseas. It’s
said that they were friends for several years; nobody knew why nothing came of it.”
“What’s so strange about that? Men’s hearts change faster than you can say change. He didn’t even
acknowledge the one who came with the three matchmakers and six gifts, not to say the hussy that’s neither fish
nor flesh. Who knows whether he has anybody else across the seas? I have only this one daughter, I can’t muddle
along and ruin here whole life. I myself have suffered in matchmakers’ hands.”
Ch’ang-an sat to one side pressing her fingernails into her palm until the palm reddened and the nails turned
white from the strain. Ch’i-ch’iao looked up and saw her. “Shameless girl, pricking up your ears to listen! Is this
anything that you should hear? When we were girls we couldn’t get out of the way fast enough at the very
mention of marriage. You Chiangs had generations of book learning in vain, you may have to go and learn some
manners from your mother’s family with their sesame oil shop.”
Ch’ang-an ran out crying. Ch’i-ch’iao pounded her pillow and sighed. “Miss couldn’t wait to marry, so what
can I do? She’d drag home any old smelly stinking thing. It’s supposed to be her third Aunt that found him for her
—actually she’s just using her Third Aunt for a blind. Probably the rice was already cooked before they asked
third Aunt to be matchmaker. Everybody ganged up to fool me—and just as well. If the truth came out, where
should the mother and brother look?”
Another day Ch’ang-an slipped out on some excuse. When she got back she was gong to report every place she
had been before Ch’i-ch’iao had even asked.
“All right, all right, save your words,” Ch’i-ch’iao barked. “What’s the use of lying to me? Let me catch you
red-handed one day—humph! Don’t you think that because you’re grown up and engaged I can’t beat you any
more!”
“I went to give Cousin Hsing those slipper patterns, what’s wrong in that?” Ch’ang-an was upset. “If Mother
doesn’t believe me, she can ask Third Aunt.”
“Your third aunt found you a man and she’s the father and mother of your rebirth! Never seen anybody as
cheap as you … disappears in the twinkling of an eye. Your family kept you and honored you all these years—
short of buying a page to serve you, where have we been remiss, that you can’t even stay home for a moment?”
Ch’ang-an blushed, tears falling straight down.
Ch’i-ch’iao paused for breath. “So many good ones were turned down before and now you go and marry a
ne’er-do-well, the leftover of the lot, isn’t that slapping one’s own face? If he’s a man, how did he live to be
thirty-something, cross oceans and seas over a hundred thousand li, and never get himself a wife?”
But Ch’ang-an remained obdurate. Both parties being none too young, several months after the engagement
Lan-hsien came to Ch’i-ch’iao as Shih-fang’s deputy and asked her to set a date for the wedding.
Ch’i-ch’iao pointed at Ch’ang-an. “Won’t marry early,k won’t marry late, has to choose this year when there’s
no money at hand. If we have a better harvest next year, the trousseau would be more complete.”
“Modern-style weddings don’t go in for these things. Might as well do it the new way and save a little,” Lanhsien said.
“New ways, old ways, what’s the difference? The old ways are more for show, the new ways more practical—
the girl’s family is the loser anyway.”
“Just do whatever you see fit, Second Sister-in-law, Little Miss An is not going to argue about getting too little,
is she?” At this everybody in the room laughed; even Ch’ang-an could not help a little smile.
Ch’i-ch’iao burst out, “Shameless! You have something in your belly that won’t keep or what? Can’t wait to
get over there, as if your eyebrows were on fire. Will even do without the trousseau—you’re willing, others may
not be. You’re so sure he’s after your person? What vanity! Have you got a presentable spot on you? Stop lying to
yourself. This man T’ung has his eyes on the Chiangs’ name and prestige, that’s all. Your family sounds so grand
with its titles and its eminent generals and ministers, actually it’s not so at all. It’s been strong outside and
shriveled up inside long since, and for these last few years couldn’t even keep up appearances. Moreover, each
generation of your family is worse than the one before, no regard for heaven and earth and king and parent any
more. the young masters know nothing whatsoever and all the young ladies know is to grab money and want men
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—worse than pigs and dogs. My own family was a thousand times and ten thousand times to blame in making this
match—ruined my whole life. I’m going to tell this man T’ung not to make the same mistake before it’s too late.”
After this quarrel Lan-hsien washed her hands of the match. Ch’i-ch’iao, convalescing, could get out of bed a
bit and would sit astride the doorway and call out toward Ch’ang-an’s room day after day. “You want strange men,
go look for them, just don’t bring them home to greet me as mother-in-law and make me die of anger. Out of
sight, out of mind, that’s all I ask. I’d be grateful if Miss will let me live a couple of years longer.” She had just
these few sentences arranged in different orders, shouted out so that the whole street could hear. Of course the talk
spread among relatives, boiling and steaming.
Ch’i-ch’iao then called Ch’ang-an to her, suddenly in tears. “My child, you know people outside are saying
this and that about you, have smirched you till you’re not worth a copper coin. Ever since your mother married
into the Chiang family, from top to bottom there’s not one that’s not a snob. Man stands low in dogs’ eyes. I took
so much from them in the open and in the dark. Even your father, did he ever do me a good turn that I’d want to
stay his widow? I stayed and suffered endless hardships these twenty years, just hoping that you two children
would grow up and win back some face for me. I never knew it’d come to this.” And she wept.
Ch’ang-an was thunderstruck. Never mind if her mother made her out to be less than human or of outsides said
the same; let them. Only T’ung Shih-fang—he—what would he think? Did he still want her? Was there any
change in his manner last time she saw him? Hard to say. … she was too happy, she wouldn’t notice little
differences. … Between the discomfort of taking the cure and these repeated provocations Ch’ang-an was already
having a hard time but, forcing herself to bear up, she had endured. Now she suddenly felt as though all her bones
were out of joint. Explain to him? Unlike her brother, he was not her mother’s offspring and could never
thoroughly understand her mother. It would have been all right if he never had to meet her mother but sooner or
later he would make her acquaintance. Marriage is a lifelong affair; you can be a thief all your life but you can’t
always be on guard against thieves. Who knew what her mother would resort to? Sooner or later there would be
trouble, sooner or later there would be a break. This was the most beautiful episode of her life, better finish it
herself before other people could add a disgusting ending to it. A beautiful, desolate gesture. … She knew she
would be sorry, she knew she would, but unconcernedly she lifted her eyebrows and said, “Since Mother is not
willing to make this match I’ll just go and tell them no.”
Ch’i-ch’iao held still for a moment before she went on sobbing.
Ch’ang-an paused to collect herself and went to telephone T’ung Shih-fang. Shih-fang did not have time that
day, and arranged to meet her the next afternoon. What she dreaded most was the night in between, and it finally
passed, each minute and every chime of the quarter hour sinking its teeth into her heart. The next day, at the old
place in the park he came up smiling without greeting her; to him this was an expression of intimacy. He seemed
to take special notice of her today, kept looking into her face as they walked shoulder to shoulder. With the sun
shining brightly she was all the more conscious of her swollen eyelids and could hardly lift her eyes. Better say it
while he was not looking at her. Hoarse from weeping, she whispered, “Mr. T’ung.” He did not hear her. Then
she’d better say it while he was looking at her. Surprised that she was still smiling slight, she said in a small voice,
“Mr. T’ung, I think—about us—perhaps we’d better—better leave it for now. I’m very sorry.” She took off her
ring and pushed it into his hand—cold gritty ring, cold gritty fingers. She quickened her pace walking away. After
a stunned moment he caught up with her.
“Why? Not satisfied with me in some way?”
Ch’ang-an shook her head, looking straight ahead.
“Then why?”
“My mother …”
“Your mother has never seen me.”
“I told you, it’s not because of you, nothing to do with you. My mother …”
Shih-fang stood still. In China must her kind of reasoning be taken as fully adequate? As he hesitated, she was
already some distance away.
The park had basked in the late autumn sun for a morning and an afternoon, and its air was now heavy with
fragrance, like rotten-ripe fruit on a tree. Ch’ang-an heard, coming faintly in slow swings, the sound of a
harmonica clumsily picking out Long, Long Ago
Tell me the tales that to me were so dear,
Long, long ago,
Long, long ago …
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This was now, but in the twinkling of an eye it would have become long, long ago and everything would be over.
As if under a spell Ch’ang-an went looking for the person blowing the harmonica—looking for herself. Walking
with her face to the sunlight, she came under a wu-t’ung tree with a boy in khaki shorts astride one of its forked
breaches. He was rocking himself and blowing his harmonica, but the tune was different, one she had never heard
before. The tree was not big, and its sparse leaves shook in the sun like golden bells. Looking up, Ch’ang-an saw
black as a shower of tears fell over her face. It was then that Shih-fang found her, and he stood quietly beside her
for a while before he said, “I respect your opinion.” She lifted her handbag to ward off the sun from her face.
They continued to see each other for a time. Shih-fang wanted to show that modern men do not make friends
with women just to find a mate, and so although the engagement was broken he still asked her out often. As to
Ch’ang-an, in what contradictory hopes she went out with him she herself did not know and would not have
admitted if she had known. When they had been engaged and openly going out together she still had had to guard
her movements. Now her rendezvous were more secret than ever. Shih-fang’s attitude remained straightforward.
Of course she had hurt his self-respect a little, and he also thought it a pity more or less, but as the saying goes, “a
worthy man needn’t worry about not having a wife.” A man’s highest compliment to a woman is a proposal. Shihfang had pledged himself to relinquish his freedom. Although Ch’ang-an had declined his valuable offer, he had
done her a service at no cost to himself.
But rumors reached Ch’i-ch’iao. Behind Ch’ang-an’s back she ordered Ch’ang-pai to send T’ung Shih-fang a
written invitation to an informal dinner at home. Shih-fang guessed that the Chiangs might want to warn him not
to persist in a friendship with their daughter after the break. But while he was talking with Ch’ang-pai over two
cups of wine about the weather, current politics, and local news in the somber and high-ceilinged dining room, he
noticed that nothing was mentioned of Ch’ang-an. then the cold dishes were removed. Ch’ang-pai suddenly
leaned his hands against the table and stood up. Shih-fang looked over his shoulder and saw a small old lady
standing t the doorway with her back to the light so that he could not see her face distinctly. She wore a blue-gray
gown of palace brocade embroidered with a round dragon design, and clasped with both hands a scarlet hot-water
bag; two big tall amahs stood close against her. Outside the door the setting sun was smoky yellow, and the
staircase covered with turquoise plaid linoleum led up step after step to a place where there was no light. Shihfang instinctively felt this was a mad person. For no reason there was a chill in all his hairs and bones.
“This is my mother,” Ch’ang-pai introduced her.
Shih-fang moved his chair to stand up and bow. Ch’i-ch’iao walked in with measured grace, resting a hand on
amah’s arm, and after a few civilities sat down to offer him wine and food.
“Where’s Sister?” Ch’ang-pai asked. “Doesn’t even come and help when we have company.”
“She’s coming down after smoking a couple of pipes more,” Ch’i-ch’iao said.
Shih-fang was greatly shocked and stared intently at her.
Ch’i-ch’iao hurriedly explained, “It’s such a pity this child didn’t have proper prenatal care. I had to puff
smoke at he as soon as she was born. Later, after bouts of illness, she acquired this habit of smoking. How very
inconvenient for a young lady! It isn’t that she hasn’t tried to break it, but her health is so very delicate and she
had had her way in everything for so long it’s easier said than done. Off and on, it’s been ten years now.”
Shih-fang could not help changing color. Ch’i-ch’iao had the caution and quick wits of the insane. She knew if
she was not careful people would cut her short with a mocking incredulous glance; she was used to the pain by
now. Afraid that he would see through her if she talked too much, she stopped in time and busied herself with
filling wine cups and distributing food. When Ch’ang-an was mentioned again she just repeated these words
lightly once more, her flat sharp voice cutting all around like a razor blade.
Ch’ang-an came downstairs quietly, her embroidered black slippers and white silk stockings pausing in the dim
yellow sunlight on the stairs. After stopping a while she went up again, one step after another, to where there was
no light.
Ch’i-ch’iao said, “Ch’ang-pai, you drink a few more cups with Mr. T’ung. I’m going up.”
The servants brought the soup called i-p’in-kuo, the “highest ranking pot,” and changed the wine to Bamboo
Leaf green, newly heated. A nervous slave girl stood in the doorway and signaled the page waiting at the table to
come out. After some whispering the boy came back to say a few words into Ch’ang-pai’s ear. Ch’ang-pai got up
flustered and apologized repeatedly to Shih-fang “Have to leave you alone for a while, be right back,” and also
went upstairs, taking several steps in one.
Shih-fang was left to drink alone. Even the page felt apologetic. “Our Miss Chüan is about to give birth,” he
whispered to him.
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“Who’s Miss Chüan?” Shih-fang asked.
“Young Master’s concubine.”
Shih-fang asked for rice and made himself eat some of it. He cold not leave the minute he set his bowl down,
so he waited, sitting on the carved pearwood couch. Flushed from the wine, his ears hot, he suddenly felt
exhausted and lay down. The scrollwork couch, with its ice-cold yellow rattan mat, the wintry fragrance of
pomelos … the concubine having a baby. This was the ancient China he had been homesick for. … His quiet and
demure well-born Chinese girl was an opium smoker! He sat up, his head in his hands, feeling unbearably lonely
and estranged.
He took his hat and went out, telling the page, “Later please inform your master that I’ll thank him in person
another day.”
He crossed the brick-paved courtyard where a tree grew in the center, its bare branches printed high in the sky
like the lines in crackle china. Ch’ang’an quietly followed behind, watching him out. There were light yellow
daisies on her navy blue long-sleeved gown. Her hands were clasped and she had a gentle look seldom seen on
her face.
Shih-fang turned around to sway, “Miss Chiang …”
She stood still a long way off and just bent her head. Shih-fang bowed slightly, turned and left. Ch’ang-an felt
as though she were viewing this sunlit courtyard from some distance away, looking down from a tall building. The
scene was clear, she herself was involved but powerless to intervene. The court, the tree, two people trailing bleak
shadows, wordless—not much of a memory, but still to be put in a crystal bottle and held in both hands to be
looked at some day, her first and last love.
Chih-shou lay stiffly in bed, her two hands placed palms up on her ribs like the claws of a slaughtered chicken.
The bed curtains were half up. Night or day she would not have them let down, she was afraid.
Word came that Miss Chüan had given birth to a son. The slave girl tending the steaming pot of herb medicine
for Chih-shou ran out to share the excitement. A wind blew in through the open door and rattled the curtain hooks.
The curtains slid shut of their own accord but Chih-shou did not protest any more. with a jerk to the right, her
head rolled off the pillow. She did not die then, but dragged on for another fortnight.
Miss Chüan was made a wife and became Chih-shou’s substitute. In less than a year she swallowed raw opium
and killed herself. Ch’ang-pai dared not marry again, just went to brothels now and then. Ch’ang-an of course had
long since given up all thoughts of marriage.
Ch’i-ch’iao lay half asleep on the opium couch. For thirty years now she had worn a golden cangue. She had
used its heavy edges to chop down several people; those that did not die were half killed. She knew that her son
and daughter hated her to the death, that the relatives on her husband’s side hated her, and that her own kinsfolk
also hated her. She groped for the green jade bracelet on her wrist and slowly pushed it up her bony arm as thin as
firewood until it reached the armpit. She herself could not believe she’d had round arms when she was young.
Even after she had been married several years the bracelet only left room enough for her to tuck in a handkerchief
of imported crepe. As a girl of eighteen or nineteen, she would roll up the lavishly laced sleeves of her blue linen
blouse, revealing a pair of snow-white wrists, and go to the market. Among those that liked her were Ch’ao-lu of
the butcher shop; her brother’s sworn brothers, Ting Yü-kien and Chang Shao-ch’üan, and also the son of Tailor
Shen. To say that they liked her perhaps only means that they liked to fool around with her; but if she had chosen
one of these, it was very likely that her man would have shown some real love as years went by and children were
born. She moved the ruffled little foreign-styled pillow under her head and rubbed her face against it. On her other
cheek a teardrop stayed until it dried by itself: she was too languid to brush it away.
After Ch’i-ch’iao passed away, Ch’ang-an got her share of property from Ch’ang-pai and moved out of the
house. Ch’i-ch’iao’s daughter would have no difficulty settling her own problems. Rumor had it that she was seen
with a man on the street stopping in front of a stall where he bought her a pair of garters. Perhaps with her own
money but out of the man’s pocket anyway. Of course it was only a rumor.
The moon of thirty years ago has gone down long since and the people of thirty years ago are dead but the
story of thirty years ago is not yet ended—can have no ending.
2
To save daylight, the people of Shanghai turned their clocks one hour ahead. But the Bai family said,
“We use the old time.”
Therefore, what was ten o’clock to them was eleven to others. It was as if the family sang out of tune with the
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melody of life.
A huqin squeaked on a night full of twinkling lights. The melody ran up and down the scale, telling such an
endless and sorrowful tale that it would be better not to ask about it! The stories told by a huqin should be
performed by a gorgeously dressed actress whose delicate nose narrows between two long, rouged cheeks. She
sings, she smiles and she covers her mouth with a sleeve … but, actually there was only Fourth Master Bai\fn{ In
traditional Chinese society, family members tended not to call one another by their first name as Westerners do. Instead, they addressed one
another according to their relationship with that person or the seniority of a son or daughter in the family. In this story, for example, there
are “Fourth Brother,” “Sixth Sister,” “Seventh Sister” and “Fourth Sister-in-law,” However, male outsiders are always called “Master,”
women “Miss” and men’s wives “Madam,” So we see “Third Master,” “Third Madam” and “Seventh Miss” as terms of address. In the
story, “Third Master” is “Third Brother”; “Fourth Madam” is “Fourth Sister-in-law” and also “Fourth Master’s Wife.” Bai Liusu is known
as “Sixth Sister,” “Sixth Miss” or “Sixth Aunt,” depending on who is addressing her } sitting alone on the gloomy, dilapidated

balcony playing the huqin.
While he played, the doorbell rang. It was uncommon that this should happen in the Bai household. Following
an old custom, the Bai family never went out to visit friends in the evening. If they had visitors at night, or by
chance received a telegram, it meant there must be a dire emergency. In most cases, it meant that someone had
just died.
The Fourth Master listened without moving, and, as expected, he heard Third Master, Third Madam and Fourth
Madam making a fuss as they climbed the stairs, but they spoke so fast that he could not understand what they
were talking about. In the main room facing the balcony, sat Sixth, Seventh and Eighth Misses and the children of
Third and Fourth Masters. All of them were anxious.
Seated in the darkness on the balcony, Fourth Master could clearly see everything that was happening in the
lighted room. All of a sudden, he saw the door open, and Third Master entered wearing an undershirt and a pair of
shorts. He stood in the doorway with his legs spread. As he put his hands behind him to slap the mosquitoes
buzzing around his thighs, he called,
“Fourth Eldest, guess what? Sixth Sister’s ex-husband has died of pneumonia!” Fourth Master put down the
huqin and walked into the room.
“Who brought over the message?” he asked.
“Mrs. Xu.” Saying this, Third Master turned his head, waved his fan to shoo away Third Madam and said to
her,
“Don’t bother us now. Mrs. Xu is still downstairs. She is overweight and afraid of climbing the stairs. You’d
better hurry up and assist her!” After Third Madam had gone, Fourth Master seemed lost in thought and said,
“Isn’t the dead man a relative of Mrs. Xu?” Third Master answered,
“He is. It looks to me as if they specially sent Mrs. Xu to give us this news, which must mean something.”
Fourth Master asked,
“Can it be that they want Sixth Sister to attend the funeral as a member of their family?” Third Master
scratched his head with the handle of his fan and said,
“As a rule, it is only right that—”
Simultaneously, both of them glanced at Sixth Miss Bai Liusu while she sat in the corner of the room, calmly
embroidering a pair of slippers. While Third Master and Fourth Master had been talking, there had been no
opportunity for her to speak. Only now she nonchalantly said,
“I’ve already divorced him; if I were to return to his home as his widow, people would laugh their heads off.”
She continued working on her slippers as if nothing had happened, but cold sweat broke out on her hands. The
needle became hard to handle, and she could not remove it from her work. Third Master said,
“Sixth Sister, it’s not what you think. We all know that he let you down. Now he’s dead. Can you still be letting
it weigh on you? Naturally, the two concubines he left behind won’t be able to bear living out the rest of their
lives as widows. If you return all dignified and impressive, decked out in mourning, who would dare laugh at
you? Though you don’t have any children, he has many nephews. You can choose one of them to adopt.\fn{ In
traditional society, boys were more important than girls because they carried the family name and continued the family line. Moreover,
even after marriage boys lived in their parents’ home, taking care of the family business and supporting their aging parents. That’s why
Liusu is encouraged to adopt a boy from among her ex-husband’s nephews as security for old age } His estate may not be much, but

his family is a prosperous one. Even if they sent you to look after the clan hall, you and the child would never
starve.” Bai Liusu responded with a cold smile,
“You are very thoughtful on my account; unfortunately it’s a bit too late. I’ve been divorced for seven years.
According to the way you talk, the legal procedure we went through was a joke! We can’t fool with the law!”
Third Master answered,
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“Don’t use the law to scare me. Laws are changed every day while the natural feelings and human
relationships that I’m talking about are unchangeable. Alive, you are a member of their family; dead, you are their
ghost. No matter how towering a tree is, the leaves always return to the roots when they fall.” Liusu stood up and
asked,
“Why didn’t you say so seven years ago?” Third Master replied,
“I was afraid you might be suspicious that we didn’t want you.”
“Ah, you are not afraid that I’m suspicious now? You spent all of my money. Don’t you worry that I’m
suspicious?” Leaning closer to her face, Third Master exclaimed,
“I spent your money! How much money did I spend? You live in our house, eat our food, and drink our water.
It was okay to support one more person before. It meant nothing to add one more pair of chopsticks. But now, you
should go out and ask what the price of rice is. I didn’t mention money, so how could you?” Fourth Madam stood
behind Third Master, laughed and added,
“Normally, one’s own flesh and blood should never mention money; if one does, then it leads to more trouble.
I told your Fourth Brother long ago, ‘Fourth Eldest, you should persuade Third Master that they shouldn’t use
Sixth Sister’s money to buy gold and stocks; otherwise bad luck will surely strike!’ Don’t you see: as soon as she
married, her husband became a spendthrift; and then, since she has returned home, the family has been bled dry.
That one’s a born jinx!” Third Master continued,
“Fourth Madam is right. If we had not let her join in our business at the beginning, we wouldn’t have had to
suffer such a crushing defeat.”
Liusu was so angry that her whole body trembled uncontrollably. She put the half-embroidered slippers against
her quivering chin. Third Master spoke again,
“I recall the time you came back crying and raised hell to get a divorce. I have to blame my strong sense of
justice: When I saw you had been beaten so seriously, I had no heart to refuse you. So I struck my chest and said,
‘All right! Although I am poor, there will always be a bowl of rice in my house for my sister!’ I thought every
young couple needed to let off a little steam, and I guessed that you would change your minds. If I had known that
you were serious about making a clean break, do you think I would have helped you get divorced? Splitting up a
marriage breaks a family line. I have sons, and I still hope they will support me in my old age.” As angry as she
was, Liusu nevertheless laughed loudly and said,
“Yes, yes, it’s my fault. You became poor because I sucked you dry; your business failed because I tied you
down; if one of your sons should die, this would also be a result of my damaging your unrewarded virtues!”
Fourth Madam immediately grabbed her son’s collar and pushed him into Liusu, bumping his head. She
exclaimed,
“You put a curse on these boys without any reason. After what you’ve said, if my son dies, I will hold you
responsible!”
Dodging out of the way, Liusu ran to Fourth Master. She held him and cried,
“Fourth Brother, look—give us your honest opinion!” Fourth Master said,
“Don’t get excited. If you have something to say, say it calmly. Let’s plan for the long term. Actually what
Third Brother says is all for your own good …”
*
In a rage, Liusu let go of him and walked into the inner bedroom. There was no light in that room. She peered
through the gauze bedcurtains and could dimly make out her mother lying in the big redwood bed, waving a white
round fan. Liusu stepped to the front of the bed and then, suddenly feeling weak in the knees, knelt down. She
bent over the edge of the bed and cried,
“Ma!”
Old Mrs. Bai’s ears were not bad. She had heard the entire argument in the outer room. She coughed and held
out her hand for the spittoon beside the pillow. She spat into it and said,
“Your Fourth Sister-in-law is too talkative; you shouldn’t pay any attention to her. As you know, everybody has
their own problems. Your Fourth Sister-in-law was born with a strong personality. She used to run the house, but
your Fourth Brother disappointed her, constantly whoring and gambling. What he did not only damaged his own
health—what’s worse is that he also embezzled the family’s funds, which shamed your Fourth Sister-in-law
terribly. Therefore, she had to let your Third Sister-in-law manage the household. That’s hard for her to take, so
she always feels unhappy. In addition, your Third Sister-in-law is not very healthy. To sustain this family is not
easy for her. In any case, you should try to show them a little consideration.”
Liusu saw that her mother had taken the easy way out, so she said nothing. Old Mrs. Bai turned over to face
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the wall and tried to sleep. Then she added,
“During the past two years, we scraped things together and sold some land which gave us just enough to live
on for two years. Now, things are different. I am getting old, and will die any time. I can’t take care of you any
longer. Besides, there’s not a banquet in the world that doesn’t have an ending. Staying with me is not a
permanent solution. You’d better go back, adopt a child, suffer for ten more years. Then you’ll be able to lift your
head again some day.”
Just then, the door-curtain moved. Old Mrs. Bai asked,
“Who is it?” Fourth Madam stuck in her head,
“Mother, Mrs. Xu is still downstairs, waiting to discuss Seventh Sister’s marriage matter with you.” Old Mrs.
Bai answered,
“I’m coming. You turn on the light.”
The room brightened. Fourth Madam propped the old lady up and waited on her as she put on her clothes.
Then she helped her get out of bed. Old Mrs. Bai asked,
“Has Mrs. Xu found anyone suitable?” Fourth Madam replied,
“According to her, the one she found seems not too bad, but he is a few years older.” Old Mrs. Bai coughed
and said,
“Baoluo will be twenty-four this year, which really is a thorn in my heart. All my worrying about her has been
for nothing. People all said that since she is not really my child, I have delayed her marriage on purpose.”
Old Mrs. Bai walked out of the room, supported by Fourth Madam. Old Mrs. Bai said to her,
“Go get my new tea leaves to make a bowl of tea for Mrs. Xu. The stuff in the green tin box is Longjing tea
given to me by Eldest Aunt last year; the other in the long box is Biluochun. Don’t mix them up.” Fourth Madam
nodded in agreement and at the same time shouted,
“Hey! Somebody turn on the light!” There was a sound of footsteps, and then some rough looking young
servants came in to help the maid support the old lady down the stairs.
*
Fourth Madam remained in the outer room by herself, going through all the drawers in search of the old lady’s
private stock of tea leaves. All of a sudden, she began to laugh,
“Hey! Seventh Sister, where have you been hiding? You scared me! I was just wondering where you had
disappeared to!” Baoluo answered in a soft voice,
“I was on the balcony catching the breeze.” Fourth Madam tittered,
“Bashful are you? Let me tell you, Seventh Sister. In the future, when you have a husband, you should be more
careful. Don’t give in to your temper. Do you think divorce is a simple matter? Some people just split up
whenever they feel like it; it’s so commonplace! Indeed, is it really that easy? Your Fourth Brother wasn’t
successful, but did I divorce him? I still have my own home. I’m not the one who has no place to go. But even
during those bad times, I had to take all that into consideration. I am conscientious and I have enough self-control
not to impose on others. I still possess a certain sense of shame!”
Kneeling desolately in front of her mother's bed, Bai Liusu listened to Fourth Madam’s words. She clasped the
embroidered slippers against her chest. A needle in the slippers pricked her fingers, but she was oblivious to the
pain. She murmured,
“This house is impossible to live in … impossible.”
Her voice was discouraged and light at the same time, as stringy as a broken cobweb. It was as if she were in a
dream, and her head and face were veiled with dust-covered strands of webbing. In a fog, she threw herself
forward to embrace her mother’s knees like cushions and began to sob,
“Ma, you must stand up for me!”
In her imagination, her mother began to smile silently, but without any emotion. She held her mother’s legs
and shook them vigorously. She cried,
“Ma! Ma!”
It seemed like many years before. She was only about ten years old. After coming out of the theater in a
downpour, she had been jostled and separated from her family. She stood alone on the sidewalk, staring at people
who were staring at her through rain-splattered car windows—layer upon layer of transparent glass—countless
strangers they were. Everyone was isolated in small individual worlds. Even if she smashed her head against the
barrier she could never break into their lives. It was as if she were paralyzed.
Suddenly, she heard footsteps behind her and guessed that it was her mother coming. She tried hard to pull
herself together, not saying a word. However, the mother she prayed to and her real mother were two completely
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different individuals.
*
Someone walked to the edge of the bed and sat down. But when she spoke, it was in Mrs. Xu’s voice. Mrs. Xu
tried to calm her down.
“Sixth Miss, don’t be sad. Get up; get up; it’s so hot.” Liusu propped herself on the bed and stood up with
difficulty, saying,
“Auntie, I . . . I can’t bear it here any longer. I’ve known for some time that they disliked me, but they’d never
quite come out and said it. But today they’ve banged the battle gongs and war drums and declared war. I have no
face to go on living here.” Mrs. Xu pulled her down to sit on the edge of the bed with her, and whispered,
“You are too honest—no wonder the others have taken advantage of you. Your brothers transferred your
money from here to there, and finally spent it all! So it’s quite fitting if they have to support you for the rest of
your life.”
Liusu rarely heard fair words like these. Without asking if Mrs. Xu really meant what she said, she felt a
warmth emanating from her heart, and tears fell like rain. She said,
“How could I have been so stupid! It’s just this little bit of money that’s forcing me to stay even if I want to
leave!” Mrs. Xu said,
“Young people like you have their lives in front of them.” Liusu replied,
“If I had a life in front of me, I would have left earlier! I don’t have much education, and I’m not strong
enough to do anything physical. What kind of job can I get?”
“Finding a job is just a joke,” Mrs. Xu said. “Finding a man is something true.”
“I’m afraid it won’t work,” Liusu answered. “My life was finished a long time ago.” Mrs. Xu disagreed.
“Only rich people who don’t have to worry about food and clothes have the right to say such things. A
penniless person can’t end his life even if he wants to! Even if you shave your head and become a nun, or you beg
for alms, you’ll still be part of this earthly world—you can’t escape from men!”
Liusu lowered her head and kept quiet. Mrs. Xu continued,
“If you had asked me to take on this matter two years earlier, it would have been much easier.” With a slight
smile, Liusu said,
“That’s for sure! I’m already twenty-eight.” Mrs. Xu soothed her,
”A talented person like you needn’t worry about being twenty-eight. I’ll keep my eyes open for you. While
we’re on the subject, I have to find fault with one thing. You’ve been divorced for almost eight years. If you had
made your decision to flee earlier, you would have saved yourself a lot of embarrassment!” Liusu explained,
“Auntie, you must know, how can a family like ours allow its members to go out and make friends? How could
I depend on them to find me a match? They wouldn’t approve, but even if they did, I still have two younger sisters
who aren’t yet married. Then there are the daughters of my Third and Fourth Brothers who are also growing up.
There’s not even enough time to arrange their marriages. How can they take care of mine?” Mrs. Xu smiled and
said,
“Speaking of your younger sisters, I’m still waiting for their answers.” Liusu asked,
“Is there any hope for Seventh Sister’s marriage?” Mrs. Xu said,
“It is beginning to take shape. Just now, I left mother and daughter alone on purpose to discuss it. I told them I
would come up to see you for a while. Now I must leave. Would you please accompany me downstairs?”
*
Liusu had no choice but to help her down. The stairs were old, and Mrs. Xu was quite plump, so each step was
accompanied by a loud creak. When they came to the main room, Liusu wanted to turn on the light but Mrs. Xu
said,
“Please don’t, I can see. They are in the east room. Come with me and we’ll all have a nice chat and the matter
will pass. Otherwise, tomorrow when you sit down to eat and can’t avoid seeing each other, it will be awkward
and unpleasant.”
Liusu couldn't bear to hear the word “eat”; pain stabbed her heart. Choked with misery but forcing a smile, she
said,
“Thank you very much, Auntie. But I don’t feel well now, and I’m really not up to seeing the others. I’m afraid
I’m so despondent that I may say something to cause a catastrophe, and let you down after all your concern for
me.”
Seeing Liusu’s determination not to go, Mrs. Xu gave up. She pushed open the door herself and entered.
The door closed again, and the main hall remained in darkness. Through the lattice glass on the top of the door,
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two squares of yellow light shone down on the green tile floor. Dimly, one could see a row of bookcases piled
along the wall. The cases, made of red sandalwood, were carved with a few characters painted green. In the center
of the wall, above the stool and in a glass cover, sat an enamel chiming clock. Its mechanism had worn out years
ago. Hanging on either side were two red paper scrolls embossed with glittering “Longevity” characters. They
contained a set of couplets written in bold, black strokes. In the faint light, each word seemed to float in space, far
from the paper’s surface.
Liusu felt as unreal as one of those characters, drifting and unconnected. The Bai house was a little like a
fairy’s cave. When one idled away a day here, a thousand years passed on Earth. But a thousand years here was
also the same as one day because everyday was the same: dull and boring. Liusu crossed her arms and held her
neck.
Seven years had passed in the twinkling of an eye. Was she still young? It didn’t matter; in another two years
she’d be old. Here, youth was not cherished. There was plenty of youth here—babies were being born one after
another, new shining eyes, new tender rosy mouths, new wisdom. Then, as the years passed, the eyes got weaker,
the body got weaker, and then another generation was born. Each generation was absorbed into the glorious goldsprinkled vermilion background, and little by little the sparkling gold became the frightened eyes of men gone by.
Liusu suddenly cried out. She covered her own eyes, staggered up the stairs, up the stairs, to the second floor.
When she entered her own room, she turned on the light and leaned toward the dressing mirror, examining herself
carefully.
It was all right; she still was not too old. Liusu’s tiny figure was the kind that didn’t show age. She would
always have a splendid waistline and child-like budding breasts. Her face, normally as white as porcelain, had
changed to a jade color—a half transparent, light green jade. Her chin had been round, but in recent years it had
gradually become pointed, which made her small face even more lovely. Her face was fairly narrow, but the
distance between her eyebrows was quite wide. In addition, she had a pair of delicate, charming, liquid eyes.
On the balcony, Fourth Master began to play the huqin again. Hearing the melodious sound, Liusu could not
help turning her head. She cast a fleeting glance and made a gesture. Because of her performance in the mirror,
the huqin did not sound like a huqin anymore, but rather the profound temple dance music played with pan pipes,
flute and zither. She took a few steps to the left, and then a few to the right. Each step seemed to be in time with
the beat of some lost, ancient music. All of a sudden, she smiled—an ominous malicious smile—and the music
stopped. Outside, the huqin continued, but the distant moral tales the huqin was playing no longer had anything to
do with her.
*
Fourth Master stayed away from everybody and played the huqin on the balcony alone because he knew he
would have no opportunity to speak at the family meeting downstairs. After Mrs. Xu left, the Bai family
continued deliberating and analyzing her suggestions. Mrs. Xu planned to match Baoluo to a man named Fan,
who had quite close ties with Mr. Xu in the mining business. Mrs. Xu was familiar with his family background,
and she thought he was absolutely dependable. Fan Liuyuan’s father was a famous overseas Chinese who had a
lot of property scattered in Ceylon, Malaysia and other places. Fan Liuyuan was thirty-two this year and his
parents had both passed away.. When the Bai family questioned Mrs. Xu as to why such a perfect marriage
partner was still unattached, Mrs. Xu told them that when Fan Liuyuan came back from England, many women
shamelessly had tried to force their daughters upon him. They made a huge fuss, plotting and scrapping, each
trying to display her own talents.
This kind of flattery had spoiled him. Since then, he had regarded women as so much mud under his feet.
Owing to his rather unusual childhood environment, his temperament was a bit odd from the start. His parents’
marriage had not been legal. His father, already married, had gone abroad on an inspection tour. While he was in
London, he met an overseas Chinese woman, a real social butterfly, and they married secretly. His original wife
eventually caught wind of this and, fearing her revenge, the second wife had never dared return to China.
The result of all this was that Fan Liuyuan had been brought up in England. After his father’s death, Fan
Liuyuan had his fingers burned many times trying to define his legal status in spite of the fact that the first wife
only had two daughters. He had wandered destitute in England and suffered a good deal. Finally, he won his right
of inheritance. Even now, Fan’s family was still hostile to him. Therefore, he stayed in Shanghai most of the time,
avoiding the family home in Guangzhou unless it was absolutely necessary. Because he had suffered such
emotional hardship when he was young, he grew up to be a playboy. He patronized brothels and gambling dens
and everything else. The pleasures of marital bliss didn’t interest him.
“A person like him must be very fussy,” Fourth Madam said. “Seventh Sister is not the child of the first wife. I
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am afraid that he won't even give her a second glance. What a pity if we let such a good match pass by.” Third
Master said,
“He himself is illegitimate.”
“But look, what a smart fellow he is!” Fourth Madam answered. “How can you hope to catch him with naïve
Seventh Miss? On the contrary, my eldest girl is quite clever. Don’t look down on her. Although she is small, she
has a big heart. She’s really very intelligent!”
“But their ages are too far apart,” Third Madam said. Fourth Madam disagreed,
“Hey! You don’t know. That kind of man likes young girls. If my eldest one isn’t right, I still have my second
daughter.” Third Madam laughed and said,
“Your second one is twenty years younger than Mr. Fan.”
Fourth Madam tugged her sister-in-law’s arm. With a serious look on her face she said,
“Third Sister-in-Law, don’t be so foolish! You protect Seventh Miss, but what is she to the Bai family? She
came from the belly of another woman. What’s she to us? If she marries him, nobody can expect to get any
benefit from it! I’m just thinking about our welfare.”
*
But old Mrs. Bai was anxious to avoid the relatives saying she mistreated Seventh Miss. So she decided to go
along with the original plan: let Mrs. Xu select a date to arrange a meeting and introduce Baoluo to Fan Liuyuan.
In the second prong of her strategy, Mrs. Xu also found Liusu a man named Jiang, who worked in the customs
house. He recently had become widowed and was left with five children, so he was eager to remarry. Mrs. Xu
thought it better to finish with Baoluo first, then try this match for Liusu, because Fan Liuyuan would be leaving
soon for Singapore.
As for Liusu getting married again, the Bai family basically regarded it as a joke. They wanted her out of the
house but couldn’t be bothered to deal with her situation. They preferred to let Mrs. Xu grapple with it. In
contrast, in regards to Baoluo’s marriage matter, everyone was cackling and flying about. Both of them were
daughters, but for one they were burning up the place, while for the other they were as cold as could be! It was
hard for Liusu to bear.
Old Mrs. Bai got everybody in the family to dig out all their jewelry. Whatever she could put on Baoluo, she
did. Old Mrs. Bai also forced Third Madam to take out the piece of silk that her daughter had received from her
godmother on her birthday, and had it made into a qipao for Baoluo. The old lady’s private collection from many
years ago included many furs. Since Baoluo could not wear fur in the summer, old Mrs. Bai pawned a mink coat
and used the money to reset some of the jewelry into a more fashionable style.
The value of these things, like the pearl earrings, jade bracelet and emerald ring, need not be mentioned. The
idea was that they had to dress up Baoluo as opulently as possible.
*
When the appointed day came, the old lady, Third Master, Third Madam, Fourth Master and Fourth Madam all
felt they had to go along. Baoluo had heard indirectly about Fourth Madam’s plot and was furious. She was
determined not to go out with Fourth Madam’s two daughters but was too embarrassed to say so. Instead, she
insisted that Liusu accompany her. That meant seven people had to cram into the taxi, leaving no room for anyone
else, which eliminated Fourth Madam’s forlorn daughters Jinzhi and Jinchan from the party.
They left at five o’clock in the afternoon, and didn’t come home until eleven. With all the excitement, how
could Jinzhi and Jinchan relax and go to sleep? They watched as everybody came back, but not one of them said a
word. With a long face, Baoluo walked into the old lady’s room. Like a gust of wind, she quickly took off all the
jewelry, gave it back to old Mrs. Bai and silently returned to her bedroom.
Jinzhi and Jinchan dragged Fourth Madam to the balcony and bombarded her with questions about the party.
Angrily, Fourth Madam said,
“I’ve never seen girls like you! It wasn’t you who had a marriage interview. What are you both so hot about?”
Third Madam followed them out onto the balcony, and said to them in a soft voice,
“Don’t let your talk arouse other people’s suspicions.” At that, Fourth Madam turned her face toward Liusu’s
room and yelled,
“I was just pointing to the pot and calling the kettle black! So I cursed her! So what? It’s not that she hasn’t
seen a man for centuries, but why did she become befuddled as soon as she saw a strange man? Has she gone
crazy?”
Jinzhi and Jinchan were confused by their mother’s anger. Third Madam tried her best to calm down Fourth
Madam, then she told the two girls,
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“At the beginning we went to see a movie.” Jinzhi cried in surprise,
“A movie?” Third Madam continued,
“Isn’t that strange? The purpose of this interview was to let them see each other, but sitting in that kind of
darkness, you can’t see a thing. Mrs. Xu told me later that it had all been Mr. Fan’s idea; he was playing a dirty
trick. He wanted her to wait for two or three hours, until the oil had come out of her face and the makeup had
faded. Then he’d be able to see what she was really like. But this is only what Mrs. Xu speculated. In my opinion,
that Mr. Fan wasn’t sincere from the beginning. He took us to the movies because he was too lazy to entertain us.
After the theater, didn’t he try to sneak away?” Fourth Madam couldn’t help interrupting,
“Who says? Today’s interview started off well. If our own people hadn’t been causing such a ruckus in there,
then we probably would have had a seventy or eighty percent chance!” Jinzhi and Jinchan asked simultaneously,
“What happened then, Third Auntie?” Third Madam replied,
“Then, Mrs. Xu grabbed him and suggested we all go for a meal. He said he would treat us.” Fourth Madam
clapped her hands and said,
“Having a meal is having a meal, but he knew perfectly well that our Seventh Miss couldn’t dance. So why did
he take us to the dance hall? The fact is, Third Brother is to blame. He’s always out running around. When he
heard Fan telling the driver to head to the dance hall, why didn’t he stop him?” Third Madam quickly answered,
“There are so many big hotels in Shanghai, how could he know which ones have dance halls and which ones
don’t. He is not like Fourth Master, who has plenty of time on his hands. He doesn’t have time to check out things
like that!”
Jinzhi and Jinchan would have liked to know what happened afterwards, but Fourth Madam kept butting in,
and Third Madam lost interest in giving them any more details. She just said,
“Then we went for a supper. After the supper, we came home.” Jinchan asked again,
“What kind of person is that Fan Liuyuan?” Third Madam answered,
“How would I know? Altogether, I didn’t hear him say more than three sentences.” After thinking for a while,
she added,
“I suppose he dances fairly well!”
“What?” Jinzhi asked in surprise, “Who did he dance with?” Fourth Madam hurried to answer,
“Who else? It could only be your Sixth Aunt! We’re a literary family, and none of us was allowed to learn
dancing. It’s only after getting married that she learned that trick from her good-for-nothing husband. Shameless!
If someone asks you, you just have to tell him that you can’t, and that’s that! Not knowing how to dance is
nothing to be ashamed of. Like your Third Auntie and like me, we’re all from wealthy families. Having already
lived half of our lives, what haven’t we seen? We just can’t dance!” Third Madam sighed and said,
“Once, perhaps, out of politeness. But she had to dance twice, and even a third time!”
Hearing this, Jinzhi and Jinchan were aghast and tongue-tied. Turning her face toward Liusu’s room again,
Fourth Madam cursed,
“Heartless idiot! If you think that by destroying your sister’s affair, you would have a chance, then I’m telling
you now that you’d better forget it! There have been countless young girls that he wouldn’t even look at. Do you
think he’d want a withered flower like you?”
Liusu and Baoluo were sharing a bedroom. By this time Baoluo had already gone to sleep. Liusu was squatting
on the floor groping in the dark trying to light a mosquito coil. She heard the talk on the balcony clearly, but this
time she was very calm. She lit a match, and watched it burn. The little pennant-like flame flickered in its own air
currents. It moved closer and closer to her fingers. She gave a puff and blew out the flame. Now only the glowing
red stick was left. Gradually, the matchstick shriveled down into a ghostly curled ashen-colored figure. She threw
the scorched match into the ashtray.
What had happened today, she had not done on purpose. Nevertheless, she’d taught them a lesson. They
thought her life had finished? It was still early yet! She smiled. In her heart, Baoluo had to be cursing her,
probably even much more unpleasantly than Fourth Madam had. But she knew that although Baoluo hated her,
Baoluo would look at her now with new eyes, regarding her with deep respect. It does not matter how good a
woman is, if she cannot obtain a man’s love, she cannot win respect from the members of her own sex. Women
are really low that way.
Was Liuyuan really fond of her? Not likely. She did not believe a word he had said. She could tell that he was
the kind of man who was used to telling lies to women. She could not be careless—she had no relatives to rely
upon. She only had herself. Her thin, moonlight-white qipao hung on the bed frame. Bending over, she sat on the
floor, held onto the hem of the qipao and quietly snuggled it to her cheeks. The green smoke of the mosquito coil
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drifted up one curl after another, seeping its way into her brain. In her eyes, tears were glistening.
*
A few days later, Mrs. Xu came to the Bai house again. Fourth Madam already had made a prediction:
“Since our Sixth Miss has messed up everything, it’s obvious that it's all over for Seventh Miss as well. How
could Mrs. Xu not be angry? If Mrs. Xu blamed Sixth Miss, would she still be willing to find a match for her?
This would be the same as going for wool and coming back fleeced.”
As expected, Mrs. Xu was not as eager to help as before. She beat around the bush, explaining why she had not
come in the past two days. Her husband was leaving for Hong Kong on business. If everything went smoothly,
they would consider renting a house and living there for six months or a year. Therefore, she had been busy
packing for the last two days preparing to go with him.
As for Baoluo’s matter, because Mr. Fan had already left Shanghai, she had to put it aside for the time being.
And regarding Liusu’s possible match with Mr. Jiang, Mrs. Xu had found out that he already had someone else.
To separate them would be difficult. It would be best to forget about it. When Third and Fourth Madam heard
what Mrs. Xu had said, they gave each other knowing looks and suppressed their smiles. Mrs. Xu frowned and
continued,
“My husband has quite a few friends in Hong Kong, but too bad they’re all so far away. However, if Sixth
Miss can make the trip, she may have many opportunities. In the past two years, a wealth of talented people from
Shanghai have flocked to Hong Kong. Shanghainese are naturally attracted to Shanghainese, so hometown girls
are very welcome there. If Sixth Miss went, would she have to worry about not being able to find someone
suitable? In fact, she could pick a bunch and then choose one!”
Everybody felt that Mrs. Xu had a way with words. Just two days earlier she had been matchmaking
vigorously, but now that all her plans had vanished like smoke she couldn’t back down with good grace, so she
nattered on, making these perfunctory excuses. Old Mrs. Bai sighed and said,
“Making a trip to Hong Kong is easy to talk about, but actually—” Mrs. Xu abruptly cut her off.
“If Sixth Miss is willing to go, it’ll be on me. I agreed to help her and help her I must.”
Everyone looked at each other in surprise—even Liusu was shocked. Originally, she’d thought that Mrs. Xu
had volunteered to find her a match out of sympathy for her situation and a sense of justice. That Mrs. Xu would
do some legwork in trying to find a beau, and even arrange a banquet with Mr. Jiang—well, their friendship was
strong enough for that.
But to pay for the travel expenses and take her along to Hong Kong would cost Mrs. Xu a fortune! Why would
Mrs. Xu want to spend this money on her without a reason? Although there are many good people in the world,
there are not many fools willing to part with money for the sake of friendship. Mrs. Xu obviously had something
in the back of her mind. Could it be Fan Liuyuan’s trick? Mrs. Xu had once mentioned that her husband kept quite
close contact with Fan Liuyuan on business. Both the husband and wife were probably eager to ingratiate
themselves with Fan Liuyuan. It also was possible that they wanted to fawn on him by sacrificing an unimportant
and helpless relative. While Liusu was still lost in her thoughts, old Mrs. Bai started to talk,
“How could we do that? We could never let you—” Roaring with laughter, Mrs. Xu said,
“Never mind. This is but a small treat—I can afford it! Besides, I’m actually hoping Sixth Miss can help me.
I’m taking along two children. I have high blood pressure, and I can’t afford to get very tired. If she is on the
journey, then everything will be taken care of. I’m not taking her as an outsider; I may be giving her a lot of
trouble!”
Old Mrs. Bai quickly said a few polite words for Liusu. Mrs. Xu then turned to Liusu, and asked directly,
“Well, Sixth Miss, how about coming along with us? Even if it’s just sightseeing, it’s still worth it.” Liusu
lowered her head and answered with a smile,
“You treat me too well.”
At the same time, she made a quick calculation of the situation. The Mr. Jiang matter was hopeless. Later on, if
anyone made another match for her, he probably would be more or less the same type as Mr. Jiang, or perhaps
even worse. Liusu’s father had been a famous gambler who lost the family fortune. He had led them along the
road to poverty. Liusu’s hands had never touched dominoes or dice but she also liked gambling. Now she decided
to wager her future. If she lost, her reputation would be ruined, and she wouldn’t even be able to be the
stepmother of the five children. If she won, she might obtain what everybody coveted most: Fan Liuyuan. This
would give her some measure of revenge.
*
She accepted Mrs. Xu’s invitation.
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Mrs. Xu wanted to leave within the week, so Liusu got busy packing. Even though she did not have many
valuable possessions, and there really wasn’t anything to pack, this occupied her for several days. She sold some
odds and ends to buy a few dresses.
Despite all the preparations, Mrs. Xu still found time to give her some advice. Seeing that Mrs. Xu still favored
Liusu so, the Bai family gradually developed a renewed interest in her. They still were suspicious of her, but also
more cautious. They whispered about her behind her back, but to her face, they were not quite as accusatory as
before. Once in a while, they would even call her “Sixth Aunt,” or “Sixth Miss” because they were afraid that she
really would marry a rich Hong Kong man and return home in glory one day. They had to protect some face
against that eventuality; offending her was not worth the risk.
Together with the children, Mr. and Mrs. Xu picked her up and drove her to the harbor. They had a first class
cabin on a Dutch boat. The boat was small and rocked violently. As soon as Mr. and Mrs. Xu boarded, both of
them just lay down and were terribly seasick. The two children cried all the way. Liusu waited on them for the
entire trip. It was not until the boat docked that she finally had the opportunity to go on deck to see the ocean.
It was a baking-hot afternoon. From what she could see, the most conspicuous things surrounding the dock
area were those huge advertising billboards. Red ones, orange ones and pink ones were reflected in the dazzling
slick green sea. These brilliant colors contrasted sharply with each other, like so many swords bobbing and
fighting violently in the water. In this city of contrasts, even just stumbling probably would be much more painful
than it was in other places, Liusu thought. She couldn’t help being nervous.
Suddenly she felt someone run over and hug her legs, almost knocking her over. She was startled, but when
she bent down to look, it was only Mrs. Xu’s child. She pulled herself together and went back to help Mrs. Xu. It
was impossible to assemble the ten pieces of luggage and the two children in the same place. When the luggage
was together, in a flash they would be short one child. Liusu got so tired of running here and there that she did not
bother going back again to look at the view.
After disembarking, they took two cabs to the Repulse Bay Hotel. When the cars left the downtown area they
climbed between yellow and red hillsides, gaps in the hills revealing dense green trees on the turquoise sea. As
they approached Repulse Bay, the hillsides and trees seemed to grow brighter and brighter. Many tourists were
coming back from the mountains, each car jammed with flowers. Fragments of laughter could be heard on the
breeze.
When the car stopped in front of the hotel gate, they still could not see where the hotel was. They got out and
walked up broad stone stairs. It was not until they reached a terrace filled with a beautiful display of plants and
flowers that they saw two yellow buildings above them. Mr. Xu had reserved rooms long before.
The waiters led them along a gravel path, through a dim dining room and musky hall, then up to the second
floor. When they turned, they saw a door leading to a small balcony with a vine-covered trellis; the sun was
shining on half the wall. There were two people talking on the balcony, but they could only see the back of a girl
with long, jet-black hair hanging straight down to her ankles, on which she wore gold-plaited bracelets. Her legs
were bare, but it was hard to see if she was wearing any sandals. A little above her ankles the bottom of a pair of
narrow Indian-style trousers could be seen. Concealed behind the girl was a man, who called out all of a sudden,
"Hey! Mrs. Xu!"
He walked over, saying hello to Mr. and Mrs. Xu. He bowed slightly to Liusu with a gentle smile on his face.
Then Liusu saw that it was Fan Liuyuan. Earlier, she’d had a feeling she might meet him, but now that he was
there in person she could not stop her heart from pounding.
The girl on the balcony vanished. Liuyuan accompanied them upstairs. On the way, everyone acted as if they
had just run into an old friend in a distant land, continually expressing their surprise and delight. Although Fan
Liuyuan could not be considered handsome, he had a certain rugged masculinity.
While Mr. and Mrs. Xu were directing waiters to move their luggage, Liuyuan and Liusu walked on ahead.
Smiling, Liusu asked Liuyuan,
“Mr. Fan, didn’t you go to Singapore?” Liuyuan replied in a soft voice,
“I have been here, waiting for you.”
Liusu had not expected him to be so frank and dared not pursue the matter further, fearing that if he said it was
actually he and not Mrs. Xu who had invited her to Hong Kong, she would be unable to get out of the
predicament in which she found herself. She decided to dismiss his remark as a joke and just smiled at him. When
Liuyuan asked, Liusu told him that her room number was 130. He stopped in front of a room, saying,
“Here we are.”
The bellboy brought the key and opened the door for them. Liusu entered and couldn’t help walking directly to
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the window. The whole room was just like a dark yellow picture frame, and the window was the picture. The
surging waves outside seemed to splash on the curtains, coloring their edges blue. Liuyuan told the bellboy,
“Put the bags in front of the closet.”
His voice, so close to her ear, startled her. She turned and found that the porter was already gone but had left
the door open. Liuyuan leaned against the windowsill with one arm on the frame, blocking her vision. He gazed at
her with a smile on his lips. Liusu lowered her head. Liuyuan laughed,
“You know what? The way you drop your head is one of your strong points.” Liusu raised her head, laughed
and said,
“What? I. don’t understand.” Liuyuan said,
“Some people are good at talking or laughing, and some at housekeeping, but you are good at bending your
head.” Liusu replied,
“I know I can’t do anything; I am just terribly useless.” Liuyuan laughed,
“A useless woman is the cleverest woman.” Liusu walked away laughing,
“Let’s not continue this. How about going next door and looking around.”
“Next door?” Liuyuan asked. “My room or Mrs. Xu’s?”
Liusu was shocked again. She asked,
“Do you live next door?” Liuyuan had already opened the door for her and said,
“My room is very messy, I can’t let you see it.”
He knocked on the door of No. 131. Mrs. Xu opened the door to let them in.
“Have a cup of tea with us; we have a living room.”
Then she rang a bell to order some pastries as well. Mr. Xu, coming out of the bedroom, said,
“I just phoned Lao Zhu. He insisted on giving a banquet in honor of our visit. He invited everybody to the
Hong Kong Hotel. Today!” Turning toward Liuyuan, he continued,
“Including you!” Mrs. Xu said,
“You’re certainly in a good mood. Having been seasick for a few days, don’t you want to get to bed early?
Let’s just forget about tonight.” Liuyuan laughed,
“The Hong Kong Hotel’s ballroom is so passé. The building, the lights, the decoration and the band are all old
English style. It was fashionable forty or fifty years ago, but it’s not interesting anymore. There’s not too much to
see there, except for those queer looking foreigners who model themselves after Northerners and wear trousers
gathered tight at the ankles even in this hot weather.”
“Why?” Liusu asked.
“To get into the ‘Chinese mood’!” he replied. Mr. Xu laughed,
“Since we are here, we’ve got to look at everything! I hope you’ll put up with the torture and accompany us!”
Liuyuan smiled,
“I can’t say for sure yet. Don’t wait for me.”
Liusu saw that he did not want to go. Mr. Xu, on the other hand—not the kind of person who frequented dance
halls—seldom seemed so happy. It appeared that he really was serious about introducing his friends to her. She
was more puzzled than ever.
*
All those who went to the Hong Kong Hotel that night for the welcoming party were either older couples or
bachelors in their early twenties. While Liusu was dancing, Fan Liuyuan suddenly appeared and cut in on another
man. Under the lichee-colored lights, she couldn’t see his dark face clearly, and only felt that he was abnormally
quiet. Liusu smiled, asking,
“Why aren’t you talking?” Liuyuan answered with a smile of his own,
“I’ve already said everything that I can say in front of others.” Liusu tittered,
“What do you have to say behind others’ backs, sneaking around like this?” Liuyuan answered,
“Just some foolish thoughts. Not only can’t I say them in front of others, but I don’t even want to hear them
myself. They embarrass even me. Words like ‘I love you’, ‘I’ll love you forever’.” Liusu turned her face aside and
said softly,
“That’s nonsense!” Liuyuan said,
“First you blame me for not talking and now you’re criticizing me for talking too much!” Liusu laughed,
“Let me ask you, why didn’t you want us to come to the dance hall?” Liuyuan explained,
“Most men like to corrupt good women, and to reform bad women. I’m not like them, looking to make work
for myself. I think good women should remain good.” Liusu cast a sidelong glance at him and said,
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“You think you are different from other men? But I think you’re just as selfish as the rest of them.” Liuyuan
laughed,
“What selfishness?” In her heart, Liusu thought, “Your lofty ideal of a woman is someone who is incorruptible
as well as tantalizing. Incorruptible to others, and tantalizing to yourself! If I were a thoroughly good woman, you
probably never would have noticed me!” She tilted her head towards him and asked,
“You want me to be a good woman in front of others, but to be a bad woman with you.” Liuyuan thought for a
while and replied,
“I don’t get you.” Liusu explained again,
“You want me to be bad to others, but be good to you.” Liuyuan laughed and said,
“What? Now you’ve reversed them again? You’re making me more and more confused!" He was silent for a
while before adding,
“You’re wrong.”
“Oh,” Liusu laughed, “now you understand.” Liuyuan said,
“I don’t care whether you’re good or bad, I don’t want you to change. It’s hard to meet a genuine Chinese
woman like you.” Uttering a sigh, Liusu answered,
“I’m old-fashioned.” Liuyuan said,
“A genuine Chinese woman is the most beautiful, and will never be old-fashioned.” Liusu smiled,
“A modern person like you—” Liuyuan interrupted,
“Modern—you mean Westernized, I guess. I certainly don’t count as a typical Chinese. It’s only in the past few
years that I’ve become more Chinese. But you know, a foreigner who becomes Chinese is even more reactionary
than an old Chinese scholar.” Liusu laughed, saying,
“You’re reactionary; I am too. And as you said, the dance hall at the Hong Kong Hotel is the most oldfashioned …”
They both burst into laughter just as the music stopped. Liuyuan held her arm as they returned to their seats.
He smiled to all the people at the table,
“Miss Bai has a headache, so I think I’ll take her home now.”
Liusu couldn’t have predicted that he’d do this, and she didn’t know how to respond. Then again she didn’t
want to offend him. Their relationship was not close enough yet to have an argument. All she could do was let him
drape her coat over her shoulders and make her apologies to everyone as they left the hall together.
Walking toward them was a group of foreign gentlemen. Like stars surrounding the moon, they were crowded
around a woman Liusu had noticed earlier. She had long jet-black hair, now braided into two plaits coiled high on
the top of her head.
It was that Indian woman. Though she wore a Western- style outfit, she still had the pronounced color of the
East. Under her fine, black cloak, she was wearing a long, tight, goldfish-colored dress that covered even her arms
and hands except for her glittering fingernails. The collar of her dress was v-shaped, and opened right down to her
waist. This was the most fashionable style in Paris now; it had been dubbed Ligne du Ciel. Her face was rich and
tawny, like a gold-plated Goddess of Mercy, but her deep, black eyes seemed to have the devil in them. She had a
straight, classical nose, but it was a bit too sharp and thin. Her thick, pink, pouty lips seemed a little swollen.
Liuyuan stopped and bowed slightly to her. As Liusu stood there looking at her, the woman gazed back in a
dignified fashion. That pair of proud-looking eyes seemed a thousand miles away, staring at people from a
distance. Liuyuan introduced them,
“This is Miss Bai. This is Princess Saheiyini.”
Despite herself, Liusu felt a sense of respect. Princess Saheiyini stretched out one arm, touching Liusu’s hand
with one fingertip and asked Liuyuan in English,
“Is this Miss Bai also from Shanghai?”
Liuyuan nodded. The princess smiled, and said,
“She doesn’t look like a Shanghainese.” Liuyuan smiled and asked her,
“Then, what does she look like?”
After pressing her index finger to her cheek, the princess opened her hands wide as though she were going to
describe her, but couldn’t find the right words. She shrugged her shoulders with a smile and walked inside.
Holding Liusu’s arm, Liuyuan walked out of the hotel with her. Although Liusu did not understand much English,
from their facial expressions, she realized what they had talked about. She then said with a smile,
“It’s clear I’m a country bumpkin!” Liuyuan said,
“I just told you; you are a typical Chinese. Naturally you’re a bit different from what she called Shanghainese.”
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After they got into a car, Liuyuan spoke again,
“Don’t think the airs that she is putting on are justified. Outside, she tells people that she is Prince Krishna
Kramupa’s legitimate daughter. Because her mother fell out of the prince’s favor and was ordered to die, Saheiyini
was then sent into exile, destined to roam in foreign countries without being able to return home. Actually, it is
true about her not being able to return home, but as for the rest, nobody can prove it.” Liusu asked,
“Has she been to Shanghai?” Liuyuan replied,
“She was quite well known in Shanghai. But later on she came to Hong Kong with an old Englishman. Did
you notice the old man behind her? That’s who supports her now.” Liusu smiled,
“You men are just like this. To her face, you always flatter her, but behind her back, you say she’s worthless. I
wonder what you would say about me—the daughter of an old official’s family whose fortunes have been going
downhill and with a social status even lower than hers!” Liuyuan laughed,
“Who would dare to put your names together in one breath?” Twitching her lips, Liusu said,
“Maybe it is because her name is so long you can’t say it in one breath!” Liuyuan replied,
“Don’t worry. I’ll take you for whatever kind of person you are. Make no mistake about that.”
Liusu seemed to relax and leaned against the car window. She asked in a low voice,
“Really?”
Liuyuan had not sounded sarcastic. Gradually she was discovering that when they were alone together, he was
respectful, like a gentleman. She did not understand why he was so dignified in private and so uninhibited in front
of others. She couldn’t figure out if it was just his odd personality, or if there was some other reason. When they
arrived at the Repulse Bay Hotel, he helped her out of the car and pointed at the thick woods beside the road,
saying
“Look at those trees. They only grow in the South. The English call it ‘flame of the forest.’” Liusu asked,
“Are they red?”
“Yes!” Liuyuan exclaimed.
In the darkness, she couldn’t see the red, but instinctively she knew it was as red as could be—an
uncontrollable red. Clusters and clusters of small flowers, hiding in the towering trees, were just like fire
crackling and burning all along the path, even tinting the purple sky red. She lifted her face to look at them.
Liuyuan continued,
“The Cantonese call it the ‘shadow tree.’ Look at the leaves.”
The leaves were just like ferns. When the wind blew, the delicate black shadows shivered. One could almost
hear a melody, not yet a song, just like the tinkling made by wind chimes hanging on the eaves of a house.
Liuyuan said to her,
“Let’s take a walk over there.”
Liusu did not answer him, but when he began to move, she followed. The hour was still early, so there were
still many people strolling on the path—it didn’t matter. Some distance from the Repulse Bay Hotel a bridge
arched through the air. On the far side was a hill, and on this side there was a gray brick retaining wall. Liuyuan
leaned against the wall as did Liusu. She looked up. The wall was very high; she could not see its upper edge. It
was also cold and rough, the color of death. Against it her face looked different. She was real flesh and blood with
red lips, liquid eyes, and an intelligent face. Liuyuan looked at her and said,
“I don’t know why, but this wall reminds me of ageless testaments of love. One day when our civilization is
completely ruined and everything is destroyed—burned, bombed or collapsing, perhaps the only thing remaining
will be this wall. Liusu, if we should meet then at the foot of this wall … Liusu, maybe then you will be sincere to
me, and maybe I would be sincere to you.” Liusu was annoyed and said,
“You admit yourself to pretending. You don’t have to drag me in! When did you catch me lying?” Liuyuan
burst into laughter.
“Right, you are the most innocent person in the world,” he said. Liusu replied,
“Hold on, don’t tease me!” After being quiet for a while, Liuyuan sighed. Liusu asked,
“Is something bothering you?”
“Lots,” Liuyuan replied. Liusu sighed,
“If a person as carefree as you can complain about his fate, then somebody like me should have hanged herself
a long time ago.”
“I know you are not happy,” Liuyuan said. “I know you’ve seen enough bad things and bad people around you,
but if this is the first time you have seen them, it’s even harder on you. I was just like that. When I first came to
China, I was already twenty-four. I had dreamed of home many times. You can imagine how disappointed I was. I
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couldn’t stand the shock. I had no control and just became more and more corrupt. If … if you had known me
then, you would probably forgive the way I am now.”
Liusu tried to recall the first time she had seen her Fourth Sister-in-law. Then she exclaimed:
“Even so, that’s still better. The first time you see something, no matter how bad or how dirty it is, those things
and people aren’t a part of you. But if you mix with them for a long time, how can you distinguish what they are
made of from what you are made of?”
Liuyuan fell into silence. He did not say anything for a few moments. Then he said,
“Maybe you are right. Maybe what I’ve said was nothing but an excuse, and I’m deceiving myself.” Suddenly,
he began laughing and said,
“Actually, I don’t need any excuse! I love playing around—I’ve got the money and the time. Do I need to look
for a good reason?” He thought for a while, again becoming perplexed, and said to her,
“I don’t even understand myself—but I want you to understand me! I want you to understand me!” Although
these were his words, in his heart he had already despaired. Still he stubbornly begged,
“I want you to understand me!”
*
Liusu was willing to try. In fact, within certain limits, she was willing to try anything. She turned her face
toward him, and whispered:
“I understand, I understand.” She consoled him, but she couldn’t help thinking of her own face in the
moonlight … her delicate profile, eyes and eyebrows, the beauty was incredible and yet intangible. She slowly
dropped her head.
Liuyuan started to chuckle. Changing the tone of his voice, he said with a smile,
“Right, let’s not forget, your specialty is the way you bow your head. However, some people say it is only
teen-aged girls who are good at bowing. Those who are good at it are forever doing it. You know, if you do it too
often, it may make your neck get wrinkled!”
Liusu’s expression changed. She couldn’t help but lift her hand and feel her neck. Liuyuan laughed,
“Don’t worry, you definitely don’t have any. In a while, when you return to your room and nobody’s around,
you can open the button of your collar to have a good look.”
Liusu didn’t say anything; she just turned and left. Liuyuan caught up to her and laughed.
“I’ll tell you why you are able to keep your beauty. Once Saheiyini said she dared not get married because
once Indian women become idle, just staying in the house and sitting around all day, they get fat. But I said,
‘What about Chinese women? Even when they are just sitting around, they don’t want to get fat because getting
fat still requires the use of a little bit of energy. Being lazy has its own advantages!’”
Liusu ignored him. All the way back, Liuyuan was on his best behavior, talking and joking to cool her down.
Her expression did not warm up until she got into the hotel, and they each returned to their individual rooms.
Liusu concluded that Fan Liuyuan was interested in spiritual love. She had to agree, because the result of
spiritual love is marriage, while sexual love usually levels off at a certain stage with little hope of marriage.
Spiritual love has just one flaw: in the course of love, women never understand what men are saying. But that is
not of any great importance. After all, it always ends in marriage, finding a house, buying furniture, hiring
servants, and so forth. In this regard, women are more capable than men. When she thought of this, she put
today’s little misunderstanding out of her mind.
*
The next morning she did not hear a sound from Mr. and Mrs. Xu’s room and knew they would be getting up
very late. Mrs. Xu had mentioned if you ordered breakfast in your room in the hotel, you had to pay extra as well
as give a tip. Therefore, Liusu decided to save them a little bit of money and go to the dining room. Just after she
finished washing and dressing and was leaving her room, a bellboy waiting outside saw her and went to knock on
Fan Liuyuan’s door. Liuyuan came out immediately, smiled to her and said,
“Let’s eat together.” Then as they walked, he asked,
“Have Mr. and Mrs. Xu got up yet?” Liusu smiled:
“They must have had a good time yesterday! I didn’t hear them return; it must have been close to dawn.”
They chose a table on the terrace outside the dining room and sat down. Outside the stone fence was a tall
palm tree, its shiny leaves spread in every direction shivering slightly in the sunlight like a glorious, spurting
fountain. There was a real fountain beneath the tree, but it wasn’t all that splendid. Liuyuan asked,
“What do Mr. and Mrs. Xu plan to do today?” Liusu answered,
“I heard they are going to look for a place.” Liuyuan said,
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“Let them look for one. We’ll enjoy ourselves. Would you rather go to the beach or downtown and look
around?”
The afternoon before, Liusu had used binoculars to look at the nearby beach. It had been crowded—things
really were jumping, but she found the people’s behavior a bit too free. Her natural caution prompted her to
propose they go into town. They caught a special hotel bus and went into the heart of the city.
Liuyuan took her to the Great China Restaurant to eat. As soon as Liusu noticed that the waiters spoke
Shanghainese, and that the sounds coming from every table in the room were also in her native dialect, she asked
in surprise,
“Is this a Shanghainese restaurant?” Liuyuan smiled,
“Aren’t you homesick?” Liusu laughed,
“But … to come all the way to Hong Kong to eat Shanghai food seems foolish!” Liuyuan said,
“When I’m with you, I like to do foolish things—even riding nowhere on a trolley, or watching a movie I’ve
already seen twice.” Liusu said,
“That’s because you’ve been affected by my foolishness, right?” Liuyuan laughed and said,
“You can explain it any way you like.”
After eating, Liuyuan picked up his glass and drank his tea in one gulp. He lifted the glass up high and looked
intently inside. Liusu asked,
“If there is something to see let me see it too.” Liuyuan said,
“Face the light and look. The scene inside reminds me of the jungle in Malaya.”
The leaves left inside stuck to the glass, forming a special pattern. Viewed against the light and from below,
they looked like real banana trees. The tea leaves piled up at the bottom were all jumbled, just like rootless
creepers or rushes.
Liusu lifted the glass to look, Liuyuan then bent over to point. Through the dark green of the glass, Liusu
suddenly felt his gaze; his eyes seemed to be smiling but actually were not as he stared at her. Smiling, she put
down the glass. Liuyuan said,
“I’ll accompany you to Malaya.”
“To do what?” Liusu asked. Liuyuan answered,
“To return to nature.” Then, his train of thought changed, and he added,
“There is only one thing, I can’t imagine you wearing a qipao running in the jungle … on the other hand, I
can’t imagine you not wearing a qipao either.” Liusu turned serious and said,
“Don’t talk nonsense!” Liuyuan replied,
“I am serious. The first time I saw you, I just felt you shouldn’t wear those fashionable long vests that show
your upper arms; at the same time you shouldn’t wear western clothes either. Perhaps the Manchurian qipao
would be a little bit more suitable, but its lines are too harsh.” Liusu said,
“In short, I'm ugly! No matter how I dress, it doesn’t look good!” Liuyuan laughed,
“Don’t get me wrong again! I mean you don’t seem like someone from this world. You have small gestures
that have a romantic air to them, almost like you were singing Peking opera!” Liusu raised her eyebrows, and
laughed sarcastically.
“Singing opera? Not by myself! Whenever I put on an act … I am forced to do so. If people play a small trick
on me, and I don’t do the same back, they would take me for a fool and pick on me!”
Liuyuan was dejected by these words. He lifted the empty glass, tried to get a mouthful, and put it down again.
He sighed,
“Right, blame everything on me. I’m used to pretending because everybody pretends with me. Only to you did
I say a few words of truth, but you didn’t recognize it.” Liusu said,
“How do I know what’s going on inside you?” Liuyuan replied,
“Right, blame it all on me. But I’ve given you a great deal of thought. The first time I met you in Shanghai, I
thought if you got away from your family, you might become a little bit more natural. Waiting to see you in Hong
Kong was hard on me … and now I want to take you to Malaya, to the primitive jungle …”
He laughed at himself, his voice hoarse and dry, and called the waiter to bring the check. By the time they had
paid and left, he’d returned to his original self and regained his high-class airs—and very refined they were!
*
After that, he took her everywhere and had fun doing everything: movies, Cantonese opera, casinos, the
Gloucester Restaurant, Szeho Inn, the Green Bird Coffee Shop, an Indian silk store, a Sichuan Food Restaurant in
Kowloon … In the evening, they often went out for walks till the very late hours. She could not believe that until
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now he had hardly even touched her hand. She was always alert in case he would drop his mask suddenly and
grab her. However, the days passed one after another, and he still maintained his gentlemanly conduct. She felt as
if she were facing a formidable enemy, but there was no movement at all. At first, she felt uneasy, like going
downstairs and missing a step. Although she always was anxious, she gradually got used to it.
There was just that one time at the beach. By then Liusu was more familiar with Liuyuan, and she felt that it
would not do any harm to go, so they went and spent one morning there. They were sitting side by side, but one
facing east and one facing west when Liusu cried out that there were mosquitos. Liuyuan said,
“They're not mosquitos, but a kind of insect called sandflies. When they bite, they leave a small red mark just
like a red mole.” Liusu went on,
“I can’t stand the sun.” Liuyuan comforted her:
“Let’s get a little more sun, then we’ll move under a sun shelter. I’ve rented one over there.”
The thirsty sun lapped up the sea, gurgling and churning, making loud sounds. It also sucked the moisture from
people’s bodies. Everyone was like a dried golden leaf floating in the air. Liusu felt a strange dizziness and
happiness but she could not help crying out,
“A mosquito is biting me!”
She twisted her head and slapped her naked back. Liuyuan laughed,
“That’s difficult. I’ll slap them for you and you slap them for me.”
Indeed, Liusu watched and aimed carefully and then slapped his back. She cried out,
“Damn! I missed it!”
Liuyuan was also watching. They slapped back and forth at each other and laughed heartily together.
All of sudden, Liusu had had enough. She stood up and started walking toward the hotel. This time, Liuyuan
did not follow her. Liusu walked under the shade of a tree. On the stone path between two reed sun shelters she
stopped to shake the sand off her skirt. Turning, she noticed Liuyuan still in the same place, lying on his back with
his hands cushioned beneath his neck. Apparently he was daydreaming under the sun there, still turning into a
golden leaf.
After Liusu returned to her room, she took out the binoculars and looked out her window. Now there was a
woman lying beside him with braids coiled on her head. Even if Saheiyini was burnt to ashes, Liusu could
recognize her.
*
From that day on, Liuyuan flirted with Saheiyini every day. He probably had decided some time ago to give
Liusu the cold shoulder for a while. Liusu was used to going out every day, but now she suddenly had a lot of
time on her hands, which she could not explain to Mr. and Mrs. Xu. So she told them she’d caught a cold and
stayed in her room for two days. Fortunately, the gods understood and made it drizzle. This proved a further
excuse, so she did not need to go out.
One afternoon, holding an umbrella, she went for a walk in the hotel’s garden. When she returned, the sky was
getting dark. She thought Mrs. Xu and her family would be returning from their house-hunting very soon, so she
sat under the eaves of the hall waiting for them. She opened the colorful oil-paper umbrella, and hung it on the
railing to cover her face. The umbrella had a pink background with a pattern of dark green lotus leaves. Rain
drops rolled one after another down its ribs. It began to rain more heavily. There was the splashing sound of cars
driving in the rain.
A group of laughing men and women came upstairs pushing and holding onto one another. At their head was
Fan Liuyuan. On his arm, was a disheveled-looking Saheiyini. Her bare legs were splattered with mud. She took
off her big straw hat and shook the water on to the ground. Liuyuan glanced at Liusu’s umbrella. He said a few
words to Saheiyini by the banister at the foot of the stairs. Saheiyini went upstairs by herself. Liuyuan came over,
pulled out his handkerchief and wiped off his drenched clothes and face. Liusu could not avoid exchanging a few
words with him. Liuyuan sat down and said,
“Did I hear that you weren’t very well a couple of days ago?” Liusu answered,
“It was just a summer cold.”
“This weather is terribly muggy,” he said. “Just a while ago I went to the Englishman’s yacht for a picnic. We
sailed over to Tsing-yi Island.”
Following his lead, Liusu asked about the scenery on Tsing-yi Island. While they were talking, Saheiyini came
downstairs again. She had changed into Indian clothes and wore a floor-length gosling-yellow shawl. On the
shawl, there was a floral design embroidered with silver thread, each of the flowers was at least two inches wide.
Holding on to the railing, she picked out a table on the far side of the verandah. She sat down with one arm
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leisurely draped across the back of a chair; her fingernails were covered with silver polish. With a smile, Liusu
said to Liuyuan,
“Aren’t you going over?” Liuyuan replied,
“She already has her man!” Liusu said,
“That old Englishman? How can he manage her?” Liuyuan smiled and said,
“He can’t control her, but you can control me!” Liusu compressed her lips into a smile.
“Oh! Even if I were the Governor of Hong Kong or the city god and governed all the people here, I still
couldn’t control you!” Shaking his head, Liuyuan said,
“Any woman who isn’t jealous is a bit abnormal!”
Liusu burst into laughter. After a while, she asked,
“What are you looking at me for?” Liuyuan also laughed,
“I’m looking to see if you are prepared to treat me better from now on.” Liusu answered,
“Have you ever cared whether I treated you well or badly?” Liuyuan clapped his hands, saying,
“Now you are saying something! Your tone seems a little bitter.” Liusu could not help laughing aloud and said,
“I’ve never seen anyone as shameless as you trying to make others jealous!”
*
At that point, the two of them decided to make up and have supper together. On the surface, Liusu was warmer
toward him but her heart remained cautious. By trying to make her jealous, he was just trying to goad her into
throwing herself into his arms. She had held him off so far. But if she made up with him now she would be
sacrificing herself for nothing. He’d just think she’d fallen into his trap.
Even in her wildest dreams she could forget about him marrying her. It was clear that he wanted her but wasn’t
willing to marry her. Although her family was poor, they still were respectable, and everyone involved was a
member of the same social set. He could not afford to be accused of seducing her, so he’d adopted this open and
above-board attitude. Now she knew it had been pretense. He shirked all responsibilities. If one day she was
abandoned, she would not have anyone to blame.
Thinking about this, Liusu unconsciously ground her teeth and grunted bitterly. Outwardly, she went through
the motions with him as usual. Mrs. Xu had rented a house in Happy Valley and was going to move very soon.
Liusu wanted to move with them, but she was aware that she had imposed on them for more than a month. If she
stayed any longer, it would be very embarrassing. Remaining in a deadlock like this was not right, but she could
not decide to advance or retreat. One night, long after she had gone to bed and while she lay there tossing and
turning unable to sleep, the telephone at the head of the bed began to ring. As soon as she picked it up she
recognized Liuyuan's voice saying,
“I love you.”
Then he hung up.
Liusu’s heart went pit-a-pat. She held on to the receiver, stunned for a moment; then, she gently placed it back
on its cradle. Who could have guessed that as soon as she put it down, it would ring again. She picked it up again.
Liuyuan was on the other end saying,
“I forgot to ask you something, do you love me?”
Liusu coughed and then opened her mouth, but her voice was still hoarse. She spoke in a low voice,
“You should have known long ago. Why do you think I came to Hong Kong?” Liuyuan sighed,
“I’ve known for a long time, but, even though it’s obvious, I simply wouldn’t believe it. Liusu, you don’t love
me!” Liusu asked,
“How do you know I don’t?”
Liuyuan did not say anything. Then, after a long time, he said,
“There is a poem in The Book of Songs—“ Liusu quickly interrupted him:
“I don’t understand!” Liuyuan was impatient,
“I know you don’t. If you did, there would be no need for me to tell you! I’ll read it for you:
Till death do us part.
To you I pledge my word.
I hold your hands,
Wanting to grow old together.

“My Chinese is quite bad. I don’t know whether I can explain it correctly or not. I see it as the saddest of all
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poems. Life, death and departure, they’re all major issues beyond our control. Compared to the strength of the
outside world, we human beings are so small, so small! However, we are determined to say, ‘I’ll be with you
forever. For our entire lives, we will never leave each other—as if we were able to be our own masters!”
Liusu considered this for a moment, and then became uncontrollably angry:
“Why don’t you say frankly that you don’t want to marry, and that’s all there is to it? Why do you have to beat
around the bush saying how you can’t be the master of your fate? Even a conservative like me still says ‘a first
marriage is decided by one’s parents; second marriages are decided by one’s own self!’ You are a person without
any ties. If you can’t be your own master, who will be?” Liuyuan answered coldly,
“If you don’t love me, what can you do? Can you be your own master?” Liusu said,
“If you really loved me, would you care about these things?” Liuyuan replied,
“I’m not that stupid. It’s not worthwhile for me to spend my money marrying someone with no feelings for me,
someone who is going to restrict me. That’s too unfair. It’s not fair to you either. Hey, maybe you don’t care.
Basically you think marriage is just long-term prostitution—”
*
Liusu did not wait for him to finish, but slammed the receiver down with a bang. Her face was flushed with
anger. How dare he insult her like this, how dare he!
She sat on the bed. The darkness of the scorching night enveloped her like a purple blanket. Her whole body
was wet and itchy with perspiration. The ends of her hair on her neck and back were so prickly that it was almost
unbearable. She pressed her hands to her cheeks and found her palms were cold.
The phone rang again. She didn’t answer it and just let it ring.
“Ring … ring …” The sound waves were especially piercing to her ears in the tranquility of her room, the
tranquility of the hotel and the tranquility of Repulse Bay. Liusu suddenly came to her senses and realized that she
could not let the phone wake up the entire Repulse Bay Hotel. First, Mrs. Xu was in the next room. Cautiously she
picked up the receiver and placed it on the bed sheet.
The air around her was too quiet, however, and although it was far away from her, she could still hear
Liuyuan’s voice calmly saying,
“Liusu, can you see the moon through the window?”
Liusu did not know why, but all of a sudden she was choked with sobs. Through her tears, the moon appeared
big and vague, silver with little green rays. Liuyuan continued,
“Over here, there is a flowering plant hanging in the window, blocking half of it. Maybe it’s a rose; maybe it’s
not.” He didn’t say anymore, but he did not hang up the phone either.
After a long, long time, Liusu wondered if he had dozed off. Eventually though, there was a clicking sound as
he lightly hung up. With trembling hand, Liusu picked up the receiver from the bed sheet and put it back. She was
afraid that he might phone her back a fourth time, but he did not. It had all been a dream—the more she thought
about it, the more it seemed like a dream.
*
The next morning she did not dare to ask him about it because he would certainly mock her, saying,
“Dreams are what your heart is thinking!” Was it true that she missed him so much that even in her dreams he
would call to say,
“I love you!”
His attitude was no different than usual. They went out for the day as always. Liusu suddenly noticed how
many people regarded them as man and wife. There were lots and lots of them—waiters, as well as some old
wives and old ladies in the hotel who stopped and chatted with her. She could not blame them for being mistaken.
Liuyuan was living next door to her, and they always went out and came in side by side. Late at night they still
went down to the beach to walk, not concerned about what other people might think. A nanny pushing a baby
stroller walked by and nodded to Liusu, calling her,
“Mrs. Fan.”
Liusu’s face stiffened; she did not know whether to smile or frown. She could only knit her eyebrows, glance
at Liuyuan and whisper,
“They don’t know what to think!” Liuyuan laughed,
“Don’t worry about those who call you Mrs. Fan. It’s those who call you Miss Bai that you should worry
about!”
Liusu frowned. Liuyuan rubbed his hand over his chin and smiled,
“You’d better not do injustice to this undeserved reputation!”
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Liusu was astounded and looked at him. She suddenly realized how wicked this man really was. He purposely
had acted familiar and intimate with her in front of other people, leaving her no way to prove that they did not
have a physical relationship. Now she was in an awkward position with no line of retreat. She could not go home,
could not see her parents; she had no recourse than to become his mistress. But if she compromised herself with
him, not only would all her precious efforts be wasted, but she never would be able to recover in the future.
She was determined not to! Besides, even if she had this false reputation, he had managed to take advantage of
her in name only. The truth was that he still had not possessed her. And since he had not possessed her, maybe one
day he would return to her with a somewhat more acceptable proposal.
She made up her mind and told Liuyuan that she planned to return to Shanghai. Liuyuan did not insist on
keeping her. On the contrary, he volunteered to accompany her back. Liusu said,
“There’s no need of it. Don’t you want to go to Singapore?” Liuyuan answered,
“Since I have already delayed that trip, there is no harm in delaying it a little more. Besides, I’ve got
something to take care of in Shanghai as well.”
Liusu knew that he was playing the same game; he was afraid of people not talking about them. The more
people had to talk about, the less able Liusu was to defend herself. Naturally she wouldn’t be able to settle down
in Shanghai. But Liusu calculated that even if she did not let him take her back, she couldn’t hide anything from
her family. She had forged ahead with no thought of the consequences, so she might as well let him accompany
her on this journey.
Mrs. Xu had seen that they had been hot as fire for each other, and now all of a sudden they wanted to split up.
She was amazed and questioned Liusu and Liuyuan. Although both of them tried to whitewash the matter in the
same way, Mrs. Xu didn’t believe anything they said.
On the boat, there were many opportunities for them to get closer, but if Liuyuan could resist the moonlight of
Repulse Bay, he could withstand the moonlight on the deck. From the beginning to the end, he did not say
anything solid. He seemed indifferent but Liusu sensed that it was the indifference of a complacent man who was
sure she could not elude his grasp.
*
When they arrived in Shanghai, he took her home but did not get out of the car himself. The Bai family already
had heard the gossip and were convinced the Sixth Miss and Fan Liuyuan had lived together in Hong Kong. Now,
after fooling around with him for over a month, she came back as though nothing had happened. Clearly she
intended to hurt the Bai family’s honor.
Liusu had seduced Fan Liuyuan for nothing but his money. But if she really had got his money, she wouldn’t
have returned home so quietly. Obviously, she hadn’t obtained anything from him. Ordinarily when a woman falls
into a man’s trap, she should die for her sins, but if a woman entraps a man, that makes her even more of a whore.
If a woman wants to entrap a man but fails and, on the contrary, falls into the man’s trap, then she is doubly a
whore. Killing her would defile the knife.
In the Bai household, it was normal for the whole family to explode over even the tiniest indiscretion. But
when there was a really sensational scandal, all of them were stunned speechless. They reached a decision:
“The family’s shame must not be publicized.”
Then they all went off on their own to tell relatives and friends, swearing them to secrecy. Later, they quietly
asked these relatives and friends one by one if they knew about the affair or how much they had heard about it.
Finally, when they felt they couldn’t conceal the matter any longer, they decided to open it up for discussion. They
sat around, dejectedly slapping their thighs, and talked about the affair. This kept them busy for the entire autumn,
which gave them no time to take action against Liusu.
Liusu knew full well that after returning this time, her life would be worse than before. Her ties of affection
and loyalty to the family already were severed. She thought about looking for a job to support herself in a simple
lifestyle. Although it wouldn’t be easy, it was better than staying at home and taking their abuse.
But if she took a low-class job, she would forfeit her status as a lady. That status was intangible, but giving it
up would be a pity, especially at the present time, as she still had not given up all hope concerning Fan Liuyuan.
She could not degrade herself. That would just give him another excuse for refusing to marry her. So, no matter
what, she had to tolerate the situation for a while longer.
She managed until the end of November, when Fan Liuyuan, as she had expected, sent a telegram from Hong
Kong. Not until everyone in the Bai household had passed the telegram around did old Mrs. Bai send for Liusu
and give it to her. There were only a few words:
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Mrs. Bai sighed and said,
“Since he wants you to go, you might as well go!”
Was she so cheap? Tears rolled from her eyes. She lost her self-control; she could not stand it any longer. In
one autumn, she had aged two years—she could not afford to get old! So she left her family to go to Hong Kong
again, but this time without her previous cheerful eagerness for adventure. She felt she had been destroyed.
Of course, everyone likes to feel subjugated once in a while, but within certain limits. If she had been
overpowered by Fan Liuyuan’s looks and manner, it would have been another story, but the most painful part was
the pressure her family put on her.
Fan Liuyuan met her on the dock in the misty rain. He told her that her green transparent raincoat was like a
bottle, and then added:
“A medicine bottle!” She thought he was sneering at her weakness, but then he whispered in her ear,
“And you are my medicine.” She blushed and gave him a cold look.
He had reserved her old room for her. That night when she returned to her room, it was already two o’clock.
After putting on her night cream, she turned off the light and walked out of the bathroom. Then she recalled that
the bedroom light switch was at the head of the bed. Groping her way in the dark, she suddenly stepped on a
leather shoe and nearly fell on the floor. As she was blaming herself for not putting her shoes in the proper place,
she suddenly heard someone in the bed laugh out loud,
“Don’t be scared! They are my shoes!” Liusu hesitated for a moment and asked,
“What are you doing here?” Liuyuan replied,
“I’ve always wanted to look at the moon from here.”
The telephone call that night had been him for sure-it had not been a dream! He did love her. This poisonous
man, he did love her, but he did not treat her any better than this!
She could not help feeling bitterly disappointed and turned to the front of the dressing table. The slender late
November moon was a white hook, like frost on the window. Enough moonlight shone on the sea to reflect
through the window and glow in the mirror. Liusu slowly took off her hairnet, messing up her hair. The hairpins
fell tinkling to the floor. She put the hairnet back on, angrily pushing the end of the net into her mouth to hold it.
Frowning, she squatted down to pick up the pins one by one.
Liuyuan walked up behind her barefoot. He put one hand on her head, turned her around and kissed her mouth.
The hairnet slipped to the floor. This was the first time he had kissed her, but both of them suspected it was not
really the first time because it had happened many times in their fantasies. They’d had several opportunities in the
past-proper place and proper atmosphere. He had thought about it, and she also had considered the possibility.
Both of them had been very keen, but they had been taking things too carefully, and neither of them was willing to
be reckless.
Now that it was happening, both became confused. Liusu felt like she was walking round and round, finally
bumping into the mirror, her back tightly pressed against the mirror. They seemed to fall into the mirror, into a
dark world that was hot and cold at the same time, a world with wild sparks that consumed their bodies.
*
The next day he told her that he was going to England in a week. She asked him to take her with him, but he
answered that it was impossible. He suggested that he rent a house in Hong Kong for her, and after a year or so he
would return. If she wanted to stay at home in Shanghai, he would agree to that as well. Of course, she didn’t
want to return to Shanghai. Her family—the farther away the better. As for staying in Hong Kong by herself, if it
was going to be lonely, it would be lonely.
The real problem would be when he came back. Whether the situation changed or not depended completely on
him. Could one week’s love win his heart?
On the other hand, Liuyuan was a restless man. This kind of quick fling would not give him a chance to get rid
of her, which was to her advantage. One week could be more memorable than a year. If he, full of passionate
memories, really came back to look for her, she might have changed herself! A woman near thirty can be
inexplicably lovely but that loveliness can fade in the twinkling of an eye.
In short, trying to hang on to a man for a long period without the guarantee of marriage was difficult and
painful, just about impossible.
Well, who cared! She admitted Liuyuan was lovable and she found him wonderfully stimulating. Her purpose
in staying with him, however, was economic security. On this point she knew she did not have to worry.
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They found a house on Babbington Street located on the side of a hill. After the house was painted, they hired
a Cantonese maid named Ah Li. They purchased only a few essential pieces of furniture, and then it was time for
Liuyuan’s departure. Everything else was left for Liusu to manage in her own good time.
Since the kitchen was not ready yet, on that winter’s night when Liusu saw Liuyuan off on the boat, she picked
at some sandwiches in the ship’s restaurant. Because she was so dejected, Liusu drank a few more glasses of wine
than usual. On the way home, with the sea breeze blowing in her face, she felt a bit tipsy. When she entered the
house, Ah Li was in the kitchen heating water to wash the feet of the child she had brought with her.
Liusu looked around everywhere. Wherever she went, she would turn on the light. The green paint on the
living room door and windows was not yet dry. She tested it with her index fmger and then stuck her sticky finger
on the walls, each touch leaving a green print. Why not? This was not illegal! This was her home! She laughed,
and felt she might as well put on a clear palm print on the dandelion-colored plaster walls.
With faltering steps she walked into the next room. Empty rooms, one after another—it was an empty world.
She felt she could fly to the ceiling. Stepping on the empty floor was like moving on the dustless ceiling. The
room was empty, so empty she could not help filling it with light. Even so, she told herself to remember to change
the bulbs for a few stronger ones tomorrow.
She went upstairs. It was good that it was empty. She was in desperate need of absolute quiet. She felt
extremely tired; pleasing Liuyuan was too tiring. His mood was always changing, and ever since he’d fallen in
love with her, he’d become even stranger with her, never happy. He had gone, which wasn’t too bad. It would give
her a chance to catch her breath.
Now she wanted nobody—detestable people, lovable people, she wanted none of them. Ever since childhood,
her world had been too crowded. Pushing, squeezing, trampling, holding, carrying, old and young, there were
people everywhere. There had been twenty or more in the family, all living together. Even if you cut your
fingernails, someone would be watching through holes in the window. It hadn’t been easy to flee far away to this
place where there was no one. If she had legally become Mrs. Fan, then she would have had all sorts of
responsibilities and never would be able to get away from people. Now she was nothing more than Fan Liuyuan’s
mistress, and did not want to appear in public. She should avoid people and people should avoid her.
The problem with solitude was that she wasn’t interested in anything other than people. The only thing she’d
been trained for was to be a dutiful wife and a considerate mother. But here she was a soldier without a battlefield,
a homemaker with no “home” to run. As for children, Liuyuan did not want any. And there was no need to be
thrifty because she didn’t need to worry about money.
How then would she pass the time in the future? Would she look for Mrs. Xu to play mahjongg or go to the
opera? And later would she gradually have affairs with actors, smoke opium, and go the way of concubines? She
stood up abruptly, straightening herself with her two hands clasped behind her back. No, she would not be like
that! She was not low class like that. She would control herself.
But … could she prevent herself from going mad?
The three rooms upstairs and three rooms downstairs, all arranged in a triangle, were brightly lit. The waxed
floor glistened like snow. There was not a soul! One room after another, the screaming emptiness …
Liusu lay on the bed. She thought about going down to shut off the lights but she could not move. Later on she
heard Ah Li, wearing her wooden slippers, coming upstairs, clicking off the lights as she went. Finally her
strained nerves relaxed.
*
That was December 7th.
On December 8, 1941, the cannons roared. Amid the cannon shots, the white winter fog of early morning
slowly dispersed. On the mountain tops and in the valleys, everywhere on the island, people were looking out at
the sea saying,
“The war’s begun! The war’s begun!”
Nobody believed it, but in the end the war had started. Liusu was living on Babbington Street by herself, so
how could she know anything? Not until Ah Li picked up the news from the neighborhood and woke her up in
panic did she learn that the battle was already raging. Not too far away from Babbington was a scientific
experimental station with an anti-aircraft gun on the roof. The shells constantly flew over screaming, “R-r-r-r-r-r”
and then, “Boom!” as they hit the ground. The shells screamed one after another, “R-r-r-r-r-r” as they cut through
the air and frayed nerves. The light blue curtain of the sky was tom into strips that fluttered in the cold wind. Also
floating in the wind were countless shattered nerve endings.
Liusu’s house was empty; her mind was empty; and because there was no rice in the kitchen, her stomach was
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empty as well. The feeling of emptiness fed her sense of fear. She tried to phone Mr. and Mrs. Xu in Happy
Valley, but it took ages to get a line because everyone who had a phone was using it, trying to find out which areas
were safe so they could plan an escape route. Liusu didn’t get through until the afternoon, but although the phone
rang and rang, nobody answered it. She thought Mr. and Mrs. Xu must have left in a hurry, moving some place
where it was a little quieter.
As Liusu was running out of ideas, the shelling became even more ferocious. The anti-aircraft gun in the
neighborhood had become the target of those airplanes buzzing around the sky. “B-z-z-z-z-z” they circled around
and around, “B-z-z-z-z-z” as painful as a dentist’s drill, the sound stabbed the depths of their souls. Ah Li, holding
her crying child, sat by the living room door. She seemed dazed, rocking side to side, softly singing in a dreamy
voice and patting the child in order to calm him.
Outside there was another “R-r-r-r-r-r” and “Boom!”
A corner of the eave was blasted away, scattering bits of rock in every direction. Ah Li made a horrible cry,
jumped up, and ran outside carrying her child. Liusu caught up with her at the front gate, grabbed her with one
hand and asked,
“Where are you going?”
“I can’t stay here! I … I’m taking her to hide in the sewer!” Ah Li cried. Liusu yelled,
“Are you crazy? You’ll die!” Ah Li continued,
“Let me go! My child … my only child … can’t die … got to hide in the sewer …”
Liusu held on to her with all her might, but Ah Li pushed Liusu down and rushed out the gate.
Just at that moment the sky split open with a violent roar that made the ground tremble. The whole world
turned black, as if a huge trunk had slammed shut, trapping uncountable agonies and hatreds within.
*
Liusu was sure she had died; who would have guessed she would live! Opening her eyes, she could see that the
ground was covered with broken glass and sunlight. She struggled up and went to look for Ah Li.
Ah Li was still clutching her child, her forehead drooped against the cement wall of the entrance way. She had
been shocked silly. As soon as Liusu pulled her in, she heard the blast of another bomb that fell next door and
blew a big crater in the garden. Although the trunk was shut tight, there still was no place to hide from the
overwhelming noise. The “bang, bang, bang” continued on and on. It seemed like someone was hammering nails
into the lid of the trunk with a hammer, and the hammering never let up from dawn to dark and from dark to
dawn.
Liusu thought of Liuyuan and wondered if his boat had made it out of the harbor or whether it had been sunk.
Nevertheless, as she thought of him, she felt he was far, far away, just as if he were in another world. These events
were cut off from her past, which now seemed like a half-sung song on the radio interrupted by the crackles of
static caused by a terrible storm. After the crackling had passed, the song would continue on as before. But she
was afraid the song might have finished by then, and there would be nothing left to hear.
The next day, after Liusu, Ah Li and her child had divided up and fInished the last few cookies in the can, their
spirits began to decline. The whizzing fragments of bullets made a noise like someone slapping her face. A
military truck chugged down the street stopping, to everyone’s surprise, in front of the door. When the doorbell
rang, Liusu opened the door herself. Seeing Liuyuan, she grasped his hand and clutched his arm just like Ah Li
held on to her child. She fell forwards and banged her head on the concrete wall of the doorway. Liuyuan used his
other hand to lift her head and hurriedly said,
“Were you frightened? Don’t worry. Go get some essentials then; we’ll go to Repulse Bay. Hurry!” Liusu
staggered inside asking,
“Is Repulse Bay okay?” Liuyuan answered,
“Everybody says they won’t come ashore over there. Besides, there will be food at the hotel; they usually stock
a great supply.” Liusu asked,
“Your boat—”
“The boat didn’t sail. They sent the passengers from the first class cabin to the Repulse Bay Hotel. Actually, I
was going to come to pick you up yesterday, but I couldn’t find a car, and the buses were too crowded to get on. I
had a hard time finding this truck today.”
Liusu couldn’t calm down enough to pack the luggage, so instead tied up a small bundle. Liuyuan gave Ah Li
two months’ wages, telling her to take care of the house. After the two of them got on the truck, they lay face
down, side by side on the floor in the cargo area, covered with a khaki oilcloth. The truck bumped along the way,
and their elbows and knees were rubbed raw.
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“This bombing has blasted away the ends of many stories,” Liuyuan sighed.
Dejected, Liusu didn't respond to him for a while. Then she said,
“If you were blown up, my story would be finished as well. If I were blown up, your story would still go on!”
Liuyuan laughed,
“Did you intend to be a widow on my account?”
Overcome with an odd giddiness, they laughed heartily. Once they had started, they couldn’t stop. Finally,
when they did stop, their bodies trembled all over.
Through the screaming of the steady stream of bombs, the truck eventually arrived at the Repulse Bay Hotel.
The main floor of the hotel was occupied by the army. Liuyuan and Liusu stayed in their old room. After they had
settled down, they discovered that although the hotel had stored many provisions, it was all for the soldiers.
Besides cans of milk, beef, mutton and fruit, there were also loaves of white and whole wheat bread. But all they
had for the guests at each meal were two soda crackers and two cubes of sugar. Everybody was so hungry they
were almost starving.
*
For the first two days, Repulse Bay remained quiet. Then conditions changed, gradually becoming more
intense. There was no shelter upstairs, so everyone moved downstairs to stay in the dining hall. The glass door
was wide open. Sandbags were piled up in front. The English soldiers set up a cannon there and were blasting
away. The warships in the bay located the cannon and returned fire one by one. Across the palm trees and the
fountain, the bullets zinged back and forth. Liusu and Liuyuan did as everybody else did, pressing their backs
against the wall of the hall. The murky scene was like an old Persian carpet—all kinds of people were woven into
it: lords, princesses, brilliant men and beautiful women. The carpet was hanging on a bamboo rod facing the wind
so that the dust could be beaten out of it. Wham! Wham! It was beaten with such force that the characters on it
had no place to escape. When the bullets were fired here, the people ran over there. When the bullets were shot
there, they ran over here. In no time, the spacious hall had been blasted with thousands of holes. One of the walls
had collapsed. They had no place to run now and could only sit on the ground and submit themselves to the will
of Heaven.
Once Liusu got to this stage, she regretted having Liuyuan beside her. She was like one person with two
bodies, and it doubled the danger as well. A bullet that missed her might get him. If he died or became disabled,
her fate would be unthinkable. Because she was so afraid of burdening him if she were wounded, she could only
harden her heart, looking for death. Even if she died, it wouldn’t be as simple and easy as dying alone. She
suspected Liuyuan felt the same way. All she knew was that at this moment she only had him, and he only had
her.
The fighting stopped. The men and women trapped in the Repulse Bay Hotel slowly made their way back
toward the city center. They passed yellow hillsides and red hillsides, and then more red hillsides and yellow
hillsides. They almost suspected they were on the wrong road and were circling back again, but they weren’t. The
previous stretch did not have holes blasted in it that had been filled with rubble.
Liuyuan and Liusu said little. Before, when they took a short car ride, they’d have a long talk. Now, even
riding for a few dozen miles as they were, they had nothing to say. Occasionally one of them would begin
speaking, but before being half finished, the other one would know exactly what was going to be said, and so
there was no need to continue. Liuyuan said,
“Look! On the beach!”
“I see it,” Liusu answered.
Barbed wire entanglements were scattered here and there all along the beach. On the other side of the barbed
wire, the white sea lapped up on to the pale yellow sand. The clear winter sky was a gentle blue. The season when
the flame of the forest flowered was over.
“That wall,” Liusu said.
“I didn’t go to see it,” Liuyuan replied. She sighed and said,
“Never mind.”
Liuyuan was hot from walking. He took off his coat and hung it over his arm, which also began to sweat. Liusu
said to him,
“You don’t like the heat, let me carry it for you.”
If it had been a few days earlier, he certainly wouldn’t have let her, but he wasn’t so gentlemanly any longer, so
he handed it over. A little further along, the hills were higher. They wondered if it was the wind blowing the trees
or the movement of the clouds, but the yellowish green foot of the hill seemed to darken. When they looked
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closer, however, they saw it wasn't the wind or clouds, but rather that the sun had slowly crossed the mountaintop,
throwing half the slope into a huge blue shadow. Up on the mountain, a few houses were burning. The smoke
appeared white, but against the sunny part it was black. In any case, the sun was just leisurely moving over the
crest of the mountain.
When they reached their home and pushed open the door, which was already ajar, a flock of pigeons flew out.
Dust and pigeon droppings covered the hallways. Liusu walked to the foot of the stairs, and cried out,
“Oh God!”
On the second floor, her new trunk was wide open, lying askew. Two other trunks had fallen down the stairs.
The foot of the stairs was buried in a flood of clothes. Liusu bent down to pick up a light, honey-brown velvet
qipao. It wasn’t hers. It was full of sweat stains, cigarette burns and the smell of cheap perfume. She also
discovered some female stranger’s belongings, old magazines, and an opened can of lichees-its syrup had spilled
on her clothes. Had soldiers lived here before? English soldiers with their women? They seemed to have left in a
great hurry. The local poor folk who looted door by door probably had not come yet, otherwise none of these
things would have been left here.
Liuyuan helped her call Ah Li. The last gray-backed pigeon abruptly flew out through the door and into the
golden sunlight.
*
Ah Li had disappeared to who knew where. Nevertheless, the two of them had to go on without her. Before
cleaning the house, they went out to get something to eat. After a long time, they fmally paid a stiff price for a bag
of rice. Fortunately, the gas supply had not been cut off, but there was no water. Liuyuan took a lead bucket to get
some spring water from the mountain in order to start cooking. From that moment they spent all their time busily
cooking and cleaning the house. Liuyuan was able to manage every job, sweeping and wiping the floor as well as
helping Liusu hang the heavy bed sheets to dry. Although Liusu was cooking for the first time, her food had a
surprising hometown Shanghai flavor. Since Liuyuan missed Malayan food, she also learned to deep fry satay and
to make curried fish. Although they became more interested in food than ever before, they still tried their best to
be frugal. Liuyuan was not carrying many Hong Kong dollars with him, so as soon as there was a boat, they had
to try to find a way to go back to Shanghai.
After the attack, living in Hong Kong was not a long-range plan. They struggled through the days at a hectic
pace, but as soon as it was dark in this dead city with no lights and no human sounds, only the cold, fierce wind
blew its three different notes:
“W-o-o-o-o-o-o-o … W-o-o-o-o-o-o-o … W-o-o-o-o-o-o-o” it cried endlessly. When one gust stopped, another
would start. They were like three gray dragons flying line abreast, their bodies so long that their tails never came
into sight. “W-o-o-o-o-o-o-o … W-o-o-o-o-o-o-o … W-o-o-o-o-o-o-o” it cried until even the dragons had
vanished leaving a stream of empty air, an empty bridge that led into darkness, into the void of voids. Everything
was in ruins; there was only debris. The civilized people who had lost their memories staggered and fumbled in
the dusk as though they were looking for something, but everything was destroyed.
Clutching a quilt, Liusu sat down and listened to the mournful wind. She was certain that the gray brick wall
near the Repulse Bay Hotel was still standing. The wind had slackened, and it seemed as though those three gray
dragons were resting on the top of the wall with their scales glittering in the moonlight. Trance-like, she walked to
the foot of the wall.
Liuyuan was approaching. Finally, she met Liuyuan!
In this turbulent world, money, property and everything else that would last as long as heaven and earth, all
these were unreliable. The only thing that was reliable was the breath of life in her body and in the man sleeping
beside her.
Suddenly she climbed over to Liuyuan, and embraced him through his quilt. He took his hand out from under
the quilt and held her hand. Now they finally understood each other completely. It was only an instant of
understanding, but that instant would be enough for them to live harmoniously together for eight or ten years.
*
He was just a selfish man, and she just a selfish woman. In this age of military turmoil, there was no place for
individualism, but there was always a place for an ordinary couple.
One day when they were out buying groceries, they ran into Princess Saheiyini. Saheiyini’s face was a sickly
yellow. She had carelessly made a bun with her loose braids. She wore a green cotton robe borrowed from heaven
knows where. On her feet, however, she still wore the embroidered leather Indian sandals. She shook hands with
them warmly, asked them where they lived now and was eager to see their new house. She noticed there were
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some small shucked oysters in Liusu’s basket, and she said that she wanted Liusu to teach her how to make oyster
soup. Without thinking, Liuyuan invited her over for supper, and she happily accompanied them. When she called
Liusu “Miss Bai,” Liuyuan smiled and said,
“This is my wife. You should congratulate me!”
“Really?” asked the princess, “When did you get married?” Shrugging his shoulders, Liuyuan replied,
“We only put an announcement in the Chinese newspapers. You know, marriages in wartime are always
arranged in a haphazard fashion.”
Liusu didn't understand what they were saying. Saheiyini kissed him and then kissed her. The meal was
arranged quite simply, and Liuyuan made a point of saying they seldom had oyster soup. Saheiyini never visited
again.
As they saw the princess off, Liusu stood in the doorway, with Liuyuan just behind her. His hands covered
hers, and he said,
“I say, when shall we get married?”
Liusu heard but did not say a word. She bowed her head and some tears rolled down her face. Liuyuan held her
hands tightly and said,
“Come, come. Let’s go to the newspapers today and put in an announcement. But perhaps you would like to
wait for a while, maybe until we return to Shanghai so that we can put on an elaborate wedding with all the
trimmings and invite all of the relatives!”
“Pooh,” Liusu uttered. “They don’t deserve it!” Saying this, she broke into laughter and fell back, leaning
against his body. Liuyuan lifted his hand and stroked her cheek with his index finger, making fun of her, and said,
“You’re crying and laughing at the same time!”
The two of them went downtown together. When they approached a bend in the road, it suddenly sank away.
There was nothing in front of them but a void—except for the moist, deep gray sky. Nearby there was a small iron
gate with a ceramic sign that said,
“Dr. Zhao Xiangqing, Dentist.”
The metal hanger of the sign squeaked in the wind; behind the sign, only the empty sky.
Liuyuan stopped and looked for a moment. He felt the terror in that commonplace scene, and suddenly a shiver
ran down his back. He said to Liusu,
“Now you should believe, ‘Till death do us part.’ How can we be the masters of our own fate? When they are
bombing, if one had unfortunately—” Liusu interrupted in annoyance,
“Even now, you’re still talking about being unable to be your own master!” Liuyuan smiled and said,
“I’m not beating a retreat! My meaning is …” He looked at her expression, laughed and said,
“I won’t say any more, no more!” They continued walking, and then he spoke again,
“It must be the doings of gods or ghosts that made us really fall in love!” Liusu said,
“You told me you loved me a long time ago.” Liuyuan laughed,
“That didn’t count. At that time, we were too busy talking about love. How could we have the time to actually
be in love?"
*
The wedding announcement came out in the newspaper. Mr. and Mrs. Xu came over to congratulate them.
Liusu was not very happy though, because during the siege of the city the old couple had taken refuge in a safe
area without caring a bit if she lived or died. Nevertheless, she had to greet them with a smile. Liuyuan arranged a
banquet as a delayed wedding celebration for their friends’ sake. Not long after, communications between Hong
Kong and Shanghai were restored, so they were able to return to Shanghai.
Liusu went back to the Bai home only once because she was afraid that there were too many people who might
gossip and make trouble. However, trouble was hard to avoid. Fourth Madam decided to begin divorce
proceedings against Fourth Master. Behind her back, everyone blamed Liusu for it. Liusu was divorced and
remarried. It had been a shocking achievement! It was no wonder that others would want to follow her example.
Liusu squatted down in the light and lit the mosquito coil. Thinking of Fourth Madam, she smiled.
*
From then on, Liuyuan never joked around with her, he saved his wisecracks for other women. That was a
good sign. It indicated that he had accepted her as a full member of his own family—a bona fide wife.
Nevertheless, Liusu still was a little disappointed.
The fall of Hong Kong had helped her achieve her aim. But in this absurd world, who knew which was the
cause and which the result? Who knew? Maybe just because the big city had wanted to help her accomplish her
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goal, it had been destroyed. Thousands of people had died, thousands of people had suffered, and what followed
was an earth-shaking change.
Liusu felt that she didn’t amount to a pinhole in history. She just smiled and stood up, kicking the mosquito
coil underneath the table.
The legendary women who caused countries and cities to fall had been like her. Although there are legends
everywhere, they do not necessarily end happily like this.
A huqin squeaked on a night full of twinkling lights. The melody ran up and down the scale telling such an
endless and sorrowful tale that it would be better not to ask about it!
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1
Lü Yu-huai had, by order of his superior, come to a project office of the railway to assume his post as Party
committee secretary. Upon his arrival, he found none of the comrades in charge were present at the office. He put
down his luggage and went out to tour the area. The hills both in front of and behind the office were work sites;
next to the office were dormitories for workers and staff, a motor pool, and a row of warehouses. In front of the
warehouses was a parking lot, where five or six workers were unloading cement from a truck that was parked at
one end of the lot. As they were unloading, they yelled:
"No. 400 cement, 250 sacks! No. 200 cement, 700 sacks!”
An old man, who had just directed the unloading operation, sat by the gate of the warehouses. He had a dark
and long face. On his slightly upturned chin was a bushy beard that looked both curly and yellowish, as if it had
been singed. His blue uniform was full of oil stains and rust spots. The most eye-catching feature about him was
his shoes, which must have weighed two catties. There was a piece of paper on his knee. He was exerting great
efforts to note some figures upon it. With a tobacco pipe in his mouth, he looked rather clumsy, and he moved so
very slowly that he looked like a mentally retarded person. The workers shouted:
“Old Chief, don’t get the figures mixed up!”
The one who was addressed as “Old Chief” removed the pipe from his mouth and knocked it against his shoes.
That was his answer. This “Old Chief” would probably not lose a single screw if he was to take care of supplies,
Lii Yu-huai thought. But to put him in the position of chief of supplies would never do. Those who take up the
position of chief of supplies at construction sites must all be the most capable and the most patient people. They
must have long legs, long hands, sharp ears and sharp eyes; they must be able to handle complaints and endure
hardships and at the same time be articulate and diplomatic. Otherwise, they could never hope to secure the
supplies the others could not secure.
“They’ve assigned the wrong man!”
Lü Yu-huai lighted a cigarette, walking away aimlessly while musing upon the subject.
“Comrade, I see you are walking quite spryly. Are you going to the market or to the temple?” a woman
shouted.
Lü Yu-huai took a careful look and saw a woman about fifty who was sitting in the lotus position by the entrance of a cave-house near the motor pool. She was stitching a shoe sole. Lü Yu-huai smiled and walked toward
the old woman.
“Haven’t you got eyes?” she asked, with her shoe sole pointing at the wall in front.
Lü Yu-huai saw the words on the wall, Smoking Strictly Prohibited! Quickly he extinguished the cigarette
with his fingers. Pulling a long face and sewing the sole, she pulled the thread so hard that it screeched. It was
obvious that her anger had not yet dissipated. Lü Yu-huai said:
“Auntie, you sound like you are from Yenan. Perhaps we’re from the same hometown!”
“From the same hometown, what’s so good about it? Can you eat it? Look, that was very close, wasn’t it? You
dare to smoke right in front of a gasoline dump.”
Although she was reprimanding Lü Yu-huai, her tone was much softer and she was trying to size up Lü to see
if he was really from Yenan. Lü Yu-huai sat by the old woman and asked:
“Are you, Auntie, a warehouse guard?”
She broke into a smile and said, “I am really an emperor!”
Some ten or more supply trucks were driven into the parking lot in front of the warehouses, with horns honking and dust flying. A hundred or more movers were rushing about to unload the supplies. Shouting and calling
rang out everywhere all at once. Hei Ch’eng-wei, the old chief, suddenly turned into another person. He shot up,
stuck his pipe between his neck and his collar, and shouted:
“Hey, you! Little Hei’s mother, come on, give me a hand!”
As if she had just gotten an emergency order, the old woman threw down her sole, dusted herself, and hurriedly walked toward the parking lot. The words “come on, give me a hand” may not mean much to others, but to this
old woman, they would always stir up strong feelings.
A long time ago, the chief of supplies, Hei Ch’eng-wei’s father, exchanged two pecks of corn with a refugee
for a child bride for his son. Later, this couple, with their four shoulders, carried the burden of poverty. During
those years when they might have a cooking pot but no rice to go into it, there was hardly any joy and hardly any
love. Since they were sworn in under the Red Flag by Liu Chih-tan, however, they began an extraordinary life.
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During the twenty years that followed, the words “come on, give me a hand,” once uttered by Hei Ch’eng-wei,
could make this woman carry out any mission with all her might and her life. It might be that she had to disguise
herself as a beggar in order to sneak into the very center of the White Army to gather intelligence; it might be that
she had to travel through a territory fraught with imminent danger in order to transmit an urgent message to the
Red Army under the command of Liu Chih-tan; it might be that she had to carry a spear on a patrol so as to let her
husband lead a unit of red guerrillas, under the cover of night, to attack the enemy, who were sound asleep.
Once the old woman walked into the parking lot, the movers exchanged glances among themselves, as if they
were saying:
“Be careful! The old lady has come to the front line!”
At this time, some drivers had their engine hood open and were doing some repairs. Movers were running back
and forth; members of the supply staff were shouting. Hei Ch’eng-wei, chief of supplies, fully energized, looked
like a young man. With a notebook in his hand and a half-length pencil behind his ear, he jumped onto a truck, as
though he were directing an assaulting army advancing from all directions, and shouted:
“You young fellows, don’t you drop the parts!”
“Don’t get the No. 400 cement mixed up with the No. 200 cement!”
“Say, Hui, you little rascal, if you don’t listen to my instructions, I’m going to twist your ears!”
His voice sounded like thunder that drowned out the roaring of trucks and the noise of about a hundred
workers. He frequently sent his strong and efficient wife to the most important post, saying to her:
“Hey, you, Little Hei’s mother, take charge of those moving the cement!”
The old woman, like a combat-seasoned soldier, would immediately run to the cement-movers and very
speedily straighten out whatever chaotic situation there might be. None of the young workers dared to make
trouble or disregard the old woman’s directions.
Lü Yu-huai cried “Bravo!” in secret. He had been runmng from one constructIon site to another for five or six
years, yet he had never seen an old couple who were as well coordinated with each other as they. As the old
woman had just helped her husband with the unloading of supplies, a group of women yelled:
“Old Comrade, hurry up! No. 203 is due!”
What a busy day! The old woman quickly went to the other side, where she tidied up the soles and threads and
withdrew into the cave-house. She then emerged with a black kerchief wrapped around her head and locked the
door with a bang. She walked over and threw the key to the chief of supplies, saying:
“Old Hei, I may be coming back at midnight or when the cock crows; there are some steamed buns in the
steamer and some pickled greens in the jar. Go get them yourself when you’re hungry!”
Hei Ch’eng-wei, the old man, simply sat there, speechless, and caught the key in his hands. Once again he had
that clumsy, spiritless look. Holding the already extinguished tobacco pipe in his mouth, he was slowly filling in
some figures.
“Take me to the Forty Kilometers!”
The old woman crossed an irrigation channel and reached the highway. As she waved her hand, a supply truck
came to a sudden stop.
“Hurry up and get in, Old Comrade!”
The driver was full of smiles. He let the old woman sit in the cab, as though the fact that she would ride in it
was the greatest honor to him.
As the truck zoomed away, a cloud of dust blocked Lü Yu-huai’s vision. He hit his palm with his fist and said
aloud:
“What a capable old woman!”
Admiration, respect, and excitement now so overwhelmed him that even when the dust stirred up by the
passing trucks blanketed his face and body, he did not feel it at all.
He turned to those women who were standing by the entrance of the cave-houses to find out more about the
old woman. They said that although she was a housewife of a staff member, she was a very important figure,
holding more than ten positions: secretary of the Party branch for the workers’ families, chief of the family
association, committee member of the union, head of the resource conservation squad, volunteer midwife—
whoever’s wife was to give birth to a child, the old woman would be on call to render service, rain or shine. Her
services were not only hygienic but also safe. Besides, she would not accept compensations. “No. 203 is due!”
meant that she was called upon to take care of the birth of child No. 203.
Along the hundred-some li stretch of railway work area, she was one of the most senior Party members, thus
she was called “Old Comrade.” Since she had been called by that name for so long, most people had forgotten her
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real name. Even at the time of the union’s committee membership election, her name appeared on the roster of
candidates as “Old Comrade.”
Having heard what the staff and workers’ wives had said, Lü Yu-huai reflected upon it for a while and thought
the whole thing most interesting. He turned around and looked into the cave-house through a window crack. He
saw that the cave-house where the old woman lived had been expanded from a small cave. There was a large
kang, at the head of which was a stove. The stone slab on the stove was rubbed gleaming bright. Beside the stove
was a small wooden rack, upon which were placed bowls, chopsticks, ladles, basins, jars, and a small wooden
steamer for steaming buns. The smell of pickled vegetables drifted out through the window cracks.
All this reminded Lü Yu-huai of those hills and mountains in northern , Shensi Province, of the old pagoda and
the ancient city walls of Yenan, and of those hamlets in the mountain gulches. It was the place where he was born
and the place where he fought. He was familiar with and loved every tree and every blade of grass. Now it was
the seventh month of the lunar calendar, when the rice and millet plants in the Yenan area had grown waist-high.
One could, from time to time, hear the sonorous and melodious folk songs from the farms and woods.
*
At night, when Lü Yu-huai heard that the project director had returned, he walked toward the office. As he
walked, he wondered what the director, with whom he was to work, was like, how his disposition was, and how
well he could work.
As he entered a workshed, he saw a man bending low over some reports, now quickly scribbling a few lines on
paper, now hurriedly working an abacus, and now making a telephone call. When he saw Lü Yu-huai enter the
room, he stood up, shook Lü’s hand, and said:
“You are …? I am Hei Yung-liang.”
Lü Yu-huai was dumbfounded. He gazed at Hei Yung-liang’s face for a while, stepped back a little, looked at
Hei again, up and down, and said:
“You—let me think—you are—Comrade Hei Yung-liang! Isn’t your childhood name Little Hei? You are from
Li’s Gulch of Tung-ch’uan in Yenan? Say, am I right?”
It was Hei Yung-liang’s turn to be surprised. Holding the reports above his head and with his eyes blinking in
confusion, he couldn’t recall anything at all for a moment.
Lü Yu-huai stared at Hei Yung-liang. He thought of a hometown saying, “Tall mountains produce handsome
looks.” It had been ten years. Little Hei might have gone through all sorts of struggles, yet his cleancut air, his
handsome looks, and his intelligent eyes remained the same as before. Lü said:
“Little Hei, how forgetful you are! Don’t you remember that in 1947 …”
It suddenly dawned upon Hei Yung-liang.
“Oh, yes, you are Lü . . . Lü . . . Lü Yu-huai! Gee, I really didn’t expect it was you!”
He pushed aside the forms and abacus, handed Lü a cigarette, grabbed a tea mug to pour some drinking water,
and said:
“Old Lü, let me tell you, my dad and mom are both here!”
It was late at night when Lü Yu-huai emerged from the home of the chief of supplies. After he returned to his
quarters, he couldn’t fall asleep, no matter what. Events of the past presented themselves vividly before his mind’s
eye.
It was in the latter part of April 1947, after the bandit troops of Chiang had occupied Yenan for more than a
month, that the Northwestern Field Army destroyed one division of enemy troops in the vicinity of Yenan. As the
battle concluded, the Field Army had to move quickly to another front, preparing themselves for continuing
battles, and consequently left Lü Yu-huai, who carried four wounds on him, and ninety some other wounded
personnel to a guerrilla unit. The leader of that guerrilla unit was known as Little Hei.
The moon was shining upon the wavelike hills. Scattered rifle reports disturbed the tranquillity of the night.
Red signal flares flashed across the distant sky. Lying here and there on the hills were twelve wounded people.
Most of the wounded had been carried away by members of the guerrilla unit. Little Hei was waiting for their
return to move the last batch. The situation suddenly turned tense. Gunshots came closer and closer, gradually
pressing in from the east, the west, and the north.
Little Hei, clasping the rifle in his arms, stamped his feet in desperation. Then he remembered that among the
wounded was Company Commander Lü Yu-huai, who might have some idea about what to do. Little Hei went to
Lü Yu-huai’s stretcher. He squatted down and lifted the quilt; he saw Lü’s face, ashen from excessive loss of
blood. Lü did not say a word; he merely touched the hand grenade that was placed beside his head.
As time went by, the situation became worse; bullets were whizzing overhead. One could see many vague
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human silhouettes moving atop the northern hill. Needless to say, they were the enemies. Little Rei felt his heart
pressed against his throat! He loaded his rifle, prepared to shoot.
Suddenly, a human silhouette appeared on the slope. Little Rei felt chills all over him. Swiftly he took the
prone position, stuck his rifle barrel out, and shouted:
“Who’s there?”
The man who was walking along the path on the slope not only did not stop but walked even more slowly and
more steadily, as if he were counting the steps while he was walking. Little Rei shouted:
“Who’s there? Halt!”
He was breathing hard and was about to pull the trigger. The man spoke up:
“Who! Who! You, good-for-nothing, lived twenty some years for nothing. You don’t even recognize your own
dad!”
Little Hei jumped up. He was at once delighted and anxious.
“Hurry up! Listen, bullets are whizzing by!” As he walked, Hei Ch’eng-wei said:
“Little Hei, your dad is about halfway through his life, and he’s made friends, you know, particularly with
those bullets.” When he reached the hilltop, he stood there erect like a wall. Little Rei grabbed him by his arm and
said:
“Dad, it’s terrible. I don’t have even a single stretcher-bearer. This … this …”
Hei Ch’eng-wei drew his chin in, his forehead jutting out. With his eyes bulging like those of an ox, he said:
“I really feel like slapping you! What are you afraid of? If the sky should fall, you have big guys to hold it up!”
He turned around, tilted his hat backwards a little, raised his head, inserted two fingers into his mouth and
whistled loudly. The sound of whistling provoked some fierce shooting from the enemy. Upon hearing the
whising, a woman around forty with a couple of dozen other women ran up the hill from the gulch. Excitedly
Little Hei shouted:
“Ma, you are really a life-saving Bodhisattva!” Hei Ch’eng-wei said:
“Little Hei, without your ma, the fighting general, I imagine you’re going to flop today!” Hei turned around.
Pointing at the wounded, he said to his wife:
“Little Hei’s mother, come on, give me a hand!”
As Little Hei’s mother waved her hand, the couple of dozen women carried away eleven of the wounded; she
herself and three other women carried the stretcher on which Lü Yu-huai was lying. Little Hei with his rifle
marched in front of the stretchers; his father carried his rifle in one hand and walked behind. A long column of
silhouettes under the moonlight along the ridge speedily and quietly headed toward the south. A moment later,
enemies appeared on the hill where they had stayed. Bullets were in hot pursuit of the stretcher-bearers.
After midnight, they reached the wide riverbed, east of Yenan. Immediately before their eyes were the highway
and the Yen River. Enemy trucks were running on the highway. Every single hamlet along the Yen River seemed
dead. One could not hear any dog’s barking, nor could one see any lights.
Hei Ch’eng-wei watched a fleet of enemy trucks pass; he went around to reconnoiter the surrounding area.
Then he ordered:
“Little Hei’s mother, I’m going to run with my gun. You lead the stretcher team and follow me closely. Even if
the sky falls and the earth caves in, don’t you stop!”
The old Mrs. Hei, looking intently at her husband, nodded. Hei Ch'eng-wei gave the second order:
“Little Hei, you stay behind to cover us. No matter how many enemies come up, you must hold them for half
an hour! Have you got the guts?” Little Hei said, “Okay!” With a hand on his son's shoulder, Hei Ch’eng-wei
shook him a little and said:
“Listen to that, you sound like your dad all right!” Hei Ch’eng-wei led the stretcher team away. They crossed
the highway, waded through the Yen River, and climbed the mountain.
Once Hei Ch’eng-wei led the stretcher team to the top of a hill, they stopped to rest. Everyone felt a little more
relaxed, for they had finally left the enemy behind. The young women were still panting and cursing:
“Old Hei, we followed you on this run; it will cost us ten years of life!”
“Old Hei, you are the death of us—you, old devil, you are killing us!”
Old Hei didn’t hear a thing. He and his wife were looking at the roads down the hill, looking at the Yen River,
and looking at the East River of Yenan. One could see that the enemy machine guns on the opposite hill were
sticking out their fiery tongues. Enemy trucks were flying, one after another, along the highway at the foot of the
hill. Their headlights illuminated the dusty air. Under the moonlight, one could clearly see Little Hei in silhouette,
lying prone by the bank of the Yen River, shooting.
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Suddenly, Little Hei fired off several rapid rounds, got up, and ran toward the rear. After a few steps he fell. At
this crucial moment, the enemies came down the hill, crossed the highway, and ran toward the river bank in
pursuit. Bullets whistled over the heads of Old Hei and his wife. The women who were resting on the ground
stood up in a hurry and ran toward Old Hei to watch the river banks. They saw the enemies in groups of thirty to
fifty moving toward the banks. Machine guns and rifles were spitting fire. No one made any noise except the
sound of heavy breathing. Bullets screeched in all directions. Old Hei waved his hand and angrily yelled:
“Hit the ground!” Everyone except his wife lay down at once. Old Hei kicked the ground and said:
"Quick! Move the wounded forward quickly. There is a woods two or three ahead. Once we get in there,
everything will be okay!” Little Hei’s mother tugged at her husband.
“You dead old man,” she said, “don’t you want our son?” Old Hei said:
“You womenfolk have long hair but short vision! Let’s get the twelve comrades out of danger first, then come
back to get Little Hei!”
“How mean you are!” she said. “Isn’t Little Hei your own flesh and blood?” Old Hei became angry. With his
chin in, his forehead out, and his eyes bulging like those of an ox, he asked:
“Which is more important, one life or twelve lives?” She rushed over and snatched the rifle from Old Hei’s
hands.
“You people get away! If I could bring him to this world, I can save him too.”
Old Hei blocked her way. He thought, if he hadn’t been concerned about the wounded, he would have long ago
rushed down, and now there was no way for him to get away. On second thought, he reasoned with himself, “If
she goes to get him, that should solve the problem all right. I’ll get the twelve wounded moving first. If we run
into bad guys in the woods, I alone can handle eight or ten of them.” He took a look around and listened carefully.
“Little Hei’s mother,” he said, “let me ask you, how are you going to save Little Hei?”
Hugging the rifle, she looked at the river without saying a word. Her hair fluttered in the wind.
Old Hei took the gun from his wife and pushed her to the ground. He then dropped to the ground on his belly
and fired off more than ten rounds in a stretch. That provoked the enemy to shoot back rapidly. After a while, the
enemy saw no more gunfire or movement from this side, so they stopped shooting and seemed to be groping
along the bank. Old Hei took out a box of matches and ran to the east, where he struck a match and blew it out.
Repeatedly, he struck about a dozen matches. The enemy resumed shooting, not only with machine guns but with
60-mm cannon as well. Old Hei handed the rifle over to his wife.
“The enemy,” he said, “will not dare to advance within a couple of hours. Strike when the iron is hot. Hurry up
and go!”
She carried the rifle and, braving the heavy fire, rushed down to the gulch and groped toward the river bank.
Old Hei, armed with some hand grenades, took the twelve stretchers to the dark woods.
After he came to, Lü Yu-huai in the stretcher felt unbearably thirsty. Through the tree branches he saw a bright
moon and a few stars in the sky. He saw the silhouettes of those women who were on guard around the stretchers. Then his vision fell upon Old Hei. Old Hei had his small tobacco pipe out, but he seemed uninterested in
smoking; he looked around and listened. Lü Yu-huai said:
“Say, fellow-townsman, hurry up to help your old partner and your son!”
Old Hei felt as if he were being deep-fried or burned. How he wished to have a pair of wings so he could fly to
the river bank! But when he heard the groans of the wounded, he couldn’t bear the thought of leaving them. Just
to cover up his anxiety and to give some comfort to the wounded, he responded to keep the conversation going.
“Company Commander Lü, you sound like a person from right here.”
“I’m a native of Kao-ch’iao-ch’uan, west of Yenan,” Lü said. Old Hei stood up, carrying the hand grenades.
Absent-mindedly, he asked:
“A native of Kao-ch’iao-ch’uan? What is your father called?”
“My father was called Lü Shih-teh. He—” Old Hei was surprised. He asked:
“Say it again. Who’s your father?” Lü Yu-huai repeated what he had said. Old Hei ran over to Lü, lifted his
cover, and said:
“Gee … you’re Lü Shih-the’s kid? Your father was …! Your father sacrificed his life in 1936 when the Red
Army was in the Eastern Expedition! In the old society, your father peddled charcoal carried on a donkey and I
worked as a blacksmith. The two of us were sworn brothers. It was he who sponsored me and my wife to join the
Party in 1933. My good nephew, you … you … gee! This is really one of those opportunities which you bump
into but can never find if you start looking for it!”
If he hadn’t been badly wounded, Lü Yu-huai would have jumped up right away to give Hei Ch’eng-wei a
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good hug. He had not met Hei Ch’eng-wei before. But when he was just old enough to understand a few words,
he would climb upon a neighborhood old man’s knees, listening to people’s stories about Old Hei’s superman
feats. There was the story about how Hei Ch’eng-wei—he must have consumed a tiger’s heart and a leopard’s
guts that time—bare-handedly fought his way through a huge army of enemy troops. They said that he once
disguised himself as a poor cripple and carried a basket of chicken eggs for sale. A group of officers of the White
Army jumped him for the eggs; he merely took out a hand grenade with which he effortlessly took five of them
captive. There was also the story that as soon as the Central Red Army advanced to northern Shensi Province, Liu
Chih-tan transferred this Red warrior of extraordinary courage out of his unit and made him the captain of
Security Guards for the Party Central.
Suddenly, it seemed that something had just happened. Old Hei stood up and ran back, tracing his steps. The
women followed him. Lü Yu-huai and the other wounded ones who were able to move a bit all struggled to lift
their heads to watch.
Sure enough, it was Little Hei and his mother, both wounded, holding on to each other and staggering along
slowly. Their blood dropped on the road all the way …
*
After dinner, on the second day after Lü Yu-huai’s arrival, Chief of Supplies Rei Ch’eng-wei and Project
Director Rei Yung-liang took Lü to tour several major work sites. As they walked, Hei Yung-liang briefed Lü Yuhuai on his experience in the construction of railways through the mountainous region. Pointing to an already
completed tall stone arch bridge in the distance, he further explained the merits of securing materials locally
during the construction and summarized the history of stone arch bridges in China. Not only Lü Yu-huai looked to
Hei Yung-liang with envy, but even the old man Hei Ch’eng-wei regarded his son, who had started as a shepherd,
with respect.
Once they got on the slope, they were stopped by a cadre. In a matter of moments, a crowd surged around Hei
Ch’eng-wei and Hei Yung-liang: director of the work district, chief engineer, supply staff—all in a water-tight
circle around the father-and-son team. Knowing that he was not going to get away in a hurry, Old Hei sat himself
squarely upon a rock, inserted the little tobacco pipe in his mouth, and began to smoke. As he finished one
pipeful, he knocked the ashes out against the edge of his shoe, loaded up the pipe again, and continued smoking.
With a broad smile, he glanced at the pipe and from time to time looked at the work sites in the distance. All those
who were present knew that once old Hei assumed that pose, even if you should jump three feet high and curse
his ancestors of the past three generations, you would not be able to make him angry.
The cadres tried to talk all at once:
“Old Chief, no matter what, today you must give me 500 catties of explosives!”
“People handling supplies are always being treated unfairly. If you don’t give me a ton of steel rods, I’m going
to take 2,000 workers to your home for dinner!” A tall work-district director angrily said:
“Explosives! If you don't give me 500 catties of explosives, I’m going to resign!”
Without moving his eyes away from the little tobacco pipe, Old Hei said:
“If you resign, you don’t get paid. You’d better figure it out! As for the explosives, not until eight o’clock
tonight will I be able to distribute 300 catties to you.” As if he had gotten hold of a treasure, the tall work-district
director hurriedly said:
“I’ll settle for 300 catties. A verbal statement is no proof. You sign a statement.” Again without moving his
eyes away from the little dry tobacco pipe, Old Hei said:
“The few characters I know were picked up during my manure-gathering years. They don’t look good when I
write them on paper. We might as well let the director of the Seventh Work District sign it for you.”
The director of the Seventh Work District acted as if he had just been burned. He said:
“Are you, dead old man, picking on me? I can’t even produce one catty of explosives!” Old Hei said:
“No explosives? I’ve already sent people to your warehouse and moved away 300 catties.” The director of the
Seventh Work District turned pale, as if an incomparable disaster had fallen upon his head. He demanded:
“Who gave you permission?” Old Hei tugged a bit the jacket thrown on his shoulders, and said with a
mischievous smile:
“Read of the supply section.” The director of the Seventh Work District said:
“This is outright anarchy! I’m going to fire him!”
Old Hei removed the jacket from his shoulders; he carried it in his hands and straightened his back. His face,
which was as black as the bottom of a cooking pot, turned very serious. With his chin drawn in, his forehead jutting out, and his eyes bulging like those of an ox, he stared at the director of the Seventh Work District and said:
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"You can’t fire me, nor can you fire him. Right now, we can only dig something out of the eastern wall to patch
up the western wall. I know, you people will manage through tomorrow. The day after tomorrow, if you can’t get
through the day, you will come to see me all right. I, Old Hei, am not going to run away!”
Seeing that the chief of supplies was not going to budge, the crowd besieged Project Director Rei Yung-liang,
making all sorts of complaints, cursing the manager of the supply depot and cursing the supply office of the
engineering bureau. All along, Lü Yu-huai was standing nearby, listening, sizing up each one of the cadres. Then
he took out a notebook and made a few notes. After the cadres had left, Rei Yung-liang said:
“We’re not going to the project area. Let’s return to the team office!”
Lü Yu-huai and Hei Ch’eng-wei, together with Hei Yung-liang, returned to the workshed, which the
construction team used as their office.
Lü Yu-huai, with his hands crossed behind his back, was looking at the wall charts and was thinking about
something. Old Hei took out a pad and a pen, waiting for instructions. Hei Yung-liang paced back and forth for a
while. Suddenly he pounded the table with his fist and said:
“If I can be used as steel rods and explosives, then just chop me up and use me!” Old Rei said:
“What a temper! I’ve told you many times: It’s easy to take on a hard job, but it’s difficult to deal with
complaints!” Hei Yung-liang said:
“It doesn’t matter whether you take on a hard job or you deal with complaints, it’s tough to go through it these
days!” He did not at all hide his feelings before a subordinate like the chief of supplies. Old Hei said:
“If you can lead me, you’ve got something better than what I have. But, I might ask you: Are supplies of every
unit in this project area or just the supplies of our project difficult?”
Noticing that Rei Yung-liang did not respond, Lü Yu-huai turned around and said:
“I guess it’s probably difficult every day and every year. None of the units will find it easy!” Old Rei said:
“Right! All day we fight about supplies. It reflects the whole situation of the country. We started out emptyhanded.” Lü Yu-huai said:
“Well put! Our business is to make progress in spite of difficulties, and to make progress quickly.” Hei Yungliang nodded toward Lü Yu-huai and in a more relaxed tone said:
“Dad, since you’ve explained it so clearly to me, you ought to repeatedly explain it to the cadres!” Old Hei
knocked the table with his little tobacco pipe and said:
“What do I say? Do I say that our lack of supplies is no fault of this chief of supplies but the fault of our
superiors? Yung-liang, if we don’t do the difficult things, who will? If we don't face up to difficulties, who will?”
Lü Yu-huai suddenly straightened out his back and looked at the chief of supplies. Through this tall figure he
saw a history that covered a period of several decades—no, not just decades but quite a few great historic eras!
Hei Yung-liang turned his head; he was touched. He took a look at his father and saw that his weathered face had
become darker than ever before and his eyes all bloodshot. Yes, this old man had suffered more than anyone else:
all year around, day and night, he traveled from one work site to another—from the project area to Sian, to
Chengchow, to Szechwan, to the blazingly hot South, to the lumber mills in primitive forests—in order to secure
supplies, to which he had totally committed himself, body and soul. Even this very night he was to travel, under
the moon and the stars, to a railway depot fifty kilometers away, to crowd himself aboard the train so that he could
reach Sian by daybreak. He would be walking back and forth in front of a certain office, waiting for dawn, and
waiting for people to come to the office …
At this moment, Hei Yung-liang’s mother came in. She was carrying a small bag and a red rubber hot-water
bottle in her hands. She took a look at the Party committee secretary, her husband, and her son Hei Yung-liang and
asked:
“Have you finished talking about your official business? Right. If you’ve finished, let me talk about a little
private matter.”
The old woman had obviously stood outside the door for a while before she came in. She respected very much
her son’s office; while in there she would never talk loudly, nor would she call Hei Yung-liang by his childhood
name. She asked Old Hei:
“Must you go to Sian tonight?” Old Hei smiled and said:
“Is there still any question about it? I was born a busy man!” The old woman said:
“You’ve been complaining about a stomachache all day long. When you board the train, get some boiling
water from the attendant and pour it into the hot-water bottle to warm up your stomach. I’ve packed a few cakes
in this kerchief for you. Gee, a man full of beard still can’t take care of himself.”
After Old Hei and his wife had left, Lü Yu-huai and Hei Yung-liang looked at each other and exchanged a few
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thoughts. Intermittent sounds of explosion came from the distance like a rainless thunder. On the opposite hill
several hundred workers were chanting while working. The dispatcher in the office next door was calling his
colleagues at various work sites through a bullhorn to find out their work progress of the day. His voice was from
time to time interrupted by the roar of the machines. All this sensitized the people in the office to how the whole
project area was breathing, how it activated itself, and how the people were making progress at high speed. Lü
Yu-huai said:
“From my point of view, hard-working people like Uncle Old Hei …” Hei Yung-liang smiled gently. Pointing
through the window, he said to Lü Yu-huai:
“There is another hard-working person!” Following the direction Hei Yung-liang was looking, Lü Yu-huai saw
that the old woman, with her back against the wall of a warehouse, was standing there. She would sometimes look
at the lights in the distance, sometimes at the moon above, and sometimes toward the left and then the right, like
an alert and duty-conscious sentry! Lü Yu-huai asked:
“Yung-liang, what’s the matter with the old lady?”
While contemplating his mother’s presence out there, Yung-liang gave Lü Yu-huai the following account: The
supply warehouse was being watched by members of the supply staff, and, as the rule went, had very little to do
with her as the wife of a staff member. Yet, whenever Old Hei had an occasion to leave his office, which was next
to the warehouse, the old lady would go there beside the warehouse and stand guard. She wasn’t very clear about
the supplies stored in the warehouse, their quantities, or their uses. She only knew that the warehouse meant life
or death to her husband, to her son, and to all those involved in the project.
As our fellow townsmen in northern Shensi would say: a person who worries too much about anything will
become mentally ill and turn a restless soul. At one time, Old Hei was home. In the middle of the night, the old
woman roused him from sleep and said:
“Say, Little Hei’s dad, go out and take a look. I don’t think the warehouse is secure. It might have caught fire!”
He said:
“Do you think I must go out and take a look?” She said:
“You must go out and take a look!”
“In that case, I’ll go out and take a look!” He well knew that if he should contradict her at this time, it would
surely lead to a violent squabble. He threw his clothes over his shoulders, went out, and walked around. She
relaxed and fell sound asleep.
At another time, she woke up from a dream and hurried out of bed. He asked:
“What are you going to do?” She said:
“I’m afraid guards at the warehouse drank again today!” He shouted impatiently:
“I think you’re out of your mind, or else the devil must have got you!”
The two of them sat up face to face, each threw some clothes over their shoulders, and pointing at each other’s
chests, had a good quarrel. During their exchanges, she pulled a quilt and covered his leg with it for fear that he
might catch cold. In the end, however, it was he, as always, who apologized and brought the dispute to a close!
*
On the third day after Lü Yu-huai’s arrival, Hei Yung-liang took him to several tunnels to find out the work
situation there. When they emerged from Tunnel No.2, the two of them were perspiring all over. They sat down
under a large tree on the riverside to cool off.
At this moment, the resource conservation squad, composed of twenty some women and led by Hei Yungliang’s mother, came over. Every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, the old lady would punctually take these
women to pick up the discarded supplies all over the project area. As they came to where Hei Yung-liang and Lü
Yu-huai sat, the old lady told the other women to go ahead, while she herself put down her basket; it rested on top
of Hei Yung-liang’s foot. Seeing that the basket was full of scraps of iron, screws, and various machine parts, Lü
Yu-huai smiled broadly and said:
“The resource conservation squad is really useful!”
She ignored Lü Yu-huai's remark and angrily said to HeiYung-liang:
"Your wings are strong now. You can leave your father, but I can’t leave that bunch of old bones of his!”
“Ma, what’s the matter?” The old lady said:
“Last night, you went to talk to your father? You even lectured him in that self-righteous manner of yours?”
Hei Yung-liang said:
“I was talking with the chief of supplies.” The old lady said:
“You don’t say! What a fine distinction between the public and the private!” Rei Yung-liang said:
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“Ma, it doesn’t matter whether or not it’s a fine distinction between the public and the private. Anyway, we are
all Party members and are all responsible to the Party!” He looked at Lü Yu-huai, as if asking for support.
Looking at the mother and the son, Lü Yu-huai kept chuckling. The old lady said:
“Responsible to the Party? How many days have you been responsible to the Party? Your father’s got a very
strong Party character. Don’t you think he is easy to take advantage of! Even the Central authorities, your father
knows twenty some of them, let alone the sesame-size officials like you! All right, let me test you, the bureaucrat,
how much supplies did the resource conservation squad of the workers’ families pick up during the first half of
this year?” Hei Yung-liang said:
“Nails, machine parts and the like came to a total of more than 8,000 catties.” He recited the figures without
hesitation, thinking that would shut up the old lady. She asked:
“Isn’t it a lot?” Hei Yung-liang said:
“A lot! A lot! Do you mean to tell me that an old lady of your age would want people to praise you every day?”
The old lady said:
“A lot? Is a lot good or bad?” Hei Yung-liang said:
“Good! Good! If it wasn’t good, why would the union commend you?” The old lady said:
“Good! How shameless! If we picked up a lot, it proves that you discarded a lot. Yet, you are pompously
managing production and are not embarrassed!” Hei Yung-liang said:
“Ma, why are you fighting me? Do you think that I am so happy about everything that I feel like singing every
day?”
The old lady saw her son's work-worn, thin face and turned softhearted. Seizing this opportunity, Lü Yu-huai
said:
“Auntie, Yung-liang has been busy enough and has suffered enough hardship! Forgive him this time!” The old
lady said:
“Since the Party committee secretary says to forgive you, I’ll forgive you! Don’t think that your mother can’t
think straight. Good or bad, your mother has been in the Party for twenty-four years. You ought to treat your
father nicely. I’m really not afraid that your father might be working too hard.”
She picked up her basket and walked off a couple of steps.
“If we don’t work hard, who will?”
At this moment, a dust cloud rose and four or five trucks arrived at the supply warehouse on the riverbank. As
the dusts gradually settled, Old Hei appeared. He was standing on a truck, looking all around for people to unload
the supplies. When he spotted his wife, he was delighted and called out:
“Little Hei’s mother, come and give me a hand!”
The old lady saw those full-loaded trucks; she knew Old Hei did not make the trip in vain; she knew that at this
moment Old Hei was the happiest man in the world. She hurried toward the trucks. Hei Yung-liang looked at his
mother’s strong back and said:
“Ma, let me also give you a hand!” The old lady said:
“Get away! Does your mother need help from you?” Hei Yung-liang looked at Lü Yu-huai and smiled. The two
men followed the old lady. As Lü Yu-huai helped Old Hei unload the supplies, he said:
“Auntie, you’ve helped Uncle Old Hei step by step. You ought to help me and Yung-liang a little.” She cast a
glance at Hei Yung-liang and said:
“Hmm, this dead old woman is rapidly getting out-of-date!” Lü Yu-huai said:
“Hey, Auntie is treating me like an outsider.” The old lady burst into loud laughter. She said:
“Outsider? You’ve long been a member of the family. When we finish unloading, I’ll make some fried cakes
for you and Little Hei! You’ve been traveling all these years but probably haven’t forgotten the yellow wine our
fellow townsmen like to drink!”
She turned to helping Old Hei, directing a hundred or so workers in the unloading of supplies. Those sturdy
and strong young fellows were once again exchanging eye-signals among themselves, as though they were
saying:
“Be careful! The old lady has come to the front line again!”
Old Hei looked at the several truckloads of supplies. He seemed twenty years younger. His physique was
robust and his movements were agile. He would now leap onto a truck with a whiz, and now jump down from it
with a bang. With a half-length pencil behind his ear, he waved his writing pad in the air and was incessantly
hollering:
“Got to be careful moving those explosives!”
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“Say, you dumbbells, put those steel rods in Warehouse No.3!”
The voice of his hollering overpowered the noise of machines, the work-chant of the crew tamping the dirt
foundation, and the fracas of the movers.
Watching her old companion, the old lady felt that he was the only hero in the universe.
While looking on at his father and mother, Hei Yung-liang felt incomparably excited and proud.
Lü Yu-huai observed Old Hei, the old lady, and Little Hei. He realized that it was these broad and sturdy
shoulders that had been supporting this vast nation. It had been so in the past, it is so at present, and it will be so
forever!
2
The snow, already more than half a foot deep, obliterated the line between earth and sky behind a hazy white
curtain. I had been following the path of the future railway for forty kilometers. Although I could hear the roar of
machinery further back in the hills, I had seen neither work sites nor workers.
Entering Lingkuan Gorge, my irritation increased. Even in clear weather, in this gorge the sun never shone. It
didn’t matter where you looked up along the twisting course—the most you could see of the sky was a patch no
bigger than the palm of your hand. Now it was dusk, and the swirling snowflakes and the gale made every step a
struggle.
Construction in the gorge was very busy. Everywhere people were at work. Generators, cement-mixers, air
compressors shook the ground. Hundreds of light bulbs gleamed dim and yellow. Electric wires, criss-crossing
like a giant spider web, were scarcely visible, but I could see the overhead cables and their pulley cars sliding
back and forth loaded with materials.
Hungry, cold, I tripped and fell, scraping my hands. Enough! I’d find some place under a cliff, out of the wind,
and rest a few hours. If I reached the materials depot tomorrow morning by ten o’clock, that still wouldn’t be too
late. Stumbling around in the dark like this, I was liable to fall into some deep ravine, and that would be the end of
this Materials Department chief. I’d have to be put on the “used up” list!
I noticed a path leading to a cave in the cliffside. A door curtain hanging in the entrance way showed that the
cave was undoubtedly occupied by workers. Grasping branches along the steep path, I hauled myself up to the
door and entered.
Strange! Seated on a small stool in the doorway was a little boy, seven or eight years old, elbows on his knees,
supporting his face in his hands. His cheeks were red with cold. He had been peering at the opposite cliffside
through a rent in the curtain. He glanced at me briefly as I came in, then went back to his observation.
The cave was large, but quite warm. It had a stove and eating utensils. On the wall above a bed was a colored
New Year picture of Chubby Children Pulling the Turnip. All the walls had been papered with old newspapers,
now blackened by smoke from the stove.
“Why isn’t anybody home?” I asked, shaking the snow from my coat and hat.
The little boy turned his head. His eyes flashed. “Aren’t I anybody, uncle?” He rose and walked towards me,
his hands behind his back, his chest extended, as if to say: Not only am I somebody, I’m a very grown-up
somebody!
I cupped his round little face in my hands. “You’re pretty sharp, young imp!”
He pushed my hands aside. Doubling up his fists, he cocked his head to one side and demanded: “Who are you
calling imp! I have a name!” Pointing at the baby girl asleep on the bed, he informed me: “Her name is Paocheng, mine is Cheng-yu.”
No doubt about it. these kids were like thousands of others I had met, born and raised on construction sites.
The worker liked to name their children after the projects where they were born. Cheng-yu probably had first seen
the light of day on the railway project between Chengtu and Chungking, also know as Yu. His baby sister Paocheng very likely had been born right here—the site of the future Paoki-Chengtu Railway.
I sat by the stove, smoking and rubbing the drying mud from my hands.
Cheng-yu crawled on to my lap and looked into my eyes. “Is it going to snow tomorrow, uncle?”
I pressed his icy red little nose. “As soon as we get out telephone line connected up with heaven, I’ll ask for
you …”
Angrily, he leaped down and stood a meter away, scowling at me. “Quite your kidding! You’ve got a
newspaper in your pocket. Why don’t you look at the weather report?”
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He resumed his seat in the doorway, clamped his elbows on his knees, rested his face in his hands, and peered
out through the rent in the curtain. When I asked him where the kettle was, he ignored me. I certainly was sorry I
had offended my small host!
“Why do you want to know about the snow, Cheng-yu?” I asked him. “Is it because you can’t go out and play
when it’s snowing?”
He didn’t even bother to look at me. “Papa says if it’s still snowing tomorrow, we’ll have to quite work.”
“What does your pa do?”
“He opens up mountains!” the child replied proudly.
“Where?”
Cheng-yu pointed with pursed lips at the work site opposite.
I looked. All I could see was a searchlight beam, shining through the drifting snowflakes straight up into the
heavens. In its light I could vaguely discern a few dozen men, who seemed pasted to the side of the towering cliff,
drilling holes for dynamite charges. The holes were like the steps of a ladder to the sky.
“How can you tell which one is your father at this distance?” I asked.
“I can’t see him plainly, but pa says he can see me. He says all he has to do is turn around. I often sit here so he
can see me.”
Ah, so that was it!
The icy snow melted from my boots. My numbed legs, thawing out, ached painfully. I stamped to help the
circulation.
Cheng-yu waved his hand warningly. I understood. He was afraid I’d wake his baby sister.
“You really take good care of sister,” I commended.
“Mama says my job is to look after her. When mama comes home, I can knock off.”
“So. You’re on the job every day?” I hugged him to me. “What does mama do?”
He pointed to the road below the cave.
I could see a person standing by a telephone pole beside the road. Covered with snow, she looked a white stone
image. Apparently she was directing traffic. The road, not very wide, had been blasted through the rock.
Ordinarily, carts, mules, donkeys, people … no doubt streamed in both directions along that road twenty-four
hours a day. Someone had to keep the traffic in order.
Today, because of the big snow, there weren’t many people or vehicles on the road. She could very well have
spent the day at home. But there she stood, and there she would remain, three months, five months, or three years,
five years, if need be. Perhaps, from time to time, she raised her head to gaze up at her child, or at her husband—
that husband scaling the cliffs between the mountains and the sky. When he paused to wipe the sweat from his
brow, could he see the determined figure of his wife, or the tiny image of his little boy? Even though it was a
snowy, windy night, even though the worker, his wife and children couldn’t see one another, clearly, I was sure
they could feel a mutual loving encouragement and sense that each was looking forward to the moment of family
reunion.
I glanced at Cheng-yu. The child had placed his hands in his sleeves and pulled his neck into his collar. He
kept dozing off.
“You’re liable to catch a chill. Better get into bed and go to sleep.”
He looked at me dreamily for a moment, probably thinking that his parents had returned. When he realized
who I was, he shook his head violently. “No. I won’t!”
“Why not?”
He rubbed his eyes with his fists. “Papa and mama say a man should never leave his post.”
I hugged him tightly and pressed my cheek against his. Then I rose, buttoned my coat, pulled my hat down
firmly, left the cave, and walked down the path. Following the road that had been blasted through the rock, I
pushed on. A job was waiting for me. I wanted to reach my destination without any further delay.
42.63 & 150.379 1. The New Production Briggade 2. Summer Nights: Two Short Stories\fn{by Wang Wen-shih
(1921- )} Wan-jung, Shansi Province, China (M) 17
1
Late at night, when cackling hens were at roost and people normally would be sound asleep, not a single soul
was in bed in the secluded village of Yen-chia-t’an. If you walked through the village now, you would hear
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excited whispers in the dark, where only lit cigarettes blinked. People were moving about and the noise of doors
opening and shutting never ceased.
For ten days Yen-chia-t’an had been wrapped in the excitement created by the people’s struggle, which
climaxed in tonight’s meeting. Yen Shu-p’ing, secretary of the Party branch and production brigade leader, had
just been removed from his office and asked to prepare a full self-criticism. Yen San, who had been under the
newly deposed Party branch secretary’s pressure, was going to take over both positions. The whole village was in
an uproar.
Under a persimmon tree near the edge of a cliff behind the village, two men stood shoulder to shoulder,
scanning all the houses in the village below. One of them was the secretary of the commune Party committee, Lu
Chiao, an able and determined man who organized the movement; the other was Yen San, a mild-mannered and
simple farmer who used to be in charge of feeding the commune animals, and a member of the production brigade
committee who originated the movement. Two weeks ago when he sent a brief report of accusation to the
commune Party committee, it had never occurred to him that the thing would blow up so big.
For a long time Yen Shun-p’ing and his clique, under the manipulation of Yen Tzu-yü, who really controlled
the village, had taken advantage of other commune members and embezzled commune funds. More recently they
built for their selfish interest a so-called cadre mess hall without the commune Party committee’s knowledge; they
kept the best food to themselves. In production, they pushed the individual contract system against the
collectivization movement, which led many commune members to revert to their capitalist frame of mind, all bent
on doing some market speculating to get rich quick. Nobody bothered about the collectivized fields, even when
the weeds there had grown taller than the planted crop.
Yen Tzu-yü and his gang didn’t stop at that; they further planned to assign the draft animals and tools
permanently to the members’ households, thus virtually splitting up the commune. It was the same night when the
rascals were in the commune’s stable discussing how to assign the animals that the animal feeder, Yen San, got
desperate and spoke up to stop them. He had never practiced arguing with anybody. When he realized that he
could not out-talk those guys, he and several of his fellow animal feeders grabbed the heavy sticks used for
mixing the feed and stood ready to let the rascals have it. The rascals backed down and left.
The next day the whole brigade found out about the incident. Many brigade members, worried about Yen San,
dropped over to warn Yen San to be patient. Yen San said:
“Okay, I’ve done it! So what?” Others in agreement with Yen San discussed it with him and whipped up a
report to the commune Party committee secretary, requesting intervention. Right on the same day Party Committee Secretary Lu Chiao himself came down.
A man of action, resolute in making decisions, Lu Chiao had been studying the Yen-chia-t’an situation for
some time already. He had talked about it before in standing committee meetings and all had felt that something
had to be done about it. He postponed action only because he had not spotted the right person to carry it out, but
he had been hoping for someone among the local poor peasants to emerge. The moment Yen San’s report reached
Lu, he didn’t even take time to read it through. His assistant’s oral summary of the case was enough to send him
into action. Jumping off his chair he said:
“Yen San, that’s excellent, just perfect! Here’s the man I’ve been waiting for! Yen-chia-t’an will soon shed its
label of a backward village.”
He called the courier, Little Wu.
“Hurry, get my bike. Pump up both tires!”
Yen San in sending his report had only hoped for the commune Party secretary to arbitrate and stop the Yen
Tzu-yü gang from perpetrating their misdeeds. Yen San never thought that Secretary Lu had understood the
situation so thoroughly and made up his mind so firmly that a big revolution seemed to be descending upon the
village. The shake-up campaign developed, and Yen San found himself swept into the surging waves of reform.
Like a nonswimmer, he soon realized his own strength, because he had such a powerful coach, Secretary Lu,
leading him on by the hand.
“Secretary Lu,” Yen San said, “do you see what I see?” He pointed at several courtyards, all pitch-dark.
“What are you looking at?” Lu said, without paying much attention.
“You see there, the whole village is wide awake, only those houses of theirs have no lights!”
“They worked the whole day,” Lu said, faking indifference. “And they were at the meeting the whole evening.
Tomorrow is another working day. They should use this chance to catch some sleep.”
“You think they can fall asleep?” Yen San said. Lu said, with a wry smile:
“They probably can’t. They aren’t having too good a time.”
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“That’s right! Their houses are dark. Some kind of a ghost is walking there,” said Yen San.
“Are you afraid of ghosts?” said Lu. Yen San kept his naïve smile as his answer.
“Why should living people fear ghosts? It’s the ghosts that are afraid of living people,” said Lu.
“You need not be scared by them.”
“No, I’m not scared.”
“But only half an hour ago you begged me to let you off and find someone else to head up the brigade,” said
Lu.
“I’ve been handling animals all my life. That’s cutting feed and cleaning the stables. I’ve never been in charge
of the whole business of agricultural production, Secretary Lu.”
“You mustn’t put it that way,” said Lu. “You took the initiative in reporting their funny business of individualcontract production to the Party Committee.”
“Right, I did.”
“That proves you are one hundred times better than Yen Shun-p’ing!” Lu’s tone was earnest. “You understand
perfectly what socialist production is and what capitalist production is. Yen Shun-p’ing hasn’t even begun to see
these things!”
“But Shun-p’ing has been following the others’ advice,” said Yen San.
“This damn Yen Shun-p’ing!” The mention of him made Lu so angry that he had to pause a moment before
continuing.
“The Yen Tzu-yü’s and the Yen Tzu-ts’ai’s … are all really nothing much! The way to handle them is: one,
don’t be afraid of them, and two, be firm and strict with them. The rest will be easy. Now, you are the brigade
leader; as long as you know how to exercise your power in dealing with those devils, there will be no problem.”
The energetic and enthusiastic Lu.Chiao talked on as Yen San listened quietly. Each word reached Yen San’s
heart, making him burn with zeal. Just before Lu left him, he asked:
“Are you coming back tomorrow?”
“The meeting will last two days. I’ll try to be back in the evening the day after tomorrow. . . . You go ahead
and handle the situation. Don’t lose your courage and don’t waver, you must remember!”
“Yes, I’ll remember,” Yen San said with confidence.
They were leaving, but a dark shadow suddenly appeared on the hillside running toward them. They halted
their steps. Yen San shouted:
“Who’s there?”
“Me, it’s me!”
“Is it a ghost?” Lu Chiao whispered, tugging Yen San’s jacket.
“He’s got something like a ghost about him,” Yen San whispered back. “He sticks to you whenever you give
him a chance, and he won’t let you go.”
“In that case,” said Lu, “I’d better go. I’m not afraid of vicious ghosts, but the kind that hangs on you is quite
another matter.”
The dark shadow arrived before Yen San. It was Yen Chung-ho, about fifty, equipped with a sharp tongue that
could turn black into white, and a sharp nose that stuck itself into anything of interest to him. He had been causing
as much trouble as he’d helped to settle.
“How nice to be standing here doing nothing!” Yen Chung-ho said. “I looked all over for you.”
“Looking for me?”
“Old San,” said Yen Chung-ho, “let’s go and have a seat at my house.”
“Why go anywhere and have a seat at this time of the day? You should be in bed.”
“You yourself have chosen good hours to sleep, apparently,” Yen Chung-ho said. “Let’s go, they all have been
waiting for you.”
“Waiting for me?”
“Who else? You are the principal party.” Yen Chung-ho said.
Yen San didn’t really care to go, but since the opponents had set up a challenge, his refusal would look
cowardly. If he agreed to go, it would seem a bit humiliating.
“You go ahead,” he said. “If I feel like it, I’ll join you later.”
Yen Chung-ho left. Yen San purposely delayed awhile before walking down the hill. At the corner of the alley
he ran into a group of people with lanterns and torches led by militia captain Yen Yung, around twenty-seven, a
husky fellow with broad shoulders and big hands who had won a second-class citation as a demolition expert in
the Korean War. He walked up to Yen San and said:
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“After the meeting, none of us wanted to go to bed. We talked about launching a night attack to deliver
manure to the field, as a token of our support for you. Third Brother, you do a good job, you must!”
“Yes, we must!” Yen San seized Yen Yung’s big hand. The sight of all those people there, with rakes, hoes and
baskets and wheelbarrows ready for action, gave him much assurance. In their lantern light he saw the clearfeatured, alert Yen Chao, now in charge of the public security committee; Yen Hsiu-o, a roofer’s daughter,
secretary of the Communist Youth Corps; several sturdy-hearted members of the Party branch committee and of
the brigade committee. A few production team leaders were also there.
“Come with me,” Yen San said to them. “Let is go over there and talk a minute.”
They went over to the big tree on the threshing ground. Yen San said:
“It’s this: Yen Chung-ho, that tricky devil, insisted that I go to his house. I thought that Yen Tzu-yü and his
gang must have set up a confrontation for me. What do you say? Should I go or not?”
“Go, what are we afraid of?” the crowd said.
“Will it be all right?”
“It’ll be all right,” the crowd said.
“Then I can go?”
“Of course!”
“Fine, I’m going now!” said Yen San. Yen Yung said:
“Do you want me to post a few men at his door?”
“Shucks!” Yen San said, “we don’t need that.”
“Then let me stick around just in case,” offered Yen Chao, head of the security committee. Yen San thought it
over for a moment, then said:
“That won’t be necessary either.”
*
Yen Chung-ho and Yen Tzu-yü were neighbors. The adobe wall between their houses, taken down as topsoil
for the fields last spring, had not been rebuilt yet. Lamp light and whispered conversation issued from the cracks
in the closed door and windows of Yen Tzu-yü’s house.
In Yen Chung-ho’s main room, rather bright light shone on an old square dining table against the center of the
back wall. Steam rose from tea wares, and tobacco was displayed on the table. Yen Tzu-yü and his gang were
absent, only three old fellows from the village, known for their usual roles as mediators, sat around the table
helping themselves to the amenities. One stood up to greet Yen San with respect, while another, claiming his
status as a village elder, scolded Yen San for being a snob, now that he would refuse to come even upon an
invitation. Yen San only smiled. He sat down next to the lamp, declined the tea and tobacco offered him, and
bluntly asked Yen Chung-ho:
“Where are your men? Who else are involved?”
“No one else,” said Yen Chung-ho. “Just these several uncles?”
“Yes, yes!”
Yen San cast a curious glance at the oldsters and shouted, his face straight:
“What are you doing here?”
Like a bucket of cold water Yen San’s words descended upon the oldsters, instantly silencing them. They
thought to themselves: Just overnight Yen San has become a different man! What they had prepared to say was
geared to the Yen San of yesterday.
In fact Yen San had not changed much in the last several days. He remained a sturdy fellow of medium height,
with a bony head that resembled a raw chunk of dark brown iron ore. His face was dominated by the same knobby
nose and thick lips, except that it seemed to radiate a newly acquired dignity. An alert, challenging light had been
added to his usually smiling eyes. He sat there, calm as always, and yet in that calmness the people around him
now sensed an aura of majesty. All this stunned his inquisitors, who thought in unison:
“How come such a hired hand, who, for all his years of toil, never earned even the position of a foreman, who
buried himself in the stable all year long, having nothing to say to anybody except his animals, suddenly rose and
ascended the peak of the village’s power structure—how come he could look with authority straight into the eyes
of his opponents?”
Yen San was sizing up his opponents. He had prepared to encounter some tough ones there who had the power
line of the village in their hands. He had not expected to find only several poor and lower-middle old peasants
there. One of them, Uncle Chi-mao, actually was one of those who had urged Yen San to fire off that explosive
report. Yen San thought:
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“The Yen Tzu-yü gang’s really full of devils! They thought they could send this team of poor peasants to
march off against me as their vanguard. Fine,” he said to himself, “since these dimwitted old fellows are here to
talk with me, they must be on Yen Tzu-yü’s side. I’d like to see what they have to say.” Yen San dug out his own
tobacco and started to smoke without saying another word.
The old fellows saw that Yen San refused to accept Yen Chung-ho’s tea or tobacco and looked not at all
conciliatory; they didn’t know how to break the ice. They started gossiping about their neighbors, about this
woman’s short hair and that woman’s patched pants … for a long time they just couldn’t bring the topic anywhere
close to their main business. Even Yen Chung-ho didn’t know how to prompt them.
Yen San got impatient waiting for them to begin. He changed his tactics to seize the initiative. With a smile on
his face he said:
“Well, uncles, you people got me here just to listen to your gossip about our neighbor’s dirty linen?”
Another shocked silence. Yen San continued:
“Excuse me for being a blunderbuss. Don’t you people have any shame? You smoked their tobacco, drank their
tea. Judging by the spots on this table you must have also eaten their fried eggs. How come? You mean to say they
spent money getting you here just to gossip about our neighbors with you?”
He turned to Yen Chung-ho.
“Now, Chung-ho, you tell us. Why did you get these people here? How could you let them keep on chewing
the fat like this? Even I can’t help getting antsy for you!”
Yen Chung-ho’s sharp tongue failed to serve him this time. Under Yen San’s blitz attack his face turned red and
he didn’t know where to put his hands or feet.
“Ah, Old San,” he managed to say, “why did you put it that way? You don’t mean that I am not allowed to
invite people to sit down and just chat awhile?” The old fellows all chimed in now.
“That’s it, that’s it. You’ve just been made brigade leader, and you won’t sit with the commune members just to
chat awhile?” Yen San laughed and said to Yen Chung-ho:
“Chung-ho, guess you are a bit hard-pressed and you made a boo-boo. Just think, now that you have put it that
way, what else can these people say besides gossiping? Just think for a moment—don’t you wish you could take it
back?”
The usually clever Yen Chung-ho certainly did not expect the usually clumsy Yen San to put him on the spot
like that. What had Yen San got? Just a sense of honesty and a straightforward approach, and yet Yen Chung-ho
got pinned down, couldn’t even wiggle himself out of the hole.
Yen San followed up his own salvo.
“Uncles,” he said, “don’t work yourselves into a dead-end street. They asked you to say something, why don’t
you people say it? I don’t have much more time to stay here with you. If I leave before you’ve said what you
meant to say, what are you going to do? Would they ever again treat you to tea, tobacco, and fried eggs?” He
toyed with the tobacco on the table and said, taunting them:
“Ah, what nice tobacco! Nice and thick leaves, beautiful color and the aroma, oh, what aroma! Who has saved
up such nice stuff? It’s not easy to get this kind of nice tobacco to smoke. Am I right, uncles?”
Embarrassment reigned among the old fellows. They sweated in panicky sIlence. After a long while, Yen
Chung-ho said:
“These several uncles here asked me to invite you here for a chat. Ah … it’s all for the sake of the masses of
our village. Everybody is anxious to see the present incident settled quietly, without causing any disaster for our
village, without spoiling the friendship among us.”
“So, that’s what it is,” said Yen San, feigning nonchalance. Yen Chung-ho said:
“We all know, this time Secretary Lu came to our village because someone from here had sent in a report, and
we’ve found out who that one was.” Yen San laughed:
“Ha, ha, you are a smart fellow,” he said. “How come this time you are so slow? You don’t have to waste time
trying to find out who reported. You forgot that I said in Yen Shun-p’ing'’ face at a meeting a month ago that I’d
report on them.”
“That’s it,” Yen Chung-ho said. “But only now they realized that you meant it. Anyway, let’s not go into that
now. Nobody is blaming you either. Let’s hope that in the future we all cooperate and won’t tear our village apart.
That’s all.”
“I suppose I must thank you for your broad-minded attitude toward me,” Yen San said, laughing again. “I
would like to know, though, how do you figure on settling the thing at present, and in the future how are we going
to cooperate with each other?” Yen Chung-ho said:
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“Everybody feels that so long as there will be no repeated offense of those charges you enumerated in your
report, that should do it. Those are small matters. What’s important is to stick together in peace and harmony.”
“Peace and harmony!” Yen San repeated these two words, as though he had never heard them before in his life.
“That’s it. We are all together in a small family. If you don’t run into them, in the morning, you’re bound to
bump into them at night. Thank heaven that for many years there has been peace in Yen-chia-t’an. Let’s hope
nothing bad will happen in the future.” Yen Chung-ho cast an apprehensive glance at Yen San before he
continued.
“At present, let’s all give a helping hand to Shun-p’ing to tide him over this bad spot. During your term as
acting brigade leader, we all guarantee to get the job done right for you. And then when the meeting is called to
criticize Yen Tzu-yü, let us not single out his name. Later, you stay on the job of deputy leader to team up with
Yen Shun-p’ing in handling our village affairs. Let us always talk things over first. With Yen Tzu-yü and his
people supporting you, everything will be easy for you.”
“Oh, ya!” said Yen San, as though pleasantly surprised by the great promise, “even Yen Tzu-yü is going to give
his support!” Yen Chung-ho said:
“Yen-chia-t’an has to have Yen Tzu-yü. Without him it’s like a cart without wheels. You know what he can do,
don’t you?”
Now Yen San saw through his opponent’s scheme: they realized that to knock Yen San over wouldn’t be easy,
so they were trying to drag Yen San over to travel along with Yen Shun-p’ing and to be under the latter’s thumb in
actuality. Yen San, angered to the bursting point, maintained his composure. He turned to the old fellows.
“Then you people are here to make peace, right?”
“Right, right!” they said, “peace comes first. We all are neighbors, we’ve been for generations sleeping on both
sides of the same wall, you know.”
Yen San turned to Chung-ho:
“Tell me, if it is not settled the way you just suggested, something awful would surely happen?”
“Heaven forbid,” Chung-ho said with a cunning smile. “Let heaven forbid anything bad happening to our
village.” Yen San turned to the three old fellows:
“Uncles, did you hear that? Something awful just might happen! Something awful, awful, uncles! You thought
you were here just doing a bit of go-between, like the way we marry our daughters and sons in the village. So, you
want to come here to speak for somebody! This tea and this tobacco are not easy to take. It may be easy to bite but
hard to chew, you know. You’d better understand first what you are doing!”
The three panicked; without knowing it they put down the tea and tobacco already in their hands. Yen San
approached a skinny old fellow.
“Uncle Chi-mao,” he said, “you of all people also came here to get involved in this business? You have joined
me in signing that report, you remember!”
The old man named Chi-mao stared at Yen San. Yen San said:
“Uncles, you tell me. You’ve come here to sit across the table from me. For whom are you speaking? Did the
commune members, the masses, send you here?”
Yen San continued in this vein, alternating harsh criticism with soft persuasion, until the three old fellows lost
their tongues. They blushed, their heads bent low, and did not know how they should feel about the whole thing.
Yen Chung-ho saw that he wasn’t getting anywhere; he sneaked out of the room.
“You’d better go home and have a good rest, uncles!” Yen San wound up his speech with a broad grin. “If this
won’t do, I’ll ask everybody at the open meeting tomorrow and see what the masses have to say to you people.”
“No, please don’t ask anything at the meeting!” the three old fellows said together. “We can only blame
ourselves; we haven’t studied well these days, haven’t taken Secretary Lu’s advice to heart.”
Then they proceeded to tell Yen San how Yen Chung-ho lured them there, urging them to say such-and-such.
They asked Yen San to forgive them and promptly beat a retreat.
The moon had already gone down; it was all dark outside. Yen San hurried to help the old fellows get started
on a safe journey home. Old Chi-mao pulled Yen San aside to whisper in his ear:
“Yen San, to be honest with you, I came here hoping to settle this problem. I don’t want to see it get bigger.
You know what sort of a guy Yen Tzu-yü is. Nothing is beneath him. I’m worried about you; he could get you,
you know. Even when sleeping you’d better keep one eye open, and when you go out at night, you’d better carry
that thing with you!”
“Don’t worry, uncle,” said Yen San. “Don’t be scared by that devil!”
*
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Footsteps sounded beyond the door. Several people appeared. First came a man, rather tall, sallow-skinned,
with heavy eyebrows over big eyes, tall nose-bridge, a short moustache. Conceit and hypocrisy showed in his
eyes; this was Yen Tzu-yü. During the land reform, he maneuvered to have himself classified as a wealthy middlepeasant. How he had managed to build a family fortune nobody knows, except that at seventeen he left home and
knocked around for a long time. Everybody in the village knew about his calculating mean character and
everybody stayed out of his way. This time, he had Yen Tzu-ts’ai and Yen Chung-ho with him. Bringing up the
rear was Yen Shun-p’ing, his face lined with worry.
They walked into the room and sat around the table, Yen Tzu-yü facing Yen San. Yen Chung-ho busied himself
with serving tea, but Yen Shun-p’ing kept his worry all to himself, shrinking behind the lamp, wordless.
Yen San took them all in with one glance and rested his eyes squarely on Yen Tzu-yü. Yen Shun-p’ing had no
courage to face Yen San; he looked resentfully at Yen Tzu-yü for a brief moment and made his way to the door but
was stopped by Yen Tzu-ts’ai’s tug at his jacket. Yen Tzu-yü, as though nothing bothered him at all, talked
casually and laughed loudly. He cracked jokes as he lighted a cigarette for himself. But Yen San quickly saw
through him; his laughter couldn’t quite cover up his worry, which actually weighed ten times more than anybody
else’s. Yen Tzu-yü had been around; he had sensed Secretary Lu’s intentions, which would not stop at punishing
Yen Shun-p’ing alone but would aim at a complete riddance of the power and influence of such people as Yen
Tzu-yü and his gang. What lay ahead for him? How could Yen Tzu-yü avoid getting worried? Having seen
through his opponent’s problems, Yen San, too, laughed.
Yen Tzu-yü raised his head. He quickly suppressed the fleeting sign of panic in his eyes with a smile.
“What, Old San,” he said, “the whole village is about turned upside down, everybody is troubled, only you are
having a good time, right?”
“What about you? Troubled also?” Yen San countered. Yen Tzu-yü calmly waved his hand and said:
“Forget it, Old San, we’ve had enough of this kidding. Let’s be serious. The word Yen can’t be split apart; we
have all been tending one and the same ancestor’s grave. All right, let’s not talk about all that, just exactly what
are you going to do?”
“What am I going to do?” said Yen San. “It doesn’t seem right to tell you about it, does it?”
“Don’t you want to settle it peaceably?” Yen Tzu-yü played with the cigarette between his fingers and said
slowly:
“The way I look at it, it would be best to make peace. It can only bring benefit to the revolutionary work in our
village.”
“What’s that? What? Revolution, did you say?” Feeling quite amused, Yen San responded with a question.
“That’s it. The way I look at it, it would be best to settle it quietly among ourselves,” Yen Tzu-yü repeated.
“How shall we settle it? The way Chung-ho proposed?”
“No, not exactly. Chung-ho didn’t quite get it straight. We want you to be the brigade leader and we’ll support
you to get the job done!”
“What else?”
“Nothing else,” said Yen Tzu-yü. “If there is one more thing, it would be that we all try to get the commune
business straightened out by discussing everything together, like old friends. We don’t want to ruin the peace and
harmony among us.”
“Just like this?”
“Like what?”
“You got me here. You want me to do whatever you say. You want me to go wherever you want. Then your
peace and harmony won”t be ruined, right?” Yen San said; then he moved over to stand before Yen Shunp’ing,and addressed him sternly.
“Shun-p’ing, to find you here is not exactly a nice thing. It makes me feel awful. What are you made of
anyway—soft dough? Don’t you have a single bone left in you?”
Yen Shun-p’ing shot up abruptly and dashed out, after darting a hateful glance at Yen Tzu-yü, who looked
stunned.
“Tzu-yü,” Yen San turned to him, “let me ask you. Are you chairman of the commune’s Party unit? Are you
representing the commune membership? Or are you a cadre with any special assignment? That’s right, you are
none of these. Let me ask you, you got these people together here behind Secretary Lu’s back. Don’t you realize
you are stepping way out of line when you do such things?”
“What?” said Yen Tzu-yü, his eyes popping out. “You are accusing me of—”
“Irregularity!” said Yen San.
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“Ah, Old San," said Yen Chung-ho, trying to make peace, “you are charging other people with another offense? We are all here just for the sake of our common job; we want to exchange our views informally, that’s all.”
Yen Tzu-yü tried hard to sneer before he said:
“Chung-ho, don’t worry. After all is said, Old San is still from this same village of ours. His wife and child are
living here; I don’t think he wants to go too far!” He raised his eyes slowly to fix a gaze on Yen San. Lifting the
corners of his mouth, he faked a confident smile:
“Yen San,” he said, “what do you say?” Yen San stood up.
“Let’s wait and see,” he said. Yen Tzu-yü crushed the cigarette in his hand.
“Fine,” he said, his voice implying a dark threat. “I’ll be waiting for you. I say, Old San, you’d better weigh
the alternatives, you still have a little time left.”
Yen San turned his head back in time to catch the undisguised look of hatred in Yen Tzu-yü’s eyes. He snorted
contemptuously and strode out.
*
The gong for breakfast had been struck; many commune members had started walking back toward the village.
Yen San, engrossed in his job of spreading manure, had only two or three piles left.
Suddenly Yen Hsiu-o, secretary of the Communist Youth Corps, ran breathlessly toward him from the west
side of the village. Her shrill voice screamed in the air, calling:
“Third Uncle! Your Kang-wa fell into the well! Third Uncle! Your Kang-wa—” Shocked, Yen San’s face
turned pale.
“Which well?” he shouted, dropping his shovel.
“Right near your own plot.”
As though catapulted, Yen San flew across the road and the bean patch, and like a dark rocket he shot
westward. Kang-wa was his only child, also the only boy in all the four branches of his clan. That boy was the
jewel of jewels to him, like the only rice sprout in the whole of a ten-acre plot of land. . . .
Yen San plunged through ihe wall of humanity already gathered around the scene of a near tragedy to reach the
edge of the well. Kang-wa, soaked all through like a rain-drenched little sparrow, drooped in the arms of a rescuer,
who was equally soaked and muddy allover. Yen San snatched up the child, holding him tightly to his bosom. His
ears and head were ringing; he could only vaguely make out somebody’s voice saying to him:
“Old San, don’t worry. Kang-wa’s all right. Nothing bad.”
When Yen San’s eyes slowly cleared, he noticed the child’s eyes were turning.
“Are you all right?” he asked.
“Yes.”
“Where does it hurt?”
“Here,” the child pointed at his right buttock.
Yen San pulled up the child’s trousers to find a black and blue bruise. He touched it, but Kang-wa did not
complain of pain. Feeling relieved, he heaved a deep sigh and started gently to rub his son. An image of a man
which had been in his mind all these days surfaced: Yen Tzu-yü!
Yen San looked up and scanned the crowd. In a flash his eyes engaged those of Yen Tzu-yü. This was not
hallucination; that was really Yen Tzu-yü who was squatting right in front of him, in soaked clothes and with mud
all over the legs. Yen San now realized that it was from Yen Tzu-yü’s arms he had taken over the nearly drowned
child. People around said:
“Kang-wa was rescued by Yen Yung, the security committee head, and Yen Tzu-yü.”
“Kang-wa,” Yen San asked his son, “what were you doing?”
“I was picking apples. The branch broke.”
“Ah, haven’t I told you many times? You mustn’t climb on the branch directly over the well!” Yen Tzu-yü said:
“Luckily, when the branch broke, Kang-wa grabbed onto it without letting go. The branch scraped the wall of
the well and went down slowly. Otherwise just the fall would have been enough to smash him to pieces.”
Yen San stared at Yen Tzu-yü in disbelief. He couldn’t tell himself why, but he kept wondering, “It was he who
saved my son?”
On his way home, Yen Tzu-yü walked behind him, carrying his plow on his shoulder. Yen Chung-ho trod by
the side, mumbling”
“In this area, there’s a well just about every five or ten yards, and there is the Wei River in the north. It’s too
easy to lose a child.” A little later, he mumbled again:
“Let’s hope there won’t be any more trouble from now on!”
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Yen San turned around to look at the two. He thought:
“This guy’s trying to use the accident to scare me? Sure, it’s altogether very, very possible. The two children of
the Party branch secretary at Hsüeh-chia-pao village, didn’t they …”
He felt his heart had been twisted into a tight knot.
Yen San didn’t say a single word the whole morning. He just kept thinking about a way of handling this
incident. Fellow commune members came in an endless procession to see him and his family, but his wife really
had it bad—she kept walking out and in without knowing what she was doing.
In a little while, Yen Chao, the security committee head, and Militia Captain Yen Yung came in. Yen Chao
threw a large broken tree branch on the ground.
“Third Brother,” she said, “take a good look at this.”
Yen San examined the branch; he discovered some ax marks where the branch broke off from the tree.
“I’ve felt funny about the whole thing ever since it happened,” Yen Chao said. “Why did both branches, the
one Kang-wa stepped on and the other one he held in his hands, break off at the same moment? A little child like
Kang-wa could not have weighed very much. I looked around carefully. Ai-ya! There were ax cuts on the branch.
I brought up the one Kang-wa had grabbed onto; it was the same.” Yen Yung said:
“It must be that they had noticed Kang-wa climbing on the tree every day. It gave them a chance to plot against
you, Third Brother.”
Yen San turned the ax-cut branch over and over in his hand. He repeated under his breath:
“Son of a bitch, I’m going to kill him … I’m going to kill that son of a bitch!”
Old Chi-mao hurried his way toward Yen San’s house, with a cane’s help, tumbling and tripping all the way.
The moment he stepped inside the house he shouted:
“Is Kang-wa all right? Hai! It’s all my fault … all my fault … I heard that my number three girl had taken ill,
and I hurried to see her in the hospital. I forgot to tell you first …”
“What happened?” Yen San suddenly leaped to the door and grabbed the old man’s arm in his pincer-like
hands. His eyes seemed fearfully aflame as he stared at Chi-mao. Chi-mao said:
“You remember what I warned you about that evening? I’ve been worried all along. Yesterday I was with Yen
Tzu-yü all the time. Evening came; we were all eating dinner in the mess hall. Nobody was in the field. Then I
saw Yen Tzu-yü sneaking out of the village. I followed him. He started chopping at your fruit tree. He looked
nervous. I thought since he hated you, he must be doing that to get even with you. And yet I was wondering why
he didn’t swing the ax at the base of the tree. I never imagined that—”
Looking fierce, Yen San yelled in a hoarse voice:
“Uncle, are you sure of what you saw?”
“Of course!”
“You saw clearly?”
“I saw it clearly!”
“Is there any proof?”
“I can find it!” said Chi-mao. “As he chopped away at the tree I coughed in the corn field. That startled him
and the ax slipped out of his hand and fell into the well.”
It all became very clear to Yen Yung now. He said:
“No wonder he insisted on going down the well first. He was afraid that I might discover the murder weapon
down there myself.”
“Okay, you son of a bitch!” Yen San said, shaking with rage. “Yen Chao, let’s get the ax in the well, hurry! Yen
Yung, you send a man to keep an eye on that devil; don’t let him get away.”:
Before long the ax was brought home. They checked and confirmed that it belonged to Yen Tzu-yü. Yen San
called the key members of the commune together behind closed doors. After they were all seated he said:
“It’s like this. Comrades, this time he resorted to such a criminal move all because he wanted to make us back
down and bow to him. He wants to hurt me, scare me first, then he’d turn to scare all of you. Let’s be frank now,
is there anyone here who’s afraid?”
“What are we afraid of?” everybody said in anger.
“Really? From the bottom of your heart?”
“From the bottom of our hearts!”
“Fine,” Yen San continued. “Now, let’s think a moment. I think we should hold a mass meeting first and arrest
him right there in front of everybody and take him to the Public Security Station. Can we do that? What do you
say?”
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“Yes, let’s do just that!” Everybody agreed. Yen San turned to Yen Chao.
“Yen Chao, you are in charge of security affairs. You know the rules. You think about this and tell us if it is
according to the rules.” Yen Chao said:
“We’ve got both the culprit and the material evidence; of course it’s in accord with the rules. I said to you
yesterday that we should deliver him to the Public Security Station.”
“You are saying that it would be in accord with the rules for making an arrest?” asked Yen San.
“Yes, in complete accord!” said Yen Chao.
“Then we can arrest him?”
“We can!”
“The masses also have been suspecting a murder plot and they want the murderer caught and turned over to the
law,” Yen Hsiu-o said.
“That’s the way they want it?”
“That’s the way!”
“All right,” said Yen San to Yen Yung. “Yen Yung, you hurry up and get our men together with their stuff
ready. I’m going to talk to Secretary Lu on the phone!”
He ran over to the next room for the phone call. When he returned, everything was ready. Yen San told Yen
Chao:
“Yen Chao, Secretary Lu instructed us to keep an eye on those chronic troublemakers when we take action.”
“I’ll see to that right away!” said Yen Chao.
“Yen Yung, are we all ready?” Yen Yung said with a smile:
“Third Brother, look, everyone of them is a champ. We’ve got more than needed to over-fulfill the quota, if
that’s what you want.”
“There mustn’t be any over-quota in a business like this.”
Even Yen San smiled. Then he turned to Yen Hsiu-o:
“You listen. The moment they’ve got the man, you go strike the bell to call for a mass meeting.”
“Will do!” said Yen Hsiu-o.
Yen San raised his head and spoke with deep hatred:
“Yen Tzu-yü, Yen Tzu-yü, damn you! We must kick you out of Yen-chia-t’an forever!” He pounded his huge
fist on the table and announced:
“Let’s go get him!” A shower of dust came down from the beam overhead.
They rushed out the door. Yen San kept Old Chi-mao behind.
“Uncle,” he asked the old man, “are you prepared to testify in court?”
“I’ll use this to beat the hell out of him first before testifying against him,” said Chi-mao, wielding his walking
stick.
"You'd better keep your stick for walking. You swing it only when you have to, all right?”
Yen San also smiled.
*
The mass meeting lasted for over three hours. In Old Chi-mao’s words, if the cadres hadn’t stopped them, the
people of Yen-chia-t’an would have long before torn the murderer Yen Tzu-yü to shreds.
That evening, Secretary Lu returned to the village after his meeting. Yen San reported to him in detail. Lu said:
“It’s good to have him arrested. In fact we did it a bit too late. We mustn’t be soft in dealing with guys like
him!”
Together they walked around in the village until they once again climbed onto the cliff behind it. Lights spread
beneath them, both inside and beyond the village. The sound of whips cracking over draft animals, of rumbling
motors, of drums and gongs filled the air and rocked the earth. The wind was still, yet a strong scent of ripening
crops rushed toward them. A few minutes later, the bell suspended under a tall tree rang, and the kerosene lantern
suspended over the open field was lit. The hour for the mass meeting had arrived. At tonight’s meeting, the masses
of Yen-chia-t’an would listen, in solemnity, to the first self-criticism by Yen Shun-p’ing …
*
The time was the fall of 1959. The episode was only a short segment of the saga of commune rectification in
Yen-chia-t’an.
Let’s pause here for now, though it’s neither the beginning nor the end of the whole story.
2
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Every day at dusk, as the village bell rang for the last time, and evening shades gathered on the broad river
flats, and stars began to appear in the summer sky, the young stranger, a winning smile on his face, would silently
emerge through the twilight. Slung over his shoulder was a purple haversack invariably containing a few thin
texts, a notebook, a flashlight, two cold muffins and a couple of scallions.
He had an air of serious preoccupation not usually found in one so young. Each time he arrived he would greet
the two girl tractor drivers with his confident attractive smile and put down his haversack. Then he would walk up
to the tractor and examine its mechanism from every angle with his flashlight, asking no end of questions, like a
master technician. Even when the tractor was in operation, he would walk along with it, his eyes fixed on the
driver, watching her every movement. Not until cock’s crow would he quit. Then, he would sit down in the field,
eat his muffins and scallions, turn on his flashlight, and make some entries in his notebook, after which he would
find a dry piece of ground, not far from where the girls had erected their tent, and sleep. At dawn, when the
village bell sounded, he would rise, pat the dust from his clothes, take up his haversack, smile farewell at the girls
and silently disappear into the morning mist. But the same day at dusk, he would punctually appear again. …
Ma Yun-yun, a cute and saucy young lady born and raised on a farm, had learned to drive a tractor after only
three days’ instruction. A determination to overfulfill her quota and a strong sense of responsibility for the proper
maintenance of her machine, plus the usual girlish sensitivity in the presence of young men, caused Yun-yun to
react in a manner that was definitely cool to this young stranger, with his comings and goings and persistent
hanging around. In the past few days she had complained several times to her team-mate, Hsu Yu-chin, who was
also her teacher and chief of their tractor team.
“I hope a wolf gets him!”
The girls had just finished breakfast and a short rest, and were strolling towards the bottom land along the
river. The sun had not yet risen. They could hear the hum of motors somewhere near the bank. Her eyes flashing,
Yun-yun said irately:
“I really don’t understand. Why are you so friendly to him? Who is he anyhow?”
“I don’t know,” Yu-chin replied apologetically. She was a sweet-faced girl with fair skin and a full figure.
“Fine! You don’t even know him. A girl who’s going to be married any day—why don’t you send him away?”
Yu-chin laughed. “I’m keeping him for you, little sister! He looks like quite a nice fellow.”
Yun-yun set her mouth in a firm line. “What’s nice about him?” she demanded proudly. “He sees he’s not
welcome, yet he’s so thick-skinned and tactless he won’t leave!”
“If you don’t want him, that’s up to you,” Yu-chin teased. “But why not let him come? He seems very honest.”
“I’d like to know what you call dishonest, then! Do you have to wait until he seals our tractor?”
Arguing, laughing, before they knew it the girls had reached the high bluff overlooking the river. Their
precious little Zeter, a twenty-five horsepower Czech tractor, stood on the flats below. Suddenly, they were
startled to hear the roar of the tractor engine. With Yun-yun in the lead, the girls raced down the path. On the dyke
beside the lotus pond, Yun-yun abruptly halted and stamped her foot.
“There’s your ‘honest’ fellow! It’s all because you were too easy on him!”
Swinging back her braids, Yun-yun waded straight across the pond to the field, like a bold nimble little lioness.
Yu-chin could see the tractor slowly advancing down the field, the young man in the driver’s seat. He was
proceeding carefully, looking back from time to time at the soil being turned behind him, observing the action of
the machine, like an experienced ploughman watching his draught ox. Although angry, Yu-chin held her temper in
check. She was a patient girl, in spite of her youth. As she hurried to the field, she noted that the ploughing was
finely done and very even. “That upstart is clever!” she thought.
Yun-yun charged to the northern end of the field and planted herself beside a furrow, directly in the path of the
approaching tractor, her cheeks splotched with rage. The machine halted. Yun-yun sawe for the first time in
daylight the face of the “criminal” in the driver’s seat. She was very surprised. The glowing sunrise clouds lit up a
handsome sunburned visage, a quiet smile, and tinted the slight fuzz on the young man’s upper lip. A pair of
honest, determined black eyes glanced back at the turned soil, then gazed at Yun-yun, as if expecting her
approbation.
“Come down!” the girl commanded. But her tone wasn’t as brusque as she had intended it to be.
With an apologetic smile, the young fellow leaped down from the seat.
“It isn’t enough that you hang around all night. You have to come in the daytime too!”
“This is my day off.”
“Who cares! If it is, why don’t you go some place and rest? Why come here? This is no recreation center.”
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The young man’s face fell.
“What you’ve been doing is illegal, do you know that? If you’ve spoiled any parts, you’ll hold up the
ploughing.”
With startled eyes, the young fellow looked at Yun-yun, then at the tractor, then at the approaching Yu-chin.
“I don’t think I’ve hurt it,” he mumbled.
“You don’t, eh?” Yun-yun countered. “Even if you were a grade eight technician, you’d have no right to take
off with someone else’s tractor without permission. It’s not one of your old ox carts that anyone can crack a whip
over and drive away! You’ll find out!” The blustering Yun-yun shot an inquisitive glance at Yu-chin as if to ask:
Shall I hand this rascal over to the security section?
The young fellow stared at Yun-yun. He seemed to be mulling over her words, or perhaps he was waiting to
see what she would do next.
The sight of this large brawny youth, so utterly cowed by a mere slip of a girl a head shorter than he, struck
Yu-chin as very funny. She had been intending to criticize him severely, but now she only said in a firm but
pleasant voice: “You must never do anything like this again. If we’re going to bring mechanization to the
countryside, we have to observe some rules and discipline.”
After silently considering this for a moment, the young fellow smiled and said frankly: “I was wrong. Check
over your machine, then tell me where I should go and what I should do.”
His bold directness took Yun-yun by surprise. She was impressed by his calm, his sense of social
responsibility. But Yun-yun, a girl who had been buffeted by waves during the building of the commune reservoir
at South Mountain and scorched by the fires of the home-made blast furnaces they all had erected during the great
drive to increase iron and steel production, a girl who had been named one of the Nine Heroines for her part in the
Tiger Shock Brigade—was she going to let herself be overawed by this young “criminal”?
“Of course I’ll check it!” she said to him sternly. She made a thorough examination of the tractor, tapping here,
looking there, finally climbing into the driver’s seat, starting up the engine and driving forward a few paces. Only
then did she solemnly wave her hand to Yu-chin to indicate that nothing was wrong with the machine.
Concealing her amusement at Yun-yun’s antics, the older girl said to the young man: “Let’s have no more of
this monkey business. If you want to learn, come around to our station after the summer planting is over.”
The young man thanked her, then looked at Yun-yun with a provocative smile that seemed to say: So you
thought you could scare me! We’ll see about that!
Yun-yun raised her chin. “Run along. Try straying out of places you don’t belong. I’ll let you go this time, but
don’t let me catch you around here again!”
“We may meet again at that.”
“You heard me! I don’t want to see you again!”
“We’re in the same commune. If we don’t meet in the morning, then maybe in the evening. If not here, then
some other place. We’re bound to run into each other!” With a farewell glance at the tractor, the young fellow
picked up his haversack and strode towards the river flats, the confident friendly smile still lurking in the corners
of his mouth.
“The demon! He sticks like glue!” Yun-yun glared after his retreating figure and shook her fist, unable to think
of anything more devastating to say. But when he was out of earshot, she turned to Yu-chin and said with an
entirely different expression: “That boy is certainly smart. He only watched us for a few days, but he had the
nerve to get on and drive, all alone … And he didn’t plough badly either, did he, Yu-chin?”
The older girl nodded. “He’s bold, forceful, intelligent—”
“And awfully good looking!” sighed Yun-yun.
“Yes,” said Yu-chin with a subtle smile. “He knows what he wants, and he goes after it.”
Yun-yun gazed at the young man who was disappearing into the distance. His face was raised to the lovely
sunshine clouds; the ends of his unbuttoned shirt trailed behind him in the breeze.
“Hey! Wait a minute!” the girl shouted.
The young fellow hesitantly stopped, turning halfway around and waiting to hear what Yun-yun had to say.
“Listen,” she called mischievously. “We think … you … are very clever!”
Clearly, he didn’t know what she was driving at. He stood staring blankly in Yun-yun’s direction.
“You’re very clever, understand?” Yun-yun repeated sedately. She waved her hand. “All right. You can go!”
“Wretched minx!” Yu-chin scolded. “Must you clown with everyone!”
*
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The following morning, according to plan, the tractor shifted its operations to the village in the eastern sector
of the region to be ploughed. The little Zeter stopped beside a row of poplars on the flats north of the river. Yuchin pointed to a compound deep within the poplar grove and said to Yun-yun:
“That’s where we’re going to live while working for this brigade. You’d better go and get some sleep or you
won’t have any energy for your night shift.”
The compound, a short distance from the village, was occupied by a single family. On all sides stretched
beautiful fertile fields.\fn{Only some 10% of the surface of China is available for agriculture .} A newly-built dyke ran along
the northern bank of the nearby river. Not far off, pumping station engines could be heard. The wheat had already
been harvested, and the fields lay bare and shimmering in the June sun.
“How beautiful!” Yun-yun exclaimed. “A perfect spot for a tractor station!”
Before the sound of her voice had died away, a hearty laugh rang through the trees: “Another technical
innovator!” A robust woman of nearly fifty emerged. Yun-yun felt that she had seen her before, but she couldn’t
remember where. “You’re the second person who’s had that idea!” the woman said.
“You mean someone’s approached you from our commune’s tractor station?” Yun-yun asked excitedly.
The woman shook her head. “No. Someone in my own family. My son.”
“And what do you think, aunt?” the girl demanded eagerly.
“Me? I don’t care. I do whatever the kids want. It’s you youngsters who are shaping the world now!”
How carefree she is, thought Yun-yun, gazing at the woman respectfully. I wonder what her son is like.
The woman gave Yun-yun a hand with the can of diesel oil she was carrying. “Come on, girl. Don’t stand
looking at our bottom land all day. You’ll have plenty of time to see it. Let’s go home!”
The compound enclosed a spacious courtyard, with one-story buildings on three sides. Fruit trees grew along
the wall; part of the yard had been planted with vegetables and cucumbers. Beneath the window of the east wing a
patch of blossoming roses spread their delicate perfume.
It was into this wing that the woman led Yun-yun. She bustled about, bringing tea and hot water. “Get some
rest,” she said to Yun-yun. “Treat this like your own home. If there’s anything you want, just speak up.”
After she left, the girl sat beside the window enjoying the breeze and examining her room. It was simply
furnished, but spacious and cool. On a large platform bed was a woven sleeping mat that obviously had been
scrubbed thoroughly. On the wall were pictures of tractors, a few diagrams of tractor mechanism, a string of
outsize ears of corn, and many small sacks—each bearing the name of different wheat seed. On a table beside the
window were books and magazines, a piece of iron ore and a bluish bar of pig-iron—momentoes, no doubt, of the
owner’s part in the nation-wide steel-making drive. Between the small glass top and the table were pressed several
award certificates inscribed to “Comrade Wang Shu-hung.”
“I wonder what he’s like,” Yun-yun mused. She lay down on the mat and idly turned through a magazine that
was heavily underscored with red and blue pencil. Gradually, she dozed off.
Half-asleep, she seemed to hear someone outside closing the shutters of her windows. Another person tiptoed
in and placed some things down, then went out softly and closed the door. Yun-yun heard a man’s voice in the
courtyard ask:
“Did you give them to her, ma?”
And the woman replied: “You can rest assured. I’m taking good care of her.”
Several hours later, Yun-yun awakened. The room was quite dim. She opened the shutters and the light of the
setting sun streamed in. Yun-yun saw a big rush fan next tro her pillow. On a bench was a basin with fresh water
and a new face towel floating in it. In a black crockery jug on the table were some little washed cucumbers and
next to the jug a note reading:
Greetings to our farm mechanization comrades from the village Communist Youth League branch.

Pleased, Yun-yun huymmed a little tune. Finding a new cake of soap beside the basin, she washed her face and
neck thoroughly, then bit into one of the cool crisp cucumbers while fanning herself with the rush fan—as if
trying to express her thanks to her hosts for all the manifestations of their hospitality simultaneously.
The woman entered with a tray of food and chatted with the girl while she ate. Yun-yun looked at her closely.
“Where have I seen you before, aunt?”
“Are you from around here?”
“Chen Village.”
“That’s it, then. Before liberation I worked in your village for about a year.”
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Yun-yun put down her chopsticks and thought a moment. “Aren’t you the Aunt Wang who worked as a cook
for the Chen Pan-hsien family? You had a little boy with you …”
The woman nodded. “Little Hung. That year Hung’s pa had just come back from the north mountains. He was
the Party’s underground contact here. The landlord’s police caught and killed him and burned our house to the
ground. I ran away to your village with Little Hung. We stayed with a friend for half a year, then I took that job.”
“Aunt,” said Yun-yun excitedly, “don’t you remember me?”
“Whose girl are you?”
“Think back, aunt! Many’s the time you held me in your arms, combed my hair!”
The woman gazed at her for several minutes, then, suddenly, grasped her hand. “Why, you’re Yun-yun!” She
hugged her to her breast with such force that the girl was breathless. “Who would have believed it! Such a sallow
skinny little thing you were, but now you’re pretty as a picture! And you’re educated and clever, and you can
drive a tractor! … Are you still such a wild little filly?”
Yun-yun leaned against her bosom. “Was I wild then?” she asked impishly.
“As wild as they come,” said Aunt Wang. “you were two years younger than my little Hung, but you were
always battling with him. He was cared to death of you!”
“I remember my ma telling me you were very strict with Little Hung.” Yun-yun sat down beside the older
woman.
“You’re such a big girl now! Are you married?”
Blushing, Yun-yun shook her head. “The big girl is even wilder than the little one used to be,” she said with a
smile.
“There’s nothing wrong with a bit of wildness. Who’s going to be wild if not the young folks—the old
grandmothers? My Little Hung has become much too quiet. Not a sound out of him all day. He always has a belly
full of big problems.”
“Is he home? I’d like to see him—and have another battle! … I don’t even remember what he looks like.”
Aunt Wang pointed at the basin, the cucumbers, the fan, and said, “He was here, but you were asleep. He told
me to bring these things in to you. He waited a while, then the brigade leader called him away. I think he had to
go to a meeting.”
In her mind Yun-yun formed a vague impression of an awkward young man. “What does he do?” she asked.
“Secretary of the Youth League branch, ever since he finished school three years ago. Last year, the factories
were calling for me, and a lot of young fellows went. But not him.”
“Couldn’t bear to leave you?”
“That’s right!” Aunt Wang laughed. “Or maybe it would be more accurate to say he couldn’t bear to leave this
land.”
“You mean these bottom land fields?”
“Of course. Didn’t you also want to make a tractor station out of this place the minute you set eyes on it?”
Laughing, Yun-yun clapped her hands. “I see! I see! Little Hung must be a wonderful fellow! When am I going
to meet him?”
Yun-yun did indeed treat Aunt Wang’s home as her own. Whenever she had time, Yun-yun fed the chickens,
cooked the rice, washed the clothes and swept the courtyard. Often they sat and chatted in the shade of a tree.
Aunt Wang treated her and Yu-chin like daughters.
Three days passed. As was the case with every brigade the commune tractor team had ploughed for, whenever
there was a break, young men and women would run up to the drivers, crowd around and shake their hands. In
those three days the girls quickly made friends with other Youth Leaguers.
The lively Yun-yun had many new friends, but she still hadn’t met the companion of her childhood. People
said he was attending a conference in the main office of the commune.
Nor, since moving to Aunt Wang’s house, did she see any more of that pestiferous young fellow. In fact, after
hearing about her childhood friend Wang Shu-hung, she more or less forgot the other boy. For there days she
talked to her tractor mate of nothing but Aunt Wang and her son Shu-hung. Based on only a vague recollection,
Yun-yun described Shu-hung as a bold and handsome youngsters, doing such a convincing job that she could
clearly picture him herself.
After hearing this glowing account several times, Yu-chin laughed teasingly. “I don’t care how wonderful you
say he is, I won’t believe it till I see him. For all I know he may be a lazy loafer.”
“Listen to her!” said Yun-yun angrily. “A Youth League branch secretary, a boy who’s won so many awards,
who’s so looked up to by the other Youth Leaguers, and you say he’s a loafer!”
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“Maybe he’s bald, cross-eyed, hunch-backed—”
“Impossible!” Yun-yun shouted.
“Why not?”
“No one’s said any such thing!” Yun-yun retorted hotly, her face red.
“Yu-chin chortled with mirth. “All right. Sooner or later we’ll see him. I admire your confidence!”
The broad fields of the bottom land rolled away to the east like waves, and the little Zeter sailed over them,
working farther and farther from the white poplar grove. Yun-yun, who had just completed the afternoon shift,
decided not to return to Aunt Wang’s but to sleep in a lean-to set up against the wall of a small temple. The day
was over and the sun was setting into the Wei River. Scarlet sunset clouds gradually turned to blue. Lights of
pumping stations along the river began to glow through the evening mist. The clanging of the bronze village bell
floated into the lean-to and waked Yun-yun from her dreams. She went out and sat in the entrance way, enjoying
the cool breeze coming u from the river. Hanging her cap on one of the ridge poles, she combed her hair and
gazed out at the fields. One section had been newel ploughed. She appraised it with an expert’s eye.
“Terrific!” she muttered admiringly. “Yu-chin’s done over sixty mou\fn{About 10 acres.} in one shift!” This girl
who loved work and new accomplishments so, couldn’t restrain her enthusiasm. The blood in her veins sang; her
spirits soared.
“Hey! Hey! Hey!” she cried through the night to Yu-chin on the little Zeter.
“Hey! Hey! Hey!” The echo rang back across the river flats, much to Yun-yun’s delight.
She shouted again, wildly, and again came an echoing call. Only in addition to the sound of her own voice,
there was another—ardent, vibrant, strong. Startled, she peered through the mist.
Someone was coming towards her across the stubbled wheat field, closer, closer, a pale figure growing larger
and clearer. Halting at the lean-to, he addressed Yun-yun cheerfully, like an old friend.
“Is it our fine bottom land that makes you so happy?”
That bulging purple haversack again, that gay confident manner!
“What are you doing here?” Yun-yun asked.
“I told you we were sure to meet again.”
“If you’ve come to practice on our tractor, you won’t get away with it. I’m on duty tonight. I won’t even let
you look at it!”
“You needn’t worry, comrade. I won’t put a finger on your tractor—unless you ask me to.”
“We won’t trouble you,” Yun-yun laughed. “What is it you want?”
“I’ve just come back. I hear there’s a party here tonight.”
“A party? Last time, when you messed around with our tractor, you were having a day off. Tonight, you’ve
come to a party. You must think we’re running some kind of a club!”
“No, it’s true.”
“Well, you might as well go home. There’s no party here—and that’s even truer.”
The young man laughed. “All right, I’ll come the next time there is one.”
“Then we’ll never see you again,” Yun-yun said sarcastically.
The young fellow hesitated a moment, then turned and started to leave. A gust of wind blew Yun-yun’s cap off
the ridge pole.
“Hey! Comrade!” Yun-yun cried. “Get my hat, will you?”
Surprise by the girl’s boldness, the young fellow looked at her. But she seemed quite innocent and unaffected.
“Right!” he said. He put down his heavy haversack, picked up the hat and handed it to her.
As Yun-yun stretched out her hand to steady the haversack, which was toppling over, she could feel the bag’s
contents. “Why, they’re all books!” she exclaimed. “Thanks for the hat!” she added saucily.
The young man grinned. “You’re the limit—comrade!” He shouldered his haversack and walked away to the
west.
*
Not long after, from the west came Aunt Wang, bringing food for the girls. Yun-yun shouted and hurried to
meet her, relieving her of her basket.
“Did you see that fellow who just left here?” she asked.
“Yes.”
“Where does that scamp come from? Does he belong to your village?”
Aunt Wang was taken aback. With great interest, she demanded: “Wshat’s he been up to?”
“Yun-yhun told her the whole story. Aunt Wang laughed.
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“That boy is very stubborn. Sometimes he doesn’t even listen to his own mother. When he decides to do
something, ten oxen can’t drag him back.”
“He’s impossible!”
“I’ll speak to him later. I’ll tell him to quit bothering you girls.”
Yu-chin drove up with the tractor. She headed it around, turned off the engine, jumped down from the driver’s
seat, and greeted Aunt Wang.
“Let’s eat,” Yun-yun urged. “I don’t want to waste any time.”
“What’s the hurry?” queried Yu-chin, washing her hands. “Why not wait till the moon rises?”
“Nothing doing! You ploughed so much on your shift. Can I spoil the team’s record by doing less? Not me!”
“You’re forgetting, tractors have to get some rest too,” said Yu-chin. “Oh, yes, another thing—the Youth
League is giving a party tonight. We’re both invited.”
“There really is a party?” said Yun-yun, remembering the young man’s words.
“Of course. It’s to welcome us and to send off some comrades going for a training course.”
“Why didn’t you tell me before? Even ten minutes earlier would have been all right!”
“You were sleeping so soundly. If I woke you to tell you that, you’d have lost that little temper of yours for
sure."
Soon, a bright pressure lamp was hanging high on the pole of the lean-to, brilliantly illuminating a section of
the dark fields.
Yu-chin said to Yun-yun, “When the crowd gets here they’ll want to know about the tractor. Give them a brief
talk, will you?”
“Right!” said Yun-yun, without any hesitation. She never bargained or tried to get out of anything her team
leader asked her to do.
The young men of the village, the girls, the young wives, arrived in twos and threes, chatting and laughing.
Flashlight beams pierced the night. Fiddles and flutes broke the silence of the bottom land. Happy, healthy,
confident young people gathered before the temple. They greeted the girl tractor drivers and peered with great
interest at the machine. After hearing Yun-yun’s introductory talk, they plied her with questions and engaged in
heated discussion over the merits of the little Zeter. They praised it to the skies, but a few had dreams of
something even better. One young fellow in a red sleeveless sweater asked in a professional manner:
“How many horsepower has this tractor?”
“Twenty-five,” said Yun-yun, and she added, “We also have larger models at our station. Thirty-five
horsepower. They’re called Big Zeters.” The girl was very proud of the commune tractor station. She would never
let anyone say anything that might in the least reflect upon it.
“So what!” scoffed the boy, equally proud. “When our brigade organizes its own tractor team, we’re going to
use nothing but fifty-four horsepower jobs!”
“They’re being made right now in the commune factory!” a dark chubby girl added.
Yun-yun knew that this was true. She hastily interposed, “Our general station has also put in its order. I hear
we’re getting first priority.”
“I wouldn’t be so sure about that!” said Red Sweater.
“We put in our order long ago,” said chubby. “And we paid our money too.”
“The commune general stations come first,” argued Yun-yun, “then the brigades. That’s the rule.”
“The commune general stations already have tractors. Now it’s the brigades’ turn,” said red Sweater.
“After that, they should go to the production teams,” added Chubby.
As Yun-yun was groping for a convincing replyh, from the darkness outside the perimeter of light, a voice said
quietly, “What are you arguing about? The whole country’s working together as a single team. Surely every
commune must do the same!”
“That’s it exactly!” cried Yun-yun happily, peering through the darkness at the boy who had spoken. As he
came forward, she noted that this time he was without his purple haversack. He blinked a moment till his eyes
became accustomed t the glare of the pressure lamp. Then he looked at Yun-yun mischievously.
“Yes!” replied Yun-yun, half angry, half amused.
“Then I suppose it’s all right for me to come?” the young man grinned.
Yun-yun looked over at Aunt Wang with a pout as if to say: You see how he torments me! But her eyes were
smiling. The older woman winked at her, then turned to her son and said:
“Shu-hung, these girls think you’re a nuisance. In the future, you’re not to bother them, do you hear?”
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Yun-yun looked up in surprise when she heard him addressed as Shu-hung. “I didn’t say he was a nuisance,”
she interposed quickly.
“Comrade Yu-chin even taught me how to drive the tractor,” the young man added.
“Well, Yun-yun doesn’t want you hanging around!” his mother said, gazing at the little Zeter.
Yun-yun was stanmding by the driver’s seat, looking down at the boy with her large beautiful eyes and
smiling. “Ah, so Shu-hung is actually Little Hung!” she said to herself. With feigned sternness Aunt Wang
commanded her son:
“Apologize to Yun-yun, Little Hung. You’re not to trouble her again!”
“Is that right?” he asked the girl calmly.
Yun-yun laughed merrily, jumped down from the tractor and walked up to him. “Certainly not! I told your
mother the next time we met we’d have to have another battle! I always used to beat you, too—ask your ma if you
don’t believe me!”
Everyone was mystified. Shu-hung looked at his mother, puzzled. Aunt Want was smiling, while Yun-yun
gazed at him with eyebrows dancing, and Yu-chin watched both young people with a growing understanding.
“What does she mean?” The young people begged Aunt Wang for an explanation.
Red Sweater shouted that everyone should sit down and keep quiet and let Shu-hung’s mother talk. The
youngsters seated themselves.
“You all know who Shu-hung’s father was,” Aunt Wang began. “Yun-yun’s pa was also doing underground
Party work. …” She called Shu-hung and Yun-yun to sit before her. In a low even voice, she told the story of the
underground struggle. Concluding, she said with a sigh of limitless satisfaction, “Today you’re all learning to run
machines. If only my dear one were alive to see it, how happy he would be.”
At the word “machines,” everyone grew very animated.
“Brother Shu-hung,” called out Red Sweater, “when am I going to run a machine?”
“Soon!” replied Shu-hung.
“That’s al you ever say,” protested the stout girl. “Soon! Soon!”
“The commune’s Party committee has added to the list of those going for training.”
The young folks pricked up their ears. “What about me?” demanded Chubby.
“You’ll have to wait,” said Shu-hung with feigned coolness. Raising his voice, he shouted: “Keng Wa, Liu Tsai
and Yin Tsai will take the tractor course. Chu Jung and Yuan Chih will learn to be electricians!”
The youngsters set up a cheer.
Pouting, the dark chubby girl sighed loudly, “Hai!”
“If it wasn’t for that ‘hai’ I might have forgotten you,” grinned Shu-hung. “The electricians’ course will also be
taken by our friend Chubby!”
“You’re lying!” yelled Chubby, staring at him incredulously.
He waved the name list in front of her while she squealed, “I won’t look! I won’t!” at the same time peering at
it out of the corner of her eye. Suddenly her face lit up and she snatched the list and read her name in a loud voice.
Leaping and skipping she tore around in a joyous frenzy, colliding with this friend, embracing that.
Red Sweater nudged Shu-hung with his elbow and asked worriedly, “Then there’s no hope for me?”
“Who says so? There’s plenty of hope. Plenty!” cried Shu-hung cheerfully. He called together the young
fellows who still would be doing their ploughing behind an ox and said to them: We’re all in the same boat,
brothers! Our brigade will be following the ox’s tail for a while yet. You fellows know how I love machinery. But
I let other comrades get their technical training first, don’t I?”
“You’ve already had some training,” Red Sweater protested.
“Not really. I’m only half-baked. And you know how I learned even that little bit? I had to ignore the dirty
looks certain people gave me while I hung around and watched how they handled a tractor. Comrade Yun-yun can
attest to that!” He made an ugly face at her; she impishly wrinkled her nose.
“My problem is that I’m too thin-skinned,” said Red Sweater. “Today I’ve made up my mind—I won’t care
how they treat me, I’m going to follow those girls around wherever they go. I must learn to drive a tractor!”
“No, you can’t do that,” said Shu-hung with a firm wave of his hand. “My behavior was a lot of trouble to the
tractor driver comrades and was against the rules. I understand that now. You mustn’t copy my bad example!”
“Forget it!” said Red Sweater. “Don’t think I don’t know! You’re going to be the head of our tractor team, and
you’re trying to control me already!”
Shu-hung laughed. “Let’s suppose that you’re right. But if you knew my whole idea you’d be pleased instead
of angry. I propose that we form a part-time technical training group, and invite Comrades Yu-chin and Yun-yun
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to teach us whenever they’re free. I’ve been running around all day collecting material from our cultural center,
the technical station, the industrial section and the popular science association. I’ve got a whole pile of stuff. We
don’t have to worry about a lack of study material.”
“Why didn’t you say so!? Grinned Red Sweater. “You’ve got my vote. You take charge!”
The other young men echoed this sentiment.
“We’ll hold class in your house!”
“Let’s start today!”
After talking it over with Yu-chin, Shu-hung called: “Hey, comrades! We’re proposing a slight change in
tonight’s party. Why not make it an opening celebration of our part-time tractor school and get-together for
teachers and pupils? What do you say?”
“Fine!” the youngsters yelled in one voice.
*
In the quiet fields, beneath the starry summer night sky, the young people celebrated beside the first tractor to
appear along the banks of the Wei. There was lively music, young voices raised in song, happy laughter. Inspired
by this youthful merriment, the waters of the ancient Wei murmured a rhythmic accompaniment. …
Shu-hung and Yun-yun, shoulder to shoulder, strolled through the fields, recalling the hardships of their
childhood, talking of their interests and their plans.
Yun-yun couldn’t understand why she felt so close to this young man. She had thought only of him fgor the
past few days, or rather of the person she had created in her imagination. But now, meeting him in reality, her
seemed even braver, more satisfying, more lovable than the figment she had invented. She kept asking herself—
when she had scolded him so severely and practically chased him away, had she liked him or disliked him? …
She couldn’t help admitting that even then he had drawn her like a nail to a magnet, and that her trying to shake
him off was only due to her consciousness of the power of his attraction. He was so determined, so persistent, yet
so selfless, so politically aware, so confident! …
Many thoughts ran through her mind as she listened to him speak. Before they knew it, they had reached the
white poplar grove. A pale moon, rising from the bend of the river, shone on the tree-tops, reflecting on the dark
leaves like flowing water. The innumerable fine poplar leaves rustled and danced in the gusty night breeze.
“What’s this about you becoming a team leader?” Yun-yun asked Shu-hung affectionately.
“That’s right. It was decided officially only yesterday. Our brigade is going to have its own tractor team. The
commune Party committee wants me to take charge.”
“Why, that’s wonderful!”
“Ma tells me you like our compound,” said Shu-hung, gazing through the trees at the dark buildings ahead.
“It’s this way—“”said Yun-yun, “the first day I came, I said it would be a fine place for a tractor station. Your
ma overheard me. It really does seem just made for it!” She halted and pointed at the surrounding moonlightdrenched fields.
“Your idea is going to be realized very soon. Our compound is just where our brigade’s tractor station is going
to be.”
“Really? Your ma says you were the first one to suggest it.”
“Yes, I made the request, and our superiors think it’s fine!” He looked at Yun-yun and said, “If I had known
you felt that way too, I would have added your name to our application.”
Yun-yun glanced at him and smiled. “How does your ma feel? Is she willing to give up the house? I’ve heard
her say it was a lot of trouble to build it.”
“You think my ma is the kind of person to hang on to a mere house?” Shu-hung was obviously proud of his
mother. He said warmly, “She’s a woman who’s lost her husband for the sake of the revolution. Is there anything
else she’d be unwilling to give?”
Yun-yun realized she had made a slip. She quickly amended her question: “What I mean is won’t it be hard to
find a place to move to?”
“Shu-hung laughed. “We hadn’t thought of that. But my ma says she’d like to look after the team and cook for
it. She’s a good manager and a magnificent cook!”
“Everyone knows that. Our whole Chen Village is still talking about her!” Again Yun-yun halted and smiled at
him teasingly. “Aunt Wang says she built this place so you’d have a place to bring your bride. If you give it over
to the brigade, where will you live when you get married?”
Shu-hung was silent for some time. Then he turned to the girl and said in a voice that trembled slightly, “If I’m
lucky, I’ll marry a girl who drives a tractor. That will solve the problem.”
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Yun-yun raised her head and met his gaze. How many questions and answers were exchanged in that brief
meeting of eyes as the moonlight filtered through the trees! The usually wild Yun-yun was suddenly mature. The
change was so marked that even she was aware of it. Hastily, she tore her eyes away.
In a light strange voice that was filled with happiness, she said, “The moon has risen. I’ve got to start my night
shift.”
“Aren’t you afraid, all by yourself in the empty fields?”
Yun-yun shook her head. “I can hear the pumping stations. People are working everywhere. Why should I be
afraid?”
“Still, I don’t feel easy about it,” said Shu-hung. “Let me keep you company, will you?”
“Come along,” said Yun-yun in a low urgent tone.
They returned through the grove, silently walking together, looking at each other and smiling, as if they could
never see enough, never smile enough. The moon seemed to rise higher abruptly; the bottom land seemed
suddenly to light up and grow broader. Not far beyond the edge of the grove, the celebration was going strong.
Merry-makers were singing a vigorous chorus of as song about the drivers of tractors. …
76.83 Yuan Fen\fn{by Tse Chiang aka Chou tien-chien (1921- )} Kiangsi Province, China (M) 4
The Christmas holidays were over. The festival mood had changed to a weariness that was a mixture of satisfaction, exhaustion, and emptiness.
This feeling of emptiness seized Mrs. Han—or Miss Feng, as she now preferred to be called—as strongly and
stubbornly as it had last year or the year before that. This time, however, it had been of her own making. Her
niece, Lun-chu, had planned to spend the holidays with her, but Miss Feng had called it off at almost the last moment. She had written to her niece that it would be better if she and her husband and their children could come to
spend the Lunar New Year with her instead.
She still felt uneasy about this change in the accustomed pattern. It had been the regular practice for her niece
and the children to come to Taipei on the train for a week during the Christmas season. Lun-chu’s husband, a
minor official in a government office in Tainan, would join them for the Foreign New Year. In turn, they always
asked her to spend the Lunar New Year with them in Tainan, but she had never accepted.
She was not quite sure why she had cooked up one excuse or another for never going to Tainan. Could it be
that she enjoyed the quiet after the children had been in the house? Or that she hated travel? Or that her affection
for Lun-chu and her family had begun to dwindle? She hated loneliness as much as any other widow. She did not
mind traveling and she Joved Lun-chu most dearly. Lun-chu was the only daughter of her older sister, who had
died in childbirth. Miss Feng had brought her up and had given her all her love and care. And the niece, in turn,
treated her as her own mother. In fact, she called her “Mother,” and had every right to do so. But Miss Feng’s
distaste for being called by this name grew as time went by. For nearly ten years she had called herself Miss Feng
again. Naturally anyone with “Miss” in front of her name rather resented the title of “Mother.” And the trouble
with Lun-chu was that she used it rather profusely, out of habit, perhaps.
Miss Feng never doubted Lun-chu’s love for her, but at times her own feeling toward Lun-chu was mixed. Affection was never lacking, but were not, possibly, the ingredients of envy and jealousy in it? The thought was both
ridiculous and frightening. Yet every year when Christmas was over and Lun-chu’s husband came to take his
family back, she felt the loneliest soul in the world. Watching the thoughtfulness of the man toward his wife and
children, Miss Feng was seized with the desire to hide somewhere. She had the feeling that she was a stranger in
her own home. Then she would admit to herself that she was undoubtedly a little jealous.
But it was not for this that she had called off the invitation and suggested to her niece that she came for the
Lunar New Year instead. In fact the whole thing had nothing to do with her niece at all.
*
Miss Feng was on what younger people call the “other side” of forty. In figure she was comfortably plump.
When she thought about it, it seemed to her that she had been flattered more on her plumpness than on any other
fine quality she might have possessed. Sometimes her friends praised her for looking like yi-pin fu-jen, the wife of
a cabinet minister, as if corpulence were noble in itself. It was because of her generous figure, people said, that
she had become the wife of General Han. Despite the congratulations of the guests at the wedding and the illconcealed envy of some she had never been able to accept the notion that she was supposed to consider herself
lucky to be married to a man nearly twice her own age. She did not want to remember the circumstances under
which she had married the ruthless general, and the way he had treated her. Never mind; he was dead now and she
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was beginning to forget him.
Now she sat in her living room regretting the years she had wasted since his death. For over ten years now she
had been torn between a desire to live a richer life by marrying again and a kind of lethargy that kept her from
taking any initiative.
Deep in her heart she had promised herself that she would not marry an old man again. Not even ten years
older than she. She wanted to get the tenderness and gentleness denied her by the general. Besides, Lun-chu and
the others would laugh their heads off if she married a man much over fifty. They would think, in fact, that she
was marrying just for the sake of marrying.
She knew her own limitations, of course; She was well preserved, but in a strong light the mirror showed the
wrinkles on her forehead and around her eyes. She didn’t want a man too young; she wouldn’t be able to keep up
the pace a man under forty might set for her. A bachelor her own age or just two or three years older would be just
right, a man who would demand the same amount of tenderness from her she would expect from him. And she
knew she had plenty to offer. But this man she wanted, if there were such an animal in existence, refused to put in
an appearance. For the first time in her life she was impatient.
“Why should I wait?” she asked herself.
About six months ago, at the insistence of one of her most intimate friends, she had inserted a small advertisement in the New Life Daily News. It was worded in the usual way. She stated her place of birth, her age, and
condition and intention. Except that she put her age wrong. Thirty-nine was as high as she could go if she wanted
to stay in the category of “thirtyish.” But it was only a minor mistake, four years off her real age.
The response to the advertisement was immediate. In two days she received letters from four applicants, each
containing a photo of disappointingly small size. The first man stated his age as fifty-nine, but even in the
photograph he sent, he looked seventy. She began to doubt the honesty of anyone who put down an age with the
figure “9” in it.
Two more applicants admitted being past fifty. The last one said he was forty-eight, but his picture was so
faded that she decided it had been taken at least ten years ago. So her little adventure seemed destined to end up
with no result. She managed to joke about the outcome with her friend. But the hurt went deeper than the indifference she pretended.
Her attitude in recent weeks, however, had undergone a change. She began to see that the requirements she had
established for a mate were mostly superficial. It began to dawn on her that what she really should look for was a
lao-pan-erh, an old companion, and not a lover. She dug the four pictures and their biographic data out of a
drawer and lined them up for another appraisal. This was not the second time that she had extended the applicants
a careful evaluation. Again her attention was drawn to the man who claimed to be forty-eight. His picture
remained less revealing than the rest. His name was Ma Ju-lung, “horselike dragon.” This was not very revealing,
either.
In the photo Mr. Ma looked thin but intelligent. Though small, his eyes appeared to be penetrating. Miss Feng
told herself that he must have been handsome when he was younger. The age of forty-eight came close to fitting
her formula. But could it be true? Wouldn’t a man lie as quickly as she had about age? But she was a woman, and
a woman couldn’t resist stretching the truth when the question of age was involved. Would a man do the same
thing? And why had he sent a picture that was so faded?
After more reflection, she decided that her fears were probably groundless. For one thing, Mr. Ma displayed a
sincerity in his letter that was not evident in the letters from the other applicants. His letter was a factual presentation of his work, his income, and the disappointingly small savings he had accrued. Unlike the others, he
displayed no visible desire to impress.
Having debated several days more the wisdom of such a move, she finally mustered enough courage to deliver
the note. She had waited long enough, she felt, and it was high time to do something that might open an entire
new chapter in her life.
The answer was not long in coming. It arrived by express post a few days before Christmas. Mr. Ma wrote her
in plain language that he had been married, that his wife died young, and that his children had all grown up and
lived on the mainland. He added that he was alone in Taiwan and would die contented if he could find an ideal
mate in this world. He suggested that she consent to his visiting her during the Christmas holidays.
Off went her reply to Mr. Ma, cordiality diluted with reserve. Off also went a letter to her niece asking her to
postpone her visit to Taipei. This was a time for Miss Feng to meet fate head-on; she did not need or want a
witness. Least of all her niece Lun-chu.
For several days Miss Feng lived in an agony of waiting. How would she behave when he arrived at her door?
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After the first nervous handshake—she had decided to shake hands—she hoped that the embarrassment would
ease off. Another thought flashed through her mind. The chances were that since Mr. Ma worked in Tainan, she
would have to move down south. That would certainly surprise Lun-chu. There were both advantages and disadvantages to living close to relatives. One thing she was certain about: she would never allow Lun-chu to call her
“Mother” again.
*
She answered the bell herself. The man who stood there politely inquired whether this was the residence of
Miss Feng. When the answer was not only “yes” but she also revealed who she was the stranger did not seem the
least surprised. He acted like a seasoned tourist, following the guide wherever he was led and remarking
thoughtfully on what he saw. He was led to the living room.
“Ching-tso,” Miss Feng said, “please sit down.”
Mr. Ma could not be a day over forty. He was rather tall and very much at ease. Well-shaven and neatly
dressed, he did not have a trace of gray in his hair. His eyes were small, as in his photo, but they had a kind of
radiance. The photograph did not do him justice.
“This is such a comfortable-looking place. And so nicely arranged,” he began the conversation.
“You are too polite,” she answered. “It’s too big for a single person, of course. Up until a few years ago my
niece lived with me, but then she got married and moved to Tainan. Now that I have so much work to do in the
church, I don’t give my house as much attention as it needs.”
“Your niece lives in Tainan too?”
They were off on the wrong start. Why had she told him about living here alone for the past few years, and
why had she brought Lun-chu into the picture at the very beginning? She had a feeling that she had already been
beaten in the first encounter.
“Yes, in Tainan.” She made the answer as short as possible. Quickly she changed the subject.
“How was your trip? Tiring, I’m afraid?”
“Not at all. I came up on the new diesel express. Only six hours—and, imagine, it’s over 300 kilometers! Besides, I enjoy traveling.”
There the conversation got stuck. He rubbed his hands together and looked everywhere but at her. Then he
took off his glasses and began to clean them with his handkerchief. Perhaps this was a regular habit, she thought.
She was watching every little action of his with interest and curiosity.
By now several things stood out. He was beyond any doubt a very honest man. He could have described his
age as thirty-eight and no one would doubt it. He was more handsome than he looked in the picture, but did not
try to take advantage of this asset. He was sincere; otherwise he wouldn’t have come up to Taipei. Though she
would not yet admit it, she was all for him. If love at first sight was possible, she was over head and ears in it.
Her amah brought the lunch in. Miss Feng had supervised the preparation beforehand. She would tell him by
deeds, not words, that she was a good housewife. The dishes were well planned. They were not lavish but provided a variety that would please a gourmet of the first order.
Kao-liang, the powerful white liquor distilled on Quemoy island, was served. This was her choice; she could
not stand the lukewarm mildness of ordinary yellow wine. Her capacity for liquor was a by-product of her
marriage to the general. There had been so many parties to attend, and it would have been at least a minor offense
against the social conventions in her husband’s set if she had refused to kan-pei with the rascals who were the
general’s superiors and comrades. She had come to like kao-liang for its crispness and authority as it went down
the gullet.
She smoked a great deal too. She had automatically offered a cigarette to Mr. Ma after he sat down, but he had
rejected it. She was afraid that he might mistake her for a habitual smoker. That was supposed to be quite unladylike. So she fought down the desire to smoke at all. But it was hard to do after a hearty meal.
Mr. Ma thanked her most sincerely, commending the quality of her cooking.
“Northern food is my favorite, you know,” he said. “I got to like it when I lived in Peking for a while.”
To have lived in the ancient city was a kind of social cachet. The cups of kao-liang had stimulated Mr. Ma.
They talked for a while and then a silence fell. He broke it with a suggestion that Miss Feng should allow him to
return a fraction of her hospitality by consenting to go out to see a movie and then dine together in a downtown
restaurant. This is what she had hoped. She hesitated, but after a proper amount of ceremonial persuasion, yielded.
Everything went smoothly the rest of the afternoon and the early part of the evening. After the movie, a foreign
musical picture in gaudy color, they went to a café for a cup of coffee. He ordered for her and inquired in his
gentle way whether she wanted sugar or cream. The hi-fi set at the other end of the room was playing soft popular
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music, which added a touch of coziness to the place.
For the first time Mr. Ma was deep in thought. He took off his glasses and cleaned them again, then examined
the handkerchief critically.
“By the way, what street does your relative live on in Tainan?”
She wasn’t prepared for this. Would it be wiser to change the subject, or to give him a full account, for better
or worse?
“You mean my niece? She lives with her husband. I have their address at home. They’re talking about moving
to a different street.” Her sentences were short. So was her breath.
“I see.” Mr. Ma was sensible enough not to go further.
They exchanged a few casual remarks before Mr. Ma signaled the waitress for the bill. Miss Feng insisted that
she pay. While she groped in her handbag, Mr. Ma grabbed the chit and walked to the counter. He came back
triumphantly to remark that she shouldn’t stand on ceremony with him. Besides, he added, she had already played
hostess at an excellent lunch.
Miss Feng put back into the handbag the three ten-dollar notes she had dug out, murmured a pleasantry, and
moved her chair back to stand up.
“You know that there’s only one time when a man will allow a lady to pay the bill. That’s when his money is
all in her bag.”
Miss Feng laughed gracefully at this sally.
Mr. Ma now became talkative and Miss Feng sat back in her chair. With his reticence gone he turned out to be
a very good conversationalist. He amused her immensely with his puns. Nothing questionable: he worded his little
jokes with taste and in such a refined way that no offense was possible. To tell the truth, she liked him now as well
as, if not more than, she had liked him when he first appeared at her front gate. Then he had struck her as the most
dependable, honest person she could ever expect to see. For a woman her age dependability was the most
important virtue in a man. But lightheartedness was a merit in itself. Miss Feng giggled now when there was
something to giggle about; she giggled also when he was telling a plain fact. In a word, she was enchanted.
Finally, after they had laughed together at a particularly funny remark, he suggested that he escort her back to
her house. She thanked him and hinted that she wouldn’t mind walking home.
“I certainly had more than I intended to eat. A little walk might help.”
It turned out that Mr. Ma knew the city pretty well. The route they took was not a direct one, but it did provide
a setting for more talk as they strolled along, in no particular hurry to arrive. They talked about weather, how
beautiful it was this time of year in Peking, where the smell of snow was in the air during the Christmas season
and the wind was appropriately biting.
“Here in Taipei the weather is so uncertain that we can live through four seasons in a day,” he said.
“It hasn’t been so bad this year—at least it’s chilly now. This is as much as you can expect here. I always feel
that warm weather at Christmas spoils everything,” Miss Feng added.
It was rather chilly, in fact. They were near the river now and the breeze made her shiver a bit. She huddled a.
little closer to him.
“I’d like very much to hear more about you. Anything. Important things and small things. I hope you don’t
consider me rude to ask this.” Mr. Ma broke a short silence.
“I would like to know more about you,” she retorted.
“Well, all of the facts were in my two letters. Married about twenty years ago. She died just before we were
supposed to celebrate our fourth anniversary. We had two children, a daughter and then a son. They’re grown up
now and back on the mainland, so I don’t hear from them. I’m here alone. And that’s the whole story.”
“You know, we’re almost in the same boat. The only relative I have in this world is my niece.”
“You mean in Taiwan?”
“Taiwan or any other place.”
“Haven’t you ever married before?” He asked this casually in his usual matter-of-fact tone. Then he sensed that
he was being too blunt. “I don’t want to pry into—”
“No, I want to be completely honest with you. I was married once. My husband died over ten years ago.”
“No children?”
“No, no children.” She tried to fight back her tears. She knew this ordeal would come sooner or later and it
would be best to get it over now. “I just want to be frank with you, since I know you have been sincere with me.”
“If I may ask, just who was your late husband?”
“An army officer, a general, by the name of Han.”
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He searched for something in his memory, but couldn’t quite grasp it. Then it came to him.
“Oh, yes. Once I met a Mrs. Chi in Tainan. People said her father was a General Han. Of course, we have a
dozen generals by that name.”
“I know what you suspect. You suspect that my niece is really my daughter. She isn’t, I tell you. She was born
to my sister-my sister, who married that huai-tan, that bad egg who married me after she died. I didn’t want to
marry a man with a reputation like his, a man twice as old as I. Now, draw your own conclusion.”
She was quite beside herself by now. But immediately she regretted this show of her emotions; it was very
poor strategy to give rein to one’s feelings at this crucial stage.
They walked on in silence. She walked faster and before long they were at her gate.
“Thank you very much, Miss Feng. I am not a Buddhist, not by any means. But I believe in yuan fen-you
know, the fate by which persons are destined to meet. Maybe yuan-fen is at work here. Otherwise we would have
never run across each other’s path. If I have time, and the opportunity, I’ll come to see you again.” He added good
night in his matter-of-fact voice and sauntered off. Miss Feng waited until she could not hear his footsteps and
then went into the dark, empty house.
*
It was a long time this year between Christmas and the Lunar New Year. Then a letter came from Lun-chu,
asking Mother to spend the holidays with them in Tainan. She sat down to accept. Where had she left her fountain
pen? As she pulled open drawers, she remembered an old saying:
“Over a thousand li destined lovers are drawn together by a single thread.”
Would the yuan-fen really work for her? She wondered.
187.92 An Autobiographical Statement\fn{by Wong Chun Yau (1921- )} Canton?, China (F) 2
I look back at my life in China and I get scared. Now my life is worth something; it is precious again. In the
past, I felt so what if I am shot, I just die. There wasn’t anything to live for, anyway. But now, I am greedy about
life again. I want to live.
My daughter lived in San Francisco, so that’s where I went when I arrived in this country in 1979. I was sixty
years old. There was a social service agency there that provided orientation and training for new immigrants. So I
enrolled in the eleven-week program. The first week, I was always sleepy because of the change in time
differences. So I would rub my eyes and tears would come out. The teacher saw this and thought I had major
problems in my life, and was troubled.
By the fourth week she figured that maybe I needed some financial help, so after two hours of classes in the
morning, she would send me to a job, where I made three dollars and twenty-five cents an hour for three hours. I
said,
“Wow, more than three dollars an hour.”
I had never made so much money in my life. I was ecstatic. My paycheck was over one hundred dollars a
week. In China, I didn’t even make one hundred dollars a month. And then they purged me there, too.
In San Francisco I was sent to a hotel to clean bathrooms and pick up cigarette butts. It was work, and I
couldn’t believe I had such an opportunity to make money. People kept telling me how hard it would be in this
country.
But I say, this country is great. There is no comparison between China and the United States. One is striking
the hot pot,\fn{A term for eating mongolian hot-pot, a sort of Mulligan stew } and the other is striking the rear end. Not only
did I make more money here, I could also buy whatever I wanted. How great it is. The U.S. government is
excessively wonderful. Many of my friends tell me,
“Only you can get used to this country, many people can’t.”
I say it is true. I am very content. If I want something, I can buy it. So why not be satisfied? My sons have all
prospered here, especially my youngest. He owns over six buildings. So, what is there to worry about? Nothing.
My eldest son has three buildings. He gave me five hundred dollars for Chinese New Year this year, and when my
daughter-in-law returned from China recently, she gave me a gold necklace for taking care of her two children. So
isn’t that a fine life? I am absolutely satisfied.
My daughter graduated from medical school in China, and knows acupuncture. But she studied Russian in
school. When she was going to school, China was friendly with Russia, and she refused to learn English. So now
she can’t do very much in this country, so she sorts mail for some company. Her husband is a doctor too, but he
can’t get a job here either. He has a practice in Hong Kong, and visits her once a year.
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I came to New York because my two sons were here. They had opened up a Chinese restaurant. So I took the
ten thousand dollars I made in San Francisco and gave it to them to open a takeout place. But the place lost
money, and so we closed it. Now my youngest son is doing very well; he’s in insurance. The oldest is in
renovation work.
*
In China, I owned two houses. And if you had money in China, it was a crime. If you were an intellectual, it
was a crime. The really poor, who didn’t have a thing, they were the average, so no harm came to them. But if you
had a cent, they would purge you. If you owned land, they would purge you.
I was purged by the Red Guards twice. This was in the 1960s. Every time they had some movement, they
would drag me out, and make me the center of the event. They took everything—my money, my furniture. Even
now the furniture hasn’t been returned. They beat me—took off my jacket and beat me. I was sick for three
months after that. They stuck me in a cow pen. And then they kept telling me to list my crimes. In the mornings,
when I got up, I would have to write.
But what could I say? I didn’t kill anyone, or set any fires. So what was I supposed to write? So they told me to
write down all the things I did against humanity. But I couldn’t figure out what I did against the people. I was
never a thief or anything. It was a very painful period.
I worked as a nurse for over twenty years. From seven to five I would go to work. But then from seven to nine
in the evening, I would have to go to class to learn about the Party and Communism. I was envied by a lot of
people where I worked, because I was making over eighty dollars a month. And those who were new were making
maybe thirty dollars.
My husband swam to Hong Kong in 1962, and then all my children swam out of China into Hong Kong in
1967. Then they came to this country as refugees in 1970. But I didn’t leave China until 1979 when my son
petitioned to have me join him in America.
When I was in my forties I followed some local guys trying to make the break. I am a good swimmer so I
swam for almost three hours to the outer territories of Hong Kong, and I saw this fishing boat, so I asked to get on
board, thinking, I am so close, this must be a Hong Kong ship. But as it turned out, the fisherman was from China,
and he took me back because he could get twenty for returning me to the government. So I was purged and
beaten, and beaten and purged. They even took a knife and stabbed me in my face. I still have this scar where they
split open my mouth.
Things are fine now in this country. I want to live to be one hundred. In China, I always wanted to die. There
was hardly anything to eat and you had to work all day. If you wanted one particular thing, you couldn’t get that
particular thing. You could get only one dollar’s worth of meat a month. And a dime’s worth of fish a month. And
even with the dime, you couldn’t always find fish to buy.
So I ate vegetables, lots of vegetables. I would salt them, and then dry them in the sun. Then I would steam
them with some sugar. As for the salted fish—it was thirty cents a jin,\fn{Slightly over a pound} so I would buy the
salted fish. For each meal I would just nibble at the fish for flavor, then eat a big mouthful of rice. A small nibble,
then another mouthful of rice.
If you had money, on pay day, you might go out to the farms and get the meat of some dead pigs or some real
old pigs to eat. They rationed the rice—twenty jin a month. Even if they allowed forty jin, I would still be hungry.
There was no oil, no meat. But here, I couldn’t eat twenty pounds even if you gave it to me, because you have
dishes such as chicken to go with the meal.
In China, you ate chicken on New Year’s Day and would have to wait until New Year’s the next year to eat it
again. Here, you could buy chicken by the pound. I love chicken so much, I eat it every meal now. Everything
required ration tickets. Rice, bread, congee, everything required tickets.
What’s great about this country is I can buy a whole loaf of bread and even pastries and not need a ration ticket
for them. Just the idea of being able to order a bowl of noodles, and not have to give a rice ticket—it’s fabulous.
They gave you just enough cloth to make one set of clothing. If you bought a pair of socks, it would be a few
inches of material. All of it was rationed by the amount of material. The saying goes like this:
“A new set of clothes for three years, an old set for three years, and mending it again, you get another three
years.” So it wasn’t unusual to keep an outfit for nine years.
My husband, at sixty, found himself another woman. She was thirty-two years old. He was in Hong Kong then
and I was in China. He told everybody that I was missing and couldn’t be found, so he divorced me and married
her. He even had a huge banquet and invited all these friends. When I got to Hong Kong and applied to come to
America, he was afraid I would go after him, so he sold everything and moved this woman and their two children
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to Canada. Now I can’t even locate him there, because no one would give us their address. He’s afraid I would
come after him.
At this senior citizen center I go to, I don’t have to cook, and there is a meal for me. When I am finished,
someone even wipes the table. I go there even though I have to pay thirty-five cents for lunch, because they give
me a dollar back for car fare, so actually, I am ahead sixty-five cents. Another place I can eat free, but there is no
reimbursement for car fare.
I even got a picture from President Bush thanking me for voting for him. I don’t know which party he belongs
to, I just voted for the one who would be most helpful for old people.
*
I told my daughter and sons that I don’t want them to have a big feast for family and friends following my
burial. In this country, there’s no need to do that. It also costs too much money.
They have this deal for senior citizens, where a local Chinese funeral parlor is selling sites for five hundred
dollars a grave. So my daughter said she would buy one for me. That’s considered cheap, considering that piece of
land will be yours for thousands of years. I haven’t seen it yet, but they plan to have an excursion for seniors on
Tomb Sweeping Day in April, where for ten dollars, they will drive you there to look at the site and also provide
dim sum\fn{Pastries} for lunch.
Of course, you can’t pick the site. They just give it to you by numbers. The first one there gets the first site,
and so on. They bought this big plot of land, so that seniors can buy the spots individually. They probably won’t
make much money from it. The idea is, if you’re not ready to use the plot yet, they will take your five hundred
dollars and put it in the bank to collect interest, and to fix up the place. So the money from seniors eventually will
be used for seniors.
And if I don’t like the plot? Well I guess I can always donate it to someone else who doesn’t have the money
and buy myself another plot. Taking care of this is a very natural thing to do. Look at it this way. It saves the
young people the need of running around, looking for a plot, and spending money. So you eliminate some
headaches for the next generation. So a lot of people do this.
191.158 Excerpt from Vanished Springs: The Life And Love Of a Chinese Intellectual\fn{by Xu Yuan Zhong
(1921- )} Nanchang, Jiangxi Province, China (M) 10
1
I was a dream of my father.
Poor, he dreamed to be rich; lowly educated, he dreamed of high education; looked down upon, he dreamed to
climb up; early widower, he dreamed of a happy married life. Seeing Chinese Communists massacred by the
Nationalists, he warned his sons never to join any political party, for a party, he said, was dark at heart and
destined to be partial. Oppressed and exploited under the Nationalists, he was labelled as oppressor and exploiter
under the Communists, for he had a few acres of paddy fields not ploughed by his own hands. The dream of an
oppressed one came true when his sons graduated from high schools, but the dream of an exploiter vanished when
he was still looked down upon by other people, and even by his own sons.
That was the tragedy of his life.
*
My mother was more highly educated than my father. A student of the only vocational school for girls at
Nanchang in Jiangxi Province, she was good at drawing pictures of flowers and birds. She taught me to read while
I was only three years old, and endowed me with an inborn love of beauty. One day when I asked her to teach me
some new words, she could not, for she was engaged in housework. Then I knocked my head against her belly
without knowing she was pregnant with my sister.
“Perhaps an abortion would be better,” she said to my father, for she had dreamed of a dishevelled woman
seeking her life. Unfortunately this dream come true; the birth of my sister brought my mother’s death.
One night I was sitting alone on the bed when suddenly I perceived a shadow on the bed curtain without
anything between it and the lamp. It disappeared as soon as my father came in, and he said it must be the
apparition of my mother.
That was the tragedy of her death.
*
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I was born at Nanchang, capital of Jiangxi Province, on April 18, 1921. Jiangxi was proud of her literary
talents expressed in Chinese history. Out of the eight famous writers of China’s Golden Age, three were natives of
that province. Nanchang was a capital where kings and princes had left their memorable traces. Early in the Tang
dynasty (618-907), Prince Teng, the emperor’s younger brother, was governor at Nanchang. He had built a
magnificent pavilion by the side of the River Gan. When he was banished, a new governor came and held a
banquet in the pavilion. A young poet, Wang Bo (649-676), wrote a poem to describe its splendor.
By riverside towers Prince Teng’s Pavilion proud,
No more ringing bells punctuate dancers’ refrain.
At dawn its painted beams bar the south-flying cloud;
At dusk its uprolled screens mingle with west hills’ rain.
Leisurely clouds hang o’er still waters all day long;
The world and seasons change beneath a changeless sky.
Where is the prince who once enjoyed here wine and song?
Beyond the rails the silent river still rolls by.

After the downfall of the Tang empire, the sovereign of the Southern Tang made Nanchang capital of his
kingdom. When the kingdom was conquered by the first emperor of the Song dynasty (960-1279), its last
sovereign became a captive and composed a lyrical poem in memory of his “royal palaces touching the celestial
spheres,” including those in Nanchang.
When will there be no more autumn moon and spring flowers
For me who had so many memorable hours?
My attic which last night in vernal wind did stand
Reminds me cruelly of the lost moonlit land.
Carved balustrades and marble steps must still be there,
But rosy faces cannot be as fair.
If you ask me how much sorrow has increased,
Just see the overbrimming river flowing east!

Now neither Prince Teng’s Pavilion with its painted beams and uprolled screens nor the Southern Tang palaces
with their carved balustrades and marble steps could be found there. What were left in the ancient capital were
only the western hills basking in the sun or bathed in the rain, the eastern lake where leisurely clouds cast their
shadows from day to day, and the overbrimming river still ceaselessly flowing east.
*
My primary school was situated under the shade of camphor trees not far from the Eastern Lake. I went there
with my elder brother to take the entrance examination one morning in the autumn of 1926. As I knew all the
works the examiner asked me to read, it was very easy for me to be admitted.
At the inaugural ceremony of the school, the new students should make three bows to a full-length portrait of
Confucius. But Confucius’s portrait was soon replaced by that of Dr. Sun Yat-sen, leader of the Chinese
Nationalist Party, as a result of the victory won in the Northern Expedition launched together by the Nationalists
and the Communists, with Jiang Jieshi as the commander- in-chief of the expeditional forces. I still remember the
parade held on the night of October 10, and the song sung in celebration of the victory:
Down with the Powers
And the warlord!
Victory is ours.
Sing in accord!

Since then Dr. Sun’s three principles—of the people, by the people, and for the people—were taught even in
primary schools.
*
In my second year at school, I learned of stories of historic figures, such as Si-ma Guang (1019-1086) and Xie
Dao-yun (fourth century). Si-ma was well known for breaking a water vat to save the life of a boy nearly drowned
in it, and Xie for writing the following verse:
To what may be compared a skyful of snow?
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O wind-borne willow down wafting high and low.

I admired Si-ma for his ready wit, but I failed to appreciate Xie’s verse, for I had not seen willow down in the
city. The hero I admired most was General Zhou Yu who had defeated the Northern army against heavy odds at
Red Cliff on the Blue River in the year 208. On the wall of my classroom there was a picture of him, with the
following inscription by a great poet Su Shi (1037-1101):
I fancy General Zhou at the height
Of his success, with a plume fan in hand,
In a silk hood, so brave and bright,
Laughing and jesting with his bride so fair,
While enemy ships were destroyed as planned
Like castles in the air.

I admired the young general all the more for Su Shi’s verse.
*
After class I was fond of listening to stories told by my elder brother who was four years older than I. The
Stories of Deification, which relate the downfall of the Shang dynasty in the eleventh century B.C., reads
somewhat like the fall of Troy in Homer’s Iliad, but is much simpler. For instance, we may read King Wu’s battle
against Shang’s troops in 1121 B.C.:
Shang’s troops did wield
Forest-like flags afield.
Wu took oath on the Plain
To start the campaign:
“God’s overhead.
Don’t shrink in dread!”
The battlefield’s wide,
War chariots strong.
The steeds we ride
Gallop along.
Our Master Jiang
Assists the king
To overthrow the Shang
Like an eagle on the wing.

*
Early in the spring of 1928, I came along with my father to the starry county. As a pupil from the capital of the
province, I soon won the highest honors of the county school and the admiration of all my schoolmates, including
the mayor’s daughter who was two years younger than I. Full of conceit, I began to neglect my lessons and
devoted more time to the playing cards. My father became so angry with me that he burned all the cards I liked
and gave me a good thrashing.
On hearing that, the mayor’s daughter wept more tears than I myself. She invited me to her house and gave me
all her playing cards to console me. I stayed so long with her that I did not go home until it was dark. Afraid that I
might be beaten again, she accompanied me to my house. On our way we saw the gleam of fireflies and caught
one of them.
It sheds a flickering light;
Its wings are weak in flight.
Afraid to be unknown,
All night it gleams alone.

Little did I dream that our friendship would not last longer than the glimmer of a firefly: the mayor’s daughter
died in her teens.
A morning bright
Displaced the night.
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Later when I compared these two stanzes with the Trojan war described n the Iliad, I found Homer much more
accurate and detailed. The death of a Trojan chieftain killed by a Greek general was described as “gaping like a
fish on the hook,” while the victor against Shang’s troops was only “like an eagle on the wing,” which does not
arouse horror of violent death nor provide attraction by terrible beauty as Homer did.
If the Deification may be compared to the Iliad, then the Pilgrimage to the West, which narrates a monk’s
journey to India, in which ninety-nine difficulties were conquered by his disciple’s courage and wisdom, may be
likened to Homer’s Odyssey, in which Ulysses’ voyage home is described, with many adventures and dangers
being surmounted by his wisdom and courage. All these stories told us that the deities would help the good and
punish the evil ones.
I was also fond of playing the game of war with cards. When I fought with my Jack against the King of my
elder brother, it was I who lost the battle. But when I fought with my King against his Jack, it was still I who lost,
for my brother said his Jack, like General Zhou Yu, could defeat a King against heavy odds. When I played with
my younger brother, it was always I who got the upper hand. Then I would play a horseman and he, my horse.
*
Late in the summer of 1928, I returned from the starry county to my native place with my father and reentered
the primary school I left half a year ago. As I had missed the third year course of Chinese history, I did not know
about the seven powers of fighting for hegemony during the period of the warring states (475-221 B.C.). It was F.
S. Tu,\fn{Once in charge of the best mandarin farm in China } a classmate of mine two years older than I, who told me the
story. It was also he who explained to me the following quatrain written by a Tang poet:
At moonset cries the crow, streaking the frosty sky;
Dimly-lit fishing boats ’neath maples sadly lie.
The bell of Cold Hill Temple rings when night is deep,
Waking the ship-borne roamer from his lonely sleep.

One day we went along the River Gan to see the fishing boats and to hear the temple bells so as to experience
the poet’s feeling as if another man’s homesickness in bygone days would make us feel all the more the delight of
our home life.
“What do you think,” Tu asked me, “is the end of life?”
“To enjoy pleasure and delight,” I answered off-hand.
“In order to enjoy,” he said, “you must first work, for you cannot reap without sowing.”
Thus we became good friends.
*
In my fourth year at school, I was praised on the one hand and beaten on the other by my teacher of Chinese:
praised because I had written a good composition in imitation of the text I had read, and beaten because I did not
admit a mistake, which was in fact his own misreading.
Another composition of mine on self-reliance was read in a school meeting and won me a howling success, but
in fact I was too young to rely on myself and to see the inconsistency between words and deeds.
This year I began to keep my diary.
One evening I went to the lakeside library without carrying my umbrella and was caught in rain on my way
back. The next day I put on my rubber shoes, took my umbrella, and went there again, but it did not rain in the
evening. This diary again won my teacher’s praise. It was also in this year that I began to learn the English
language, but I did not like it because of the inconsistency between the spelling and the pronunciation of English
words. Little did I dream that I would become a student of English literature in after years.
*
In 1930 Jiang Jie-shi, leader of the Nationalist government, converted the library by the side of the Eastern
Lake at Nanchang into the headquarters of his armed forces, and one hundred thousand soldiers under General
Zhang Hui-zan, a division commander, were stationed in civilian houses and schools, including ours. The
Nationalists launched their encirclement campaign against the Communists in the southwest of Jiangxi Province.
A landlord who had fled from the Red region told us that the strong Nationalist army was defeated by the young
Communists armed only with spears and swords, and that the division commander himself was captured and
beheaded. We did not understand the how and the why until later I read a poem by Mao Tse-tung, leader of the
Communists:
Under a frosty sky all woods in gorgeous red,
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The wrath of godlike warriors strikes the sky overhead.
Mist shrouds Longgang and dims the thousand peaks about.
All voices shout:
“Ah! Zhang Hui-zan is captured by our men ahead!”
Two hundred thousand troops invade Jiangxi again,
Raising a cloud of dust sky-high like a hurricane.
Arouse a million workers and serfs to take the gun,
United as one,
How wild below
Mount Pillar our red flags will run!

*
If 1930 was a year of civil war, then 1931 was one of foreign aggression. The Japanese army stationed in
north-east China launched a surprise attack on a Chinese garrison, massacred Chinese people, and occupied
Chinese territory. All the Chinese burst with indignation against this atrocity and many students even gave up the
pen for the gun to fight the invaders. But what could we pupils do but write compositions to show our patriotism
and study hard so as to serve our country when we grew older?
I remember the song we liked best to sing was River All Red, written by General Yue Fei (1103-1140) fighting
against the Jurchen invaders who had overrun the northern land of the empire of the Song (960-1127).
Wrath sets on end my hair;
I lean on railings where
I see the drizzling rain has ceased.
Raising my eyes
Towards the skies,
I heave long sighs,
My wrath not yet appeased.
To dust is gone the fame achieved at thirty years;
Like cloud-veiled moon the thousand-mile land disappears.
Should youthful heads in vain turn gray,
We would regret for aye.
Lost our capitals,
What a burning shame!
How can we generals
Quench our vengeful flame!
Driving our chariots of war, we’d go
To break through our relentless foe.
Valiantly we’d cut off each head;
Laughing, we’d drink the blood they shed.
When we’ve reconquered our lost land,
In triumph will return our army grand.

Besides, we made patriotic speeches and held a speech contest in which I won the second prize. This was
perhaps a sign indicating that it was fit for me to be a teacher in the future.
*
The student who won the first prize in the speech contest was F. R. Xue,\fn{ Who became the chief engineer in a TV
factory, which made the first TV set in China } my senior by two years. When he spoke, he appealed to the reason of the
audience and tried to convince them, while I appealed to their feelings and tried to move them. Handsome and
intelligent, he pleased me so much that I liked his company above all. Chairman of the Students’ Union and leader
of the Boy Scouts, he once left school for camping in the countryside for two weeks. During his absence I missed
him so much that I felt the two weeks last longer than two years. When he came back, I became so happy that I
would go a round-about way to accompany him home as if to make up for the lost weeks. In return, he spent a
thousand coins—a large sum for a student at that time—to invite me to the cinema for a picture entitled The
Battle at Shanghai.
I had another classmate named Q. J. Zheng, who was good at arithmatics. On our graduation from the primary
school, he was conferred the second highest honor and I, the fifth. One day he came to my house and borrowed
many magazines from me, but he did not return them under the pretext that he had lent them to another friend.
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This was the first time for me to learn that all friends were not trustworthy, and that I should bear in mind what
Shakespeare said in Hamlet:
“Neither a borrower nor a lender be.”\fn{ This section Xu entitles “My Green Years (1921-1932)”}
2
The Second Provincial Middle School at Nanchang was generally regarded as the best high school in Jiangxi
Province. Its graduates were, for a greater part, admitted to well-known universities in the country, and its most
distinguished alumnus was Dr. Y. X. Wu, who had made contribution to the experiments on X-rays in the United
States and was appointed Vice-President of the Chinese Academy of Science in the 1950s.
I graduated from the primary school in January 1932 and passed the examinations for admission to the Second
Middle School in August. I still remember the composition I wrote, in which I said that I was particularly
interested in literature and history, to which I would devote my life. F. R. Xue and F. S. Tu, my good friends in the
primary school, were also admitted to the Second Middle School.
*
In my history class, I was interested in the love story between Emperor Xuan long of the Tang dynasty who
reigned from 725 to 768, and his favorite Lady Yang, of whose beauty Li Bai wrote:
Her face is seen in flowers and her dress in a cloud,
A beauty by the rails caressed by vernal breeze.
If not a fairy queen from Jade-green Mountain proud,
She’s Goddess of the Moon in the Crystal Hall one sees.

The beauty of the lady fired my imagination more than that of poetry.
In another class of Party History, I was told the story of the seventy-two Nationalist heroes who tried to
overthrow the Qing government on March 29, 1911, but were defeated, killed and buried in the Yellow Flower
Hillock at Canton. General Huang Xin, Commander-in-Chief of the National Anny, wrote an elegy in their
memory:
The yellow flowers will soon afford a fine view.
Tell the west wind not to blow their fragrance away!
When wine is made on all the branches from clear dew,
O wind, spread over their cold graves a fragrant spray!

I was deeply moved by their heroic deeds as well as by these poignant words.
*
In my third year at the junior middle school, I began to read selections from the Analects of Confucius and
from the Tales from Shakespeare, two masterpieces in world literature, one in Chinese and the other in English.
One day Confucius was attended by four disciples and he asked them what career they would choose. One of
them would become a statesman, the second a general, the third a minister of finance, and only the last who would
be a scholar delighted in spring excursion, which won the master’s approval. Later Tao Qian wrote a verse in
memory of this excursion of the sages.
Gazing mid-stream,
I miss the sages
Singing their dream
Of golden ages.

In Shakespeare’s Merchant of Venice, the suitor who would choose neither gold nor silver but lead gained the
lady’s hand and heart, for
The world is still deceived with ornament.
You that choose not by the view
Chance as fair and choose as true.

From the great masters in the East and in the West, I learned the importance of choice.
*
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Before my graduation from the junior middle school, I boarded at school and lived in one room with S. J.
Wang, distinguished for his individuality, and S. H. Sheng, well known for his generosity. Sheng was fond of
fashionable dress and delicious food, of smoking and even gambling. A philatelist, he spent three thousand coins
to buy three Spanish stamps of Goya’s nude and gave them to me in token of our friendship. In return I wrote a
story about a student who gave up the habit of smoking and gambling for philately. This was my first article,
published at the age of fourteen, and the student was a combination of Sheng and myself. Indeed we enjoyed
heartily the beauty of natural scenery condensed in his stamps. Without going outdoors, we could visit the
Celestial Temple in the ancient capital and the Great Wall. We could waft in imagination along the Rhine River
dotted with churches and bell-towers in Europe and before the Niagara waterfall in America, where
… The sounding cataract
Haunted me like a passion; …

We could gaze dreamily at elephants and giraffes in Africa. I was so absorbed in the beauty of stamps as to
neglect my lessons, with the result that I graduated from the junior middle school only with passing marks.
*
In the autumn of 1936, my father left Nanchang for Qiannan, the southernmost county of Jiangxi Province,
where he would work in the Tungsten Ore Administration and earn a higher salary so as to meet the increasing
expenditure of our family, for my elder brother, a poor student of the Engineering Institute, who had contracted an
illness only a rich man could afford to contract, had to live in a rather expensive hospital.
To reduce the family expenditure, we moved to the countryside five kilometres south of the provincial capital
and I had to board at school for a second time, this in my second academic year of senior middle school. The
second-year students were divided into two classes: science class for those who got high marks in geometry and
chemistry, and art class for those who got low marks. As I failed in science examinations, naturally I took the art
class for the low-ranking students.
My teacher of Chinese was the forty-eight-year-old Mr. Wang,\fn{ Who died a heroic death under the bayonets of the
Japanese invaders} who required us to recite the longest letter written by the greatest Chinese historian of the first
century B.C., complaining of the undeserved punishment inflicted on him by the emperor. From this letter we
learned that Chinese intellectuals had been destined to suffer from ancient days—was it because they too had
eaten of the forbidden fruit of wisdom?—and their pains could be lightened only by their brilliant achievements.
Mr. Wang also taught us the history of Chinese literature, in which I won the highest marks in the weekly tests as
well as on the final examination.
My teacher of English was Mr. Yu, who required us to recite thirty short lessons, including Brutus’s Speech in
Shakespare’s “Julius Caesar,” Washington Irving’s “Account of Himself” and Abraham Lincoln’s “Gettysburg
Address,” and to write a short composition within half an hour. Almost all the students of the art class complained
of the difficulty, but I found it easy and got the second highest marks in the mid-term examination. I also won the
second honor in the English speech contest.
This was the first time for me to determine to study English after my graduation from the senior middle school.
It was also the first time for me to see an American film in English version, but I was then too young to enjoy the
love story. I only learned to sing the love song sung to Jeanette MacDonald:\fn{ American actress (1907-1965) born in
Philadelphia}
Oh, Rose Marie, I love you,
I’m always dreaming of you.
No matter what I do I can’t forget you.
Sometimes I wish I had never met you …

*
In 1936 Mr. S. I. Hsiung [Xiong], my third uncle’s cousin or my eldest cousin’s youngest uncle, came back
from Europe with great literary renown, as his play entitled Lady Precious Stream had been put on stage in
Europe and in America and won applause from such a great writer as G. B. Shaw. His play reads in a sense like
Shakepeare’s Merchant of Venice, in which Antonio had to choose from among gold, silver, and lead caskets. It
may be summed up as follows:
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A Chinese minister of the Tang dynasty had three daughters: Golden Stream, Silver Stream, and Precious
Stream, who married respectively a minister, a general, and a poor soldier, but the soldier was so brave that he
defeated the enemy, conquered their kingdom, and became the king in the end.
Strange to say, the story of the three daughters who lived more than a thousand years ago seems to coincide
with the fate of the three Sung sisters of the twentieth century: the eldest sister married H. H. Kong, Finance
Minister of the Nationalist Government; the second daughter was wife of Dr. Sun Yat-sen, founder of the
Republic of China, and the youngest, that of Generalissimo Jiang Jie-shi. My cousin’s uncle might be called my
uncle, and his dazzling success further confirmed in me my determination to study English in future years, and
kindled my vague aspiration to achieve a worldwide fame like his.
*
In 1937 the Japanese army invaded our country and occupied Peking in the north and Shanghai in the south.
Our school was ordered to evacuate by the end of the year, and I asked my teachers and classmates to inscribe my
album. They wrote the following:
1. Make application of your knowledge old and new; Learn from your friends having an enlightening view. (Mr.
Wang)
2. Be prompt to Duty’s call! (Mr. Yu)
3. Ask the river flowing to the east, I pray, | whether its parting grief or ours will longer stay! (Mr. Fan, algebra
teacher who quoted from Li Bai)
4. Be patient and careful, for life’s journey is full of thorns and brambles. (F. S. Tu)
5. Do you remember the moving picture we saw together six years ago? I wish we should fight against the Japanese
as bravely as the soldiers in the battle at Shanghai. (F. R. Xue)
6. The sun has set, but again it will rise. Would that we meet ’neath rising sun likewise! (S. J. Wang)
7. Don't give free rein to your passion and desire, but keep under control your anger and ire. (S. H. Sheng)

*
December 13, 1937, was an unforgettable day in my life. On that day, Nanjing, former capital of the
Nationalist government, fell into the hands of the Japanese, and I left my native place together with my younger
brother and two of my younger cousins, in a car of the provincial bank, where my eldest uncle was a section chief.
In the car I found one of my classmates, K. N. Liu, or Liu Kwang Nan,
Whose face is fair like petal of the pear;
Whose heart as pure as the mume blossom fair.

Our car made a halt at a village, where Nan and I took a walk and I asked him to write in my album, as he did:
On December 13, Xu and I met unexpectedly in the car. On the way we made a stop at Badu, where we sat on a
carpet of grass and talked in the shade of giant trees. I feel it a rare chance to visit together such a beautiful place after
our departure from the school, and I fear it will be difficult to enjoy such a pleasure again.

This place reminded us of the Western Hills where we underwent together a horrible military training. But,
strange to say, the place I hated or the hardship I had suffered there became lovely in my memory, just as Lu Benzhong (1084-1145) wrote to a parting friend:
Last year this very night,
We drank beneath the flowers under the moon bright.
Tonight by riverside,
The moon is dim; we’re in a boat that willows hide.
Where will you go, my friend?
Will you carry my parting grief to the river’s end?
Next year before the flowers,
As we recall last year, we shall recall these hours.

Oh! That half hour became the most beautiful memory of my youth and Nan the symbol of my nostalgia.
*
After I arrived at Qiannan, the southernmost county in Jiangxi Province, where my father was working in the
Tungsten Ore Administration, I would often climb to the highest mountain peak and gaze northward with longing
eyes. But no matter how high I climbed and how long I gazed, I could not see my native town. I would often stroll
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along a stream and put a paper boat on the running water, wishing it would carry my message to my faraway
friends, in particular to Nan, who lived then in his native Lotus Town. But no matter how fast the stream might
flow and how lightly the boat might float, the former soon overturned the latter and swallowed it up. What could I
do but sing a song of yearning:
The withered trees
Are shivering in the breeze;
The mountain fire burns bright
In the dying twilight.
The western sky
Is barred with cloud in rainbow hue.
Oh how can I
Not think of you?

Or I would recite a lyric expressing the grief of separation written in blood and tears by Li Yu (937-978), the
last sovereign of the Southern Tang, who became captive of the Song emperor:
Silent, I climb the western tower alone,
But see the hook-like moon.
The plane-trees lonesome and drear
Lock in the courtyard autumn clear.
Cut, it won’t break;
Ordered, a mess ’twill make.
What sorrow ’tis to part!
It’s an unspeakable taste in the heart.

By reciting Li Yu’s lyric, I tried to drown my lesser sorrow of separation in his greater grief of losing his
kingdom.
*
What was not my joy to learn that our school would reopen at Yun tai, a riverside town a hundred kilometres to
the south of Nan chang! I hastened to go there by boat with X. C. Dai, Z. M. Xiong, and H. H. Yang. We would
stand at the prow of the boat, watching the waves rolling on and on, carrying us nearer and nearer to our new
school. We would sit in a canoe, singing a song of the river, which Yang had learned from his elder brother in
Zhejiang University:
My native land lies on the River of Pines,
Where we find deep forests and rich mines;
Where soya beans and sorghum can be found.
My native land lies on the River of Pines,
Where live my countrymen and their household,
My mother kind and the old.
September the eighteenth, the fatal day,
I left my native land with its boundless mines
And wandered all the way
Southward and all day long.
In which year, on which day
Can we regain the land which to us belongs?
In which year, on which day
Can we take back our boundless mines?
Oh Mammy kind and Daddy old!
When can we get together all around?

On February 18 when the mountain fire burned bright in the dying twilight and the western sky was barred
with rainbow cloud, our boat arrived at Yuntai, and it was none other than Nan who ran on the riverbank to bid us
welcome.
*
I liked the riverside where I might read the English version of Goethe’s Werther in the morning and take a
walk with my roommates after supper and sing English songs taught by H. H. Yang. The song sung most often
was the Indian Love Call, part of I which reads as follows:
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When I’m calling you,
Will you answer too?
That means I offer my love to you to be your own.
If you refuse me, I shall be blue.

Love began to sow its seed in our young hearts though we were not quite clear what love was. It seemed to be
a feeling of happiness that was experienced when you were with your love. When you were not, you would feel a
void unable to be otherwise filled. Was love also like health? We did not know its value until it was lost.
*
It snowed all day long on March 14, 1938. In the evening the western sky was kindled by the setting sun and at
nightfall the snow-crowned eastern hills were steeped in silvery moonlight. What a magnificent and beautiful
scenery!
“How about a walk by the riverside?” said Nan.
“An excellent idea!” I responded.
“But the weather is cold and the way long,” objected Yang and Ho.
“Then I give up,” said Nan. But I could not tear myself away from such a fascinating view and asked Nan,
“It is you who suggest the idea. How can you go back on your words?”
“I will do as most of us.”
“Are most of us in the right? How can you be blind?”
“I am blind, so I won’t go. You are not blind, and you may go alone.”
When I went alone on the riverbank, I found the wintry wind more unfavorable than the silver moon was
attractive. So I came to a halt and called back:
“Kwang Nan!”
No answel:.
“Kwang Nan!”
I heard a low voice from afar.
“Come or you will rue all your life the lost chance not to be found again, you will miss the most wonderful
picture jointly painted by winter and spring!”
He came and the lonely wintry evening was warmed by friendship into a vernal night.
*
From that day on, Nan became compliant with my wishes. When Yang taught us to play bridge, I would like to
have Nan as my partner, for he would bid and play in compliance with my demand. Sometimes we played so late
into the night that Nan would not go back alone and I would ask him to share my bed and enjoy again the delight
of turning winter into spring.
When summer came, we would go to swim in the river. To see human beauty and scenic beauty mingle into
one, to hear love songs accompanied by rippling waves, to feel the heat of the day drowned in the coolness of
water, to kiss the rosy cheeks with the sunburnt eyes and to caress the jade-white skin with the refreshing breeze!
Oh, what an unforgettable pleasure in our golden hours of youth! We would enjoy our fill before we underwent
the ordeal of three examinations, that is, final examinations of the school, joint examinations of the province and
entrance examinations to the university.
*
I took my entrance examinations to National Southwest Associated University, comprising Tsing Hua, Peking,
and Nan Kai Universities, at Taihe, wartime capital of Jiangxi Province. In the English examination, I wrote a
short composition on “Union Is Strength.” I began by a comparison: It is easy to break one arrow, but it would be
difficult to break ten in a bundle. And I ended by the conclusion: If four hundred million Chinese people are
closely united, then no enemy, however strong, can nibble our country like a silkworm or swallow it up like a
whale. I got 85 marks, higher than the highest I had ever gotten in my senior middle school.
I passed an oral examination together with S. J. Wang. The examiners asked me why I would study foreign
literature instead of our own. I quoted Lu Xun as saying that Chinese literature was written for the dead and
Western works for the living. When asked to give examples, I cited Benjamin Franklin and Leo Tolstoy. When
asked how Franklin and Tolstoy wrote for the living and the Chinese writers for the dead, I was at a loss for a
proper answer. Then S. J. Wang said both the Chinese and the Western writers wrote for the living so we should
learn from both to build a world civilization.
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He won the highest marks and was admitted to Zhejiang University while my name came seventh on the list of
successful candidates.
*
On December 1, 1938, I set forth on my journey to Kunming. I started from Qi’an, passed by the Letus County
where Nan lived before he went southwest, and entered Human Province where the river seemed bluer than that in
Jiangxi and reminded me of the song I sang together with Nan by our riverside:
Moonlight on the River Colorado,
How I wish that I were there with you!
As I sit and pine, each lovely shadow
Takes me back to days we once knew.

On December 2, I arrived at Guilin, then capital of Kwangxi Province, where hills looked like a forest of
stones protruding from earth, and rivers appeared even bluer than those in Hunan. But I had no mind to appreciate
the beauty of hills and rivers, for as soon as I arrived, what I saw was a ruined city in flames after the
bombardment by Japanese airplanes. I could find no lodging but passed the night on a stool in the lakeside hotel.
Fortunately I met with my former classmate S. J. Wang on his way to Zhejiang University at Yishan, who told
me there were beds for students in the Young Men’s Christian Association. I moved there at once, and met with
Miss P. C. Hu, who won the highest marks in the entrance examinations to Zhejiang University in the Department
of Foreign Languages and Literature. I heard her sing the song of Santa Lucia more sweetly than in our school
days, but I did not know she loved Chinese poetry so much that she would become a poetess like Li Qing-zhao,
who wrote about her loneliness to the tune of Roughed Lips:
I’m lonely in my room;
Each heart-string is a thread of gloom.
Spring cannot be retained by love at all;
The rain has hastened flowers to fall.
I lean on rail and rail .
To lighten my sorrow, but to no avail.
Oh, where is he?
Sweet grass spreads as far as the sky;
It saddens me
To gaze at his returning way with longing eye.

If it was difficult to find lodging in Guilin. It was still more difficult to get a ticket westward to Kunming. I
stood before the window of the ticket office from six in the morning till six in the evening, and there was only one
person standing nearer to the window than I. But when the window opened at six P.M., I could not put my hand
into the window, for my arms were pulled back by those standing behind.
As luck would have it, the person before me could not withdraw either, so I asked him to buy four more tickets
for me, for H. Y. Deng and S. T. Liao. They went to Kunming to attend the university and became my roommates
in my freshman year. Liao was the best student in the department of Mathematics and won the Third World Prize
in science in the 1980s.
On December 31, I arrived at Kunming and wrote the following lyric to the tune of The Moon over the
Western River to describe my journey:
The mountainside is girt with snow white cloud;
On mountain tops the motor thunders loud.
I’ve passed o’er hills and dales for o’er a thousand miles,
The western sky greets me with azure smiles.
I’ve yearned for long to soar up high;
Today the journey’s end is nigh.
The golden tower ’mid green trees shed a dazzling light;
The vernal city is in sight.\fn{This section Xu entitles: “My High School Life (1932-1938)”}

192.98 An Encounter In Green Vine Lane\fn{by Liu Shaotang (1921- )} Tongxian, “in the suburbs of Peking,”
China (M) 10
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For twenty-five years I’ve lived in Green Vine Lane. My home is situated in a small separate courtyard, with
five date trees inside and four scholar trees outside, all of which have been there since the Qing Dynasty. The five
rooms under these date trees have changed their occupants six times, though they were built less than half a
century ago.
At first this small courtyard was used as a back yard. As far as I know, the original owner of this mansion was
a dandy, a descendant of the Qing royal family. With a legacy of a dozen or so residences inherited from his
ancestors, he led a life of debauchery in this big mansion together with his wife and two concubines. In order to
entertain his guests, he later added a back yard with three additional rooms on the south side and two on the east
according to the location of the date trees, and used it as a place to play mahjong, smoke opium, sing Peking
opera, hold feasts and so on.
After Liberation, in spite of his advanced age and ailing like a candle guttering in the wind, he failed to
overcome his addiction to opium and was arrested for buying the drug on the black market. As his health had been
completely ruined by alcoholism and his licentiousness, he died soon after he was sent to jail.
A fight immediately began involving his wife, two concubines and twelve sons and daughters. The feud was so
fierce that even his burial was postponed for nearly a month. Finally, acting as a mediator, the local court made a
decision that each membet of the family should share equally the money accumulated from auctioning his more
than ten residences. As a result, in order for the house to fetch a higher price, a wall was quickly erected between
the back yard and the main front buildings so that the five additional rooms formed a separate courtyard. When I
bought this small courtyard, it had already become dilapidated.
Usually, a person would hold a house-warming party when he moved into a new home, but in my case it was
different. Soon after we moved in something unfortunate happened. Everyone in my family, young or old, fearful
and nervous night and day, kept to the house most of the time. Then I was sent to Tongxian to do physical labor in
the countryside. For twenty out of the twenty-five years, I lived alone in a thatched cottage in a small village
along the banks of the North Canal. Every month, whenever I took a few days leave of absence to go home, I
always returned when it was dark and stayed indoors. I never went out of the small courtyard. In recent years,
though I have lived in the city since my rehabilitation, I’ve still no time to go out in the streets. Instead, I keep
myself busy reading, writing or entertaining guests. Unlike those years in the village along the banks of the North
Canal, where I was on intimate terms with every villager and could recognize which hen of which household had
just laid an egg upon hearing it cackle, I know no one here in Green Vine Lane, not even my nearest neighbours
living in the next courtyard separated by only a wall.
One morning in June, while leaving to attend a literary forum, I spotted an old man sitting under the dense
shade of the scholar trees. No sooner had he heard the creak of my gate than he turned his face in my direction
and watched me cross the threshoid. He stood up immediately, bowed and greeted me with a broad smile.
“Are you going downtown, sir?”
He was in his seventies, thin, with gray hair, long eyebrows like those of the God of Longevity, smiling eyes
and a few wrinkles, all of which suggested that he was a genial sort. Dressed in a small jacket with buttons down
the front and a pair of black silk trousers with legs as wide as lanterns, he held a folding fan more than a foot in
length. Though physically small, he had quite a large mouth and a loud, husky voice. Unable to recollect if I had
seen him somewhere before, I thought he was just a talkative old man. Out of politeness, I replied,
“Are you enjoying the breeze here?” With that, I nodded courteously and left in a hurry to go to my meeting.
Little did I think that when I came back at noon, he would still be sitting under the dense shade of those
scholar trees. Having spotted me from afar, he rose to his feet and greeted me again,
“You’ve come back!” Though somewhat hoarse, his voice had a pleasant ring.
“And you’re still here enjoying the breeze!” I answered with a smile. Since I didn’t want to appear rude, I
stopped to exchange a few words with him.
“May I know your name, sir?” I asked, handing him a cigarette.
“Thanks, but I’m not a smoker or drinker.” While speaking, he stood there gracefully. “Don’t be so formal. My
name’s Wang Jiekui.” I noticed the calluses on both his hands and felt closer to him. Then I asked,
“Are you from the countryside?” At this, he grew more relaxed and replied smiling,
“Mr. Liu, I was born at Green Poplar Village and so have the honor to be one of your neighbours, separated
only by the canal.”
“Have you known about me for a long time?” Upon hearing him speak my surname, I felt even closer to him.
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“I’ve watched you on TV several times.” He narrowed his eyes and smiled broadly. “Besides, I enjoyed
listening to your novelette Catkin Willow Flats on the radio.”
“I hope you won’t spare your criticisms,” I said quickly.
“I really don’t deserve this.” He grew serious. “May I ask you: Did you ever hear or see the woman ballad
singer Yun Zheyue you mentioned in your story?”
“Yes, I saw her in my childhood.” The old man's inquiry reminded me instantly of that brave, pretty woman,
who had led a wanton life as a travelling entertainer. “Later, I heard that the Japanese and the puppet.
government’s secret police had posted a reward for her arrest on charges of advocating resistance against the
Japanese. She died in prison at Tongzhou. I haven’t the heart to go on writing about her.”
“It was very kind of you to make her a character in your work. She was my junior fellow apprentice. Now her
name will live in history.” Tears welled up in his eyes.
“If she were alive today, she’d be sixty-nine. As far as I remember, she was born in the year of the tiger.”
“Are you a ballad singer too?”
“I’ve been a story-teller for thirty years.”
“Where did you perform?”
“At Jade Spring Teahouse in Nanxiaojie Street, inside the Chaoyang Gate.”
“In 1948, while studying in Peking, I used to go to Jade Spring Teahouse almost every Sunday.”
“I related the complete novel Cases of Prefect Bao.”\fn{Prefect Bao was a just official in the Song Dynasty}
“But I remember that was Liu Jingting Junior’s performance.”
“Liu Jingting Junior was my stage name.” The old man chuckled. “Are you ... are you that young scholar
‘Tenjin of Beancurd’?”
This rarely-heard nickname brought back long forgotten memories. Events from thirty-four years ago flashed
into my mind.
*
At that time, I was twelve years old.
Soon after I passed the entrance examination that year and obtained an official tuition grant, I left my home
and came to Peking to attend middle school. However, my scholarship always came late, never once on time,
leaving me no choice but to find a way to fend for myself. Having handed in a five-dollar note borrowed from a
classmate, the son of a rich family, as my cash deposit, I began work as a newspaper boy after school. In those
days, more than twenty newspapers, large and small, circulated in Peking, varied in form and bad in content. As a
matter of fact, the success of a newspaper at that time relied solely on its distribution, which was controlled by a
handful of men. Each manipulated a number of distributors who were in charge of selling a certain number of
newspapers, while every distributor in turn controlled a group of newspaper boys running all over the city. The
biggest group had scores of boys, whereas the smallest had only ten or so.
In order to collect the newspapers in time, I had to get up at three o’clock every morning, and then run from
my school to Dengshikou, where I would stand in a line in front of the Jianguo Dongtang Theatre. Only after the
newspaper boys had waited there for a long time was a creaking sound heard in the distance, and then a tricycle
and trailer appeared loaded with ten or more bundles of newspapers and pedalled by our boss, the distributor. As
the heavily loaded tricycle zigzagged under the dim street lights, it still took some minutes to reach the top of the
queue. Then our boss would distribute the newly printed newspapers to us one by one. Those who stood in front
could pick any best-seller, but their quantity could not surpass their cash deposit.
At the very beginning, as I had handed in five dollars, I was allowed only one hundred and fifty newspapers.
Before long, I increased my deposit to fifteen dollars after making a small profit, so the distributor permitted me
to get more than three hundred and fifty copies. Once the newspapers were in my hands, I clutched them under
my arm and ran as fast as I could, shouting all the way at the top of my voice:
“Hey, today’s newspaper! The World Daily! The North China Daily! The Peking Daily! The Xinsheng Daily!
The Xinmin Daily! Read all about the huge robbery at Dong’an Market in broad daylight, about the case of a
strange corpse discovered in a trunk at Qianmen Railway Station!”
I used to finish this in one breath like a prolonged tune.
At that time each newspaper boy had his own route. I went from Ganmian Lane to Chaoyang Gate, running
along the big streets and small lanes within that district. As a rule, customers liked to read newspapers as early as
possible, while we newspaper boys did our utmost to sell them quickly since the price varied with each hour. For
instance, a newspaper worth four cents could sell for twenty cents a copy at four o’clock in the morning, fifteen
cents by five o’clock and ten cents by six o’clock. By seven o’clock we neither made a profit nor loss, but after
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half past seven, the remainders were worth nothing, fit only to light a stove. Every Sunday, in addition to the
newspapers, I could sell fifty magazines. My income thus doubled.
I was born and raised in the countryside. At five or six years old, I began to chase wild rabbits, and at twelve, I
could run as swiftly as the wind. Because I ran fast, I could sell all my newspapers before half past five. Every
morning, in Nanxiaojie Street on my way back to school, I would usually go into a small restaurant where I would
order either a bowl of noodles with beef ribs or seasoned millet porridge with two deep-fried fritters. Then, with
my stomach fairly full and sweat streaming down my face, I would go to school to attend the morning self-study
class.
This small restaurant was run by an ugly, fierce-looking woman in her forties who wore gaudy clothes and
heavy make-up. Her lover was none other than my boss, the newspaper distributor Zhang Deshou. By then, Zhang
was around twenty-two years old. He suffered from acne and had two gold teeth. While speaking or walking, he
tried to imitate the coy, coquettish style of the well-known actor Xiao Cuihua.
The majority of customers in this small restaurant were poor—those who pedalled tricycles, water-carters,
vegetable-sellers who carried a pair of baskets on a shoulder pole, peddlers who sold peanuts, watermelon seeds
and cigarettes in small baskets, fortune-tellers, and chemists with trade banners selling rat poison. There were also
occasional peasants and poor students. Whenever the woman couldn’t manage the business by herself, Zhang
would give her a hand, playing .the role of waiter, either carrying plates or adding up the bills.
In my school, the food was revolting and the menu monotonous: steamed maize bread with vegetable soup.
Sometimes meat would not be served for months at a time. Consequently, I was unable to bear it and decided to
give myself a feast in the restaurant.
Although I had my breakfast there every morning, I hardly ever ordered a meal inside, and what’s more, I
usually ate standing at the entrance and then left in a hurry as soon as I’d put down my chopsticks.
One rainy day, when I stepped into the restaurant, I found no customers there except the woman and her lover
Zhang. Sitting facing each other, they were having their meal: fried pork and pancakes and an egg soup.
“Hurry up, the food’s getting cold!” Zhang urged his lover after he had eaten and drunk his fill, while picking
his teeth with a match sliver. “Manager Liu has ordered a plate of shijin beancurd, I’ve got to take it to him
quickly.”
Just at that moment, I entered the restaurant.
“Oh, Little Scholar, what do you want to eat?” the woman asked while chewing the pancake.
“Shijin of beancurd!” With Zhang’s voice ringing in my ears, I posed as an expert and ordered the same.
“Tenjin of beancurd! How the hell can you eat that much?” Alarmed by my order, the woman widened her
cherry-like eyes, straightened her neck and stopped swallowing the food in her mouth.
“If that fellow Liu can eat such a large amount of beancurd, so can I!”
Upon hearing this, the woman laughed so much that she spat her food all over Zhang’s face. Splitting her sides,
she exclaimed,
“Good heavens, what a joke! Ten fin … of beancurd, like a mountain. It’ll surely ruin your … small, white
belly.”
After hurriedly cleaning his face, Zhang was so angry that he turned to me, his teeth showing, snorting in
contempt and smiling coldly.
“What a shame! Fancy a little scholar like you, mixing up your words whenever you open your mouth.
Remember, it’s shijin beancurd, not shi fin of be4ancurd …!”\fn{The words shijin (mixed flavoured) and shi jin (ten jin)
sound almost the same in Chinese, so the author mistook the name of this popular dish, ordering the quantity ten jin of beancurd}
“Little Scholar. Ten Jin of Beancurd! Little Scholar. Ten Jin of Beancurd!”
Clapping her hands and stamping her feet, the woman proprietor rocked with laughter. Blushing, I fled. From
then on, I was nicknamed “Ten Jin of Beancurd”. Only after I finally left that place, did I succeed in ridding
myself of it.
Opposite the small restaurant was the Jade Spring Teahouse, which consisted of a couple of rooms without
partitions and holding twenty-eight square tables. The teahouse could seat more than one hundred customers at a
time. Born into an old official family, the owner of this teahouse knew the rudiments of writing and took an
interest in reading newspapers. Since I used to give him a free copy of a paper every morning on my way back to
school, he allowed me to sell magazines in his teahouse. At the entrance hung a blackboard posted with playbills,
announcing the two performances played every day. The one during the day featured the Cases of Prefect Bao
performed by the celebrated Liu Jingting Junior, while at the night show Strange Tales of Liaozhai were recounted
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by the master story-teller Zhao Yingpo. The popular name of Strange Tales of Liaozhai was The Stories of Ghosts
and Fox-fairies.
Zhao was good at telling ghost stories and his narration was horrible and bloodcurdling. Some, while listening
to his performance at night, would more often than not be so frightened that they would rather pee in their trousers
than pluck up their courage to go outside. Nor did they dare go home without someone to accompany them. In a
small alley, they would panic at the mere rustle of leaves in the wind. However, whenever Zhao performed in this
teahouse, the audience, under the spell of his mastery, would never miss a chance to listen, even at the risk of
peeing in their pants once again.
I had been addicted to listening to stories since I was six. Nearly every Sunday, immediately after I had sold
my newspapers and magazines, I would spend my spare time in the Jade Spring Teahouse.
As a rule, before the performance began, on a small stage in the teahouse’s hall was a desk on which lay
wooden clappers and a folding fan. When the old wall clock began to strike eight o’clock, a waiter went to the
small stage and hung in front of the desk a red curtain embroidered with the performer's name in big characters.
As soon as he withdrew, there came a loud cough behind the curtain at the entrance to the stage, and the noise in
the hall instantly died down. As Liu Jingting Junior raised the curtain, making his appearance on stage, the
audiences applauded. Then, with a broad smile, he walked up to the front part of the stage, and made a deep bow
to the audience, polite and relaxed. After that, he raised his head, straightened his back arid quietly took his seat at
the desk. Picking up the wooden clappers in two fingers and holding the folding fan in his right hand, he
composed himself and cast a sweeping glance around the entire hall. Shortly afterwards, with a sudden strike of
the wooden clappers on the desk, he commenced his performance in a tone neither fast nor slow, neither high nor
low.
“Last time, the narration was suspended when I came to …”
On account of his clear pronunciation and elegant tune, every word was filled with emotion, touching the
hearts of the audience.
Craning my neck to look at the stage, I saw an emaciated man of about thirty-seven years old with short hair
and dressed in a rather worn cloth gown. To tell the truth, there was really nothing extraordinary about him. He
looked like an ordinary person. In front of me, Zhang suddenly whispered in a low voice,
“Amazing! This yellow-skinned skeleton has such a golden voice!”
I saw that, sitting cross-legged, Zhang had fixed his shifty eyes on something behind the story-teller. Following
his gaze, I spotted a young woman aged about twenty on a bench near a teapoy in front of the entrance to the
stage. Her skin was fair, her eyebrows drawn elegantly and her small mouth painted scarlet. She combed her hair
back in the banana-like style quite fashionable at that time. Her lotus-pattern short jacket was unbuttoned as she
nursed a baby girl, changing her breasts, as big as gourds, from right to left. She did it casually as if no one else
was present.
“Who is that woman?” I asked Zhang in a low voice.
“Master Liu’s wife,” Zhang whispered in my ears, slobbering. “She’s called Sweet Sister, the daughter of the
teahouse owner. She’s made Liu Jingting Junior earn a lot of money for her father.”
Usually, whenever the first performance came to a close, Liu would leave the stage to take a rest, and then,
rising to her feet, Sweet Sister would go to collect money from the audience with her baby in one hand and a
small bamboo basket in the other.
“Is there anyone here who feels like being the first to give money?” n contrast to Master Liu’s voice, this
young woman sounded affected and sweet in spite of her big build.
Whenever I listened to Liu’s story-telling, I noticed that it was always Zhang who first offered money
generously. Smiling and grimacing, Zhang chucked a big banknote into the basket and said to her,
“Take it and buy some tonic for your man!”
Sweet Sister spat at him on the spot, yet Zhang, shaking his head, seemed quite pleased, as if she had spat
perfume. Once the small basket was filled with coins and notes, she would go back to her seat and count it. Then
Liu would resume his performance. Sometimes, when the collection was taking place, some mean fellows would
slip away and a few others would try to follow their example, throwing the entire hall into confusion.
“Now, now! Those who have money should help us, whereas those who have forgotten to bring any should
assist us by standing still.” In an attempt to maintain order, Sweet Sister went on explaining at the top of her
voice,
“So, gentlemen, you needn’t be nervous even if you really haven’t any money. Just sit still!” At this point her
voice suddenly became sharp and hoarse.
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“Of course, that gentleman who left a moment ago had his reasons. Though as frightened as a stray cur, he is,
in fact, a dutiful son. He hurried off to buy medicine for his sick mother. However, I think he ought to leave here
openly. There was no need for him to slink out as he did. Otherwise, when he dashed out of the entrance, he might
have collided with a tramcar.”
The Jade Spring Teahouse was located at the entrance to Nanxiaojie Street and a tramcar was approaching with
its noisy bell along the route inside Chaoyang Gate. With a kind of irresistible magic force, Sweet Sister’s words
nailed the audience to their seats, though some of them had planned to steal away.
“Look at that woman. What a sharp tongue she has! She has cursed those stingy fellows in an ingenious way!”
Zhang thought highly of her eloquence, and smiled broadly.
On one occasion, when the collection happened to be lower than usual, Sweet Sister insisted on keeping the
audience waiting till they offered a bit more. Though Liu tried to go on stage several times, he was driven back by
his wife’s glowering looks. Feeling sorry for him and impatient to listen to the rest of the story, I fished out the
money earned from my magazines that day and handed it to Sweet Sister.
“Thank you very much!” she said as she beamed at me. “Just look, though he normally stands to listen, this
little scholar is so generous that he would even cut off his own flesh if necessary. I dare say he’ll become a
Number One Scholar or obtain a doctor’s degree!”
Upon hearing this compliment, I was so embarrassed that sweat beaded my face. I was about to leave after the
performance when Liu called out suddenly,
“Little Scholar, wait a minute, please!”
“What’s the matter, Master Liu?” I asked him, halting. He took out a banknote from Sweet Sister's small
bamboo basket and walked up to me, saying,
“Take your money back! Keep it and buy some books for yourself.”
Though Sweet Sister rolled her eyes, he pretended to have seen nothing. Greatly embarrassed, I hurried away.
“Ten Jin of Beancurd! How can you be so ungrateful to Master Liu!” Zhang grabbed the money from the
story-teller. Catching up with me, he grasped one of my hands, urging,
“Quick, let’s go and have a plate of shijin beancurd!”
Zhang pulled me along till we reached the small restaurant, and the money thus landed in his lover’s wallet.
On the following Sunday, I went to the teahouse again. At the sight of my entrance, Sweet Sister nodded,
giving me special treatment: she not only invited me to sit next to her, but also poured me a bowl of strong tea.
When the first performance came to an end, she put her daughter in my arms, saying,
“Little Scholar, please hold Rong’er for a while!” Then, taking up her small bamboo basket, she began
collecting money from the audience.
Rong’er, whose pet name was Niuniu, had a small pigtail standing upright in the centre of her head and a pair
of lovely round, dark eyes, looking like two fresh grapes. Oddly, the baby didn’t react to me as a stranger. But she
eventually wet my pants, and they were soaked as if they had just been washed. On that day, I played the role of
Sweet Sister’s baby-sitter, so that she had time to give her father a hand pouring tea, boiling water or soliciting
customers.
It was getting darker and darker. As Rong’er was as heavy as a small stone roller, I grew exhausted and dizzy.
Then Liu’s loud voice suddenly boomed into my ears,
“Immediately after his master, Prefect Bao, had ordered tea, Bao Xing went out of the chamber with a teapot in
his hand. Walking through the winding corridor, he came to the kitchen. But as soon as he pulled aside the door
curtain, he exclaimed, ‘Aiya!’
“If you want to know what happened next, please come again tomorrow, and I’ll explain it in detail.” With a
flourish of his wooden clappers, Liu ended his performance.
This episode made me nervous. Bao Xing had gasped when he raised the door curtain. What had he seen? Was
there an assassin bursting through the window with a sharp sword? Or did someone throw a man’s head into the
kitchen, the blood still dripping?
“Master Liu, what did Bao Xing see?” I inquired impatiently when the story-teller left his seat and came down
from the small stage. However, instead of answering my question right away, Master Liu took the towel handed
him by Sweet Sister and cleaned his face calmly. Beaming, he replied in a low and soft voice,
“Don’t worry, Little Scholar, it’s nothing serious!” As I insisted on being told, Sweet Sister, a bit annoyed,
snapped at me,
“He’s just stopping the story at a climax to keep the audience in suspense. Don’t spoil our business!”
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I had no choice but to go back to school distracted. That night, I tossed and turned: The first half I suffered
from insomnia, while in the latter half I had a nightmare. I had not even calmed down when I came back to school
soon after selling my newspapers, so I asked leave on the pretext of having a stomach ache. No sooner had the
bell begun to ring than I sneaked out of the school gate.
As I reached the entrance to the teahouse, I heard Liu just begin to return to his story.
“Last time, I’d stopped at the point where, ordered by his master Prefect Bao to make some tea, Bao Xing went
to the kitchen with a teapot in his hand, but, no sooner had he raised the door curtain than he exclaimed in alarm,
‘Aiya!’ Well …”
Blinking his eyes, Liu paused for a while as I entered. All at once, my heart sprang into my mouth. What did
he mean? What had happened? Staring at Liu, I thought over and over again that it must be an assassin, or a man’s
head dripping with blood. To my surprise Liu answered the riddle,
“The water on the stove hadn’t boiled yet!”
At this, the whole hall rocked with laughter. Some, overwhelmed with admiration at his superb skill, thumped
the tables and shouted “Bravo!” whereas I felt as if I had been made fun of. Greatly disappointed, I left the
teahouse, returning to school with tears streaming down my face. What lousy luck!
When I reached school, the supervisor was standing in front of the gate looking stern. He questioned me, and I
confessed my misconduct. I had made a fool of myself. It was noted down that I had cut two classes and I was
publicly warned at morning assembly. From then on, I avoided the teahouse, and I never met with Master Liu,
Sweet Sister and their daughter Niuniu again.
After thirty-four years, I felt that past life belonged to another world.
*
I stood under the shade of the scholar trees together with Master Liu, who was now seventy years old.
“What have you been doing all these years?” I asked him impatiently.
“It’s hard to explain in a few words!” He sighed and his shining eyes suddenly grew dim. “When you have
some time, I’ll tell you in detail the story of my family’s separations and reunions over the years.”
“Please visit me at home after four o’clock!” As I crossed the stone step in front of my door, I halted, adding,
“I’ve finished another novelette entitled The Lotus in the Breeze, which both Yi Taixi and Huo Shaoyun are
mentioned.”
“Oh, them. I’m quite familiar with them!” A trace of a smile appeared on the old man’s sad face.
“Yi Taixi was my senior fellow apprentice, while Huo Shaoyun, who took Yun Zheyue as his teacher, calls me
uncle.”
“Be sure to come this afternoon!” After urging him once more, I entered my courtyard.
When I awoke from my noontime nap, there was no one else at home, for all the others had gone either to
work or school. The branches and leaves of the five date trees in my courtyard were so thick that they looked like
an umbrella. I placed two rattan chairs and a round table in their shade and prepared a pot of green tea before I
watered the flowers as I waited for Liu’s arrival.
At four o'clock sharp I heard footsteps outside my door. I hurried to welcome him, but instead of Liu my
visitor was a woman of thirty-five or so. Tall and slender, with a pale complexion, sad eyes and two pigtails,
though her hair had been permed, she wore a white blouse embroidered with light golden flowers and a black
skirt. She seemed to be in mourning, but for whom? Before I had time to open my mouth, she smiled shyly,
asking,
“Are you Comrade Liu?” Nodding my head, I asked in reply,
“May I know your name?”
“I’m Xu Rong.” She was on the verge of tears. The daughter of Liu Jingting Junior.
“So you’re Niuniu!” I exclaimed.
“Yes, I am.” She lowered her head bashfully. “My father told me that when I was a baby you used to listen to
his story-telling and hold me in your arms.”
“Come in and sit down, please!” Recalling the old days, I was deeply moved.
“Why hasn’t your father come with you?”
“Oh, he’s gone to hospital to see my mother.” Standing motionless, Xu Rong lowered her eyes. “He said he
would come to visit you tomorrow.”
“What’s wrong with your mother?”
“Cancer of the esophagus. She may not live till tomorrow.” I was startled to hear this. I sighed and asked her
sadly,
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“Did your mother suffer a lot in the countryside these past years?”
“She divorced my father twenty-five years ago, but she’s been living all the time in the city.” While speaking,
Xu Rong looked miserable, tears streaming down her face.
“Why did they divorce?”
“My mother got involved with a scoundrel, and then it was too late.”
Then Xu Rong made to leave. As I did not want to press her to stay, I had no alternative but to see her off.
While walking with her, I asked her,
“Where are you working?”
“At a street-run toy factory.”
“What does your husband do?”
“He died long ago.”
Upon hearing this, I felt sad again. Who would have thought that little Niuniu, whom I used to hold in my arms
thirty-four years ago, would have met with such a tragic fate! When we reached the door of a neighbouring
courtyard, Xu Rong took out her handkerchief to wipe away the tears from her eyes. It had not occurred to me that
my little Niuniu’s home was so close to mine. That evening, concerned about Liu, Niuniu and her mother Sweet
Sister, who was probably also fifty-eight years old now, I crossed the threshold of a neighbouring courtyard for
the first time in my twenty-five years in this small lane.
The appearance of this courtyard had changed completely. There were small, low houses that looked like
dovecotes, and it was difficult to find a way through them. The whole place was full of children weeping, adults
shouting, the clatter of dishes and bowls, the raucous mixed music of Peking opera, a TV play, assorted songs and
a chorus from TV sets, radios and tape recorders. What a row! When I inquired where Xu Rong lived, someone
indicated with his lips that she lived in a side room at the back of the courtyard.
The side room was, in fact, a very small, narrow and shabby one hidden in an innermost corner. Yet despite the
small size, Xu Rong had set up in front of her home a wire fence and a wooden gate. The fence was sparsely
covered with ivy which brought a bit of vitality to the place.
“Is Comrade Xu Rong at home?” I inquired, standing at the gate.
“Who’s there?” The light in the house was suddenly switched off.
“It’s me, Old Liu.”
“Oh, wait a minute!”
“Has your father come back from the hospital?”
“No. He didn’t want to leave my mother.”
“Then I’ll come again tomorrow!” As it was suffocating in this crowded compound, I hurried back to the
street, breathing the fresh air.
Once out of the north entrance to Green Vine Lane, I turned into Fuyou Street. Instead of returning home right
away, I continued to stroll along the pavement under the dim streetlights slanting down through branches and
leaves of the trees by the roadside. Before I could walk far, Xu Rong chased after and finally caught up with me.
“I’m going to the hospital.” While buttoning up her blouse, she ran with quick, short steps.
“Would you like me to give a message to my father?” I stopped and said,
“What worries me most is your mother’s condition.”
“I’m afraid she won’t last the night!” Xu Rong was choking with sobs. “When my father arrived at her
bedside, she was already unable to speak, let alone raise her hands. She just weeps.”
Then we began to walk together.
“Why did they get divorced?” I asked. Xu Rong sighed.
“Soon after Liberation, my maternal grandfather died, so the Jade Spring Teahouse became my mother’s
property. Originally my father had made up his mind to join a folk art troupe, but my mother disagreed with him,
insisting that the teahouse would profit by his remaining there. Being progressive in his views, my father decided
to tell a story reflecting contemporary life. But, the novel from which he adapted this story was written by a writer
who later was labelled a Rightist. So my father got involved in this problem, and was punished along with the
writer. Fearing that the teahouse would be confiscated and that we would lose our livelihood, my mother readily
placed her confidence in a scoundrel and divorced my father. As I was only eleven the court decided I should live
with her.”
“How did your father end up at Green Poplar Village?”
“He sought refuge with his apprentice He Chuansheng, and ever since then he has lived there, more than
twenty-five years in all.”
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“Why didn’t I ever hear about this?”
“In 1951, when my father went on tour to several places, he accepted He Chuansheng as an apprentice, but my
mother abused him, so the boy left before his apprenticeship was finished.”
“Are there any others at his home? As an outsider, how could your father stay there all the time?”
“Chuansheng was an orphan. Only his grandparents lived with him. When my father went there, Chuansheng
got a father and his grandparents another son. All four got on very well together.”
“This He Chuansheng seems a loyal friend.” I praised him, but after thinking for a while, I realized there was
something strange about it.
“With only four of them that means He Chuansheng never got married?”
“He was married, but out of consideration for my father he divorced his wife.”
At this point, Xu Rong began to sob once again.
“She was so selfish and used to snub my father, banging bowls down loudly or hinting bad things about him.
Unable to endure it any longer, Chuansheng decided to divorce her.”
“I’m going back home the day after tomorrow, so I’ll go and visit your friend Chuansheng.”
“But he’s in Peking at present.”
“Where’s he staying? I’ll go and see him right away.”
“Since he accompanied my father here, he’s been staying at a small hotel in Xiheyan Street outside the
Qianmen Gate.” Xu Rong paused and then went on,
“He’s worried about my father so he’s keeping him company at the hospital. I’ll tell him to call on you as soon
as possible.”
“Your father’s a fine man!” I sighed. “He’s not bitter and still tries his best to be with your mother on her
deathbed. You should show more respect for him than even then Chuansheng has.”
“Oh, no, it was my mother who wanted to see my father.” Xu Rong wept some more. “Realizing she was dying
she longed to see my father once again. As soon as they received my telegram, my father and Chuansheng rushed
here, arriving the day before yesterday.”
“But why did they meet only today?”
“Because my stepfather forbade them to meet before.”
“How narrow-minded of him!”
“He’s a beast!” Xu Rong snapped. “The dirty swine made a false charge against my father twenty-five years
ago, and then he mistreated me eleven years later.”
My heart pounded.
“What happened?”
“Several years ago while working as a buyer for a street-run factory, apart from having some political
problems before Liberation, he was also guilty of corruption. So in an attempt to join a so-called revolutionary
organization during the Cultural Revolution, he forced me to marry its leader, a man twenty years older than I.”
“When did your husband die?”
“Soon after he was promoted to leader of the public security section of the industrial administrative office of
our district. The people’s government discovered that he had murdered three people in the past, so they went to
arrest him. Frantic with worry, he died from a cerebral hemorrhage within a few hours.”
“Then how was your parents’ reunion arranged today?”
“Chuansheng gave my stepfather one thousand yuan, so we bought the right to their meeting!” Filled with
anger and hatred, Xu Rong trembled.
“You know that scoundrel pretended that because of my mother’s hospitalization he had spent one thousand
yuan in medical bills, so if my father wanted to meet her, he had to pay. Chuansheng was furious but went home,
got all his savings, which he’d accumulated bit by bit to build a house of his own, and gave them all to that rat.”
“But you should stand up to him!”
“He’s a creep and his superiors think highly of him.”
“Anyway, you can take him to court. I’ll find a lawyer for you.”
By then we’d reached the north entrance of Fuyou Street where a trolleybus was about to stop. Xu Rong ran to
board the one going to the hospital. Gazing after her, I felt very upset. Liu, He Chuansheng and Niuniu had been
bullied by that bastard, yet, I, an outsider, would never stomach such treatment. I am a born meddler. Sure
enough, once a lawsuit was filed, we could settle matters in court.
*
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The next afternoon I was sleeping on my bed. All of a sudden, I was awakened by someone pounding at my
door. Putting on a jacket, I rushed to open it.
Xu Rong was there, wearing a black armband.
“Is your mother …” Though it was to be expected, I was upset when I saw her in mourning.
“Please help us sort things out now!” she asked in tears. “That beast insists on keeping my mother’s ashes.”
Hurriedly buttoning up my shirt, I went to the neighbouring courtyard again. At this, the inhabitants of those
honeycomb-like houses poked their heads out of their windows and stared at the small side room. Close behind
me, Xu Rong dared not raise her head, and she seemed to tremble.
“My master wants to have the ashes of my mistress!” An angry voice exclaimed from the window of the side
room.
“Are you going to give them to him? Yes or no?”
“Help!” someone shouted in a voice just like the squeal of a pig about to be slaughtered.
Xu Rong gave me a push and we rushed to the gate together and saw a middle-aged man brandishing a kitchen
knife in one hand and grasping the front of a wretched old man’s jacket with the other.
“Let him go, Chuansheng!” Xu Rong shouted. “Here’s Comrade Liu. He’ll settle the problem fairly. Let him
judge the case for us!”
The middle-aged man put the kitchen knife down on a chopping block.
“I don’t care who’s here. If a person has an offensive weapon, it’s proof enough that he wishes to resort to
violence. Let’s go to the police station!” Picking up an oil-stained handbag, the old man rose to his feet, ready to
go.
“Don’t move!” He Chuansheng barred his way.
“Sit down! None of you is allowed to raise a hand to fight!” I shouted from the fence. “There’s a saying, ‘With
justice on your side, you can go anywhere; without it, you can’t take a single step.’ Now, who wants to speak
first?”
“How ashamed I feel!”
Standing woodenly, Liu wept.
“While on her sickbed, Rong’er’s mother often said that, after her death, her ashes should be given to me. But
… but Zhang Deshou wants more money for them.”
“Zhang Deshou? Zhang Deshou?” Pulling aside the ivy, I put my head through and looked around.
“That’s me!” the old man answered, nodding his head.
In spite of his changed appearance due to age, I recognized at first glance from the speaker’s crafty eyes and
gestures that this was none other than my old newspaper distributor. I smiled coldly and asked,
“Zhang Deshou, do you recognize me?”
“What’s your name then?”
“Ten Jin of Beancurd!”
“This man’s an out-and-out scoundrel!” Filled with indignation, He Chuansheng declared. “He forced my
master to pay him one thousand yuan for medical expenses, and now he wants five hundred yuan for the ashes. Is
there any humanity in him?”
“Anyway, Sweet Sister was my wife, alive or dead!” Trembling on his sorghum-like thin legs, Zhang stamped
his feet. “If I give him her ashes, that means I’m a cuckold. No. I won’t do it for nothing!”
“But, Zhang Deshou, you’re going too far!” With that,.1 turned round to ask Xu Rong,
“Did your mother leave a will?”
“A few days before she died, I borrowed a tape-recorder and recorded all she said.”
“Good! Play it right now.”
Xu Rong went into the inner room and returned with a tape-recorder. As soon as she put the cassette in the
machine, the conversation that had taken place several days ago between Sweet Sister and her daughter was
heard.
“Niuniu.”
The sick mother gasped for breath at almost every other word.
“I’m dying. Probably, I can’t live much longer. You see … I’ve so much … to say to you!”
“Mum, don’t worry, you take it easy and stay here, and you’ll get better soon,” Xu Rong cried in a low voice.
“Everybody must die. Now, my time has come.” The old woman struggled for words.
“All my life, I’ve only done one thing that weighs on my conscience. I treated your father unfairly. Do you still
remember him?”
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“How can I forget my own father?”
“Try to find him for me! I want to see him. How I wish that he could beat or curse me! This is the only way I
can die in peace.”
“But no one knows where he is.”
“I think … perhaps, he might have gone to He Chuansheng’s home. But I’m not sure if he’s still alive.”
“Why do you think he went to live with him?”
“Because Chuansheng always respected his elders and superiors. How sorry I am now that I … You see, I
thought he was stupid, so I used to beat him “
“Where does he live?”
“At Green Poplar Village along the canal.”
“I’ll write to him immediately.”
“Hurry! … I miss your father so much. I long to see him … Give him my ashes.”
“I'll send him a telegram right now.”
As Sweet Sister gasped, the tape made a noise.
“What a damned bitch! Uttering a pack of lies even as she lay dying!” Zhang butted in, taking advantage of the
pause.
“Shut up!” yelled Chuansheng.
“Rong’er, after I pass away”—the old woman resumed her speech with difficulty—“you must go back to your
father! Zhang Deshou … is a beast, simply a beast!”
The speaker stopped to catch her breath.
“When he fell out with that woman who owned the small restaurant immediately after Liberation, he came to
kowtow to us, begging us to hire him as a waiter in our teahouse. Your father felt sorry for him and agreed. Who
would have thought that … in 1957 he lied to hurt your father, and later on, with sweet words tricked me? He did
us all great harm and broke up our family.”
“Damned bitch! Damned bitch!” Zhang grabbed the machine, exclaiming,
“I’ll smash this along with the ashes of that damned bitch!”
“Give them to me!” Xu Rong shouted grieved. “Give me my mother’s ashes!”
When He Chuansheng turned round to pick up the kitchen knife again, I stopped him with one hand and
pointed at Zhang with the other.
“How dare you behave like a brute? Once Xu Rong files her lawsuit, I’ll be her witness in court!” Zhang
smiled wryly, saying,
“Rong’er, if you want the ashes, how can I refuse you? But, you must give the tape to me.”
“All right! All right!” Xu Rong promised him, confused.
“No, don’t!” I told her. “This is proof of his crimes.”
“Give it to him and get him out of my sight!” Waving his hand, Liu spoke in a weak voice. “If he remains here
longer, I’ll die of disgust.”
So, an exchange was made of the tape for the ashes.
“Comrade Liu, thank you for helping us!”
Zhang bowed and smiled in a sinister way.
“We’ve been friends for decades. If you have time, will you do me the honour of visiting my humble home for
a chat? I’ll entertain you with a dish of shifin beancurd, with a true Peking flavour like in the old days.”
With that he left.
“Comrade Liu, thank you for coming to our rescue and settling the problem!” His eyes brimming with tears,
He Chuansheng clasped my hands.
Silence reigned in the narrow, small courtyard. Only then did I take a long look at He Chuansheng. He was five
or six years younger than I. Though he was a peasant, his appearance and manners were more elegant than mine,
perhaps because he had once been apprenticed to a story-teller. He acted just like a country school teacher both in
speech and manner. Ashamed at his gratitude, I hastened to say,
“Don’t mention it. I only put in a word or two for you. I’m a writer, with no power, so what great role could I
play?”
“In fact, even if you hadn’t appeared, I wouldn’t have dared kill him.” He smiled. “I just wanted to frighten the
bastard, but if he was obstinate, I’d have given him the five hundred yuan in my pocket.”
“It seems that your family is the most prosperous one in Green Poplar Village, otherwise how can you afford to
throw your money away like that?”
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“That’s not true. But in the past two years, we villagers have all become richer. My family’s just average.”
“You’ve proved a loyal friend,” I praised him, patting him on the shoulder. “I’ll urge the county broadcasting
station to interview you.”
“Oh no, don’t do that, please!” He blushed at once. “In fact, if you’d like to visit us and see how Mr. Liu has
been a good son to my grandparents, you’ll realize I’ve still a long way to go.”
“Learn all the fine skills of your master.”
“You know, I was only his apprentice for less than two years. I can’t learn all his skills completely.” Shaking
his head, He Chuansheng took out the five hundred yuan from his pocket.
“I’ve wanted for a long time to buy a tape-recorder and some cassettes to record all my master's skill so they
won’t be lost forever.”
“That’s a good idea!” I exclaimed in delight. “I’ll ask the county cultural bureau to get some cadres to help you
write them down.”
“There’s no need for that.” He spoke as if he had already a plan. “I can do it by myself.”
“But your education …” I wondered whether he clung to the traditional idea that a performer in the old society
preferred to keep his own rough manuscript to himself rather than hand it over to others.
“But Chuansheng has some education!”
Sitting all the while with his eyes closed, Liu suddenly opened them.
“Soon after being driven away by Rong’er’s mother, he returned home and went to primary school and then
junior middle school. But because I went to live at his home, he gave up his original plan to take the entrance
examination for senior middle school. So, he lost the chance to go to university.”
“My master encouraged me not to abandon my studies.” He Chuansheng blushed and added,
“Old Liu, forgive me if I’ve offended you, but I’ve adapted your novelettes for story-telling.”
“Wonderful. How kind of you!” I was overjoyed at this news. “When do you plan to return home?”
“Well”—He Chuansheng exchanged a glance with Liu and went on—“We thought we’d leave tomorrow.”
“Then, let’s go together!”
I issued an order.
“Niuniu, you’d better ask for leave to spend some days in Green Poplar Village. It will broaden your horizons.”
*
At half past eight the next morning, a Peking jeep came to drive me to the countryside and I took Old Liu, He
Chuansheng and Xu Rong with me as well. Leaving the south entrance to Fuyou Street, we passed Chang’an
Street, Tiananmen, Wangfujing, the railway station and Jianguo Gate. As soon as we were beyond the city wall,
the jeep sped along the highway from Peking to Tianjin, taking only two hours to reach our destination.
Sitting in the jeep, I had time to think. Before getting out I had already made my decision.
Being meddlesome by nature, I liked very much the idea of playing the role of matchmaker!
195.1 Excerpt from Chinese Railways And British Interests: 1898-1911: “The Making Of The Preliminary
Agreements”\fn{by E-tu Zen Sun (1921- )} Peking, China (F) 8
The majority of railways dealt with in the present work had their origin in the battle for concessions that
reached its climax in 1898. This “battle” consisted of the demands and counterdemands from St. Petersburg,
Berlin, Paris, and London; the signing away, bit by bit by the rulers of China, of her resources into the hands of
the Great Powers; the rivalry and high-handed methods of the imperialist nations. To all practical purposes, the
part played by China in this phenomenon of Western expansion amounted only to a negative role.
It then may be questioned whether it is worthwhile to re-tread the grounds of the battle for concessions, since
the activities of the powers have already been made known through a number of scholarly works. In other words,
is anything to be gained by examining the Chinese material relating to the events of 1895-1898?
It goes without saying that the historical importance of the battle for concessions lay in the political as well as
the economic implications of the foreign acquisitions in China. In this context, Chinese reaction to the onrush of
foreign encroachment was a necessary factor in the entire picture of Sino-Western relations. Were the Chinese
officials entirely passive? Had there been evidences of the formulation of any consistent policy vis-a-vis the
foreign demands? Such questions could not be readily answered if the events were viewed entirely from the side
of the Great Powers.
Furthermore, the railways were a part of concession politics. Because with each railway concession went the
opportunity to control that line of communication and to consolidate special foreign interests in that region, it was
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always regarded by the Chinese not as merely an undertaking in transportation, but as a matter to be deliberated in
view of its political and international repercussions. The attitude displayed by the ruling authorities\fn{ The Manchu
imperial dynasty, eferred to hereafter as the Tsungli Yamen:H } with regard to a particular power, therefore, would be
reflected in the state of affairs concerning that power’s railway interests. The position of Britain in the battle for
concessions served, in this sense, as background for her railway interests in China. To this end, then, it is useful to
study the process that led to the conclusion of preliminary railway loan agreements in 1898 between British
syndicates and Chinese administrators.
The outcome of the Sino-Japanese War\fn{ 1894-1895} left China not only in military and financial ruin,\fn{ The
Chinese government was forced to pay a substantial indemnity to Japan and to give them Formosa, the Pescadores Islands, and the Laotung
Peninsuela on the Chinese mainland} but also at a loss as to the path that should be followed in the international

labyrinth. It is well known that the Franco-German-Russian intervention for Japan’s retrocession of Liaotung
Peninsula had swung the Chinese government—especially Li Hung-chang whose authority was greatly injured by
the shattering outcome of the war—into the Russian orbit. The treaty of 1896, granting to Russia, among other
things, exclusive railway privileges in Manchuria, was the widely acclaimed evidence of a Russophile policy
under the direction of Li. While the menace of Japan penetrated all consciousness, a diplomatic support among
the powers was sought by all, but it was questionable whether many had thought of devising a long-range national
policy on the basis of Russo-Chinese affinity. The concern now was primarily a matter of finding a practical and
immediate solution for the emergency. As one metropolitan official put it, previously China should have been
allied with Britain to check Russia, but now she should line up with Russia against Japan; he thought Britain and
Japan had become associates, while Russia had helped to bring about the retrocession.
It is interesting further to note that concrete proposals were offered by Chang Chih-tung, then Acting
Governor-General of Liangkiang, for a secret alliance with the Tsar’s government in order to borrow the strength
of the latter’s navy for China’s defense. Russia might be granted, he suggested, more lenient commercial
regulations, better boundary delimitation, the use of Chinese harbors for coaling, and the right of troop transit—all
this in return for Russian aid to China in time of future “disturbances.” Chang thought the Tsungli Yamen should
start the negotiations, but that in no case must Sir Robert Hart, the British Inspector-General of the Imperial
Chinese Maritime Customs since 1863, be informed of this matter for fear that he would obstruct it. Bearing in
mind Anglo-Russian rivalries in the Far East, he felt confident that Russia would accede to those proposals.
Another high official, Liu Kun-i, entertained similar notions in 1895. But two and a half years later, as the
Kiaochow and Port Arthur crisis arose, both Chang and Liu completely reversed their stands; they then stood for
an alliance with Russia's antagonist Britain.
This tendency toward what seemed to be power politics, however, must not be regarded as an aspiration
toward a Bismarckian system, because it was not a planned system, and its initiators were still not quite able ito
free themselves from the bounds of tradition. Rather than a European-style international scheme of alliances and
alignments, the motive behind the efforts was perhaps still the idea that China as “the middle kingdom” could
sway the balance of the outside world by a little shifting of her weight. But the officials did not seem to realize
that in the world of competing imperialist powers, such maneuvers were actually signs of dependence on external
support, and would help to encourage further aggression from all directions. The railway advantages ceded to
Russia in the Treaty , of 1896, for example, were much more than what the Peking government had been willing
to grant in 1895; and the ambitions of the British mercantile community, stimulated by French and Russian
activities in China, were laid out in a vigorous letter to the Foreign Office in November, 1896, which became the
basis of British demands pressed on the Chinese government in the next two years.
*
Contrary to the general impression, the London government had not remained lethargic regarding its French
and Russian rivals in China. Suspicion of the French, in fact, emerged soon after the latter’s annexation of Annam
in 1885, particularly as a result of the reduction of duties across the land frontier of China. The policy of
counterpoise showed itself, also, early in this quarter, when the British Minister O’Conor asked that the West
River be opened to foreign trade—which the British believed they could dominate from their down-river bastions
of Canton and Hong Kong—as compensation. The renewed advance of France in southwestern China after the
intervention of 1895 caused a recurrence of alarm. While the English Chambers of Commerce and the China
merchants were pressing for a Burma-Yunnan Railway, the Foreign Office was quietly conducting its own
negotiations with the Chinese government. The Franco-Chinese agreement of June, 1895, touched upon some
border territory that the British claimed lay within the jurisdiction of Burma, and demanded for compensation at
another point, Yeh-jen-shan. Negotiations followed in the latter part of 1895-
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A report from Minister Kung Chao-yuan at London, after a confidential interview with Salisbury, indicated
that the Prime Minister was seeking to kill two birds with one stone, and assuming the attitude of being at once
firm in what he desired but not intransigent, so that a bargain might be struck. Salisbury intimated that once the
West River was opened, a compromise might be reached on the boundary issue; and Kung’s opinion was that
either one or the other of those two demands would have to be granted to Britain if a peaceful settlement was
desired.
Sir Nicholas O’Conor also mentioned the possibility of reaching a more lenient boundary decision in exchange
for the opening of West River to Nanning; but as the Tsungli Yamen refused to open the waterway far enough to
satisfy the British, no agreement could be arrived at. Additional demands were subsequently presented by the new
British Minister Sir Claude MacDonald—such as establishing more British consulates in Yunnan, and the
extension of a Burmese railway into Yunnan. The final result, the Anglo-Chinese agreement of February 4, 1897,
was therefore the fruit of over two years of negotiations. It adjusted the Sino-Burmese frontier territory, provided
for the possible connection of a Chinese railway with the Burmese at the boundary, and declared the West River
open to foreign trade up to Wuchow.
Britain’s rivalry with Russia was marked by their intense competition for a loan to the Chinese government for
the third payment of the Japanese indemnities, while the German occupation of Kiaochow and Russian activities
at Port Arthur were beginning to stir up profound apprehension among the mercantile circle. Later when the
Peking government dropped the loan negotiations with both countries, it was out of fear and dislike for the terms
offered by both the British and Russian governments, although it is interesting to note that the Chinese Minister to
London informed Salisbury that the loan had to be refused due to Russian menace. But the “compensations” that
China had to grant to the British were of far greater importance to Britain’s Far Eastern interest than the loan
itself. In the end, an Anglo-German loan was secured, while age-long aspirations of the British mercantile
interests were also realized, such as the Chinese government’s Yangtse nonalienation assurance, and the question
of a British Inspector-General for the Imperial Maritime Customs. Well might the Old China Hands congratulate
themselves on the auspicious beginning for 1898.
The significance of the tenacious and shrewd bargaining of the British government was not lost upon the
Chinese officials, who were then being particularly watchful of the behavior of the foremost commercial power in
the Far East. The successful maneuvers of her diplomats in the above two instances undoubtedly contributed to
produce a situation in 1898, in which not only did the British government further pursue the policy of
counterconcessions, but was also abetted by the position assumed by many Chinese high officials in their quest
for an effective check against the encroachments of Germany and Russia at the height of the Kiaochow and Port
Arthur crisis.
*
Two motivating forces seemed to have prompted a new appraisal of Anglo-Chinese relations in the early days
of 1898. First, in the words of Hukuang Governor-General Chang Chih-tung, it was felt that “the situation being
what it is, it seems necessary to come to some sort of arrangement with England thereby assuring her good
behavior. Otherwise disaster will be due from this quarter.”\fn{ So Chang Chih-tung in a telegram of February 3, 1898, to the
Tsungli Yamen for Memorializing to the trone } The root of this contention was fear of British demands for similar
territorial rights as those demanded by Russia and Germany. Being unable to reject the latter, it was feared that
China would have given the international balance a heavy tip to one side, causing a wild scramble by all powers.
To redress the situation an entente with England was suggested, with Japan thrown into the bargain. Chang
advocated a direct approach to the London government, and at the same time to try to hold Russia in check by
reminding St. Petersburg of Britain’s predilection for counterdemands should Russia occupy Port Arthur.
Secondly, Britain was regarded by some as the logical choice of a power for mediation in the Kiaochow affair.
If international mediation was to be the best way of solving this problem, then Britain was the only power that
could take the lead, owing to her widespread world interests and lack of sympathy with Germany.
In other words, while British counterdemands were feared, it was also hoped that the British government
would put its weight behind China and help the latter ward off foreign aggressors. That Britain might demand
recompense for such aid—if forthcoming, that a scramble for concessions was already taking place with Britain
included among the contending members—these facts did not seem to have entered into the calculations of the
overwhelmed Chinese officials. Russia and Germany were clearly recognized to be the strongest competitors
against Britain’s power and interest in China, and their antagonism was considered sufficient reason for Britain to
become partial to China’s cause.
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An outright alliance between Britain and China seemed the logical conclusion to such trends of thought. It is
notable that the desirability of England’s alliance with Japan or China had been mentioned by Lord Loch more
than once during the China Association political debate in December, 1897, as a counter-poise against the
Dreibund. Three months later, MacDonald reported from Peking\fn{ In a letter to Lord Salisbury, March 18, 1898 } that
“the idea of an alliance between Great Britain, Japan, and China, with regard to which I was privately sounded by
the Privy Council, seems to have originated with the Hukuang Viceroy, Chang Chihtung. It has met with much
favour, the fact that China contributes nothing to the strength of the alliance being left out of account.”
Chang’s proposal of an Anglo-Chinese-Japanese alliance against the Continental Powers was in fact
communicated to Peking several weeks before. He attributed its origin not to himself but to an officer of the
Japanese general staff who had visited Chang in Wuchang and claimed to be making the proposal under “secret
Governmental orders.”
But Peking hesitated at its anti-Russian implications, and, for fear of disastrous repercussions, the Throne
ordered Chang not to give assent to this plan. Two weeks later, however, upon the repeated urging of not only
Chang Chih-tung but also the latter’s subordinate, Hunan Governor Chen Pao-chen, the Throne ordered the matter
be deliberated by the Tsungli Yamen. It apparently had travelled far enough in the official channels subsequently
to be turned down by the British Minister, as noted above.
These manifestations of the alliance idea were probably not connected, and in the consummation of the AngloJapanese alliance four years later China was too weak to be counted as a partner. But it was a certainty that in the
hectic days of 1897-1898 the desire arose among several quarters, to achieve some sort of power equilibrium over
the vast expanses of Chinese territory, and that the battle for concessions itself was seized by some leading
Chinese policy-makers as a means to this end.
By the end of January, 1898, events became more crystallized. Terms demanded by London for the third
Japanese indemnity loan proved that the British were out to get what material advantages they could. A British
loan on those terms—including inland steam navigation, likin (inland transit dues) reforms, a Yangtse
nonalienation promise—was strenuously opposed by the two powerful governor-generals of the Yangtse valley,
Chang Chih-tung and Liu Kun-i. They held that it would be better to arrange for a postponement of payments with
the Japanese government for the time being, than to let the administration of likin revenue fall under Sir Robert
Hart’s control. Britain, bitterly resentful of Germany’s gains in Kiaochow, would surely not agree to a loan on
easy terms. In his communication to the Tsungli Yamen, Chang Chih-tung expressed their forebodings\fn{ In
February, 1898} in these terms:
My previous suggestions for an alliance with England aimed only at controlling her action and preventing her from
unreasonable acts and forceful occupations. They were not due to any belief that she is reliable. I beg that for the sake
of our national welfare you base your deliberations on long-range calculations, and do not submit to her threats
launched amid our present extremity.

But the pressure of the contending powers in those winter months made it impossible for the Chinese
government to assume a positive role, to engineer a sheer political alliance with Britain, or categorically to reject
British demands. Under MacDonald’s persistent urging, the Tsungli Yamen proclaimed the nonalienability of the
Yangste region on February 11, 18g8, and two days later it gave the assurance regarding a British head of the
Customs Inspectorate-General. Henceforth Chinese policy planning became more and more clearly an effort on
the one hand to parry the mounting foreign demands, and on the other hand to rationalize the government’s
yielding under duress into an attempt at creating an equilibrium of powers.
In proportion to China’s uneasiness regarding Russian intransigence at Port Arthur and Talienwan rose her
officials’ estimation of the importance of Britain. On February 17, 18p8, Chang Chih-tung gave an analysis of the
situation to the Tsungli Yamen, and predicted that Britain was about to launch large-scale demands for
concessions. Should the Tsungli Yamen be unable to reject these demands, he suggested that they be bought off at
the price of concessions along these lines: first, China was to let Britain guide and participate in the training of her
navy; second, discerning the British anxiety over north China concessions, he proposed that railway rights in
Honan and Shansi provinces be granted to the British on a loan basis; third, mines in Yunnan could also be opened
with British financial and technical aid.
Within the same month the question of Wei-hai Wei entered the field of Anglo-Chinese diplomacy.
Negotiations for its lease were done with comparative dispatch, and the agreement for the lease reflected such
ideas as were expressed by Chang Chih-tung. One of the difficulties raised by the Chinese government,
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MacDonald reported, was that China would be left without a suitable harbor for her naval ships recently launched
in England and Germany. Mac-Donald suggested the problem be solved by an agreement for the use of Wei-hai
Wei harbor by Chinese warships. This provision was incorporated into the final agreement for the lease.
“Yamen showed,” said the British Minister,\fn{ To Lord Salisbury in September, 1898} “what is now prevailing
feeling here, great desire for England’s friendship and support against Russia, and if we could hold out any
encouragement it would prevent the change of feeling which will be produced if we have to gain our end by
force.”
This was indeed an ironic commentary to Chang Chih-tung’s program mentioned before. While the Chinese
officials thought that they would be able to offset the powers one against another through the politics of
concessions, their purpose became immediately obvious to the British who in turn utilized this tendency in
Chinese policy for the advancement of British interest in China. This interweaving of the British and Chinese
motives resulted in the preponderance of British concessions granted in the year 1898-1899.
*
Sir Claude MacDonald’s classic remark, “we do not seem to have come out second best,” referred to railway
rights that had been obtained by British syndicates with his help. Not that he ever resorted to such uncouth tactics
as an ultimatum. He said, however, “the fact that the fleet was concentrating was of course known to them
[Peking officials].”
Of an estimated 6,420 miles of railroads, financial and construction rights of 2,800 went to the British, with the
London Foreign Office standing generally behind demands initiated by the British mercantile circles. However,
with the exception of the Imperial Railways of North China loan, made for the construction of the line between
Shanhaikuan and Newchuang, all the agreements concluded in 1898 were of a preliminary nature.
The North China Railways were originally built in 1877 for transportation of the products of the Kaiping coal
mine, and were extended to Peking only in 1894. Lack of Chinese funds for construction of the line beyond the
Great Wall after the Japanese War resulted in the British loan of 1898. It was the first loan agreement of its kind,
setting down the general framework of terms for later loans in regard to such matters as the security for the loan,
and disposition of railway revenues. The loan, to be taken up by the British and Chinese Corporation, was for
£2,300,000. It elicited strong protests from the Russian government, but the London Foreign Office was also
equally concerned, and did all it could to counteract Russian efforts. Late in July MacDonald was instructed to
persuade the Tsungli Yamen with promise of England’s support of China against any power that committed act of
aggression on China, in return for China’s granting a British subject to build or support any railway or similar
public work. This was when rumors of pending Russian invasion of Ili in Sinkiang were flying high as a result of
the Shanhaikuan railway conflict.
The Tsungli Yamen, however, refused the offer, possibly because it was unwilling to snub Russia in such a
direct fashion. But Lord Salisbury kept up the pressure and, in the next month, told the Chinese Minister at
London “I strongly advise China to pay no regard to her [Russian] objection.”
The result was a compromise. The British got the loan with the attendant powers of financial control, and the
Russians were pacified by a declaration from the Tsungli Yamen that the railway would perpetually remain the
property of the Chinese government, and that the Chinese administrator of this railway should maintain legal
control of the line so long as payments were regularly made. With this, the final loan agreement was signed in
October and duly ratified by the Throne. The loan was to be issued at the price of 90 to the Railway
Administration with a 5 per cent interest, and the entire property and revenue of the railway were pledged as
security. The duration of the loan was increased from the originally contemplated twenty-five years to forty-five
years. Regarding this last point, Railway Administrator Hu Yü-fen held that the change was much to the better for
China: not only could she now pay back the debt by easier stages, but the longer duration would also serve more
effectively as a balance of influence against “strong neighbours.”
But whether it could be as effective a check on Russian ambitions was a matter largely to be decided by Russia
and Britain. All this time London was trying unsuccessfully to come to a general agreement with St. Petersburg
regarding the “open door” in China, while indications of Russian preference for a delimitation of spheres were
impressed on Salisbury. In actual fact, the British firm and London government were themselves practicing the
doctrine of “spheres.” The agreement made it plain that British financial control could be exercised at any
moment over this government railway through loan terms.
The first preliminary agreement concluded in 1898 was that of the Shanghai-Nanking Railway loan. Because
of the absence of a strong foreign rival in this area, the control of the line was more apparently vested in the hands
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of the British creditor; and this preliminary agreement, designated to be model for other British railway loans,
contained provisions that were considered the most disadvantageous by the Chinese.
That the Shanghai-Nanking line should lead the others in the crop of new concessions was no accident.
Linking the largest commercial port in the Far East with an administrative center, and guarding the approaches to
the Yangtse valley, this railway was early noted down by the British in their preoccupation with that region.
Rowland MacDonald Stephenson, an English engineer, who, after a career in promoting railways in India,
attempted to draw up a scheme of railways for the Chinese government in 1863, included the Shanghai-Nanking
line in his “Yangtse System”; and in 1898 the London Foreign Office directly helped the British and Chinese
Corporation to obtain a concession over this line. The early Chinese advocates of railways also regarded it as one
of the important lines that ought to be built as speedily as possible. Directly after the Sino-Japanese War, when
Chang Chih-tung was Acting Governor-General of Liangkiang, there was talk for several months of the surveying
and construction of this railroad by the provincial gentry under government auspices. But nothing seemed to have
been materialized from these efforts in 1895-1896.
German interest was added to the Shanghai-Nanking railway as the concession hunting of the powers
intensified early in 1898, and an attempt was made by British and German banks to make this a joint enterprise.
Chang Chih-tung then advanced the suggestion that Germany be permitted to construct this railway, on condition
that she withdrew her demands for railway and mining rights in Shantung. Clinging to the notion of creating a
power equilibrium, he thought the interest of all the great powers in Shanghai would serve to block unwarranted
increase of German influence. Chang’s belief in the wisdom of such a course was deepened when the German
Minister Von Heyking showed him the draft contract covering an Anglo-German undertaking respecting this rail
line. Borrowing from two sources at once, said Chang, would give China a good deal more freedom for
controlling the situation than borrowing from one.
From the same premise, but especially because of Britain’s anxiety regarding the Yangtse region, Chang Chihtung was opposed to granting the concession to the British alone. But when the Anglo-German combination broke
up in the beginning of April, the choice lay between a German or a British contract—to stave off both contending
parties the Chinese authorities were not capable of doing. After a few weeks of negotiations, Chang expressed his
misgivings to Sheng Hsüan-huai,\fn{In a telegram of April 30, 1898} Director-General of the Imperial Railway
Administration:
Foreigners have often likened the tracks of a railway to a pair of scissors, and said that wherever the railway extends
the country is cut open. Nowadays the foreigners are too ruthless. In the region around Soochow, Shanghai, and, along
the Yangtze, the interests of England are already extremely heavy, therefore we should not by any means let the British
undertake the Shanghai-Nanking Railway single-handed.

Instead of a British concession, Chang said, he would rather have the line made into an Anglo-German joint
enterprise. Or better still, the Belgians might be persuaded to undertake this railway, with the Americans replacing
the Belgians on the Peking-Hankow line. In this way German and English predominance on the lower Yangtse,
and French and Russian influence over the Peking-Hankow Railway, would all be avoided at one stroke.
These ingenious plans are valuable to the student of history only because they so unmistakably revealed a
prevalent Chinese attitude regarding foreign concession seekers. Actually it was not easy to shake each of the
powers off its area of concentration of interest. Between the Railway Director-General Sheng Hsüan-huai, and the
Tsungli Yamen which was hard pressed by MacDonald, it was decided that the British should be granted the rights
of the Shanghai-Nanking Railway. It is illuminating to see that in his argument justifying this decision Sheng also
relied on the argument that it would improve Anglo-Chinese relations, and therefore would erect a buffer against
aggressive Russian and German designs.
The preliminary agreement was concluded in Peking on May 13, 1898, between Sheng and the British and
Chinese Corporation, the latter represented by Jardine’s agent. The document was precipitatedly signed, the
Tsungli Yamen wishing to face with a fait accompli possible German agitation through the touring Prince Henry.
Since there was not sufficient time for full consultation with provincial authorities before the signature took place,
the way was left open for changes at the time when the final agreement was to be drawn. We shall look at the
provisions later in the book. Suffice it to say here that the terms for this loan were highly satisfactory to the British
and Chinese Corporation, and that the degree of its control over the railway was by no means diminished by what
modifications were introduced at a later date.
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By midyear in 1898, foreign railway expansions seemed to have reached a stage of saturated calm. To ward off
British and French control of the line, and to add a balance against the enormous loads of concessions of all the
European powers, the right to build the Hankow-Canton Railway on a loan basis was granted to an American
firm, the American China Development Co.; the Peking-Hankow contract was about to be consummated with the
Belgian syndicate, and British engineers had begun to survey the Shanghai-Nanking route.
It must be remembered that the lines remained the legal property of the Chinese government. It was believed
then that the powers would be content with their acquisitions and relative positions, and that the semblance of an
equilibrium of their interests in China would offer the country a chance to have these railways built without
further obligations to the powers. Sheng Hsüan-huai’s report to the Throne, made in response to an inquiry after
the existing state of railways, reflected that atmosphere of hopeful lull:
Given the conditions of China today, it is, needless to say, difficult to borrow from other countries on a strictly
business basis, without substantial guarantees. After more than a twelvemonth’s tortuous negotiations the loan for the
three said railways [Peking-Hankow, Hankow-Canton, and Shanghai-Nanking] have been finally settled upon, and
construction of these lines can be expected to be rapidly brought about … These three lines will be built with loans
from three different Powers. With strict terms and a lenient time period, with one contract constantly compared with
another, it is believed that the completion of one line will mean the simultaneous completion of the others.

But the largest number of British railway concessions were yet to be demanded and obtained and with them
was revealed strikingly the diplomatic tactics of the Chinese officials amid a hostile world. The final conclusion
of the Belgian railway loan—carried through in Peking, it was said, mainly on the strength of Franco-Russian
support—was supposed to have been the fuse that led to the burst of British demands for compensation in August
and September. However, it seemed possible that the situation was similar to that at the beginning of the year, in
which the “compensatjons” were really of more concern to the British than the cause for which they were pressed
at Peking.
On September 6 the Tsungli Yamen acceded to all the railway demands, confirming some of the concessions
for which negotiations had already begun, and granting new ones. They included the Peking Syndicate’s right to
construct railways from their Shansi and Honan mining area to the Yangtse. Also included were the right to
finance and build the Canton-Kowloon, Pukou-Sinyang, and Soochow-Hangchow-Ningpo railways by the British
and Chinese Corporation; and a partial concession on the vital Tientsin-Chinkiang line. Add to these the newly
acquired increase in the leased territory to the rear of Kowloon, as well as the engagement for rail links between
Yunnan and Burma, and Britain’s railway interests in China were rounded out and strategically placed over
practically the entire country.
*
What were the peculiarities of the situation that made possible this rich range and wide distribution of British
acquisitions? The first factor that comes to mind is the actual economic value of the concessions. While railways
were considered as instruments of commercial expansion, the mines of Shansi and Honan were believed to
contain endless wealth for their exploiters. Contemporary estimates of European geographers regarding China’s
mineral resources further bolstered the British Minister’s conviction that the concessions obtained by Britain far
outweighed those of other powers in economic value.
Secondly, the aim of the British government to checkmate the growth of foreign preponderances in China was
a very real one, although at that time London was much belabored by the mercantile interests for following a
policy not sufficiently aggressive for them. There were doubts as to whether the government would adopt a
vigorous policy of spheres, or to continue the age-long pursuit of placing China under the commercial supremacy
of Britain and open up the whole country through better trade regulations, or to follow both policies
simultaneously, such as suggested by the Liverpool Chamber of Commerce.
The outcome was never clearly defined in any official statement, but as it developed it assumed an aspect
resembling the combination of these alternatives: extract from China a large number of concessions in widely
separated parts of the empire, but at the same time make them all connectable with some special area primarily of
concern to Britain. The major railway demands were linked either with the Yangtse region or with some Britishadministered territory. The Foreign Office urged MacDonald to obtain a British concession of the East China
trunk line, the Tientsin-Chinkiang Railway, before the mercantile circle had expressed any enthusiasm for the
venture. MacDonald’s pressure also succeeded in making the Tsungli Yamen grant the mining and railway
concessions to the Peking Syndicate with such speed that they were obtained long before the Syndicate could be
placed on an operating basis.
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These incidents indicated that, from the British point of view, the concessions had to be acquired, not only
because of their economic value, but also for the political weight they might add to Britain’s side in her
competition with other powers in China.
And finally, the large number and wide distribution of British concessions were greatly facilitated by the semiwillingness on the part of the Peking government. British demands seldom met with serious objections from the
officials. Chang Chih-tung, for example, stood in favor of granting the Shansi-Honan mining and railway rights to
the British, so that by the retention of British interest in North China, Russian influence might be diluted. “The
bear, the tiger, and the wolf have different names, but they are all man-eaters.” The argument being that, since it
was impossible to reject the British railway demands, China must try to utilize them for her own purposes, while
at the same time she should be wary of all foreign concession seekers alike. It also has been observed above that
the Shanghai-Nanking Railway loan was awarded to the British and Chinese Corporation with the complete
approval of the Director-General of the Railway Administration, supported by the contention that it would
promote friendly relations with Britain. Similarly, the Soochow-Hangchow-Ningpo Railway was decided in favor
of the same corporation without too much reluctance, after the dissolution of the short-lived Anglo-German
partnership in April. This, the Chinese officials calculated, would serve as another balance against German
inroads in Eastern China.
There seemed to have been another motive for the Chinese accession to British railway demands. It was the
formally non-governmental nature of the concessions. Placed in the hands of private firms, the loans and control
of the rail lines were regarded with less apprehension by the Chinese officials than were the railway enterprises
directly under forign government auspices, such as the French and Russian lines. When objections were raised,
for instance, against the building of the Canton-Kowloon Railway for fear that it would destroy the value of
coastal defenses of South China, Sheng Hsüan-huai was adamant against any idea of the cancellation of the
preliminary agreement. He contended that this agreement, concluded with Jardine’s, marked the successful
transference of a diplomatic demand to the field of business contract; its cancellation would inevitably bring forth
the matter for diplomatic negotiations, and it was feared that the results therefrom would prove to be even more
unfavorable to China.
Under existing conditions, the railways were at least Chinese government property, and their administration
rested nominally within the framework of provincial jurisdiction. And since those were preliminary agreements,
there was hope that the terms might be somewhat modified when it came to writing the final agreements.
This does not mean, of course, that the Chinese government would have voluntarily offered the railway
concessions as gifts to the British syndicates. Those schemes of alignment, which ostensibly aimed at the creation
of a power-equilibrium in China, in the last analysis were largely but mental exercises of officials who sought to
alleviate the humiliation of their inability to stand up against foreign encroachments by trying to make the most of
an intolerable situation. The fist-pounding foreign representatives—of whom not the least bellicose was Sir
Claude Mac-Donald who enjoyed the support of London and the Royal Navy—filled the officials with a grievious
sense of helplessness, and probably inspired many of them to try their hands at a sort of power politics. But the
truth was that they lacked the means and the determination seriously to resist the demands made by the British
Minister.
*
How narrow the bridge was that the Chinese government trod among the powers, and the wariness with which
each power was watched, could be illustrated by an Imperial order issued in the winter of 1898.
Lord Charles Beresford was then making his tour of China, gathering information about British trade, and
offering proposals for British-supervised reforms of the Chinese government. He had just left Peking for the
Yangtse region, when Governor-Generals Liu Kun-i and Chang Chih-tung were instructed by the Throne that,
should Beresford present to them his proposal of establishing a Military Bureau in Peking with British advisors,
his suggestion must be repulsed. The only thing that could be considered was to follow a previous plan for
training 2,000 modernized troops (with British aid) in Hupeh, under Chinese control.
In other words, Britain’s good will should be cultivated by the granting of favors here and there, but at the
same time she must not be given too marked an ascendancy at the capital.
Thus, through the combination of circumstances described above, British business desire for economic
expansion, the effort of the British government to counterbalance the gains of other powers in China in order to
safeguard her strategic and economic position, and the Chinese officials’ aim to achieve some stability by utilizing
Britain’s rivalry with the other powers, the large number of railway concessions were acquired by British firms in
1898.
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A preliminary agreement was as a rule concluded between the interested British syndicate and an agency of the
Chinese government. The latter was in most cases the Imperial Railway Administration, but in the case of the
Peking Syndicate’s mining and railway rights the Shansi and Honan provincial authorities were the respective
contracting parties. All demands were accorded diplomatic support by the British Minister at Peking, and the
preliminary agreements bore the official approval of the Tsungli Yamen.
Preliminary agreements for two of the concessions—the Canton-Kowloon and the Tientsin-Chinkiang lines—
were not consummated until the spring of 1899. But that for the Shanghai-Nanking Railway was concluded in
May, 1898, and served as a model for the others. Those for the Soochow- Hangchow-Ningpo and Pukou-Sinyang
lines, for example, consisted chiefly of the provision that terms for the loan should be identical with those
governing the financing and construction of the Shanghai-Nanking Railway.
The striking features of that agreement were the stringent financial provisions, and the high degree of authority
over railway administration vested in the British chief engineer. The issuing price to the Chinese government was
set at 90; that is, the latter was to receive £90 out of each £100 loan bond, whatever might be the selling price,
with profit or loss from the sale going to the Corporation; the property and revenue of the line were to be placed
on mortgage in case of default; and the creditor also enjoyed a variety of other economic advantages, such as the
participation in the net profit of the line, among other things. The British chief engineer exercised the power of
appointment and dismissal of the entire railway staff below his own rank. These terms, however, were eventually
modified to various degrees, as their subsequent history shows.
*
The fiercest phase of the “battle for concessions” was over, but it only left China and her foreign relations in a
state of greater tension than ever before. There were evidences that the Peking government’s capitulations were
not accepted without question by the various parts of Chinese society, nor did they produce conciliation among
the powers. By the middle of 1899, for example, the British and the French were at loggerheads again in the
southwest. Both had simultaneously sent railway survey parties to Yunnan, each headed by an official of
respectable rank. Neither had acted according to the treaty provisions.
Their presence and the prospective railway, moreover, gave rise to deep resentment on the part of the
provincial transportation interests. The two-fold problem of Chinese opposition and power politics was henceforth
to become a constant element, with variable intensity, in the fortunes of British railway interests in China.
1922

41.201 Excerpt from Dawn On The River\fn{by Chün Ch’ing aka Sun Chün-ch’ing (1922- )} Shantung, China (M) 8
… It was very quiet in the orchard.\fn{ This excerpt is prefaced by the following note: Yao Kuang-chung, leader of an armed
partisan unit—organized and directed by the Communists in the guerrilla warfare against Japan in the early 1940s—was acclaimed hero
for his role in the battle of the Ch’ang-wei Plain on the Shantung Peninsula. He was commended for his tenacious courage and strong organizing skills in carrying out his mission behind enemy lines. However, whenever Yao was requested to speak of his exploits he would tell
the story of Hsiao Ch’en, the young scout, and his family, and how they had assisted him in making that dangerous but crucial crossing
from enemy territory to the east bank of the Wei River. Without their help Yao could not have regrouped the armed partisan unit on the east
bank and the battle would have been lost. Hsiao Ch’en, a lad of about eighteen, was assigned to guide Yao and his assistant, Lao Yang, to
the river and ferry them across on a small rowboat. On the way to the river they ran smack into a small group of enemies but managed to
fight their way through. Then they were caught in a storm and almost lost their bearings. Finally, they arrived at the edge of the Wei River
at daybreak. To their consternation, they found that the hidden boat had been washed away by the rising river water. Hsiao Ch’en
suggested that they seek help from his father.}

After the storm, the leaves on the trees seemed a fresher green than usual. Ripening apples and hawthorn
berries, shiny and red, looked exceedingly inviting. Raindrop-laden leaves swaying in the early morning breeze
released the drops in showers onto the loose sandy soil. Treading on the sand, we went down a small path into the
deep part of the orchard. After traveling for a short while, we came upon a small house surrounded by thick green
layers of grape and calabash leaves. Then came a growl like rumbling thunder, and a big, ferocious yellow dog
came charging at us, breathing hard. But as soon as he saw Hsiao\fn{ A note reads: Hsiao: meaning “small,” prefixed to a
name as a form of friendly address, generally denoting youth .}Ch’en, he immediately stopped snarling, and, with his tail
wagging vigorously, began to frolic beside him.
Fondly, Hsiao Ch’en stroked the yellow dog's head and called his name with pleasure:
“Tiger, Tiger.”
The door of the house creaked open, and a white-bearded old man poked his head out. He peered at us for
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some time through narrowed eyes, but when he saw Hsiao Ch’en, his mouth flew open in surprise.
“Dad!” Hsiao Ch’en cried out in a low voice.
The old man looked around him warily, and, motioning with his hand, ordered:
“Quickly, into the house!”
As I stepped across the threshold, I was aghast at the shambles which greeted me. It was as if a bull had
strayed into the hut and had charged at random. The pot on the oven was broken; so was the water urn in the
corner. The cupboard was toppled over, the storage bin turned upside down, and the floor littered with bits of
pottery, food, grass, and cloth.
When Hsiao Ch’en saw this, his face turned pale and swiftly he went inside to check. He returned, looking
very worried.
“Dad, where’s Mother?” he asked.
Silently the old man sat down on the threshold and glumly lowered his head. Finally he burst out angrily:
“She has been taken by the Repatriates.\fn{ A note reads: Repatriates: landlords and village bullies who had fled their villages
at the advent of the Communist forces. After the Nationalist forces had retaken the areas, they returned to their villages .} Your brother,
Hsiao Chia, too, was taken.”
Hsiao Ch’en slumped down dejectedly on the ledge of the oven, his breathing becoming short and fast.
“When were they taken, Old Uncle?” asked Lao\fn{ A note reads: Lao: meaning “old,” prefixed to a name as a form of
friendly address.} Yang, anxiously.
“Five days ago.” The old man heaved a sigh. Then he told us what had happened: During the past months,
Hsiao Ch’en had been continuously helping comrades cross the river from the spot nearby. This secret was
betrayed by a traitor named Ch’en Hsing. Five days ago, Ch’en Lao-wu, who was the head of the Repatriates in
Ch’en Village, arrested Hsiao Ch’en’s family and brought them down to the village police station to be tortured.
Finally they released only the old man, giving him instructions to go home and wait for Hsiao Ch’en. If Hsiao
Ch’en should come by with other people, the old man was to coerce his son to secretly hand over his comrades to
the Repatriates. Otherwise the old man would never be able to ransom the rest of the family.
When I heard this, my heart began pounding. Lao Yang looked at me, apprehension written on his face. Hsiao
Ch’en, on the other hand, bit his lower lip tightly and did not utter a single word. After a time, he raised his head
abruptly and asked:
“Dad, what were you going to do?”
“I? I was planning to go and bring you back here,” said the old man, flatly.
“Bring me back here?” Hsiao Ch’en was alarmed.
“Right!” The old man nodded. “For five whole days your mother and Hsiao Chia hung suspended from the
beams. I looked everywhere for you but I couldn’t find you—”
“Why were you looking for me?” Hsiao Ch’en interrupted the old man.
“Why was I looking for you?” sneered the old man. “Huh, you ask me why? Don’t you care at all about the
three of us? And don’t you want to avenge the death of those twenty to thirty village cadres and their family
members? Why do you think I consented to let you join the army in the first place? Eh?”
As he spoke, the old man grew more and more agitated and his thick white beard shook. His accusing glance
flashed at us like lightning. It was then that I finally understood what he was saying. Hsiao Ch’en gave me a look
full of meaning and smiled. Suddenly he gripped his father’s hand and said excitedly:
“Dad, but I’ve come back, haven’t I?”
“I searched for you for two days,” continued the old man, stroking his son’s head, “but I couldn’t get any news
of you. I couldn’t wait any longer, so the day before yesterday, even before the sky was light, I went to the east
bank of the river intending to seek out Captain Ma. I heard that they were stationed at the village. But before I got
there I heard gunfire. The enemy had them hemmed in. There were more than a thousand enemy soldiers
surrounding them, many layers deep on all sides. Even the Fourth Brigade stationed at Ch’ang-i came. The battle
went on till dusk. Captain Ma and Liu, his assistant, died. I heard that at the very end, after they had used up all
their ammunition, they killed themselves with their own hand grenades. When I went into the village their bodies
were still lying in the street. Ai, my brave captain. He used to help people cross the river to this side. Now he’s
finished. The armed partisan unit is finished. The territory occupied by our forces on the east bank is also
finished.”
The old man’s voice grew softer and softer. Then he heaved a deep sigh and let his tears flow.
My eyes experienced a prickly sensation and my lips trembled violently. Filled with emotion, Lao Yang
grasped the old man’s hand.
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“Old Uncle, be comforted. The armed partisan unit on the east bank is not finished yet; neither is the territory
across the river. The two of us are going there to continue Captain Ma’s work.”
“Eh?” the old man looked at us in astonishment. “Really? You’re going to the east bank of the river?”
Hsiao Ch'en nodded.
“Yes, Dad. That’s why I’m here. But the rowboat hidden among the willows by the river has been washed
away. What are we going to do.
The old man stood up and studied us from head to foot. Then he nodded his head.
“Good! It’s good that you’ve come. You must hurry. Since the death of Captain Ma, the Repatriates have
become worse. Yesterday, two comrades separated from their troops hid in the forest south of here, but they were
discovered by the Repatriates. Those two comrades were really something. They resisted for over half a day. Then
finally they smashed their guns and jumped into the river. It’s good that you’ve come. The people will have
someone to place their trust in again. You must cross the river as soon as possible. Eh, what? The boat has been
washed away?”
“Yes,” I said. “The boat has been washed away and the river is rising. But it’s imperative that we make the
crossing today …”
*
The old man quietly opened the door and went outside. He looked, up at the sky. Then he turned and asked:
“Can you two swim?”
“A little, but not in such high water,” Lao Yang and I replied.
The old man did not speak but walked back into the house. He took out a bottle, and tilting back his head,
gulped down a few mouthfuls. Then he offered the bottle to us, saying:
“Come, have some. The water is terribly cold.”
We took a few draughts. It was potent kaoliang wine.
“Let’s go,” the old man ordered.
We looked at him in bewilderment. Hsiao Ch’en gave us a merry wink and spoke softly:
“Go. He]’s going to help you swim across. The old man is a fine swimmer.”
When he spoke, Hsiao Ch’en’s voice was full of pride and confidence. That made me feel better and my spirits
rose. Then suddenly I remembered Old Auntie and Hsiao Chia suspended from the beams of the police station in
the Village. What would happen to them?
“Why have you stopped?” The old man was surprised to find me deep in thought.
“I was thinking. Old Auntie …”
The old man’s beard trembled and he turned away abruptly. Then, beckoning with his hand, he said sharply:
“Let’s go! Hurry!”
*
Dawn had come.
In the eastern sky rays of crimson light penetrated the cracks in the thick layers of clouds. The dark outline of
villages far off was becoming more and more distinct. On the surface of the river a strong wind was blowing. The
river was full of rolling white swells so that it looked like a rocking field of snow. At the foot of the river
embankment, wave upon wave charged repeatedly at the wall with terrifying roars while the wind swept up spray
and bits of grass toward us.
“What strong wind!” said the old man, inhaling sharply. “Come, I’ll see you across one by one. But let’s agree
on one thing first: Once we’re in the water, don’t thrash around. Now, who’ll go first?”
I gave Lao Yang a push, saying:
“You and Hsiao Ch’en go first. I’ll stand guard.”
“No, you go first,” said Lao Yang. He looked up at the sky.
“No, it’s better that you go first,” I insisted.
At that moment, a shot rang out from the west. Lao Yang was going to speak but the old man pulled him and,
with a splash, they were in the river.
“Hsiao Ch’en, go down. Quickly!”
I pushed him with my hand.
Angrily Hsiao Ch’en turned and ran up the embankment. I followed him to the top and looked toward the west.
We saw seven or eight people emerging from Ch’en Village and coming up the main road, covered with swirling
morning fog. They were not in any hurry at all. It would appear they had not seen us yet.
“Duck!” I ordered.
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On the embankment there was a winding trench which had been dug a month before when our army was
resisting the enemy on the banks of the Wei River. Now the edge of the trench was overgrown with reeds. Hsiao
Ch’en and I hid there. Tiger had been trailing us and he too hid in the trench. I turned and looked toward the east.
The old man was towing Lao Yang with one hand and pushing water with the other, swimming swiftly toward the
east among the hillocks of water. At times they would disappear beneath and at times they would surface among
the white-crested waves. Then I turned and looked toward the west. Those seven or eight ruffians had suddenly
left the main road for a small path which ran at an angle into the orchard. My heart skipped a beat and I turned to
look at Hsiao Ch’en. He was biting down hard on his lower lip, and with his rapidly heaving chest and short,
quick breathing, he seemed like an infuriated lion.
Quickly I evaluated the situation:
When the enemy discovers that the old man is missing, they will come to the edge of the river to look for him.
In that case we will be forced to fight with our backs against the river. A very risky situation. But regardless of the
risks, we must cover Lao Yang so that he can get to the opposite side of the river. If Lao Yang can reach the east
bank it will mean victory for us. All right, I thought: for the preservation and expansion of the territory and for the
survival of the armed partisan unit and the people of the east bank, Hsiao Ch’en and I will give our all.
I glanced at Hsiao Ch’en. He kept looking back and forth impatiently, first in the direction of the orchard and
then the river. I knew that his heart must be very heavy. I wanted to comfort him, but before I could speak, he
instead offered me words of comfort.
“Captain Yao, look! My father has already reached the middle of the river. What a fine swimmer the old man
is. He’ll be back in no time and will get you across the river.”
What a good and honest heart! I thought.
Suddenly, Tiger sprang up and, poking his head above the trench, barked wildly in the direction of the orchard.
I looked up and saw those seven or eight ruffians with guns in their hands emerging from the orchard. They were
following the path we had taken and heading straight toward the river’s edge.
Woof, woof, woof! Tiger barked furiously, as if he was going to charge.
“Be quiet! Get down!” Hsiao Ch’en quickly grabbed him by the scruff of his neck and forcibly pushed him
into a corner. Tiger whimpered with an injured air, but sat down obediently.
By this time the sky had lighted up.
From the villages around, smoke from breakfast cooking rose. In the sky above the Wei River an eagle
appeared, his jet black wings sweeping against the clouds, which looked like pieces of worn cotton. At times he
would emerge from behind a cloud, stopping motionless in midair, gazing down for a long time at those fields
washed by the recent storm and at that majestic river. Then at times he would dip his wings as if startled, and, like
a flash of black lightning, he would dive into the dark ocean of clouds.
The river’s edge at dawn was not peaceful at all. A violent storm would soon be breaking.
The enemy was advancing, nearer and nearer.
We could clearly see their faces and their clothes. This mob in disorderly attire was made up of the landlords
and village bullies from the Repatriates. In their hands they held shotguns and handguns of varied sizes and
brands.
“Ah!” Hsiao Ch’en gave a low cry of discovery and nudged me with his shoulder. “That traitor!”
“Which one?” I asked.
“That short man who’s walking at the head. That’s Ch’en Hsing. He used to be the head of our village. After
the enemy came he teamed up in secret with Ch’en Lao-wu. The arrest of my mother and my younger brother was
all his doing.”
So saying, he picked up his gun. I looked in the direction where Hsiao Ch’en pointed his gun and saw that
brazen traitor. He was about forty or fifty years old. Short. His face wearing an obsequious yet somewhat worried
smile, he strode toward the foot of the embankment. I could clearly hear the squelch his feet made in the mud and
the drone of his voice as he spoke.
“His mother’s —!\fn{A note reads: A common coarse curse, with the four-letter word often unsaid but clearly understood .} That
old bastard must have gone over to the side of the Elghth Route Army,” said Ch’en Hsing. Then he turned and
talked to the dark fat man behind him.
“Brother Hsiang-k’uei, as far as I’m concerned we should have buried the whole lot of them alive there and
then. But Uncle Lao-wu insisted on trying out his plan of playing out the line to hook a big fish. So now, we’ve
ended up not hooking any fish but losing the bait instead.”
“What the hell do you know?” the fat man sneered. “Your mother’s —! You only know how to call struggle
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meetings\fn{A note reads: Struggle meeting: a public meeting called to disgrace someone or to punish an offender .} and divide the
spoils.”
“Ah, brother Hsiang-k’uei, why must you bring that up? Didn’t I give you my word? I said that I would get
back all your property which has been distributed among the different households, so why are you—”
“I’m tired of listening to your droning,” the fat man snarled. “A whole month has passed already. How many of
my possessions have you gotten back? I’m giving you ten more days. If you don’t get them all back, I’ll bury you
alive.”
“Stop bickering,” said another ruffian, who was wearing a straw hat. “Last night Uncle Lao-wu said the district
office has sent word that during these few days we must be extra watchful in guarding the river because they think
that the Eighth Route Army to the west will definitely dispatch cadres to the east bank. The order from above is
that we must prevent them from getting across at all costs. Once they cross the river, it will be disaster—”
“Allow me.”
Ch’en Hsing didn’t even wait till the man in the straw hat had finished, but in an effort to curry favor, broke in:
“I’ll stand guard here at the river’s edge at night. Just let them come this way. Ugh, it’s slippery on the
embankment.”
Hunching his body, he started up the slope of the embankment.
Then he slipped and grabbed at the reeds with both hands.
“Fire!” I signaled with my hand.
Hsiao Ch’en stood up in the trench and whipped out his gun so that the gun barrel almost touched the chest of
Ch’en Hsing. For one split second the traitor was so terrified that his eyes almost popped out of their sockets. His
face turned ashen, then his grip loosened and he fell backwards. Down the slope his body tumbled till it landed
with a big splash in the ditch at the foot of the embankment.
At the same time, my automatic pistol also sputtered, and the dark fat man and the man in the straw hat fell
down one after the other. The ruffians were thrown into utter confusion by the surprise attack. They didn’t even
have time to level their guns. Falling and crawling they scattered down the embankment. Tiger, who had been
cooped up in the trench for so long, could restrain himself no longer. He jumped out of the trench and sped down
the embankment in hot pursuit. He ran swiftly, the hackles on his back rising, and, like a flash of lightning, caught
up with one of them. Tiger sank his teeth into the ruffian’s leg and held on, bringing him to the ground. The other
bandit, taking advantage of this lucky break, fled. Like a hare, he ran down the kaoliang patch toward Ch’en
Village.
*
The scorching sound of gunfire had ceased and the wind had dispersed the gun smoke on the embankment.
I looked back toward the river. Two men, looking like black dots, bobbed among the waves. They had almost
reached the east bank. My heart felt lighter, as if a thousand-kilo rock had been lifted.
“They've made it across the river,” I said, heaving a sigh of relief.
Hsiao Ch’en nodded, but his expression did not relax.
Suddenly from the direction of Ch’en Village came the sound of bells clanging. Then the same sound emanated from the villages to the south. Soon, one after another, many of the villages of the west bank rang with the
urgent peal of bells.
A more violent storm was approaching.
After appraising the situation, I decided that it was impossible to cross the river. In a few minutes the enemy
would be rushing us from three directions. Come then and let’s fight, I said. to myself. If I can’t fight my way out
I will do what those two comrades did. I’ll jump into the river. I had experienced my share of danger, but never
before had I to make such a desperate decision. But the situation was clear. I could not swim, and I was greatly
outnumbered. There was no other alternative.
I felt inside my pocket. Inside were some secret documents soaked through by rain. I tore them to shreds and
threw the scraps into the river. Hsiao Ch’en looked at me with the wondering gaze of a child. My heart stirred and
the thought that I should compel him to go down to the river crossed my mind again. Since it was impossible to
make a break for the west, and since Hsiao Ch’en could swim, what then was the point of his staying and dying a
needless death? So I said:
“Hsiao Ch’en, you can swim. Before the enemy charges, hurry and get down to the river.”
Hsiao Ch’en fixed a surprised look on me. Then he frowned and said:
“What? Are you bringing that up again?”
“Isn’t it obvious?” I said. “I shouldn’t even need to explain. Hurry, get down there.”
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Offended, he turned his face away and remained motionless and silent.
“Well, didn’t you hear me?” I knew he was not going to respond to reason so I was prepared to use pressure
even though my heart was not in it.
Still he said nothing, nor did he turn his head.
“Do you or don’t you understand what is meant by following orders?” I shouted, in exasperation.
“I understand,” he finally answered in a low voice. But immediately he turned and looked at me steadily. Then,
slowly and distinctly, he spoke:
“It is precisely because I’m following orders that I won’t go down to the river.”
“What nonsense is this? What kind of orders are you following?”
“I’m following the order which says I have to see you across the river, and not to abandon you to save myself.”
Ah, I would never have thought that this usually quiet young man could speak in such a manner. I was
speechless, and then, despite myself, I began to laugh.
Hsiao Ch’en did not laugh. Instead he looked at me with his large, deep-set eyes and said solemnly:
“Captain Yao, you’re not calm enough and you don’t have enough faith in the masses.”
I was taken aback.
“What do you mean?”
“Just what I said,” he said slowly. “Besides, you have insulted me.”
As he spoke he angrily turned his face away, but not before I caught a glimpse of tears in his eyes.
For a long time I was quiet while my face grew hot. It was only then that I fully understood what Hsiao Ch’en
was saying. It was only then that I really knew Hsiao Ch’en. I was deeply touched. I turned and looked at the
river. Lao Yang was already on the east bank and the old man was swimming back to us. I also looked toward the
west. A large swarm of people had emerged from Ch’en Village and were coming swiftly toward us. In the north,
and in front of the villages farther away, enemies also appeared. From all three directions—north, south, and west
—came the sound of gunfire, and bullets whizzed past our heads.
“All right, Hsiao Ch’en. Don’t be angry with me,” I said. “Let’s prepare ourselves for battle. Do you still have
bullets?”
He did not answer but patted the bullet belt which he had retrieved from the foot of the embankment. A ghost
of a smile flickered across his face.
The sound of gunfire came nearer and nearer. Enemies to the west of us had wound their way to the edge of the
orchard and had taken up position behind a sand ridge not far from us. Their bullets flitted by us like locusts,
sending up dirt from the edge of the trench and snipping off blades of reeds.
We remained still and did not return a single shot, but waited till the enemy drew nearer. However, they were
cunning and would not leave the protection of the sand ridge. Suddenly, they stopped shooting. One ruffian poked
his head out from behind the dune and, waving a red cloth, shouted:
“Don’t shoot, don’t shoot.”
I recognized that the speaker was the one who had just made the lucky escape.
“Hsiao Ch’en, take a look. Who is this?” he shouted.
Then, from behind the ridge two people were pushed out. Hsiao Ch’en’s face turned as white as snow.
Standing on the ridge were an old woman and a fourteen- or fifteen-year-old boy. Even without being told I could
tell that they were Hsiao Ch’en’s mother and his younger brother, Hsiao Chiao
Old Auntie stood on the ridge, her hands tied behind her back, her face streaked with blood and her hair falling
about her face. Strong gusts from the river whipped up her hair and caused her to sway. But with an effort she
stood up straight and, lifting her head, looked in our direction. Hsiao Chia was not bound but his pale face attested
to the ill-treatment he had suffered. With one hand holding a cane and with the other supporting his mother, he
also looked in our direction. When Tiger saw them he jumped up, darted out of the trench and friskily ran toward
his mistress. Behind the .ridge, the enemies began to raise their heads, some of them straightening up but
shielding themselves behind the old woman and Hsiao Chia, and peering at the embankment. Among them was a
dark fat man, his big belly exposed, who kept close to Old Auntie as he stood up. Then the ruffian waving the red
cloth shouted:
“Hsiao Ch’en, you’d better listen. Master Wu wants to talk to you.”
“Hsiao Ch’en,” the dark fat man’s voice sounded like a duck’s. He pointed to Old Auntie and Hsiao Chiao
“Hsiao Ch’en, do you see? You have two alternatives right now: The first one: die with your mother and your
brother here! The second one: put down your gun and return home with your mother. As for those Eighth Route
Army men with you, we’ll guarantee them mercy. All right, I have laid everything out clearly for you. You have to
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choose between the two alternatives. Whether you want to live or die, you only have to say the word.”
When I heard this I was so furious that I seethed. I looked at Hsiao Ch’en. His ashen face had turned a fiery
red. Without a word he leveled his gun and took aim at Ch’en Lao-wu. But, his whole body began to shake and
the muzzle of his gun wavered among the reeds. He could not take aim. I grasped his shoulder and spoke gently.
“Hsiao Ch’en, keep cool. Don’t shoot, you’ll hit your mother.”
He sighed and tears welled up in his eyes. He brushed them away fiercely with the back of his hand and
leveled his gun again.
Just then, Old Auntie spoke:
“Son!” Her voice was clear and calm. “Where are you? Why is it I can’t see you?”
“Over here, Mother,” Hsiao Ch’en answered loudly from among the reeds.
“Son, you stand up and let me take a look at you.—Oh, no, no. Don’t stand up, Son. You mustn’t stand up. Just
call me once more.”
Tears streamed down Hsiao Ch’en’s face.
“Mother!” he called in a quavering voice.
“Ah, good boy. You’re my good boy. Can you see me and your brother?”
“Yes, I can see …” Hsiao Ch’en could not continue.
“Good boy, that’s good enough. Shoot!”
Old Auntie suddenly raised her voice.
“Shoot! Don’t listen to that old dog of a Lao-wu. Kill all these ruffians. Shoot, my son! Shoot in my direction.”
“Brother, go on, shoot! Quickly, shoot!” Hsiao Chia also shouted urgently.
Commotion reigned on the ridge as all the ruffians scampered behind it like hares.
Right then, Hsiao Ch’en’s gun roared. The hapless ruffian waving the red cloth did not have time to take cover,
and as the shot rang out, he fell down at the feet of the old woman.
“Well done! That’s my boy.” Old Auntie, who was on the ridge, looked down at the dead man at her feet and
nodded her head in approval.
Suddenly from behind the ridge came the sound of a shot. Old Auntie gave a cry of pain. She swayed and then
slowly sank to the ground.
“Mother!” Hsiao Ch’en screamed.
My body was shaking and hot tears spilled down my cheeks. I leveled my gun but there wasn’t a single person
left on the ridge. The ruffians were all crouching behind the ridge and they had pulled Hsiao Chia down with
them.
I glanced at Hsiao Ch’en. His lower lip was bleeding from his biting down on it, and his eyes seemed to emit
sparks. Motionless he stared at the crumpled form of his mother on the ridge.
Just then a head appeared above the ridge. I was going to raise my gun when the man’s head exploded with a
bang. Hsiao Ch’en had shot him. Then after a while another head appeared and exploded in the same manner. This
time it was I who fired. Then the two of us stared in silence at the ridge, firing at any moving shape. In this way
we remained for more than ten minutes. The enemies just didn't have the courage to come up from behind the
:ridge. They fired blindly. After some time, someone shouted again:
“Don’t shoot, don’t shoot!”
Following the shouts, Hsiao Chia was pushed out again. After that, four or five ruffians in a line closely
followed Hsiao Chia, and using his body as a shield rushed toward the foot of the embankment.
Caught by surprise, I unconsciously lowered my gun. Hsiao Ch’en also stopped shooting.
Hsiao Chia, who was propelled forward by the ruffians, got nearer and nearer, his chest in the direct path of
our guns.
The enemies behind the ridge raised their heads, preparing themselves for the charge. The river bank had
become astoundingly quiet. The guns of the two camps were silent. One could hear the rapid breathing of Hsiao
Chia, the approaching footsteps of the ruffians hidden behind him, and the roaring of the waves in the river …
Suddenly, the clear, resolute voice of a young boy broke the tense silence.
“Brother, why have you stopped? Shoot! Go on, shoot! Shoot in my direction.”
My body trembled and my blood boiled.
Breathing hard, Hsiao Ch’en leveled his gun, but I tugged at his arm.
“Don’t shoot.”
“Shoot, shoot!” Hsiao Chia shouted urgently. “Avenge our mother. Quickly, shoot, my brother. Ch’en Lao-wu
is right behind me. Fire in my direction. Shoot! Avenge our mother!”
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Hsiao Chia broke off.
At that moment I saw Tiger dash out from the side and bite the leg of the ruffian who was pushing Hsiao Chia
along. He screamed with pain, loosened his grip on the boy and fell. Seizing the opportunity Hsiao Chia turned
around and pounced on the man, and managed to snatch a hand grenade away. Holding it high above his head, he
pulled out the pin. The ruffians, stunned by this unexpected turn of events, all froze and stood stock still beside
the boy, staring at the white smoke coming from the hissing fuse on the grenade... .
My heart was pounding hard and I closed my eyes tightly. The grenade went off with a loud boom.
When I opened my eyes, white smoke was surging upwards from the foot of the embankment. One ruffian, who
had miraculously survived, half rolled, half crawled his way back. Immediately our guns spat long tongues of
flames in the direction of the escaping man …
*
To tell the truth, despite the numerous battles I had been through, I had never experienced such violent
emotions. A few minutes before, I had been considering how to conserve bullets and to buy time until the old man
returned. Then I forgot everything. I pushed the lever on my gun to FAST and bullets shot out like raindrops.
Though the enemies from the south were forced by our gunfire to take cover behind the dunes, the enemies from
the west and the north swarmed toward us like bees. But they did not register at all in my mind. I just kept firing
and firing. I was obsessed with one single thought:
Revenge! Revenge for Old Auntie! Revenge for Hsiao Chia! Revenge for the masses slaughtered by Chiang’s
bandits on the Ch’ang-wei Plain.
But during a lull in the bloody battle, I discovered that Hsiao Ch’en was not as crazed as I was. He was saving
bullets, seldom firing double shots. He kept turning around and looking toward the river. Suddenly he grabbed my
arm and gave a cry of joy:
“Captain Yao, look! My father is back.”
I turned and looked. Swift as an arrow, the old man was swimming toward the foot of the embankment.
Overjoyed, Hsiao Ch’en stood up and shouted:
“Hurry, Dad. Hurry!” He stopped, and clutching at his chest with one hand, sat down. Blood was spurting from
his chest. I dropped down beside him and, gripping his shoulder, called his name loudly:
“Hsiao Ch’en, Hsiao Ch’en.”
He did not respond, his head lying limply on the edge of the trench. I felt an unbearable stabbing pain in my
heart.
Seizing this opportunity, the enemies rushed forward.
My blood was bubbling fiercely in my veins. I leveled my gun and shot in a sweeping arc at the foot of the
embankment. My gun jerked repeatedly and the shiny shells scattered like grasshoppers. I was drowning in the
thrill of revenge.
Suddenly, a strong hand clamped down on my shoulder. Alarmed, I turned and saw that it was Old Uncle.
“Come quickly down to the river.”
“No!” I said stubbornly and continued shooting at the enemies.
Old Uncle crouched down beside me. When he saw the bleeding Hsiao Ch’en, his thick beard trembled, and,
taking his son’s hand in both of his, he said:
“My son, my son.”
Hsiao Ch’en opened his eyes a crack. When he saw his father he gave a weak grin and said in a hoarse voice:
“Dad, you’ve come at the right time. Hurry. Take him down to the river.”
The old man did not speak. His face had turned deathly pale. Then he saw the bodies of the old woman and
Hsiao Chia lying at the bottom of the embankment. His large beard trembled even more violently and his tears
flowed silently. But immediately he raised his hand and wiped his eyes. Then he gripped my arm and said in a
loud voice:
“Come quickly. Come.”
“No,” I said, “I won’t go. I want to stay with Hsiao Ch’en.”
“Hurry. You must hurry,” Hsiao Ch’en cried, “I will cover you.”
His gun began to sound like peas popping in a roasting-pan.
“No, no—”
Before I could finish what I was saying, the old man grabbed me around my waist and we plunged into the
river.
“Hsiao Ch’en, Hsiao Ch’en!” I shouted in the water. A wave broke over me and water flowed into my mouth
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choking me so that I was breathless for a time.
The wind churned up the tumultuous waves and the air reverberated with the howling of the wind and the
waves.
I turned my head and looked at the embankment. I did not see Hsiao Ch’en. I only saw thin wisps of faint blue
smoke circling above the trench. Up on the embankment Tiger was jumping and snarling, venting his anger and
growling at every bullet which landed on the embankment sending up bits of dirt. Hsiao Ch’en was still fighting.
He was holding back the enemy so that I could cross the river. My heart felt as if it was on fire and I struck out
with my arms.
“Be still. Don’t move!” the old man said harshly. His arm around me grew tighter. I could feel it trembling and
I sensed that he was forcing himself not to look back at the west bank. He swam with all his might.
The sun rose from behind the layers of clouds, shedding its golden rays on the stormy surface of the river. One
white-crested wave after another pounded at us, lifting us high into the air and then dropping us into deep valleys.
My head was reeling from all that rocking, and yet I strained to look back toward the west. I felt as if I had left my
heart behind in the trench.
Suddenly an awesome spectacle held me spellbound.
The sound of gunfire from the west embankment stopped. The faint blue gunsmoke was dispersed by the wind.
Against the azure blue of the lightened sky in the west a human form stood facing the golden sunshine. Ah, it was
Hsiao Ch’en. He got out of the trench and threw his gun into the river. Then he wheeled around, and, throwing his
arms around a ruffian who had rushed up to him, jumped into the swiftly flowing Wei River. Dark silhouettes
appeared on the west embankment. They fired at us but the bullets fell short. We had broken past the swift
currents in the middle of the river. At that moment, shots also rang out from the east embankment. It was Lao
Yang covering us. Ah, the east bank at last, but what of Hsiao Ch’en? I took one last look at where he had jumped
but I could see nothing except the turbulent waves, churning, churning. …\fn{ A note reads: Captain Yao and Old Uncle
reached the other side of the river, but the old man received a gunshot wound in his shoulder. Hsiao Chen’s body was found the next day
down the river. It had been washed ashore. A few feet away lay the body of Tiger. After the old man had recovered, he joined the armed
partisan unit under Captain Yao’s command.}

42.76 I Know Three Years Ago\fn{by Ma Feng (1922- )} Hsiao-yi County, Shansi Province, China (M) 10
On my way to Chen Family Village my mind rambled with thoughts of:
“Have there been any changes during the four years since I’ve left it? Will my old friends still recognize me?
And Uncle Chao, the stockman—how’s he doing?”
The autumn harvest was already at its end and the fields were a deep autumn color. I didn’t care to stop to
enjoy the scenery but pedalled my bicycle hard so that I could fly to Chen Family Village in a flash.
After passing Red Bean Village, a newly built irrigation ditch appeared before me. From the distance, I saw
three or four people along the bank busily working on something. As I got closer, I saw that they were patching up
holes in the dike. Just as I was about to push my bicycle across the bridge, someone suddenly shouted to me:
“Hey! Aren’t you Old Ma? I haven’t seen you in years!”
He ran up to me, talking. I stopped.
The man was in his forties, slimly built with thin lips and a pointed chin. He wore a pair of old-fashioned,
wire-rimmed dark glasses. His shoes, socks, and trouser legs were splattered with mud. He looked familiar; it
seemed we’d met before but I just could not recall it at all. He reached me in three or four steps and shook my
hand warmly. I asked him:
“Is this a new ditch?”
“Yep. Today’s the first day we’re letting out the water,” he said. “Are you going to our village? Great! We’ll
talk tonight then!”
I racked my brains: he sounded like someone from Chen Family Village but who was he? What was his name?
No matter how hard I tried, I just could not recall. When I crossed the bridge and got on my bicycle, I heard him
saying to the others:
“Come on! Let’s check the eastern side again. I knew all along the new ditch would not …”
I did not hear the rest; the moment I heard the four words, “I knew all along,” I immediately remembered—it
was Chao Man-tun of the Chen Family Village Agricultural Cooperative. No wonder he looked so familiar!
Whenever Chao Man-tun was mentioned, I would recall the many stories about him. He was really a character!
Chao Man-tun's nickname was “I Knew Three Years Ago.”
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This phrase originated from a woodcut-printed farmer’s almanac decorated with a water buffalo in spring
plowing. In the old days it was sold near the end of the year. It was commonly referred to as “I Knew Three Years
Ago” because a three-year lunar calendar was also printed in this booklet. As to how Chao Man-tun got this for
his nickname, there was a story behind it:
He was a smart cookie and really knew how to manage affairs for himself. He was very calculating and
nobody could take advantage of him. When sowing in the springtime, he could tell whether it would be better to
harvest millet or kaoliang for that year; if you wanted to engage in some small business during the slack season,
he could tell whether it would be more profitable to sell fruits or vegetables. Although such speculations had no
guarantee, they were eighty to ninety percent accurate.
He was alert, sociable, and knew more than the average, simple-minded farmer. Therefore he frequently loved
to show off in front of people. No matter what others would say—be it about cows or horses, or national affairs,
or even about such matters as physiognomy—he could always put in his line and keep talking about it. One would
think he knew everything, but this was not so. Sometimes he pretended to be an expert on things and would
exaggerate wildly, making things up in order to fool people. But sometimes he would slip and make a fool of
himself.
One year, he was going home with a group of young men after having seen an opera at Red Bean Village,
which was five li away. While on the road, they talked about the opera, The Wise Verdict 0f Judge Pao, and
praised Pao for his fairness and for his iron-faced impartiality. In order to reveal how well-read he was, Chao
Man-tun said:
“Of course! If Judge Pao didn’t have such abilities, why would Emperor Ming of T’ang make him prime
minister?”
They were overheard by Uncle Chao from behind.
Now, Uncle Chao was well known as an opera fan and could be considered the historian in Chen Family
Village. Although he had never read any history books, he had thoroughly memorized such historical romances as
The Three Kingdoms, Water Margin, The Cases Of JudgePao, The Five Girls Of T’ang, and The Yang Family
Generals. So, after he heard Chao Man-tun’s comments, he smiled and said:
“Boy! That’s really great!—making a Sung dynasty man into a T’ang dynasty minister!”
When Chao Man-tun realized that he had been caught, he immediately defended himself:
“So what? T’ang and Sung are not that far apart in time!”
Not only did Chao Man-tun love to hold “big discussions” occasionally, but he sounded as though he had
foresight and as though everything turned out the way he had predicted. Whenever something went well, he’d
always say, “I knew all along it would be so!” But if something went wrong, he’d say, “I knew all along it would
turn out bad!” Eventually, the phrase, “I knew all along,” became his pet expression. So the people gave him that
nickname.
“I Knew Three Years Ago” was the oldest member of the Chen Family Village Agricultural Cooperative. He
voluntarily became a charter member when the agricultural cooperative was formed in the spring of 1951.
Everyone thought it was strange, because the other eight charter members were either poor peasants or new
middle peasants since the Land Reform of 1947-50, while Chao Man-tun had always been a middle peasant.
Furthermore, when the village was in the process of forming an agricultural cooperative, he went around badmouthing it. Even up till the day before the eight families held their meeting, he was still saying to the people on
the streets:
“Even brothers split their homes. Now seven or eight families want to get together. See if they’re not looking
for trouble!”
But on the evening of the next day, at the inaugural meeting, he signed up to join.
At first everyone thought he was kidding, but later, when they saw him put his fingerprint on the application
form and pull his mule and donkey to the co-op stable, they realized that he was serious. This became the talk of
the village for a long time; no one knew what he was really up to. Later, they discovered the secret from his wife.
It seemed that Chao Man-tun took action to join, but not without pressure. Only on the day of the meeting, he
received a letter from his brother, a soldier in the Liberation Army for several years, who had been urging Chao
Man-tun to join the cooperative. This last letter was especially strong, concluding with:
“You do not join, we will split our family holdings and I will put my portion in the cooperative.”
Chao Man-tun felt miserable the whole afternoon. After much thought, he decided that splitting the family
holdings would be worse for himself. His wife and daughter were also urging him to join. So, gritting his teeth, he
took the plunge—join! Chao Man-tun’s membership gave the cooperative a lot of trouble. He was a senior but the
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most backward member. His tricks and connivances were unsurpassed. If you heard of them, you would not know
whether to laugh or cry.
At first, the cooperative assigned him as the stockman because he had some experience with livestock. At the
end of the War of Resistance in 1945, he I bought a young donkey for three pecks of grain. It was no bigger than a
calf and as skinny as a skeleton. All the villagers said it would not live, but in less than three years the donkey
grew big and strong and even foaled. Afterwards, whenever someone mentioned it, Chao Man-tun would gloat
and say:
“I knew all along it would turn out like this. Raising livestock depends on hard work!”
He certainly did a lot for his two animals; he was more patient and considerate with them than with his own
children. Everyone thought it was appropriate to let such a person be the stockman, but who could tell that trouble
would come the moment he started to work there?
Soon the following ditty appeared on the blackboard bulletin:
Cows, horses, donkeys, and mules complain,
A profit the stockman sure has made of them.
Mules and mares crowd together for feeding,
Kicking here and biting there in chaos;
The hay is unsieved, the feed uncooked,
The trough half full of hay and half of mud;
The pen is always unkempt,
And the torn harnesses unmended;
The co-op's livestock, all skin and bones,
All need crutches to help them walk.
His own donkey and mule on another trough are fed,
Living as if in a palace;
With the best in hay and feed,
They’re plump and strong like tigers.
All are animals but treated differently,
As the sweet stay sweet and the bitter stay bitter.
Suffering like this,
Why not quit the co-op when there’s still time!

In less than half a year, the co-op members had much to say against him. Finally they held a meeting and
subjected him to a good round of criticism. He was reassigned to be a cart-driver, and his two animals were
assigned to pulling carts.
Everyone thought this would put him under control, but who was to know that this gave him an even bigger
advantage? He would take the opportunity of delivering co-op grain to engage in some small business of his own.
Today he’d bring some wine from the city and tomorrow some cigarettes. On the road, he would pick up
passengers and pocket the fares. Once when he was sent to pick up charcoal that winter, he passed by a small
town and found that they were selling suckling pigs at a cheap price. He had wanted for a long time to buy a sow,
but he didn’t have any money with him that day. So, he used the cooperative’s charcoal money to buy a young
sow for himself and returned with an empty cart. He told the co-op chairman:
“The bridge outside the Li Family Town has collapsed and I couldn’t get through. I knew all along that this trip
would be wasted!”
But not long afterwards, the whole incident was investigated and the truth became known. The cooperative
held a criticism meeting. Chao Man-tun was given a demerit and relieved of his post.
From then on, Chao Man-tun was to work in the fields, but then he turned to give the brigade leaders a lot of
trouble. The co-op members wrote another ditty about this:
Chao Man-tun, a corrupt mind,
His work behavior, lazy.
When the work’s hard he feigns a tummy-ache,
But works on vegetables in his private plot.
He always picks the easy jobs,
Not caring for quality but for speed:
In three shovelfuls, he finishes a pile of fertilizer,
And the place remains a jungle where he says he has weeded.
More wheat is thrown away than gathered,
Don’’t you think that’s weird?
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If the co-op’s crops are poor
Then everyone will suffer because of you!

There was no end to Chao’s pickiness or tricks. The brigades also held meetings regularly to criticize him, but
that didn’t help any. Chao Man-tun had two ways of handling criticism. One was to joke about it. For example,
whenever everyone criticized him for coming to work late, he would not discuss it or talk , back, but would say
with a smile:
“Ah! It’s obvious none of you have ever seen an opera. The best always comes on stage last!”
Or he would take in everything, give no explanation, and stay calm. He would only say, “I agree completely.”
But the moment he left the meeting, he would have a lot to say, “Huh! Me grabbing for work points! Who doesn’t
want to earn a few more work-day credits? You keep saying the co-op is your family. Why don’t you labor just for
the co-op then?” Or, “Even if gold grew from the ground, if you don’t earn any work-day credit, you could stare
till your eyes pop out and still have no share in it!”
He went to all three production brigades in the cooperative but no one wanted him. None of the brigade leaders
could handle him and everyone called him “The Headache.” They also wrote a ditty about him:
“The Headache” knows only how to talk,
To receive criticism is like drinking cold water;
Always saying “I agree” at meetings,
But never changing or repenting.

When I was here in the autumn of 1953, in less than three days I heard many such stories about Chao Man-tun
from the people, especially from Uncle Chao, the stockman. Whenever Chao Man-tun was mentioned he would
angrily say:
“It’s lucky that the co-op has only this one crafty devil. If there were more, then the whole country would
certainly be in chaos!”
Later, when Chao Man-tun and I gradually became closer, I felt that this person was not as bad as others had
said. I worked with him, cutting corn and breaking clods in the fields. He was full of energy when he worked. If
he saw even just a little piece of a cob left on a stalk he would pull it off and put it in a pile. He was more
meticulous than the young people. There was something else unique about him—he loved to talk and have fun.
He was almost forty but he still liked to fool around with young people. When working together with him, you
would not feel a bit tired. He always made everyone laugh and the day would be over before you knew it. I was
quite bothered: Was he actually putting up a front for me? Or were Uncle Chao’s remarks not true?
One night, I was talking about Chao Man-tun with Chen Ming-shan, the co-op chairman, and Chen said:
“This person used to be very backward. There’s not a bit of exaggeration in what everyone says about him.
During the first two years he belonged to the cooperative, he was dying to see it fall apart. But he’s progressed
quite a bit this half year. Good or bad, he’s an old member of three years’ standing. Even a piece of cold stone
warms up after you’ve carried it next to your skin for three years!”
Hu Feng-ying, Chao Man-tun’s wife, also said he had changed recently. I was once assigned to eat with them
at their house. The house was not too big but it was complete—the living quarters, the horseshed, the pigpen, the
goatpen, and the outhouse—nothing was lacking. The house was neat and orderly. His wife, tall and plump, was
almost the same age as Man-tun. She also loved to talk and have fun. They had a son going to elementary school
in a small town and an unmarried daughter.
I was a bit late that night because I had some business at the cooperative. Man-tun had already finished dinner
and had gone to the fields. While eating, I chatted with the wife. I don’t remember how, but we got onto the
subject of her husband. She said:
“You’ve probably heard people say that he’s the famous backward member of the co-op, haven’t you?”
I nodded with a smile and she continued:
“He was even more backward when he first joined the co-op that year. Every time he came home he would
curse the co-op. ‘Who in blazes came up with this damn thing! Even our Number Two Brother has joined the
devil, forcing us to hell!’ He talked about these things even in his dreams. Once he shouted, ‘Save a little every
day and next year we’ll buy another two mu of land.’ I woke him up and asked him what he was talking about. He
sighed, ‘Aw! What the hell can you buy?’ At the time, he had joined the co-op but his heart was not in it.
Afterwards, whenever the co-op held meetings to criticize him, he would come home to take it out on me.”
She paused and then said:
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“It]’s much better now. For the past few years, our share at the end of the year has never been less than what
we would get if we worked on our own. This has put his mind at ease. Nowadays, he only adds up his work points
every few days. He hasn’t been criticized for a long time.”
Listening to his wife, I knew Chao Man-tun had really progressed. But shortly afterwards—a few days before I
was to leave—Chao Man-tun got into trouble again.
Autumn harvest was already over. The cooperative had just begun a well-digging project and planned to sink
five wells before the ground froze. Chao Man-tun was somewhat experienced with well-digging. Before he joined
the cooperative, he had supervised the digging of the well at his home.
The water was good and plentiful. So this time he was appointed as technical supervisor of the cooperative’s
well-digging project. The man was really something. He took responsibility for all the preparatory work of water
prospecting and of starting the well holes. The work was managed in perfect order.
On the third day after the digging began, as the cooperative blackboard was about to write up his contribution,
the diggers struck some shifting sand. They sent someone to the village to get Chao Man-tun, but he was nowhere
to be found. When asked, his wife didn’t know where he was either. She said he had left in a hurry before the
crack of dawn. The co-op committee members were very angry. The project needed him now, but he had
disappeared.
It wasn’t until the second night that Chao Man-tun came back to the village. Immediately, he ran to the co-op
office to apologize. Many people were in the office discussing the problem of the shifting sand. They saw him
walking in and asked him where he had been. Chao Man-tun stuttered for a long time before saying he had gone
to West Mountain to buy jujubes for sale. This infuriated everyone. They all started criticizing him at once and no
one could hear what the others were saying. Chao Man-tun lowered his head, squatted on the floor, and just
puffed on a cigarette. After everyone had calmed down, he stood up and said:
“I know I’m wrong. The devil must have got me! When I was returning to the village from work that day, I
bumped into a friend from T’ai-p’ing Village. He had just bought some jujubes from West Mountain. I heard him
say that they sold for five to six cents a catty. I figured that by the eighth day of the twelfth lunar month, the price
would rise to over ten cents a catty. If I could get a hundred catties, I could make five to six yuan with no effort at
all. This should be enough to cover my New Year’s expenses. Besides, I thought that since the digging was
already well on its way, I might as well take a little time off—”
Uncle Chao, the stockman, came in to refill his lantern. He cut in, saying:
“Your calculated plans are just great and your mind is really active. But you never think of the co-op!”
Chen Ming-shan, the co-op chairman, said:
“The cooperative has assigned you to be the technical supervisor. This clearly shows that we trust you a lot and
have great hopes in you. But you put aside your work to do some small business for yourself. Of course it’s good
for you because you can make five to six yuan in a couple of days. But if we stop the well-digging for a couple of
days, do you know how much labor is wasted? And how much loss could result? Have you ever thought of this?
Have you figured it out this way? You can abandon your work to make some money, but if others also follow your
example, who’s going to dig the wells? Chen Erh-ming is a new co-op member. Because he was afraid of delaying
the digging, he didn’t even go to his father-in-law’s sixtieth birthday party. You’re an old member and responsible
for this project, yet you could do such a thing!”
Chen Ming-shan’s face grew red. There wasn’t a sound in the room. Chao Man-tun squatted by the table and
lowered his head in silence. A cigarette with a long ash dangled between his fingers. He didn’t smoke it or flick it;
he just let it burn slowly. Chen Ming-shan said after a pause:
“You joined the cooperative with reluctance but have you suffered since joining it? Has it been any worse
compared to when you were on your own? You should know. During the hailstorm this summer, the ten mu of
land that you brought into the cooperative were hit. If in the past you had met with such a disaster, would you
have gotten so much grain this fall? When you were suddenly ill in July, co-op members went out in the rain all
night long to get you a doctor and carry you to a hospital. They didn’t want a cent from you or even a meal. Do
you remember that? Also, over one-hundred yuan was spent on medicine and shots for you. You didn’t have any
money so the cooperative lent it to you. In the old society, whether it be a good or bad year, would you have been
able to get such a large sum of money so fast? I know you manage your life very well, but to raise that much
money you would have had to sell either your house or your land.
“Why is everyone so concerned with you? Why does the cooperative look after you? Because you’re a member
of the agricultural cooperative and a member of this big family. But how much have you done for this big family?
Do you ever think of this big family at all?”
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When Chen Ming-shen finished, Chao Man-tun lifted his head, looked at everyone with moist eyes, and said
softly:
“I know I’m wrong. I have not forgotten the good that the agricultural co-op has done me. I also want the coop to grow, it’s just that selfishness is still in me. The moment I heard that selling jujubes was profitable, I could
only think of my own family. I’m willing to accept any punishment.”
Chao Man-tun was very sincere, so no one had anything more to say. Then his daughter came to call him home
for dinner. The co-op chairman let him go for now, as the issue was to be discussed later. Man-tun nodded and
left.
Uncle Chao whispered in my ear:
“Just wait and see. He’s going to swear when he gets out of the door.”
His words aroused my curiosity. Quietly I followed Chao Man-tun. It was very dark in the courtyard. He
walked with heavy steps and the light from his cigarette glowed on and off. I followed till he was outside the gate
and only' heard his daughter say with disapproval:
“Dad, look at what you’ve done. It’s really disgraceful!”
Chao Man-tun didn’t talk back. He heaved a long sigh and walked on. I did not know whether he hated himself
or the others.
I left Chen Family Village the next day so I did not know how Chao Man-tun was to change afterwards.
*
I was on the road thinking of Chao Man-tun and, before I knew it, I had reached Chen Family Village. I
noticed that many new willows had been planted outside the village, which was now surrounded by them. A few
roofs could be seen above the trees. I remembered that this was once a nonproductive swamp area. Who could
have dreamed that four years of labor could change it into this? I pedalled through the willows on my bicycle.
Entering the village I saw many new houses lining both sides of the road. On the threshing ground, firewood and
hay were piled up like mountains. The road was also crowded with heaps of grass and leaves. The village was
very quiet; I didn’t bump into a single person on the streets.
The managing committee office of the agricultural cooperative was still located at the same place. On the door
hung a sign saying:

The Three-in-One Advanced Agricultural Cooperative.
I pushed my bicycle into the courtyard and saw an old man, wearing a pair of spectacles, sitting on the steps of
the west building. He was bending over his work-mending sacks. The sound of my bicycle made him raise his
head, and I saw that it was Uncle Chao. I shouted:
“Uncle Chao! How’ve you been?” He started at me and beamed.
“Oh, so it’s you! I never thought you’d come here!”
He dropped his work and ran over with a limp to shake my hand. I asked about his leg; he said:
“Even when one sits safely at home, disaster still may .fall from the sky. The co-op bought a breeding horse
this spring and I was rewarded with a kick. Who would have expected that one kick would turn me into a
custodian?” Seeing my puzzled look, he explained:
“The co-op chairman, Chen Ming-shan, saw that I was limping, so he said, ‘Forget about the stockman. How
about a custodian instead?’ I said, ‘A custodian’s okay with me. Besides, I can’t jump anymore. Let the bald-head
be the monk. It’s just fitting for the part.’ All I need is a job. It’s better than eating free meals.”
As he helped me with my baggage, he went on talking:
“Managing our co-op is a big job now. When you were here last, the entire co-op had only fifty-two
households, right? Now it’s an advanced co-op of over five hundred households. Red Bean Village, T’ai-p’ing
Village, and our village have joined together. Let’s go in and have a seat.”
Carrying my baggage, I followed him to the office. It was like before, except the wall had a few more charts
and banners, and a telephone had been installed. A worker whom I did not recognize was sitting at a table by the
window, taking care of some forms. Uncle Chao introduced us; he was Liu Pin, an intern accountant. I asked
about the former accountant, Hsiu-ying. Uncle Chao said:
“She’s the co-op’s chief accountant now. She went to the cotton purchasing station in the city to settle the
accounts there. Do you know that this year we have sold 120,000 catties of cotton alone to the government?”
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When I asked him whether the autumn harvest was over, he said:
“We’re as busy as mules now, cutting corn stalks, picking leftover cotton in the field, gleaning, irrigating …
Everybody’s helping in everything; there’s a general mobilization of men and women, old and young. Even the
co-op cadres have gone to the fields. Only us two, one old and one young, are left behind to guard the fort.”
He switched to singing in a gravelly voice:
“Look at our fort, inside and out, up and down, left and right, in front and behind. There’s only the two of us.
Ha! Ha! Ha! How’s that? Am I not like Ting Kuo-hsien, the opera singer?”
Liu Pin said:
“Ting Kuo-hsien would surely bow to you as his master if he heard you.”
“That won’t do. I’m not even collecting any admission charge.” Uncle Chao poured a cup of water for me and
left. us. Then Liu Pin turned to me:
“This Uncle Chao is a very interesting person” Suddenly he asked, “Did you write that essay, Uncle Chao, the
Stockman? I read it at school.”
I nodded and asked him what grade he was in. He said he graduated last year from junior high school and that
his home was in T’ai-p’ing village. Originally a brigade worker, he was just transferred this summer to the
managing committee. As We talked, Uncle Chao carried in some torn sacks and said to me:
“You might as well stay in the office and eat at the supply and distribution co-op. I’ve notified them already.
The co-op is next door to Chao Man-tun’s house. It’s the new five-part structure.”
“How’s Chao Man-tun doing now?” I asked.
“Chao Man-tun has made a complete about-face. He’s a member of the co-op’s irrigation committee now and
isn’t doing too badly. You’d probably never have expected it, right? Neither would I. I used to hate Chao Man-tun
the most and even suggested a couple of times to kick him out of the co-op. But the co-op chairman kept telling us
to be patient and help him reform. I used to say, ‘Even rivers and mountains are easy to change but one’s basic
nature is difficult to alter,’ and that Chao Man-tun would change only if the sun rose in the west. But, this time I
made the wrong bet.” I then asked:
“What happened that time after he went to buy jujubes at West Mountain?”
Tilting his head, he thought for a long time. Then he suddenly clapped his hands and said:
“My! You’ve got a good memory! That’s right, there was such an incident. After our harsh criticism of him, he
went to the well before dawn the next day. This guy is really something! He stopped the sand-shifting right away.
Later we didn’t have enough bricks for the fifth well; the kiln couldn’t make any more. Everyone was worried to
death, but again he came up with one of his clever ideas. One night, everybody was in the office worrying about
it; some wanted to break down their houses and some wanted to tear down graves. Chao Man-tun then said, ‘Why
are the areas east of our village called Arch Bridge North and Arch Bridge South? There once must have been a
brick bridge and it must have been buried long ago by earth and sand. If we dig up those bricks there would be
enough for not only one well, but two.’ No one believed him. The co-op chairman went to T’ai-p’ing Village the
next day and asked a ninety-six-year-old man. It seemed to that old man that there was such a bridge when he was
young. Afterwards, with the help of the old man, we actually dug up a brick bridge. This guy is really an ‘I Knew
Three Years Ago.’ I'm over sixty now; even I can’t remember such a thing. Who knows how he can remember
such things? Don’t you think it’s strange?”
I was very happy to hear this and asked, “There was no problem after that?” Mending his sacks, Uncle Chao
said:
“Think about it. Is it possible to have no more problems with him? Something happened again in the autumn of
the year before. It was over the mating of sows.” He then proceeded to tell me what happened.
What happened was this: After the autumn harvest of the year before, Chen Lan-ying, the pig-tender, suggested that we improve the breed of pigs by raising a lot of Russian Berkshires. The cooperative managing committee
agreed but there were very few Berkshire boars at the time. Only the Ch’eng-kuan Agricultural Cooperative had
one and they charged two yuan per mating. But they had already contracted with many other agricultural
cooperatives; it would be at least two months if we were to wait our turn. For days Chen Lan-ying kept after the
co-op chairman but nothing could be done about it. They had to put it aside for the time being.
One morning, Li Erh-kuei, the breeder for Ch’eng-kuan Agricultural Cooperative, was rushing the Berkshire
boar on its way to an appointment at T’ai-p’ing Village. He passed by Chen Family Village. Chao Man-tun,
squatting in front of the co-op office, saw Li Erh-keui and ran up to him and greeted him. He insisted on inviting
Li into the office for a rest. Li Erh-kuei said:
“We can’t let your co-op have the pig first. You have another month or so before it will be your turn!” Chao
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Man-tun said:
“Of course! Even if you gave us the pig to mate, we wouldn’t want it anyway. We don’t have any sows ready.
Come on, come and rest in our co-op. The pig’s tired even if you’re not.”
It was very cold that day and a big dust storm was brewing. Li Erh-kuei thought Chao Man-tun made sense so,
without a worry in his head, he followed Chao. After the Berkshire boar was locked inside an empty house, the
two went to the office. Chao Man-tun took out a cigarette from his own pocket and offered it to his guest.
Speaking of Chao Man-tun and his cigarettes, there was a story behind that too. Not just anyone could smoke
his cigarettes. Always afraid of people getting a free cigarette from him, he would often carry two packs in his
pocket, one empty and one full. Every time he wanted to smoke with people around, he would put his hand in his
pocket and slowly pull out a cigarette. If someone asked him for one, he would take out the empty pack and say:
“It’s empty. I only have the one left.”
Once while threshing wheat, he took a break for a smoke and pulled his old trick again. Some youngsters made
a fuss about it and wanted to search his pockets. Chao Man-tun said, “This pack is also empty,” as he took out the
other pack and threw it away. Everyone believed him but it was actually a trick. Chao Man-tun thought he’d wait
until no one was looking and then pick it up. But, just at that very moment, there was a child playing by the
threshing ground. He ran over and picked up the pack and said:
“There are still five or six cigarettes left! Why are you throwing them away?”
This ruined Chao Man-tun’s trick. He had no choice but to smile and share his cigarettes with everybody there.
So, every time Chao Man-tun offered you a smoke, it was either to borrow something from you or to ask you for
help. His cigarettes were never wasted …
That day, Chao Man-tun lit a cigarette for Li Erh-kuei and also busied himself about boiling water for tea. He
said he had to go out for firewood, but he sneaked over to the empty house and pushed the Berkshire boar into the
sow pen next door. Then he got the firewood to boil water, while talking with Li Erh-kuei about everything under
the sun. Those in the office thought the two were really friends.
The fire was low so the water was slow to boil. In fact, Chao Man-tun had purposely brought back green wood
to delay everything. Li Erh-kuei was getting a bit impatient, but when he saw how nice Chao was, he did not feel
right about leaving. By the time the tea was ready, an hour had already passed.
Chao Man-tun figured that by now the three sows should be finished with their mating business. So,
pretending to go to the outhouse, he put the Berkshire back in the empty house. Li Erh-kuei didn’t have the
slightest idea as to what had happened; he even thanked Chao again and again before leaving.
When Uncle Chao reached this part of the story, Liu Pin and I were laughing uncontrollably. Uncle Chao was
also laughing and said:
“You see how devilish this guy is! When the co-op members heard about this, they were all very happy and
thought that Chao Man-tun had done a good deed for the co-op, especially Chen Lan-ying, the pig-tender, who
laughed so hard that she could not stop. Chao Man-tun also said proudly, ‘I knew all along that after he finished
mating at Red Bean Village yesterday, he had to go to T’ai-p'ing Village today. I can’t let him pass our customs
gate without paying a toll!’
“When the co-op chairman returned from the city and heard about this, he was extremely angry. He criticized
Chao Man-tun, saying he was wrong, tricky, and taking advantage of others, and he had ruined the honor and
credibility of the co-op. Many people did not understand this at the time. Neither did I. Feeling this was unjust,
Chao Man-tun said, ‘I gave up a cigarette and wasted half a work-day. Was it for myself? It was all for the co-op.’
“But the co-op chairman said, “Is it right to harm our brothers’ cooperative for the sake of our own? Forget for
the moment that we’ve cheated Ch’eng-kuan Cooperative out of their six yuan. I ask you, how many sows can
one boar mate a day? Li Erh-kuei did not know that halfway on his journey, the Berkshire had worked itself three
times. When it went to T’ai-p’ing Village to mate again, could it impregnate the sows there? What if by chance
the sows do not conceive. Won’t this ruin T’ai-p’ing Agricultural Cooperative?’
“When he put it this way, everyone felt that something was wrong and didn’t know what should be done. The
co-op chairman suggested paying back the price of mating the three sows to Ch’eng-kuan Agricultural Co-op. He
also wanted Chao Man-tun to go to T’ai-p’ing Village and apologize.
“This seemed to be a very good solution. But Chao Man-tun would rather die than go. He said, ‘It’s all right to
pay back Ch’eng-kuan Co-op, but to apologize to T’ai-p’ing Village? No way! I didn’t even use their co-op pigs
to mate.’ We were busy involving T’ai-p’ing Village and Red Bean Village to form an advanced co-op; so the
matter was put aside.”
“What happened afterwards? Did the T’ai-p’ing Village pigs mate?” I asked.
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The sound of shuffling feet and laughter interrupted Uncle Chao. From the window I saw the women returning
from picking cotton and gleaning the fields. The quiet courtyard suddenly became alive. Uncle Chao gathered the
mended sacks. As he went out, he smiled and said:
“Go ask Chao Man-tun about the sow incident. He’s more clear on that than I am.” He turned around at the
door once again and said:
“It’s time for dinner. Go there yourself. It’ll save someone a trip coming to get you.”
I wanted to see Chao Man-tun after this, so when dinner was over I left the supply and distribution cooperative
for Chao’s house. I pushed the door and saw only Hu Feng-ying, his wife, washing dishes. When she saw me she
smiled and said:
“So, it’s Old Ma! I’ve just heard from people on the streets that you’ve arrived. What wind has blown you this
way? Please sit on the kang.” She poured some water and gave me a cigarette. I thought Man-tun had already left
after dinner, but she told me he still had not returned. She said:
“He’s been busy irrigating the land these past few days. Today’s the first day for the Harvest Ditch to release
water—that’s the one you’d see if you come from the city. I don’t know when he’ll be able to come home. Ai! He
didn’t even take any food with him when he left this afternoon.” I joked:
“He’s an irrigation committee member. If he’s hungry he can just drink water.” Hu Feng-ying said in a
complaint:
“Don’t ever mention water! Ever since he became an irrigation committee member, the land has water, of
course. But if we at home want anything to drink, that’s a different matter! The water jug is often empty. He’s so
busy he’s got no time to fetch water and I’m stuck at home with a nursing baby.”
Only then I noticed a baby sleeping in the corner of the kang.
“You’ve added another member to your family,” I remarked. She smiled and said:
“I married off my daughter last year, and this year I gave birth to a son—no loss, no gain, just even.”
I asked her what her elder son was doing now; she said he was going to high school in the city and was already
in the tenth grade. I chatted with her as I waited for Man-tun’s return. She told me that he was quite a different
man now from what he was before. His mind was always on the problems of the cooperative. Sometimes he could
not sleep all night long because of the irrigation work. Last year his brother took a leave from the army to visit
home. When he saw how enthusiastic his elder brother was about his work, he was very happy. After he went
back, he sent many books on irrigation to Man-tun and even donated a level\fn{ Apparently, a carpenter’s level is meant .}
to the cooperative. Proudly, Hu Feng-ying said:
“You know, he wants to prove himself for Party membership! Sometimes when I complained to him about
neglecting his family, he would criticize me for being backward and I would say, ‘How long has it been since you
became progressive?’ He would answer, ‘I.knew all along you’d say that!’”
Hu Feng-ying laughed loudly and so did I. After an hour, Chao Man-tun still had not returned, so I left. When I
stepped through the gate, a bright flashlight beam caught my face. It was so glaring I could not even open my
eyes. I heard the familiar voice of Chen Ming-shan, the co-op chairman. I ran over, shook his hand, and asked him
what he was doing. He said the tractor station had just called to say the Red Star Cooperative had already finished
their own plowing and were coming tonight to help the Three-in-One Co-op. He had to go and supervise. I asked
for permission to go along.
Chen Ming-shan and I talked about Chao Man-tun. He also said that Man-tun progressed a lot during these few
years. The most important thing was that now there was a “cooperative” in his mind. Whenever he did something
he would consider it on the basis of the “cooperative’s” advantage. He no longer worked only for his family as he
used to do. Chen Ming-shan continued:
“Chao Man-tun was selfish in the past, which was not strange at all. He was a middle peasant pressured into
the co-op to begin with; even if he were a poor peasant joining the co-op of his own free will, we could not expect
him to become selfless overnight. For generations our peasants have been struggling, each one for himself. An
agricultural cooperative is stronger than a single household. To him a cooperative does not mean one can make a
turnabout in one stroke. Just like a rustic suddenly finding himself in the city. Even though everything in the city
is much more convenient, it would still take the rustic some time to get used to it. It takes time to reeducate a
person like Chao Man-tun.”
“You certainly have worked a lot to re-educate Chao Man-tun,” I remarked. Chen Ming-shan said:
“You are way off on that. Can one educate another all by oneself? If not for the efforts of the group, Chao
Man-tun would still be Chao Man-tun.” He went on after a brief pause:
“I went to a district Party committee meeting once. Secretary Liu of the committee gave a lecture and said,
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‘When; individual output changes into collective output, then the economic foundations will change and the
people’s ideology and consciousness will gradually but surely change.’ I did not think much of this when I heard
him at first. Then I thought it over carefully. He actually makes sense.”
The last time I came to Chen Family Village and met Chen Ming-shan, I felt he was not the type of co-op
chairman who was concerned only with production. When I heard this from him, I knew then that he was a man
with “ideology.”
Our walk, punctuated by our conversation, had already taken us quite a way from the village. It was so dark
that you could not even see the fingers of your hand stretched out before you When we reached Arch Bridge
North, Chen Jen-ming, the brigade leader, and two machine operators were already waiting there. One of the
operators was Chang Cheng-wan, who had raised livestock for two months, and the other, whom I did not
recognize, was a high school student. The two tractors arrived shortly with four drivers, among whom was also a
woman. Chen Ming-shan discussed the plowing with them and we then went back along the ditch.
Past the Chao Family Graveyard, several lanterns appeared ahead of us, where a few people were arguing
about something. Fearing that a dike might have been broken, we ran toward the noise. But it turned out to be just
a water diversion ditch; several people were talking excitedly there. We saw Chao Man-tun in the lantern light,
shouting:
“No! Hurry up and open it up! I knew all along that you would be up to your devilish tricks!”
“It’s so dark now; what are you afraid of? The Red Star Co-op is not going to send anybody here,” said an old
man. A younger man said:
“Really! You want the horses to be strong but you don’t want them to graze. You want us to irrigate the land
more but you won’t give us water!” Chao Man-tun said:
“We are in a hurry to irrigate our land; won’t the Red Star Co-op want to do the same? Would you like what
you are doing if the tables were turned?”
We found out that those two co-op members had diverted part of the water in the Red Star Cooperative’s ditch
into ours. Chao Man-tun discovered us. Without greeting me, he turned to the co-op chairman:
“Here comes the co-op chairman. Let him tell you.”
Chen Ming-shan criticized the two co-op members and made them adjust the water diversion gate for the Red
Star Cooperative. The co-op chairman then turned to Chao Man-tun:
“You’d better hurry home to eat; and don’t you come out again tonight.” Chao Man-tun said:
“I was just about to go home; otherwise my stomach would revolt.” He cleaned the shovel in the ditch and
wiped his eyes with a red handkerchief he had on his chest. No wonder he wore dark glasses during the day; there
was something wrong with his eyes.
“You should go to the medic station and have that looked at,” I said. He replied:
“I’ve already done that. It’s okay, just a slight inflammation.” We waited until he put his things together. Then
we started to walk back to the village. I asked Chao Man-tun about the pig-breeding incident. He smiled.
“Uncle Chao must have told you. I knew all along that this old man would tell you anything bad about me!
What do you intend to do about it? Do you want to ‘publicize’ my faults in the papers again?” I also smiled.
“Not necessarily.”
“Well, I might as well give you a complete confession,” he said. He paused and then went on.
“Not long after the pigs mated that day, our co-op joined Red Bean and T’ai-p’ing villages and formed an
advanced cooperative. The new co-op decided to bring together all the Berkshires to be raised in Chen Family
Village, because we had a flour mill which yielded better hog feed. The following spring, the sows were about to
have piglets. The co-op chairman sent me to help Chen Lan-ying, the pig-tender. I agreed, but I didn’t realize the
chairman was trying to put me on the spot. Each of the four sows from Red Bean Village had about a dozen
piglets. Each of ours had about seven or eight. But the two sows from T’ai-p’ing Village, well, let’s not talk about
it anymore! One of them had three, the other had only two. One piglet died at birth; the four surviving were no
bigger than white rats. Boy, did my face turn red! Some of the people there said, ‘Oh! Look what Chao Man-tun’s
done for our co-op!’ Even if nobody said anything, I felt bad enough. That was really like picking up a rock and
smashing it right on your own foot.”
When Chao Man-tun finished his story, he talked to Chen Ming-shan about expanding Harvest Ditch. He
wanted to build two more ditches next year, by which time 70 percent of the cooperative’s land would be
irrigated. He also wanted to plant two rows of willows along the banks of the ditch. Not only would this
strengthen the dikes but it would also bring in a big crop of willow branches for weaving baskets. He went on:
“Willows are easy to handle and grow. They don’t grow tall and won’t obstruct the crops growing along the
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sides. In one year we can get at least 35,000 catties of willow branches. Let’s say one catty will get 2.5 cents; two
times three is six and three times five is fifteen. That will be 750 yuan. If we add 5,000 catties, then two times five
is ten and five times five is twenty-five. Altogether we’ll have over 870 yuan. That’s equal to over 2,000 catties of
grain!"
Chao Man-tun was very excited and pleased with himself. It was as if he had an abacus in his brain. This
expert in managing affairs was thinking only of the big family now. Chen Ming-shan liked his plans and said it
would be proposed to the managing committee in a couple of days.
That was a night when autumn passed into early winter. The hour was late, but nothing was at rest yet in the
countryside. Lanterns were ablaze, pumps rumbling and water rushing. The roar of the tractors completed this
symphony. Chao Man-tun turned to me:
“Old Ma, do you think we’ve changed at all?”
“Oh, yes, and how!” I said, thinking that not only has life changed, but more importantly, the people have
changed. He said:
“I knew all along that we would change. Wait another three years and see!” I responded:
“I knew all along that you are an ‘I Knew Three Years Ago.’”
The rest was drowned in laughter
41.166 Jiuzhen Prison: A Tibetan Account\fn{by Tenzin Choedreak (1922-2001)} Tibetan Autonomous Region,
China (M) 7
On October 15, 1959, the prison’s\fn{A note reads: The maximum-security PLA (People’s Liberation Army) prison in Lhasa
hundred inmates were drawn up in long files surrounded by Chinese troops, in the southSeated at a small table before them, the camp commander spoke.
“Among you there is a very stubborn group who persist in telling lies and refuse to recognize the truth,” he
said. “We have decided to send them for further study in China. Conditions are far better there than here. Food is
more plentiful, and their needs will be amply provided for.”
The results of seven months of interrogation were then read out: 4 prisoners were to be released and 21 would
be sent to work at the hydroelectric plant at Nachen Thang. The 76 men bound for China were to leave within two
weeks. The prisoners, however, were not told who had been selected for the last contingent until three days before
their departure.
At that time, on the morning of October 29, Dr. Choedrak was informed that he had been picked. Because
neither charge nor sentence had been given him, he didn’t actually believe he was going to China. Instead, he
assumed that the selected prisoners were to be taken somewhere nearby and, under one pretense or another,
executed, their separation having been for this purpose only.
The next day Tenzin Choedrak’s handcuffs and leg irons were removed and, along with the seventy-five other
men, he was driven to the Norbulingka.\fn{A note reads: The Jewel Park, the old summer palace of the Dalai Lama .} Quartered there for two nights and a day, Dr. Choedrak gradually made the acquaintance of his new prison mates—all
of whom had held high positions in Tibetan society and government. The men were of one mind: even if China
was, in fact, their destination, singled out as they were, there could be little doubt that their remaining time was
limited.
Their fear increased when, on the morning of their departure, they were permitted to bid farewell to their relatives. As dawn broke the prisoners were brought near a wall, from where two or three at a time were called to a
window for a strictly allotted few minutes with their families. Despite Chinese threats to cancel the meeting if a
single Tibetan showed emotion, everyone wept. The guards then ordered those who had yet to go forward to console their relatives. They were fortunate. They were going to the motherland itself—to receive education. On the
far side of the wall the families—all of whom had brought food, clothing and blankets—were assured that their
relatives would be living under the best possible conditions in China. Nonetheless, the prisoners were permitted to
accept the gifts.
When Dr. Choedrak’s name was called, he walked to the window and saw his elder brother Topgyal. In tears
and unable to speak, Topgyal took Tenzin Choedrak’s hands in his. Dr. Choedrak then said:
“Now it’s best that you forget about me forever. You must go back home and take good care of yourself.”
Topgyal offered him tsamba,\fn{A note reads: Parched barley.} a woollen sleeping rug, two blankets, some clothes,
a food bowl and a washbasin. He bent over and unlaced his tall Tibetan boots, but Tenzin Choedrak refused to
take them, insisting:
(the Tibetan capital).} seven
ern quad.\fn{Quadrangle.}
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“You’ll need to walk in these boots. I won’t.”
Their farewells completed, the prisoners were directed into two roofless troop trucks, a soldier mounted on the
corners of each. A truck bearing a machine gun aimed at the Tibetans led; another, carrying ten soldiers and a
second machine gun, took up the rear. With no room to sit, the thirty-eight prisoners in each truck stood shoulder
to shoulder and stared in silence as the engines started and they were driven off, their wives throwing dust and
crying after them the traditional phrase for dispelling sorrow:
“Let all of Tibet’s suffering be gone with you! And now be done!”
Dr. Choedrak and his companions were indeed en route to China. November 1 had been earmarked for a
massive transfer of prisoners from the capital; numerous convoys had already set out ahead of them; and as they
passed Drepung,\fn{Home of a large monastery.} the road behind filled with six more trucks, transporting three
hundred young monks from the monastery, all thirteen and fourteen years old. Grown to ten trucks and over four
hudred people, the convoy headed north for Damshung, and its first major stop, Naghuka. For the entire journey,
the prisoners, forced to stand, were whIpped by the late autumn wind as they repeatedly crossed 15,000-foot
passes.
Night-time provided little respite. Jammed into the largest quarters available in whichever village they stopped
in—often, for convenience sake, a single room—half the men had to sit on one another’s laps for lack of space.
Every night was punctuated by loud yells as arms or legs were trampled. Those who had to relieve themselves
could do so only in their bowls, which they then had to hold so that nothing would spill. Irritability was
heightened by the drastIcally reduced ratIons, now down only to a cup of boiled water and six steamed flour
dumplings a day.
On the eleventh day, the column halted on the north shore of Lake Kokonor. Herded into boxcars on a railroad,
the prisoners rode east, toward Lanzhou, the capital of Gansu province. Though few had seen a train before, they
were too exhausted to care. Together, they sat in silence bunched against the cold, watching the light dance
between the slats of the cars’ walls. After one day they arrived at Lanzhou, and the two groups were separated.
While the young monks remained on board to continue farther into China, Dr. Choedrak’s group was placed in
trucks and driven north once more. Though Lanzhou had been the jumping-off point for the Great Silk road for
centuries, the surrounding countryside was empty, perennially ignored by the Chinese and populated only by the
Hui, Moslem people, now a minority themselves. On the city’s northern edge, the silt-filled Yellow river ran west
to east. Beyond lay Mongolia, its alien nature attested to by the ruins of the Great Wall and the edge of the Gobi
Desert.
It was toward an outcrop of the Gobi, the Tengger Desert, that the prisoners were driven. A giant tract of flat
rocky debreis, the Tengger served as a springboard for windstorms and fierce winter gales which rifled the
featureless land between it and the Wall. This forlorn expanse was traditionally spoken of as having “three toomany’s”—too much wind, sand and rock—and “three too-few’s”—:too little rain, grass and soil. It had always
been an area of transit—Mongols passing through, north to south and back on pilgrimage to Tibet, traders moving
east or west on the Silk road.
The Communists, however, had found a new, seemingly ideal use for the regIon—as a vast zone for prisons.
The number of prison camps dotting the barren landscape of northern Gansu and Amdo (renamed Qinghai by the
Chinese) was known only to those in Peking. Nevertheless, the general estImate was that these two provinces
contained a vast sea of prison camps housing up to 10 million inmates, a “black hole,” as a 1979 Time magazine
article dubbed it, “from which little information ever reached the outside world or even the rest of China.”
Owing to its 300,000 square miles of inaccessible terrain, Qinghai had been designated, soon after 1949, as the
future site of most of China’s prisons. In the early fifties, small camps, holding a few hundred prisoners, had
begun as tent compounds surrounded by barbed wire—sometimes electrified. As their first task, the inmates had
constructed their own prison walls out of brick or mud. By the middle of the decade, these had given way to
colonies of prisons—fortress-like compounds lining dirt roads for miles at a stretch. Containing from 1,000 to
10,000 inmates each, the archipelagos provided the backbone of the system. The strip north of Lanzhou, for which
Dr. Choedrak’s group was destined, was considered the worst. It was followed in severity by four zones, two
north and one south of Qinghai’s capital, Xining, the fourth, four hundred miles due west, on the way to Xinjiang.
Prisons and labor camps, though interspersed with nomad flocks, distinguished the entire countryside.
At sunset, the Tibetans passed through a ragged village of packed-mud houses, by a few stunted trees. Five
miles beyond, they caught their first sight of Jiuzhen Prison. Four fortress-like stockades, set a sizable distance
from one another, constituted the camp. Approaching one, the trucks passed staff quarters and a group of outbuildings behind which the prison’s twenty-foot-high five-foot-thick brick walls stretched a half-mile long by
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1,000 feet wide. Two guard towers rose on either side of the red flag raised over the gate in the eastern wall; one
was positioned at the centre of the western wall. Within stood seven cellblocks, housing 1,700 prisoners, in either
fourteen- or twenty-seven-man rooms, built in files down the central yard. The kitchen ran along the western wall;
the toilets were in a block in the southwest corner. A single notice board hung to the left of the gate. In the main,
the prisoners were Chinese and Hui of high social standing: ex-officers of the Moslem warlord Ma Bufang’s army,
as well as doctors, professors, judges, civil servants and other members of the intelligentsia now marked as
reactionary. It was clear there was no hope for escape: the area was far too barren and remote to live alone in for
more than a few days.
*
The day following their arrival the men were acquainted with Jiuzhen’s rules. Communication, save for
practical necessities, was forbidden.
“This is a maximum-security camp for those who have committed the worst crimes,” the guards informed
them. “No spreading of reactionary rumors will be tolerated.”
On the basis of recommendations by the officials who had accompanied them, a “progressive” leader was
appointed from each group of ten to fifteen prisoners. Although the leader lived side by side with his cellmates he
was exempt from thamzing.\fn{A note reads: Tibetan for “struggle.”} In return, he was required to report the most
minute occurrence down to potentially significant looks exchanged between their prisoners.
Accordingly, from the first days of their new life in Jiuzhen, a second invisible prison held the men, a virtual
moratorium on all human contact. The only statements made were for the informer’s benefit and were stock
phrases such as:
“The new Communist leadership is so much better than the exploiters of the past.” Or:
“The conditions here are truly excellent, we are really enjoying it.”
Each day, before dawn, the prisoners were mustered. Once in line before their cells, they were led in a rousing
propaganda song, the first verse of which began:
“Moscow has announced revolution so the imperialists are shivering with fear.”
They were then marched to work in the fields, returned briefly for lunch and, after the day’s labor, required to
sing again before dinner, which was served, as were all meals, in the cells by the kitchen staff. Following dinner,
political “study session” lasted until ten o’clock, after which they slept.
Every ten days each prisoner was subjected to a private interrogation session. In addition, prisoners were
randomly taken to a small room in the staff quarters outside of Jiuzhen’s walls where, for an entire day, four
interrogators would question the man in turn, trying to wear him down by probing for “crimes” in the smallest
details of his past life. Otherwise not a moment was spent away from the group, which was marched to and from
the toilet as well as the worksite by armed guards.
It was the middle of the “three lean years,” and Jiuzhen’s produce was not for the prisoners’ own consumption
but that of the staff and the army units in the region. Guarded by the PLA,\fn{ People’s Liberation Army.} who shot on
sight any man crossing his field’s perimeter, each prisoner, equipped only with a shovel, had to break enough
barren ground daily, including irrigation ditches, to be suitable for cultivating thirty pounds of wheat. The soil was
turned a foot deep, covering an area of roughly 4,000 square feet. The task was so daunting that, even with clear
soil, a strong man could barely manage to complete it.
More often, the earth was hard and stony. In this case, after they had removed the larger rocks, the prisoners
were ordered to fetch sand and clay from a nearby area in pairs; they used a long bamboo pole from which two
baskets were hung suspended between them. The new earth was then mixed in with the old. Speed was of the
essence. A point system rewarded those who completed their quota. Those who did not were punished. On
returning from collecting sand, the inmate received a blue or a white slip of paper. Tabulated at day’s end, the
slips determined the number of baskets he had carried. The next day a red flag would be placed beside the field of
the best team, whereas all those groups who had failed to approach its level were given increased labor time and a
longer nightly meeting. Stretchers were always on hand for the frequent cases of collapse. If a field was close to
the pickup point for sand, sixty trips could be made in a day, running both ways; if far, no more than twenty-five.
With the arrival of summer, arid desert heat replaced the dry cold. Prisoners were issued baggy, gauze-like
cotton uniforms. On the morning of May 1, 1960, six months after the Tibetans’ arrival, the kitchen staff came to
their cells bearing the usual basket of dumplings and a bucket of greens. The dumplings, though, were the size of
an egg. When the prisoners asked why they were so small, they were told that rations had been cut from sixteen
and a half to eight and a half pounds a month. Henceforth, three dumplings a day were given and they were no
longer even made from wheat.
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To save yet more grain Jiuzhen’s authorities had instituted the mixing of indigestible roots and barks with the
food. Three types were most easily identified. The first was rotten bark taken from trees in an area of low-lying
hills far from the camps. After it was powdered and mixed with the dough, the dumplings were tinged red; they
left a heavy, painful feeling in the stomach. If ingested over too long a time the bark produced bleeding sores
inside the stomach and intestines. After eating them for even a few days many of the men found blood in their
stools. Chaff was also mixed in and, in the autumn, a further additive which destroyed the semblance of a bun
altogether. This consisted of waste material from soybeans. WIth the kernel of the bean removed to make tofu for
the staff, its remaining skin was steamed to form a sort of porridge, mixed with flour. The gruel was so loose,
though, that the steamer itself had to be brought to each cell, where two spoonfuls per man were dispensed.
Over the winter, meals had jncluded the exterior layers of cabbage and other leafy greens, their interiors
already taken by the guards. Now a native plant with flat green leaves topped by a yellow flower was used.
Collected by periodic details, the plant was boiled in water and one ladle’s worth for each man given out.
Altogether, a single meal comprised little more than a mouthful of food.
Hunger governed the prisoners’ every thought. Order broke down. The strong bullied the weak over who had
received a large ladle of greens. Even when the Chinese took to skimming off each spoonful with a chopstick to
make sure all the portions were of uniform size, the men’s anguish about potentially unequal allotments focused
itself as an obsession over the size of their bowls. There had never been a standard issue of containers. Thus, each
man used what he had been permitted to retain from his relatives’ gifts or, failing that, from containers he had
somehow managed to pick up from guards.
The assortment was varied. Dr. Choedrak had brought a mug as well as a washbasin. As the mug proved too
small to eat from, he secretly procured a pair of scissors from a brigade of ex-prisoners, kept on as laborers, who
lived outside Jiuzhen’s walls. With these, he cut down the high sides of the basin so that it fit fully over his face
and could easily be licked clean. Most were not so fortunate. Some had cups, others tin cans, the rest metal
ashtrays—given out by the Chinese. Those worst off possessed only pieces of wood in which crude indentations
were carved.
Eventually, the men devised a system for randomly exchanging containers after the meals were portioned out
and just before they ate. In this way, some measure of peace was restored, though as the next month unfolded it
mattered little.
With the beginning of summer, the first symptom of starvation appeared: extreme enervation. While walking,
their knees frequently buckled, and a number of the men found themselves unable to stand once they had fallen.
Even if they managed to sit, their legs would not carry them until after a few hours of rest. By July one and all
resembled living skeletons. Ribs, hips and shin bones protruded, their chests were concave, their eyes bulged,
their teeth were loose. Gradually their eyebrows and hair, once shiny and black, turned russet, then beige and then
it fell out, the hair coming loose from the skin with just a slight pull. Each morning, those who could rise placed
both hands against the wall and inched up, carefully balancing their heads in an effort not to fall. Once erect, they
would edge dizzily through the straw down the back of the tang toward the cell door. From there they would go to
the toilets by supporting themselves against the window ledges and walls of the buildings en route. From now on
no one could walk securely, much less run for baskets of sand.
Leg joints felt locked in place; feet were dragged along, too heavy to lift. When the men returned to the prison
at night, they lowered their bodies gingerly onto the platform, this time only one hand against the wall, the other
used to steady the head; tilted to the side, its weight was sufficient to bring one crashing down, unable to check
the fall.
The first man to die was a lama from Nagchuka. He had fainted many times in the fields, and was repeatedly
carried by stretcher to the hospital room, where he was permitted to rest for a few days at a time. One day in
September he could no longer lift himself from the sleeping platform. The prison guards arrived and demanded to
know why he was not out working. He replied:
“How can I work when I can’t lift my legs or my head?” Then he added sarcastically:
“Now I finally understand the policy of the Chinese Communist Party. It’s very good. I’m a person who can’t
move and might live for just a day or two more—that’s all—but I’m asked to go to work. This is truly a policy for
the people.”
After this, he was taken to the hospital, where, as he had predicted, he died two days later.
This first death, which Dr. Choedrak and the others had expected almost daily for a year and a half, was
notable only in that it had taken so long to occur. It was greeted indifferently; no mental breakdowns had occurred
since arriving at Jiuzhen, no expression of fear or depression, and none appeared now. Save for continued quar-
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reling over food, starvation had stunned all other feelings into abeyance. The Tibetans now recognized, though,
that they would not be executed or tortured to death; they were to die through forced labor, so that the authori-ties
—by their own standards at least—could appear blameless.
Within just a few days, the next man died—a government official named Rongda Jamyang, whose sister later
married an American and moved to the United States. From then on, an average of two to three prisoners died
every week with the longest interval between deaths lasting no more than a fortnight. The process was always the
same. Those who succumbed without complications, from starvation alone, would simply lie immobile on the
tang. Their breath became softer and more shallow until, at the last moment, bubbles of saliva slipped over their
lips and they died. In some cases, a man would linger for months. before passing away. The elder of the two
monks from Tashikhiel, who had survived the demise of his 298 fellows, ultimately perished in this manner. For
two months he remained prone, sustained, by spoonfuls of gruel and water given by his fellow prisoners. After
each feeding he regained some strength, looked around and even spoke briefly before relapsing into a semiconscious state, saliva continually seeping from his mouth. For others, death would come after only a few days of
lingering, as with another early victim, the ex-abbot of Gembung Lhakhang temple in Lhasa.
Those who had died during the night were removed by the hospital staff, stripped of any useful possessions
and placed in a pile in front of the toilets. Before dawn, the corpses were taken out of the camp by a three-man
burial detail. The graveyard was a field not far from the prison walls. Its markers were made of handsized stones
picked at random by the detail, who then wrote the prisoner’s name in red enamel paint before placing the stone
over the grave. The earth was so hard—frozen in winter, dry and tensile in summer—that only a shallow hole
could be dug, into which, without ceremony, the naked body was thrown. Dr. Choedrak saw Chinese families
wandering through this field, searching to retrieve the bones of a deceased relative. Some had come to visit from
as far away as Peking or Shanghai, only to be informed of their family member’s death on arrival. Lent a shovel,
they were told to find the remains and take them away if they wished—a gruesome and heartbreaking ordeal, due
to the sometimes incompletely decayed cadavers unearthed.
For the prisoners, a death occasionally provided an increase in rations—for a single day at least. If they were
lucky, the loss could be hidden from the guards and the deceased’s ration obtained. Dr. Choedrak himself
benefited from this. Waking one morning, he noticed that the man lying next to him was unusually still. He
nudged him, listened closely and realized that he was dead. By then, the prisoner on the fellow’s far side had
realized the same thing. By mutual consent, they managed to partially cover the dead man’s head with his blanket,
telling those around—and the Chinese, when they arrived—that he was too sick to move. By this, they obtained
an extra portion of food, which they discreetly shared between themselves after the kitchen staff departed.
As the death rate increased the Tibetans began to consume their own clothes. Leather ropes, used to tie the
bundles brought from Tibet, were cut into daily portions with stones and shovels. Each piece was slowly chewed
during work, in the hope that some strength could thereby be gained. Small leather bags were put to the same use.
Dr. Choedrak owned a fur-lined jacket, which had proved invaluable through the first winter, but in the course of
the following summer he was compelled to eat it. He began with the fur. As winter came again, he managed to
secure a small quantity of brush with which to make a fire under the tang. Piece by piece, he roasted the rest of his
coat.
Walking to and from the fields, prisoners picked as many plants—dandelions were a favorite—as they could
eat, scavenged leaves from the few trees in the area, hunted for frogs and insects and dug for worms. One worm
was particularly sought after as a source of grease, there being no fat of any kind in the diet. White, with a yellow
head, the inmates nicknamed it “Mapa,” after the best, most tasty form of tsamba mixed with butter.
A more constant source of food was the refuse discarded by Chinese guards. Crowds of prisoners would gather
around bones or fruit rinds thrown by the roadside. Those lucky enough to have arrived first masticated their finds
for hours to make them last. The results of this scavenging, though, could be perilous. One day Dr. Choedrak was
assigned—in company with a low-level government official named Lobsang Thonden—to work on a garbage pile
outside the prison walls. It was in a large area where the camp’s waste was mixed in with human excrement
before being taken to the fields as fertilizer. Together, the two men shoveled the feces into trunk-sized baskets,
which were then carried off by their cellmates. As he shoveled, Lobsang Thonden came upon a small baby pig—
pigs were kept by the staff—dead and almost completely decomposed. When the guards were not looking
Lobsang retrieved it and whispered to Dr. Choedrak:
“We should eat this. It might help us.”
Wiping the excrement from it, he pulled the pig apart to see if there was any edible flesh to be had. A portion
about the length of an index finger remained, still red, between the shoulder blades. He then decided to take it
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back to the prison to eat more palatably with the evening’s greens.
Dr. Choedrak admonished his companion to consume the meat immediately. On one count, Tenzin Choedrak
pointed out, he was so weak that it would be of instant benefit; on the other, if it was discovered during the check
at the prison gate, there might be trouble.
Lobsang Thonden ignored the advice. Instead, he placed the meat in his back pocket, where, as Dr. Choedrak
had warned, it was found a few hours later at the evening check. The Tibetan’s small piece of meat infuriated the
prison guards. That night he was threatened and abused; the next day work was delayed and a public thamzing
involving the entire camp was convened in the prison yard. Lobsang Thonden was brought forward and tied by
the special method used to twist the shoulders in their sockets. The camp commander shouted indignantly:
“Taking such unclean food is a grave insult to the Chinese Communist Party and to the nation itself. Eating
anything that can be found is a direct attempt to abuse the government. The conditions and rations here are very
good. Such an insult cannot be ignored. It must be corrected by thamzing.”
“Activist” prisoners jumped up to beat and “struggle” Lobsang Thonden in the usual manner, repeating the
charges against him. Soon, however, he collapsed. Afterwards, he could no longer walk or care for himself and
was taken to the hospital. There, for the one and a half inch of flesh, he died four days later.
Despite such harsh reprisals, the prisoners had nothing to lose and were little dissuaded. On one occasion a
group of Chinese inmates attacked the kitchen staff—all of whom were fed to the point of being portly—as they
were leaving the kitchen carrying baskets of dumplings. Grabbing all they could, the men ate as they ran away;
yet by that night each had been identified and punished.
Unprovoked cruelty was common as well. While Dr. Choedrak was in the toilet one day, a Chinese prisoner
came in to relieve himself. The man was so weak that when he squatted down, he fell on the floor, foaming from
his mouth, unable to move. A guard entered. He began kicking the prisoner, berating him for lying in the toilet
until, in a minute’s time, he died on the spot.
Taunting was a favoured means of abuse. Dr. Choedrak witnessed a Chinese inmate being dragged helplessly
to the fields, the guards reproaching him for being “too lazy to work.” After moving about listlessly for a few
minutes, he simply collapsed and died.
On another occasion Chinese inmates were discovered eating a donkey’s head which they had retrieved from
the same pile of feces and garbage that Lobsang Thonden’s pig had been in. Handcuffed and severely beaten, they
were brought in front of 900 prisoners for thamzing. The prison staff railed at them:
“You Kuomintang\fn{Nationalist Chinese.} officials have badly abused the poor people under you, and now
you’re even abusing the Communist Party by eating a donkey’s head. This is why you’re dying, because you don’t
know how to look after yourselves.”
Twice Dr. Choedrak himself received thamzing for “insulting behavior” concerning food. In one instance he
was caught eating cabbage leaves from the manure pile.
The other involved his training as a physician. With the traditional Tibetan doctor’s vast knowledge of plants,
he quietly advised prisoners what to eat and what not to eat in the fields, despite the risk of such unapproved
communication. Discovered, he was brought to trial once more on the grounds that his actions were premeditated
provocation of the authorities, who maintained throughout that the entire camp was receiving “ample sustenance.”
Dr. Choedrak’s advice, though, was badly needed. Prisoners ate anything they came across. Some items were
not so dangerous. One cellmate managed to find the knee joint of a small sheep. There was no meat on the bone,
but for an entire month he kept it hidden under his bedding, taking it out each night for a few precious gnawings.
On New Year's Day, to demonstrate magnanimity, a single mule was boiled for the entire prison. A friend of
Dr. Choedrak, a steward for a noble family in Tibet, noticed that the water the animal was cooked in had been
thrown by a staff member onto a refuse pile not far from the kitchen. Though not the toilet proper, this was a place
where prisoners also went to relieve themselves, and the whole area was covered with pools of urine. Regardless,
Dr. Choedrak’s friend ran to the mound with his mug and collected all the surface dirt he could, in the hope that
some of the boiled water could be strained out of it. He showed Dr. Choedrak the soaked mud and asked if he
thought this would benefit him. Like every prisoner, the steward had been suffering from an inability to sleep,
difficulty with his vision and a constant loud rushing noise in the ear-all caused, according to Tibetan medicine,
by the rising of “lung” or wind, which was produced by starvation. Dr. Choedrak agreed that if he could succeed
in getting some of the soup water separated from the mud and urine, it would help to repress the “lung.” The
man did so and actually felt better for a short while.
But other cases were not so salutary. People were dying in the most horrible manner from abrupt dysfunctions
in their digestive tracts. A prisoner named Gyaltsen Dagpa, whom Tenzin Choedrak was unable to assist, perished
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when his intestines burst. For weeks he had been indiscriminately picking and eating whatever wild grass he
could find. Soon he had a bad case of diarrhoea and after a few days a viscous jelly-like substance emerged with
his stools. Then, only water was ejected. At this point, whenever the man ate or drank he would scream from the
excruciating pain. Soon the pain became constant, and he could no longer consume either liquids or solids. For
two days he lay on the tang clutching his stomach, screaming, and then he died. Dr. Choedrak deduced that the
interior lining of the man’s intestine had been scraped away by the roughage, accounting for the viscous
substance. Once worn through, the intestine then burst—at which stage, when the man drank water, it passed into
his abdomen, causing intense pain. At the very end, when nothing at all emerged, the internal wound had
disrupted the digestive tract entirely and become fatal.
Another man, named Teykhang Chopel, succumbed when his sphincter cracked apart due to the hard
indigestible objects lodged in his intestine.
Though he knew what not to eat, Dr. Choedrak could not endure such conditions long. As the anniversary of
the Tibetans’ first year at Jiuzhen arrived, he too collapsed and was taken to the hospital—a place visited at one
time or another by all the prisoners. It was here, during an intermittent stay lasting three months, that he gained a
view of camp life outside the isolation of his own group’s daily existence.
The hospital itself—no more than a barren room—existed as such in name only. There was virtually no medical equipment or supplies except for a few ointments for applying to wounds and some Chinese herbs said to help
digestion. On occasion, when a patient was in the most dire condition, a shot of glucose would be administered or
a mug of carrot juice given. The main function of the hospital staff was to dispose of the dead, many of whom had
perished on its premises. Staff members were mostly prisoners who had received the jobs as a reward for being
“progressive.” It was, in fact, a substantial dividend. Not only did the assignment replace grueling field labor; it
also provided a veritable cornucopia of extra food, the staff routinely disguising deaths and thus continuing to
receive the dead men’s rations.
The hospital was run by three so-called doctors, all prisoners, but only one of whom was actually a physician.
There was little he could do. The other two were the only women in Jiuzhen. Both were rather remarkable. They
belonged to the work brigade of semi-released prisoners who lived beyond the camp’s walls. They too had once
served terms within the prison, but, via a policy applied throughout the Chinese penal system, they were not
released following completion of their sentences. Instead, their status was merely upgraded to that of “permanent
laborer” and freedom forever postponed. Such laborers no longer received food, but had to toil, as did the population at large, for “work points,” which enabled them to purchase rationed grain. In Jiuzhen, the 800 to 900 additional people so classified were mainly allotted the light labor of planting fields the prisoners had already broken.
Of the two women doctors, one was compassionate and selfless, the other driven and businesslike. The kind
woman was a Christian, and fearlessly so: she openly wore a cross around her neck even after receiving repeated
thamzing. An energetic and skilled worker, the guards had come to depend on her despite her attempts to thwart
their practice of forcing patients back to field work.
Her care was the sole sign of humanity in the prison. In one case witnessed by Dr. Choedrak, a Chinese inmate,
bedridden for-months, developed severe bedsores over his entire body. Once infected, the sores filled with
maggots. Each morning the woman arrived from outside the prison walls and sat by his side to pick the maggots
from the sores one at a time. Going to the kitchen, she obtained ashes from the stoves which she carefully strained
so that only a fine powder remained. Spreading this on a large cloth, she placed it beneath the man. Whereupon
great numbers of maggots fell off. The patient eventually died, but until the end, she continued to relieve him in
this way.
The second woman, named Wang-chen, was, with the male physician, at the hub of a thriving black market. At
night carrot juice was brought to the hospital by the kitchen staff—one carrot’s worth for each patient who had
been put on a list by the doctors. Coming into the room, the staff would announce, “Carrot juice is ready,” at
which point, Dr. Choedrak noticed, the same three Tibetans always received portions though they were far from
the worst cases. At the time, he could only guess the reasons.
Suspicious themselves, the authorities called in the doctors and the patients concerned, and soon had it out that
the latter had bribed the former with such articles as shoes and even a German fountain pen brought from Lhasa.
But long before this was made public, Tenzin Choedrak himself was deeply involved in this new avenue for
survival.
Wang-chen’s activities went far beyond small bribes taken from those under her care. The bulk of her business
involved serving as go-between for transactions amongst the prisoners and the labor brigade. Whatever goods
were dealt, she always took a large commission in kind. While the prisoners procured bits of clothing to trade, the
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laborers had worked out a technique for obtaining extra dumplings. To discourage theft of the grain given out for
planting, Jiuzhen’s guards coated it with poison before distribution to the laborers. Despite this precaution,
because they were never searched, the laborers stole handfuls at a time, which they later washed. This they
cooked for their own fare, reserving the dumplings they received from the prison kitchen, on the basis of their
work points: to trade through Wang-chen. Dr. Choedrak offered Wang-chen an old chuba,\fn{A note reads: Traditional Tibetan robe.} the wool of which had been rubbed off. In exchange he received thirty dumplings: unfortunately, the kind tinged red from rotten bark. Of these, Wang-chen took five as commission, and he obtained the rest
two or three at a time over a month.
But whatever the black market offered, it was still far less than that required for subsistence. Hence, the prisoners continued to eat whatever they could. One day Dr. Choedrak saw a Chinese inmate holding a long red worm in
his cup. Through a fellow Tibetan who spoke Chinese he asked where he had found it. The man replied that he
had defecated the worm in his stool. Careful not to be caught by the guards, he had picked it out, washed it and
brought it back from the toilet to eat—which he did that day mixed in with his other food.
The hospital also served as an additional place for interrogation.
Shortly after a Tibetan was admitted, he would be visited by the security cadres, whose ongoing task was to
question the prisoners. Their purpose was dual. While it was clear that the authorities considered a man’s
borderline state to be fertile ground for extracting a confession—hunger accomplishing what struggle sessions and
beatings had, as yet, failed to achieve—interrogations also discouraged inmates from entering the hospital and
thus kept them at work filling the labor quotas.
*
At the beginning of 1961, Tenzin Choedrak was released from the hospital and resumed work. His recovery
was due not only to rest but also to his own form of cure. He had noticed one symptom shared by all those who
died: severe diarrhoea. In most, a thin watery stool was constantly emitted; to absorb this flow, a rag had to be
kept in the pants. In Tibetan medical theory, Dr. Choedrak knew, the digestive power or heat of the stomach is the
key to health, the level of digestive heat determining not only metabolism but, through it, the harmonic function
of the three humors. In Jiuzhen, however, this heat had been subjected to a twofold attack: from the severe cold
and the consumption of coarse, indigestible material with no grease or fat.
To increase his digestive heat, Dr. Choedrak quietly practiced, for half an hour each night, an advanced form of
meditation—called Tum-mo Bar Zar, literally meaning Rising and Falling Heat. After his cellmates had gone to
sleep, Dr. Choedrak visualized purifying energy—in the form of white light—suffusing him, drawn in with each
inhalation to a point just below his navel. Picturing a triangular flame the size of a rose thorn, he imagined it
extending up the central channel of his body, through the tantric energy centres at the navel, stomach, heart, throat
and crown of his head where, burning away the layers of mental impurity, it released a fountain of clear, nectarfilled light which returned, blissfully, down his body. He would. then conceive all of the sufferings experienced in
prison to be washed away, replaced by the ineffable joy embodied in the light.
“In the beginning, one just imagines all this,” he recalled. “But after five or six months there was an unmistakable improvement, a slight rise in body heat. I was very weak, but I never had any more diarrhoea or other
digestive problems.
“Also, despite all the suffering we experienced, the meditation gave me more courage. I had no more fear, I
just accepted my fate.”
*
Despite the breakdown of conditions within their domain and the chaos without, the Chinese prison officials
never deviated from their policies. With hundreds of prisoners already dead, executions—a constant feature of the
camp—continued to be carried out. Charges were never specified. The names of those to be shot would simply
appear on small posters periodically glued to the prison walls, beside such observations as “stubborn” or “suffers
from old brains.” When the executions had been carried out—they were not, as in other prisons, held publicly—a
red check would appear next to the names of the executed, and the poster would be left up for some time as a
warning. Then in the nightly meeting the officers would repeat a well-worn observation:
“If one reactionary is destroyed, that is one satisfaction. If two are destroyed, that is two satisfactions. If all the
reactionaries are destroyed, then you are fully satisfied.”
87.56 Excerpts from Tibet Is My Country\fn{by Thubten Jigme Norbu (1922-2008)} Tengtser, Amdo County, Tibetan
Autonomous Region, China (M) -1
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… I knew that I should in all probability never again set foot on Tibetan soil, that I should never again return to
my home. … I was fleeing from arbitrary violence and seeking freedom. I had personally experienced the
frustration of a free man when he is cast in chains, and I know that I could not live without liberty. Others gave
me a helping hand and smoothed my path. But I never before quite realized that the price was to be my own
country, and now I suffered all the tortures of exile. I would never have believed it so difficult to say farewell
forever to my country. The idea of going abroad, where I should have to live with strangers and speak their
tongue, seemed intolerable to me. … I exchanged my monastic robes for traveling clothes and set out on the
journey which was ultimately to take me to freedom—but also to exile. …\fn{ On contemplating flight}
*
… at last, late one evening, we heard the bells of a large caravan coming down from the pass, and despite the
heavy fall of snow we hurried up to meet it. Before long advanced scouts loomed up out of the mist and informed
us joyfully that the Dalai Lama was not far behind. We pressed on, passing pack animals and soldiers of the
bodyguard on specially picked horses, and before long we met the larger group of the Dalai Lama’s immediate
retinue. The Dalai Lama ordered the others to halt and he rode forward to greet us. We prostrated ourselves three
times before him and then handed our katas to the High Chamberlain, who had dismounted. He then placed the
katas round our necks in return. Smilingly, the Dalai Lama watched the little ceremony, welcomed us with a few
friendly words, and then gave the signal for the caravan to go forward again. …\fn{ On meeting the Dalai Lama on his
way into exile}
1923

75.120 Drifting Clouds\fn{by Kung Swen Yen aka Tsa Hsien Ling (c.1923?- )} “in the north of China,” (M) 6
Nineteen years ago, I followed a tattered company of soldiers over the tortuous highway which winds its way
through the towering mountains from Hanchung in Shansi to Szechuan. It was in November and every time I
think of that long trek, I can feel the slushy mud and the never-ending cold rain. It brings me pain, and when I
think of the long, trouble-filled road of life, a feeling of utter exhaustion overcomes me. .
Oh, how cold it was! Our jackets and trousers, from which the cotton batting was already emerging, were
dripping wet so that the coldness seeped in as if intentionally trying to freeze the blood of this company of
stragglers. The rain, sometimes a sprinkle, sometimes a downpour but mostly a steady drizzle, splashed our weatherbeaten faces. As time passed, one forgot the reality of the rain—even the fact that in this world there ever was
a past or future, or that there were such things as a sunny day.
The ranks had already broken up, each man with his own worn-out knapsack on his back and his legs numb.
On his feet, the straw sandals were tied over and over, again with hemp cords. Too many of our comrades had
slipped and fallen for any new victim to arouse any sympathy. Then there were the cadaverous-looking sick ones,
coughing in the cold wind, staggering step by step on legs as thin as the bamboo sticks they clutched in one hand.
The men in this company had all been drafted from the farms for the war against Japan. Loyal and simple, they
were haggard with the trials of the long trek. But they had inherited the obstinacy of their ancestors so that, like
camels, they plodded silently on, step by step, neither murmuring against the heavens nor harboring any resentment against their fellow men. Their faces were without expression, and seemed to be in harmony with the sky,
which was darker and heavier than slate.
Since then, during nineteen years of aimless wandering, whenever the rain falls, I still think of those vagrant
days and those same impressions return, the raindrops in my memory seeming to dampen my eyes. Once again I
feel the long whip in my hands as I stand in the empty loneliness in the middle of the road. In those days, I was
the lieutenant of this lien\fn{A note reads: A company of soldiers, nominally one hundred and twenty six men .} and my duty was
to lead these men to a certain designation, after which I was to return to my original post. By the time we had
crossed the Szechuan border, all of us, including myself, were sick; but we could not afford to collapse since we
had to live on till we reached our destination. We made such slow progress that we bad to keep on, day and night
— a forced march. The comoany moved without a sound. Nobody had said a word in the past two weeks; the only
sound was the shuffling of the straw sandals. Even my angry shouts were limited to occasional curses at the men
for their slowness. .
Among the ragged scarecrows of this company was a stout fellow by the name of Tsao Fei-lung.\fn{ A note reads:
Fei-lung means literally “flying dragon;” this assumes importance later in this story .} He did not do much talking either, but his
eyes were clear and penetrating. Whenever we stopped on the way at a small village and spent the night in some
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family’s neglected old ancestral hall, he would always manage, somehow, to find a basin of hot water for me to
soak my feet. Various similar attentions caused me to relax my control over his movements and in an uspoken
agreement, he was given a little more freedom. This was not too noticeable, as he was actually a ranking sergeant.
This wild, panther-like man was about my age, and had had two years of village schooling. I remember that he
was the only man in the entire comoany who had volunteered for the army. Why he wanted to become a soldier
was nobody’s business; but from what little I knew of his past, I could guess.
In everything but name, he had already become my companion of the road. Not only was he familiar with all
the paths of frivolous dissipation—eating, drinking, debauchery, gambling, smoking—he was an expert at all of
them. Just seeing the string of gold rings tied around his waist made everything very clear indeed.
Just as we were approaching the city of Chengtu, we received orders to bivouac at Hsintu and wait for further
instructions. The weather was either dark and lowering, or raining. We dispersed into separate quarters which
were, of course, the deserted houses of that area. My own troops were lucky enough to be billeted in the small
ancestral hall of an abandoned home.
This place was situated on the edge of a flat plain and the broad yellow highway stretched past our door. Every
day a continuous stream of dilapidated trucks fully loaded with merchandise and “yellow fish”\fn{ A note reads:
Those who did not have regular tickets but paid a negotiated sum of money to the driver to be allowed to ride. Because of the transportation shortage, yellow-fish were a familiar feature of the war years .} crawled by through the slushy mud. Around us were

untilled fields wild grass, clumps of withered trees, desolate graves. The tombstones with their indecipherable
inscriptions were sunk in the mire, and even those half slanted above the ground were covered with green moss.
Scattered among the fields were clumps of bamboo, which indicated that people were living there. Behind was a
long unbroken chain of reddish-brown mud mountains, like a surrounding wall, without any towering precipices
or rugged cliffs, but simply undulating under the silver-gray skies, almost like a suffering reptile prostrated
between heaven and earth. The scenery was just the right setting for our group; we had many of the same characteristics—and I am not exaggerating at all.
As life settled down to a routine, there was not much to do. Every day I led these men in soldiers’ uniforms in
singing military tunes. Time dragged.
I did not have to stand duty, and in my lethargy I felt an unutterable loneliness. Often I would stand alone at
the edge of the bamboo groves, staring vacantly at the distant brick-red hills covered with a filmy layer of green.
The never-ending drizzle covered everything with mildew; only the newly grown pea sprouts touched the earth
with glimmers of jade green. Especially in the early dawn and late dusk, when the bugler climbed onto a high
ridge and blended his clear notes with the wind and rain I was filled with a desolate sadness that I shall remember
till the end of my days.
One day I was standing, bemused, in the sunset when Sergeant Tsao and another noncom, Wang, approached
silently from a side path. When they realized that I was the shadowy figure standing beside the bamboos. they
were somewhat surprised.
“Lieutenant! What are you doing standing here alone?”
“I was feeling depressed from hanging around, so I came out for a breath of air,” I said.
Wang prodded Sergeant Tsao’s arm but he paid no attention to him; he smiled and said:
“Lieutenant, will you consent to do me an honor? We are going to the little shop by the road for a few drinks;
they have something good for chasing down the wine.”
It was apparent that Sergeant Wang was worried and a little disappointed. My curiosity was roused.
“What is there that is so good and such a secret? Tell me, Sergeant Tsao!”
“We better speak softly. If the local people knew, they would not lend us their pots to cook dog meat!”
“What’s so extraordinary about dog meat?”
“It’s not that. This farmer’s dog was barking day and night; really annoying, so our men caught him in the
middle of the night and after dragging him among the graves, they killed him. They cut off his leg as a present to
please their sergeant, and now the sergeant asks his lieutenant to share the pleasure. Let’s go, Lieutenant!”
Having just finished such a long march, I was indeed feeling greedy. Our food did not consist of much outside
of green vegetables in our soup. I had not tasted any meat for over half a year. I did not say another word, just
turned and followed them.
When we entered the thatched hut by the road side we smelled smoke and felt a sudden warmth. A charcoal
brazier glowed red in one corner of the room. At that moment, there were no customers in the room, nor any
waiters either. Several large glass containers on the black wooden counter were filled with sesame candy, peanuts,
thin crunchy wafers, fried rice candy and other things to eat. In the closet against the wall there were candles,
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white tape, dried vegetables, umbrellas and cigarettes. On the other side of the room was a dark brown earthen
wine jar and a brightly varnished square table with four bamboo chairs. A door led to the rear of the hut. I pulled
out a chair and sat down. The other two, as if they had entered their own home, went directly toward the dark
interior.
I sat with bent head, warming myself by the fire. After a while I heard a slight cough. I lifted my head and saw
a young girl standing behind the counter; very dignified, without a trace of a smile. Her eyebrows were long and
arched smoothly over her large dark eyes, which were bright and clear; her nose was like a delicate carving and
her mouth was small and thin-lipped. Her even features blended with her white skin into an overall effect of
refined beauty and grace. This was indeed a rare flower; my heart contracted in surprise, leaving me breathless.
The corners of her mouth drooped a little and gave her an air of aloofness. Her eyes slanted up while her brows
were twisted in a slight frown. She was dressed in a gray cotton gown and a white cloth was wrapped around her
head—was she in mourning for someone? Such striking beauty could only lead to tragic fate\fn{ A note reads: It is an
old Chinese superstition that if a woman is too beautiful, something unhappy is destined to befall her .}—I don’t know why, but that
was my immediate thought. She did not look more than twenty.
When our eyes chanced to meet, she turned away and looked out the door, as if no one was there. Her proud
arrogance gave me a feeling of inferiority. Self-consciously, I withdrew my gaze and went back to looking into the
fire; trying to guess at the girl’s background.
“Lieutenant! You will have to wait a while!” Sergeant Tsao stuck his head in through the back door. “I have to
cook this myself. Hsiuyuin,\fn{A note reads: Literally translated: “Graceful Cloud.”} give our lieutenant some fried rice
candy!”
“Sergeant, go tend to your work,” I said hurriedly.
The little room was quiet again. The girl gazed vacantly at the rain dripping down from the eaves. Minutes
passed; then, as if she had just remembered, she spoke as if to herself:
“Do you want to have some fried rice candy? Help yourself.”
She did not even turn her head. .
“Thank you!” I bowed, half-rising from my seat. “If I want some, I’ll help myself.”
“What is there to thank me for?” There was mild rebuke in her tone of voice. “You’re a queer one, as if you
think I’m afraid that you won’t pay for what you eat!”
At that moment, a fat old woman with a bamboo hand-warmer\fn{ A note reads: A woven bamboo basket with a charcoal
burner inside to carry around and keep your hands warm.} in her wrinkled hands came into the room, breathing out vapor.
When she saw me sitting there so stiffly and the expressions on both our faces, she seemed to sense that something was wrong.
“Officer, the rain is so annoying! Do sit here a while, warm yourself and drink some Ta Chu.\fn{ A note reads: Tachu is a very strong wine produced in Szechuan .} Aii; Hsuiyuin has been spoiled since she was a child. She doesn’t even
know how to serve guests. Really hopeless!” She smiled and made her voice apologetic.
“Po-po!\fn{A note reads: Po-po means Grandmother.} You really talk too much. You had better go and smoke your
water pipe!”
“What is the matter with you, child. After Po-po is dead, who will spoil you then? With such a temper, see if
you don’t get whipped after you get married off!”
The girl pouted: “Po-po, there you go talking nonsense again. Hsiu-yuin won’t talk to you any more!”
“If Hsiu-yuin won’t talk to Po -po, then what is the use for Po-po to go on living?” Her voice was filled with a
plaintive sadness.
“Hsiu-yuin was only joking with Po-po—Hsiu-yuin will always be with Po-po.”
“What if Po-po dies?” The old woman placed her face against the young one’s.
“Hsiu-yuin will become a nun! Hsiu-yuin won’t want to live either!”
Listening to the low voices of grandmother and grand-daughter, I understood a little more about them. I lifted
my head silently to look at them again and noticed that the eyes of both were filled with unshed tears.
After the dog meat was ready, Sergeant Tsao filled three bowls with Ta-chu, and what with playing the finger
game and eating and drinking, we made merry until the little shop had put up its shutters and the oil lamp became
dim, its flame tinged with blue. The girl named Hsiu-yuin had gone to sleep long ago, and only the old woman
was left, nodding over her charcoal hand brazier. The faces of both sergeants were brightly flushed with wine and
although they were not yet drunk, they were fast approaching that stage. It would not do to go on any longer.
“Sergeant Tsao, it’s getting very late,” I said. “We’d better go back.”
“I, Tsao Fei-lung, am just like a dragon. I have flown around these many years. Liuetenant, I’m not afraid to
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tell you the truth; this time I was paid to take someone else’s place. Having put away several ounces of gold, it’s
about time for me to rest a bit.” His eyes were red from Ta-chu. “Sergeant Wang here knows me best. A frank
person does not talk in riddles, I, Tsao Fei-lung, on the march I’ll not change my name, sitting around I’ll not
change my surname. This time, I shall settle down here in Szechuan and become a good civilian.”
Sergeant Wang teased him in a low voice:
“Sergeant Tsao, you have lost your head over Hsiu-yuin! Only afraid she’ll not accept you!”
“Even the iron used for the beam of a house can be ground into an embroidery needle; if you just take the time
you can succeed at anything.” Tsao patted his chest. “I have my ways. I am a dragon—dragons fly with the
clouds; tigers fly with wind—when a dragon meets a cloud he will not want to fly any longer.”
I listened quietly without saying a single word as we stumbled back to our quarters. But the girl had made a
deep impression on me, too.
I went to the shop again several times. As before, I found every movement of the girl Hsiu-yuin to be more
intriguing. I believed in the sergeant’s confident way of thinking, but I had no reason to butt into this affair: I just
wanted to see how strong a man was in managing his own destiny.
Two weeks later, our troops were reorganized, transferred and sent off. I understood my “dragon-like”
sergeant’s loyalty; he managed not to desert while under my command. Of course, Tsao Fei-lung himself must
have known very well the right time for him to “fly” on his way.
This affair was not too unusual an experience in my life. I was only concerned about that particular dragon,
whether he had actually retired peacefully into the cloud.
We could not control our days but had to go wherever we were sent. From our point of view, war was as
ordinary as eating and dressing. Eight years of fighting and at last we won the final victory. But people no longer
remembered the price we had paid in blood and sweat. That group of men who had marched tnat year from Han
Chung to Szechuan was scattered, like falling petals floating to the four corners of the world on the unfeeling
waters of time. I, with my strong lust for life, was left to go on with the struggle of living.
In the thirty-sixth year of the Republic (1947),\fn{ Republican China begins its existence with the fall of the Qing (Manchu)
Dynasty in 1911; the Communists defeated Republican forces in the battle for mainland China, and the Republic was forced to flee in 1949
to the offshore Chinese province of Taiwan, where it has maintained a precarious existence ever since, protected by American diplomacy
and naval forces.} the fighting with the Communists broke past the border, reached Liaoning and touched the

westem part of Haichen Hsien. We came face-to-face with the stubborn enemy at Liu-erh-pao. It was in the
freezing winter of the northeast, and when I went off to buy myself a drink in the little village shop, I ran into the
same Sergeant Wang who had been with me that other time when we had marched the recruits into Szechuan.
I asked him to have a drink with me, and afterward as we staggered out the door, the moon was clear as a mirror. Moving along the deserted cobble road, our shadows looked like two black snakes swimming in the silvery.
waters. The reason I can remember that scene so clearly was because of the happy piece of news that Sergeant
Wang told me.
“That fellow, Tsao Fei-lung, really is a man of many resources. That time, not long after we were reassigned,
he deserted again. He didn’t forget Hsiu-yuin and this time, he really caught her. In the thirty-third year of the
Republic (1944), when I happened to pass through Hsintu again, I went to that little shop to see him. It was
extraordinary! The flying dragon had become a submissive, earthbound dragon. A beautiful face looks even more
beautiful in mourning: Hsin-yuin had become a woman and even more beautiful than before; her grandmother had
just died. That bastard Fei-lung, had gold with him so he did good business. He really was in luck. He was
thinking of coming back into the ranks but I advised him to content himself with being a shopkeeper.
“Did he invite you to another meal of dog meat?” I remembered our rash foolhardiness of the past and
thoughtlessly blurted out the question.
“Huh! This time there were four dishes of food to go with our wine. That fellow, Tsao Fei-lung really is
capable. I took my hat off to him long ago.”
Time flies past and changes the original destiny of men; Tsao Fei- lung was only one among millions. We are
all unequal to the joys and sorrows that time brings us. At that time I had already been promoted to the position of
a lien-chang.\fn{A note reads: Officer in charge of one lien.} and Sergeant Wang had long ago become Lieutenant Wang.
In the battle of Liu-erh-pao, we won a partial victory. In the midst of the see-saw fighting, Lieutenant Wang was
killed. We did not belong to the same company so that it was through a fellow soldier who escaped that I heard of
his death.
In the thirty-eighth year (1949) I went with the army from Shanghai to Taiwan. During the years of rigorous
training that followed I had little time to think about the old days and how they had effected my life. Nine years
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passed like a flash, and in the ever-spring-like climate of the island, time seemed to stand still; we almost forgot
the creeping-up of old age.
On January twenty-third in the forty-third year (1954), the mainland anti-communist fighters came back from
Korea.\fn{A note reads: Fourteen thousand of the Chinese Communist soldiers taken prisoners by United National forces in Korea chose
to come to Taiwan rather than return to Communist-ruled territory .} The delirious happiness and warmth of the nation’s
welcome was something that no one will ever forget. One group of men was stationed at Yangmei-chen, between
Hsinchu and Taoyuan. I knew that among them were some of my old comrades, so one sunny afternoon, I took
the train to Yangmeichen. My main thought was to find out something about the conditions of the mainland under
the rule of the Communists. I found an old friend and asked him to have supper with me in the town.
We strolled over the stone bridge and at the crossroads, behind a grove of bamboos, came upon a little brick
house. There was a sign at the door—four black characters on a piece of red paper: Sze Chuan Small Chow. My
old friend was Szechuanese and I had always been very fond of Szechuan food, so we entered the door without
any hesitation.
The waitress was a Taiwanese girl. After we had ordered our meal, we especially asked for two small bottles of
Kinmen Kaoliang.\fn{A note reads: Kinmen Kaoliang is a strong white wine made on the off shore island of Quemoy. [Quemoy and
Matsu Islands had also been occupied by Republican forces, and still remain in their control] .} The only wooden window of the
small house was splashed with the many colors of approaching dusk and .the darkness of the room was brightened
by a slanting ray of golden light. We had drunk three cups to each other’s health, when a little girl came running
in from outside, crying:
“Pa-pa, Pa-pa! I’m hungry, I want to eat.”
“Yao-wa-erh,\fn{A note reads: Yao is the Szechuanese term for “youngest;” yao-wah erh means literally “yongest child.”.} don’t
fuss. Be a good child and as soon as Mama has finished cooking for the guests, she will give you supper.” A woman’s voice spoke from behind.
“I’m hungry: Pa-pa’s no good, he’s a bad one!”
“Ha ha! Pa-pa has been a bad one these many years; did you hear this from your Ma-ma, Yao-wa- erh?” This
was a man’s voice interrupting.
“Pa-pa, that is none of your business!”
This amusing conversation between father and daughter was not carried on in low tones. In the indistinct light
of the room, I looked toward the far corner and saw a man, a wooden stick in one hand, sitting in a bamboo chair.
His head was thrust forward and it was apparent that his body was bent and deformed. After a burst of laughter, he
started to cough. The phlegm gurgled in his throat and his voice sounded like the blowing of a bellows. I could
not see his face clearly but I felt the penetrating clearness of his eyes. I took another look at the little girl; the tiny
body standing there had an air of pride. She was facing the setting sun, so I could see the large dark eyes with
very clear whites, the delicate straight nose, the small thin-lipped mouth, the long slender arched eyebrows. Such
a familiar and moving face! Without realizing it, this little girl led my thoughts back to what I had never dared
think of again. Time stopped; or had it run backwards? I almost cried out in surprise; I was filled with such
indescribable confusion.
“The food is really wonderful!”
My friend was full of praise. At the same time he raised his voice:
“Boy! You can’t see any more in this room! Why don’t you bring some light?”
“Ai-ya! I’m sorry. I just remembered, the electricity has broken down. Ah-tsu, light a candle! Mister! Are you
one of the anti-Communist patriots? From Korea? Native of Szechuan?”
The man sitting in the corner had broken into the conversation. His old-sounding voice was filled with
emotion; he wanted to get up but fell clumsily back into his seat. I realized then that he was a cripple.
“Ta Lao-pan,\fn{A note reads: Literally meaning Big Boss; or Big Shop Owner .} I’m from the town of Tseliugin in
Szechuan. I just came back from the anti-Communist POW’s in Korea. Have you also been to Szechuan?” asked
my friend.
“Yes, I have been there. I even lived there—ten years ago. My wife is from Chengtu. I too served in the army.”
“How come you have become a lao-pan, a shop owner? Ha! You must have done pretty well, huh?”
"Huh! My leg is crippled, I am finished … old. Six years ago I was still fighting the communists in Szechuan.
I managed to escape with my life but was wounded in the process. I dragged my wife and child with me to Hainan
Island and then here to Taiwan. Now I have retired. As soon as a man is crippled, there is no use for him in the
army.”
“You are indeed a courageous hero!”
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“Not at all! I’m over forty now. That’s not really old in years, but my heart is already old. I dont deserve to be
called a hero, but I have become a bear! Ha! Ha!”
The uproarious laughter was like a thousand catty weight pressing down on my heart; I could not breathe. The
candlelight wavered and the shadows in the grey darkness were like ever-pursuing ghosts, following me. The
wine was really good, and it made them forget I was there. I drank glass after glass, eating the peppery hot food;
not saying a word, just listening to them talk.
“Is business good?”
“This town has grown in the past few years. Even the express train stops here how. After all, we’re doing business with the soldiers. I can’t eat army food any more, but I’m unhappy if I’m not around soldiers. In the past, if it
were not for a woman; and at present, if it were not for my bad leg, would still be loathe to leave the army!”
“I’m sure you are not telling the truth! You have a wife and a child—what else could you want?”
“Huh! What else is there to do after a leg is smashed? I am happy enough to spend the rest of my life with my
wife. This woman of mine …”
The cripple put his stick on the ground and lowered his voice:
“Mister, this wife of mine is the root of my life! My leg is crippled, my left eye was blinded by gun powder.
This body here isn’t really worth a cent. My wife is young, bad tempered but good hearted. Now, it’s her turn to
tend to the cooking, to wait on others to support me. I have a conscience; I must use the last part of this old,
crippled and blind life of: mine to look after her. Ai, when one loves another, it is all a matter of heart … a warm
heart.”
“This must be good fortune reaped from some good deed done in your first life. Having a good wife brings
satisfaction in everything, isn’t that true, lao-pan?”
“You’re perfectly right! Everybody must have some temper; a woman with a temper is like wine that has an
after-taste. Don’t you agree?”
“Would you tell me your name, please? Your words are so very true. If you didn’t speak the same language,
half a word would be too much. After returning to my own country from all those years of fighting for the
Communists in the ice and snow, you are the first new friend that I have made.”
“Not worthy! Not worthy!”
He raised his voice but it was still depressingly hoarse.
“On the march, I’ll not change my name, and sitting down I’ll not change my surname. My surname is Tsao
and my name is Fei-lung.”
I bowed my head on the table. The empty wine bottle was dashed to the floor. My friend from Korea turned to
me and said:
“Drunk! You’re drunk! How come your wine capacity is not as good as it used to be?”
I stretched out my hand and waved him to silence. At that moment a.woman’s low husky voice was heard.
“Tsao Fei-lung! Tsao Fei-lung! You crippled old thing, you’re just talking a lot of nonsense and not paying any
attention to Little Yuin. Ah-tsu! Take the rice and dishes out; the child is starved.”
I covertly watched tbe cripple painfully struggle out of the chair, tuck his crutches under his arm and hobble
toward the back of the house. From the back, he looked exactly like a lame monkey. A few minutes later, the
cripple called out:
“Ai, ai! Little Yuin has crawled on to the bed and fallen asleep. Wake up, good child! Go and find your mother
and eat.”
I was deeply moved. I wanted to go over and grasp his hand, to talk happily about the past. But I warned
myself repeatedly:
“Mustn’t rake up old memories for other people.” Who knows what added misery these old memories would
bring to one who was so brave and loyal?
Hurriedly, I finished eating and after paying the bill, I stood up. At that moment, the only person in the room
was the waitress, counting the money and clearing the dishes. I walked out of the little shop beside my friend. He
looked at me questioningly:
“Are you drunk?”
“Are you drunk?” I answered him with the same words.
Actually, neither of us was drunk. The sky was clear and high, the sea of clouds like a vast ocean—one tuft of
cloud over another until the entire heavens were covered, even the new moon and the stars. Standing on the bowshaped road side, looking at Taiping Mountain, it certainly resembled a tired old dragon. As we walked back over
the stony road, the bamboo on both sides of the road quivered gently and it sounded like the tinkling of jade
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ornaments. By the time we had crossed the bridge, we were both clear-headed again,. Looking down, we could
see the rippling of the clear water like a stream of silver and when we suddenly lifted our heads, the white clouds
had already turned to smoky mist. I thought of the capricious clouds and perverse ripples, ever uncertain and
changing. If God would only deign to let me live a little longer, what would this world be like in another fifteen
years? The great changes of the world are exactly like the drifting clouds that float over my head—the vagrant
clouds of a thousand variations! Everything in the future is created by an unseen hand; so many things cannot be
resolved by man. Gazing at the transient clouds, I was overcome by a sense of fleeting impermanence.
How true! It seems as if I were remembering all this just a moment ago, but before you could even snap your
fingers, still another five years have flown by.
63.118 Forever And Ever\fn{by Ay-Wen aka Hsiung K’un-chen (1923- )} Soochow, Kiangsu Province, China (F) -1
A tender sprout emerges silently from the earth to be caressed by the gentle breeze and the sun. A baby
chicken, gently breaks the eggshell. to be warmed by its mother’s body and tender love. A baby is born. He begins
to breathe, receiving the blessing of sunshine and water.
This is life.
Slowly, the sprout grows strong then finally withers, but it has scattered its seeds in the soil. The baby chicken
gradually grows, then becomes old, but it has already produced many more baby chickens. A man will also
become old and pass away. But from him, there will come new generation after new generation. The process will
forever continue, never cease.
Life never ends, nor discontinues. It will last forever. It was so. It is so, and it will be so.
Perhaps you will ask: Is life endurable? Is it short and easily gone? Is it brilliant and beautiful or gloomy and
cold? Is it filled with splendor and abundance or emptiness and sorrow?
To some people, life is strong like the cornerstone and tough like the rattan. To some others, it is ephemeral
like the morning dew and vanishes like thin smoke. Some people feel life is shining like the sun and colorful like
flowers in May. Some others feel it is like the dense cloud of a rainy day and cold like the ever-present snow on
mountain tops. Many a person discovers a precious mine of unlimited deposits in life. There are still others who
find life is but an empty dream.
But life is life just as the truth is truth. The problem is many a person thinks that whatever befalls him is
because of his fate and he blames fate on life.
Why not listen to what has been said of life by those great scholars and heroes who have carved their life
stories on history and left us their remarks that will forever be remembered? Some of them said life is a journey;
some said life is an expectation; some said life is a drama; some said life is a seed of fire; some said life is an
eternal current. Everyone has his own ideas. The good man interprets life one way and the wise man another. We
shouldn’t regard their ideas as perfect, nor should we think they were talking nonsense.
A journey? Yes. All the enjoyment and joy are but stops on the highway of life where we can take a rest until
we gain our strength so that may go on until we reach the terminal.
An expectatibn? Yes. Throughout one’s life, one is expecting, expecting the future, expecting the good days to
come, expecting the fulfillment of wishes and realization of dreams.
If life is a drama, one must be faithful to whatever role he plays until the curtain is lowered.
If it is a story, then be it long or short, it must be well-told.
A seed of fire? Then let it burn. Sparks or bursting flames, the fire should not only light oneself but others also.
A combat? Then let’s fight bravely against evils until our last breath.
A current? Then let’s rush forward, gush through narrow passes, surge over rocks, and race toward wide rivers
and boundless seas.
Life is not something abstract, nor will it remain inactive. Life is action, energy. Let us keep our fire burning
for arts and sciences, fight for faith and truth, and advance toward the magnificent prospects of our future. From
the past to the present, from the present to the future, forever and ever.
76.79 Sixty Minus One\fn{by Lin Chen-ke aka Jinkay Lin (1923- )} Fukien Province, China (M) 4
Thank God, I am only the husband of my wife, not her pupil. Whenever I see her sit down with that serious
look on her face and her red pencil poised over a stack of examination papers, I feel sorry for the youngsters she
teaches. She is so meticulous and methodical at splitting hairs that nothing escapes her eye. And yet she is so fair
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that no one in her class ever gets one point more or less than he really deserves.
She is nevertheless basically a kind-hearted woman, tender and naturally affectionate. It would take her three
days to recover from the shock if I unintentionally killed a butterfly. But as soon as she is confronted with a
student’s paper, she changes instantly. In fact, she is Emperor Chin Shih-huang, Alexander the Great, Napoleon,
and Hitler, all combined, in her “kingdom of students.” She reads those test papers word by word, with deadly
concentration, putting a cross here and a question mark there. All these little signs, I’m afraid, add up to death
sentences on young hopes. As I say, I am grateful that I am her husband, not one of her students.
The New Year was close upon us. Most wives were busy buying food and new clothes for the children or with
other household matters. But my own wife instead spent her time before the holidays marking her students’
papers. I usually don’t poke my nose into her business; I’m too lazy for that. But that night, when I was looking
for a book, I went up to her desk ahd to my horror noticed that in the right upper corner of one examination paper,
a mark of 59 stood out in menacing red ink.
“Now, wait a minute.” I took up the paper.
“What’s the matter?” My wife, her sovereignty invaded, looked up, ready to get angry.
“Fifty-nine?” I asked. “Couldn’t you be a little bit more generous?”
“Now, look, what has this mark of 59 got to do with you?”
“Nothing,” I went on. “I don’t know who he or she is, and I couldn’t care less. But giving him 59, just one
single point short of the passing mark, is something you should consider twice.”
“There is nothing that I can do.” Her tone and manner were much like a judge handing down a just but severe
verdict. “Even if he were my own son, I couldn’t do any better.”
“I am not arguing with you whether this boy should get a passing mark or not,” I said. “If you can’t give him
60, all right. Give him 55. If he is going to fail anyway, let him fail in a way that hurts less—I mean his feelings.
If you can’t do any better, make it worse. He’d feel better.”
“This is a matter of principle. You must realize this is an examination paper. I can’t change that, not in the way
you make me do the family bookkeeping, to make both sides balance.”
“You may be right there, my dear. I was a student and for some time I also worked as a teacher. I know that to
some extent the marks do reflect what the student has accomplished, but just how exact they are, I very much
doubt. You don’t realize how falling just one point short of passing might change the child’s whole life. If you
want my opinion, an examination mark only shows the progress a student makes or fails to make. It should not be
a knife that the teacher uses to cut him to pieces. By giving a boy 59, I think you are cutting him very deeply. If
you are sure that he is not making good, give him 55. That would be even more justified. This may not have
anything to do with the case, but suppose one day you find the number on your lottery ticket coincides with the
one that wins first prize except for the very last digit. How would you feel?”
“That would be most unfortunate,” she said. “But to come back to the facts, this 59 is not something I dreamed
up out of my imagination. I have arrived at it by very careful calculation. As a teacher, I have to be strict and fair
and not be carried away by my own feelings.”
“Now let me tell you a story,” I ventured. “And then do what you like.”
*
“Before we knew each other, my dear, I was a high-school teacher. Everybody thought I was particularly good
at handling “problem” students. Through my efforts I managed to save a handful who would otherwise have been
expelled from school. And these boys made good in their own fields after graduation. For what I did I was given
several awards—I don’t remember what they were called; it was in any case a gesture of appreciation by the
education department for my service.
“After I came to Taiwan in 1949, I changed my profession. But during the last ten years, I have met more than
once several of the problem students I had in my class. They are doing pretty well. One is a major in the air force,
several are in business, and one, believe it or not, is a teacher. Most of their names I have forgotten. The only one
I can’t forget is a boy to whom I gave a 59 in his final examination. His name is Li Ming-li.
“It happened when I was a teacher at a junior high school. In these years teachers were adequately paid, and I
was ambitious enough to do a little research. My subject was how to reform so-called problem students. We had
the same tutor system you have now. I was tutor for Class C in the eighth grade.
“One day an old man called on me. Of all the teachers, why he should pick on me wasn’t quite clear. Anyway,
it was just before our bimonthly administrative meeting, and I was in a hurry. He introduced himself, and I
remembered that I had met him once before. He came now to seek my help because his son, Li Ming-li, was about
to be expelled from school.
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“Young Ming-li had made himself quite a figure among the problem students. He wasn’t in my class, as a matter of fact; he was in Class A. Just a few weeks before, he had hit a classmate hard enough to draw blood. Only
three days ago he had stolen a microscope from the laboratory. He had a very bad record. His father apparently
was aware of the consequences of this conduct. He knew that most likely his son was to be expelled. However, I
promised to do whatever I could.
“Ming-li’s case was on the agenda at the teachers’ meeting. The dean of students made a lengthy report of the
boy’s crimes. His tutor felt strongly that keeping such a student in school was a risk; juvenile delinquency was
contagious. Several spoke up timidly in favor of giving the boy another chance. But the great majority shared the
views expressed by the boy’s tutor. By getting rid of him the community would be safe. I could not contain
myself. So I spoke up.
“‘This is the experimental high school of the Teachers College. We consider it to be the best high school in the
whole province, and a great many outsiders agree with us. Now we discover that we have a bad student. It does
not bring us much merit to discover that he is a problem; his parents may have realized this and sent him to this
school with the hope that we might be able to do something for him. But all we plan to do is get rid of him. Are
we sure that some other school can do a better job? Or his family? Or society? By sending him away, I am afraid
we are evading our responsibility. Suppose one of us has a boy who is critically sick. The most natural thing to do
is to send him to the best hospital. If the best hospital, because he is so ill, refuses to accept him, his chances of
survival are indeed dim. The same applies to school. However bad Ming-li might be, we cannot give up.’
“The discussion went on for quite a while. The principal finally supported what I had said. We decided that Li
should be given two demerits and put on probation. Only the Class A tutor did not agree. He suggested that Li
should be transferred out of his class. His idea was quite apparent. The principal took the hint and turned to me.
“‘Now, Mr. Lin, you are an expert in dealing with problem children. Would you mind if I turned Ming-li over
to you?’
“Under the circumstances, I could not say no. Right after the meeting, I sent for Li Ming-li. He walked into my
office, depressed.
“‘Sit down,’ I said.
“‘I’d rather stand.’
“‘Was it you who stole the microscope?’
“‘Yes, sir.’
“‘Do you realize that you were about to be expelled?’
“‘My stepmother would beat me to death.’ Tears began to trickle down his face. ‘Please save me, please,’ he
begged.
“‘I am already trying to,’ I said. ‘I promised the principal that you would behave yourself, starting today. And
you are going to be in my class.’
“‘Thank you, thank you very much, sir.’
“‘Now, would you mind telling me why you stole the microscope?’
He lowered his head, thinking it over for a while, and then came up abruptly with the answer.
“‘I wanted to make a camera.’
I was surprised. ‘You know how to make a camera?’
“‘It’s very simple. I already had the box made, but I couldn’t find a lens. So I thought I might just borrow the
microscope to see whether it would work.’
“‘Borrow?’ I raised my voice. ‘But who gave you permission to borrow it?’
“He lowered his head again and did not say a word.
“‘Li, I want to make this clear to you. I have given the school my word that you’ll be a good student. Now you
are in my class. If you ever do any stealing again, you’ll make me lose face. Do you understand?’
“He gave me his word that he would never take anything again.
“Two weeks later a student in my class reported to me that he had lost his dictionary. It was a real headache for
a tutor to do the job of a detective, a skill I utterly lack. Anyway, police work was not among the subjects they
taught me at Teachers College. However, I made a thorough investigation and found, to my dismay, that of the
nine students in the class who did not have dictionaries, one was Ming-li. And because of his record, he naturally
was the number-one suspect. ‘I feel almost certain that Ming-li took it. He borrowed my dictionary several times
during the past week,’ the loser said. Then he added: ‘Sir, I feel sorry for you that you have taken a pickpocket
into this class.’
“There was nothing I could do but swallow this. I asked all of my students to be seated and then made my
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search. I looked very thoroughly. When I came to Li Ming-li, I saw his hands trembling. I searched his drawer; it
was not there. I searched his bag; it was not there either. I touched his jacket and instantly felt something in his
inside pocket which was, at least in size, just like a dictionary.
“I didn’t go any further. I moved on to the other students. Before long, I finished my search. I told the students
that it was unfortunate that something like this had happened and expressed my hope that by tomorrow morning
I’d find the dictionary on the desk of the loser. As soon as the book was returned, I said, the case would be closed.
Then I let the class go. Everyone dashed out and in less than a minute, all had vanished.
“All except Li Ming-li. I found him in the corridor. He looked lost.
“Come along with me, Ming-li,” I called. He followed me into the dormitory. I asked him to come into my
bedroom, telling him to pull over a chair and sit down. He refused to do so. Presently he pulled the dictionary
from his inside jacket pocket and laid it on my desk. He turned his face to the wall without a word.
“‘Sit down," I almost shouted. He hesitated, and then, covering his face with his two hands, sat down
reluctantly.
“‘Now, Ming-li, what do you expect me to do?’
“He lowered his face.
“‘You know what I have to do. I hate to see you expelled from school. But you are on probation. School
regulations demand your dismissal, and there’s nothing in this world I can do to save your neck.’
“He stood up abruptly and said, ‘Well, then, do it.’
“I was so angry I could hardly control myself. I wanted to slap him right in the face. I picked up the dictionary
and found the owner’s name was erased from the front page, with Li Ming-li’s large characters substituted for it.
By this time I had calmed down a bit. I began to feel sorry for the boy. I asked him if he so badly needed a
dictionary, why he didn’t ask his father to buy him one. He burst into tears.
“‘My stepmother would not agree,’ he cried, almost beside himself. ‘English happens to be a subject I like very
much. I can’t do without one.’
“‘But stealing is not the way to solve your problem. You needed a lens for your camera, so you stole one. Now
you need a dictionary. Why didn’t you tell me so?’
“I picked a pocket dictionary from the shelf and handed it to him.
“‘Now, take this. Don’t you ever dare take anything from anybody. Don’t you know that I’m your guarantor?
I’m responsible for how you behave in school.’
“‘No, thank you, I don’t want a dictionary any more. I promise I’ll never steal again.’
“‘Take it—do what you are told. I want you to accept this gift from me as a promise—a promise that you’ll
behave yourself from now on.’
“Next morning I gave back the dictionary to its owner, with the flyleaf which had Ming-li’s name on it torn
out. I told the class that the dictionary had been recovered and I did not intend to reveal how I had recovered it.
Furthermore, I did not want any more discussion of the matter in the class.
“For the next two months, everything seemed to move along smoothly. There were frustrations of one kind or
another. But nothing had any direct bearing on Ming-li’s case. The feeling among the students of my class against
my having taken a ‘pickpocket’ into the class seemed to have died away.
“But this situation did not last very long. On a rainy day a student in my class reported that he lost his umbrella. He suspected that Li Ming-li had stolen it. His accusation was based on the fact that Ming-li had a record of
misbehavior and that he had never owned an umbrella. The whole thing made me sick. I summoned Ming-li to my
office.
“‘Ming-li, someone has lost his umbrella,’ I said sternly.
“‘I heard that.’ He stared at me. His eyes burned with fear and anger.
“‘Did you?’
His face turned red and then pale. He did not answer.
“‘Say whether you took it.’ I raised my voice. He shook his head, almost indifferently.
“‘Then, what happened to that umbrella?’
“‘Why should you ask me in the first place?” he retorted.
“‘I’m sorry, Ming-li.’
He bit his lower lip. After a pause, he said abruptly: ‘Yes, I took it.’ He looked rather unnatural, but his voice
was firm. ‘I’ll bring it back in just a moment.’ He dashed out.
“That was an hour before lunchtime. When I went back to my dormitory for a short nap, I found the umbrella
in my room and a note underneath.
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Dear Teacher:
You have done everything to save me. But what’s the use? I am bad, and I can’t change. I have given you too much
trouble in school. I won’t come back again. The best of luck.
Yours.
Li Ming-li

“I was dumbfounded. I felt that I had been physically beaten. I tried to explain to myself why, in spite of all my
efforts, I failed. Then a knock on the door brought me back to reality. It was the boy who reported to me in the
morning that his umbrella had been stolen.
“‘I’m sorry—I’ve found it, Sir. I left it in the toilet.’
“‘So you found it.’ I handed him the note Ming-li had written to me, along with the umbrella Ming-li admitted
he had stolen.
“‘Sir, I’m sorry. I’ve wronged him. We must do anything we can to get him back to school.’
“‘At this moment I heard a noise outside my room. When I went to the door, I saw Li Ming-li’s father
approaching. He was dragging his son along with him.
“‘Mr. Lin …” The old man could hardly get his breath. “My son lost his sweater and he refused to tell me how
or where he lost it. I’ve beaten him and still he refuses to say.”
“‘l’m glad you came back, Ming-li,’ I said. ‘I meant to look you up. You see, the umbrella turned up.
Apparently, you didn’t take it. I’m sorry; we owe you an apology. But where on earth did you find this umbrella?’
“‘I took my sweater to the pawnshop, and with the money I bought the umbrella.’ He burst into tears. ‘You see,
I had to admit that I stole it. I had no alternative, with my reputation.’
“I took him along with me to class and admitted in front of all of my students the mistake I had made. I went
on to talk about the injustice we had all done to Ming-li and apologized for my negligence.
“From then on I could reasonably have expected smooth sailing in the case of Ming-li, had it not been for one
more mistake. I was teaching history and the mark I gave to Ming-li, based on very accurate calculation, was 59
—just one point short of permitting him to pass. It wasn’t unusual to give a student 59, if that was exactly what he
had earned. But in the case of Ming-li, it was fatal because he did not make a passing mark in two other courses.
And the penalty for those who flunked in three courses was to stay back in the same class for another year. That,
needless to say, was too much for Ming-li’s family to stand. No one saw Ming-li after that. I couldn’t discover
where he had gone, and even his father lost track of him.
“Ten years later I found his name in a Taipei paper. He’d been arrested for robbery and attempted murder. Now
he’s serving a seven-year prison term down in Taichung.”
*
“That’s my story, and it happens to be a true one,” I told my wife. I waited and then added, “I don’t care what
you do with this boy who you think is just one point short of a passing mark.”
I found my book and retreated back to my armchair, leaving my wife to stare at the examination paper under
her hand.
78.70 The Transcript\fn{by Lin Jinlan (1923- )} Wenzhou City, Zhejiang Province, China (M) 4
A transcript of the type that follows was, at the time of its recording, called “trial proceedings.” Yet this
particular transcript originated neither in court nor in any public security office, which makes finding a proper
label for it today difficult. I’m told that it will be some time yet before any light is shed on the subject.
*
Interrogator:
Ran Agang, are you familiar with Party policy?
Ran:
Yes.
Interrogator:
Let’s have it.
Ran:
Leniency toward those who acknowledge their crimes and severity toward those who refuse.
Interrogator:
And. . .?
Ran:
Resisting confession is the road to ruin.
Interrogator:
All right, you’ve got the idea. (lightly pounds the table) So why not confess?
Ran:
Already did.
Interrogator:
Subject, let’s have a subject! Who already did? You trying to bully us because of our lack of
experience in analyzing evidence, or what? Why no subject in your response?
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Ran:
(In hushed tones) Because there was none in the question.
Interrogator:
What, what’s that? Speak up. I’m conducting this interrogation, so don’t you tell me about
subjects. Don’t think that just ’cause you’re a girl, you’re mature enough to know what’s goin’ on. Don’t try to
pull any of that crap on me.
Ran:
(Although her lips move, no sound emerges, as though she were chanting incantations.)
Interrogator:
Ran Agang, on your feet! You—subject … trying to bully us around.
Ran:
(Gets to her feet, but continues to speak in hushed tones)
Interrogator:
Speak up. Didn’t you say you wanted to come clean? You tryin’ to see how stubborn you can be?
Or how heroic? You think you’re as hard as granite or somethin’? What’s with all the mumbling?
Ran:
(In full voice) I’ve got nothing to confess.
Interrogator:
Aha! So it’s arrogance, is it? You wanna go off half cocked, eh! Too bad we’re almost outta time,
’cause today we’re gonna settle accounts with you once and for all.
Ran:
(Mumbles something unclearly; this is a device that has become second nature to her; she seems
to have grown up pampered by someone.)
Interrogator:
(In a tone of supreme tolerance and patience) Those two classmates of yours, the ones you’re so
cozy with—like sisters—have already made a clean breast of things, and leniency has been shown them. Now
listen carefully, and stop that mumbling—we’ve taken all of that we’re gonna take. They’ve already been released
and returned to the masses. You’re the only one left. What makes you think we don’t know how to handle
someone like you?
Ran:
Xu Youying is not my classmate, not even my schoolmate. We’ve never exchanged more than a
few words. As for Mei Shitao, we shared the same dormitory room for the first semester, but since we couldn’t get
along, we split up the following semester.
Interrogator:
Okay, okay, you say you barely spoke with Xu and couldn’t get along with Mei. That’s pretty
convincing, don’t you think? But we’re not interested in hearing about who you did and did not room with.
Piddling affairs like who you shared your bed with are no concern of ours. We don’t care about that kind of trash
—that’s your own shameless business. Stand up straight, lower your head! Who do you think you are! You’re
being interrogated here, so let’s have some concrete details. Were you telling the truth just a moment ago?
Ran:
I’ve never been a member of any spy organization, inner or outer circle, concrete or abstract—
Interrogator:
I’ll tell you one more time, this ain’t the time for any tongue-in-cheek show. Don’t underestimate
the seriousness of the situation. (He suddenly pounds the table so fiercely that the windows rattle.) What about
that metal box of yours?
Ran:
You’re the ones who dug that up.
Interrogator:
Are you saying we forged evidence? That we’re being tricky? That we’re tryin’ to frame you?
Okay, okay, you are so brilliant! (Every syllable a shout) You-are-out-to-get-us!
Ran:
On the seventeenth of November—
Interrogator:
So you’re gonna switch dates on us, huh?
Ran:
You wanted concrete details, didn’t you?
Interrogator:
Go on, finish what you were saying. Spout your shit.
Ran:
(Speaks very softly)
Interrogator:
There you go, mumblin’ again. You didn’t like what I said about spouting shit, eh? You eggheads,
you dainty folk with your lily-white hands and soft skin—pardon me all to hell, go ahead and speak your piece.
Just don’t spice up your account too much.
Ran:
On the seventeenth of November, I was interrogated all morning, then without a noon break, you
brought in a new team of interrogators and kept it up all day. Then you got me up in the middle of the night and
interrogated me till dawn. All you talked about was a metal box, until I finally confessed to owning one—round,
square, flat, whatever you wanted me to say, I said it.
Interrogator:
Had you ’fessed up before that?
Ran:
No.
Interrogator:
Why not?
Ran:
The metal box isn’t the only thing I didn’t ‘fess up’ to—there’s the soy sauce bottle, vinegar
bottle, pickle jar, sugar bowl—
Interrogator:
Go ahead; why stop there? Give the whole opening spiel—firewood, rice, oil, salt, soy sauce,
vinegar, tea. Today’s such a nice day—not too cold, not too hot—and since you’ve got plenty of time on your
hands, let’s take our time and just chitchat awhile (Raises his voice) But I will ask you to lean over at the waist,
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keep your legs straight, and raise your butt a little higher—you shameless creature. Tryin’ to bully your way
around here. Come on, let’s hear the opening spiel. But how come I don’t hear no closing spiel? When the
People’s Liberation Army surrounded the city, your imperial court began to crumble. The closing down of your
school frightened you people right outta your skins. So in the dead of a windy night, you snuck into the schoolyard like the sinister, disgusting creatures you are, found a likely lilac bush, where you dug a hole and buried your
metal box, like you were planting a revered ancestor, or somethin’. Just like everyone else on the rubbish heap of
history, you’ve made the mistake of misreading the situation. You figured that the PLA couldn’t hold their
position. But things never change: a rabbit—no, not a rabbit, a leopard—can’t grow a long tail. You weren’t gone
more’n a couple of weeks before your treasure was dug up and the mummy was brought back to life. That spring
dream of yours, that lovely, lovely pipe dream burst in your faces. Now whaddya have to say? Cat got your
tongue?
Ran:
I’m listening to your analysis.
Interrogator:
That’s another mistake on your part. Analysis? The stack of material we’ve dug up is all the
circumstantial evidence we need.
Ran:
I’ve got no secrets. It was just a bunch of schoolgirls burying a box in a school-yard.
Interrogator:
Whatever you say. Every mouth has two lips, whether they’re horizontal or vertical. But the
interrogation goes on as new evidence pours in. I personally took four people with me to check things out. We
went by train and by ship, and we were flown back afterwards. In every city along the way we stayed at first-class
guest houses. All this talk about outside interrogators not being welcomed any more is nothin’ but reactionary
rumor mongering. We just refused to stay at guest houses that didn’t have bathrooms. That’s quite a nice place
you’ve got there, with its green hills and blue waters. I always used to ask myself why I’d never seen any of the
scenery in all those famous paintings—now I know it’s ’cause you’ve got it all down south. Your mountains are
loaded with timber, your streams stocked with fish. But don’t think you can pull the wool over our eyes. You can’t
make a silk purse out of a sow’s ear. When we got to your school-yard, each of us took a spade and picked out a
lilac bush. But with the cold weather and frozen ground, the spades just sort of scratched the surface. What’s so
funny? All right, back to your “flying position” and see how you feel.\fn{ A note reads: A common method of persecution
during the Cultural Revolution was to interrogate a victim while forcing him or her to “ride an airplane:” to lean forward at the waist with
arms stretched backward, parallel to the ground .} Stretch your arms a little more, huh! Tryin' to bully us around! The

day’ll come when you won’t even be able to cry. We dug so damned hard we were covered with sweat—just
talkin’ about it now makes me sweat (Mops his brow) This is another account we’ll be settling with you!
Ran:
Did you finally manage to dig anything up?
Interrogator:
Okay, so you think we’re just a bunch of freeloaders, eh? That all we’re good for is hangin’
around guest houses? That we’re all fun and games? I want you to know that two of those people were military
men, so we went to the local garrison and enlisted their help. They sent a platoon of soldiers from the engineering
battalion, along with some mine-detecting equipment. You talk about mass mobilization; I’ll tell you, we
mobilized officers in the service of the dictatorship of the proletariat and troops belonging to defense forces of our
revolutionary line. We turned that school-yard of yours upside down. And that’s another account of yours that’ll
hafta be settled. We dug up a ton of rusty old water pipes, plus an oval box with carvings all over it. When we
opened it, all we found inside was a bunch of dried-up rose petals. Now what the hell is that all about? Ran: You
can blame that on Lin Daiyu.\fn{ A note reads: Lin Daiyu, the fictional heroine of the famous eighteenth-century novel Hongloumeng (Dream of the Red Chamber.}
Interrogator:
(He thinks, “We old hands at these special investigations are especially sharp where peoples
names are concerned. No need to check through the dossier for that name—I’m positive this is the first time I’ve
heard it. But I’ll keep my composure.”) What grade’s she in?
Ran: Huh? Who? (Noticeably startled) Oh! Her! (Masks her astonishment with a smile) She’s long dead.
Interrogator:
(Takes the offensive) How’d she die?
Ran:
(Venomously) Broken heart.
Interrogator:
(Pressingfor the kill) What was her problem?
Ran:
(Cunningly) One of life’s problems.
Interrogator:
(Continues taking the fight to her) When did it happen?
Ran:
(Paying close attention: bites her lip) Some time before Liberation.
Interrogator:
(A fortress is most vulnerable to an attack from within) We’ve got the goods right here. See, here
it is—wanna take a look?
Ran:
I don’t need to. There’s enough “goods” from her to fill a book.
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Interrogator:
Crap! Nothing but trash! There ain’t a single decent one of you in the lot.
Ran:
Are you talking about Miss Lin?
Interrogator:
Miss Lin (He thinks, “I can’t let down my guard for an instant!”) Okay! Even in the “highflying” position, you’ve still got time for planting tacks and time-bombs. I’ll put all these on your account, too.
Ran:
Boy, this is sure going to be a tough account to settle!
Interrogator:
Well, you’ve got a mouth; let’s hear about that metal box. What was in it?
Ran:
Student ID’s and a few letters.
Interrogator:
Student ID’s only?
Ran:
If I’d had any other ID’s, I would’ve put them in, too.
Interrogator:
How about a secret-agent ID?
Ran:
Sorry, I didn’t have one of those.
Interrogator:
You’re sorry?
Ran:
Yes, I’m sorry. If I had, I would’ve come clean about it long ago. Then I’d’ve been set free and
would already be back with the masses.
Interrogator:
Bend over! Who said you could straighten up? Who’re you tryin’ to bully? Ran Agang, we’re at a
critical stage here. Don’t dig a deeper hole for yourself. You say they were only student ID cards, huh? Why
would you bury somethin’ like that?
Ran:
At the time we were of one heart and mind to join up with the PLA as soon as the soldiers entered
the city and go south with them to liberate my hometown—to liberate all of China. We buried our student IDs and
a few letters to serve as a sort of memento. (Sighs) Young people often have silly thoughts and do silly things.
Interrogator:
Well, all right, now we’re getting’ somewhere: after all this time we’ve got you to admit to being
“silly.” Even though it’s got absolutely nothin’ to do with the matter at hand, it’s welcome anyway. I’m a man of
my word, so you can straighten up. Sit down.
Ran:
(Sits down, but reverts to her old trick of mumbling to herself)
Interrogator:
(In a tone of supreme tolerance and patience) Your brow needs mopping—let’s both mop our
brows. (He has temporarily dropped his storm trooper tactics and adopted a more roundabout approach.) Ran
Agang, have you come to your senses yet? Have you finally realized what’s going on here today?
Ran:
Yes, I’m being given my fifth final chance.
Interrogator:
Okay, as long as you know—and there’ll be no sixth chance. In just a moment I’m gonna bring
out a piece of evidence, and not just any old evidence, but somethin’ as solid as the Rock of Gibraltar. Experience
has shown us that no matter how tightlipped he is, evidence like this’ll make a man grovel every time.
Ran:
I’d like to see your evidence.
Interrogator:
No hurry. First, listen carefully: when I bring this piece of evidence out—when … I … bring … it
… out … your number’s up—you’ll be sent someplace else. You know where that someplace is?
Ran:
I doubt that you’re talking about some foreign country.
Interrogator:
Okay, okay. If it comes to that, all the tears and wails in the world won’t do you a bit of good.
Ran:
I’d like to see your evidence.
Interrogator:
I’m gonna give you exactly three minutes to think it over carefully.
Ran:
I’d like to see your evidence.
Interrogator:
Okay, fine, it’s your funeral. I can see you're tryin’ to turn the tables on us. Who-are-you-tryingto-bully? (Turns silent, pounds the table hard—like a peal of thunder, shouts a command—more thunder) Stand
up! Two steps forward—one, two—halt! (Opens a notebook) This criminal item in the dossier has been verified
and reverified. Here, see this sentence? Read it aloud.
Ran:
“Xu Youying, Mei Shitao, Ran Agang signed petitions and joined a restoration society.”
Interrogator:
Well, what’ve ya got to say about that?
Ran:
Let me read it again.
Interrogator:
Go ahead.
Ran:
(Reads softly) This is the girls standard device when faced with a serious matter or critical
situation like this: as though chanting an incantation, she speaks softly with a mysterious sparkle in her eyes.
Interrogator:
I have here an arrest warrant; up until now it has remained blank.
Ran:
(Explodes into loud, uncontrollable laughter) Ha, ha, ha … (With a wild look in her eyes, she
says almost hysterically) This Ran Agang isn’t me. Ran Agang isn’t anyone. What this says is ‘Xu Youying, Mei
Shitao ran a gang, signed petitions, and joined a restoration society.’”
*
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Recommendation: …………………….. Hand over to a mental hospital for observation.
Physician’s Inquiry: ……………………Who is the patient?
80.59 First Snow\fn{by Lu Ling (1923- )} Nanking, Jiangsu Province, China (M) 11
One day, the transport company to which truck driver Liu Chiang and his assistant Wang Teh-kuei were
attached was ordered to pick up some Korean civilians. They had to be moved to the rear from an area near the
battle line. These people had tenaciously continued living within range of the enemy’s guns for a long time. Now,
because of urgent military necessity, they had to be evacuated. Only after the local authorities had pleaded with
them repeatedly and finally issued an order, did they consent to leave the homes over which artillery shells so
frequently whistled.
Liu and Wang’s truck was the last to set out. All their passengers were women, old and young, with a flock of
children and a great assortment of bundles. In the dusk of a cold day at the end of November, Liu and Wang
helped the women board the open truck, after first having loaded some of the large bundles for the older women
and mothers with children to sit on. The men then began to cram in the rest of the packages. The sky would soon
be dark. Fire from the big guns was intensifying, and the mountain valley reverberated with one huge booming
echo after another.
Liu was touched by the sight of the simple house-hold utensils that the women had brought. They brought to
mind that period in 1937 when the Japanese invaders reached his native village not far from Shanghai. He was
only seventeen then, working as an apprentice in an automobile spare parts factory. Much to his disgust, his
mother and elder sister had carried with them their baskets, their jars and their bundles, as they climbed aboard a
crowded truck. He couldn’t imagine why they insisted on taking along those old useless things. His sister had
even been hurt by another vehicle when she jumped down to rescue a bundle containing a few articles of
children’s used clothing. He hadn’t understood how hard life was for people in those cruel times.
Now, in his motherland, he had a home of his own, and two children. In the seven or eight years before
liberation, it had been difficult to get along. He could appreciate what these old bundles, these curtains, grass
mats, these platters and jars meant to the Korean women. And because the women had been living right under the
roaring guns of the enemy in flimsy damp shelters, the odds and ends they brought with them seemed especially
dear to Liu. He was deeply concerned about everyone of them. They bespoke hardship and poverty; they bespoke
the women’s bitter struggle during the past two years. Cheerfully and patiently, he helped the women find places
for their belongings.
“We’ll think of a way to get them on,” he kept saying. “We’ll take them along if we can.”
The women could see there wasn’t much more room and were willing to leave them. Some even wanted to
remove their things that were already on the truck, to make room for other people. One gray-haired old lady took
off two old sleeping mats. The way she went about it, without a word, impressed Liu particularly. Any small thing
he could squeeze on to the truck after that seemed like a victory against the enemy.
Although the truck was nearly filled, there were still some bundles on the ground, and quite a few of the
women had not yet got in. Liu continued lifting things into the truck and looking for space to put them. He asked
the women who were already seated to stand up so that he could rearrange some of the bundles. At this point,
young Wang became worried.
“You can’t do it. If we wait any more, we won’t be able to get through.”
“We’ll make it!” Liu's voice was loud and firm. “Come on, Wang,” he urged cheerfully, “put this old mama’s
pack frame in the back. These two baskets go in the back too … that’s right. They wont get crushed that way. Now
we’ve got room for those two sleeping mats.”
“What use are those old mats anyway!”
“Poor people have a use for everything they own. Suppose they are only old mats—are we going to leave them
here to get blown to bits by some enemy shell?”
Liu’s gay tone had suddenly turned severe, and he fixed Wang with a piercing glance. Although Liu seldom
lost his temper, he had a very strong character. Wang, who had been about to say, “Shells blow up lots of things!”
thought better of it.
“Say! There are a couple of chickens in this cage!” Liu was jaunty again. He shouted toward the truck, “These
are fine chickens, Aunty!”
Two young women, who were waiting to get on board, laughed. One of them wore on her head a checked
kerchief. Her bright eyes flashed beneath heavy black brows. With a rather startled naïve expression,. she stood
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motionless watching this enthusiastic brawny driver.
“What a strange man! But how good!” she seemed to be saying. “How can he take so much trouble for us?”
Finally, all the bigger bundles were properly stored. Then the remaining women started getting into the truck,
carrying the smaller packages in their hands. Liu picked up a little girl of about seven, planted a kiss on her icecold face and lifted her into the vehicle. The child maintained her melancholy adult expression. She kept looking
in the direction of the enemy artillery fire, where a white smoke screen was rising high in the twilight sky. What
was this wise little youngster thinking? As he picked her up, Liu said. to her in Korean:
“After we’ve won, you’ll come back and we’ll help you build a big house!”
The girl with the checked kerchief and heavy brows, who was about to climb into the truck, paused and said:
“Yung Ka, thank the driver.” She frowned and added intensely: “Her father was killed here by Syngman
Rhee!”\fn{Syngman Rhee (1875-1965), President of South Korea (1948-1960). He committed suicide, it was thought at the time,
because of the manifest corruption of his administration).}
The little girl had a fringe on her forehead and cut straight. She wore a red jacket. With the same sad air, she
continued staring at the place where the shells were falling. Her mother, a haggard middle-aged woman, dropped
her head and pressed it against the little girl’s shoulder. Liu could see that she was holding an infant in her bosom.
The gray-haired old lady spoke up fiercely:
“It’s not that we don’t want to leave here …”
Her voice trailed off.
The women gazed at their ruined village and the fields they were leaving behind. None of it was very clear in
the dusk.
Wang had already run forward and started the motor. He was worried because they were setting out late. They
might run into a lot of traffic and not be able to get through the “blockade”—the section of the road against which
the enemy directed their bombing in an attempt to stop the flow of supplies to the front. Liu began walking toward
the cab, then stopped. A baby was crying in the rear of the truck.
He climbed in and looked around. The truck was really too crowded. The wailing infant was Yung Ka’s baby
brother. A big bundle on his mother’s lap was squeezing him against her breast, and he squalled indignantly. His
mother tried to nurse him, crooned to him, but still he cried. At first Liu thought of taking the bundle. Then he
realized that wouldn’t solve the entire problem. They had to travel several hundred kilometres and it would get
much colder during the night. He offered to take the baby into the cab where it would be a little warmer. Liu said
he and Wang could take care of him. While the mother was still hesitating and looking questioningly at the other
women around her, Liu had already picked up the baby.
“It’s too much bother for you. Thank you.” the mother said gratefully.
“No bother at all! Hey, Wang!” shouted Liu. To reassure the mother, he called in a gay humorous voice, “Come
on, young feller. We’ve found another job to do!”
“What!” Wang hurried to the back of the truck. He was amazed at Liu—fussy as an old mother hen!
“This job is mostly yours!” Liu said blithely. He hopped down from the truck and thrust the baby into Wang’s
arms.
“What am I supposed to do? I don’t know how to take care of a baby!” protested the eighteen-year-old boy.
Liu shrugged off the overcoat draped over his shoulders, took off his padded jacket and wrapped it around the
infant.
“Huh! It won’t hurt you to act the mother this once. You’ll have kids of your own some day. Hold him inside
your overcoat. If he makes a mess, it’ll be in my old jacket!”
Wang was highly displeased. Liu was too much of an old hen today. . What would happen if all his puttering
around kept them from making their run on schedule? Wang gave an embarrassed laugh, holding the baby awkwardly, like a basin of hot water. The women on the truck, although they couldn’t understand much of what the
Chinese comrades were saying, also began to laugh. The gloomy bitter atmosphere turned to merriment, the girl
with the checked kerchief and thick brows laughing in brighter peals than all the rest. Wang was very annoyed and
uncomfortable at this amusement.
Nevertheless, a few moments later, the door of the cab slammed shut and the truck headed into the north wind
to join the battle of the highway.
*
Not long after they had left the mountain valley and were rolling along the big road, air raid watchers fired
their rifles in warning. Vehicles, as far as the eye could see, extinguished their headlights. The truck was
approaching the “blockade” zone, and Liu stopped to let the distance lengthen between his vehicle and the one
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ahead. He looked through the little window in the back of the cab to the rear of the truck, and listened. There
wasn’t a sound out of the passengers.
“Those women are all right!” said Liu. “Well, how are you getting along as a mother?”
“Quit your kidding. What’s turned you into such an old mother hen today?” Wang was unhappy. The baby was
making him very tense. He was afraid of hurting it, afraid it would cry. If it cried, that girl with the checked
kerchief and thick eyebrows would laugh at him. But the more Wang fretted, the more uneasy the baby became,
until it burst into lusty wails.
“You dumb cluck, is that any way to hold him! Not so tight. Let him rest his head on your left arm. For a
young feller, you really are thick!”
“I never held a baby before! I could carry a hundred catties easier than this kid!”
“Quit your groaning. You’ll be all right. Look, precious—” From behind the steering wheel Liu leaned close to
the baby’s face and kissed it. “Ah, little precious is a good little lamb,” he crooned. “Don't cry, lamby, mummy is
right near. When you grow up, you can learn to drive a truck too.”
Out of the corners of his eyes Wang stiffly watched the veteran truck driver. Could a man who used to be so
tough actually behave like this? What was so wonderful about the little kid? For all you knew, he’d mess all over
you!
Planes soared across the sky and flares came floating down. Liu’s face froze grim and hard. The icy calm with
which Wang was so familiar again glittered in Liu’s eyes. Once more, Liu turned his head and listened toward the
rear of the truck. Wang could tell from his expression that he was thinking: stay here or try to break through?
“Push through!” said Wang.
“Hold on to the baby.”
The truck rolled forward. Passing a vehicle that. had halted by the roadside, they sped on like an arrow beneath
the brilliant light of the flares. They caught up and triumphantly passed two trucks racing at breakneck speed. Far
off in the distance to the left, bombs hit the ground and exploded. In the sky, as one batch of flares dimmed,
another batch flamed into light, about seventy of them this time, illuminating over a dozen kilometres of road.
“Son of a bitch! We’re right in it now!” said Liu. “That’s really a good baby. He knows we’re fighting the
American invaders and he doesn’t cry.” As he talked, Liu never took his eyes from the shining road stretching
ahead.
The area the enemy was trying to bomb out today seemed wider than usual. But at any time, this part of the
road was always the major target in the enemy’s “blockade.” Though Liu couldn’t hear the sound of the planes, he
guessed they were probably flying very low to get beneath the overcast. The terrain here was flat and open.
Suddenly, a string of machinegun bullets mixed with tracer fire ripped into a field a few dozen meters to the
right. Liu jammed on the brakes. Just as he stopped the truck, about a hundred meters ahead, a bomb exploded
with a white glaring burst. They were after him, that was plain enough. If he hadn’t stopped when he did, the
truck would have run right into that one.
The enemy planes swung off, arid Liu immediately set his vehicle in motion again. He passed the crater made
by the bomb that had just exploded, then stepped on the gas. Only then did this veteran driver feel the grip of tension. Suppose the truck had been hit, he worried, how would he be able to face those Korean women? Although
he couldn’t see them, he could sense them quietly watching the road ahead, as though even a bomb hit wouldn’t
upset them. Those women—old and worn, or with young faces framed by checked kerchiefs, firm, with eyes
shining—they stirred him deeply.
He wasn’t driving the truck—it was flying by itself. The quiet, motionless self-control of the women gave it
wings!
When the truck had stopped so abruptly, Wang had banged his head and it bled. But his only thought had been
to hold the baby close, to save him from harm. He crouched instinctively over the child at the sound of the
explosion that followed immediately. The baby was sleeping soundly; neither the lurch nor the bomb burst had
awakened him. The truck was now racing through the brilliance of a wide ring of descending flares. It would be
another fifteen minutes, even at this rate of speed, before they would be out of danger. In the flarelight, Wang
looked full at the infant’s round face for the first time, and he saw that it was beautiful. The fine lips of the baby’s
tightly closed mouth pouted adorably, his black eyelashes seemed pasted to his cheeks. A misty tenderness began
to suffuse itself in Wang’s excited heart.
“Good, we’ll make it this way!” thought Wang. He was conscious of the fact that he was taking part in a heroic
job. He was important, indispensable—to Liu, to the women in the back of the truck, to this baby here. “Before
long I’ll be driving a truck myself,” he thought.
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A bomb burst not far ahead jolted him out of his reverie. He quickly held the baby to his chest. Another bomb
went off with a savage flash to the right of the road—obviously much closer than the previous one. Wang
immediately faced around toward the back of the seat, so that his body was between the baby and the door of the
cab. The percussion of the blast rocked the truck, but it continued rolling forward.
“We’ll get through if you keep aiming like that!” said Liu, calmly peering straight ahead.
Wang’s tender mood expanded from the baby to include himself too. Nobody had been hurt, and they’d soon
be out of danger. Holding the infant, he couldn’t help imprinting a gentle kiss upon its face. At the same time, he
stole a glance at Liu to see whether he was being observed. Laugh at me, do they? Those women! Who says I
don’t know how to hold a baby? Look at him—when I hold him he doesn’t even cry! He kissed the child again,
and the milky fragrance of its face tickled his nostrils.
“You shouldn’t do that,” Liu said suddenly. “You’ll wake him up that way.”
Funny. How could Liu see him when he was watching the road? Wang’s face burned—his secret emotion had
been discovered.
“I didn’t move him,” he retorted.
Liu made no reply. He concentrated on driving. They were well out of the ring of flares now: A few minutes
later, after climbing a mountain slope, Liu stopped the truck in a sheltered place.
“What you mean—you didn’t move him?” The moment the truck halted, Liu’s voice boomed out gaily. “I saw
you plain as could be. You weren’t still for a second.”
“All right then—you hold him!” Wang said angrily.
Liu didn’t mind Wang’s childish temper a bit. He took the baby, kissed it, opened the door and got out. Why
can he do that and not me? Wang thought jealously. He became aware of the sticky clot of the wound on his
temple. He felt it with his hand, then wiped it fiercely with a torn handkerchief. As he did so, he gave a scornful
laugh, full of the martyrdom he was suffering on account of the baby. He got down from the cab, checked the
truck over in the bitter wind, then walked down the slope to look for water.
Wang could hear Liu’s cheerful voice asking the women how they were getting on, and urging them to come
out of the truck and rest. He was calling the baby’s mother to come out too, probably to nurse the child. The
women climbed down. They spoke in soft grateful tones. Wang heard the girl with the checked kerchief laughing.
Even though it was a quiet laugh, Wang could identify it as hers immediately. Is she laughing at me again? he
wondered. He stood with the water can in his hand and gazed toward the hazy warm shadows of the women on
the mountainside. Then another thought consoled him—it’s very good. Not one of them was hurt. Liu really
knows his stuff!
The place wasn’t very safe to loiter in for long, and the truck was soon moving again. His eyes glued on the
road, Liu was calculating the distance they had to travel. There were still three hundred kilometres. They had to
arrive before dawn, which was now only six hours away. The truck followed closely behind a long string of other
vehicles. Just as many were coming from the opposite direction. All moved in great clouds of billowing dust.
They turned their lights on and off in response to the rifle signals of the plane watchers along the road. There was
no end to the trucks. You could see their headlights blinking on the mountain ten kilometres ahead. But when Liu
got to the other side of that mountain, traffic suddenly thinned out. Many of the vehicles had turned off at intersections. Ahead now there was only the dark plain through which cut the quiet shining highway.
The sky had become more overcast, and the wind, blowing in through the door and window frames, numbed
the men’s hands and feet. As they drove into the biting wind, frost began to form on the windshield. Cold and
tired, Liu kept thinking of the women in the back of the truck. He knew them so well now. They’re only wearing
thin clothes, he fretted. This is going to be a hard night for them.
In the last letter from his wife she had written that she had already finished making cotton-padded winter
clothes for herself and the children. But these women here, it seemed, had to get through the winter in ordinary
garments. Traveling at night this way … at least if there were some sort of cover for the back of the truck it would
be better. The best thing, of course, would be to have hot drinking water … Liu had to smile at the way his mind
was working. This was wartime …
“You’ve made padded clothes. Naturally, that’s fine. But we can’t expect that sort of thing here,” he mused,
arguing with his wife. And she had no way of talking back! If there weren’t a war going on, on a night like this,
these Korean women would feed their children and then they’d all be off to sweet slumber. Now, even their homes
had been destroyed. Many of their menfolk and dear ones had been killed in this war; many were still at the front.
Today, they were moving to the mountains in the rear, but they wouldn’t be able to settle down peace-fully right
away. They would first have to take their hoes and dig the icy rock-like ground to level it, then build themselves
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flimsy little huts. And then could they relax? No. Screaming bombs would continue to menace them and their
children. Just look—Liu was still mentally talking to his wife—just look at the things they’ve brought out from
under the fire of the big guns! A few bits of clothing, a couple of sleeping mats, some hoes—they’ve even got two
saws. There’s sure to be a carpenter or two among them. They know how to do everything. One of their jars is
filled with wheat seeds; there are vegetable seeds in another … Next spring their new fields will be putting up
sprouts!
“Look here,” he said aloud, this time to Wang. He remembered what they were arguing about before they set
out from the women’s village. “You think it’s easy for poor peasants to set up housekeeping?”
Wang remained silent, as though he hadn’t heard. To ward the baby against the cold, he had him wrapped
inside his coat. Then he heard the shots of the warning rifles.
“Air raid!” he said. Liu switched off his lights. After a while, far ahead, the headlights of a vehicle were turned
on, and Liu followed suit. He continued the argument.
“What are you sore about?”
“I’m not a kid!”
“You are still young. You don’t know what women have to go through in wartime. Take us men, for in- stance.
We think: we’re in the Volunteers shedding our blood, giving our lives at the front. All you women have to do is
stay home … Huh! It’s easy enough to say!”
“Who says it’s easy?” Wang was very annoyed with Liu always saying he was young. He thought this was
picking on his weak point.
“We’re proud to be soldiers in the Chinese People’s Volunteers,” Liu said seriously. “Of course it’s an honor.
But if that’s how we think about the women, then we’re wrong.”
Wang didn’t reply. The argument couldn’t go on because, actually, Wang hadn’t given the question any
thought, one way or the other. Although Liu was very experienced, he didn’t really know what was going through
Wang’s mind. Wang didn’t like others considering him a child, and he was unhappy that he hadn’t been able to
perform some important, adult deed for all to see.
Beneath his reserved, nonchalant exterior, he was forever soaring off on wild flights of fancy. Now he imagined himself driving his own truck, plunging through flares and machinegun fire, one hand holding the baby, the
other gripping the steering wheel. Then, when he stopped the truck, the women would jump off the back, rush to
the cab and fling open the door, to find him giving the baby a drink of water. They would laugh, and tease him
that a man should actually know how to look after an infant. Women are always like that—even if you know how
to take care of babies, they laugh at you. And that girl with the checked kerchief and thick eyebrows—she’d be
standing behind the others, watching him without a sound …
Another picture formed in Wang’s imagination—how the baby, as soon as he took it in his arms, would
immediately stop crying. When the truck reached its destination, the mother would come for her child. But the
baby wouldn’t want her, and cling, weeping, to him, Wang. Again, the women would laugh, and he would pat the
infant on the head and say, “Go along, little fellow. I can’t hold you forever, you know!” And when the baby grew
up, he’d come to China to visit him, and then Wang would …
He frowned and shook his head to drive out these fancies. Hah! They proved he hadn’t grown up yet. A mature
man of affairs wouldn’t be going in for daydreams.
“No more daydreams!” he said to himself. He felt he should be thinking about the actual, serious situation that
confronted them.
“We better pick up some more water for the radiator at the next air-raid station,” he remarked to Liu. “I’m
afraid the water in the station is going to freeze.”
Liu kept his eyes on the road and didn’t answer. He was deep in his own thoughts.
Not long after, the truck rolled to a halt. Again Liu carried the baby out; again the women jumped down from
the back of the truck, chattering volubly. Without a word, Wang strode off to the mat-covered air raid gtation at
the side of the road to draw water. The weather was icy cold. The water can was so frigid, it seemed to burn his
fingers. Bits of ice floated in the can. After he had drawn a fresh supply and was pouring water into the radiator,
he heard voices nearby. He turned to see Liu seated on the ground, a cigarette in his hand, laughing and gesticulating as he talked to the women in Korean. Liu was obviously pleased with himself that he could speak so well.
Why shouldn’t he speak well? He’s been here two years, Wang thought. Then he caught a phrase that he
understood, and it happened to be about himself. Probably the baby’s mother had asked how old he was. Liu had
answered that the young comrade was eighteen.
“Aiya,” said the woman, speaking in Chinese, “he doesn’t look it! He can’t be more than sixteen!”
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At that, several of the women gazed in Wang’s direction. He could feel, rather than see, the tender smiles on
their faces. His short stature and baby face did make people take him for sixteen. He considered that a personal
failing, though he knew his stunted growth was due to the bitter life he had led as a child. An orphan, he had
tended sheep for a landlord, was always hungry, had been stricken with malaria for over a year. It infuriated him
to recall that life.
He stood up on the bumper.
“I’m nineteen!” he shouted angrily.
“Nineteen?” chuckled the baby’s mother. “Aiya, impossible!”
“What’s impossible about it? Nineteen!” Wang insisted. He dashed to the ground the pieces of ice remaining in
the can, and hopped off the bumper.
But his furious manner only evoked friendly laughter. The woman again said a few words in Korean.
“Hey, Wang,” called Liu, “she wants to know how long you’ve been in Korea.”
Wang had only arrived five months ago, and of this fact he was very ashamed. Instead of answering, he walked
away. Brooding over his shortness, he was consumed with hatred for his past life. When he was in this mood he
really did look older, mature, indifferent. He sat down on a rock and took out a cigarette. Those women sure are a
lot of old hens! That was how he thought an adult, a veteran soldier, should feel about them. He struck match after
match, but was unable to light his cigarette. He stole a glance at the Korean women, and in spite of himself a
warm affection crept into his heart. They seemed just like his dearest relatives.
The gray-haired old lady whose two old sleeping mats were on the truck walked over to him. He suddenly
thought of his own mother whom the usurers had hounded to death. The old lady gazed at him lovingly for a long
time, then leaned forward and stroked his head. With her face practically touching his, she whispered:
“How good you are!”
“No, I’m not,” he replied, trying to maintain his nonchalant pose. He didn’t want anyone to dote on him as a
child. But his voice, playing tricks with his resolution, trembled emotionally.
“Your omoni—your mama?”
“I haven’t any.” Again he assumed a casual air. Forcefully he struck a match, lit his cigarette and inhaled deeply. This was for the benefit of the girl with the checked kerchief and thick brows. He had spotted her watching
him a short distance away. “Laugh again, why don’t you! Go ahead and laugh!” he muttered to himself. But he
couldn’t prevent a feeling of intimate friendship from welling within him.
“Hey, Wang,” Liu hailed him, “don’t forget your job!” Laughing, the truck driver came up with the baby in his
arms.
It was very peculiar. He was fond of the kid now. He felt they had suddenly become very close to one another. If nobody asked him to hold the baby, he’d be unhappy. He no longer had that vague, and rather distant,
feeling of tenderness toward the infant. Now he loved the baby ardently and with deep concern. Like a little
mother, he straightened the baby’s clothes, wiped its mouth, then carefully wrapped it inside his overcoat. It
comforted him to think that the child was surely very comfortable, nestled against his chest.
“Liu, do you think this kid is two yet!”
“Two! Seven or eight months at most. Didn’t you see his mother nursing him?”
“Oh, I don’t understand that kind of stuff.”
“He couldn’t be two. When I left home to join the Volunteers, my second kid was two years old. He was
running allover the place.”
“When do they learn to walk?”
“Around one, usually.”
“Hah, in another couple of months, this little comrade’ll be running around too.”
“He’ll start knocking over all the jugs and jars then.”
“Hmm. It must be lots of trouble having a kid in the house.”
The baby was no longer a subject for squabbling, but a topic of common interest. To have the right to discuss
matters like this with Liu seemed to Wang eminently satisfactory.
After a while, the truck again drew near a section of the highway singled by the enemy out as a major target for
bombing. About a dozen kilometres ahead, bursting flares and exploding bombs became visible. Their fierce glare
made the surrounding darkness seem even blacker. Rifles of the air raid watchers cracked continuously. Liu
switched off his headlights and kept rolling. But a little further on, he had to stop. The road was jammed. Wang
handed the baby ro Liu and got out to see what was wrong.
He trotted down the line of stalled vehicles till he reached a truck carrying some officers. He asked them what
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was going on. They said a bridge several kilometers ahead had been bombed out at dusk. Maybe it hadn’t been
repaired yet. Wang ran on a little further. Then some of the vehicles began to move, and he rushed back to his own
truck. He told Liu what he had learned. Anyhow, they couldn’t stay here, said Liu definitely. This spot was too
dangerous. But just as they were about to start, the vehicles ahead halted again. They could hear irritated voices
shouting and a raucous medley of horns. The only thing they could do was wait.
Again Wang turned over the baby to Liu and got out to look things over. But there wasn’t anything to see. It
was bitter cold. As he stood beside the truck, hopping to keep warm, he could feel the eyes of the women on him.
“Everything’s all right,” he said to them in Korean. It was one of the few phrases he knew.
“We’re not afraid,” said the girl with the checked kerchief and thick eyebrows.
“That’s right. Don’t be afraid!”
“It’s hard for you,” the girl said sincerely.
“No, it isn’t anything,” he replied in hasty agitation. It was wonderful, he thought, to be able to do things for
these women, to take responsibility in such a situation.
The enemy planes were quite near now. They were machinegunning only a few kilometres away. Then the
savage explosion of bombing began. Liu burst out of the cab with the baby in his arms, shouting for the women to
get off the truck—immediately—and take shelter. The women quickly jumped down and raced after Liu, who led
them toward a nearby mountain slope. The veteran driver’s judgment certainly was sharp—the whistle of bombs
followed a few seconds later. Liu roared for everyone to lie down, and in the fields and on the slope, the women
threw themselves flat. Liu lay with the baby wrapped in his overcoat against his chest, pressing close behind a
mound of earth, sheltering the child with his body. Wang had helped the gray-haired old lady down from the truck
and supported her as they ran. When the bombs began screaming down, he flung his arms around her and rolled
with her into a ditch. Two bombs landed—one off a distance, the other next to the highway.
The old lady lay motionless beneath Wang. Both of them were covered with earth hurled by the exploding
bomb. Wang quickly got to his knees and raised up the old lady. She had been shaken dizzy by the blast.
“Omoni, omoni,” he cried hoarsely. Trembling, the old lady sighed faintly, and with her dry old fingers, patted
Wang’s icy cheek. Then she cupped his face in both her hands …
At that moment, they heard the agitated voices of the other women. Liu had been wounded in the left shoulder
by a bomb splinter, and the women were helping him apply a bandage. The hand of that girl with the checked
kerchief had been hurt too. But she had ignored her own injury, and excitedly rushed over to Liu. The baby’s
mother ripped open the first-aid packet. She kept wiping her eyes, quickly, with the sleeve of her jacket, but her
anxious tears continued to flow. A young woman, staring blankly into the distance, was holding the baby.
In the midst of all this stood Liu, tall, a little stout. He was watching them with a friendly, rather silly, grin.
Wang raced up, looked him over, then flew to examine the baby. The baby was unhurt, sound asleep. Wang
stretched out his arms, as though the baby was the only thing that mattered at the moment. The young woman
handed over the child without any hesitation. She took Wang’s possessiveness quite for granted. But then Liu
called to him:
“Hey, Wang, check the truck over and back it up!”
He returned the baby to the woman and hurried to the truck. Wang found the vehicle undamaged. Joyously, he
leaped into the cab, started the motor and began backing the truck further away from the vehicle ahead of it. He
had full confidence in himself now, full confidence—in the slight skill he had acquired in the past few months
helping Liu. He felt he could do any job that was given him. Backing the truck down the slope, he saw the old
lady by the side of the road. There was an overwrought expression on her face.
Liu climbed up to the roadside, shouted for him to stop, and clambered into the truck. Liu had decided that
they should continue their trip at once. Wang relinquished the driver’s seat to him. No sooner was Wang back in
his own place than he remembered the baby. He hopped down and hurried over to take the child from its mother’s
bosom. The women all got back into the truck. Liu set the vehicle in motion again.
“Can you drive all right?” Wang asked him.
“Yes.” Liu snuffed out the cigarette he had just lit against the steering wheel post. “When we get past this
stretch, you can take over.”
Traffic wasn’t so heavy here, and the enemy planes seemed to have gone. Swinging around a truck that had
been hit, they rolled on steadily, gradually picking up speed. They passed more than a dozen vehicles, turning
their lights off when the warning rifles sounded, putting them on again when the danger was over. Liu’s eyes
again shone with grim purpose.
Holding the baby, Wang could feel the cold wind seeping in. He noticed that the window of the door beside
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him had been broken by a bomb splinter. He wrapped the child tighter in his arms.
Soon after, they heard the sound of bombing nearby again. But the enemy was obviously aiming blindly, for
there was a low heavy overcast which made flare bombs useless. The truck sped on, over ground that occasionally
shook from explosions. From time to time, glaring bursts illuminated the underside of dirty gray clouds. The
whole world was in ferment.
Liu stared fixedly ahead, his face a bit pale. His driving was masterly. On the winding mountain road, he
passed many other vehicles, most of the time with his lights out. Wang watched him, very impressed. He noticed
that the overcoat that Liu had draped over his shoulders had slipped back. Reaching his hand out to pull the coat
up, he touched the left shoulder. It was soaked with blood.
“I’ll drive.”
“No. I can manage.”
Again they ran into a traffic jam. They learned that the bridge which had been bombed out at dusk had just
been repaired an hour before. A long line of vehicles had formed, waiting to go across. Liu pulled out and passed
two trucks ahead of him, then followed a truck laden with lumber over a steep dangerous little side road,
detouring around a whole string of vehicles halted on the main highway. He trailed the lumber truck to the river
bank, where the little road turned and brought them to the crowded bridge entrance.
Enemy planes, looking for their target, were circling in the clouds. Anti-aircraft guns and machineguns were
firing from both banks of the river to protect the bridge. A fierce rapid cacophony filled the air; streams of red
sparks flew into the low gray clouds. Bumper to bumper, vehicles were crawling toward the newly repaired
bridge.
The officer in charge—the commander of the repair company—stopped Liu’s truck. He told Liu to get back on
the highway to his place in the line. Otherwise, he’d have to wait till the whole line had crossed.
Liu said he didn’t know you had to line up; there had been a lot of trucks behind him—it would be difficult to
get back into line now. Wang angrily demanded to know why no one had been stationed to prevent people from
taking the side road, to tell them to get in line. It wasn’t their fault. They couldn’t go back. If they had to wait till
all the other trucks had passed, even by dawn they still wouldn’t be able to get across.
Under such circumstances, it’s always easy for people to think they’re in the right. Wang felt the bridge was
being managed very badly, that he had every reason to be indignant. But the officer was used to this sort of thing.
Without paying much attention to Wang, he walked away.
“This is a fine spot to be in!” said Liu.
“I’ll handle this,” said Wang righteously. Carrying the baby, he opened the door and got out.
Liu sat annoyed in the cab. A moment later, he could hear Wang wrangling, but he couldn’t make out the
officer’s replies. Wang kept on shouting for a long time, though his tone wasn’t nearly so tough any more. They
didn’t understand the situation, he was saying. Their driver had been wounded. Liu still couldn’t hear the officer’s
answers. The man was trying to keep order under tense, harrowing circumstances, and he obviously wasn’t going
to be talked out of it. What’s more, he was ringed by a number of other drivers, also demanding permission to
cross out of turn. They were cutting into Wang’s speech with pleas of their own.
Liu began to get upset. Wang’s voice was painful to him and made him angry—though he couldn’t tell whether
he was angry at young Wang or at that methodical company commander. He got out of the cab. As soon as his feet
touched the ground, he felt a little dizzy. He stood still a moment, then walked against the icy wind to where the
men were gathered. He heard Wang saying:
“Just think a minute, comrade. We weren’t trying to break the rules. Our driver’s been wounded. Our one truck
won’t delay anybody—”
“That’s right,” another driver put in. “One or two trucks.”
Liu frowned. Again he heard the flat, exhausted voice of the officer:
“Disobeying the rules is just what causes delay.”
Liu interrupted. “That’s enough, Wang. Come on back. We’ll get back into line!”
“But if we do that, we won’t finish our job on time!” Wang’s voice was no longer militantly righteous. It was
hurt and worried; there seemed to be some tears in it.
“Come back,” said Liu. “We’ve got to obey the rules!”
“Is that your driver?” the company commander asked, turning his flashlight on Liu. He was plainly surprised
by Liu’s stubborn self-respect.
Before Wang had a chance to answer, the baby he was carrying in his fleece-lined overcoat let out a howl and
began to cry. Surprised, everyone turned to stare; two Volunteers came running over. A crying baby at this busy
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military bridge was the last thing anybody expected. Wang became frantic with embarrassment. Patting the child,
he hissed:
“Don’t cry. What have you got to cry about?” But in spite of himself his voice turned gentle. “Don’t cry—ah,
precious,” he sang, patting the baby’s bottom. “We’re going to cross the bridge right away!”
Enemy planes had again appeared, and the ack-ack guns were throwing up an intense bombardment, but
neither Wang nor the other men paid that any attention. The baby kept on crying.
“What’s all this?” demanded the puzzled officer. “Where’d you pick up that kid?”
“Pick up?” Wang squawked resentfully. “You haven’t seen—our truck is full of Korean women from the front
area!” Again he patted the child’s behind.
“Don’t cry—ah, little precious. If we can’t cross the bridge, we’ll just stay here.”
After listening for a moment to make sure the enemy planes were gone, the officer turned his flashlight on the
infant kicking and squalling in Wang’s arms. The baby’s face was full of tears, and he had made a great wet patch
—though not with tears—on Wang’s overcoat. In the glow of the flashlight, Liu could see a smile on the man’s
grimy face; an amused, bantering look came into the officer’s eyes.
“Now I’ve seen everything!” he said sarcastically. He suddenly became filled with animation. “So that’s how it
is, eh—‘Don't cry—ah, little precious. If we can’t cross the bridge, we’ll just stay here.’ Well, stay then!”
“That’s what we’re doing, isn’t it?” yelled Wang.
The drivers and soldiers all crowded around to see the baby. Tired, cold, anxious to get on with the bridge
crossing, yet their faces lit with smiles. When the threshing infant punched his little fist against Wang’s cheek, the
company commander grinned broadly. Everyone understood now why this clumsy young driver’s helper had been
making militant demands.
“You’ve got Korean women comrades in your truck?”
“That’s right.”
The officer turned on his light, walked over to the :truck and flashed his beam on it. Silent Korean women
were gazing at the light—in a tight spot or bitter cold, they were sure to be calm and quiet. Wang trotted beside
the company commander, all the while patting and admonishing the bawling infant:
“Dear precious, don’t cry—ah. We’re going to cross the bridge right away. Ah-ah!”
The officer and several of the other drivers had seen it—the Korean women were all wearing only thin cotton
clothing.
“Comrade, we weren’t trying to break the rules—” Wang began softly.
“All right, all right. You don’t have to sing it. Go on across,” snapped the officer. But he couldn’t resist
grinning. “‘Dear precious, don’t cry. We’re going to cross!’—You’re a slick devil!”
“Be careful that kid doesn't mess all over you! Whoever taught you to hold a baby that way?” shouted a
soldier.
Wang hooted happily and climbed into the cab. Then he stuck his head out of the window and yelled:
“Let’s see you hold him a while. Hah!”
Liu started the truck, squeezed in at the head of the line and got on to the bridge. The officer and several of the
drivers unconsciously walked after the truck a few paces. Then they stood in the icy wind, listening to the baby’s
crying and the cheerful crooning of the young driver’s helper, wafted to them through the drone of motors. For a
long while, their faces beamed with peaceful, satisfied smiles.
By the time Liu got to the other side of the bridge, he was having difficulty holding up. Clenching his lower lip
between his teeth, he drove on silently. It was now three o’clock in the morning, and they still had one hundred
and fifty kilometres to travel. To make speed and get out of the heavy traffic, Liu swung off into a secluded side
road which he knew well. There were no air raid watchers along this road, and it meant traversing a high
mountain, rearing up ahead. As they entered a valley, Liu stopped the truck and asked the women to listen for
enemy planes. He told Wang to put some more gasoline in the tank. Then they began jolting along the bumpy
road.
Wang asked Liu to let him drive. Liu shook his head.
The truck’s headlights bored through the darkness of the valley. All kinds of trees lined the road. Only rarely
did they see any homes, and these one or two were immediately swallowed up by the night. They forded a dozen
or more shallow rushing streams; they brushed past trees thrusting branches of withered leaves into the road. A
bitter wind screamed piercingly through the valley, as though furious that this truck should dare to enter its
domain. The men’s hands and feet were frozen numb. As the road began winding up the mountain, the women
beat on the roof of the cab. They said they could hear planes. Liu turned off his lights, drove on a short distance,
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stopped and listened, then switched, the lights on again.
When the women pounded on the cab, Liu became intensely aware of what a close intimate bond there was
between him and them. The criticalness of the situation shook him out of his pain and exhaustion. He seemed to
see the faces of the women—blue with cold—and their urgently expectant eyes. He was conscious of the child ill
Wang’s arms. A scene flashed into his mind: his own children, sleeping deeply in a brightly lit room, their small
heads resting on their pillows. Nearby, their new padded jackets of red flowered cloth are hanging—Grandma
made them for them herself. The long room is filled with many things, all belonging to the old lady, including a
wooden chest she brought when she married Liu’s father many years ago. The room has an odour of age about it.
These memories soothed and comforted Liu. Another picture appeared in his mind—even, clearer than the
previous one: he sees the interior of the textile mill, bright and noisy. His wife is standing at a weaving machine.
She’s a little pale, and perspiration stands out on her forehead. She’s thinking of something as she works.
Suddenly someone comes up to her and shouts over the noise of the machines, “It sure is cold outside. Below
zero.” Startled, she raises her head and asks, “Is it snowing?” Then she sees the snow on the person’s shoulders,
still unmelted, and she thinks: It’s snowing. How is he getting along? Has he put on his padded clothes yet? The
wretch, still no mail from him …
Women are always remembering things like padded elothes, Liu mused. Can’t you see? I’m doing fine here.
I’m going up a mountain. He smiled. She’s right, too. I haven’t written her for two months. But what the hell is
there to write about? Padded clothes? …
Again the women drummed on the roof, and he switched off the lights. In the gloomy fastness of the mountain
height, the truck pushed on against the savage icy wind. Sometimes they traveled with the headlights on;
sometimes they groped through the darkness. Slowly, they neared the top of the mountain. Their lights now shone
on steep cliffsides plunging down, now on arrow-straight poplar trees rearing high into the sky. The women sat in
complete silence. Wang held the sleeping baby in his arms. All of them were joined together, with all their minds,
with all their hearts, to win this struggle.
When they reached the other side of the mountain, a vast indistinct panorama spread before them. They were
coming down on to the plain. In the distance, earth and sky seemed to blend together, but on the plain itself tiny
headlights flashed here and there like fireflies, confirming that this broad misty area was teeming with life. Here
the world had awakened; it was bustling. Neither enemy planes nor bitter cold could subdue it. Liu had viewed
this kind of scene hundreds of times in the past two years, but it never failed to thrill him. Wherever headlights
flashed on the wide plain, there were his comrades. They could see his lights too, darting high up on this
mountain. And still further north, out of sight, was China, their native land.
Liu took a deep breath. He turned on his full brights to illuminate the valley below. Little bits of white began
falling from the black sky, glistening, softly dancing as they passed through the broad beam of the headlights.
Gradually, these tiny fragile white particles became denser until, whirling silently, they seemed to flow through
the lights in solid mass.
“It’s snowing,” Wang said happily. “This is the first snow of the year.”
Snow, thought Liu. She guessed right. It really is snowing. He felt fine, peaceful. His heart was dancing with
the snowflakes. They fell lightly against the windshield, and accumulated on the glass without melting.
The road was quickly turning white. He seemed to hear his wife again: It’s snowing. How is he getting along?
… A tired gentle smile suffused his frozen face. They had come down from the mountain now. Liu stopped the
truck, leaned his head against the steering wheel, and fainted. Wang called to him. He slowly revived.
“Aiya, ‘I’m dizzy as hell.”
He said it cheerfully. The road was very still, his headlights were out. He thought he could hear the soft falling
of the snow.
“Come on. I’ll play mummy for a while. This stretch of road is yours.”
Liu took the baby, and Wang, looking excited but severe, slid over into the driver’s seat.
“There won’t be any enemy planes out in this snowstorm,” murmured Liu hazily. “Turn on the brights!”
The truck rolled forward.
Holding the baby, Liu couldn’t keep his eyes open. He felt very faint. But his mind was still clear. Those
women, he thought, especially that old lady—they’ll freeze. He woke with a start.
“Wang, give my overcoat to that old lady.”
Wang gave him a compliant glance and immediately applied his brakes, opened the door and got out. A few
moments later, covered with snow, he leaped back into the cab. He had given his own coat to the old lady. Liu
didn’t say anything. The truck started again.
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“Liu, how are you?”
“I was a little dopey for a while. It’s not serious. I was thinking. You’re going to be a very good driver some
day.”
“Don’t worry about a thing. I can manage.” Wang’s voice was trembling. There were happy tears in his eyes.
You’re going to be a very good driver!—What a compliment! Wang tried going a little faster. Everything was fine.
His turns were very steady too. His eyes fixed on the road, filled with solemn joy, Wang was conscious of
participating in a great cause. He felt he could take responsibility now, that he could do his share—could any
other bliss be more satisfying?
In the beam of the headlights, the white snowy road appeared to be flowing backward beneath them like a
river. The truck didn’t seem to be moving at all; rather it was the highway that was racing to the rear. Wang was
delighted by the road’s fresh spotless snow. The snow-mantled cypress trees that shot past by the sides of the road
delighted him too. One round-pated cypress, wearing a soft white hat, gleamed in the headlights as it came
dancing toward him, then gave him a little bow and disappeared into the night. When he was small, it was on
snowy days like this that he used to climb trees after birds’ nests. Those childish tricks were really too silly …
Another cypress bent under the weight of a soft white snow hat came prancing toward him. It bowed too, and was
swallowed up in the darkness. In the gleaming headlights, the road, cleaner and whiter by the minute, surged
toward him merrily.
Liu didn’t utter another word. He was obviously better, but his eyes stared fixedly ahead, and he held the child
tightly in his bosom. Wang saw him bend his head and kiss the baby. This time it wasn’t one of those half in jest,
half in earnest, playful kind of kisses. There was real feeling in it. Liu’s expression was thoughtful, serious. He
looked at the baby’s tranquil little face for a long time. Then he lightly wiped its mouth and kissed it again.
Wang was highly embarrassed tq witness such a performance. Liu, a bold gay fellow in his thirties too! Wang
pretended not to have seen anything. But then he remembered how he felt when the bombs were falling all around
them, and he couldn’t help wishing for another whiff of that sweet milky fragrance himself.
The baby began to cry. Liu wrapped him in his overcoat.
“Don’t cry, dear,” sang Liu gravely, gently patting him. “It’s cold, it’s snowing. But spring is coming; your
mummy’s wheat will sprout!”
There was already three inches of snow on the road. The truck sped forward smoothly. Snow whirled and flew.
The sky was turning light. The headlights shown yellow on the snow. The surrounding country, snow-covered
mounds and fields, isolated houses with blackly gaping doors, dark branches stubbornly righting themselves
under their burdens of snow—these were now becoming dimly visible.
They were only about ten kilometres from their destination. The women were all awake now. Wrapped in
quilts and old clothes, silently enduring the snow and cold, they gazed at the countryside. They were approaching
their new home. A young woman began to sing; others joined in. Soon everyone of them, including the grayhaired old lady and the seven-year-old little girl, were all singing.
There hadn’t been a sound out of the frozen, exhausted women the whole night while they staunchly withstood
enemy planes and bitter cold. But now they were singing. They were coming to their new home. They welcomed
the snow—the first snow of the year, falling gently on their land. Listening to the baby crying in the driver’s cab,
they sang. And at once the whole vehicle burst out of the pall that hardship and gloom had settled upon it. It
throbbed with a springtime atmosphere, festive, triumphant. The remaining few kilometres flew by on wings of
song.
Rolling past a few low houses and crumbling walls covered with snow, the truck pulled up to the door of the
local government office and stopped. People came running out of the office, including two girls dressed in Korean
People’s Army uniforms. The singing on the truck was still going strong.
The women started coming down off the truck. Standing in the snow, the two Army girls were very moved by
the singing. They tightly embraced the first two women who climbed down. The young women on the truck
continued singing. It was then that the door of the cab opened, and the driver and his assistant emerged, smiling
through the blur of falling snow. In the arms of the driver, a baby was sound asleep.
They all stood silent in the whirling snowflakes. Wang took the baby and lifted him high. Everyone looked at
the infant, then at Liu’s blood-stained overcoat and his pale, smiling face. The baby’s mother flew over to take her
child. Tears gushing from her eyes, she grasped Wang’s hand and buried her face against his shoulder. Then she
rushed over to Liu and rested her head against his uninjured right arm.
The girl with the checked kerchief and thick eyebrows, herself wounded, was deeply stirred.
“It’s been very hard for you, comrades,” she cried.
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“Oh, no! It wasn’t anything!” Wang hastened to reply. He was thrilled, extremely happy, only worried that he
would again do something childish before the women. He brought out a cigarette with a hand that shook a bit.
Then, suddenly, he walked up to the infant’s mother and asked:
“Omoni, what’s the baby’s name?” Before the woman had a chance to answer, several voices replied, saying
the baby was called Kim Kui Yung.
“Kim Kui Yung, I’ll remember that!” said Wang, his face crimson.
“Goodbye, Kim Kui Yung,” said Liu. With that serious, thoughtful, fatherly expression Wang had observed
before, Liu bent down and kissed the baby cradled in its mother’s arms.
The women stood, quietly. Two long dark wheel tracks stretching behind the truck were quickly obliterated by
the silent, thickly falling snow.
150.158 The Last Rite\fn{by Lee Yu-Hwa (1923- )} Kunming?, China (F) 6
Chou Nan-an reached hom before sunset. In the first courtyard he did not meet anyone. At the threshold of the
second court his heart beat faster. The place looked unusually empty without his grandmother sitting in the low
bamboo chair on the broad veranda. A pungent sensation crept up his nose. As long as he could remember she had
been siting there, rain or shine, ready to greet anyone who walked into the court. In his childhood this was the
heart of the house. He was always sure that his grandmother would be there to receive him, and inside the wide
folds of her sleeves, he would find cookies, candies or fruits of the season.
He ran through the stone-paved courtyard and up the few steps to the raised veranda. He was met by his
mother who had just come out of the room to the right of the center altar room.
“Is she …” he asked.
She nodded and held him for a moment to look at him; she had not seen him in three years.
His grandmother’s bedroom seemed full of silent women, her kinfolk, there to sit with her, according to
custom, taking turns at night, until she either recovered or passed away in their loving care. The women all looked
up when he entered. He followed his mother on tiptoe to the big built-in bed lit by an oil lamp on a nearby table.
His grandmother was resting with her eyes closed. Her brown face was furrowed and her features sunken.
It seemed a long time before his grandmother stirred and asked for tea. Someone quickly handed his mother a
bowl of the pale clear reddish broth of dried dates, believed to have the power of fortifying a weakened life. His
mother kneeled on the low bench in front of the bed to feed the broth to the old woman. The old woman drank the
broth with her eyes closed. After a few spoonfuls she asked, “Has my son come home yet?”
“Not yet. Shio-An-Erh is here. He has come home to see you, grandma.”
The old woman opened her eyes slowly. Chou’s mother got up quickly and stepping back, pushed her son to
the foreground. He knelt on the low bench and took his grandmother’s hand.
“I am home, grandma.”
“Shio-An-Erh, I did not think I would see you again. You took a long time to come home.” She spoke slowly
and with great effort, then she nodded agreeably and closed her eyes, her hand clasping his.”
His grandmother fell asleep with his hand in hers. He patiently kept his kneeling pose so as not to disturb her
sleep. He loved his grandmother more dearly than he did his parents. In his childhood his mother was always too
busy with housework to play with him, and his father had always treated in the traditional way, serving as his
strict disciplinarian. His grandmother had for him all the leisure and the unrestrained affection privileged to
grandparents. It was to his grandmother he had made his childish vows to love her always. The memories of these
vows brought him back home to her bedside. Watching the old woman sleeping with a sweet smile on her face, he
was glad that he had come home.
In her sleep his grandmother frowned, made a little frightened sound and grasped his hand hard as if she had
had a bad dream. Chou patted her hand with his free hand. She opened her eyes with a far-away look and when
she finally focused them on him, she smiled, “I knew you would come home, I told them so,” she said, pleased
and somewhat boastfully.
In the evening his father walked in, still in his street robe, and kneeled on the low bench to have a look at his
grandmother who was now asleep. When his father got up, his eyes swept about the room for Chou. He nodded to
Chou and went out.
Chou delayed as long as possible leaving his grandmother to go to his father as requested by that look. He had
hoped that his grandmother would wake up in time to furnish an excuse for him to postpone seeing his father
alone. But since his grandmother went on sleeping peacefully and his mother kept casting worried glances at him,
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he got up and left.
As he came down the steps of the raised veranda and drew close to his father’s room, Chou became panicky.
He had to check his impulse to run back to his grandmother’s room, his sanctuary in childhood. He was seized by
that old familiar fear that he was not going to be able to speak clearly. Words would get stuck in his throat as in
the old days whenever his father shouted at him. And his conversation with his father had never failed to produce
thunder.
Yet in the years he had been away he had come to see his father in a different light. His father was not, as he
had thought, his tormentor, nor was his father so staunch a believer in the old system. He did not oppose the new
ways and the new people for what they were. He had not really had a taste of the good old days under the rule of
the emperor. Just under twenty when the revolution of 1911 broke out,\fn{ Leading to the overthrow of the last Imperial
dynasty, the Ch’ing (Manchu), who were finally overthrown early in 1912 .} he had never had the chance to take the Imperial
Civil Service Examinations and be appointed to an office, the first proof of a man’s ability in his times and the
first reward for his years of diligent study. The overthrow of the emperor nipped his budding dream of a useful
successful life. If the revolutionists had made Sun Yat-Sen\fn{ (1866-1925), Father of Republican China.} an emperor,
things would have been fine, his father had often said. When Chou had been away from home, away from his
father, he read a deeper meaning into this comment of his father’s. His father did not really care that he emperor
had been overthrown or that the revolution had taken place. All he wanted was that there should be another
emperor to hold the world together which he was born to and educated for. This personal disappointment made
him hostile to the new world and the new people of whom Chou was one. It was a very tragic thing that had
happened to his father; the revolution had reduced him from a young man with as big a future as he could make it
to a man who spent his life taking care of the family land. “A housekeeper,” his father often called himself. When
he understood this, Chou was sorry for his father and forgave him for the unfair treatment he had suffered at his
hand.
During the last two day on the boat trip home Chou often thought that with this new understanding of his
father he would have known how to handle him. In a way his father was like a disturbed youth who had not yet
outgrown his young manhood’s disappointment. Chou even went further towards this dream of reconciliation with
is father. He had imagined many dialogues to convert his father, keyed to the various philosophical views of his
father’s that were familiar to him. Now in the grips of his fear to meet his father alone, he hoped only to summon
enough courage to lift up the door drape and step over the threshold, let alone engage in conversation.
His father was in the study, actually the bookeeping room where he went over the domestic accounts with the
servants and kept no books worth reading. He had removed his street robe, rolled the sleeves of his white silk
undergarment above the elbows, and was washing his face and hands in a porcelain basin. He dried his face with a
plain cotton cloth. His eyes were bloodshot and his square jaw jutted out under the two strokes of a black
mustache. He studied his son attentively.
Dinner was set in the center of a long table, at one end of which were a blue cloth-bound ledger, abacus,
brushes and an inkstone. His father sat at the table and rolled down his sleeves. At a slight motion of his hand,
Chou hurried forward to pour tea, holding the cup respectfully in both hands and at chest level while his father
took his time fastening the top button of his underjacket and gave his collar a few pulls to make it stand upright.
When he took the cup his head bent a trifle to acknowledge the courtesy his son had shown him.
“Sit down,” his father said as he picked up his chopsticks.
In the silent room the clinking of chinaware was exaggeratedly and uncomfortably loud. Chou sat straight on
the edge of his chair. He wanted to lean back but could not move. His body seemed to be better disciplined than
his mind; in the presence of his father, it behaved independently from his will, in compliance with his childhood
training. He remained sitting respectfully on the edge of his chair.
His father did not seem to enjoy his dinner. He ate absentmindedly, absorbed in his own thoughts. Occasionally
his eyes would rest on his son, but gave no indication of recognition. When he finished his dinner, Chou, again
according to custom, got up and poured him fresh tea. His father’s intent stare made him tremble and spill some
tea in the saucer.
“What did they teach you in the last three years?” his father asked, sipping his tea.
“English, chemistry, physics …”
Before he could finish recounting the curriculum, his father waved for him to stop. He was not impressed by
the titles of these strange foreign studies.
“I mean what have you learned? What knowledge is taught in the modern school?”
“It is complicated to explain …” The frown on his father’s face cut Chou short. He paused and thought for a
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second. “In the modern school, knowledge is much broader. The students are taught a general understanding of
the cultures of various peoples and a fundamental knowledge of science—studies made on the natural aspects of
the universe. And then the student proceeds to specialize in a branch of study chosen according to his interests and
ability.”
“Complicated and broader! Hern!” His father sneered. “What can be more complicated than to live the life of a
man? Incidentally, in case they did not tell you this at school, let me tell you that the old-fashioned Chinese
education teaches one to be a man.”
Chou did not retort; again he had to face up to the impossibility of discussing anything with his father.
“We were taught our duties, duties to the emperor and duties to our parents. And we live by them.” His father
waited and then impatiently shouted, “What do you have to say for yourself?”
“Things are changing …” Chou faltered.
“What is changing and who does the changing? The same things go on: spring planting, fall harvest, rent
collecting, paying taxes, feeding the family and going to the post office to send you money. Nothing is changing
here.”
Chou withdrew to greater depths of silence.
“You have been gone three years and you come home without having learned a thing. If good money was
wasted to buy you common sense, I will teach you myself. The first duty you owe to me and to the old woman
who is lying there dying, waiting for you is to get yourself married. I do not want to remind you of the agony and
humiliation you have inflicted upon your fiancée and her family because you do not understand—you never had
any understanding.”
“I cannot …” Chou’s voice failed him in the middle of the sentence.
“I know. You never could do a good thing.” His father snorted. “But you do not have to trouble yourself. I have
taken care of everything, and I have checked the calendar, too. The day after tomorrow is a fair day and I only
hope your grandmother can last that long to see you married.” His father dismissed him with a wave of his hand.
Next morning after breakfast his sister came to see him. She filled in the details of the wedding arrangements.
The family had been waiting for him to come home after the alarming telegram about their grandmother’s illness
had been sent to him. They had prepared everything, since it was also the grandmother’s wish for him to get
married on the first propitious day after his arrival. There would be no celebration or wedding party. These would
follow either when his grandmother got well or on the hundredth day after her funeral. The east wing chambers
were decorated as a bridal suite. From his room he could see that the windows were done up in red paper.
“Why are you so excited?” he said.
“I shall have someone to talk to and to sew with. She is so very nice, she really is.”
“Why do you know about her? You hardly ever had a chance to see her.” Chou was surprised, since according
to tradition his fiancée should not have come in contact with any member of his family until the wedding.
“But I do know her well,” his sister said. Since last year we have been going to the same school.”
“School! What for?”
“What does anyone go to school for?” Her voice came quick and angry.
He ignored her anger, since they both knew his fiancée’s purpose in obtaining an education was to raise his
estimation of her.
“She wants me to give you this.” His sister pointed to the package which she had put on his desk when she
came in.
Shooting a glance at the tissue-wrapped package he said, “I cannot marry her. Doesn’t anyone understand that
is why I have not come home in three years?”
“What should she do?”
“It is not my concern.”
“She is your fiancée.”
“You, too! Have you forgotten what we used to talk about before I went away?”
“I remember. But I have grown up and understand things better. She is your fiancée, you have responsibilities
towards her.”
“Responsibilities and duties! That is all I have been hearing. And false responsibilities and duties at that! Of
course, I have a great sense of responsibility and duty, but only to myself, as an individual, and to a better future
for mankind. My utmost responsibility and duty are to destroy your type of responsibility and duty.”
“But why destroy her?”
“She must fight her own way out!”
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“How?”
“First and foremost by freeing herself from this feudalistic culture, rejecting the teachings and patterns of
living formed and arranged for her before she was born and then by firmly insisting on her individual rights.”
“Do not make speeches! You are not on a platform,” his sister said.” Just tell me how is she going to
accomplish all this? She cannot set foot outside her house without her parent’s permission.”
“They have done a lot of harm to you. You have learned to yield and to compromise,” Chou said regretfully. “I
will take you with me this time when I leave. I shall introduce you to new friends who will help you to
consolidate your thinking.”
For reply his sister looked at her bound feet. “Their feet are not like mine.”
An awkward moment lapsed as Chou was reminded of this overlooked impediment to his sister’s
emancipation.
“Mind is more important than physical appearance. Youmust not let this small hindrance prevent you from
living a full life.”
“Without this small hindrance your fiancée would stand more of a chance to please you.”
“Your mind is poisoned. I do not wish to marry her because she is not the type of woman I would choose.” His
voice was raised to the pitch of impatience and temper characteristic of student debates. “I do not care for women
who consider uppermost the task of pleasing their husbands.”
“But you can teach her new ways and new ideas. She is just as bright and willing to learn as I am.”
“It is not a question of my willingness to help her. I would like to help her if at the same time I can preserve
my independence, my freedom and my integrity.”
“I used to think new ways and people with new ideas were better. But now I am grateful that my fiancée does
not mind my bound feet and wants to marry me.” She burst into tears and ran out of the room.
His talk with his sister was not what he had expected. He had counted on her as a mediator between him and
his parents. And if that were to fail, he had taken it for granted that she would help him run away.
His father had taken, as expected, the precaution of posting a servant near him. On the pretext of being waited
upon, he found that he was not left alone. While he was in his room the servant stayed in the room next to his, and
when he walked about the house, he was followed.
A servant brought him a silk robe and said that his father wished him to wear it. He recovered his student’s
cotton suit. He came out to the courtyard, went up to the broad veranda and lingered a moment near his
grandmother’s chair, his early refuge. Thousands of times he had run here to enlist her power against unpleasant
orders from his parents. He touched the torn arm of the low chair and wished that once more his grandmother
would exercise that authority on his behalf.
He sat down in her chair, the big square courtyard bare before his eyes. She saw every open and shut window
and door and anyone who came in or went out of the gate. He realized that this was how the feeble old woman
had participated in the activities of her household and knew so much about them.
His eyes dwelt upon the suite of three rooms at the upper end of the east chambers. How many hours, he asked
himself, had his grandmother spent looking at the lattice windows and hoped to see them papered red.
His mother came out to the veranda and took the low roomy cushioned chair of the grandmother which he
vacated for the stool that used to be his mother’s.
“Grandmother is taking a nap. You have done her good. The doctor said this morning that her pulse is
stronger.”
“Good! Then we do not have to rush into this thing.”
“It will be tomorrow. Your grandmother and father agreed,” his mother said gravely. “It is not rushing. Your
fiancée’s getting to be an old maid. Eighteen years old and still she stays at home and braids her hair. Besides,
there is your sister. You are holding up her wedding, too. Her fiancée’s family is anxious to have a daughter-inlaw.”
“If I had known this, I would not have come home. No one cares about what happened to me.”
His mother looked at him curiously and warily.
“No one wants to listen to me. I cannot marry this girl because I am already married. Now, do you
understand?”
“Married,” his mother repeated dubiously and then corrected him, “you mean you have taken a woman.”
“I said I am married, married to a girl who goes to the same college with me.”
“Ah, a modern girl,” his mother said. She looked thoughtful. He waited impatiently for the serious nature of
his marriage to penetrate her mind. “Do not tell your father,” she said finally, “till this is all over.” She jutted her
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chin towards the red-papered lattice windows.
He walked angrily away from his mother. He had been away too long and had forgotten the paradoxical
aspects of their morality. Laxity and indulgence loopholed a rigid code of behavior. His mother’s attitude
represented that of his family. To divulge his marriage to them would not matter in the least so far as their
preparations to celebrate his wedding were concerned. A marriage which was not arranged by the family was not a
marriage. And a girl, despite her upbringing and the prestige of her family, was not respectable if she entered into
marriage unauthorized and unrecognized by the families of both sides. The most his wife could hope for was to
come and beg humbly for recognition as his second wife.
His talk with his mother ended all hope of understanding from his family. Were he to tell his father of his
marital status, his father would ignore him and send him tomorrow anyhow, on schedule, in a green sedan to bring
home his childhood betrothed.
He had not written his family earlier of his marriage because he had thought it was the only way to avoid a
break in relations—his father would instantly have cabled back cutting off his allowance and threatening to
disown him. But as he now realized, it was a dimly-felt distrust of his family that had prevented him from
announcing the marriage. The repercussions of this great offence and disobedience, he must have subconsciously
felt, would be more than disinheritance. His marriage could not alter the fact in his parent’s eyes, that he, their
son, was meant to fit in their scheme of things and should be brought around to marry the girl they had engaged
him to in his childhood. And his father was capable and unscrupulous. He had not been able to score an easy
victory over him.
In the evening Chou had dinner with his cousins. One of them brought along a jug of wine. The excuse for
their merry-making was that their grandmother rejoiced in it, too. After dinner, they all crowded into the
grandmother’s room. The old woman looked over the Chou descendants and signaled Chou to come forward. He
knelt on the low bench, but his grandmother gestured for him to sit on the edge of her bed.
“They say I have spoiled you, but I know you will make up for everything. I will hang on—” she pointed in
mid-air as if her life were being dispersed there, “till tomorrow.”
“Do not talk like that! You will live for many, many years yet.”
Tears rushed down Chou’s cheeks.
“Not many years but …” the old woman paused to gather strength and smiled sweetly at her last wish. “The
last banquet and all the friends and relatives to celebrate it.”
Chou nodded; he had lost his voice.
He was sent to sleep in his own room and did not stay up to care for the sick woman. The lingering effects of
the dinner wine made him sleep soundly.
In the morning when he woke up he noticed the package on the desk. He picked it up and opened it. It was an
embroidered writing brush-holder, a pet souvenir women gave to men. Inside the brush-holder he found a letter
from his fiancée. She acknowledged her awareness of his reluctance to marry her, begged for tolerance and
thanked him for being merciful to allow her to assume his name. “I know only,” she wrote, “of the traditional way
of living. I shall be obedient to you as I am obedient to my parents. And I shall not question the propriety of
anything you do since I cannot question what I do not understand.”
He put the letter aside and concluded that she was a cunning woman. She pleaded for his sympathy and
affection and at the same time hinted that he was free; she would not hold him to the conventional responsibilities
of a husband.
There was much activity in the suite with the red-papered lattice windows. The door was open and the
windows propped up. The servants kept going in and out.
After his visit to his grandmother he was sent to bathe and dress in formal gowns. At the propitious hour he
was carried in a green sedan to his bride’s house and came home followed by her red sedan. They held a simple
ceremony without music. Afterwards, when they went to the grandmother’s room, the sick old woman was
propped up on pillows to receive them. Chou’s parents stood by the bed and behind them stood the uncles, aunts
and cousins. The crowded room was shushed; only the sound of the dangling pearls of the bride’s headdress and
the rustling of her stiff brocade were heard when they kowtowed to the grandmother.
During dinner he drank rounds of drinks with his cousins. Tottering, he was helped into the bridal chamber. He
sat down in a red-lacquered armchair by a long red-lacquered table on which two thick red columnar candles were
burning. The candles were t last out the night. So was the oil lamp under the bed. They were symbols of their long
life together. Placed around the oil lamp were five kinds of nuts, symbolic of their prosperity. A red silk quilt was
spread on the bed. His bride, still in her wedding gown, sat on the edge of the bed, her head bowed a little. A
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servant brought in strong tea, good for sobering up and fastened the door on the outside. Chou drank tow cups of
tea.
“Go to sleep,” he said to the girl who sat so still amidst the blazing red of the room. This was the one thing
they could not force him to do, he said to himself. Yung-Chu, his wife by choice, might understand, he persuaded
himself, if he held out at the last step and proved that he gave in to his family only on superficial grounds. He
fulfilled his obligation to them as their son to take this woman into their house to be their daughter-in-law. She
was as much his wife as he was their son, by circumstances and not by affection or choice.
Besides there was no other way for him to leave home and to go back to the city except through this
compromise. But compromise was one word that Yung-Chu was afraid of. One compromise led to another, she
had often warned him. She, too, was a student from a distant country who had come to the city to study. Like
many young people around her, she lived as though she had no family and no awareness of the society around her.
She cared for her approval of herself and for the approval of those who shared similar rebellious thoughts with
her. When he first knew her, he was awed and, in turn, admired her for her advanced views and her resolution and
courage to act upon them. When she found herself responding to his love, she came to live with him. There was
no fuss and no bother about the significance of their union in relation to society. She did not tell him whether she
had written her family about her marriage nor did she inquire about she he had done concerning his. The Chinese
family, to her, was the remnant of a bankrupt society and the last restraint to young Chinese attempting to find a
new life for themselves. When he showed her the telegram about his grandmother’s illness, she merely looked at
him, offended, and said in a challenging tone, “You must deal with it yourself It is your own affair.”
Chou understood and approved of his wife’s attitude but at the same time he could not pretend that he was not
hurt by it nor could he pretend that it was easy to live with a woman who constantly imposed upon them\fn{ The
text has: themselves.} such unprecedented views. With her he had had some of the grandest moments of his life. Their
visions of life conveyed him to a state in which he believed that life as it ought to be was within their reach, and
they and their friends, undamaged and unspoiled by society, were the ones to live this good life, although in
reality his life with Yung-Chu was very painful. When they were not talking about ideas, they seemed to be lost.
They did not know how to do the least little thing without getting into a serious argument with each other. She
refused to be addressed as Mrs. Chou, using only her own name, Lu Yung-Chu, if she had to assume a family
name, and as a result involved themselves in needless and endless explanations to the conventional. She did the
cooking and cleaning one week and he did it the next. This judicious distribution of housework afforded a good
source of friction and Yung-Chu fought vigorous and valiant battles against the opposite sex in her own home. But
all in all, she was the woman he loved and valued and he had admitted that his conventional male prerogatives
were much at fault for the difficulties in his life with a woman like Yung-Chu. There was no doubt in his mind
that she was the woman he wanted to go back to and the life with her was what he had chosen through his own
free will.
Turning his chair away from the woman dressed in red who sat on the bed spread with red silk, he cushioned
his head with his folded arms on the table and calculated the earliest possible date when he could leave. His
grandmother was expected to die within a few days—the family had prepared for his wedding in the first and
second main courts while in the third court preparations for the funeral went on steadily. . In that case he had no
choice but to wait till she died. But if the doctor gave a contrary prediction, then he would leave as soon as he
could persuade his parents of his urgent desire to go back to school. He expected them to be lenient since he had
compromised in marrying this woman, even though his father had hinted that he needed someone to help him
manage the family estate and that his son had had enough education. Chou took this as another outburst of his
father’s hostility towards the new world; without the emperor there was no career worthwhile for a man to work
at.
The sooner he could get back to the city, the better chance Chou had to explain to Yung-Chu what had
happened. It would not be an easy task. He did not see how he could manage to convey troher his intricate
relationship with his family, no more than he could explain to his family how he and Yung-Chu had been thinking
and living. In some ways Yung-Chu was just as dogmatic as his father. She would judge him harshly and call his
sympathy and love for his family cowardice. If she should condemn him as a coward and a renegade to their
ideas, she would leave him. She and the friends they both had were, so he often felt even when he was with them,
like the mules in a mill; the wore blinders in order to pursue without distraction their singleminded purpose of
finding a new pattern of living for China. They would have wanted him to ignore, to destroy and to deny his
feelings for everybody in this house where an old woman lay dying and a young girl waited to be made into a
woman. But he did have feelings for them all, even for this girl whom he had just turned his back on. He was
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responsible for her, as his sister had said. If he did not go to take her home in the red sedan today he would have
abandoned her to the sad life of an old maid. She would never be able to marry again and would be disgraced all
her life through no fault of her own.
He turned around and saw that his bride had not moved. She sat in exactly the same pose, almost a part of the
red decorations of the room. As though she were going to sit there guarding the edge of the bed throughout the
night.
The red candles flickered and he had an impulse to blow them out. But this would have given alarm if
someone were watching his windows.
“Go to sleep,” he said.
The girl in red did not move.
Fine obedience! Chou was getting angry at her. It was not only his name she wanted, she was waiting for him
to lift her headdress, to exercise his right as her husband.
“I said go to sleep!”
She trembled but made no move. The pearl curtain of her jeweled headdress was shaking. He went t her and
parted the strings of pearls hanging down from her headdress. She was weeping quietly. Her eyes were downcast
and tears were streaming down her powdered and rouged cheeks. She looked exceedingly beautiful in the candle
light.
He let fall the strings of pearls and walked away from her. He knew that she was worrying about the next
morning’s questioning by her mother-in-law of the evidence of premarital chastity. He went back to her and took
off her jeweled headdress. She had not raised her eyes, but her tears had stopped, her lips were parted slightly and
the rouge on her cheeks had deepened in color. His hand touched her black silky hair, which, for the first time in
her life, was combed back and knotted into a chignon, and he felt for the essential gold pin that held the chignon
in place. When he pulled the gold pin her hair fell loose and hung down her back, scattering the rest of the
ornamental jeweled pins on the embroidered red silk quilt.
80.103 The Newlyweds\fn{by Hai Mo (1923- )} Shantung Province, China (M) 4
I arrived a day late for the wedding of the production team leader of the collective farm with the girl who was
the driver of the harvester combine. But I was able to get a very lively description of what had happened at the
wedding party from the young stock workers on the farm who were only too eagar to tell me all about it.
“We had hung up a big apple by some strands of red wool,” a young girl with bobbed hair said. “We told them
to bite into the apple together. But do you know what happened? The bride wasn’t at all the usual shy type.
Instead, she turned right round on us and teased all the other girls!”Another lass cut in.
“That bride’s quite a tough customer, let me tell you!” The speaker was just a slip of a giri, but her voice rang
out like a little drum. “She called all of us by name and asked about our sweethearts: ‘Wu Yu-chen, when will you
and your boy friend eat the apple together?’ Wu Yu-chen became so embarrassed that she slipped out of the room.
‘Tattle-tale Chen, isn’t it time you tell people what your future’s name is?’ That fixed one big mouth—after that,
the girl Chen didn’t say a word all evening! ‘Chang Yu-yung, you better be careful or I’ll tell your future motherin-law what I think is wrong with you.’ Chang Yu-yung hid in the crowd after that …”
“Pooh, you girls were no wiser.” A young man spoke up in a deep, throaty voice. “When we men saw what
was happening, we quickly put our heads together to decide what should be our method of attack. After some
discussion, we thought we should ask the bride and groom to … erh … uh … kiss before us all. We told them we
wouldn’t let them off otherwise.”
“And did they do as ordered?” I asked. By the looks of this young fellow I could see he was the type to get
what he wanted.
“It didn’t come to anything worth talking about,” he replied. “The bride certainly knew how to handle things.
She went up to the groom, put an arm around his neck and asked into the crowd: ‘Wu Yu-chen, last time when you
and your boy were behind the haystack, did you do it like this?’ And at that she gave our team leader a loud smack
on one cheek. So, in the end, she still had the last word. And poor Wu Yu-chen, who had just crept back into the
room, fled again.”
I was sorry I’d missed all the fun at the wedding. To make up, I decided to visit the couple and offer them
belated congratulations. Leaving the main office of the collective farm, I crossed the huge threshing floor in the
direction of a thatched two-roomed house, whose door and windows were freshly painted blue. It was the usual
kind of house in these parts, and only the red paper-cuts on the window-panes marked it out as the home of the
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newlyweds.
All was quiet and peaceful. The cold December weather of Heilungkiang Province kept people indoors. Anyway, the farm had finished its job of carting manure to the fields, and the collective farmers were making use of
the slack season to discuss plans for the coming year.
With a perfunctory knock, I pushed the blue door open and entered. Someone was mumbling in the other room
over a square root of some figure or other, so I walked in quietly in order not to disturb him.
The winter sunshine that flooded the room added color to the new quilts, to the pretty picture-frame on the
wall, and to the black-and-gold lacquer box in which a bride keeps her toilet set. One glance told you that this was
the home of the newlyweds.
I watched the young team leader from behind as be pored over an arithmetic problem. He was sitting on a
carpenter’s bench in front of the kang, leaning his back against a stack of quilts, with one leg over the bench, the
other pulled up on the kang. He looked so uncomfortable in this queer position that it was obvious he was not
used to studying; probably he had wriggled and twisted himself into this posture in agony over the task in hand.
Crouching there, in a maroon sweater, with leather shoes of enormous size on his feet, he noted my presence
only when I banged against the door. He jumped up nimbly, seizing my hands with his ink-smeared ones, leaving
a few fingerprints on mine in the process, when I said,
“I’ve come to congratulate you and your bride.”
“Ho, ho, come in and sit down, comrade!” The team leader had a big, square face, but he was not at all badlooking. His eyebrows which seemed knit together gave his face a sad expression, though, even when he was
smiling. But when he began talking, he was a completely different person, convincing you by his voice and
expression that he was an honest and straightforward chap.
“You’re doing well for yourself, eh? Marrying a combine driver, no less!” I slapped him on his broad back and
pulled him down beside me on the kang.
“Don’t remind me; please! I’ve had enough trouble with this combine as it is!” His eyebrows were knitting
again.
His answer was so unexpected that I wasn’t sure whether he really meant the machine or its driver. However,
judging by his frank countenance, I gathered that he didn’t have anything against the new times with the new
thinking. At any rate, I was glad he had turned our conversation that way. It saved me the trouble of gradually
leading up to the subject. We had already got to him and the combine driver.
“I’m sure you know that we formed three co-operatives here in 1953.”
The young chap evidently thought I knew all there was to know about the collective farm. “Some time later,
our co-op went a step further and became a collective farm. When a machine and tractor station was set up in this
neighborhood, our collective farm and the two co-operatives put their land together into bigger lo~, so the sowing
and ploughing could be done by tractors. Then it was decided to sow this continuous stretch of land to wheat. For
the sowing, we had calculated how much seed each of the co-ops should contribute according to the size of its
fields. The tractor did a wonderful job—it finished the work in less than two days! The wheat grew splendidly;
from a distance the fields looked like smooth, green velvet. But when harvesting time was near, our people started
worrying—there was so much wheat to reap. We could not start until all the wheat was ripe, but by then a heavy
downpour might ruin the whole harvest before we could get it in. So we thought it over and decided there was
only one thing to do: to ask the tractor station to send us a combine.
“At first the station manager wouldn’t agree. ‘You’re too impatient to get into new shoes with bare feet—
you’ll stub your toes, if you don’t watch out! Make your old shoes do for a while longer,’ he advised us. But we
insisted: ‘You have to come and help us out! If you people hadn’t come, we wouldn’t have dared put so much land
under wheat.’”
When the team leader paused here for a moment, I saw an opportunity for asking him how he’d come to know
the combine driver.
“I’m coming to that,” he said and then explained they had been classmates in a four-year primary-school
course. He pointed to a picture-frame on the wall. It held a number of small photographs, neatly lined up one
beside the other. The whole looked like a page out of a pictorial. My attention being directed to the pictures, it
saved me the trouble of asking too many questions.
I noticed that the pictures were arranged in chronological order and that the first two were probably taken
when they had finished the course together. The couple seemed to follow the fashion of writing something like a
motto beside their photographs. The picture of the bride, then a young girl with plaits, bore the inscription Strive
for the mechanization of agriculture! while the young man was more vague with his Work for a bright future and
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truth!
I had some idea of the situation now. She probably was one of those who always know exactly what they want
to do, while he was not yet decided in his own mind.
“I suppose your wife went off to learn how to drive a tractor as soon as she finished school?” I asked.
“Yes, she was very lucky. The Party committee of our county wanted only one person from our village for such
training, and they wanted a woman. There was no vacancy for men.”
“You haven’t said a word yet about how you fell in love with her.”
He blushed. It was strange to see this husky young man look as bashful as a young maiden. Stroking his own
burning cheeks, he remained silent for several minutes before he composed himself again. Then he put on a very
serious look which, I supposed, was meant to keep me from asking any more embarrassing questions.
“There isn’t really much to tell,” he said. “Young people have their ideals. We just seemed to get along well
and feel the same way about things. Then she went away to the tractor-training school, and the thought of her was
always spurring me on to make good in farming, so I wouldn’t be laughed at. You don’t know my wife, comrade
—she’s that proud. If she thinks somebody isn’t good enough, she can skin him alive with her tongue.”
“I see! So you became a model father because you were afraid of what she would say to you.”
Struck speechless again, he gave me a sidelong glance and decided to ignore my remark.
“I figured it this way. I’m young. I’ve had a bit of schooling. I have my pride, too! The more people look down
on me, the more I want to do something really worthwhile to show them.”
His honest, matter-of-fact attitude made me feel I shouldn’t have joked like this, when he was so serious and
straightforward about it all. To hide my embarrassment, I looked over two other photographs in the frame. Here
was the girl driving a tractor, while he was hoeing the field, his arms and shoulders bare. The contrast made me
feel a bit uncomfortable for his sake. The tractor was leaving him way behind—there they were, the girl working
with up-to-date means of production, while the man still used old-fashioned implements. But the young man went
on with his story unperturbed.
“Yes, she finished her training and started work on a state farm. Then she was sent here only to help us. Now
I’m coming to the point where I left off just a while ago—when we were arguing with the manager of the tractor
station. We finally got ready to welcome the combine. We built an archway across the road to our village and
covered it with colored bunting, and children lined the road as if they were a wall. At first, we only heard the
rumble of the combine in the distance. You know the little hill just before you get to our village—so, when the
combine finally appeared on the hill, it loomed larger and larger, until it was as high as a two-storeyed house.
When it came near, we discovered her on it as the driver. Funny coincidence, eh? I was both glad and, disturbed,
all at the same time. Here she was, having gone ahead quite a bit, but where was I?”
“You aren’t doing so badly either,” I said, “as the leader of a production team on a collective farm.”
“Ah, that’s just it—if it hadn’t been for this team leader business, I needn’t have felt so ashamed. As the team
leader, it was my job to assign work to everybody, so I couldn’t help coming into contact with. her. You don’t
know the fix we were in then! Of course, a combine is a wonderful thing. But the land of one co-op consists of
two or three big strips that adjoin the land belonging to the other co-op. Well, we decided to start on the land of
the Red Star Co-op first. But the combine is not a small gadget that you can turn around in any space at all; what
made it worse was that the first piece of land we tackled was on a slant. One move too many, and the combine
was right on to the land of the other co-op, the Red Flag Co-op. Now we were in for it! How were we to divide
the grain harvested? We had to stop the combine at once, measure the area over which we had harvested by
mistake, and make a rough calculation [of] how much grain this area should yield, so that we could hand over the
right amount to the Red Flag Co-op. And while the combine stood there puffing, the driver certainly wasn’t one to
economize on words. There she sat on that combine yelling at us: ‘Think of what all this nonsense is costing,
think of all the petrol you’re wasting!’ To finish the three big lots of the Red Star Co-op, the combine had to make
a big turn to get from one to the other, without a proper road to turn round on. If it went straight through, the crops
would be damaged. If it harvested its way across, we would again have difficulty in dividing the grain between
the two co-ops. Phew, it wasn’t easy to finish the harvesting on the land belonging to one co-op! It took us a
whole morning.
“Then, some more trouble: by the time we’d at last finished, the other co-op hadn’t got their gunny sacks
ready! Although the combine had been slowed up by the funny arrangement of our land and all that, it still went
much faster than our farmhands had imagined. Everyone was fascinated by the big machine. They just stood there
and stared and stared, and never thought of getting the sacks ready. Wherever the combine had finished, things
were also in complete chaos. Our ‘old ways’ of organizing field work were naturally out of date for mechaniza-
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tion. The combine dropped the straw in neat little stacks, like rows of little huts, and people were binding the
straw into sheaves, but we hadn’t thought of transportation to the village. We were all in a flap, because there was
no way of transporting them. At long last, a cart arrived, but we needed it to put the grain on. What really troubled
me was that, after we’d finished with the fields of one co-op, we had to stop and thoroughly empty the bin before
the combine could start again. In the end we barely worked over five hectares in a day.\fn{1 hectare = 2.471 acres.}
“And I who was assigning the work was in the worst fix. I hurried this person and then that one, but somehow
there was always someone missing. I dashed around, dripping with sweat and my legs getting more and more
tired out, but still I couldn’t get enough people for the job. ‘I want to have a good look at this thing first,’ they’d
say. ‘What’s the hurry?’ Come to think of it, the manager of the tractor station kept remarkably cool. Although he
was worried stiff, too, he kept on telling us: ‘Take it easy, this is only the first try-out … take it easy!’
“Now, the tongue of the combine driver couldn’t keep idle for all this to-do. ‘What are you trying to do—waste
our country’s wealth? We’d better take the combine back to the station! If we’d known what you people are like,
we wouldn’t have come in the first place. You’re the most backward lot I’ve ever seen …’ These words struck
home and her tongue never stopped wagging, one stinging word after another, each one a sharper needle than the
first.
“But, thank Heaven, we got a bit of face back, when we came to harvesting on our collective farm. Our land
had long been joined into one vast stretch, so that our twenty-nine hectares didn’t need any waste turnings of the
combine. The combine started at seven in the morning on the collective farm land and before the lamps were lit
that evening, it was back at its station. A good thing, too, because as soon as the harvest was in, the rain came
down for five whole days on end. After this experience with the combine, there was no further need to convince
the people of the advantages of collective farming. They themselves were clamoring for collective farms, so that
all the land could be turned into one vast stretch.”
“That combine really was powerful!” I couldn’t help laughing at this story. “It pushed the peasants straight into
collective farming.”
“Seems like it,” he said. “After that, the two co-ops joined our collective farm.”
“And did the combine force you into marriage, too?”
Even the serious team leader couldn’t help guffawing this time. He was about to tell me his personal story
when we heard a gay, rippling laugh outside the window, then a bang of the door. With a wave of his hand, the
team leader turned towards the kang to look again at his arithmetic problem. I was sitting on the edge of the kang
near the door, so I was hidden from view when the bride came in.
“What, you’re still staring into space? You’re a big boy now, don’t forget, but all you do is amuse yourself.
Haven’t you solved that problem yet? I’m telling you, if you don’t make progress real quick, nobody’s going to
wait around for you. You talk of being glad about the new machines, but you don’t learn how to handle them, and
you don’t farm in a way so that the land can be worked over by tractors. Oh dear! I didn’t know we had a visitor!”
High time, too, that she discovered me. I was just getting a little uneasy for our young team leader. When she
turned to me, I could get a good look at her; I was surprised—she was quite different from what I had expected,
one with such a sharp tongue. She still had the pretty, roundish face of a little girl! Her straight, ink-black
eyebrows nearly touched each other. She was slight of build and even in her bulky padded clothes one could see
how well-shaped she was.
Now she was having a go at me.
“Are you the reporter just arrived? I’ll tell you something you can write about! Don’t you think we ought to
criticize the collective farm because it doesn’t arrange its work according to the requirements of the tractor? You
may take down whatever I say, but first mention must be of our great team leader here …”
I saw that she was only just warming to the subject, so I thought it better to divert her for her husband’s sake.
“I haven’t come about that at all,” I said. “I heard that you were one of the first few couples in this village to
marry by free choice.” I myself wondered a little what sense I made, when the young woman had made progress
with such arrow-like swiftness that one felt a bit breathless trying to keep up with her.
“So you think our marriage is one of free choice? I didn’t think it was all that free!”
Now she had me still more confused. But to give our team leader a hand, I decided on attack.
“Oh yes, that’s true. I’ve heard all about it, how you were the one who took the initiative. That’s so, isn’t it?”
She was a young woman, after all, so she blushed.
As a matter of fact, the story of their romance had been told me by the farm chairman the night before. That
morning, the young stock workers had only added color to the story, so that my feeling for both of the young people was one of great admiration.. He was so solid and reliable—the production team he led never failed to
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overfulfill its quota. She was spirited and responsible, even if proud and sharp-tongued. Their friends had added
that he was the kind of dependable young fellow girls like—once he’d given his heart, he wouldn’t look at any
other skirt. Before they were married, they used to meet at Wu Yu-chen’s, the home of the girl mentioned earlier
in this story. Yu-chen had overheard some of their conversations. She said once or twice she had taken the team
leader’s side against the combine driver when he said,
“How can a person like me be good enough for you? You yourself are always telling me what’s wrong with me
—”
“Can’t I put you to the test?” the girl had said.
“Ah, then you accept me the way I am without further criticism?” he had asked her then.
“I’ll still want to criticize you, even if I’m willing to marry you! I want someone like you—someone honest
and solid.”
Though I knew all this, I still wanted the young couple themselves to tell me more. But my tactics were obviously very poor, for the young woman gave me no more information than what Yu-chen had heard, that is,
although she criticized him, she still wanted him, an honest and solid fellow, to be her man.
“Then why do you bully and belittle him so?” I asked her point-blank.
“That’s an awful way to put it, comrade, don’t you think?” With arms akimbo, she was looking me full in the
face, her eyes wide open. “Haven’t you heard what Chairman Mao said about the socialist upsurge in the countryside? Is it enough to be just honest and solid for building socialism? Why do you think I said that our marriage
wasn’t all that free? Well, I did have my eyes on him because he was honest and solid; but it was only much later
that I realized honesty alone isn’t enough, that one must be willing to learn more and more all the time. You don’t
know him—he simply can’t bring himself to sit still long enough to do any studying. But what’s the use? Now it’s
too late for regrets, anyway …” With that, she gave her husband an affectionate look.
“Why are you listening to all I’m saying? Hurry up and solve that problem! You asked me to teach you, now
you don’t study properly. Hurry now, get done!”
“What a sharp tongue you have!” I simply had to come to the husband’s rescue somehow. He wasn’t all that
backward as she tried to make him out to be. His production team was something of a legend in the area, quite a
number of the people under him had put in over 300 workdays during the year. Then, why was he so cowed by
this girl? I had no answer. “Must be the power of the combine!” I told myself.
Later, what one of the young stock workers on the collective farm said, some time after my visit to the
newlyweds, helped me in understanding the young couple better. My informant had chanced to overhear the end
of an argument between them.
“Has there been an answer to my application for Party membership?” the wife had asked in a small voice. It is
necessary to explain here that the team leader was a member of the Communist Party and on the village Party
committee, while his combine-driver wife was only a Youth League member.
“What do you think the answer should be?” the team leader had asked her in turn. And on this occasion he had
sounded much surer of himself and more authoritative than usual.
“Come now, don’t be so cagey! Just go ahead and criticize me frankly for whatever faults I’ve got.”
“It’s the same old thing again: you’re too impulsive in your work and you’re too fond of showing off.”
“Listen, it’s not fair to pay me back for personal grudges! Didn’t I do the right thing in making you study?”
“I don’t mean that you are like that at home only. You haven’t changed much in this respect ever since you
went to the tractor school.”
“All right, I’ll change now, and listen to you in future. How’s that?”
“I want you to know,” the young husband had said, “that I don’t mind humoring you when there’re people
around. But I’d like to ask you: did you pick up all your knpwledge in one day?”
“You shouldn’t pick on me for a little fault like that, you nuisance, you!”
I thought this episode very amusing. There was, after all, a force that could subdue even the sharpest-tongued
combine driver!
150.164 Corduroy\fn{by Hsi Jung, [Yung] (1923- )} Shansi Province, China (M) 11
Accountant Ma Shou-Jen was at his desk working away at his accounts. There was a sound at the door; then
someone tiptoed up to his desk. “He’s not here?” a woman’s voice asked.
Accountant Ma raised his head and pushed the heavy, thick-lensed glasses up to the bridge of his nose. Ah, it
was Aunt Ch’ien, the old cooperative Chief’s wife. She was probably just looking for her husband, he thought,
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and, going back to his accounts, he replied: “That man never sits still. Who knows where he may have run off to
now.”
He worked for a few minutes more finishing up his accounts; then he closed the account book and said, “So
what’s up?”
Aunt Ch’ien took a quick, furtive glance around the room. No one there. Gleefully, her tone confidential, she
leaned forward across the desk: “Did you know the supplies Coop has just gotten in some red corduroy cloth! It’s
just the most wonderful corduroy, heavy and thick as a rug; I held it in my hand between my two fingers,”
she went on excitedly. “I’ve never seen such corduroy. And what a dazzling red! I’ve just got to get several feet
of it.”
Under this deluge of enthusiasm, Accountant Ma teased, “Well my goodness, Auntie! Who would have
suspected? A respectable old woman like you—still young enough yet to be fashionable, is that it? Could you be
looking for a husband or something?”
“You old devil!” Aunt Ch’ien broke into a great, good-humored laugh. It’s my son, Yü-pao, who’s looking for
a wife. And I’m going to sew up some clothes for Yü-pao’s little fiancée. You know all about Yü-pao’s little
romance, don’t you Uncle? With Tung-hua, this year’s model pig-raiser? They were both very quiet about it. And
she’s quite a girl, quite a girl. If you want to talk about figures, she has got a figure. If you want to talk about
beautiful faces, well just take a look at hers. But imagine! We didn’t send her a single penny of dowry money and
she’s still willing to follow our son into marriage.
“But, you ask, what about the duties of a parent in this affair? Of course we don’t need to follow old customs
anymore. But we can’t marriage. Why just the other day I ran into Tung-hua’s mother. We got to talking. And then
Tung-hua’s mother let slip a valuable bit of information: that young lady loves red corduroy! Now, can you
imagine, what should arrive at the supplies Coop only today but this very commodity! Well I just have to get a
piece of it and sew up a pair of trousers or a jacket for that young lady. After all, I understand my position as
mother-in-law, and no one could ever accuse me of neglecting my proper obligations.
“And,” she continued, “though poor Accountant Ma had attempted quite a few times to interrupt, each time
succeeding only in being swamped by her flood of excited words: “And you see, the timing is just perfect too! On
the twenty-eighth of the third month, the Temple Fair is being held. What better occasion for her to show off a
new outfit!”
The way she talked sounded like a frying pan full of hot beans. Pip pop! Pip pip pop! On and on … he couldn’t
get a word in edgewise.
“Well, that’s all very interesting,” he finally asked, “but I still don’t understand what you want the Old chief
for.”
“Well, you should understand this problem of mine; you’re an accountant. If you don’t have any money, no
matter how good the stuff is, the supplies Coop isn’t going to let you have it for nothing, right?”
Accountant Ma finally understood what she came for. He opened the account book and glanced into it. then he
looked up, puzzled. “what about that hundred and ten dollars your family got last year?”
“That’s been deposited in the Savings and Trust Cooperative. And you know how the commune’s all caught up
with capital investment now—that old man of mine won’t let me take out a penny. And he has the checkbook with
him all the time, so there’s nothing I can do … Ay!” Auntie Ch’ien gave a long sigh.
“Doesn’t he know Yü-pao’s planning to get married?”
“Him? Hah! No, when it comes to his family, he practices total laissez faire. He never ever thinks about his
own family. The only thing that matters to him is his precious commune. It’s commune this and commune that.
It’s the only thing that comes out of his mouth! ‘This year the commune must buy a water pump’ and ‘Soon we’ll
have to get some chemical fertilizer.” But when I ask to buy this little something, he won’t even give me a penny.
When I made the suggestion that we take out some of the savings, what do you think he said? ‘No, the term isn’t
up. You can’t take any out.’”
“He won’t let you take it out? Then you should lock up the door at night and not let him come home,”
Accountant ma teased.
Auntie Ch’ien was serious. “Not even that will work! He doesn’t even come home at night anymore, not for
the past two weeks. I can’t even catch his shadow to talk with. The other day he came home to get his cottonpadded jacket. I asked him whether we couldn’t borrow a few dollars from the commune. He just pulled a tight
face and said, ‘No, the commune has a regulation. Before paydays, no one is allowed to borrow or draw
advances.’ Now I ask you Uncle, is that the truth? Are the commune regulations really as strict as all that?”
“That’s the way the system’s been set up. But you know, when important things come up, we have to be
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flexible too.”
“That’s right; for important things we have to be flexible,” Aunt Ch’ien went on. “But my husband is so
unreasonable, so difficult—everyone in the village agrees … he’s the most difficult cadre member in the
commune to get past. You have something that involves a tiny sum of money—nothing to get worried about,
really—and he thinks it’s as huge as a millstone! If he had your job, handling money all day long, why, he’d be so
anxious and tense he’d hang himself!”
The accountant was never one to turn a deaf ear to flattery. Nothing pleased him more than being high up on a
pedestal. So whether Auntie Ch’ien had come for that purpose, to give him a good buttering up; or whether she
had come just to fill his ear with her marital complaints; or whether, in fact she truly admired the way Accountant
Ma handled himself and his duties in the world—it did not really matter to the accountant. The flattery was all he
heard, and it made him feel good all over.
“Well,” he said, “That big brother in your household, that husband of yours—he’s all right. he’s all right—but
he’s just too niggardly about money. And he’s so serious! And of course it’s terrible the way he’s so stingy and
restrictive with you. he’s pressed me between the boards many a time, too. The commune gets a little bit of
money, and he can’t get it off his mind. What’s he so uptight about? When I worked in Tientsin for a big business
there I handled eight hundred to a thousand dollars in cash a day and even then I was more tranquil than he is
now. But Auntie, you can put your mind at rest. This little problem is no problem at all!”
Auntie Ch’ien beamed. “I knew you could handle this.” After she had praised accountant Ma, she saw him
fumble with the keys to his drawer. Was he getting the money out for her? She waited expectantly. But all he did
was take his account book, place it in the drawer, and lock it back up.
“About that money,” he said, “I’ll see that you get it. But I’ll have to talk to the chief first.”
“What for?” Auntie Ch’ien frowned. “His job is commune leader, not accountant. He’s got nothing to do with
money.”
“That’s the rule,” the accountant replied. “The resolution of the commune council was: if commune members
have emergencies or run into difficulties they didn’t expect, and they need to take out a loan, it’s got to be
approved first by the chairman.”
“So where is he?”
“Right now he’s probably at the horse stable. Better go quick or you’ll miss him—he’ll have gone to the
fields.”
Aunt Ch’ien seemed reluctant to leave. She sat for awhile on the bench without moving, her eyes on
Accountant Ma. Finally, she said, “Uncle, it’s just no use for me to talk to him. Every time I open my mouth he
tells me my thoughts are backward. But you’re a cadre member, and you’re a leader in the commune. You’ve got
real authority in our community, and I know you can work this matter out for me. It will probably be some trouble
for you, but don’t think I’m ungrateful, oh no! When my son Yü-pao gets married, you’ll take the seat of honor.
And there’ll be a few extra cups for you to drink as well.”
Accountant Ma was on the spot. If he didn’t go, it would seem as if he didn’t have the power to deal with this
little problem. But if he did go … well, he knew the old Chief’s temperament and he was reluctant to get in a
tangle with him. He could talk with the old chief about some things, but when it came to money, there was no one
who could block a request more skillfully than he.
But, maybe this was a different situation. Maybe there was a chance. Because this wasn’t just any old
commune member asking for a loan, this was the chief’s own wife. And the cloth was for the soon-to-be wife of
the chief’s own cherished son. So maybe he wouldn’t be so stubborn, maybe not in this case.
Weighing all this, Accountant ma agreed to give Auntie Ch’ien’s request a try. He took off his heavy glasses,
put them in a box, lit up a cigarette, and went to look for the old Cooperative Chief.
*
The old Chief Ch’ien Chü-fu was already over fifty, but the years had not slowed him down. His energy and
high spirits flourished magnificently. He was not an educated man—he knew only a few characters and had been
a hired hand most of his life. His memory, however, was exceptional, and no detail of the thousands he dealt with
daily ever slipped his mind.
He had joined the Communist Party in the year of the Land Reform.\fn{ 1950.} It was only then—so he told
people—that he began to do revolutionary work. After organizing the mutual-aid team, the people elected him to
be the team’s leader. The team soon became a low-level agricultural cooperative, then a high-level cooperative. In
all these changes, Ch’ien again and again accepted the responsibility of being leader. Then, in 1958, when the
People’s Commune was formed, he was elected the district’s Party Branch Secretary and concurrently, the
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chairman of the Commune. But the people still fondly called him the old Cooperative Chief.
He was not a great orator; his public speeches were awkward, but in the fields, when he was talking heart to
heart with his fellows, everyone listened. Aphorisms and folk wisdom seasoned his talk. Every other sentence
began with “Well people often say …” or “You know, as the saying goes …” His favorite sayings were: “Well you
know what people say—if you want to be full, eat plain food. If you want to be warm, wear coarse cloth.” And
also, “Like they say, wealth grows from little bits and pieces. Best be frugal, son,” or “As the saying goes, the
earth is like a board from which one can reap gold. If you are hardworking and diligent, the earth will not be
lazy.” These he used to inspire the people of the commune to follow the directives and to work with patience and
enthusiasm for the commune and themselves, to be frugal and disciplined.
But in a commune of a hundred people, there will be a hundred personalities, and in spite of the chief’s
teaching, there were small problems. There was, for example, the accountant Ma. It had always been Accountant
Ma’s opinion that the cooperative Chief was timid in his leadership and had no poise or flair. The very sound of
the Chief’s habitual “as the saying goes …” made the accountant throw up his hands in disgust. “Forget it!” he
would say to the old chief. “Forget it! You and your sayings! All you know how to do is to recite dusty old
proverbs. I think you must have been poor to the point of starvation in the past. Now you’ve got your life turned
around and have even become the commune chief, but everywhere you go, you still carry this poverty-stricken
cloud around you.”
They seemed like harsh words, but the old chief wasn’t offended. Later, however, there were two
misdemeanors on the part of Accountant Ma that really roused the leader’s anger. Fortunately, in both of these
cases, Accountant Ma finally did listen to the old Chief.
The first incident concerned an irrigation project. In the spring of 1957, in a cadres’ meeting, someone had
suggested that, as an irrigation method, they fill in all the wells that were currently being used—innumerable
small wells—and in their place, dig a row of deeper, larger, more efficient wells, near the major water source.
Pumps would be installed, a large drainage ditch would be dug, and, using this system, all the cultivated land
could be irrigated.
“Not a bad plan,” the old chief had replied, “not bad at all. But there’s one factor we all have to keep in mind.
Machinery costs money. It’s true, it’s true. The production of the cooperative has been increasing yearly; it’s
something to be proud of. But still, we don’t have much capital. If we use it all to guy machinery, nothing’s going
to be left for our other investments, our other projects. “And,” the chief continued, “think of how many
cooperatives there are in the country.; If every one of them went out and bought themselves heavy machinery,
would there be enough to go around? And if there were enough machines would there be enough technicians?”
These were practical, pragmatic questions. But several of the younger cadre members did not agree. In their
opinion, the situation demanded bold, decisive action, and, as usual, the Chief was being slow, over-cautious,
backward.
In a cleverly sarcastic tone, Accountant Ma stood up and addressed the chief. “Big brother,” he said, “you’ve
been around for a long time. You’ve seen a lot. Now tell me, have you ever, in your whole life, seen a situation
where it is possible to accomplish something without spending a single cent?”
There was more debate. The old chief put forward reason after reason why it was impractical to buy the
machinery. No one at the meeting was being receptive. So in the end he had no choice but to shrug his shoulders
and say, “OK. So let’s give it a try.”
The next day, Accountant Ma went to the bank, took out a substantial loan, got on a cart, and went himself to
the capital of the province to purchase the machinery. Back at the homefront, people were ready to begin work, to
fill up the old wells and dig the drainage ditch. But the old Chief stopped them with an aphorism. “The saying
goes,” he said, “those who are impatient never get to eat soft rice. And in doing things, you know, you’ve got to
make sure you leave a footprint with each step you take. You can’t work on thin air. Let’s not be hasty, hmmm?
Why don’t we just wait until Accountant Ma drives up the road with those machines before we start filling the
wells. Because it only takes one man-day of work to fill up a well. but to dig a new one? Nine, ten, even eleven
man-days.”
Despite his words of caution, several people began filling the old wells. Then Accountant Ma returned with his
news: at present, there weren’t enough machines to fill the demand; the supplier was out of stock.
“It’s not eating that leads to poverty,” was the old chief’s reply, “and it’s not putting clothes on your backs that
leads to poverty. It’s poor planning that leads to poverty. It’s poor planning, … poor planning leads to poverty. Or
so the saying goes: It’s not enough just to look in front of yourself. You’ve got to look to the right, to the left,
behind, beyond—you’ve got to use your eyes and look around. This is called planning.”
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So the wells that had been filled in were dug out again, and, under the old Chief’s direction, ten more new
wells were dug. It was not a program of total irrigation; nevertheless, the amount of land that was under irrigation
that year had increased by one-third over the previous year.
The second matter over which Accountant Ma and the old Chief nearly came to blows was the purchase of
office furnishings. Over the past several years, the economy of the commune had been progressively improving.
Production was increasing, they had received awards and pennants and had been mentioned in the newspapers.
They had acquired quite a reputation. And yet, the commune office was still squeezed into the hall of the Dragon
King temple. When the party leadership arrived for business or inspections, there was nowhere for them the sit.
They were offered water in nothing better than old ceramic bowls. This pained Accountant Ma; it embarrassed
him to have to receive guests with such miserable hospitality and so little splendor.
He began attempting to remedy the situation. Where there was paper covering a window in the office, he
decided glass must be installed. And a thick slab of glass for the desk top too. And on the glass-topped desk, a
brush container, an ink bottle, a bowl to hold the wet sponge, stamp pads in a variety of colors, a box of paper
clips, a container of tacks. And, for those long evenings in which there was some work to be done, a kerosene
lamp was needed, a kerosene lamp on a stand with a lampshade. On the four walls there would have to be hanging
framed portraits, and of course a tea service would have to be purchased. Carefully, Accountant Ma considered all
these details and then drew up a list. When it was complete, he handed it to the old Chief for approval.
The old chief held the list before him for a long time, his eyebrows involuntarily twitched, but still smiling, he
asked, “Do we really need all this?”
“We certainly do,” the accountant replied. “We’ve needed them for a long time. You should go look at the
other communes’ offices. They really look like something. You step in and you know you’re in an office,” he said
enviously.
“Are offices the same as dumplings you sell on the corner, that there has to be a standard model?”
The old Chief’s question put the accountant on the spot, but he also could not help but laugh. The old Chief
continued, “So, you think other people’s offices are better than ours. I think ours is all right. You know, Secretary
Lü of the County Party Committee tells the story of Chairman Mao during the campaigns—he had to use his own
knees for a desk. He would write documents, send out orders, and even without a desk, didn’t he still defeat the
enemy? Now Ma, you know the saying, ‘Eat according to what food is available; cut your clothes according to the
measurement of your body’. You’re the one in charge of the money; you should know how much capital we have.
You can’t just gawk at the way other people are doing things and imitate them like a monkey.”
Accountant Ma did not move. The disappointment was apparent on his face. He said nothing, unable to find an
argument to counter the old chief. But of the entire list he had drawn up, to be denied every single one! he could
not be more dissatisfied. In a tone of both complaint and resentment, he said, “You want the horse to run well, but
you won’t feed him even a handful of grass. Who is it, when every three months the members get their wages,
who is it has to burn the midnight oil calculating and recording? Who is it has to suffer then? I do. If I light the
wick low on that old, useless kerosene lamp, I can’t see a thing, and if I light the wick high, I get a headache from
the smoke. So all I ask for is a kerosene lamp with a glass cover, and what do I get instead? A big long lecture.”
Seeing how unhappy the accountant was, the old chief tried to reason with him: “Comrade, comrade, we’ll buy
what we have to buy. All I’m saying is that when we spend, we should keep frugality in mind. I’m not objecting to
you buying a lamp with a shade, not at all.”
So, since there was no objection. Accountant Ma sent someone off to the city to buy a new kerosene lamp, one
with a glass shade. When it arrived, he lit it with great joy. It was much brighter than the other! He noted with
satisfaction, and wrapped another piece of white paper around it.
In the evenings, then, in his free time, Accountant Ma took to reading his newspaper under the pure snowy
light of that lampshade. Other times he’d call in a few friends and they’d have a card game. He was having a
marvelous time.
One night, however Accountant ma had come into the office and was about to light the lamp when he noticed
the lampshade was missing. Ma, grumbling and cursing, began searching about the room, when the door opened
and someone came in. “Why haven’t you lit the lamp?” a voice asked. Ma looked up and saw the old Chief.
Ma said hurriedly, “The one we bought only a few days ago …”
The old Chief laughed. “No, nobody’s broken it. I just took it and hung it on the wall. Our capital is too small
we can’t afford to support that hungry god of a lamp.”
“Well, we may as well not light any lamp at night then,” Ma replied angrily.
“Now now,” the old chief said placidly. “Of course the lamp has to be lit at night. But the way you’ve been
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lighting it, it blazes brighter than the sun. I would think you’d be blinded by it. And besides, you only used less
than an ounce of kerosene before; but now, to keep your sun blazing, you’ve been feeding him more than twice
that, more than two ounces of kerosene a night. Figure that up in the longer run, and you’ve got quite a supply of
kerosene frivolously gone up in smoke. Now if you’ve really got something to do, go ahead. Use the lamp with
the shade. But if there’s no business—light the small lamp.”
From that moment on, the glass lampshade hung on the wall. Whether from spite, or merely because he found
it too troublesome to take down, Accountant Ma let the shade hang there gathering dust, and he refused to touch
it, even when doing accounts late into the night.
*
The courtyard of the Animal Husbandry Team seemed unusually vast and deserted. The animals had all been
taken out to the fields to work. Under the eaves of the horse stable, on the west side, sat the old chief.
He was repairing saddles, taking bits of cotton to work with from a loose pile on one side of him; and while he
worked, he talked with members of the Animal Husbandry Team. “Whenever you use a piece of equipment,” he
was saying, “always take a good look at it first. Examine it from top to bottom, and underneath as well. If it’s
broken, fix it. This way, the animals don’t get hurt from accidents, the equipment doesn’t get ruined. Take a look
at this saddle, for example. It’s unbalanced. Put it on a horse, ride him for a day, and what does the poor beast end
up with? A bruised shoulder. But does the horse speak up? Tell you his shoulder hurts? No. So you pay no
attention to what you do to him, you think you can do anything. It doesn’t hurt you, that bruised shoulder. But Yuhsi,” he went on, directing his lecture toward the head of the Animal Husbandry Team, “if I gave you a tight pair
of boots and made you walk around in them all day, I think you’d yell soon enough.”
“I suggested a long time ago,” Yu-hasi replied self-righteously, “that we buy some new saddles. But
Accountant Ma refused us the money.”
“The old chief laughed, a dry, cold laugh. “Oh, that’s just dandy. Now you’ve all learned how to open your
mouths and eat. and to stick out your hands and ask for money. As soon as the first paint chips or the first thread
breaks, you’re thrown into helplessness and all you know how to do is buy a new one.
“Have you ever given any thought to the question of where the commune’s money comes from? Do we print
our own? Or maybe we’re a bank? No! we don’t have much money at all. And if we grab those few dollars in both
our fists and toss them extravagantly into the wind, how are we going to manage production? You know the
saying, ‘Even the household with ten thousand strings of cash still has to make patches half the time.’ When you
guys worked for yourselves, you could make a saddle last ten, twenty years. But now? Saddles fall in pieces in
five, in three years. The spirit of living collectively is not a lot of big talk at big meetings. Collective living is how
we deal day to day with concrete details.”
Yu-his and the two other Animal Husbandry Team members, shamefacedly joined in on the saddle repairs.
Two women, who had been waiting on the side for quite a while, now glanced at one another as if to say,
“Look at him! the minute he starts working, he forgets everything.”
“Ay! Old Chief,” the younger of the two women began, plaintively, “Can we resolve the difficulty I brought up
with you?”
The other one, a woman of about fifty, also started in, “Old in-law! And what about me? The temple fair is
almost here; my daughter needs a new pair of trousers. And the supplies cooperative has just gotten in a shipment
of corduroy. Can you see to it that I get an advance of a few dollars?”
“That’s right! A shipment of corduroy has arrived! In every color of the rainbow; and sturdy, quality-made
cloth. A girl in a jacket or in trousers made of this cloth would be as beautiful as a bird.”
No one noticed Accountant Ma’s entry into the scene. By the time anyone noticed him he was already there,
standing next to the two women. As soon as he heard Tung-hua’s mother mention the corduroy, he quickly
wedged himself in for his own request. If the old Chief listened to her, then his request would be granted too, and
his promise to aunt Ch’ien would be fulfilled.
Raising his head, the old chief caught sight of Accountant Ma. “Ah, you’ve come in the nick of time. Go, give
her an advance of twenty dollars.”
“Give me twenty dollars?” Tung-hua’s mother said, flustered and excited.
“Hold your horses, in-law!” the old cooperative Chief laughed. “Why are you in such a hurry? You and I have
to talk a little more about this matter you’ve brought up. The twenty dollars is for Ts’ui-hsiang to take her child to
see a doctor in the city. But for a piece of corduroy … well, I’m sorry, but your need really isn’t urgent enough.”
“Well that’s just great,” the woman grumbled. “You have to fall sick before you’re allowed any money around
here, and those of us who are unfortunate enough to be healthy … we go away empty-handed.”
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The old chief’s voice was quiet and patient. “It was announced very clearly at the last general meeting that it
was not possible for anyone to borrow money before the pay date. It was a resolution agreed on by everyone.
Weren’t you there? Didn’t you agree to it too?”
Tung-hua’s mother persisted obstinately. “Those meetings are all a lot of talk. We’re a big commune; if I
borrow a few dollars, no one’s going to feel it.”
“If that’s the case,” the old chief replied, “shall I give money to everyone that comes to me and requests it?
Anyway, about the Temple Fair—if everyone’s clothes are clean and their rear ends aren’t hanging out, I think
that’s good enough.”
“Well listen to you! We’re talking about young girls—not rough unmannered hayseeds like you.” She did not
disguise her contempt.
“My hayseed appearance may not be real pleasing to you, and I apologize for it, but I sure haven’t let anyone
go hungry or bareassed. Take a look at the accounts at the Savings and Trust Coop. Every single family’s got
eighty to a hundred dollars.”
“Well I don’t even have a dollar saved.”
“You’ve let your family’s entire hundred and ten dollars slip away already?”
“My old man’s got it locked away. He says he’s going to buy a Flying Pigeon bicycle.”
“You people!” the chief said in despair. “You people are like a carpenter’s axe—you know how to shop on only
one side. You sure know how to handle your own money—buy yourselves a brand-name bike, got it all planned
out. but when it’s the commune’s money, you suddenly get easy and careless. Borrow a little here and there.
There’s plenty where that came from … No, no, when we manage the commune’s money, we’ve got to be just as
careful. Why don’t you use some of the money you’re saving up for the bike to buy the corduroy?” The old chief
gave the woman a sly glance.
“If we use that money we won’t be able to buy the bike!” the woman answered seriously.
“Well now, the commune has two big necessities on its list: a water wheel and fertilizers. They’re as precious
to us as your Flying Pigeon is to you. Now do you think we should use up all our money?”
She was driven into a corner and could think of nothing to reply. She stood at a loss for a moment; then,
catching sight of Accountant Ma standing in the corner, she appealed to him. “Old Ma, what do you say? What
can I do?”
Ma had listened to all the arguments, and his first impulse was to reply with two simple words: “Can’t do.”
But he was afraid of spoiling his own case, and then he wouldn’t be able to keep his promise to Aunt Ch’ien. So
he hedged, hesitated, and smiled. “Well maybe we should look into it.”
“Wonderful, that’s just wonderful,” Tung-hua’s mother said irritably. “You two look into it. Fine.” And she left.
The old chief stood up too. He brushed the dirt from his pants and shook his head. “Concepts, concepts,” he
said wearily. “There’s nothing harder than to try and reform concepts.” He was moving toward the door of the
horse stall with his purposeful, long-legged stride, and was nearly out when he heard Accountant Ma calling
behind him. He waited. “There something on your mind?”
Accountant Ma had been waiting to be alone with the old chief to bring up the business of auntie Chi’ien; but
now suddenly his heart warned him it wasn’t the moment, so, deftly, he changed directions and said: “Oh nothing
much. Just that the commune called and wanted to know how many catties of chemical fertilizer we wanted.”
The chief, surprised, said, “Didn’t we do that chart a long time ago, and send it on? Three thousand catties.”
“That’s right, that’s right,” Ma answered sheepishly. “I don’t know why I asked.” He had only made up that
little white lie, but when he saw the chief was taking the question seriously, he dropped it, and turned to leave.
“Ay!” the chief caught him by the shoulder and stopped him. “Go tell the Savings and Trust Cooperative to pay
out the money for the fertilizer today Tomorrow we’ll send around some carts to go collect it.”
“Fine, fine.” Accountant Ma was afraid the chief was going to start asking questions, so hurriedly he stepped
out the stable door.
*
Aunt Ch’ien was still there, in his office, waiting, when he returned. He had been gone a long time. “Well,” she
asked anxiously, as soon as he stepped in the door, “yes or no?”
What answer could he give her? That the Chief had said OK? That lie would force him into handing over the
money, against the rules, without the required authorization. Not a risk the Accountant wished to take. But he
couldn’t tell her that the Chief had refused the loan either. In the first place, he hadn’t even raised the issue with
the old Chief, so he couldn’t know if the Chief would have approved. And second, to admit he had failed would
have made him look impotent. So the accountant just answered evasively, “The old Chief will have to look into
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it.”
“Look into it with whom?” Aunt Ch’ien asked again, nagging him, he thought, worse than a horsefly.
Accountant Ma shook his head. “Who knows, who knows?”
“Well, you’re the accountant; can’t he look into it with you? This is pitiful,” she said contemptuously. She
would not stop complaining. “That old bag of ours, that backward old fuddy-duddy—you can’t teach him any new
tricks. His thinking is about as lively as the thinking of a dead gray rock. He’s the Chief in this commune.
Shouldn’t he have enough authority to deal with family matters without having to worry that someone might
object? But you’re someone in charge too, Ma; why can’t you make decisions?”
Aunt Ch’ien had unsettled Accountant Ma. He now became agitated and critical toward the strict, sober,
inhuman way the old Chief insisted on doing business. He was uneasy too at his own recent cowardice; feeling a
few pangs of regret, he began to reason that, after all, it was a matter of marriage, not simply money, this affair
over the corduroy. It was domestic trouble Aunt Ch’ien was asking his help in. And she was the one in the right,
the Accountant reasoned, her arguments were sound; it was her husband’s attitude that was narrow and unjust. So,
putting on an easy, confident tone, he said, “Aunt, set your mind at ease. The loan’s yours and I’ll take full
responsibility. So how much do you need?”
She was not slow to see that she had persuaded him. She grew animated. “Oh, not much at all, not much at all.
Certainly not eighty or a hundred dollars, ho, no. Just enough to cut a nice swatch of cloth.”
The accountant turned the lock, pulled the drawer open, and took out a stack of bills. But as his hands nimbly
flew through the bills, counting them out, doubts began to assail him. Auntie Ch’ien’s request was clearly worthy;
but the old Chief had not been consulted. That was a pitfall, and could be quite a nasty one too. Ma counted and
re-counted the money. Finally he put it in her hands, but as she was just about to disappear gratefully out the door,
Ma, in haste called out: “Aunt, I’m giving you this loan, but it would be better if nothing were said to the old
chief. Do you understand my meaning?” he asked uneasily. “It’s a matter just between you and me?”
She nodded, she understood well. her face was jubilant. Rest easy, Accountant,” she said. “I won’t sell you
out.” Then she turned and went directly to the Supplies Cooperative.
Even before she got to the counter, she saw the sales clerk pulling out that precious bolt of red. He was talking
with some woman and showing her the cloth. It was Tung-hua’s mother.
“Ah, it’s you, in-law!” Aunt Ch’ien cried in a warm, cheery voice. “So you’ve come to cut a piece of cloth too
—great stuff isn’t it? I’ve never seen such a dazzling red … wouldn’t it just look charming on a young girl?
Trousers, or a jacket …”
Tung-hua’s mother, nodding, asked, “And what did you come to buy?”
“Me? Why, several feet of the corduroy.”
“For whom?”
“Guess.” Aunt Ch’ien’s heart danced with delight. Then she leaned toward Tung-hua’s mother’s ear and said in
a low voice, “Our daughter’s got a small frame; I think eight feet should be enough, don’t you?” She didn’t wait
for an answer. “Seven feet wouldn’t quite cover—she has gotten a little plump. Eight feet should do it. better to
have more than not enough. Good, sturdy fabric, isn’t it? I’ll bet it lasts more than a year without fraying. She
could wear it while she’s living with you, and then, when she comes to live under my roof—why, she’ll still be
wearing it!” Aunt Ch’ien stretched her wit to appear as generous as possible in front of her future in-law.
Tung-hua’s mother did not, at first, quite understand who this young girl was that Aunt Ch’ien was referring to.
But as it gradually dawned on her, she became somewhat peeved. “Well, if I had only known,” she was thinking,
“that this was in my future in-law’s head, I wouldn’t have had to go through all that teeth-grinding with the old
Chief today.” So she too, in a tone of extravagant generosity, said: “Aunt, you are just too kind. She hasn’t crossed
over to your house yet; why worry your head about her? And young people today, why, they spend all their time
in the fields falling into mud and water and calling it manual labor. They can’t wear beautiful clothes—they’d ruin
them. Why bother cutting such fine cloth for Tung-hua?”
“Oh, just listen to you!” Aunt Ch’ien pushed her future in-law playfully. Then, taking hold of her arm, she
pulled her close to herself again. “Your daughter has every right to wear whatever she chooses, even if it were a
dragon robe. She’s a model worker; look how many work days she earns in a year! She’s going to be attending
conferences, visiting the county Seat—she’s going to have to dress properly. If she’s not decent, we’ll both lose
face.”
This exchange of course did not displease either of them; still Tung-hua’s mother felt it necessary to hide her
jubilation and pride in her daughter and continue her pretense of discontent a while longer. “Young people just
aren’t the same these days,” she said. “Good food, elegant clothes—they claim none of this is important to them.
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All they talk about is frugality, building socialism Tung-hua is even behaving as if she were already drinking
water out of the same vat as the old chief, as if she had already crossed over into your household!”
“Aiii!” Aunt Ch’ien leaned her head to the side in a gesture of helplessness. “The young people today! They’re
all like that. My own son, Yü-pao, sends letters home from the army criticizing me! You can just imagine how
angry it makes me—someone you’ve given life to, treating you like that! But of course he’s your flesh and blood,
so your heart softens. But this building up socialism—I think it’s the young people’s business entirely. We old
people don’t have to bother our heads about it. but what we do have to do is to stick together and keep our
traditions alive, don’t you think?
“Now, I’ve had this little plan in my mind for a long time, but there was never any cloth in the supplies
Cooperative. The cloth finally comes—and I don’t have any money. I have to run here and there dealing with this
person and reasoning with that one—oh what an exhausting day I’ve had!—before I finally get together the
money. So here I am at last, with the goods in my hand.”
“Where did you manage to get the money from?” Tung-hua’s mother asked sympathetically, remembering all
the frustration and irritation she had had to suffer in her pursuit of a loan.
The question cast Aunt Ch’ien into a gloom again. She thought with dissatisfaction about the old husband she
was saddled with. “He put our entire bonus under lock and key in the Savings Bank and wouldn’t let me touch a
penny of it. so I have to go begging all over the commune. He really drives me mad!”
“I couldn’t agree with you more. that old bag of yours is terrible! He doesn’t recognized any of his
responsibilities to his relatives or family.” Tung-hua’s mother gave the whole angry report of her attempt in the
afternoon to get the old Chief’s permission to borrow money.
The attack alarmed Aunt Ch’ien. Would the discontent of Tung-hua’s mother affect her son’s marriage? Aunt
ch’ien hurriedly began to defend her husband: “He’s just getting old lately—too old to manage all the affairs of
the commune. I’ve been telling him to quit for months. But everyone says he’s a good leader and they support
him, so he won’t step down.
“But everything is getting out of hand these days. There are so many rules! The commune votes in more and
more rules! All that trouble you had today—it was because of those silly rules. I couldn’t even get around them. If
it wasn’t for Accountant Ma, I would never have been able to get this piece of cloth cut …” Suddenly, Aunt
Ch’ien caught her tongue. Her secret with Accountant Ma had almost slipped out! She wavered a moment more,
then could not resist. She leaned toward Tung-huya’s mother’s ear. “I’m really not supposed to tell anyone.
Accountant Ma is afraid someone might report us,” she whispered. “But it’s all right to keep it in the family. I
know I can trust you.”
Tung-hua’s mother was a little upset. So the old Chief had approved his own wife’s loan, she thought
mistakenly, and had turned her down! But of course she could say nothing to Aunt Ch’ien’s face. So she nodded
once or twice and smiled a bright but bland smile. That’s very nice,” she said. “I myself was thinking of making
Tung-hua an outfit—how you’ve saved me the trouble!”
The sales clerk was done with all the paperwork. Now he handed the bolt of cloth to Aunt Ch’ien. Aunt Ch’ien
took the soft material into her arms as if it were a newborn baby. “Look at this color!” she said reverently. “It’s so
bright it hurts your eyes!” She could not find enough words of praise. “Feel how thick it is. Take it,” she said
generously, thrusting the cloth at Tung-hua’s mother. “Take it home to your daughter.”
“Me? Oh, no, you should give it to her yourself. After all, she should understand that it is her mother-in-law
and no one else who’s giving her this fine gift.”
“You’re right, you’re right! You think of everything. Well, send her around to see us soon, then.” And, full of
the animated chatter of old ladies, the two women left the supplies Coop.
*
Aunt Ch’ien had never been very good at keeping things to herself. She could not stop thinking about what a
rare and beautiful piece of cloth she had come into possession of; she could not stop marveling over its hue and
texture. And she could not keep from sharing her happiness. By afternoon, everyone in the neighborhood had
heard about the daughter-in-law, and the jacket, and the bright red cloth.
In the evening, the old Chief broke off work at an unusually early hour and came home. He seemed delighted
at something too. He came into the center of the room, saying, “Great day, great day! At last this thing’s worked
out.”
It was an easy leap for Aunt Ch’ien to assume he had heard about her red cloth and her good fortune; an even
easier leap to assume this was why he was in such good spirits. So, in a righteous tone, she began to upbraid him.
“You never lift a finger to help me. I have more luck getting a nail to ferment in the pickle bin than I have in
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getting you to help me.”
The old chief chuckled, “You know, people often say, ‘The flower doesn’t bloom before its time; and you can’t
ripen a gourd with impatience.’ Yes, we’[ve been waiting and working and waiting and finally our commune has
bloomed. Our strength and our finances have developed and things that should be done are being done!”
What the old chief was thinking about, of course, was a big white Berkshire boar the commune had purchased
that afternoon. It would be a substantial asset: the pig-raising business would leap forward. He had been dreaming
of this boar for more than a year. In the afternoon, Tung-hua had walked the boar home. It was a huge creature
with great meaty flanks, as big as a calf. In one meal, it ate a whole bucket of food. The old Chief had stood by
the pigpen happily, lost in thought, gazing at the boar. Such moments were good for the soul.
Then he called Tung-hua over. Together, they went over the care and feeding instructions meticulously. “And
we’ll have to have a pen for the boar,” he added. “Call the wood and mortar work team and tell them to get on it.
he’ll need a separate pen definitely, a pen all to himself.”
Only after every detail had been arranged would the old Chief allow himself to walk home. He walked happily,
he whistled; feeling alive and excited, he told his wife the whole story, from beginning to end.
Contrary to her usual habits, Aunt Ch’ien listened patiently. On most days, her husband’s reports of commune
business bored her. But today her face beamed, as he would patiently and lovingly through all the details on the
great white-flanked boar. The moment he paused, she jumped in with her own tale. The entire tale of the red
corduroy cloth came tumbling out, and she unfolded and displayed the prized material itself without skipping a
beat. “And I knew how the young lady wanted it, but she was too shy and reserved to say anything. Take a look at
what a dazzling red that is! And Tung-hua’s mother herself mentioned tome that Tung-hua needed a new jacket. I
understood what she was saying! It was impossible not to buy it, not under the circumstances. What a shame on
our household if we were to ignore the requests of our own future in-laws! And it was a great bargain, quality
material at a low cost.” She fibbed to convince her husband that what she had done was both reasonable and
proper.
The old chief looked at her coolly. He did not praise the material. In a stern voice, he asked if she had gone to
the Savings and Trust Cooperative for the money.
“Now how could I take out the money?” she replied. “It’s in your name.” Her gaiety of only moments before
quickly dissipated.
“Then where did you get the money from?”
She did not dare tell the truth. “It’s none of your business,” she said. “I didn’t steal it, so don’t worry about it. I
took care of it all. I can manage very well without your help, thank you. Look at you, grinding your teeth and
worrying your hair gray over commune affairs. And what do they call you? The “household manager”? what a
joke! You don’t manage your household. You don’t give your home three seconds of your time.”
The attack, of course, was a defensive maneuver. She bombarded him with a lecture in the hopes that she could
get him on the floor before he saw what was happening. It worked. The old chief, his mind still dreaming about
the big white boar that now shuffled and rooted quietly within the confines of the commune, had no patience for a
shrew’s domestic warfare.
“OK, OK, you’re right. I don’t know anything about what goes on here, it’s terrible. I leave it all to you, and
the only one who knows how to manage things is you.” And, noticing the water vat was empty, he picked up the
buckets and went outside. Out there, someone called to him. Something had happened, he’d better come quickly.
What? The old Chief dropped his buckets and rushed over to the office courtyard.
Thee, by the foot of the east wall, a group of people had gathered, each mouth putting in its own opinion, so
that when the leader arrived, he could make out nothing but chaos and babble. Some outrage had occurred, some
scandal.
“Isn’t it fine,” they said sardonically, “the way the hand is so conveniently attached to the wrist? The ones
closest to the money boxes need only reach inside.”
“Oh, I understand,” threw in another. “Now that they’ve become cadre members, they are no longer bound by
the rules is this it?”
It was pointed out that the character poster was not signed. “Who wrote it? Who was it that wrote this?”
“I’d say Tung-hua,” one man pointed out. “It’s her handwriting.”
The old chief approached the clamor and the crowd. He peered forward at the character poster plastered across
the wall. It was too dark to make anything out. He went into the office, lit the lamp, and returned carrying it. he
peered again at the poster and finally realized what the uproar was bout. Even though it didn’t mention his wife by
name, he knew it had to do with his wife and the accountant and the illegal funding. It was a clever and pointed
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poster. Before he even finished reading the characters, the old chief realized what the long lecture he had just
received from his wife was all about.
Accountant Ma had been strolling happily through the courtyard, whistling a tune.
“Hey you! Ma! Come here, I’ve got something I want <you> to see,” the Chief shouted at him angrily.
Accountant Ma ran over. He raised the lamp and stared up at the poster that spread above him. His jaw
dropped, a muscle in his cheek twitched. He became speechless as a gourd.
The old chief, in his fury, did nothing but jab a finger at the accusing characters. Then finally he said, “Oh Ma!
How can you have lived for decade upon decade and still do something so stupid? Haven’t I told you a thousand
and ten thousand times that the most important thing to being a cadre is to have a selfless, public-minded attitude?
Now look what you’ve done!” In his anguish he raised both fists above his head and shook them at the poster.
“Your own ass is sitting in shit. And you think you can raise a voice of education and criticism in this commune?”
Accountant Ma stood numbly under the abuse; he felt the critical eyes of the people around burning tiny holes
in his body. All the arguments he had constructed in his defense fell down dead inside him, like sparrows in
winter. He lowered his head; he could not reply.
*
The next dy, the wood and mortar team were hauling the bricks and mud for the construction of the boar’s pen.
The old Chief approached and singled out Tung-hua.
“Tung-hua,” he said in a low, demanding voice, “did you write that poster?”
Taken aback by his ferocious manner, she hesitated. Had she written something wrong? Had she been wrong in
writing it?
“Yes, there was a defect in it,” the old Chief said. “It was not thorough enough.”
She was confused; what did he mean? “There was a defect?” she asked.
“Accountant Ma certainly committed a crime and you were right to expose that. But why only Ma? Your old
Aunt was as guilty and her name should have been scrawled across the paper in characters just as bold.”
“But Accountant Ma is a cadre,” Tung-hua objected, “and my Aunt is just one of the people. It seemed to me
that in a situation like this, it was the cadre we should assign the primary responsibility and blame to, wouldn’t
you say?”
“That’s true, that’s true,” the old chief agreed, “but things with your Aunt have just gone too far. She is
stubbornly backward in her thought. What she needs is a good shock to wake her up, otherwise she’ll just get
more and more backward. She won’t listen to me—maybe if you young people and everyone in the commune
were to take this opportunity to make her ways clear to her, we might be able to bring her around.”
He was right. Admiration of her leader’s insight and regret for her own shallow thinking rose up and mingled
in Tung-hua’s heart. “You’re right; I didn’t think to the bottom of it,” she replied.
“I’ve got a job for you then,” the old chief said. “Now you must make sure you do it well.”:
“What job?”
“Go talk to your aunt and help her. Point out where she’s gone wrong. Help her write up a statement and post it
on the wall. As you know, one sentence from you will be ten times more effective than all the nagging I might
attempt.”
“Old chief, I …” Tung-hua hesitated, feeling that she was in an awkward spot.
“Is there a problem?” he asked, suspicious. “Tung-hua, I heard it was you who wanted the corduroy cloth and
that you had suggested to your mother that she might be able to get Aunt Ch’ien to buy it. Is this true?”
“No, not at all! I didn’t even know about the business with Aunt Ch’ien and Accountant Ma until yesterday
when my mother began talking about it with me.”
And what did your mother say exactly?” He wanted to get to the bottom of the matter.
“She was criticizing you. she said you were a hypocrite. She said that you really didn’t have a selfless public
heart at all. She was telling me how she asked you for a loan and you turned her down; and then when your wife
asked for a loan, she received it. she said Accountant Ma must have gotten the OK from you, since that was
standard procedure. So I think it was you she was most unhappy with—I said the accountant probably had made
an unauthorized loan. That’s what I thought. So that’s what I wrote on the poster.”
“What you did was right,” the old chief said. “But we’ve still got a few messes to clean up here. Let’s go to my
house—come with me.”
He led the way to his home. As soon as Aunt Ch’ien caught sight of the two of them, she beamed. “How well
things are going now! The old man seems to be coming over to my way of thinking,” so she thought, “yesterday
he saw the piece of cloth I cut for Tung-hua, so today he brought her, our future daughter-in-law.”
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Hurriedly she got off the brick bed, went over to the closet and got out the red piece of cloth. She pulled Tunghua over to her and said affectionately, “Tung-hua, I have a son but not a daughter; so you must be like a daughter
to me. Now I know you young folks like this color: just look at that rich, thick texture.”
“Auntie,” Tung-hua said smiling, “these days it doesn’t matter what I wear, as long as it’s clean and covers me
decently. I think we can wait until the work on our socialist society is completed before we begin wearing fancy
clothes. It won’t be too late then. But this is not the time. Auntie,” she continued, “I heard you got an advance
from the public funds. When I heard it, I hoped it wasn’t true. You know it wasn’t an honorable thing to do.”
That Tung-hua addressed her as “Auntie” pleased Aunt Ch’ien enormously. She felt herself growing warm. But
at the same time, the content of what Tung-hua was saying! Why, it was the same old garbage that worthless
husband of hers handed her. She shook her head. So the old man had poured his lies into Tung-hua'’ young head,
what a shame. She glared at her husband, then, turning back to the young girl, she said, “Well, now, I just had the
notion that I wanted to do something for you and I couldn’t think of anything appropriate.”
“Didn’t you tell me it was Tung-hua who wanted it?” the old Chief demanded. “I want to get this story straight.
Maybe I’ll have to get the real story out of the girl herself.”
Aunt Ch’ien’s face twitched. How could he do this to her? Not only did he not support her as a husband
should, he actually took pleasure in humiliating her in front of a guest! She was sick and furious but there was
nothing she could say, not with a guest still in the house. So she could only reply, “You don’t need to concern
yourself with my business. You take care of the commune and I’ll take care of the home. Even if I decided to buy
a dragon robe for our future daughter-ion-law, there would be nothing you could say about it. It’s not your
concern!”
Tung-hua hurriedly intervened, “Now, now Auntie, don’t get mad. Nobody’s saying you shouldn’t have bought
the gift. You just shouldn’t have asked for an illegal loan. If you had just waited until payday, the money would
have been yours; you could have bought the cloth, and everyone would be happy. But reckless advancing and
borrowing will ruin our production plans. Everyone will suffer.”
The old Chief saw Tung-hua’s words were making an impact. His old wife sat there speechless. So he caught
the girl’s eye. “Why don’t you sit here and chat with your old Aunt for awhile? I’ve got some business to take care
of.” Having said this, he took off.
The girl and the old woman talked on and on until dark. When Tung-hua finally emerged from Aunt Ch’ien’s
home, she had the piece of red cloth under her arm. She went directly to the supplies Cooperative and exchanged
what Aunt Ch’ien had spent so much effort obtaining. With the money in her hand, she made her way to
Accountant Ma’s office and laid it before him on the desk. Then she found the old chief. “Everything is straight
now,” she said. “Give me a piece of paper. Aunt Ch’ien and I have something to write.”
The next morning, two fresh character posters hung on the east wall of the office. One was signed, “Ma ShouJen” and the other: “Chia Ch’un-e” or, in parentheses, “Great Aunt Ch’ien.”
*
Three days later there was a meeting of the commune representatives. At the meeting, the old Chief discussed
the whole matter. He mentioned Accountant Ma and Aunt Ch’ien by name. Accountant Ma. Before the whole
council, stood up and made a self-criticism.
Then, just as the meeting was about to conclude, someone brought up the fact that although payday was still
some time away, the Temple Fair was rapidly approaching. He said the majority of the members wanted to
advance some money. He said there should be a vote, some uniform policy should be made. Arguments were
heard on both sides. It was a special day, people should have money, some said. If they had no money, they would
spend less, others argued. The old Chief sat back, hearing the debates, mulling it over. Finally, he gave his opinion
in a firm confident voice. “I agree with the loan,” he said. “It’s only once in every long year that the Temple Fair
comes around. It’s an occasion for happiness. Let everyone have a little spending money; if you’re happy, your
spirit is whole and healthy, ad in everything you do, you will be more alive. People will be more joyous in their
work. Let’s be frugal where we should be frugal, but let’s not be stingy with celebration.”
A vote was taken, the holiday-loan policy was approved. Accountant Ma took down the glass lampshade which
had been untouched for more than a year. He lit the lamp. He burned the midnight oil; and at the end of two days,
he passed out a small sum of holiday money to every member of the commune.
The old Chief took his share of the money home to his wife. He suggested she go to the Supplies Coop And
retrieve the corduroy. “This time,” he said with a smile, “no one will say that you are in the wrong.”
But Auint Ch’ien had not completely come to terms with the matter yet. In a cantankerous voice she said,
“When I run into an obstacle and have to take out a loan, it’s considered a crime. But when other people suggest
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borrowing money, well then all of a sudden it becomes honorable and public-minded! I don’t think your name is
Ch’ien at all. Your loyalties certainly aren’t to this family.”
The old Chief felt the old wave of weary impatience. Instead of arguing with her, he said with a smile, “Well,
you know what people say about raising up a tall, multi-storied building, that it starts from the ground up. The
construction of a collective society is no easy matter.”
Aunt Ch’ien angrily snatched the money from his hand. “Back and forth! Back and forth?! I feel like a pebble
bouncing down a stream. I don’t even know what’s right anymore, you’ve given my head such a spinning! It
makes me sick in my heart.”
She was angry, but still, she went back to the Supplies Coop and retrieved the bolt of material. When she
unfolded the cloth to show the old Chief, her anger had long vanished.
“Have you ever seen a brighter red?” she kept saying admiringly.
195.180 An Autobiographical Statement\fn{by Liu Chih (1923- )} Sianfu, Shensi Province, China (M) 1
My father’s name is Liu Pen-c’in. He was manager of the Bank of Shensi Provice six years ago. He once was
rich, but now he is poor and has no job. His property was stolen by robbers several years ago. My family are
natives of Shensi, and I was born in Sianfu in 1923. There are seven persons in my family besides me—my older
brother, my two younger brothers, my grandfather, my parents, and my sister-in-law.
At five I started to primary school, graduating when I was eleven. I studeied only two years in middle school,
where I took parts in school plays. Nobody taught me dramatics but I read books about it and watched the plays
carefully. My two brothers and I learned boxing from a teacher who came to us to make our bodies strong and
healthy. For two years I have had no practice, and so I have made no progress. On the streets I learned the lien
hua lo—old folk songs sung by beggars and poor travelers.
I was in the student movement of December 9, 1936, which started the Sian Incident. Many students in Sian
appealed to Governor Shao Li-tze for permission to hold a memorial meeting for Lu Hslin but he forbade it and
said to them,
“You are all Communists.”
Just the same, the students decided to hold a meeting, and about ten thousand went to the Revolutionary Park
early on the morning of the ninth, having no food all day and holding a meeting in the afternoon. We passed a
resolution to go to Lin-t’ung to see Chiang Kai-shek and present demands to stop the civil war and fight Japan.
We started out immediately. Not all the students from my First Middle School went—only about three hundred.
At first the plan was to go by train, but the stationmaster would not let us on at the station, so we walked about
eight li, nearly to Shihlip’u. Some student delegates were going to bring bread from Sian for us in automobiles,
but they had not yet come when we saw a car drive up bringing a representative sent by Marshal Chang Hsüehliang with a request that the students not go to Lintung. But the students were angry and treated the representative
rudely, and he went away again in his car.
He drove so fast, and we walked so slowly, that he had time to notify Chang Hsüeh-liang. Then Chang Hsüehliang himself came in a hurry by car, using a short cut. He met the vanguard of our column and told them that he
had come from Chiang Kai-shek’s headquarters, though really he had only come from the city. He said:
“I’ll talk with you at Shihlip’u.” The students were glad to stop there and have negotiations with him.
“In the past,” he said, “I was a ‘bad egg,’ but not now. Now I am good and I have a very patriotic feeling. If
you go to Chiang Kai-shek, perhaps you will have no good result and he may even shoot you with guns. Let me
be your representative. This is better than if you go, and you can trust me.” But the students would not consent,
and then he said,
“My dear students, in three days more I will reply to you by action. If I do not do this, I will commit suicide
right before you.”
We all clapped and cried and were happy and excited, though we did not know what he might possibly mean
by “action.” He then said that he was on his way to Lint’ung to carry our demands and that there would be a reply
within three days. The students agreed and decided to turn back to Sian. The younger children were so slow that
they strayed in the rear and were afraid in the dark, so some Tungpei people walked behind to protect them.
About nine o'clock that night we of the vanguard arrived at Sian and had a meeting at the Mingloyüan market
place, but the rear did not arrive until midnight. The big city gate was closed—they struck on it with stones and it
was opened up for them. They came to Mingloyüan to join the meeting but it was over by that time and they went
home.
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Next day we went to classes as usual. By the third day we had had no reply from Chang Hsüeh-liang and were
afraid that we had been tricked. We held another meeting on the afternoon of December 11 at Revolutionary Park,
but not so many came. The captain of the boy scouts led my school. We debated again about going to Lint’ung
with our demands and kept our meeting going, having brought our food this time, until eleven o’clock. We stayed
on afterward and at about twelve or one we heard firing, but we thought it was bandits. At one we went to our
homes.
By dawn the students in the donnitory of my school were to get up and be prepared to march to Lint’ung. I was
on the street leaving my house before light but on the way I heard a soldier fire and could see something was
seriously wrong so I returned home. My family were still asleep and didn’t know I had been out. I told them about
the firing.
Then at eight o’clock an automobile rushed around the city handing out propaganda sheets and newspapers
printing the “Eight Demands for National Salvation.” Then we all knew that Chang Hsüeh-liang was honest. All
the students loved him very much then, and loved even old Yang Hu-ch’eng—because we found that he also
supported our movement.
At three o’clock the students from each different school gathered and voted to celebrate by a five-day strike.
We collected funds for the anti-Japanese work and held meetings of the different student unions and the National
Salvation Association.\fn{Chang Hsüeh-liang was otherwise known as the “Young Marshall,” oldest son and heir of Marshal Chang
Tso-lin. He was, in 1935, commander in chief of the anti-Communist armies for the whole norethwest of China. Influenced by a desire to
repel the Japanese invasion rather than continue the civil war, he made a liaison with the Communist headquarters and in the famous “Sian
Incident” of December 12, 1936, he and Yang Hu-ch’eng forcibly detained Chiang Kai-shek at Sian. The “Eight Demands”, representing
the terms which he and other rebels desired Chiang to agree to, were: (1) reorganization of the Nanking government to admit all parties; (2)
cessation of civil war and adoption of stronger resistance to Japan; (3) release of seven ldeaders of the patriotic movement imprisoned at
Shanghai; (4) pardon of all political prisoners; (5) guaranty of liberty of assembly; (6) safeguarding of popular rights of organization and
political liberty; (7) effecting of the intentions of Sun Yat-sen; and (8) convening of a “National Salvation” conference. When the incident
was settled peacefully with the release of Chaing, Chaing Hsüeh-liang returned with him to Nanking to assist in reorganization of the
government; but he was immediatley imprisoned by the Kuomintang dictator under a sentence of ten years. Communists and others
demanded his release without result. Chang was, presumably, still a prisoner in 1950. He was taken to Formosa and there was an unproved
report that he had been killed}

*
On the 25 of December I stopped school and joined the “Twelve-Twelve Dramatics Club,” which had thirty
members and was led by Ch’en Chen-Ii. The club belonged to the Tungpei Army. Our first play was Withdraw
from Fengtai, about the Twenty-ninth Army.
I also joined two other new student groups, the “Anti-Japanese Propaganda Group” and the “Political Training
Group,” both under the political department of the allied armies.
After the 25th, when Chang Hsüeh-liang went to Nanking by plane with Chiang Kai-shek, we had no food
supplied to us. When I heard that the Red Army children-prisoners in Sian, who had been captured by Hu Tsungnan, were going to march to the soviet district, I decided to come here with them. About twenty or thirty of the
prisoners came, and altogether there were a hundred of us. We left on January 22. Most of the boys went to the
front, but one is here in the Dramatics Society with me and one is in the Rear Political Department.
My family did not want me to do dramatics and refused to let me come to Yenan, so I ran away secretly and
brought nothing with me. I wrote a letter to my family and told them of what I was doing here and of my success.
They replied that although they had opposed me before, now they were glad I was doing well and wanted me to
work hard for the revolution.
th

257.29 Excerpt from Sold For Silver: “A Slave Girl, 1932-1934”\fn{by Janet Lim (1923- )} Hong Kong, China (F)
7
… I was looked at, criticized, and after much bargaining sold for $250.
My master was an old man. Living with him was his second wife, who had been his former servant, and their
son, who was about my age. His first wife, who had several grown-up children, lived about five miles away. In
our house there were also two servants and two other girls, one a slave like myself and the other a distant
relation. I soon learnt that a servant had a higher status than a slave; because the slave had been purchased, the
master could do whatever he pleased with her. My outlook changed; I no longer looked forward to the days
ahead, but moved about like a machine. I envied the happy little girls, secure in their mother’s love, who often
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visited the family. I, a slave, dared not even approach them, much less play with them, because we were not
equals.
Mostly I was given housework to do. I had also to look after the poultry. This I did not mind; indeed the geese
were my great friends. I talked to them about my sorrows and worries, and, turning their heads this way and that,
they seemed to understand me.
It was in this household that I learned to cook, sew and swear! I had no friends except the geese and although
the other slave was my equal, yet we had little to do with each other, for she was the mistress’s favorite. I was very
lonely, and after my day’s work I would go into the garden to be comforted by my friends, the geese. The time went
by slowly and painfully; every day I hoped that I might meet my mother.
In China the slave girl system had been a recognized institution for centuries. A slave girl was called a mui tsai,
a Cantonese expression meaning “little younger sister.” The word is sometimes used in a general sense, without
reference to slaves, but it particularly refers to a girl transferred from her own family, either directly or through a
third party, to another family to be used as a domestic servant. Such a girl was not given regular wages and was
not at liberty to leave her employer’s family of her own will or at the wish of her parents. A document was drawn
up on red paper—as I witnessed in my own case—and the purchase money was handed over. The transfer was
usually by purchase, but occasionally it was the settlement of a loan or a security for a loan. In the latter case, the
girl returned to her parents when the loan had been paid back.
By Chinese custom a mui tsai was not a slave in the Western sense, without any legal rights at all; she was a
special type of domestic servant. The girl was provided with board and lodging, clothing and general care, and at
a marriageable age she was given by her master to a suitable husband and presented with a dowry. However, in
practice, these girls often became real slaves and were completely under the will of their masters.
A number of reasons led to the development of this system. In China, girls had a much lower status than boys.
Moreover, families were generally large and many lived on the verge of starvation. In times of famine, flood,
epidemics or of disturbed political conditions, the situation became worse. There were few alternatives for the
poor peasant. He had to choose between infanticide or letting the child be adopted or bought as a “slave girl.”
Infanticide, though practiced, was naturally the last choice and the possibility of adoption, though preferable,
was limited. An adopted daughter had a much higher status—the girl changed her name, was treated as a daughter,
and was sometimes even given a little education. The middle course was to dispose of the child as a “slave girl”;
this suited the employer. There was a demand for female domestic servants in well-to-do families and in this way
the employer got a servant who would stay for many years and over whom he had far greater control than over a
paid servant. So the mui tsai system developed.
In my own case the transfer was made indirectly through a trafficker in girls. Girls were bought by the
trafficker from destitute parents or from those who, for some reason, wished to get rid of a girl. The girls were
then transported elsewhere, often overseas to Malaya, and sold at a profit. These traffickers also dealt in girls
destined for brothels, but although some mui tsai did eventually become prostitutes the two uses of girls were
distinct. In Singapore, at the time I arrived there, it was not illegal for a family to have a mui tsai, but if cruelty or
ill-treatment were proved, the employer could be prosecuted; the girls involved in prostitution were dealt with
separately under various ordinances for the protection of women and girls. Obviously, the mui tsai system was
open to abuse and although many “slave girls” were treated well, everything depended on the character of the
master.
My master was a rich man, a landowner, and he had many friends. He often had parties and got drunk, but
fortunately when drunk he slept and was not violent. More often he suffered from insomnia, and then he would
walk around the whole house visiting all the women’s rooms. I had been told by the members of the household
that he craved for female company. After about three months he started trying to visit me at night.
I cannot express my terror when I heard his footsteps. I crawled anywhere, inside cupboards, under the beds,
outside the windows, anywhere, as long as I could get out of his reach. I never slept twice running in the same
place. Luckily for me the house was very large. Many a night I slept with my friends, the geese, but more often in
a bathroom.
One night when he could not find me the old man complained to his wife who came with him to look for me.
They searched the twenty-odd rooms, the garden and even looked into the well, then at last they found me under a
platform on which stood pots of flowers. Neither of them could reach me so the woman took a long stick and
struck me many times. I often wonder now how I stood that beating without making a sound. They even tried
to force me out by pouring water over me.
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It must have been an hour after they had left me before I crawled out shivering with cold, my long hair
wet. I dragged my aching body to the bathroom; I had never experienced such pain.
It is very hard for me to describe the feelings I had then. It is very difficult for people to understand
what it means to be a slave, to be bargained for and sold like merchandise, to suffer shame and the whips
of one’s master and mistress. But in sickness or in health a slave’s work has to go on, so early next
morning I was up to feed my chickens.
While I was doing so our next-door neighbor looked over the wall. She was curious and wanted to
know what had gone on during the night for she had heard the whipping and the shouting. She said,
“If I were starving, I would not part with my children.” The gossips began to talk among their friends,
describing how my master and mistress treated their slaves.
Our household had many visitors, among them a Christian nurse. She was very different from the other
visitors; she would go out of her way to talk to me, and gradually I was drawn towards her. One evening
when she visited the house there was nobody at home and she took the opportunity of speaking to me. She
said she was surprised to find me in this house, and that somehow or other she could not see me as a slave.
“Where are your parents? How did you come to be sold to this house?” she asked.
From that day onwards I called this charming Christian “Auntie.” On another occasion while she was
visiting the house, and we were out of sight of the old couple, she taught the other slave girl, my master’s
son, and myself to pray. She told us stories of Christ’s suffering and of His dying on the cross, and of
Joseph who was sold as a slave. These stories were very comforting and real to me, but this reassurance
did not last long. I prayed hard and even hung pictures of Jesus round my neck thinking that in this way He
would protect me. I called to God whenever the old man came near me, but my troubles went on none the
less.
Once a month the old man went to visit his estates in Johore and farther north, and I had to follow with
the party. On these visits he behaved himself very well, for otherwise he would have “lost face.” One night,
after returning from one of these trips, I was fast asleep in one of the empty rooms, when the old man found
me. The fright I had on feeling someone touch me woke me up immediately and I shot out of the room like
lightning, knocking the old man over.
Within minutes the whole household, including the Bengali watchman, was searching for me. My mind
was a blank, I could not think whether it would be better to jump into the well or to run away. Anyway I
could not get beyond the gates so I climbed up a tree. I remained there for about two hours, and when
everybody had gone back to bed I slipped down and went to sleep in a storeroom.
The next morning while I was cleaning the fish, the old man shouted at me, and the start I gave caused me to
slice my finger deeply. The blood spurted out and I screamed, which put everybody into confusion. They all came
to my aid, thinking I had injured myself seriously. After my hand had been bandaged up, my mistress felt sorry for
me, and said she would take me to her aunt’s house and that I could stay with her there in peace. I was overjoyed
and left the same day.
We went by car and, after an hour’s drive through many villages, arrived at a small village; through the
window of the car I could see a neat little house standing near a fish pond. An old woman greeted us and took us
into a hall where she worshipped her ancestors. My mistress was in a hurry and wasted no time in telling her
that I was a very disobedient girl and that I constantly refused to go to bed with the old man, with the result that
he was furious and blamed everybody. She herself did not know what to do, so she had brought me to her
hoping that she, the aunt, would change me. Although I listened to the conversation I could not make out why
the old man wanted to go to bed with me—not until the aunt explained to me later.
Ah Yee, which means aunt, was a very gentle woman with a soft voice. She showed me around the house
which consisted of three bedrooms used by her two sons and herself. There was a well and near it a little hut
where we took our baths. There were plenty of trees and vegetables and fruit, as well as ducks and chickens. I
liked the family very much and I think they were fond of me too. I worked very hard; I cooked their breakfast,
which consisted of rice pudding, salted eggs and salted vegetables, and I looked after the fowls. One morning Ah
Yee told me that she wished I could remain with her so that I could marry one of her sons.
“You cannot remain a slave forever,” she said. “If you marry my son, you will be treated as an equal.”
I was willing to marry her son, for only in this house was I allowed to sit at the same table with the family. I
slept in a bed with Ah Yee and worked side by side with her. It was a long time since I had been treated so well.
Yes, it seemed a very long time since the days when I had had the protection of my parents. I remembered the
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little parties I used to go to, the visits I paid to relations during the Chinese New Year, the ang pow (red packet
containing money) which I received, and the joy and happiness I had known.
Now I seemed to have nothing. The Chinese New Year was not very far off, but I hated it as it brought back
the memory of the happy New Years I had spent at home. I told Ah Yee about the excitement of New Year
celebrations in our village in China—of how all the houses were opened to the public at that time. The brides
who had married during that year were on show; they stayed in their houses dressed in their bridal gowns, and
had to carry tiny trays with small tea cups on them and stand in the centre of the hall for people to see them.
Some came to admire, others to criticize. The admirers and the critics received, if they wished it, a cup of
jasmine tea from the brides and when they had finished they returned with ang pow.
Ah Yee told me that that was the Teochew custom but she thought it was no longer practiced in Singapore.
That city, she said, was too modern for her liking; she was shocked when she saw women in the company of
men. Once she had seen a gathering in which men and women were locked in each other’s arms. She said in
tones of horror,
“They call it dancing.”
Her marriage had been arranged and her married life happy, although her husband had died rather young. As
she was speaking, I remembered a young man who lived next door to us in China, whose marriage had been
arranged with a less satisfactory result. At the celebrations thousands of crackers were let off, and everybody
wished him long life and many children. I thought the bride looked very beautiful, but the poor girl could
hardly hold up her head because of the weight of her heavy jeweled crown. The next morning I heard yells in a
most unintelligible language and saw the bride of the night before running away. The groom had been most
unhappy and had “lost face” when he had discovered that his wife was deaf and dumb!
“This discussion on marriage,” said Ah Yee, “reminds me that I must explain to you why your master bought
you.”
She explained that he had come to Singapore from South China. As the years went by, he made plenty of
money but he wanted women. He had many, but he preferred very young ones. He had the peculiar idea that by
having young girls he would be granted a longer life, and would remain young and healthy. As his present,
second, wife wished to keep her position and to please him, she had suggested to him to “import” a few girls.
As I said earlier, the terms which normally applied to a slave like myself were that if she were good and did
her duty she should gain her freedom perhaps at the age of eighteen, and then be married to a man of her master’s
choice and be supplied by him with a dowry. Such a slave might or might not have become a concubine in the
process. In my case it appeared that I was to be his concubine as well as his slave. I was horrified when I
discovered what slavery was going to mean for me!
Now I knew why the old man walked through the dead of night, visiting the women’s rooms, dragging his two
large slippers. A terrible sound it was to us all! Ah Yee told me that only the gods could help me. I looked at her
with a mocking smile thinking,
“The gods have too many people on their hands!”
A few days later my mistress came for me. I was wanted at home because the Chinese New Year was
approaching; the house had to be spring-cleaned, decorated and prepared for the multitude of friends and relations
who would come to wish the family long life and a prosperous New Year. I was most unwilling to leave but I had
no alternative. I was allowed to say farewell to Ah Yee’s two sons. We did not shake hands; this custom was
unknown to us, but we bowed.
On the way home my mistress told me to be good. She added that her decision to buy me was the greatest
mistake she had ever made in her life. The old man was in the house when I returned; he smiled and asked
whether I had had a good time, and I thought it was most unusual for him to ask such a kind question.
From then on we were kept very busy preparing for the New Year. We were each given three yards of dress
material to make something new for the coming year. We were told to observe the strict rules regarding the New
Year, which lasted for fifteen days. After the house had been cleaned, we hung a piece of red cloth over the front
door, and then erected a temporary altar in the garden facing it. This was for the worship of the “god of heaven”
on the eve of the New Year.
On the 24th day of the last month we worshipped the kitchen god; we had to please him as he left this earthly
kingdom to report to the god of heaven. He reported on our conduct; whether we had been thrifty and kind, or
whether we had used bad language during the past year; he also protected the household.
The last day of the old year was the busiest, for we had to cook meals for the gods as well as for human
consumption for the following day. I put on my new clothes and carefully combed my hair as we were not
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allowed to do this on New Year’s Day. The house had also to be swept, for no sweeping was to be done the next
day. It was considered bad luck to handle a broom on the first day of the New Year; wealth might be swept away.
A few minutes before midnight, two large red candles were lit and the worship of Ti Kong, the god of heaven,
began. The master of the house bowed three times, followed by his wife. Then sharp at midnight thousands of
crackers went off all over the neighborhood to drive away the evil spirits and to welcome in the New Year.
The mistress of the house suspected that our Christian friend was trying to put ideas about Christianity into
our heads. She therefore ordered the three of us to be present. The master’s son was very frightened of his
father; to refuse to appear would mean a beating and no pocket money for the week. It was a great decision for
us to make. We looked at each other, wondering if God would be very angry with us if we worshipped this
god, but before we had made up our minds the mistress shouted at us to hurry up, as the servants were
assembled to offer their thanks and to ask for long life.
So we were rushed into it. We waited for more than an hour before we cleared away the table on which was
placed the food for the gods. Some people believed that you had to wait until the joss-sticks had finished
burning, while others thought an hour was long enough for the gods to eat. None of the household slept that
night.
The next morning was very busy too; innumerable relations and friends came and as each visitor entered
the house, he was served with a cold drink, sweets, cakes and red melon seeds, the child visitors receiving a
“red packet” of money. The house was visited by a troupe of lion-dancers who danced and beat drums, and
received large red packets of money. On the second day of the New Year the mistress went out visiting, since,
on the third, everybody must stay at home because of a superstition that if you visited your friend on this third
day you were sure to quarrel with her during the year. On the fifteenth day of the first moon we were again
busy, this time with the end of the New Year celebrations.
Unknown to me, changes were then taking place in Singapore which were to have a great effect on my life.
For a number of years there had been public criticism, including criticism by the Colonial Office, of the mui
tsai system, and the Chinese Protectorate knew of its abuses. In 1932 an ordinance (the Mui Tsai Ordinance)
was passed by the Straits Settlement Government which aimed at controlling mui tsai. After the 1st January,
1933, no new mui tsai could be bought, all mui tsai had to be registered and it was forbidden to possess an
unregistered mui tsai. Parts of the ordinance dealt with overwork or ill-treatment of mui tsai and the payment
of wages to them. The powers of supervision and custody by the Protector were increased and penalties for
failure to obey the law were heavy.
By good fortune, 1933 was the year that concerned me, and all mui tsai had to register by 30 th June (later
extended to 30th September). I was one of 706 slave girls in Singapore who were registered during that year.
The other slave girl and I were told that we were going to a place to be registered; we were given new clothes
and wore borrowed jewelry, and painted our faces in order to make a good impression. We went as adopted
daughters.
In the office there was a young European lady. She looked very beautiful to me, her skin was white and she
had blue eyes; I thought she came from heaven. She held both my hands and spoke to me in Teochew (my own
dialect). I could not take my eyes off her, and was spellbound by her gentleness. She told me she would visit our
house at regular intervals and that we were to let her know if we were badly treated. She also told us to think of
her as a “mother.”
This conversation took place in private; our mistress was not present. On the way out this lady told our
mistress that she would visit the house soon. On hearing this, our mistress was alarmed, and told us to dress nicely
and to call her ma instead of ah neo—the difference between the address of an adopted daughter and that of a
slave when talking to her mistress.
*
One day, the other slave and I held council. We decided that we had been slaves long enough, and that the only
thing to do was to run away.
I cut off my long hair without the permission of my mistress, who was furious with me. For some reason I
thought my long hair would be a nuisance if I were to run away. We had no friends and we could not find our way
farther than a few hundred yards from the gate, but we felt it was essential to get away from the house. I could not
stand being beaten, eating the “left-overs” left me hungry, and I could not bear having to massage my mistress’s
fat body which I had to do every night.
We thought the best time to disappear would be after dark when every member of the household was in the
dining-hall, but to run away together would be fatal as we would be missed immediately. So the best plan seemed
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to be for my companion to leave the house while I served the evening meal, and if anyone asked for her I would
tell them that she was gathering eggs in the garden which was one of her jobs.
The next day, to my great disappointment, I was told to look after a tiny baby whose mother had died soon
after its birth. When the baby arrived I was surprised that they made so much fuss over a girl, for in China girls
were considered useless and I recalled the many babies left on the road in the vague hope that someone might
adopt them. It was not at all unusual to find a baby wrapped in a blanket and left on the roadside. The usual
procedure was to unwrap the blanket, have a look at it and, if it were a boy, to claim him at once as an adopted
son; but if it were a girl, a cent would be placed nearby and she would be left for the next passer-by to do the
same. At times many cents surrounded a girl baby and I was told that sometimes greedy people would carry her
home with the money, and then keep the money and throw the baby out. In the winter most of these babies died
soon after they had been abandoned.
I remember my maternal grandfather hearing a baby crying outside the house one foggy evening. He insisted
on going out to look at it, as he hoped to find a boy, having none of his own. When he returned we knew the
answer from the sad look on his face. My mother was the eldest daughter and there were nine other girls, so
when an eleventh one arrived she was most unwelcome. As Grandmother delivered all her own babies, and there
were no witnesses, she strangled this one, and instructed Grandfather to bury her. A year later she gave birth to a
boy who lived only a few hours and they thought that the baby girl’s ghost had come to take its revenge.
In order to keep the family name, Grandfather adopted a son. When he was about fifteen years old this boy was
suddenly taken ill. My grandparents believed the spirit of the dead baby girl spoke through him, and that she was
very unhappy and was going to take her revenge on him too. The news terrified the family, who begged her to
spare the boy. They said they would offer sacrifices to her. I remember that Grandmother took me to a paper shop
and told me to choose anything I liked. (The girl would have been about my age if she had lived.) Later when I
saw those lovely things being burned—the usual way .of offering propitiation to spirits—I was very disappointed.
With all these thoughts in my mind, I smiled at the baby before me, and thought how lucky she was to be born
in Singapore and to be loved.
That evening our welcome Christian visitor came. She was very disappointed when she saw that I had cut my
hair and I then realized how foolish I had been. She was welcome not only to us, but to the whole family. That
night everyone was busy entertaining her and we were left alone.
I walked with my fellow slave to the gate; we pretended to look for eggs, as we had often done. The watchman
was busy talking to a friend so she slipped out of the gate and I returned to my routine work, but my thoughts
were with her. I was very jumpy and worried in case anyone should recognize her and bring her back. At about
nine o’clock someone shouted for her; I stood stone still until I was asked where she was. They searched the
garden and every corner of the large building; the watchman was questioned and given notice to go. Everybody
looked at our visitor as if she had something to do with it and I realized the mistake we had made—of course they
would blame her because she was our friend.
I would have given anything to have undone the deed but it was too late. She may well have noticed my guilty
face for she took me aside and asked me if I knew the whereabouts of my friend, but even to her I lied. No one
had much sleep that night, and there was even less for me, for I could not bear to think of the punishment we were
going to get if she were caught.
Next morning I was up very early and had done most of the housework and was feeding the fowls when I saw
the kind-faced European lady whom I had seen a few months before when I was registered. She came up to me
and told me that my companion was with her. How she got there I couldn’t imagine for I thought she had intended
to go to a nearby police station. She took me by the hand and we entered the house to face the family. I was very
ashamed, confused and frightened and I could not lift my head.
The members of the family were equally embarrassed to find this European lady in the house so early in the
day. She was the first to break the silence and at that moment I burst into tears. I was so confused that I cannot
remember what happened next, but I followed the lady and we left the large house together—to freedom and to a
life of my own, though I did not realize all this at the time.
I did not notice anything on the journey except that we walked up a very nice drive and entered a modern
house, and I there found my slave girl friend seated in a comfortable chair. I was overjoyed to see her and wanted
to know how she had got there. When she left the house it had been quite dark, and she had walked to a police
station. There she told them who she was and they at once informed the Chinese Protectorate. Early the next
morning she was handed over to an elderly European lady; my friend pointed her out to me, talking on the other
side of the room. Her name was Mrs. Winter. She was Lady Assistant Protector of Chinese, Singapore, at that
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time. She spoke little Chinese, but she was very kind indeed; I remember she gave us each a banana and told us
not to be afraid but to tell her how we were treated by the family. She said she was going to take us to a very big
home where there were many girls.
*
The Home was then called “Poh Leung Kuk.” It had been established in 1888, as a single room with six
permanent juvenile residents. When I first saw the home it was on York Hill to which it had moved in 1928; by
then it could take up to three hundred girls. During 1933 there were 423 admissions and 375 discharges, and
between 200 and 300 girls were in the home at any one time.
The iron gate was opened by an Indian and we walked up some steps. Mrs. Winter spoke a few words to a
young Chinese woman who was called “Missie,” then I turned round and was amazed to find a sea of faces.
There were hundreds of girls all talking at the same time. Most were Chinese, a few were Indians, and, as I
soon found out, they had all been slaves, orphans, singers or prostitutes.
We lived in one compound in two buildings separated by a hedge. The first building housed two hundred girls,
and in it there was a clinic, looked after by a Cantonese woman; a doctor came in when needed. During the day the
girls stayed downstairs and did domestic work. Upstairs was a large dormitory where we were counted morning
and night by a fat Chinese woman.
The other building was much larger; it included a nursery and a big playground. There were two teachers, and I
remember the cook, because she was very fat and had fishy-looking eyes—she looked as if she might eat you up,
but later I found out that she was very kind.
It was a very strange life and I did not know then whether it was better to be in this large house or back where I
had come from. I was given a pair of blue striped pajamas and while I was changing a group of girls gathered
around me in spite of my protests. They wanted to know why I had been arrested. Someone shouted,
“Are you an earning girl?” Another one said,
“Who is your boss?”
I could find no words but just stared at them. Some of these girls were about my own age; they could not
understand the difference between slaves, orphans and prostitutes—neither could I. Most of them, however, were
older.
Suddenly a voice rang out calling for the two new girls. The group beside me dispersed. Missie appeared and
told us that Mrs. Winter was going and wanted to say good-bye. I was in tears and wanted to go with her. Some of
the girls burst out laughing, saying:
“Who are you that a white woman should want to take you home?”
“You mustn’t talk such rubbish,” said Missie. Then Mrs. Winter said something in Cantonese, which confused
me still more; I could not understand this language, which was the one generally used in the home.
Someone told me that dinner was at five and said that as soon as I heard the gong I had better hurry,
otherwise there would be nothing left.
“I always feel very hungry,” she said.
I was never hungry during the months that I stayed in this home—perhaps I was born a small eater, but I
saw people who complained of hunger and of thirst, especially at night. We were shut up in our dormitory at six
o’clock, and there were no taps which we could get at; so the bigger girls used to bully us and make us scrub
the lavatory; then they forbade us to use it so that they could drink the water. Every ten minutes or so someone
would pull the chain and then every drop of water was collected by the thirsty girls. At first the idea of drinking
lavatory water shocked me but as the weeks went by I came to think nothing of it.
We worked in groups—some sewed, others cooked or went to school. At this time I was in the sewing class
and here I made many friends. One friend I remember particularly. She was a singer, a very pretty girl, fair, with
large black eyes and she had a very gentle and graceful manner. She had fallen in love with a taxi-driver of whom
her parents disapproved. They used to meet in secret but were found out so they decided to elope together.
They managed to get as far as a village a few miles out of Singapore but there the police caught them; the girl
was only fifteen years old. I remember that she was very worried about what was happening to her boy friend, for
she had had no news from him for some months. She did not like the home, and said it was too noisy.
Nor did I like it. Voices could be heard continuously and the chattering went on all the time. Quarrels were
very frequent, but these did not usually last long and soon I would see the quarrelers walking hand in hand again.
Unfortunately for me, my friend soon left the home. Her parents had asked for her and she was very happy
because she thought she might now be allowed to marry.
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After a few days I heard that our master and mistress were very angry with our Christian friend whom they
blamed for our escape. They got hold of some of her clothes and shoes and laid them in the open outside the house,
then, holding three burning joss-sticks they cursed her, accusing her of helping us to escape. Afterwards they tried
to bribe us by sending us food so that we might be pleased and wish to return to their house, and so make people
believe that they had treated us well. But we refused to have anything to do with them; they were no longer our
master and mistress.
I had much time on my hands now, and missing family life I thought more of my parents than I had when I had
been a slave, and I was very homesick. In the evenings when my sewing was done I would sit in the garden and
picture myself back in China. Then I would be woken suddenly from my dreams by the sound of a gong; and it
was time for bed. We filed in two by two and the usual counting of the girls began.
Though I was homesick I was neither happy nor sad in this home. Principally I was deeply grateful to Mrs.
Winter and to her assistants who had helped me. But I longed to go out into the streets and see people—anybody
—and I remember that, whenever Missie announced there was a load of firewood to be carried into the
kitchen, I was the first to go for it. I fancied I could breathe more freely outside the iron gate but I do not
know if others felt the same. All the same I liked being in the nursery and playing with the babies—children
of some of the girls who had been brought into the home for protection.
One day we heard that Mrs. Winter was ill; the news upset us all, and most of us wept. I often wonder if she
knew how much the girls in the home loved her. She was so very kind, and those of us who had been ill-treated
thought of her as someone more than human. As we two had been most recently admitted, most of the girls
accused us of bringing bad luck.
“She brought you into the home, then she became ill,” they said.
Later I learnt that she had been the saviour of many hundreds of girls like ourselves. Unfortunately, she died
early in the following year, 1934. For many years afterwards her grave never lacked flowers. I for one visited it
regularly until war broke out.
We waited anxiously for news of our future. Were we to be returned to the family? That thought frightened us.
We longed to see our Christian friend who was so wise and sympathetic. I still carried the religious pictures which
she had given me. The other girls laughed at me when they saw them and said,
“Jesus is a European and He only helps white people.”
“It is not true," I told them. "My father worshipped Him, though my mother did not.”
*
Then one morning Missie called us to her office and told us that someone was coming to take us out
somewhere. My “angel-faced” lady came and we were taken to a large building. We were asked many questions,
such as “How many times were you beaten?” and “How much did the family pay for you?” There were endless
questions.
Then I was asked what I wanted to do—of course I wanted to go home to my mother. But I could not
remember my address and no one could trace it. I was born in Hong Kong, but Hong Kong was a long way from
my home village in China and no one recognized its name. Finally they decided that I should remain in the home
and join the school there.
After I had been in a Chinese class for a month, I was told I should now be sent to an English school. This did
not appeal to me, even though I was told it would be good for me.
One bright evening a car came, and one other girl and I were taken to the school for a visit. We met three
Europeans, Miss Heather, a white-haired lady who was sitting with her dog, Miss Kilgour and Miss Lane. Miss
Lane, the Principal, had been a missionary in China for many years and could speak Chinese, but unfortunately I
could not understand her, because she did not speak my dialect. The three of them stood up as we entered and
Miss Kilgour said:
“Good evening.” I was anxious to reply. “Good …” came out but the “evening” would not come, it was so
difficult to say. Miss Kilgour smiled and said something. Missie, who had brought us, continued the conversation
and we were forgotten. Then it was time for us to return to the home.
A week later we were taken before a European and told officially that we were being sent to the English
school. My previous master and mistress were very ashamed and offered money—whether under compulsion
from the Chinese Protectorate or not I do not know—for our use. I got $700; my fellow slave was paid $500—
perhaps I had had more beatings.
Missie told us that we were not to tell anybody in the school where we had come from in case people should
laugh at us. I was shocked to think that people could be so unkind as to laugh at our plight; later I realized it was
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wiser not to talk about our past. But now, for some time, I have thought differently and today I am not, as I used to
be, ashamed of my history.
We went out shopping and everything I chose was made of green, blue and white striped material. Perhaps I
had become so used to blue stripes in the Poh Leung Kuk Home that I could not appreciate other colors.
During the next week we were busy preparing our outfits. All the material was made up into blouses and skirts.
I am not quite clear whether this was done on an order from the school, but throughout my school days I wore
nothing but skirts and blouses, even though most of the others wore Chinese costume. Each of us had a rattan
case, two pairs of white rubber shoes and white stockings. I was very happy that I should be going to school, for
my father had always wanted me to go even though there were very few girls in rural China attending school in
those days. Indeed, I only remember one, who later chose her own husband and was the talk of the village.
We said good-bye to the girls at Poh Leung Kuk and were invited to return for a reunion dinner which they
held at the New Year festival and celebrated every twelve months. We arrived at the Church of England Zenana
Mission School in 1934, towards the beginning of the second term, and were received by the Matron who was a
large elderly woman wearing Malay costume. She was an orphan too and had been brought up at this school. She
spoke only Malay and English and no Chinese dialects. We left our luggage outside her dressing-room and caught
a glimpse of a dormitory which I thought not very different from the one we had just left. By sign language I
understood that we were to “make ourselves at home.”
My real school life had begun.
187.106 Excerpt from Dawn Over Chungking\fn{by Adet Lin (1923-1971)} Amoy, Fukien Province, China (F) 11
… They suffered, they fought, while we were leisurely enjoying ourselves and traveling around in foreign
lands for the past three years. I could not bear that thought any longer. I must go back no matter what or how.
Perhaps it was for selfish reasons too, but anyhow back we must go.
Getting little bits about Chungking\fn{ The Nationalist Chinese capital during the Sino-Japanese War (1938-1945, during their
years as the official overnment of China (1912-1949) } from the newspapers and magazines always made me hungry for
more. How could I get it? Here only ten lines today and twenty lines tomorrow. It was not enough for my appetite.
When I got hold of some photographs they were a great treat—but for how long? After one had counted the
blades of grass in the picture there was nothing more to do.
“Aren’t you glad, my dear, that you are over here now, with that war in China?”
It was definitely not “yes,” but a blunt “no” wouldn’t do. They demanded an explanation. How could I explain
it all? I couldn’t answer why “no,” and even if I could, nobody would understand me. With a hurried and unclear
answer I politely walked away.
That New China, which I was confident existed, was to me yet a mystery. It was something I liked to ponder
about when I was tired of my studies, something I turned to when I was agitated. It was an effective dose for me,
and it made all my spells of anger melt away and I was comforted. But more, I wanted more I I had heard talk
about this New China, both pro and con. Knowing not a thing about it except from hearsay and news dispatches, I
was faithfully for the pro. I hated to see people doubt, suspect, and poke fun at the pro. They always seemed
immensely pleased to find a flaw or a slight weakness and utilized it as a grand excuse for their inaction. I heard
these people dispute over a small point in this great war and felt they were wrong.
It is that smug respectability in people which keeps the needy from getting help. I could not talk to the
respectable people like this:
“Help China! My people are suffering; they need clothing, food, and medicine! Help those who are defending
their country heroically. My people deserve help!”
That would look ridiculous, even childish, my dear, to the respectable people. You must say something like
this:
“The Chinese nation, who are defending themselves against the threat of the totalitarians, the Japanese
invaders, are in consequence suffering from food shortage and lack of medical attention and it is therefore
necessary for a nation living in peace, I maintain, to send all possible assistance to China!”
By then, indeed, I should have forgotten the first part of the sentence and so would the respectable people.
Those were pleasant sounds, familiar and soothing to respectable ears. They might catch the last few words which
were already very weak. Then after some hour-long consideration they might decide to send ten dollars to China.
Oh, God, help me! Though I wanted the ten dollars for my country, must it be given so cool-mindedly and
logically? I was sorry, plain words spoken with true feelings were unintelligible to them. The language they
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understood was a mere skeleton of all that could be said and said more quickly. I well understood why men
couldn’t rush to help; there was self-interest that prevented it. How pitiful that appeal written in respectable
language looked—like a piece of meat loaded with curious spices and mint. Lucky it would be if the man who ate
it remembered that it was meat. But where was the taste of meat?
That respectability might be called stability or normality. That was what composed the normal life. Yet what a
great obstacle it had been to many ideals and fond dreams! I discussed this matter with someone and she said
something about self-preservation. It was on account of that self-interest and indolence that man learned to
survive. It was in our system to forget pain easily which was necessary for our survival. Once I tended to agree
with her on that, but I could not now. I believe if everyone in this age would discard his self-interest and work to
put an end to all the conflicts and tortures, it could be done. This is a time when one does not want to forget pain
easily. I had seen in this stable or normal life how men and women play with charity and aid to the needy. It was
another toy for them to play with, another way to increase the volume of social trivialities and jealousies. How
painful it must be to dance in a charity ball! It seemed to be a wonderful pastime for many. How convenient to
dispose of old clothes in sweet charity’s name!
Enough of that. I was in search of true charity and humanity and I knew I would find it in Chungking, and I
did. To go home—where could one find a more wonderful object for traveling? Our image of China was getting
vague as I lived abroad more days and formed new opinions. But the image must never fade from our minds. We
could not allow it, and so home we went. We were not going back to an old and comfortable home, but to a home
in struggle. And we were going to the heart of China where I had never been nor any other member of the family.
We knew of Szechuen before the war only as a province with scenic gorges, civil wars, and opium smokers. It was
like a foreigner’s impression and of course much out-of-date. It would be a new experience for us all. Yet it was
going home for us because Szechuen was China. Anywhere on the Chinese soil can be home, even in Tibetan
valleys.
So I thought of Chungking often, trying hard to picture it and yet almost in vain. Packing was done differently,
as we were returning home and not leaving. We parted with friends triumphantly with our heads high in the air,
standing like soldiers strong and robust. To Chungking I
I shall not try to tell my stories with a half-sarcastic smile nor in a rather indifferent tone, though these seem to
be the ways to make people listen and believe. I don’t want to be casual about what I am serious about, nor
pretend to be an old man who has so trained his emotions that he cannot be gladdened or saddened by anything.
*
Was this Hong Kong? I arrived at Kowloon Bay with a preconceived notion and left Hong Kong with that
same preconceived notion only justified by living there for two weeks. Yes, it was just as I thought.
It was early in the morning when they dropped anchor. Hong Kong looked pure and innocent in that morning
light. The first signs of Chinese life came with the sampans with Cantonese women and children on them rowing
toward the big steamer. The women wore dark colors and the sampans were brownish-black and formed
silhouettes on the water. Boys were diving into the sea to catch pennies as they did in Hawaii, and women were
holding out nets attached to bamboo poles to receive money. There were babies and little girls on the sampans and
they were all squinting up at the big steamship, so tall and huge. The sea was billowy and the sampans rocked; yet
the babies didn’t seem to mind it. Everyone on board was leaning against the rail and watching them, except some
Chinese who preferred to stroll on the deck.
It was a strange feeling which overcame me. Home, a wartime home! I remember reading about sampans
being bombarded and sunk. It was only a passing thought, and soon I was all excited at the thought of meeting
relatives again.
Over the wharf where groups of Chinese stood, across the ferries filled with Chinese, was Hong Kong and it
was filled with Chinese too, my own people! Sweating, loafing, shouting, and waiting, they were all Chinese.
Chinese faces, Chinese figures, Chinese eyes, and Chinese hair! I could look, look, and look everywhere; day and
night they would be Chinese. I could look and look and make up for all the foreigners I had seen in the past years.
Yes, and I would look until I could no longer see anything strange about Chinese faces and until I didn’t care to
look and then I would be satisfied. Then I would be truly Chinese again, for I should no longer get excited over
Chinese faces. These are Chinese here at least, even if this is not China!
*
During the two weeks in Hong Kong with regard to clothes, shops, and foods we cured the nostalgia we had
and forgot all about it. It was fun meeting all the relatives and talking late into the night with our cousins, who
really hadn’t changed a bit. We were talking the whole day long; if I wasn’t doing it someone else was and there
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were voices, only voices in our dreams. And there were trunks and trunks, and everywhere we went we came
upon trunks and knocked our knees against trunks and dropped all our things .behind trunks and sometimes
indeed I wished I were locked up in a trunk to get away from all the trunks. When we went out it seemed it was
always on an important errand as everything seemed important in Hong Kong, and, besides, we had to do
everything in a hurry as if everything could slip away and disappear and be gone for ever and ever. So we clung to
many things in Hong Kong until we were smothered, as it were, by all these things.
We were taking the plane and had to carry enough clothing and yet be within our baggage limit. To some, the
limit seemed too small, and so we would just take a pair of slippers, pajamas, and two underwears. Others thought
three coats could go in and yet leave ample space for all other things. Mother’s weighing scale was extremely
useful and for once nobody complained about it. We put in a lot and very little and the result was naturally
overweight luggage, but after stating the result we pulled some out and squeezed some in, so actually I did not
know whether it was overweight or underweight and what we had in and what we had out. We expected the big
luggage to be in Chungking after three months via Indo-China, but it was never sent into China due to the
impending Indo-China crisis; but that happened later.
Our life in Hong Kong was something like our packing, so by the end of the two weeks we had caught all the
nervousness and man-proposes-God-disposes attitude of Hong Kong.
There was confusion in the air of Hong Kong as well as on the ground. There on the streets modern girls in
sleeveless costumes rubbed shoulders with despondent refugees. Some would sip lemonade in air-conditioned
tearooms and eat chocolate cake and listen to falsetto blues, while just a few blocks away men were living in the
streets instead of houses. There were a front and a back stage to the whole city with the back stage occupying the
larger area. The streets were crowded, and it was most uncomfortable to see a baby with seared and swollen eyes
sitting miserably beside its mother on a corner. If Chinese needed pity at all it was in Hong Kong and not in the
interior. This was a place where the poor felt poverty most and the homeless really felt lost.
It was all a jumble even in its highest society and most seclusive coteries. There was that jumble of a
concession where the tastes of East and West met, where the oddities of the East and West mingled and the
superfluities of East and West mixed, and all this was shaken into a multicolor creamy lukewarm sauce that made
one vomit.
There were four types of people in Hong Kong. First those who were born in Hong Kong, raised in Hong
Kong, bathed in Hong Kong. They were just the type of people only interested in commercial success, war or no
war. If circumstances were different if one was born in Kiangsu and his stores were burned by the Japanese, he
would learn to hate the Japanese and would be compelled by personal interest to be patriotic. But for the present
as his skin was still unhurt, he did his business. The second type was those who were in Hong Kong on account of
special duties and work. Third, refugees who just happened to flee southward instead of northward when Canton
was threatened. Fourth, the people who understood the war and kept on living as if not a shot was fired; when
people from the interior said Hong Kong they meant these, and not in a complimentary way.
I should not like to live in Hong Kong one day.longer than was necessary. I would live in some other country,
or live in my own country with an air raid each day rather than live there. It was stuffy and messy there.
*
It was two o’clock in the morning and we had just waked up from a nap. For a second I wished I had gone to
sleep, but the next second I remembered that we were to leave Hong Kong and fly over occupied areas to
Chungking. Tomorrow I would be able to see and feel and smell Chungking!
The hotel was as still as the city. We tiptoed downstairs but could not help making some noise—for we were
flying to Chungking! The sky was bleak and the earth dead, and in that silence and darkness I was almost afraid to
breathe. But my being was so full of tomorrow. I tried to help with this and that, just to move about. How could I
sit still with that frog hopping in my stomach? We got into two cars with our uncle and cousins. The two cars
sailed through the street of Kowloon. The city had retired from a day’s tension and it was now living in weird
dreams.
The airport was impressive. Many planes were parked in the lot and strong spotlights were shining on them.
Some engines were starting and there were lots of men at work. The whole place was active and alive and even
seemed adventurous.
It was only half past two when we got there and the moon was still that same lantern in the sky. We had to wait
and we sat in the coffee shop and sipped boiling coffee with our coats piled high beside us. The coffee was
finished in time and we did not want another cup. We went around to see airplanes starting. Airplanes were such
wonderful things, but I had not got used to the idea of flying in the sky.
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When were we leaving? Soon? It was a long time before we said goodby to uncle and cousins and I saw that
some of them were envying us, and how could I blame them? I envied myself for the good fortune of going to
Chungking. P.T. was flying with us and he was as excited as we were. Even Mother was. The moon graciously
descended at four o’clock. We stepped into the plane triumphantly and waved proudly to our relatives. I was
looking up at the sky, where I should be in a minute. The door was slammed and they started the engine. Then in a
whirl we were in the sky. Hong Kong grew smaller and smaller and it looked beautiful from the sky. We went
higher and higher up and soon we reached the clouds and we went up higher still. Now we were flying and
tomorrow we would be in Chungking!
I sat sunk deep in the armchair, all too excited to think, and feeling strange from the new situation. There was
more danger in the first minute than in the second, as there was more danger in the first hour than in the second
hour. I ignored the danger successfully and it was not on my mind.
The plane was gliding on the clouds and I felt I could almost walk on them and not tumble down if I were to
get out. There must be fantasy in that pure and dustless air. I had thought I would feel very spiritual above the
clouds and I didn’t. Everything inside the plane was very real and tomorrow was very real.
It was just a strange and unusual journey to another day. I didn’t want to get out and walk. It was much nicer in
the plane.
I was sure we had passed the danger and it was dawn over the clouds! Where was a greater glory? The clouds
were suddenly changed into celestial colors, and white rays pierced through the clouds onto the earth. The sky
grew brighter and brighter. The clouds were dazzling white and the sun was too bright to look at. It was like God,
something too bright for human eyes, and it would hurt the eyes because they could not stand such brightness. But
the brightness of its rays we could see and the silver wings of the plane were glistening. Heaven could not be
more beautiful than this! What a glorious beginning for a day and what a day it would be for me!
But after seeing the sunrise I dozed off, in spite of the fact I promised myself not to sleep.
When I woke up again it was Szechuen already when I looked down. The terrain was very mountainous, but
rice fields were everywhere, terraced right up to the hilltops. Once in a while we would see a few farmers working
and I felt overjoyed. This was the land we were defending.. How could we bear the thought of losing it? Here
under the white clouds a nation was rebuilding itself. There was hope for the future in every heart because every
heart was confident of the nation’s strength. Old life and old habits were growing stale and outworn as the new
life blossomed forth. We looked to the new eagerly with beating heart. We saw the old wither and fade and in that
was a sign of the new life’s arrival. A nation with a future was a hopeful nation. The nation was not only to defend
itself and suffer but also to build up and create. There was something in the air we saw, and we were pulling it
down to the earth. In a few hours I would be down on earth again and I wanted to live on earth. Soon I would mix
and mingle with my compatriots and I would be as small and as tiny as I saw the people now from the air and I
would feel happy to be embraced by the green fields and blue mountains with all other Chinese. And I would join
that life that we were seeing from the sky. I only regretted that I was so late in coming.
Around eight the signal inside the plane flashed and we fastened our belts, for we were going to descend!
Before a word was said I had lost the trend of my thought and I knew that the three little bones in my ear weren’t
working right. In some kind of a whirl, like the taking-off, I found the plane gliding to the airport of Chungking!
The airport was in the middle of the river, and lifting my eyes I saw Chungking!
“We’ve arrived!” all of us exclaimed. Hurray! We stepped out of the plane and put our feet for the first time on
the ground of Chungking. Mr. Tong and Forward March came to see us. We hurried to the shed where luggage
was examined as we were all too anxious to get it over with. There were flights of steps leading up to Chungking
and on top stood the houses of Chungking and the people of Chungking. Water carriers were busily carrying water
up the steep steps and there were the chair carriers carrying the passengers up almost vertically. Those were the
lampposts and the sidewalks of Chungking over there. Across the south bank was a Chinese landscape, except for
the U.S. Standard Oil tank. Oh, was that the oil tank we heard so much about abroad?
*
The examination was over and Mr. Tong asked if we wanted to take the chairs up.
“No, we’ll walk!”
They were broad stone steps and there were over three hundred of them. We climbed up laboriously, but that
was nothing to brag about. It would only be the beginning. After about two hundred steps we stopped and P.T.
discovered that he had knocked his thermos bottle against his watch and broken his watch. It was funny and we
could not help laughing. The two thermos bottles so far had been a nuisance, but we did not know how useful they
were to be!
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Soon we had climbed all the steps and we got into a car. Mr. Tong said that we were very lucky as the all- clear
signal had sounded just half an hour ago. We did not know how lucky we were, for if there had been an air raid
right after our arrival our impression would have been totally different.
Dugouts! There were entrances on the hillside, and a few benches could be seen inside. There were many of
them but they looked dark and gruesome. Chungking! We had arrived at long last. The streets, the houses! I did
not know what they would be like but I was prepared to like them and I did at first sight. Then we went into the
hotel and went into the rooms. It was wonderful to stand still and sit and take off our coats in Chungking. The
rooms were newly painted and they had a smell of paint. Ah, but even that smell was marvelous!
Chungking had welcomed us with a rainy day and that was the greatest gift. That afternoon Father and Mother
were invited to tea at Generalissimo Chiang and Madame Chiang’s place in the country. P.T. had gone out with
our other cousin who had been in Chungking, of which we did not know until this morning. P.T. was in search of a
job and H.C. took him around. We were left with Mr. C. who had found a house in Peipei for us, fifty miles from
the capital. We were eager to know Peipei but we were still more eager to know Chungking. So we decided to go
out, with our raincoats. Mr. C. borrowed a raincoat and rubbers from Father. So we started out and it was still
raining hard. The harder the better.
That afternoon Heaven was particularly gracious. Besides raining for us it lent me an eye that could see
beyond the naked eye. The roads were muddy, just muddy streets on a rainy day in China. There was something
intimate and lovable about it. We had been having muddy streets since Confucius; what was more natural than
that streets should be muddy and full of puddles and splashes on a rainy day? My leather shoes had only trotted on
cement, and this was a refreshing change.
The hotel being a little out of town, the beginning of the journey was a little like a country walk. It was quiet
except for the splashes and we could see the central district of Chungking as we approached it. Chungking was
beautiful in that ancient way, as any group of houses could be beautiful, as any city circled by rivers and hills
could be beautiful, as any rainy day could be beautiful. I was profoundly thankful that I was in Chungking.
There was a military academy on our way, and as we splashed by we heard war songs being sung by healthy
and strong voices from within. It gave the whole scene an atmosphere of war instantly, and, on such a rainy day
when reality could fade away behind the mist, the voices were very uplifting. I banished my thoughts which
seemed trivial and irrelevant now.
I was eager to see and hear everything that had been very real in my mind and was very real around me now. I
was anxious to let that something real in me flow out and melt away into this greater reality outside. And myself,
this body and these hands, I liked to put away in the crowd and I did not want to recognize them, as I would not
recognize any particular ant in a group of ants. But I could not help seeing with a keener eye all that was around
me.
Among all those strolling and striding were many uniforms. They gave the capital immediately an atmosphere
of wartime. When we reached the streets the crowd grew larger. It seemed that everyone was out, or else sitting in
a house visible from the streets. In the shops there were scanty goods but plenty of people. There was the stove
where the mother cooked, the basin where the daughter-in-law washed clothes; the father was doing business and
the children were fooling around. From shop to shop I saw families working and chatting. They were blacksmiths,
shoemakers, bakers, and butchers, but their lives were very much the same. It was a crowded city, as all
prosperous Chinese cities were crowded. Everyone was busy. On the streets we had to thread through the crowd.
The chair carriers talked and behaved like self-respecting people, and so did all other laborers. There were some
soldiers walking deep in thought. There were students in shirts and trousers fumbling books in the bookstores and
there were wartime workers laughing out loud on the streets, and unavoidably there were the strollers as in any
City. Everyone was out, even in the rain—or was it because of the rain?
I was bewildered and busy finding my way through such bewildering pedestrians. Everyone was looking at the
road and I saw among bare feet, cloth shoes, and sneakers, my pair of leather shoes. In spite of the leather they
were soaked through. Leather shoes were the privilege of the rich in Chungking. They cost somewhere from sixty
to seventy dollars a pair. Did I then belong to the “leather-shoes class”? But maybe it was good to have them. Mr.
C.’s pair of cloth shoes could be wrung dry, but he didn’t do that and bought any pair which was good for a short
distance only.
Then we saw a dugout, dark and damp and dripping with rain. We could see only a little part of it from the
outside as it seemed the caves were winding and not straight corridors. It was not a pleasant affair as we could see
now, but the wonderful thing was there were so many of them, and on various streets we heard men chiseling the
rock with chisels and making clear and continuous clinking sounds in the rain. The rocks, I learned, were
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dynamited by explosives in some places and then chiseled by hand. “Sacred labor” held true in Chungking and it
should. The sedan-chair carriers earned from one to two hundred dollars a month and other laborers were all
better paid than the school-teachers. Chinese labor, cheap and greatly exploited for so long, was now in this war
gaining a place in the respect of the nation. It had always been callously looked down upon. But they actually
were the builders of a new nation and the defenders of our country. They built the Burma road, the new railways;
they dug the shelters and removed the wreckage, and all the transportation of machines and equipment was
shouldered by these people. Labor was expensive compared with pre-war rates and I think it should be, for they
were only getting what they had long deserved.
The two most popular slogans I noticed at once in my first walk were: “Those who have money give money;
those who have strength give strength” and “Victory in resistance; success in reconstruction.” These were
everywhere. I thought they were very good slogans and this war seemed to the honest people almost as simple as
that. It was good to have the war seen through the people as simple as that. By the sheer resources of the first we
would attain the second, and vice versa. I think it a very good way to win a war!
We walked on and then we came upon a wasteland where five hundred people had been burned to death in
May of the previous year. They were driven by the fire to a stone wall of the German Legation, which was too
high to climb, Mr. C. said, and that stone wall was there. We stood still in front of the wasteland and a horrible
silence came over us. Five hundred trapped and burned to death? It was an empty lot now, not even grass grew, as
if in memory of the five hundred dead. Bare, hollow and awe-inspiring, this lot stood amidst lively shops and
lively people. It was left so by order purposely as a wordless tablet commemorating the five hundred dead. This
was May too. Let this never, never happen again! It was too awful for the imagination. Was it our first contact
with war? If the five hundred were drowned in a flood or killed by some catastrophe beyond the help of fellow
men it would be different. This was not; these deaths were inflicted by men, the same kind of men as those killed,
almost as big and as tall and having many similarities with those whom they killed. Yet there was just .that little
speck of difference, and why should that difference make one man kill other men and destroy all they had? Other
men were also so clever as to invent bombs to help men kill other men. This was spring. May all the shops and
houses with their gay and industrious inhabitants be saved from this slaughter and may their houses stand until
they crumble with age and not meet that same fate! Yet this was only the beginning of the bombing season. From
where was I to get this assurance? The game was still on, that bitter game!.
“Go back now!”
The rain had stopped for a while and we turned back. Bare feet were still splashing the mud, as if in willful
defiance to this empty lot. I splashed, too, though with leather shoes I could not do so effectively.
On our way back I saw the same shops and the same children, and because I had seen them I was given the
chance to see something else, something uncatchable that had seized me. I felt its strength and its work. That
something was also on every face I saw, though they seemed quite unaware of it. And that was life, in that
meaningful sense. Life with its obstacles and capacity to take, that good life that was now stripped bare before me
under such circumstances. It was what I wanted to find in Chungking and this was the only thing that could
disappoint me if it were not there, and it existed, this good and hopeful life of a people at the dawn of a new
nation. I was welcome here, I felt, and they would let me share their lives. It was generous and true. This would
be my home, for it was my country and I belonged to it as much as anyone else here. The people and the streets
were ours, everyone’s. I actually belonged here and had arrived. It would be a new life for me, one part of this
great life here. And that life I could take and receive heartily and naturally for I was already one of them, one of
the people of Chungking, one in a nation fighting for its freedom. I actually belonged here!
I watched the mud and my shoes sunk in mud. I splashed and I splashed. I trampled on the footsteps of those
who had passed, and others would trample on my footsteps, and then none of the footprints would be recognizable
and there would be only a lot of blurred prints, one on top of another.
It was dark already and Mr. C. bought us a song book with war songs to be learned. When we reached the
military academy a shrill trumpet was announcing suppertime. It was a clear crystal call in the air of the already
hazy Chungking.
At the gate we met P.T., who was peeling the mud from his shoes. We did the same.
*
Our house in Peipei was not so lovable, though Peipei was a lovable little place. Indeed I wish I were still in
Peipei; it was a miniature of the whole wartime life.
When we came down from the muddy lane to enter our house for the first time we heard a lot of noises like
machine-gunning. What were machine guns doing in Peipei? There was a succession of ta-ta-ta-ta’s as we
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explored the empty echoing rooms. Here we were going to stay until the victory was won and we would march
down the Yangtze. For the time being we would live here and help and work and hear ta-ta-ta-ta—until the
victory was won. Let there be ta-ta-ta-ta all day long, since there was a war on and we were willing to accept
everything.
We were not excited about the house, but rather at settling down finally. We dragged in our baggage and started
to put up the beds. We untied the bedding and scrubbed the beds, and then they looked extremely comfortable. It
was five when we got through and we wanted to relax. But there was a carpet of mud on the floor; the chairs were
still in disorderly positions; the suitcases were everywhere; and we needed water, candles, basins, stove, and every
other thing that made a home. Ah, the beginning of work! Everyone was extremely cheerful. We took a few looks
from the window.
We did not know the streets, the houses, not even the direction. How was Peipei? How far? How large? We
could see the green mound with a house in front of us and a road. The machine-gunning had stopped. There were
trumpet calls. Where were we?
“Put up the mosquito nets.”
I did so, standing on a not-very-strong windowsill. It was dark and I could only see little mounds of green and
a few acres of farms from the window. It would be better to get the house tidied up first and then look around, so
we did and cleaned the tables and hammered nails and tied strings as if we had known the house for a long time.
The outside and Peipei should stay out of our mind for the moment!
Mr. Wang of the Ministry of Education came in, in the midst of all this. We were all anxious to see him as we
remembered well his humorous articles in the magazines. He was just like his writing. His eyes disappeared when
he smiled, and there was that deep, warm, loud voice when he laughed. He welcomed us to Peipei in a very
formal and yet most sincere way. And we all felt that we would like Peipei in spite of the machine-gunning. He
asked us to dinner since we did not have fuel or food and had no particular desire to eat at home. We washed up a
little in our home for the first time, yelling for soap and towels and bringing our own water from the water jar. The
water was refreshing and cool and we wrung our towels and hung them up. It was fun and it was going to be fun!
We brought our flashlights, locked our doors, and went to town.
It was a good ten-minute walk from our home, and we joined Mr. Wang at his house which was a block from
town. The road was then more crowded, and we got into the “city limit,” which consisted of three main streets. It
was already dark, but people hadn’t lighted the vegetable oil lamps. We got a very vague idea of what the town
looked like and to our great delight we counted five bookstores, probably due to the presence of the Fu Tan
University across the river. We turned at some point and went into the restaurant which was already very full of
customers. We went up the shaky and narrow stairway and landed in a small room all by ourselves. There were
Mr. and Mrs. C., Mrs. Wang, who was expecting a baby, and Mr. Hsiao and and Mr. Hsi from the Ministry of
Education. Hsi was tall and serious and Hsiao was shorter and jovial. We sat around the table. It was too
impossibly dark to talk or eat. We heard that electricity would come on sometime and we were waiting for it.
Suddenly there was a universal “Ah!” and claps of hands and believe it or not, it was the electricity! Our room
became very bright, which no doubt was due to the contrast to the inky darkness we had had a minute ago. Peipei
was naïve and simple and full of fun.
The dinner was sumptuous, too sumptuous for Peipei and for the ta-ta-ta. It was the best dinner we had in
Peipei. At dinner we, being fresh from abroad, could not help asking a lot of questions about air raids. The general
attitude was: one must take precautions; but, personally, we believed there was no danger of bombing in Peipei.
We weren’t worried.
The walk back was beautiful. There were no street lamps and the circles of light from our flashlights guided us
home. It was cool and dark and when we got home we lighted the candles. Our house was too far out of town to
have electricity installed, but there was good news that in September it would be possible. We went to bed early,
strangely excited, and our neighbor, Mrs. Yang, promised to wake us up in case of an air raid.
I put my clothes, socks, shoes, a candle, and a box of matches on a chair near my bed, with my flashlight under
the pillow. I sneaked into the net and lay down. An air raid tonight? Not probable, they said. I must know Peipei
well, and I went to sleep. In my slumber, I was prepared to be waked up at any moment. Mother went to sleep
with clothes on, only taking off her shoes. Nothing happened that night, only to prepare us for a strange day
ahead.
*
Peipei had never been bombed. It was the second morning after our arrival and we were still unpacking and
straightening things out when another batch of planes flew by. We had gone to the dugout the first time, and, since
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there was no danger of bombing, we came out from underground as we had much to do. Mrs. Yang was in her
house too. Only a quarter of Peipei left their homes, and we commented they were overcautious.
That was the first time we heard Japanese bombers and that time we heard the planes most coolly. We did not
fear them, as we did not know how to fear. I understood they were on their way to Chungking, to destroy, to kill,
and to get killed. We stood under the eaves of our house straining our necks to have a look at the planes. Everyone
had something in hand as we rushed out in the midst of our work. So this was the noise they made and this was
the way they looked. We had heard varied descriptions of them. Some said they were just as big as flies and not as
fat as bees, usually nine in each small group and three small groups forming one spearhead drive. Some said the
droning was like that of a mosquito, and others argued it was like thunder. It was like heartbeats, one said, or
listening to the engine in a steamer cabin on a lower deck. Someone never heard it because he always had his ears
stuffed with cotton and again shielded them with his hands. Some said that it was at the beginning like the
humming of the bee, and gradually it sounded like the waves beating against the shore, and at the very last it was
like the snore of some monster. How did you feel?
“You get used to it.”
“The planes do their work and I do mine. Each goes his way.”
“Let’s not boast. It is awful!”
I had never experienced an air raid; how could I tell?
Then the planes came in sight with the sun shining on the wings, sparkling with the omen of death.
“An exceptionally beautiful formation today!” Mr. C. remarked. “And very near!” he added.
We watched, infuriated. How blue the sky was! And he was the eyewitness for he only could see these raids
day after day most clearly. I need not utter a curse on the planes; they were cursed by the sky. Yet if I were to
curse, whom was I to curse? The pilots? No. The mechanics? No. The factory workers? No. Whom? The
militarists, yes emphatically! It was a part of the process of “the new order” in Asia. More curses upon them for
that! It was a disgrace to Asia!
As the drone grew while the seconds ticked away, the sound sunk deeper into my memory and could never be
rubbed out. Just as they passed over our roof and we dropped our heads in relief, bombs descended and shook the
earth. There were continuous blasts and more shakes, more explosions. And then the planes drummed away. I
found myself prostrated on my stomach on the ground by the side of Father and Anor. Mr. and Mrs. C. were also
in the same position in another corner. Mother and Meimei had disappeared. The house was apparently intact.
“Ma! Mei!”
We went around the house hurriedly and met them coming up from the kitchen.
“Bombed! bombed!”
I could have bitten my teeth off. There was a stirring noise outside and we jumped up the hill slope to see. The
few people who had gone into the dugout were crowding to look if their houses or their neighbors’ houses were
bombed. Smoke was rising in the heart of the town. Tsa-lio! Tsa-lio! Tsa-lio! Bombs had twisted our nerves.
Bombed actually for the first time! Bombs fell about a hundred yards from us; we had escaped unscratched. A few
pieces of broken glass were the only damage done to our house.
*
Everyone was disturbed, for it was the first time and the first time was always more frightening. Friends
inquired about each other and talked about their own experiences. We heard reports of the damage, and they were
very varied. Men were killed and wounded, for no one expected that they would bomb this town. Later we were to
learn that Mr. Wang had flopped into a dry ditch when the bombs fell within a block of their house and Mrs.
Wang, being pregnant, could not flop down. Mr. Wang had a twisted wrist and laughingly said that never since the
bombings of Hankow and the bombings of Chungking had he been caught so near. Mr. Hsiao came in with a
bandage around his head, like a wounded hero. What was the matter? His forehead was bruised when he flopped
down instinctively. The restaurant we ate in was bombed with a waiter from Peiping trapped in it. We were among
the last customers of that restaurant last night. Now it was gone. Such was wartime life!
Our minds couldn’t catch up with the events happening so fast. Several including a famous professor were
killed in the compound of the University. One of the reasons we thought an excuse for the bombing was the
temporary stationing of the 18th Army in Peipei. (Hence the machine-gun practice yesterday.) The army was
having an athletic meet on the playground of Peipei. Inured to bombing at the front, the army did not bother about
the planes and continued their games. That was just one of the supposed reasons, but that was still inadequate.
Why were the University and the Kiangsu hospital bombed, which were quite far away from the playground? Was
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it just bad aiming? (Later we asked: Why the second and third bombing when the 18 th Army had gone to the front
long ago? Was it again bad aiming that they should drop a bomb six hundred miles from the front?)
The day was miserable for us all. Our nerves were jarred. We went on slowly with our unpacking, hurrying out
when there was some news or a visitor. For we had no mind for anything except to listen to talks and to talk
ourselves. All Peipei was upset. That evening after dinner, Anor and Meimei having gone to bed, I stood in the
tiny porch and watched the scene before me. It was not really dark yet. On the left side of the slope four soldiers
were digging. I could hear the spades working on the earth. They were digging and digging and beside them, I
saw, lay a coffin. The four never lifted their heads to rest. I watched as the scene grew darker and darker. I
watched it purposely for I felt I must. It was quiet all around; most pele were having supper inside, planning to
retire early tonight. We had finished ours. For a long time they dug and then laid the coffin down and slowly
covered it up. Who was this unfortunate one? Was it a fellow soldier? Or a minor officer? The soldiers went away
as silently. Not even a tablet or a stick was placed to mark the grave. The soft and damp earth was the only sign of
a new grave. A few more days and green grass would grow and cover it up.
I should have liked to shout at that moment. That moment, China, our nation, our people and our soil, filled my
heart. How inhumanly silent those four soldiers were and there was not even a ceremony! Did he have a relative?
Or were his relatives far off in some other province? An unknown grave and an unknown soldier to everyone
except those four, and they were silent.
I saw the coming of night. There might be a night raid. At that moment I loved my country more than anything
else and at this moment I could feel most intensely what a war was like. I remembered the four soldiers and I
knew China would live and emerge gloriously from all these sorrows and sufferings. I was as certain at that
moment as if God had spoken to me. Perhaps He did.
“Go to bed earlier and put the things near the bed as you did last night.”
I closed my eyes to forget myself and went into the house dimly lighted by a flickering oil lamp.
*
Have I ever loved a town? If I have it was Peipei. Ah! Peipei, which was to make me mad with regret to leave
it!
We would go out to town almost every day in the early morning and late afternoon, because there was no other
place to go and we always had some errands to do. I had seen it as a prosperous town. Yet I must say I loved it
most after the bombings. I had seen shops standing proudly one day and leveled to a heap of ruins another day.
Even the ruins, the scorched earth, were beautiful. The shops were precious as they could be gone the next day.
Peipei lived more gloriously after each bombing. The bombs reduced it to its essence only, so each time it became
purer and purer. There was nothing left but the quintessence, the best part of it.
Its three main streets we knew well. After days of prowling around we knew almost every corner. Its streets
were old and quaint and its people an interesting mixture of the present China. There were people from
everywhere, yet all blended into the pattern of Peipei very smoothly. The atmosphere was friendly. And there was
something alike in all of us. For instance, the universal “Ha!” and “Oh!”, shouts of joy when the main electric
switch was turned on. It was fun, and young and old shouted alikee Was there any other place where electricity
was so much appreciated? And when we saw some houses burning, we all had the same feeling in our hearts. If
you inquired and talked in the stores about a previous bombing, they would gladly tell you, with exaggerated
stories. You sighed and I sighed. Oh, well! And then when we shot down five airplanes, the whole town talked
about it. Everyone knew about it, even those who didn’t read newspapers. And when the market was packed with
corn, everyone had corn; and when the Dragon Festival approached, everyone swarmed upon the Cantonese food
shop and demanded chungtze. Such fun! It was like wearing an old shoe, comfortable and natural. There were no
sophisticated people, or if there were, we in Peipei called them travelers and temporary guests. Peipei was a place
everyone loved and wouldn’t have it different. Not even bombs could shatter our friendly atmosphere, but could
only intensify it.
But, you say, are not the people in Peipei of many types? There were the slovenly, the buttoned-up, the
conservative, the radical, those who were used to lemonade, and those who laughed at the pictures of a queer
people called the white people. We were mistaken for talking a foreign language when we spoke our Amoy dialect
among ourselves. We carried sugar canes six feet long on our shoulders. We bargained, and said,
“If you don’t sell it to us at that price, the bombs will get hold of you and then you will regret!” The
shopkeeper shook his head and laughed.
“No, no, no bomb is going to get hold of this.”
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The town being so small, we met the same people on the streets every day. We knew them by faces, not by
names, and sometimes it got to be too often and we couldn’t help smiling. There was one girl who had very
particular braids and always wore American dresses. I thought she must be in some dramatic corps. It seemed that
she was always waiting for someone. She never laughed and was never seen talking. There was another man who
wore very long sleeves and had a crop of messy hair. He worked in the post office, and always after I mailed an
air-mail letter to America costing some eight dollars, he stared at me suspiciously. Why on earth should anyone
mail a letter to America and use up eight whole dollars?
And then we would meet the people we knew. Everyone came to town about the same hours, and so we could
not help meeting them. It was hello, hello, and hello!
The markets were near the Kialing River and the main streets were on a higher slope, and all around were
private residences.
The war had united us together as nothing else could. I saw how a great and generous brotherhood had
forgotten its sharp little jealousies.
We had seen houses burned down and how the people looked upon them. The feeling in all of us was the same.
We looked at the ruins and looked at the standing houses. We did not envy or laugh at others. The chance of
destruction was something beyond our control. Everyone helped out and took friends into their homes. And when
houses had to be torn down to make more fire lanes, the tenants submitted naturally. They moved, for each one
loved Peipei and wanted to save as much of it from destruction as possible. And when houses were burned, we
built new homes elsewhere.
I loved Peipei most in the bright morning at seven o’clock when I heard the He-ah! ho-ah! of the boatmen
loading and unloading cargo near the river, when the chisels and axes knocked against the wood in the carpenters’
shops, when the people were picking up the bricks and glass from the ruins. And when I saw workers carrying
pails of water on their shoulders and the pastries boiling in oils and women washing and scrubbing, I was glad
that I was among them. And when the streets were packed with everyone marketing, arguing, buying and selling
and discussing and calculating, I hurried to do something so that I should be among them.
There was work and life, struggle and results. Boredom had no place here. Everyone was working either with
his hands, his feet, or his mind. The heat was oppressive and everyone sweated, in an effort to do, to give, to live.
Ruins lay about and no one bothered about them. One’s job was to build and not to mourn over the loss, to get
much done in a short time, because there was little time to do so much. It was like drinking hot tea in summer and
letting the body perspire and run its normal course rather than sipping iced beverages and lying idle just to keep
cool.
As all sounds and smells and sights of work circled around us, I felt all that was a symbol of our nation’s
resistance. It was not seeking peace in appeasement, it was fighting it out with all the miseries and suffering that
would come with it. There was no boasting or claiming of honors. They did it because they knew it was for
themselves and for the good of the country.
Some did it unconsciously, some intentionally. All acted as if they had bent down to take a handful of soil in
their palms, and feeling it with their fingers, they had decided not to lose it. No, never this, and this river, these
mountains, the old roof tiles of Peipei’s small houses, never! What would they be if they were stripped of these?
Some lived in Peipei because their homes were burned or occupied by the enemy, their towns and villages
desecrated by the atrocities of the enemy. We would get it back to ourselves and tear down the old houses with the
memories of the enemy, and build a new home on its site.
I remembered seeing villages and towns from the airplane. And they had looked like little insects’ homes. So
might I be also a little insect in this group of insects, striving for a standing place and for days to live in without
trouble. I didn’t care how small this did seem from somewhere else, as in the airplane. Let me be an insect,
because I was only an insect. Let the philosopher stand aside and grin if he wants to. Let eternity laugh if it wants
to. Let history comment and say what should have been, if it wants to. But let me live for what is truth to me and
fight for it. No-one could say I was wrong, because that was what I wanted. What was life but a struggle to exist?
Some fought against disease, some fought against inequality of treatment. Each fought to improve and to defend.
All lived willingly because there was a dream ahead. Without dreams, reality is not real. Man had striven to
improve society, to cease warfare, ever since he lived in houses. There had been changes and wars, revolutions
and regimes. Not one generation had lost hope. And, as I saw the people in Peipei, their faces, their eyes, and
through these their will and their dreams, I knew Peipei and all China would survive. These faces assured me, for
there was no greed, no beastly expression, no hypnotized or crazy looks, no frivolity and no adventurism. This
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was the very best type of faces that men could have, faces of self-respect, worthy of manhood, worthy of having a
civilization.
Sometimes I felt there was very little distinction between man and beast, and it was that little distinction that
we cherished. Sometimes I couldn’t see it, even with all the trimmings and icings man had invented to adorn
himself with. It was purely animal existence. With all the social manners and learning and complicated ways of
doing a thing, a man could still be a brute.
It was the face that counted, whether one had a noble and clear face or not. And even if a person could not read
a word, he could be a civilized man. What was more demoralizing than for a man to tell himself that his existence
was merely brutish? The pride and glory of man would be gone. Man needed the sense of superiority over animals
to live the life of a man. A brute was a brute and a man, a man. There should always be that distinction. Of course
there was no thought or doubt of that in Peipei. It was understood and needed not be brought out.
Ah, Peipei! It was wonderful to see before me the things I had dreamed of abroad. Peipei didn’t care what
anybody thought of it. It lived for itself and that was sufficient.
On market day, which came every third day, from the country all around, even as far as twenty li away, farmers
came. They started before dawn with their vegetables and earthen jars and rattan baskets, and here they met, did
business, and went around the town, and maybe took a few things back to the country. About six o’clock,
sweating all over, they reached the town and laid their baskets along the streets and waited for customers to come.
It was like a country fair, and the farmers had a good time besides just doing business. They had learned all about
the changes of the war and they knew enough to raise their prices because everything was expensive now. They
saw the trucks with military equipment roll past and they shook their heads and put their tongues to their teeth,
“Thssah! Huh, a new China now. Thssah! Such wonders, huh! You bet we will smash the Japanese with these!
Thssah!”
They sat on the roadside and smoked bamboo pipes and watched the town go by. Girls in uniforms or in pants
were something.
“What changes!”
And hearing of free inoculations in the hospitals, they turned around and looked at each other. Modern times,
indeed; everything was different, and they heard of battles and bombings of Chungking, the air battles. They knew
it all now! When they heard of girls going to the front to nurse the wounded and when they saw how street urchins
were picked up and put in good care with books to read and work to do, they knew we would win. Was there ever
anything like this before? China had changed. Did air raids scare them? Oh, rubbish! They have been through
civil wars, famine, heavy taxations by the warlords. What was this? There was a “system.”
When they struck the gong one went and hid somewhere. That was nothing. And even on a sunny market day
they came to town and did as much business as possible. They had legs and they could run. What were legs for,
anyway! Hidden under some trees in the mountains, they held up their heads and saw bombs descend from the air.
Ferocious? Hua-ah! The smoke, the dust, and such noise, and the crumbling of houses! Lucky they lived in the
country. They went down hills, and being able-bodied were able to report for duty after bombing, even though
they lived in the country. They were variously assigned to do different work, to help rescue some valuables, to
carry the wounded to the hospitaj, to tear down houses if necessary, to clean the streets. To help, they understood
that. They had seen how victims looked after bombing. It was horrible, and the human kindness in their hearts was
touched.
Yes, it was these people, the farmers, the laborers, that helped most to win the war. The Chinese from the land
and not from the town. They were soldiers; they transported the machines. They built the Burma Road and the
new railways. They tilled the fields and built new houses. Without them China’s hands were tied. These were the
best people of China and these were the people who suffered most in this war. They had suffered in previous years
before the war and now they knew how to help the nation and defend their country, as if it were the most beautiful
place on earth. It was they who sweated and they who got killed mostly. The gentry had suffered, but only little in
comparison. I wanted to see the class distinctions, though greatly reduced, on a still smaller scale. It was still a
tinge too much for a nation at war, for the new China. The fault lay on the rich man’s side, who had brought along
the contemptuous attitude toward a lower class, presuming the right to boss over them, to command them to do as
he wished. Usually the relation between a master and a servant had always been that of two human beings, and it
was never allowed to go beyond that. From where came this master and dog attitude? In this war it was
disappearing, but not quickly enough.
Students and young workers went from village to village and sang and talked to the people. They helped them,
and they respected the soldiers, the laborers, the war veterans. They worked for them, the Chinese people. They
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understood how great the Chinese people were! And both the youths and the people worked well together. In other
cases there was still that old idea, and that was the only thing I was unpleasantly surprised with in China. They
should learn that the Chinese people are the best in this world, a truly civilized people. This is no Aryan
superiority complex. The Chinese people are wonderful.
Labor was getting expensive in China. It should, for it had always been too cheap. But here is a little tale:
A government clerk once asked for a raise, and, getting sick of waiting for that grant, he resigned and became a
ricksha puller. One day he happened to pull his former superior in the office, and the man recognized him.
Arriving at the destination, he got down and talked to him and said his raise had been granted and asked him to go
back. The former clerk shook his head and jovially said,
“No, even if I get the raise, I can’t earn as much. as I do now.”
And he pulled the ricksha away! The man is earning about three hundred dollars a month. …
1924

39.62 The Poetic Soul Of Youyan\fn{by Ding Ning (1924- )} Wendeng County, Shandong Province, China (F) 4
Great ocean ah!
You are the most beautiful poetry.
Hidden deep in your broad bosom is a pure poetic soul.
Poetic soul!
Won’t you come back?

A dozen or more years ago, on the shores of the Bohai Sea in lovely Beidaihe,\fn{ A note reads: Youyan is an alternative name for the area of Hebei Province in which Beidaihe is located. The name is taken from that of two ancient towns in the region, Youzhou andYanzhou.} was a tiny sanatorium for members of the literary world. Each year with the coming of summer,
the atmosphere would begin to liven up. A steady stream of writers, literary workers and artists would arrive in
their twos and threes, gathering there to let the azure sea cleanse their bodies of dust and the cool breeze stroke
the sweat from their foreheads. The beautiful scenery on those perfect days presented an opportunity too good to
be missed: the industrious writers spread open their manuscripts and continued to absorb themselves in their
writing.
In early July 1961, I paid my first visit to this famous summer resort and on the day of my arrival went to view
the sea. That great ocean stretched vast and boundless before me, yet I felt its profundity was quite unfathomable.
On my return, I found the sanatorium dining room reverberating with a heated debate as several comrades probed
the secrets of the sea: sometimes it was gentle, sometimes brutal. Was it kindly or vicious? How should one
ultimately assess its nature?
“Provided you are willing to understand it, you will find it embodies the courage and wisdom of the people.”
Who was this man with such unique views? It was none other than Comrade Yang Shuo. He was always quiet
and refined, and not adept at debate, but he had been born and raised on the seashore, he loved and understood the
sea, so he argued with authority.
Yang Shuo was a comrade highly respected by all. He was always neatly dressed in spotless clothing and was
well-mannered and soft-spoken, yet he gave one the feeling that he was a solitary man, that there was something
mysterious buried in the depths of his heart. I worked in the same unit as he, yet I knew little about him.
When his simple luggage—a battered old traveling bag—was first carried into a room in a little red-brick
building, he modestly declined to mount the stairs for quite some time. The building contained the best accommodation in the sanatorium, and Yang Shuo, accustomed to years of rough outdoor living on the battlefield, was
naturally unwilling to accept special privileges.
“You can watch the sea from upstairs.”
“You can enjoy a grander sight By climbing to a greater height.”\fn{ A note reads: Lines from On the Stork Tower by
Wang Zhihuan (688-742) a famous poet of the T’ang Dynasty .} Warmly urged on by his comrades, Yang Shuo finally
climbed to the second storey.
Early next morning the canteen was once more a scene of cheer and humor. Yang Shuo in his poetic language
was describing his impressions of his first night’s sleep in the building: the wild waves, roaring like ten thousand
horsemen riding into battle, had seemed to take him back to the battlefield where for days on end the roar of
gunfire never ceased. He had become intoxicated with the excitement of slaying the enemy. Deep in the night
when everything was still, the wind and waves had played a majestic symphony, a sweet-sounding lullaby that
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had carried him into a wonderful fairyland. His conclusion: the sea is the most beautiful poetry.
That evening the moon shone brilliantly, and comrades strolled together on the moonlit sands admiring the
night seascape. The sea and sky merged in the hazy distance, silvery wavelets sparkled. The great sea was more
tranquil, more mysterious than ever. Spindrift lightly stroked the shore as the waves rolled in, one after another, as
if singing, as if in accusation. Without the need for prior agreement, comrades began to recite:\fn{ A note reads: Lines
taken from First Visit to the Red Cliff by Su Shi. Su Shi (1037-1101), also known as Su Dong-po, was the leading poet and prose writer of
the Northern Song period as well as a celebrated calligrapher and painter. He was a distinguished statesman and held many official posts,
but was also banished several times during his life.}
There was a fresh, gentle breeze,
But the water was unruffled.
We chanted the poem on the bright moon,
Binging the stanza about the fair maid.

Someone suggested to an artist that he should paint a night seascape, but before he could answer, Yang Shuo
spoke:
“A night seascape is not hard to paint, what is difficult is to express the profound soul of the sea.”
Another comrade proposed that each of us should recite a poem—it could be classical or modern, but every
poem must contain the word “moon.” When it came to Yang Shuo’s turn, he took up an elegant stance and in a
clear, resonant voice recited Su Dong-po’s Bright Moon:
Bright moon, when was your birth?
Wine cup in hand, I ask the deep blue sky;
Not knowing what year it is tonight,
In those celestial palaces on high.

As he reached the lines
My one wish for you, then, is long life,
and a share in this loveliness far, far away!

his voice suddenly grew hoarse and his expression became vague and distant. I couldn’t help wondering: was he
thinking of a comrade-in-arms, or a loved one? Perhaps in some faraway place was one who owned his heart.
The writers began to discuss poetry. They all declared that this poem by Su Shi was profound in conception
and artistically outstanding. Heaven and earth, fantasy and reality were fused into one. It was the perfect example
of the combination of realism and romanticism in classical poetry.
Yang Shuo had a special love of Su Dong-po’s poetry. Once he came back from a sightseeing tour in exuberant spirits, and rapidly jotted down another of Su Shi’s\fn{The real name of Su Dong-po.} poems. The last verse ran:
Who says that youth never returns?
Look, river water can still turn and flow westwards.
Don't grieve over your white hair, brace yourself!
Never be pessimistic.

He eulogized the active optimism expressed in these lines of the great poet:
“Since the ancients could harbor such sentiments, how can we communists fail to be revolutionary optimists?'
He not only loved poetry, but also had his own unique views on it. In one essay he wrote that, in writing fiction
and prose, he frequently sought a poetic conception:
“I have always loved poetry, particularly those classical poems that have stood the test of the centuries. Almost
every one of those poems has its own fresh artistic conception, ideology and emotions, affording much food for
thought.”
As to the meaning of “poetic quality.” he believed:
“Almond blossoms and spring rain can certainly constitute poetry, but the heroic spirit embodied in war-horses
and the glint of weapons possesses more poetic power to rouse men’s hearts. In the midst of struggle, labor, life,
there are many things that move one, excite one, make one joyful or sorrowful, make one think deeply. If this is
not poetry, then what is it?”
Yang Shuo was constantly searching for poetry. He lived every moment within the artistic conception of
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poetry. He had his own particular interests, liked to ponder deeply, and was fond of chatting with friends. He
loved to seek the significance of the topic under discussion and discover its underlying philosophy. His room was
always very quiet, with just the low sound of recitation floating out on an occasional gust of light wind: that was
Yang Shuo learning foreign languages and reciting poetry.
Early each morning he would go out alone, leaving a solitary trail of footprints in the sand. The wooden hills
would reverberate with his footsteps as he paced up and down, and when he returned, his shirt would be speckled
with the wet stains of dew drops.
Once I asked him:
“Don’t you feel lonely strolling alone?” He replied:
“No, I talk with the sea.”
“What pleasure do you find in the depths of the forest?”
“‘Wild flowers burgeoning and blooming with a secret fragrance,|the stately trees put on their mantle of leaves
and give a goodly shade,” he quoted in response from Ouyang Xiu's\fn{ A renowned poet and historian of the Song
Dynasty.} The Roadside Hut of the Old Drunkard.
One night a heavy storm raged through the sanatorium orchard. The small apple trees and the slender peaches
were blown askew and some lay on the ground like children who had been bullied. Yang Shuo rose at first light,
and with great compassion, took a spade and carefully propped them up one by one, banking new earth around
them. The manager of the sanatorium, Old Zhao, was an honest, industrious horticulturist whom Yang Shuo held
in the highest esteem. He kept the large orchard pruned and trimmed to perfection, so that pears and peaches
bowed the branches with their weight and the fragrance of all kinds of apples scented the air. Yang Shuo often
expressed his admiration:
“When Old Zhao is at work, he is not only dextrous, but possesses a kind of beauty. There is a sense of rhythm
and a musical quality to his labor. Labor really does create art, and Old Zhao is a genuine artist!”
Old Zhao plucked a juicy red peach from the broken branch of a peach tree and affectionately presented it to
Yang Shuo. Yang Shuo placed it on a plate like a treasured gift, and humorously asked Old Zhao:
“Wasn’t this stolen from the Queen Mother of the West’s Feast of Peaches?”\fn{ A note reads: This refers to an
incident in the classical novel Joumey to the West in which the Monkey King steals peaches of longevity intended for the Queen Mother of
the West’s Feast of Peaches.} The honest Old Zhao defended himself stoutly.

“Stolen? It was grown on our own fruit trees and that’s the truth.” Old Zhao advised Yang Shuo that it was
food and not a plaything, and should be eaten immediately, but Yang Shuo disagreed with him:
“This is a work of art you have created. How could I have the heart to demolish it?”
Quite at a loss, the simple Old Zhao shook his head good-naturedly.
Yang Shuo was born on the Jiaodong Peninsula in the Penglai Fairyland\fn{ A note reads: The mythological home of
Chinese immortals, believed to be in the Jiaodong region .}so rich in mythological tradition. He left home as a youth, but
often thought longingly of his native region. He always took great delight in talking of home town affairs and
would speak and listen with lively interest. He was most interested in the deeds of the army and people in
Jiaodong during the years of the war. I would relate my stories to him over and over again, and he would listen in
delight with half-closed eyes, never feeling he had heard enough. Sometimes as he was listening he would
exclaim in admiration:
“That is stirring poetry.”
Once I told him the story of how one of my schoolmates had resisted the Japanese: she was a beautiful girl
who was attending a wartime middle school. Once when the Japanese were carrying out mopping-up operations,
she fastened a hand grenade to her waist and went along to hide under a bed in the home of a villager. As a horde
of Japanese broke into the room, she didn’t wait to be discovered, but boldly leapt into their midst and exploded
the grenade: Japanese and traitors to China died where they stood.”
“And what about her?” he asked urgently.
“She was only wounded, but when I went to visit her later in hospital, her beautiful raven hair was completely
gone.”
“It’s simply a miracle! Perhaps an immortal protected the brave girl. But where is she now?”
“That I don’t know.”
Then there was a long silence, and looking at him, I saw his face clouded with pain and desolation. His
expression made me recall a popular story that people used to tell about him:
A long time ago, probably while he was still a middle-school student, he came to know a lovely girl from his
home town. They gradually grew to love and trust one another. Later when he left his home to work for the
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revolution, they pledged a troth of eternal love. Through the long years the girl waited for him, and as time flew
past, she turned from twenty to thirty without ever seeing a sign of her lover. The enemy occupied her home town,
and her sorrow turned to despair. Finally she bade her last farewell to the world. After the war, when he returned
to his home town, the soul of the girl had already wandered far away, but he never stopped searching for it.
Was the story true or false? It was likely that no one had ever asked him. What would be the point? If it were
true, was there any need to re-open old wounds? And if it were false, then there was even less need to discredit
this moving tale. But one thing could be confirmed: he had always remained single. Everyone felt that there was
someone who existed in his heart.
Yang Shuo’s most treasured possession was a notebook with a tattered cover that he carried with him wherever
he went. In it he had recorded a wealth of battle stories gathered from his own experiences during the war and
from his interviews of other people. Each time he opened the notebook he would say proudly:
“This is full of poetry!”
Apart from its pages of closely written characters, the book also contained some specimens of dried flowers,
most of them gathered on the battlefields of North Korea. There was wild winter jasmine, and a pink azalea, all
plucked long ago and now dull and colourless. Looking at them, Yang Shuo would sigh and exclaim:
“If only flowers did not wither, leaves did not fall, and all beautiful things could live for ever.”
He told me that each of these specimens had a moving tale to it, and specially related to me the story behind
that pink azalea. It had been given to him by a heroine of the volunteer army. The woman, named Ning, was a
doctor in the volunteer corps. Once, during an enemy bombing raid, she had been wounded and lost
consciousness. When she came to she suddenly heard a voice behind her calling:
“Doctor, doctor!”
Turning around she found a comrade buried to the chest in earth. Disregarding her own pain, she dug with her
fingers until her fingernails bled, but she could not dig the man out. Bombs were still exploding around them, and
the buried comrade shouted to her:
“Get out of here fast. Don’t worry about me.”
But she replied resolutely:
“No, I’m going to dig you out.”
Finally the soldier was free, and taking him on her back, she braved the hail of enemy bullets to carry him to
safety. But on the way they came upon another wounded comrade lying immobile on the ground. She carried the
first man up the mountain, then returned for the second. But once the second soldier had been carried to safety,
she became aware that she herself was wounded in four or five places and her clothing was soaked with blood.
Her last strength exhausted, she collapsed to the ground. Later, she was saved by somebody else and, after
recovery, returned to work on the front line.
“But what about the azalea?”
“The soldier she had dug out later picked it from the pile of earth he had been buried in and gave it to her.”
“And how did you get it?”
“When I interviewed her on the Korean battlefield, she gave the precious flower to me.”
Yang Shuo finished his story and took a photograph from the notebook. I saw a delicate-featured, short-haired
woman of no more than twenty in the uniform of the volunteer corps.
“This is Doctor Ning.”
With the greatest respect, I gazed intently at the photograph of the heroine.
“She has a magnificent poetic soul. She was born and raised in a heroic era. Heroic eras produce heroes.”
He spoke to himself as if reciting a poem.
Yang Shuo had recorded this story in the 1950s in a piece of prose writing entitled Age of Heroes, but it was
not until a long time afterwards that I heard that he had not told the whole story, but had deleted its stirring finale.
He had interviewed the woman doctor on the battlefield and she had just begun to speak into the microphone
when enemy bombers began another attack. Suddenly realizing that they were in the direct line of fire, Yang Shuo
moved like lightning: he pushed the woman into a nearby trench, and holding her medical kit in his arms dived for
cover. When the enemy planes were gone they found a huge piece of shrapnel lying in the place where they had
just been sitting. But when he wrote Age of Heroes Yang Shuo omitted this exciting final episode.
An endless succession of visitors came to the sanatorium, and no matter whose visitors they were, they would
bring delight to everyone there. One day a delicate-featured, short-haired young woman came to visit Yang Shuo.
It was clear that her arrival brought him enormous pleasure. Who was she? Everyone curiously made their
guesses.
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They strolled together on the beach, their laughter mingling loud and clear.
“Who is your guest?”
“The most adorable person,” he replied.
In delighted surprise I suddenly recognized her—she was Doctor Ning! But Yang Shuo indicated that his guest
did not wish her name to be known, and merely said that she was a doctor currently working in a hospital at
Qinhuangdao. That afternoon a man in army uniform arrived who turned out to be the woman’s husband. The
three of them went for an intimate stroll at the water’s edge, and recited together a poem of soldiers of the
volunteer corps:
We will never forget
The names of our fallen comrades.
We will eternally cherish
Friendships pledged on the battlefield.

Silhouetted against the brilliant, colourful evening clouds, they seemed to have entered a world of living
artistry. Only afterwards did I learn that when Doctor Ning left, Yang Shuo returned the pink azalaea to her as the
most precious gift he could offer.
Happy times passed swiftly and, before we knew it, several months had passed. One morning a cold breeze
and the pattering of heavy rain heralded the beginning of autumn. Without eating any breakfast, I hurried out
through the rain to look at the sea. Clouds and mist filled the vast seascape, tempestuous waves crashed on to the
silent beach. Making my way through the curtain of rain, I discovered a man standing a little way in front of me,
his feet in the sea spray, his clothing soaked. It was Yang Shuo.
“Are you listening to the rain on the water?” I asked.
“No, I’m looking for the footprints of that great man. He probably stood just here, reciting his brilliant poetry.”
Together we began to recite:\fn{A note reads: Lines from Bei-daihe, a poem by Mao Tse-tung.}
Great rains on Youyan,
White waves foam sky-high.

ust then we suddenly caught sight of a figure not far away, momentarily rising high on the crest of a wave and
then disappearing once more into the depths. Yang Shuo uttered a cry, ran forward several paces and plunged into
the sea. But he was taken unawares by the towering crest of another wave and hurled down into the churning
whirlpool beneath. At this moment of crisis he was lightly pulled from the deep water by the very person we had
seen battling the waves a moment before. Unexpectedly he turned out to be a youth! His lips trembled with the
cold as he stood before us with a mischievous look in his eyes.
“What are you fooling around with your life in this kind of weather for?” Yang Shuo admonished him in tones
that betrayed his anger.
“Who are your parents?” I asked.
The youth made no reply. Scornfully sizing up the two “drenched chickens” standing on the shore, he suddenly
burst into laughter, then plunged back into the waves and disappeared.
After a long silence Yang Shuo sighed as if enlightenment had suddenly dawned upon him:
“I was being a timid coward!”
Then we continued our recitation:
Soughing winds of autumn are here once more,
Changing the world.

By this time I already knew that Yang Shuo was to return to Beijing early to attend to some important external
affairs. I said regretfully:
“You’re leaving, and your poetic soul will leave with you.”
“No,” he replied, “I want to leave it to the sea, I want the sea to wash it clean.”
Seven years, eight years passed. Who could have imagined that in 1968 this gifted writer would be persecuted
by Lin Biao and the Gang of Four? That flaming poetic heart ceased to beat. Just as he wrote in one of his poems:
I possess a poetic heart that rages like a fire,
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I give up my life, never regretting that I will mingle with the dust.

Another ten years have passed, but I believe that his pure poetic soul is still bounding, full of life, in the depths
of the ocean.
76.92 Spring Rain\fn{by Odsor (1924- )} Bairin Left Banner, Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region, China (M) 6
“It’s raining so hard. Why don’t you put on your raincoat? Look, you’re soaked to the skin. Come in quickly.”
Old Arben, lying facing the wall of his yurt, was roused by the voice of his granddaughter Mandrwa. Before
turning round, he heard a man speaking outside.
“Never mind. The rain simply refreshes me.”
The door flapped open and shut as they entered the yurt.
“Oh, your grandad’s sleeping. Is he any better?” the man asked softly.
It sounded to Arben like Mandrwa’s friend, the young herdsman. Not wanting to interrupt them he remained
motionless, as if asleep.
“It’s not too serious. He’s on the mend now,” the girl replied in a low voice.
“I’ve brought you an effectual remedy.” The man seemed to be putting something on the table. “Dr. Wang
guarantees this’ll cure him.”
“So you came out of your way to bring him medicine?” Mandrwa asked in surprised delight.
“Isn’t that only right?” the man retorted frankly. “Now let’s go and have a look at your sheep.”
Then the door closed softly behind them, and Arben heard them squelching through the mud.
“To have a look at our sheep? Who is he?”
It could not be the herdsman, Arben decided, for he would not take so much interest in sheep. He got up with
an effort, his silver beard quivering, and went softly to the table to open the packet on it. Inside were six large
pills, each inscribed with a golden brand.
“He came through the pouring rain to bring me such good medicine!” Arben looked exultantly at the pills in
his hand. “But who is he?” He pressed his forehead against the window-pane to peer out.
Dusk was falling over the Ordus Plateau. Through the misty rain, he made out two people examining the
sheep. The man bent to stroke first this one and then that.
“Ah.” Arben nodded. “Cholu! No wonder that as soon as he arrived here, he went to see the sheep. He’s [a]
true herdsman’s son.” In delight 75-year-old Arben forgot his illness. With a smile on his bronzed, wrinkled face
he opened the door and fondly called the visitor by his pet name.
“Borhu, what do you think of our sheep?”
“How are you, grandad?” A new-born lamb in his arms, Cholu strode out of the pen. A swarthy young man of
about twenty-seven and of medium height, he was the brigade Party secretary. Wearing a yellowish cap and a
faded blue robe tightly girdled at the waist, he came striding towards the old man.
As they were shaking hands, Mandrwa came running towards them with another lamb. She was a strong and
buxom teenager with sparkling eyes, a slightly upturned nose and finely curved lips—an intelligent and warmhearted girl. Cholu and Mandrwa helped the old man in.
“I have seen five flocks on my way here, but not one of them up to yours.” Wringing out his wet cap and
clothes, Cholu added cheerfully, “They come from the same strain and have the same sky above, the same earth
below, so why is there such a disparity between them? There must be a reason for it.”
Old Arben only gave him a non-committal answer as he picked up a thermos flask to pour him a cup of milk
tea.
“Here, grandad!” Mandrwa gave him the pills. “Did you come here on business, Borhu, or to bring me
medicine?” asked the old man, smiling.
“He came here to make a self-criticism to you,” Mandrwa cut in.
“To me?” Pointing at himself, Arben stared in surprise.
“Yes.” Cholu nodded. Frowning, Arben tried to remember when the two of them had squabbled. He’s a good
Party secretary, he thought. There’s no need for him to criticize himself.
Cholu had lost both parents when he was young. At twelve he had started herding sheep for others and had a
hard time of it. After Liberation, still only a boy, he had been brought up by the Communist Party. After he joined
the Party himself, he served the people day and night regardless of wind or rain and difficulties. His eyes were
always sparkling with sincerity and happiness.
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Not long before this, Mandrwa coming back from a meeting had told her grandfather, “The Party secretary and
brigade leaders all criticized themselves.”
“Why? Have they made some mistakes?” The old man was taken aback.
“No,” replied Mandrwa. “It’s not only those who make mistakes who should practice self-criticism. Secretary
Cholu said, ‘Without criticism and self criticism people can’t make progress, just as plants without sunlight can’t
thrive.’”
“Oh? That’s a new idea to me.” Arben toyed with the thought.
Putting down the cup, Cholu now eyed the old man’s honest, kindly face and said, “You may have forgotten,
grandad, the shearing last autumn.” He went on to apologize for his attitude on that occasion.
It had happened one fine afternoon when Old Arben, coming home, was glad to see a group of youngsters
headed by Mandrwa shearing the sheep. He dismounted from his horse and entered his pen, then suddenly flared
up.
“Hands off those sheep! Who taught you to clip them this way?”
The shearers straightened up in astonishment and looked—in vain—for any sign that they had injured the
sheep. Then their eyes turned to the old man, wondering why he had lost his temper.
“Who told you to clip the sheep’s rump?” He stamped his foot, livid with rage.
“Secretary Cholu told us to so as to get a bigger clip,” replied Mandrwa.
“Secretary Cholu?” bellowed Arben. “No one, not even him, has the right to harm the commune’s sheep.” With
this he unlatched the pen and drove out the sheep. Then, mounting his horse he headed for the brigade headquarters.
“Did you tell them to clip the sheep’s rump, Borhu?” The old man collared Cholu just as he was getting into a
truck. “Nothing doing! Who’d be responsible for the consequences? It’s a serious matter.”
He seemed so unduly worked up that the others there laughed, making him too angry to speak.
“We discussed it in advance, grandad.” Cholu chuckled at sight of the old man in such a huff. “We can shear a
good three ounces of wool from each rump. Figure it out for yourself. With tens of thousands of sheep, how much
extra wool does that come to? How much extra money shall we make?”
“Money, money!” Arben was more furious. “Are you our Party secretary or a merchant? Just wait and see.
You’re all wrong—asking for trouble!”
“I don’t think so.” Cholu smiled thoughtlessly. “If anything’s wrong then it’s your way of thinking.”
“My way of thinking! All right. Maybe I’m too old.”
At this he mounted his horse and with an indignant crack of his whip rode off.
Cholu realized that he had gone too far. But before he could call Arben back, the truck he was in drove off.
Since then one year had passed. Yet Cholu felt contrite each time he remembered this tiff. He believed the old
man had been wrong, still he had the commune’s interests at heart and had meant well.
“Grandad, I was wrong,” said Cholu frankly. “I should have thought of you as my own father, then I’d never
have been so rude.”
The old man was very touched. In all his life as a shepherd, no one outside the family had shown any respect
or consideration for him. Feeling too moved to speak he stroked the young man’s hands.
“Don’t reproach yourself, lad,” he said at last. “We are just like one family. There’s no need to let such a trifle
prey on your mind. It’s true I was angry with you, but that’s all over and done with, see?” He patted Cholu on his
shoulder.
“Honestly, that’s the way my grandad is. Don’t take it so seriously, Party secretary,” put in Mandrwa, feeling
both touched and embarmssed.
“No, Comrade, as a Party secretary I shouldn’t have been so rude to an old man. I should realize that one
tactless word of mine can lower our people’s morale and stop them from taking the initiative.”
Old Arben at length saw what he meant.
“Don’t put me down like this, lad!” He put up one little finger, then went on proudly: “Even an axe can’t
destroy my initiative. If you don’t believe me, come and see the sheep I’ve reared.”
“I believe you all right. But it seems to me you’re less ready to criticize us these days or express your
opinions.”
Mandrwa thought for a while with her eyes screwed up before she nodded.
“No, that’s not true.” The strong-minded old man shook his head. “I was born blunt and outspoken. I rap out
my opinions as soon as I find something wrong. But I never bear a grudge. I live for my sheep. The better they
graze and the plumper they get, the happier I am!”
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By now it was dark. Pelting rain drummed on the top of the yurt. Looking at his watch and listening to the rain,
Cholu was in a hurry to leave, but the old man and his granddaughter would not let him. Cholu said that he had
telephoned the brigade to notify their team leaders to meet at headquarters that evening and arrange for the
coming shearing. He had to go the next morning to attend another meeting in the county.
The timely rain warmed Cholu’s heart, making him eager to go into action. The old man and the girl tried hard
to keep him, but in vain.
“Saddle his horse, quickly,” Arben finally ordered as he was draping his raincoat on Cholu’s back.
“He didn’t come on horseback,” Mandrwa laughed.
“What’s wrong with your horse?” asked Arben in surprise, for rarely indeed did the herdsmen on the grassland
go anywhere on foot.
“We’ve handed them all to the farming team to help them grow more grain.”
“Then take one of ours, will you?,” suggested Mandrwa.
“Right. Sloshing through the rain is heavy going.”
“No. That doesn’t matter,” Cholu retorted. “Our Red Army marched more than eight thousand miles. We ought
to go on foot sometimes otherwise how can we know how hard it was for them covering that great distance?”
The young man’s enthusiasm excited Arben’s envy. He patted him on his shoulder and said:
“Ah, if I were still your age.”
Outside the yurt, the grassland was already hidden in the rainy darkness. Some milkmaids by their fence were
milking cows. The breeze carried to them the girls’ laughter and snatches of herdsmen’s songs.
Cholu, tucking the skirt of his gown up in his girdle, trudged off through the swampy grass. Soon he disappeared into the dark. Having seen him off, Mandrwa came back to their yurt. A cup of water in her hand, she
urged:
“Take your medicine now, grandad.”
Picking up a pill, he gazed at the gold characters on it.
“I forgot to pay for this!” he exclaimed at last.
“Don’t you know we get free medical care?” she retorted with a smile.
“Before Liberation,” reminisced the old man, tears in his eyes, “if I could have afforded to buy medicine, your
father wouldn’t have died. At that time, a pill like this cost as much as a horse.”
“Forget it, grandad. Hurry up and take the medicine.” The cup of water in her hand, she urged him once more.
Old Arben peeled off its wax coat then and drank it down.
Whether owing to the medicine or his own peace of mind, the old man felt much better. His granddaughter sat
down to study by lamplight as he was lying on the bed thinking. All of a sudden he sat up to ask”
“What do you think of me? Take initiative for instance.”
“You’re good in every other way,” she answered frankly after a moment’s thought. “Only you don’t show quite
enough concern for the other teams’ flocks and herds.”
“Give specific examples.” He edged a little forward. “I want to criticize myself too.”
Secretly pleased, Mandrwa said, “For instance, not long ago some teams’ ewes and lambs died. Everyone else
was frantic, but you didn’t seem to care in the least.”
“Who said so?” He sounded indignant. “The commune’s sheep and cattle belong to us herdsmen. Of course I
care about them. But last year they didn’t take my advice and insisted on shearing the sheep’s rumps. On top of
that, winter set in earlier than usual, and we had heavy snow. Nothing could be done.”
“You’re always harping on shearing rumps. What has that to do with the sheep dying?”
“Ai-ya, lass! It has a lot to do with it. Don’t you believe me?”
“No, I don’t. What’s the evidence for it?”
“The evidence?”
Moving nearer, the old man went on:
“Our sheep are the evidence.” Then he told her his theory in detail.
“So that’s how it is! Why didn’t you tell us earlier?” she demanded.
“No one would listen to me. Didn’t you hear Cholu’s story just now?”
“Yes, I did. But you didn’t explain clearly what you meant.”
This reproach dumbfounded Arben. Knitting his brows, his eyes fixed on the lamp, he did some serious
thinking. And gradually it dawned on him that instead of warning them patiently and clearly, he had simply
complained that they wouldn’t take good advice.
“Saddle my horse,” he told Mandrwa abruptly. “I want to go and see Cholu.”
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His granddaughter would not let him go out in the rain. Hard as he pleaded, she was adamant. He would have
to wait till the next morning.
He could hardly sleep that night as he remembered the natural disasters—floods, drought and blizzards—he
and other herdsmen had endured in the past and how they had protected their sheep and cattle against them. He
realized that he should have passed on his experience to the younger generation.
Before dawn Arben quietly got up and dressed, then slipped out of the yurt. The rain had stopped. The grassland was still slumbering. Though he moved so noiselessly, Mandrwa was such a light sleeper that she also
awoke. When he was mounting his horse, the girl insisted on his putting on a lambskin waistcoat.
As he neared the brigade headquarters the sun rose, and wild flowers, washed by rain, were swaying in the
gentle breeze while peasants were working in the fields by the road. Tiptoeing into the brigade office he saw many
men snoring on the beds there.
“They must have sat up late last night,” thought Old Arben.
Among them were all the brigade and team leaders except Cholu. Perhaps he had already left. As Old Arben
was turning to go he nearly trod on a man on the floor. It was Cholu, lying on his padded coat with a saddle under
his head. On an inverted cup on the desk beside him stood a half-burned candle. By it was a pile of papers and
documents.
“You take no care of your health, lad,” murmured the old man taking off his waistcoat and draping it over
Cholu. Then he left for their kitchen.
In the kitchen the cook Old Wang was working the bellows. At sight of his old friend Arben, he jumped up to
greet him. While they were having a lively conversation, the cadres trooped in.
“Are you better, grandad?” asked Cholu with concern.
“Much better,” Old Arben replied in high spirits. “Your medicine has cured me for good. I won’t have a
relapse.”
“Did you take it all in one go?” Cholu was worried.
“No.” Arben grinned. “I’ve put aside the remainder.”
As he had come so early and looked so cheerful, Cholu asked:
“Are you here to give us a helping hand, grandad?”
“No, to make a self-criticism.”
“What mistake have you made? Is it very serious?” a youngster quipped, imitating Arben’s way of talking.
“Yes, it is. If l don’t get it off my chest, the rest of you will come a cropper too.”
“So serious, eh?” Feeling intrigued, Cholu took a seat beside him. The cadres winking at each other crowded
round, curious to know what Arben would say next.
Old Arben continued with a shrug of his shoulders.
“It’s wrong if you cadres issue orders without explaining the policy to us clearly, but it’s also wrong for us
ordinary team members to bear a grudge against you when we haven’t made our own opinions clear. Isn’t what I
say right?”
“Right!” they cried with one voice. “That’s only fair.”
Lighting his pipe he went on.
“For example, when I gave you advice, if you didn’t take it I’d give up and go away without explaining my
proposal in detail. I used to think that you had your job as cadres and I had mine as a shepherd. Sometimes when
we lost cattle or sheep, I just blew my top. Some people think me a blockhead, but I’m not.” Jerking his head
towards Cholu, he added”
“He’s shrewd. He knows that I lack initiative.”
“What do you mean?” asked a cadre.
“Well, last autumn I didn’t explain myself clearly enough.”
“You mean about shearing the sheep’s rumps?” the same youngster challenged. “Do you still think that our
method was wrong?”
“Of course!”
“Then why did you follow suit yourself?”
“As to that,”—casually he tweaked his beard then said with a laugh—“I did but not completely.”
“What do you mean?” Cholu was curious.
“Actually I didn’t want to clip the rumps but I was afraid that headstrong granddaughter of mine would shear
them clean—tails and all. Then I hit on a good idea. When shearing the rump, I clipped only the tip of the wool.
The rumps looked shorn—you could see the swaths left by the shears—only they were bigger than those of your
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sheep.”
“Didn’t your granddaughter discover your trick?”
“Yes, she did. She grumbled for quite a few days that I hadn’t sheared the rump clean and had wasted a whole
lot of wool.”
They all exchanged laughing comments. Cholu probed further:
“What does it do, grandad, leaving the wool on the rump?”
“It does plenty! We Mongolians have done this from way back, but no one knew why. At twenty-five, I grazed
sheep for a merchant. When shearing time came and I left a mat of wool on the rump, he took me to task. I
explained that it was our Mongolian cus-tom, and that the rump looked better that way. He bawled, ‘I raise sheep
to make money from their wool—I don’t care what they look like. Clip it clean!’ When bitter winter set in with
driving snow, the sheep huddled together for warmth beside the sand-dunes. Even whipping couldn’t budge them.
But other flocks, able to stand the cold, were peacefully grazing on the mountain slopes. Later an old herdsman
told me.”
By now, the cook Old Wang was listening so raptly that he had quite forgotten to ply his bellows. And the
cadres were all sitting motionless, eager to hear what followed. After filling his pipe and taking a few puffs, the
old man continued:
“Practically speaking, it’s not for looks but for warmth that wool is left on the rump. If you shear it, the sheep
can’t stand the bitter cold. Naturally they’ll huddle together. And when they do that they can’t graze properly.
Soon they’ll grow thinner and thinner.”
“That’s right. And the thinner they are, the more of them die,” agreed Cholu.
“You’re about to arrange for your next shearing, aren’t you? Let me give you a suggestion.”
“To keep the rump unshorn?” that youngster teased.
The old man rapped the young fellow’s head with his pipe.
“How would you feel, in summer, if you had to wear a silk shirt and sheepskin trousers?” he joked.
His retort raised a laugh.
“Fire away, grandad,” urged Cholu, fishing out his notebook. “We’ll certainly follow your advice this time.”
“Good. In spring you must shear your sheep short. The shorter you clip, the cooler the sheep feels and the
quicker it’ll grow fat. And dip it straight after shearing, to protect it from diseases. When it comes to horses,
though, never clip a stallion’s mane.”
“Wouldn’t he feel cooler if we did?” asked the same youngster, winking at his friends.
Arben stroked the young fellow’s head.
“Why don’t you shave your head?” he retorted. “Don’t you sport all that hair hoping to take the girls’ fancy?
The stallion’s like you—his mane helps him cut a dash. It makes geldings afraid of him but attracts the mares, so
that each one foals.”
The cadres applauded.
“You came here just at the right time,” they said. “You’ve helped us solve a difficult problem.”
“Yes, that’s valuable advice. But it’s a pity that you didn’t tell us earlier.”
“It’s not that grandad didn’t tell us earlier, but we didn’t take his advice.”
“No, lad. I’m the one to blame for my hot temper. I should have explained it patiently in detail, but I wasn’t
public-spirited enough. Well, let bygones be bygones.” He looked out of the window. “The rain has let up. This
year our flocks and herds are certain to thrive and increase.”
The cadres and Old Arben left the kitchen laughing. Under the clear sky the grassland had been washed an
emerald green. Flocks of grazing sheep advanced like the white crests of waves. Cholu felt as if every wild flower
was smiling at him, every raindrop on the grass sparkling with fresh hope.
“The spring rain came just in the nick of time,” said Old Arben exultantly.
“Yes, it’s turned fine now,” Cholu jubilantly chimed in. “And this morning the sun seems bigger and brighter
than ever.”
80.16 Blast Furnace\fn{by Lu Chi (1924- )} “northeast China”, China (M) 5
It was Tsao’s first day on the job at the iron smelting works, in July 1948, in the Northeast.
“Where are you from?” Yu, the foreman, asked him.
“I just got away from Changchun,”\fn{ A note reads: Then occupied by the Koumintang reactionaries .} said Tsao. “What
made you come here?”
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“I heard that workers were well off in the liberated areas.” Tsao was a little annoyed at all these questions. A
man did his job and drew his pay and that should be the end of it.
But the sixty-year-old foreman wasn]’t through yet. Looking the newcomer over, he demanded, “Do you know
anything about this kind of work?”
He doesn’t think much of me, mused Tsao. The hell with him. Aloud, he said briefly, “A little. I’ve played
around at it a couple of days.”
The old man pushed the bifocals up on his nose and blinked a couple of times. “All right,” he said carelessly.
“You can help Wang over there carry fire-bricks.”
So that’s all I’m good for! Tsao fumed inwardly. Fine! I’ll be watching to see what’s so wonderful about the
way this plant is run! He glanced at the blast furnace, snorted, and went off with Wang.
From the whining blower a steady stream of hot air hissed through the main into the bustle pipe and then
through four branch pipes called “tuyeres” into the furnace. Two men stood on a top platform, feeding the open
maw of the furnace with coke and iron ore. At the base, Sun, another workman, from time to time opened a small
door where a tuyere entered the furnace, and with a crowbar poked at the slag solidifying at the opening. When
the slag proved to be massed too hard for his efforts, he would call young Li who would pound the end of the
crowbar with a sledge hammer until the obstruction was broken up. Then, with long pincers, Li would remove the
coke blackened by the air-blast, piece by piece. Sun was responsible for all four tuyere openings and was forced
to keep circling the furnace continuously. Floating on the surface of the liquid iron gathering in the base of the
furnace was slag which, theoretically, should have flown out when tapped through an opening provided for that
purpose. However, this seldom happened, and young Li would have to reach into the fiery tap hole with a long
metal instrument to skim the slag out slowly and laboriously, while he roasted in perspiration.
Each time he returned with a load of firebricks,
Tsao watched these proceedings in wonder. Finally he turned to Wang and asked, “Have you always worked
the furnace this way?”
“What’s wrong with this way!”
“Why do you use pincers to take coke from the tuyere openings?”
“That’s the way we’ve done it in the three years I’ve been here; Foreman Yu says that’s how the Japs used to
do it. The coke is no good. The fire isn’t hot enough to stop slag from hardening at the tuyere openings.”
Tsao thought a moment.
“How much iron do you get per kilo of coke?” he asked.
“About four kilos,” said Wang.
“How come so little?”
“That’s all we’ve ever gotten.” As they talked, the two walked towards the coke heap. Tsao picked up a piece
and examined it.
“Is this what you’re using?”
Wang nodded. Tsao tossed the coke back on the heap.
“With this coke you ought to smelt more than four kilos of iron,” he said. “There must be something wrong
with the furnace.”
“Do you understand this business?” asked Wang, surprised.
Tsao laughed. “I’ve spent a couple of days at it.”
“Yu has run this furnace for over twenty years. What could you learn in a couple of days! Don’t kid me!”
Wang took it for granted that Tsao was joking and the latter said nothing further. But a few minutes later, when the
liquid iron was tapped, Tsao couldn’t resist standing by and watching. The molten metal flowed out of the furnace
into ladles. Workmen carried these ladles to the foundry-room where the fiery contents were spilled into sand
molds. Chang, an old-timer, stood grinning with a dab of clay on a long pole, ready to seal the tap hole again
when the iron stopped flowing. The flow was very slow, and the workmen who carried the ladles had to wait a
long time until their receptacles were filled.
Tsao was sure now that the furnace wasn’t right. He stepped forward and opened a tuyere cover. As he peered
inside, Foreman Y u came up to him.
“What are you doing?” snapped the old man.
“Looking.”
“Nobody told you to look. Get back to your fire-bricks.”
Tsao slammed the cover with a clang and strode angrily away.
Glaring after his back, the foreman growled to Sun, “What a fresh kid! Is he trying to get tough with me? I’ve
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got a son older than him!”
One day something wrong happened to the “Old Sow” as the workers called the furnace. It didn’t smelt well.
They added coke, stepped up the blowing engine, but to no avail. The plant manager came down several times,
the union leader kept worriedly circling the blast furnace, beads of perspiration stood out on Yu’s forehead …
And why shouldn’t they be upset? Every plant and workshop in the liberated areas had production schedules to
meet. If they couldn’t smelt iron, they’d be complete failures.
In the course of a frantically busy morning, the best they could coax from the “Old Sow” was only six “pigs”
(two hundred kilos each). The strain seemed to make the astigmatic eyes of Yu more blurred than ever. As he
polished the lenses of his bifocals for the hundredth time, he shook his head discouragedly.
“It’s no use,” he said to the plant manager. “We started on the new load of coke this morning and it’s too sticky.
It won’t make iron.”
That was serious. There was no time to order other coke, for the earliest possible delivery they could hope for
would be ten days to half a month. Such a lengthy stoppage of production would result in a considerable loss.
Frowning, the plant manager departed with the union leader.
Chang threw aside his clay dabbing pole and sat down hopelessly beside young Li. “You’re always swearing at
the ‘Old Sow,’ because she often shits,” he said mournfully. “Now she won’t even eat.”
“This is no time to be funny,” said Li. “What are we going to do if the furnace breaks down?”
A pall of gloom settled on everyone as the blower was being slowed down. Red molten metal no longer danced
and bubbled in the furnace. Tsao picked up a piece of the new coke and scrutinized it carefully from every angle
for a long time. Finally, he could contain himself no longer.
“Who says you can’t make iron with this coke?” he asked half aloud.
The old foreman overheard Tsao, and thought the younger man was ridiculing him. He became very angry.
Jumping to his feet, he shouted, “If you can make iron with it, I’ll turn my foreman’s job over to you!”
The outburst took Tsao completely by surprise. He hadn’t liked Yu from the beginning and now the man was
attacking him. He flung the piece of coke to the ground.
“What do I want your foreman’s job for?” he retorted. “I’m not competing with you. We’re not smelting any
iron and I only wanted to help. If you don’t believe me, forget it!” Tsao angrily walked away.
“Never mind the boasting,” the old man yelled after him. “The stage is yours if you want to sing!”
Tsao made no reply, but stalked off into the foundry-room. When he was out of earshot, Sun criticized the
foreman sharply.
“What’s the idea of blowing up?” Sun demanded. “Maybe he knows something. The way things are, anybody
who has an idea ought to be allowed to try it.”
Yu’s full mustache bristled indignantly. “That kid’s still wet behind the ears! I just don’t think much of him!”
There was no talking to the old man when he got into one of his stubborn moods, and Sun didn’t try. But he
had been impressed with Tsao’s manner. The man had seemed to know what he was talking about. So he went to
look for Tsao. When he reached the entrance of the foundry-room, he ran into Wang, who had been Tsao’s partner
in carrying firebricks. Wang told him of the remarks Tsao had made the previous day about their smelting process.
The two conferred for a few minutes, then entered the foundry-room together.
They found Tsao seated at the base of a machine. Deep in thought, he was staring absently at the black sand in
the molding boxes. Sun approached him.
“Tsao, old fellow …”
The young man raised his head and gazed at them silently. Wang and Sun sat themselves down beside him.
“You think there’s something wrong with our blast furnace, don’t you?” Sun began.
Tsao had the same kind of hard pigheadedness as the foreman, and moreover he was still angry. His answer
was surly.
“There’s nothing wrong with it.”
“Then why doesn’t it make iron?”
Tsao laughed coldly. “The coke’s no good,” he replied sarcastically. “Didn’t the foreman just say so?”
“Ah, come on, Tsao, don’t sulk. The plant belongs to us. Can you stand by and see the furnace stop?”
“I don’t know what you mean—‘The plant belongs to us’” replied Tsao impatiently. “Don’t tell me that story!”
“But Tsao, I’m sure you’re a good mechanic and understand—” Wang anxiously interposed, but before he
could finish what he wanted to say, Tsao stood up and cut him short.
“I don’t understand anything,” he said flatly, and left them.
Tsao was seated disconsolately in his room when the plant manager and union leader entered.
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The plant manager gave him a warm smile.
“What do you think of our plant, Tsao?”
“Not bad,” said Tsao briefly.
“Are you satisfied with your work?” asked the union leader. “I hear you had an argument with old man Yu.”
What are they up to? thought Tsao, a little frightened. Do they want to punish me? Or maybe have me up for
public criticism. They say they do that around here at the drop of a hat. “I didn’t argue with him,” he denied
hastily.
The union leader laughed. “Yu is a stubborn old cuss. He’s hard to convince, but if you can prove to him that
he’s wrong he behaves like a lamb.”
Why were these men being so nice and friendly? Tsao thought of the officials in Kuomintang factories—
vicious, nasty, always scowling. But these fellows … Tsao couldn’t figure it out.
“Tsao,” said the plant manager, “I understand you’ve had some experience with blast furnaces. What are you
waiting for? We need help right now.”
“I don’t know much,” said Tsao evasively. The union leader came directly to the point.
“Our furnace has stopped. If you’ve got a way to fix it, let’s give it a try. The plant belongs to all of us.”
The sincerity and intimacy with which these men treated him made Tsao too embarrassed to continue his pose
of ignorance.
“I have worked with blast furnaces,” he admitted, “but I’m afraid …” He paused uncertainly.
“What are you afraid of?” demanded the union leader. “What]’s on your mind?”
“I can’t fix the furnace alone, I need men to help me,” said Tsao. “If any of them were against me—if they
didn’t spread the ore or coke on evenly, or mixed in something that didn’t belong—they could make me fail …”
“Oh, you don’t have to worry about that,” laughed the plant manager. “There’s nobody like that around here.
Everyone will help you.”
“We’re with you,” said the union leader, clapping him on the back. “Go ahead and fix it!”
His head propped by his hands, Yu, the old foreman, gloomily sat on a pile of firebricks. From the foundryroom, he could hear the endless rumbling of the crane, but here, beside the blast furnace, all was silent. Sick at
heart, he raised his head and stared at the cold hulk. Could anything be done? Probably not. According to his own
experience, when the coke was no good, neither god nor demon could get iron out of the furnace. He’d just have
to wait for the decision of the plant manager.
Just then, the manager appeared. With him were Tsao and the union leader. Yu jumped to his feet.
“What are we going to do?” he anxiously inquired. “We’ve been trying to get you new coke, but we still can’t
get. delivery before two weeks,” said the plant manager. “Maybe there’s something wrong with the furnace. Let
Tsao take a look.”
Yu was thunderstruck.
“Who says it’s the fault of the furnace?” he demanded angrily. “It’s the coke that’s no good. I’ve run this
furnace for twenty years. Do you mean to say I don’t understand a thing like this!”
“We can’t always rely on old methods,” replied the plant manager. “If they don’t work, we all have to try to
think of a new way to get iron out of this furnace again as quickly as possible. It would be much better if you set
your mind to the problem instead of losing your temper so often.”
The workers laughed and the union leader said, “Go ahead, Tsao.”
Although irritated by Yu’s words, Tsao said nothing. Instead he uncovered one of the tuyere openings and
looked closely. It was here he suspected that the fault lay. He recalled how Sun was kept busy clearing the slag
from these openings with a crowbar. Then, when he examined the place where the molten iron was tapped, he
began to get the picture. He pondered for a few minutes, then addressed the union leader.
“The main trouble is with the tuyere openings,” he said definitely.
“How do you know?”
“The openings are too big, and they’re straight. Because the air doesn’t blow down to the bed of the embers,
the fire below isn’t hot. That makes the iron smelt slowly and the slag become hard. The bigness of openings lets
air blow on the nearby slag and coke and turn them black. Coming in straight and flat, the air makes the embers in
the middle burn hotter, but most of it just blows against the opposite wall of the furnace and makes holes in it.
That’s why there’s a leakage of iron.”
This was the first time in his twenty years’ experience that Yu had ever heard this idea. Leakage of iron had
always been the case. What could this infant do to change it? It had been the same way when the Japs were here.
The more he thought, the surer he was that Tsao was talking nonsense. Yu couldn’t suppress a snort. But to the
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plant manager the theory sounded reasonable. Though he himself didn’t know much about technique, Tsao
seemed to him to know his business. He nodded and asked:
“How can you correct it?”
“If I change the tuyere openings, it should be all right.”
“Good! When can you start?”
“Right now.”
The union leader looked at his watch. “Isn’t it too late today?” he asked Tsao. “It’s near quitting time.”
“That doesn’t matter. We’ll fix it tonight, then tomorrow we can fire up and try it out.”
“Tsao, you’re really all right!” approved the union leader happily. “What kind of material will you need?”
Looking at the group surrounding him. Tsao said slowly, “I don’t need any special material but I’d like to have
two men to help me.”
“Who can help Tsao repair the furnace tonight?” the union leader asked the workers.
Sun promptly stepped forward and spoke to Tsao, “Will I do?”
Young Wang was right behind him. “Count me in.”
“That’s fine,” said Tsao, very pleased. “The three of us can do it.”
Li, the young pincers man, strode over from the side lines.
“Tsao,” he pleaded, “can’t you take one more?”
“Of course,” laughed Tsao. “There’s always room for one more on a hard job.”
Yu and Chang, the tap hole caulker, stood by without uttering a sound, but the old foreman’s thick mustache
bristled like an angry pouter pigeon.
Tsao and his three helpers began to work after dinner. It was past midnight by the time they had remade the
tuyere openings.
“Now they’re smaller, and angled down,” said Tsao. “The air-blast will hit the embers on the bottom, then
reflect up again. That will give us a hot fire and smelt the iron quickly. Because the openings are smaller, the air
won’t blacken the outside of the coke.”
While this sounded reasonable, the men still were non-committal. As he washed his hands, Sun said, “We’ll
see tomorrow.”
Tsao stretched his back and confided, “To tell you the truth, I’ve been working with furnaces since I was
sixteen. That’s more than ten years and I’ve stumbled on a lot of tricks. This coke will burn fine, now that we’ve
changed the openings.”
After they finished washing up, Tsao gave the repairs a final check. “They’ll do,” he announced. “Now let’s
get some sleep.”
“Tomorrow we don’t want any more nonsense out of you,” said young Li, shaking his finger at the furnace,
“you Old Sow!”
The next day, the plant manager, the union leader and several section chiefs all gathered around the furnace for
the testing. Everyone was under a strain as they examined and questioned. Old man Yu said nothing, but he had a
sceptical air of “Show me!”
“How much iron will you try to smelt per kilo of coke?” Sun asked Tsao.
“We’ll try for eight kilos, first,” replied Tsao, after a brief deliberation.
Sun was startled. “Eight kilos!” he demanded incredulously. “It can’t be done. Even when we had good coke,
we could only smelt five, at best. I think you shouldn’t aim so high on the first test.”
“Let’s try it,” said Tsao confidently.
Who does he think he’s kidding? old Yu angrily said to himself. This is going to be some show!
A few of the men thought it was possible; most of them were not so sure.
“Can you do it?” asked the plant manager rather anxiously.
“We’ll do it,” replied Tsao firmly.
“Come on then,” said the union leader cheerfully, infected by his confidence. “I’ll measure the ore.”
The furnace was loaded, the fire was lit, and before long the blower was turned on. Its whining vibrations
seemed to rack the heart of every tensely watching man. Sun was especially nervous. If they failed today, they’d
really be in a fix!
High on the loading platform, the men began dumping coke and ore into the blackened mouth of the top of the
furnace. Old Chang thrust his pole into the tap hole from which the liquid iron would flow and was answered by
wicked tongues of roaring flame.
Tsao watched the tuyere openings. After poking once or twice with a crowbar at the coke near their openings,
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he closed the inspection ports and stood by, silent. In spite of his faith in his method, he couldn’t help feeling a
little tension. He made no move for so long that Sun became upset.
“Don’t you want to check the air openings again?”hinted the older man.
“Not yet,” said Tsao.
Sun was really afraid of this procedure. In the past if you hadn’t cleared the tuyere openings by now, they’d be
clogged solid with slag.
Several minutes later, Tsao at last uncovered a tuyere opening, prodded a few times with his crowbar, then
closed the little door.
“Shall we take the blackened coke out with pincers?” asked Sun.
“No, that’s not necessary. I just stirred them a bit so that they’ll sink down and burn.”
Yu, the old foreman, couldn’t understand these goings-on. If you don’t keep clearing the air openings and you
don’t remove the unburned coke, how are you going to prevent it from blocking the air pipes?
“She’s spilling iron!” yelled young Li. He was the first to notice the molten metal beginning to pour from the
tap hole.
Chang sealed it with a dab of clay. That’s strange, he thought. She sure smelts fast today.
Then from the loading platform came the announcement: “She’s smelted five pigs!”
In all the years of Yu’s experience, the furnace had never produced iron so quickly. The grinning men burst into
cheers. Young Wang rushed into the foundry-room, yelling for them to carry the ladles. Li capered and patted the
sides of blast furnace, “This time you’re all right!” he commended affectionately.
Fixing his bifocals firmly on his nose, the old foreman uncovered a tuyere opening and peered into the furnace.
There was no blocking slag; only around the very edges of the glowing embers was some of the coke slightly
blackened.
At the end of the morning shift, the union leader descended from the loading platform and announced the
results so far: They had produced three and a half tons of iron at a ratio of eight kilos of iron for one kilo of coke,
or an average of one and one-fifth tons per hour. Previously they were only able to get five kilos of iron for one
kilo of coke, or eight hundred kilos per hour. And if the furnace smelted more than five tons in a day she would
begin to shit.
Sun looked as if he was going to cry with happiness.
“Tsao, old man,” he said, embracing him, “you’ve done a great thing for our plant!”
“We’re all working for our own family,” replied Tsao with a smile. “That’s the way it should be.”
Seated glumly by himself, Yu was torn by conflicting emotions. Although he was glad that the furnace was
smelting again, he felt that his stubborn refusal to listen to Tsao had made him completely lose face. And even
worse, he thought miserably, my twenty years’ experience is worth nothing!
Observing his woebegone air, the plant manager approached him. His words combined criticism and
encouragement.
“You’ve been with this furnace a long time and you’ve gained a great deal of experience. But you rely on that
experience too closely to move from it one iota. You saw what happened here today? You must accept new ideas
and study everything new. It just won’t do any more to cling blindly to the old ways!”
That night Tsao and Sun and a couple of other workers made some further modifications of the tuyere
openings. As a result, the following morning they were able to smelt 10.7 kilos of iron per kilo of coke. Although
the furnace produced one ton eight hundred kilos per hour, or seven tons per day, it did not get red-hot. There was
no necessity to scrape out the slag, as it flowed out easily once the hole was opened.
According to the calculations of the plant manager, they could now not only smelt two more tons of iron per
day than before, but they saved the labor of four workers and 520 kilos of coke.
A meeting, held in Tsao’s honor, was attended by the entire plant. The men were urged to emulate him and
make bold innovations. “Although our plant is small and lacks the up-to-date equipment of the factories in the big
cities,” said one of the speakers, “as long as we all put our minds to our problems, our production record should
be quite respectable.”
To express thanks, Tsao gave a party the same evening for all the blast furnace workers. The union leader and
Yu were also invited, but the latter persistently refused to appear.
“I can’t do anything with him,” said Li. “He’s playing as hard to get as a young girl.”
Tsao thought a moment, and then said, “I’ll go to get him. The old-timer just has to come!”
And sure enough, he returned, smiling, a few minutes later, with Yu.
The foreman’s face was red with embarrassment and he laughed self-consciously. “To tell the truth, I really
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have no right to be here,” he said.
“Then do you give in this time?” asked the union leader, as he politely led the old man to a seat.
“I give in!”
Grabbing a fistful of candy, Tsao placed it in Yu’s hand.
“Please eat,” he entreated. “Young fellows like me are too quick on the trigger. I hope you’ll forgive our
mistakes, because we’ll be studying under you for a long time.”
“Aiya, don’t say that,” replied the old man hastily. “I’m the one who should be blamed.”
“The fault was mine, too,” Tsao insisted. “When I first came, I had words with you because I felt you didn’t
think much of me. When I saw what was wrong with the furnace, I didn’t make a sound, but just stood around and
laughed.” He turned towards the union leader. “I still was mixed up then. I wanted to earn my pay and that’s all.
But I’m straightened out now—this place belongs to us, the workers, and we’re all one family.”
There was complete silence, as Tsao paused. Then, he continued:
“Though I understand this much, it’s still not enough. I want to learn more. If everyone hadn’t helped, I
couldn’t have fixed the furnace. We’re all in the same family … and I hope the old foreman isn’t angry with me!”
And Tsao gave Yu a deep respectful bow.
“Here, here! What are you doing?” protested the old man, flustered, quickly returning several obeisances.
Everyone laughed, and the strained atmosphere melted away.
At work the next morning, the men smiled with satisfaction at the sound of molten metal bubbling merrily in
the repaired furnace. And they went about their tasks with the added competence of their strengthened
comradeship and unity.
80.34 Ahmad and Pakya\fn{by Wang Yu-hu (1924- )} Pingyuan County, Hopei Province, China (M) 8
In the spring of 1950, the district people’s court in Chitai County, Sinkiang Province, was reviewing a number
of pre-liberation cases, among them that of a Kazakh woman by the name of Pakya. According to the court files
and trial records, she was a bandit. Careful investigations disproved this allegation and showed her to be a
respectable woman. Her story amazed us and convinced us that far from being an ordinary woman, she was one of
exceptional courage.
After her release from jail, the government granted her a loan to enable her to start life anew. For the first time
in many years a smile appeared on her tired and begrimed face. She looked gratefully at the government cadres,
her eyes bright with tears. There was wonder in them too, for not even in her wildest dreams did she think such
kindness was possible.
In jail, doing hard labor, she looked to all like a woman of forty. Now, when she had washed her face and put
on a clean dress, we saw to our amazement that she was a handsome young woman. And that is exactly what she
was—twenty-five years old. Yet, if you looked carefully, you could see faint lines under her eyes, and the barely
perceptible droop of her mouth and the somber look in her eyes showed that she had suffered much in her life.
Nevertheless, in spite of all this, her laugh had remained simple and natural, like that of all Kazakh girls.
Pakya settled down with a neighboring Kazakh tribe. Many tribesmen came to congratulate her on her release
and offered to find her a good husband. But, while appreciating their kindness, she always declined their offers.
The mere mention of marriage made her sad.
“Haven’t you said that you have no husband?” they would ask.
In reply Pakya would burst into tears. Some would look inquiringly at her and would gently ask her what’s the
matter.
Pakya never told them what was in her heart. She would only think sadly: “Was he really shot long ago, as
everyone says? No, he can’t be dead. A man as brave and clever must be alive …”
This hope would comfort her. But soon she would begin doubting again.
“Maybe he is dead. Handcuffed and fettered in gaol, he could have been easily killed by one little bullet!” And
tears would rush out of her eyes and roll down her cheeks.
“No, he can’t be dead!” she would again console herself. “I won’t believe he’s dead until I see his body. I[‘ll
wait for him!”
Lost in thought, she would remain completely silent. And the tribesmen, unable to understand her sorrow,
looked at her with wonder and pity.
One day, a cloud of dust appeared on the horizon. A black speck was flying towards the settlement with the
swiftness of an arrow. The eyes of the tribesmen except Pakya’s turned expectantly in the direction of the speck.
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With her head down, she was thinking of her husband, not in the least infected by the curiosity of the tribesmen.
“Ha, it’s a horse—and fast! Some horseman that man is!”
Hearing this praise, Pakya unconsciously glanced in the direction of the approaching cloud of dust, then
lowered her head again. The horse, its tail streaming, was galloping like wind. As it came nearer, the tribesmen
saw the rider clearly.
“Oh, what a strapping young fellow! He looks smart with that red tie!”
At these words of praise, Pakya involuntarily looked up. The man was certainly a strapping and smart-looking
young Kazakh. Practically lying on the horse’s mane, he was spurring it on, lashing at it with the whip which he
was holding in his right hand. The scarf on his fur cap was bright red, and the feathers which adorned the cap
were streaming in the wind. As the rider approached, the tribesmen saw his round, ruddy face, his sharp and bright
eyes.
“Who can this be?” they asked each other. Pakya’s curiosity was aroused too.
As the young man jumped off his steed, he was surrounded by the tribesmen. Pakya was the only exception,
remaining sitting where she was, motionless.
“Is there a newcomer named Pakya in your settlement?” the young Kazakh, still panting from his fast ride,
eagerly asked the tribesmen before they had a chance to speak.
At this question all eyes turned to Pakya, who stood up when she heard her name. Clearly agitated, she stared
at the stranger and started towards him. The young man, though appearing as if he had never seen her, began to
move towards her too—only his step was faster than Pakya’s.
As they approached within three steps of each other, they stopped dead, each looking at the other one doubtfully, as if searching for something. The young man’s glance finally stopped on a barely visible birthmark over the
girl’s right eyebrow, while she saw a scar, evidently left by a horse’s kick, on his right wrist.
“Ahmad!” she cried, flinging herself into his arms and bursting into tears.
“Don’t cry, Pakya!” he said, trying to control his voice and caressing her ruffled hair.
The tribesmen stood around expectantly.
*
The scene goes back seven years. In the Karyakasi grassland of the Altai-Chingil Basin there then lived more
than a thousand Kazakh families of the Moregh tribe. Among them were a sturdy young man and a beautiful girl.
The young man’s name was Ahmad. He was the son of a poor herdsman. The girl Pakya came from a comparatively well-to-do family. They had grown up together, together they looked after herds, together they played and
sang, as their families moved from place to place in search of new pastures. By the time they were both eighteen,
their childhood friendship had ripened into true, lasting love. They often discussed their future in secret, hoping
their parents would let them marry and live happily.
It was a beautiful life that they dreamed of. True, Ahmad was only a shepherd without a single horse of his
own, but he was an extremely able young fellow: not only a good herdsman, but also a fine horseman and an
excellent shot.
“If only I could save something,” he would confide to Pakya, who believed in him, “I could buy some cattle
and tend them well and increase my herd. And in my spare time I could go hunting in the hills and make extra
money. Then I could marry you, and we would work still better and have a happy home!”
And so they spoke of this happy future, but even in such moments the thought of Kazakh marriage customs
worried them. They were always afraid that giant hands might drag them apart and set them down on the opposite
sides of a deep chasm where they would be within sight but out of reach of each other. This they feared all the
more since Ahmad was only a herdsman without a single horse, while Pakya’s family was relatively well off.
Moreover, her father was a conservative-minded, miserly old man. The thought that they might not be allowed to
marry increased their worries. Often Ahmad would say bitterly and anxiously:
“I’m a poor lout without a horse to my name; your father will never agree to our marriage!”
“Don't worry!” Pakya would try to console him. “Nobody’s going to sell me as they do cattle. I promise you
we’ll be together all our life.”
Thus she reassured Ahmad whenever he would brood over their future.
Eventually Ahmad stopped worrying and set about to make his dream come true. He confided to his father. The
old man thought such a match improbable, but not impossible, and he was willing to help his son all he could.
“If her father’s willing, I will borrow a few horses and a dozen head of cattle for you, and will send a gobetween,”
he said, although he little believed in a successful outcome. But loving his son, he could not think of discouraging
him.
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His spirits high, Ahmad strode with a light step to the place where he and Pakya had agreed to meet that day.
He was eager to tell her what his father had agreed to do for him. He climbed a little hill and found Pakya sitting
on a rock, waiting for him. But as he approached her, he saw that she had been crying, her cheeks were still wet
from tears and her eyes red. She looked silently at him, and tears again rushed to her eyes. Ahmad asked her
anxiously what had happened, but she only started weeping still more bitterly. When she had finally told him,
Ahmad clenched his fists, his eyes smoldering with wrath. Pakya was sobbing in his arms.
The previous day, she told Ahmad, her father had a guest. The man was the magistrate of the Hawen League of
Chingho County, a rich cattle owner and merchant. He had brought along a gobetween, hoping to get Pakya,
renowned as a beauty, as wife for his son. After the civilities had been exchanged, the magistrate started
discussing with Pakya’s father the question of her price. This brought to an end their polite conversation and
laughter; they acted like merchants at a fair haggling over the price, shouting themselves hoarse. The match was
finally agreed upon: Pakya’s father was to receive sixty horses for her.
Pakya sobbed and stormed, but the only effect this had on her father was to rouse his wrath against her. Her
mother, however, sympathized with her. She was loath to part with her hard-working daughter. At the same time
she felt it was very strange that such a prominent and “respected” man as this rich cattle owner should want his
son to marry into such an ordinary family as theirs. Suspecting that the bridegroom must be either blind or lame,
or deficient in some other way, she sided with her daughter, but all she got for her pains was a bad beating.
Ahmad and Pakya’s beautiful dream was shattered, but they refused to believe that this would mean their
separation. The tragic turn of events only made their love stronger.
Time was passing quickly. According to Kazakh customs, five ceremonies must be performed between the
betrothal and the marriage. Two of these ceremonies were soon done with. First, at the betrothal ceremony, the
two families exchanged gifts and discussed and settled all outstanding questions. The second ceremony took place
in the bridegroom’s yurt, when it was settled what other gifts, in addition to the horses, the bride’s family would
receive. These gifts included clothes, bedding and linen. The third ceremony was the arrival of the bridegroom at
the bride’s home to take her to the wedding ceremony. On this occasion, the bridegroom would come with many
presents. The fourth ceremony was a repetition of the third. The fifth ceremony was the coming of the bride to her
husband’s home, and usually it was only after this that a Kazakh couple would begin to live as husband and wife.
We do not know why Kazakh marriage customs are so elaborate. In fact, most Kazakh tribesmen themselves
did not know, but simply did what their fathers and mothers and grandparents and great-grandparents had done
before them. Some, of course—particularly the poor—did not follow the custom. Sometimes, they even had what
was called “double exchange weddings,” that is, marrying off a son and daughter into the same family and at the
same time. In this way they dispensed with all ceremonies and gifts. But the rich Kazakhs, who observed
conventions, considered any marriage but the one prescribed by custom both shameful and illegal. Why so, they
could not say. They only knew that these repeated marriage ceremonies gave them a chance to display their
wealth and build up a reputation. Moreover, such ceremonies were convenient because they made it possible for
the bridegroom’s parents to pay for the bride in instalments and gave both sides a chance to squeeze everything
possible from each other.
The “respected” magistrate, well known for his wealth, naturally complied with these conventions. Two
ceremonies had already taken place, and he was now about to hold the third ceremony.
There was much bustle and excitement that day among the Moregh tribesmen. During the day there were horse
races, lasso-throwing competitions and wrestling contests. In the evening, young men strummed the dunbra\fn{ A
note reads: A Kazakh two-stringed musical instrument.} and sang, and old men told stories. The only two who were not
enjoying were Ahmad and Pakya. True, Ahmad had taken part in the races during the day and had actually thrown
the bridegroom, who had insisted on racing him, from his horse; but after the race he had wandered off. Pakya
was even more miserable. She stayed in the yurt the whole day crying. Late that night, she was dragged to the
bridegroom’s yurt, but, driven desperate, she managed to escape. The next day the bridegroom had to return home
disappointed.
The impending marriage did not kill Ahmad and Pakya’s love. On the contrary, it grew stronger and became
the talk of the settlement. Eventually it reached the ears of the bridegroom’s family. Pakya was cursed and beaten
by her father. The bridegroom’s powerful family repeatedly attempted to intimidate Ahmad, threatening to have
him thrown into jail. But all this, instead of cowing them, had the opposite effect and increased their love. Only
now they were forced to meet secretly.
Then came the day of the wedding. This time Pakya could not escape and was dragged on to a horse. On her
arrival, she was thrown into the yurt where she stared silently at the splendid furnishings, desperate and complete-
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ly indifferent to the celebrations outside: races, lasso-throwing competitions, wrestling contests, music and songs.
Late at night, the bridegroom entered the yurt. Pakya's tear-stained face looked to him more beautiful than
ever, and he attacked her. Anticipating him, Pakya hit him hard in the ear. This infuriated the bridegroom, and he
snatched a whip from the tent-pole and lashed at her, but she dodged, nimbly darted across and wrested the whip
from his hand. There followed a struggle in the course of which the bridegroom again got hold of the whip, but
Pakya grabbed a wooden box and struck him on the head. He fell bleeding, then sprang to his feet and rushed at
her like a wild beast. By now their shouts and struggle had been heard outside, and people began crowding into
the yurt. Pakya was tied up and thrown into another small and dark yurt.
After that Pakya was often beaten and abused, but neither blows nor abuse could weaken her. Her one thought
was to escape and find Ahmad. But that appeared impossible: she had been causing so much trouble that several
armed men were assigned to guard her. But even if she had not caused all this trouble and had been an ordinary:
woman, it would still have been difficult for her to escape. According to Kazakh custom, women were exchanged
for cattle, and no Kazakh would give even a poor nag for nothing, much less a woman who had cost so many horses. So, when a Kazakh woman was sold to the bridegroom’s family, she was expected not only to be a good wife
and mother, but also to work more than a man. She had to do all the chores at home and raise cattle. When her
husband died she was not free to choose another, but had to marry the dead man’s brother or, if he had none, some
other relative. Such was custom and it had to be followed. And if it was extremely difficult even for an obedient
wife to leave her in-laws, it was doubly so for a spitfire like Pakya. Her chances of escape were indeed hopeless.
News of Pakya’s plight spread rapidly, and soon reached Ahmad’s ears. Grieved and angered, he could neither
eat nor sleep. He became morose and silent, and spent most of the time staring into space. His father, feeling sorry
for him, tried to console him:
“Forget her, son! Didn’t I tell you it wouldn’t work?”
“Pakya’s mine!” Ahmad raged. “He’s stolen her, but I’ll get her back!”
“He has money and power. Don’t go trouble shooting. You’re my only son …” The old man broke down and
burst into tears.
But neither circumstances nor his father’s entreaties, neither the angry curses of Pakya’s father nor the sneers
of some of the old tribesmen at his “improper” conduct could thwart Ahmad’s love for Pakya. He made up his
mind to rescue her and, this done, to leave the tribe and start life anew somewhere else.
One day, he borrowed a horse, took his hunting gun and, choosing a moment when people were busy elsewhere, galloped to the grassland where Pakya was held virtually a prisoner. He had ridden thirty miles to reach the
border of his tribe’s settlement, and was only three or four miles away from the yurt of the league magistrate.
Cantering along the border in the hope of picking some information, he was taken for a thief, and saw a dozen
horsemen rushing towards him. Seeing that things were taking an ugly turn, Ahmad reeled his horse and fled. A
bullet whistled over his head, another hit the horse. Had he not been a skillful horseman he would have lost his
life or fallen prisoner.
This failure did not make Ahmad lose hope. On his return to the tribe, he analyzed his experience and hit on an
excellent plan. One day, he confided this plan to his closest friend, another bold young man, who sympathized
with him. The friend promised to help and, disguised as a peddler, went to the settlement where the league
magistrate lived.
Ahmad’s friend spent several days in the neighborhood of the magistrate’s yurt. Instead of going around the
district as any other peddler would have done, he circled round the league magistrate’s home. Very soon he
discovered the small tent where Pakya was held, and learned that in the night her guard often fell asleep. One
night, finding him so, he slipped into the tent.
After this visit, Pakya appeared to have changed. She pretended that she was weakening and that she was
repenting her “crime.” Her guards were somewhat puzzled by this submissiveness, but the plan worked and they
became less vigilant. This enabled Pakya to move about freely. And soon Ahmad’s friend reappeared on the scene,
surreptitiously passed to her a message from Ahmad and hastily made off.
One pitch dark night, when a gale was blowing and everybody was asleep, Pakya slipped out of the yurt and
stealthily made her way to the stud. There she found four bridled, though unsaddled, horses. Without losing a moment, she jumped on one of them and, leading the other three, galloped off in a northwesterly direction. Having
ridden about two miles, she saw a light ahead and spurred her steed towards it. As she was approaching the light,
Ahmad hastened forward to meet her.
“We must go far away!” he cried. “We must find another place to live in!”
The words were barely out of his mouth when he saw a sea of torches in the distance and quickly extinguished
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the fire. Another moment passed, and they could already hear the clamor of voices and the thudding of hoofs.
“Quick!” shouted Ahmad, and they threw themselves on the horses and sped off.
The torches, the shouts of the pursuers and the thunder of hoofs were drawing nearer and nearer. Fast as they
rode, they just could not escape the infernal glare of the torches and the din. This was quite natural, because the
faster they rode the easier it was for their pursuers to hear them. Ahmad should have known this for he had chased
bandits at night and had learned how to detect their movements by putting his ear to the ground. Also, hunting at
night, he always relied on his sense of hearing. But now, excited and only thinking of how to escape, he completly
forgot about this. The bright rays of the torches finally picked them out. Shots rang out and a hail of bullets
whizzed past.
“Keep your head down!” Ahmad called softly to Pakya.
The torches were now closer, shots rang out faster and the cries of their pursuers became deafening. Suddenly
Pakya felt something heavy dragging at her. The horse she was leading had been hit, and fell. The next moment
the horse she was riding was killed. Ahmad leapt to the ground and, without stopping to ask Pakya, whether she
had been wounded, lifted her on to the horse he was leading, and they galloped off faster than before. But they
had not gone far before Pakya’s horse stumbled and fell, hit by a shot from the pursuers. The latter were very
close now, and could be heard shouting:
“They can’t get away!”
“Be careful! Don’t kill them!”
Desperate, Ahmad raised his hunting gun and fired in the direction of the voices. By the light of the torches he
and Pakya could see several riders drop from their saddles, either from fear or because they had been hit. Wasting
no time for reflection, Ahmad took Pakya in his arms, sat her down on the last remaining horse, jumped behind
her and sped off like lightning, soon disappearing in the dark vastness.
By daybreak Ahmad and Pakya had reached a mountain range. They did not know where they were, nor
whether they were heading north, south, east or west. They regained their sense of direction only when they saw
the sun rise. They had no definite idea of where they wanted to go, their one thought being to get as far away as
possible. So they galloped in a south-easterly direction.
They themselves did not mind either hunger or thirst, but their horse was panting, its mouth was foaming, and
it was tottering so badly it looked as if it might fall at any moment. Knowing well that, should they be pursued
again, the horse would be their only hope, they began to look for and finally found grass and water.
It took them a whole day and night of hard riding to bypass the undulating mountains. Another day’s ride
brought them within sight of yurts and cattle, but not daring to come too near to the settlement, they cautiously
approached a young shepherd. From the boy they learned that this little community was not under the jurisdiction
of the Chingil River administration, but had left its own tribe and had been camping there for more than a year.
Reassured, Ahmad and Pakya rode towards the yurts. The tribesmen gazed at them with curiosity and asked them
where they were from. Ahmad replied that they had just been married and had taken their herd into the hills where
they were waylaid by robbers and barely escaped with their lives. The tribesmen treated them kindly, and Ahmad
got a job as a herdsman with one of the richer tribesmen, while Pakya was hired as a milkmaid and servant.. Thus
they lived peacefully for half a year.
But news of their escape to this settlement soon reached the Chingil River administration. The league magistrate had reported it to Usman, then puppet commissioner of Asan, and one evening Ahmad and Pakya were
arrested.
They were taken to Asan where Usman tried them. He charged them with disloyalty and accused them of
violating the holy commandments of the god Huta, of flouting Kazakh conventions, morals and laws. He decided
to make an example of them and sentenced them to death. Before being sent to the Chingil River to be executed,
he threw them into prison.. Here, on the eve of the day they were to be sent back, they escaped.
Having learned a lesson, Ahmad and Pakya were planning to go far, far away. Ahmad hid Pakya in a gully and
went away alone. When he returned, he had four horses with him, two rifles on his back, several heavy bundles
and ample food supplies.
“Where did you get all this?” Pakya asked uneasily.
“Stole it!”
Pakya gave a cry of dismay.
“I’m not a thief! I’m not a rustler!” Ahmad said indignantly although he was not really angry with her.
“But …” Pakya refrained from completing her question.
“I stole all this from the commissioner’s office, from the office of the commissioner who had locked us up and
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who was going to have us shot!”
Pakya set her mind at rest. Taking anything from such a man as the commissioner was not stealing. Her Ahmad was no thief. His strength and courage made her admire him still more. With such a husband, she thought,
she was afraid of nothing.
*
They set off to go far away, determined to find some uninhabited place where they could live in peace. They
did not know where to find such a spot. They traveled for hundreds of miles, crossed mountains and rivers and
large stretches of the vast Gobi Desert. Finally, they decided on a mountain on the border of the Mongolian
People’s Republic, between the Altai and Tienshan Mountains.
This was the Beitk Mountain. As children they had heard old people say that this spot was uninhabited, that it
was full of pines and wild beasts and that shepherds and even hunters were afraid to go there. But that was exactly
the kind of place they were looking for. So, without pausing to rest, they pressed on day and night towards their
goal.
Their life on the Beitk Mountain may sound incredible, like a fairy-tale old people tell. They gathered wild
garlic, onions and fruits; hunted wild goats and hares. They had never eaten raw flesh, but hunger compelled them
to do so, and soon they got used to it. They slept in caves or on soft rushes; occasionally, they climbed some old
bent pine and slept on its branches.
Spring came Brooks rippled and flowers bloomed all around them. They sang love songs and were happy.
With the advent of summer, wild animals began to roam in the area. Ahmad and Pakya built themselves a
shelter in a big pine tree, where they could live in safety and with certain comfort. They had nearly spent all their
ammunition and Ahmad, wishing to save a few rounds for emergency, set traps to catch animals. Once, in a storm,
they just missed being struck by lightning which set the forest on fire. But this proved a blessing in disguise. For
the first time in many months they saw fire and hoped to use it to cook food. Soon, however, there was a
downpour and the flames were doused. When the rain stopped, Ahmad and Pakya dashed to the spot where they
found—and luckily—one rotten stump still smoldering. They carried it back as carefully as if it were some
treasure, and began to blow on it, but the harder they blew the smaller became the fire, until nothing remained but
embers. Then they wrapped the stump in grass, but the grass was damp.
Suddenly Ahmad remembered a game he and his friends played when they were children—they would empty a
cartridge of its powder, pour it into the barrel of a toy gun, then set a spark to it, and it would burst into flame.
Cheered by this idea, he broke open a cartridge, poured out the powder and told Pakya to put the charred wood on
some comparatively dry twigs and grass. Then he sprinkled some powder on it. To their delight, it burst into
flame. They kept up the fire for many days and were able to cook food, until another hurricane completely
extinguished the fire.
Time was passing quickly. Autumn had come to Beitk and winter was close on its heels. Far from the civilized
world, the young couple dreaded the coming of the bitter winter, and started preparing for it as well as they could.
They found a little cave, and at its entrance they hung a curtain they had made of animal skins. Out of other skins
they made winter clothes for themselves. They stored up food supplies. Fire was the only thing they lacked, and
without it they could cook no food, and the cave, however tightly sealed, would still be icy cold.
One day, Pakya was making thread out of some old and tattered cotton. As she tore it and twisted it into strands
by rolling it in her hands, she became conscious of warmth; and, perhaps because it was cold, this warmth made
her think of fire. She spoke of it to Ahmad and he hit on an idea. Taking a strip of cotton, he rolled it tightly and
started rubbing it, not between his hands but with a stick on a flat rock. The cotton became hot. Ahmad rubbed
still harder and it started smouldering. Then he tore off a bit of the cotton and blew on it—and it burst into flame!
Excited by the success of his experiment, Ahmad stared at the flame fascinated. It was only when the cotton had
burnt out and the flame scorched his fingers that he came out of the trance. Once again he used powder to
reinforce the spark on the cotton, and soon had a blaze going.
From then on, life became more pleasant. They were able to cook their food, roast or boil meat. But they had
no pans or pots, and used the most unorthodox methods to prepare food. They found a suitable rock and Ahmad,
after much labor, hollowed it out. This stone pot, of course, could not be heated enough to cook food, so they
would put meat and water in it, then drop red-hot pebbles on the meat. When the pebbles cooled, they would pick
them out and drop in another lot of freshly heated ones. Cooking might have been a lengthy process, but in a day’s
time they could prepare enough stew for two days.
Ahmad and Pakya marked the passage of days with jots on the rocky walls of their cave. They had been there
exactly a year, and the bitterly cold winter was almost over. By the time snow had melted, there came great joy to
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them—Pakya gave birth to a bonny baby. They named it Mahbat, which means Love. And indeed it was the fruit
of their courageous love.
*
With the spring, came days that were even happier. But one morning, Ahmad and Pakya heard the sound of
rifle and artillery fire. They climbed a hill to see what was happening, and through the smoke below they could
make out more than a thousand cavalrymen.
“It’s war! Who’s fighting?” they asked each other in surprise.
The flames of war had spread to Beitk. This was the Beitk Incident which the American imperialists incited
Usman to create in 1947, hoping thus to provoke a war against the Soviet Union. Ahmad knew nothing about this
then. He only knew that this was the end of his peaceful life with Pakya. They made preparations to move,
although by now they had only one horse left. They were in front of the cave, making up their minds how and
which of their stone implements and shabby possessions to take, when they saw several Kazakh horsemen
galloping down a distant slope towards them. The costumes of these horsemen told Ahmad and Pakya that they
were Usman’s troops from Asan.
Panic-stricken, Ahmad and Pakya abandoned everything, except a small bundle of clothes. Then, taking their
two-month-old baby and leading their only horse, they fled up the mountain. By the time they had reached the
top, they were seen by the Kazakh cavalrymen, who opened fire on them. More Kazakhs joined in pursuit, aiming
their shots at the horse the couple were riding. Fortunately, just when the fusillade was becoming extremely
fierce, Ahmad drove the horse along a small track to the other side of the mountain, where they were hidden by
towering crags.
Ahmad continued to spur the horse on, fearing lest the Kazakhs catch up with them. And true enough, they had
not ridden far when shots rang out on the mountain top where a group of horsemen had appeared and were going
down in pursuit.
Ahmad was galloping as fast as the horse could go, firmly holding Pakya who was clasping Mahbat tightly in
her arms. Suddenly they were fired upon from both sides of the mountain, and bullets whizzed over their heads.
Ahmad heard Pakya cry out and saw a crimson spot grow on her breast—the child’s head had been shattered by a
shot. Pakya was weeping bitterly, but he had no time for grief. Keeping a firm grip of himself, he was spurring the
horse on.
Finally they outpaced their pursuers and left Beitk behind. When they reached the boundless Gobi, Pakya was
still clutching the blood-stained little body of their child and weeping. They dismounted, and when Ahmad took
the child, Pakya snatched it back from him like a wild animal.
“We can’t take him! Even your blood-stained dress will have to be thrown away!” Ahmad urged,
There, in the vast Gobi, they dug a small grave with their hands and buried the child, building a small mound
of sand over it. Pakya sat there weeping inconsolably as if her heart would break. Ahmad stared blankly at the
little mound, while the horse stood motionless, as if sharing its master’s grief.
They lingered by the little grave until they again heard shots in the distance, and were forced to leave. Ahmad
persuaded Pakya to take off her blood-stained dress and put on the only other garment she had brought along.
Riding away, they kept turning back to gaze in the direction of the small grave which had long since disappeared
from sight.
Evening overtook Ahmad and Pakya riding along undulating sand-dunes. In the distance they dimly discerned
yurts and flickering lights. They decided to skirt this settlement and were about to do so when they heard thundering hoofs behind them. They turned to confront a group of Kazakhs. Ahmad was on the point of galloping off
when a deafening shot rang out, and their horse fell, throwing them to the ground. The Kazakhs were immediately
upon them, tied them up and threw them into a tent.
This was a settlement of Kazakhs from Muleiho County. Since the arrival of Usman kidnapping and rustling
became extremely recurrent. Lately, in fact, rustling had become so rampant that young Kazakhs were detailed to
guard the settlement. So when they saw Ahmad and Pakya riding one horse in the dusk and heard them speak the
Asan dialect, the tribesmen were certain they were thieves.
Ahmad was given no chance to protest—in fact, he did not want to, for he thought that if they admitted being
thieves it might all be to the good. Shortly afterwards they were handed over to the puppet district government in
Muleiho County, and from there to Chitai, where they were imprisoned pending their trial. In prison both of them
were chained. .
This was Ahmad’s first experience of real prison life. Although he had been imprisoned by Usman at Asan, he
managed to escape after a few days. Now, it was something new. He had never seen such a dark room. Inside was
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a wooden cage and the only air came through the small apertures of the iron door. His heart sank. He was
manacled and fettered, and this was a new, horrible experience. Moreover, every evening he was put into “iron
trousers.”\fn{A note reads: Something peculiar to Sinkiang. These trousers were made of iron and clamped round the knees, with a rod
passed through behind, so that when this was locked a prisoner could neither sit nor lie down .} Ahmad felt like a wild horse, that
had been accustomed to galloping at will in the wilderness, suddenly captured and trussed up. Several times he
exerted all his strength in an almost superhuman effort to break his chains, but all in vain.
After several hearings he was sentenced to hard labor. He felt slightly less trammeled than before and fervently
hoped he would be put on a job outside. This wish eventually came true, and he escaped the very first day he went
out with a labor gang.
Ahmad headed northeast. On the way he met a friendly tribesman who gave him a horse and some food, and
thus helped him make good his escape. Ahmad hastened to the border of the Mongolian People’s Republic and
finally reached Chenhsi, but there he was arrested by the Kuomintang police on a charge of espionage and sent to
prison in Hami. Again he found himself in jail, and this time he stayed in until the liberation of Sinkiang. After the
establishment of a people’s government his case was reviewed with others and he was released—two months
before Pakya.
He came out just when Usman was staging the Barkul revolt, and heard that the Hawen League magistrate of
the Chingil River and his son, who had stolen Pakya, were involved. Ahmad volunteered to guide the People’s
Liberation Army units which had been ordered to annihilate the bandits. Though badly missing Pakya every
minute of the day, he well knew that if they were to live happily they must first wipe out the bandits who had
nearly destroyed their happiness!
Luck favored Ahmad: the bandit-suppression; troops with which he was serving as a guide entered the outskirts of Chitai, and he asked for a leave of absence to enquire at the people’s government about Pakya’s
whereabouts. When they told him, he was overjoyed. Leaping on his horse, he sped like wind to the tribe where
she was living then.
*
Ahmad and Pakya’s story amazed the tribesmen and they marveled at the young couple’s courage. There and
then they killed a sheep and organized a feast for them, with singing and dancing. When evening fell, they asked
Ahmad to stay with Pakya, but he refused, explaining that he had asked only for a day’s leave and had to return to
his unit.
After the bandits had been wiped out, Ahmad returned to Pakya. That same day they learned to their surprise
that their own Moregh tribe had moved to this district. Pakya was reunited with her father and mother and her
younger brother, who had since grown up. Ahmad, however, was unable to find his parents, and when he asked
the tribesmen they shook their heads in reply.
Using tricks and threats, Usman had persuaded the Moregh tribesmen to side with him in the revolt. Now
liberation had come to them too. Their numbers, however, were sadly depleted, and practically all their livestock
was lost. Pakya’s father, for instance, formerly a comparatively well-to-do cattle owner, had all his cattle stolen by
Usman. But for the relief given by the People’s Liberation Army and the people’s government, most of the
tribesmen would have starved to death. Ahmad learned that his parents had long been killed by the league
magistrate. At this news he burst into tears, but when he learned that both the magistrate and his son had been
killed by the Liberation Army during the bandit-suppression campaign, he felt himself avenged.
When the comrades of the work team that had come to the grasslands to help the returning tribesmen settle
down heard Ahmad and Pakya’s story, they used them as an example to publicize the Marriage Law, and decided
to arrange a splendid wedding ceremony for them. The comrades explained that the feudal marriage system with
its compulsory match-making, its contempt for women and its neglect of children’s rights, was to be overthrown.
Henceforth, marriage was to be free.
When Ahmad and Pakya heard this, they were moved to tears. This was what they had been longing for all
these years. They could not help sighing as they said:
“If only the Communists had come a few years earlier, how happy we would have been!”
The publicity given the Marriage Law and the praise showered on Ahmad and Pakya for their opposition to the
feudal marriage system were immediately acclaimed by most Kazakhs, particularly by the young people and those
who had suffered most under the feudal marriage system. Even Pakya’s old father, pigheaded though he was, applauded in approval. He came to approve it after a long struggle with himself, for previously he regarded Kazakh
marriage customs as something sacred, as an unassailable tradition handed down by his ancestors. He had considered himself disgraced by Pakya’s action, and had prayed to Huta, asking the god not to punish him and his wife
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for their child’s deeds. Today, having heard the new arguments and thought of the troubles he had endured and of
all that his daughter had suffered, he realized that the so-called sacred, unassailable traditions constantly invoked
by the tribal chiefs had toppled down. He recalled his own youth, how he had fallen in love with a girl, how both
of them had suffered—like Ahmad and Pakya—and how, lacking Ahmad and Pakya’s courage, he had submitted
to the customs and rules which he then in his heart thought unreasonable. These thoughts helped him better to
understand Ahmad and Pakya, and he loved them all the more for having done what he as a young man wanted to
do but dared not. In the past this would have been considered a crime. Today, it was held praiseworthy.
So, far from feeling ashamed for his daughter, he felt that she was a credit to him. Ashamed of the way he had
treated Pakya in the past, he called her to him and said:
“My child, I have been wronging you!”
Then he broke down and clasped her close to his heart.
The scene was interrupted by her mother, who bustled over and indignantly tugged her daughter away.
“She’s no daughter of yours, you pigheaded old creature!”
The old woman had never dared address her husband like this before, but today she no longer feared him. She
felt that she had the upper hand, knew that her husband was in the wrong and was resolved to take him down a
peg or two. The old man did not even look angry, he just hung his head and remained silent. Pakya reasoned with
her mother and comforted her father, conscious for the first time in her life of family affection.
The work team and many tribesmen spent a whole day preparing for Ahmad and Pakya’s wedding. The event
was celebrated magnificently and gaily. The five-star flag floated over the yurt and Chairman Mao’s portrait was
hung inside. Instead of a wedding feast confined to specially invited guests, it turned out to be a mass meeting.
Apart from these innovations, the celebration was virtually unchanged: there were the usual horse races, lassothrowing competitions, wrestling contests, music and singing.
Unfeigned happiness welled up in the hearts of all. present. They realized that this was not just the wedding of
one young couple, but that joy had come to all Kazakh tribesmen. Kazakh men and women were getting new
customs, morals and laws. The sight of the flag, Chairman Mao’s portrait and the faces of the newlyweds,
blushing with embarrassment yet beaming with happiness, strengthened this impression. Only they still did not
know how to put this new feeling into words.
But that evening, when the wedding ceremony was over and the singing had started, Ahmad sang a song he
had composed himself. This song joyfully expressed all that was in the hearts of the tribesmen. In a stirring voice
Ahmad sang:
My face is deeply lined,
I've grown a bushy beard.
You ask me, how old I am?
I'll answer: Just a year.
The five and twenty years I'd lived
Before this—well, you see,
I'd lived far worse than does a dog:
I suffered woe and misery.
So count my age then from the day
I was at last set free.
We, Kazakh men and women,
By many rules were bound.
'Twas said 'tis law, morality,
But nothing good in them I found.
They stole the woman that I loved
And plunged me deep in woe.
We had no good rules in the past,
We had no honest law.
Today, the one I love is free,
Today, there's a law, and to me
It's sweeter than honey could ever be.
What is this law? You want to know? I'll tell you-it's the Marriage Law!
Today's a birthday for me,
I have a Father who's dearer than life.
Today, the one who'd been stolen from me
Is back with me as wife.
And for the Marriage Law sincerely
I'd like to thank right now
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The Communist Party that we love
And our Chairman Mao.
May long they live! May long they thrive
To keep the flame of freedom alive!

81.66 The Night Raid\fn{by Chu Huan-wen (1924- )} Honan Province, China (M) 7
The waning moon hung in the western sky. Driven by strong winds, the wave splashed on the rocks along the
coast. Suddenly I was splashed all over by the spray.
The heavy night fog hung over the sea. The view of the mountains along the mainland coast became more and
more vague. They receded into the distance, becoming dim shadows hovering over the roaring sea.
Meanwhile, about 30 meters from me, there came a cough, and then a knock of a pipe on the rocks. It must be
the helmsman [hunch-back] old man Lin, smoking his pipe.
The pipe was the trade mark of “Old man Lin.” Wherever there was the sound of a pipe, there he was. The old
man’s memory was not too good. How[evermuch] he tried, he could never remember the watchword during the
night. Fortunately, he never left the camp site. And all members of the unit had learned to identify him by the
knock of his pipe.
The knocking of his pipe was not so much disliked as his unsanitary habits. The pipe was always in his mouth.
Tobacco ashes flew wherever he went. And he coughed and spit as he wished. Furthermore, he was a stubborn old
man. Whenever he embarked in the motor junk, he liked to empty the ashes from his pipe by knocking it against
the machine-gun mount. For this, the captain had reprimanded him many times, but it was no use. Within five
minutes, he would be doing it again.
Approaching him slowly, I hailed him first, for fear that he may not have recognized me.
“It’s you, friend!” smiled old Lin, “that’s why you looked like half a man. Huh? Why can’t you grow a little
taller?”
“I will grow taller,” I teased him back. “And you? Haven’t you been growing shorter and shorter?”
It was true. Old man Lin had been a hunchback for a long time, however he had never realized it himself. If he
was told that he was a hunchback, he would stretch his thick waist.
‘The Captain says that I am bent because of smoking a pipe, what a joke!”
Old man Lin unconsciously stretched his back. “No, not by the pipe, but by the heavy burden of living.”
I know Old man Lin had had an unhappy life. Old as he was, he was homeless now.
“Are you watching your home town again?” I asked.
“Why talk about that?” Old man Lin filled his pipe once again. “In the past I lived in a place by the coast. Now
I live in the junk at sea. There’s no difference between the two.”
That was said for self-comfort more than anything else. Old man Lin had been a fisherman, his family had
lived opposite the strait. But now he lived alone. The camp was his house, his real home the cabin of the armed
junk.
“Everybody can be homesick,” I said.
“I was thinking,” he shook his head.
“Thinking about what? What's eating you?”
“I mean the commander seems like …”
Old man Lin’s “seems like” meant confusion or suspicion. Now that he mentioned it, I also felt that there was
something unusual about the Commander. This huge man who never worried about anything had recently begun
to drink by himself behind his closed door. He often walked around the camp at midnight, and we never heard the
sound of his clear laughter any more.
“That’s true. I have felt his strangeness too.”
“Do you know when this began?”
I shook my head. “I think it began when the defected fisherman came over here five days ago.”
“What has that to do with the Commander?”
“They are from the same home town.”
Old man Lin stood up suddenly, saying urgently: “Let’s go. Let’s go back and take a look.”
Seeing him so upset, I asked: “What’s wrong?”
“Drinking is always bad and I just saw the Commander drinking again.”
When we approached the door of the Commander's quarters, we were both stunned. The Commander had
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drunk himself into a stupor and was lying on the dirty floor. The empty bottle had rolled outside the door and the
air was filled with the strong smell of wine. The captain was already there. He had not touched the Commander,
but was bent over the light of a petroleum lamp examining some pieces of paper that had been torn up and also
stamped on with muddy feet.
The captain gestured to us and I went over. I studied the torn up pieces that he had put together and could see it
was a mission report. It reported that the Chicom broadcasting station opposite us must be neutralized to prevent it
from affecting our morale. But it had been disapproved.
I felt that it was this disapproved report that was the cause of the anxiety of the Commander. Otherwise he
would not have torn up and stamped upon it.
The Captain put down the pieces of paper and tried to push the Commander. When he found that he was still
asleep, he motioned us to help move him to his bed. He placed a cup of drinking water by his side then gestured
for us to leave.
“What’s the matter?” Old man Lin asked, He could not read.
“It’s that Chicom broadcasting station again!”
“Just get rid of it, that’s all!” Old man Lin bit hard on his pipe. It seemed as if he were biting the Chicoms
instead of his pet pipe.
“It has not been approved,” sighed the Captain. He went on angrily, “I don’t understand why we let those two
dirty women continue with their lies and rumors!”
Old man Lin waved his long pipe in the air. With the motion, a weed’s head was cut off. He nodded to the
Captain. It seemed that he wanted to say something, but he swallowed it.
‘You agree, don’t you?” The Captain’s eyes lighted up.
“For the past few days, my hands have been itching to handle the helm. I have had to climb the hills to keep
down my eagerness.”
“OK! What ever the responsibility, I will take it!” the captain exclaimed, striking his chest.
“Sir, we are going to?” I asked excitedly.
“Go? Ha, ha!” The captain laughed and said: “Let’s go to bed!”
I knew the Captain was deceiving me again. The Captain and Old Lin were both impulsive, especially the Captain, who was daring and wild. If he thought it was right, he would dare to do it right away. Egged on by Old man
Lin, he treated orders as pieces of waste paper!
Two weeks ago, when the Captain had learned that there were Chicom supply ships loaded with Dragon Eye
Nuts passing by, he ordered his crew to intercept them without any official order. Though we captured three junks,
the captain was court-martialed and confined in a deserted pill-box for one week. During that time, he was only
allowed to eat salt-water-soaked-rice. After he was released he was asked how he felt about it and he said:
“Well, the more the lice, the less they sting; the more the debt, the less one I worries. When I got used to the
dark pill-box, it was just like my home. If I am out of there for some time, I even get homesick!”
I guessed that the Captain and Old Lin were going to take action again, but he was pretending so as to deceive
me. The Captain never allowed me to participate in their operations. I was a new-comer so he did not feel he
could count on me. Though my marksmanship was as good as our marksman Chen Fong, I was always left as a
guard at the camp. I did my best to protest, but they never took me along.
“Captain, you think very little of me!” I said angrily.
“How could that be?” The Captain looked me up and down, then roared with laughter.
“I know what you are going to do though you won’t tell me!”
“The sea wind would blow you away!”
“Everyone has to grow up little by little!”
“Go home and suck some milk first!” said Old man Lin.
“Don’t force me to fight!” I lost control and started to shout.
“Ah ha! You are quite a guy!” The Captain laughed, showing his shiny white teeth. He took off his cotton
overcoat and approached me:
“Come and strike me!”
The Captain was as strong as a rock, his broad muscled chest was covered with black hair. Faced with such a
man one was bound to be scared, but I had boasted and could not back out.
I threw myself at him and punched his chest as hard as I could.
The Captain did not even move, he stood there as steady as a rock.
“Hey, you! Are you trying to swat mosquitos and flies?”
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After a roar of laughter, Old man Lin muttered through the pipe in his mouth: “Go home and suck some milk
first!”
“If I can’t fight you, you hit me!” and I threw my coat off, baring my chest. “Come on, hit me!”
“Ha ha!” the Captain looked at me and the Old man, roaring with laughter. I noticed he was signalling to Old
man Lin as he said to me.
“Hey, you! You had better go to bed.”
Picking up his overcoat, the Captain left. Without an object to fight, I stood for a while until the cold wind
chilled me. Then I picked up my coat and walked into my quarters. Tossing in my bed, I could not fall asleep.
Many things came to my mind. I thought of the past, the present and the future. I did not know how I would be
able to change their impression of me! I was convinced that my marksmanship was not so bad. I was used to a
hard life and I was patient. Though I was short and thin, I did have guts. Why did they always look down on me!?
I looked through the window. The moonlight was dim and the stars were hidden by the heavy fog. I stared at
the night sky for a long time before I fell asleep.
I woke up, hearing somebody walking outside my window.
On the alert, I rolled off my bed in a hurry and crept over to feel Old man Lin’s bed. It was empty. Chen Pong,
the Gunner, was also not in his bed. Through my window, I saw that the door of the Captain’s stone house was
slightly open. I walked out the door and looking down the road, through the mist, I could see several shadows
moving rapidly on the trail at the foot of the hill. I knew what was going on.
“Whatever you say, I will take part this time!” I said to myself.
Making up my mind, I rushed back into my quarters, put on my overcoat, picked up the revolver under my
pillow, and rushed out. The shadows on the trail moved so fast that they had already disappeared.
Weighing anchor, unmooring, starting the engine, that would give me five more minutes to catch up.
“I must catch them in time! Otherwise, Old man Lin will tease me again, ‘go home and suck milk,’” I thought
to myself as I dashed to the shore.
The trail down the hill was difficult and stepping on the moss covered rocks I slipped and fell. I got up again
and kept on running.
An engine started I could see the number of the boat—“88.” It was our boat. Aiming at the bow, I jumped. I
missed and dropped into the sea. After surfacing, I tried to climb aboard the boat.
They were too cruel to take pity on me. They spotted me with their flashlights, watching me as they would
watch a monkey game, laughing without giving me a hand.
“Hey, you!” Old man Lin always had to have his say: “Maybe you sucked too much milk so you dropped
overboard!”
The Captain roared with laughter and exclaimed: “Only for the jump, I’ll take you along this time!”
It was Chen Fong who finally leaned over to help pull me up.
“This little fellow is pitiful. Let me make an exception!” Chen Fong said seriously: “Keep in mind, man! The
motto of the First Battalion is: ‘If you fall, get on your feet by yourself!’”
My jumping into the sea was worthwhile. The tough Captain helped me change my wet clothes, even covering
me with his own overcoat. It was unusual for him to praise:
“Little fellow, you do have guts!”
Though the breeze was not strong, the sea was still heavy. And the sea air chilled us. I looked around me.
There was nothing but the sea. Amidst the thundering waves splashing the junk, the lone engine was too weak to
be heard. With one hand at the helm, the other holding his pipe, Old man Lin was as relaxed as a grandfather
telling stories to his grandchildren in the moonlight on a peaceful mid-summer night.
“This is truly playing with our lives!” I could not help from secretly blaming him.
On a night mission like this, all lives on board were in his hands. The reefs were scattered along this area; and
with the moon setting, the heavy fog would bring visibility to almost zero. The heavy sea tossed the motor junk up
and down like a drunkard: I was losing my nerve.
Chen Pong, the gunner, was alert like a hunter searching his prey. The Captain stood at the bow, leaning
forward to stare at the mountains. He scratched his head from time to time. Obviously, he was worried about the
heavy night fog.
I crept over to Chen Pong, and pushed him with my elbow.
“What’s the matter?” he asked softly.
“Look, Old man Lin seems to be still asleep, sailing a boat like this—”
“Are you scared?”
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“I don’t enjoy fighting with the sea.”
“Have you gone to the toilet?” Chen Pong was smiling.
“I don’t understand what you are talking about.”
“Old man Lin was born and raised here. With his fifty years of experience, he is more familiar with this stretch
of water than you are with the way to the toilet.”
So that’s why the Captain trusted him. Though ugly and old, he was an expert!
“Take it easy!” I had forgotten that the wind would carry our voices over and the Old man could hear what we
said. He went on: “Whenever I am at the helm, I usually can take a short nap.”
Old man Lin could not take praise. As soon as he felt elated, tong-tong-tong-tong-tong, he knocked his pipe on
the machine gun mount again!
“You!” Burnt by the tobacco cinders from the old man’s pipe falling on his foot, Chen Fong cried out loudly.
But the old man continued smiling. “When a man gets old, his memory fails.”
Chen Fong shrugged and shook his head helplessly.
“Brother,’ I took this opportunity to probe Chen Fong: “Is our mission tonight to knock out the broadcasting
site?”
“I don’t know,” Chen Fong answered me frankly. It did not seem that he was keeping something from me. So
he also did not know. It seemed that our kind of unit was full of secrets, so it really had been unnecessary to have
tried to fight with the Captain.
“Let’s ask the Captain,” I said.
“Wait, when the time is ready, he will tell us,” said Chen Fong confidently. Wait! What else could we do but
wait?
I could not say whether I had confidence in the Captain but I could see the sea—the heavy breakers striking
our boat. After 20 minutes of sailing, the engine was cut off and the junk came to a stop, surrounded by mountains. The waning moon was setting, the heavy fog hung over the surface of the sea. You could not see 15 yards
ahead of you. Even an experienced helmsman could not possibly find his way.
“Where’s your boasting?” I was getting even with Old man Lin for his teasing. “Why don’t you go on? Are
you going to take another nap?”
“ …………” The Old man chuckled.
“Need me to do the navigation for you?” I was not about to let off.
“If you didn’t boast so much, your bladder would not blow up. That is the theory.”
“Chicom-made grenade!” Old man Lin remarked.
“What do you mean?”
“Never blow up!” He lifted his chin elatedly. “Well, here we are!”
The Captain looked at each of us, saying softly: “Let me make it clear, this raid is not approved.” Old man Lin
nodded and drew on his pipe. Obviously he was one of the planners. Chen Fong was somewhat startled.
“Doesn’t the Battalion Commander know?”
“There would be no problem if he knew!”
“Sir, I am not going to object, but please don’t forget the last time you …”
Chen Fong did not finish. Everybody understood what Chen Fong wanted to say. He was worried about the
Captain violating orders without any regard for discipline.
“Are you afraid of the possibility of my being sent back to my ‘home?’”
“It’s serious to go on a raid without orders!”
“Serious? Hey!” the Captain had his own view about it. “If the mission satisfies me, and I can kill at will, I
would gladly face a firing squad!”
“I don’t mean that.”
“Don’t beat around the bush. Those who don’t want to go can quit, I take full responsibility!” The Captain
sounded so sure, as if he alone could carry out the entire operation.
“I want to know the situation first,” Chen Pong said calmly, “so as to see if it is worthwhile or not.”
“Isn’t it the broadcasting station?” I asked impatiently.
“You are partly right,” the Captain said. “The primary object of the mission is to smuggle a person out!”
I had learned from the Battalion Commander’s report that the broadcasting station must be neutralized but I
didn’t know about smuggling somebody out.
“Who is it?” Chen Fong asked.
“This person is very important to the Commander. If we do not get this person out, he will never be at peace.”
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“Was there a telegram?”
“It was reported by the defected fisherman.”
From what the Captain said we knew the importance of this person. Maybe he was the Battalion Commander’s
boss. Otherwise, why should it be of such emotional importance.
“All right! I will fight shoulder to shoulder with the Captain!” Chen Fong said.
“Good!” The Captain was so excited that he clapped Chen Fong’s shoulder. “Having you with me, I feel confident!”
True. Old man Lin was slow in action, I was a newcomer; only Chen Fong was a valuable assistant.
“Listen!” the Captain ordered. “After getting off, Old man Lin is responsible for maneuvering the boat to the
back of the mountain for cover, and to stand by to pick us up at any moment if needed. Chen Fong will be with
me for any emergency assignment.”
“I will go with you too!” I insisted.
“Of course, for your brave jump I’ll allow you to take part in the action!” The Captain stared hard at me. “One
thing must be clear: without my permission, no one must open fire.”
“Yes, sir!”
The Captain jumped into the water first, Chen Fong and I followed him. As I waded in the shallow water, 1
could see clearly the knives on their hips. “Will we have to use these also?” I asked softly.
“They are more useful than the revolver.”
I did not quite understand; if a knife is better than a revolver, why do they make revolvers then?
“Are you kidding me?”
“You don’t believe me? Just wait and see!”
We were about one hundred meters from the shore and we bent low as we crawled forward.
“Look, there is the pillbox,” the Captain said.
By the setting moon, we could see a dark spot moving by the entrance of the pillbox.
“The house behind the barbed wire is the broadcasting site, see? The operation room is on the second floor.”
The Captain briefed us.
“Did you reconnoiter it?”
“The information was supplied by the defected fisherman.” The Captain replied. Then the Captain drew his
knife from his hip and put it in his mouth, between his teeth. Carrying his revolver with his left hand, and picking
up a rock with his right hand, the Captain started to move forward. Chen Fong followed closely but he was
stopped by the Captain.
“I’ll go first to make a deal!” the Captain muttered with the knife in his mouth.
“You know the Chicom guard, Sir?” I whispered.
“You are really an innocent.” Chen Fong pointed to the knife in the Captain's mouth and said, “That is a fight.”
“Why is he carrying a rock?”
Chen Fong did not answer but pulled me down on the ground. We crept forward a few steps to watch the
Captain’s “deal.”
The patrol guard was approaching the Captain. It seemed that he had heard some noise, and stared in our
direction in an absentminded manner. The situation was critical. If he fired his rifle, the Captain would never have
a chance. I saw the Captain throw himself flat on the sandy beach, his head buried among the piles of rocks, lying
perfectly still. After a few tense minutes, the guard began patrolling again. The Captain suddenly darted forward,
raising his right hand to let go of the rock. It crashed on the ground to the right of the guard. Surprised, the guard
rushed to search the spot where the rock fell so that his back was to the Captain. I saw a flash. The knife flew out
of the Captain’s right hand and into the guard’s back. He fell without a sound, his rifle dropping on the ground.
“Charge!” Chen Fong pulled me up and we rushed to the Chicom guard.
The Captain kicked the body over on his back and picked up the rifle, placing it by the road. When I saw the
contorted yellow face, my heart beat fast.
There was a brick house with three rooms in a row. A second floor was built on one of the rooms at the head of
the house. A little red light was on the roof. The soldiers’ quarters was the first room by the front door. The
Captain told us to watch the door of the quarters, while he himself felt his way in the dark to another room. Was
this a raid? It’s strange how such a simple thing can be exaggerated and described as dangerous. Actually it
seemed so easy to enter into enemy territory. Even a new-comer like myself could make it!
Chen Fong was a careful man. Though the Chicoms were asleep and snoring, he was just as alert, with a
dagger in his left hand and a revolver in his right hand. In case one Chicom came out of the door, he could stab
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him with his dagger; if more than one he could kill them with his gun.
The Captain came out of the room with a rolled up quilt on his shoulder It seemed to be very heavy. There
must be something inside it.
“Take this to the junk first,” he passed the roll over to Chen Fong.
“And you?” Chen asked worriedly.
“Have another mission.”
“Sir,” Chen wanted to stop him. “Time is up.”
The Captain smiled: “If I am put to rest at ‘home’ after accomplishing two missions, I will have collected a
bonus.”
“Sir—” Chen was going to say something more, but was cut off by the Captain.
“Take it to the junk and wait for me at the beach!” he commanded.
Chen left with his cargo. The Captain threw something into the Chicom's quarters and latched the door from
the outside. Then he dragged me up to the room on the second floor.
The moon had set. The court yard was pitch dark. We peeped through the window but could not see anything
inside. The Captain slowly forced open the door and under the flashlight I saw the faces of two women. The
Captain pointed his revolver at them, then woke them up with a kick.
“Don’t make a noise!” he commanded.
The two women huddled under their quilts in their underwear and tried to put on their clothes. The Captain
gave me a bundle of rags.
“Stuff this into their mouths,” he ordered. Then he grabbed them by their hair, and dragged them along with us
in their bare feet.
It was a dark and chilly night. After walking a few steps they began to cry, but they were quickly subdued by
the Captain’s revolver butt.Maybe their cries had alerted the guard. There came a sharp voice:
“Who is it?”
We ran faster.
“Hold on!” The Chicoms gave chase.
There was tension on the quiet beach but without hesitation, the Captain continued to rush the two women
prisoners to the beach.
The guards were getting nearer to us. Looking back, I saw a Chicom about to approach me. Frightened, I
pulled the trigger and the shot echoed loudly.
“Goddam it!” the Captain sneered at. me. “This is the time to use your knife!”
Although I had hit one of them it only attracted more shots from the rest of them. The gun fire had broken the
quiet of the beach. Excited by the action. I was going to return fire to prevent the enemy from chasing us. But I
was stopped by the Captain with a hearty slap.
“You want to die?! You’re exposing us to the enemy!”
Under the enemy's bullets, we ran as fast as we could.
Arriving at the sea shore, I found my feet had been cut by the rugged rocks. When I stepped into the sea, they
hurt badly! I had experienced the taste of battle. I looked at the Captain. He was so much stronger than I. He could
take anything; he was carrying the two women along as easily as if they were chickens.
Chen Fong met us, asking if we should return fire.
“Not necessary!” the Captain said. “They will retreat anyhow, and I figure it is about time.”
“What time?” asked Chen.
“For their old nest to be destroyed.”
Even before he had finished speaking, we heard two explosions.
“Goddam it! Is it the artillery?” I exclaimed.
“All you know is to suck milk when you are hungry!” The Captain grinned as he stared at the fire that followed
the explosion of the station. “Time bombs.”
It was only then that I realized what it was that the Captain had thrown into the Chicom’s quarters. And of
course into the other room too.
After climbing on board the boat, the captain sat on the bow and could not stand on his feet any more, When I
rushed to help him up, my hand was wet, and I smelt blood.
“Sir, you are wounded!”
“What a bad word!” he laughed. “Why don’t you say decorated?”
“It is still bleeding!” I protested
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“It’s good for letting out the heat in my veins.” he said.
The Captain’s joking made me uneasy. It was my fault. If I had not fired that shot, the Captain would not have
been hit. I wanted the Captain to reprimand and punish me. But he just sat on the bow and tried to wrap up his
wounded leg. This reminded me of the two guards who had been killed, one by the Captain’s knife, and one by
me. They were like us, human flesh and blood. Why did we have to kill them?
“Are you sighing?” the Captain asked.
“Two of them were killed!”
“That’s right!”
“They were all human.”
“No! If you feel sorry for the enemy, then you are cruel to yourself.”
What the Captain said was right. The two women were sobbing at the feet of the Captain and he began to
question them!
“Who cried first?”
No answer.
“Both of you are cheap.”
The Captain raised his gun and struck one of them. “Talk!”
Strange. Both of the women were here by us so how come there was a woman crying from the other end of the
boat?
I turned on my flashlight and saw an old woman of about sixty, wrapped in an overcoat, staring at the Captain
with pleading eyes. She was scrawny and her silver hair hung over her wrinkled face. She must have suffered
from starvation for a long time.
“Is she the one you want to rescue?” I questioned.
He did not answer me, but addressed the old woman.
“Ma’am, you …”
“ …”
“Don’t be afraid Ma’am, your son is our Battalion Commander,” the Captain explained. “Whatever you want
to say, say it.”
So she was the Battalion Commander’s Mother!
“Please forgive them,” the old lady said, her face bathed with tears. “They were forced to operate the loudspeaker. All the people on Mainland China must act as ordered by the Communists!”
The Captain was stunned. He did not expect the old lady to plead for them. He dropped his gun. I thought to
myself that the Battalion Commander would not punish the Captain this time!
The motor junk returned to the base at dawn. The Battalion Commander was waiting for us with some riflemen. He just stood on the shore waiting. The sun shining behind him cast a long shadow on the ground. The
weather was cold enough, but the Commander’s face was colder than the weather.
The Captain gestured to Chen Pong to bring the women ashore, while he himself helped the old lady up.
Old man Lin anchored the ship and even as busy as he was he did not forget to knock his pipe on the machinegun mount.
As soon as the Captain jumped ashore, he slipped and fell for his wounded leg could not support him any
more. I thought the Battalion Commander would help him up, but he did not do so. He just ordered the riflemen to
help him up. Then he ran up to the old lady and with tears streaming down his face, he cried, “Ma!”
The reunion of mother and son was very emotional and we were all silent. Then the Commander calmed down
and recovered himself. He glared at the Captain for a long while, then demanded:
“Do you think I should commend you for what you have done?”
“I did not think about that,” the Captain replied with a grin.
“I really don’t know what that mind of your thinks about everyday!”
“I do as I think; that is really enjoyable!” the Captain was still grinning.
The Commander roared: “Shut your mouth!”
“You must not punish him, my son!”
“Please mind your own business, Mom! Business is business!”
“That man just said that here under the control of the Central Government. The people may say what they
like.” The old lady was daring now. She argued: “I am your mother, why can’t I say something? Though you are
an officer, you are unreasonable.”
“You may scold me if you like, but business is still business!” The Commander turned to the riflemen.
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“Take him away! Care for his wound first, then turn him to me.”
“Sir!” I almost cried for the Captain. The Captain looked at me, roaring with laughter:
“You stupid, it is difficult for me to have a few days leave. Now. I can go ‘home’ again for a few days.”
I shook my head vehemently, with tears in my eyes.
“Smile at your captain, my young fellow,” he teased.
“I … I just can’t smile!”
“Do what you like; it makes you happy!” Before he was taken away, he said to me earnestly: “You can learn
how to fire a gun, to sail over the sea, to stage a raid, to intercept the enemy, even to drink to enjoy yourself. You
may learn all of these. But there are two things you must not learn: one is disobeying orders, the other is Old man
Lin’s bad habits.”
I turned around to look at the old man, still on board the ship. True, he was knocking his pipe on the machinegun mount again! Furthermore, he cleared his throat by spitting and calling out to the Captain:
“Sir, like you I can never change my habit!”
255.195 1. To The Lotus 2. To The Chrysanthemum 3. Composed Extempore After The Senior High School
Graduation Dinner 4. Receiving A Letter From Father After Mother Died 5. Weathered Willow 6. To Jaifu: Leaves
Plucked From The Snow-capped Bamboo By The Window 7. Destiny 8. Blown Thistle 9. To The Tune Of
“Butterflies Love Flowers” 10. Sea Clouds 11. Two Poems In Response To Zhuangzi’s “The Great Journey” 12.
To The Tune Of “Wild Beauty” 13. Song Of The Water And Clouds 14. Alien Land 15. My Hair Was Too Long
16. Poems Written In Tears 17. In The Mist 18. At Dusk 19. Reflections On An Autumn Day 20. For My Teachers
And Friends At The Ancient Capital 21. Inscription For A Friend’s Drawing Of A Fallen Hero 22. To The Tune Of
“Magpie On A Perch” 23. To The Tune Of “Partridge Sky” 24. To The Tune Of “Butterflies Love Flowers” 25. To
The Tune Of “Sands Of The Washing Stream” 26. Ode To The Lotus 27. A Dream 28. Golden Rays 29. To The
Tune Of “Partridge Sky” 30. To The Lotus Of The Horseshoe Lake At Nankai 31. On A Trip To Tofino: Thirtyone Poems Expressed As Prose\fn{by Jiaying Ye aka Florence Yeh Chia-ying (1924- )} Peking, China (F) 6
1
Your roots have come from the enchanted land; in the mud you’ve grown, unsullied you stand.
How does Buddha who lives only in prayers take us mortals across troubled waters?
2
Not in the days when the world is ablaze, but last to blossom late in autumn, after all the others have faded,
you alone unfurl in the frost.
3
The singing is over—now I know: how hard to force a smile.
I stand lonesome in the wind till the last watch of the night.
Playmates, companions, childhood friends disperse like clouds in a gale.
I turn back for a glance at the classroom and cannot hold back my tears.
4
Last night I received a letter from Father, opened it and solemnly knelt to read.
To Mother’s name was it addressed, wishing her well from faraway.
It said that his dreams of late had reminded him to come home, to see his wife and children, to laugh and say
that his joy was full.
He hoped to have the family together again in a few years.
Little did he know, before a dream turned cold, she had withered away and in a coffin was laid.
Now, forever, mother is gone and father is still yonder.
I heaved a long sigh with the letter before me—teardrops fell like pearls, a thousand bowls.
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5
Desolation deep in autumn—cicadas weep in the tree.
Lonesome her slender shadow—braving a peek at herself in the cold pond.
Forlorn, O forlorn in heartbreak under the crescent moon in the morning breeze.
6
People come together by chance, meeting and parting like clouds or duckweed.
I remember when you gave me two bamboo shoots, bangs hung gently over our foreheads tender.
After five autumns, now the green shade’s full—always the bamboo had been near while you’ve been far away
—evertreen its branches and foliage, even in the frost.
Never would they curl up like banana leaves.
Last night, over the west tower, the moon was shrouded—slender and hazy its shadow, reticent its feelings.
Dreams broken at the third watch of night, the lamp still burning—suddenly I heard the crash of snow.
I rose, and took the lamp to the window—a cluster of frozen clouds fleece white.
Plucked three leaves to mail you, my kin, to witness winter’s heart, the cold-enduring green.
7
The sun and the moon are two arrows, and destiny is unknowable.
I would gladly die like him who chased the sun, and will not laugh at the one who tried to halt it.
A dream of fanciful flowers before my eyes; a poem of fading light at sky’s edge.
I’ll tell the water in the stream out front—it will remember me and all my secret dreams.
8
Uprooted and driven like thistle blown—adrift and headed into a storm.
Do not ask the sky: why oh why?
Who will lend a hand if you fall by the wayside?
Alone now, I touch my baby creadled in my arms, and swallow my tears quietly, quietly in the dark.
9
Standing by the bamboos—no one cares if my arms are cold—I have no time for youthful pursuits, spring
outings and girls’ games.
Do not ask if I’m happy or sad, I must face what lies ahead.
Flowers fall fast in the heavy rain and gusts of wind.
Finite are the years of youth; unreliable the promises of old.
I have tried to banish the dreams to the poems of my younger years.
Yet, for a moment—away from the crowd—thoughts go back.
10
Green mountains rise under my eyes; snow-capped waves meet the sky.
Let me finish my mundane duties, and I’ll retire by the clouds of the sea.
11
The old pledge to come back to rest by the South Sea after a six month flight is but a fleeting dream.
Stampeding dust storms do not worry me.
When, O when will the Grand Falcon make the Great Journey?
The secluded water opens out to the clouded sky, waiting, waiting for the Grand Falcon which does not come
by.
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Ever since the fable was told by wise old Zhuangzi, a sad longing has filled the air above the lonely sea.
12
Where does the west wind catch its melancholy?
In the building’s shadow under the lone white cloud.
The sky is blue and high—deep in autumn the sojourner’s dream drifts into the distance.
Nearing old age at sky’s edge nightfall comes early now.
In the sunset I walk back along down the road where yellow leaves are blown.
13
The water flows by, the coulds float by, neither will stay behind.
The green brook gurgles around the bend, and white clouds fly across the sky.
And yet by chance one day they meet, ah, heaven and earth will echo with many a sigh.
*
The water glistens, the water ripples; the clouds turn roseate, the clouds hang low.
The water weaves its dream along the edge of the white clouds; the clouds cast their image upon the mirror of
the green brook.
The brook has forgotten to mourn its bygone youth; the clouds have forgotten to sing their wanderer’s blues.
*
The water rises as mist; the clouds will turn to rain.
The brook wants to weave a cottony cloud; the clouds want to swell a singing stream.
Let the flowers bloom and fall, and the moon will wax and wane, but the white clouds and the green brook, as
one they will remain.
*
Cloud and water, water and cloud, one and the same, mother and child.
Different in form, one in essence, water and cloud dream of reunion.
*
Unreadable the clouds, endless the water, flying wherever, flowing wherever.
Where do they come from and why won’t they stay here?
*
The water and the clouds long to return to the beginning.
The heart endures, but the prayer is unanswered.
The water yearns for the clouds; the clouds pine for the water.
The water and the clouds have all gone by, leaving earth and heaven with a long, long sigh.
14
Frost descends on this alien land again—the trees are all red; adrift I am even more than a year before.
My original plan didn’t work out—it’s difficult to explain—and now I’m like a lone pillar trying to support a
house on a precarious slant.
Do what you’re told—to make a living swallow your pride—beseeching strangers to give you shelter leaves a
sour taste I know.
Before I came, the fortune teller had told me so: that I’d go to the end of the earth and weep by the shore.
15
Long, like a tail, one day; shortened and shaggy the next; and now combed up into a bun.
Three different looks in three consecutive days.
Life is like a game; you dress up for the play.
Be not astonished, my dear friend: my looks are not worthy of your remark.
Outward appearances are just illusions; the real me is hidden in my heart.
The Goddess of Mercy’s thirty-two guises: all illusory, every one.
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If you gaze upon the illusive, you won’t see me, though we meet.
16
I wept for mother when I was young, covered with the dust of war.
I wept for father leaving me on my own, blown about like thistle.
Now, having survived a hundred tribulations, I weep for you, oh precious pearl that once my hands did proudly
cradle.
*
All the patient waiting, all the hopes, all in vain.
All the tender caring, all the toil, blown away.
I try to remember my baby at my bosom: twenty-seven years have gone by like a dream.
*
For all the troubles we had been through in her early years, I had always loved this daughter more, and
growing old I was pleased that her husband was like a son to me.
Abruptly, disaster struck: a storm ripped the twin-budded bough from the tree.
*
Back home after it’s all over, my blouse stained with tears, spring is charming as ever, though everyrthing else
has changed.
Once more I see the cherry blossoms bloom out front.
Oh, I cannot believe my child will never come home again.
17
Dreary are cloudy days without a break; sad a fallen tree at earth’s end.
I’m long accustomed to this lonesome road.
Let the immense ocean fog roll in.
I like to climb to view from heights: wrapt in mist a sea and sky of sorrow.
Above the clouds surely a gleam of gold; at sky’s edge I see a blush of blue.
18
At dusk I strolled in the woods alone.
The sun was putting away its last rays at treetop.
One by one the birds had all flown home.
Who will help to settle this wandering heart?
Spring will not stay, as falling petals long have known; and broken dreams leave no traces behind.
I have wandered to the end of the earth, grieving the avance of old age.
Where shall I spend the rest of my life, my final stipend of time?
19
All the leaves in the maple grove are red—it is late fall again in this alien land.
The migrant geese have flown; the sundown haze had darkened; I climb to look afar.
Half a lifetime at this end of the earth—separations, alive and by death—thistle blown from stems snapped.
Thinking of the old capital and the island settlement; thinking of the dreams of times past—the happy and the
sad, green years spent in a flash.
A limpid and shallow body of water making a celestial creek on earth.
How to reconcile this brothers’ brawl—this regret of ages?
Why this rift on two sides of a strait—apart, kin for a thousand years?
May all debts and wounds be forgiven and healed.
May all hearts and hands be joined, the spanning bridge to build.
20
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Of pillars and beams the temple indeed has no lack.
Yet this odd piece of timber its roots cannot forget.
To serve the country is a scholar’s quest—always mindful of the spirit of Li and Du, the poets.\fn{ A reference to
Li Bai and Du Fu, two of the most revered oe5ts of the Tang Dynasty }
21
Death may weigh more than a mountain or less than a feather.
As I opened the mail and saw your drawing, a hundred thoughts ensued.
A few simple lines captured a determined and heroic soul: eyes burning with anguish and anger.
The fallen hero, like the ghose of Chu, a noble spirit that moves the heavens.
Clasping a strong bow, carrying a long sword, ready to ride—through bullet rain, in blood stains.
No one is spared the ultimate fate—yet the poet left us a poem of silenced screams.
When will we meet to tell each other our stories?
22
The jade palace, a shadow behind the clouds, knows it is cold up there—but rather likes it.
Silver moon, deep blue sea, frosted dew—the moon lady is used to the solitude.
Who sent the phoenix wood saved from the fire?
Let me carve an exquisite qin\fn{An ancient seven-string bridgeless Chinese instrument}
Do not say no one will catch on—hearken the reply in heaven’s song.
23
Separation, temporal and eternal, each I long have known; hardships, material and spiritual, I have been
through them all.
I have left my country and brought my family; I have lost my pearl at sea.
The building’s shadow, blue sky and translucent clouds—Cambridge looks the same.
Everyone marvels at this traveller’s still-good health.
Who knows how cold my heart feels tonight?
24
What a delight to look out from on high: the sky tall, the sea wide, the waves rolling further than the eyes can
see.
Are those the fabled mountains in the distance?
A lone sail goes searching.
The silvery moon comes cuddling up by my pillowside; the youthful dream, of growing nine plots of orchids,
returns.
News from home tells of the late arrival of Spring.
I’m counting daily—when will the flowers bloom?
25
Already an aged pine, used to frost and snow, let it be: my youth is gone with the rain and storm.
Thirty years—turn back for a glance—the sea has turned to land.
Never one for rosy-cheek and ruby-lip contests, I pride myself: translucent cloud to azure sky belongs.
The remaining years—as I grow old—let me spend them with abandon.
26
The flower calls my pet-name to mind—in whom may I confide?
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I have often dreamed of your broad green leaves these thirty years at the end of the arth—drifrting, ever
yearning.
Yet in alien soil no tender roots would grow.
So glad to see you upon my return—smiling, ever so elegant, my old friend.
Dew drops on the petals under a sheet of moonlight—tear drops in the dark of night.
Spotless plant with not a speck of dust—ah, if I could be transformed—but I have left you disappointed.
I stand alone for a while by the pond—strands of gray telling my age, brushed by the west wind—I hear the
sound of jade pendants and I see the shadows in my heart momentarily.
27
Like a thousand sails, the cliff rose from the waves.
Past the empty hall, in silence, I saw the blossoms, on the palm of Buddha, thriving without water: a cactus
flower.
28
The autumn river flows to the red clouds and tall blue sky—ah, the setting sun—what an eyeful of golden rays.
Leaves and petals fall in the west wind, but not these ones.
A good flower’s fragrance is for all seasons.
29
Quietly burning bright and silvery—how I loved to read that poetry of Yishan.
No partying upon the meadow—only my dreams know; I sit by the rain-chilled window.
I’m, growing old, and my hopes are fading—a picture awakens a past delight.
Who will see this flickering heart flame burning, burning all through the night?
30
Time again for the geese to fly, making a sign in the sky.
The lotus has wilted—I’ve come late.
Still there are seeds inside.
Old age comes quickly—still I dream of the blossoming after a thousand springs.
31
All was bright under the Spring sun after rain, each step along the trail a look at the tide.
Gentle waves seemed to whisper the blue whale’s sighs, tender were the ocean vast and heaven high.
*
Forty years have gone with the waves …
I went looking for shells at a deserted beach.
1925

80.87 Marriage\fn{by Li Wen-yuan (c.1925?- )} Hangkow?, Hubei Province, China (M) 16
The drizzle had continued for two or three days, sometimes dense, sometimes light, but always enough to keep
the villagers from their work in the fields. And they were getting impatient.
Lien-niu made use of the leisure afforded by the rainy days to make a pair of shoes.
In the morning, the sun peeped through the clouds. Everything looked brighter after the rain, gladdening and
refreshing the hearts of men and women:
Lien-niu was sitting on a low chair in the middle room, fondling the pair of shoes. They were well made. A
feeling of joy welled up in her heart. She was thinking to herself, “The weather is clearing up, and the shoes are
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made. When he goes to work in the fields again, he’ll have something to wear on his feet.” As her thoughts ran on,
the image of a sturdy young fellow took shape in her mind: he was wearing the shoes, so stoutly made; he was
striding along with his head held high, a figure of unusual dignity. A small smile started to play around the corners
of her mouth. But hardly had it appeared when she began to bite her lower lip. And as though afraid someone
might read the secret in her heart, she instinctively cast a glance at her mother—Mother Yuan as everybody called
her—in the room at the lower end of the house. She was startled to see her washing the water jar, and it was only
then that she remembered it was time to cook the midday meal. Hastily she popped the shoes into her work
basket, and shook off the snippets of thread that clung to her blue cotton dress.
“I was going to fetch the water as soon as I’d finished with the shoes,” she called.
“It’s terribly muddy outside,” said Mother Yuan. “Just a couple of buckets. That’ll be enough to go on with.”
“All right.” As she answered, she pulled on her rubber boots and swung the pole with the water buckets over
her shoulder. Tossing back her long plaits tied with blue ribbons, she set off.
As she came to the corner of the wall, a tall young chap, with high cheek-bones and a ruddy complexion, was
approaching from the opposite direction, his body slithering to one side, then to the other, as he plodded over the
slippery ground. It was Chi Chung-hsiang, on his way to Lien-niu’s home to fetch his copy of the Handbook on
Mutual Aid and Co-operation and to consult her about going to the cotton fields the next day to deal with the
insects. But the truth was that these days he was glad of any excuse to call on Lien-niu. Now, as he rounded the
corner, the two came face to face. Seeing that no one was around, Chung-hsiang said in a whisper,
“It’s too muddy. Let me go and draw the water for you. You go home and get that Handbook on Mutual Aid
and Co-operation for me. I want to go through it again.” As he spoke, he pointed at his feet. “Look at my boots,”
he went on. “They’re covered with mud: if you carry the buckets, you’ll only fall.”
Lien-niu was an obstinate person. If anyone suggested that something was beyond her powers, she would
become quite angry.
“Out of my way!” she said, half smiling, half angry. “We’ll see whether I fall or not.”
Chung-hsiang hesitated for a moment, and Lien-niu slipped past him and went on her way. She had hardly
taken a step when she hurriedly turned back.
“There’s a pair of shoes at home,” she said in a low voice. “Go and try them on, see whether they fit you.” So
saying, she immediately took to her heels.
For a moment, Chung-hsiang stood there at a loss, then hurried away after her. Lien-niu had just filled the
second bucket when he arrived. He picked up the pole, slung the buckets on the two ends and carried them away. .
After Chung-hsiang had emptied the water into the jar, Lien-niu pulled a chair over and asked him to sit down
and rest. Catching sight of her mother standing by the side of a pot cooking rice, she called to her with a smile,
“Mum, shall we give that pair of shoes to Chuung-hsiang?”
“Oh, yes,” replied her mother.
“Oh, Mother Yuan,” said Chung-hsiang shyly, “it’s very kind of you, but …”
Mother Yuan glanced at him tenderly and said with a smile, “Now then, my lad, not another word! You’re in
our team, and that’s just as though you’re one of the family. Don’t act like an outsider.” She paused for a while,
and then continued, “After all, you’ve helped us out time and again in the fields, and with jobs about the house.
It’s a fair exchange—work for work—take ’em and wear ’em.”
Chung-hsiang tried on the shoes. And when Lien-niu saw how well they fitted, she was delighted. Then the
three of them began to chat about other things.
“You should see the cotton in the high-yield areas,” remarked Mother Yuan, smiling broadly. “It’s as big as an
egg. It does you good to see it. There’s truth in the saying, ‘Be good to the land and the land will be good to
you.’” She stopped for a while, and then went on, “If it weren’t for the lead you’re giving our team, how else
would our crops be half as much again as in the old days? And look at the irrigation ditches you thought up for us.
Ay! This is all your doing!”
Chung-hsiang smiled deprecatingly, “Ah, Mother Yuan, you put too much to my credit,” he replied. Then in a
more serious tone, he went on, “You know this puts me in mind of, ‘If we hadn’t been organized, how could I
alone turn dry land into irrigated fields?’” Then he smiled again and said, “There’s also … also Lien-niu. She’s
learned to read in no time at all! And she’s energetic into the bargain. Remember the part she played last year in
pruning the cotton plants? Many of us in our team just couldn’t get round to the idea. If Lien-niu and Feng-lan
hadn’t shown that it could be done, it would have been hard to get the others to try it out at all. To tell you the
truth, we’re jolly lucky to have her, she has so many good ideas, otherwise—”
“That’s quite enough, now,” Chung-hsiang was interrupted by Lien-niu. “You’re only trying to return the
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compliments Mum showered on you just now!”
Even Mother Yuan started to laugh. Towards the end of the conversation, Chung-hsiang told Lien-niu that after
two or three days of rain insects had appeared again on the fruit trees.
“Many?” Lien-niu asked in alarm.
“A few,” Chung-hsiang answered.
“Then let’s mix up some insecticide today. The ground ought to have dried up a bit by tomorrow, so we’ll be
able to spray.”
They talked on for a little while. Then taking the Handbook on Mutual Aid and Co-operation and the pair of
shoes—made just the way he liked—Chung-hsiang took his leave.
*
A south wind rose in the night. The next day the sky was clear, without a trace of cloud. After the wind in the
night and the sunshine in the morning, the sandy ground was firm underfoot by the afternoon.
Chung-hsiang had come to Lien-niu’s place to fetch the sprayer, and Lien-niu had just ladled some insecticide
from the earthen jar into the water buckets, and was ready to go to the fields when she heard someone calling
from outside.
“Chung-hsiang! Lien-niu!”
It was Li Feng-lan, a member of the team. “Everybody is here. Hurry up and bring your things!”
“Com-ing! Com-ing!” Lien-niu shouted cheerfully. Chung-hsiang carried the buckets of insecticide on a pole
while Lien-niu slung the sprayer over her shoulder. No sooner had they stepped out of the house than they saw a
man coming towards them. He was muttering to himself:
“How could there be insects! Hmm … lot of fuss about nothing.”
This was Whiskers Li, a man of about fifty years of age. On his thin lip a few solitary whiskers hung forlornly.
He had at one time been a small-time cattle dealer, but he was also a laboring man. During the land reform he was
classified as a well-to-do middle peasant. He was Lien-niu’s maternal uncle.
Chung-hsiang had an odd side to his character. He loved to argue with anyone with conservative ideas; he
would hold his head up and look straight into his opponent’s eyes. Now hearing the tone of this man’s voice, he
sensed something amiss. He came to a stop with the load of water buckets still on his shoulder, intending to have
it out with Whiskers Li. But when he turned and saw Lien-niu’s mother standing at the door saying hello to her
brother, he refrained from starting an argument in her presence. Just at that moment he heard Lien-niu’s voice
behind, urging him, “Hurry up and go. Feng-lan and the others will be getting fed up waiting for us.” Then he
heard her calling out to Whiskers Li affectionately, “So you’ve come, Uncle. I’m sorry I can’t go back to make
you tea, because the rest of the team are waiting for us in the village square. But Mum’s there. You go on in.”
Then tactfully she called out towards the door, “Mum, Uncle has come. Give him a nice beaten-up egg, with sugar
and hot water!” So saying, half walking and half skipping, she hurried to the village square.
*
Lien-niu’s father had died when she was twelve, leaving her and her mother with not an inch of land nor a roof
over their heads. Finding themselves entirely without support, they went to live with Whiskers Li. There they had
stayed for several years. During those years there was nothing that Mother Yuan wouldn’t do, from household
chores to work in the fields. She was almost as good as an extra hand. Though Lien-niu was just a girl, she used to
take the cattle out to graze, mow the grass, gather firewood—in short, do half the job of a grown-up. Seeing that
neither the mother nor the daughter lived idly on him, Whiskers Li had on the whole nothing to complain of. For,
after all, were they not his near relations? Be that as it may, he was, nevertheless, given to constant bragging about
the odds and ends he did for his sister and her child, and enumerating them at great length when relatives were
around. As for his wife, her main aim was to show Mother Yuan up to bad advantage, either to her face or behind
her back. She would cast such remarks as “when a daughter is married, she belongs to another family,” or refer to
“people who live on others and do nothing.” On any and all occasions, she was never at a loss for a few nasty
words of this kind. Mother Yuan, naturally, found life unbearable in her brother’s household.
Then came 1948—and liberation. She took her daughter and returned to her own village. Having been allotted
a piece of land during the land reform, she set up a household of her own. Lien-niu was fifteen by then, and, at the
behest of Whiskers Li, was engaged to her cousin, the son of her mother’s youngest sister.
Life went on smoothly in the new society, and soon three years had gone by. Lien-niu was now a grown-up girl
of eighteen. Brought up in the hard school of poverty and struggle, she was a capable worker with plenty of spirit.
She was quick in catching up with the new, and was one of the most active young members of the village and the
Youth League.
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Last Winter, the villagers made use of the slack winter days to repair the dyke. The job was near completion. A
warm day it was, that last day of work. The villagers were snatching a bit of rest. Lien-niu, Feng-lan and a few
other girls were leaning against the dyke, while Chung-hsiang was standing beside them. The girls were amusing
themselves throwing pebbles when suddenly Chung-hsiang saw a crack appear in a patch of earthwork. Without a
second thought, he rushed over and propped up the embankment with his back.
“Run!” he shouted at the top of his voice.
The girls had hardly got out of the way when the earth collapsed with a thud. Chung-hsiang was badly hurt in
the back.
Ever since that incident, Lien-niu had taken a special interest in Chung-hsiang. She would sometimes quietly
make him a pair of shoes; or when working in the fields, pour out the hot tea to cool, and then ask him to come
and drink it. Chung-hsiang on his part began to sense a feeling of warmth when he was with Lien-niu. If there,was
any job to be done, Lien-niu was invariably one of the first to volunteer. This always put fresh heart into Chunghsiang, for he seemed to gain new strength from her energy. Undoubtedly, the same thing was on both of their
minds, but neither cared to speak about it.
Their secret was guessed by everyone in the village, especially the young people, who looked upon it as their
own affair and felt very happy for them. They all thought the two would make an excellent match.
Whiskers Li also saw how in these two years his niece had joined the mutual-aid team, gone to meetings
regularly, enrolled in political-study classes, and often had dealings with the district and county offices. What was
more, the past two years had seen the advent of the Marriage Law—a subject which had been on the lips of the
young people ever since. And for the matter of Chung-hsiang and Lien-niu, he, too, was aware of it, and was
deeply disturbed. Supposing, for instance, his niece should break her engagement to her cousin? Today he was
returning from his daughter’s home in the north village and had purposely dropped in to sound out how matters
stood. He believed nothing could be better than to have an aunt as one’s mother-in-law—a double relationship, in
fact—and that it was all for Lien-niu’s own good. Besides, this was a match of his own initiation, and if Lien-niu
was not to be married to the son of his youngest sister, the man of his own choice, where would his prestige be?
Furthermore, hadn’t he looked after her ever since she was a little child? Hadn’t he been a father as well as an
uncle? Lien-niu ought to listen to him, for he had every right to see that she was well settled.
“Hmm! The widow and the orphan,” he would often say to himself, “do not know the world.” He believed that
he was duty-bound to look after his niece’s marriage.
To be true, Whiskers Li was not ignorant of the fact that the Marriage Law had been promulgated for more
than a year now. But he had his own ideas on this. This law, he thought, must surely ruin the “general state of
human affairs.” Since the time of his forefathers, had there ever been a marriage which was not arranged by
matchmakers? Had there ever been a woman who did not follow one man to the end of her life? Now, whenever
he saw boys and girls together, he would shake his head and say, “Everything about the Communists is good,
except for this Marriage Law, which fairly turns my stomach.”
True, Whiskers Li’s own married daughter quarreled with her husband two days out of every three. But
because he was so old-fashioned, he used to reprimand her and say, “If you can’t please your mother-in-law’s
family, you needn’t think of crossing our threshold again.” Being the man he was, he would often come out with
such nonsense in front of the mother and daughter when he came to his sister’s home. Sometimes Mother Yuan
would just leave him alone; at other times she would put in one or two non-committal remarks. Lien-niu,
however, found it impossible to keep silent. Sometimes she would argue with him or, seeing that he was about to
launch on the subject again, would make an excuse and slip away.
Seating himself near the door, Whiskers Li took a few draws at his pipe and said, “Lien-niu’s aunt asks me to
tell you that she would like the wedding to take place soon.”
Mother Yuan hesitated for a moment.
“Why, the child is not yet grown up,” she said. “We can surely wait a few years yet before we talk about such a
question.”
It was all clear to Whiskers Li—the cloudy expression on her face, the restraint in her words. “Could it be
possible that the wind has changed?” he thought to himself, taking a few more draws. “It can’t possibly be
…”Then he spoke aloud in a persuasive tone.
“The sooner the marriage is over, the better. Then both of us will be able to set our hearts at ease. You must see
that the girl is running wild. If it goes on like this for long, who knows what might happen? And I’ll not be the
only one who has to bear the disgrace. Isn’t that so?”
“An unmarried daughter is as close to the mother as marrow is to the bone,” so the proverb runs. The daughter
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is the flesh and blood of the mother. It was especially so with Mother Yuan, as Lien-niu was her only offspring. It
was natural that she should be excessively fond of her daughter. Hadn’t she seen with her own eyes, since the
promulgation of the Marriage Law a year and a half ago, that boys and girls who had chosen their own partners
invariably led a happy married life, while, on the other hand, those who asked for divorce were those whose
marriages were contracted by their parents? Because she had seen the advantages of modern marriages and
because she loved her daughter dearly, she felt distressed over Lien-niu’s engagement.
Not very long before this, she had talked the matter over with Lien-niu.
“I came to your father’s house, my dear, as a child-bride,” she had said. “I was browbeaten and ill-treated and
there was hardly a single day in which I wasn’t in tears. Now, the government has given us the Marriage Law. It’s
a very good law. You're now a grown-up girl of eighteen, and not a stupid one at that. Your life is in your own
hands. But …”
Mother Yuan suddenly changed her tone of voice while Lien-niu listened intently with lowered head. Then the
daughter’s face reddened, and playing with the ends of her plaits, she said awkwardly, “Whatever’s on your mind,
Mum, out with it. Don’t keep it to yourself.”
Then Mother Yuan hesitatingly went on, “But I was thinking that if you were married into your auntie’s family,
I’d have someone to look after me when I’m old. For, after all, it will be a double relationship to me, and no
matter how you look at it, I’ll be looked after.”
The mother’s voice choked.
Seeing that her mother was still worrying about her old age, Lien-niu said gently, “Mum, I’ve thought this over
again and again. You know the old saying, ‘It’s better to depend on yourself than to rely on relatives or neighbors.’
Someone else’s rice may taste all right, but it’s hard to digest. Haven’t we had enough being looked down on in
the past? Besides, you know only too well what that aunt of mine is like. If she’s been pleasant for three days, you
may be sure she’ll be nasty to you for the next two. Why, she turns nasty over the merest trifle. Who’d be able to
put up with her?”
As Mother Yuan listened, the tears began to trickle down her face.
“Now, today it’s different,” Lien-niu continued, “one lives on one’s own labor. We’re organized into a mutualaid team. We’re both able to work. A few days ago Chung-hsiang was saying that very soon we’d be formed into
an agricultural producers’ co-operative. And when that happens, we’ll set up nurseries, so even if you find it too
hard-going in the fields, there’ll still be other work for you to do.”
All the time the daughter was speaking, the mother’s head was nodding in agreement. These were the words
that the old woman loved to hear, for they struck a sympathetic chord in her heart.
“Mum,” Lien-niu continued, “I’m not trying to boast, but I assure you that I can earn enough to support you
for the rest of your life. These days a daughter is as good as a son. Didn’t I get as many work-points as Chunghsiang or any other member of our team?” After a pause she went on, “Later on we’ll be living in a socialist
society, Mum. The road before us is getting broader and broader.”
A smile broke over Mother Yuan’s face as she listened.
Lien-niu’s words betrayed her heart. For a long time the mother had tried to guess her secret. Recently, in their
talks over family matters, it was always Chung-hsiang this and Chung-hsiang that. By now, the mother knew
pretty well what was on the girl’s mind.
So, when Whiskers Li brought up the subject today, she realized she was in an awkward situation. She thought
to herself, “One is my flesh and blood, the other is my dear sister, and the matchmaker is none other than my own
brother. I can’t possibly tell them how Lien-niu and Chung-hsiang feel towards each other, for nothing definite
has yet materialized between them. And besides, to say to my brother’s face that my daughter has fallen in love—
why, I’d feel so ashamed I wouldn’t know how to start.” So Mother Yuan reasoned it out with herself, and decided
to put off the matter if she could.
“Ah!” she said to her brother, “when a girl grows up, she has a mind of her own. The wing has feathered; who
can tell if she will listen to you?”
“Humph!” Whiskers Li retorted angrily, tugging at his tobacco pouch. “No matter how high the mountain, it
cannot hide the sun. As long as the mother’s there the daughter can’t act on her own.”
“Oh, brother,” said Mother Yuan with some effort, “you mustn’t judge things by old standards. Don’t you see
—”
“See what?” he interrupted, raising his eyebrows.
“Didn’t your niece, too, jib at being married in the beginning? But I insisted, and gave her a piece of my mind,
and what do you see? Hasn’t she been married three or four years?”
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Something came to the tip of Mother Yuan’s tongue; she felt like saying, “So what? Your daughter and your
son-in-law can’t get along for all that!” But she was a kind-hearted person, who never liked to hurt others’
feelings. She held back the words.
When Whiskers Li saw that his sister did not answer, he went on, “Even though she and her husband do
quarrel a bit, that doesn’t matter. Close as they are, the teeth sometimes bite the tongue, as the saying goes.” He
spoke as if trying to explain something or other.
“That’s true,” Mother Yuan slowly put in.
The shadows of the trees lengthened. The little girls who tended the cows and sheep at pasture were driving the
animals downhill. Crows and sparrows were circling over the tree tops, homing to their nests. Whiskers Li cast a
glance outside and, hurriedly tapping out his pipe, got up.
“It’s getting late,” he said. “I must be off.”
Mother Yuan invited him to stay overnight. He refused, saying: “It’s only ten li or so. I can cover the distance
in no time.”
But before he left, he gave his sister his last-minute instructions. He reminded her again that her sister’s family
owned land, had a big house, and was well off, and that it would be difficult for her to find another family like
this. He added that after all they were very closely related to one another, and nothing could change this. Finally
he told Mother Yuan that it would be better not to provoke her sister. Mother Yuan did not give him any promise,
but only said, “We’ll talk about it again later.”
*
The silvery rays cast by the paraffin lamp lit up the room brightly. Mother Yuan sat by a chest of drawers at the
window, making shoes. While she worked, she was turning over in her mind the thing that was closest to her
heart. “If Lien-niu should break her engagement,” she argued with herself, “how will we two sisters ever be able
to face each other again? There would be a real family scandal.” Then she remembered what her daughter had
said. It had all sounded so true to her. But again the thought arose, “If my daughter should choose her own mate,
there’s bound to be gossip.” Thus she went on pondering, over and over again. Her mind was in a complete tangle.
At this moment, the sound of the door latch roused her from her reverie. Lien-niu entered. She blew out her
lantern and hung it on the wall. Then she sat down on the big chair in front of the table. Ordinarily, when she
came back from the village school, she would read and write for some time and wouldn’t go to bed until her
mother had chivvied her two or three times. But tonight she neither read nor wrote. She rested her chin on her
hands, with her elbows on the table and gazed at her mother.
“What did uncle have to say when he came today, Mum?” she asked.
The mother assumed an air of innocence. “Why,” she parried, “can’t he just call on his sister, to see how she
is? He didn’t say much.”
“It must have been something that brought him here,” Lien-niu pressed.
“Why, what do you think it was?” Mother Yuan turned and asked her daughter, smiling.
Lien-niu got impatient.
“A corpse can’t be kept under the snow too long,” she said, pouting, and buried her face in her hands.
“If you know already,” Mother Yuan said with a forced smile, “why do you ask me then?”
To Mother Yuan, her daughter was her very life. Although Lien-niu was now grown up, she still thought of her
as a baby.
Lien-niu now began to act like a child. Without warning, she snatched the shoe from her mother’s hand and
flung it on to the bed near the wall. “Mum, tell me quickly,” she cried. As she spoke, she stamped her feet. making
the chair she was sitting in creak in protest.
Mother Yuan’s eyes shone with kindness. To see this high-spirited young girl married into a family not to her
liking and watch her pass the rest. of her days in sorrow, would surely be more than she could stand. How would
she find the heart to bear it? Lovingly, Mother Yuan straightened the girl’s hair and comforted her.
“There’s a good girl, I’ll tell you what he said.”
When Lien-niu saw that her mother was going to tell her the truth, she sat up. Suddenly she felt her face
burning, and turning the lamp wick lower, she listened quietly.
Slowly and in a low voice Mother Yuan began to repeat what Lien-niu’s uncle had said, word for word.
Lien-niu listened, and anger filled her heart. When she heard that her aunt wanted the wedding to take place
soon, her heart pounded, and a lump rose in her throat. She felt that she would choke. After a pause, she asked
again,
“Mum, what did you say to him?”
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“I didn’t give him any definite answer,” replied the mother with a deep sigh.
Angrily Lien-niu stood up, pushing the chair away from her and said, “Mum, I don’t like half-measures. We
might as well make a clean break. Let’s go to the district government and hand in an application for the annulment
of my engagement.”
The croaking of frogs in the paddy fields added to the turmoil in Lien-niu’s mind. Sitting down, she wanted to
get up; and having got up, she wanted to sit down again. A gust of south wind wafted into the room through the
open window. It blew on her face, and she felt cool and refreshed. Slowly her mind became clearer, and the words
came out easily:
“Today we have the backing of the People’s Government. Even one’s own parents must listen to reason, to say
nothing of aunts and uncles. Feudal practices carry no weight today!”
It made her feel better simply to express her point of view. But just at this moment, she heard her mother give a
deep sigh. Immediately she realized that she might have hurt her feelings by what she had been saying. So after a
pause and in a much calmer tone, she started to explain.
“Mother,” she said, pulling her chair up close to the old woman. “It’s not that I’m trying to brush aside my
uncle. I know how he must feel. But you know that cousin of mine as well as I do. He’s so dreary. We used to play
together as youngsters. I never liked him. You know that yourself.” She paused for a moment and continued,
“Even if I should force myself to marry him, there will only be a divorce when I find I cannot get along with him.
And a divorce is always so unpleasant. Besides, do you think there’ll be no gossip then?”
Mother Yuan nodded.
“Mum,” Lien-niu continued, “you needn’t fear that people will talk because we break the engagement. Who
are they, after all? Only a few old-fashioned gossips. What we should worry about is how we’ll endure it if we
don’t. If what we do is in line with the Marriage Law, our actions will be correct and lawful.”
“I think you’re right, my dear,” Mother Yuan put in. Lien-niu went on in a lowered voice:
“Mum, I never hide anything from you. You know …” Here her voice failed her, and she was too shy to go on.
But realizing that she would not be able to keep it from her mother forever, she screwed herself up and continued.
“I have known Chung-hsiang for some time,” she said. “Whether it’s his ideas, the way he works, his attitude
towards his job and his studies, or his nature, his temperament, his ability, or his looks—whichever it is, I …”
She stopped short and, lowering her head, she summoned all her strength and uttered two words:
“I’m satisfied.”
In her heart, Mother Yuan was happy too, and for the time being all her worries were gone. She looked at the
girl's face, and smiled. “I have for a long time …” she began, then broke off for fear of embarrassing her daughter.
Changing her tone of voice, she continued, “I, too, like him. There’s no one who hasn’t a good word for him.
They all say he’s a good boy.”
The longer Lien-niu talked the more vocal she became, and hardly had her mother finished when she put in
again. “When you’re with a person of that caliber, it means you can help one another get on. Look at the way he
works with others. He’s very enthusiastic and you can always depend on him. Everyone in his team is for him.
When the team’s organized into a co-op, it’s pretty certain he’ll be elected chairman.”
It was now late into the night, and everything was silent. But the mother and daughter were so deeply absorbed
in their talk. Finally the sound of their voices awakened the cock. Thinking that its mistresses had risen, it
bestirred itself and, flapping its wings, began to crow.
Deep into the night the mother and daughter talked.
*
The next day after supper, an urgent notice came from the township government. All carts from the villages, it
appeared, were needed to transport grain from the district depots to the railway station. The job was to start that
night.
Among the carts that would be going were the three from Chung-hsiang’s team. The ox from Lien-niu’s
household and that of Chung-hsiang’s were harnessed into one of them. As Lien-niu was gathering up the bundles
of straw, the feed, and the odds and ends needed for the trip, Li Feng-lan, with whip in hand, came in hurriedly
and inquired in a low voice, “Lien-niu, does your mother mind your going out with the carts?” This stocky young
married woman had Lien-niu’s welfare very much at heart.
“No, she doesn’t mind,” answered Lien-niu with a smile.
“That’s all right, then,” Li Feng-lan continued. “I was afraid she might—”
Just then Mother Yuan’s voice was heard on the other side of the threshold: “Who’s there? Is that Feng-lan?”
“Yes, Mother Yuan,” Feng-lan hastened to answer. “There’s quite a few girls and young daughters-in-law
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going out with the carts tonight. Is it all right for Lien-niu to go?”
“Of course,” answered Mother Yuan with a smile. “You see, this is a very worthwhile job. If others can go,
why not Lien-niu?” After a pause, she added, “She’s very young. You’ll keep an eye on her on the way, won’t
you?”
Soon after nightfall, the string of ox carts set out. The wheels of the carts rumbled; the tobacco pipes glowed;
human voices floated through the air. Though it was night, no one felt at all lonely.
The cart driven by Chung-hsiang and Lien-niu, having come a little late, brought up the rear of the line.
When they first left the village, Chung-hsiang walked beside the cart holding the reins, while Lien-niu
followed behind it to see that nothing fell off. After a while, Chung-hsiang stopped and looked back.
“You don’t need to look after those things,” he said. “They can’t possibly fall. Come and sit up in the cart.”
“No,” Lien~niu replied quietly. It was obvious that her mind was on something very close to her heart. “It’s
quite all right going slowly like this.”
Ignoring her reply, Chung-hsiang pulled on the reins and called out, “Quick, get up on the cart.”
Lien-niu climbed up and sat down, propping her back against the bundles of straw. Chung-hsiang sat beside
her, cross-legged. The cart bumped and rumbled on its way. And in tune with the ceaseless sound of the wheels, a
never-ending train of thought unfolded itself in the minds of these two young people.
For a long time the two had worked together, studied together, and loved each other. People had spoken of
them as being like one person, as the ear that cannot be separated from the cheek, as the shadow that follows the
man. And the two looked up to each other, each trying to outdo the other. Though they talked and joked a great
deal when they were together, neither of them had ever broached the subject of their relationship. Both of them
had long cherished this thought in their hearts and had wanted to find an opportunity of pouring it out, but up to
now they had found no opportunity.
It was a dark night and all was quiet. The carts in front had gone far ahead, and the carts behind lagged a long
way off. It was the right time for a heart-to-heart talk. But at this moment it seemed as though their lips had been
sealed. For a long time neither of them spoke. In the end it was Chung-hsiang who broke the silence.
“Are you awake?” His voice sounded as though he were choking, and he cleared his throat immediately he had
spoken. It was clearly an effort for him to utter even these few words.
But for Lien-niu, sleep had long since taken flight. From the moment she had started preparing for the journey
she had felt absurdly happy, and her mind had not been still for a moment since she got on to the cart. Her
thoughts had run on and on, far into the future. She did not know when it was that she came to realize that
someone now loved her. Though in her mother’s eyes, she was dearer than life itself, she felt somehow this love
was different. She thought of telling Chung-hsiang of the conversation that had passed between her and her
mother so that it might make him happy. But how could a girl, out of the blue, as it were, tell such things to a boy?
Finally, her thoughts turned to the talk now going on in the village about organizing a co-operative. That looked
very promising for all of them. And if one could only live with Chung-hsiang for all time …
Here her thoughts wandered. She wondered if Chung-hsiang would be elected chairman of the co-op. Yes,
surely he would. For how cheerfully he had flung himself into the work! Of course, there was no question. Then
she went on picturing to herself the time when Chung-hsiang would become the chairman of their collective farm.
What an occasion that would be! But she was thinking too far ahead.
In the fields on both sides of the road, the grain shoots swayed in the gentle breeze. They seemed to be nodding to her. High in the sky above, the stars glittered along the Milky Way. She would swear they were actually
winking at her. A feeling of sweetness swept over her.
Just as she was indulging in these pleasant reveries, Chung-hsiang’s voice came to her ears. She was startled. A
sudden hot blush ran up her neck, thence to her cheeks and ears. Hesitating a moment, she feigned composure
and, rubbing her eyes, answered, “I’m not asleep.”
Chung-hsiang gently touched the bullocks with his whip, shouted at them, and then, putting the whip under his
arm, began to search his mind for the next thing to say. It was only after he had racked his brains that he began to
speak again, slowly.
“What did your mother say to our going out together?”
“Mum?” said Lien-niu mildly. “She didn’t say anything, really. But even if she did, it wouldn’t matter.”
Again Chung-hsiang shouted at the animals. Then, half speaking, half hesitating, he continued,
“We two …”
No sooner had he come out with these two words than his heart started pounding and his ears singing. His lips
became dry, and his voice faded away altogether. The rest of the sentence was never uttered.
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Sensing the seriousness of the conversation that Chung-hsiang was about to launch, Lien-niu felt herself
becoming tense. Nevertheless, she managed to pull herself together sufficiently to listen to what he had to add.
But Chung-hsiang was approaching the subject from another direction.
“I feel I have so much to tell you,” he began again.
“Take your time and say it then,” Lien-niu rejoined with an effort. Her voice was distinctly shaky. It was as
though they were parted by a thin sheet of window paper, but one that was just as difficult to tear as if it were of
iron.
Chung-hsiang made a final effort. After all, he reasoned, there are only the two of us here. If I say the wrong
thing, it can’t matter too much. Thus heartened, he spoke aloud,
“Lien-niu, I want to talk to you about us.” His voice was getting fainter and fainter. However, he felt better as
soon as he had said it. Turning round, he waited for Lien-niu’s reply.
For a moment, Lien-niu said nothing. She was thinking of her engagement, and of her uncle, that pig-headed
man whose mind was filled with feudal ideas. She was thinking of her aunt, difficult woman that she was. It was
no use hoping to solve the problem by talking things over in a reasonable way. But if they made a clear-cut break,
it would mean her mother losing both her brother and sister, her only close relations. She remembered her uncle’s
visit two days previously. It was certain that neither he nor his sister would ever forgive or forget, if the engagement were broken off. Of course, they would have to accept it sooner or later. The prospect was not a happy one.
This was what she was brooding on when Chung-hsiang spoke to her, why she hesitated before answering.
Then, heaving a deep sigh, she said aloud, “It’s not so easy!” No sooner had she spoken than she looked round for
Chung-hsiang. He was nowhere to be seen. She had not seen him get off the cart.
When Chung-hsiang had uttered those words, he sat bolt upright waiting for her reply. But there was a long
silence, and then when she answered, she said something about “not being so easy.” Hearing that, Chung-hsiang
muttered to himself, “It’s no good, no good. Else why should she say such a thing?” He blushed all over, and,
feeling that there was no longer any place for him on the cart, jumped off immediately.
“What did you get down for?” she asked as she turned round.
“It feels better walking this way,” mumbled Chung-hsiang. It was not difficult to see that he was displeased. So
Lien-niu said with a smile, “Come on up! I’m not a tiger, or a leopard. I won’t eat you. If you have anything to
say, take your time and say it.”
Only then did Chung-hsiang turn round and get up on to the cart. Lien-niu at once took hold of his large hands,
whip and all, and held them tightly in her own.
The cart rumbled on. The animals before them, evidently fatigued, plodded on slowly. There was not a sound
of a human voice. The old oxen followed the beaten track and went steadily ahead, hardly needing anyone to
attend to them.
Lien-niu and Chung-hsiang held each other’s hands tight, but neither spoke. Chung-hsiang was about to open
his mouth when suddenly he heard the rumble of wheels behind him, and the sound of someone cursing his oxen.
Glancing back, he saw that another cart was trying to catch up with them. He withdrew his hands from Lien-niu’s
grasp and jumped to the ground. After he raised his whip and shouted at the animals, the cart went bouncing away.
But now the man behind could be heard yelling,
“Whose cart is that ahead of us?”
Lien-niu was on the point of answering when she checked herself. Surely that voice was familiar? She found it
difficult to place it against the rumbling of the wheels. Turning round, she clambered up the straw trying to catch a
glimpse of the man. But it was pitch-dark, and she could not see clearly. So she gave it up.
“We are from Yuan Village. Where are you from?” Chung-hsiang shouted, somewhat awkwardly.
“Aye,” the man on the cart behind continued, “is that you, Chung-hsiang?”
“Heavens! The world is indeed small!” Lien-niu was startled, for she now recognized the voice. The man was
no other than her uncle, Whiskers Li. So, he was also helping transport the grain that night. “Good heavens! Of
course, I would meet him the very night I come out with the cart!” Lien-niu and Chung-hsiang were seized by
something akin to panic.
“Whip the animals up,” Lien-niu urged in a whisper.
Chung-hsiang twice lashed at the oxen, and soon they had thrown Whiskers Li behind. But as they were
blocked by the carts in front, he very soon caught up with them.
A sudden feeling of resentment overcame Chung-hsiang. Soon Whiskers Li came up and started to ply him
with questions.
“Ah,” he asked, “whose animal have you there harnessed in your cart?”
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Chung-hsiang did not feel like touching upon the subject Whiskers Li clearly had in mind, and intentionally
led the conversation away from the question.
“Ah, so it’s Uncle Li,” he said. “It took me some time to place your voice.” After a pause, he continued, “I
didn’t bring my tobacco pouch, or else I’d offer you a smoke. Is this whole outfit yours? Or is it someone else’s
animal?” Chung-hsiang chattered on, not giving Whiskers Li a chance to get a word in.
Quietly Lien-niu lay on the cart and listened. When Whiskers Li finally took up the conversation, there seemed
no end to what he wanted to say. On he went, from one thing to another:
“An old acquaintance, and yet you didn’t recognize my voice? … I’ve got tobacco, you go ahead and smoke
mine! … As for me, this trip serves two purposes.”
“Two purposes?” Chung-hsiang asked.
“On my way out, I’m carrying the grain, but when I go back I’ll take someone along,” said Whiskers Li. “My
daughter wrote some time ago that she wanted to come back home to stay for a while.”
In the cart Lien-niu was listening to all that was said. When his daughter wants to go back to her parents’
home, she thought to herself, why can’t her husband send her back in his cart? They’ve probably been quarreling
again. While she pitied Whiskers Li’s daughter who was nothing more than a weakling, she could not understand
why he should be so feudal-minded about marriage.
The two carts came close, the one behind pressing hard on the rear of the other. Whiskers Li asked once more,
“Why, Chung-hsiang, whose animal is that in your cart?”
Trouble was the last thing Chung-hsiang wanted, and he had tried to evade it. Now he was driven into a corner.
But what was there to be scared of, he asked himself. He decided to come straight to the point.
“Oh, one of them belongs to Lien-niu’s family,” he answered.
“Lien-niu hasn’t come tonight, has she?” Whiskers Li immediately queried.
“Yes, she’s here.”
Whiskers Li rushed over, and facing Chung-hsiang, asked again, “What! Lien-niu here?”
“Yes,” Chung-hsiang replied.
Whiskers Li felt the sky falling down on him. “Where is she? Where is she?” he kept on shouting. “This …
this is utter nonsense!” His rage boiled over and he began to shake from head to foot. At this point Lien-niu felt it
no longer advisable to conceal herself.
“Why should I be afraid of him when what I am doing is perfectly above board?” she thought to herself.
Thereupon, she sat up. “I’m here, Uncle,” she called out.
When Whiskers Li heard Lien-niu’s voice in the cart, his rage knew no bounds.
“Who asked you to come?” he shouted at the top of his voice. “What have you come for? Get yourself home
this very minute, I say!”
“Uncle, whatever is there to fly into such a rage about?” said Lien-niu, standing her ground. “Who could have
come, if I didn’t?”
“Is everyone in your team dead?”
“No, but everyone has his or her own work.”
“Get yourself down, I say!” shouted Whiskers Li hoarsely. “You, the daughter of a mother that gave you birth
but didn’t know how to bring you up!”
“Uncle, don’t talk like that. Can’t women come out as well as men? Many of our womenfolk are out with us
tonight,” said Lien-niu, her anger subsiding a little.
Whiskers Li was at a loss to know what to reply to this. So he felt all the more furious, and kept on blustering, “Why do you still stay up there? You want me to pull you down?” So saying, he ordered Chung-hsiang to
halt the animal.
Chung-hsiang was by this time seething with anger. He ignored the order. Whiskers Li, he considered, was
most unreasonable. But then he remembered that this man was, after all, Lien-niu’s maternal uncle, and made an
effort to suppress his indignation.
“Uncle Li,” he said, “why are you making such a fuss? Aren’t you afraid of being laughed at?”
“Ha, ha!” rejoined Whiskers Li, sarcastically. “Laughed at? If I were would I go so far as I’ve gone?”
Chung-hsiang thought Whiskers Li had gone far enough. Presently he said:
“Who are you trying to get at?—her or me?”
Whiskers Li swung his whip and said, “There’s not much to choose between you, as far as I’m concerned.”
Before Chung-hsiang had time to speak again, he suddenly saw Lien-niu jump down from the cart and stand
facing Whiskers Li, saying,
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“Uncle, it’s my job to go out when there’s grain to be carted. I came of my own free will. After all, why should
you interfere in what doesn’t concern you? Why do you want to go round picking quarrels?” After a pause, she
continued, “‘If their behavior is proper, there needn’t be any fear for nuns to sit with monks.’”
“You shameless hussy!” retorted Whiskers Li. “Get you home this moment.”
“No! I’m not going home. You’re not going to tell me what to do!” Lien-niu talked back point-blank.
“Oh, aren’t I, though!” said Whiskers Li, pushing a step further. “A mother’s brother is like a father. And now
you have no father, you’re under my care.”
Lien-niu did not cede an inch.
“It’s because you are my mother’s brother that I make allowances for you. You’d better understand this and
appreciate it.”
“How dare you talk back like that?” As he spoke, Whiskers Li snatched the whip by the lower end of the stock,
and made to thrash Lien-niu. But no sooner had he raised his arm than someone grabbed him and came between
them. The carts in front and behind had long come to a halt, and the men and women in them were standing
watching the scene. Opinions among them differed: some sided with the uncle, some with the niece.
“Let it go, let it go. Women take part in work just as the men. So why can’t they come out with the carts?”
Some came forward to intervene on Lien-niu’s behalf.
“These are new times. You’ll never succeed in shutting women up in a box,” put in others.
“You can’t try the heavy hand with girls nowadays,” someone else ventured.
But there were others who were whispering, “Who knows what a girl can get up to, eh?”
“This boy and girl may already be getting too friendly. Can’t allow such things!”
“If she were my daughter, I’d keep her under lock and key all right.”
But most of them went for Whiskers Li and told him he did not have a leg to stand on. Besides, those who
sided with Chung-hsiang and Lien-niu were quite outspoken, while those who sympathized with Whiskers Li only
talked in low tones on the side.
In the meantime, Li Feng-lan, who had gone some way ahead, heard of the quarrel between Lien-niu and her
uncle. She now came running back and, pushing her way through the crowd, came up to Whiskers Li.
“Uncle Li, please don’t make such a fuss,” she said persuasively. And pointing at the girls and young
daughters-in-law by her side, she continued, “See for yourself how many of the women have come out tonight?
Lien-niu’s not the only one.”
Whiskers Li stood with his hands on his hips, panting with anger. “Feng-lan,” he said, “she says it’s not my job
to tell her what to do! Is that right or not?”
“If you tell her to do the right thing!” replied Feng-lan.
Whiskers Li kept on arguing, now shouting, now mumbling. When Feng-lan saw that the drivers and carts had
all gathered at this spot and were blocking the road, she became quite worried.
“If there’s anything else to say, let’s argue it out at home,” she said. “We can’t have private affairs interfering
with the job like this. We’ve got to get this grain on to the train.” So saying, she waved at the crowd. “Come on
now, break it up!” she said. “We’ve got to get weaving … and quickly!”
The crowd went its way. The front carts moved away into the distance, but Whiskers Li still stood there. So Li
Feng-lan hurriedly went up to Lien-niu and said, “Lien-niu, I’ll sit with you. Get on up!” Thereupon, she pushed
her on to the cart.
Lien-niu was upset. After all, she was only a young girl. When she saw how adamant Whiskers Li was, she
was afraid the quarrel would never end. Overcome with embarrassment and exasperation, she could not keep back
the tears. When Li Feng-lan saw Lien-niu weeping, she pulled her to her bosom and comforted her.
“What! Crying?” she asked. “It’s no use crying. When you get home, have it out with him, quietly. There’s
nothing that can’t be straightened out.” Turning to Chung-hsiang, she told him to hurry and catch up with the
other carts.
Chung-hsiang glared at Whiskers Li, then brought his whip down hard on the oxen.
“Why take it out on a dumb animal?” asked Li Feng-lan.
Whiskers Li, coming up behind, hooted and spat at them. But realizing that Li Feng-lan was now with Lienniu, he began to calm down.
They had been driving for some time. Feng-lan turned back and saw that Whiskers Li’s cart had dropped some
distance behind. Leaning back against the straw bundles arm in arm, Feng-lan and Lien-niu began to talk quietly.
“What’s the use of being angry?” said Feng-lan. “It’s not easy for old people to get used to the new ways. Remember what my father was like?”
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Lien-niu wiped her eyes and straightened her hair. “Why on earth should he make such a row?” she said.
“When he gets back, he’ll go over the whole thing again, you see if he doesn’t.”
Lien-niu had long since told Feng-lan the thing that was deep in her heart. So Feng-lan knew how matters
stood. Turning to the girl, she began to comfort her. “Remember what I told you the new district head said the last
time I went to the district to study the Marriage Law? That marriage arranged by parents and matchmakers was a
feudal convention and was not an easy thing to change? Remember? And she’s a woman herself! It needs
determination and the united effort of all of us to put an end to it. But we mustn’t be too rash. An old die-hard like
your uncle won’t come round at one stroke. Still, you needn’t be scared of him, for there’s the Marriage Law. But
have you talked it over with your mother?”
“Mother’s not against it. I don’t see why we shouldn’t register—and the sooner the better.”
Li Feng-lan thought a while.
“We shouldn’t take any short cuts,” she said. "We ought to settle things with your aunt first." Here she stopped,
but soon continued, “At any rate, as soon as we get back from this trip, we’ll go to the district office and apply for
the annulment of your engagement.”
“Even if it’s granted, they’re not going to take it lying down.”
“But you’ll have the government to back you up.” Li Feng-lan then called Chung-hsiang to come up on the
cart, and said to him, smiling, “‘If you grudge your golden bullet, you won’t win a clever spouse.’ In this case,
you’ve both got to fight.”
“Don’t worry! It wouldn’t be me if I didn’t,” Chung-hsiang replied firmly.
*
The sunflowers were tilting their heads towards the sun, smiling; strings of beans hanging from the rack were
swaying in the wind. The red peppers half hidden behind the green leaves looked like cornelians. The vegetable
allotment was not big, but it had a great variety of produce, indeed; almost all the vegetables in season.
Towards noon, Mother Yuan, blue kerchief over her head, was busy digging. Now the distant sound of cart
wheels coming from the east reached her ears. Leaning against the mat awning, she looked and saw Chunghsiang, sitting erect and driving his cart with an air.
A daughter is never far from a mother’s thoughts. When Mother Yuan saw no trace of her daughter in the front
or back of the cart, she began to worry. Hurriedly leaving the vegetable patch, she went over and greeted Chunghsiang, and immediately asked, “I don’t see Lien-niu. Why isn’t she with you?”
Confronted with Mother Yuan and her questions, Chung-hsiang blushed, and answered awkwardly, “She’s
gone with Li Feng-lan to the district government.”
When the grain had been delivered, Li Feng-lan had taken Lien-niu to the district office, intending to tell the
district head Lien-niu’s story from beginning to end, and then send in the application for the annulment of her
engagement.
When Mother Yuan heard that her daughter had gone to the district government, she understood what it meant.
And she suddenly felt that the young man standing beside her was no longer the neighbor’s boy, Chi Chunghsiang, but one of her own family. As the saying goes, “A son-in-law is almost as good as a son.” Mother Yuan
felt that her son-in-law would be fully as good as a son, since her daughter was her only child.
Now as she thought of this youth and her daughter as the mainstay of her old age, she was filled with a warm
glow. She could not help seriously scrutinizing her future son-in-law all over again, to Chung-hsiang’s great
embarrassment, and what she saw she approved of, even to the smallest detail.”
As soon as he had watered the animals, Chung-hsiang did not so much as sit down, but went off immediately
to the township government, where he received the assurance that if he and Lien-niu wanted to get married, no
one could stop them.
It was approaching noon, but Lien-niu hadn’t come home. Mother Yuan was so agitated that she kept on going
out to look. It had been only two days since her daughter went away, yet it seemed like an age. She had expected
her home by noon and had wanted to cook something nice for her. She thought of killing a chicken, but the hens
were all sitting and she did not feel like losing any of them. Besides, she could never screw herself up to kill a
fowl. So she went to get some eggs. She had just reached the threshold of the inner room when a shadow fell
across the wall. Turning round, she saw her brother Whiskers Li. His face was puffy. Without a word, he sat down
by the wall. When Mother Yuan saw the anger in .his face, she felt a chill down her spine. After a long silence, she
ventured to say, awkwardly,
“So you’ve come, brother.”
Whiskers Li, foaming with rage, hardly acknowledged this. Mother Yuan could see a storm was brewing.
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This old woman had all her life been timid and afraid of getting involved in anything. Now she became very
nervous, the more so when she recalled that Lien-niu had gone to the district government. Her cheerful mood
rapidly vanished.
“So! What sort of family discipline is this?” demanded Whiskers Li. He had now come into the room and was
drawing rapidly on his pipe. Then he shouted again in anger, “She didn’t tell you anything about it, eh?” His eyes
flashed fire. Emptying the ash from his pipe on to the ground, he went on, shaking his head, “So you’ve thrown to
the winds your regard for the old generation!”
“What’s the matter? If you have anything to say, say it quietly,” said Mother Yuan anxiously.
“What did you want to send her out with the carts for?”
“We have no man in the family,” she replied, lowering her voice and struggling to keep a grip on herself.
“Then there’s no need for anyone to go.”
“Quite a few girls went from our village. If anyone is to be made a laughing-stock, it’s not going to be our
family.”
Several times Whiskers Li moved his lips, but said nothing. He looked at his sister and finally spoke with the
air of teaching a young child.
“Just think,” he said, “if it wasn’t that I looked upon you as one of my own family, would I have taken you and
your girl in? I can’t remember how many times I quarreled with my wife because of you and your child. You
know all this well enough. I took care of you before, and I’m doing my best to look after you now. Now ask
yourself, what am I doing this for, except for your own good? When Lien-niu goes to her aunt’s home, her aunt
will treat her with special consideration. In your old age, can your nephew refuse to take you in?”
When Whiskers Li saw that his sister did not talk back, he supposed that she was beginning to see reason.
“On the other hand,” he continued, “consider the family background of that good-for-nothing Chi Chunghsiang. In the old days he was employed as a cowherd, just a have-nothing. Not a brick, not a beam to his name.
Of course, he got a few mou of land a couple of years ago, but all the same, he has no roots in the village. If your
daughter marries him, what will she get out of it? But our younger sister’s family has always owned land. You’ll
never be short of anything there. Besides, we’re making a double relationship. I really don’t see what you mqther
and daughter have set your hearts on. As far as I can see, the best thing you can do is to hurry and send the girl
over to her aunt’s home.”
Thus Whiskers Li went on talking, sometimes softly, sometimes harshly, but always aiming at hemming his
listener in until she should break down and give way to tears.
Banks of soft clouds were floating overhead; the grass on the top of the wall was waving gently in the breeze;
and Mother Yuan, too, seemed to be swayed this way and that. Turning the matter over in her mind, she heaved a
deep sigh.
“No matter which way you look at it,” she said, “you’ve got to let us talk the matter over ourselves.”
“Talk what over? What the mother says goes; the daughter need have nothing more to say.”
The old woman held back her tears and spoke slowly and quietly, “But you don’t know my daughter’s temperament.”
The longer Whiskers Li quarreled, the bolder and more rancorous he became.
“If you can’t even control your own daughter you’ve brought up yourself, why, you ought to be ashamed to
live!”
When Mother Yuan retreated one step, Whiskers Li would come forward two steps. He went on, “You yourself
consented to this match when it was made. You can no more take back your word than you can scrape up
something you’ve spat on the ground.”
Mother Yuan suddenly felt she had had enough of this bickering and started to talk back.
“Brother,” she said, reddening from her neck up, “it is said that when you’re climbing a hill, you should stoop,
and when crossing the river, take off your shoes. There’s an action to suit every occasion. She’s a grown-up girl.
And when it comes to a question of marriage, not even the government can decide the matter for her—much less
I.”
“That mongrel Chi!” shouted Whiskers Li. “So he’s used the Marriage Law as an excuse to seduce women, has
he? Flogging to death would be too good for the likes of him.”
Now that things had come to a head, Mother Yuan was no longer timid. When she spoke again, it was none too
gently.
“They … they … are both willing.”
Whiskers Li was already boiling with rage. But when he saw this meek-as-a-lamb sister of his arguing so vehe-
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mently, he was so exasperated that he kicked at a small table, overturned it, and upset the needle basket that was
on top of it. Then, gesticulating wildly, he shouted:
“Let me tell you straight, if you think you can break the engagement, you’re dreaming. And you seem to have
forgotten that the district head is the wife of your sister’s nephew. You’ll only lose face, I’m warning you.”
So they went on arguing violently until sunset, and coming nowhere nearer agreement.
Suddenly, Lien-niu rushed into the courtyard, hot and flushed, but in high spirits. As soon as she arrived, they
heard her call, “Been missing me, Mum?” She skipped about as she talked, “Look, come and see the fine cloth
I’ve bought!” Running straight into the middle room,. she stopped short on the threshold. Her mother was sitting
on a bundle of straw, her chin resting on her hands and her eyes full of tears. Her uncle, glaring straight ahead of
him, was sitting by the wall and filling his pipe. The small table lay upside-down with its four legs pointing
upwards. She knew what it meant. Whiskers Li was now her enemy. When she recalled the scuffle that morning
on the road, she could hardly contain her anger. She flung the roll of cloth and the toilet soap down on the big
square table with a bang. She sat down on the threshold, glowering. Taking off her straw hat trimmed with lace,
she fanned herself wildly with it.
When Mother Yuan saw her daughter, she was seized with sorrow. Tears trickled down her face. Lien-niu
turned to her mother.
“Why are you crying?” she asked. “If heaven should fall, there’d still be the earth to support it. I’m responsible
for my own affairs.”
Whiskers Li glared at Lien-niu with bloodshot eyes.
“You can’t break your engagement,” he said.
Lien-niu raised her eyebrows. “It’s I who’ll decide whether or not the engagement is to be broken,” she
retorted.
“It’s not a matter for you to decide,” said Whiskers Li, pointing his finger at his niece.
“It’s still less for you to decide.”
“You can’t deny I’m your uncle.”
“You can arrange your own daughter’s marriage, but not mine.”
This sent a chill right into the heart of Whiskers Li. For he particularly disliked any mention of his daughter.
Lien-mu’s words so stung him that his shame turned into rage. Adding fuel to the fire, he tried to assert his
authority. “Anyway,” he said harshly, “you’re going away with me today.”
Lien-niu suddenly got up and pointed at Whiskers Li.
“I’m a citizen of this country,” she said. “I have my liberty. I’m not going away with you. For the hundredth
time, I tell you I’m not going. See who dares to touch me!”
Mother Yuan was no longer weeping but gazing at her daughter. How the girl had grown! And in this growing
girl, she found strength.
Whiskers Li had miscalculated. In his eyes, Lien-niu was still the meek little girl of five years ago who would
not have dreamt of going west if anyone had ordered her to go east. He little expected that she would dare to talk
back to him, giving him eye for eye and tooth for tooth. He had thought that if he stood on his dignity—and
wasn’t he her uncle?—Lien-niu would cower before him. He had supposed if she refused to go with him right
away, at least she would be downcast. And in the end he would wear her down, and she would loose ground and
finally succumb to persuasion and nice words. But now see how things had turned out. This was something
Whiskers Li had never dreamt of.
By this time, quite a crowd had started to gather. Some were talking in the courtyard, others had gone inside to
bring about a reconciliation. A few thought Whiskers Li in the wrong, but others blamed Lien-niu for having
offended her uncle. After all, they said, he had brought her up, hadn’t he?
A woman with a baby in her arms saw that the quarrel was getting serious. She turned to a girl beside her and
said, “Go quickly, go and fetch the district head.”
“Where shall I find her?” asked the girl.
“At Li Feng-lan’s in the east of the village. She came a while ago, on her bike.”
The girl quickly went off. That morning the district head had intended to see the secretary of the district Party
committee and then to come to Yuan Village to look into some questions of the producers’ co-operative. She had
just come out of her house when she met Lien-niu’s cousin. He had come to buy some things at the village fair.
The district head took him into her office and told him from beginning to end why Lien-niu wanted to break her
engagement. At the same time she patiently explained to him the meaning of the Marriage Law. Finally she said to
him,
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“Brother, if Lien-niu is not willing to be married to you and if you force her into it, you wouldn’t have a
moment’s peace. It’s bound to upset your work in the fields. As long as you work hard, you needn’t have any
worries about finding yourself a wife. When you go home, persuade your mother not to quarrel with Lien-niu.
Any marriage contracted by a third party is against the Marriage Law.”
After all, young people are more open-minded. When he had heard the district head out to the end, the young
man blushed and said, “It’s perfectly all right with me. As we say, ‘You may take a horse to the water, but you
can’t make him drink.’
The district head comforted him again and saw him off. After her midday meal, she jumped on her bicycle and
rode to Yuan Village. The district head was a tall young woman about thirty years of age. She wore her hair
bobbed, and was dressed in a blue uniform. She was kind, but beneath her kindness, there showed a strong vein of
seriousness. Now she came with Li Feng-lan to Lien-niu’s home, followed by Chung-hsiang who, being shy and
indignant at the same time, was flushed red in the face.
As soon as she entered the courtyard, she looked at the old women and young daughters-in-law gathered there.
“So you’re all here!” she said. Then she walked into the house, with Li Feng-lan following.
Chung-hsiang remained standing in the midst of the crowd, feeling somewhat ill at ease, but looking ready to
fight it out with Whiskers Li. His eyes were wide open; his breathing came in jerks; and when people smiled at
him, he gave no sign of acknowledgement.
When the district head entered the room and greeted those present, Mother Yuan pulled over a bench for her to,
sit on, wiping away her tears as she did so. Taking Lien-niu by the hand, the district head sat down with her,
smiling. Then she searched out Chung-hsiang in the crowd.
“What a fine pair they will make!” she thought to herself.
When Mother Yuan heard that the district head was coming, she was worried. After all, she was the wife of her
sister’s nephew! Whiskers Li, on the other hand, was in high spirits, for he thought that the younger sister’s words
would certainly carry weight. But when he saw how intimate the district head was with Lien-niu from the moment
she entered the room and that Chung-hsiang—that brazen-faced fellow—had also come, he began to have
misgivings. Would things come to a head, he wondered? But on second thoughts, he told himself not to be
deceived by the smiling face of the district head. Why, he comforted himself, in the new society, government
employees always went about their work with a smile! But still he could not rest easy. He eyed the district head
narrowly. And after a while, he asked:
“May I ask, have you seen Lien-niu’s aunt?”
“Yes, quite some time ago,” the district head replied, caressing Lien-niu’s hand.
When Mother Yuan heard this, a lump came to her throat.
“Has everything been explained?” questioned Whiskers Li, narrowing his eyes again.
“Yes, everything,” answered the district head, still smiling.
Mother Yuan looked at her, then at Whiskers Li. Her heart began to thump.
Whiskers Li was overjoyed. An expression of satisfaction spread over his face. Presently he asked again, “Tell
me, haven’t I, as an old maternal uncle, the right to look after my niece’s interests?”
“Yes, of course. A maternal uncle is a very close relation, especially you who have looked after Lien-niu since
she was a child. Why, you’re almqst like a father to her.”
“Now, this is what I call justice!” Whiskers Li was extremely gratified. He looked at the mother and daughter
and said, “No wonder she’s a district head. She’s so just.” Then he asked another question, “Don’t you think that
I, the elderly uncle, am working in the best interest of Lien-niu?”
“Why, of course! Everyone wants to pick a good husband for a young girl.”
“That’s so! That’s absolutely right.” Whiskers Li was happy beyond words. “You are indeed an honest official.
You’ve said all there is to say.” And he gave Lien-niu and her mother a scornful look, as though to say, “See if I
can’t control you!”
Whiskers Li had never felt better in his life than he did at this moment. Without a doubt, he thought, the district
head had come to persuade Lien-niu to go to her aunt’s house. Thus assured, he pointed at Lien-niu and remarked,
“She’s so very stubborn. She wouldn’t go.”
“Why should she be so stubborn? Why doesn’t she want to go?” put in the district head, smiling.
“Ask her herself,” Whiskers Li again pointed at Lien-niu.
The district head first looked at Lien-niu and then turned back to Whiskers Li.
“I’d like you to say,” she said.
Glancing at Lien-niu, Whiskers Li replied, “She said I took matters into my own hands and arranged the match
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for her.”
“What do you say to that? Do you feel that this match was arranged by you without her approval?”
Whiskers Li was going to say that the engagement was made personally by the two families which were close
relations, and that it was all for the best, no matter how one looked at it. But somehow, the words failed to come
out smoothly.
Slowly, the district head spoke, her face taking on a serious expression.
“If you meant well, so much the better,” she said in a clear voice. “But old people do not always think the
same way as their sons and daughters.”
Mother Yuan felt the lump disappear from her throat when she heard this.
To Whiskers Li’s ear, however, it was not so pleasant. His face gradually lost the exuberance that it had earlier
assumed.
The many mothers and young daughters-in-law in the room and outside in the courtyard exchanged glances,
expressing silent disdain for Whiskers Li.
The district head continued, “Some elderly people still cling to their old ideas. They make arbitrary decisions
in regard to the marriages of their sons and daughters. This is not right. They should know that the People’s
Government has given us the Marriage Law in order to put an end to this old practice, so that their sons and
daughters can choose their own marriage partners.”
Her words were simple enough, but their effect on the listeners was tremendous. There was complete silence in
the room, so much so that you could have heard a pin drop.
By this time, Mother Yuan was feeling entirely at ease.
“Heavens, yes!” exclaimed a white-haired woman outside the door. “Think of the women of our villages, not
to mention others, who sought death every year in the past! But nowadays—”
Before she could finish, the woman with the baby in her arms quickly put in, “Yes, today we have the Marriage Law, and no one dares any more to look upon women as mere domestic animals. Look at my husband.
Before liberation, he used to say, ‘The horse that I bought with my money I can ride or whip at will.’ Why, hardly
a day went by without endless rows. And bother the work in the fields—that could wait. Sometimes the weeds
were higher than the crops. And the worse things got, the more we quarreled. Ah, what a time we went through in
the old days! But look at my husband now, since he’s come to understand what the Marriage Law means and
joined a mutual-aid team. Why, you’d hardly know him. You never hear that sort of nonsense from him now. He’s
a different man, up as early as you like in the morning, and working away all day until dark.”
“Do you hear that?” the district head asked Whiskers Li. “The Marriage Law was not drafted at random. The
aim of the law is to promote harmony in the family, so that we can go about our work, and bring good times for
millions and millions of families. The life of women under the old marriage system in the old days was a life of
degradation, as this woman here has just pointed out. Just think, my elder uncle: who wants to contract compulsory marriages and prevent women from freely choosing their marriage partners now that we’ve got the
Marriage Law, which we’ve been waiting for so long—”
Without waiting for the district head to finish, Lien-niu got up and said, “One need not give way to one’s father
if one is right. In other things, I’ll give way to you, as you’re my maternal uncle. But when it comes to the
question of my marriage, I wouldn’t even give in to my father, should he rise from the dead, let alone to you.”
The people around looked at Lien-niu, and were inspired and overjoyed. Mother Yuan, too, began to talk.
“My brother,” she said, “why don’t you try to understand? You only have to look at your own daughter. She
was a plump sort of girl with a chubby face, a fine, capable girl. But now she can’t get along with her husband and
she’s dreadfully unhappy. She’s made herself quite ill. She’s become all peaked and sallow. How would you feel if
she should grieve herself to death?”
Whiskers Li stood there, not saying a word.
The district head went on, “Oh, yes! That reminds me.” She turned to Whiskers Li. “Elder Uncle, I’ve had
some reports about your daughter’s plight from some of our comrades who’ve been to her village. Many times
they’ve criticized your son-in-law. But somehow the criticisms don’t seem to have borne any fruit. Your daughter
looks ill, and she hardly ever smiles. Your son-in-law is never at home. But when he does come in, he starts a row
as soon as he steps into the house. Now he’s even dropped out of the mutual-aid team. Surely you wouldn’t call
this a happy life, would you?”
Whiskers Li lowered his head, his face flushed crimson.
“Take me for example,” the district head continued. “As you all know, I was a child-bride. When I was little,
my parents sold me to the north village. I slept in a cowshed and had a worn-out sack as a counterpane. My
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parents used to cry their eyes out over me. I little dreamt then that one day I would stand up and be a human
being! In the new society men and women are entitled to the same kind of work; they enjoy equal status. Parents
will never have that sort of troubles again.”
These words pierced Whiskers Li to the heart. He stood there, unable to utter a word. The district head walked
over to him and said,
“Elder Uncle, I’ve spoken to Lien-niu’s cousin about the whole thing, and he is willing to break the engagement. What more is there to say? Cheer up. I’ll get your niece to cook you some supper. Why, it’s long past sunset.”
Whiskers Li shook his head in silence, then suddenly he growled, “I’m not hungry.”
At this juncture, Li Feng-lan came up, hand in hand with Lien-niu. Pointing at Chung-hsiang with the other
hand, she spoke, “Aunties, mothers, and brothers. Isn’t this a fine pair?”
A gust of laughter arose from the crowd. The woman, with the baby shouted loudly, “We said long ago that if
these two didn’t become a pair, there’d be drought for three years, for even Heaven couldn’t bear to see the two
separated.” At this, there was a general murmur of approval.
When Whiskers Li heard these words, and thought over what the district head had said, he could see they were
not altogether wrong. The reference to his daughter, in particular, had stung him to the quick. Now everybody
seemed to be making a joke of him, and right in the presence of that young fellow Chi Chung-hsiang, too. He was
indignant. Besides, the marriage of one’s sons and daughters had been the affair of the parents since time immemorial. It was rediculous to have the age-long custom wiped away so soon and so easily. All the more reason why
these women shouldn’t really be so inflexible and high-handed. He thought of making a come-back, but what
chance had he against the district head and such a big crowd? Not a single one of them would put in a good word
for him. Even if he persisted, he’d never get the upper hand.
He got up stiffiy and walked away. Someone tried to pull him back, but did not succeed. He merely turned his
head and forced himself to say,
“I shall have nothing more to do with this branch of my relations.”
So saying, he strutted away.
“Brother …”
Mother Yuan stood up, and with her hand on the door latch shouted after him. But he had already disappeared
in the distance.
Before leaving, the district head turned to Lien-niu and Chung-hsiang.
“When are you two coming to register?” she asked.
They smiled, but did not answer.
82.97 The Forever Youthful Hsiang-hua\fn{by Pang-yen Tao (c.1925?- )} Kwangtung Province, China (M) 13
At the advanced age of eighty-six, my mother, accompanied by my sister, returned to Canton to visit her relatives. She made a special trip to the Hsi Kwan district to see her old family compound, an extensive establishment
built under the old extended family system, now in ruins. A long stretch of five story apartment houses stood there
now, fronting on the street, while the rest of the compound lay in waste. No trace of the old village could be
found. I had asked them to pay a visit to the elementary school I once attended, and they did. They told me the
entrance remained standing, but they did not go in.
The school was the elementary division of the Pei Cheng High School run by the Christian churches. In those
days, to the people of the Canton area, the mere mention of the name Pei Cheng brought to mind a school for
children of the elite or of ethnic Chinese from overseas. The tuition and other miscellaneous charges added up to
an astronomical sum, but it did have a reputation as an institute for good education and strict discipline. I claimed
the experience of having received both.
I was sent there at the age of seven. I was both curious and apprehensive. Being an only son and used to having
my own ways, I now, found myself in a situation where sentiment and favoritism played no part. I began to feel
homesick the very next day, and shortly thereafter I started to weep in private. When the fat housemother asked
why I was crying, I only cried harder, not saying a word.
According to school regulations family members could only visit on Sundays. I remember the grand scene of
parents bringing food packages, large and small, looking all over the campus for their children. And our maid,
coming toward me carrying a food basket, seemed like an angel sent by God. I would run to her, drag her into the
mess hall, open the basket and start to eat the fruit, the beef broth etc., while listening to anecdotes from home.
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Actually, they were stories about me as the butt of family jokes. They made fun of me, saying that I started to cry
the moment I left home, that my behavior was unbecoming for a boy.
“Your ma told you to work hard.” The maid’s departing words were always the same. “What are you crying
about? Look around you. Some of them are even younger than you. They are not crying; they are having fun. The
problem with you is that you have been pampered. Look at you; all that dirt behind your ears; don’t even know
how to bathe yourself.”
I was never once tired of her prattling. I was happy to see someone from home.
It was a Sunday in May. Our maid should have been arriving with the chocolate ice cream she had promised. I
had been on the look out for her since ten o’clock in the morning, keeping my eyes glued to the main entrance.
She was a long time coming, This had never happened before. Could it be that mother had forgotten to send her?
Could it be …”
Suddenly a boy from my class was calling me, and he pointed to a person at the other end of the athletic field,
“Someone there has been looking for you all this time.”
I followed the direction he indicated and made out a figure at a distance. She did not look like a maid, but she
also looked familiar. She wore a bluish green pant outfit with a floral design. She was tall and a long black braid
hung down her back. As I approached her, the sun was shining on her face as she moved towards me. It was a
sweet and glowing face, and the two dimples on her cheeks seemed to evoke memories, but memories of what? I
could not remember her name.
“Have you forgotten me?” She asked with a smile. I could only grin stupidly.
“My name is Hsiang-hua. Remember?”
“From my aunt’s household?” I now recalled.
"Right! Hsiang-hua from your aunt’s household. We moved to Swatow for a few years, and now we are back in
Canton again. I used to feed you; you ought to remember that.”
Not knowing what to do, I turned to face a tree and tried to peel the bark off the trunk with my fingers.
“The husband of your maid Chang Ma is ill. She has gone back home. I will be coming in her place from now
on.”
I led her to the mess hall which was empty by then. She laid out the sandwiches and ice cream, watching me
eat. She told me stories about herself, her adventures in Swatow. I noticed that she talked with a loud clear voice,
like a singer. One of her misdeeds had been to gang up with three other girls in the neighborhood to steal star fruit
from the orchard of a neighbor next door. They thrashed the branches of the trees with bamboo poles as hard as
they could. As the fruit dropped to the ground, and the curses of the owners reached their ears, they would discard
the poles and gather as much of the fruit as each could carry and run for dear life. They had even stolen a chicken
once, though they did not intentionally set out to do that. The chicken vendor lost his grip on the bird and it ran
away. She caught it as it turned the corner and ran home with it through the back door. Her three faithful followers
were summoned and it was decided that they would cook it the way the Hai Nan Islanders did. They made a
“mud” chicken but it was burnt and covered with feathers and was completely inedible. They had to throw it
away. However, my aunt learned about it, and she was given a thrashing, the price for misbehaving.
“Does my aunt hit you hard?” I asked.
“You scream at the top of your voice at the first thrashing,” she confided, “then it will come down easier and
easier.”
“Does my uncle still smoke that stuff?”
“He’d die if he has to give it up. Let’s go to the athletic field to watch them play ball.”
While I was still wondering about where she got all that enthusiasm, she had already cleared the table. We
walked over to the athletic field and settled on a cement bench. She watched the game with unerring eyes. Her
head turned left and right following the soccer ball. I had never met a maid like Hsian-hua, a maid working in an
ordinary household, answering everyone’s beck and call, and yet fascinated by a game of soccer. She watched for
a long time. Then, turning suddenly, she said, reproachfully,
“I understand you don’t like sports and that you cry all the time. Shame on you!”
At that moment, a ball, covered with sand and mud came flying in her direction. She jumped up, grabbed it,
took a few steps, lifted her right foot, and the ball flew in the direction of the goal.
“It’s in!” A group of young boys yelled in unison; even the audience screamed with approval.
Hsiang-hua blushed. In her excitement she had forgotten herself and joined the kids in their game.
The curiosity of the boys was roused, and they kept feeding the ball to her. Her carefully smooth braided hair
now hung loose. All attention was drawn to this big girl, running wild. Each time she kicked it, the ball hit the
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goal. The kids roared. There had never been such a clamor on the ball field. I was dazed, completely overwhelmed by Hsiang-hua.
If it hadn’t been for the ringing of the bell for study period, she would not have remembered it was time to go.
She gathered her now loose and disheveled hair and picked up the empty food basket. Her nose and cheeks were
covered with dirt and sweat, but she paid no heed. I walked with her to the gate. She asked, in parting,
“What would you like to eat next time?”
“Anything will do.” I watched her departing figure receding into the distance. I turned around only to find our
fat housemother behind me.
“Who is she?”
“An indentured maid from my aunt’s household.”
“Hmmm!”
It was the last Sunday in June. If my memory serves, it was the last time Hsiang-hua carne to my school. This
time she wore a fashionable “Manchu” gown and carried a snow white shoulder bag. She asked me right away,
“Isn’t it pretty? A present from your ma.”
I then remembered having seen my mother wearing it.
“She gave me three.” A trace of a smile lingered on her rouged lips demurely. She looked different; she walked
on the cement path in high heels with an easy pace. It seemed to me that she had grown taller. She imitated the
movements and posture of a society lady. I wanted to laugh.
I was drinking the chicken broth she brought me when she commented, “School will be out for the summer in
a few days. Your aunt and your ma have agreed that you should come to stay with us for a spell. Are you
pleased?”
I nodded.
“I’ll take you to shows and treat you to ice cream.,” she went on.
“You don’t have any money.”
“Says who? Just you wait and see.” She quickly opened her pocket book and thrust it under my nose, very
pleased with herself. Sure enough, I saw a five dollar bill issued by the government of Kwang Tung Province and
a whole lot of change. Too much, it seemed to me, because it was more than many others made in a month in
those days.
Sure enough, shortly after the beginning of my summer vacation I was sent down to stay with my aunt. My
aunt gave me a big paper pad and a box of water colors, and I learned to paint on the dining table every day. I
tried every color in the box, but never managed to make them come out right. Hsiang-hua was more clever with
the brush. She was very good at painting flowers and trees. My admiration for her came from the bottom of my
heart. The other indentured maid, Hsing-hua who worked in the kitchen, was something else again. She was ugly
and stupid. When she was not working, she would stay idle in a dark damp comer. The two girls lived under the
same roof and shared the same environment, yet they seemed to be living in two different worlds.
When we went to the movies, I got to pick the show, but when it came to ice cream, Hsiang-hua had the last
word. She knew of only one place in Canton where you could get good ice cream cheap. She would take me there
although it was some distance from my aunt’s home. She made it a rule though that we must always walk there,
no rides.
Hsiang-hua and I fought only once, and it was on my first night at my aunt’s. My aunt told me to sleep with
her. She had long boasted to me that she was an expert at telling ghost stories. I didn’t know where she got all her
tales of ghosts and goblins, but I was very happy to share a bed with her. We no sooner laid down under the
mosquito net when she suddenly sat up and asked me in all seriousness,
“Do you still wet the bed?”
It was downright insulting. I protested, “Nonsense! When did I ever do that?”
“You did. You used to.” She would not take it back.
“No!” I yelled.
“Admit to it.”
“I deny it! I deny it!” I wanted to overpower her by raising my voice.
Would she still tell me stories that night? She did. She told about the monkey king and his adventures in
heaven, about the magic needle which calmed the sea. She gestured as she talked. I had no idea how the stories
ended. When I woke up it was broad daylight.
When Hsiang-hua brought me my breakfast, she came up with a startling request. She asked if I had brought
my summer assignment with me. I casually pointed to my school bag.
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“Teach me how to read. If you don’t, I won’t be your friend any more.” She looked at me with her large eyes,
and she meant every word of it.
“You really want to learn to read?” I had my doubts.
She nodded emphatically.
“Are you stupid?”
“What do you think?”
In fact, she found the wrong person to be her teacher. It was universally known that I was not a good student in
school. At that time I had no choice but to give it a try. I would read one line and she would repeat after me. I
wrote down a paragraph and she would trace over my handwriting. This was our daily routine; no one else knew
about it. Hsiang-hua had a superb memory and was very deft with a pen. She was more adept at it than I. I began
to see her in a different light. My aunt, however, said,
“Hsiang-hua, you were born into the wrong family. Here with me you can only blame fate for your ill fortune.”
Hsiang-hua did not react to my aunt’s statement in any manner. She just copied my textbooks patiently, with
total concentration. I had to go to school because I was so ordered by my parents. I was forced into it. She on the
other hand was wholeheartedly enthused with learning. So much for life’s little quirks!
I was convinced by then that Hsiang-hua was indeed born into the wrong family. In a matter of ten days I
began to understand the situation in my aunt’s household. Whenever my aunt and uncle were alone they discussed
the state of affairs of the family. It wasn’t really a discussion; they quarreled. One day I was napping and I heard
their voices coming from the direction of the living room.
“A clerk in the Municipal Government! I can't even bring myself to face those who passed the examination the
same year I did.” It was the voice of my uncle, sounding dejected. “You always blame me for not going around
looking for leads and opportunities—”
“You are after all a hsiu tsai,\fn{A note reads: A scholarly degree.} having passed the first examination.” My aunt
had the habit of raising her voice whenever she spoke. “The others were also old hsiu tsais, but they all have
become secretaries, or section chiefs. Didn’t they also reach those positions through manipulation?”
“I am not as thick-skinned as they are. For me to go all over town to pay my respects, to offer presents, to
present papers—”
“But, Master Sir, when you get home from work, you just lie there and smoke that awful stuff until all the
money is gone. Even my last Han jade bracelet has disappeared. Now all we have is this old house. You won’t be
satisfied until every brick and every tile is converted into opium.”
“As if you didn’t know! I smoke this because of the problem with my stomach. You think I enjoy it? Well,
Heaven will provide a way, don’t pressure me.”
“How am I pressuring you? What can an unfortunate soul like me do except to reach out to you and beg you
for a bowl of rice?”
“That is pressuring me. You do it every once in a while. You are pushing me toward the end of the rope. Tell
me, who can I approach now? I am deeply in debt. I am doing my best to hide from my debtors. If you can be just
a little more patient, if you are an understanding wife, don’t force me to call on those who passed the first degree
the year I did, those secretaries, section chiefs or bureau heads. They may be ten times more important than I am,
but when it comes to writing a brush pen, none of them is my match. At one time, no one in the City of Canton
could write in the pien wen style as well as I—”
“I am talking about now!” My aunt was almost screaming. “Today! Now! The fire has reached our door, Master, Sir! Do something!” The last few words were uttered in a choking voice.
My uncle quickly said, in a subdued voice, “All right, Tai Tai.\fn{Mrs.} “‘A boat always straightens itself as it
reaches the bridge.’”
How would it straighten itself? I had no idea. I only recall that for many days after that my aunt continued to
give us money and had Hsiang-hua take me to see Cantonese operas. We saw all the star performers, such as
Hsueh Chueh-hsien, Ma Shih-tseng, Pai Yu-tang. But the good times didn’t last. Mother sent for me. I left all my
books with Hsiang-hua, and my brush pens and pencils and other things as well. September was around the
corner. The first day of school was fast approaching. It was precisely for this reason that I had another opportunity
to visit with my aunt.
Nothing had changed, except it was hard to catch a glimpse of Hsiang-hua. On my first night there she did not
get home until the wee hours. My aunt said she went to work. When I woke up the next morning, I was surprised
to find her fast asleep next to me. I had time to scrutinize her. How come she was wearing her hair differently? It
was done in the latest fashion, and she had also had a permanent-wave. Her face had been heavily made up, and
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not all traces of it had been removed. She had changed. She looked like those beautiful ladies in magazines. She
woke up around noon. Her first words were, “I’ll take you out for a Cantonese tea breakfast in a little while.”
Then, she said, “Would you believe that I can recite the contents of all the books you left me? I can write too.
From now on give me all your books when you are done with them.”
She started to wash up and sat before the vanity to comb her hair and do her face. She said to me,
“Go outside; don’t watch me putting on make up.”
I went to the living room. Mother and my aunt were talking in low voices.
“Swamped with debts. Yet the family has to be fed, and he cannot do without that stuff.” My aunt wiped the
comers of her eyes with a handkerchief. “Sis, what would you do in my place? I had to give in to him over this
arrangement for Hsiang-hua.”
My mother could only sigh in sympathy.
“The strange thing is, he never would try to ingratiate himself with anyone before, but now he does it to the
owner of the wine bar; he even brought him home once. When the owner caught sight of Hsiang-hua his eyes
brightened up and he was full of praise for her. He made a thumbs up sign, hit his breast and said he guaranteed
that she would be making big money.”
“The situation being what it is, the best thing is to take one step at a time.” Mother tried to comfort my aunt.
“When all debts are paid, Hsiang-hua will be Hsiang-hua again.”
“She may be an indentured maid, but, as God is my witness, I have always treated her as my own daughter.”
“We are well aware of that.”
While my aunt performed the ritual of offering incense to the ancestral tablets, I inched closer to mother and
whispered, “Ma, what does a wine bar girl do?”
“She keeps the men company when they drink in a wine bar.”
“Why do men need a woman’s company when they drink?”
“Men are self-demeaning creatures.”
“Why are they self-demeaning?”
“ … who knows.”
That day I went for lunch with Hsiang-hua to a very swanky teahouse. We attracted a great deal of attention
when we walked across the main dining area. We were taken to a private dining room where a tall gentleman had
already been seated. He had a round face, slightly flushed and shiny: He had a mustache and wore a very elegant
suit. When he saw us through his white metal rimmed glasses, he smiled. He got up halfway and said to us,
“Have a seat.”
Hsiang-hua told me to address him as Uncle Liu.
His smile broadened and he asked me what school I was attending. When I mentioned that it was Pei Cheng, it
seemed to have somewhat of an affect on him. He turned to Hsiang-hua and said, with a serious face,
“Pei Cheng is next door to Pei Ling High School for girls of which I am a trustee.”
The waiter arrived. Uncle Liu asked Hsiang-hua to do the ordering, saying, “Order whatever you like and as
much as you like.”
Hsiang-hua named a whole series of luncheon pastries in one breath. After the departure of the waiter, Uncle
Liu and Hsiang-hua began to talk in earnest. They talked in low voices, and I could not make out anything they
said. In any event, I was only waiting for the arrival of the pastries, which, when they came, took up half the table.
Those two were in no hurry to pick up their chopsticks. They urged me to eat.
“Eat as much as you want.” Uncle Liu liked to use the expression '”as much as.”
“I know there was this fellow who often came to seek you out in Hsi Yuan. I will try to be calm about it as
much as I can.”
“Why!” Since when did Hsiang-hua learn to glance at people from the corners of her eyes? “Jealous?”
“Don’t I have reason to be?”
So, they kept on talking and drinking their tea. I don’t think they ever touched any of the pastries. Uncle Liu
frequently leaned towards Hsiang-hua, and his voice was so low that it sounded as if he were talking in his sleep,
while the expression on Hsiang-hua’s face underwent numerous changes. What was it all about?
It seems that man is constantly in a race against time. You don’t care about time; time cares even less about
you. You may idle away time; you may procrastinate. Time, however, never stops for a second. This was what my
father used to say. I generally failed two or three courses a term. Math was a subject I specially hated. I had grown
tall, but what did it prove? I had to take make-up classes every summer, and even that was no guarantee of my
passing the subjects either. In those days I was like a brainless creature, unaware of what the future was in
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studying. I remember a stern reprimand from my father one summer:
“Don’t think that just because our family has some money it will guarantee a lifetime of security. In the years
to come there will be no dignity for an individual without learning and without education. Suppose we leave other
people out of this and just look at Hsiang-hua. She is a wine bar girl; still she makes use of every moment of her
free time to beg people to help her read and write. She can now write letters for your aunt. And you? I send you to
the best school; every summer I hire only the best teachers to tutor you. But look at this.” Father waved the report
card in his hand. “What have you to say about such a report card?” If I weren’t particularly thick skinned I would
have cried.
I lost track as to when I last saw Hsiang-hua. I happened to be home on vacation when my aunt sent word that
our entire family was invited to a dinner on Sunday in a restaurant which served western food. She said the host
was the manager of the Tao Hung Bank. The restaurant was called The Pacific House. Any Cantonese would
drool at the mere mention of roast squab at The Pacific House.
We were all properly attired that day, and arrived at the restaurant on time. The first thing that caught our eyes
was my aunt and uncle and Hsiang-hua. Hsiang-hua wore very light make up that day and was tastefully dressed.
She was beautiful in a different way and was very proper.
She came forward, a smile on her face and introduced us to the bank manager, sitting at the head of the table. I
then saw that it was Uncle Liu. The same round face, the same impeccably elegant suit. When he saw me he said,
“You have grown taller.”
Hsiang-hua made me sit next to her, but this was one time we had very little to say to one another. There was
nothing for us to talk about. For Hsiang-hua’s world had nothing to do with me, and we were drifting further and
further apart. We tried, on several occasions, to start a conversation yet neither actually managed to say anything.
Hsiang-hua smiled at me from time to time to show her concern.
Course after course was served. Except for my father, no one else present was able to carry on a conversation
with Uncle Liu. Father was very knowledgeable on finance. Their discussion filled the conversational gaps and
brought on Uncle Liu’s disclosure about his family. He said that for three generations before him, the Lius were in
the banking business. At the height of their family fortune, they had three banks and were involved in the cotton
business as well. The Lius were well known in Canton and the Sha Mien region. He first learned to use an abacus
in his early youth, then he studied English and majored in business in college. Shortly after graduation he invested
in the Tao Hung Bank where he climbed step by step up to the position of manager. He made it sound like his
career had been smooth sailing. My father listened calmly, while my uncle reacted with many changes in facial
expression, and kept injecting flattering remarks like, “Sure!”, “Really!”, “Extraordinary!”, “Fantastic!”, “You
see!”. Eventually he came up with the most inappropriate remark,
“I heard that your wife is seriously ill.”
The atmosphere instantly froze. Uncle Liu lowered his eyes for a few seconds before answering.
“Yes, she has an intestinal tumor.”
My father quickly added, “It could very well be benign. No need to get upset.”
“Hope so.”
While every one was figuring on how to veer the conversation in another direction to ease the tension in the
air, my uncle again made another blunt comment,
“I heard … heard that Manager Liu intends to send Hsiang-hua to school for a few years.”
From the North Pole, the conversation now veered to the South Pole. This time Uncle Liu lifted his face and
smiled faintly. He swept the table with a benevolent glance and said, kindly, “Right! Hsiang-hua is very smart.
Working at a place like Hsi Yuan is, in the long run, not conducive to a happy ending. It would be a pity if she is
not given a chance to study. I am a trustee of Pei Ling, and I would like to help as much as I can … as much as I
can.”
My uncle was about to say something more when my aunt hit him hard under the table and stopped him from
blundering further. Then she said, just making conversation,
“Manager Liu, it is Hsiang-hua’s good fortune that you offer to help. It is her fate that she should meet with a
benefactor. We are all very grateful.” She looked around and asked, “Don’t you all agree?”
After the last drink was served, Uncle Liu got up slowly and said, very politely, “Thank you all for coming.”
This marked the end of the dinner.
We all returned to my aunt’s house, with the exception of Uncle Liu. Before anyone came to answer the door,
my father suddenly remembered that he had a business meeting. He announced that he had to leave and went
away in a hired rickshaw.
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The rest of us went in to sit down, but Hsiang-hua headed straight for her room. My uncle stopped her. Hsianghua turned around, puzzled.
“What do you want?” My aunt stared at my uncle and added, “She has to get ready for Hsi Yuan.”
“I don’t care if it’s Hsi Yuan or Tung Yuan.” My uncle sounded like he was preparing for a fight.
“Can’t it wait until tomorrow?” My aunt raised her voice. “You like to refer to your academic title hsiu tsai,
and you are forever talking about poetry and literature, and yet, just now, at the restaurant, can what you said there
be considered as fitting utterance for a human person?”
“In what way was it not fitting for a human being? A person has to eat, a person needs money. I took advantage of the right opportunity and led the conversation to the right channel. I want a guarantee from that man Liu.”
“Master, what is it you want to know?” Hsiang-hua asked.
“You will be entering Pei Ling. You will be undergoing a complete metamorphosis. It is truly a glorious moment for you, but how about the future of this family?”
“I made it clear long ago that Manager Liu will send you one hundred dollars every month. It should be more
than enough to cover the household expenses.”
“More than enough to meet the expenses!” My uncle sat down and added, “to be paid on a monthly basis. He
is under no obligation to do so, so if one day he should decide not to continue, what can I do?”
“Once he has promised, he will not go back on his word,” Hsiang-hua also raised her voice. “You have nothing
to worry about.”
“Suppose he came to regret it. The thing with you people is you are preoccupied with the present. You lose
sight of the future.” My uncle got up once again waving his hand as he pointed his fingers at us as he continued,
“Let me tell you. There are a lot of good looking girls in the city of Canton. One day he may set his eyes on
another. Will he still want to have anything to do with Hsiang-hua? That is the way with the wealthy; they are
long on cash and short on conscience. I think you will live to regret it.”
“No, it won’t happen,” said Hsiang-hua. “He has promised that after his wife is gone he will marry me;
otherwise why should he want to send me to school?”
“What if she doesn’t die? What would happen if she doesn’t? Better agree to be his no. 2 wife while he is
rolling in money. It’s more practical and financially more sound.”
“You just shut your mouth.” My aunt could not contain herself any longer. “Save your breath and mind your
language.”
“I would like to do that, but at this point at least, for lack of a better solution, we should have some sort of a
guarantee from this Liu fellow.”
“What guarantee? Speak your mind!”
“Ask him to put up a lump sum of two thousand dollars on top of the one hundred dollars a month as agreed.”
“Are you crazy? Has poverty driven you mad?” My aunt put her water pipe down on the table and said, “This
is not a business deal. It is not like putting your house up for rent. Aren’t you ashamed of yourself?”
“Why should I be? I have only Hsiang-hua’s future in mind. What if this Liu fellow put on the brakes midway?
Don’t tell me that Hsiang-hua would then go back to work at Hsi Yuan again.”
Hsiang-hua answered back in anger, “Master, I will never do what you ask me to do.”
She turned and left the room slamming the door behind her.
My uncle turned scarlet in the face. He banged hard on the table, causing the cups and saucers to clatter and
rattle.
“Damn you! You think very highly of yourself now, don’t you? Damn you! We brought you up, and now, at
this crucial crossroads, you rebel.” He then pointed at the door to her room with his bony fingers and screamed,
“Get yourself back in here, you! Come back out here!”
My mother managed to drag my uncle away, while trying her best to pacify him. Uncle allowed himself to be
dragged to the courtyard though he never stopped cursing.
Suddenly, all was quiet. My aunt remained speechless, staring at the red tile under her feet. She puffed hard at
her water pipe. Mother and I did not return to our home in Hsi K wan until late in the afternoon.
One morning three days later, Hsiang-hua paid us a surprise visit. She was again fashionably dressed. She
walked through several courts and headed straight for my mother’s chamber. She carried a small suitcase in her
hand, and she looked grave.
“Da Hsiao Chieh.” She had been told to address my mother as “the oldest missy” from the very first day she
came to us. But before she managed to say anything else, tears began to flow down her face.
“What’s wrong?” Mother panicked.
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“May I stay with you for a few days?”
“Excellent!” said my mother. “I am glad to have you here to keep me company. Did you … did you run away
from home?”
“Ah-nai knew about it.” She always called my aunt “Ah-nai.” This form of address was also decided upon long
ago. “She told me to come here.”
“Your old master is making trouble again?”
“He tried to make me ask Manager Liu for a loan of 500 dollars. I categorically refused.”
“You just forget about it,” my mother said positively. “We will manage to resolve the matter.”
I was surprised to see that Hsiang-hua had packed a few novels in her suitcase even under such circumstances.
There was also a thick volume about women. I asked if she could read all of them. She said she could, most of the
time. When she came across words she did not know, she got someone to explain them to her, in detail. Such
persistence in pursuit of knowledge was incomprehensible to me.
That same year in the Fall, Manager Liu got her admitted to Pei Ling School without an entrance examination.
Pei Ling School for Girls had a beautiful campus. People from the outside could only see an expanse of
greenery, a fountain with lights of many colors, spurting water day and night. The bells of Pei Ling School echoed
the tranquillity of the Tung Shan District. It was a matter of great pride to be admitted to Pei Ling. We were only
afraid that Hsian-hua might have trouble catching up.
In those days there was no age restriction regarding the placement of a student, more so in private schools run
by the Christian churches. However, the pressure on the students to perform was enormous. Hsiang-hua visited us
on a Sunday two months afterwards. She wore a light blue uniform and headed straight for my mother’s chamber.
She sat beside her bed and talked about a young male teacher, a graduate from a normal school. She looked
pleased.
“He is really kind,” said Hsiang-hua. “Though somewhat strict. If it hadn’t been for him, I would have been
too embarrassed to stay on.”
“In what way was he kind to you?”
“Every day after dinner he would be waiting for me in the teachers’ room and give me remedial lessons until
nine o’clock. He also worked with me the whole afternoon on Saturdays and the entire morning on Sundays. He
said it had to be this way, it would be hopeless otherwise. He told me to try my best.”
“You have lost weight. I am sure you are giving it your all.”
“He is too, he is our class advisor. He said he would not allow anyone in his class to fail.”
“What is his name?”
“Chen Han-ching.”
I met him at least twice before a political change occurred. The first time was the first day of Spring recess. He
and Hsiang-hua walked over from Pei Ling to Pei Cheng to take me back to Hsi Kwan and to pay their respect to
my parents. The other time was during the summer vacation when they came to Hsi Kwan to take me swimming
in the Lee Chih Bay. Neither Hsiang-hua nor I could swim. Chen Han-ching, though, was very good at it. He was
dark and muscular, and I specially liked to watch the way he dived into the water. I clapped and clapped, while
Hsiang-hua smiled. Chen Han-ching urged me to try, but I acted like a bashful girl.
“No … no … I don’t want to.”
“Why then are you wearing swimming trunks? Just for show?” Before he quite finished with what he was
saying, he dashed towards me, picked me up and threw me into the water, before I had the presence of mind to put
up a struggle. For the first and only time in my life, I nearly choked to death. I panicked and flapped around in the
water. He jumped in and kept me afloat.
This was Chen Han-ching, hard and strict in teaching school as well as in teaching swimming. He was then in
his twenties, tall, slender, but not frail, and there was a streak of willfulness in him. He spoke with a Kwang Hsi
accent, and when he smiled his teeth gleamed. He might have given the impression of a man of few words, but
when he did talk, he talked like he was delivering a written article. He had Hsiang-hua’s total attention and
concentration. He talked to me at length too. Whether I really understood him or not, I sensed a deep feeling of
patriotism, and a profound desire for the quest of knowledge. He sang a new tune, newer than the prevailing
slogans such as “Down with the Japanese Imperialism!”, etc. He was mesmerizing.
That evening, the two of them had dinner at our house. Hsiang-hua did the cooking, while my father kept Chen
Han-ching company. I had to say this for my father: he could carry on a conversation, sharp and to the point,
when he dealt with foxy business people; when faced with a youth from the educated circle, he could strike a
responsive chord in him too. Chen Han-ching thought my father different from the middle aged people of those
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days. One thing that stayed clear in my memory was the way Chen Han-ching waved his fist and proclaimed the
meaning of nationalism:
“I don’t think we should regard the gun shots at Marco Polo Bridge as a threat from the Japanese devils; we
should not look at it as a disaster. This is an opportunity for the Chinese people to avenge past insults and make
our country strong again. It came at just the right moment. This war, we have to win; we must not lose; we must
win. A price has to be paid for our resistance against an aggressor. This war will have an affect on the foundation
of our country, but Chinese blood will not be shed in vain.”
His words swelled the air; a flood of warmth flowed through my body.
My father continued to analyze the political atmosphere until Hsiang-hua brought dinner to the table. Father
said to her, pointing at Chen Han-ching, “An ambitious young man with a future, a great fellow!”
Mother suddenly asked, half way through the meal, “Have your Master and Ah-nai met with Mr. Chen yet?”
“No,” Hsiang-hua answered, “ … this is not the time.”
“I understand,” Mother nodded and said, “Those two old folks have to be approached with caution.”
I did not know why I blurted out just at that moment, “Haven’t seen Uncle Liu for quite a while.”
No one answered me, but mother kicked me under the table.
As soon as the summer vacation was over I was sent down to Pei Cheng School again. Everything remained
the same as before, the noise in the dormitory, the fat lady we call Ta-ku, the ringing of the bell, the dining hall,
and I was homesick as before. I still did not participate in any field activities. I just sat beside the bamboo grove
and watched the soccer ball fly back and forth.
This term, our day started with Chinese class. Our teacher this term was different too. He told us in a sad voice
that this was a critical period for our country. He told us about the situation in the north and in the south, and he
said that Shanghai was in a state of war. He talked about how the fires of aggression had inflamed the people, and
about how a tidal wave of anger was sweeping throughout the entire nation. He said, his eyes bright with tears, it
was a time of life and death for the country and the people. Finally he yelled:
“Mark my words well! No more fun and games! You can serve your country only by exerting yourselves in
school!” He then asked in a voice filled with emotion,
“Do you hear me?”
“Yes, we heard you!” we answered in unison as we watched tears gushing down his face.
In those days, even elementary school students went to the library to read the headline news. Our teachers, in
groups of twos and threes, would be discussing the news. The papers were full of tales of the state of affairs of
this noble era. The radio reminded us continuously that our survival was contingent on fighting this war of
resistance. A blanket of emotion charged atmosphere, foreboding and yet exciting, hung heavily overhead. Soon,
parents began to take their children out of school. In a matter of two weeks, my mother also came with a maid.
They came to arrange for my withdrawal and helped me pack. I shall remember this afternoon forever. My fellow
students were all very much preoccupied; they were in no mood even to bid each other good-bye.
Even before the first alert announcing an air raid, the city of Canton was already in a state of confusion. Pomp
and gaiety were a thing of the past. Social order was on the verge of collapse. Trains and boats between Canton
and Hong Kong were flooded to overflowing with people. Hong Kong was inaccessible for the time being, which
left us with only one route of evacuation, to the country. Our family headed for Hsiao Lan Village in the county of
Chung Shan.
Hsiao Lan Village was my mother’s home town. It could be reached overnight by boat up the Pearl River.
There was no electricity, no running water, but it was fertile area. The only thing lacking here, compared with city
life, was luxury. The family compound was quite spacious. We could never fill all the rooms. We came, the whole
family, all of us, my aunt and uncle also, bringing with them their indentured servant Hsing-hua whose only duty
was to cook and wash. I was surprised to find Hsiang-hua there cleaning the bedrooms. So, she had come too. All
of a sudden my unvoiced resentment against this rural village was gone. It was very important to me to regain this
adult playmate of mine.
Hsiang-hua no longer wore any makeup now, but she dressed neatly in well-fitting outfits, and she carried herself well. Our relatives living in the same compound, young and old alike, regarded her in a different light. Their
comment was that girls from the city are indeed different. Some of our cousins, born and bred locally, never failed
to blush whenever they walked past Hsiang-hua.
I wanted very much to walk through the field, across the dwarf forest to climb a tall hill. In the past this would
have met with Hsiang-hua’s approval. She would have led the way. But, now, she had turned into a very demure
woman. She just smiled a little, shook her head and kept on reading. Occasionally she would write something
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down. There seemed to be a weary look in her eyes, an impatient look. And it was all so very puzzling to me. I
also discovered that she often went to my mother’s room. They talked long and quietly.
We got word that the city of Canton was bombed every day and even several times a day. It was scary news
indeed. It was reported that each time the enemy planes were over the city, their spies would send up signal flares
to indicate target sites. Whenever the work of these traitors came up in conversation, the people in the country
would grind their teeth with anger. Foremost among them was my uncle. He would walk out of the house, plant
his two skinny legs firmly apart and point into space as if that was where the traitors were and cursed,
“Bloody traitors! If I were the Chief of Public Security, I wouldn’t let any of you get away. There's an ancient
saying that goes like this: severe penalties are called for in times of great turmoil. Do you know what constitutes
severe penalties? It means—”
“Dinner!”
He stopped when my aunt called. After dinner I went to another quadrangle to play with my cousins. We
played mahjong under an oil lamp. We were not playing for money. I liked to arrange my tiles in pairs and
whenever another player discarded a tile that matched mine I would yell “Peng!” to make three of a kind. My
cousins would lean over to look at my hand and said that that was not the way to play the game. They refused to
play with me.
Just then there was an uproar from my aunt’s court. We all went over to find out what had happened. We found
my uncle in a chair, his face ashen after a temper fit. My aunt, red-eyed and teary, was puffing away on her waterpipe. My mother looked perfectly normal and nonchalant. She looked from my aunt to Hsiang-hua. Hsiang-hua
was crying her heart out.
“I brought you up,” said my aunt finally, as she put down her pipe, though tears were still running down her
face. “The fact is whether you are an indentured maid or a daughter, you will eventually get married. We had
hoped that you would find someone well off and make a good match. Now, there is this Chen Han-ching, out from
nowhere. Don’t think I am an idiot. I learned about him long ago, but I have never imagined it would come to this,
that you would make your announcement today and leave tomorrow.”
My aunt slapped herself hard on her thigh and said mournfully, “Are we marrying off a daughter or an
indentured maid? We are not to do anything for you. You just walk out of here with a suitcase in your hand. Tell
me, don’t I have reasons to be sad?”
“Da Chieh,” mother, addressing my aunt as older sister, thought it was time to speak, “We all share your
sentiments. However, since Hsiang-hua wants it this way, and since there is a war going on, how about—”
Before she quite finished, my uncle bolted up and said, in his usual roaring voice, "The nerve! This is rebellion! A family disgrace! I have never seen anything like this before.” He then pointed at Hsiang-hua and went on,
“What does the fellow Chen take you for? How can you debase yourself so? How can you follow him at his beck
and call? How is he going to face us?”
“He …” Hsiang-hua murmured in a choking voice. “He has nothing—”
“In that case he’d better kidnap the bride.” My uncle stomped and added, “The natives of Kwang Hsi Province
were known for their barbarous manners. I dare him to come here. This old bone is going to put up a fight to the
death.”
“Master,” said Hsiang-hua. “We are going to pay you back some day.”
“Pay me back?” My uncle scorned. “My bones will long have turned to ashes before that will happen.”
“Master, Han-ching is an educated person. He is not like that. He will be here tomorrow to explain in person.”
“Don’t bother!” My uncle waved an arm forcefully and went on to say, “Tomorrow I am going to send a
written notice to the village chief, and I am going to say that a woman from a respectable family is about to be
kidnapped. I’ll ask that the kidnapper be treated as a common thief.”
What my aunt was about to say to my uncle was more to the point. She said, “As for you, you don’t look right.
You better go back to your room and have yourself a puff.”
“Da Ke,”\fn{Older Brother.} mother added quickly, addressing him as a big brother. “You better go and get some
rest. They may have been wrong, but I do know this man Chen Han-ching pretty well. Let me talk it over with Da
Chieh. Anyway we all want to do what’s best for Hsiang-hua.”
“Hmmm!” Uncle stepped back into his room. He probably really needed a puff.
My aunt stared at Hsiang-hua woodenly for a while before she sighed and said, “Do you realize that life in
Kwang Hsi province is very hard?”
“I am not afraid of hardship.” Hsiang-hua was no longer crying.
“No regrets?”
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“No.”
“So be it. For better or for worse it’s your life, your fate. Whatever happens don’t blame anyone, not even
yourself.” My aunt spoke softly and lingeringly at this moment of parting. She suddenly remembered something
and reached into her inside pocket and brought out a gold ring which she handed to Hsiang-hua, saying,
“Here, you know me; never have anything on hand. This is for you.”
“No, Ah-nai, you keep it yourself.”
“I insist. Take it. Quickly.”
Hsiang-hua got up and came slowly toward my aunt. She received the ring with both hands and remained
standing in front of my aunt, very still. She just stood there. All of a sudden she knelt down and held on to my
aunt in a tight embrace. She cried and said, her voice breaking, “Ah-nai.”
My aunt hugged her, and the two of them cried in one another’s arms.
Chen Han-ching arrived bright and early. He was so early that when I got up he was already in my mother’s
room talking to her. My aunt and Hsiang-hua were there too. Hsiang-hua’s eyes were red and puffy, but she
looked determined and at peace. Chen Han-ching was in a Sun Yat-sen suit, and he held me by my shoulders the
moment I walked in. The talk continued; it was mostly about what routes they were to take, the time they were to
leave. Chen Han-ching asked,
“Shouldn’t we take leave of—”
“Never mind him,” my aunt stopped him short. “He is what he is. You better start on your way.”
I imagined that my uncle was only pretending to be sleeping. He knew that he was powerless to fight them.
At the gate Hsiang-hua said to my aunt, “Ah-nai, take care of yourself.”
My aunt could not bring herself to say anything. She covered her mouth with a handkerchief and ran back into
the house.
Before he walked away Chen Han-ching slapped me hard on the shoulder, and said solemnly,
“Study hard! Remember!”
The bombing of Canton never stopped for even a day. The destruction and casualties worsened as days went
by. Anti-Japanese sentiment was spreading all over the country. The people panicked; the students were indignant, even students from elementary schools and high schools in remote cities and towns were aroused. They
marched to support the war against Japan. Their slogans were: be ready for the ultimate sacrifice; march forward;
never retreat. Rumors were also rampant. The most shocking of them all was that Canton was in danger of being
taken, which of course indicated that the countryside was in danger too. There was only one escape route: Hong
Kong.
When the Japanese army entered the city of Canton I was in Hong Kong and had just been promoted to junior
high. Soon we learned that my aunt and her family had returned to their old residence in occupied Canton.
Regardless of what was in store for them, they were determined to stay.
Then my uncle died. My aunt remained in Canton with only Hsing-hua to keep her company. Life was
extremely hard for them. Occasionally we exchanged news. Sometimes we didn’t communicate for months at a
time. One day on a New Year’s Eve, we received a thick letter from my aunt. It contained a letter from Hsianghua from the Province of Kwang Hsi. My aunt did not know how to write, so she forwarded the original to us. It
was written on very coarse paper, four pages long. I was pleasantly surprised to notice Hsiang-hua’s extraordinary
penmanship.
Chen Han-ching was the principal of an elementary school in a village in Kwang Hsi. Hsiang-hua was the
mother of two boys. The letter was a detailed report of their life there. When Chen Han-ching returned from work
in the evening, he would take over the care of the children and household chores so that Hsiang-hua could leave
for the evening school for women. According to Hsiang-hua, Chen Han-ching never tired of reiterating the fact
“no matter how hard up we are, no matter how poor we are, the seeking of knowledge is essential.” On his day
off, when the children took their afternoon naps, he continued to tutor her in English. Hsiang-hua had
accumulated a large vocabulary. When Chen Han-ching was in military training, the two children took turns in
being sick, and finally Hsiang-hua herself became ill. She didn’t let Chen Han-ching know; she didn’t want to
worry him. When he came back, he only thought she had lost some weight. He brought back a stack of magazines. Hsiang-hua made a habit of reading an article a day. In her letter she used the language she picked up from
these magazines such as “striving for final victory; don’t rely on heaven or God; rely on ourselves; to live or to
die, to survive or to perish lies in our own hands.” I was most impressed by what she wrote about herself. “I will
never be able to earn an academic degree, but I will forever be seeking knowledge.” How very moving! Finally
she inquired about my parents and me.
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Hong Kong proved not to be a permanent haven. The war in Europe had erupted. The relation between Japan
and England and America were as chilly as the weather in December. Some of Hong Kong’s more alert residents
hastened to make other plans. My father heaved a big sigh one evening and said,
“We Chinese are indeed destined to suffer; we have to run again.”
This time we took refuge in a western concession in Shanghai.\fn{ An area of the city under British, French and
American authority, forcibly extracted from China by military force at the middle of the 19 th Century, largely for commercial purposes, but
also to provide a point of embarkation and refuge for foreign nationals from Chinese authorities .} I remembered well that one day

on my way to school I bought a newspaper. I dashed home with it to report to my mother that Japan had attacked
Pearl Harbor.
My mother said, “It was announced on the radio the moment you left. No big deal.”
I saw with my own eyes the Japanese army marching into the concessions. It was my first encounter with the
Japanese troops. Many years later when the Japanese surrendered, I was still attending school in Shanghai. Hard
as I tried, I could not figure out the number of years we stayed in Shanghai. I could only remember the happy
tears we shed over our exhilarating victory. We yelled at the top of our voices. We sang. A painful and difficult
stage of history had come to an end. Many returned home to face the devastation and the plunder of war. Except
us; we stayed in Shanghai, in this glamorous city of many facets and unimaginable complexity.
Throughout the years our thoughts were always with our close relatives as well as our distant kin. We found it
impossible to get any news about Hsiang-hua. We were able to breathe easier for a mere three short years. Then,
once again, history repeated itself with senseless burning, bloodshed and turmoil. Our country was once again in a
state of war. Millions of civilians were at a crossroads; they looked around them and, based on their experience of
the war of resistance against Japan, many people concluded that the Red Tide would not reach the south any too
soon.
I was an adult by then and was well aware that the family responsibility now fell on my shoulders. And yet, the
streets of Shanghai were flooded, as always, with neon lights and with people. The only difference was that now
uncertainty and anxiety were reflected in the eyes of the people. At home, our family sat around listening to the
radio and reading the evening papers, unaware that Shanghai people were fighting to get on board boats docked
along the Huang-pu River. Call it chance, call it fate, whatever it was, a very good friend of mine, Wang Tze-hsu
came knocking at our door one day at midnight. He was a fast talker. Words rolled off his tongue like thunderbolts. He looked at me, his eyes bright and gravely sincere as he said, very positively as if giving an order:
“Pack right away. The ship Tainan is leaving in the morning, day after tomorrow. I can get you tickets. I have
family in Taiwan. Finding jobs there will be no problem.”
“Taiwan?” I turned to look at mother. “Ma, what about Hong Kong?”
“I don’t really know what to say.” My mother said.
“Hong Kong?” Wang Tze-hsu almost jumped out of his chair. “To you Cantonese people, there is only one
place, Hong Kong. Listen to me, even college professors can only find menial jobs. What is there for people like
you and me?”
“Taiwan!” I stared at a row of street lights beyond the window and made my decision.
*
Forty-one years have gone by now in the twinkling of an eye; Father passed away long ago. In Taiwan, this
subtropical land, offered us only tranquillity, no anxiety. And it was our destiny to witness the transformation of a
land from a state of semi-poverty to economic prosperity, even reaching the acme of affluence. It was a once in a
lifetime experience.
While our days were peaceful, our hearts and our thoughts were ever with our friends and kin on mainland
China. I tried to visualize the state they were in, and we were aware that in the early days there were many movements, one following another. Everyone had to participate. They were really a means to destroy people’s selfrespect, to keep them constantly in a state of hunger and want. We received a letter from a distant relative in Hong
Kong, telling us that Hsiang-hua died in the Province of Kwang Hsi at the beginning of the Cultural Revolution.
He said this information was quite reliable.
Today, the death of Hsiang-hua was a thing of the past. At the time we first learned of it, it brought us a feeling
of loss. It all happened far away and behind a heavy iron curtain; there was no pipeline leading us to the whys and
wherefores. As my mother lamented Hsiang-hua’s death she told us her life story. Mother had another younger
sister, and the two of them fell in love with a big imported doll. They made all sorts of outfits for the doll which
prompted a suggestion from an aunt next door. There was this impoverished family with many children in the city
of Swatow. They wanted to sell their new born baby girl. So, for thirty pieces of silver, Hsiang-hua was bought by
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my maternal grandmother. All the clothes made for the doll fit Hsiang-hua just right.
Many years later, first my mother then her sister started school. Who was there to look after Hsiang-hua? My
other aunt and my uncle were childless after years of marriage, and they had more than once expressed a desire to
raise her to bring her up to serve them. They made it very clear that they were fond of her. My grandmother
agreed readily. Thus Hsiang-hua was handed over to them, and grandma did not even get a single penny back
from them.
At times I used to think that even a piece of rock or a flower may have things to tell, if they had the power of
speech. Did Hsiang-hua keep a record of her own life story? This woman, an unyielding individual who had
drifted with the wind, understood love. Wouldn’t her descendants have liked to pick up traces of her life?
If was a month after mother and my sister returned from their visit to Canton. I, as was my habit, looked into
the mailbox late one afternoon and found a letter from America. On the back of the envelope there was only the
return address. I took it into the house to read. It was addressed simply to “ Da Hsiao Chieh,” the oldest young
mistress. Better look at the signature first, I thought. Sure enough it was signed Hsiang-hua, in grass style. I
turned the light on and took another look; it still said Hsiang-hua. I screamed.
“What’s the matter?” Mother asked from her room. “You scared me.”
I ran straight to her and said, waving the letter, “Hsiang-hua is in America.”
Mother bolted up. “Didn’t she die sometime back?” I had never seen my mother in such a state, elated and yet
skeptical. But we were not dreaming. I was actually sitting on my mother’s bed and reading her a letter from
Hsiang-hua. She said that this three page long letter could not begin to tell the story of what she had gone through.
“Fifty long years of separation … seemed like another lifetime …” Hsiang-hua had learned a command of the
literary style of writing. “ … the days were unending … too numerous to tell … our suffering cannot be told in
words …
“Chen Han-ching died during the Cultural Revolution. At that time this widow and her orphaned children had
to sell rotten fruit for a living. We rarely had a decent meal.
“After the restitution I started to work as a menial laborer in a factory. The growing process of my two boys
was also full of tears and sweat.
“My first born studied physics. After graduation, without a dime in his pocket, he worked at a car wash and as
a carrier of gravel. Eight years ago he was lucky to have an opportunity to go to America for advanced studies.
Then he arranged to have his wife and child join him. I was also able to come to the U.S. after filing numerous
amounts of documents and endless investigations and inquiries …
“Recently, in the course of a casual conversation with a schoolmate of my son’s, a Mr. Chen, born and bred in
Hong Kong, we learned that he knew Ho Chun-yi, son of a cousin of yours, when they were in college in Hong
Kong. We wrote immediately to find out about you and your family. Thus we came to know that you, Da Hsiao
Chieh, and your family had been living in Taiwan all these years, and we got your address …”
*
Every man and woman is part of history. The very lucky ones, and those who suffered the most are the sparkling elements of history. Is Hsiang-hua an ordinary being? her growing up, her family, her life, her love and
marriage, all the sweat and tears and all her duties and responsibilities. Among all of us living beings, the
extraordinary souls may consider her an ordinary being, while mundane people like me want to keep a record of
the life of one such as she.
“Let me try to figure out her age,” Mother stared into space and said, “Hsiang-hua has to be over seventy.”
“Have decided to fly to Taiwan with my oldest grandson Chen Wan-chao to, among other things, take in the
sights of this beautiful island. I have no idea whether this letter will reach you in time. If it doesn’t, we will hire a
taxi and head straight for your place. There is no need to meet us. Our flight is …”
That night, sleep eluded both mother and me for a long time.
The day had arrived. Mother and I had to make three transfers to go to the airport. That day, the breeze was
pleasant and the sun was warm. Of course, we couldn’t stop talking on our way. How could the discussion of such
a startling and unprecedented happening ever be exhausted? I must have repeated myself more than ten times,
“What a surprise!” Finally mother reminded me not to call her Hsiang-hua when we met, that I should address her
as Sister Hsiang-hua.
The arrival area of the Chung-cheng Airport was far from ideal. It was small and lined with rows of seats for
people to sit in while waiting for arriving passengers. But when the planes landed everyone stood up and started
pushing, craning their necks with their eyes fixed on the exit.
Mother kept telling me to keep a sharp lookout. What she did not know was that her son might not be good at
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anything else, but he did have sharp eyes.
People continued to come out, pushing their baggage carts ahead of them, singly, in pairs, or in groups of three
and four. People who met incoming flights never notice the passage of time.
Again in groups of two and three they continued to come, and people continued to call out names.
An old woman, somewhat plump, but in good health, exited and stood there looking around. Her hair was salt
and pepper, and she wore a light gray coat with a fur collar. She also wore glasses framed in silver and was
followed by a young man in a suit pushing a cart. I only had to look at the old woman’s face for one short second
before I walked towards her, calling out, without any hesitation,
“Sister Hsiang-hua!”
She broke out in a smile, and the two of them rushed toward us. Hsiang-hua embraced my mother and called
her “Da Hsiao Chieh,” her eyes brimming with tears.
“It’s been half a century.” Hsiang-hua pushed her glasses up and wiped her eyes with a handkerchief.
“I’ve lost count of the years.” Mother was deeply moved too.
Hsiang-hua turned to face me and said, with tears in her eyes and a smile on her face, “You haven’t changed. I
recognized you right away.” Then she introduced us to her grandson. The young man was diffident and wellmannered. He helped my mother on and off the buses.
I sat with Hsiang-hua. When the bus took off she kept her eyes on the passing scenery while I stared at her. She
felt it and smiled at me. The dimples were still there.
“So?” Hsiang-hua asked, “Do you find that I suddenly look very old?”
“You don’t look old.” I said.
“Almost seventy-three already! How can I not look old.”
“You don’t look it.”
“This is an often heard polite comment,” said she as she broke into laughter. Still her outspoken self.
“A very long time ago,” I said, “I remember reading one of your letters to my aunt in which you said you may
never receive any scholastic degree, but you would acquire an education.”
“You have a good memory.” She reminisced and added, “You were my teacher when you were very young,
then it was Chen Han-ching, afterwards my sons, now it’s my grandchildren.” She laughed, loud and clear, as if
she had never been through any hardship.
“Do you still keep up with your reading these days?” I asked.
She produced a book from a knitting bag. It was Human Behavior.
“Look!” she said. “At this advanced age I am still trying to understand human nature and behavior. I don’t
have enough language training to read it in the original. I wasn’t sure if I really understood what I was reading
about. Luckily there is this Chinese translation, published in Taiwan.”
“That is why I said you have not grown old.”
“There you go again.”
I remained silent, but in my heart I quietly affirmed that Hsiang-hua would be forever youthful.
186.174 The Revolutionarily-“Arranged Marriage”\fn{by an anonymous female (c.1925- )} Northern? China (F) 4
“Hello, is anybody there? Is Xinran there? Oh, good. It’s just a tape.
“Xinran, good evening. I’m afraid I’m not really one of your regular listeners; I’m not from your province, and
I only started listening to your program recently. My colleagues were discussing you and your programme the
other day, they said you had installed special telephones where listeners could leave messages—and where every
woman could tell her story anonymously. They said you broadcast these stories the next day for your listeners to
discuss freely on the hotline, hoping to help womep understand each other, help men understand women, and
bring families closer together.
“For the last few days, I’ve been listening to your program every day. The reception isn't very good, but I like
the program a lot. I hadn’t thought there would be so many women’s stories, similar yet different. I’m sure you’re
not allowed to broadcast all of them. Even so, I think many women will be grateful to you. Your phone lines give
women the opportunity to talk about things they have not dared to or have not been able to talk about since they
were very young. You must know what a great relief it is for women to have a space to express themselves
without fearing blame or negative reactions. It’s an emotional need, no less important than our physical needs.
“Xinran, I seem to lack the courage to tell my own story. I want very much to tell people about what kind of
family I live in. I also want to hear my own story, because I have never dared look back at the past before, afraid
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that my memories might destroy my faith in life. I once read that time heals everything, but more than forty years
haven’t taken away my hatred or regret; they have only numbed me.
“In the eyes of others I have everything a woman could want. My husband has an important post in the
provincial government; my son, who is nearly forty, is a manager in the city branch of a national bank; my
daughter works in the national insurance company and I work in the office of the city government. I live quietly
and peacefully; I don’t have to worry about money or my children’s future like most people, and I needn’t worry
about being made redundant\fn{Being fired from her job; not an expression commonly heard in my country:H} either.
At home, we have more than enough of everything we need. My son has a big flat of his own, and my
daughter, who says that she remains single on principle, lives with us. The three of us live in a big flat of nearly
two hundred square metres, with designer furniture and the latest electrical appliances—even the toilet bowl and
seat are imported. Most days, someone comes in to do the cleaning and brings fresh flowers. However, my home
is merely a display case for household objects: there is no real communication in the family, no smiles or laughter.
When we are alone with each other, all you hear are the noises of animal existence: eating, drinking and going to
the toilet. Only when there are visitors is there a breath of humanity.
“In this family, I have neither a wife’s rights nor a mother’s position. My husband says I’m like a faded gray
cloth, not good enough to make trousers out of, to cover the bed, or even to be used as a dishcloth. All I am good
for is wiping mud off feet. To him, my only function is to serve as evidence of his “simplicity, diligence and
upright character” so he can move on to higher office.
“These were his very words to me, Xinran—he said them to my face.”\fn{ “The woman broke off, sobbing.”} He told
me that in such an indifferent manner! I thought of leaving him countless times. I wanted to rediscover my love of
music and rhythm, to fulfil my longing for a true family, to be my old free self—to rediscover what it meant to be
a woman. But my husband said that if I left him, he would make life so difficult for me that I’d wish I were dead.
He would not stand for me jeopardising his career, or making him a target for gossip. I knew he would be as good
as his word: over the years, not one of his political enemies has escaped his revenge. The women who rejected his
advances have all been trapped in the worst jobs, unable to leave or transfer for a very long time. Even some of
their husbands were ruined. I cannot escape.
“You may wonder why I believe I don’t have the position of a mother. The children were taken away from me
soon after they were born and sent to the army nursery because the Party said they might affect the
“commander’s”—their father’s—work; it was the same for most soldiers’ children back then. Whereas other
families could see their children once a week, we were often away, so we saw our children only once or twice a
year. Our few meetings were often interrupted by visitors or telephone calls, so the children would be very
unhappy. Sometimes they even returned to the nursery ahead of time. Father and Mother were only names to
them. They were more attached to the nurses who had cared for them for so long.
“When they got a little older, their father’s position brought them many special rights that other children didn’t
have. This can influence growing children for the worse, giving them a lifelong feeling of superiority and the
habit of contempt for others. They regarded me as an object of contempt too. Because they picked up how to deal
with people and get things done from their father, they saw his kind of behaviour as a means to realise their
ambitions. I tried to teach them how to be good, using my ideas and experiences, hoping maternal love and care
would change them. But they measured a person’s worth in terms of status in the world, and their father’s success
proved that he was the one worth emulating. If my own husband did not see me as worthy of respect or love, what
chance did I have with my children? They did not believe that I had once been worth something.”\fn{ “She sighed
helplessly”}
“Forty years ago, I was an innocent, romantic girl, and had just graduated from a small-town girls’ senior
school. I was much luckier than other girls of my age; my parents had studied abroad and were open-minded. I
had never worried about marriage like my classmates. Most of them had had their marriages arranged for them in
the cradle; the rest were betrothed in junior middle school. If the man was very keen or family tradition dictated it,
the girls had to leave junior middle school to be married. We thought the unluckiest were the girls who became
junior wives, or concubines. Most of the girls who dropped out of school to be married were in this position,
married off to men who wanted to “try something fresh”. Many films now depict concubines as the apple of the
husband’s eye; they show them making use of their position to throw their weight about in the family, but this is
far from the truth. Any man who could marry several wives was bound to be the son of a large, important family,
with many rules and household traditions.
“These families had more than ten ways of greeting people and paying respects, for example. Even a slight
deviation from these rules would cause the family to “lose face”. An apology was not enough—the junior wives
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would be punished for any perceived misdemeanours. They would be slapped by the senior wife, forbidden to eat
for two days, made to do hard physical labour or forced to kneel on a washboard.
“Imagine how my classmates from a modern, Western-style school bore all this! There was nothing they could
do; they had known from their earliest youth that their parents had the final say in choosing their marriage partner.
“Many girls envied me for being able to leave the house and go to school. At that time, women obeyed the
‘Three Submissions and the Four Virtues’: submission to your father, then your husband and, after his death, your
son; the virtues of fidelity, physical charm, propriety in speech and action, diligence in housework. For thousands
of years, women had been taught to respect the aged, be dutiful to their husbands, tend the stove and do the
needlework, all without setting foot outside the house. For a woman to study, read and write, discuss affairs of
state like a man, and even advise men, was heresy to most Chinese at that time.
“My classmates and I appreciated our freedom and good fortune, but were also at a loss because we had no
role models. Although we all came from liberal families who understood the importance of study, society around
us and the inertia of tradition made it hard for anyone of us to fix on an independent course in life.
“I was very grateful to my parents, who had never made demands on me or made me follow the traditional
Chinese rules for women. Not only was I allowed to go to school—albeit a girls’ school—I was also allowed to
eat at the same table as my parents’ friends and discuss politics and current affairs. I could attend any meeting and
choose any sports or activities I liked. The odd “good-hearted person” in the town admonished me for my modern
ways, but throughout my childhood and time as a student I was very happy. Most importantly, I was free.”\fn{ “She
muttered quietly to herself, ‘Free …’”}
“I drank in everything around me. Nothing restrained my choices. I longed for some grand undertaking on a
spectacular scale; I wanted to startle the world with a brilliant feat, and dreamed of being a beauty accompanied
by a hero. When I read a book on the Revolution called The Red Star, I found a world I had only previously
known from history books. Was this the future I longed for?
“I was beside myself with excitement, and decided to join the revolution. Surprisingly, my parents took quite a
different stance from their usual liberal one. They forbade me to go, telling me that my decision was neither
sensible nor based on fact. They said that immature ideas were bound to be bitter and sour because they were
unripe.
“I took their words as a personal criticism, and reacted very badly. Spurred on by youthful obstinacy, I decided
to show them I was no ordinary girl.
“Over the next forty years, their words often sounded in my ears. I understood that my parents had not just
been talking about me; they had been alluding to the future of China.
“One night in midsummer, I packed two sets of clothes and a few books, and left my happy, peaceful family,
just like a heroine in a novel. I remember to this day my thoughts as I walked out of the gate: Father, Mother, I’m
sorry. I’m determined to be written about in books, and to make you proud.
“Later, my parents did indeed see my name in many books and reports, but only as a wife, nothing more. I
don’t know why, but my mother always used to ask me: Are you happy? Right up to her death, I never replied
directly to this question. I didn’t know how to reply, but I believe my mother knew the answer.”\fn{ “She stayed silent
for several seconds, then continued in a confused tone, ‘Was I happy?’ She muttered to herself, ‘What is happiness … am I happy?’” }
“I was very happy when I first arrived in the area liberated by the Party. Everything was so new and strange: in
the fields, peasants and soldiers were indistinguishable; on the parade ground, the civilian guard stood side by side
with the soldiers. Men and women wore the same clothes and did the same things; the leaders were not
distinguished by symbols of rank. Everyone was talking about the future of China; every day there were criticisms
and condemnations of the old system. Reports of injury and death in combat were all around us. In this
atmosphere, the female students were treated like princesses, valued for the lightness of spirit and beauty we
brought. The men who roared and fought ferociously on the battlefield were meek as lambs beside us in classes.
“I stayed only three months in the liberated area. After that I was assigned to a team working on land reform on
the north bank of the Yellow River. My work unit, a cultural troupe working under the general headquarters,
brought the Communist Party’s policies to the people through music, dancing and all kinds of other cultural
activities. This was a poor area; apart from the Chinese trumpet played at weddings and funerals, they had never
had any cultural life, so we were warmly welcomed.
“I was one of the few girls in my troupe who could sing, dance, act and play music; my dancing in particular
was the best. Every time we had a get-together with the senior officers, they would always vie to dance with me. I
was outgoing and was always smiling and laughing, so everyone called me “the lark”. I was a happy little bird
then, without a care in the world.
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“You know the saying: ‘The chicken in the coop has grain but the soup pot is near, the wild crane has none but
its world is vast.’
“A caged lark shares the same fate as the chicken. On the evening of my eighteenth birthday, the group threw a
birthday party for me. Back then there was no birthday cake or champagne. All we had was a couple of biscuits
saved by my companions from their rations, with a little sugar dissolved in water. Conditions were hard, but we
enjoyed ourselves.
“I was dancing and singing when the regimental leader signalled for me to stop and follow him. Very
unwillingly, I went with him to the office, where he asked me seriously,
“‘Are you prepared to complete any mission the Party organisation gives you?’
“‘Of course!' I replied unhesitatingly. I had always wanted to join the Party, but because my family background
was not revolutionary, I knew I would have to work much harder than others to qualify.
“‘Are you willing to fulfil any mission unconditionally, no matter what it is?’
“I was puzzled. The regimental leader had always been so straightforward, why was he so vague and shifty
today? But I replied quickly, ‘Yes, I guarantee to accomplish the mission!’
“He didn’t seem at all happy with my determination, but told me to set off on my ‘urgent mission’
immediately, travelling through the night to the regional government compound. I wanted to say goodbye to my
friends, but he said there was no need. Because it was wartime, I accepted this and left with the two soldiers sent
specially to collect me. They remained silent throughout our two-hour journey, and I couldn’t ask questions either,
that was the rule.
“At the regional government compound, I was introduced to a senior officer dressed in army uniform. He
looked me up and down, and said,
“‘Not bad at all. Right, from today you are my secretary. You must study more from now on, work hard to
reform yourself and strive to join the Party as soon as possible.’
“Then he ordered someone to take me to a room to rest. The room was very comfortable; there was even a new
quilt on the kang. It seemed that working for a leader really was different, but I was so exhausted that I didn’t give
the matter further thought before I fell asleep.
“Later that night, I was woken by a man climbing into the bed. Terrified, I was about to scream when he put
his hand over my mouth and said in a low voice,
“‘Shhh—don’t disturb the other comrades’ rest. This is your mission.’
“‘Mission?’
“‘Yes, from today this is your mission.’
“The unfeeling voice belonged to the senior officer I had met earlier. I had no strength to defend myself, and
didn’t know how. I could only weep.
“The next day, the Party informed me that they were holding a simple wedding party that night to celebrate our
marriage. That officer is my husband now.
“For a long time, I asked myself how this could have happened. How could I have been ‘married off by the
revolution’? For the last forty years, I have lived numbly in humiliation. My husband’s career is everything to
him; women only fulfil a physical need for him, no more. He says,
“‘If you don’t use a woman, why bother with her?’ My youth was cut short, my hopes crushed, and everything
beautiful about me used up by a man.”\fn{“She fell silent.”}
“Sorry, Xinran, I’ve only been thinking of myself, talking away like this. Did your machine get it all? I know
women talk too much, but I so seldom have the opportunity or any desire to speak; I live like an automaton. At
last, I’ve been able to speak out without fear. I feel lighter. Thank you. And thank your radio station and your
colleagues too. Goodbye.”\fn{“My colleagues and I stood rooted to the spot for a few moments after the woman said goodbye,
moved, sobered and shocked by her tale. When I applied for permission to broadcast it, the authorities refused, commenting that it would
damage the people’s perception of our leaders.”}

187.196 Problems Confronting An Ideal Couple\fn{by Ah Jung (c.1925- )} Shanghai?, China (F) 2
In the eyes of our friends, my husband and I were a perfect couple when we got married. That was three years
ago; he was a primising young university student, tall and robust, whose conversation was lively and engrossing.
From every point of view—academic achievement, character, health, family background—he appeared to be an
ideal husband.
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At that time I was an attractive young woman, slim, pretty, and graceful, with beautiful limpid eyes; such a
splendid young woman naturally had plenty of admirers running after her. Perhaps it was fate. I got to know him
by chance, prodded into an introduction by some girlfriends. In a very short time we became friends and then
rapidly went beyond that—like the talented young man and the beautiful young woman in the old romances.
Our university was located in a small, out-of-the-way town, on the banks of the Chia-ling River, which flowed
peacefully by. Not far from the university in a peaceful spot there was a small, charming stone bridge that
everyone was fond of and that you never could forget. The gentle willows on both sides of the bridge wafted in
each passing breeze and provided abundant shade. The stream beneath the bridge was not four feet deep; in the
clear and transparent water, delicate water grasses evenly grew.
The meticulously tended flowers and shrubbery on the university grounds diffused a rich, sweet fragrance.
When you had some spare time, you could stand on the bridge and watch the sun setting in the distance,
enveloped and caressed by the crisp, cool air emanating from the water, which carried a wisp of flowery fragrance
from afar. The tiny bridge, the flowing stream, the fragrant vegetation, and the haze all fused to make a picture of
quiet beauty. Living in this lovely natural setting gave you the feeling of being in a fairyland paradise.
When the spring was at its most gorgeous—when the azaleas were in full bloom—we would walk side by side
along the quiet secluded path on the university grounds, talking in low voices about our innermost feelings. On a
bright moonlit night, we would stroll along the stream or the tiny bridge, prisoners of love, deeply, devoutly
extolling the god of love’s great gift. We lived in this lovely, tranquil, and contented atmosphere.
*
The golden days of university life quietly slipped by, and we graduated. Looking forward to a bright and
successful future, and as an expression of our faith in love, our new married life began amid the congratulatory
voices of our friends. In those early days, life was so much fun and we were so happy; even today, when
memories of those days come to mind, I still can’t bear to talk about them. Our warm and tender care for one
another, our sweet whisperings, nourished the seedlings of love, making our love thrive.
New misfortunes began to befall us. My husband had majored in engineering, and after graduation he held a
job as an engineer in a factory. Following the victory over Japan last year, his factory announced it was closing.
The shadow of unemployment fell over him, and the hateful problem of money, which followed closely on the tail
of unemployment, threatened us again and again.
Thanks to the kindness of friends, we accumulated a not inconsiderable sum of money for travel expenses, and,
after careful consideration and reconsideration, my husband and I and our baby set off on the arduous road of
demobilization.
At dusk one evening we arrived in bustling, noisy Shanghai, which we had yearned for for so long. Dusting
ourselves off, carrying our meager luggage, our hearts filled with joyous feelings, we walked along the brilliantly
lit streets to the home of a friend we hadn’t seen for a long, long time. All along the way our eyes met brightly
colored advertisements, enticing one to purchase all kinds of products, and the dazzling array of department stores
that lined the streets. From every direction came the sounds of melancholy, tempting songs. It all made us
suddenly realize that we really had arrived in this nightless metropolis of the East.
After a series of entreaties and ceaseless scurrying here and there, my husband was lucky enough to find a job
in this city filled with masses of unemployed people. Of course, present reality didn’t turn out to be as perfect as
our ideal. Although he was trained as an engineer, he wound up in a clerical job that didn’t have anything to do
with engineering. Perhaps you can imagine the hardships and financial difficulties of living in Shanghai, where
everything is so expensive, entirely dependent on a small salary .
Displaced from his professional goals and interests, in dire financial straits—one blow followed another, and
he grew thinner and thinner. The plumpness left his face and his lively smile disappeared, dimly recollected only
in my dreams. Under economic pressures, I longed to take a job to lighten our burden. But, looking at our young
baby in my arms, I remained silent. For me, a job was only a beautiful dream.
Because of the problem of finding a reasonable solution to the problem of bringing up their children, thousands
and tens of thousands of capable, educated women have lost the opportunity of having a job. From the perspective
of the individual or of society, this unquestionably is lamentable. Since the end of the war, due to the initiative and
leadership of progressive women, the number of child-care centers has steadily increased, but there are still far too
few. And they are so expensive you want to wring your hands in despair. For ordinary, impoverished government
employees, the costs are so high they can’t even afford to think about it. Except for educated women who are
content to be supported by their husbands, most women are willing to work and share the burden of household
expenses with their husbands. But when you look around at those scarce, upper-class day-care centers, and then
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look at your own darling child, the hope of getting a job is just that, a hope and nothing more. The establishment
of day-care centers has a tremendous bearing on the individual and society.
After more than ten years in school, once a woman gets married, because of the problem of bringing up her
children, she has no opportunity to devote herself to society and benefit others. That the incalculable sums of
money spent by the nation and the painstaking instruction of teachers to train young talent should have this
outcome truly makes you feel sad and indignant. Men often find fault with women for sitting idly at home and
enjoying the fruits of their husbands’ efforts without producing anything, but at the present time when day-care
centers are not widespread, all a wife can say is,
“What can I do?”
We’ve been here in noisy, bustling Shanghai for exactly three months, and due to economic pressures our little
tranquil family has been ruined. I am convinced that there may be all too many like me in our country. The direct
advantage of establishing day-care centers would be that they would enable educated women to obtain
employment so as to make contributions to society and prevent families from sinking into poverty. Indirectly, that
would benefit social order and prosperity enormously. Having suffered deeply myself, I ardently hope that leaders
of the women’s movement will please rapidly establish a large number of day-care centers. And it is especially
important that every effort be made to make them less expensive.
If at all possible, the best would be a government subsidy to cover all expenses, so that day-care would be free.
Otherwise, only the better-off women, who are only a small, prosperous proportion of the populace, will get any
actual benefit.
Outside the window, the autumn wind is rustling. Pushing the shutters open and looking into the pitch-black
darkness, I hear the plaintive chirping of autumn insects in the withered grasses. How painfully sad and mournful!
A whole series of events from the past suddenly come surging into my mind. The happy atmosphere when we
were first married, and our present poverty-stricken circumstances; my husband’s bright laugh, which has long
disappeared without a trace, replaced by a chilly expression on his face and gloomy talk. When, alone in the
desolate autumn wind, these cold thoughts come to mind, my hair bristles and my body shudders.
Please, please, build many day-care centers, as quickly as possible. Amen!
20.19 The Path Through The Grassland\fn{by Ru Zhi-juan or Ru Xhi-juan (1925- )} Shanghai, China (F) 10
The desolate grassland stretched out as if to the end of the world. On a piece of uncultivated land as vast as
this, one could have made straight for anywhere, but the narrow path running across it was zigzag and winding. It
must have been trodden out by people who, enchanted by this scene, stared this way and that, not knowing where
to go, or strolled along absent-mindedly, lost in thought. Yet, no matter how the track twisted, it was bound to lead
somewhere.
Just off her night shift, Xiao Tai had got a sample from Well 48. This well was to have been sealed off because
its water content was as high as 99.8 per cent. But then it had dropped to 45 per cent, and the laboratory
technician had asked her to get another sample to be quite sure. With the tin in her hand Xiao Tai hurried along
the winding path. Her black eyes, set rather wide apart, showed no trace of fatigue, for she was sure she would
receive a letter from Shi Jun that morning. The thought of him, a young man with a crew-cut, a cynical mouth and
cold eyes, made her slow down. When in his greasy overalls and boots he looked taller than in his baggy army
trousers. He appeared rather lazy and sloppy, rather proud, taciturn and sarcastic. Xiao Tai had thought she had
known him fairly well.
But recently Shi Jun had accompanied his father south for medical treatment. From the south Sihi Jun had
written Xiao Tai two letters, causing her comrades to make fun of her. Whatever for? They were the most
commonplace letters which everybody could read. She stamped her feet in exasperation when teased. Yang Meng,
an understanding girl, took one letter and read it aloud. That shut them up. Still someone asked mischievously,
“Why didn’t he write to me?”
A good question! Why did he write to her? Xiao Tai halted. On the horizon the huge sun was rising, its
horizontal rays casting a rosy tint over the grassland, the path and the entire autumn scene. Collecting her
thoughts, she hurried on. The fresh morning air and the sunlight filled her heart with a disturbing happiness, as if
life were opening its beautiful arms to everyone.
Instead of taking the sample to the laboratory, she went to her room first. Yang Meng, small and thin, sat at the
window as usual, reading a book on geology.
“Any letters?” Xiao Tai asked.
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“Yes.” She produced a letter from her folder and handed it to her. “From Shi Jun,” she added.
Xiao Tai blushed at the mention of his name and said lamely, “I was wondering whether you’d received the
admission notice from the university.”
“No,” Yang Meng replied in a low voice. But Xiao Tai was already too engrossed in her letter to hear her. Yang
Meng went back to her reading.
Shi Jun had scribbled a sheet and a half in big characters. The other half was taken up by his signature. Another
letter like the other two—one anybody could read, telling her that his father was being reinstated in his former
post as Party secretary of a bureau and they would soon be returning to move house. But the last two lines made
Xiao Tai’s heart beat fast. “Hope to see you again. Tell me, please, how shall I introduce you to my father?”
What did he mean by that? She mulled that question over. Was this what she had been waiting for? Was it
love? Then, conscious of Yang Meng’s eyes on her, she said casually, “Shi Jun is coming back to move. His father
is resuming his former post.”
“Ah!” For some reason this news had made Yang Meng jump to her feet. Then, calming down, she picked up
Xiao Tai’s tin and told her, “I’ll take this to the lab. You go to bed now.”
Xiao Tai inquired again, “Any news from the university?”
Yang Meng shook her head and went away with the tin, her book and pen, her slight, spare figure like a flower
that had withered before its time. Xiao Tai knew that some youngsters in other teams had received their admission
notices already, but to mention this to her would have been cruel. When working in the countryside after she had
left school, Yang Meng had been recommended three times by the peasants to go to university. Each time she lost
her chance as the children of those with pull went in her place. Now that admission was by examination, she was
a little over age. But Yang Meng never talked about her disappointments or seemed to have any burden on her
mind. She spent all her time studying the neozoic, mesozoic and paleozoic strata formed hundreds of millions of
years ago. At midnight, she would get up and go to the reading-room next door, pull down the lamp and immerse
herself in what interested her most. Xiao Tai respected her but had never felt sorry for her. Now that she herself
had this secret happiness, she suddenly pitied Yang Meng. Running after her she said consolingly,
“Don’t worry, Yang Meng. Things are different now from the times of the Gang of Four.\fn{ A reference to a grouip
of four Radical Communists, led by Mao Tse-tung’s widow, who were arrestetd in 1976 and tried and imprisoned in 1981 for crimes against
the people of China, but who were at one time in control of Chinese education and while there, among other things, abolished entrance
examinations to Chinese universities, substituting outstanding service to the Communist Party in place of excellence in academic
achievement as the most necessary quality for admission .} You did so well in the exams, they're bound to take you. I bet

you’ll receive the notice tomorrow.”
Yang Meng smiled and nodded appreciatively by way of answer. Then she turned away, looking worn out and
listless. Was Xiao Tai extra sensitive today, or was Yang Meng really tired? Slowly Xiao Tai washed her face and
looked into the mirror at a paler than usual image of herself. Her eyes preoccupied, she dimpled as if asking,
“How shall I introduce you?”
The eyes in the mirror dilated and darkened and her expression grew grave as she shook her head.
“No, it’s not that thing called love. Love is more beautiful. He didn’t mean anything special. How to introduce
me, indeed! Well, my name is Xiao Tai, that’s all.”
She quickly undressed and went to bed, ashamed of the fancies in which she had been indulging. Making her
mind a blank she closed her eyes. Although it was autumn she found her thin quilt too warm. She kicked it loose
and put her arms out. Reaching under her pillow, her fingers touched Shi Jun’s letter, which she pulled out and reread.
“No, he must have meant something by this question. Only he’s too proud to show his feelings and wants me
to take the initiative. So this is love after all?” She closed her eyes again and let her thoughts wander as she
relived their encounters over the years …
*
One night in the autumn of 1975,\fn{Mao Tse-tung dies the following year.} Xiao Tai and many other young people
who had been working in the coun- tryside arrived at the oilfield by train. Over twenty of them, who had been
assigned to oil-producing teams, waited at the headquarters for their teams to pick them up. Xiao Tai and a young
man called Shi Jun were assigned to Team 303. Excited at the thought of her new post and wondering who her
new work-mate was, Xiao Tai looked at the young men around her. Her eyes first rested on a bespectacled youth
who seemed like a southerner; but he went off in the first truck. Next she decided it must be that ruddy faced
northerner who was chatting away happily. But he soon went away with another team. In the end she was left with
a bewhiskered cadre wearing no socks but a pair of old gym shoes. There was no Shi Jun.
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Team 303 was the farthest away. At last their truck arrived. The girl who had come to welcome her was small
and sallow. Her low forehead was lined and her age was hard to tell. Only her eyes were lively with youth. She
shook Xiao Tai’s hand with a powerful grip and introduced herself briefly with a slight Guangdong accent.
“My name is Yang Meng. I arrived here two months ago.”
“Did you go to the countryside after school too?” Xiao Tai was glad to have someone to talk to.
“Yes.” She hoisted Xiao Tai’s heavy luggage on to her shoulder effortlessly. Xiao Tai, stumbling behind her
with a holdall, saw Yang Meng with one shrug of her shoulder tip the luggage neatly into the back of the truck,
just as if she were a porter.
“How long were you in the countryside?” Xiao Tai asked.
“Eight years.”
“What, eight years!” She was surprised. “You must be quite a bit older than me.”
“Yes. I’m quite old.” Yang Meng turned to smile at her for the first time. Seeing Xiao Tai's big eyes opened
wide in astonishment, she asked as she lifted the holdall into the truck, “Are you twenty?”\fn{ Feeling that the Chinese
Communist Revolution was stagnating and starting to become corrupted by privilege and reactionary ideology, Chairman Mao, in a series
of revolutionary decrees, began in 1966 the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution (GPCR), appealing particularly to the great masses of the
youth of China to eradicate the remains of bourgeois thought and custom, and to recapture the revolutionary zeal of early Chinese
Communism. Organization, transportation, leadership, and a digest of Chairman Mao’s thought (called The Little Red Book) was made
available to them; and, calling themselves Red Guards, and joined by groups of workers, peasants, and demobilized soldiers, they fanned
out into the countryside and throughout the urbanized areas of the People’s Republic by the tens of millions in pro-Maoist, sometimes
violent, demonstrations, making intellectuals, bureaucrats, party officials, and urban workers the chief targets of organized sessions of
public “self-criticism.” Fueled by youthful enthusiasm and blessed by Chairman Mao himself, the campaign was thorough-going. The
central Party structure itself was destroyed as many high officials were deprived of their positions and expelled from the Party; schools and
universities were closed as the students made revolution; the economy of the nation was disrupted; and in some areas the situation
deteriorated into anarchy as pro- and anti-Maoist youth contingents openly battled for the soul of China in the streets. After about three
years of this the People’s Liberation Army was called upon to restore order; and the students—who seem almost always to have served as
the backbone of the GPCR—were sent back to school, or left to labor in remote areas of the countryside .}

Xiao Tai smiled wryly, showing two rows of fine white teeth. Her left cheek dimpled and her face lit up. “I’m
twenty-one. And I’ve been independent and seen a lot of life for three years already which makes me look older
than my age.”
Giving her a friendly pat, Yang Meng told her, “Let’s get on the truck, another comrade is waitng for us in
town.”
“You mean Shi Jun?” asked Xiao Tai as she clambered in.
“Right.” Yang Meng climbed up the truck. Then the driver set off.
The truck had a canvas top and two rows of seats. Yang Meng sat near the front while Xiao Tai stood behind
the cabin in the cold autumn wind, not wanting to miss the night scene. “I think the father of this Shi Jun must be
a VIP,”\fn{Very Important Person.} she remarked.
“He was.”
“Then Shi Jun’s all right. His father’s former boss and comrades-in-arms will look after him. Do you know
him?”
“No.”
Hearing this Xiao Tai went on more boldly, “According to my experience, you either avoid these people who
have important connections or play up to them.”
Yang Meng smiled slightly. In the darkness Xiao Tai couldn’t see her; besides, she was too engrossed in
looking around, but she noticed that Yang Meng paused before answering softly, “They may have had important
connections before. But now, they are much worse off than other people.”
“Maybe. They find things hard which are nothing to the common run of people like us: settling down in the
countryside, working in the fields, cooking, washing clothes and eating corn buns.”
“You’re right, but you’ve left out the burden on their minds.”
“Maybe.” Leaning over the truck and looking at the clusters of lights far and near, Xiao Tai couldn’t help
exclaiming, “What a beautiful sight!” Turning around she said, "I like dreaming. People say I’m sentimental, but I
don’t agree. I think I’ve learned something about the world these years. As you are older I hope you’ll keep an eye
on me from now on and advise me from time to time. I can see that you are a good honest person, staying in the
countryside for eight whole years before being transferred. You can’t have had any pull …” As the truck stopped a
small bedding-roll and a string-bag were thrown in and a young man heaved himself in. He was of medium
height, with broad shoulders and a crew-cut. He ignored the two girls and sat down at the back, but they both
knew he must be Shi Jun.
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His presence chilled the atmosphere. It was some time before Xiao Tai broke the silence to ask, “You live in
this town?”
He grunted by way of answer.
“Is this your hometown?”
“No.”
“Then how come you live here?” she persisted.
“We were sent here.” He spoke caustically, implying, “That should satisfy you!”
Embarrassed, Xiao Tai fell silent and was thankful for the darkness. After a while a calm voice said, “I came
here because fortune smiled upon me.” It was Yang Meng. Xiao Tai dimpled. Still looking out she started to hum
Song of the Oil Workers, but stopped when no one joined in. So the truck jolted along through the grassland
carrying the three young people, all equally silent but entirely different in character.
Shi Jun and Xiao Tai hadn’t seen each other very distinctly that night and the few sentences they exchanged
were not friendly. The following day they met again, and Xiao Tai was most embarrassed by this encounter.
In the morning she went with Yang Meng to see an exhausted well with a water content of -99.8 per cent.
When they came out of the team office the bare grassland lay before her vast and desolate. The mystery and
beauty created by the lights on the derricks the previous night had vanished without a trace as if by magic.
Leaning against a basketball rack, Xiao Tai’s eyes brimmed over. Yang Meng glanced at her but made no effort to
comfort her, simply standing beside her in silence. After a while Xiao Tai wiped away her tears.
“I’m a weakling, aren’t I?” she said.
“You’re too sentimental, but not necessarily weak. Don’t you agree with me?”
“Yes, I do. That’s what I think. And I’ll show you by my actions that I’m not a weakling,” she announced as
tears streamed down her cheeks again. And it was just then that Shi Jun walked over to accost her.
“Are you Xiao Tai?”
She raised her tearful face. “Yes, I am.”
As Shi Jun eyed her intently, the cynical twist of his lips disappeared. “You don’t like it here?” he asked
sincerely.
“No. And I’ve admitted it, unlike some others.” Wiping away her tears she looked him challengingly in the
face.
Glancing away he said, “Let’s go and get our things, the three things oil workers can’t do without—canteen,
flashlight and a greatcoat.”
He made no attempt to hide his own dejection. Xiao Tai was at a loss. The huge red sun sailed over the horizon
and a flock of wild-geese flew south in a V formation. The three young people gazed after them until they
disappeared. Looking at each other again they found they were standing in a V formation too.
Yang Meng broke the silence. “Our work is underground.” Taking Xiao Tai by the hand she looked at Shi Jun
and said, “The oil which has stayed underground for hundreds of millions of years will escape and go into hiding
when pressure is put on it. We can spend a life-time studying it. Come on now, let’s go to have a look at Well 48.”
With Yang Meng in the lead, the three young oil workers walked in a V formation along the path through the
grassland.
*
“How shall I introduce you to my father?” Lying wide-eyed on the bed Xiao Tai turned this question over in
her mind. Then the sound of soft sobbing made her sit up straight. It was stifled sobbing coming from the reading
room. Who was it? Yang Meng? No. Yang Meng would never sob like that. When she listened carefully again, the
sound had stopped and all was silence. She lay down and heaved a deep sigh. “How shall I introduce you to my
father?”
When had that question begun to arise? It was the first Spring Festival after Xiao Tai’s arrival at the oil field
when the meandering path was still covered with snow. Xiao Tai and those who had been on home leave had all
returned, but Shi Jun whose home was in town was two weeks overdue. He had gone to the provincial city to visit
relatives. The team leader was furious and had criticized him in meetings big and small. One afternoon, during a
meeting, Shi Jun hurried in panting and sweating. He was wearing a worn-out red sweat shirt and had a padded
jacket under one arm. As soon as he sat down the team leader bellowed, "Stand up, Shi Jun!”
Everyone present was taken aback. Shi Jun, surprised at first, sat back more comfortably in the chair and
demanded, “What is it?”
“Stand up and tell us why you are late.” The team leader was still more incensed by his attitude.
“Can’t you hear me if I’m seated?” Shi Jun looked squarely at the team leader. Xiao Tai clenched her sweaty
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hands, disapproving of the way the team leader had stormed at Shi Jun before finding out why he was late.
“You … get out of here!”
The enraged team leader dashed over meaning to throw him out. Shi Jun remained seated while he wiped the
sweat from his chin on one shoulder, then silently he took his padded coat and made for the door. Xiao Tai felt a
deep sympathy for him, and regretted now what she had said about him that first evening before they met.
After the meeting she went to seek out Shi Jun who was standing alone in the playground, leaning against the
basketball rack deep in thought. Before she got there someone took her arm. It was Yang Meng who said to her
softly, “The hardest thing for a person to bear is not a dressing-down or beating, but loneliness, ostracism.”
They walked up to Shi Jun. Yang Meng smiled at him while Xiao Tai fumed, “Take no notice of a fellow like
that.”
“I’m used to him. What can he do but make things difficult for someone like me?” Shi Jun leaned despondently against the rack.
“It's not their fault. They have to behave that way to protect themselves,” said Yang Meng, her eyes on the
golden setting sun above the horizon.
“Yes. It doesn’t matter if they crack down on us, They have their official posts to think about,” Xiao Tai put in.
Then she asked Shi Jun, “Where have you been all this time?”
“I went to the prison. Maybe you didn’t know that my father has been imprisoned as a secret agent.” He
watched Xiao Tai’s face intently with cold penetrating eyes.
She was at a loss for words.
“How is Comrade Shi Yi-feng?” inquired Yang Meng.
This time Shi Jun fell silent. After some time he replied, “Fine, thank you. You know my father?”
“No. I’ve heard about him.” The setting sun turned crimson.
“You went with your mother?” Xiao Tai asked more gently.
Shi Jun shook his head. “My mother was a brave weakling. The year after my father’s imprisonment, that is,
the year after our family was sent here, she took a whole bottle of sleeping-pills and never woke up.”
Xiao Tai gave an exclamation of dismay, but Yang Meng’s face was expressionless, only her long eyelashes
quivered as she lowered them to cover her burning eyes. After a while she touched Shi Jun softly on the shoulder
and asked in a steady voice, “But didn’t you tell us you went home every weekend to see your mother?”
“To see her ashes and my younger sister whom she left in my care. She’s thirteen and studying. Children hold
their lives cheap, so I have to go home to give her some warmth and faith. I want her to have faith in our father, to
believe that he isn’t a criminal. Mother died because she had lost faith. My sister can go hungry but she mustn’t
lose her courage and faith in life.”
Yang Meng thought for some time and then said, “To believe in your father’s innocence isn’t enough. You
must teach her as well as yourself not to waste your time while you’re waiting, not to be soft with youselves but to
work and study hard. She’s lucky to be able to go to school and to have a brother to look after her.” She left
abruptly leaving Xiao Tai behind.
Her eyes filled with tears, Xiao Tai asked him. “Is there anything I can do?” Slowly, Shi Jun shook his head.
The evening rays had lost their color. A few thin clouds hung in the sky. In the twilight everything seemed pure
and calm.
*
The sobbing was heard again. This time, even softer, it was more nerve-racking. Xiao Tai tossed and turned in
her bed. Then she sat up, but decided not to get dressed and go out to satisfy her curiosity. So she lay down again
but couldn’t go to sleep, though she was very tired. Gradually the sobbing stopped and silence returned. But Xiao
Tai still lay in bed with wide-opened eyes.
The following Sunday, Yang Meng woke Xiao Tai up very early. When she had got up and washed her hair,
Yang Meng suggested, “I’ve a mind to visit Shi Jun and see what I can do for him. Would you like to go too?”
“Yes, certainly. It’s a marvelous idea. Why didn’t it occur to me?” Xiao Tai jumped with joy.
Yang Meng rubbed her soft dark hair. dry, and then, putting her hands on Xiao Tai’s shoulders, she told her,
“The idea is good, but it just happens that I’m busy today. Can you go alone?”
“Certainly.” Xiao Tai nodded in bewilderment.
Very pleased, Yang Meng pressed her nose playfully and told her, “You are like the beautiful kind-hearted girl
called Snow White\fn{An allusion to the chief character of Snow White And The Seven Dwarfs, one of the folk-tales collected by
Jacob Ludwig Grimm (1785-1863) and Wilhelm Karl Grimm (1786-1859), and published by them in a two-volume compendia (18121815, expanded edition in 1857).} I read about when I was small. Now make haste and go. If any clothes need mending
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you can bring them back to me.”
As the short northern spring had started, the wind was less biting. The path twisted through the yellow
grassland. Along it drifted what seemed like a mauve flower, a flower with rosy cheeks and a flickering smile set
off by a woollen scarf. How would Shi Jun receive her, Xiao Tai wondered.
Shi Jun’s home was at the edge of the small town. At the gate there were two stone steps, leading into a long
courtyard which had at one end a well, at the other a well-tended lilac. When Xiao Tai walked in, Shi lun was
kneading dough. He was not surprised to see her, but carne over to ask, “What is it?”
“Nothing,” said the embarrassed girl. “I’ve come to see your sister.”
“Oh!” More at ease, he said, “She’s not in. She has gone to visit a classmate.” Still standing at the door, he had
shown no inclination to invite her in. Xiao Tai was disappointed at not receiving the warm and excited welcome
she had expected. But now, she had to stand at the door awkwardly and tell him frankly, “I’ve corne to see if
there’s anything I can do.”
She pushed him aside to enter the room which was partitioned into two by a sheet hanging in the middle.
Virtually bare except for two wooden beds, the room was nevertheless in a state of disorder. Shi Lun followed her
with a glum face. It was hard to tell whether he was pleased or annoyed.
“He’s too proud.” She pretended not to have noticed anything and unpicked the quilts, putting the covers in a
basin beside the well. The sheets were too old to stand much scrubbing. “Yang Meng was right,” she sighed.
“Now they’re much worse off than other people.” Then she collected a large bundle of clothes and socks to be
mended.
Shi lun watched her, neither preventing, helping, nor thanking her. When Xiao Tai was ready to go, he blocked
the door with one arm on the frame. Fixing cold eyes on her he demanded, “Is this sympathy or pity?”
Xiao Tai had felt sorry for him. Now pity welled up in her. His pride was wounded. So she told him sincerely,
“Aren’t we colleagues and comrades, Shi Jun?”
“So you have come to do some good deeds.” His mouth twisted cynically again.
“What’s wrong with that?”
“I don’t need it. I have no use for kindness and charity, don’t you understand?” He was so agitated that the
veins on his forehead throbbed. He seemed to be challenging Xiao Tai to a fight.
But she smiled and replied, “I understand.” She preferred this to gratitude. Though too worked up, he had won
her respect. Smiling she told him, “Suppose I have this urge to do something? I have time. And I’m interested in
doing these things. Now, aren’t you satisfied?”
Pushing him aside as she had when she came in, she left.
“You’re lying.” Shi Jun caught up with her.
“I never lie.” She stopped abruptly. She had not told the truth. Turning around, her big eyes on him, she said
gravely, “The truth is, it was Yang Meng’s idea—I just carried it out.”
Shi Jun nodded, his eyes burning as he looked back and said, “Since you have this urge, I hope you’ll come
again next Sunday, but on your own initiative please.”
Xiao Tai had to avoid his eyes. Turning away she said, “What a lovely lilac.”
“We brought it with us from the south.”
“I see.”
This was her first visit and Xiao Tai felt happier on her way home. Was it because she had done a good deed,
or for some other reason? She couldn’t tell. All she knew was that she was happy, and the grassland seemed less
desolate and yellow. She returned to her quarters like a successful adventurer.
In the evening Yang Meng and she looked over the bundle of clothes. Smoothing them out, Yang Meng sighed.
“His life was better than average in the past. So now when he lives the same hard life as others, it’s harder for
him.”
“You seem to know him well, Yang Meng, and to feel for him deeply.”
She hesitated before answering, “Possibly.”
“But he has no use for sympathy.”
“In that case he shouldn’t give people reason to sympathize.”
Yang Meng, a thimble on one finger, quickly and neatly mended a sleeve while Xiao Tai was still clumsily
darning a sock.
Though Yang Meng helped with the mending, and though Xiao Tai and Shi Jun had no more contact than
usual, word spread that they had fallen in love. Both denied the rumour, Shi Jun with a long face saying, “Don’t
make fun of me. I have no place for love,” while Xiao Tai giggled and holding up some mended clothes declared,
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“Pity. These were mended by Yang Meng.”
Xiao Tai didn’t go to Shi Jun’s home again the following Sunday as he had hoped. She went three weleks later
to return the clothes. This time she found Shi Jun’s home cleaner, and the fire burning merrily. Shi Jun, wearing a
sweat shirt, was writing a letter. He was pleased to see Xiao Tai, and greeted her jestingly with, “Ah, the angel has
come.”
But Xiao Tai had not answered in the way Yang Meng had wished. She announced, “Most of these were
mended by Yang Meng. So I’m not the angel.” Scanning the room she asked, “Where’s your sister? Gone to see a
classmate again?”
“No, one of my father’s fellow officers in the army came to take her away, telling me that he knew my father
well and didn’t believe he was a secret agent.” Shi Jun laughed. It was the first time Xiao Tai had seen him laugh.
“It seems that he is the real angel of your family,” said she, regretting that the clothes Yang Meng and she had
sat up late to mend would not be needed by his sister any more.
“I don’t believe in angels.” His smile vanishing, a coldness returned to his eyes. “These last few years I have
come to believe in ‘conditions.’ Conditions and interests determine everything. The attitude towards us of some
relatives and friends changed completely when my father got into trouble. Others weren’t so open about it but
they put on airs, as if condescending to us. I preferred the former to the latter. This new development may be a
sign that my father will be cleared pretty soon.”
His words, frank and truthful, made a shiver run down Xiao Tai’s back. Looking at Shi Jun and then at the pile
of clothes she had brought back she said, “I hope you won’t look upon this as a sign of charity. This is friendship.
If you think friendship imposes conditions too, pay me twenty cents for what I’ve done.”
“You got me wrong.” He lowered his eyes and said reluctantly, “I told you that just because I believe in your
disinterested friendship.”
“Then you admit that in our society there exist things of value and of beauty.”
“Yes. What you did made me realize that.”
“Not just me. Mainly Yang Meng.”
“I know,” Shi Jun said impatiently, “I noticed you announced that last time. You seem to have a great respect
for her. Do you know her well?”
“She hardly ever talks about herself. She’s sincere and studies hard. She’s concerned about you too.”
“I think this scholar should be more concerned about herself. I see that most of her letters come from a farm—
a labour reform camp.”
“Is that so!” Now things made more sense to Xiao Tai. “That’s why she understands your needs and
predicament so well and has such concern for you. She must have had a similar experience.”
“Not necessarily,” Shi Jun said stiffly, as if insulted. Xiao Tai remembered Yang Meng, old before her time,
poring over a book at midnight under a lamp pulled down to her head, and the motherly way she mended with a
thimble on her finger. She had remained optimistic and confident while befriending others unobtrusively.
“You’re right,” she nodded. “You’re different.”
“But I’m grateful to her for sending you here,” said Shi Jun, eyeing her searchingly.
In some confusion Xiao Tai swung round to look out of the window at the lilac just turning green.
“That’s a good lilac," she remarked at random.
“You’ve said that before,” Shi Jun smiled. Xiao Tai’s cheeks turned scarlet. He added softly, “We brought it
here from the south and we’ll take it back with us.”
“I’m sure you will.” Feeling that he was putting pressure on her which made her uncomfortable she rose to
leave.
Shi Jun saw her to the door, saying, “Though my sister’s gone I hope you’ll go on showing concern for me,
will you?”
Xiao Tai thought for a while before she answered, “Do you need it?”
“Sure.”
He gripped her hands. Xiao Tai blushed again. Pulling her hands away she fled. Oppressed by the
consciousness of a pair of eyes gazing after her, she quickened her steps.
*
Since then she had returned only once with many comrades in October 1976. Then, this summer, Shi Jun’s
father had been cleared of the false charges against him. Shi Jun was overjoyed when the authorities told him to
take his father down south to convalesce. When he came to say goodbye to Xiao Tai he had taken the liberty of
putting his arm around her waist and shouting, “We’ve won. Hurrah!” He then hurried off along that meandering
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path before Xiao Tai could figure out whether this was an expression of love or he had just forgotten himself in
his jubilation.
Then he had sent her those two commonplace letters and now this one with the question, “How shall 1
introduce you to my father?”
Xiao Tai sat up abruptly. She must seek out Yang Meng and talk to her. Just as she was putting on her clothes,
Yang Meng came softly in. In her hand was a thick letter in a big envelope. Surprised to find Xiao Tai awake, she
quickly stuck the envelope under her pillow and came over to sit on her bed. “Can’t you sleep?” she asked,
forcing a smile.
Xiao Tai shook her head, then taking her hand she inquired, “You’ve been crying, Yang Meng. Has the
university turned you down?”
“Yes. But I was prepared for that. I’m over age. Now that they’re starting to recruit research students again,
next year I’ll sit for that. Well 48 is back in production. Though the percentage of water is high it proves that some
of my theories regarding geological analysis are correct. Once this well is back to normal I shall have a good
sound basis for my theories. Then I’ll write a paper. You won’t laugh at me, will you?” Yang Meng’s eyes shone
with excitement.
Xiao Tai was overwhelmed with admiration for the steadfast girl in front of her whose eyes were still swollen
from crying. She said solemnly, “I’m sure you can do anything you’ve set your heart on, Yang Meng.”
“No. I’ll have to study English very hard for a year. Now let me tell you some good news. Shi Jun has come
back with his father. He just phoned our team leader telling him that they are leaving very soon. He wants you to
go to see him. Shall I congratulate you, Xiao Tai?”
Xiao Tai’s reaction was unexpected. She looked at Yang Meng solemnly and asked, “Tell me what love is.
Have you ever experienced it?”
Yang Meng fell silent. After a while she replied, “I’ve never experienced love, Xiao Tai. I’ve only had a
proposal of marriage.”
This time Xiao Tai was silent. Staring at Yang Meng unseeingly, she kept asking herself, “Is this love? Should
we get married? Do I love him? And what do I see in him?”
Yang Meng’s voice came to her as if from far far away, “Shi Jun is leaving too, of course. The team leader said
that he’s going back to the province where his father’s posted and may go to an oil research institute or geological
institute.”
“What’s all that got to do with me?” mumbled Xiao Tai.
“Maybe nothing. Maybe a great deal. When will you go to see him?”
“I don’t know. I might go this evening,” Xiao Tai heard herself replying. Dazed she saw Yang Meng take out
the big envelope and hurry off, telling her that she had something to attend to. Left by herself the question
recurred to her, “How shall I introduce you to my father?”
“Let’s bring this to a head and get it over with.” Xiao Tai got up and, not stopping to change her clothes, set off
to town. The track twisted so much that she tried to take a short cut, but she soon returned to the path, which was
easier to walk on. On she trudged, her hands in her pockets, feeling emotionally enervated by the grassland’s
desolation, or was it that Yang Meng’s strength had shown up her weakness? Anyway, she felt melancholy.
Countless times she had dreamed of, longed for and waited for love. It should be as mysterious and beautiful as
the moon in the water or flowers in a light mist, pure, sparkling and passionate, playing on one’s heart-strings. Yet
in reality at close hand it was entirely different. Xiao Tai was bewildered, not knowing which was correct—real
life or her imagination.
“Everything is conditional,” Shi Jun had said and he might be right.
It was late afternoon when the two stone steps came into view. Her heart beating fast, she regretted having
come so early; things would have been more convenient by moonlight or lamplight. She was hesitating when she
saw Yang Meng walk down the steps and hurry away. This unexpected encounter made Xiao Tai walk straight
over and in. It was an entirely different room now with the luggage and chests all packed. Shi Jun was putting
some things into a small suitcase.
“Was Yang Meng here?” Xiao Tai asked eagerly.
Shi Jun turned around. He had put on weight. Smiling at her he said, “I knew you would come.”
Xiao Tai had to ask again, “Has Yang Meng been here?”
“Oh, yes, she came to see my father, but he had gone to a farewell dinner. I stayed behind to wait for you.” He
moved the suitcase off the stool so that she could sit down.
Xiao Tai saw a thick letter on the table addressed to Comrade Shi Yi-feng.
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“Then she didn’t see him?” she asked.
“Who?”
“Yang Meng didn’t see your father?”
“No. It was useless anyway.” Shi Jun threw up his hands in a helpless way and laughed wryly. “You see, even
before my father has taken up his post people ask him for favours. Yang Meng’s father worked under my father in
the past. He got into trouble in 1957 and is now still working on a farm. A soft, stifled sobbing sounded in Xiao
Tai’s ears. As it was very hot, Shi Jun unbuttoned his shirt at the neck and sat down on a chest.
She wrote a letter saying that her father had been wronged and that he was now over sixty, and inquiring if his
former unit could arrange for him to leave the farm. I can understand how she feels, but …”
“But what?”
“Nothing. How can my father attend to this sort of thing as soon as he resumes office? Besides, the one who
wronged her father is still in power.”
Xiao Tai sat there woodenly, staring at a pile of waste paper and discarded clothes and socks which Yang Meng
and she had mended. Their uselessness justified throwing them away. Still she couldn’t help feeling sad. After a
while she stood up to take her leave.
“Your father will be late. I won’t wait for. him. When do you leave? I’ll come to see you off.”
“Three twenty tomorrow afternoon,” he replied mechanically, looking perplexed, not having expected such a
fleeting visit. He stood up in a flurry and only strode over when Xiao Tai was almost at the door. As his throat was
too constricted to utter her name, he blocked the door with one arm as he had done at her first visit while his other
hand remained in his trouser pocket. His head half turned, his teeth clenched, he still couldn’t get a word out.
They stood close to each other in silence. Xiao Tai was surprised to find herself so calm, even her early
nervousness had gone. The little courtyard was different too, with the leafy lilac lying on the ground, its roots
carefully wrapped up.
“Taking it south?” she asked quietly.
“Yes. I told you that it would be going back south, remember?” His confidence and calm returning, he asked,
“Will you go back too, Xiao Tai? Have you given my question any thought?”
“You mean how to introduce me to your father? My name is Xiao Tai, your colleague and comrade, and I’m
from the south too,” she said playfully.
“You think that’s all? This is no joke, Xiao Tai. It concerns your future.”
“Maybe it does.” Her voice surprised her. She was talking as calmly as in a small group meeting. “But one
should work hard for one’s future, shouldn’t one?” She seemed to see Yang Meng’s bright eyes looking at her.
Shi Jun gazed at her for a long time before saying, “You came to see and help me when I was in trouble. That’s
something I treasure.”
Xiao Tai was touched, yet at a loss. “Shi Jun,” she said. “You want to know the truth? I don’t know what to
think. Sympathy, the chance of a better job and a better life—these are not love. But sometimes they seem very
like it, being closely bound up together. I, well, I just don’t know.”
“You silly girl,” he exclaimed, grasping her hands. “I didn’t expect this of you. Think it over before giving me
an answer. I’ll be waiting.”
Xiao Tai nodded and pulled away her hands saying, “I’ll come to see you off tomorrow.” With that she left.
*
The sun was setting, its afterglow giving a splendid serenity to the grassland and the path running across it. On
this narrow track Xiao Tai walked slowly. A voice seemed to be saying in her heart, “How lovely to return to the
south like that lilac!” This was something of which she and her mother had dreamed. It could come true if she
accepted Shi Jun. That was probably what her mother had meant when she said that a girl was born twice into the
world. Where did love come in then? Was she going to marry the south, a better job and, perhaps, better meals
too? Love needed a full stomach, but the two were quite different things. That inner voice said again, “Don’t
pretend you have no feeling for Shi Jun. It may not be very deep, but it can develop. Why make it sound so bad by
talking about marrying the south? Why be so strict with yourself? Shi Jun hasn’t gone yet. It’s not too late.”
Only the small path witnessed the girl’s passionate preoccupation as she walked along pondering the true
meaning of friendship and love. And her wayward thoughts had their parallel in the twists and turns of the path.
Back at the team Xiao Tai wanted to console Yang Meng and confide in her all her contradictions and her
decision. But Yang Meng was not in the room. At the window where she used to sit was a canvas holdall. “Has
she been admitted to the university?” she wondered. But she found out from other people that Yang Meng had
received a telegram saying that her father was seriously ill; she had been granted leave and gone to buy a train
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ticket.
Xiao Tai flopped down on her bed, totally exhausted, without even the energy to take off her shoes. She
remembered that she had skipped supper but she didn’t feel like eating. She just lay there as darkness closed in.
Later it would make way for light again. This was like the cycle of the seasons in which life went on with each
one carrying his or her own burdens, each with personal hopes and ideals, joys and sorrows. Life was pressing
past Xiao Tai like flowing water, impelling her along. The easiest way was to drift with the current and let matters
take their own course. Otherwise one must fight hard, especially in the beginning. But Xiao Tai was tired and
presently she dozed off.
At midnight she was woken by Yang Meng. She clutched her friend’s hands and sat up. "Is there anything I can
do for you?” she asked. “You mustn’t worry too much.” But she realized that comfort was unnecessary when she
saw Yang Meng’s greasy overalls, hair wet with sweat and face flushed with excitement.
Keeping her voice down but unable to hide her elation Yang Meng told her.
“Xiao Tai, our plan will soon succeed. Well 48 can be revived. Do you hear me, Xiao Tai?” Taking off her wet
overalls she wiped her hair with them and, laughing happily, tousled Xiao Tai’s hair saying, “Just think of it, Xiao
Tai. Well 48 resurrected! Even if it produces only fifty tons of oil a day, that means five thousand dollars. And the
paper I’ve planned to write. But I’m going away tomorrow. I’ll be back within a fortnight. In the meantime you
must carryon with our experiments.” She handed her a folder.
Xiao Tai sat woodenly on the bed. Yang Meng was like a fresh breeze clearing her mind. She had never seen
her so happy or voluble before. She had been swimming in the current of life inconspicuous and unnoticed,
swimming slowly and steadily towards the goal she had set herself. Her determination far surpassed the
encouragement Xiao Tai had prepared to give her. Taking over the folder Xiao Tai nodded, unable to utter a word.
When she had dried her hair, Yang Meng sat down beside her.
“A penny for your thoughts, Xiao Tai,” she said. “I’m a weakling after all.”
“To realize one’s weakness is a sign of strength, don’t you agree?” After pausing she continued, “In mechanics,
an external agent puts something still into action. It’s like a bridge leading you to the other side. But in real life,
this bridge is sometimes frighteningly narrow, or sometimes as beautiful as a rainbow. It's entirely up to you to
choose where you want to go after crossing this bridge. You understand me?”
Xiao Tai clutched Yang Meng's hand and nodded. This was a parting gift from Yang Meng as well as the
declaration of her belief.
“Fine. It’s time to go to your shift now.”
Xiao Tai had almost forgotten that her shift was starting. She quickly threw a padded jacket over her shoulders,
took a flashlight and hurried out. But she ran back to ask, “What time does your train leave, Yang Meng?”
“Tomorrow, no, this afternoon at three twenty.”
*
Yang Meng had already left for the station when Xiao Tai returned from work. She had a meal, slept for a
while, then changed her clothes and went to Shi Jun’s home. As she mounted the two stone steps, she had a
feeling that she had come too late. The room was empty except for the furniture borrowed from the oil-field. A
sense of loss brought on a tender longing. “Go to the station and tell him we are closer than colleagues and
comrades …” As she turned in a flurry to leave, she caught sight of a pile of neatly folded clothes on which was a
note which read:
Xiao Tai,
We are leaving early for the station to check in our luggage. Please return these overalls for me. Hoping to see you at
the station,
Shi Jun

She tenderly picked up the clothes. Then a big envelope among a pile of waste-paper attracted her attention.
“That’s Yang Meng’s letter. They’ve forgottento take it along.”
She picked it up, intending to take it to the station. But the letter was torn into two. She sat down on the bed.
They hadn’t forgotten it, only forgotten to throw it away somewhere else. Xiao Tai couldn’t help putting the letter
together on the table to read the lines Yang Meng had written in tears.
Comrade Shi Yifeng, You may remember a man called Yang Shi- chang who worked under you in 1957 when you
were the secretary of the bureau Party committee. You know how he was punished and sent to a farm for labor reform
just because he had written a letter making some suggestions and some criticisms of the bureau’s work. I was only eight
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at the time. And because of that I was not able to be a Young Pioneer and wear a red scarf. But I sent m:y father the
good marks I got at school to encourage him to remold himself. Two years later when he was no longer looked upon as
a criminal we were overjoyed. But then we learned that once somebody had committed a “mistake” he was a marked
man for life. He had to go on working on this farm. Seeing no future, my mother committed suicide just as Shi Jun's
mother did. Only twelve years old I was left with a brother of eight.

Xiao Tai's hands were cold and she was shivering. Her watch read half past two and the station was some
distance away, but she had no stre~gth to stand up. Wiping away her tears she read on.
Now that your family have also suffered under the "gang of four's" false charges I believe you can understand my
anguish and difficulties at that time. Our Party is now restoring the fine tradition of seeking truth from the facts and
today, when everybody is rejoicing, may I also request

As Xiao Tai rose slowly, her watch showed a quarter to three. She must go to the station, to see Yang Meng off
arid Shi Jun too. She folded up the torn letter, picked up the overalls and abruptly left the room and its narrow
courtyard.
The bell had already rung by the time Xiao Tai reached the station, and people who were seeing off their
friends began getting off the train. A group of cadres gathered at the door of the soft-sleeper carriage. Shi Jun
leaning half out was shaking their hands while his eyes searched around. When he saw Xiao Tai he cried, “Write
to me, Xiao Tai. I’ll be waiting.” Then the head of a greying man appeared beside him, thin, clean and healthy.
This must be Shi Jun’s father. Apparently Shi Jun was telling him about Xiao Tai, for he nodded kindly and waved
to her. The train lurched forward.
In the next hard-seat carriage Yang Meng sat meditatively at the window. At sight of Xiao Tai, she immediately
put her rough hand on the window-pane. Tears filling her eyes, Xiao Tai waved her handkerchief vigorously as the
train gathered speed.
The people dispersed and Xiao Tai walked slowly away. Then she quickened her pace, wanting to go out to the
grassland into the breeze. She wanted to walk on that twisting path, to ponder what course to take through the
swirling stream of life.
20.29 The Flight Of The Wild Geese\fn{by Huang Zong-ying (1925- )} Peking, China (F) 9
In the spring of 1978, the trees and grass were turning green all over the land. I, who know nothing at all about
science, found myself at the National Science Conference as a special correspondent.
I squeezed into the first bus taking correspondents to the Great Wall. There I climbed to a vantage point.
Scientists, advanced in years but fit, walked slowly up, while young girls, laughing and joking, challenged
each other to a race. Catching sight of a girl standing against the wall gazing into the distance at the wild geese
flying north, I went up to her and asked, “A penny for your thoughts.”
Immediately I realized my mistake. As she turned around, I saw grey hairs at her temples and lines on her dark
face. Calmly, she looked at me from behind her spectacles and gave me a slight smile. “The wild-geese remind me
of the botanical gardens below the Wild-goose Pagoda in Xi’an,” she explained.
“You’re …?”
“I grow wild medicinal herbs.” The racing girls, the herb grower and myself shared our picnic food and chatted
about everything imaginable. Life is like that. Sometimes people can work together for years and still remain
strangers. Sometimes they become friends as soon as they meet. The woman growing wild herbs aroused my
interest for some unknown reason. Perhaps for her frankness, her composure, or perhaps because she looked as
ordinary as any country midwife, who interrupts her pig-feeding and washes her hands before picking up her
sterilized instruments. I sensed she was a scientist working among the peasants. I had been searching for someone
to write about among the five thousand delegates. Perhaps she was my heroine. Since ordinary people are in the
majority, I felt I should look among them for somebody to represent our generation of scientists.
Qin Guanshu, born in 1929, was an assistant research fellow at Xi’an Botanical Gardens in Shaanxi. The
following day, I and two other correspondents interviewed her.
Women scientists and writers are few in our country. As soon as we met, we were surrounded by cameras and
tape recorders, making it difficult for us to talk. The flash bulbs lit up her grey hair. She looked older than her
forty-nine years, yet there was something attractive about her. Her mouth and eyes showed her idealism. Her
devotion to her work showed in her face.
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That night after I had returned from a performance, I saw a neatly folded note on my desk. I opened it and read
the beautiful handwriting:
Dear Reporter,
Thank you for your support and encouragement. But please don’t write about me. I’m in a difficult position. I hope
you will understand.
Qin Guanshu

She was not simply being modest. So what was it? I must get to the bottom of it.
I went to the Shaanxi delegation and asked for the notes on their delegates. I was handed a big pile. I spent an
evening poring over them, but could not find the name of Qin Guanshu.
I returned the pile the following morning.
“There’s nothing about Qin Guanshu. Why? Can you help me find her notes?”
Two days later I was told apologetically that nothing about her had been sent to Beijing since she was not an
advanced worker. The delegation had brought no information about her either. There was only a simple form
filled in by Xi’an Botanical Gardens. Then I was recommended to follow up the other advanced women scientists
from Shaanxi. Why was I interested in this unknown person?
From other sources, I found out that there had been differences of opinion about her attending the conference.
She had not been nominated. Even now, she was not considered a proper delegate.
Why was she in such a difficult situation? I was even more interested in establishing the truth.
I enlisted the help of Yang Ge, vice-chairman of the Shaanxi delegation and vice-director of the Shaanxi
Commission of Science and Technology, and Liu Kang, another vice-director of the commission.
I liked Liu Kang, a woman like myself. She expressed the hope that I would go to Shaanxi to investigate the
matter. I asked the comrades of the Shaanxi delegation to contact Xi’an Botanical Gardens on my behalf so that I
could go and write a small reportage\fn{News story.} on Qin.
I got the permission near the end of the conference.
*
It was months before I had time to go to Xi’an. Xi’an is the pride of the Chinese nation, where many talented
poets like Li Bai and Du Fu and great writers once lived. The Buddhist sutras brought back from India by the
monk Xuanzang are housed in the Big Wild-goose Pagoda, beneath which stretch the botanical gardens. Why
were the gardens, instead of being green, so desolate? Within its new walls how much research was being carried
out? How many personnel had it trained? How many contributions had it made towards modernization? As the
saying goes, “The field, the sleeves and the stove show how good the farmer, the seamstress and the cooks are.”
The weeds and leaves on the footpaths, the plants growing at random, regardless of species, the broken benches in
the laboratories—what did these signify?
I was anxious and worried, not because of the sabotage done by the “gang of four,” but because after their fall
my hosts still had not done anything to improve their work. What were they waiting for?
I began to make investigations concerning Qin.
Some people I met were impressed by her helping the medicinal herb company in the mountains, which meant
being absent from her family for long periods of time. Other opinions varied. Many were negative
They said she kept aloof from people, that she was bad tempered, arrogant and quarrelsome.
They claimed she was too individualistic, hoping to gain fame and become an expert.
They pointed out she was the daughter of a landlord and had not broken with her reactionary family.
They described how she did not accept the criticisms people made of her during the “cultural revolution” with
good grace.
They also said she had not wanted to go into the mountains and grow wild medicinal herbs. She only went
because her superiors persuaded her to do so.
I was very disappointed. Why had I picked upon such a person to write about?
I went to see the Party secretary of the botanical gardens who told me like a politician, “Go ahead and write. It
will encourage Qin to do a better job. I can explain to others. Although she has her faults, we must make
allowances for her being a woman.”
“Really?” I was shocked. Was that how her superiors looked at her? Being a woman myself, I objected to this.
Since they had so much against her, why did they agree I should write about her? What approach should I take?
What could I write?
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Having come such a long way, I did not feel like packing up and going home. Had they sent the wrong
delegate to Beijing or had I chosen the wrong person to write about? Yet why had her place of work, the medicinal
herb company in Luonan County, strongly recommended her?
I had got involved in something beyond the scope of a reportage. So I went to see Liu Kang again and told her
what I thought. After a pause she replied, “Of course, I can’t force you to write. But, since you’re here, why not
do some investigation? If the company was wrong to send her and we should not have given the consent, you can
help us to find out the truth. We can learn a lesson from this. I can’t believe you’re the kind of person to give up
an unsolved mystery without trying getting to the bottom of it. Why don’t you make a trip to the Qinling
Mountains? It’s worth going. I’m all for writers visiting the scenic spots, if they’re not extravagant. Seeing is
better than hearing. Go. It’s not important whether you write about her or not.”
*
I and some others went by car to the Qinling Mountains. On the plateau the wheat was harvested and the
persimmons were bearing fruit.
En route, staff from the botanical gardens pointed out the trees to me: Lacquer trees, pristache, maples and
dogwood. Pink roses nodded to us. Blackbirds splashed water from the river. Patches of purple and white grew on
the ridges, slopes, leveled land and river banks. But what about Qin?
We got out at the Luonan Medicinal Herb Company. A power plant, formerly a temple, was supplying
electricity to the little town. Qin was gathering in her laundry and a padded jacket. Mountain people knew that
they needed heavy clothes in the mornings and evenings even in hot summer. The Shaanxi Party committee had
telephoned her the night before. Qin had got up early and travelled 80 li back to the county town from a village on
Heizhang Mountain, 2,000 metres above sea level. She had just finished giving lessons in a balloon-flower
training class and had come to meet me.
Qin lived in a room beside the laboratory. I was given a room on the other side of it.
After supper, the little town was very quiet. Both of us were tired after our day’s travel, and I was not eager to
start talking seriously. Washing my feet, I sat on a stool in her room, refreshed by the hot water. As we chatted, I
couldn’t help saying in a roundabout way, “Now that you’ve attended the National Science Conference, your
social status is different. You should mix in better with others …”
Slowly she folded her patched, homespun clothes, smoothing and pressing them.
Silently, she took out a packet of cigarettes and offered me one, throwing me a nonchalant glance. We two
working women, who had learned to smoke during the “cultural revolution,” were seldom bold enough to smoke
in public. Now we sat facing each other watching the rising smoke. The silence oppressed me. I threw the water
into the courtyard, saying to myself, “Let her sort out her own problems. I’ve done what I could.”
“Well, well, Huang Zongying, we’ve been expecting you for years,” Wang, the manager of the medicinal herb
company, told me in his office, as he poured me a cup of tea.
I laughed. “I was told the people in the mountains are simple, but you’ve certainly got a sense of humor. I only
decided to come a few months ago. How can you have been expecting me for years?”
“I’m telling the truth,” he argued. “We’ve been hoping that writers and reporters would come here to write
about Qin. I can’t write. I can only draw maps. Look …” He turned on a fluorescent light. On one wall was a map
of Luonan County. It was dotted with red like a big piece of red bean cake.
“Our county used to grow a lot of medicinal herbs in the past. On the mountains there were narrow-leaved
polygala, wrinkled giant hyssop, balloon-flower, magnlia-vine, red-rooted salvia, pinellia, honeysuckle and
dendrobium. They decreased over the years. After Liberation,\fn{ In 1949.} the government attached great
importance to medicinal herbs so now, with the development of medicine and public hygiene, the demand for
medicinal herbs cannot meet the needs. Since 1966, our county began to grow wild herbs on farms. We started
with forty mu of land.”
He pointed at a few red dots.
“We planned to reach 390 mu by 1970, but we reached only 226 mu.”
He pointed at a few more red dots.
“In 1970, we asked Xi’an Botanical Gardens to send us some helpers. After Qin and a few others came, the
situation changed. In 1977, 11,000 mu were planted by the county, the people’s communes and the production
brigades. Look …”
He swept his hand over the red dots.
“In 1978, we cultivated 16,500 mu, 73 times as much as in 1970.”
“Do you take over land allocated for crops?”
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“Except for a few experimental plots, most of the herbs are grown on ridges, slopes and reclaimed land. How
can we use good land to plant medicinal herbs when 90 per cent of our land here is mountains and rivers?”
“Can the herbs improve the soil and people’s lives?”
“Yes. That’s why we have a deep respect for Qin. She worked hard to set up these farms. She’s been to more
mountains than we have, endured more hardships than us and solved problems we couldn’t. She’s won our
respect. She has worked on all the farms and guides us with her scientific knowledge. Otherwise we wouldn’t
have dared to grow so much. Before she came, the more we planted the more money we lost. One winter, we lost
20,000 yuan on gastrodia alone. But now …”
Wang pointed at two charts on another wall, showing the development of medicinal herbs over the years, the
quantity the county planned to purchase and the profit they had actually made. The arrow rose higher every year.
I joked, “This year, the arrow will pierce the roof!”
"The profit in 1970 was 320,400 yuan. It will reach a million this year, solving to some extent the lack of
medicinal herbs in our country. From losing money the company now hands in more profit every year. Most of the
brigades can now give free medical treatment to their members. As their income increases, they are able to
mechanize agriculture. Vice-director Liu of the Shaanxi Commission of Science and Technology was pleased with
our progress—”
I interrupted: “Liu Kang has been here?”
“Yes, in November 1976 after the “gang of four” was overthrown. She asked us to send a report to her.”
So that was why Qin had been able to attend the National Science Conference! But why hadn’t Liu mentioned
this to me?
The light went out.
“There are sometimes electricity cuts so that the factories can use it. You must be tired after your trip. Better go
and have a rest.”
He saw me to my room with a flashlight.
“All the communes and brigades growing herbs love Qin. At the company’s experimental plots even the old
people and children know her. They say that Qin left her family behind to work here on this mountain. She first
came as a young woman with dark glossy hair. Now she is going grey. We’ll never forget what she’s done for us.”
In Qin’s room, several young technicians were discussing their plans with her, and asking her questions about
points they had not understood in the training class. They were returning to their brigades the following day. Qin
lit a candle for me and went back to her young people.
Tired out, I lay down on my bed. But sleep did not come. So I put the candle on an equipment box beside my
bed, spread out the maps I’d borrowed from Wang and began copying them into my notebook. Listening to the
voices of Qin and the young people, my thoughts wandered. I was thinking hard. What did a good relationship
with the people mean? What was the criterion? Why did opinions about Qin differ so much?
Early the following morning, I strolled along the streets. I walked around the market-place, returned and stood
at the gate of the medicinal herb company. The line of peasants selling herbs to the company kept growing.
Company clerks were evaluating the herbs. Qin was there telling the clerks and the peasants how to distinguish
real herbs from false ones, good from bad, and when to dig up a herb. Qin, a university graduate, had become an
expert in the study of medicinal herbs.
*
As Director Wang had arranged, we began visiting various old and new medicinal herb farms. Some were
advanced, others mediocre or even backward.
As the car drove on, Wang told us how those farms had started and developed. Wherever we stopped, Qin
always went to see the farm’s technician first. Sometimes, she would tell me, “This is where my first year’s
experiment failed.” Or, “When I first came here I made a fool of myself because I couldn’t tell which herb was
which.”
Manglin Ridge, 1,800 metres above sea level, was now in sight. We were approaching Xiedi Production
Brigade of Gucheng People’s Commune. Little wooden and brick houses gradually appeared on the way. As we
entered Xiedi Village, we heard a child’s voice, sounding like a bird’s chirp, “Aunty Qin!”
Blue sky. White clouds. Clumps of trees. Footpaths. Stone steps. Budding honeysuckle, red peonies in full
bloom. A little girl, like a pink butterfly, fluttered down a hill slope and then threw herself into Qin’s arms, crying
out, “Aunty Qin, I saw you in my dream! Come to my home, hurry up!” The girl pushed Qin into her house. Then
a small boy came and hugged her.
“Kang-zheng, you’ve certainly grown fast! Oh look, you’ve got your shoes on the wrong way round.” So
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saying, Qin sat down on a little stool, put the boy on her knee and changed his shoes.
Their mother, who had just returned from work in the fields for the noon break, handed us each a cup of sweet
tea and then hastily took out dried persimmons and walnuts from the sideboard. She lit a fire and began preparing
a meal, pouring out all her troubles in the process: how her husband, a brigade cadre, worked hard yet got
snubbed; about her eldest son’s girlfriend; her daughter’s teacher; her mother; uncles She talked on and on until
the medicinal herb farm manager came to take us to lunch.
“Why don’t you have lunch here?” she said, rather put out. “I’ve already steamed the cakes.”
“Too many people for you to cope with, sister,” said the manager.
But she insisted, “They’re Qin’s friends. I don’t mind even if I have to empty the rice pot.”
It was not until after Qin explained we were really busy and promised to come back next time, she gave in.
However, she wrapped up some dried persimmons in a clean handkerchief and stuffed it into Qin’s bag. Qin left a
package for her, in which were pencils and exercise books for the children. Since our hostess had told Qin that she
had not been very well, Qin also gave her a prescription, so that she could go to the clinic to get some medicine. I
had never imagined that Qin was so talented!
During lunch, the little girl slipped in and whispered something into Qin’s ear, leaving a small basket of cakes
for her.
I met many people in Xiedi Village and learned a lot. What Qin had done in this area became clear.
Xiedi Village was situated at the northern slope of the Manglin Mountains. All its fields and households were
spread out on three northern sides of the mountains, four ridges, eight slopes and seven gullies. Though the
peasants worked hard, their yield was pretty low. The land was poor and so were the people. But the mountains
were fertile. The recognizable wild plants alone were well over a thousand. Red-rooted salvia had been growing
for centuries over the slopes and ridges. The people living here did not know that its roots were in fact a precious
medicine for curing heart disease. Young herdsmen would pluck its purple flowers and suck its honey. If a man
was ill, he would travel fifty li to buy medicine at Gucheng where the commune headquarters were located. Yet
right under their noses were all kinds of medicinal herbs. Later the county pharmaceutical company came down
and bought dried salvia roots at a price of twenty fen a catty. After a few years, the purple flowers became rare
like other wild medicinal herbs. In 1972, that company, in cooperation with Xi’an Botanical Gardens, began to
cultivate medicinal herbs. Xi’an Botanical Gardens sent an experimental group, headed by the man who had once
been in charge of “Qin Guanshu’s Case,” and Qin herself. Though “Qin Guanshu’s Case” had been cleared by
then, Qin was still in a difficult position. The peasants could tell that she had once been criticized for some
“crime” and had been sent there “to reform herself.” Nevertheless, they judged intellectuals and cadres, who were
forced to work in the countryside, on their own merits.
Qin at first lived in a dilapidated temple. Early in the morning, she set out for the mountains taking with her
some dried coarse food. Sometimes she could not find a drop of water all day. But she never complained. Her job
was not easy, so the peasants began to think highly of her.
She was very responsible and diligent. She was so busy with her work that she could rarely go home to see her
husband, son and daughter. Early in spring when the mountain slopes were not yet green she arrived. Even after
the grass withered from the frost, the medicinal herbs had been collected and new seeds planted, she still
remained. Sympathetic villagers often pressed her to go back home.
Before the group from Xi’an Botanical Gardens arrived, the villagers had attempted to cultivate elevated
gastrodia, but it was a risky business for they lacked scientific knowledge. Thanks to the efforts of Qin and her
colleagues, even children now knew how to grow it. At present, the medicinal herb farm run by the brigade grew
one hundred and sixty elevated gastrodia. It was estimated that each could produce one to three catties of tubers.
One catty could fetch six and a half yuan. In 1977, one elevated gastrodia yielded three and a half catties of
tubers. No wonder the villagers said, “Science works!”
Qin experimented with ultrasonic waves on balloon-flower seeds which, consequently, sprouted fast.
Using the method of asexual reproduction, Qin cultivated red-rooted salvia on a large scale. The purple flowers
covered the slopes. Even around the houses swarms of bees hummed about the clusters of flowers. The villagers
said in delight, “We can exchange basketfuls of salvia tubers for a walking tractor!”
The medicinal herb farm, which originally had consisted of half a mu of peonies, had been enlarged to five
hundred mu, of which three hundred grew woody plants.
From 1972 to 1977, the farm made a profit of 14,000 yuan, which covered the cost of the brigade’s purchasing
a tractor, a milling machine, threshers, barrows, sewing machines and explosives for quarrying the mountains. In
1977, the farm produced 3,207 catties of medicinal herbs and 250,000 seedlings. It donated 3,200 catties of
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medicinal seeds to other communes and villages. Its contribution was even greater in 1978. The red bean yield
alone, which could be used as both food and medicine, was estimated to be 10,000 catties, which could be sold
for 4,300 yuan. The total income of the farm was estimated to be 100,000 yuan. Naturally, the villagers
nicknamed the farm “the bank.”
Though Qin did not often come here now, the villagers still knew that they owed much to her efforts and
knowledge.
For two days, there were always children following Qin about, though they did not pester her.
“What will you do when you grow up?” I asked some children.
“We’ll be like Aunty Qin,” they replied. So medicinal herbs were not the only things Qin had nurtured.
The Manglin Mountains were steep and the paths were slippery. I could manage to scramble up but found it
difficult to get down. The director of the farm made me a bamboo stick. Qin led us up a mountain, identifying
cork trees, skullcap, eucommia, honeysuckle, Chinese clematis, Gorgon fruit …
During the visits, I felt that she was deliberately avoiding me. So I often tried to be near her on the pretext of
asking questions about herbs. One day she told me how to identify Chinese magnolia-vine which, she said, could
help quench thirst if you could not find any water.
She picked up a plant and asked me, "You know this?"
It was probably some medicinal herb, but looked a very ordinary weed. Its roots were like drumsticks. Judging
from the little purple flowers I ventured, “Oh, God! Forget-me-not!”
With a grin, Qin said, “The name’s not from God. It was perhaps given by a certain scholar living on a
mountain centuries ago. Its name is narrow-leaved polygala, but the villagers just call it tiny weed or little weed.
It can even grow in crevices in the rocks. The roots can be used as medicine, to help strengthen the mind. As
western medicine puts it, it benefits the nerves of the brain.” Looking serious now, she continued, “It is found all
over the mountain, so there’s no need to grow it. However, I’ve got a sample of it at home. When I’ve time, I take
it out to look …”
I inquired, “In which university did you study this subject?”
This surprisingly annoyed her.
“I’ve never studied it at all,” she snapped, and then abruptly went down the mountain.
How could I find a way to her? I was at my wit’s end. She was like a hurt pet, always on her guard. Did she
suspect someone had told me something about her? Or rather did she fear that talking to me might lead to more
trouble?
In the dusk before we left Xiedi, the girls crowded round me asking about life in cultural circles. I told them
how our late premier, Zhou Enlai,\fn{Chou En-lai (1898-1976), first Premier of the People’s Republic of China (1949-1976) .}
had been concerned about intellectuals. To my astonishment, I noticed that Qin’s face was flushed, her eyes full of
tears.
One night when the rain pelted down outside, we two sat in a brick house, the newly built lab. In the dim
candlelight, we recalled the days when Lin Biao\fn{ Lin Piao (1908?-1971), Chinese Communist military and political leader,
who died in an attempt to flee the country (September 12, 1971), together with his entire family, after a foiled attempt to assassinate Mao
Tse-Tung.} and the “gang of four” were in power. We talked of the riot at Tiananmen Square in Beijing on April
5th, 1976.\fn{A note reads: Referring to the mass demonstration against the "gang of four" for its suppression of popular activities
commemorating Premier Zhou Enlai.} Bit by bit, Qin told me what was preying on her mind.

Before Liberation, she quit school in the fifth form of middle school, for her big family was too poor to support
her any more. So she became a teacher. In 1951, two years after Liberation, Qin, dreaming of afforesting the
desert, sat an entrance examination to enter the Northwest Agricultural College. She was one of only two girl
students in the faculty. When people advised her to transfer to some other department because of the tough
conditions, she argued, “Don’t worry! How do you know I won’t be able to stand it?”
While still a student, she was greatly interested in poplar trees and did a lot of research on them. With the
northern Shaanxi and Weishui River as the bases, together with some of her teachers and classmates, she made a
study tour. Riding on horses, donkeys or camels, she went to Inner Mongolia and the Altai Mountains in Xinjiang.
Finally she graduated with flying co!ours. In April 1959, when Xi’an Botanical Gardens were established, she
went there to work. In 1961, she started introducing new species of poplar trees. Then she was made head of a
research group.
In the gardens, there were more than a hundred species of poplars from all over the country.
Qin, accompanying some foreign botanists, visited the Emei and Taibai Mountains and the banks of the Weishui River. Later these scientists sent her some good strains of foreign poplar seeds.
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Then the storm of the “cultural revolution” started. Qin became one of the main targets for attack and was
dismissed from her work. Her research was stopped; her co-workers turned into enemies; the botanical gardens
became a battlefield.
The best part of more than one hundred species of poplars were uprooted. The gardens were turned into fields
for crops.
At the criticism meetings, Qin never admitted she had commited any “crime.” Someone shouted at her, “The
research on poplars is a revisionist subject, because it has nothing to do with production. Poplars have existed for
thousands of years, what’s the point of studying them? Every peasant knows how to grow a poplar!”
“Ignoramus!” Qin swore to herself in anger. She might be silent but never convinced. She was disheartened by
a policy which could only hinder the development of science and technology.
Qin’s heart ached to see that many good species of Chinese poplars had been dug up. She often strolled among
the small foreign poplar trees. Though a strong-willed wor;nan, she thought of suicide several times. The
specimens she had collected over the years had been taken away; her notebooks had disappeared. Furious, she had
sold her books, which she had bought with the money she had saved, as waste paper, or simply burnt them as
kindling to light her stove. One morning, again she lit a fire with a book. It was not enough. Automatically she
took another. But suddenly she jumped up, blankly looking at the book, her eyes filling with tears. She had never
cried at the criticism meetings, but now, holding the torn book to her chest, she broke down.
The book was entitled Report on the Problems Concerning Intellectuals, a speech made by Premier Zhou at a
conference sponsored by the Central Party Committee on January 14th, 1956. It had been given to her by the
general branch of the Party committee of the Northwest Agricultural College.
After a long silence, I asked her, “It wasn’t your wish to grow medicinal herbs, was it?”
“Of course not,” she said frankly. “Why abandon my research work on poplars? Ridiculous! Besides, I had
never studied medicine. When I was first asked to take part in the work of cultivating wild herbs, which they said
was in preparation for war, I was worried. You know, I’m not from a good-class family. If it failed, they would put
all the blame on me, saying I sabotaged it deliberately to avenge my class. How could I bear that? So I refused to
go.”
“Why did you change your mind later?”
She sighed, shaking her head.
“When I was shut up illegally, I had to give up poplars. But once released, I wanted to work. Wasting time is
an unbearable punishment. Someone said I was a complete revisionist, and that graduates of the past seventeen
years could only sabotage socialism. I was determined to show them that I could do my bit for socialism. I did not
blame the Party or the people. How could I have entered college without the Party? The people needed medicine.
I was sure I could learn about it …”
After a pause, I asked her, “They say you’re hot-tempered. Could you tell me about the worst time you lost
your temper? And over what?”
She sat up abruptly and said, “It was when someone wanted to saw the small poplar trees, the only foreign
species left in the gardens. That was when I had returned to Xi’an from the mountains. I found that someone
wanted to destroy those little poplars. I stood before them and cried out, ‘Why do you want to chop down these
trees? You’ll have to saw me first!’”
The candle burnt out, the room was pitch dark. The rain had already stopped. The moon quietly showed itself,
its light cascading through the treetops and silhouetting Qin’s profile.
Qin continued, “Some kind-hearted people advised me not to get too het up over a few poplars. Why stand up
to some people for the sake of a few trees? Of course it had nothing to do with me personally. It had not been easy
for those poplars to acclimatize to our land. When they grew to maturity, their existence alone would be a
scientific success. No one had the right to destroy them!”
*
On the way back to Xi’an, all I noticed, apart from peaks, ridges, rivers and dried river-beds, were poplars, big
or small, flanking the several hundred kilometres long road. They seemed the only trees I could see on the slopes
of the Qinling Mountains, which in reality were known for Chinese pines, oak and walnut trees. I could not
distinguish which were the good poplars, but Qin’s voice kept ringing in my ears, “If our country is widely
planted with good poplars …”
“Why did they stop the research on poplars?” I asked Liang, the Party secretary, though I knew he had not
been transferred to the botanical gardens then. At that time he was being criticized in another place. However, he
answered my question.
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“That research topic was given to the forestry institute.”
“The first day I came, I heard, if I remember correctly, that Qin was forced to work on medicinal herbs,
because that was not in her line. Do you think it was a wrong assignment?” I thought Liang had worked in an
agricultural college before and knew what he was talking about.
“Let’s put it this way,” he said, “it’s like an actor, acting this role today, playing another one tomorrow. It’s not
really a change of one’s profession.”
I shook my head. Though I had no idea how detailed plants could be classified, at least I could tell trees from
herbs.
“She had studied in a college for four years, worked for six years, and her research was on poplars. Then
suddenly she was told to drop this for medicine. For her it was a great change. It’s like a film star or stage actor
being asked to play a role in a Beijing opera. That’s wrong!”
Liang explained, “It’s quite normal to change one’s work according to the needs of the botanical gardens.”
“But can’t you send Qin to a forestry institute?”
He countered hastily, “Huang Zongying, you mustn’t encourage a brain drain!”
I said laughing, “She wouldn’t give up her medicinal herbs now even if you tried to force her!” Then I asked,
“What about that tree felling incident?”
“What trees?”
“The small foreign poplar trees. Did Qin have a row with somebody over it?”
“She’s hot-tempered and she’s got a sharp tongue.”
“But was she right?”
“Sometimes she’s right. But she ought to be more tactful in her dealings with others. Once some people were
building a shed among the poplars. Suddenly she appeared, yelling that the smoke from the chimney would ruin
the trees. We called a meeting and decided to move the shed.”
It was true. Qin had told me that Liang had called an urgent meeting for that.
“But what about felling the poplars?” I insisted.
“We just wanted to reduce the density of the trees. After a year of planting, sometimes the inside of a tree
changes its color. That means they’re too densely planted.”
I was silent. If what he said was true, then Qin had made a fuss over nothing.
I asked one of her colleagues, “What do you think of Qin’s work in the mountains?”
“She was tough and hard-working. It’s true Luonan County did a very good job in cultivating wild herbs. But
we can’t owe it all to Qin alone. Besides, it can hardly be called scientific research. Many places have done the
same. Even peasants can do it.”
“What about using ultrasonic waves on seeds? Isn’t that a scientific achievement?” I thought of Qin’s index
cards, which were full of notes, records of experiments and so on. I also remembered the article published in the
name of the Scientific Group, Xi’an Botanical Gardens.
“That’s a very common method.”
I asked another man, “Was the criticism of Qin correct? Do you think it was overdone?”
The reply was: “We didn’t play rough here. Nobody ever raised a finger to her. At most, she was asked to wear
a white band round her arm, criticized at several meetings, held in detention for a short period of time. Of course
she did some hard labor. After all it was a big campaign. She should have a correct attitude towards it.”
“How would you carry out the Party’s policies towards someone who had once been illegally detained?”
He found it a strange question and said, “Carry out the Party’s policies towards her? Wasn’t she sent to Beijing
to attend the conference? Besides, no one has ever made any conclusion about her case, nor has anyone put
anything into her file. After all she’s not perfect.”
I also asked the man who had been leading “Qin Guanshu's Case,” “Is Qin really from a landlord’s family?”
He replied seriously, “It’s something one can’t change. According to the form the local government filled in
when she entered college, she’s from a landlord’s family. I sent people to check again. Her class origin’s certain.”
“Qin told me that the local government had never said that her father was a landlord.”
“Everybody wants to defend himself, I suppose.”
“Everybody wants to defend himself,” I repeated. God! In the world of plants, no two leaves have the same
pattern of veins. But in the world of human beings, people have to be classified and tagged all over the country.
But how can these tags express the complications of Chinese society? After all, class origin is not terribly
important.
I asked another comrade, “I think the leaders of Xi’an Botanical Gardens have always supported Qin’s work,
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haven’t they?”
“Not enough. But on the whole, they supported her.”
“Why then do they keep changing her technicians, co-workers and assistants?”
“Qin’s bad-tempered. Besides, she doesn’t behave so well in her personal life. A young technician and she hit it
off well. But … she …”
My heart sank. Qin was simple and honest …
“How old was he?” I asked.
“Twenty-five or six.”
“How could it be possible?” My heart contracted.
“But it’s true that she introduced him to her daughter. He’s probably her son-in-law now.”
I was wide-eyed in astonishment and demanded, “But what’s wrong with that? What’s wrong with that?”
“People don’t like it. There’s a lot of. gossip going on!”
Oh God!
Finally I asked Liang, “Tell me, should I write about Qin or not?”
“Go ahead. It’s your right.”
“Quite a number of people in your gardens have opinions about her. Will it make things worse if I write about
her?”
“It doesn’t matter. We’ll make them understand. After all, it’s only talk. At present, people are just too busy to
care about such things.”
I also asked some other people, “You didn’t agree to send Qin to the National Science Conference, did you?”
Some replied, “Yes, we did.”Others answered, "Someone had to go, but it was wrong to set her up as a model
and ask us to learn from her!”
“Should I write about her?” I did not know whether I was asking myself or the Party secretary.
*
Another Sunday. But to us writers, it did not make much difference. I had learned something new, and there
were more questions in my mind. My political understanding was low; my logic poor. I was not able to make out
what they meant. Nevertheless, Qin had left a deep impression on me in Luonan. I wanted to write about her.
I thought and thought until my head ached. Then I forced myself to read a book on plants. Like a student, I
read while jotting down some notes.
Suddenly Liu Kang appeared. “It’s Sunday,” she said. “Why on earth bury your head in books? Come on!
Have some fun at my home. You’re not to do any work today. Nor do we talk seriously.” Then she dragged me
away.
Chatting while cracking sunflower seeds and drinking tea, I forgot Qin temporarily. Then I picked up the topic
of Qin without realizing it. When I said, “Qin stood before a poplar tree and shouted, ‘Who dares chop it down?
You’ll have to saw me first!’”
Liu stood up abruptly and exclaimed, “Good for her! Good we have such women! We know too little about
her.”
I thought she knew Qin quite well. Otherwise, how could Qin have attended the conference in Beijing when
she was still in a difficult position? But why didn’t Liu mention the fact that she had visited the mountains?
“Someone said that the trees must be felled to reduce the density,” I carried on.
“Oh?” Liu said. “On a problem like that, I think Qin’s the most authoritative person in Xi’an Botanical
Gardens.”
“There are many contradictions,” I said, “I hope I can have an opportunity to talk to the Provincial Commission of Science and Technology.”
“Yang Ge’s the person to go to. I’ll fix an appointment for you.”
As soon as I met Yang, he said to me, “As for felling poplar trees to reduce the density, it’s nonsense. The
leaders of the botanical gardens had decided it. They needed some wood because they were building houses. So
Qin was right. Liang admitted it too, Qin is a woman of principle.”
I told him, “Generally speaking, to praise advanced people is one of the purposes of reportage. Qin’s case is
already beyond its scope. I suggest that you send a group to do some investigation work. For instance, was Qin’s
father a landlord?”
“Even if she’s from a landlord’s family,” he said, “why can’t she be written about? It’s she who counts.
Suppose she’s from a landlord’s family, so what? She’s not her father!”
I added, “Of course, many intellectuals have had a complicated background. Shortly after Liberation, her
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father was appointed the director of a local forestry bureau. He was also made vice-chairman of the local Chinese
Political Consultative Conference. He was a professional. Her mother was a Zhuang serf. Qin’s younger brother
and sister, who were only one or two years her junior, claimed that they were from a professional family. So why
is Qin tagged as from a landlord’s family? During the “cultural revolution,” her father was dismissed and sent
back to his home village. When he became seriously ill, Qin brought him back to town and he died at her house.
So this became her principal crime.”
Yang thought for some time and then said, “I think you'd better write as you want. Be bold! You heard what the
peasants and local cadres said about her; you saw how hard she worked in the village. As for her class origin,
we’ll help you to find it out. Do you still have some hesitations?”
“I’ll certainly write about her even if her father was a war criminal! But I must know some more facts. In her
family, seven people have worked in forestry. You know, one of the first people who became engaged in it was
Qin’s husband. It’s not an easy job. Landlord! Are the Qins all so eager to work in forestry so that they can take
over the bare mountains and deserts? Do they want to be the owners of the forests?”
I poured out all my anger and frustrations. My voice grew louder, as if I was quarrelling with someone. Yang
did not mind. He smiled. “Carry on! Write it up! We’ll support you. Don’t worry.”
I’m neither cowardly, nor dauntless. My job is to write for society. Of course, Qin was not perfect. But who is?
Qin still remained vague, unclear. Though I had already filled a notebook, it was like a tangled mess of threads.
During the “cultural revolution,” I came to know a lot about myself and others. When someone mentioned a
name, others would say immediately, “Oh, I know him.” Did they really know him? No. Their knowledge was
derived from the big-character posters, tabloids and criticism meetings. And there were so many cases where there
was no clear verdict; so much hearsay. The problems of class origin, identification and so on were passed on from
mouth to mouth, yet no one bothered to find out the truth. So they stuck. The people in Xi’an Botanical Gardens
had no real prejudice against Qin, but their minds had been poisoned, thanks to the ten years of chaos.
I planned to finish writing this when the wild-geese returned from the north. However, hesitation delayed my pen.
Should I write about contradictions? Would the reportage be published? Would it solve the problems? Qin had
been to Beijing to attend the conference. Her case was certainly better than many other intellectuals whose
problems still remained. If it was no longer typical, this was good news.
I dreamed of seeing the wild-geese hovering, circling outside my window. They perched in a semi-circle round
my desk, looking at my manuscript. I heard a gander say, “Ah—that’s very common, very common. We often see
such cases on our way from north to south and south to north. Very often!”
The others urged, “Solve their problems! Hurry! Hurry!”
They took away my manuscript, each bird holding in its beak a sheet of paper. In a V formation, they flew
away, far, far away …
41.122a & 150.113 1. Excerpt from A Second Kind Of Loyalty: “Murder At Nenjiang Camp” 2. Excerpt from
At The Bridge Site\fn{by Liu Pin-yen [Binyan] (1925- )} Chang-chun, Kirin Province, China (M) 11
1
… “It happened in April, 1969,” Chen went on, as though the incident was still clear in his memory. “It was a
murder I witnessed during my term of imprisonment at Nenjiang Labor Camp in Heilongjiang Province.
“There were more than a hundred prisoners in the camp, and one day we were out cutting grass under the
supervision of Captain Li, a young city-bred soldier, and three PLA\fn{ People’s Liberation Army.} guards. We each
had to cut a quota of three hundred catties. Li Zhi-rong, a prisoner, who had always been very positive in his
attitude towards reform, had already cut 415 catties of grass that morning, and he was busy that afternoon cutting
more.
“Our group leader, a man called Liu De-yuan, was marking the area with red flags. Usually four flags were set
out in a square, but for some .reason on this occasion he planted five of them in the form of a some-what irregular
pentagon. Prisoner Li, who had his head down and was busy cutting, walked here”—Chen made a mark above the
upper left-hand comer of the “pentagon,” which he had drawn for me on a piece of paper.
“One of the guards shouted at Li, to tell him that he had stepped out of the line. Li protested that he had not.
Under normal circumstances, he would have been right. The guard did not like his defiant attitude, and ordered
him forward. Li obeyed. He was now about five metres outside that day’s perimetre. At that moment, another
soldier, he may have been a sergeant, who was warming himself at a fire, walked across to see what was going on.
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The two soldiers murmured among themselves, and the sergeant asked Li: ‘What are you in here for?’ ‘Counterrevolution.’ ‘What was your occupation in the past?’ ‘Platoon leader, Division 208, KMT\fn{ Koumintang; (Nationalist
Chinese)} Youth Army.’ ‘Did you ever kill a man?’ ‘Yes.’
“Then the sergeant ordered Li to turn around. Li obeyed. The sergeant meanwhile was fumbling in his pocket
for bullets, and in his haste dropped one on the ground, which he stooped down to retrieve. Li was a former
soldier himself, and the moment he heard the gun being loaded he spun round. The shot struck him right in the
midriff, and he fell flat on the ground, whereupon the sergeant promptly fired again into the air. The captain raced
to the scene and, after hurriedly conferring with his sergeant, called a general meeting of all the prisoners on the
grass-cutting detail and announced: ‘Prisoner Li Zhirong crossed the line in spite of a warning shot fired by one of
my men. He was caught red-handed and shot dead. You may cease work for today!’
“Li Zhi-rong, meanwhile, struggled to his knees, despite the pain his wound was causing him, but collapsed
again immediately.
“The prisoners were remanded to their cells and a single soldier was left to keep watch over the body. The
following day two prisoners from the Truck Unit were sent to the scene to collect the corpse. On their return they
secretly told us that the original arrangement of the flags had been tampered with: they had been moved so that
the corpse lay more than ten metres outside the perimeter.
“It was murder committed in broad daylight, in the presence of over a hundred prisoners!” concluded Chen. He
then read out in one breath the names of fourteen eyewitnesses. It struck me how haunted he must have been by
this event, to be able to recall the details of the scene and the names of the eyewitnesses with such precision after
all these years. Then another important fact seemed to come into his mind:
“The body was still warm when it was collected the following day! That proves that Li did not die immediately
after the shooting. There must have been a period of ten hours or more during which his life could have been
saved. And all that time there was a soldier standing guard over him!” …
2
… Two days after I returned from the great bridge at Ling-k’ou, Crew Chief Lo and Engineer Tseng had a talk.
It began as a personal talk, but ended by becoming strictly business-one might even say, political.\fn{ A note reads:
The line between reportage, what may be called the feature story in Western journalism, and the short story as fiction is rather thin in the
People’s Republic. Theoretically, the former is supposed to be true to facts, but the ideological guidelines for both remain the same. The
present story is a report, hence its characters and events are meant to be real. It starts with a long flashback, about two-fifths of the entire
report, recalling the author’s visit to a bridge construction site on the Yellow River a few years back and presenting three main characters:
Lo Li-cheng, the chief of the construction crew and a veteran Party member who had been through the War of Liberation with the author
and later became an expert in bridge construction, but also became conservative in his work style and life; Chou Wei-pen, director of
engineering services at the construction site, who shares Lo’s conservatism; and Tseng Kang, a younger engineer who dares to assume
responsibilities and make decisions. Episodes are related to portray these three different personalities and the conflict between them .}

Perhaps because he had not been to Crew Chief Lo's home for a long while, as soon as Tseng Kang walked in
he felt tense all over, like a young student entering the examination hall when he can’t count on the test going
well.
Crew Chief Lo was nevertheless still the same as he had been when Tseng Kang was last there two years
before. With affable naturalness he bade Tseng Kang sit in his own broken-down swivel chair, and then went to
make tea.
They exchanged platitudes about the weather and the news of the crew, and then Lo Li-cheng smoothly led
their conversation to the topic at hand.
“It’s not simple, no, not by any means,” said Lo Li-cheng in a drawn-out voice, “but accomplishments in the
building up of our fatherland these past few years have been nothing short of astounding. Do you still remember
the time when we were building wooden bridges? Just compare then to now. Really! In those days we would not
even have ventured to imagine it …” He swallowed half a cup or more of cold tea in one gulp, and then
continued:
“Of course, it’s not as though there are no shortcomings. Sure there are. Take you and me, for example. For us,
with our levels, to take on such responsibilities—who would dare to claim no deficiencies? There are deficiencies,
sure there are …”
From Lo Li-cheng’s tone of voice, Tseng Kang knew that these words were a conversational opening, and that
the denial would follow immediately to negate what had just been said. First confirm, then deny; a pro and then a
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con: this formula was exceptionally strong. As expected, Lo Li-cheng’s glance became even more sincere and
moving, and his tone grew even more forceful:
“But no matter how many defects there may be, accomplishment is still the main thing. Whoever overlooks
this point is making a mistake. Take bridge-building—take our crew, for instance. Some have criticized us, citing
our waste and our cost overruns; and these are undeniable facts. If we lost money, we lost money, that’s all. But
the bridge? The bridge construction is progressing! Before we came, there was no bridge along this stretch of the
Yellow River, but when we have gone, there will be a bridge here. From nothing to something—that’s
accomplishment. Sure, we’ve spent a little more money. But we will have built the bridge!”
As he went on and on, he fished from his pocket a thin sheet of white paper, a galley proof of an article, and
handed it to Tseng Kang. As soon as he saw it, Tseng Kang understood. It was an article written by a
correspondent from the Third Team. So all this talk had been because of this! He laughed.
His laugh didn't really mean anything, but Lo Li-cheng’s expression suddenly changed; he stood up and paced
back and forth on the dirt floor, and then said sternly:
“'The leadership is conservative! ‘Conservative!’ Based on what? That our production goals have been lowered
a bit? That we’ve fallen behind quota? But this was approved by the Bureau! And it’s the same for all the sections
and crews under the Engineering Bureau. Calling the bridge crew leadership conservative is the same as calling
the leadership of the Engineering Bureau conservative. Such things shouldn’t be said so blithely.”
Tseng Kang knew that this debate could get them nowhere. He had long been planning to lay these questions
out for thorough discussion, but this was not the right place; it would be best done at a Party Committee meeting.
Wanting to wind up this conversation, he remarked casually:
“This article mainly commends the workers’ enthusiasm for their work. Isn’t the title Young Vanguards of
Bridge Crew’s Third Team Launch Quota-Doubling Campaign? The conservatism of the leadership is only
mentioned once.”
Lo Li-cheng suddenly planted himself right in front of Tseng Kang, looked him straight in the eye, and said
very sternly:
“Yes, yes, that's precisely the problem. Think about it carefully, pal. The workers want to undertake a doubling
of quotas: isn’t that the same as saying that the official quota is too conservative? Aren’t conservative quotas the
same as saying that the leadership of the Engineering Bureau is conservative? Any discerning person can see that
at a glance. OK, that’s number one. What’s even more important is that some of the other teams cannot meet even
a single quota. What will happen if our superiors in the Ministry find this out? They’ll order the Engineering
Bureau to push the same campaign in all the teams. And that would really put the chief of the Bureau on the spot,
since it clearly couldn’t be done. But of course the Ministry would be bound to say that if the bridge crew can do
it, then why can’t the other crews? And that’s the least that would happen. If the comrades in charge at Party
Central found out about this, things might be rough even for the Ministry’s leadership—they’d have to instigate
the same drive nationwide.”
“What’s wrong with that?” Tseng Kang asked. Though he felt his anger rising, he couldn’t help feeling that Lo
Li-cheng’s manner of speaking was laughable.
“Let’s all exceed our quotas: what’s wrong with that?”
“No,” Lo Li-cheng extended a hand, as if to block the other’s mouth, “the problem is that it’s not feasible! Ten
fingers have never been of equal length. I know that there was such a campaign in the Soviet Union—called
Double Quotas—but that’s the Soviet Union. No, it just wouldn’t work. It’s no good importing Soviet gimmicks
to China. China has her own unique points. For example, in the Soviet Union one can criticize the leaders, but not
in China. When a major movement like the Three Antis or Five Antis is to be undertaken, and when there is a
directive from the Central Government, it’s OK to criticize. Normally, when there is no directive, we cannot
criticize the Bureau; if we want to criticize, it has to be authorized by the Bureau. In the Soviet Union they have a
penchant for rushing things, but in China we prefer stability. That’s another unique feature of China. If we pay
greater heed to China’s uniqueness in all things, we won’t make mistakes. Do you understand?”
Now it was Tseng Kang who stood up. He had heard such talk more than once, and it was precisely because he
had heard it more than once that he could bear it no longer. He wanted to pour out to Lo Li-cheng all those
opinions which he had pondered so often, but he didn’t know where to begin. If he spoke, it would have to be
forcefully, so that the other would be unable to retaliate.
Thus he hesitated for a moment before speaking his piece:
“Enough, Crew Chief Lo! The things you don’t like you say run counter to China’s uniqueness and therefore
can’t be implemented. The things you like you say must be done this way because of China’s uniqueness. No, that
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just won’t wash. Answer me this, Crew Chief Lo: can it be that these are China’s only unique characteristics?
Production conditions are backward, there aren’t enough machines, the leaders give no encouragement, and yet
the workers still want to undertake double quotas. Isn’t this a feature of China? You speak only of the
characteristics of backwardness; do you mean that these characteristics don’t need to be changed at all? Since the
workers aren’t highly skilled, the machinery frequently breaks down, and when the machinery isn’t working, the
only thing we can do is to use human labor. Granting that this is a characteristic of China, then what harm to
China if we raise the workers’ skills? The cadres’ education is at a low level, and the workers are culturally
limited, so all we can do is to have more meetings, long meetings; this is a characteristic of China. But if you have
meetings every day, meeting after meeting, the cadres needn’t think, arid the workers have no way to learn; how
can they advance?”
He wanted to go on, but he suddenly saw that Lo Li-cheng’s eyes were already heavy with sleep, as though he
hadn’t heard these words at all, and so he did not continue.
Lo Li-cheng hadn’t the slightest interest in these abstract questions. He had always limited his concern to
tangible problems. At that moment what he was thinking about was how this conflagration could be squelched.
Don’t let the article get in the press, don’t let this troublesome quota-increasing campaign get started. He also
considered the possible reactions of the Bureau Chief and his deputy to all of this in the event that it could not be
quashed.
*
As always, just when Tseng Kang’s anger was at its height, Lo Li-cheng led the conversation to a more
peaceful topic; he quite seriously began to discuss with Tseng Kang how the various preparatory tasks could be
completed before the coming of high water, what to do about the outdated cement and the substandard rock, and
even how the next crew work meeting should be conducted. By that time, flocks of cawing crows were flying
over the roof, and in the tiers of caves on the loess hills opposite the house the lights of many homes were already
lit. As for Tseng Kang, he was so tired he wanted to yawn; with one hand he was lightly rapping the table. Lo Licheng wrapped up the last subject. He stood up and shook Tseng Kang’s hand very warmly, saying:
“Things are always a lot more complicated than we think. I think it would be best not to publish this article in a
hurry. We should go over it with the Party Committee secretary.” Only upon seeing no opposition in Tseng Kang’s
eyes did he venture to add:
“As for the matter of the quota-doubling campaign, it’s not that I’m against it, but how can we not discuss such
a big undertaking with the Party Committee? I think the best thing to do would be to try it out first with the two
vanguard groups, and then consider the question of expanding it.”
They had already walked out the door, and Lo Li-cheng had already seen Tseng Kang up to the road when he
said in a low voice, if to one of his own men:
“I’m telling you this only because we’re old comrades. Some comrades at Crew Headquarters are saying that
you’re too narrow-minded, and that you see only shortcomings and not accomplishments. And some of the cadres
in charge have asked whether or not this is a kind of anti-Party feeling; if it isn’t, then why are you going to such
lengths to find fault with the leadership?”
Tseng Kang had been walking toward the riverbank, but when he heard this last remark he suddenly halted.
The sky was already quite dark, and the wind blowing across the river made it hard to catch one’s breath; it was
obviously not the time for conversation. He turned his back to the wind and stood there several seconds; then,
without saying a word, he walked away …
On the wall outside the crew chiefs office there hung a large wooden box on which Suggestion Box was
written in large letters. The lock was rusted shut, and no one put any suggestions in. The workers passed Crew
Headquarters twice a day going to and from work, yet very seldom did anyone enter the office and sit down to
talk. And it was no wonder: since even the opinions and suggestions which had been put into effect were subject
to rejection, what was the use of talking? There was an altogether different atmosphere in Crew Headquarters.
The expression used most often at Crew Headquarters was “normal.” “Normal” was what was uttered by the
heads of the various sections when they reviewed the work of the past seven days at the weekly planning sessions:
“normal” was what appeared in the telephoned instructions and in reports to the Bureau. This so-called “normal”
meant that everything that should have been transmitted, disposed of, discussed, and calculated had indeed been
done.
But any difficulties or problems that remained after all this had been done, or any requests or proposals from
the masses were not mentioned. Crew Chief Lo recognized only the decisions, instructions, regulations, and rules
which came from the Bureau; as for all the ideas, suggestions, or procedures coming from the masses, he ignored
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them, even though they might be just what was needed to implement a directive. And if a suggestion or proposal
went beyond the confines of planning or regulations, and Crew Chief Lo had not had time to think of it himself,
he would view it with commingled tension and repugnance. If they imprudently violated the status quo of the
crew, if they threatened the state of “normalcy” in the crew, or contravened some regulation laid down five years
previously, or—and this is especially important—if they didn’t happen to pertain to what was currently being
advocated by the Bureau, or if they might run counter to “the intentions of the leadership,” then they would be
regarded with consternation as dissident, and would be deemed “risky.”
At every opportunity, Lo Li-cheng would deliver repeated enjoinders to the cadres of the Crew Headquarters
and the various teams:
“With us, the most important thing is grasping the intentions of the leaders. We must be understanding with
regard to the difficulties of our superiors. At times you might think that the leaders are careless, or that they are
dragging their feet, but you can rest assured that they do know what they’re doing; there’s a purpose to it all.”
In implementing the regulations which came down from above, Lo Li-cheng had always spared no effort,
sometimes even at the cost of favorable working conditions. I myself saw one such strange incident.
The original specification of the Engineering Bureau for the square-dressed stone used in masonry arch bridges
allowed a tolerance of no more than two centimeters. This was what the Technical Office required of the
stonemasons, and anything exceeding two centimeters was simply regarded as waste. After working for half a
month and cutting several thousand blocks of stone, of which seventy-five percent did not meet this requirement,
the workers were unable to obtain their base pay. The older workers and the technicians had mentioned on
numerous occasions that such precision was unnecessary for the square-dressed stone of a stone arch bridge.
Moreover, the texture of the stone was actually too coarse; either the corners fell off, or it split. The dispute
became quite heated, and Director Chou of the Engineering Office went to the work site for an on-the-spot look.
Actually, it was not that the workers were lazy or their skill inadequate; this kind of stone was just unsuitable for
fine work. Returning to Crew Headquarters, Chou reported the situation to Crew Chief Lo, the two exchanged
views, and then Crew Chief Lo signed an order to the stone-working team:
In order to guarantee the quality of the stone arch bridge, specifications for square-dressed stone shall not be
changed ar-bitrarily; it is necessary to adhere strictly to the stipulations of the Engineering Bureau and work according
to the original specifications.

This matter subsequently caused a commotion in the Engineering Bureau, which sent someone to make an
inspection. The specified tolerance for square-dressed stone was broadened fourfold to eight centimeters, and it
was felt that this would have no effect whatsoever on the sturdiness of the bridge. Then they went to find the
several thousand reject stone blocks, but they had disappeared without a trace—they had been used by the
Municipal Construction Bureau to pave roads.
In this respect, Lo Li-cheng had always done too much rather than too little. If the Bureau wanted everyone in
the crew to be reminded of safety, then Crew Headquarters would have the workers discuss it three times. If the
Bureau said that a study session would have to be organized to discuss safety, then the bridge crew would be
making reports and holding all kinds of discussions every night for a whole week. But after that week had passed,
Crew Headquarters could forget all about the matter of safety.
This is what is known as “dissemblance.”
Director Chou Wei-pen of the Engineering Office was the first to catch on to this “spirit.” No harm done if one
frequently utters the words “not enough” in all matters. For things such as the technical proposals and procedures
submitted by the various teams, the Engineering Office would always increase the assurance factor by twenty
percent over the original base. Several hundred tons of concrete, steel, and lumber were absolutely wasted under
the demand of “striving for safety.” But no one could pin the blame on Director Chou; “Safety First” was the
directive from above, you know, and of course not one cent went into Chou Wei-pen’s own pocket!
There was one occasion in the Party Committee office when I spoke with Party Committee Secretary Chang
Chih-hua about this problem of “dissemblance.” Having heard what I had to say about conditions I had witnessed
during this period, he shredded a leaf of tobacco into his pipe, which was worn shiny from use, and laboriously
drew on it awhile until the tobacco leaf was more or less alight. A sardonic smile suddenly appeared on his face,
as though he had thought of some past unpleasantness:
“Outsiders as well as the people in the Bureau say that as for the chief of the bridge crew, he’s really strong in
organization and discipline. Nobody else asks for instructions as often as he does, and the bridge crew carries out
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the instructions of the Bureau with the greatest resolve. That is indeed a fact. But after all, what is organization
and discipline? He doesn’t study the policies of the Central Committee, and if the decisions and instructions of the
Central Committee aren’t accompanied by orders from the Bureau, he doesn’t pay attention to them. He seldom
reads the editorials in the Party paper; he says that they are written with a view toward ‘conditions in general,’
whereas the crew is a ‘specific case’ and is thus not the same.”
He drew fiercely at his pipe, choked and coughed a bit, and then said:
“He has one guideline: if someone doesn’t do things according to the newspaper editorials, even under the
worst circumstances he would not be punished for that. That doesn’t count as a mistake. And if the Party’s policy
is contravened by adhering to administrative orders, well, the lower levels wouldn’t be held responsible. That’s
his logic.”
Listening to the words of this emaciated comrade, whose face was pale due to anemia, I could more or less
understand what the major difficulties were in his daily work.
The crew chief was a member of the Party Committee. He had never opposed the majority resolutions at the
Party Committee meetings, and he ordinarily respected the opinions of the Party Committee secretary. But the
right conditions had to exist in order to implement any resolution or view. Many of these conditions could not
emerge without administrative support and action, and the administrative leader—the crew chief, in this case—
could always point out scores of concrete difficulties as excuses for postponing things with which he was not
totally pleased or things which he did not consider urgent. And yet no one could reprimand him, because he of
course did not oppose the resolutions of the Party Committee.
When the Party Committee secretary had been there for three months he could see that things were not moving
ahead properly, and so he put his main effort to the task. Relying on his political savvy, acquired through lengthy
political work, he spotted the third team right away. Tseng Kang of the third team assisted the Party Committee
secretary in three ways: as an administrative leader and chief engineer, he did his best to create conditions in his
own team, organized true competitions in accordance with Party Committee resolutions, and put into practice
every feasible and rational proposal from the workers; as a member of the Youth League Committee, he first
established three watchdog posts in the third team, which was a major impetus to reforms in administrative
management and construction organization; and lastly, as a comrade, he spent a month’s time helping the Party
Committee secretary, a layman, to become thoroughly acquainted with the theory of bridge construction and the
fundamental principles of organizing construction work.
What Chang Chih-hua originally had in mind was to first set an example in the third team and have the other
teams follow it, and this would impel the leaders at Crew Headquarters to improve their own work. But this task
turned out to be a lot more complicated than he had imagined. It was easy to teach the other teams a couple of the
experiences of the third team, but it was a lot harder to effect a turnaround in the basic attitude of the crew chief
and the strong influence it had upon the various divisions and teams. If this influence were not changed, then even
good innovations would soon deteriorate. When the Youth League watchdog posts of the third team were
extended to the fifth team, they suddenly became “commendation” posts; each time one person was criticized,
five others were praised on the blackboards and in wall posters. This was an idea suggested by the crew chief after
he had come, saying that it was necessary to do more praising and complimenting lest the watchdog posts became
alienated from the masses. The watchdog posts had been established in the second team for only five days when
thirteen instances of procrastination, negligence, and irresponsiblity in the work of the team and of Crew
Headquarters were revealed. On the seventh day, the secretary of the Youth League branch returned from Crew
Headquarters and with knit brows relayed the opinion of Crew Chief Lo: the main task of the watchdog posts was
to supervise issues among the workers, and they should not level attacks at the leadership; if this were to continue,
it might threaten the leadership’s authority.
*
The Lo Li-cheng I remember was the man who came south with the army in 1949, carrying a heavy pack and
traveling at night beneath the moon and stars along the route of the Peking-Hankow railway. Our job then was
truly difficult: we had to recruit and train the workers ourselves, and to find our own tools and materials. And the
deadlines for rush bridge-building were very tight.
How many evenings we sat by the fire outside our tent, drying our drenched clothing and chatting idly about
everything under the sun! How can young people gazing into a burning fire not think about anything and
everything?
“After the war’s over, I want to keep on building bridges,” Lo Li-cheng said. “I’ll study up on the technology,
get a group of men and some machinery—there’ll be machinery then—and go to the Yellow River and the
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Yangtze and build one bridge after another! Without bridges, there can be no roads. And when the bridge-builders
have gone, those who come after needn’t fear big rivers or gorges; they can all just zip right on across.:
Our conversation drifted from building bridges to building cars, tractors, tanks, and cannon, and then returned
to building bridges.
“Have you ever seen an arch bridge?” Lo Li-cheng asked the men around the fire, and then answered himself.
“They’re the most magnificent. Just like ribbons. Now we can only build stone arch bridges, but wouldn’t it be
great if we could build steel arch bridges across the Yellow River and the Yangtze?”
Seemingly somewhat abashed at his own fantasy, he grinned. The firelight shone on his ruddy face, on his
shining eyes …
In six years’ time, what had formerly been a dream had now come to pass. It was none other than Lo Li-cheng
who had already built more than one bridge across the Yellow River, and China’s first large arch bridge was being
erected under his command. The strange thing was that Lo Li-cheng was not excited by any of this. Of course, in
reviewing the achievements of the past few years, it wasn’t that he felt no pride; his tired face would reveal a
smile, but in a moment it would be gone.
Yes, Lo Li-cheng had changed. The tempering of these past few years had made him much more mature than
before, but time had seemingly imbued him with something else as well. I am at a loss to give a clear account of
this change, yet I remember the old Lo Li-cheng as being interested in everything, and always wanting to have a
hand in things himself.
But now, he had a dislike for concrete, complex matters. At several Crew Headquarters planning meetings, the
various section chiefs would bring up questions—for instance, questions like the irrationality of quotas following
the implementation of piecework wages, and workers’ opinions—and what I saw in the face of the taciturn Lo Licheng was always a mixed expression of indifference and impatience.
Speaking of his change, there’s one other thing. When he saw something that didn’t jibe with his own view, or
something he didn’t understand, he never doubted himself, but would often disparagingly pick it apart, or even
ridicule it:
“Did you see? Engineer Tseng Kang is reading Dream of the Red Chamber,” he suddenly said, his mouth next
to my ear. Seeing that I was perplexed, he repeated himself:
“A member of the Youth League Committee and an engineer, reading Dream of the Red Chamber! Interesting!
Most interesting!”
I wanted to ask him what was so strange about that. The strange thing to me was a bridge crew chief and Party
Committee member who didn’t pick up a newspaper for weeks and who never read novels.\fn{ The Dream Of the Red
Chamber is a novel by Ts’ao Chan (1715?-1763) is both a novel of a triangular love affair and the fall of a great family, but the first
outstanding pice of Chinese prose fiction with a tragic ending, and written in the vernacular .}

One evening at the end of April, I caught a ride with Crew Chief Lo from the Ling-k’ou bridge site back to
Crew Headquarters. He was driving the car himself, and I sat in the seat next to him. It was a blustery day, and the
car was creeping forward through vast clouds of yellow sand. The little flagstaff on the front of the car was
quivering, whipped by the gale. Grains of sand entered the jeep through every crack, and I seemed to sense the
sand gradually piling up between the roots of my hair.
My friend was in a very strange mood that day. He said nothing from the time we got into the car, but frowned
out through the windshield at the swirling sand, turning the steering wheel carefully with both hands. After we
had traveled about ten minutes or so, he suddenly spat vehemently. I thought he was trying to spit the sand out of
his mouth, but then he said:
“A bunch of firebrands!”
Then I knew that he was thinking about the meeting he had just had with the workers of the third team.
A misunderstanding had arisen: Crew Chief Lo had originally come to give a report to everyone, but the
workers had inundated him with a clamor of suggestions. Naturally he was less than pleased.
“Have you ever led troops?” he asked, inclining his head slightly toward me, but keeping his eyes ahead.
“There’s an old saying: ‘Leading soldiers is like leading tigers.’ I think that leading workers must be a lot harder
than leading troops. I really envy the troop cadres. In the army, there’s no need to have the soldiers discuss battle
plans, let alone offer suggestions to the commander. But here, the fact that there are a lot of talkers is the least of
my problems. There’s no telling but that one of these days they’ll stir up a real mess for you. And if something
happens, the leaders are right in the line of fire.”
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I disagreed, saying that even though the workers liked to make suggestions, they still had respect for
specialized knowledge and labor discipline. I had been with the bridge crew for more than half a month and had
yet to see subordinates fail to carry out any order from Crew Headquarters.
“But they’re so full of opinions! They’re asking for the sky, and I can’t just completely ignore their demands.”
Lo Li-cheng shook his head vigorously.
“Also, do you have any idea how many opportunities there are for us bridge workers to make mistakes? What
with wind and rain, floods and ice floes, and Old Man Heaven not bothering to solicit your opinion in the matter.
That’s number one. And there’s no way to see or fathom how things are beneath the water. That’s number two.
And we can’t neglect policies, decisions, or instructions from above. That’s number three. And now there’s a
fourth—the people’s inspectorate, supervision by the construction banks, the opinions of the workers.
“I often think that since we have the correct leadership of the Party, what else do we need to do?”
He paused for a moment, as though giving me a chance to think of how to answer this question, and then after
a bit he continued in measured tones:
“There’s only one requirement: Don’t make mistakes! If you avoid making mistakes, you have won a victory!
That’s the only requirement, but it’s very hard to fulfill.”
These words did sound reasonable, but they were not completely correct. Only when I had connected these
words with all I had seen and heard during my time with the bridge crew did I understand their meaning.
Assume that at that moment we were riding not in a car but on a ship. This sailor was saying: Alright, let’s stop
here; this way we’ll be safe, and not run aground.
No, the purpose of sailing is not to avoid running aground, and the purpose of working should not be to avoid
making mistakes!
Watching Lo Li-cheng, his lips pinched in deep thought, I felt that now I finally understood him.
*
At the end of April, the waters of the Yellow River darkened. This was a warning of high water soon to come.
The bridge men here had to face the threats of Nature twice a year: high water in spring and ice floes in winter.
As they watched the water level rise day by day and the flow grow swifter and swifter, the workers’ anxiety
mounted even faster. If they didn’t rush to keep the piers built up higher than the water level, they would be
throwing away half a year’s time, and would have to wait until fall, when the high water receded, before they
could resume construction. The pace of work suddenly accelerated.
The flood was relentless. It wanted to win. It descended on the bridge project, rushing and surging every which
way and seeking to upend the sheet-steel pilings which stood in the middle of the river.
The hydrographic station telephoned several times a day to report on the water level and flow rate. The number
of days left for safe construction could not be counted on the fingers of one hand. But construction of two piers of
the two great bridges on the Yellow River continued. There was a danger that the sheet-steel pilings would
collapse.
On May 7, the sheet-steel pilings of pier 1 of the arch bridge began to lean backward on the upstream side.
Should construction work continue? Or should the sheet-steel pilings first be strengthened? The engineer in
charge couldn’t decide, so he asked Crew Headquarters what to do. Crew Chief Lo ran over to the bridge to take a
look, and then ran back again, his brows furrowed in intense concentration and worry: If we go on, we might not
be able to make it, and if the steel pilings collapse or someone is drowned, what then? If we stop, the high water
might rise too fast for us to keep the piers built up above the water level, and who could assume that
responsibility? A decision has to be made, and right away. But it’s too difficult. No matter how I decide, success is
uncertain, and there’s a seventy percent chance of making a mistake. I’ll have to be responsible, but how can I
bear such a responsibility?
Yet in a crisis there sometimes arises wisdom: Ask the Engineering Bureau for instructions! There was no
better way. If only the division chief or the bureau chief would pass judgment on the matter, then all problems, all
difficulties would cease to exist.
So Crew Chief Lo picked up the phone. The division chief was out, and so was his deputy. They were still out
the second time he picked up the phone. The third time, the operator went to call the division chief out of a
meeting. But Crew Chief Lo had been to the riverbank to see things for himself, while the division chief had no
idea how the water situation was. Of course he had to think it over. They agreed that he would call back that night
to give the division’s considered opinion on the matter.
At five in the afternoon, when Crew Chief Lo had only just gotten through to the division chief on the phone,
the round steel piling was flattened to an ovoid shape, and the whole thing was lying over on its back. The
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workers on shore were making ready to go save the machinery in it, but it was already too risky and no one would
let them go. At half past five, the timbers of the catwalk began to creak and groan, and by six o’clock that evening
the catwalk in front of the steel piling had been swept asunder by the current. Around seven, Director Chou was
still in his office waiting for a phone call when there came from outside cries of alarm and sounds of confusion.
Without looking, Lo Li-cheng knew what had happened. But he walked with the crowds toward the':
riverbank. By the time he got there, the steel piling was gone without a trace. A worker next to him was crying:
“A piling of more than a hundred sheets of steel! How can we dredge for it?”
“We’ve got to dredge it up; the bridge pier has got to be built at this spot.”
“The pumps have been swept away, too.”
The workers were discussing the damage caused by this disaster.
The crew chief knew more clearly than they; he had thought of it long ago. Dredging expenses, material
expenses, the expense of lost working time … if you wanted, he could have figured it all out within ten minutes.
But he was thinking of something else:
“Oh, how fortunate, how very fortunate, that I had already gotten through on the phone-no matter what, I did
ask for instructions.”
*
During that same period, another thing happened at the Ling-k’ou bridge.
The Ling-k’ou bridge was some several miles distant from the great arch bridge. The high water which beat
against the piers of the great arch bridge would reach the piers of the Ling-k’ou bridge just several minutes later.
On the morning of May 7, when Tseng Kang emerged from his tent near the bridgehead, the water of the river
was sweeping almost level with the top of pier 5, and down below, the foundation was only six inches or more
short of being finished. But the high water might knock out the catwalk at any time, cutting off the workers’
retreat, and it might at any moment force its way into the pier works and bury the workers inside.
“If the pier doesn’t stay above water, no train could use this rail bridge.”
“Look at that head of water! It’ll soon be as tall as you!”
“No matter what, we’ve got to get it up!”
There was a hubbub of debate among the workers. Tseng Kang immediately assembled the activists to hold a
discussion: Was it possible to continue construction work? If so, how could safety be guaranteed?
Before the meeting was over, the foundation workers who had come on shift that morning estabiished an
assault team. When this bunch of husky young fellows put on their rubber suits and walked across the trembling
catwalk to work, they were not without apprehension: the high water had but to lash out in a sudden fury and they
would surely be stranded out there. But everyone knew how vital these next eight hours were to be, and they had
faith that the engineer in charge and the veteran workers knew what they were doing and would not leave them in
the lurch.
Preparations had been made the day before. The catwalk had been repaired and all the steel cables inspected.
The pumps at the bottom of the sheet-steel piling had been replaced, an extra row of braces had been added to the
piling’s midsection, and a ring of sandbags had been placed around the top. And numerous other procedures had
been thought up at the meeting that day. The plan was to hold out till the last second if they could, but if water
conditions changed drastically, work would be halted at once.
Beneath the water, the crusher bored through the rock at a faster pace, making a continuous roar. A man had
been stationed atop a ladder to watch the shore, his hand clutching a switch. At a wave of the flag on the bank, he
would kill the green light and turn on the red light ordering the workers to retreat. But none of the workers had
time to look up and watch the lights.
Every slight rise in the river water was noticed immediately down in the sunk shaft. By noon, the water was
above the workers’ knees, and by two in the afternoon the braces of the sheet-steel piling had buckled under the
flood, and water was gushing in through the seams of the piling. The workers did not dare to stand upright—if
they did, they would get water all down their necks. In surge after surge the water flooded in, and the large pipes
of the pumps could not draw it off fast enough. The workers stuck to their tasks as the sunk shaft slowly sank.
At that moment, the phone rang in the team office. No one was there to answer it. A few minutes later it rang
again, and still no one answered. The phone went on ringing insistently, and finally a worker passing by on his
way to work went in and picked up the receiver. The voice at the other end said that according to their
understanding the catwalk at the Ling-k’ou bridge was no longer serviceable, and it would have to be torn down
immediately. The worker told him that the catwalk had already been repaired yesterday, and that it couldn’t be
dismantled now—how would the men down in the sunk shaft get back? The voice at the other end was silent for a
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moment, and then said that construction must be halted, that they should wait for instructions from the Bureau,
and that he wanted Engineer Tseng to come to the phone.
The worker put down the receiver and walked off toward the work site. He saw Engineer Tseng at the end of
the bridge and was going to tell him to come answer the phone, but on second thought he decided not to. The rush
job was more important, and right now no one would be willing to drop what he was doing if asked. So he took
off his cotton coat, donned his rubber jacket, and mounted the catwalk.
The phone lay there in the office, and no one paid it any heed.
Down in the sunk shaft, the water was still rising. The men had been working for four hours, and they were
weary; the grit was choking, and the air was foul. Tseng Kang ordered that the system of three eight-hour work
shifts be changed to four six-hour shifts, and that a group of men be on constant standby to relieve the overtired
workers.
Dawn had just broken when the sunk shaft was finished. When the last shift of workmen filed up the ladder
above water level, their ears had been deafened by the pounding, but in their hearts there burned the torch of true
elation. Upon reaching the top, without heed for the fact that the catwalk was already awash, they shouted toward
the shore at the tops of their lungs:
“We made it!”
“It’s all done!”
“No problem here!”
The men on the bank had long been awaiting this news. Everyone breathed a sigh of relief: these past twentyfour hours had been really dangerous.
But they didn’t stay happy for long. A few minutes later they received some discouraging news: pier 1 of the
arch bridge had collapsed under the flood.
*
Before leaving the bridge crew, I came to the edge of the river to say goodbye to the unfinished arch bridge.
I said goodbye to Crew Chief Lo and Director Chou. It was already twilight, and the work site was bathed in
silence. Usually at this time the workers would have been moving back and forth changing shifts; it was the time
of greatest activity. After the collapse of pier 1, the various projects had all been halted, and the entire work site
went into mourning over this misfortune.
Viewing this scene, I could not help sighing. Lo Li-cheng sighed along with me. But I knew from his most
recent report to the Bureau that he didn’t consider himself responsible for the pier 1 incident. The high water had
come too early, and what could one do in the face of natural calamities.
I suddenly thought of one of Director Chou’s favorite sayings, and said sardonically, “It’s not easy building
bridges, you know!”
“That’s right, it’s not easy,” echoed Director Chou at once; “it’s fortunate that this time no one was killed or
injured. Such a great flood! And it came so suddenly! It wasn’t simple, to avoid losing life.”
Crew Chief Lo immediately raised the question to a philosophical level, saying:
“Yes, yes, unavoidable. And why didn’t Old Man Heaven consult us? It never works when you try to do things
based only on subjective desires.
“Unavoidable, simply unavoidable.”
I wanted to ask: Wouldn’t it have been better not to let the pier collapse and still avoid personnel accidents?
The Ling-k’ou bridge of the third team was on the same river as the arch bridge, and weren’t they able to avoid an
“unavoidable” disaster?
Throughout my journey, my thoughts revolved incessantly around this question.\fn{ A note reads: Five months later,
in October 1955, Chairman Mao’s report On the Question of Agricultural Cooperation was published. There followed a wave of rectification in the nation’s economic reconstruction efforts. The kind of bureaucratic conservatism exemplified by Crew Chief Lo was exposed and
erased case after case, replaced by a high tide of labor enthusiasm .}

*
In February I went to the Northwest on a reporting assignment, and on the way I suddenly thought of my old
friend Lo Li-cheng and his bridge crew. What was this old fellow up to now? Was he still his old imperturbable
self? Or had he had to sweat through reading a much-revised self-critique at a mass rally? Thinking of all this, I
couldn’t help wanting to laugh.
I decided to stop off and pay him a visit on the way. A twenty-minute bus ride from Kao-lan Municipality
brought me to the township of Hsi-kang. From there I still had to cross several mountains to get to where the
bridge crew headquarters was.
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A heavy snow had just fallen. Walking along the level stretch of road was easy, but going up the mountain was
a bit taxing. The old sheepskin coat I was wearing suddenly seemed to have gained fifteen pounds, and by the
time I had crossed the second peak I was tired and sweaty.
From behind me there came the crunch of footsteps in the snow. Looking back, I saw that two workmen had
caught up with me. The shorter of the two was wearing a brown cotton overcoat covered with grease and grime.
Seeing me, he suddenly stopped, and then came running over in great strides to shake my hand. It turned out to be
Chang Kuang-fa, the crane worker who had taught me to recognize all the knots. We walked off toward Crew
Headquarters together. During this walk of about a mile, he filled me in on all that had happened in the bridge
crew during the past six months, first with excitement, then with indignation. His face was flushed and was
steaming in the cold, and there was an exceptional contrast between the whites and pupils of his eyes which
displayed a certain youthfulness. I wondered why he made no mention at all of Engineer Tseng, whom he
thoroughly revered. When I asked about Tseng, he suddenly halted and, staring at me in astonishment, asked:
“What? You didn’t know that Engineer Tseng was transferred away a long time ago?”
Now it was my turn to be astonished. Then he said:
“That was in June, more than half a year ago.”
His companion, who had said nothing all the way, now suddenly spoke up to correct him:
“What do you mean, June? It was at the end of May. We were still wearing our quilted cotton clothes—”
“That’s right, it was the end of May,” Chang Kuang-fa continued seriously.
Evidently they regarded this personnel transfer as a major event in the bridge crew.
“It was only a few days after the rush job on pier 5 when he was transferred. That’s what we heard. During
those few days, there were continual meetings at Crew Headquarters, and we thought that they were investigating
the collapse of pier 1. Later we found out that they were discussing the problem between Engineer Tseng and
Director Chou. They said that neither of them was perfect; Engineer Tseng was haughty and complacent, and
Chou Wei-pen had his shortcomings, too. Finally the leaders decided that they would have to transfer one or the
other of them. But I didn’t believe that Engineer Tseng had any faults, and I never thought they’d transfer him
away.”
“No, that’s not exactly right,” said the other, slightly taller worker, and only then did I realize that he was a
good deal older than Chang Kuang-fa; he must have been at least forty.
“Engineer Tseng was not without shortcomings. Arrogant? Yes, he was probably a bit arrogant. But he was a
young man, and how could he have avoided making the least little mistake? Take you, Chang Kuang-fa: if it’s
faults we’re looking for, I could find a basketful of yours. Don’t you laugh. What I mean is, you can’t look at it
just from that one angle. In anything, you have to first find out who is in the right and who is in the wrong. The
director and the engineer weren’t getting along; you can’t say that both of them were in the wrong. Like the old
peacemaker’s saying, it takes two hands to clap, but this is something different from an argument or a fight.”
“Let’s say they were both in the wrong: then how come they only transferred Engineer Tseng? I just can’t
figure it out!” said Chang Kuang-fa; he then closed his mouth tight, and his face was even redder.
“What Secretary Chang had in mind was not to transfer either of them; if someone had to be transferred, it
would be the director. But the Bureau said that if the two of them couldn’t get along, they’d have to be separated.
It just so happened that the cement products plant had a vacancy to fill. And oddly enough they just had to have
someone like Engineer Tseng.”
We had already come to the last slope. We could see the water from melted snow dripping off the roof of the
Crew Headquarters office quite clearly. Bidding my two companions farewell, I walked toward Crew Headquarters.
I pushed open the door and walked into the crew chiefs office. Lo Li-cheng was bent over his desk in
concentration, as though writing something. A closer look revealed that he was repairing a wristwatch! Seeing me
enter, he gave a startled gasp and came over to shake my hand with his left hand—his right hand was covered
with oily dirt.
Smiling expansively, he chatted with me. He hadn’t gotten any thinner at all; his face was as round and ruddy
as ever, and in fact he had put on a little weight. Suddenly his face took on a stiff, stern expression, and he asked
in a low voice:
“Have you heard of the Central Directive?”
Without waiting for me to reply, he began to brew up some black tea, and said emotionally:
“So wise! Party Central is really infinitely wise! Tell me, how come we’re so block headed? I guess we’re just
old dogs who won’t learn new tricks!”
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There followed a few words of praise for the wisdom of Party Central, and then he looked at me, and suddenly
in an indescribably delightful way began to roar with laughter. He took a sip of black tea, and then said:
“Shrinking violets! Ha! We are the shrinking violets of industry! Ha! We had no gumption, no gumption
whatsoever!”
After his fit of laughter had passed, he wiped away his tears, and said expansively:
“Suddenly it all becomes clear, so clear indeed! Who says we aren’t conservative? Who says China has no
bureaucratism? Huh? Aren’t we the conservatives, the bureaucrats?”
Lo Li-cheng then went on to mention many instances to prove how conservative “we” had been in the past. He
said “we” so many times that from the sound of it his “we” included not only himself but all the cadres and
workers as well, as though everyone but Party Central was conservative, and that Lo Li-cheng was merely one
among the multitudes.
I reminded him that not long before, people in the bridge crew had come out in opposition to conservatism, but
that the conservatives not only had no gumption themselves but would not tolerate gumption in anyone else. They
had rebuffed all opinions and suggestions.
He stopped laughing, and without the least concern, casually remarked:
“At that time, wasn’t everyone the same? There hadn’t been any directive from Central, you know.”
He pondered for a moment, and then, as if moved by something, said with sudden agitation:
“That’s what Party leadership means, you know! With the leadership of the Party, what need we fear? Huh?
What have we to be afraid of? Whatever the problem, Central will think it over from every possible angle, and
sooner or later it’ll be solved.”
When he had finished, he laughed again.
It had already become meaningless to sit here any longer; yet I casually asked him a question:
“What kind of progress is the crew making against conservatism?”
“From the bottom up”—it seemed that he was extremely happy to reply to this question—“we’re doing it from
the bottom up, on a mass scale. First the workers and technicians examine their own conservative thinking, the
leaders criticize it, and then the squad leaders and work leaders start examining—the problem of conservative
thinking is most severe with these cadres. Then the cadres of each team and each section make self-examinations
—” I interrupted him by asking:
“When does it become the crew chiefs turn?”
Again he laughed. Opening a drawer, he took out a thick document and handed it to me. Then, as though he
had it all figured out, he said:
“Now, it’s all in here, a two-year plan.”
He walked over and put his hand on my arm, and said warmly:
“Write an article and report about us. Write! And if you call us conservative, that’s all right. Oh, yes! I can find
a typical example for you: Director Chou! Director Chou of the Engineering Office!”
A feeling of intense disappointment suddenly rose in my heart, and I was assailed by despair and anger. I had
thought that as this upsurge formed throughout the nation, the rejecting of conservatism would at least bring the
conservatives to their senses; that shouldn’t be too difficult.
But I was wrong.
The difficulty lay precisely in the fact that people such as Lo Li-cheng put up no resistance to this tide; the
difficulty lay in the fact that this was not solely a question of conservative thinking.
Outside, the gale roared and swirled across the night-clad Yellow River. Through the window one could smell
the scent of spring, replete with the breath of life. The northern spring had sent ahead a tempest .to clear its path.
My friend was still sitting there, his eyes bleary with sleep.
Oh, Spring Wind, when will you blow into this office? …
77.1 Aunt Watson\fn{by Hsia Ching aka Sheng Tse-cheng (1925- )} Chekiang Province, China (M) 2
Aunt Watson is eighty-four years old this year! In April she wrote me saying:
“After you left us, we’ve had plenty of snow and cold weather. Now it’s beginning to get warmer. I hope pretty
soon I’ll be able to work outdoors. I love gardening, growing a few flowers and plants.”
These few lines were full of life and very poetic. With her beautiful handwriting, it made me miss her very
much.
Last August when I first came from Taipei to this little town below the Rocky Mountains, it was already the
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season for falling leaves. School had not started yet and I was all alone without a single friend. I had to stay at a
hotel first. Just as I was worrying about renting a room, a woman in the restaurant said to me:
“My old boarder, Mr. Chuang, who is studying at the State University, also came from Taiwan. He’s so
homesick! Why don’t you go and keep him company?”
I went to look for the place with the help of a map and finally found this schoolmate, Mr. Chuang.
“We’re already full here. I wonder whether Aunt Watson, our neighbor, has any vacancy. I’ll take you there to
try your luck.”
This was the first time I had ever heard her name.
Aunt Watson was petite, bespectacled, refined and looked a little over sixty. She very politely led us upstairs to
look at a room about eight tatamis (one tatami = 36 sq. ft.) fully furnished with a spring bed, a rocking chair, and
a dresser. I was very much satisfied with it. After all the questions were answered, Mr. Chuang mentioned rent.
She said,
“Ordinarily I would charge $25 for such a room. But I like Chinese students, so $20 will do.” Later I
discovered that this was not merely business talk because the next room was already occupied by schoolmate
Huang from Taiwan.
I moved in the next day. Immediately after I put down the luggage, the old lady came upstairs to fix the lamp,
to make the bed, and to clean up. Just as I began to wonder, she said to me:
“I live here alone. My husband died eight years ago. My son and grandson live in a town not far from here. My
daughter is married and is living in the country. My granddaughter is working some place else. My grandson,
Paul, comes to see me often. Every two weeks I have someone in to do the cleaning.”She went on to say:
“If you don’t have time in the morning, I’ll make your bed for you.”
When I saw the unsteady way she made the bed, I immediately answered:
“It’s not necessary. I’ll make my own bed, thank you!” At that moment I thought of a saying a friend of mine
once recited, “The United States is a paradise for children, a battlefield for young people, and a graveyard for old
people.” Suddenly she asked me if I wanted to see her garden and her kitchen.
Her kitchen was spic-and-span and fully equipped with modern conveniences. It was filled with an electric
range, a refrigerator, egg-beater, coffee pot, can opener, etc. And in the laundry room there were washing
machine, vacuum cleaner, etc. The refrigerator was full of food, sufficient for her whole week’s supply. Most of
her food was pre-cooked and it only took her three minutes to heat it. I kept thinking how little time she spent on
cooking. Unlike most housewives in Taiwan who go to the market every day and then each day spend four to five
hours on cooking. With washing and cleaning to do, many housewives are so busy that they hardly have time to
rest. Compared to their kitchens, ours are really pitifully simple. I once visited a kitchen of the U.S. Agricultural
Experimental Home Economics Department. Aside from being completely equipped with all the conveniences,
the height of the tables and chairs, the shape of the drawers, the position of the utensils had all been made after
research to decrease the labor of the housewives and to increase the comfort of the environment. With these
facilities, it is possible for an old lady of over 80 to live all by herself.
She had a tiny garden at the back of her house, and her lawn was well trimmed. She told me she loved
gardening, but that it was too bad it snowed from September or October until March or April the next year. After a
few days she had to move part of them indoors. She also showed me a few gardening magazines that she read to
improve her gardening technique. I could not help but admire her interest and energy.
Every evening, Huang and I accompanied Aunt Watson to watch TV for half an hour or we just chatted with
her. This was her happiest time of the day. She expressed her sympathy toward the present condition of China and
had a very good opinion of Chinese students. She said that in 1937 she had a Chinese student who lived there for
two years and he had always been so good mannered. That was the first time she had a good impression of
Chinese students.
“But after he returned to his own country, I have never had news from him. These twenty years you really have
had some great changes.”
She also told us she once took in two American youths. Every night they were noisy until very late. Often there
were girls coming to see them. Many times she found empty liquor bottles in their rooms (there was a law stating
that selling and drinking liquor was prohibited in this town). One night when she was talking about her family, she
brought out some pictures of her youth. When she was young, she looked like one of those silent movie stars,
maybe even prettier. I felt that she knew just what to say and her memory was still vivid. And she never talked
endlessly like most old ladies.
Autumn was getting deeper and deeper! The leaves of the elms were spread like gold dollars all over the
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ground—on the sidewalks, there were layers and layers of fallen leaves in front and back of the houses. For
someone like me who had just come from the semi-tropics, it was no doubt a kind of poetic enjoyment. I often
walked deliberately on those leaves to please myself with the crispy sound. Gradually, the leaves become scarcer
on the tree tops, but Autumn was getting thicker underfoot. When all the dollars of the elms were gone, every
family started to sweep the leaves that had fallen in front of their houses.
One Saturday morning Aunt Watson and her grandson, Paul, were sweeping the leaves in the yard. Her
grandson was grumbling and saying that weekends were meant for play and that his grandmother wanted him to
do hard work. His grandmother just said, “I’ll give you money! I’ll give you money!” That did not make Paul a
bit happier. Then I voluntarily offered to help her but she would not hear of it. She said that was what she was
supposed to do, adding:
“Paul is already fifteen! He is still not mature enough. He often goes to your rooms to ask all sorts of questions
and to bother you. I’m really sorry!”
This reminded me that whenever Paul had spent considerable time in our rooms, Aunt Watson always called
him downstairs for some reason or other.
One afternoon she was sitting in the swing chair on the porch. wearing her hat and holding her handbag, as if
she were going on a long trip. She said her daughter was coming to pick her up to live on her farm. If she did not
go then, it would start to snow. She talked as she swung in the chair. She was in a very light, happy mood—as
though she were a shy kindergarten child who could not hide her inward excitement.
Pretty soon afterwards, it really began to snow heavily! One night the town had more than six inches of snow
and the temperature was 10°C below zero. The next morning when I got up, the wind was icy cold and my breath
was like a cloud. But when we left the house, we found a small path on the sidewalk right in front had been
cleared of snow. Aunt Watson had risen early to work. We also found—but could not figure out when—she had
moved many of her flowering plants to the flower racks inside. The white snow outside made a poetic comparison
to the lovely red and green plants indoors.
After several days, Aunt Watson started to get busy. She put a large wooden frame in the middle of the living
room and began to make a patchwork quilt with different colored swatches of cloth. She told us it would take her
a month to sew slowly by hand. She hoped she would be able to finish two before Christmas: one for her
grandson and one for her granddaughter.
“Before my eyesight becomes weaker, this will be the most meaningful souvenir I’ll give them.”
Her words almost made me cry. Once she caught cold without us knowing it. One neighbor called by saying,
“For an elderly person, anything can happen any minute. That’s why we often call. If no one answers, we’ll come
and see how she is. Aunt Watson does not rent rooms for money only.”
I lived in her home for three months. Her son and daughter-in-law came to see her twice and her daughter
came only once. Therefore, a question kept lingering in my mind. The night before I left, I could not hold back
any longer, so I asked her:
“Paul’s family doesn’t live far from here. Since you are quite old. why don’t you go and live with them?”
She answered: “The house was left to me by my husband. I have lived here for half a century and I hate to
leave it. My son has a gas station and it’s not convenient for them to live here. Paul comes to see me often, isn’t
that enough?”
“Don’t you get a little lonely sometimes?” She smiled.
“Once you get used to it, you don’t get lonely any more. I always find something to do; besides, I still have my
cat and my goldfish!”
Her answer did not satisfy me. I politely continued to ask: “We Chinese think that children should take care of
our aged parents. If you become ill or there is an emergency, what do you do?”
She thought for a while and said very seriously”
“My kind of life has more freedom and it doesn’t bother anyone. If I get sick, I can go to the hospital.” She
said, “We Americans feel proud of leading an independent life.”
I was silent for a long while. Aunt Watson’s perseverance reminded me of the fighting spirit of the early
pioneers in the movies. Their tradition of struggle, adventure, and independence is preserved by the young as well
as the old.
Soon Christmas will be here again and it has been almost a year since I left Aunt Watson. Her petite, lonely
figure has always remained in my mind.
Now, she has risen to the land of wonder,
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Stars are near encircling her head:
Beside her, birds sing, asters smile,
A cat is stepping on the quiet snow in the garden.

77.26 Snow Wolf\fn{by Chun-chieh Wu aka Yeh Yu, Chun Chih, Pei-lau (1925- )} Nan-chen, Shansi Province, China (M)
6
That winter the weather was uncommonly cold. Just a few days before New Year's Eve, the God of the
Heavens had sent down a heavy snow fall.
Once the snow had fallen it was not so cold any more.
“When it is snowing, it is not as cold as when it is melting.” Puffing his long pipe while sitting on the porch,
Nine-finger Grandpa gazed at the gleaming white field outside our court yard as he muttered to himself. From the
tips of his curled up white whiskers I could see that his heart was filled with hope and joy.
“Nine-finger Grandpa, is this snow good?” Trying to make conversation, I was actually figuring on how to
persuade him to take me out to play in the snow. You see, he could make snow men, snow lions, build snow sheds
and roll snow balls. All the children in the village loved him for that.
“Really good! Snow means good harvest, Ha, ha.” Laughing, he seemed to have seen through me. Patting my
head lightly, he said:
“Little Ying, there’s no hurry, wait till the snow has stopped falling. Then we’ll go to the Big River Bank and
have some fun.”
Nine-finger Grandpa never lied; he always kept his word. Having heard such a sweet and definite promise, I
was so excited that I could not even eat my supper.
“Nine-finger Grandpa” was the title of honor the grown-ups wanted us children to call him; actually he was not
related to any family here. He was just a hired man working for every family in this village. Grandpa used to say,
when Nine-finger Grandpa first came to our village he was about thirty; now he was over sixty years old. Having
lived here for more than thirty years, he had long ago become a part of our village. In the beginning he was hired
by the year. Since he was popular, strong and with lots of common sense, his service was welcomed by every
house. So, come spring, he was already persuaded by people to work for them next year. Gradually, as people
fought for his services, bad feelings began to develop among them. Later on, as Nine-finger Grandpa saw the
situation he decided not to work for anyone family on a yearly basis but would accept short term work only. He
would work for the Changs if there was much work to do and help the Lees if he was needed, not caring about the
wages being more or less or even none at all. It was all right with him.
Thus he became absolutely free. Eating with whichever family where a meal was served and sleeping in
whichever house where a bed was offered. Anyway, nobody thought of him as a burden.
“Related to none, but dear to all,” he was popular everywhere he went.
But the place where he stayed most often was our place. He especially liked our East-barn with three spacious
rooms. Maybe it was because the place was roomy, with no one to grumble about the mess he made and lots of
space for the knickknacks he collected. Nine-finger Grandpa never minced over matters with people about trifles.
He was generous in heart and even more generous in his capacity for wine. No one in this village could out-drink
him. They said he had never ever gotten drunk.
The one thing that puzzled us was this: how he came to lose the little finger on his left hand?
It’s human nature to be curious; the more he refused to talk about it, the more rumors people liked to spread.
Some said that when he was young he was audacious and liked to seek a fight; his little finger must have been
chopped off by his enemy. Others said that he could have been a loafer when he was young. He must have
committed some misdeed and was driven away by his family after his little left finger was chopped off; why else
would a person wander away from his home for so many years, staying all alone without ever mentioning going
back to his family? There were even some who said that he must have done something terribly wrong when he
was young and ignorant; so he had chopped off his left little finger as a warning to himself. For, who could deny
that Nine-finger Grandpa was a man of strong character?
No matter what people said or guessed, Nine-finger Grandpa just acted as if nothing had happened, with never
a comment. Everybody knew he did not like being asked about his little finger. So, as time went by, nobody
would blunder and ask him this question.
But there I was, a child of about seven, not knowing what people liked or disliked. One day I just kept on
asking him what had happened to his little finger. He, for once, made an exception and told me that it was “from
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mother’s womb.”
What is “from mother’s womb?” I was still completely in the dark and went to ask my ma. My ma scolded me,
saying that children are so ignorant, why go around asking such questions? If I go around prattling again I might
get spanked.
Then I tried to ask my grandma. As Grandma loved me so, she hugged me and told me that from “mother’s
womb” meant “being born that way,” like the purple spot on my leg, just born that way.
I told people that the missing finger of Nine-finger Grandpa was “from his mother’s womb.” Except for the
children nobody would believe me. They just looked at me and laughed. It made me so mad.
Whatever they might be thinking, I still believed what Nine-finger Grandpa said.
Nine-finger Grandpa also knew the art of boxing. That was something the whole village had witnessed. There
were many who wanted to learn from him; but with a brave beginning and weak ending, not one person stayed
with him long enough. Soon they just drifted away.
Besides looking on while Nine-finger Grandpa was doing his Kung-fu, I liked even better to listen to his
stories about the heroes in the world of Kung-fu. “Come-with-no-trace,” “Go-with-no-shadow,” “Fly-to-the-roof,”
“walk-on-the-snow-leaving-no-trace;” all these feats fascinated me.
I also kept on asking him what feats he could do. He just laughed. When he had finished laughing, he told me
that he was a long way from it. But I would not believe him.
Last year, after a heavy snow, he took us children to the Big River Bank to make snow men. Inspiration came
to me, I sneaked behind Nine-finger Grandpa to see if the snow he tread on was left “with no trace.” How
disappointed I was then! There, on the snowy ground where he had walked, were footsteps, large and deep. He
really had not lied to me. He just could not do this feat. But how I wished that he could.
Speaking of snow, I was almost dancing with joy. If only the snow stopped tomorrow, then we could all have
fun. Such a long night to pass away.
Next morning when I got up the snow had finally stopped. There were loud voices outside and I wondered
what had happened.
In the main hall, the grown-ups were talking earnestly: This thief had a lot of nerve, daring to steal from the
Chang family. They said that only one bamboo pole strung with bacon was stolen from the kitchen. But how
unlucky! To have a theft committed near the end of the year.
In those days, in places like our home town, nothing new ever happened all year round; ploughing in the spring
time, sowing in summertime, harvesting in the autumn and storing in the winter, so the days passed quietly and
sleepily. Should there be a wedding or a funeral it would keep the whole village busy and animated for quite a
while. Ordinarily, going to town, attending a fair, or going to a nearby temple to watch a free roadside Chinese
opera—all these things would be the talk of the town for a long while. Now, such “big” news, how could it not be
sensational?
Besides, Squire Chang was a prominent person in this village. They said when he was young he used to be the
captain of the home guard, dealing chiefly with petty thieves. Now the thief had come to his house to steal. It was
like stealing the gold from the head of a Buddha—really too much.
Since early morning the news had been spreading. Many people went over to get more information. The entire
village had been talking of nothing else. Fourth Uncle brought back another piece of news:
“You know, this thief was no ordinary thief!”
“Ah, really!”
“What sort of person?”
“Had he been caught?”
Everyone in the room was thrilled by the news he brought.
"Caught the thief? Aha," Fourth Uncle said, half sarcastically, half mysteriously. “That easy? He could be
someone with real Kung-fu.”
“How did you know?”
“Who said so?”
Everyone tried to express different opinions at the same time. Looking around and seeing no elders in the
room, Fourth Uncle didn’t have to be so cautious; so, lowering his voice, he continues.
“Squire Chang’s house-boy first discovered that a batch of bacon was missing from the kitchen, but the snow
on the ground was smooth like glass, not even one footstep could be found. He could not have gotten away unless
he flew. Besides, there were so many catties of bacon to take along, can you imagine, what Kung-fu!”Fourth
Uncle told the tale with relish. All those who heard him were spellbound.
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“Ah, really?” Nobody knew when Nine-finger Grandpa had entered but he suddenly threw this question from
behind the crowd. When the people saw Nine-finger Grandpa they seemed to have found the right person and
began to ask him all sorts of questions about Kung-fu.
“Nine-finger Grandpa, is there such a feat as No-trace-on-the-snow?”
“Hmmm, well, yes, there is.” Nine-finger Grandpa answered deliberately.
“Have you ever seen it?”
“That I haven’t, I just heard about it.”
“Well. What kind of a person could he be?”
“Hmmm. How would I know?” Nine-finger Grandpa answered hesitantly. “If he was really that good would he
come here to steal such trifles?”
Apparently Nine-finger Grandpa was puzzled by this incident.
Sixth Uncle was considered to be exceptionally clever. When everyone was in the dark, he, as usual, came up
with some comment:
“Could it be Squire Chang’s enemy who came here to settle an old score?”
Slowly Nine-finger Grandpa shook his head:
“Doesn’t look like that either.”
“Why not?”
“Revenge is usually aimed at the person he sought; whether it is, in broad day light or done stealthily in the
night; what he would want was to get even. I have not yet heard of anyone who tried to get even by stealing.”
After his comment everybody was puzzled again.
When Fourth Uncle saw that no one could come up with an answer, he went on to say that Squire Chang was
in a rage. The loss was just a few batches of bacon. If he asked for an investigation, how could he bother people
with such a trifle at the end of the year. But if he did not ask for an investigation what a loss of face! Now he was
at home in conference with several other squires of the village. Thus half a day passed in idle talk.
Nine-finger Grandpa sat in the corner of the main hall leisurely puffing his pipe. Under the circumstances he
wouldn’t be going to the Big River Bank. It’s just too bad that such a thing had to happen just then, causing the
grown-ups to lose their interest in having fun.
According to past experiences, you mustn’t ask any favor from the grown-ups at such critical moments or you
would surely get a flat refusal. As it was today, even if Nine-finger Grandpa was willing to take me, my Pa and
Ma would never consent to it; maybe I would even get a good scolding. So I just kept quiet.
Grandpa came home with a grave face.
Sixth Uncle immediately served him a cup of steaming hot tea. The entire room became very quiet. Nobody
wanted to leave; they seemed to expect some news from Grandpa.
“Don’t you go around talking about the Chang incident.” Grandpa’s voice was full of warning.
“Isn’t there already some clue to it, Pa?” Six Uncle ventured.
“What clue?” Grandpa stared at him angrily.
“They say that this thief is an expert in Kung-fu.” Regardless of Grandpa's stare, Sixth Uncle kept on with his
questions. Sixth Uncle was Grandpa’s favorite; only he would dare to bother him like this.
“Nonsense. What expert in Kung-fu?”
“Isn’t it true that he could walk on the snow without leaving any footsteps?”
“Who said so?”
“All those who went to see said so.”
“That’s was not true.”
“Not true!”
Grandpa's remarks had left everybody in a muddle again.
“You see, I told you not to say anything about this incident nor listen to what the others are saying.” Having
sipped some tea he continued, “We just examined carefully the ground around the kitchen of the Chang family. It
showed that the thief was there around midnight. As it was already snowing and did not stop until dawn, the
footsteps were covered up by the snow.”
So it was like this. After Grandpa’s explanation the mystery lingering in people’s hearts was cleared away.
Regretfully they dispersed, one by one.
It was not a heavy snow, only about two or three inches deep. Such thin snow melted quickly, too. After the
trampling and treading of people and animals, all the grounds and roads became puddles of snow mixed with
mud. Within one day the beautiful ground of snow was completely ruined. We children who longed to play snow
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games could only sigh with regret.
In the evening when my ma wasn’t looking I slunk into the spare rooms of our East-barn. Nine-finger Grandpa
was busy making a pair of stilts, about two and a half feet tall, just the right size for a boy of seven. I was
overjoyed. The disappointment that I could not have some fun in the day-time was completely compensated for.
But I was still worried. My ma was absolutely against walking on stilts. She was afraid that I would get a
broken leg this way. How could she let me play with them?
Nine-finger Grandpa saw right away what I was thinking, he said with a smile.
“Don’t worry, Little Ying. I would go to your ma and tell her that I would personally see to your safety while
you were on them. I could guarantee you would not fall.”
With Nine-finger Grandpa's guarantee my ma would surely consent. Moreover, with him by my side it would
be so safe.
I stayed on to watch him work, getting more and more excited. But he persuaded me to go to bed, so that ma
would not worry. He also warned me that it was not so safe in the village just now; children better not go out in
the night.
“What should I be afraid of?” I was a little unwilling to give in.
“What is the thing you fear most?” Nine-finger Grandpa asked me instead.
“I am afraid of nothing,” I said, trying to be brave.
“Thieves?”
“No.”
“Kidnappers who steal children?”
“No, I can always scream.”
“What about wolves?”
“Wolves?"
I stopped short because I remembered many stories about children being swallowed up by. wolves. Most of the
stories were true; that sort of thing had happened in several nearby villages. In the summer when we were cooling
ourselves outdoors the grown-ups talked about it so vividly that it made my hair stand on end as I tried to squeeze
myself into the midst of the crowd. Thus, although I was afraid of I nothing else, the mention of wolves made me
timorous.
There was nothing to do but go home and sleep. All night long I dreamt of running round and round with the
wolf, awakening several times from sleep. My ma was apprehensive and kept asking me what was the matter. She
was so worried.
Before dawn I was already in fever. My ma was really alarmed, she woke my pa, too. He felt my forehead and
said I must have caught cold. But Ma did not believe what he said. She thought I must have run into some evil
spirit; otherwise, why the nightmare? Besides, she seemed to have heard me yelling “wolf” several times in my
dreams as if in great fright. How do you explain that?
Looking at my Ma, I just didn’t dare tell her about the wolf that Nine-finger Grandpa had mentioned to me
yesterday.
Pa was as calm as he could be, just kept telling Ma to brew me some hot brown sugar and ginger soup. Having
gulped down the scalding hot ginger soup I was told by my Pa to lie down, completely covered up with a
comforter. Pretty soon I was sweating violently. This ginger soup was indeed effective; within a couple of hours
my fever was all gone and I became normal again. This minor sickness came quickly and went just as quickly. It
seemed that I had really caught cold.
Although the fever was gone, my Ma would not let me out of doors, not even out to the court yard. She was
afraid that I would catch cold again in the open air
Even before breakfast was set on the table, another piece of sensational news came! The Wei family and Yang
family of the next village had also been invaded by the thief. What was stolen was again just bacon and salted
chickens, but the thief had tried to open the door of the Eldest Daughter-in-law of the Yang family. Fortunately
she was alert enough to bolt the door tightly and pretended to call her husband who was supposed to be sound
asleep. The thief went away in a hurry. Actually her husband wasn’t even at home. How dangerous! What if the
thief had opened the door?
This thief really had a lot of nerve! Having eaten breakfast in a hurry the men all went out to get more
information. All sorts of rumors came, batch by batch. With one mouth and two legs the villagers could spread the
news faster than the broadcasting station. Some said that this thief must be connected with the show people who
recently passed through our village. While they seemed to be putting on a show, they were really trying to study
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the lay of the land. Then when they seemed to have left our place, they actually came back stealthily through other
paths to steal whatever they could lay their hands on. In the few days to come we must be extremely careful.
Some said that this must have been done by the rogues of the neighboring villages. It was the end of the year,
having no money and not wanting to steal from their own village, they just came here to steal. Some even said
that this person must be from our own village, otherwise why didn’t the dogs bark these last two nights? It must
be he was familiar to them. But this theory was immediately vetoed by others. In our village this was taboo.
Didn’t we have a saying, “The rabbit does not eat the grass around its own hole?” No matter how desperate a
person was, he would not do anything to lose face in his own hometown. If he must commit some misdeed, it
would be better to go as far away from home as possible. Once the misdeed had been committed the culprit would
never be forgiven by his own people. No one would want to be cut off from his own people because of such a
theft. Thus, they believed even the neighboring villagers would not venture to come here to steal.
No matter what they said, for two nights in a row, things had been stolen. That was a fact. Around noon-time, a
conclusion was finally drawn by the wise elders in this village.
This was no outside thief. Nor inside thief either.
It was the snow wolf.
Like a thunderbolt, it struck. The entire village was boiling with excitement.
“When the snow wolf appeared the world would go wrong! When the snow wolf came down the mountain,
fires would rage to the skies!”
This was a typical village saying. “Fires raging to the skies” meant a drought year. According to the folklore
told by the elders, gray wolves, yellow wolves and mottled wolves in the South mountain did come down year
after year and in great number, too. But they would harm only the animals, never bringing any harm to the people.
Besides, they came down only between spring and summer seasons. We needed only to be more careful and be on
guard, that was all. But the snow wolf of the North mountain was a different story, they were few in number but
very cunning. They usually do not appear. Within eight or even ten years, they would not even come down from
the mountains. But every time they did come down, there was sure to be some catastrophe, an animal that brought
bad luck.
They said that the snow wolf knew witchery, too. It could stop the dogs from barking, horses from neighing,
goats from bleating and cows from lowing; but it did not like to eat live creatures. Besides tree barks and grass
roots they would also catch animals to eat, but would store them for a long time before eating them. What’s more,
they even said that it could transform its shape, perform magic and even turn into human form to enjoy itself.
They said that many years ago a snow wolf transfigured into an old man to buy wine from a wine shop in a
village. That very night a sudden fire burnt down the entire shop.
In a word, the appearance of the snow wolf was considered to be a nuisance and a terrible thing.
Since this had been verified, everybody believed it to be true. This could be explained quite reasonably and
even testified to by the Eldest Daughter-in-law of the Yang family. The explanation was this. The snow wolf did
not eat live creatures so the stolen goods from several families were all bacon and salted chickens; the snow wolf
could come and go without any trace and could cast a spell on things so the dogs did not bark. The testimony of
the Yang woman was this: she clearly heard claws scratching her door and she also seemed to have heard the
sound of panting. At first she thought it was a thief trying to open her door, now she realized more than ever that it
must be the snow wolf.
The one who believed this most was my Ma. Whenever she saw anybody, she would say:
“How queer it was Little Ying was fit as a top last night, then in the middle of the night began to have
nightmares, screaming wolf, wolf, and even ran a fever. Fortunately his Pa called for brown sugar and ginger
soup. Then the fever dropped. But this was really queer.”
Then she began to worry: would this abominable “snow wolf” bring me any bad luck? Otherwise, why should
I have been so delirious and feverish?
Smiling, Nine-finger Grandpa told her not to worry. Little Ying was born in the year of tiger and so was his Pa;
with two tigers in the house why should you worry about a wolf?
All those who heard him began to laugh, my Ma laughed, too. Others began to explain: This was very true,
otherwise how could Little Ying’s fever drop so quickly?
After this explanation, my Ma felt even more assured. How could they know that my fever had nothing to do
with the snow wolf, nothing whatsoever!
Many suspicious threads were twined together to form a web of seeming truth.
Immediately after that people began discussing ways to deal with it. The older generation decided to wait and
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see. Better not talk about it; just guard your cattle and chickens with care and watch your door. If there were any
noises just remain calm and do nothing. The women who were Buddhists thought they must ask the monks to say
a few prayers for the wandering souls to ensure peace and security. Only the young people did not believe in this
sort of thing. They wanted to form a group to keep night watch. If they should run across the snow wolf they
would catch it dead or alive, mustn’t let it get away. In my heart I agreed with that plan, too. But, in those days
superstition reigned in the country. It would be wrong to fight against any evil spirit, at least it was considered to
be unwise. So, one suggestion after another popped up, but nothing was decided when eventide came.
It was getting dark. Grandpa told the servants to have all the bacon in the kitchen well-stored. My Grandma
burnt three sticks of incense and stuck them in the court yard. As for my Ma, she just kept calling me to go to bed
early.
Strange indeed! The more I was afraid to have nightmares, the more nightmares I had; the more I loathed the
wolf the more I dreamt of the wolf. So much noise and confusion that the world seemed to be up-side-down. Half
asleep, yet half awake, I stretched my legs to find that the comforter was still over me. I stretched my hand but
could not find my Ma by my side. I called for my Pa but Pa was not there either. Lamp-lights were seeping
through the door and noise were humming in the courtyard. Something must have happened. Groping for my quilted robe, I put it on, got up and slipped out. The whole household seemed to be up. There were more people in the
courtyard; the voices all sounded familiar like those of our villagers. The eldest son of the Chang family was there
with several young men, gesturing and saying to Grandpa.
“We were tailing the wolf closely and saw it enter your homestead.”
“It was so dark, how could you see?” Grandpa did not believe what they said.
“The snow wolf was running ahead, such a big mass of white, how could we miss?”
“You were sure that it entered our yard?”
“How dare we lie to your honor?”
“That’s strange indeed! We did not even hear any sound. All the doors and windows were securely shut. It
must have run through the yard and gone somewhere else.”
“Where could it go? Many of us came. When we saw it go into your yard, we immediately surrounded your
premises."
“Well … where on earth could it go then?” Grandpa was puzzled. My Ma spotted me in the crowd, she pulled
me over and hugged me closely. I could feel her trembling a little.
“Who knows? We only saw it come in; we did not see it go out. That’s the absolute truth.”
“Well … all right, let’s look around a bit.”
My Pa and Sixth Uncle immediately got the lanterns lit for everyone to see clearly. But there was nothing to be
found in spite of the searching. Everybody felt puzzled. Suddenly someone yelled:
“Come quickly, everybody!”
Like a whirlwind they all rushed over.
Beside the door of the East-barn spare room there was a salted chicken. The eldest son of the Chang family
saw that he had been right and became confident.
“Old Squire, you see, we were right in the first place.”
With the discovery of the chicken, the atmosphere became thick with tension. Somebody knocked on the door
recklessly. The door was opened with a bang. There quietly stood Nine-finger Grandpa. He must have heard all
this noise and got up. But he did not come out.
“Nine-finger Grandpa, the snow wolf is here!”
“Nine-finger Grandpa, look! A salted chicken had fallen outside your door.”
Calm and unruffled Nine-finger Grandpa just stood there. In the swaying light of the lantern another person
called out,
“Ah, Nine-finger Grandpa, look within your door there, another chicken!”
“Oh?”
“Ah!”
Everyone was stunned.
The Eldest son of the Chang family was more alert. He immediately ordered people to surround the barn, and
keep a close watch over windows and doors. He also told them to be ready for action and get out the ropes and
knives.
My goodness! The snow wolf had got into his house and Nine-finger Grandpa was not even aware of it.
Before anyone could say another word, Nine-finger Grandpa had dashed out of his barn and called:
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“Stop! There is no snow wolf here!”
As we stood there taken by surprise, Nine-finger Grandpa said, “Please go home, I was the one who did all the
thefts. Being a man I will be fully responsible for it. We will talk about this tomorrow. I will pay for all the
losses.”
The whole thing was just so unbelievable. Everyone present was filled with surprise and doubts. Nobody knew
what to do. After a long moment of hesitation, the Eldest son of the Chang family and his buddies came up with
this solution. They did not believe Nine-finger Grandpa would do anything like that; wolf or no wolf they insisted
on searching the barn.
Nine-finger Grandpa stretched out his hand and snatched the bamboo pole from Eldest Chang who meant to
use it on the wolf. He threw it up in the air half way towards the roof.. When the bamboo pole was falling he split
it with his open palm. Only one splitting sound was heard and the bamboo pole, broken in two, fell at the foot of
Eldest Chang.
“Whoever wants to enter the barn can do so!” his voice was filled with anger. Nobody expected Nine-finger
Grandpa to have such Kung-fu. They just stood there dumbfounded, not knowing what to do. Eventually it was
Grandpa who came to the rescue. People began to disperse and went home. .
Next morning, the barn was empty with no sign of Nine-finger Grandpa. He had left a package of silver dollars
and a letter asking us to pay for all the losses caused by the theft. The money was enough to buy three hogs.
Checking over the barn, nothing was missing. There was even a surplus white cloth bag with bacon and salted
chicken in it. That must have been the big mass of white they had seen.
What did all this mean? Nine-finger Grandpa’s going away without saying goodbye made everybody feel
strange and uneasy. Somehow the gay atmosphere of the New Year was dimmed by this incident.
Squire Chang as well as his family was dissatisfied with our family. He thought Nine-finger Grandpa had
brought them bad luck and our house seemed to have sheltered a thief. This business was indeed unfinished. After
the New Year they were going to take it up with us. Grandpa was fuming with rage.
On New Year's Eve, just as we were getting the feast ready, a young man dashed in, heading straight for our
main hall. It was the third son of the Chang family.
Third Chang was notoriously known for his roguery. Although he was not yet eighteen, he loved good eating,
drinking, women and gambling. All year round he just loafed, seeking a fight any time he felt like it. Even Squire
Chang could do nothing about it. Now, what did he come here for?
The Third Chang entered the main hall with one stride. We now saw he had a shining knife in his hand.
That was indeed a shock! Everybody stood up. My Pa, as well as Fourth Uncle and Sixth Uncle, instinctively
each seized a chair in order to deal with this rogue. But as soon as he entered the main hall he fell on his knees in
front of my Grandpa. With tears streaming down his cheeks he was so choked up that he could hardly speak. After
a long while, with great effort he managed to tell the story in snatches.
So it was he who had done all those thefts. Recently he had been gambling and losing heavily. When he
wanted to get some money from home, he got a flat refusal. Desperate, he did all those unmentionable deeds. That
evening, being chased by the crowd he ran into the barn of Nine-finger Grandpa. He never dreamed that Ninefinger Grandpa would act as his scapegoat, taking all the blame and even advising him not to gamble any more
but to start all over again. He had least of all expected Nine-finger Grandpa to go away, bearing with him the
curse of all the villagers and becoming a wanderer. All because of him! How could he let such a fine man sacrifice
everything for him? He could not stand it! His conscience caused him sleepless nights. So he had to make a clean
breast of it.
Thus saying, he took up the knife and chopped off his little finger. While the blood was streaming down he
said he was going to leave off gambling and go to find Nine-finger Grandpa, not stopping until he had reached his
goal.
Fourth Uncle hurriedly snatched away his knife and gave orders to send for Surgeon Kung right away.
Outside, in the courtyard, there was a commotion and voices were heard. It was Squire Chang with his people
who, on hearing about this, had hurried over.
111.37 Excerpt from The River To Heaven: A Folktale\fn{by Dai Buzhang (1925- )} Yangzhou, Jiangsu Province,
China (M) 3
… The master Tripitaka\fn{The 7th century monk Hsuan-tsang, who made a pilgrimage from China to India, returning with the
canon of Buddhist scriptures and the tenets of the Consciousness-Venicle (Vijñanavada) school of Buddhism.} from Tang\fn{From the
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Tang Dynasty (618-907AD).}

and his disciples, four people, along with the horse, altogether five living creatures, were
on their way to the Western Regions, following the imperial edict of the Tang sovereign, in order to worship
Buddha and fetch the Sacred Scriptures. Along the road they had dined on the wind and slept on the dew, put on
the moon as their hat and wrapped themselves in the stars, climbed mountains and crossed rivers, stopping at dusk
and starting at dawn. They had been on their way not just for one day, no, for several years. Today it was about the
time of dusk and it was late autumn.
In front of them a large stream, eight hundred li wide, was obstructing their way. In the first place, there was no
ferry. In the second place, there was no bridge. The sky was darkening and it was difficult to continue towards the
West. They had better try to find a place near the river to spend the night.
Suddenly they discovered a village with some hundred households and proceeded to ask for shelter for the
night in one of the houses. The family head of this house was called Chen Qing, or landlord Chen Second Brother.
His elder brother was Chen Deng, or landlord Chen Older Brother. The two landlords invited them to stay in their
house. Very good! In this family they must have a predestined relationship to Buddhism, they seemed to find
pleasure in doing good deeds and giving alms, helping the distressed and succoring those in peril. Now when
traveling monks came from afar, asking for shelter, they would treat them well and invite them to sit down in the
hall.
Tripitaka was well aware that his three disciples had rather unpleasant looks, but the day was growing late,
they would probably not scare anybody. In the eastern wing of the hall there was a dark corner with no daylight,
so he told his three disciples to sit down there, while he himself sat with landlord Second Brother in the upper hall
and chatted. Landlord Second Brother ordered his cooks to serve a vegetarian meal: cook the raw food and warm
up the cold food. That would take a short while, so they would have to wait a bit. They would have a cup of tea
while waiting.
This was an awkward moment. Tripitaka had to find a few sentences on the ways of the world, he must find
something to say to make conversation. If you are together with old friends, that’s an easy matter. Then you have
a lot to speak about. But if you are with somebody you have just met, you may ask his honorable surname and his
great given name and then, perhaps, you have nothing more to say! If you have nothing more to say, you have to
find something to say!
“Ahem, our venerable host!”
“Well, Honoured Father!”
“We poor monks are coming here to seek shelter for the night, we are very grateful for your kindness. But I can
see that you, our venerable host, carry a worried look. Your eyes are full of tears. May I ask what burdens your
heart?”
“Woe is me!”
If Tripitaka had not asked this question, well, still the man’s face would carry a worried look, his eyes would
be full of tears. But when Tripitaka did ask him, he stirred up his feelings. The poor man could no longer prevent
his tears from flowing profusely.
“Sniff, sniff, Honorable Father, you come from another country and do not know about our place. The local
people don’t have to ask, they know already. If you, Father, had not put this question, I wouldn’t have mentioned
it. But since you have already asked me, let me tell you about it.”
“Oh, our venerable host, our benefactor, please, favor us with your instruction.”
“Our place is called River to Heaven.”
“I see!”
“We have a river god.”
“Amitabha Buddha!”
“He protects both people and livestock of this region against calamities and secures a bumper grain harvest.”
“Very good.”
“This god, most gratified by a temple erected to him in this place, protects our common people with his mighty
spirit and power. Year after year he bestows our fields with sweet dew, season after season he lets a rich rain fall
over our village.”
“Amitabha Buddha! Very good!”
“Honorable Father! It is not good! If everything was so good, I would certainly not shed tears! What I told you
all belongs to the past. In recent years it is different!”
“Does this Buddha not protect and bless you any more?”
“This is not the problem. Year after year he still bestows our fields with sweet dew, season after season he lets
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a rich rain fall over our village. He still protects both people and livestock against calamities and secures a
bumper grain harvest every year.”
“I see!”
“But this Buddha wants compensation.”
“Well!”
“We also have to conduct ceremonies.”
“There is nothing wrong with holding ceremonies to welcome the god.”
“We have to sacrifice fragrant flowers and fruit offerings. We must offer pigs and sheep, oxen and wine.”
“All of this seems reasonable.”
“Whether there is nothing wrong with this, or whether it all seems reasonable, there is still a catch. Every year
in spring and autumn, on the third of the third month, and now on the third of the ninth month, that is twice a year
in spring and autumn, we must arrange a ceremony and sacrifice a young boy and a young girl to the Almighty
King.”
“I see!”
“So although he bestows us with favors, he also strikes us with calamity. Even if he is benevolent, he is also
harmful to us. And it is precisely because he likes to eat young boys and girls, it seems not abundantly clear that
he is a fair-minded god.”
“Well, my dear benefactor, whether it seems abundantly clear how fair- minded he is, this is for sure a monster
who loves to eat people!”
“Oh, Honorable Father, this word is taboo! Don’t speak about it!”
“Why! You are a decent person, my dear benefactor!”
“I’m afraid I’m not perfect.”
“How many lads do you have, my dear benefactor?”
“Below my knees it is very scarce.\fn{ I.e., I do not have a lot of children .} I only have a single son, seven years old
this year.”
“No harm in that!”
“No contraceptive! If square, it couldn’t get round!”\fn{ Here is a pun on the two meanings of the expression bù fáng, i.e.
“no harm” and “no contraception;” it develops into a double pun, when bù fáng is also taken for bù fang: “not square.”}
“It’s your luck we monks have arrived, and we shall save your boy!”
“Oh, Honorable Father, your mercy is deeper than the sea and the power of Buddha is without limit.”
“Monkey! Wukong!” shouted Tripitaka, while looking for the others. Monkey answered:
“Hey!”
“Have you heard what I was talking about with our venerable benefactor here? Have you heard what our
benefactor said?”
“We are not completely deaf, and this place is not so far away. And you were speaking in a very loud voice, so
we heard everything very clearly and understood every word.”
“This must be a monster who eats people.”
“Right!”
“You have to save the boy!”
“Well!”
“Saving the life of one person equals building a seven-storied stupa.”
“It is good to build a pagoda.”
“We traveling monks consider mercy and benevolence to be the essential, we go out of our way to help
others.”
“These words are indeed familiar to the worm in my ear. Ever since I became your disciple, for these several
years, the words ‘mercy’ and ‘benevolence’ have been on your tongue from morning till evening. At first we
didn’t quite understand. Later you explained to us: ‘mercy’ means ‘to bestow joy on manhood,’ to let people be
happy; ‘benevolence’ means ‘to ease the pain of manhood,’ to remove the sorrows from people’s lives. Well, we
are ready to take orders!”
“Now this man has a sorrow: He is about to take leave of his own blood and flesh. You must save the boy!”
“O.K.! May thunder strike me, if I don’t follow the order of my master!”
“Our dear benefactor!”
“Yes.”
“Please, step down. Among my three disciples here, the fiercest is for sure this monkey. Don’t look at the big
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fellow over there with the blue face and the red whiskers, who has such strong arms and is so tall. He is no use.
He is an honest fellow. Your eyes go to Pigsy with the long snout and the big ears. Do you see how ferocious and
staunch he looks! But he is a bit thick-headed, he won’t do either, he is not so terrific. No, the most important
person, that is him, the one who doesn’t even look thirty per cent human, but seventy per cent like a monkey. If
you go and ask him, he only has to pat himself on his chest and then he can save not only your whole family, but
all the people of your village.”
“Oh, so!”
“Yes, but you should not call him Monkey! If you call him Monkey, you do not show him respect. That is not
very polite. His surname is Sun, you may call him Santa Sun, or The Great Saint Equal to Heaven, The Living
Buddha Sun! Well, you had better call him The Great Saint Equal to Heaven, that’s the name he likes best.”
“I see.”
The old man stepped down, and with him a mouthful of tongue twisters. What does that mean? Well, as much
as when you scald your tongue on a hot turnip. pr-r-rl pr-r-rl. Going downstairs he was repeating to himself all
the words Tripitaka had just taught him:
“The Living Buddha Sun, The Venerable Living Buddha Sun, Santa Sun, The Great Saint Equal to Heaven,
The Venerable Living Buddha Sun, The Great Saint Equal to Heaven!”
He hurried downstairs and knelt: bang! He knelt and kowtowed on the floor. Did he kowtow? Yes, he actually
knocked his head on a stone so that it gave a loud echo. He knocked his head again and again, just like chicken
picking rice.
“Oh, Venerable Living Buddha Sun! Oh, Great Saint Equal to Heaven!”
“Please, get up! Get up, get up! Please, don’t pay attention to our Honorable Father’s words. No need to beg
me! Please, get up!”
“Oh!”
“You’ll knock a hole in your head! What is on your mind? Does it hurt?”
“No, it doesn't hurt! I only wish you could save my little son.” …
150.175 The Several Blessings Of Wang Ta-Nien\fn{by Nieh Hua-ling (1925/26- )} Hupeh Province, China (F) 5
Having served under three “emperors”—his own name for the principals—Wang Ta-nien became privileged to
occupy a small house shaded by two palm trees, one in a series of three rows situated behind the school. He had
lived with his wife and two sons in a single room as cramped as a chicken coop. Now they had a kitchen and a
somewhat larger all-purpose room, though the furniture in the latter remained the same: two double beds made of
bamboo, a table and four rattan chairs with legs bound with wire, a desk badly in need of a coat of paint, and a
bookcase made by Ta-nien himself out of wooden crates.
There was also a mirror on the wall, and taped to its lower edge was a schedule. It now hung loosely, since a
piece of tape had got unstuck. Every morning Ta-nien stood opposite the mirror studying his directions for the
day’s work, his head cocked and his teeth clenched with determination. The tape, however remained unstuck, and
every day the schedule dangled worse.
THE SCHEDULE OF TA-NIEN
Morning
6:30
7:00
7:30

I do fifty push-ups. I do deep breathing.
I listen to English lessons on the radio with an English-Chinese dictionary
I read the Speeches of Chiang Kai-shek.
Evening

8:00
10:00
11:00

I read the Speeches of Richard Nixon.
I listen to English lessons on the radio with an English-Chinese dictionary.
I do fifty push-ups before going to bed.

Soon after the unexpected award of a house, Ta-nien’s emperor bestowed upon him two further blessings: a
bonus and a certificate of meritorious teaching:
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THIS IS TO CERTIFY …
To the outstanding service rendered
THE FIRST HIGH SCHOOL, Taipei, Taiwan,
During the period from September 1961 to august 1965 …
“Wen-ch’in,” Ta-nien cried triumphantly, holding the certificate which he had already recited to his wife a
dozen times. “Wen-ch’in, our luck has turned at last! Who knows what good fortune awaits us tomorrow? Let’s
prepare something special for the Sage this Sunday.”
Little Oak, his four-year-old son in a G.I. cap, began goosestepping proudly. He sensed his father’s triumphant
mood.
*
The windows of Ta-nien’s house were steamed with the fumes of pork being fried, with cigarette smoke and
vapors from boiling kettle. There were also baby odors compounded of urine and soap.
These odors and fumes swirled between ceiling and floor and found no outlet while the rain, fitfully furious,
tried to get in through the tightly shut windows.
“Sage,” Ta-nien tried to cheer up his old friend, “why so downcast? Good times are with us once again! Why,
the way things are booming here and the way they’re going to hell in a handcar over there,\fn{On the Chinese
mainland: this conversation is taking place somewhere on the island of Formosa after December 8, 1949, when the Nationalist Chinese
government escaped destruction at the hands of Chinese Communist forces by fleeing there and re-establishing themselves .} we’ll be

back on the mainland by this time next year!”
The Sage shook his head slightly: all his movements were cautious and unobtrusive. Inurement to the routine
of a small provincial school had given him a vacant facial expression, a monotonous voice, and a smile that
apologized to everyone all day long.
“We can never get those good years back,” murmured the Sage to himself while casting a dull look at Wench’in. He had long entertained the hope of inviting Ta-nien and Wen-ch’in to a restaurant for Peking duck. Every
Sunday, as he dined here, this hope had returned. Yet even now as he was about to extend his invitation, he saw, in
raising his wine cup, how frayed his sleeves had become. So all he said was, “To you, Wen-ch’in.”
And as he drank, his eyes still upon her, he was once again reminded how time had marred her face: years ago,
it was as bright as the moon on a night when the sky is clear. Now crow’s-feet had frayed her eyes as poverty his
sleeves, and her belly was swollen again.
He remembered her youthful figure moving along a bridge poised between two clusters of willows. One
cluster would shine in the morning, and the other at sunset. That particular late afternoon she was walking toward
him and toward the sunlit willows in a vermilion sweater and a white silk scarf. Later they strolled together down
Lover’s Lane.
“Stop staring t my wife, Sage,” Ta-chien admonished his friend good-naturedly. “You had your chance and
missed it.”
“I never deserved her,” acknowledged the Sage. “The better man won.”
“I can’t say that between you two I had a wide choice,” Wen-ch’in interposed. She was chronically angry with
her husband but did not find his presence bothersome; she could never get angry with the Sage but everything he
did irked her.
“I’m eating you out of house and home,” the Sage apologized as he apologized every Sunday.
“There is always a place for you here,” Ta-nien reassured him as he did every Sunday. “Now—I wish to speak
seriously: I have a plan which will make us both independent.”
The Sage stroked his chin and stopped eating out of respect for his host.
“But it is strictly confidential,” Ta-nien warned his friend.
“What else?” Wen-ch’in put in quickly. “Wasn’t the prep school confidential? Wasn’t the chain of
correspondence courses confidential? Wasn’t the plan for a farm confidential? Perhaps this time you’d better
advertise.”
Ta-Nien ignored his wife with studied scorn. He straightway crossed his legs in the fashion of a Buddhist
monk and sat up in his rattan chair with a show of self-importance.
“This time we’ve got to be resolute,” he declared.
“Very resolute,” the Sage promptly agreed without the faintest notion of his part in the latest plan. “I’m ready
for The Plan,” he assured Ta-nien.
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“Breed fish!” Ta-nien announced his plan to the waiting world.
“Breed fish?” echoed the Sage as though it had just occurred to him that fish reproduced.
“Fish?” Wen-ch’in cut in.” Are all fish the same? What kind of fish? Eels? Mackerel? Bream? Carp?”
“Why”—Ta-nien grinned sheepishly; it had apparently no occurred to him that there was more than one kind
—“why, carp, of course,” he added quickly.
“The ducks will get the small fry,” Wen-ch’in gave her verdict on the plan. “Hoodlums will electrify the pond
to kill off what the ducks don’t get. Or else they will die for lack of fresh water. Your fish will starve. So will your
family.”
“Now for the second step,” Ta-nien went on, as if his wife hadn’t said a word.
“What was the first?” she demanded.
“First, we clean out the pond. Second, we fertilize it. third, we put in the fry. And finally, our Sage here guards
our investment day and night, protecting us from ducks, hoodlums, and all disasters.”
The Sage gave a start and turned pale. “I would have to leave the school,” he reminded Ta-nien upon regaining
his composure. “If it didn’t work, I’d be jobless. You’re asking me to take a great risk, Ta-nien.”
“What? Are you going to go about with frayed sleeves all our life?”
“But, Ta-nien, I don’t know how to breed fish,” the Sage pleaded weakly.
“This is the age of specialization, old friend,” Ta-nien assured him firmly. “Breeding fish will be my
responsibility. Guarding them will be yours. Nothing ventured, nothing gained. Right?”
Wen-ch’in furtively shook her head at the Sage. She did so sadly and slowly as if to warn him not to keep up
the game.
“I’ll have to have a week to think it over,” the Sage finally said.
“One week—but no more. We’re now operating on a tight schedule, Sage,” Ta-nien said. “A week is all we can
let you have.”
The Sage wondered who the “we” could be, but did not press the question for fear of embarrassing his host.
“Fry cost about seven cents each,” Ta-nien went on. “Let’s buy, say, twenty thousand. A grown carp sells for
about nineteen dollars in the market.\fn{ New Taiwanese dollars are meant. A note reads: NT$40 (Taiwan currency) equals one
U.S. dollar. That was in 1966, when this short story was first published. The value in September 2000 was NT$31.83 = US$1 .} But we’ll
sell wholesale at about ten. Now, tell me, Sage, how many dollars shall we take in by selling twenty thousand
carp?”
The Sage blinked his eyes with the effort of calculation. “Two hundred thousand?”
“Two hundred thousand exactly!” Ta-nien slapped him on the shoulder in his state of imagined jubilation.
“How will you get the fish to the market?” Wen-ch’in asked.
Ta-nien poured himself a cup of wine and then answered without relinquishing the bottle, “One problem at a
time, Madame.”
“I’ll join you in the venture,” the Sage said with some enthusiasm. “But if we fail, I’ll be jobless.”
“When Daddy gets money, I want a whole sackful of chewing gun,” Little Oak put in.
“And a dancing monkey as well,” Wen-ch’in said. “You can count on your daddy. ‘I do fifty push-ups,’” she
mimicked him. “‘I read the Speeches of Richard Nixon.’”
“Shut the window, woman!” Ta-nien got up from his seat and shouted.
“It’s not open,” Wen-ch’in replied.
“Ta-nien.” The Sage made him sit down in the creaking rattan chair and patted him on the shoulder. “Don’t
shout at her. You’re a lucky dog. A wonderful wife, two lovely kids.”
A whimpering came from the bed. Wen-ch’in dropped her chopsticks and rushed to the baby. “The little devil!
Soil your diaper and stink up the room just when we’re having dinner.”
“She doesn’t appreciate me,” Ta-nien complained to the Sage.
“He means he cares for nobody but himself,” Wen-ch’in said.
“If only there were more people in the world like you,” the sage paid Wen-ch’in a compliment as if he really
meant it.
“Little Oak!” Ta-nien had now regained his good mood. “Hup, two, three, four! Hup, two, three, four!”
The boy promptly slid off his chair. Twisting his head to the right, straightening his shoulders, and holding his
neck stiff, he began goosestepping past Ta-nien.
“He’s reviewing his troops,” explained Wen-ch’in. She was seated on the edge of the bed nursing the baby.
The Sage could not refrain from laughing and choked on the piece of pork he had just put I his mouth. Ta-nien,
however, said abruptly, “Sage, I was thinking of our school days on the mainland. You were then really quite
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active.”
“He was a poet,” Wen-ch’in commented.
“I knew a little about everything, but now can’t claim to be expert in anything,” confessed the Sage.
“I didn’t like your dandified ways,” Ta-nien recalled.
“I thought you were too uppish.”
“Mama,” Little Oak said, “I’m going outside. If Daddy and Uncle come to blows, call me.”
“I had a right to put on airs,” Ta-nien said with self-assurance. “At one time three girls were after me. One was
the daughter of a high-ranking official. She used to wait for me at the corner of Lovers’ Lane, and I didn’t even
look at her.”
“How could you know she was waiting for you if you didn’t even cast her a single glance?” Wen-ch’in asked.
“Talk on!”
“Look at her, Sage! She’s jealous. Back then, I tell you, if I’d only shown a little interest, huh!” Ta-nien
stopped and gave his head a vigorous nod.
“Little Oak, here’s a piece of spare rib for you!” Wen’ch’in called after her son.
Rushing back, he grabbed it, took a bite, and put it down again. “Mama—too cold.”
Wen’ch’in flung it into Ta-nien’s rice bowl.
Ta-nien shook his head, putting on the look of an injured husband. “You see, in my wife’s eyes I’ve become a
bear in the zoo and she’s my trainer.”
Little Oak clapped his hands with delight and shouted: “Daddy’s a bear in the zoo! Daddy’s a bear in the zoo!”
Ta-nien bellowed with laughter at his own joke. Then he leaned back and the chair collapsed with a snap. All
three around him dashed to his rescue, and the baby, aroused from his sleep, yelled. Ta-nien struggled to get up,
but to no avail. Finally the Sage got his arms under his shoulders and raised him to his feet.
“Thank you, thank you,” Ta-nien said, debating whether he should appear angry or pleased. Then he kicked at
the wrecked chair. “Damn it, throw it out! I don’t want to see it again!”
“I’d like to treat you to Peking duck next Sunday,” the Sage announced suddenly.
“No, Sage,” Wen-ch’in said, holding her crying baby and patting it on the back. “Save your money and buy
yourself a new suit.”
“You think so little of me! I, Ho Cheng …” He approached Wen-ch’in with a forefinger on his own nose. “I
haven’t taught all these years for nothing, have I? I at least know how to get an advance of a month’s salary!”
“Aiya,” Ta-nien complained, “I’m getting old. Just falling off a chair has given me a backache.” Sitting on the
edge of the bed, he tapped himself above the hips with his fists.
“What difference does it make?” The Sage waved his hand gallantly. “Let’s sing while the wine lasts, for life is
grief, like the morning dew.”
*
The rain had not quite stopped when the Sage took his leave. Ta-nien and his wife saw him to the door. Under
the dim street lights they watched him walk to the turn.
“Sage!” Wen-ch’in called after him.
The Sage turned and stood waiting with his hand cupped to his ear.
“Don’t let the ducks eat the fish!” Wen-ch’in shouted into the wind, and then hurried back into the house,
slamming the door hard behind her.
For a long while the two men stood looking at each other, too far apart to converse about life’s problems. The
wind in the palms above them whispered a warning, but neither seemed to catch its import. Finally the Sage
turned off down the narrowing road. Ta-nien watched until he was out of sight.
The wind that had once blown through the bright willows now rose in the two palms around Ta-nien’s house,
casting a chill spell. But turning inside, he pretended to feel afraid of nothing in the whole wide windy world.
1926

63.81 Poor Soul\fn{by Hwa Yen aka Yen Ting-yun (1926- )} Foochow, Fukien Province, China (F) 7
It was springtime in 1945, the place, Shanghai. It was the season of light, balmy breezes and fine, sunny
weather. But the people felt differently: their mood seemed cheerless and stagnant. I was on my way to the school,
walking via the park as I always did. After classes and coming home, I took the .same route. Books weighed
heavily in my hands, but heavier were my gait and the burden of my mind. Instead of cutting across the park
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which took us but ten minutes, we students were now forced to go a roundabout way. The Japanese occupa-tional
forces in Shanghai had stocked such a quantity of munition and military supplies on the park grounds that “no
trespassing” signs were planted everywhere. By the signs stood the Japanese sentries, rifles in hand, watching the
passers-by with stony countenances devoid of all expressions. The barbed wire barricades behind them stretched
on and on, winding and curving. No one could see anything within the enclosure; besides no one cared to move
closer to it for that would put him within such limits where the passer-by had to pay his respect by bowing deeply
to the soldiers.
To hell with the Japanese devils, the damnable souls! Let them sink into the eightceenth depth of the
underworld never to be redeemed! Such was the curse that everyone of us uttered from our heart of hearts. There
wasn’t a single exception.
“Hi, did you know? What happened to a girl from the chemistry department last night? She was held by some
Japanese chipmunks and molested!”
“Hi, and you know something else? A political science student was clubted on the head by the damned Japs,
simply because he stuffed his hands in his pockets.”
“Hmm, so disgusting. I cast but one look at him and got in return ‘you beast.’ One of these days, should I ever
lay my hands on him, I will strip him of his hide, from head to foot. I’d like to see whether I am the beast or he
is!”
With a deep frown, I walked on stiffly like a robot. This scene of beauty, where birds sang and flowers exuded
fragrance, was like a cemetery. Despite the fact that fellow students used to make fun of me—“a coward” and
“lacking in patriotic feelings” were some of their criticisms against me—still I had to admit that I was absolutely
against warfare. I felt that the whole of mankind was like a big family whose members should treat each other
with mutual understanding and respect. However on every trip across the park, over tainted grounds as they were
now, the remarks of bitter hatred and curses as uttered by my schoolmates instantly came to my mind, over and
over again. Indelible and undiminished.
“Hey, Ah hey!” Someone was shouting this way.
I was panic-stricken. Looking back, I saw Poor Soul with one finger pointing to the ground. It was my handkerchief which at a moment’s inattention slipped off my hand; I should have picked it up and thanked him. But I
didn’t; I kept on going and heeded him not. Not that I decided to write the handkerchief off, it was just to show
my reluctance to accept even the slightest show of “friendship” from the Japanese military personnel. So I just
ignored it..
The term “Poor Soul” was, of course, our nickname for the chap. A number of Japanese sentinels shared the
honor of being christened by us. For example The Boxer had a square face with a dark complexion like a burned
pot and a pair of atraight, heavy eyebrows. Whenever he, with eyes staring, marched over in measured strides, it
appeared that he was ready at any time to sink his teeth in people’s flesh. “Hanging Ghost” was ramrod-stiff,
drifting about here and there, except for the fact that he still had his filthy feet on the ground. Others were
Mournful Spirit, Dead Turtle, Living Pluto, Big Head Devil, and lastly, Poor Soul.
The latter was fairly young with a pair of melancholy eyes, misty with sorrow and a lost, lonesome look. On
his sentry duty, he appeared to be particularly nervous with his baby face all seriousness. One day a Chinese, passing by, bowed to him. He, perhaps in a fit of forgetfulness, ignored the show of respect that was his due, clicked
his boots, stood at attention and returned a military salute.
“Poor Soul is a poor soul,” a girl student once remarked. “He should not have joined the ranks of brutality; he
should be a scholar or an artist. He is so nice and courteous—”
“Beat it!”
A boy, his face flushed with indignation, interrupted her.
“You girls are feeble-minded and hypocrites. Just think, you, a law-abiding, docile citizen under the damned
Japanese occupation. And you take pity on the high and mighty Imperial Army! Turn the pages of history and read
over the bloody accounts of how we have suffered in the hands of our Japanese enemies: how they invaded our
country and gobbled up our territory over the years; how they devastated our mountains and rivers and shat-tered
our houses and homes. Today they set foot on our homeland, making us slaves and themselves, masters. You,
what a forgiving and liberal-minded slave! If and when I have the opportunity, I’ll eat their flesh, drink their
blood, and give their bones to the dogs. Some of the pedigreed canines would even find their bones too inedible!”
All kept quiet..
The Japanese flag waved at the school entrance while by contrast our natinal colors, blue sky and white sun,
stood timidly on the side. The scene was enough to set our blood boiling in our veins. Our humiliation was of
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such a magnitude that no calls of co-existence and co-prosperity could ever mollify us!
*
One day, making my way as usual, around the park grounds. All of a sudden the air raid alarm sounded, followed by the emergency alarm. Soon, heavy bombers with their thunderous tempo, were roaring overhead. I had
known them well. I had almost lost count of how many times I had escaped death, how I had survived their
deathly explosions and how I had lived through scenes of terror. But at this very moment, I had an entirely
different feeling for the simple reason that up in the sky were aircraft that belonged to the Allied powers, friends
of the Republic of China whereas in days gone by, Japanese killer planes, with their red sun painted on the
fuselages, dominated.
I raised my eyes skyward to watch the many pairs of silver wings reflecting brilliance against the azure
background. One, two, three, four, five, six; all six, bombers. Six bombing air crafts from the Allied countries! Oh
no, there were some more coming from the clouds yonder. Were there any more? With a hand shielding my eyes, I
surveyed the scene with excitement. Ho, ho, some more, some more. Roaring sounds closed in from all directions.
Ho, ho, just great! They were all coming, all coming!
“Lie down right away, lie on the ground right away!” someone was yelling behind me.
I was in a daze. An explosion, that nearly burst my eardrums, rocked everything in the vicinity. Someone
pushed me from behind and I fell face downward. Airplanes rushed over as machinegun fires, like a cascade of
raindrops in a heavy downpour, shrieked and whistled above. A terrifying call came from the other direction,
accompanied by a child’s wailing. Involuntarily I managed to get up only to be pushed down again. Panting, I
closed my eyes and lay with my face flat on the ground. As the sound of the bombers drifted away, I swallowed
and turned my eyes sidewise to find out who my protector was. Totally unexpectedly, it was Poor Soul—a
member of the Japanese Imperial Army.
I jumped to my feet rapidly. Poor Soul followed me. The two of us unconsciously made our way towards the
direction where that terrifying call had come from. There, by the side of the lake with its surface unruffled and
mirror-like, was the decapitated body of a woman. A small child was in her clutches, protected by her bent body. I
stooped down to untwine the woman’s still warm hands. The small child, a boy, rolled his head to one side—
blood gushed from his neck. His eyes were round and protruding, his nose was missing and his mouth, wide open,
as though he wasn’t through crying yet. I buried my face in both hands; collapsing, I dropped to sit on the ground.
The bombers returned; a different batch perhaps.
“Hurry, hurry, this isn’t a safe spot.” Poor Soul spoke in fluent Chinese. “Hurry over to the trench there.”
“No, no!” I screamed, trying to free my hands irom his grasp. No use. Poor Soul had already wound my arms
around his shoulder and lifted me up. I kicked and yelled like mad. Another tremendous explosion sent both
heaven and earth quaking. By the time I came to and reopened my eyes, I found myself lying in the trench with
Poor Soul crouched beside me.
Allied p!anes roared and sound waves shook the ground. I tried to get up with both hands propped against the
ground, but a sudden pain shot through my left foot, and blood spurted from a wound which was about one-inch
wide. It wasn’t anything serious; the injury was caused by an abrasion. I lost a part of the skin and a bit of flesh.
Anyway it prevented me from getting out of the trench where I had to remain for some time. Not only was this
excavation dug by the Japanese chipmunks, but I had to take shelter with the Japanese devil who had brought me
down.
“It seems to me that today the enemy planes are aiming at this side. What a nuisance,” Poor Soul said, knitting
his brows.
“The pity is I have no way of informing them, otherwise I’d ask them to drop some bombs in the park.”
“Aren’t you afraid of death? Remember you are in the park yourself.”
“What if I die, if death is worth something.”
“Worth? I’ve often been thinking; how much is life worth? And how much is death worth? I haven’t found the
answers yet.”
“What answers would you be able to find? You Japs are self-seeking and your brains are full of ideas to promote your self-interests. You are militaristic and aggressive. I have worried about your future: aggressors are
destined to disastrous ends.”
“You have enough guts to say such things to me?”
“Why must I put my guts under wrap?”
“Yes, you dp have guts; full of them from head to foot. When enemy planes dived at you, you met them
halfway as thpugh you were welcoming your lover with open arms.”
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“Your views are most correct and you may as well know this: how unwelcome you Japanese people are. I’m
curious why you’ve just saved me. The truth is, if I happened to be armed with a sword or a rifle, I believe I could
kill you.”
“But I am aware of the fact that you are armed with neither sword nor rifle. What is more this place is under
our occupation and you’re our people whom it is our duty to protect.”
Uttering a scornful sound, I slapped his face with as much force as I could muster. Even the Allied aircraft
overhead were giving me their cheers, it seemed, for a bomb with maximum dynamite charge happened to explode at that very moment. The excavation rocked to and fro like a cradle. Dust and debris, forming a dark mass,
fell upon us. This was the end, 1 thought. But no. Shaking the dust and mud loose, I raised my head while Poor
Soul turned his dirt and slime-smeared face my way.
“Are you all right?” he said to me. Then he spat a mouthful of blood out.
“Oh dear!” I exclaimed.
“It’s nothing, young lady. You hit me. I didn’t expect you to be full of guts and physical strength, too.”
I pressed ten fingers on my forehead and over the bridge of my nose. My head was aching and spinning as
well. The bombers were still making their rounds, circling, circling, far and near, to and fro, backwards and
forwards as though they were in no man’s land.
“Aggressors are destined to disastrous ends,” Poor Soul mumbled to himself. “Do you know? When I was
seven years old, I went to Peiping with my father who was a medical doctor. He practiced there for a full thirteen
years before we were drafted and called home.”
“That explains why you speak such good Chinese.”
“Not only do I speak the language, but I love China also. I have made many Chinese friends.”
“I’m afraid that your Chinese friends have, one by one, lost their lives in your people’s hands.”
“I … I have nothing to say. I … am so sorry.”
“You’re sorry? As simple as that? Could you dismiss all your horrendous acts by a mere statement—I am
sorry? You, you are not human beings but a herd of beasts!”
Poor Soul said nothing more. Looking depressed and frustrated, he climbed out of the trench, and walked
slowly away with shaky steps.
*
I stayed home for a whole week nursing my foot wound. After the abrasions were healed, I went back to school
only to find my schoolmates treating me in a rather strange manner.
“Nan-chen, are you out of your mind? You let Poor Soul hold you in his arms in broad daylight!” said a fellow
girl student who was known for her outspokenness.
“Who said that?” I questioned her, with eyes wide open.
“Whose words? Chou Ping-jen saw you with his own eyes.”
Chou Ping-jen was the president of the Student Council, and held in much esteem by the student body. If he
saw me in Poor Soul’s arms, I could hardly have anything to say in defense.
The dean of students told me to report to his office and made me .explain this “scandal” to him. I gave him my
acount of the episode, pleading with righteous eloquence. The dean understood my position well and comforted
me. It was what he originally had thought. That is, a mountain was made out of a molehill. These days the code of
conduct was “every man for himself” and never to ask for trouble, like hitting a rock with an egg. Besides, he
himself gave us Japanese language lessons. The dean said that he would tell the students not to misunderstand me.
But what was the use? Chou Ping-jen’s words were so deeply rooted in their hearts that they couldn’t be removed,
even with an iron shovel.
“Nan-chen, to tell you the truth, in case Poor Soul happens to be of some other nationality, you two will make
a good couple.”
Even my very best friends said such things.
“Hi, Nan-chen, why are you so listless? Not seeing Poor Soul these days. You miss him badly, don’t you?”
“Oh boy, who would believe Nan-chen to be like this? She is inteligent, a very good student; head and
shoulders above the rest.”
“She must be feeling inferior in some way. When her parents named her, quite a few years back, they seemed
to have acquired some premonition. Don’t these two characters Nan and Chen sound similar to another two
ideograms signifying ‘the difficulty of being chaste’?”
I felt terribly upset, but I couldn’t do a thing to improve my situation. All I did was to swallow my resentment,
keep quiet and bury my complaints deep in my heart.
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That morning I went to school via a lengthy detour, passing by the west station. Ever since that episode had
occurred, I stayed away from the park. Precautions as such, however, appeared to be of little benefit to me. Once
people caught hints, even intangible proof like a breeze or a shadow, you were stigmatized and doomed, without
any reprieve. What really took place was another thing.
I, now a lonesome soul, locked my bicycle on the stand. Picking up my books, I left the parking place, and
walked hurriedly with my head bent down.
“Hi, Nan-chen,” someone shouted at me.
I stood still. Over there on the lawn, a group of people had assembled. They were all talking at once, arguing
hotly. As soon as they saw me, all turned round, eyes like daggers. Like primitive tribesmen in the jungles, they
were ready with their poisonous arrows. I would rather have been the target of those arrows literally, so that one
shot would mean the end for me.
“Come over, Nan-chen!”
Two men students approached menacingly; I was dragged forward. There in the center of the mob was Chou
Ping-jen with one side of his cheek bruised and swollen.
“Nan-chen, see what you have done? You informed on us. You reported to the Japs that Chou Ping-jen was
president of the Student Council. You know that he is a patriot and bitterly hostile to the Japanese devils. You
would like to have him destroyed. That means the Japs would indirectly destroy us. You heartless, lunatic traitor!”
These accusing words were enough to arouse the whole audience into action, grinding their teeth and shaking
their fists. If they had one thought in mind, that was to beat me to death, blow after blow. I stood motionless,
ready to face all consequences. I would not say anything in my own defense; I simply couldn’t. Casting my eyes
on the mob that closed around me, I saw my fellow countrymen, my fellow school-mates hurling charges at me so
indiscriminately and groundlessly that they were no better than beasts holding a sheep at bay.
"You, you heartless, lunatic traitor!” A schoolmate of mine by the name of Li Wei-heng, hurled himself at me,
getting hold of my collar with one hand. I was suffocating, gasping for air.
“No, you can’t do this to Nan-chen!” a fellow co-ed cried at the top of her voice:"
“Let her go, Li Wei-heng,” Chou Ping-jen ordered.
Li Wei-heng pushed me so hard that I fell back five or six steps, losing .my balance. I fell on another student
who swiftly twisted my arms and turned me around to face him. So powerful was his hold that my arms were
about to crack.
“Spell it out, Nan-chen; tell us the truth. What does Poor Soul have that makes you love him so?”
“Huh, Wang Yun-wen, you fool. In this day and hour, the very title of Japanese Imperial Army was enough to
command your respect for hundreds of generations. Whoever befriends a member of the Japanese Imperial Army,
even the chickens, dogs, sheep and beef cattle in his homestead would feel so elated as though they were at
Heaven’s gate. The pity is I was born to the wrong sex; being a male, I don’t have the slightest chance to make the
right connections.”
“All right, that’s enough. Keep quiet all of you! The bell is ringing. Now make haste and go to your classes.
You don’t want to get demerits on your record, do you?”
As soon as Chou Ping-jen mentioned the word “demerit,” the crowd became alive. Some dashed off running;
some strolled away while others split up into smaller groups and left the scene. Only Chou Ping-jen and Li Weiheng remained. After an exchange of glances, the latter in a coarse voice gave me the order:
“Come over, Nan-chen, come here!”
There was a quiet spot on the lawn. I sat down wearily. Chou Ping-jen did the same followed by Li Wei-h~ng,
forming the three corners of a triangle.
“Nan-chen, there’s a good opportunity for you to prove that you too are a patriot at heart. Should you refuse
this, don’t blame us for being tough with you.” Saying thus, Chou Ping-jen shifted his body closer to me and
lowered his voice.
“You know in the park the Japs have stocked a good quantity of military supplies and munition which we must
demolish.” He drew a circle on the ground, pointing his index finger down. “Here are the petrol tanks. That’s
where we start.”
“Do you want me to start the demolition?”
“That’s correct.”
“But why? Everyone knows that I am very clumsy and not good at using my hands or feet. What can I do for
you?”
“But you have an advantage over the rest: a convenient way of doing things. Poor Soul is a good friend of
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yours,” Li Wei-heng pointed out.
“We have something ready for you. Your assignment is just this—go to Poor Soul and talk to him while he’s on
duty, then slip this thing behind the barbed wire fence at the right moment.” Chou Ping-jen said curtly, without
mincing words.
“What is this thing?”
“A time bomb, Nan-chen.”
“A time bomb? I’ve never seen one, I don’t know—”
“You don’t have to know anything; we’ll have everything ready for you. I figure the time will be tomorrow
afternoon as there will be few students in the park during the afternoon hours on Saturday. I shall make sure
where Poor Soul will be on duty and see to it that you’ll get away safely before the bomb detonates. Of course a
lot depends upon your tact and shrewdness.”
I closed my eyes for a while before I got on my feet. Under the surveillance of both Chou Ping-jen and Li Weiheng, I left the campus. I was not in the right mood to attend my classes as I began to wonder if I could do this to
Poor Soul. However under the circumstances, I apparently wasn’t the one to give the final word! The only thing I
could and should do was to take orders from Chou Ping-jen and discard whatever disturbing feelings I had at the
moment. Tomorrow I was to carry with me a time bomb to blow up the military stockpile in the enemy camp. I
had to accomplish my mission. Such was the only thought I had in mind.
I went to school in the morning to meet Chou Ping-jen at the appointed place. He was waiting for me already.
Poor Soul’s sentry duty started at 9:00 p.m., he told me. To forestall any doubts that school authorities might have,
a debate session was arranged for that afternoon since we didn’t have classes then. I could take my place among
the audience, Chou Ping-jen thought. However, Li Wei-heng’s idea was that I should lead the team of co-ed
debators. Chou Ping-jen hesitated at first. He nodded agreement after the latter whispered something into his ears,
and I was made to sit qn the platform in everybody’s view.
I felt lost and bewildered; my heart pounded much faster than normal. Then it was my turn to speak. Clutching
the microphone in a spell of dizziness, I heard the cat-calls and boos from the audience and saw the commotion
below.
“Get off the platform, get off, you filthy woman!” someone yelled.
“You shameless one, Nan-chen, you ‘difficult-to-be-chaste’ one.”
“Go, go to hell!”
Tears blurred my eyes like a thick fog. I was shaking violently all over while human figures agitating right in
front of me, swayed en masse. Someone grabbed my shoulder. I collapsed but was ruthlessly picked up by Li Weiheng who, side by side with Chou Ping-jen, held me tight. Like a living corpse, I was hustled into a small room.
“Nan-chen, take these two tablets.”
Chou Ping-jen fed the drug into my mouth, holding a glass of water against my lips. With tears running down
my cheeks, I swallowed the tablets.
“Lie down for a while and have a good rest here. Keep this in mind, Nan-chen, for our country, our fellow
countrymen and for yourself as well, you must accomplish your mission.”
As Chou Ping-jen and Li Wei-heng walked away, I heard them locking the door. They took too many
precautions in view of the fact that I, nearly paralyzed and without the least bit of physical strength within me,
couldn’t even attempt to escape. The drug worked effectively. My eyelids weighed heavily and I was put to sleep
with a blank in my brain and all miseries gone, mercifully, for the time being.
At 9:45 p.m. I was walking in the park, holding in my hand a made-to-order book with a green cover. The explosive device, timed at 10:30 p.m., was placed inside. Now and then I stole a glance at the deadly charge, as
though I were laying my eyes on a poisonous snake. Not later than 10:20 p.m., I was to plant it behind the barbed
wire. Good Lord, I beseech Thee to help me!
As soon as I saw Poor Soul standing there, I wobbled and limped, pretending that my foot still hurt. The moon
was shining brightly above; however, trees still cast enough shadow over much of the park area, Li Wei-heng was
watching me closely, crouched on the ground while Chou Ping-jen took up another post. The two of them always
worked together. At a distance of four to five feet away from where Poor Soul was on duty, I bowed to him at a
90-degree angle—for the first time ever. Taken by surprise, he studied me from head to foot and asked:
“Why are you here in the park at this hour?”
“There was a debate session in the school, plus some odds and ends. Now my foot really hurts,” I swallowed
and came to a halt.
“Isn’t your foot healed yet?”
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“No, it hasn’t. May I take a brief rest here?”
“Over there.” He pointed at a big rock some ten feet away.
“I have to take some medicine besides. May I have a glass of water?”
He took down his canteen, which was strapped on him, and handed it over. Taking the canteen, I swallowed
two tablets of sodium bicarbonate.
“What are those pills?”
“Antibiotics.”
The time was ten o’clock. The book with the green cover was by the stone which served as my seat, I had to
think quickly. A time bomb was nothing to trifle with. Where did Chou Ping-jen get that? It might not be timed
after all: an explosion might occur any time.
“Do you know,” I pressed my parched lips together, “my fellow schoolmates saw you carrying me to the trench
that day. Now they’re all saying this—you are my lover.”
“But the Japanese people are beasts; those were your own words. Could a beast ever have the chance to
become your lover?”
“You’re kind-hearted, different from the rest of your company.”
“Thank you.”
“You saved my life. It is I who should say thank you.”
“How you’ve changed today; a wild leopard turns into a tamed cat.”
“Beware, I’m plotting against you!”
Abruptly Poor Soul turned to the right. I heard the same noise in the tall grass.
I stood up as if on cue. With the green-covered book in hand, I walked straight up to him. He made an instant
about-face, stopping my advance with the rifle which was held horizontally in his hands.
“Please step back, young lady.”
“Are you afraid of me, eh? Are you so uptight for 24 hours of the day, from dawn to dusk?”
“I am on duty; there can’t be any miss.”
“Okay then, search me.” I raised my hands.
“Stop it. I don’t mean that.”
“Look, you’re blushing.”
“Where?”
“Here.” I stroked his cheek with one finger.
“Naughty girl.” He caught my hand.
“Lay down your rifle. The moon dislikes nothing more.”
While he propped his rifle against the barbed wire fence, I laid my green-covered book on the ground. Under
the soft and hazy moonlight, he fastened his gaze on me. With face upturned in his direction, I lowered my eyes.
His lips sealed mine and his arms wrapped arrund me like a grip of iron. I put my arms around his neck; at the
same time I lightly kicked the book with the green cover inside the fence.
“You are so beautiful, young lady.” He, pantingly, caressed my shoulders and back.
“I … I have to go now.”
“I shouldn’t do this on sentry duty. I … I am sorry.” His hands would not let me go yet.
“It’s too late now. I have to leave quickly. I … I’ll come back to see you.” I struggled to get loose.
“Do come back, okay? Do come back!”
“Sure, I will. I’m positive.”
“Goodbye, young lady. Mind your steps and take care of your injured foot.”
Utterly drenched with perspiration, I walked hurriedly away in big strides. I didn’t go very far.
“Hi young lady, you forgot your book!” Poor Soul called out.
Petrified, I ran away as fast as my legs could move.
“Youg lady, miss, you … ah …. alas!”
Whistles blew, like devils screaming, one sound shriller than the other. People shouting and the thumping of
boots on the pavement. I ran, losing all sense of direction. I tripped on something and fell. Seven or eight torchlights converged on me while an equal number of Japanese soldiers closed in on me.
I was caught and taken to where I had been only a moment ago. Heavy ropes bound me to a huge tree trunk.
Poor Soul stood there motionless as though he was nailed to that very spot. A short, stocky Japanese officer first
hurled some abusive remarks at him and then gave orders—a string of unintelligible sounds. Poor Soul with a
shaky and choking voice, questioned me:
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“Tell us who sent you over to plant the time bomb here.”
I closed my eyes. No matter how he qustioned and cross- questioned, I kept mum.
“Ba-ka-ya-lu.” The short and stocky fellow bellowed, slapping me on the cheek right and left. He snatched my
shirt collar and with one jerk, the shirt front was torn all the way down.
“Oh! No! No!” I screamed. They could make me face the firing squad but I would not be dishonored.
“Tell us, spell it out! Confess! Who ordered you to plant this bomb?”
“I did it on my own, on my own! You tell them, you are devils, all of you, a flock of beasts! I hate you. I hate
myself because I failed to blow you up into meat paste!”
I was clubbed on the head and lost consciousness. I came to, cold and shuddering, drenched by the pail of cold
water that was thrown on me. I said nothing further, exhausted and out of breath, my head tilted feebly to one
side.
As soon as the Japs saw the flame at the corner of the park, they started running, shouting loudly at each other.
Poor Soul stayed behind. He lost no time in pulling a knife from his pocket and cutting loose the heavy cords
around my arms and legs. He helped me to my feet and supported me while I covered the distance of a dozen
steps. He spoke:
“Go, go away quick, run for your life!”
I didn’t think that I could run that fast, but I made it: No sooner had I seen the expanse of green waters shimmering under the moon, than I sank, dropping face down on the wet lawn.
*
My head still hurt; I could feel the pain inside. I could also smell cow dung and mildew. The revolting stench
attacked my nostrils. I opened my eyes and saw a rim oil lamp, casting shadows all around the dilapidated cowshed. Li Wei-heng, looking completely lost and woebegone, sat on the muddy floor not far from the pile of hay
which served as my bedding.
“Chou Ping-jen set the fire to lure the Japanese away from the bombing scene. But he was shot, killed maybe,
by the Japs. He couldn’t get away in time. Our people are looking for him, dead or alive. But there isn’t much
hope, I’m afraid,” Wang Yun-wen said, with head bent down, wringing his hands together.
Deep in the night, the crowing of roosters was heard, one after the other.
Suddenly a jeep squeaked to a halt some distance away. About ten minutes later, the scuffling of many feet was
heard. In the cowshed, Li Wei-heng and Wang Yun-wen jumped to their feet hastily, at the same time helping me
to my feet. They pushed the stacks of hay aside to reveal a hole in the ground into which I was shoved. They blew
out the oil flame and crept in with two pistols pointing at the entrance which was no more than a small wooden
frame boarded with a few rotten planks. Each of them pulled a bundle of hay over his head.
“Wei-heng, Yun-wen. Open the door. It’s me,” Chou Ping-jen called out with a low voice.
We climbed out from our underground hideout and opened the door. Chou Ping-jen, accompanied by three:
other men students, rushed in. We huddled together. The oil lamp was lit anew. I could see Chou Ping-jen. He was
safe and sound but totally drenched as though he had just been fished out from a sewer. As a matter of fact, he did
have a watery escape. As he was running for his life, he had slipped, rolled down the slope and landed in the
water.
“They heard the rifle shot and your cries,” Li Wei-heng said.
“That’s right but the shots were not aimed at me. Incidentally those shots helped divert the devils’ attention
away from me.
“Whom did they kill then?”
“Poor Soul.”
“What’s that?”
“He wasn’t shot to death. He took his own life because he released Nan-chen.”
All of them turned round and looked at me; I returned their look with tear-filled eyes. As they bent their heads
in silence, I dropped down on the hay. Chou Ping-jen blinked and bent over to blow out the oil flame. The
cowshed was in complete darkness.
72.108 Mr. Candlestick\fn{by P’eng Ko aka Yao Peng (1926- )} Hopei Province, China (M) 7
In my early teens, I became near-sighted and began to wear “specs.”\fn{ Short for “spectacles,” what eye-glasses or
I applied for admission to one of the regional

“glasses” were originally called .} I suffered a humiliating rebuff the year
campuses of the R.O.C.\fn{Republic of China.} Military Academy.
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“No near-sighted people need apply!”
I laughed scornfully. From then on, I developed a disdain for anyone who suffers from myopia but, at the same
time, I began to nurture a gut resentment at the sight of the name of that academy.
“Out of sheer patriotism, I come all the way from Peking to try and get in here. And what do I get? A bucket of
cold water dumped on my head! I get turned down without even a chance to register for the exam. What kind of a
deal is that?”
To make it even worse, Mr. Candlestick, who could not hold a candle to me in any kind of competition was,
quite unexpectedly, accepted as an applicant. Like me, he was scared to death he might fail the entrance exam and
lose face. So each of us applied separately. But once his application was accepted, he couldn’t keep quiet about it.
Just look at the cocky way he went on!
“Hey, guess what?” This was a stock phrase he came out with whenever he was jubilant or nervous. “Suppose I
pass that exam. In two short years I’ll have a commission.”
Mr. Candlestick was a tall, reedy fellow. In a volleyball game he always stood at the front line and clinched the
game the moment he lifted his arm. His name was Yü Lo-teh. He had been my classmate and had sat next to me
all through grade school and high school. Whenever I thought of this I was filled with pride. If he hadn’t sat
beside me he would have failed and been kept back every year. Despite his constant poring over his books, he was
less than brilliant as a student. He had become my classmate in grade school simply because he had been demoted
at the end of the previous school year. Possibly, it was this very demotion that had undermined his confidence and
made him bungle everything he did in school. Not only were subjects such as algebra, geometry and chemistry a
closed book to him but even Chinese history and geography, which ordinarily should have been no problem at all,
were equally mystifying to him. If anyone were to ask him suddenly, “What provinces does the Yellow River pass
through?” he would have had to stammer for a good while before coming up with an answer.
The schoolboys in Peking liked to use a slang term to describe how they felt when in difficulties. They would
say they were tso la, or “sitting on a candle.” Probably nothing was more difficult for students than taking a test;
so, having a hard time in an exam was also called “sitting on a candle.” Yü Lo-teh was one student who could
hardly get away from a test room without being called a “candle sitter.” As the given name Lo-teh is pronounced
in the Peking dialect somewhat like the Chinese word-combination meaning “candlestick,” he acquired
accordingly that awkward nickname, Mr. Candlestick.
Since Mr. Candlestick did not do well in his studies, why didn’t the school authorities dismiss him? First of all,
he really studied hard. Although he always did poorly in a test, he did exert himself to the utmost and kept his
nose to his books. In his ten odd years as a student, he had never been late for class, had never bothered his
teachers with an excuse for absence, and had never played hookey. He was, I am afraid, the only student in our
class who religiously hung on to every word of the teacher. Whether in answering questions, doing laboratory
work, or reciting from memory, he was invariably punctilious. In memorizing a short essay which any other
student could learn by heart within twenty minutes, he would have to chant it in a singsong voice till midnight,
and yet it was quite likely that the next day he would forget half of it. Such bitter struggles—such strenuous
efforts to improve himself—were, happily, not lost on those around him and won everyone’s sympathy. Even the
strictest teacher would unbend and be lenient with him.
Another reason Mr. Candlestick got by was that he came from an impoverished family. His father, Old Yü, as
he was commonly called, was a janitor in our school; his chores included sweeping the school grounds and
tending the students’ parked bicycles. For eighteen years he had devoted his life to the care of his son and
everybody knew that he had spent every cent earned with his broom on his son’s education. Because Old Yü was
such a nice old man, everyone at the school went out of his way to be nice to his son.
Finally, Mr. Candlestick himself was quite popular. Despite his height and brawny arms, he never picked a fist
fight and never got angry if someone poked fun at him. It was a common feeling among the students that they
should condone the foibles of a real nice guy like Mr. Candlestick, and usually we felt a kind of obligation to
cover him in a test or, for that matter, to pass him an answer on the sly.
And that’s the kind of man who had now got ahead of me!
*
To tell the plain truth, deep in my heart I felt contempt for Mr. Candlestick. I looked down upon his blind application to studies and that blue gown of his which was faded through frequent launderings. Yet, strange to say, I
could look down on him but I would not stand for anyone else to take advantage of him. Ever since childhood we
had been squabbling and, more than once, a line was drawn down the top of our joint desk with the tacit
understanding that “whoever crosses this line is a bastard!” In grammar school, there were times when we would
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demand the return of tho pencil-sharpener, the colored prints or the marbles that we had traded with each other. In
spite of all this, our friendship continued, unbroken by any of our disputes or quarrels.
The year we made plans to leave Peking we were both in our last year of senior high. It was very common then
for people to migrate to the unoccupied areas of China\fn{ I.e., unoccupied by the common enemy to Nationalist and
Communist Chinese alike: Japan, who had set out to conquer the entire country in 1931, and annex it to the Japanese Empire .} and no
parent with a whit of common sense would prevent his children from doing so. Nevertheless, the older generation,
always wanting their children to remain safe and sound, would not wish them to shoulder guns and be whisked off
to the battlefield.
“When you are safe in the interior,” exhorted my uncle, “you’d better find a way to enter a school and
concentrate on advanced studies. Both your parents are in the interior. Though we’ve lost contact with them, you
can probably locate them through inquiries. Don’t do what you’ve often talked about. That would be a reckless
adventure inspired by immature emotion and the foolhardy example of others. I’m a businessman and I don’t
know much about national affairs but I do know one thing. The Japs won’t make it through this war. It’s all very
well. to talk about doing our bit for the country but that doesn’t mean everyone has to join the army and go to the
front. You’re physically weak and more fit for being a scholar. If anything should happen to you how could I face
your mother? She would blame me for not guiding you right.”
Mr. Candlestick also got the same kind of advice. His father’s parting words, with tears and spasmodic
sniffling, were:
“Lo-teh, I have slaved all my life for your sake. My only wish is to see you grow up and be fortunate enough
to land a good job. If you could make good—if you could be educated in a Western-style school and get a job later
as a teacher—I would be content, even on my death bed. Even if you’re not interested in books, I don’t want you
to go soldiering. A muddle-headed youngster like you is not the type for combat duty. As soon as the Japs’
machine-guns start rattling you wouldn’t know what to do—wouldn’t even know where to cut and run. Don’t let
me worry about you when you’re so far away. Do you hear me?”
This sort of advice from the older generation was sincere enough but which one of us would listen to it? From
the moment we got off the train at Hsinhsiang, in the province of Honan, and took a roundabout way to cross the
Yellow River at Mengchin, both of us had silently made up our minds. We would not settle for anything less than
an opportunity to be trained at the military academy. We day-dreamed about our becoming army officers—heroic
army officers astride stout horses, with sabers at our waists. On the battlefield, at the first blare of the bugle, we
would charge forward with our fellow soldiers and chop down the Japs like so many saplings. How thrilling that
would be!
On the way to our destination, we put up for the night at small inns. We lay wide awake with our teeth chattering, because the room in which we slept had no door to keep out the cold draft. It was only our patriotic ardor that
kept us warm. Each time when our eyes became heavy with sleep, we would suddenly be aroused by our visions
of the day when we would be in the midst of deafening artillery fire.
“Our folks are wonderful in every way but one,” sighed Mr. Candlestick; “they don’t know what patriotism is.”
I could not bring myself to say anything bad against uncle, yet my view of him was no better than Mr. Candlestick’s view of his father. How could I help the fact that uncle was a businessman? It would have been a waste of
time to argue the case for patriotism before a businessman like uncle.
I had never thought that at Hsi-an a pair of spectacles would ruin all my aspirations. Lying on the mattressless
wooden bed in a small inn, I was feeling very sorry for myself. All my plans were built on the presumption that I
would become a cadet. Now everything was finished. I was quite at a loss as to what to do. There were still long
years ahead, long years of uncertainty. This time it was my turn to be a “candle-sitter!”
One evening, Mr. Candlestick returned from a whole day of running about and, finding me downcast, he
dragged me out to dinner. He did not say anything to cheer me up. Though I attributed this to his sympathy for my
disappointment, I knew, in fact, that his silence resulted from a keen understanding of one aspect of my character
that I was obstinate.
Even with my stomach full of hot lamb stew noodles, I still felt completely empty.
“Buddy, don’t be so crestfallen. We can always do something about it.”
According to him, if he was admitted to the military academy, he would certainly ask the school authorities for
a modification of the admission regulations.
“Guess what? Those regulations will be revised. They’ve just got to be. Regulations are dead and men are
alive.”
“How?” I asked.
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“I’ll go direct to the Office of the Dean of Studies,” he blurted out. Then, after a pause, “No, I’ll ask for an
interview with the Superintendent. Do you know who our Superintendent is? He is none other than Generalissimo
Chiang!” To hear him speak, you’d think the school had been established for no one else but him! But his tone
was so sincere and confident.
“They say the Superintendent comes every year to review the freshman cadets. With my build, there’s no
question that I’ll stand at the head of the file. When the Superintendent marches past me, I’ll step three paces
forward and then, straightening my body, I’ll click my heels and stand at attention. Next, I’ll request permission to
speak—but—what am I going to say?”
Baflled for a moment, he scratched his head.
“Well, that will be tough. I’m afraid that the moment I see the Generalissimo I’ll be too scared to say anything.
Maybe it’s better for you to write a sort of petition and let me present it to the Generalissimo. Maybe this grand
old man will O.K. it. Wouldn’t that do the trick?”
If anyone but Mr. Candlestick had said this, I’d have busted him one in the nose. But the fact was that he was
the one and only Mr. Candlestick and whatever he said, he really meant it with all hig heart. He even left his seat,
to stand at attention, trying to imitate the way a soldier bows to his superior—the head dipping to a fifteen degrees
angle. He acted as if the Generalissimo were standing right before him and would never turn thumbs down on so
utterly reasonable a request.
Naturally, I was not so optimistic as Mr. Candlestick, but I was not as disheartened as I had been either. A
change of viewpoint is really a wonderful thing. I now began to reflect on what a wonderful thing it would be if
Mr. Candlestick could really be admitted to the Academy. At least one half of our mutual aspirations would be
fulfilled and half of our problems would be solved. My chances of success in school or professional life were
better than his, so, if he managed to gct settled first, so much the better. I really should be happy!
And so that night was spent in excited conversation about what would happen after his success in the coming
entrance exam. Meanwhile he kept drumming into my ear his encouragement:
“Let’s go downtown tomorrow to buy a protocol handbook on official correspondence and see if we can learn
the way to write a petition to the Generalissimo. Writing such things is far different from writing a composition
for an essay contest in school. You can’t afford to make a single mistake. You’ll have to write it carefully. The
chanre of your life all depends on this one shot.”
*
During the days just before the exam we were so busy we didn’t know whether we were coming or going. Both
of us were on edge—he was worried about the coming tests and I was worried about him. All day long he would
mumble plaintively, “You don’t know how little you know till you have to apply it. You don’t know how hard a
thing is till you have to do it. I’m going to flunk this time for sure.” I helped him with his cramming: memorizing
texts, tackling mathematical problems, and reciting formulas. The trouble was: the harder he tried the more
confused he got, and the more confused he got the harder he tried. He had more than ten subjects to prepare and
they were like so many pancakes popping on the griddle while his attention jumped wildly from one to another.
“If I’d known I was going to get so uptight over the exams … I’d be better off if I had been near-sighted too.
Not allowing me to apply would have been simpler.” And so it was up to me—a rejected applicant—to encourage
him!
On the day he went to sit for the examinations, I went alone to a bathhouse called Pearl Springs, the best of its
kind in Hsi-an. On ordinary days, the house was capable of accommodating a thousand customers, yet that day
only twenty percent of the regular customers were there. The dead quiet of the place accentuated my feeling of
lonesomeness. I started to bathe, then stopped to take a nap; after the nap I bathed again until I became drowsy
and dropped off to sleep again. And so I passed the time until darkness fell. I was not only depressed but very
anxious about Mr. Candlestick.
Back at the inn, I found Mr. Candlestick sitting in front of a lamp, his fingers twitching his eyebrows, cramming in preparation for the next day’s examinations. With a weary wave of his hand, he said:
“Don’t ask me how I did in today’s tests. Right now my mind is all fuzzy and I can’t remember anything.”
Mr. Candlestick had a real bad time of it until the test period was finally over. Once relieved from the strain, he
lay in bed sleeping away a total of thirty-six hours with hardly a single flicker of his eyelids.
Then came the torture of waiting. Each morning, as soon as he opened his eyes, he would demand the loan of a
newspaper from the fat innkeeper. If the paper was late, he would hurry out at early dawn to read the newspapers
posted on the billboard at the street corner. Not a single printed word would escape his eyes; he would not relax
until he had gone through each item of news and each advertisement. If someone, for want of a piece of paper to
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wipe his running nose with, had torn off a corner of the page which was not firmly pasted on the wall, he would
go haywire with the fear that the missing part had possibly carried information about the test results. He would
start to cuss.
The long-awaited list of the successful candidates was at last published.
Much to his relief, Mr. Candlestick was happy to find that he had made the list, even though his name was the
very last.
We were both dazed by the sheet of newspaper that was covered with the listed names. We took turns examining the list again and again until we were finally convinced that the three-character name appearing at the end of
the list was, beyond any doubt, Yü Lo-teh. Then, suddenly realizing what this meant, we clasped hands and
jumped and yelled with joy. Afterwards, still gleeful over the good news, we ran out to a small restaurant to gorge
ourselves with a fancy meal. We ordered three dishes, one soup, one small plate of hors d’oeuvres, and about half
a pint of kaoliang.\fn{A note reads: One of the strongest liquors in China, made from sorghum .} This was the first time we had
regaled ourselves with such fare since we had left Pekiing.
“Buddy, bottoms up. Anyhow, this time when I went alone to face a challenge, I didn’t disappoint you.” He
said this to let me know the excitement in his heart and also by way of showing his appreciation for the help I had
given him, not only just recently, but during his whole academic life. Throwing my head back, I gulped down a
mouthful of the strong liquor without saying anything. I felt no inclination either to admire or envy Mr. Candlestick. I could only curse my own bad luck and imperfect eyesight.
That night Mr. Candlestick’s sleep was interrupted several times by his own laughter. He told me he had
dreamt he was already a great, awe-inspiring general in full regalia, riding a galloping white horse and shouting
his commands in a great battle.
*
A lot of things in the world often turn out in the most unexpected ways. While Mr. Candlestick was awaiting
notification of his enrollment at the military academy, I also succeeded in getting a job. Through the good offices
of a mutual-assistance organization of people from my home town, I was given a job as an employee in a privately owned mill not far away from Hsi-an. I had to report for that job on a day specified by the management, and
that led to my leaving Hsi-an sooner than Mr. Candlestick.
To tell the truth, my success in getting a job that paid reasonably well, really outweighed Mr. Candlestick’s
chance to receive a military education. During our stay at Hsi-an, both of us had spent a large portion of our
money to meet traveling expenses. At the hour of leave-taking, I gave Mr. Candlestick all the money I could
spare, plus two gold rings which I had sewn into the cotton padding of my winter coat for safe-keeping.
“You'll have to spend money as a student, while I can earn money as a job-holder. Take them with you. There
may come a day when you will be in need of them.” For a moment he did not know what to say, but finally he
accepted what I offered.
This was the first time we had parted company since leaving our home town. When the bus started to pull out I
realized that we had, as it were, come to a crossroad; each of us would go in a different direction and it was quite
unlikely that our paths would cross again.
The mill in which I was working manufactured textiles. It was not a big one, but by dint of good management
it was a money-maker and all the employees were decently paid. The only thing was, we were too busy—terribly
busy all day long. In addition to the eight hours of work on each of the weekdays, we had to report for a four-hour
overtime in the evening at least five days a week; too much mechanical work left us with little time to think.
On the first payday in my life, it suddenly occurred to me that I should write a letter to Mr. Candlestick. As a
young man who had just received his first paycheck, I was too excited to put my feelings into words. At the same
time, I felt an almost irresistible urge to share this feeling with an old friend. Thus I sat down to pen a letter,
telling him of the life I had been living recently, of my work, and of the pay I received—almost three times as
much as two or three government employees put together could make—an amount which naturally filled me with
pride, because in terms of job qualification, I was still a high school student without a diploma.
My letter to Mr. Candlestick, however, did not elicit the kind of response I anticipated. In his answer, he didn’t
show the least bit of admiration for my job, but simply crammed his pages with incidents from his own life in that
military school; of how good, how stimulating, and how satisfying it had been to him; of the kind of uniform he
wore, the kind of bed he slept on, the way a bugle was blown at meal times, the way they stood in formation at
drill times, and the way they saluted their senior officers or requested permission to speak. Everything was novel
to him. His letter contained at least a hundred exclamation marks!
What made me very uncomfortable, however, was a passage toward the end of his letter:
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Your failure to enter a military school because of your imperfect vision may, indeed, have been a good thing for you.
If you had successfully passed the entrance examinations, I believe you would find life here unbearably hard.

This remark not only hurt my self-respect; it also gave rise to many doubts. I could no longer believe in the
kind of good life he described so glowingly in his letter; there must have been a lot of things he kept from me. To
dispel my doubts, I sought information from other sources and they confirmed the fact that the cadets in a military
school live practically the same life that an ordinary soldier does. The hard life of a soldier, at that period, was
somehing I could see with my own eyes. Comparing my life with Mr. Candlestick’, I was uncomfortably
ashamed. So, starting from the second month of my employment, I voluntarily sent one half of my pay to him in
the hope that he might thus have the wherewithal to buy the kind of food necessary to make him physically fit for
the strenuous work of a military school.
Having been parted for such a long time, each of us had begun living in a little world of his own, a world in
which each could settle down and be content with his own lot. The loneliness of our new surroundings having
worn off, we gradually became negligent in writing letters. Anyway, from the letters that did reach me I
discovered that he was making steady progress in his letter writing; he not only wrote in a neat, correct hand but
also showed clearer thinking. He was no longer the adolescent given to silly talk about presenting a petition to the
Generalissimo and such stuff.
Once, in answering a letter from me in which I had praised him, he said:
I’m greatly pleased that you can see the fruit of my past few months’ hard work. Lately, I’ve read a lot of books and
have grown fond of just sitting and meditating. As Confucius says, “To study without reflection is useless.” That’s
perfectly true. In the past, I just memorized for all I was worth without trying to apply what I studied. Since I began
studying at this military academy, I’ve begun to think about the problems of human life and death and suddenly it all
seems clear to me. Even those books which I only half understood in the past have taken on new meaning. This change
in me is as strange as it is exciting.

This reminded me of what one of my teachers had often said to me: As a man sows, so shall he reap. Mr.
Candlestick’s long years of hard work as a student, like a savings account, was now beginning to pay off with
interest.
On still another occasion, I wrote him that on a certain Sunday I had been at the home of an associate of mine
where I “played mahjong and ended up winning a little.” Then came the answer, an answer I had hardly expected.
For my “misdemeanor,” he gave me a searing lecture, based on quotations from Laotze, Confucius and Mencius
as well as Wang Yang-ming, Yen Hsi-tsai and Li Shu-ku.\fn{ A note reads: These men are considered to be among China’s
great thinkers.} He warned me not to “dissipate concentration through trivial pastimes and destroy the future.” To
show how dead-set he was against such faults, he had heavily underscored several words with red ink.
We had only been separated several months, yet how greatly he had changed! My initial reaction was that this
was funny; but, on second thought, I found it no laughing matter at all. Instead, there arose in me an overpowering
fear, a fear that gave me the shivers. It would not do for me to keep on pursuing a life that was aimless and meaningless. Such a life would soon turn me into an object of scorn from the man I once scorned. I must, from that
moment on, get a hold of myself.
In the days that followed I really braced up. Textbooks in algebra, physics and chemistry appeared once more
on my desk. In short, I began to pay serious attention to all the subjects that would prepare me for a chance to
continue my education.
*
Despite the fact that we didn’t live far apart and could make use of the readily available means of transportation, we never got a chance to see each other because of the difficulty in obtaining leave.
One summer day, just at the moment when I was planning to go to Hsi-an to take a college entrance examination, I suddenly received a phone call from a hospital in that city and was told that a certain patient named Yü had
been pestering the hospital staff with a demand to see me. I hurried to Hsi-an on the very evening of that day. Sure
enough, it was Mr. Candlestick. He had suffered from an accident during a shooting drill.
“Well, how are you feeling?” I asked solicitously the moment I was inside his ward.
He gave me a mysterious smile and motioned me to bend forward so that he could whisper into my ear.
“Nothing serious, nothing serious. I got scratched on the thigh by some shell fragments. The wound bled a
little, but I think I’ll be all right after a few days’ rest. I told them it hurt badly inside me and insisted that some
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steel fragments had got into my body. Our school doesn’t have X-ray equipment, so they had to send me here. To
tell the truth, I just wanted to see you.”
“Me too,” I said. Shaking his hand, I had a closer look at his face. He seemed to be a little thinner and, possibly
because of the loss of blood, quite pale, but on the whole he was in good shape.
In the two days that followed, we chatted over the past with great relish, and would laugh whenever we
recalled any of the episodes in our childhood.
On the third day of my stay I went to sit for the examinations and he was sent back to his school to recuperate.
In the autumn of that year, I was notified that I had been accepted by the Department of Chemical Engineering
at a certain university. I sent in my resignation to the mill management and was ready to go. I had a busy time
before my departure, for I had to attend several farewell parties. I wanted to go back to Hsi-an and see Mr.
Candlestick again, but there was too little time left. All I could do was to send him a letter to say good-bye. Then I
went to Pao-chi to take a highway bus.
As if in answer to a prayer, the bus was delayed one day and this I gave Mr. Candlestick the time to hurry to
Pao-chi to see me.
In contrast to his appearance in the hospital, he was now clad in a neat soldier’s uniform with his feet encased
in high leather boots and his hands ensconced in white gloves. Though not on horseback and carrying a sword, he
looked imposing. The way he carried himself was especially virile and dignified; one could even see a flicker of
self-assurance in his eyes and around the corners of his lips. Gone was the Mr. Candlestick of another day: a sillylooking youth who used to wander around in a daze with a bewildered look.
Day by day, life had brought us to maturity. On the day before my departure we ate a hurried meal at a small
restaurant, during which we were mostly silent, as if there was not much more to say.
Back at my lodging, he carefully closed the door behind him and, as if the matter was very important, asked
me:
“Have you ever heard from your parents?”
“No,” I shook my head. “I heard they were in K’unming, though others said they were in Kueiyang. I’ve tried
to find out where they are really living, but all in vain.”
“Well, if that is the case, do you think you can meet your school expenses in the future?” I managed a smile.
“As you can see,” I said, “I’m just going a step at a time. How can one think that far ahead?”
In the past half year, aside from buying a few fresh additions to my scanty wardrobe, I had spent almost all of
the half of my salary on food and other necessities. The mill management was sympathetic and gave me some
money to meet traveling expenses, so I figured I would still have enough to subsist for probably two months after
I arrived at Chungking. But what would happen in the days after that two-month period? I really had no courage
to think further than that. Though I was a little troubled, I felt it was quite unnecessary to burden Mr. Candlestick
with my worries.
Then, Mr. Candlestick cautiously drew forth from his breast pocket a very small cloth pouch.
“Take this, please. It is your own savings. You’ll be less worried if you take this along.”
Inside the pouch were a number of gold rings in all their yellow splendor.
With a broad grin on his face he said, “Two of these rings, I suppose you can still remember, were a part of the
personal effects you carried along with you when you were leaving Peiping. The others I bought myself with the
money you sent me and have kept them stowed away for just this occasion.”
It was not long before I found out the story behind this touching gesture. Reluctant to spend the money I sent
him and fearing a possible devaluation of the currency, he persuaded a man living in the vicinity of his school to
help him out with the purchase of wheat. When wheat prices rose, he managed to sell his wheat to one of the flour
mills in Hsi-an and then proceeded to buy four gold rings, one at a time after short intervals.
I also found a receipt accompanying the rings wherein he entered the date he received the money, the date of
the sale of the wheat, and the date of the purchase of the rings. The sum I sent him was intended for his pocket
money, but the only things he bought for himself were about a dozen eggs and two packs of the lowest-grade
cigarettes—purchases made during the month of his hospitalization.
“Well, put that smaller one on your finger and feel free to cash it. I’ll sew the rest into the lining of your jacket.
They might help you get by for a while and free you from the trouble of having to worry about money, being a
stranger in a strange land.”
I had no choice but to accept. Like an imbecile I just stood there speechless, my heart full. I managed to force
back the tears.
“I’m afraid that from now on it will be difficult for us to get together again,” I said.
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“Don’t you worry about that. Remember that couplet by Wang Pu:\fn{ A poet of the early years of the T’ang Dynasty
(618-907AD).}
A true friend, though worlds apart
Will still be close in mind and heart.

“We came all the way from Peking to the unoccupied zone behind the battle lines and it is only now that we
have found ourselves sort of on our feet. The most important thing is that we can be of some use to our country in
the future.”
And on this cheerful note, we bade each other goodnight. Before dawn, I was suddenly roused from sleep by a
succession of rustling sounds. Sitting up in my bed, I saw Mr. Candlestick tying up my baggage for me.
“Didn’t I do that yesterday?”
“It’s a long time since you’ve been on a trip and that’s why I untied those things to check. Look here, how
could you forget to keep your raincoat out at this time of year? Now, this woolen sweater. You better keep it out
and have it ready. When you are passing the Chien-men Pass beyond Kwang-yuan, they say, it’s very cold. Again,
it wouldn’t do to send your books this way. For one thing, they’re too heavy, and for another, they might get lost.
It’s better for me to send them by mail.” Without waiting for me to agree, he continued to rearrange my
belongings properly.
Finally, he drew forth a brand-new fountain pen, a Geld Star 2, still considered a good piece of merchandise in
that part of China.
“Now take this. It’s my farewell gift to you.”
“Thank you, but you’d better keep it for yourself. You know I have a pen of my own.”
“I’ve got another one for my own use,” he said. “Say, guess what? The one I’m giving you is a prize I won in a
marksmanship contest in our school a few days ago. You’ll have good luck whenever you use it.”
He stuck the pen into my breast pocket, looked at it a long while, and then shook his head and heaved a sigh. I
will never forget how he looked at that moment—exactly the same as he did so many years ago.
“I know Gold Star 2 is not so good as your old Parker, but, good or bad, it’s a token from an old good-fornothing friend of yours. When you see this pen, remember me.”
Silently, I fingered the golden clasp of the pen, and gradually an icy feeling of misery chilled me to the bone. It
is always painful to say goodbye.
It was dawn. The bus station was boiling over with the din of human voices. One could also hear the chugchug of the bus engine. The bellboy of the hostel knocked at the door, reminding us to hurry.
*
Who could have known that that would be the last time we ever saw each other.
The end of the war\fn{I.e., the war with Japan; upon conclusion of that struggle, the Nationalist and Communist Chinese armies
once again resumed their military struggle for control of the future of China herself .} came sooner than was expected. The end of
my college education was in sight. Our school moved back to its original site in coastal southeast China and,
before long, I graduated and got a job.
Meanwhile, Mr. Candlestick’s unit had marched through Shanhai-kuan and was fighting here and there in
Manchuria. At first, he was happy with the successive victories his outfit scored and often wrote to me. Then,
later, as the situation worsened, he sent me fewer and fewer letters and the ones that I received were full of complaints and bitterness. I was very worried about him.
At the Battle of Chang-ch’un he led his troops to break through a seige and then his whereabouts became utterly unknown. One day, three months after he lost contact with me, a total stranger called on me and identified
himself as one of Mr. Candlestick’s fellow officers and close friends. On the eve of the battle, each of them had
written and exchanged several copies of a farewell letter, so that if only one survived he could be a messsenger of
his dead friend’s final words.
“Company Commander Yü often talked about you.. I believe he thought of you as a brother. That’s why he
wrote a letter to you.”
“Do you have the letter with you?” I asked anxiously.
“Yes, but I’m sorry that during the pattIe, I was wounded and lay among the corpses, my cotton-padded
uniform soaked with blood. All the letters I carried were stained with blood and are now hardly decipherable.”
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Without waiting for me to speak, he opened the packet in his hands. Almost all the sheets of letter paper were
glued together; the dried blood stains, which had already turned black, still gave off a nauseating rancid smell
despite the fact that they had been dry for many many days.
At first, I shrank from the idea of reading the letter intended for me. Without reading it, I could let myself be
comforted with the thought that he might be still living. But once I read the letter, there would be a certain finality
about his death. So, after the visitor was gone, I waited and waited. It was not until evening that I finally spread
the letter out under the lamp.
It was a long letter, yet most of the words, like the inscription on an ancient stone tablet dug up out of the
ground, were blurred. With great effort I succeeded in reconstructing only a small part of the letter.
Our country is in great trouble. The communists are most wick. … We have the duty to … our land and protect our
people … A good soldier is never afraid of death. The light of a candle … Though it is nothing, it will do its best. …
Beyond Chang-ch'un. … die in glory … Take good care of yourself and revenge me.
Lo-teh

I have read this letter a thousand times. I believe I have fully understood the drift of his unfulfilled wish even
though I could barely decipher a fraction of his words.
Without his encouragement, I might have become a mere time-server who just muddles through life. Without
his aid, I might not have been able to complete my formal education. If it had not been for his image fresh in my
mind, I might not have had the courage to struggle through incredible hardships in order to get to Taiwan several
years ago. I not only mourn my own loss of a friend, but, more than that, I also lament my country’s loss of a
distinguished soldier.
“The light of a candle. Though it is nothing, it will do its best …”
I understand, I understand that he looked upon himself as a mere candlestick, a candle; yet … “it will do its
best.”
Those five words sum up his life, a brief yet tragically great life.
Sadly I look west in the direction of the China mainland, a land separated from me by a wide expanse of cloudy skies, a land that Mr. Candlestick had died for.
74.13 The Soil\fn{by Wang Ting-chun (1926- )} Shantung Province, China (M) 7
Hwa-di woke up in the midst of a vast expanse of whiteness and found himself half buried in it. Suddenly, it
reminded him of the vast stretch of whiteness of accumulated snow all along the road when he was running away
from home as a refugee. There were many corpses scattered among the piles of snow on the roadside and those
refugees who were bolder stooped close to see if there was a friend or a relative among them. However, at this
very moment from amid the vast expanse of whiteness; a pair of jet black eyes peered down at him.
“What’s going on?”
He was alarmed. The black pupils turned and moved away. It was a nurse.
Half an hour later, in walked a lady, fashionably dressed. She talked knowingly and seemed to be familiar with
the social amenities. She came to the bedside and without as much as saying “Hello,” sat down on the only chair
beside the bed. The nurse stood behind the chair, rolling a pair of large black childlike eyes that could only belong
to a young girl. Amid a whiteness, the shade of the belly of a dead fish, Hwa-di saw the lady’s colorful silk dress
and the rouge on the cheeks of the nurse. He felt that he had come back to life again. However he simply couldn’t
guess the lady’s motive in coming to him.
“How do you feel?” she asked.
She was very relaxed, behaving very much in the manner of an intimate friend. Listening to her voice, Hwa-di
also had the feeling of having heard it before. And yet, looking at her face, he just couldn’t think of her name.
“I just fainted, didn’t I?”
“When I passed by Yen-ping Road at noontime, I saw you lying beside a huge pile of garbage, wearing a mask
over your mouth. I telephoned the Director of Public Health and he sent an ambulance over at once. The doctor
would like you to stay in the hospital for a check-up. Do you want to notify your close relatives?”
Then she is only a stranger: Hwa-di’s first reaction was a sense of unseemliness to be rescued and taken to the
hospital like a corpse by a total stranger. Then he felt sad from the mentioning of “close relatives.” He even forgot
to thank her and only said gloomily:
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“I have none.”
“It doesn’t matter,” she replied simply. “We’re all your friends.” She gestured with her hands, including the
nurse. “We can handle the hospital procedures for you. How come you fainted over there?”
Who is she after all? But Hwa-di first had to answer her question.
“I went there to look for a bottle, a glass medicine bottle. It did not have any medicine in it but it was half
filled with some yellow soil. Did you see it anywhere?” Hwa-di thought since she had passed by there, maybe …
“No, I didn’t.”
Hwa-di didn’t want to let go the faintest gleam of hope.
“A glass bottle, a medicine bottle from the China-Western Pharmacy. It had on it the trade mark of the
pharmacy. The two characters “China-Western” were linked together, looking like the nose of a cow.”
“The China-Western Pharmacy!” She looked at the nurse, bewildered.
“I haven’t heard of it either,” said the nurse.
“It’s an old established firm. It had a very good reputation in Shanghai. Now, very few people have heard of
it.”
“Is that bottle very important?”
“Yes, very important! It’s not the bottle itself but the yellow soil in it that’s important. When I left home, what
worried my father and mother most was that I might not be able to get myself acclimatized to a strange place.
They believe that people who leave their native land will get a kind of strange disease, lose weight, and then die.
No doctor can cure them unless they go back to their native land to drink their native water and to eat the food
that grows from their native soil. What are they to do if they’re unable to go back? Then, what they do is to find a
sprinkle of the native soil, soak it in boiled water and drink it. If the soil is really from his native land, the person
will definitely be cured. My mother believed in this and insisted on my bringing some soil with me. To me, that
half bottle of soil is terribly important. I can’t afford to lose it. No, no matter what happens, I can’t afford to lose
it.”
The nurse couldn’t help interrupting:
“There’s a lot of bacteria in soil. How could you soak it in water and drink it? It’s dreadful! You had better rely
on modern medical science. It’s so hot outside. Why must you go to look for that bottle?”
The remark “It’s so hot outside” reminded Hwa-di of the summer heat. It really is hot today. The weather
bureau said that it is the hottest day since the beginning of summer. He had been stooping over the pile of garbage
trying to find the bottle. He was sweating profusely; his heartbeat quickened and his head began to swim. The
pungent odor from the pile of garbage mixed with the smell of camphor in his mask rushed to his head causing
him to pass out. It was true that it was very hot but still he must find his bottle. He was very anxious to present his
case:
“I simply must find it. It’s the soil from my native land. It’s from a piece of first-grade dry land that belonged
to my ancestors. In it is the sweat of my grandfather and that of my father and the footprints of my mother. My
mother had stomach trouble and all year long she would take a stomach medicine from the China-Western Pharmacy. It was she who put the soil into the bottle with her own hands. In my native land glass bottles are valuable.
Mother spread the soil on a piece of white paper and with her glasses on, she sorted through it carefully before
pouring it into the bottle. I carried the bottle with me through seven provinces until I finally crossed the Straits of
Taiwan and arrived here. I simply must go and look for it. I don’t want to stay in the hospital.”
The lady gestured to stop Hwa-di from struggling to get out of bed and said:
“All right! You must go and look for it. But you’re in such poor health. You had better let us help you. I can
ask the Chief of the Public Health Squad to send ten of his men to search that pile of garbage again. I host a
broadcasting program. I am what people call “a radio celebrity.” I can make a public announcement on my program asking people to look for your bottle, but only on one condition.”
A radio personality! No wonder she sounded familiar! “On what condition?”
“You have to lie down here and be a good patient. You’re very ill.”
“I’m not ill.”
“Don’t be stubborn. It’s important to look after your health.”
Hwa-di felt his stomach churning inside him. He leaned sideways to spit out some saliva into the spittoon. The
sour taste made him shiver.
“Relax! My program has many listeners and a great deal of influence.”
Before the radio star left, she beckoned to the nurse with her eyes. The nurse followed her out of the room. In
the corridor, the radio star said:
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“Please take good care of him. He’s very good material for my program. I can give both of you a great deal of
publicity and because of it, you may be elected best nurse of the year.”
“Ah! I’m not that ambitious.” The apple cheeks of the nurse flushed into a more alluring shade.
“I’m going back to arrange for interviews. The first interview will be with your patient to talk about how he
lost his bottle. Then I’ll have an interview with the Chief of the Public Health Squad about the search of the
garbage pile; an interview with the head of your hospital to talk about the patient; an interview with the president of the association of his native land; an interview with the head of the organization under which he works
and of course I’m going to interview you every day to talk about your observations and care for him. If it is at all
possible, I would like to interview the proprietor of the China-Western Pharmacy at that time.”
The nurse was entranced by what she said; her eyes radiated excitement as well as bewilderment. This made
the radio star feel that she had to play the big sister to the nurse. When she was about to leave, she patted her on
the cheek and said emphatically:
“Remember! Cooperate with me!”
Hwa-di became very ill as expected. He vomited often and he could not eat or drink. It looked like stomach
trouble. At the same time, he had abnormal bowel movements and suffered from what seemed like dysentery. On
the third day, he had a headache and fever as well. Each time he had an injection or took some medicine, he
couldn’t help but say to the nurse:
“It’s no use. It’s a matter of acclimatization. You people can not cure me.”
Each time, the nurse would tell him in a tone that was naïve, yet authoritative that he would eventually recover
and that he ought to have faith in modern medicine.
The nurse moved her own radio set to Hwa-di’s room so that he could listen in to the news about the search.
The radio personality repeatedly appealed to the public with sincerity and anxiety:
Here is a man who is very homesick. His physical condition becomes more and more critical every day. He badly
needs psychological therapy. That wonder drug which will produce immediate effect may be lying at your feet or
perhaps in the garbage can outside your very door.

After listening in to the broadcast, he uttered words of frustration and desperation, thinking that the hope of
finding that bottle was very very dim. He resigned himself to his fate while waiting for the nurse to give him what
temporary maternal comfort an eighteen year old girl was capable of giving.
On the fifth day, when Hwa-di saw the congee brought to him from the kitchen, he felt sick and screamed:
“I don’t want it!”
The congee was sent back to the kitchen. When the nurse came to ask what was the matter, he immediately
pulled up the sheet and covered his head.
On the sixth day, Hwa-di had IV tubings hanging from a stand by his bedside. The nurse was watching the
flow of the fluid into his veins, when Hwa-di said to her:
“I’m sorry about sending back the congee yesterday.”
“That’s all right. But you should really force yourself to eat something.”
“When I saw the congee yesterday, I suddenly thought of something that had happened in my native village.”
Her dark eyes, turning from the flowing glucose to his face, showed interest in listening to him.
“When I was ten years old, a tramp came into our village. The soles of his shoes were torn, his toes were
bleeding and his legs were thick and swollen. All this bore evidence that he had walked a great distance. When he
talked, nobody understood him so he must have been from very far away. This was not his destination but he
could not walk any farther and had to stop. Like a beggar, he was ragged and penniless. The innkeeper would not
let him in and told him to go and stay in a half demolished temple. I was among a group of children who surrounded him and shouted after him. He did not even turn his head to look at us; he walked straight into the temple, fell
on a pile of straw and slept. I went home and told Mamma about him and Mamma said:
“‘Poor thing! What is he going to eat?’
“On the next day, around noontime, Mama asked me: ‘Did that poor fellow come out and eat something?’
“I shook my head. Mamma dished out a large bowlful of congee and told me to carry it to him with both
hands. That man was still sleeping and seemed to have slept so well that he had not even budged. I called him but
he did not answer. So I left the congee by his side and went away. After lunch, Mamma said to me:
“‘Go to the temple and bring back the bowl.’
“The man was still fast asleep; he had not even stirred. The congee looked frozen because of the cold and not a
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single grain was touched.
“When we were about to have dinner, Mamma said again: ‘Go to the temple and get the bowl back.’
“I went and came back empty-handed. The bowl was still full of congee—the rice sinking to the bottom,
leaving the silver gray gravy on top. Mamma was lost in thought for a while. Then, she asked Papa whether the
man might be ill or not. Papa came back from the temple with bad news; the man was very ill. Papa asked a
Chinese herb doctor to go and look at him, afterward. which he came to our house to write a prescription for him.
He kept on waving his brush—holding it two or three inches above the paper. He said:
“‘This is a case of not being able to acclimatize. Who can cure that? Do you think I am a miracle doctor?’
“Papa said: ‘He may be dying, but let’s do something for him. How can we just watch a stranger die with
indifference?’
“The Chinese herb doctor hesitated for a while, then hurriedly scribbled a prescription. He said that he would
contribute the medicine if my father would provide a quilt. Given this help, he believed the man could be expected to live for another ten days.
“The doctor said: ‘You’d better hurry and write to his family and ask them to bring some soil from their native
land.’ Then he added: ‘Letters are too slow, you should send a telegram.’
“‘Send a telegram! Where is his home? Nobody understands what he says! How are we going to ask him?’
“Papa went to look for the lame old man who was a retired veteran. He had served as a soldier for twenty years
and had been to the ends of the earth and had heard many different dialects. He said with full assurance:
“‘I’m Li Tai-po. I can speak the languages of eight nations.’
“Papa sent a telegram to the elder brother of the ill man. After many days I can’t say how many a stranger
came to look for my Papa. He was a little old man with grayish hair and a beard. We didn’t understand what he
said. But as soon as Papa saw him, he knew what he had come for. Papa took him to the temple, and naturally I
followed them. Along the road, the stranger attracted the attention of many people and they too followed behind.
“When we had taken over the medicine, rice and cotton quilt, the tramp had only glanced sadly at us with tired
eyes. He expressed neither gratitude nor excitement. But when he saw his brother, he began to stir and sat upright
like a healthy person. His elder brother rushed over to him and they embraced. He cried out loud, talking at the
same time. His elder brother also cried and talked with him in the same manner. Their voices became louder and
louder and more and more excited. Nobody understood what they said, so we just watched and listened to their
crying. Within a few moments the voice of the younger brother was smothered. The elder brother murmured to
himself for a while and then also stopped. He suddenly realized that his younger brother had stopped breathing.
Thereupon, he wailed loudly. Papa grabbed me by the hand and tried to pull me outside. I saw a stray dog licking
at the congee bowl. I was going to pick up the bowl for Mamma but Papa gave it a big kick and it rolled far into
the grass …”
The nurse lowered her eyes and said:
“This story is too sad. You shouldn’t tell such stories.”
Torrents of rain fell throughout the night. In the morning, the nurse came to open the window and let in some
fresh air. The roof was inlaid with sunshine which made the room seem very pleasant. Hwa-di felt that the day
was going to be special.
“Any letters for me?” he asked the nurse.
“The first delivery will be here in half an hour.”
He kept on looking at his watch. After twenty-five minutes he could not contain himself any longer and walked
impatiently to the gate to wait for his letters. As he passed along the corridor, he saw the colors of the rainbow in
the dew drops on the grass. He waited for more than ten minutes, but still the mailman did not come. He began to
feel very tired and walked back slowly along the corridor. The rainbow had already evaporated. He saw from
outside the window that there were many nurses and curious onlookers standing around his bed. It was as if they
were watching an important patient dying. When he walked into the room the people immediately turned away
from the bed and surrounded him. The nurse pushed a small wooden box right up to the tip of his nose and said
happily:
“Congratulations! Someone has sent it back to you!”
He smelled something which resembled the smell of a coffin. As he began opening the box, his heart beat
violently. Amid shouts of congratulations, the wooden box was opened and the bottle came into view. His eyes
had already discovered that it was not the medicine bottle from the China-Western Pharmacy. The China-Western
Pharmacy bottle was cylindrical but this bottle was flat and thin and shaped like a guitar. Despite this, his ears
were still ringing joyfully with the echoes of false good tidings.
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“It’s a mistake! This doesn’t belong to me!” he declared at last, much to everybody’s disappointment.
Fortunately, a letter came with the bottle. The man who wrote the letter was a soldier. He said when he was
sent on a mission to a region along the coast in North China, he took the opportunity to bring back a bottle of its
soil. Although that place was not Hwa-di’s native land it was comparatively close to it. Moreover, this place and
Hwa-di’s native soil were both located on the same continent. After all, half a loaf is better than no bread at all.
This letter turned the topic of conversation to the heroism of the nation’s army. Everyone could tell a few tales
of the adventures and the adversities that soldiers faced every day.
Their high spirits filled the hospital room with vitality. Hwa-di thought to himself that he ought to be grateful
to that soldier who could spare a thought for him when he was surrounded by danger on all flanks. He studied the
bottle very carefully. The bottle was filled with black soil mixed with sand and tiny particles of stone—he found it
very ugly.
Two weeks later, Hwa-di had lost so much weight that his face became emaciated and angular. Everyday he
was hoping that the bottle would turn up. It would be the end of him if he could not find the soil of his homeland.
In order to stir up her audience, the announcer repeatedly covered Hwa-di’s case on her program. The doctor
seemed to have been influenced by it, for during the last few days when he made his rounds, he never forgot to
ask Hwa-di:
“Did you find your soil?”
He did not find the real soil of his homeland but the kind-hearted audience sent him all kinds of substitutes
which occupied the entire surface of his night stand. There was no room left for the thermos bottle or anything
else.
In the evening, the nurse came in and said: “You ought to answer them.”
She had nagged him several times already. He nodded and with both his hands, picked up a cylinder-shaped
bottle. This was a specially big bottle, made of sparkling crystal-clear glass and was filled with yellow soil. At
first glance, it looked like a cylinder made of wood. There was a label on the bottle recording the important
composite of the soil and the date it was bottled.
A student, going through his research material found an analysis of the soil in North China made by a former
specialist. He concocted some soil according to this formula, and said that looking at it from the scientific viewpoint, the product could really be called the genuine soil of North China. While he was concocting it, he purposely put in a little bit more salt to compensate for the fact that Hwa-di’s family had sweated on the land. Hwa-di
could tell easily that the yellow soil was dyed yellow with artificial coloring and did not like it at all.
The nurse set up the tape recorder and asked Hwa-di to talk.
“What shall I say? I can only say that something important is still missing in this bottle of counterfeit soil. At
the time when my mother spread the soil on a piece of white paper and lowered her head to examine it, two drops
of her tears fell onto it. My half bottle of soil has the warmth of motherly love in it, whereas this big bottle has
not.”
He picked up another bottle, an exquisite small one that was a perfume bottle. The handwriting in the letter
was also very elegant, and the writer explained in the very first line of the letter that she was a girl. She had dug
up some clean soil from the banks of a small river near her farm. She asked the broadcast announcer why Mr.
Hwa-di hadn’t discovered the loveliness of the surrounding land? Why hadn’t he smelt the fragrance of this soil?
It was this soil that had produced the beautiful scenery and had ripened the delicious fruits. Why couldn’t he hold
precious what he could have in front of his eyes?
“This girl is simply lovely! How are you going to answer her?” the nurse asked.
“When I finished my course in Chinese geography in my second year of junior high school, our geography
teacher asked the class where we would like to live if we were allowed to have a free choice. At that time, I
answered right away that I still wanted to live in my own native land.”
The nu rse turned off the tape recorder and said:
“I haven’t told you before that I came from the same place as you.”
“From the same province?”
“From the same county.”
Hwa-di stared at her as if he had never seen her before. “I really can't tell by looking at you.”
“I have never been to my homeland. Is it really as good as you make it out to be?”
“Of course it is!”
“Even if it is as good as you say, I wouldn’t miss it because I’ve never been there before, and I’ve never had
dreams about it. I’ve lived in so many places and none of them were my native land. I am a person without a
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homeland. Ever since I met you, I’ve known the sufferings of a person with a homeland. I’m better off than you; I
suffer no pains of nostalgia.”
“You’re very lucky but I don’t envy you.”
“Every place has its shortcomings. Do you mean to say that your homeland has none?”
“Oh, yes. It has.”
“Then you should dwell more on those shortcomings.”
“Yes, I did. I remember when I was ten years old, and it was summer. A pastor came from the city to preach to
us. I found him very amusing for he often broke into song as he was reading. I followed him walking all over the
place. At noontime he was invited by a member of the parish to lunch. The host and his guests sat around the table
and the pastor was saying grace for them. After the prayer, when they opened their eyes, the dishes on the table
were thickly covered with a layer of flies. All this is so vivid in my mind that it’s as if it were happening right in
front of me at this very moment. The pastor extended his chopsticks to get some food and—BOOM—the flies
flew away in all directions as if a little explosion had taken place on the plate. Only then did the pastor realize
what had happened and his chopsticks stopped at the edge of the plate. The host, however, was very attentive,
urging him to help himself to some food and the pastor couldn’t very well refuse so he closed his eyes and
exclaimed, ‘Thanks be to the Lord!’ as he picked up some food and put it in his mouth courageously. All this
seems to be happening in front of me right this moment.”
“Oh!” The nurse covered up her nose and said embarrassedly: “How could one live in such a place? I’ll never
go back as long as I live.”
“Because of this I want to go back all the more. This is where we differ.”
As soon as the announcer stepped into the room, she said excitedly to Hwa-di:
“I congratulate you. You’re looking much better!”
Hwa-di felt his cheeks.
“I feel very weak, much worse than when I first came to the hospital.”
“Oh no! After two week’s recuperation, you look much better. The doctor couldn’t find anything wrong with
you. We all feel very relieved.”
“I suffer from insomnia—”
“That’s only psychological. You’ll be alright if you take it easy.”
“You surprised me by congratulating me when you first came in. I thought the bottle was found.”
“Every cloud has a silver lining! You suffer loss in one place and make a gain in another.” The radio star
pointed smilingly at the bottles on the night stand. “It is after all, difficult to recover what you have lost. If it is
something good, the person who finds it would like to keep it and if it is something worthless, who would bother
to pick it up?”
Hwa-di gathered from her talk that she planned to abandon the search. He asked with alarm:
“Then, what shall we do?”
“Haven’t I already said that you should find the silver lining to the cloud? You may gain something else!
There’s the young lady who wrote to persuade you to hold precious whatever you have right in front of you and
that is a splendid idea. You can announce publicly on my program that you accept her way of thinking. I can
invite her to come to meet you on my program and you can become friends. This matter should come to a solution
to the satisfaction of everybody.”
Hwa-di was confused.
“Come to a solution? How can there be a solution if I don’t find my bottle?”
“If we can’t find it, then we have to prepare another solution.”
“No!” Hwa-di said with conviction. “I don’t want this kind of solution. I’d rather be without one. It’s still too
early to talk about a solution. Please continue to broadcast; please do it every day—”
“The interest of the audience will not last that long. Now is the best time to come to an end.”
She was just as positive as he in her answer.
“I can’t live just for the so-called audience.”
“The entire audience can’t live just for a single individual.”
“All of a sudden, there is a difference of opinion between us. I did not expect this.”
He only felt a tightness in his chest and did not expect his eyes to fill with tears. He attempted to hold them
back by lying on his back, thus keeping the tears in the corners of his eyes. The radio celebrity, not having
observed all this, went on with her resonant and positive voice:
“This is a rare opportunity that may bring about unexpected results. You’re drifting by yourself in a foreign
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land, so of course you’re lonely. You wouldn’t be, if you had some close friends. I’m prepared to help you at any
time. However you must not put it off for too long or the interest in the program will fade away. It would be best
to end this within a couple of days.”
In the corridor, the announcer asked the nurse:
“Do you think he'll agree to this?”
The nurse shook the strand of hair which peeped out from under her cap:
“I don’t know. He’s a strange person, talking and acting oddly. He doesn’t seem to be normal. During the last
few nights, when I went to give him medicine, I found him wide awake, staring at me and looking most frightening. Do you think he is out of his mind?”
“Probably not. I think he is only a very stubborn person, so stubborn that he becomes unreasonable. At first,
the audience was very sympathetic towards him but now, they grow weary of him. There have been people writing in to denbunce him. He exaggerated his love for his homeland to such an extent that he aroused unsympathetic
feelings in others. Others may grow envious of him and begin to discriminate against him. He is really too
stubborn.”
“Injections or medicine will not cure his sickness. He says only the yellow soil can. Perhaps what he says is
right. All this is a great mystery to me.”
The announcer yawned in a very relaxed manner and said:
“I’m really tired from running around for him these days.”
*
A shoeshine boy was walking back and forth in a crowded part of the town with his workbox on his back. He
had not yet found a desirable spot to settle down for work so he could only walk along, looking at other people’s
shoes. That day, he suddenly saw a glass bottle with some yellowish powder in it lying on the ground. He had
heard the broadcast and thought it looked like the thing someone was looking for. He picked it up and looked at it
carefully. Indeed, it had the combined figure of the two characters “China-Western” on it, looking exactly like the
nose of a cow. The only problem was that there was not half a bottle of yellow soil but only a thin layer of it
covering the bottom of the bottle. That was understandable, for the cork was lost and there was no way to prevent
the contents from being spilled. He took some cotton wool from his shoeshine box and plugged the bottle with it.
He then turned on his portable radio and it just happened to be the time for the radio star’s program. He got more
and more excited as he listened to the broadcast. He thought to himself:
“Well, I’ve got it here in my hand. Someday you’ll offer a reward for it. Let’s see how much you’ll offer before
I produce it.”
Day after day, he waited for them to announce the reward but it was never offered. Nothing happened even on
the very last day.
Must I give it back for nothing? With great reluctance, he went to look for the hospital.
He entered the hospital and came into a spacious hall which was noisy with the sound of footsteps tapping the
floor like rainfall. It was very much like an airport, crowded with passengers and with those who came to see
them off, and also the airlines em- ployees. As he was looking around him, the doorman of the hospital walked
over in his creaking pair of old shoes. He gestured as if he were driving away flies, and shouted:
“Go away! You can’t conduct business here.”
“I didn’t come here to do business.”
“Huh?” The doorman stared at the shoeshine box. The shoeshine boy produced the glass bottle from the box.
The doorman did not reach out for the bottle, only looking at it closely as it lay in the boy’s outstretched hand.
There was no mistake as it had the nose of a cow on it. After he had a good look, he raised his eyes and asked:
“Why didn’t you bring it over earlier?”
“I only picked it up today.”
“Take it to the service counter at once.”
“Yes, can I polish their shoes later?” he pointed to the row of patients who were sitting waiting for their turn to
be treated. The doorman hesitated for a while and then said:
“O.k., o.k., you’re not a bad sort. But you must go when I tell you to.”
“Of course. I’ll polish yours first, o.k.?” He sized up the pair of shoes which the doorman was wearing and
realized that it would take four times the normal amount of shoe polish to polish his pair of shoes.
“Not today!” The doorman turned his head and walked away.
When the bottle was placed in the hands of Hwa-di, he gasped for breath and looked at it over and over again,
checking both sides and wiping it repeatedly with a clean handkerchief. At one moment, his hands tightened their
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hold on it and in the next moment, they began to caress it very gently. He kept asking himself, yet seeming to be
asking someone else:
“How come there is so little left?”
“There’s enough left for you to drink a couple of times,” said the nurse.
Even the cork was lost. Hwa-di felt that the bottle was like the prodigal son who had gone through a great deal
of suffering and had been physically mutilated. He could not bear to mix up that bit of soil in hot water for a
drink.
“How come there is so little left?” he repeated.
“Would you like to drink it now?!” The warm feelings which the nurse had originally felt for him were
returning.
“All right,” he answered reluctantly.
“I have to close the door,” she closed the door and pulled the curtains while talking. “I can’t let people see you
drinking such stuff. The hospital authorities would punish me if they found out. Personally I’m really a little
curious about this.”
Quickly and efficiently, she boiled some water, spread out a piece of white paper and poured out a little bit of
the soil from the bottle. As she did this, Hwa-di said repeatedly:
“Be careful, be careful.”
Holding the cup in her left hand, she lifted the piece of white paper with her right hand.
“Wait a minute. Let me have a look.” Hwa-di said. He sat up in his bed. She moved the piece of white paper
close to his face. With no glass coveting it, he felt the closeness of that soil and smelled its fragrance, the fragrance of the good earth of his own homeland. The odor seemed to have a very stimulating effect on the membrane in his nostrils and he could not stop himself from sneezing. At the same time, tears came to his eyes and his
nose began to run. The very force of the sneeze had scattered the layer of yellow soil into the air. He exclaimed
over and over again, “What a pity! What a pity!” and hit his nose with his fist until it hurt.
The nurse put down the cup and stopped him from hitting himself by saying:
“Your nose is bleeding. Lie down! Lie down!”
As he lay down, he coveref his nose with his hands. When he took them away, he saw that his fingers were
blood-stained.
After the nurse had tended to him, he quieted down and began to look at the recovered bottle, turning it round
and around.
There were only a few specks of soil left in it. After a long while, he pushed the bottle under his pillow and
said to the nurse:
“I have to keep this little bit of soil. I’ll leave my sickness to modern medical science. If I should die, please
put the bottle in my coffin.”
81.6 Fireside Chat\fn{by Hou Jung-sheng (1926- )} Fukien Province, China (F) 4
In the first month of the lunar year, I made a New Year call on Uncle Chang. When young he had been famous
for his romances. Getting old now, he still retained his fame as a romantic person.though he was neither
passionate nor sentimental. An hour with him was like drinking a cup of lung-ching cha, dragon-well tea, which
leaves you something to think about for the rest of the day. So you can imagine he was very popular with ladies.
He was the gentleman with a half-bald head and curved back who was often seen chatting with them at parties.
You may also remember his gentle, whimsical smile.
Although he was an old bachelor, you can see, Uncle Chang was not lonesome.
I made the New Year call on him not only because I could not get away from the customs of my world, but
also because I had missed him. When I was upset—I mean when I was entangled with somebody, and could not
undo the snarls—I would visit Uncle Chang. We would sit together for, hours without uttering a word. While he
was writing, I smoked the cigarettes I had brought along. In the quiet I would simmer down and get over my
annoyance, and somehow everything would be all right. What kind of relationship was this? Nobody can exactly
name it. The relationships between men and women—no matter what their ages—are the only relationships in the
world which refuse to be classified.
I had known Uncle Chang for years. We liked each other, but we seldom got together. He amused himself with
his friends, while I had fun with mine. When I dropped in on him after a long absence, he never bothered to ask
me how I was getting along. Nor did I inquire about him. The smile that greeted me, though, told me that I was
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genuinely welcome! I had a preference for coffee candies, and there was always a box of coffee candies in his
refrigerator. What I didn’t eat would remain untouched until next time. Uncle Chang knew that I did not like other
ladies to trespass on my preference. The box of coffee candies was my private property and took me several years
to consume.
Uncle Chang was seldom out—in the day-time, of course. But this time when I called on him, I did not find
him at home.
“Oh, Miss Hou, how’re you,” his servant, Ah-fu greeted me. “It’s a long time since you were last here. Mr.
Chang went to the graveyard, but he’ll be back soon. Sit down, please. Wait here to keep him company. In the first
month, there’s gambling at every house, but you know he doesn’t care for it. So he feels a bit lonely.”
Ah-fu was old and ugly, but polite to every lady caller. He made me a cup of strong tea, moved the sofa to the
fireside, and then placed the box of coffee candies on the table. It was warm as spring in the room. The flames
dancing in the fireplace made me feel still warmer. The potted mei-tree\fn{A note reads: The mei or plum, blossom is the
favorite flower of Chinese poets and artists, praised for its purity and perseverance.} on the window sill was in full bloom and its
cool fragrance spread through the room. The house was completely still. I had a feeling of “stealing a half day’s
leisure in the floating life.”\fn{ A note reads: A line from the poem Mountaineering, by Li Sheh, a poet the Tang dynasty [618907AD].}
“What did Mr. Chang go to the graveyard for?” I asked.
“To pay respects at Miss Wen’s grave. Oh, she didn’t deserve her death. She should have loved anybody but
that married man,” Ah-fu confided.
Yes, I could recall a lady named Wen among Uncle Chang’s friends. She was a slender and refined woman
with very large eyes. She seemed always to emanate a subtle fragrance, something like the mei blossoms I could
smell now. The mei blossoms stand the severity of the winter and keep their purity unspoiled by worldly desires.
Thex have been praised by the poets in such lines as:
The gracious snow in the bleak winter;
The mei blossoms on the old tree.

But Miss Wen apparently was a greenhouse flower who could not persevere with good courage against the
reverses of fortune.
“How do you know about her?” I asked.
“I heard about her from Mr. Chang. He was very much upset when she died. When she was alive, she lunched
with Mr. Chang almost every day. But suddenly she’s dead. You can’t help I feeling sorry for her.”
“Ah-fu, I hear you’re talking nonsense, aren’t you?”
A gentle voice came from outside the room. Uncle Chang had come back.
Ah-fu scuttled out with a smile. Uncle Chang looked pale and sulky. When I asked whether he was angry with
Ah-fu, he gave me a rather curt no. He only looked unwell because of the cold weather, he said. He poured out a
small glass of brandy for me, and a large one for himself. Then he sank down onto his special chair by the
fireside.
“Were you upset at the sight of the grave?” I said.
“Yes. I felt the world’s cold. Today, I was the only person who was there to pay respects at her grave. That
fellow Tsuei even didn’t think about her, like nothing’d happened. The man’s really a no-good rascal!”
I know that Miss Wen had committed suicide because of her unhappy love affair with the married man Tsuei
Cheng-pin. I wondered how she could have loved him. He was pudgy and had a way of gaping at you like a fool.
Actually, he was nothing more than a nodding acquaintance of mine. They did say that he could play the hei-tou
parts in the Peiping opera.\fn{ A note reads: In the Peking opera, the hei-tou, or “black head,” his face painted in many colors, sings
the parts demanding a powerful, resonant voice.} But I had never seen him on the stage. Why, a dumpy man such as he
couldn’t possibly be a good actor.
Tsuei’s wife was an unusually vulgar woman, always heavily rouged, and with a face red as a monkey’s rump.
Tsuei was constantly shadowed by her. I asked Uncle Chang about it.
“She’s smart when she tags after him.” He chuckled. “Old Tsuei’s great at this love business. He’s a real Don
Juan.”
I could not imagine how he could be a Don Juan. I could see nothing of the gallant in him.
Miss Wen stayed with the Chengs, good friends of the Tsueis, and used to join in their outings or mahjong
parties. She went along with the two families for three or four years. How did she and Tsuei begin to fall in love—
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we have to assume they did love each other. Did it happen gradually or suddenly? Who took the first step?
“Uncle Chang, is there some hidden charm in Mr. Tsuei? How did they begin to fall in love?”
“Do you remember Miss Wen got hurt in a traffic accident? She was depressed during her long stay at home
and, to keep her company, Old Tsuei used to visit her. So they got into trouble.”
“How so?”
“Old Tsuei’s a good flatterer, you know, very persuasive. He knows the way to get around a woman. Any
woman likes it. Right?” Uncle Chang took a sip of his brandy, looking at me with faintly smiling eyes. Yes. Any
woman likes it. The way to fetch a woman is to appeal to her in the way a child does to his mother. No woman
can refuse to respond to that. But dumpy, foolish-looking Mr. Tsuei must have appeared ridiculous if he acted like
a child. And Miss Wen was the Lin Tai-yu type,\fn{ A note reads: Lin Tai-yu was one of the heroines in the famous novel Dream
of the Red Chamber. She was a languishing beauty with lovely delicate features.} a pretty little thing. I could not help sniffing at
the thought of Mr. Tsuei.
“You can’t judge a person by his looks,” Uncle Chang said. “He’s been mixed up with so many women that
he’s learned how to get what he wants out of them.”
“Uncle Chang, would you like to know how I imagine he accomplished it?”
“Of course.” He raised his brandy in a toast to my conjecture, and his smile invited me to go on.
“When Mr. Tsuei went to keep Miss Wen company, first he caressed her injured ankles. I don’t mean the first
time he went to see her, of course. Then he told her her skin was soft and white. Maybe he even stooped down to
kiss her legs. She’d been very lonely. According to a law of nature, men and women need each other; naturally
she couldn’t slap a man she had known for years. So probably she just said in an insinuating voice that he should
behave himself. Since she made no strong protest, Mr. Tsuei whispered a lot of sweet things to her. Maybe he
said: ‘Come on, darling, you must be tired of lying in bed. You’d better sit up. Here, let me place the pillows
behind you.’ Well, Miss Wen let him help her sit up. Then he said: ‘You’d better lean against me—you’ll be much
more comfortable.’ So she leaned against him, and listened to him cracking some cheap joke. He kept on talking
simply for the sake of breaking the ice.”
Uncle Chang laughed and said he wondered how I had imagined it.
Victor Hugo\fn{Victor Marie Hugo (1802-1885), French author.} says that the expanse of sky is larger than that of sea
and a man’s imagination can fly farther than the edge of the sky. I could imagine how Tsuei had appealed to Miss
Wen in his childish way, but could not imagine how she had fallen in love with him. He was by no means the kind
of man Miss Wen should have cared for. If I may apply such words as “maybe,” “perhaps” and “probably” in my
reasoning, I’m inclined to think that she started with him because of simple loneliness.
Although she was slight and fragile, Miss Wen was a divorcee and the mother of two children who were living
in Hong Kong. She stayed alone in Taiwan; obviously, to look for a good husband. Her ideal husband must be a
respectable man with a fortune and high standing, and above all, a bachelor. And she stayed with the Chengs,
because she wanted to worm her way into fashionable society where she might meet the ideal man. So she went
along with Gem to restaurants, to the movies and to the mahjong parties. She spent her money royally.
“Where did Miss Wen’s money come from, Uncle Chang?”
“From a very distinguished person. About five thousand U.S. dollars. Enough to live well on for years.”
“A distinguished person? He must be one of the few people I can think of who can afford so much. Why
should he give her such a large sum of money?”
“You’ve always been wise, but you sound foolish right now.” Uncle Chang gave me an expressive look. He
had been warmed up by the tea and did not look pale any more.
“Oh, I see.”
“He’s a widower.”
“Then why didn’t she marry him?”
“She couldn’t. The distinguished person’s old father opposed his marrying a divorced woman.”
“So he gave her a sum of money as compensation for anything else she might have had.”
Uncle Chang made no response.
“Did her divorce have anything to do with her affair with the very distinguished person?”
“I doubt it. They’re old friends. Miss Wen admires fame, of course. But I think she might love him because his
character, his social position, his wealth—all these things were up to her standard. So she had to look for a man
who could equal this distinguished person,” Uncle Chang continued. “That’s typical female vanity, isn’t it?”
“Uncle Chang, I even heard rumors that you yourself might marry her.”
“Well, I think the lady she was staying with Mrs. Cheng, had some idea like that when she introduced us,”
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Uncle Chang said with some complacency. “But I made it clear that I felt toward her just the way I’d feel toward a
niece. She called me Uncle Chang, just the way you do.”
“But the person who introduced me to you certainly hadn’t the same intention.”
“No. He hadn’t. You hadn’t either.” Uncle Chang turned his most charming smile on me, but I think his face
reddened just faintly.
“Then what happened?”
“Then she had an affair with Old Tsuei. We could say in your literary terms: ‘Tsuei Cheng-pin stole away her
lonely heart.’”
“It’s strange.”
“Not strange at all. Loneliness! That was the trouble.”
So Uncle Chang shared my opinion. Miss Wen had been lonely. When she returned from parties and saw the
Chengs with their children, a sense of loneliness would sweep over her. She was so graceful and refined that most
men dared not touch her with worldly fingers. But she was tormented with the hunger to be caressed by a man.
“How was their affair discovered?”
“They went one day to Yangmingshan to enjoy the cherry blossoms, and happened to run into somebody they
knew there. And naturally, he gossiped.”
“What did it matter? It was just a picnic.”
“More than that. They met him at the hotel, the one where Miss Wen killed herself afterwards.”
They had selected a good place, a rather quiet and solitary place. But on this poor little earth, nobody can
really escape. They must have known it, so they took shelter in the excuse that they had gone to Yangmingshan to
enjoy the cherry blossoms. But as a matter of fact, Miss Wen was not at all fond of walking, while Mr. Tsuei was
not a man of taste and had no interest in flowers. He must have asked her to go to the hotel for a “rest.” I can
imagine that the hotel commanded a good view of the city where thousands of lights pricked the darkness, and
that under the window of their room, azaleas were in full bloom.
And then Mr. Tsuei must have said a lot of charming things to Miss Wen. He must have uttered such
commonplace “I love you.” It is hard for a woman to resist the temptation of the word “love.” Women are by
nature fond of being deceived. They take the word “love” seriously, at least at the moment a man utters it. I could
imagine the way Miss Wen and Tsuei talked:
“You’ve wronged your wife by being here with me like this. She’s a good friend of mine.”
“What do you mean? Let’s not mention her. I’ve never really loved her. I fell in love with you at first sight. She can’t
be your rival. You’re elegant and pretty, while she’s a vulgar woman. Oh, my sweet, do you love me?”
“Of course, I love you.”

“To make things worse,” Uncle Chang went on after a pause, “she confided her secret to Mrs. Cheng. I wonder
why in the world she had to do that?”
“Uncle Chang, you’ve been mixed up with so many women, and you still don’t understand them! They can
never keep a secret, even their own secret. Since Mrs. Cheng was a good friend of hers, she had to consult with
her as to what she should do.”
“Yes. You’re right. And what happened next? The secret spread around and all her women friends became
hostile to her. They talked of her as a wicked woman and accused her of ruining her good friend’s marriage. All of
them broke with her. Even Mrs. Cheng made her feel unwelcome and finally asked her to move out.”
“But it was easy to find another place.”
“Not with little money left and nowhere to go. When she died, nothing was left but some clothes and three
hundred Taiwan dollars.”
“Did she go through all the money she got from that distinguished person?”
“Yes, she did. Before her suicide, she telephoned Old Tsuei. He assured her of his love and even said he would
die with her if the occasion should arise. But now she’s dead, and he doesn’t even bother to go and worship at her
grave.”
“A man like Tsuei Cheng-pin will never sacrifice himself. He’s not serious in love, and has no sense of
responsibility toward the other person. You said he’s a Don Juan, didn’t you? That’s the way a man like that
behaves.”
“Today, I’m the only person who remembers her. It was a great mistake to get involved with Tsuei but she
didn’t have to die for it.”
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“No. She didn’t,” I agreed. “If I were Miss Wen, I don’t think I’d kill myself as she did.”
“What would you do?” Uncle Chang said.
“Well, if I were in love with a married man, a worthy man, I’d brave the hostility of other people and give
myself wholly to him. Very simple, I’d try to win their understanding, and maybe even their sympathy with the
truth—‘I love him.’”
“But who sympathizes with a woman who has fallen in love with a married man?”
“Oh, we can’t know for certain whether people will or not. If there are some persons who sympathize with
Monkey, there are always others who sympathize with Pigsy.\fn{ A note reads: Monkey and Pigsy are characters in the 16thcentury novel entitled Hsi Yu Chi, or Journey to the West, translated by Arthur Waley as under the title of Monkey.} Maybe they
would support me and speak in favor of love.”
“Suppose I were the man, what would you do?” Uncle Chang challenged with a twinkling smile.
“I wouldn’t fall in love with you.”
“Why not?”
“Because you’re a Don Juan, too!” We both burst out laughing.
I walked home as the lights were going on all over the city. What would I do if I fell in love with a married
man?
I was so lost in thought that I failed to watch where I was going until a horn blared sharply at me and I stepped
back just in time as one of the new pink taxis careered past within a foot of me. When I recovered from my fright,
I told myself something. If I fell in love with a man who already had a wife, I would not kill myself. Instead I
would try to part with him as a good friend.
I had told Uncle Chang that I would fight for love, but as a matter of fact, I knew now, it would not be that way
with me. If it ever happened to me, from somewhere I would find the strength to smile the matter away and let it
end.
This was my decision. But it was a few more months before I went to call on Uncle Chang and eat coffee
candies again.
145.137 Eighteen Folktales\fn{by Angela Yong aka Angela Mee Ing (1926- )} Foochow?, China (F) 15
1
In olden China, there were no doctors to help a woman deliver her baby. There were only Po- Nehs. They are
older women who had some experience in helping at childbirth.
One day, a Po-Neh came to her brother’s house. She was very excited. She told her sister-in-law,
“Sister, there is a lovely little newborn baby girl. The father of the baby does not want her. He wants to have
her drowned. Do you want her?”
“No. I don’t need another girl,” the sister-in-law answered. “I have no money to bring her up.”
“Sister, you don’t have to spend so much on girls. Give them some rice water, some porridge. Take her, the
little thing is lovely, like her mother. Fifteen years later, she can marry your son. You won’t have to pay any big
dowry.”
After hearing this, the sister-in-law agreed. She went to the house and took the baby home.
The future mother-in-law was not very kind to the girl. She often punished her. The future father-in-law was a
kindhearted man. He knew his wife was not kind to the girl so he gave her things to eat as the girl was often
hungry.
As the years went by, the son began to play with the adopted girl who was going to be his wife. He also stole
food for her. The mother knew all this. She scolded loudly,
“Hey, you must not spoil her.” The father replied,
“What do you mean, spoil her? She’s hungry. She will be your daughter-in-law. She will look after you when
you are old and cannot walk. You dirty woman. You cannot even give birth to an egg. This son of yours is not
even yours.”
The son heard this, “Not your son.” Now he, too, knew he was adopted also.
Years went by. The son turned nineteen, the daughter fifteen. She was a pretty young woman. One day, the
father told his wife,
“Old woman, I think we should let the two get married. I long to see my grandchildren; have someone call me
Kung Kung.”
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“Are you sure you can be Kung Kung?”
“Sure. Not many people are like you, childless.”
It was the wedding morning. The groom’s father was happy as a bird. During the banquet, the relatives shouted
many Yang Sengs and poured a lot of wine into the father’s cup. He was so happy, he drank them all. His face
became redder and redder. Suddenly, it turned pale. He put his head on the table and died. Now the mother-in-law
really hated the daughter-in-law.
“You are a tiger. You ate my husband.” The daughter-ill-law remained quiet.
When the daughter-in-law called, “Ma,” the woman only scolded her.
The son and the daughter-in-law did not know what to do. They just kept quiet. The house was a dead house.
There was no noise, no peace. The months went by. It was now two months since the ill-fated wedding and still no
sign of the daughter-in-law getting pregnant. One day, the mother said to her son,
“Sell your wife, that useless woman.”
The son did not say anything. He loved his wife. Again and again, the mother asked her son to sell the wife.
The man refused. The mother nagged every day. One day, the mother told her son,
“As soon as that woman goes out the front door, I will bring another one in through the back door.”
The son was getting tired of the nagging. There was no peace in the house so he said yes. The day came when
his wife was married to another man. The man’s heart ached to see his wife with her new husband. He waited but
no woman came in the back door, too. He was a lonely man. He left his home to work in an inn.
Many years later, he was on his way home to see his mother. On the way home, he had to cross a stream. As he
came to the opposite bank, he saw a woman with two children. One was on the mother’s back, the other stood by.
He looked at the woman and saw it was his former wife.
The man had no face to meet her so he dropped his head, but the woman recognized him.
“Hey, come and help bring my children across,” she called out. As they reached the other side, she asked,
“How’s the new wife.” The man hung his head. He said nothing.
“Your mother said as soon as one woman goes out through the front door, another will come in the back door.”
The man was so ashamed he walked away quickly. His heart was broken to see his former wife with two
children. He arrived home and went to his room where he wept bitterly. The mother heard him and asked,
“What is wrong with you?” He answered,
“I just saw the woman who you cleared out of this house.”
There was only sadness everywhere. The son packed all his belongings and decided to go to the South Seas.
2
Long ago in China, there were no proper schools. The people in the villages had to employ a tutor to teach
their children. The children studied either in somebody’s house or in a shed with a few other boys.
There was a tutor in China many years ago. He was very poor. However, he never let anyone know how poor
he was. He always pretended he had money. One day, the tutor said to his pupils,
“Children, there will be no school tomorrow. I will be busy.”
The children were very happy. Nobody cared about the unexpected holiday. However, the tutor had another
reason for calling the holiday. Instead of being busy, he was hiding in his room in the boarding house.
Why? Because he had no trousers to wear. He only had one pair of trousers and had decided to wash it that
day. Every time he washed his trousers, he had to stay in bed.
Unfortunately, that same day, his neighbors lost a big cock. Because no one had seen him that day, everybody
suspected the tutor to be the thief. The neighbors went to see the village headman and complained about the lost
hen. They said it must be the tutor. The headman sent for the tutor.
A big crowd of people gathered outside the tutor’s little house. They called out to him. When he didn’t come
out, the neighbors became angry. They went up to the house and peeped into the room.
To their surprise, the tutor was in bed! They thought he was ill. The poor tutor knew about the lost hen. He
knew he was in trouble. His pants were still wet so he grabbed a piece of cloth and wrapped it around his middle.
He came out of the room wearing the piece of cloth.
Then everybody started laughing. Now they understood why the tutor had to stay in bed. He had only one pair
of trousers.
Now the tutor was angry. Instead of being the guilty party, he asked the neighbors for compensation because he
had lost face in the village.
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3
There were two men, both of them were thieves. One was Kang, the other was Kong. Kang always talked in
his sleep.
One night Kong went to Kang’s house. He decided to stay the night there. There was only one bed in the whole
house so they had to sleep in the same bed.
As he slept, Kang started talking. Kong was a cunning fellow. He knew he could ask Kang anything while
Kang was sleep-talking, and Kang would answer the question. So Kong asked him,
“Hey, have you stolen anything these days?” Kang answered,
“Oh yes, I’ll tell you … sh, sh, sh. I stole a very nice silver teapot.” Kong asked again,
“Oh, that’s very nice. Where did you hide it?” Kong answered,
“In my room, in a box wrapped up in a torn blanket.”
The next day, Kong went secretly to Kang’s room and stole the silver teapot. When Kang noticed the teapot
was missing, he was very angry. He said,
“Where is my precious teapot? It must be the good-for-nothing Kong.” Kang knew he talked in his sleep. “He
slept with me last night. Maybe I told him about it in my sleep.”
So Kang went looking for Kong. At last he found him. Kang called out,
“Kong, come here. I have something to ask you.”
Kong came out. He pretended he didn’t know anything. He asked,
“What is the matter?” Kang said,
“Have you taken my teapot?” Kong replied,
“Mau ming chi mew.\fn{Very funny.} How should I know where your stupid teapot is?” Kang said,
“Don’t pretend you know nothing. You slept with me last night. I must have told you in my sleep. Give it back
to me or I will kill you.”
Kong had already sold the silver teapot and he was afraid. He started to run away. Kang became very angry.
That teapot had nearly cost him his life when he stole it. Now Kong had stolen it from him and sold it.
So Kang found a big stick. He ran after Kong and gave him a big blow on the head. Kong fell to the ground
and died.
Now Kang was in jail for murder. He was found guilty and sentenced to death. One silver teapot had claimed
two lives. This is why people always say:
“Don’t lose your temper so quickly; you may end up killing someone.”
4
There was a man in China. He gambled day and night. He gambled until everything in the house was sold by
him to pay his debts. One day he asked his wife,
“Dear wife, can you give me your red gown?” The wife shouted at him,
“What, my red gown? Not a hope. That was my wedding gift, my mother gave it to me. I know you lost in
gambling again. When do you want to stop that? Why can’t you find work like other people do? You good-fornothing.”
She nagged and nagged. The husband could not stand it. The man had no way out and he had to pay what he
owed. In the end he decided to commit suicide. There was a big river not far from his house. There, he jumped
into the river.
Although he could not swim he managed to float in the water. Luckily for him, a government ship came along.
The crew in the ship saw the man struggling in the water. They went to the shipmaster. One of them pointed at the
drowning man to the shipmaster, who was an official. He said,
“Master, can you see that in the water? It looks like a man.” The officer looked at where he was pointing.
“It is a man. Go and help him and pull him out of the water,” he told his men.
So the crew rescued the man and brought him before the official. When the man was before him, the officer
asked him many questions. The gambler was an intelligent young man as well as tall and good-looking. The
official liked him and decided to adopt him.
The ship sailed to Shanghai. The gambler began to work for the official. The official sent him to a good school.
The gambler worked hard at his studies.
Three years went by. The man passed his examinations. Now he was a scholar, a high person. The official gave
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the gambler a job next to him.
Now the gambler was a high-ranking official too. He married the official’s sister.
The years went by. The gambler had a nice wife, two beautiful young children, and a big house. Yet he was not
happy. He thought of his past and the son he left behind. He remembered his wife, too. One day he decided to go
home to see his wife and son. When he arrived in the village, he asked the innkeeper where he was staying,
“Do you know this man so and so?” The innkeeper answered,
“Why, of course!”
“Do you know what happened to him?” The answer was,
“No, nobody knows. The only thing I know was this man gambled a lot; he lost everything in his house to
gambling. They say he even asked his wife for the red gown to pay his debts but the wife refused because the red
gown was the only thing left in the house. Moreover, it was his wife’s wedding gift from her mother. This man is
good-for-nothing. It is better for his wife not to have a husband at all.” The officer asked again,
“I remember he had a son.” The innkeeper answered,
“That is right.” He asked,
“Did the woman marry again?” The man answered,
“Would you marry again if you had married such a useless man? She was too scared to marry again.” The
officer said,
“You seem to know them well.” The answer:
“Of course I know them, the woman’s son comes here everyday to sell cakes. He will be here very soon.”
As he said this, a skinny boy came in carrying a basket of cakes. The visitor, the gambler, saw the boy. He
pitied the boy so much; the father was a rich fat man while the son was so thin—so thin even a little breeze would
blow him away.
The visitor bought a few pieces of cakes and gave the boy a lot of money. The boy ran home. He did not even
finish selling the cakes. The mother was very happy but she wondered what this meant. The next day, it was the
same thing. And again the next day.
The curious woman finally asked her son to invite the visitor to dinner the next day. She was dying to meet this
mysterious generous person. That night, the visitor came to the house. He did not tell her that he was her former
husband. The woman dared not ask him who he was. Instead she gave him a lot of wine to drink. After the dinner,
he became drunk and fell asleep. As he was asleep, the woman began to recognize him. It was her husband! When
the man woke up, the wife cried. She said,
“I know you are my husband. Can your son and I follow you back? This life is so miserable for us.” The
husband answered,
“No, you cannot follow me. I have a new wife and children. But I have bought many acres of land for you. It
will last you the whole life. Spend the money wisely; remember to send the boy to school.”
The husband then left the house. That very night he went away. The wife found the land title under the mat the
next day.
5
There was a man in China. He lived in a big house with a big garden. Everybody thought he was a rich man.
He was actually rich in the past but now he was poor because of opium.
There were two opium pipes in the house; one belonged to the father, an old man, the other to the young son.
The son smoked opium because when the son was sick, the silly father gave him opium instead of medicine. One
day the old man told his wife,
“Eh, old woman, I am quite old now and I long to carry my grandchildren.” The wife answered,
“Yes, I will try to get you a daughter-in-law.”
The matchmaker came. The woman told the matchmaker,
“Can you find a girl? I want a hardworking one. I prefer a farmer’s daughter, they are hardworking.”
A few days later, the matchmaker brought some photos. She said,
“This one is the farmer’s daughter, a very good and hardworking girl. They are very poor.” The other replied,
“That is what I want. Is she a small woman?” The matchmaker answered,
“No, she is taller than your son.” (Actually, the woman was a small woman.)
Then the matchmaker went to the girl’s side. She told the girl’s mother how rich the man’s side was. It was
also a lot of lies. That is why people seldom believe a matchmaker's word, unless the matchmaker is someone
they trust. Some said finding a good wife or husband by matchmaking is just a matter of luck and fate. The
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mother of the girl agreed because she believed the matchmaker. She thought the family was rich.
When the girl came to the house, she saw right away that this house was as poor as her own home, maybe even
worse. But it was too late, the wedding was already over. When she went home to her mother’s house, she said to
her mother,
“Ma, you see? My new house is as poor as ours.” Then she wept. The mother said,
“The matchmaker lied to me. She said they had a big house and a big garden.” The girl answered,
“It is true, they have a big house and a big garden. But what’s the use? They were rich in the past. Now they
are as poor as us. The old man is an opium smoker.” The mother answered,
“It’s the opium that has made them poor.”
The poor mother wiped the daughter’s tears. She said again,
“My good daughter, be good and try to be a good wife and daughter-in-law. It is your fate. Be patient. Maybe
you will be happy one day.”
The daughter went home. She remembered her mother’s words,
“That’s fate.”
A year went by. She gave birth to two boys, twins. This made her happier. The old man was very happy too. He
said,
“Now I can die. I have seen my grandsons.”
One day, the old man died. Now the son of the old man became very bold. He smoked opium right in front of
his wife. The wife was shocked. She didn’t know that her husband was also an opium smoker. She said to her
husband,
“My good man, please stop that bad habit.” The husband shouted loudly,
“This has nothing to do with you, mind your own business.”
For the sake of the two nice boys, she managed to be patient. Month after month, the man was the same. All he
did was smoke opium all day long. He never went to work. Soon there was not a cent in the house. They couldn’t
even afford rice.
One day the woman told her mother-in-law that she wanted to work to earn some money for the house
expenses. Her mother-in-law was very happy to hear that.
When she was away working one day, thugs and bandits came to their village. They kidnapped the two little
twins. Boys could be sold for a lot of money. When the poor mother came back, she cried her eyes out.
The next day, she went out to look for them. She dressed up in rags, going from one village to the other,
begging. After many months, she came to a far village.
One morning, as she stood there begging, she heard some small children playing outside a house. There was a
little boy with them; he looked just like her son. She could not believe her eyes. She went near. It was her own
son! Oh, she felt so happy, her heart was dancing. She went into a house and asked a woman in the house,
“Who is that boy?” She pretended she was only curious.
The woman told her that the boy lived in that house, and pointed at it. Then she told the beggar that the boy
was not the real son of the house owner. They bought him from the thugs.
Now the beggar was sure it was her son. She was a clever and wise person. She did not try to go near and call
out to her son. She kept her happiness to herself. At least she had found one son, the other one was nowhere to be
seen.
She went home and went to the government for help. The government sent some soldiers to go with her to the
house. They persuaded the family to return the boy to her. The happy woman went home with her son.
She had a younger sister in the South Sea, the Nang Yang. She decided to migrate there too. When everything
was ready, she said goodbye to her mother-in-law. She told her she would send her some money if she had it. In
the South Seas, the woman worked very hard and became well- off. I met her once myself. My friend pointed her
out to me and told me this story.
People always say, “Better first bitter then sweet than first sweet then bitter.” That’s fate.
6
A farmer loved his only son, he would give him anything he asked for. Now the boy had grown up. The things
he asked for were not so small anymore. One day, he asked his father for something which his father could not
afford to buy for him. The son begged and begged. The poor father said,
“See, my son, you have eyes. Can you not see we are poor? Where to get money? It is not because I do not
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want to buy it for you, money is the problem.”
The spoilt son did not care what the father said, he was very angry. His mother knew what was going to
happen. That night, his mother asked his father not to sleep in his bed. She put a pillow underneath the blanket to
make it look as if there were a man sleeping there.
In the middle of the night, the son came into the bed- room. He took a big meat chopper and he chopped at the
blanket in the bed. Then he ran out of the house; he did not even stop to see what he had done. He was sure his
father had died. The son ran on and on to a place very far away and never returned to the house.
After many years, the son had become a good man. He was a hardworking person. He had married and had
children. But every day, he thought of his home and his mother. He wondered if his mother were still alive. At last
he decided to go home to see the mother.
When he was near his house, he heard the sound of a dying pe4rson groaning.
“Uh … uh …”
It sounded as if the man were about to die anytime. Then there was the cough of an old man. The son was
scared. When he came into the room, he was surprised.
It was his father, his real father whom he thought he had killed long ago. He knelt down in front of the old
manand put his arms around the old father. He cried out loudly,
“Teah, teah, father, father. I am your son, your poo-how unfilial son. I have come back. Forgive me, teah. Open
your eyes, please open your eyes and look at me.”
Hearing the loud cry of the son, the old dying man opened his eyes. He put up his hand and touched his son.
Then he breathed his last breath and died.
The mother heard the cry. She came into the room. She saw her son and she also cried; cried because she was
sad and happy. The poo-how son was the happiest man that day because he had a chance to apologize to his father
before he died. Poo-how means you do not respect your old father or old parents.
7
There were two boys who lived next to each other in the village. One was fat and the other one thin. The fat
one was the eldest in the Lee family and the thin the youngest in his family. The two boys were nearly the same
age. One day the fat boy made a sign to his friend to come down and play.
“Skinny, let us play marbles,” he called out. The thin boy answered,
“Where are the marbles?”
Both of them were poor so they had no marbles. They picked up some small pebbles and pretended they were
marbles.
The game started. The fat boy made a hole in the ground. This was a popular game. Whoever shot the marble
into the hole won the game. He pointed to the hole he made.
“Skinny, see that hole?” he said, "If your marble goes in, you win, otherwise you lose. We will play ten games.
If you lose,” the fat boy added, “you must carry the water to my house for a month.”
The village was poor. There was no piped water so everyone had to carry water from the river for bathing and
cooking. The thin boy was quiet. Finally, he asked,
“For one month! How many pails a day?” The fat boy answered,
“At least ten pails.”
“No, no, that’s too much.”
The thin boy ran away. The fat boy chased after him.
“Ok, ok. Five pails then. Five pails.”
The game started. The fat boy said,
“Let me throw first.”
The fat boy had a long hand. He reached out with his long hand and threw the marble. It went into the hole.
Now it was the thin boy’s turn. He aimed his pebble at the hole; one two three, he tossed the stone. It went too far.
This went on for a while. The thin boy lost the game. Now the thin boy had to carry five pails of water each day
for the fat boy’s family. As the thin boy carried the water, the fat boy stood and watched. He pointed to the pail
and shouted,
“Skinny, can you not see the pail is only half full! Go back and fill up the pail.”
“We agreed five pails, we didn’t say they have to be full,” the thin boy said.
The fat boy became angry. He started to beat the thin boy with his hands. The thin boy tried to run away, but
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the fat boy pulled him back.
After that day the thin boy refused to carry the water anymore. He tried to avoid the fat boy by pretending to
be sick. One day the fat boy saw the thin boy in the house compound. He ran to him and started beating him
again.
“Ayo, ayo, very painful,” the thin boy cried out loudly.
Suddenly the fat boy stopped beating him. There in front of them was an old man holding a staff. The two boys
were afraid. The old man called out to the thin boy in a nice voice,
“Skinny, can you see that tree over there?”
“Yes,” the timid boy replied.
“Shake the branches of that tree." The thin boy went over and shook the tree hard.
“Shake harder,” the old man said.
What was that? There was money and gold and jade falling down from the branches. The thin boy was very
excited. He bent down and started to pick them up. The fat boy ran to pick up the treasure too. But the old man
said to him,
“No, no, not your turn yet.” The thin boy picked up as much as he could carry in his small hands.
Now the old man called the fat boy. He was very excited. He could see all the lovely things he could buy with
all that money. The fat boy went over to the tree and shook it very hard.
But what was this? Instead of treasure, worms of all kind, centipedes and other crawling creatures dropped
down from the branches. They tried to bite him. The fat boy was so frightened he ran away as fast as he could.
From that day on, he never dared to beat the thin boy anymore.
8
There were stories of the brave ones.\fn{Puo huong—see the index of legend titles in the Index under the author’s name—is a
public ceremony commemorating a woman’s vow to be sexually chaste for the rest of her life. Practiced only in Ku Tien, or Ku Chen
Village, it was a day of big celebration with lots of gong music and was attended even by high-ranking officers of the army. Two pillars
were put up and another across to make it into an inverted V-shape. This V-shape represents a woman standing with two open thighs.
Everybody must then walk under this arch. That means they respect her vow to be pure the rest of her life. If she were ever caught breaking
the vow, she would die a miserable death.}
There was a girl who was engaged to be married. Unfortunately, before the marriage, the man died. The man’s
family came to tell her the sad news. They wanted the girl to attend the funeral. The girl’s parents did not want her
to go but she said to her father,
“If he were alive, I would be a Ling family member. Now he’s dead, I will be a Ling family ghost.”
The husband’s family name was Ling. When the Ling family heard this, they were very touched. They asked
her to live in the Ling house. The girl was counted a widow who was never married. Many years later, she
decided to perform the puo huong ceremony.
Another widow wanted to perform the ceremony too. Her older sister advised her not to do it. It was very
risky, harder than becoming a nun. But she said,
“Sister, do not be afraid. I have been a widow for over ten years. You know me well.”
Nobody could stop her. The day came. There were thousands of people, including the high-ranking officers.
The work started.
However the pillars would not stand up. The workers tried harder but still they would not go up. The elder
sister was trembling. She ran to her sister’s room. She said,
“Moi, moi,\fn{Younger sister.} the puo huong will not go up.”
The sister performing the ceremony was also afraid. This was a bad sign. She put up her head and told her
older sister,
“Chia, chia,\fn{Older sister.} you can go out. I am sure the huong will stand up now.”
She knew the pillars would not go up because her own intentions were shaky. The sister went out to the field.
She shouted to the workers,
“Okay, put up the pillars again.”
This time the pillars stood up straight. Everybody was very happy, especially the family members. The
villagers were happy because the ceremony was in their village. It was a very prestigious ceremony.
9
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There was a widow who also decided to perfom the puo huang ceremony. After the ceremony, she lived a good
and pure life for many years. She lived upstairs in her house and seldom came down. One moonlight night she
heard music coming from the garden. She peeped out a window and saw a man with a flute in the garden. She had
never heard such beautiful music. It was a love song.
The widow tried not to be moved by it. Every night he came. He stood there in the moonlight night, playing
that beautiful, haunting music.
The widow understood the music. It was asking her to come downstairs.
One night the moon was shining brightly. He widow looked down from her room. She saw a man playing the
same tune. She could not resist the temptation.
She called out to the man and told him she would be down soon. She went to get dressed. As she was combing
her hair, she saw her husband’s face in the mirror. The face was very sad.
She fell down on the floor and wept bitterly.
There was a knock on the door. The man was already at the door. It was too late. But an idea came to her.
She asked her maid to go down and open the door. As soon as the maid opened the door, the man grabbed her
hand and cut off one of her fingers.
The maid screamed and ran up crying. The widow knew what would happen to her if the authorities ever found
out she had asked the maid to open the door. She bandaged the maid’s finger and gave her all the money she had.
She told her,
“Go to my sister quickly, she will help you. Here is some money for you.” The maid went off that very minute.
The next day, a group of men came, sent by the government. They asked to see the widow. When she came
downstairs, they checked her fingers. To their surprise, all her fingers were still there. They searched the whole
house, nobody had a missing finger. The men left.
The government then sent for the music man, who had been waiting to see the widow’s fate. He came proudly,
as if he had done a good deed, and demanded his reward. To his surprise, there was no reward. Instead he was put
to death.
The authorities decided he was merely trying to ruin the widow’s good name.
10
This is the real story of a man from China. He left his wife at home and went to the South Seas to work. He
worked very hard and saved all his money. A few years later, he went back to his village in China to get his wife
and bring her with him to the South Seas.
After a long sea journey, he arrived in China. On the way to his village, he stopped over at his father-in-law’s
house which was in another village on the way. His father-in-law was very curious. He asked the son-in-law many
questions about the South Seas. Then he asked,
“How much money did you bring home?” The son-in-law answered,
“Oh not much, only a few thousand dollars.”
When the father-in-law heard this, his heart started to beat very fast. He was a greedy man and started thinking
of how he could get the money. That night after the, son-in-law was asleep, the father told his son,
“Son, let us kill the brother-in-law. That way, we will have the money to ourselves.”
“Pa, it’s is not right,” the son answered. “What will happen to sister? She will have no husband.” The father
said,
“That is nothing. She can get another husband.”
The son was also greedy. He soon agreed. That night they used an ax and chopped off the man’s head. Blood
gushed and spurted out onto the floor. There was blood everywhere.
Unknown to them, there was a six year old boy nearby. He saw everything.
Meanwhile the daughter was getting anxious about her husband. She had been waiting for her husband to
arrive. Finally the daughter came to her father’s house. She asked him,
“Ah Kah, father, have you seen my husband yet?”
“No,” the man answered.
“Eh, that is funny. I have been waiting for him to come home. He wrote me a letter saying he would be home
by New Year. Now four months have passed and still not even a shadow to be seen.”
“Be patient,” the father said. “Maybe he had some other things to do. Be patient and wait.”
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That evening, her family prepared a special dinner to welcome her. They bought a hen specially for the occasion. Her brother’s wife asked her to help her slaughter the hen. Together the daughter and daughter-in-law cut the
hen’s throat. Blood spurted out all over the basin. The little boy of six cried and shouted loudly,
“Stop, stop. Blood, blood. I am very afraid. Last time I saw Uncle’s blood, now the hen’s.”
The hen was still thrashing around on the ground. The little boy cried,
“Stop the hen. He is a bad hen. I am afraid. It is just like Uncle from Nang Yang.”
The woman heard the little boy. Her face turned very pale. She screamed and she yelled. She ran to her father
and asked,
“Who killed my husband? You, you?” She pointed at her father’s face. The father said,
“No, no, nobody killed him.” The daughter said,
“Yes, you did it. Did you hear what the little boy said just now?”
She ran out of the father's house into the street. She cried and yelled. Finally she came to a temple. She was
crying loudly. A monk heard her cries and came out to see what was the matter. He asked her,
“What’s the matter, Auntie?”
She told him everything. The monk took pity on her and gave her some money. With the money she went to
the magistrate and reported the case. There was a court case against her own father and brother. In the court, the
judge asked,
“Who do you love, your father or your husband?” She answered,
“Before my father I have clothes on; before my husband I have no clothes on.” Her meaning was clear.
The judge sentenced both the father and son to death. After the case was over, they discovered the corpse
buried under the kitchen floor. It was all chopped to pieces.
11
An old man lived in a mud house on the hill. His name was Lau Kin Hin. We called him Lau Chew Chew or
Old Beard. He lived alone. He built his mud house like the mud houses in China.
The old man’s beard was quite long. When he talked, his beard bobbed up and down. Saliva came out when he
talked. Often there was saliva on his beard. His clothes were always dark blue or dark brown. If one went near
him, you could easily smell that he never washed himself.
He planted vegetables and fruits for sale to earn a living, and he also had a few meh meh, or goats. The meat of
the meh meh is very expensive. He shut the meh meh up in a shed. One day, the meh meh escaped because the
door was broken. The old man thought,
“This is good, I need not take them to eat the grass.” He left the goats outside.
A few days later, his neighbor, also an old man who planted vegetables to make a living, saw that Lau Chew
Chew’s meh meh had eaten his vegetables. The man’s name was Kah Hang. He was very angry. He came to Chew
Chew’s house. He shouted,
“Eh, your meh meh ate my vegetables.”
Lau Chew Chew pretended he did not hear him. Kah Hang shouted again,
“Your goat ate my vegetables!” Chew Chew answered,
“I cannot do anything. Meh meh cannot understand.”
Kah Hang was angry. He said,
“Of course animals cannot understand, but man can understand.”
The stubborn Lau Chew Chew did not bother to lock the meh meh up. The neighbor went see the D.O., the
District Officer. The D.O. warned him. Still Lau Chew Chew did not care.
Kah Hang became very angry. One day he took his gun and shot at the goats. One big meh meh died.
Lau Chew Chew saw him do it. The man was angry. His heart ached. This big one could have been sold for a
lot of money. Lau Chew Chew took the dead goat to the D.O. The officer said,
“You deserved it. The neighbor warned you and I also warned you.”
*
Lau Chew Chew planted fruits, banana, papaya and rambutan.\fn{A Malayan fruit closely related to the litchi nut. }
Every day he took his vegetables and fruits to sell in the bazaar. Sometimes he would go from house to house.
One day he went to the convent. There he saw an Iban nun. The nun was young and she was a quiet person.
Now Lau Chew Chew spoke Chinese Foochow. The Iban nun spoke English but no Chinese. So they were a
hen and a duck. They could not understand each other.
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Very often the man would go to the convent to sell his fruits. He saw the Iban nun. He fell in love with her. He
asked the nun in funny Malay,
“Lu mauh kawin?” He pointed to himself. This means in Malay, “You want to marry me?”
The poor nun just nodded her head and went away. Every now and then Lau Chew Chew went to the convent,
he saw the nun, he said the same thing. Then he would give the nun the left-over fruits.
One day he came to the convent, he saw the sister-in-charge who was a Chinese Foochow. Lau Chew Chew
told the sister-in-charge that the Iban nun wanted to marry him.
Sister-in-charge was surprised to hear that. She called for the Iban nun. She asked the nun,
“Did you promise to marry this old man?”
The Iban nun’s face turned red.
Lau Chew Chew said, “Lu chakak mauh kawin.” He pointed to himself. This means “You said you want to
marry me.” The Iban nun answered,
“Mana ada?”\fn{When did I say that?}
The sister-in-charge asked her why he said she wanted to marry him. The Iban nun told her the old man came
nearly everyday to look for her. When he saw the nun he would give her some fruits. The sister-in-charge said,
“Are those the rambutans you showed me?”
“Yes, that’s it.” The Iban nun said to the old man,
“Tidak kawin, tidak kawin!”\fn{No marriage, no marriage.} She walked away.
Everybody laughed when they found out. This is what the saying “Yia mah siang siak tien piang ngang”\fn
{The wild cat dreams of eating wild ducks in the sky.} means.
12
One day Kuo Leh Moo, or Mrs. Kuo Leh, came home from the bazaar. When she came near her house, she
saw a big scorpion. Like anybody would be, she was afraid the scorpion would bite her. She found a big piece of
wood. She hit the scorpion with it. It did not die. She hit it hard again, still nothing happened. She went to her
house, she took out a parang, a big knife. She chopped the scorpion into small pieces. Then she threw it into a
stream nearby. The scorpion bled blood. Now Kuo Leh Moo thought,
“I have killed the thing; it will not come to my house.”
She went up into the house. There, she saw a big duck in the kitchen. She boiled some water. Soon the water
was boiling. She put the duck into the hot water.
When she started plucking the duck feathers she felt giddy. She called to her husband. Kuo Leh\fn{ Man who
lives on a boat.} came. His wife’s face was very pale. He asked her to rest in the room.
After a few minutes, the husband went into the room. His wife’s mouth was full of white foam. Kuo Leh was
afraid. He ran to the next house, shouting,
“Help, help!” The neighbor’s wife heard him.
“What is the matter?” He said,
“My wife is dying. Come quickly.”
The woman next door, Ah Tuang’s wife, came running. She saw the sick woman. She said,
“This is bad.”
She ran home. She was a Catholic. She took the blessed palm from Palm Sunday and a rosary. She hit the
woman’s forehead with the palm.
After an hour, Kuo Leh Moo woke up. She started to scold her husband. She said,
“You, Kuo Leh, do you know who I am? I am your girlfriend, remember? I fell into the river and drowned in
Bawanjetty over twenty years ago. I am so and so, your first wife. Do you remember? The piece of land where
you live now is our land. I also helped you in the work. Today I came to see you, your wife hit me, then chopped
me into pieces and threw me into the stream. Do you know? I killed two of your children.”
It was true when Kuo Leh Moo was pregnant, she went to wash clothes on the jetty. She felt someone pull her
clothes in the water. When she came home, she had a bad stomachache and had a miscarriage.
“I am not Kang Nguong,”\fn{I cannot rest in peace.} the voice in Kuo Leh Moo said.
When Kuo Leh heard these words, he was afraid. Everything was true. He asked the woman,
“What do you want now?” She answered,
“I want a table of food to offer to heaven. Ten katis of pork.”
His wife woke up after saying all this. She became quite normal again. Kuo Leh did everything for his dead
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girlfriend. He went straight to town and asked Sung Hing restaurant to cook the food for him. Kuo Leh put a table
in the open air and placed all the food and pork on it.
Kuo Leh Moo did not remember anything. After her friend, Ah Tuang’s wife, told her what had happened, she
became very afraid. I was a Catechist for the church. Ah Tuang’s wife brought Kuo Leh Moo to me to learn the
Catechism. She followed her to church. Later, she was baptized. There were no more happenings. They lived to an
old age.
Kuo Leh Moo died around 1990. Kuo Leh died ten years earlier.
13
There was a woman who was about to give birth. This was around the time the Japanese surrendered in
Sarawak. There were no trained midwives. The husband went to a ?o-Neh’s house. The woman was moaning,
“Ai Yo.” She was in great pain. She swayed from side to side.
After a few hours, one of the baby’s hands came out but not the head. Someone said the baby was asking for
something. Something should be put in the baby’s hand such as salt, rice, or sugar.
The Po-Neh tried everything she could. She was sweating with exhaustion. The man did not know what to do.
He had nowhere to go for help. The Po-Neh said to him,
“I don’t think I can do anything. I have never seen such a case in all the years I have been a midwife.”
The man was worried. He did not know where to find another Po-Neh to help him. He said to the Po-Neh,
“Oh, please don’t go away.” The Po-Neh said,
“What is the use of me being here? I cannot do anything unless we think of another way.”
“Okay, tell me what you are thinking,” asked the man. The Po-Neh said,
“Just cut off the baby’s hand and pull out the body.” The man kept quiet. He kept quiet for a long time. The
Po-Neh asked him,
“Do you want the bamboo or the shoot?” The man answered,
“Of course, the bamboo.”
“You are right, the bamboo can still give us more shoots.”
In the end, the man agreed to have the baby’s hand cut off. As soon as it was done, the baby struggled in the
stomach and came out. The man looked at the little thing. It was a boy and such a nice lovely boy. The man cried
loudly like a child. The woman cried also. The Po-Neh was very afraid and went quickly home.
A few days later, the Po-Neh received a summons. It was the baby’s father. There was a court case. The judge
asked,
“Why did you cut off the baby’s hand? How could you dare to cut that innocent hand?” The Po-Neh cursed
loudly.
“You think I wanted to do it? At that time I was very worried, I didn’t know what to do. I asked that man, ‘You
want the bamboo or the shoot?’ He said the bamboo. How would I dare to cut it unless the father was there?” The
man answered,
“No, I did not agree. She advised me to do it.” The Po-Neh said,
“You dare tell lies. Heaven was there. Let us go and chop the cock’s head.”\fn{ This means swear to heaven that one
was telling the truth.}
The man kept silent. The case was closed. No judgment. Each went home their own way.
14
Lung Kian was a singkah. He came to Sarawak before the Second World War. During the war, he went into the
jungle to live in an Iban long-house. To make a living, he tapped wild rubber, which we called Iban rubber.
After the war was over, Lung Kian married an Iban girl. He and his wife worked very hard and over the years
saved enough money to buy a mantong boat. This was a big river boat which they plied up and down the Rejang
River and its tributaries, selling sundry goods. They were very thrifty and after a few years, sold the boat and
bought half a shop in Kanowit. That was how I got to know them.
There was a big fire in Kanowit in 1952 and their shop was burnt down with the rest of the town. They
managed to open another shop in the newly built town. One day, I went to his shop to buy something. I saw Lung
Kian, the towkay, taking his lunch. When he saw me, he asked,
“Siakpah mui?” This means, ‘Have you eaten?’”
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I said yes and walked closer. I noticed that on his plate was just some white rice with buah engkalah in soya
sauce.
“So thrifty,” I thought. This was how he made his money.
One day Lung Kian became thinner and thinner. He went to see a doctor. It was very bad news. The doctor told
him he had not long to live. He had cancer.
Lung Kian went to Sibu town. There he bought cheesecloth, which we called blachu cloth, and red cloth.
When he came home, he sat down and cut them up into pieces, about two yards each. This was the Chinese way
to prepare for a funeral. He counted how many people would be at the funeral and even had extra pieces in case
he was wrong. He bought a cheap coffin and a plot of land in the graveyard. He made all these preparations
himself because he was afraid his wife would be cheated. Moreover, she was an Iban and did not know Chinese
customs.
Soon the time came and Lung Kian was close to death. He called for his friend. This was a friend who had
came with him from China, a childhood friend whom he trusted the most.
After the funeral was over, everyone in Kanowit town was talking about Lung Kian, the man who prepared for
his own funeral. Nobody had ever seen a man prepare for his own funeral like he did.
15
This happened over fifty years ago, in about 1949.
There was an old man in Sibu. His son was a barber. One day he said to his son,
“Son, please cut my hair. It is too long.”
The son started to cut the father’s hair. While he cut, the son start scolding at the father. The old man became
angry, he scolded his son back. He said,
“Go away, you unfilial son.”
The son threw away the scissors and walked away. The father called to his adopted daughter.
“Ah See, come and finish cutting my hair. Leave some hair at the front so that the unfilial son will recognize
me from the grave. Because when I die, I will come to choke him to death with these fingers.”
The old father became ill one day. The son was very angry. He scolded his father. He said,
“You old man, I hope you will not die on New Year’s day. If you do, I will roll you up in the kajang\fn{Something made of palm leaves.} and throw you into the river.”
These were very angry words. The son hated the father. Nobody knew why.
New Year’s Day came. There was a lot of celebration. That afternoon, the father died. It was as if he had
planned it to spite his son. Every son and family member put on blachu mourning clothes. Only the barber refused
to put on the mourning clothes. He started scolding and cursing instead.
The other brothers went to him and told him it was not good for the neighbors to see him like this so the barber
finally put on the blachu cloth.
On the day of the funeral, the son did not want to go to the cemetery. After some persuasion, he went.
A week passed. One night the barber was alone in his room when he saw the ghost for the first time. It was the
old man’s ghost with a patch of hair on his head. The barber shouted at his father,
“Old man, wretched man, why do you come?”
The ghost came nearer. The son saw him and went and took his gun. Everybody in the house was afraid. They
could hear everything through the walls. There was a loud bang, the sound of the gun. Then the son started to
scold his dead father’s ghost again. But he sounded strange, as if there were something in his throat.
The whole family and his wife were scared to death. The daughter-in-law rushed in and made a promise to the
ghost. She said,
“Ah Kung, do forgive your son, he is your son, forgive him and let him free.”
Her husband’s face was turning very pale, as if someone were choking him. Still nothing happened. The
daughter-in-law was trembling. She promised the ghost. She said,
“Ah Kung, I promise to make your grave yard better. You know we have no money, but we have a few acres of
rubber garden. We will sell half of it.”
Immediately the son became better. But when he knew that his wife had promised to sell the rubber garden, he
became very angry again. He shouted,
“Who dared to promise to sell the rubber garden for the old man’s grave?”
As soon as he said these words, he fell down and lost consciousness. His face turned black and blue. This time
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he never woke up. Later that night, he died.
After he died, the whole village heard about it. They heard about finger marks on his neck. Many came to see
the body out of curiosity.
Many years later, I met the adopted daughter, Ah See. She had become a convent girl. I was also a convent girl
there. I had heard the story and one day asked her about it. I said to Nancy,
“Your brother was very unfilial.”
“People do not know the inside story,” Nancy said. “I cannot say that my adopted brother was unfilial. It was
partly my adopted father’s fault.” Then she told me the story.
There was a child bride in the family. This child bride was going to be the barber’s wife.
In olden days, nearly every family adopted child brides, called sing-mu-yang. The child bride would grow up
to marry one of the adopted family’s sons when she grew up. The barber loved his child bride who was also his
adopted sister. One day everyone was away from the house leaving the child bride and the old man at home.
The old man was a lecherous man. When he knew there was no one home, he raped the child bride, his future
daughter-in-law. Everybody in the house soon knew of it. So they decided to sell the child bride and get another
girl for the barber.
The barber became very bitter and could never forgive the old man for he loved his child bride very much.
Right to the end, he never forgave the old man, preferring to die rather than forgive his own father.
16
There was a very rich landlord in China. He was blessed with many sons. One day, one of his sons was getting
married. The bride was also the daughter of a rich man.
Everyone was invited, all the relatives, friends, even the leader of the bandits. The bride came in a very
beautiful decorated sedan chair. There were many beautiful and expensive presents. Everybody admired it.
At noon, the band started playing. The wedding feast began. Everybody was enjoying themselves.
Suddenly, the music stopped. There was a loud cry. The bride had died. How did it happen?
The bride had been so hungry, she had gone quietly into the kitchen to get something to eat. There were many
bowls of food there. She took one egg to eat. As she was eating it, she heard someone coming. It was not good for
the bride to be seen so greedy so she panicked. She tried to swallow the whole egg.
Alas, the egg was too big and her throat was too small. The egg got stuck in her throat instead. She fell down
on the floor and choked to death.
Instead of joy and happiness, there was mourning in the family. The family bought a coffin for the body. They
put her body still in the wedding dress in the coffin. And left it at the back of the house. As was the custom, they
did not nail down the lid of the coffin.
The news spread throughout the village. Everyone was talking about it. A poor man heard about the dead bride,
too. He thought,
“The bride must be wearing a lot of expensive jewelry. I must visit her tonight.”
When all was quiet, he went quietly to the house and went to the back. There was the coffin! He was a fearless
person, this fellow. He opened the coffin and saw a shining necklace on the bride’s neck. Oh, his heart was
beating so fast. He reached out and pulled hard at the necklace. It would not break.
He cursed and lifted up the bride's head and gave it a hard shake. Suddenly something dropped out of the
mouth. It looked like an egg. It was the egg!
The egg in the throat had come out. The bride started breathing.
“Where am I?” she asked.
The thief was shocked. He pushed his hands toward the bride’s mouth to stop her from speaking. The bride
pushed the hand back. Then to the thief’s surprise, she held it and said,
“Don’t be afraid. I will bring you to my in-laws. You have saved my life.”
They walked to the front door. The dogs were barking. A servant peeped out to see what was happening. She
thought she saw a ghost. It was the bride. The maid was very afraid. She called out loudly,
“Ghost, Ghost! I saw the bride’s ghost.”
The whole house woke up. Then everybody saw the ghost. They opened the door and went toward the ghost.
The bride said,
“No, I am not a ghost. I am alive. I have come back to life. This man saved my life.”
The family was overjoyed, especially the groom. The groom asked the thief,
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“Who are you?” He answered,
“Sir, I am just a poor man. I have no home. I only wanted to take a little souvenir to sell.”
The man was very frightened so he never expected what happened next. Instead of punishment, the in-law’s
father said to the thief,
“You can live in my house for the rest of your life.”
Reward instead of punishment. There are very few of this kind of reward.
17
There was a farmer. He liked drinking alcohol and spent half his time in the village tavern getting drunk. He
earned one cent and spent two.
Fortunately for him, he married a good wife. She never scolded him no matter how much he drank. She just
wept alone when the husband was not there.
One day the wife realized there was not a cent in the house. She said to her husband,
“Hey man, do you know there is not a cent in the house? How are we going to buy rice? Perhaps I should go
and look for work. What do you think?”
The husband was happy to hear her say that. “Yes,” he said right away. And he reminded her,
“Don’t mix with bad people.” The wife said,
“That I know.”
Now the husband also had to find work for his drink. One day when he was drinking in a café shop, he saw
two men talking in a very excited voice. He could not hear them very clearly. So he pulled his stool nearer. Now
he could hear them clearly. One said,
“To be a matchmaker, you have to tell lies and have a quick mind.” The other answered,
“Of course. I know that. People don’t call me Chong Kong Luk\fn{ Telling Lies.} for nothing.” The other man
said again,
“The matchmaker money—you take the wife’s family’s fee, and I’ll take the husband’s side.”
The farmer heard everything. He thought to himself,
“The two men were dividing up the money between them. It must be very profitable to be a matchmaker. I will
be matchmaker to both sides. That way, I will earn money from both sides and have lots of money to drink.”
He went home. The wife was already back from work. He told his wife everything he heard.
“I will be a matchmaker. It’s easy money, yes.”
Soon the farmer became well-known as a matchmaker. One day he brought a man to a tea plantation. His wife
worked there and had told him there were many single women there. He told the man,
“Look them over properly and choose one.”
The man looked carefully for a long time because there were many women there. At last he pointed to a
woman and said,
“I like that one.” The matchmaker asked,
“That one?” He pretended to point to a wrong person because the woman the man was pointing at was the
matchmaker’s own wife.
“No, no,” said the man, pointing to the farmer’s wife again.
The matchmaker heart ached. What could be done? He had to keep his promise.
That night the husband was very sad. He could not swallow his food. The wife noticed something was wrong
with her husband. She asked,
“Lau Huo,\fn{Old Man.} what happened to you? Today you look pale, are you sick?” She put hand on his head
to feel whether he had fever.
The husband broke out into a loud cry and held his wife. He said,
“My dear wife, I am going to lose you.”
The he told her the whole story. The wife cried also. Then the wife said,
“It is up to you. I don’t mind as long as you are happy.” The husband said to his wife,
“Do remember me.”
The wedding day came. The husband brought his wife to an inn as was arranged. The matchmaker collected
double money—the dowry and the matchmaker money.
Now the matchmaker’s wife was in her new home. The new family liked her. The children called her “Auntie.”
The old mother-in-law loved her the most because she very good and kind to her. One day the grandma said [to]
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her son,
“Son, I can see your wife is not happy. There must be something troubling her. You are a good husband. You
must find out what’s troubling her.” That night, the man asked her,
“Wife, you look unhappy. Are there too many people in this family? Or is it a personal affair?” The wife
answered,
“It is a very difficult thing to settle.” The husband said,
“Just tell me. I might have a solution.”
“No, it’s impossible.”
The husband begged the wife to tell him. At last the wife said,
“The matchmaker who brought you to the tea plantation is my husband. He drinks a lot. He had to give up his
beloved wife because of his wine drinking.”
Tears ran down her cheeks. The husband said,
“Oh, is that what's troubling you? You still love him, do you?” The wife answered,
“I married you. I must love you. I just pity him. We were very good to each other.”
“What do you want me to do?” The wife paused a little while and said,
“I just wish we can get him a new wife. It is impossible, I know.”
The husband thought for a while. Then he said,
“That is a good idea. It is going to be difficult but I will try to make it possible.”
The next day, the two of them, husband and wife, went into the city and bought a maidservant for the
matchmaker. With his new wife, the matchmaker decided to go to the South Seas, Nang Yang, and start a new life.
18
This is another true story.
An old man in the village went to see a medium. He asked him,
“Please tell me when I will die and by what kind of death.” The medium told him,
“You will die at the crocodile’s hand.”
The old man came home. He told his family what the medium said.
“Today I went to see the medium. He said I will die at the crocodile’s hand. From this day on, I will never go
near a river or stream. That way I will avoid the crocodile and will not die at its hand.”
From that day on, the old man stayed at home. He never went near the river.
One day he was sleeping on the sofa. There was a very big old gong hanging above on the wall. The string was
very worn out. It was due to break anytime. It decided to break just as the old man was resting there. The gong
fell, right on top of the man's head. The man died.
The family remembered what the medium said; that the old man would die at the crocodile’s hand.
They remembered because the gong was made of crocodile’s skin.
179.156 Excerpt from The Lilacs Overgrow\fn{by Lin Tai-Yi (1926- )} Peking, China (F) 8
Early in the morning one summer’s day, Ah Yee stood on the second-story verandah of the Kim family house,
wringing washing into the garden, which she strung through bamboo sticks and raised like flagpoles to dry in the
sun. She raised flag after flag of wide black cotton trousers, straight white cotton jackets, baby clothes, dish rags,
and face towels, and they fluttered gently in the breeze and bedecked the house like a celebration of her hardworking spirit.
When she finished doing this, she put her red hands over the banister and leaned out, her long, ugly face jutting
from the eaves like a gargoyle, and peered anxiously down the road for signs of the family’s return. Almost
everyone in the Kim family had gone to meet Chuli this morning—she was arriving on the steamer from Shanghai
for her first visit to her maiden home since the war ended, her first visit to Amoy in ten years. But the new widow
naturally had remained at home.
There was no sign of the party, so Ah Yee picked up the baby of six months from its cradle and hastily gave it
her breast. As soon as the baby began to suck, however, voices came from the road. She tried to put the baby
down again, but the infant hung on to her and would not let go. So with the baby in her arms and her widow’s
jacket flying open in front, Ah Yee ran down the stairs into the large central parlor of the house to meet her sisterin-law.
Chuli was just coming up the stone steps. When she saw the widow, she rushed into the parlor with
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outstretched arms, and raising her naturally loud voice to an astonishing shriek, cried,
“I came as soon as I could get away! But I could not come sooner! With the Government moving back to
Nanking and everything, and resettling ourselves in our house in Shanghai, there was so much to do. 1 just
couldn't come for the funeral!”
The rest of the family, mostly elderly aunts and female cousins and a few younger girls, came crowding into
the parlor with expectant smiles on their faces, and began to take in every detail of what Chuli was wearing, how
her hair was done, how her face was made up, and the jewels she was wearing on her fingers and ears. She was
their own Chuli, whom everybody knew, but she was also Mrs. Wong Sankuo, wife of the Minister of Education,
world-traveled, modern, and unlike the Kim family in Amoy which she had left for so long, and in so many ways.
During the war, Chuli had lived in Free China while her maiden family had remained in occupied territory here on
the seacoast. But even before that, she had always lived in the, large, modern cities of Shanghai, Nanking, or
Peking, and came home only occasionally to pay them a visit. Her life was completely different from theirs, and
the family had looked forward to this visit with great excitement.
Chuli was a short, plump woman in her middle fifties, and was wearing a crisp blue-and-white printed nylon
dress, nylon stockings, and stylish white leather shoes, and carrying a large matching handbag. She wore
spectacles with shell-colored rims, which made her round eyes seem as if they were staring all the time, and her
pear-shaped face was made up in the Western fashion with imported foundation cream, powder, and lipstick. She
had kept her shining black hair long and straight, and combed it back smartly into a fat bun at the neck. The
women remembered that as a child Chuli lost much of her hair after an attack of typhoid fever, and thought that
the bun must be a chignon. All this would be gone into later; now they were busy watching the reunion of the
sisters-in-law.
To no one’s surprise, Ah Yee had burst into tears, and was holding Chuli’s hand.
“Chuli! Chuli! What a long time!”
“I know, I know,” Chuli said, with a deep frown on her sympathetic face. She put her arm around the nursing
widow, and walked with her to the row of stiff-backed chairs against the wall, and sat her down. Shaking her head
with pity, Chuli said as she watched the baby suck,
“I am so sorry! I am so sorry! Often, I blame myself because 1 have not done my duty to my own family in
Amoy! If you knew how many people I have helped in the Planned Parenthood Clinics! If you had listened to me
long ago, Ah Yee, you would not be nursing a baby at your breast now while my brother lies cold in his grave!
And you need not blush, Ah Yee, mother of so manyl”
The widow looked helplessly at the others, and an old woman in black, one of Chuli’s aunts, came forward and
pulled Chuli by the hand.
“Now, sit down, sit down, Chuli!” she said, pressing her into a chair. “You have only just arrived, don’t start in
lecturing us right away!”
Everyone chuckled, and Chuli sat down reluctantly beside. the widow, and turned her eyes toward the rest of
them in the. room.
“Ten years it has been! Imagine!” she cried. “I thought the war would never end! When 1 saw the children at
the wharf this morning, I could scarcely recognize any of them! And Sima! When we were separated, she was a
child of twelve. And now she is all grown up, and so pretty. Oh, my, oh, my! How the young ones have shot up
while we grow old!”
She took off her spectacles for a moment, and rubbed her eyes with thick, short fingers. Her face was red with
emotion. Several of the women wiped their eyes, too. The long years of Japanese occupation had not been easy,
much had happened to them all; so many of the old folks were dead, among them Chuli’s mother, and now just
when the war had ended, the only son of the Kim family, Chuli’s older brother Tuako had died, too.
Sima was Tuako’s daughter by his first wife, whom Chuli had brought to Shanghai and raised like her own
daughter since the girl was five years old, when her mother had died giving birth to her sister Ahua. When the war
broke out in 1937 the Minister of Education and his wife were traveling abroad and Sima was spending a summer
in Amoy, and so they had been separated for ten years.
Now everyone looked at Sima, and a blush came to her face. The girl, like Chuli, was short and inclined to be
plump, and had the characteristic Kim family features, clear round eyes, straight pointed nose, and a face which
was rather narrow at the forehead and full around the cheeks and chin. She was a quiet girl, whom the family
often praised for her thoughtfulness and willingness to help about the house.
Sima knew that the family was thinking how lucky she was to be going to Shanghai now to live with her aunt
again, and she returned their looks with a modest, although straightforward, smile.
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For a moment, everyone was carried away by private thoughts, and no one spoke. Then Chuli put on her
spectacles again and sighed.
“Yes, how time does fly!” she said again, as if to prompt them. Then the old aunt said,
“Yes, we have all grown more wrinkled and old, but you only seem to have become younger, Chuli. Why, you
don’t even have a white hair to show for all these years!”
“Who says I have no white hairs?” Chuli cried immediately. She quickly bent down, and parted her smooth
hair in different places to show them. “Look! They are all underneath!” Everyone laughed softly, and Ah Yee said,
“That’s nothing. Look at me, and I am younger than you.” Now Chuli regarded her sister-in-law thoughtfully.
“How old are you, Ah Yee?”
“Have you forgotten?” said the widow with a smile. “I am still ten years younger than you. You are fifty-four
and I am forty-four.”
“Well, it is a crime for a woman past forty to be still bearing children,” Chuli said, knitting her brows again.
“Naturally your body is all worn out. You remember, after I almost lost my life in that miscarriage, I told Sankuo,
‘We have a son. I am perfectly satisfied. Let us stop here.’ And I have been clean for more than twenty-five
years.” The women all tittered again, and the old aunt said,
“Well, you have always been the modem one, Chuli. But I am surprised Sankuo didn’t want to have more
children. When one is a big official and so prosperous, one should have many children to carry on the line!”
Chuli threw her head back and, laughed.
“Who thinks about carrying on the line nowadays!” she cried, raising her voice again to an astonishing
volume. “These days, when children grow up, each one goes his own way. You cannot keep them at home. One
child or half a dozen, what difference does it make?”
“Well,” murmured the widow, “not everyone can have things exactly the way she wants it, like you, Chuli. Not
everyone is as lucky in life as you.”
The rest of the women nodded in agreement, with traces of wistfulness and envy in their eyes. The sunshine
streaming in through the wide-open front door was cruel on their careworn faces. White butterflies darted in the
garden amidst the green foliage and magnolias. Chuli bit her lip and shook her head surely.
“No,” she said slowly, “I don’t believe there is any such thing as luck in life. In life we reap what we sow. Our
fates lie in our own hands.”
Everyone became quiet again, and most of the women thought Chuli was referring to the misfortunes which
had struck this family in the recent years. They were a wealthy merchant family who occupied a prominent
position in Amoy society; long ago Chuli’s father Kim Yek-chiong started a successful business as importing
agent of household articles, canned food, and modern plumbing and kitchen fixtures, a line of goods which
catered to the luxury trade in Amoy. The firm of Eng Beng with its own warehouse on the wharf was well known
all over the town. But when Tuako failed to take his responsibilities at the firm seriously as his father grew older,
business started on the decline. Now with the inflation and uncertain times, Eng Beng was floundering in the
hands of the eighty-year-old man,. and it looked as if the best days of the family were indeed over. Finally, Ah Yee
conceded,
“Maybe you are right, Chuli.”
“I know I am right,” answered Chuli. “But tell me, I am anxious to know. How did Tuako die so suddenly? It
was so sudden, although of course he had been ill for some months.”
Now everyone looked at the widow, waiting to hear what she was going to say. Ah Yee, with her infant son
asleep now in her arms, stared straight ahead for a moment, as if she had not heard the question. Then her eyes
moistened, and she drew her upper lip down firmly over her long, bad teeth, and squared her shoulders, as if to
say,
“I know nothing. Ask me no questions. Since when have I been able to keep track of that man’s comings and
goings? But after a moment, it was as if something in her had burst; her cheeks streaked with tears, and she spoke
with the righteous indignation of someone who had suffered a long time.
“Huh, well, in the end it was pneumonia that finished him off—lying there on the verandah all night, with a
bottle of brandy in one hand and a lewd book in the other, perspiring all the time.” She paused, and waited to see
if she was going to be contradicted, and then went on bravely.
“But I say this: if it hadn’t been pneumonia, it was bound to have been something else. I did all I could. But
when a man has lived a dissipated life for twenty, thirty years, it all tells in the end.”
She clamped her lips shut, and looked at everyone in cold dignity, and her eyes sparkled with tears. Her long
years of suffering since the day she had first set foot in this house as a maidservant seemed to be ending only now.
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Of the seven children she had given birth to, only four were now alive.
“Well, it is better this way,” Chuli said at last, “it is better this way. My brother gave you nothing but trouble
when he was living.”
The widow burst into tears anew. Feeling very sorry, Chuli changed the subject.
“Where is Ahua?” she said. “I didn’t get a good look at her this morning.”
The girl Ahua had been sitting on the stone steps outside. Of the two sisters left by Tuako’s first wife, Sima had
always been thought of by the family as the more serious and promising, while in this large family which was
surfeit with girls, Ahua was known chiefly for being a chatterbox and for the unusual interest she took in other
people’s affairs.
Ahua had been listening to everything which was being said inside, and repeating every word after them to
herself, working her lips and face very hard. Now she heard her name being called, she got up and walked into the
house, muttering under her breath,
“A penny saved is a penny earned. Act in haste, repent at leisure. Think twice before you speak. A stitch in
time saves nine.” She came in wearing a virtuous expression on her face.
“Come here, let me look at you,” Chuli said with a smile.
The girl came forward, and Chuli studied her closely. She was taller and darker than Sima, and wearing a
sleeveless white blouse and a blue cotton skirt. Short puffs of hair were brushed against her full, round cheeks,
and a thick fringe came down almost to her scraggly eyebrows, beneath which a pair of huge eyes were gazing at
her with great curiosity. Chuli pulled the girl toward herself, and made her sit on her lap as if she were a small
child.
“But you are as thin as a stick! Look at these wrists! I could snap them between my thumb and finger, they are
like matchsticks! How old are you, Ahua?”
“Like matchsticks,” said the girl to herself. “Sixteen,” she said out loud.
“And look at these shoulder blades sticking out of her back like knives!” Chuli continued. “How come you are
so thin?”
“Like knives,” thought Ahua. “This is a good, wholesome woman, and she cannot help herself.”
“Ahua is just naturally thin, as Sima is naturally round,” said Ah Yee. “It isn’t she doesn't eat. She eats like
everyone else.”
“Yes, I am just naturally thin, as Sima is naturally round,” said Ahua.
“Well, I shall see what I can do to fatten you up when you come to live with me,” said Chuli, patting her round
cheeks. “Not that I think your stepmother doesn’t feed you properly,” she added, afraid that Ah Yee might
misunderstand her.
It is only fair, Ahua remembered from her aunt’s letter, that these two sisters should now come to Shanghai
together, and have equal opportunity of education and meeting people. My heart would not feel right if I offered
the advantages of my home to one, and not to the other. Ahua can continue her education in Shanghai, while for
Sima, the question of her marriage has been on my mind a long time. I fully realize that she is twenty-two years
old, and a flower does not stay in bloom forever.
*
After a little more chatter, Chuli felt weary. Taking Ahua by the hand, she said,
“Maybe I had better unpack. Show me where I am to sleep.”
Everyone followed her upstairs, and Chuli became a little impatient, and hoped they would leave her alone to
rest for a little while before lunch. She was shown to the small back room on the second floor which she had
occupied as a child. It was clean and tidy, but she saw at once that no special preparations had been made for her.
There was no bowl of flowers picked from the garden, which was so easy to do, or any other sign to make her feel
really welcome.
Well, when the mother is gone, things like this happen to a family, Chuli thought. What did she really care now
about these cousins and in-laws, and they about her? But she was loyal to them.
“I will take these two girls off their hands, but that is all I can do,” she thought. “The rest … the Lord cannot
help those who do not help themselves.”
*
At five o’clock in the afternoon, Chuli was lying in her darkened room when Sima lifted the printed cotton
curtain and came in from the verandah, carrying a dish of hot food and a pair of chopsticks. The sky framed in the
doorway was milky blue, almost lavender. The magnolia trees in the garden had grown so tall that some of the
blooms were overhanging the verandah. The air was full of their fragrance, and Chuli could smell the smoke of a
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charcoal fire going somewhere, too.
“The old man just came in,” said Sima as she came into the room, referring to her grandfather.
“What is this?” said Chuli, sitting up and seeking her slippers with her feet.
“Oyster pancakes. Ah Yee made them for you. Very good.”
“To tell you the truth, I was getting a bit hungry,” said Chuli. “There was not much to eat at lunch.”
“Well,” said the girl, with a very serious expression on her face, sitting down beside her aunt, “it is like this.
Grandfather has charge of the household money, and so nobody suggested preparing something special for lunch.
But these pancakes are Ah Yee’s treat. She made just enough for you and us, and she told me to take them in to
you and for you to eat them in here.”
It was all coming back to Chuli, life in a big family, with so many ears and mouths bent on gossip.
“Well, I told your grandfather long ago that big-family life is no longer practical. Everyone drawing from the
common well, but no one thinking for the common good.” She stood up, and went to the wardrobe and brought
out a zippered bag, and took out a stack of money half a foot high:
“But for heaven’s sake, let us have something decent to eat tonight, my first night home! I’ll treat! I’ll treat!”
She gave the money to Sima.
“Will this be enough? Say I am paying for dinner and if this is not enough, tell the cook to come and get
more.”
“Oh, this is more than enough,” said Sima, and gave back half the money to her, “and for goodness’ sake, put
this money away, Aunt!”
“Well, I know this time I come home, I shan’t be leaving without giving something to everyone. They expect
it, and I am glad to help, within certain limits,” said Chuli as she ate her pancakes. Then she came out of her room
with the empty plate and chopsticks, and walked along the verandah quickly until she found the widow in a small
smoke-filled room, frying pancakes over a roaring fire behind a closed door. Frowning with concentration, Ah Yee
did not look up when Chuli came in. Her own children, each with a plate and a pair of chopsticks, were all eating.
“These were delicious, Ah Yee,” Chuli said. “Can you spare a few more?”
“Go ahead, eat them, that’s why I made them,” said Ah Yee, pointing to a stack she had made.
Chuli picked up four pancakes, and sprinkled pepper and vinegar over them, and turned and went out of the
room again without further ado. She went downstairs quickly with the pancakes, and into her father’s room at the
back of the parlor. Her father was sitting in the dark, head and shoulders hunched over the writing desk. She had
seen him already this morning at the pier, and not been happy with how he looked.
“Papa, what are you doing? How can you see?” she said as she carne in, and snapped on the light. “Save
electricity and ruin your eyes!” The old man looked up and laid down his pencil.
“Are those the account books of the firm?” She put the dish of pancakes under his nose.
“Here, eat these while they are hot,” and poured a cup of tea from the teapot for her father. Kim Yek-chiong
eyed the food suspiciously, and shook his head.
“I don’t want it. What is it?”
“Oyster pancakes. Good for you. Eat, eat! You look as pale as a ghost and you are still the same, pinching
money on food. Well, if you don’t eat, you can’t live to enjoy all the money you have made.”
The old man contemplated the food a little more, and finally picked up his chopsticks and lifted a piece of
pancake to his mouth as if against his will.
“All the money 1 have made!” he snorted. Chuli sat down on her father’s hard, wooden bed, and watched him
eat and drink his tea. After he had eaten two pancakes, she said,
“This time I come horne, my heart aches. Everyone looks simply awful.”
The old man remembered that Chuli had never learned to judge the strength of words. She always used strong
language.
“And this house is in need of repairs, it is tumbling down.”
“All the houses on this street are in need of repairs,” said the old man without looking up. “When the Japs
were here, they ripped out all the metal that was showing on them. But I have no money to spend on repairs.
Things are worse now than even when the dwarfs\fn{ The Chinese called the Japanese dwarfs, a term of generous disrespect }
were here. Today it costs thirty thousand to row over channel harbor. Tomorrow it may cost forty thousand. Now
with the foreigners gone, too, this town is not beginning to take on the commercial prospects it used to have.”
“Well, Papa, at least you should be proud that extraterritorial rights have been relinquished here by the
foreigners at last, and that this is now Chinese territory again,” answered his daughter, to his surprise. The years
spent away from Amoy did make a difference, he supposed.
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“All I know is my hands are empty,” said the old man. In his small world of commerce in this seaport town, he
did not interest himself in politics.
“During the occupation, we had to scrape through living on rent from the houses along the road. But now,
what? Well, my luck has run out, that is all. Prosperity passes from one family to another, that’s true.”
“What nonsense!” said Chuli. “Now you know that if Tuako had had more character, instead of spending his
life whoring and drinking—”
Kim Yek-chiong held up his hand.
“Now don’t preach. Maybe you are right, maybe you are wrong. But don’t lecture, Chuli. Now you are so
prosperous, you cannot imagine why other people are not doing equally well. But prosperity is a combination of
several things, and sometimes just coincidence. When I started in business, everything seemed to play into my
hands. When money is rolling in, there is no way to stop it. And when things start to go wrong, human beings
cannot do much to coax them right, either.”
Listening to her father’s voice, sitting on his hard bed, Chuli found herself playing the role of daughter of the
family again after many years. How they used to sit here, so many years ago, and plot ways to make money for
the family! And how well she understood, too, whatever was being discussed! To be uninterested in the financial
situation of the family had seemed like something immoral to them all.
A set of unbalanced books was immoral, too, and now everything she had been feeling since her arrival this
morning seemed to come together. With a sigh, she walked to her father’s desk, and began to flip through the
account books. She could get the gist of each page at a glance.
“How are you paying the clerks at the store? The entries are not clear at all,” she said. The old man answered
reluctantly.
“I always try to get a supply of reliable currency whenever I can. Come payday, or whenever the exchange rate
is right, I convert what is necessary into national currency. But I cannot always get all the American bills I want.”
Kim Yek-chiong always lowered his voice to a whisper when he talked about money. His respect for the
subject made him talk about it like a jealous lover.
“Sometimes, I have to take Hong Kong dollars. The other day, some Philippine dollars came into my hands. 1
do these things through friends.” Now his voice was barely audible.
“I don’t like to use the local exchange shops, which are technically illegal.”
“Everybody is using them.” Chuli’s voice, too, had become very low.
“Yes, but here, about once a month, the police close them down. Then they say the operators have to make up
any depreciation in the monthly salaries of government employees before they are allowed to open again.
Corruption, I tell you.”
“Papa, you are overcautious.”
“A man can never be overcautious.”
“Nonsense! Sometimes, a person has to take a few risks in life. The older I am, the wiser I become. You cannot
always calculate too fine in life.”
The old man smiled. He was amused by his daughter. Between father and daughter, there had never been much
feeling. That was why Chuli could say anything she liked to him without causing any rancor. He said, changing
the subject,
“How is Sankuo these days?”
“He is very well and busy. And you know Zan has been in America almost four years now, studying.”
“What is he studying?” The old man began to shake his head before he heard her answer.
“Well, Papa, he is studying philosophy.”
She stared at him with wide-open round eyes. Kim Yek-chiong thought she looked a little like an owl, with the
spectacles and that startled expression on her face.
“Philosophy? If he wants to study phi-los-o-phy, he can do that at home. Young man goes abroad, he should
study something more practical, like banking, commerce, or even science. Philosophy there is plenty of at home.
No need going all the way to America to study philosophy.” He pronounced the word with emphasis. He was
laughing at her, without malice, but also without pity.
Chuli let out a scornful chuckle herself. She did not care whether her father approved or disapproved of what
she did with her life.
“Well, Papa,” she said with an arch smile, “not everyone can be a businessman like you. And not everyone can
see things your way.”
They both laughed, noiselessly, the Kim way, as if they were relishing a private joke together. The old man was
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in a gossipy mood now. He said, looking at Chuli shrewdly,
“Well, one thing I will admit. When you insisted on marrying Wong Sankuo, you had better eyesight than I did.
How much are you worth now, Chuli? A hundred thousand American dollars? More?”
Chuli let out a shriek of horror. Her hands flew to her cheeks.
“Where do you people in Amoy get such ideas! How I wish it were true! If I had half, a quarter of that amount
—” The old man would not believe her.
“Sankuo has been a big official for ten, fifteen years,” he said craftily.
“But you have it all wrong, no, no, no!” cried Chuli angrily. “It is true, he has been in and out of public life for
a long time, but that doesn’t make us rich! He is not like other officials who have been busy lining their own
pockets. I swear to you, Papa, these long years in Chungking, we had to put in our savings every month to make
ends meet. But how can you understand? I realize Sankuo is a very famous man, but if we had the money to
match his fame, don’t you think I would do something more to help you all? Do you think I would sit here, and
watch you eat into capital?”
“Well, don’t get so excited, Chuli. I am not begging from you!” Her father was chuckling.
“I can still remember it as if it were yesterday,” he said, abruptly launching into the past. Chuli remembered
that her marrying Wong Sankuo had always seemed like a very good joke to her father.
“You were of marriageable age, and it was time to look for someone for you. At that time, if we had really
looked, you could have married into any family we fancied. Well, anyway, I was lunching with old Hiok-hia down
at the wharf one day, and he said there was a poor schoolteacher’s son passing through town on his way to
Quemoy. He was coming back from Peking where he had a teaching job, and what he lacked in money, the boy
made up in good character. Well, just for a lark, I said, all right, let’s have a look. Doesn’t cost money to have a
look. And when he showed up, this Wong Sankuo, in that starched blue cotton gown—oh, and looking as if he had
been bitten by bees, the way his forehead bulged out!” The old man was remembering it all now, and his voice
subsided into wheezing laughter.
His daughter waited.
“Well?” she demanded, looking at him sullenly. The final triumph was hers, so she could bear to listen to him.
“Well,” said the old man when he could continue, “the surprising thing was, when your mother asked your
opinion, you agreed to marry him. In fact, you would have no one else, if I remember correctly.” He stared at his
daughter for a moment, and pointed with a long forefinger.
“Fell in love with him! You ran out and met him behind my back. That’s what you did!” he said, and laughed
again.
“That’s right,” said Chuli. After all these years, it was no longer necessary to deny it. She was sitting up very
straight on the wooden bed.
“I saw something in him, and fell in love with him.”
She was missing Sankuo very much right now. How far away he had led her from all this, how much of life he
had shown her, how wide the world lay outside, of which her family was not aware! Now she was satiated with
her old father.
“Well,” she said, “this time I am forking Ahua as well as Sima over to Shanghai. That will be two less mouths
for you to feed.”
“Yes,” said the old man, “take them with you. You have servants, a big house. And later you can send them
after Zan to America to study philosophy as well.”
Chuli’s head spun, and she walked out of the room, too annoyed to bother answering back. He was still
laughing. And as she walked up the stairs, she felt almost like a young girl again, sneaking out of this loveless
house to meet Wong Sankuo in the back streets of Amoy. What a scandal there had been! Hooh! Well, anyway,
she showed them. As she went up to her room, she was smiling to herself.
*
“Are you glad, Sima, that I am going to Shanghai with you?” asked Ahua that evening after supper. They were
alone in their room.
“Naturally, I cannot say that I am not glad,” said Sima, who was washing some of her and Ahua’s things in a
tin basin.
“You know, sometimes you really make me boil. ‘Naturally, I cannot say that I am not glad.’ Why do you
always have to be so passive, as if it would kill you to be positive about something for a change? You sound like
an old woman already, you know? I hate to think what you’ll be like when you are good and old.”
Ahua was stretched out on her bed beside the window. Sima did not answer. She continued to wash, and Ahua
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watched her, studying her sister’s face as if she were someone she had never set eyes upon before.
“May I ask you a terrible question, Sima?” she said after a few moments, unable to bear the silence.
“Yes?”
“But you mustn’t be angry with me after I ask it. I promise I will never mention it again after you’ve answered
me.”
Sima turned and looked at her sister patiently. The younger girl leaped out of bed and threw herself at her
sister’s back, and wrapped her arms around her neck. She whispered into her ear,
“Tell me, do you know if they embalmed Father?”
Sima jumped and let out an angry cry.
“Really, sometimes you are so childish a person can scarcely stay in the same room with you! How can you
ask such a question?”
Ahua held onto her sister with both arms.
“But tell me! I must know whether he is going to decompose or whether he has been preserved. I won’t
mention it again after you tell me, I promise.” Sima shook off her sister’s arms forcefully, and she said, her face
becoming very pink,
“Now listen to me, Ahua. Just stop it, do you hear?”
“But tell me, tell me!”
“I’ll tell you this,” said Sima, “that you are almost seventeen now, and it is high time you stopped acting so
silly, and took yourself more seriously. Don’t you ever think what kind of impression you make on people? And
what do you think I feel when you ask questions like that?” Ahua went back to her bed.
“And how do you think I feel, when you refuse to answer a simple question?”
“There are things people don’t talk about,” Sima said, and returned to her washing again, with a set face. She
soon carried the basin to the verandah, and when she came back, she turned off the light and slipped into bed
beside her sister.
“The trouble with you is, you have no feeling, Sima. You’re numb, numb, numb, and terribly conventional,
you know that? Here Father is, probably half eaten up by worms already, and you can’t talk about it because it
isn’t something people talk about. It just shows how superficial you are.”
Sima did not answer, and Ahua rolled over and looked out the window. The moon, a large, yellow wheel, was
so close that she could almost touch it if she held out her hand. The sky behind it was deep purple, and Ahua felt a
sudden longing, longing for everything, to laugh, to cry, to be free. She felt that she was going to burst at any
moment. She thought about all the evenings her father had lain on the rattan chair on the verandah this spring, in
his checkered bathrobe, and how the moonlight sometimes struck his face and made it look as though he were
dead already. His eyes were sunken and dark like plums, and his cheeks were gaunt, and his hair came down over
his ears. During the last weeks, he lay there all the time, seldom speaking or eating, and just watched the moon
when it came up at night. He had lived a life full of ravishing sensual pleasure and wickedness, and now he was
calmly waiting to die. She used to watch him from her window and wonder what it felt like.
“Tell me, did everything live up to your expectations?” she wanted to ask. “Whatever you experienced,
whether ecstasy or anguish, did you experience it in full measure?”
Because if he did, then it did not matter that he was dying in the bald surroundings of their home. In the
daytime, he read his obscene books and drank his brandy, seemingly oblivious of everything, but he must have
been aware of the disapproving glances everyone kept casting at him, the three little girls of Ah Yee who were
miniature replicas of their mother and would grow up and marry and hang washing up from people’s verandahs,
and the women with hawk-like eyes who were always talking about him and never thought of what it must feel
like to be dying. It had always seemed to Ahua that she was the only one who understood what was happening,
but she had never spoken intimately with her father, who had always been too busy to pay any attention to his
offspring.
The long, sick spring had ended swiftly and suddenly. And now everyone was going about just as if it had not
happened at all. Numb! Numb! Numb! She felt a rage boiling up in her. Sima said,
“Ahua, are you crying?” The girl did not answer.
“You know I have only your good at heart, don’t you? Are you listening to me, Ahua?”
“I’m listening.”
“All I mean is sometimes you have to hide your feelings, and not say everything that comes into your head,
and when I talk to you like this, Ahua, I am only trying to prepare you for life, because we are all we have in this
world. You know how I feel, don’t you?”
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“Then why can’t you understand?” Ahua said. “I have to live the way I feel. I cannot be a hypocrite and go
around saying things I don’t mean and doing things I don’t like and pretend that I don’t mind. And I hate the way
you all go around, clucking your tongues about Father, as if you were better than he was. He did what he wanted
to do. At least it was honest.”
“Now you know I don’t think I am better than anyone, but you must be fair. We are a family of certain position
in Amoy, and the way Father behaved was a disgrace. You know that. adultery is a sin, and I am absolutely against
lust.”
“You are very funny, you know?”
“I don’t see anythmg funny.”
“It just shows how superficial you are, Sima. This whole family is very superficial, and you don’t know what
you are like.”
“What are we like?”
“Well, take the food we eat, for instance, the mounds of fish smothered with onions, the thick gray bowls of
lentil soup, and the honest-to-goodness chunks of meat. In appearance and substance, the food this family eats,
Sima, reflects exactly the kind of people we are—dealers in toilet seats and cockroach killers and household
antiseptics. There is never any need to yield to any sentimental craving for beauty, because the craving is never
there. Food, toilet seats, disinfectants, everything means only one thing, money in the bank.”
“You should congratulate yourself that thanks to the firm of Eng Beng, you have lived in comfort all your life,
Ahua, and never had to worry about food or a roof over your head. What a way to talk!”
“Oh, I am grateful. I know I cannot exist without a minimum of physical sustenance.”
“Then why do you do so much irresponsible talking? Why don’t you take yourself more seriously?”
“But I take myself very seriously, only you don’t realize it. Every day, I wake up feeling as cheerful as can be,
and try to face life squarely and honestly. I don’t deceive myself, and I don’t let anything get me down, although I
am completely alone in this world. I know I have faults, but I am harder on myself than you could know.
Integrity! That’s what I have!”
“Oh, Ahua, stop it!”
Tears were streaming from Ahua’s eyes, but she did not let her sister know. She was too proud.
“You never listen carefully to what I say. I know there is still a great deal in life I have to learn, but my views
are not completely valueless either.”
“Well, at least I am glad to hear you admit that,” Sima said in a mollifying tone. She was quiet for a moment.
Then she added in a completely different voice,
“I was looking in Aunt’s suitcases just now, and Ahua, you should have seen some of the things they are
wearing in Shanghai! lt looks as if there’s a great deal we both still have to learn!” …
41.122b Excerpts from Prisoner Of Mao: “Three Scenes From A Labor Camp”\fn{by Bao Ruo-wang aka Jean
Pasqualini (1926-1997)} Peking, China (M) 4
1: Food Substitute
… By the end of November I had picked up the rhythm of existence at Qinghe.\fn{ A note reads: Labor camp east of
I was a professional prisoner by then, and felt that I knew how to survive any of the physical or spiritual
trials the place could throw at me. In the end I did survive, but it was a much closer thing than I thought it would
be. If I was able to adapt to the harshness of the climate, the rough working conditions, the intellectual humiliation and even the semi-starvation of drastically reduced rations, there was little I or any of the others could do
about the recurrent waves of disease and debilitation which chose to visit us. As Solzhenitsyn\fn{ Aleksandr Isayevich
Solzhenitsyn (1918- ), Russian author .} wrote of the Soviet camps, many better men than I broke and many stronger
ones died. The strange laws of chance always play.
In the thirteen months that remained before me at that prison farm I was plunged into such a series of personal
experiences and human encounters that the outside world I rejoined afterward often seems pale and less significant by comparison. My head so swims with images of what I went through myself, or what others told me about,
or what I learned of by accident, that if they come out here in a somewhat kaleidoscopic jumble, forgive me: They
are the essence of what it is like to be down and out in a Chinese labor camp.
The signal that truly desperate times were upon us came in early December, when a horse-drawn cart entered
the compound and a prisoner detail began unloading the cargo: dark brown sheets of an unknown material, rigid
Tianjin.}
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and light, each one measuring about three by five feet. No one had any idea of what they were. Two weeks later
we were called into the auditorium to hear the answer. The stuff was paper pulp, and we were going to eat it. Food
Substitute, the prison officials called it—daishipin. I’ll never forget the words. Since there wasn’t enough food to
go around in China, the search was on for something to replace it and we prisoners had the honor of being the
guinea pigs for the various ersatzes the scientific community came up with. The warder describing the new
nutritional policy told us that paper pulp was guaranteed harmless and though it contained no nutritive value, it
would make our wo’tous\fn{A note reads: Steamed corn buns, a staple food in North China.} fatter and give us the satisfying
impression of bulk. The new flour mix would be no more than thirty per cent powdered paper pulp. It will go
through your digestive tracts easily, he said with assurance. We know exactly how you will feel.
Sure enough, our wo’tous the next day were considerably bigger and we had the pleasant sensation of putting
more into our stomachs. They tasted like the normal loaves, but were a bit limper in texture. We ate them without
complaint. That evening I saw Ma Erh-kang, the prison doctor. A prisoner like the rest of us, he had no particular
respect for most of the warders and certainly none for their medical capabilities. He told me he was worried about
the ersatz.
“If I were you, Bao, I’d try to eat some fatty things,” he advised, but it was an empty thought under the circumstances.
“You’re joking, Ma,” I said. “Where in hell am I going to get fat?”
He shrugged and looked preoccupied.
“I don’t know, but I don't like that stuff. It may not contain anything poisonous, but I wonder what it will do to
the digestive tract. Paper absorbs moisture.”
For a while it appeared that his fears were groundless. The bigger wo’tous were popular with the prisoners and
they seemed digestible. At the start, anyway. There was hardly any jealousy or complaint, in fact, when the Health
Preservation Diet was announced a few days later. We should have been alarmed by the ominous title, though.
Bao Jian Fan, as it was called in Chinese, was established especially for those prisoners who would be holding
key jobs during the winter months and who in the past had earned merits by displaying a proper attitude toward
labor—and whose strength would be needed for the crucial spring planting. About 30 of the 285 in our brigade
won places on the list, and among them were Sun and Soong, the one we used to call “the Stakhanovite” for his
tireless enthusiasm for doing right and serving the government. The Health Preservation Diet consisted of millet
flour without ersatz and a soup made from whatever vegetables could be found, often laced with horsemeat or
some kind of oil. Even that diet disintegrated as the winter went on, though. After a month or so the only
difference was that they had a larger portion of vegetables.
On the second day of the diet old Sun was already too embarrassed to eat his food with us in the cell, as he had
done the first day. He ended his personal crisis with one dramatic and illegal gesture. When he walked back from
the kitchen his painted tin mug was brimming with a soup of horsemeat, vegetables and fat. He paused long
enough to make certain that everybody was watching—and then emptied his mug into our communal soup tub.
“Your health needs preserving, too,” he growled. “You can report me if you like.”
The Stakhanovite was confused. He wasn’t used to breaking the rules. No one thought he would report Sun,
but he obviously didn’t know what to do now.
“Don’t think you’re so well off, Soong,” Sun said sharply. “Next spring they won’t expect these people to
work so hard, because they’ve had a bad winter, but guys like you and me are going to be slaving because we’ve
had all that good food. We’ll need all the help we can get.”
Soong slopped his mug into the tub. I suppose it must have been those two extra portions of fat over the next
two weeks that saved our cell from having any paper-pulp deaths. By Christmas day the whole farm was in agony
from what was probably one of the most serious cases of mass constipation in medical history. Sounds comical,
doesn’t it? It wasn’t. Just as Doc Ma had predicted, the paper powder absorbed the moisture from our digestive
tracts, making it progressively harder to defecate as each day passed. And painful. Men were bent double with
craps. Even soapy water enemas did hardly any good, for those few who had the honor of using the single
apparatus in the farm’s medical inventory. I had to stick my finger up my anus and dig it out, in dry lumps, like
sawdust.
The prison authorities finally backed off in alarm, gave us straight mush and instructed us to drink lots of
water. I never saw it personally, but we heard that many of the older and weaker ones died trying to shit their guts
out. I do recall a little scene in the fields, though, when Sun and I walked by one character squatting down by the
edge of the road, shaking and sweating with the effort in spite of the cold.
“Look at that,” Sun spat out with surprising rancor. “Another one of Mao’s benefits for you.”
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After paper pulp flopped, someone in central planning came up with the bright idea of trying marsh water
plankton. Since plankton was said to be almost 100 per cent protein, the idea seemed brilliant—in theory. They
skimmed the slimy, green stuff off the swampy ponds around the camp and mixed it in with the mush either
straight or dried and powdered, since it tasted too horrible to eat unaccompanied. Again, we all fell sick and some
of the weaker ones died. That particular plankton, they discovered after a few autopsies, was practically
unassimilable for the human body. End of plankton experiment. At length our daily ersatz became ground corn
cobs, mixed in with the wo’tou flour. Afterward it was adopted as the standard food supplement for the country at
large. We had been pioneers.
2: Camp 585
One drizzly day in August a new warder I had never seen before came to the infirmary to look us over. He was
dressed in a white shirt, khaki shorts and sandals, and seemed totally efficient. He took down our names and asked
us about our health histories. When he had left, I asked Dr. Ma what his visit was all about.
“Nothing good or bad,” he replied obliquely. He often spoke in riddles—it’s an old Chinese habit. The next
morning the new warder was back again. This time he had that bastard Liu with him.
“The government is always concerned with your welfare,” Liu said, and I thought to myself: Here it comes. It
had to be some sort of bad news.
“Number Three Farm is a production unit and as such has neither the means nor the time to care for the sick.
For this reason the government has decided to transfer you to a place where there is proper medical care. It is
called Camp 585, and it is especially designed for the needs of the sick. Now get your things ready. You are
leaving immediately.”
Those of us who could walk climbed onto a truck and the rest were carried aboard. We rolled over dirt roads
through the fields for several hours before drawing up in front of a roughshod hamlet of red brick and whitewashed buildings surrounded by a flat mud embankment into which was stuck a large wooden panel with the
numbers 5-8-5. We clambered down and when I caught sight of the old one-armed warder I had known before,
Wang, I realized that this must just be a larger version of Northern Precious Village, the dying farm. Wang
remembered me perfectly well, and on the strength of our past ac- quaintance made me group leader of our bunch.
We spent the rest of the afternoon and evening settling in one of the whitewashed cell units, finding out about
rations and generally getting acquainted.
Very quickly I saw some familiar faces from Northern Precious Village and got filled in on the situation. The
old place had been requisitioned, they told me, when the agronomists had found some crops that would grow well
in the surrounding soil. Camp 585 was to be the new consolidation point for all the weak, crippled and aged, and
not many of them felt there was any chance of getting back out alive. We were 400 in all, and we ate twice a day,
mostly the extras from the other production units. That wasn’t much in those days. I shuffled around in the mud of
the courtyard, watching some desultory foragers over by the kitchen waste heap, depressed and feeling hopeless
and abandoned. It really looked like the end of the road.
The same tiresome, pointless routine continued the next morning, still under a fine, gray drizzle. Since we had
no jobs and no work norms, the only activity appeared to be waiting to eat. Some time after noon Warder Wang
called me to his office.
“You’re leaving,” he announced without ceremony. “You’re going back to Number Three Farm. Get your
things.”
I was astonished and exhilarated. Suddenly my future seemed more possible. I didn’t know it then, but I
learned later that it was Wang himself who declared me undesirable for 585. It was a very conscious and pointed
gesture: he meant to save my life. He knew all too well that 585 was nothing but a death farm.
My exceptional bounce back to Number Three Farm didn’t work without complication, though. This time I
was accepted into the infirmary with only Class C rations—exactly half what the normal workers were getting.
Evidently someone in the hierarchy, probably Warder Liu, had decided that I had shown myself to be a malcontent by having refused the government’s benevolent offer of medical treatment in Camp 585. It wasn’t until I had
written a formal letter of protest to the camp director, explaining that I had been retransferred without my consent
or prior knowledge, and had always acted in good faith, that Liu relented and allowed me back in the cell on Class
B rations.
“Letter of protest” may sound wildly improbable for those who do not understand the Chinese prison system or
the mentality of the cadres. As I learned in Prison Number One, everybody, even a prisoner, is encouraged to
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speak his mind honestly and fully, for the government wants to know what goes on in a man’s head. In this
manner if the thoughts are erroneous or not in sync with the party line, they can be corrected. No one would have
thought of preventing me from sending my letter up the chain of command. The strange, Alice-in-Wonderland
world of forms must always be served. My jailers had absolute authority over my body and soul, but they were
obliged to hear me out. On my side, though, it imported that I be careful with my ideology. Free speech is
encouraged especially if it remains within the accepted channels.
My recovery after I returned from 585 was surprisingly rapid. I don’t know whether to ascribe it to the
ministrations of Dr. Ma, the diet supplements of Sun and Longman, or simply fear of the death farm, but I was
soon out in the fields with the others.
One of the first big jobs that fell to us was to weed out the rice paddies and loosen the earth around the young
shoots—the classical Chinese bent-back, straw-hatted labor that illustrates millions of prints, cigar boxes and
coffee tables in the West. It was the timeless image of Asia, and I was happy to be back inside it. The greatest
pleasure of working in the paddies (besides serving socialism) was catching the frogs that proliferated there. I
never could understand how they could be so numerous when the past few years had been so disastrously lean,
but there they were, and none of us questioned our good fortune. They weren’t even particularly difficult to stalkoften they would literally jump into our laps. We would skin them on the spot and eat them raw. The system is to
start with the mouth, and the head comes off with the spine. Those with greater discipline would save the meat in
their mugs with a little water (at that time of year we always carried our mugs with us, stuck down in the folds of
our clothes) and then dry it in the sun to make a type of jerky. Salted, they had a delicious, delicate flavour. Sun
roasted them on a stick and they tasted like bacon. Later in the summer when there were more wild vegetables, we
would make all kinds of stews with them.
Around wheat-threshing time I witnessed a terrible suicide. Just as we were sitting in the shade for our midday
meal of soup and wo’tous, a prisoner in a tattered white shirt and blue pants appeared in the field next to us,
running with desperate energy toward one of the big wheat-chopping machines set into the ground. Before anyone
had a chance to react, or cut off the machine, he had dived down into the blades. I never knew why he did it, but it
wasn’t rare for prisoners to get out of the camps that way. This one ended up in pieces.
In early September, Sun let me in on something of a secret, or at least an explanation of why the cellmates had
taken such good care of me when I was in the infIrmary. We were working the paddies then, and it was around 3
p.m. when he ambled over to me.
“Come on, Bao,” he said, “don’t knock yourself out. It won’t get you anywhere. Let’s have a smoke.”
Why not? There was no warder in sight, and discipline was somewhat more relaxed now that the wheat was
safely harvested and the rice seemed to be all right. We settled back against the bank of one of the raised roadways that intersected the paddies, took off our straw hats, drew out our little squares of newspaper and rolled
ourselves a couple of vine-leaf smokes. Sun gestured broadly out at the fields.
“Look at that, Bao, isn’t that a magnificent sight?”
It was difficult to tell whether or not he was being sarcastic, for in point of fact it was a magnificent sight. It
was a cinema-scope day with an intensely blue sky pocked with rich, billowy cloud formations. The vast series of
paddies before us stretched limitlessly to the horizon with nothing breaking the geometric pattern except the one
long row of acacias and poplars over by the main highway. The dikes and pathways that separated them marched
along in disciplined order. Everywhere we looked there were men, bareback or in black shirts, bent to their work,
impervious to the world about them, each one lost in his personal universe. There were thousands of them.
“Isn’t that wonderful?” Sun asked again. “All those people, and none of them will ever make it out, me
included. Lifetime contract. You’re the only one who’s different, Bao. You might get out the Big Door some day.
It could happen to a foreigner, but not us. You’ll be the only one who can tell about it afterward if you do. That’s
why we wanted to keep you alive, Bao.”
I was touched, but didn’t quite feel his optimism.
“I don’t know if I’ll live that long, Sun.”
That wasn’t theatrical pessimism on my part. Since August 1960, more than three-quarters of our brigade had
died or been dispatched to Camp 585. There weren’t many of us left.
“Don’t you worry,” Sun said firmly, '”as long as you’re here, you’ll live. I can promise you that. And if you get
transferred to other camps, there’ll be other people who think like us. You’re precious cargo, old man.”
Sun laughed and sloshed back out into the paddy.
3: Christmas on Strip 23
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The last extraordinary experience I had at Qinghe was the Christmas mass of Father Hsia. Our teams had spent
most of the month of December in miscellaneous agricultural housekeeping, such as marking boundaries for rice
paddies, cleaning out irrigation ditches and cutting brush. The morning was bright and clear that Christmas day,
but the temperature was close to zero, and a force five wind was roaring down from the northwest. The eighteen
men under me were laying out paddy markers on Field Strip 23, a plot of clean ploughed earth about two miles
long and 120 yards wide, in which we were to mark out sixty paddies, set down the stakes and then turn it over to
other teams who would set up the system of irrigation ditches. I divided the section into five teams of three each
and sent the remaining three to gather scrap wood for a bonfire.
It was around 9.30 when I noticed a solitary figure approaching me across the strip. Even quite far away, I
could tell from his gait that it was Hsia. The earflaps of his ragged old cotton hat danced in the wind as he hurried
over to me, and his faded khaki army overcoat and black padded pants were splattered with mud. With the
exaggerated politeness characteristic of him, Hsia asked me if he could have a break for a few minutes.
I had nothing against that, but he knew we had a deadline for the paddy job—couldn’t he wait until lunch?
Embarrassed and pained, he looked down at his boots, toying absently with the red-and-white markers he still
held in his mittens.
“Don’t you remember what day it is today, John?” he asked me in English.
Of course. I had been thickheaded.
“Go on, old man,” I said, “but be careful.”
He smiled gratefully and scurried away across the road and down the embankment to a dry gully where a
bonfire was burning, and where he was shielded from the wind and the view of the warders. A quarter of an hour
later, I saw a bicycle against the sky in the distance—a warder was on his way. I hustled over to the gully to warn
Hsia.
As I looked down the embankment I saw that he was just finishing up the mass, in front of a mound of frozen
earth which he had chosen as an altar. He was making the traditional gestures of priests all over the world. But his
vestments here were ragged work clothes; the chalice, a chipped enamel mug; the wine, some improvised
grapejuice; and the host, a bit of wo’tou he had saved from breakfast. I watched him for a moment and knew quite
well it was the truest mass I would ever see. I loped down the embankment, and when the warder passed on his
bike he saw only two prisoners warming their hands. …
187.117 Excerpt from Dawn Over Chungking\fn{by Anor Lin (1926-2003)} Peking, China (F) 10
Hong Kong was one of those places where other people decided where you were to have your meals and who
with. We had many relations come down from Amoy and Shanghai to see us. When our ship landed at Kowloon, I
was almost shocked when I saw the paternal uncles and maternal uncles and paternal aunts and maternal aunts
and paternal cousins and maternal cousins and one maternal nephew. As we had not seen them for a long time,
and many had changed in appearance and ways, Meimei and I began to nudge elbows.
Hong Kong is terrible because it is the city where people from all parts of the world come and stay, and where
most of the Chinese there are pickled in foreign ways and manners.
As we prepared to go inland where our hearts were really aimed at, we began to shop. We were told that
Chungking had not many things to sell, so we began to load our trunks with shampoo, soap, crackers, candies,
pickles, toothpaste, tooth brushes, cigarettes, and a lot of those things. The trunks were sent off to Haiphong to
come through the Indo-China Railway, but they never got there at the end. Packing was topsy-turvy most of the
time, and luckily we had so many cousins to help us with it.
Oh, Hong Kong, Hong Kong, we were all set for Chungking, and yet we had to wait! I had no idea of air raids,
but I knew I had to and wanted to go to Chungking.
*
It was about nine o’clock at night when visitors poured in to say the good-bys said on every departure. Father
and Mother were forced to give those stock smiles, all smiles but no ears. They were worrying about the last
minute packing. The word “departure” was in the air, wrapped and concealed in every sentence said, and that was
what was the matter.
I was impatient to go to Chungking and leave, this empty city. We all got tired, and began to doze off. I slept
with mother. The full moon shone high into our room where I lay awake. How exciting it all was going to be in
Chungking, our war capital! I did not have the slightest idea what an air raid was like but I was not afraid.
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In the dead of the night, the clock ticked away. Life was strange, it seemed. How people fought each other for
the land’s sake. How people fought and lived and were jealous and complained and lived as if they were never
going to die, as if they were immortal and therefore fought and fought, forgetting to enjoy. How curious people
were when they got old, and had just about learned enough to enjoy life when they died. There must be something
after death, or else men would not have such a desire to learn, and after they learn about enough, they die, and
knowledge and all turn to nothing. How people worked their heads off and never really lived, how people worried
all their lives about money, and tried not to let a penny get away.
The clock struck one and we were supposed to get up at two-thirty to be at the air field at three. But no one
was supposed to know the time the plane was to take off, for the danger of flying over Japanese occupied areas
was great.
The moon shone brighter than I thought; it was the same moon that kept shining, giving people a cool, sad
feeling. Those long hours seemed like years, waiting, waiting for it to be two-thirty.
Then the alarm clock rang, and we got up yawning and stretching, almost forgetting what we got up for. We
drove off through the dead city of Hong Kong, which I could never like. The shops were closed and wooden
panels put up against the windows.
We got to the airport. It was the first time I had been so near a plane, and I began to feel provincial and
awkward. We had loaded our pockets with chewing gum, as people said we would need it, when we flew very
high. The gum began to fall out as we ran in and out, from the coffee shop to the customs office where the
weighing and examination were done. It was a fairly large airport, but the moonlight made it look as if it were
covered with snow. My stomach began to gurgle and hiccup, and finally it ached, and I knew I was really excited.
The men said that the moon was too bright for us to fly now and we would have to wait until it went down a
little. The breeze set everyone keen and feeling very strange, and yet not knowing how he was feeling. We did not
fly till four-thirty when the moon was partly covered by the clouds.
Our relatives who stayed to the last minute began to wave to us, but the waving started too soon, as it always
did, and we had our hands and arms all sore.
When the plane started flying, I got quite dizzy but I had only one thing in my mind. I dozed off to sleep,
knowing I was going to Chungking.
*
It was raining little featherlike rain when we chartered a bus and went to Peipei. All the way we could see the
rice fields and the gigantic mountains of Szechuen. They were just planting young rice saplings then, but that
sharp green color only made the scene more picturesque.
We went along the highways bumping, but I did not mind, for it was China, my own. I did not mind the smell
of the gasoline, for it was China. I did not mind the hard wooden panel upon which I sat, for it was China.
Whatever it was, I could feel it my own. One can never know the love of his country without leaving it.
It mattered so much, the city we were going to. What life there was ahead of us we could not tell. But it was
going to be exciting and great, because China was fighting and it was so different from the China I had known a
few years ago.
When we arrived at Peipei, the town, we were introduced to our new house. It was ugly and yet the newest
house in town. The bricks were all gray as that was the blackout color, and our black roof tiles were piled on top
of the house like a man wearing a misfitting hat. Some village children gathered to see the newcomers, as always
was the case in China, watching, spying, and laughing. They helped us carry the suitcases into the house and were
very pleased to get half a dollar each.
By the time we were all in, our rubbers were caked with mud and our hands were coated with earth on account
of the wet weather. But what did it matter? It was Chinese soil! It was so good to have one’s own country soil
under one’s feet again, and feel it really there.
*
After some settling down and unpacking, we walked to our village. It was so simple. There were those shops
that every town had, a few restaurants, a few book shops and that was all. There was but one main street and that
was packed full of beings on this rainy day just because it was wet and safe from air raids.
On the sidewalks were orange peddlers and later I learned we had to bargain, as everybody did, with the same
peddlers about the same prices at the same time every day if we wanted oranges. The peddlers were smiling and
laughing, sitting on sidewalks with their goods blocking the way of the passers-by. It was going to be interesting
living here with everyone smiling. Everything was just as it should be in China, and that was all I cared.
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The children began to follow us as we walked by, as they had learned we just came from a foreign country.
Some children purposely ran ahead of us to get several looks at the quaint glasses of mother’s so that a few days
later mother wished she could change them. Everything was as it should be except for a few slogans of war pasted
at the street corners:
“Hail Chiang Kai-shek, may he live a hundred years!”
“A good boy goes to war!”
“If you have strength, give strength; if you have money, give money!”
*
China it was, just like it. Children played beside the much displayed coffin shops with saliva dripping from
their chins. Women fed babies on the streets, and walked carelessly about to tell this neighbor and that of
something that happened. Old men sat on their front doorstep, and read on a dark day with long pipes already
smoked out. I noticed that the Chinese here had developed a new way of wearing the shirt outside of the trousers,
and everyone had a shirt, strange to say. Some wore Chinese pants and foreign style shirts.
Peipei had never been bombed and that was the main reason we chose to live there, so there were not the ruins
as seen in Chungking. We walked down to the Kialing River, where across the bank stood the Fu Tan University
with its cows and lambs to supply the village with milk. The pride of the village.
The streets were dirtily beautiful, and the people carelessly kind. I liked Peipei when I saw it. We had never yet
tasted any bombing, and I think that is why, not knowing the danger we were under, I enjoyed Peipei that day
most.
*
People are so nice and so simple in Szechuen, the natives, and such a typical one was Fusao, our maid.
She was not dumb, very “right,” and extremely humble. One day she began to tell me about what happened to
her when the war started.
“So many people came, Shanghai people, Canton people, Nanking people, Peking people, Hankow people,
Yunnan people, Kweichow people, Hong Kong people.” I guess the war had improved her geography, and those
were the names she had learned.
“There are so many kinds of people,” she said, “Chinese people, Japanese people, foreign people.”
She had never seen a Jap or a foreigner, she told me. I told her there was one foreign lady in Peipei, and she
almost did not believe me. I told her she came past our gate once, but she had not seen her.
“What are they like?” she asked me.
I told her they had yellow or red or brown hair, and gray, green, or blue eyes. Fusao was shocked. I guess I
should not have told her that; I knew what she was thinking. Then one day she asked Mother what the Japs were
like. Mother told her they were pretty much like us in appearance but they were very, very short. She was even
more terrified. She had not the slightest idea what they were, but she was sure they were not like us. She did not
even know what the bombs meant, only that the Japs were cruel people and we were fighting them.
That is why it is ridiculous that the Japs think they could win us over by bombing. Fusao did not even imagine
them human! To go to Chungking alone would have made Fusao marvel. The war had brought in many
conveniences for people like Fusao, and she was happy to learn them.
*
Peipei had never been bombed before. We had overestimated the intelligence of the Japs and thought they
would not waste their limited bombs on a village not worth half the bombs that hit, which were not half as many
as the bombs that missed. But evidently the Japs calculated in a different way and so came to bomb the small
village. It was the third day from our arrival at Peipei, and we were still green from a foreign land.
“Heh! No one would be foolish enough to come and bomb Peipei!” everyone said; so we, as many others, did
not go to the dugouts. We stayed home with our friends. The planes came and a very deep, slow roar was heard. It
was terrifying. The roar came near and the sound increased. Pounding, pounding, pounding into our ears until it
was unbearably loud.
We went out of the house to see and there they were. Twenty-seven of them, each bomber protected by two
fighters.
“Hmmm! The formation is particularly beautiful today!” remarked our friend, who was not afraid. That was
just like the Chinese, the idea of remarking on the beauty of the formation while the bombers flew by, droning
over us.
“Their mothers!” he cursed.
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Mother and Father were told to take off their glasses as their reflection might attract machine-gun bullets. The
roar passed away, and we stayed on. Another group came, and still another, each time the planes panting, panting
as if carrying a heavy load. It was the terrific noise that made one turn stiff with hatred. They kept on, each time
from twenty-seven to thirty-six planes.
“Ha!” shouted our friend again. “Look! That one has only one fighter to protect it, and that one has no bomber
to protect, and there, and there! Our air force is not bad at all!”
We looked meekly, clinging to our own confidence that the Japs would not come to bomb us.
*
It was the sixth batch of the confounded planes that set Peipei ablaze. This time the planes came, droning into
our ears. They came right over our heads. Our neighbor came out to see too and he remarked,
“Close this time!”
They flew and flew, and now they were directly over our heads. If they wanted to bomb us, that would be a
direct hit.
“The danger is over now,” said Father.
Hardly had he spoken it when we heard explosions and saw flashes across the sky. The house shook and the
bombing continued. We all ran into the house and fell flat on the floor. Mother and Meimei went to some other
place, but we were too afraid to go look for them. We opened our mouths wide to ease the air pressure on our ears.
Bong, bong! It continued and each bomb struck like a hammer blow into our hearts.
Then they went away, having done their duty.
We lay on the floor until the noise died away. We did not want to get up. Then we pulled ourselves together,
and went to look for Mother and Meimei. There was mixed emotion in me of anger, fright, hatred, and bitterness.
“Mother! Meimei!” we cried, but they did not answer. Later they crept out from the cellar, arm in arm, green
and pale from fright.
“The cook told us to go to the cellar. It was safer there,” said Mother.
How could one tell? Bombs did not recognize persons. We went out of the house to see. The smoke had risen
to join the clouds, the blackness of it making us have a sense of disaster. From that time on, we went to the
dugouts and did not venture outside again.
*
As we could not stand the fright in our exceptionally bad dugout, after a week or so we thought of going to the
country, away from the village, when the air alarms came. A friend of ours had found a place in the country where
we could go. It was two or three miles from Peipei, and it took about forty minutes to walk.
Peipei was very hot at that time of the year, and we had come in to meet the worst “bombing season,” as they
called it. Heaven seldom blessed us with rain, and we had raids instead. The planes came on every fair day, and
we expected them.
Each day, as soon as the red flag was hung up, which meant the planes had taken off from Hankow, we would
load our baskets with boiled eggs and bread, and would start off under the clear sun. We walked and half of Peipei
walked with us. We could see the stream of people going to the country to seek safety. We were all prepared for
emergencies. We had to take off our very big straw hats which everyone wore in China and pile them together in
case we met the planes on the way. We were prepared to lie in ditches or in the wet rice fields.
There was a color very popular in China, and that was the air raid color, an army green, and most of the people
wore it if they could, for if you lay in that kind of green dress on the ground and did not move, the planes would
not be able to distinguish you from the grass. Red and white were forbidden as those were the colors that would
attract attention. Anyone wearing a very bright red would be liable to be caught as a traitor. We had to take
precautions. The Japanese would machine-gun any man at sight, or throw down a hand grenade.
It was a long walk and we had to hurry. It would always be the third alarm when we got to our house, and we
never enjoyed the walk. The house was rather big and empty, with several courtyards, a regular Chinese house.
There was a school in the front, and students studied when there were no air raids. It was wonderful to see them
singing the lessons with a woman teacher.
There in an inner courtyard was the Chen family, who knew our friend. They were very nice, and opposite
theirs was an empty room where we always stayed. They were very nice people and very polite. Mrs. Chen would
insist on our having lunch with them, and we would have to tell them we had boiled eggs in our bags. But they
always took care to fix things for us. There in that room we would huddle together sitting on stiff chairs.
I tried to read during the air raid alarms but what was the use? Sometimes the planes came near, and sometimes
far. We were told to go to the bamboo grove behind, where the danger would be smaller as they would bomb
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houses if they wanted to, and would not really bomb bamboo groves if they did not see people in them. But I was
always in doubt about the accuracy of the Jap pilots and thought they would sometimes miss the house and bomb
the forest.
Once our planes and theirs were fighting and we could hear the bullets and machine-gunning. We were so
afraid lest a bullet should fall and strike us. But they were not over our heads. Standing there in the woods, we
would fold little things out of bamboo leaves, and stand them between branches. Each time I came out, I would
make one, until I had many, and then the rain and wind would wash them down and I would start over again.
Another time the planes suddenly came and we had not time to go to the woods. The planes came panting that
usual pant like a giant groaning, and you prepared to die. The noise sounded especially big in the house, and we
were scared, we sweat, we shrank. It seemed that the planes were on our heads. That kept on for about fifteen
minutes; they were circling around us. Our fright was increased when we heard that a secret military meeting was
going on a mile from us. We were so afraid that we wished we hadn’t come out to the country. We were almost
sure they would bomb us, and as those moments of fright made one’s head a block of wood, one was not able to
think otherwise. We went to the side of the room, as there was a big beam at the center which would certainly
have killed us if the house fell down. Such fright that never stopped was the worst thing in the world, as it meant
that something terrible was going to happen, and you would not know when or how, but you would know it could
happen now, and you would wait and wait sweetly for it to happen. It made us unsure, and all the time we were
waiting for the darn planes to lay eggs. It was awful. The planes kept buzzing around us like bumble bees.
We were so scared that we could think of nothing to say. Father tried to close the big door to the open
courtyard as he felt sure nothing pleasant could happen now. The closed room only echoed the noises above
louder. Then the pounding died away and the planes were gone and we were safe.
I felt like wanting to scream out of desperation, and I wished I could go up into the air and fight them. If I was
dead on account of the bombs, I thought, I would maybe turn into a ghost, and I would go up the sky and break all
the pilots’ necks and make the machine that dropped bombs out of order. Then the planes would have to fly back
to Hankow, and as the bombs were not let off they would explode while landing. I thought and thought, until I
thought myself crazy.
In the afternoons, after we heard the horns of cars tooting and people shouting and walking, and saw sedan
chairs going, we would know that the all clear signal was given. As we went pack, we had more time to look at
the streets. There was Tien Sheng Chiao, the Natural Bridge, we had to pass. There were shops selling dry goods,
and people came there on shopping days. There was a school, and we always saw little children at their desks.
There was a very old man teacher with spectacles at the tip of his nose. The children would giggle and point at us
as we passed, and the old teacher did not seem to see. He would keep on, the book in his hand so near his face it
blocked him from the sight of his pupils.
There was a family who had someone dead in the house, and they had hired a monk to say prayers for him.
The monk did not seem to mind the raids, and he would beat his gong and say his prayers. His gong was like the
air raid alarm gong. Passers-by would shout to him,
“You! Still saying your prayers. Are you deaf? There is an air raid. Do you want to let the planes hear you
beating the gong?”
They would stretch their forefingers at the priest and he would shrink into his yellow robe and stop his prayers.
He was an old man.
So we went back to Peipei every day at three or four or five. We were thankful for the day, and wished it would
rain tomorrow. But there was still another like this to come, and still another. It will keep on until the war ends.
At each air raid, I felt as if I was pushing a big rock, together with all the Chinese in the inland. Sometimes the
rock broke a little and little pieces of stones were thrown upon us. Sometimes we got hit but most of the time we
didn’t. After each air alarm I felt we had pushed the rock, forward a step. It was hard pushing but we were willing.
For we knew that if we did not push the rock, the people on the other side would push toward us, and make us
have no place even to set our feet on. Pushing, pushing, pushing, we could and shall endure the raids and all, and
we never thought otherwise.
*
People in Peipei were like people everywhere in free China. The air raids came and we accepted them. When
they did not come, we counted that as something extra. When for three or four bright days they did not come,
which was the case when they had done some crazy bombing a few days before and wanted some rest, we said the
Japs were getting wise. When they came again, the people went to the dugouts without complaint.
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What was left in life was not money or property; everyone wanted his life and cared for nothing more. Money
came and went, and people lived according to it. If times were good we bought a few more chickens a week, and
if not, we could do without them. Women shared their troubles together. Life was so simple. People only worked
to feed a mouthful. The rich and poor were now equal; each had but one life. What of money or jewels, houses or
the land? Everything was meaningless now. Everything was simple. Our joys were the same; it was when we shot
down five or six planes a day and we cheered our air force. Our complaints were when the raids came too often
and stayed too long, or when the prices of things went high. The pitiful sight of an old woman going in and out of
a dugout was shared by all.
What was a chair, a table, a house? They were all empty, they did not exist. If we were without them we could
sit on floors; if we had them, they were luxuries, and we were thankful that we still had them. We thanked Heaven
when it rained, and we would go to town and fool around the streets and laugh while we still could.
But the people were not sad. The responsibility of things men had was suddenly lifted. Each had his purpose in
life too, to live and get from life every hour it could spare. We had a common purpose, too, and we were all
waiting for a day—the day when we win the war! Then sirens and gongs will beat and everyone will not care or
fear. The firecrackers will crackle and rattle all day!
“When we win, I shall go and get drunk all the way to Peking!”
“I am going to dance in the streets with any man!”
“I am going to buy a store of firecrackers and give them to everyone. ‘Have you fired a cracker?’ I shall ask
them, and if they shake their heads and say they haven’t, I shall say, ‘Here, take these and fire to your heart’s
content.’”
“I shall buy that gong that beats for air raids and I shall beat it till my ear rings and my arms turn stiff!”
“I shall shout all day until my voice is hoarse and I shall not care!”
“I shall wear all red, and I shall curl my hair and act like a Shanghai lady and crawl on the streets!”
Then in the midst of our favorite talk, alarms would shriek and in every Chinese heart there was a feeling as if
a knife was going to cut. We would go to dugouts with new courage.
“Some day, some day …”
*
As Kan Tze Wan seemed farther and farther from home every day, our landlady was so kind as to introduce us
to a private dugout, the dugout of the Sungs who had twelve children, from over thirty to two. The dugout was
safe from bombs, we thought. So we gladly went to that dugout whenever there was a raid. The cave was
unusually bright as they had painted the rocks white and opened two deep and very narrow windows. Several
other guests were there too, so that sometimes the cave became quite crowded. One of the two or three telephones
in Peipei was installed in the dugout as part of the air alarm network.
As we went there every day, we were quite familiar with it, and rather liked it and the people, some nice, some
pitiful, some so selfish they supplied the dugout with fun. There was Mrs. H——, the “Hygienist” as she called
herself, and her children. Oh, you don’t know what important members of the dugout they were! She and the three
children always occupied one of the two benches in each room. She was fat, dirty and smelly. She was loud,
ungracious, and low. Yet, she was a doctor, a missionary college graduate.
“Hmmm!” she boasted. “You don’t know me! The other day, when old Mrs. Li was almost dead, was it not for
me, well, she would be dead by now. ‘Hey,’ my mother-in-law said, ‘there is no such hurry!’ and if I had listened
to her, what would you say now? So I finished the rice left in my bowl and went and looked at her groaning. If I
had gone one minute later! … and that little granddaughter of hers! The whole family had put themselves in my
hands.”
She had three daughters, one just a smaller issue of her, one very thin and cunning, and a boy, the spoiled child.
The eldest stayed at school most of the time.
Such a woman and such children! One day, as the planes flew very near, she shocked me by singing Marching
Through Georgia to her nine-year old son.
Mrs. H—— was the type that was willing to dig up bad news about everything and spread it like good news.
One day father was saying Germany had 20,000 air planes, and Mrs. H—— just heard the 20,000 and she
immediately shouted to everyone:
“Listen, Mr. Lin says Japan has 20,000 planes to bomb us, no wonder, did you hear that, Mr. Yang, 20,000?”
Another way of hers was to pick up little bits that the telephone man had said while telephoning, and shout
them to everyone. One day she heard that Father and some of the men had gone to a place, and immediately she
came back with the news that the Japs had bombed that place, until the telephone man had to deny it. Whenever
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there was only the second alarm, she would say, “No, it is the third. I had just come out from home when I heard
it, 000000000. They certainly came fast!” and she would laugh, showing her mouthful of golden teeth.
As part of the air alarm network, there were two men sent to talk over the phone. They had to shout so that
they could be ,heard.
“Hello, hello, hello! What? Hochuan? This is Peipei. Planes over Hochuan? Toward Peipei? No, not here. …
Bombing heard? Where, southward?” Then the man would hang up and turn the crank again, and shout to
Chungking or some other place,
“Peipei calling, planes over Hochuan, toward Peipei, Peipei.”
Very soon we would hear planes over our heads.
“Planes over Peipei, Peipei. Hello, Chungking, Chungking, not Chungking? Chungking? Chungking wire cut?
Bombed? Where? Who? Oh. …”
That was the way they shouted, and once when they had to hold the line, I heard him shouting, “What did you
have for lunch? Nothing? I had corn, corn!” and he laughed merrily. Often we could hear the bombing of
Chungking, the deep, heavy sounds of explosion.
“Hello. … Planes flying over Peipei, toward Chungking, 30 of them Who? No, no bombs, just flying toward
you. …”
The shouting kept on, and every day they had to shout from the beginning of a raid till about the end when not
much news came, and we would know the planes would be leaving soon. We had become less afraid and by the
experience of listening to many sounds, could tell where they were flying, and whether they were near or far. We
could tell whether it was the bombing of Chungking or of some other place. We could tell our planes from theirs.
The banging of a door from a bombing far away, the air alarm or the homing pigeons’ bells, our pursuit planes or
fighters, Japanese scouting planes or their bombers. We could hear sounds very far away. Our ears were trained to
detect any little sound and we became more conscious of our hearing. Everything went on smoothly until after a
while there was the second bombing of Peipei.
*
That morning I woke up feeling something wrong. It was going to be the thirteenth air raid if there was going
to be one that day. The Japs, having bombed and raided madly and finished the ten-day raids, had gone to rest for
five days, and as an excuse, said something through the radio broadcasts, for some people told us the Japs had
announced one week’s vacation for us. But on the fifth day they came.
Every day it was almost a pain to look at the sky. We had to see if it was going to be a clear or wet day, and it
was most often clear. What a pain it was, as if forced to step on a sharp blade. Each day from nine to five it would
be like that. At eight we would try not to think of air raids, and when the hour approached nearer and nearer, we
would get tense and nervous.
As we read, there would be interruptions, getting up to see from our back door whether there were people in
front of the dugouts on the cliff on our right. Then I would get so nervous I would have to go and sit on the porch
and look at the people and I thought I was the most afraid of all. If I saw many people going toward the dugouts I
would go and shout to our servant:
“Go, go and see if the red flag is hung up. Hurry!”
Sometimes he went but sometimes he did not. Or our landlady, who was just as afraid, would come and see.
Often, I heard her voice calling, “Mrs. Lin! Mrs. Lin!” which meant an air raid again. She had offered to inform
us whenever there was one.
“Mrs. Lin! Mrs. Lin!”
The landlady’s sharp voice often rang in my ears, and I would prick up my ears and then know it was
imagination. But most of the time there would be a call every day. As soon as we knew there was going to be an
air raid, we would prepare ourselves until the siren for the second alarm was given and then go to the dugouts.
It always took so long to start. There would be the forgetting of a handkerchief or the locking of a door—
excuses to go to the house again. Was it the feeling we had not realized that we wanted to go into the house again
which might be destroyed by the time the all-clear signal sang? I did not know.
On that particular day, the twenty-fourth of June, the Japs once more bombed Peipei. We went to the dugout as
usual. The planes flew and flew, and we sat there waiting. The adventurous young men usually went out to see,
while their wives and mothers sat inside in fright.
Suddenly, that time, they rushed in! Hardly had they come in when I heard blasts, explosions. All the people
piled to the inner side of the cave; no one uttered a sound.
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The blasts continued. We knew they were very close. Smoke came through the narrow windows; the smell of
sulphur gushed in and filled the cave.
Then the planes went away. We got up. My body was sweating and my dress was almost wet. Probably our
house was bombed; we could not tell. I did not want to go out and see, it would be too awful. Father went out, and
saw a few craters near our house, but it was not bombed. This time it was closer than the first time. A bomb had
exploded twenty feet from our entrance. The door of our landlady’s house had fallen down. Smoke had risen,
mixed with dust.
Later I went out to see, too. Fire was there in seven or eight spots, but most of the bombs had missed and were
only burning up a few trees. Our young landlady, Mrs. Yang, began to cry because her step-mother-in-law, who
was a very old lady, had refused to come, and only hid in a small shelter behind her house where valuable things
were kept. She might have died of shock. The landlady began to want to go home and see, but others stopped her.
That nasty Mrs. H—— began to laugh, and her daughter pointed to Mrs. Yang when she was not there and said,
“Ha, ha, ha, she cried!” Mrs. H—— began to talk, happy that this raid would supply her with material for
gossip.
“Ha! I knew something was going to happen when the bench fell down this morning. Look at that fire! That is
Mrs. Li’s house, hah, pity them, they had just bought new bedding yesterday. ‘Better not buy it,’ I had told them,
but heh I who would listen? Now, I told you so!”
No one paid any attention to her. The flames kept on, burning, burning. Our fire squad had already gone to put
out the fire, but at several places the fire was too big to put out. The one on the riverside was very large. That was
where they sold all the bamboo ware and the market was there.
Black flames of anger rose into the sky. I began to worry about our maid who had a headache and refused to
come to the dugout. As the all-clear signal was given, each one ran to his home.
All the nails and locks of our house had popped out at the shock. Pieces of ceiling plaster had fallen down,
glass had broken, and our maid was already cleaning the floor.
“I was asleep,” she said, “when the old carpenter down there and the rest shouted that the planes were not
flying right today. Then I heard noises. And I stooped under the dining table while things fell to pieces.”
We collected a piece of shrapnel in our garden. The damage was counted as nothing compared with Mrs.
Yang’s house.
“I shan’t know whether to repair it or not,” she groaned, “what shall I do? I don’t think I shall repair it, and get
it bombed again.”
All the ceilings in her rooms and the glass and everything had broken. The crater made by the bomb near our
house was quite big, and around it was yellowish green sulphur. It was an incendiary bomb then.
Luckily the old lady of the Yang family had only fainted.
The next day, though we thought food would not be available, since the burning of the whole marketplace was
disastrous, business went on as usual on a clear spot! On the night of the bombing, I had heard people shouting
and panting, as if carrying something very heavy. I dared not get up to see and luckily I didn’t. It would have
made my heart turn green with fright. They were people carrying coffins from the bombed hospital at night, with
blood dripping from them and torchlights crackling in the dark.
The hospital was bombed; that was the bomber’s aim. We were told that Peipei had three objectives, the
hospital, the bank, and the university.
*
When we thought the horrors after bombing would be over, we went to the streets to see the damage done. On
the way, so many people were putting handkerchiefs against their noses that we asked them what was the matter.
They did not answer, but only pointed toward the main street and shook their heads grimly. We walked on. I saw
four men with their noses and mouths muffled. They were coffin carriers.
I began to think it not so good an idea to see the streets, but we kept on. As we went through the streets the
shops that were so familiar were ruined, bullet holes were in others. I felt miserable.
Suddenly people began to take out their handkerchiefs and rush to the sides of the road. I looked behind, and
saw four of those men carrying something. Mother, catching it all, gave me a handkerchief hurriedly and I rushed
into the back of a new book shop. I closed my eyes in terror, and dared not breathe. The people in the book shop
took out their handkerchiefs too. For a moment there was only quiet in the streets except the panting and shouting
of the four men.
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We came out again. I caught a glance of the thing, wrapped in a sheet of bad straw mat only; blood had wet it
all. Mother and Adet saw it and said that he was burnt black, the heart, liver, and intestines all running out from
his body.
Oh! I did not want to hear or walk more. It was bad enough. He, who a few days ago must have been walking
in the street where we were walking, now was now dead and in that shape. People rushed away from him now,
and feared his presence. How unkind we all were! I felt so sorry for him. It was what war did to him. He must
have been a nice man; no one could seem evil now. He, who was entitled to life, who was meant to live as others
did, had now his life taken away from him, his body disshaped. His friends had deserted him, no one wanted him
now, that is why he had only a mat to lie upon at death, forever and ever—till when?
War, bombs, war, bombs! Oh, why did people have to fight each other? To spend one’s childhood surrounded
with the air of war, one’s youth forced to play with guns and bullets, and to end one’s life early at the battlefield at
home. Why could not one just live quietly, shut out from the world? With no worries, no burden, no trouble to
cling to his life, for there was no one to kill him, and let death take him when it was time? Why, above all, could
not people across a big sea live peacefully?
I walked on through the streets to the riverside where everything was burned. The place where we bought a
chair only a week ago was now gone. It seemed impossible, but it was true. In its place now were ashes and dust,
and emptiness filled the rest. The crowded streets were gone, the children playing there were gone, there was only
emptiness on the riverside. There were a few old ladies left, picking up what was left of what was once their
home. Some boys were picking up shrapnel which was sold for eighty cents a catty. The Japs had forgotten to
think of that. The heat of the fire three days ago was still there. The whole riverside had burned; it swept through
the streets and stopped at a certain store. Burned poles, ashes, broken bricks, broken jars, littered the ground. Old
ladies picked up things with tears dripping from their noses; they had lived to see their homes destroyed and
everything that was theirs gone.
All the streets seemed covered with dirt and death. We seemed to be living in a town of ghosts and I felt that
the earth I stepped on had been stepped on by the dead and the place was meant for the dead. Peipei had lost its
calm and sweetness, there was only a strong, gaunt skeleton of it left. People now were all keyed up, doing things
in a fury and not exactly knowing what had happened. People greeted each other with
“Lucky to see you still here today” or,
“Here I am, still alive!”
But people were already planning to build new homes. I saw an old lady who had spread a piece of blue cloth
on the floor and was already selling her things, soap, cigarettes, and toothbrushes.
The day after the bombing, the Japs had come again and dropped little sheets of paper telling us not to fight
any more, and that Chungking was about to be bombed to pieces. They had meant it to be effective after the
bombing, but the bombs only made us hate them, loathe them all. How could a little sheet touch our hearts? We
laughed and threw the sheets away. Bombs could not destroy our determination to fight on. How could little
sheets of silly poems do it? The Japs were desperate, and we were not.
*
As tension increased after the second bombardment of Peipei, time passed quickly. What energy was left after
the strain in the dugout every day, was not enough to work with. Father could not sit idly every day waiting for
iron birds to lay iron eggs. We decided to go and search for some place where we would not be bothered to go into
dugouts, which meant that the place had to be so small that the Japs would not come to bomb it. Peipei was the
crossroad where the planes had to pass to go to Chungking, and the planes passed Peipei every time.
Peipei was left simpler than ever after the second bombing. There was nothing extra, only plain living. Of
course Peipei had no modern facilities: no running water, no electric lights (except in a few streets), no gas, no
street cars, no foreign make-up things and no one needed them; everything was pleasantly Chinese. But
sometimes we did want a little comfort, a plain cup of coffee, for instance. A can of Maxwell coffee, which was a
foreign brand, for there is no Chinese coffee at all, cost us $22 and I guess there were but four or five cans in the
whole village. If people were invited to dinner it was coffee that was counted as the highest specialty that anyone
could give. And if it was coffee with cream, it was counted fit for a king. Actually we rarely tasted that, and the
cream was but poor milk. Thus we forewent all luxuries taken for granted in the West and enjoyed simplicity.
At one time, the new restaurant called Hazelwood was opened, and, knowing the want of foreign things, the
owner specialized in them, including ice cream and coffee. There were those knives and forks we had not seen for
so long. They arranged to have electricity put on, as there was electricity for a few headquarters only. It was eight
o’clock when the electricity came. We had to wait outside as it was too dark inside. What a roar everyone gave!
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The dirty cashier, in his underwear, jumped up and applauded. Then the lights would fade out gradually toward
the deep of the night. But it was nice just the same.
As to water, we either dug a well or had to have people carry it from the river. We made filters ourselves,
consisting of five layers of sand, palm tissues, pebbles, charcoal, and I guess there were two layers of sand. These
were put in a water jar, and a hole was cut in the bottom with a piece of bamboo serving as the pipe.
Our house, being the newest in town, had a bathtub. Our maid had to carry water from the water jar when we
took a bath, and she used to laugh when she saw the bathtub à la foreign style, which she had never seen before.
Others just used wooden tubs big enough to get yourself all in, and splashed the water all about on the floor.
Of course there were no movies, but there were operas every night, or rather plays or a mixture of both. As
they played at night, and as we would go to bed at seven or eight because we wanted to get up early the next day
in order to do more work before the air alarms rang, we never went to see the shows.
“Sleep while there is time to sleep,” was the slogan often heard.
On moonlight nights we had to go to bed early because if we did not, maybe the planes would come at
midnight and we would not have time to sleep. Every night from the eighth to the twenty-fourth of every month
according to the old calendar, we had to prepare our things, put our shoes, stockings, and dresses in the same
place by the bedside every time before we went to sleep, so that when there was a night raid we would know
where our things were. Each of us had a flashlight by our bedside. Flashlights were very important then and
everybody had one, and we always carried them everywhere we went, for we needed them in the dugouts if there
was an alarm, and at night they showed the way as in some places there were no street lights. In the streets there
were very dim vegetable oil lamps.
Some Peipei shops made foreign biscuits themselves too, “foreign” meaning they were not salty as Chinese
things were salty or sticky. Anyway they were ordinary biscuits, and we had to get up at six if we wanted to have
any of them, because there was a great demand for them. Some were made with eggs and some without, but very
rarely with milk. (We never heard of butter in Peipei.) Sometimes they came from Chungking, our center. When
the raids destroyed the Chungking factories, we would not have bread or cookies for several days. The bakeries
would paste a slip outside, and say:
“Chungking flour factory bombed. Will have supply again in two days.”
But in spite of the poor stuff, they did taste very nice, because those were the only ones we had or could get.
There is no need to mention that the bread was just bread, and the cake was a little breadish, having no cream in it
or anything; there was practically no difference except the shape. Once at the hot springs we saw a sign saying
there were foreign cakes, and we went in, and surely they did not disappoint us as there was a little cream spread
on top of the cakes. They tasted like Heaven!
For drinks, besides tea, we drank the juice of sugar cane. But we did not miss those things because they
became unnecessary as one grew used to other things. Shopping in the Peipei streets was most wonderful, because
we had to bargain. In buying oranges, we would have to ask the price. As the peddlers sat on sidewalks, and their
things were set on the sidewalk, people would gather to see.
“Ho, hot Madame! You don’t know these oranges, right from the country. I sell them for 50 cents apiece, but I
shall sell you for 45, as an old customer!”
“Nonsense! Such tiny oranges, I will take them for 30 cents apiece!” Mother would have to say.
“No no no!” Then we would have to pretend to walk away, and every time we would hear them shout:
“All right, 35, but not a penny less!” The street people would shout:
“Oh, don’t buy his! Such tiny rotten oranges for 35 cents apiece, you blind peddler, you don’t know a customer
when you see one!”
Oranges were expensive in summer as they were those stored from last year through the winter. And everyone
would laugh and we would get them for half the price mentioned the first time. Father never wanted to bargain
and he did not know how, and he always thought Mother was being too hard on the peddlers, but really the
peddlers would soak you if you were not careful. If they said ten dollars, you could get them for five.
1927

41.110 Living Hell\fn{by Wen Jieruo (1927- )} Peking, China (F) 4
August 27, 1966, early in the morning
I brought my mother a pot of chicken soup. When they raided the home where I lived with my husband Xiao
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Qian and my third elder sister, the people in the red armbands from the neighborhood factory had commanded my
sister to slaughter her chickens—all of them, a good two dozen. We couldn’t eat them all at once and there was no
one to take them in. So she dug a trench and buried them—all save two, which she used to make this broth. It was
she who thought of sending it over to Mother, for I had noticed, in passing by Mother’s little cookroom on the
morning of the twenty-sixth, that her briquette stove had never been lit. Maybe she hadn’t eaten for days.
When I entered Mother’s dark little room, the soup was still warm. I watched her swallow every mouthful until
it was finished. Surely this wasn’t my mother, she who was always so bright and cheerful? The trembling old lady
before me, clasping the casserole of soup, was wretched and alone, without a soul to protect her. She had aged ten
years in the space of a few days: her hair was disheveled, her face haggard and pallid, her eyes sunken.
In the days when the family was well off, Mother had been fond of Peking opera and mah-jongg. But she could
stand adversity and hardship, too. During the eight years of the Japanese occupation, she had stitched together all
the clothes and padded shoes that we children ever wore, brothers and sisters alike—clothes for each season in
succession, seam by seam, sole by sole. Every piece of jewelry she owned was sold off to pay our school fees.
Finally she had to mortgage our house. She was never able to pay it off. We had to rent our rooms after the
Liberation. Came the time when we could scarcely afford food enough to see us through to the next day, I
promised her:
“Some day, when I’ve graduated from college, I’ll earn money and support you.”
I’d kept my promise, through sixteen years of work. Besides supporting her, a duty I shared with my younger
brothers, my royalties had got her a Simmons bed, a fur coat, and other comforts. And so, in this “great political
revolution by which the proletariat overthrew the bourgeoisie and all oppressor classes,” the “red armbands” made
her into a target of struggle.
As I was about to leave, Mother handed me a jar of cocoa powder and a can of mandarin orange sections.
“Give them to the children,” she said.
In the midst of all this, she hadn’t forgotten her grandchildren. She also gave me a tiny parcel, a square of
paper folded up into a little homemade envelope. She explained that it contained left-over grain ration tickets.
That day was already particularly upsetting. I hadn’t been able to think up a single damning thing to write
down against my family. I thought of Akutagawa Rynosuke's\fn{ Japanese author (1892-1927).} novella, Hell Screen.
The protagonist, a painter named Yoshihide, looks on helplessly, in terror, while a feudal lord burns his daughter
alive. I felt the same, knowing full well that Mother was not long for this world under these cruel and savage
beatings. Still, I could not save her. I pleaded with one of the “red armbands” at the publishing house where I
worked to come with me to the scene of the torture—otherwise, my mother’s life surely could not be sustained.
“Think how many revolutionary martyrs have been sacrificed,” he barked, “without your giving a hang about
them. Here we are in a time of crisis, and you’re worried about a few people in your own family!”
In that instant I felt that I was no longer living in a human world. All society had become one giant mangle
iron. It could press people like Mother and me into powder at any time.
It was already nine o’clock when I left the office on the night of August 27. The rules were that we could go
home at eight, but after supper one of the “red armbands” insisted I turn in some damaging information exposing
my family. I promised I’d write out something that night and turn it in first thing the next morning. So I stayed
behind an extra hour to work on it.
I had just reached the gateway to the compound on Douzui Lane when I was caught off guard by a “Halt!” and
surrounded by a band of ruffians.
Some of the men snatched away my cloth tote bag, which carried the cocoa powder and canned oranges
Mother had given me that morning. They also stripped off my watch. Then two women patted me down from
head to foot. I was wearing only a white linen blouse made over from an old Chinese-style long gown of Yakkosan’s,\fn{A note reads: Japanese for “that fellow,” used by Wen Jieruo and her family as an indirect reference to Xiao Qian while he was
courting her, as an English girl might refer to her beau in French as lui. After the marriage, the phrase, often shortened to “Ya,” became
Wen Jieruo's favorite term of endearment for her husband .} and blue trousers, with an undershirt and panties on underneath.

They found nothing.
With the women on either side and beefy men surrounding me in back and in front, I was led under guard in
the direction of the Army Hospital. A woman brushed past us in the doorway. In the light of the traffic signal I recognized her as Elder Sister. Then it dawned on me: they had dragged her out to be struggled against, with Mama.
Because I was not at home, a contingent had lain in wait at my doorstep. My sister and I exchanged glances, but
neither of us dared acknowledge the other.
They shoved me into the main courtyard of No. 10, Alley Eight, and forced me to stand at attention facing
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Mama’s dwelling. She had two small rooms off a tiny courtyard at the northwest corner. The wooden fence-gate
leading to her corner was shut tight. It was pitch black inside, deserted and silent. Was she holding her breath,
listening intently to the uproar in the courtyard?
The thugs interrogated me from the start as if I were a spy for a foreign power. They said they’d discovered a
radio transmitter and receiver in a storeroom off the front courtyard at No. 11 Douzui Lane. I told them that those
rooms on the south side of the courtyard were purchased in 1962 from the Chen family in the compound. There
had been two lavatories there, each with double trenches serving as latrines; we’d filled up the holes in one
lavatory, turning it into a storeroom. The ground might be a little loose in the filled-in places, but it could not
possibly have radio broadcasting apparatus. The Chen family had bought the place right after Liberation; before
that, we didn’t know—why not ask the Chens?
Then they all shouted at once:
“Your eldest sister, the one who lives in America, is a spy. The old witch (meaning, Mama) is a veteran spy,
and you’re her apprentice spy. You’re one whole family of foreign agents.”
They pressed me to reveal the hiding place of our transmitter. Next they said:
“What kind of person was your grandfather on your father's side? Your grandmother? Your father? Your uncle?
Fucking class enemies, all of them—ten thousand deaths would have been too good for them!”
I thought to myself: How fortunate for them that they never lived to see this day.
From the interrogation I learned that after Liberation my mother, trusting the policy of the Party, had on her
own initiative come clean with the police all about how her eldest daughter had become an American citizen. That
had sown the seeds of her destruction. During the 1951 movement to suppress counterrevolutionaries, she had
handed over to the local police station three rusty old swords that belonged to Grandfather when he was a county
magistrate under the Qing dynasty. This had now become a crime on her part, of “keeping secret weapons after
the Liberation.” She also confessed that her younger brother, who had attended the Whampoa Military
Academy, \fn{The officer training location for the Nationalist Chinese Army .} was liquidated at the beginning of the fifties.
As a result, she was classed a Dependent of a Counterrevolutionary. How could she have known that he would be
exonerated one day; after the Third Plenum of the Eleventh Central Committee (the one that put Deng Xiao-ping
in power)? And that a memorial plaque reading Former Home of Wen Xuru would be nailed over the door where
he lived? On top of this, there was the charge that her husband had been a diplomat for twenty years—before the
war.
My interrogation continued until midnight. Then someone shouted:
“Drag the veteran spy out here, too, so we can struggle against them together!”
Two of my tormenters ran out angrily, pushing open the wooden gate leading to Mother’s little yard. The light
went on in her room. One of them rushed back and whispered something; suddenly five or six others dashed off.
One of the thugs smacked me on the back with his fist and bellowed:
“The old spy alienated herself from the people and hanged herself to avoid being punished. We didn’t watch
her closely enough. This gets her off the hook too easy. Get your ass over there and look at her!”
When I entered her room, dear Mama had already been taken down and parked on her cot, the one Yakko-san
had fashioned in the fifties for the old spinster cousin who had been half a mother to him. The cousin had slept on
it when she entered our household; Yakko-san gave it to my mama after he returned from the farm where he was
sent down.
I had been told that a person’s face becomes contorted and purple after death by hanging, but Mama in death
was as serene and composed as if in a deep sleep; any expression of terror had vanished. She was wearing a handsewn seersucker cheong-sam with short sleeves. Her lips were slightly parted, as if her eyes might open at the
softest word in her ear.
A thought flashed through my mind: Whether Mama had gone to heaven or to purgatory, she had at least
escaped this hell on earth forever.
In a deafening roar, the ruffians all shouted at once that I must swear out loud:
“She deserved to die! This rids the world of a piece of rotten flesh!”
Could people be any crueler, any less human than this, anywhere in the world? Having driven Mama to death,
they were forcing me to curse her. Mama, I said to myself, forgive me. Good it is that calumnies and curses have
no more power to hurt you. Under the force of their threats, I haltingly spit out the words they had commanded.
“Louder! Now swear, ‘I deserve to die, too. It would rid the world of another piece of rotten flesh!’”
I repeated the words, louder this time.
“Now this: ‘All people in the Seven Black Categories\fn{ A note reads: Landlords, rich peasants, counterrevolutionaries,
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and bad elements were the original Four Black Categories; rightists were added in 1957, and, early in the Cultural Revolution, capitalist
roaders and “cow or ox demons and snake spirits,” to make seven. Subsequently there was a revision; to the earlier five were added
renegades, spies, capitalist-roaders, and intellectuals, who brought up the rear, as “stinking ninth elements.” } deserve to die. It

would be wonderful. The world would be rid of a great pile of rotten flesh!’”
I began to wonder if the hoodlums surrounding me were men or beasts. Even the Nazis hadn’t been so vicious
when they persecuted the Jews, had they? Later I heard that in another province they had sailed one boatload after
another of the Seven Black Categories people into a river and sunk them, drowning all on board. Among them
were pregnant women and children.
The Japanese militarists massacred vast numbers of my countrymen. Their crimes were too numerous to
record. But all that happened in wartime. And they didn’t kill their own compatriots. The Americans dropped
atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, but they’d never contemplate setting them off on their own soil. If all
the people killed in the “Cultural Revolution” were added together, from Liu Shao-qi, the president, on top, to the
plainest of ordinary citizens like my mama at the bottom, the total might far outnumber the victims of the Rape of
Nanjing and the two atomic bombs.
On that terror-filled night in the Red August of 1966, I cursed the corpse of my mother, not yet fully cold, as
the hooligans commanded. I cursed myself and everyone in the Seven Black Categories, thinking that there would
be an end to it, that they would release me to go home.
But there was no end. They knew that Mother was a housewife in their neighborhood; this gave them the
power of life and death over her. Yet I was a cadre in a government organ. It was not so easy for them to go ahead
and work their violence on me (not daring to go to the publishing house where I worked to seize me, they had
ambushed me outside my home). So they rounded up a group of Red Guards, telling the “little generals” that a
veteran spy had killed herself to escape punishment, that I was her daughter and part of a family conspiracy, and
that they had better beat me until they got the whole story out of me. The hooligans from the street factory even
gave the Red Guards the self-winding gold Movado watch they’d stripped off me during their body search, saying
that it was peculiarly big and heavy, and sounded funny, being one of my espionage tools. In truth Yakko-san had
bought it in Switzerland; his name was still engraved on the case in English, with the year of purchase—1945.
I found it impossible to blame that band of young people, even in this moment of my deepest despair. I knew
they must be middle-school students from somewhere in the neighborhood, not much older than my own daughter
and son. At that age, they ought to be in a classroom, soaking up learning. And at that time of night, they ought to
be peacefully asleep, at home. But they had been assigned, or tricked, into committing mayhem all night long—
into leading a life of crime.
Having been given the duty of torturing me, the “little generals” surrounded me in a circle. They rolled up their
sleeves one by one and lashed me with the brass buckles at the ends of their belts. Crack, crack, without end.
“Aw, we’re being easy on you,” they said as they whipped me. “Go look at all the piles of corpses at the No.1
Middle School. Their eyeballs were gouged out!”
I thought they were just trying to scare me. Afterwards I learned from reading some “revolutionary” Red
Guard tabloids that the Municipal No.1 Middle School really did set up a water dungeon. Written on the wall
there in flowing fresh blood, and in formidable big characters, were the words:

Long Live the Red Terror
They also pressed me to find out where my “big brother” was. When I said I just had two younger brothers,
that my single older one had died at the age of three, they retorted:
“Don’t play dumb, ‘big brother’ means your superior in the spy agency.”
They wanted me to come clean about my code name, “big brother’s” code name, and where my radio transmitter was located.
I don’t believe they really thought I was a spy. But they had red bands around their arms, and that strip of cloth
represented absolute authority. Now that those “red armbands” from the street factory had handed ready-made
prey over to them, they naturally pounced on me like hungry wolves thirsty for the taste of blood.
My tortures continued until the morning light. Smearing ink all over my face, the Red Guards made me walk
barefoot from the Eighth Alley of Dongsi Street to the Broad Street Inside Chaoyang Gate. They shouted slogans
and lashed at me with their belt buckles the whole way, never letting up.
After the “little generals” had conducted my torture parade to the publishing house where I worked, they
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punished me by having me bend over in the reception room, while they plucked clumps of hair from my scalp,
using the frame of my eyeglasses as tweezers. That went on forever. My colleagues at the press would come out
the door and walk by in groups of twos and threes, but no one dared make a sound.
I’d never resisted during my night of torture, but now that I was in my workplace, I felt a little braver. Even if
its Party committee had already fallen, the place had a work team that could not let this go all the way. Boldly
straightening up, I glared at them and yelled:
“I’ve committed a capital offense, beat me to death immediately! What you are doing now is the death of a
thousand slices, in disguised form!”
I do not know how many of them understood that old imperial term for slow execution by gradual dismemberment. In any case, I plunged on ahead, which actually threw them for a loss, and they suddenly dispersed.
Just then the sound of sobbing came from the flight of steps leading up to the doorway. An editor who worked
in my own office retorted:
“You’re not allowed to cry! You didn’t weep for the warriors who shed blood and were martyred. An old witch
has died, that’s all. What the hell are you wailing about?”
It was my elder sister who was weeping. Afraid of the corpse decomposing, neighbors in Mother’s courtyard
had rushed to tell my sister, demanding that she send it to be cremated. Mama’s bank books had been taken away
during the raids on her home. Her cash on hand wouldn’t cover the 28-yuan cremation fee, and neither would my
sister’s. Yakko-san and I had seen all our bank books confiscated, too; without proof, I couldn’t even withdraw
my own savings. Luckily I had taken several bills out of our home before the first raid and put them in my desk
drawer at work, hoping to take Mother back home to the country. I went upstairs to fetch one, and to ask some
comrades in the publishing house to accompany my sister to bear away the body. I was not allowed to go myself,
for from that day forward I lost my liberty. They kept me confined there.
When Sister removed Mother’s name from the household registry, she had to turn in all the grain ration tickets
Mother had left behind. As I unfolded the little paper parcel with the ration tickets she had handed me the day
before, I saw, written in neat little characters with pencil on the inside surface:
“Farewell.”
All of a sudden I realized that to preserve the dignity of her character, Mother had decided to end her life by
the morning of the twenty-seventh.
Later, Elder Sister told me that the crematorium had ceased sending out the usual hearses that picked up one
body at a time. It sent around a big truck piled high with a dozen other corpses, each one wrapped up in just a cotton sheet, lying where it fell when it was heaved up onto the back. Nor would they permit you to keep the ashes. I
thought about it: With so many corpses burned at the same time, even if you could, how would you know that
they were from your loved one? How were these crematoria any different from ovens in the Nazi extermination
camps?
While she was waiting for the truck to arrive, Elder Sister heard talk of two other cases of attempted suicide in
our lane. People whispered to each other:
“Just a while ago she was here sweeping the street, and then in the blink of an eye—”
That was another woman that Elder Sister had known very well. She had entangled herself in the power lines;
it hadn’t killed her outright, but charred her hands and chest.
Then there were the Feis, mother and daughter. They had swallowed something and been in a coma for days.
In that Red August of 1966, the most worthless thing in China was a human life.
72.115 The Wolf\fn{by Zhu Xining, or Chu His-ning aka Chu Ch’ing-hia (1927- )} Linchü, Shantung, China (M) 17
Right beside Daddy’s grave and next to his coffin, the paint on which still looked fresh, another pit had been
dug, long and deep. I stood at the edge of the mound of earth in front of all those people but could not see the bottom of the cavity, even on tiptoe. Some clods rolled down onto the backs of my sandaled feet. My mother’s
brother\fn{A note reads: The Chinese are always careful to distinguish between paternal and maternal relationships where English uses
“uncle” to refer to both one’s “father’s brother” and “mother’s brother.” } jumped into the pit to replace the gravedigger in
shoveling out the loose earth. I could see the greater part of his head only when he straightened up.
Mommy’s coffin was presently lowered ever so gently into the pit. A board, pasted over with red paper on
which the characters saying “Bridge of the Immortals”\fn{ A note reads: The bridge for souls to cross after death.} were
inscribed, was then placed across the lids of the two coffins, and people began filling the hole. Somebody pressed
me down from the back and ordered me to knock my head against the ground. Obediently and carefully I kow-
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towed, my head touching the fresh-dug earth and feeling its coolness. I did not cry because, perhaps, my attention
was diverted by somebody who took off my shoes and threw them into the pit. I had cried lustily when Mommy
breathed her last, cried until my limbs were numb. For the moment, I found it hard to believe that I would never
see Mommy again.
My mother's brother took me up and dusted the dirt off my brow. I slumped over his shoulder and dozed off. I
had no idea whether we first had detoured to my home or not, but when I woke up we were at Second Uncle’s,
one mile or so away from where I used to live with Mommy. Auntie was then putting coarse white cotton mourning shoes on my feet.
“They will fit better after a couple of days’ wearing,” Auntie was saying. She brought me off the kang
bed,\fn{A note reads: In the cold north, beds are constructed of bricks which are heated from one end by fire over which cooking is also
done. These beds, or kangs, are often large enough to accommodate an entire family .} commanded me to walk around, and asked
me if they pinched.
“No,” I said, although I answered thus only because I was unable to walk in the first place. Perhaps that day I
had been carried on the back of my mother’s brother too long, for, as I soon discovered, my legs had become so
dead that I could not even stand. They felt swollen and terribly heavy.
I can not in all conscience say that Auntie had not been kind to me, though that was only during the first hour
or so when I came to stay with her. From then on, however hard I tried to win her favor, I could not do it. From
time to time, knitting her thick brows together, she would hold my hand, stare at me, and sigh deeply. I could not
understand how Mommy’s death had affected her so much. With my eyes cast down, I felt it was all my fault.
“Might as well change and call his aunt ‘Mother,’ now that he’s still little,” my mother’s brother proposed to
Second Uncle, Auntie, and me, “and not just ‘Auntie,’ which sounds too distant.”
I could not understand how my mother’s brother could be so callous. If I called Auntie “Mother,” what should
I call Mommy? It was possibly because I refused to comply that I forfeited Auntie’s kindness; anyway, Auntie’s
complexion changed right after my mother’s brother departed. He had scarcely passed beyond the row of willows
out front when I tugged at the hem of Auntie's blouse.
“The shoes pinch, Auntie, and they hurt.” I thought I was ingratiating myself with her, but she brushed my
hands off, turned, and went into the house.
With tears rushing into my eyes, I leaned against the lintel of the door. Second Uncle was talking something
over with somebody. Tears blurred niy vision so that I could not see him. I was wondering what roughness I was
to expect next, and a lump in my chest expanded and expanded. My mother’s brother walked farther and farther
and farther off until I could not see him any more.
That night in the house, Second Uncle and Auntie argued a long time over where to put me up. I had to sit in
the yard on a small stool and wait with my chin cupped in my hands. Cold wind poured in through the gateway.
The evening grew darker and darker. The shoes hurt. I thought of Mommy and of the little board pasted over with
red paper. What could “Bridge of the Immortals” mean?
Inside the house Auntie suddenly raised her shrill voice.
“I don’t care—do what you like!”
“Am I not discussing this with you?”
“The idea of such a big boy sleeping with us in the same bed!”
For my part I had no wish to sleep with them in the same bed. During the short while after my mother’s brother left, I had had enough of Auntie’s eyes, which, in displeasure, would wrinkle triangularly.
“Is he so big after all?” Second Uncle asked weakly, like a sick man. “We should at least wait until next spring
when it becomes warm before we send him to sleep in the hammock.”
“He won’t freeze as long as he’s fed!” Auntie’s voice grew louder. “Or I’ll give up my place. Let me sleep in
the kitchen. Don’t mind me!”
Auntie came out carrying her blankets, but Second Uncle dragged her back in.
Over at my house there was now one person less: Mommy, and here at Second Uncle’s I had clearly become
the one too many. I could not understand why this was so. Rolling myself into a ball because of the cold, I tilted
the little stool on its two back legs and rocked back and forth, back and forth, as though I could get warm this
way. When Second Uncle finally went to the back yard for their hired shepherd, Little Stay,\fn{ A note reads: The
nickname “Stay” has been given to the child as a magical precaution against premature death. (Such baby nicknames which are supposed
to have some supernatural effectiveness are quite common in China.) .} to take me to bed, the Dipper had moved to point

exactly north, and Little Stay had already had one nap.
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Little Stay did everything slowly. He led me inside the sheep pen to climb up into the hammock of wooden
slats. Yawningly, he gave me a burlap sack and taught me how to fold it into a pillow.
In Second Uncle’s backyard, there was only this structure\fn{ A note reads: In North China, a house consists of several
one-story buildings, each extending right to left and divided into rooms which average twelve by ten feet .} facing the south; it was
three rooms long and used as a pen for sheep. There were no walls inside; instead, it had several thick wooden
columns. When I first trudged in behind Little Stay, he moved the oil lamp in his hand to see if the animals were
sleeping well. The dim light threw the shadows of the columns onto the surrounding walls and the reed matting
that served as the ceiling. The building was filled with animated and menacing large shadows, and these
constantly startled me. Also, whenever one or two sheep abruptly opened their green, phosphorescent eyes, the
reflected light frightened me.
I did not quite hear how many sheep there were when Little Stay told me the first time. “How many?” I
stopped my nose to block out the penetrating stench rising from the sheep. He told me again, distinctly, word by
word, showing great patience. I still could not remember, though, for I was beginning to be apprehensive about
whether the rope that suspended the hammock was strong enough for the weight of two sleepers. If it should snap,
I was quite certain the fall would be fatal since the hammock was more than ten feet up in the air.
The hammock consisted of two parallel bars on which some cross boards were placed. Three of its corners lay
on the beam beneath the roof, and only one corner was strung to the rafters by a discarded well rope with many
knots in it. Afterwards, every time I climbed up to the hammock, I used to be afraid that this length of discarded
rope might break or, that while soundly slumbering, I might slip off the bed. .
Daytime also had its fears. Now it was not an unsturdy rope that intimidated me but Second Uncle’s one
hundred and thirty-two sheep. Early every morning, as soon as I had my breakfast of millet gruel, I would take
two cold rolls and go with Little Stay to herd the flock into the hills. Auntie said that since I had already had two
years of school and had been taught to chalk up scores, I did not need to go back any more.
“Can people such as we be expected to produce a number one licentiate of the first degree?”\fn{ A note reads: The
highest graduate of the Hanlin Academy, or the National Academy of Belle Lettres. The conferring of this honor by the emperor had been a
national event from the 7th century to 1905. The Chinese term is Chuang-yüan.} she asked, reasonably enough. There were

flocks other than Second Uncle’s pasturing in the hills. They belonged to people in our village and in the
neighborhood. When the hands had settled the sheep down to their grass, they would gather in the abandoned kiln
on the slope and play cards.
I couldn’t understand why they weren’t afraid about that Thing coming and getting at the sheep. Little Stay,
too, joined in the gambling, and I was left alone with my fears, fears of what Auntie’s face would be like if some
of the sheep were missing. The kiln that used to bake tiles was in fairly good condition except for its tall chimney
which had tumbled down half way and not been repaired because, so it was rumored, thunder had struck it.\fn{ A
note reads: In folk superstition, this would mean some evil spirit had been punished there by Heaven .} I often clambered up and sat
on it to watch over the scattered animals. After a while, I would think they were not sheep, but heaps of white
lime produced by the limekilns at the foot of the hills. Indeed, there were heaps and heaps of the stuff, and all of
the same color as the sheep.
On the ground the shadow of the broken chimney often lay with my solitary shadow on top of it. The grass on
the hills was turning yellower and yellower. Laughter and bickering from the gamblers would drift up the flue
now and then. After counting many sunsets and moonrises, the lonely shadow on top of the chimney had come to
sport a double-barreled flintlock for his companion. It belonged to Little Stay, and I was still too small even to
level it or shoot it. But I could see that Little Stay would be happy to see Second Uncle lose some of his sheep; he
had declared he was sick and tired of working for him.
Little Stay had complained loudly that he wanted to quit, though I could not know why. Every time he saw
Second Uncle he would ask him to get someone else for the job, and that as soon as possible. It was as though he
could not be out of a job soon enough. Little Stay never spoke to Auntie, and I suspected that might be the reason
for his impatience.
When I was sitting on top of the chimney, I often heard the boys below talking about the matter. They always
urged him:
“What’s there to linger on for?”
Whatever was said in the kiln came up to me faithfully through the flue of the chimney.
“If you must be a butterfly, at least find yourself some fresh flowers. But you’re just a dung beetle, you
numskull, and can’t tear yourself away from that stinking slut.”
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“I’m a turtle’s egg\fn{A note reads: By classical allusion, a turtle refers to a cuckold, and, by extension, its egg means a bastard .}
if I don’t want to quit right away!” Little Stay protested, grieved by all this teasing. But he was still slow and unhurried about it, not at all swearing as the other boys would.
“Thirty and she’s like a she-wolf, forty and she’s like a tigress.\fn{ A note reads: Proverbial description of a woman’s
sexual appetite.} A woman of the she-wolf-tigress years is the sexiest!”
“Sexiest your mother …! If she wasn’t trying to borrow your seed,\fn{ A note reads: Since not only the perpetuation of
the line, thus the succession to property, but also the tending of the ancestral graves and officiating at sacrificial offerings depended on the
male heir, a man without issne in old times might condone, or his wife might try on her own, to “borrow” another man’s seed .} do you

think you’d have half a chance, you and your plug-ugly face?”
“Don’t everybody quit after half a year at most? Only you, Little Stay, are so damn dumb. The mare’s kicking,
and you’d better stop poking and pricking!”
“Not that I want to revile you, Little Stay, but you’re a moron! … Hey, Baldy, what’s that in your hand? You
really mute or something?”
“Your grandpa’s dumb, and you’re blind!”\fn{ A note reads: This is Chinese one-upmanship in operation, with patriarchal
lineage behind it.}
“Knock it off,” Big Wealth bellowed. “If one don’t have a what-you-call-it as big as a donkey’s, he’d better not
go to the Ou’s house and make a fool of himself.”
“Show us, Little Stay, if it isn’t that big!”
Were they talking about Second Uncle’s when they mentioned the Ou’s house? Was there another family in our
village named Ou? Then I remembered that two lambs were missing when we counted the sheep that morn-ing. I
could not believe I hadn’t been every day either squatting atop the chimney or sitting around the chimney, or that I
hadn’t been all the time attentively watching Second Uncle’s flock. Second Uncle had said the missing sheep were
not fully grown, but little lambs, and they must have been snatched by that Thing. If so, why didn’t I see the
unmentionable? Was that Thing so magically endowed that it could be invisible? I had been afraid of It before
because It was more ferocious than a dog, but now It seemed more like a monster than just a wild beast. No
wonder people avoided naming It other than that Thing, and acted as though It could hear and wreak havoc if they
so much as said “wolf.”
Now that some lambs were lost, Little Stay had a stronger than ever excuse for leaving.
“I’ve warned you before, Second Squire Ou, something’s bound to happen sooner or later if you don’t find
somebody else for the job. Listen to your missus, and you won’t regret it.”
Little Stay was allowed to bundle up and leave at last. As the burlap sack which served as my pillow was his, I
now did not even have anything for my head at night. He then hired himself out to Squire Jen in the village up
north, though, as I heard, at about the same pay he had been receiving at Second Uncle’s. Second Uncle had
increased and increased his wages, but that had not persuaded him to stay on. After much trouble, Second Uncle
finally got Big Wheel, who used to sell bean sprouts at the Little Sandy River not very far back of the village.
I had known Big Wheel when I was still living with my parents. Each fall, after the first frost, one could see
him in the marketplace carrying on his shoulder a wolf skin stuffed with dried wheat chaff. Holding the wolf’s tail
in his hand, he would be followed by a big crowd of urchins watching the curious spectacle. Big Wheel was
famous as a hunter of wolves, so famous that every inhabitant within six miles knew him.
Big Wheel had the ruddy face of a Buddhist monk ready for Nirvana, craggy and angular as though roughchiseled. His jawbones, as broad as a bull’s, protruded prominently at both ends. All believed that he could bend a
pitchfork if only he would open his mouth and bite. They said he must have been brought up on metal, or how
could he be as strong as a mountain? And his name was appropriate, too. “Big Wheel” of an oxcart that would
take two bullocks to pull. In contrast, Second Uncle was thin and tall just like the axle of Big Wheel’s wheel, for
the latter was at least twice as big as the former. Now I had more reason to be afraid that the discarded knotty rope
on my hammock would snap.
“Not exciting this job of shepherding,” Big Wheel said, lying on the slope, not seeming to mind the hardness
of his stone pillow. The powerful way he was built-being a shepherd was surely a waste of good material. But
then, I felt sure, selling bean sprouts was worse than tending sheep. He toyed with the double-barreled flintlock in
his hands and, suddenly inspired, he said:
“Let me teach you how to shoot the thing.”
“It may be too heavy for me.”
I regretted these words as soon as I had spoken them. I had often enough dreamed of shooting the flintlock,
and it was quite possible that he would impart some secret way of lightening the weight.
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“Don’t be impatient, but just follow me.”
That big mouth of his always held a pipe only five or so inches long; it was ludicrous and incongruous—the
ponderousness of the man and the puniness of his pipe. But he never took it out except when be ate or went to
sleep.
“Mark my words. If you miss the first shot, it doesn’t much matter.” His face turned upward, as if talking to the
clouds in the sky. “It’s the second shot that counts.”
“I know. One must really take care the second time.”
His eyeball flipped to the corner of his eye and he stared at me as though ruffled.
“When the Thing rushes at you in the middle of the powder smoke, don’t pull the trigger until he is right in
front of the barrels.”
I nodded, though at heart I had misgivings that this was not exactly my idea of how life should be treasured
and protected.
“When you learn all this, your Second Uncle won’t need to look for help next year.”
“You think so? Next year?” My eyes at once lit up as though next year meant the same thing as next day.
“Brother Big Wheel,” I said, lying face down on the ground with my hands cupping my chin, “one day before you
came, I had been sitting over there and my eyes never wandered while I watched, yet somehow two lambs were
lost.”
“Could have been a lot worse.”
I could not make out what he meant.
“Even if you were the three-eyed god Erh-lang,\fn{ A note reads: The three-eyed deity of Chinese folklore, he figures in
Monkey in the contest of metamorphical agility, and is sometimes worshiped as a guardian god warding off evil .} you’d still have the
extra eye for nothing if it weren’t in the back of your head.”
“Do you mean the Thing can rush in from behind?” I could not help looking backward. The sun hung right in
the middle of the sky.
“Even if you had a thousand eyes,” Big Wheel sat up, “you would still be like a blind man as long as you
watched only the sheep and not for the wolf. Remember,” Big Wheel pointed his short pipe at me,”as soon as the
grass on the hills turns yellow. Those fellows will start having luck. They’ll roam around even in the day time.
Their color is so similar to the color of their surroundings, you won’t see them if you step right across them.”
I crinkled my nose to show my incredulity. He seemed to be painting those Things in too supernatural a
fashion. Still, I somehow believed every word he said because I was convinced that those Things were truly
frightening devil-spirits.
“You’ll be in luck, too, when the grass yellows, won’t you? You’ll have skins for sale,” I said obsequiously.
Big Wheel’s face darkened, though there was no cloud in the sky. It seemed that I had somehow touched a
tender spot in him. Disconcertedly, he lay back down, covering his face with his old, tattered felt cap; though still
using that hard stone for a pillow, he was, for all appearances, intent upon having a good nap. His cotton-padded
coat was thrown aside, exposing a chest that protruded like a suckling mother’s.
“If there’s ever a wolf who’d fight me fair and square, I’ll be a bastard if I wouldn’t give him quarter.”
“Give him quarter for what—to bite you?”
“I’ll let him alone. He can go his way, and I’ll go mine.”
“Have you ever met with such a wolf?”
He stretched, breathed deeply, and righted the old cap covering his face. Obviously, he had never laid eyes on
one such.
“I hate them because they think they’re smarter than people.”
He raised one leg, then crossed it on top of the other knee. On one of his ear lobes grew a mole, black and
tumescent; its tuft of three long hairs were exactly right for braiding.
The sheep had scattered far and wide in their attempt to find some juicy roots to gnaw on. The shepherds were,
as usual, gambling in the kiln. With Big Wheel around, their minds seemed to be more at ease than ever, and they
would not leave off their game until it was time to lead the flocks home.
When the autumn sun had slanted past high noon, people would become so drowsy and lazy they wanted to go
to sleep. They would feel weak and drained of all energy, as after a long sickness. The tile kiln, which looked like
a grave when viewed from a distance, was well matched by the tombstone stump of the toppled-down chimney.
Behind the hills were other hills, layer upon layer of them, and they, too, seemed to be dozing supinely in the
autumn sun. Or, if they were not dozing, they could be curling up in a sickbed.
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The shepherds had a chant which I now tried to imitate. I could not quite reproduce the tone, but simply
hummed it, as though it were a lullaby to lull myself to sleep. Big Wheel abruptly rolled over and, lying prostrate,
lifted his face to peer toward the top of the hill. His chin pitted against the grass, he moved and moved about,
trying to keep his body lower and lower, though I could not imagine what he was hoping to see. I followed his
movement, tossing over and lying prone. I glanced at him and then in the direction of his vision. With my eyes so
close to the ground, the grass appeared as tall as bare sorghum stalks; otherwise I could not see anything at all out
of the ordinary. I had to admire Big Wheel’s perseverance though. He just gazed into the distance, never blinking
an eye. I pillowed my cheek on my arm and watched him in the hope that he would, at length, either grab at his
flintlock or tell me what he was looking at.
It was near the time for herding the flocks home. The men in the tile kiln were noisily winding up their game
and coming out for the sheep. The shepherds ran around and shouted; the animals bleated; the homing crows
croaked overhead. This din peculiar to evening, seemed an appropriate note for the close of day. The big, red sun
was on the point of sinking behind the hills, and the shadows of the people on the slope were so elongated that
one could no longer determine where they ended. It was like trekking at night with a lantern: all that you could
see would be the pairs of long, spindly legs moving up and down, up and down, like so many pestles. The night
mist became thicker and thicker.
Nobody noticed it, but Big Wheel had deserted his flock, and was even then running up the hill, gun in hand.
What was he trying to do? Some time later we saw a wolf, unusually fat and strong, running ahead of him by
some two hundred paces. The half-tone grayish yellow of its coat made it almost impossible to distinguish the
wolf from the grass. The big wolf did not seem to be very wary of its pursuer, but ran leisurely, its supple body
stretching and contracting with each of its movements.
A big piebald dog rushed directly toward the wolf from the top of the hill. I knew right away that the flock
going home late up the hill belonged to Big Wealth. The sheep, dispersed all over the hillside and frightened out
of their dim wits, ran helter-skelter, crowding one another in confusion. The shepherds no longer paid any
attention to them but, grabbing their guns, circled in on the wolf. I had frequently heard about surrounding a wolf,
and now that I was witnessing it for the first time, I was excited enough to be shaking all over.
People had said that the hills in the neighborhood were poor hills, and I realized the truth of the observation
just then; not a single tree was here within sight, nor a single cottage. Where should I hide myself? Having no
firearm in my hand, I considered the top of the tumbled-down chimney the only safe spot for me. But then, a wolf
at bay would in desperation run blindly, and the kiln was so far away from where I was, I dared not retreat there at
all. Why didn’t Big Wheel open fire? With a sinking heart, I picked up a couple of large rocks, held them tightly,
and watched from afar.
A jet of black smoke gushed forth toward the wolf. Big Wheel had finally pulled the trigger, but he seemed to
have missed. Finally. the report came, a long and loud sound, and the hills, far and near, echoed it. I afterwards
learned that the wolf was hit, but not fatally. From a distance one could see the wolf running unsteadily, even
limping. Big Wealth’s piebald dog appeared anxious to head off the wolf, but not daring to get close, the dog just
barked crazily behind it.
It seemed safe for me to get closer to the action. Now that the sun had set, the night wind had risen. Walking
into the wind, I was no longer shivering so uncontrollably as I had been a short while back.
But the wolf suddenly veered and dashed in the direction of the kiln instead of jumping toward the smoke and
attacking its attacker, as Big Wheel had led me to believe it would.
I hesitated, unsure whether I should turn and run. In the fast narrowing circle of shepherds, the wolf unexpectedly hurtled itself into the kiln, Big Wheel pursuing. It was doomed now, for the kiln had only one entrance, and
the chimney had a flue scarcely bigger than the door of an ordinary stove. It could hardly hope to flee by climbing
up the tumbled-down chimney way over the floor inside.
The piebald dog pursuing the wolf was now at the entrance to the kiln, barking though not daring to go in.
People converged upon the kiln, and I hastened toward it. It was exhausting to run uphill, and I was soon tired out.
My feet dragged, my legs felt heavy, and I could move only step by laborious step, though momentarily expecting
a shot to ring out of the kiln and gunsmoke to rise from the chimney. I also visualized how Big Wheel would
strike at the wolf, blow by blow—the wolf both fat and strong.
Men that all those people were, none had the courage to go into the kiln either; like the piebald dog, they
yelled and shouted outside. When I reached the kiln and started to search for Big Wheel, he dashed out emptyhanded. I had no idea where he left his flintlock and began to worry for him. The crowd backed away and
dispersed. Meanwhile, Big Wheel had hopped up onto the kiln, and was looking down the chimney. The broken
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chimney reached only the tip of his nose. He pushed against the bricks at the mouth of the flue, and the rolled-up
cuffs of his pants disclosed calves that bulged with zigzagging blue veins dancing in strenuous exertion.
Somebody seemed to catch on to what he was doing and ran up there to give Big Wheel a hand. By then, Big
Wheel had already pushed the top two or three layers of bricks down the chimney. The flying dust and soot made
one think the kiln was operating again. At the same time, a piercing howl rose up, as palsying as the screech from
scraping the bottom of a cauldron. A bigger opening was made in the chimney and everybody pricked up his ears
to listen. Before Big Wheel had time to jump off the kiln, those below were already squeezing into it.
It was pitch dark inside and the shepherds tripped over the unbaked tiles on the floor. Someone pushed aside
the pile of bricks that used to half block the flue, bricks that had stuck together when first baked and were for that
reason abandoned. The shepherds had always used them for a table in their gambling.
“Here’s the head, all crushed,” someone cried out shrilly.
The wolf was then towed out, blood running from its mouth and one of its hind legs, its eyes lifelessly staring.
The shepherds all said they had never seen such an enormous beast. Big Wealth walked over, lifted its tail, and
pronounced it a female.
The crowd at once started teasing one another about the wolf’s sex. Silently, Big Wheel dusted himself, went
back into the kiln, and brought out his double-barreled flintlock.
“You strong enough to carry it?” he asked me, pointing at the wolf lying inert on the ground.
I never dreamed that such a wonderful job would come my way. I would certainly carry it, even if I should be
worn to death by the load. Holding aloft the she-wolf’s hind legs, Big Wheel placed them on my shoulder. The
carcass did not feel too heavy, although on turning, I perceived that its blood-stained head remained on the
ground; either I was too short or it was excessively long.
In the village at the foot of the hills, people were beginning supper. Mist and smoke together lay low over the
farm houses that appeared as small as matchboxes. The noise of playing children could be heard clearly up the
slope. I had not had their good fortune since I had come to live with Second Uncle as an orphan. I had no share in
whatever other boys of my age were doing. But, I told myself, wait and see how envious they will be when they
crowd around me and the wolf!
Second Uncle and Auntie would be even more pleased than I, of course. They had lost a couple of lambs not so
very long ago, and now they would have their revenge. I might not have killed the wolf, but I had at least carried
it back. And it was getting heavy, too. The longer I held it on my shoulders, the more heavily it weighed me down.
Yet, unwilling to be overtaken by the shepherds and their flocks, I bent grimly forward, like one tugging a boat
upstream, and plodded on, sweat pouring down my face. People began to come out to greet me before I had
reached the village. I gritted my teeth and strutted manfully as if the wolf’s corpse were not pulling me down.
“Second Uncle! Auntie!” I gasped out the words and staggered through the front door. I had never before
shouted to them with so much confidence, so much sense that I had a right to do it. And I tried desperately to
maintain my stride—to show them what an able young man I had become.
But there was no response from the house. I continued shouting after I crossed the threshold of the second
gate. There I met Auntie coming out of the kitchen with a still smoldering wooden poker. I made a quick turn to
show what I had on my back; Auntie froze, then hurried over, and changed into an expression that I was both
familiar with and afraid of. I knew or believed, that I had done something wrong in Auntie’s eyes, though I did not
know how or what. Even at the distance of several paces, I realized what was going to happen when I saw Auntie
raising the smoking poker. This was like all the other times when I had been thrashed, and I had never learned to
run. She slapped me cruelly and said:
“You just bring every filthy thing home, never caring what it is!”
I was already having difficulty standing up, and the blow sent me and my burden to the ground. I could still
console myself, however, that the poker had not been used.
“Such a big boy as you—don’t you think you should know that there’re things people just shouldn’t do?”
Auntie shook the poker that was still smoldering. “You’ve fulfilled your fate by killing off your parents.\fn{ A note
reads: Another folk superstition in which a form of horoscope played a part. A child born at a certain hour on a certain day in a certain
month and year could be assigned a horoscope that destined him to be an orphan or harmful to all related to him .} Shouldn’t you be

contented now, or must you kill me off, too?”
The smoke from the poker choked her, and she coughed; tears streamed down her cheeks. The neighbors who
had gathered to see the she-wolf placated her and helped take the wolf outside the house. Big Wheel, having
entered by the back door after he penned up the sheep for the night, came to take me away; first, he picked up one
of my mourning shoes that had been thrown a long way off.
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I was confirmed in my belief then that, however hard I tried to please Auntie, the effort would be wasted.
Resentfully, I almost wished that I could be brave enough to let her beat me to death so that Second Uncle would
either divorce her or drive her to hang hereself.\fn{ A note reads: In former days, divorce was almost as bad as suicide, especially for people like Auntie who obviously belonged to the rustic “middle class.” } Second Uncle alone treated me like his own
son, but then he dared to show his love only in secret.
It was quite dark now. I wiped my face which was smeared with tears and perspiration, and watched while Big
Wheel first strung up the she-wolf on the horse poles at the edge of the threshing floor and then went into the
house to look for a knife. Perhaps I should not have allowed such an idea to present itself, but how I wished that,
some day, the Thing strung up would be Auntie and the man going for the knife, Second Uncle! On second
thought, however, I found I had no real cause to hate her so much. Second Uncle had often taken me somewhere
where nobody was around, telling me that there was nothing wrong with Auntie except her temper, and that once
it blew over she would be kind and friendly toward everybody. I knew Second Uncle loved me and therefore I
believed that, however harshly she pelted me, she did it because of her hot temper, and that there was nothing
unusual or improper about it. I felt this way even though I had never tasted any kindness from Auntie.
Back in the courtyard, Auntie was loudly calling Big Wheel to supper. Hearing the call, I ran in to prepare the
bowls and chopsticks.
Filling the bowls with gruel, Auntie was teasing Big Wheel:
“Look at your bloody hands! I certainly won’t allow you at my table. They nauseate me!” But she was smiling
while she scolded. If she only knew how attractive she could be when she smiled, perhaps she would not be so
quick-tempered and allow her face to look so ugly. Auntie had the making of a beauty, people liked to say, with
her one dimple and all. Her complexion was uncommonly fair among country folk, and she enjoyed decking herself out to the best advantage. She was taller than Second Uncle, and quite plump. It was perhaps because Second
Uncle was no match for her strength that he bowed to her in everything.
Auntie readied only three bowls of gruel, and I understood that Second Uncle must have been away to town
again. The trip usually took at least three to five days, and these were the three or five worst days for me, when I
could do nothing right, sitting or standing. My only escape was in the daytime going with the flock into the hills
where I had my own world.
Big Wheel was always a fast eater, and now that he wanted to hurry back to the skinning, his large mouth, the
size of a small basin, was taking in half of a steamed roll at one bite, and his cheeks bulged like a trumpeteer’s.
Blue veins stood out and wriggled on his wide brow and broad, ruddy face-just like a trumpeteer blowing hard.
Sitting across from Big Wheel, Auntie managed to finish not half a roll during all that time.
“Big Wheel,” she called. She ate as if she were eating not bread, but fish, and was quite fearful of the bones.
“Did you hear what I said to you?” Auntie was straight-faced. Big Wheel paused. His mouth ceased moving, as if
he had choked. “With all that bread your mouth may be stopped, but why are your ears, too?” With displeasure,
Auntie eyed Big Wheel out of the corner of her eyes. I could not see her mouth, which was hidden by the bread in
her hand, and wondered if it was puckered as it was when she scolded me.
“His Second Uncle has gone to town and won’t be back for five or six days. Be sure to remember and bolt the
doors later on.”
Big Wheel nodded his head and earnestly resumed eating. His strong jaws moved, bristling with the stubble of
a black beard that reached upward and blended without any perceptible demarcation into his hair. Every time he
swallowed, he would crane his neck as a bull does when it chews its cud.
“Now that winter’s just around the corner, skins should fetch well, eh?”
“It won’t make that much difference,” Big Wheel mumbled, his mouth glutted with food.
“However little this skin may fetch, it should bring in enough for a pair of store-bought stockings for me,
shouldn’t it?”
Big Wheel seemed not to catch the words at first, but then he grinned.
“A pair of stockings? They won’t cost so much that they’ve to wait for the sale of the skin.”
“That would still depend on how filial you are, eh?”\fn{ A note reads: This was the usual way for a coquette to show she
was flirting.} Ever since I came to stay with her, I had never seen her laugh so heartily—so heartily that she
coughed until she was red in the face. She was laughing at Big Wheel, of course, but I too felt happy, for my fears
were receding farther and farther away.
“Why so impatient?” Big Wheel belched luxuriously. “With Second Uncle Ou in town, don’t you think he’d
bring back baskets and baskets of them?”
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“He? He so considerate? With all those friends in town, don’t you think it’ll be a wonder if he doesn’t forget
me altogether?”
Silently, I drank my gruel without daring to look at Auntie, for I was afraid something in my face could offend
her. Didn’t Second Uncle always bring something back for her each time he went up to town, something that she
was sure to love? There had been things for eating, for wearing, and for decking herself out. Why, then, did she lie
so blatantly to Big Wheel?
“If you’re so stingy, save your money. You should put aside enough to get remarried.” Auntie was still smiling
and laughing, as if proud of her ability to lie.
Big Wheel slapped his thigh, stood up, sighed, and pulled out the sharp knife stuck on the door lintel.
“Do I still think of that?” He stood there, facing outward, and then turned. “It’s the merits I gained through my
previous three existences that won me such a wife.\fn{ A note reads: This involves the Chinese Buddhist notions of the
transmigration of souls and of predestination. As long as a man cannot reach Buddhahood or at least the Pure Land, his soul will
transmigrate on and on in human, bestial, or insect forms depending on the merits or demerits he has piled up in each existence .} Now

that she’s dead, how can I afford another?”
“But can you always leave your child with grandma? And you such a husky young man, too. Let me be your
matchmaker.”
Big Wheel did not speak another word, but, smacking his lips, went away with his pipe stuck between them.
The flame of the light on the stove grew dim. Though Auntie had not finished her gruel, and the bread in her hand
remained half unfinished, she ordered me to tidy things up and to hold the lantern for Big Wheel. She herself
poured some hot water into a pitcher and retired to her room to wash her face and feet.
There were still many people standing in a circle on the threshing floor. The lantern was hung on a crooked
branch of a jujube tree, so I was not required to hold it. The people were chattering with animation. Someone was
betting that the wolf was big with cubs.
“You’re piling up demerits,\fn{ A note reads: Killing was of course forbidden by Buddhist teacbing, and killing beasts with
young, when more lives are involved, is surely a worse offense than ordinary killing .} Big Wheel.”
Clutching his big black bowl, Big Wealth squatted on the stone roller nearby, eating his supper of gruel.
“Don’t you know how many lives you’ve done away with this time?”
“Look at the swelling udders. Don’t they look like the bitch’ll drop her young soon? Come and have a suck,
Big Wheel.”
Big Wheel was skinning the she-wolf expertly, and retorting good-humoredly to their banter. He was always
fast and neat, whatever he did, so that in no time at all he had reached the shoulder pits of the beast’s front legs.
The long snout on the naked head was tightly closed, yet with the exposed rows of locked white fangs, the wolf
looked as though, painful as the operation must have been, it was smirking. Only the fixed stare of the wolfs
protruding eyes showed that it had sworn bloody revenge.
“Be careful tonight, and look for the male avenging its mate!”
Big Wealth tapped his empty bowl and asked Fourth Wealth to go home and refill it for him.
“I’d be more sorry if her mate didn’t come. I may not have anything else to entertain him with, but there’ll
always be the double-barreled flintlock.”
Big Wheel handed the knife to me and began hammering and tearing off the patch of smooth pelt which
covered the dead beast’s spine. After the skinning was finished, the crowd went with Big Wheel to the fields to
bury the carcass. With all these people around, I was nevertheless afraid that the he-wolf would show up. I tried to
squeeze into the middle of the group, even though nobody had bothered to ask me to come in the first place.
Suddenly, I heard Auntie calling me from the back. I was never sharper of hearing than when listening for that
familiar voice.
“You’ve any idea how late it is? Imagine loitering at such a time!”
Auntie drew near. I could not make out whether she had raised her hand, but readied myself for the blow.
“Give me the lantern.” She snatched it away as though I were going to refuse. “Go home and stretch out your
carcass!\fn{A note reads: An extremely rude colloquial expression used to indicate the desire to get rid of the person addressed by telling
him to go to bed.} Bolt the doors tight!”
I dared not say no to anything she said, although a thousand no’s were on the tip of my tongue. To go home, I
had to cross a big patch of soybeans and the threshing floor, and cross them all by myself. The night had become
completely opaque, but dark as it was, I ran. While I was running in the newly harvested soybean field, I imagined whole packs of wolves might be waiting for me on the threshing floor. When I reached the floor, I could
hear noises from something in hot pursuit behind. The distance to the sheep pen was not great, yet I felt it as at
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least two miles. I did not feel secure until, groping in the dark, I clambered up into the hammock. Drained, I
panted, lying down.
The sheep down below were very quiet. Now that I had ceased breathing hard, I lighted the lamp more composedly, placed it on the edge of the suspended bed, slid down the near column, and leaned a pole against the doorthere was a hole in the boards so that when Big Wheel came back, he could easily push the pole aside and let
himself in.
My sleep was deep but troubled, nightmares waking me up several times. I dreamed of the he-wolf coming in,
clawing its way up the column directly beside the hammock, and slipping back again and again. I was alone up
there and could find neither the flintlock nor the matches. I was thinking to myself: why hasn’t Big Wheel
finished burying the dead wolf and come back? And I was pleading with the wolf: it is true I carried your mate
back, but I had no hand in the killing Then I thought day had broken. It was usual for Big Wheel to wake early
and, smoking his pipe, wait for daylight.
“Go back to sleep,” he pushed me down. “It’s very early yet, no later than midnight.”
“You just back?” I managed to sit up.
“Go back to sleep!”
I never saw him in such a grumpy and brusque mood before. “When your Second Uncle returns, I’ll gather my
things up and leave,” he said presently, knocking the ashes out of his pipe.
“What’s the matter? You’ve been … you’ve been here only six days.” I was sorely agitated, thinking this just
another nightmare. “What if Second Uncle does not let you go?”
“Your Second Uncle may have control over my work—does he also have control over my person?”
I could not guess what prompted him to quit.
“I never thought your Aunt could be such a woman!”
I straightened and stared at him in surprise. Could it be that Auntie had scolded Big Wheel, or beaten him? But
he did not appear to be angry, he was looking fixedly ahead, deep in thought.
“Second Uncle has often said to me that Auntie’s simply hot-tempered, and that once that blows over—”
“Go back to sleep!” He was still gazing at something and never so much as glanced at me. The sheep down
below remained quiet and peaceful except for an occasional ram which, in rut, bleated nasally or snorted, and then
there wouldn’t be the slightest movement or sound.
I had no idea to or for whom Big Wheel did it, but, “hem-hem,” he sneered through his nose and leaned to one
side to fill his pipe again. “If you don’t have a son, that’s how you’re destined!”\fn{ A note reads: Predestination with a
twist: either the woman or her husband’s ancestors have not merited perpetuating the line. Thus, what is said here can be construed as
either an admonition to resignation or an indictment against bad deeds .} he resumed abruptly, without preamble, slapping his

thighs. “I’m no beast, I, Big Wheel, am not a beast!”
I no longer wanted to sleep, though I could make neither head nor tail of what he was talking about. He blew
out the lamp, although he didn’t go to sleep but continued to smoke. The tar in the bowl or his little pipe sizzled,
and the glare of burning tobacco glimmered, now light and now dark, disclosing part of his face.
I did not know when Second Uncle came home, but home he was. He called me to the truck garden back of the
house, and there we squatted beside the well. Whenever Second Uncle brought me to an unfrequented place, it
meant he had either some delicacy to offer or some soothing words. With one hand listlessly poking at the mud
near the well, I pretended indifference though inwardly attentive to Second Uncle.
“Big Wheel’s been with us nearly half a month,” Second Uncle began. “How’d you compare him and Little
Stay?”
“With Big Wheel around, you won’t have to fear some sheep missing.”
“You mean he’s a better hand to attend to the flock?”
I did not at all wonder at Second Uncle’s question. I was poised to put in some good words for Big Wheel to
the end that Second Uncle would not let him go. But while I was talking, I noticed something strange in Second
Uncle’s expression; the cloud on his clean-shaven face discomfited me, and I soon stopped.
“What bribes has Big Wheel given you that you’re so taken with him?” Second Uncle clenched his fingers,
thin and dry, and from the way his cheeks looked, he must have clenched his teeth, too. What made him so very
angry? “You never saw how he mistreated our sheep?”
“No, sir. How has he mistreated them?” If I did not feel strongly that Big Wheel was being wronged, I would
never have had the nerve to talk back that way.
“Your Aunt saw it, so why didn’t you?”
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I had always thought Second Uncle incapable of frowning, but now I found that it wasn’t so and that his frown
frightened me worse than anything. His frown was not so very fierce; rather, it seemed as if he were being held
tightly by the neck and strangled.
“Haven’t I told you time and again not to loaf, but to be careful and watch the sheep? Where’ve you been all
day?”
I never cried out or begged for mercy, however hard Auntie hit me, but although Second Uncle was merely
scolding me, I could not hold back my tears.
“His wife may have died on him, but that doesn’t entitle him to take our ewes for his women!”
Second Uncle bellowed toward the mouth of the well as though the man he was bawling out was hiding in it,
and an echo resounded. However I wracked my brains, I could not understand why he was so enraged. Tears
streaked my cheeks. If Second Uncle did not love me any more, who would be there for me to call kith and kin?
“I have wasted my love on you, loving you like my own son!”
Second Uncle stamped his feet and went away.
I wanted to jump into the well. I had cried until both sleeves of my cotton-padded coat were soaked through
with tears. Why were grown-ups so very unreasonable; why could they so easily change their appearance?
I had no idea whether Big Wheel quit by himself or had Second Uncle dismiss him. He just rolled up his bedding and, pipe in mouth and a smile on his face, he went out, not through the back door but through the front one,
saying nothing to anybody, but in the manner that he generally assumed when he came in and out on his daily
chores. On the same day, Big Wealth was hired to take his place.
Big Wheel lived on the bank of the Little Sandy River not far back of Second Uncle’s house. The riverbed,
almost always dry throughout the year, was filled with pebbles and boulders as large as melons, and Big Wheel’s
solitary hut and the yard wall were built of them. When I went with the sheep to the hills in the morning, I would
pass by his door. As he had no field of his own to attend to, and nobody needed a hired hand in winter, he took up
his old trade again, growing bean sprouts and selling them in the neighboring villages.
Big Wealth was married and had a number of children; thus he spent two nghts out of every three at home.
Whenever he left at night, I would latch the sheep pen from the outside, climb over the wall, light the fire
rope\fn{A note reads: Usually of plaited wormwood, the fire rope could be used to repel insests, light pipes, or, as here, frighten away
wolves.} to scare away wolves, and walk to Big Wheel’s house to watch him wash the beans and to listen to his
stories about wolves and wolf hunting.
Big Wheel taught me how to hunt for wolves without resorting to the double-barreled flintlock; snares, traps,
pitfalls, and nooses were all as good for the purpose. The legs of wolves were slender and as brittle and easily
broken as hemp stems so that even a mulberry twig could snap them. It was easy to hunt for a wolf; the whole art
depended on finding one. Just as Big Wheel was certain about how many times he must sprinkle the beans in the
large straining sieve to ensure particular lengths of sprouting, he understood when and in what weather that
rapacious and cunning predator of sheep would lurk abroad, and what it had, so to speak, up its wily sleeve. I
actually believed that Big Wheel had been a wolf in his former existence, or how else was one to account for his
intimate knowledge of that beast?
“You truly amount to something if only you can see it.”
With the pot lid made from sewn-together sorghum stalks, he rolled the beans around to select the roundest and
smoothest grains for growing sprouts. He never mixed the sound with the broken and even rotten ones, the way
other people did, to reduce cost. The glistening beans bounced, and the light shining upon Big Wheel’s broad and
angular features made his face look like the exposed root of some dried-up tree which remained impervious to
rains and winds of nature and the saws and axes of men.
“You may see it right in the hollow near you, but as soon as you have your gun ready, it will have disappeared.
It’s crafty and fast. You blink your eyes, and there it is on top of the hill yonder. It will be sitting there smugly
watching you. When you raise your gun, it will not even bother to stir, for it knows how far you can shoot, when
you are only bluffing, and when you are in earnest to do it in.”
The wind rustled the poplar in the center of Big Wheel’s courtyard and constantly led me to suspect coming
rain. The flame of the lamp flickered. Big Wheel could never finish all his wolf lore but would, in due time, escort
me home, an iron trident in his hand. Generally, the more scared I became, the more avid I was to listen to his
tales. If he could not complete the one he was relating by the time we reached the back door of Second Uncle’s
house, I would straddle atop the wall and not go in until he did.
I did not slip out for Big Wheel’s hut just on nights when Big Wealth went home. On the whole, I had no relish
for sleeping with Big Wealth in the same bed; he was a big snorer, and I found it difficult to fall asleep when he
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was making all that infernal noise. It was as though he wanted to tell all the world how big and strong he was,
even in his sleep. Big Wealth liked to vaunt his tall stature and sinewy arms, and I was tired of all that bragging.
Not long afterwards, when Big Wealth and I were counting the flock in Second Uncle’s absence, we discovered that the lamb which was recently growing horns was missing. If some other sheep had been lost, I might not
have noticed, but this had been a greedy and sociable little beast, always underfoot and begging for leftover bread
and fried salt patty.\fn{A note reads: A paste of flour and salt, sometimes mixed with scallion and hot pepper, used as the only side
dish of a meal.} Big Wealth felt that he could count on Second Uncle’s and Auntie’s esteem for him. Thumping his
chest, he said:
“I’ll be answerable for it, so what’re you carrying on that way for?”
But whatever he said, when he left for home at night, I would be there in the sheep pen alone so that whenever
a sheep was lost, it would be my responsibility. Once Second Uncle and Auntie knew about the missing lamb, a
big row would definitely follow, even if nobody could be sure whether the animal had been lost in the hills or
from its pen.
“Did you bar the pen fast and tight after Big Wealth went home?” Big Wheel asked me when I told him of the
missing lamb.
“Of course I did. With two extra poles, too,” I protested, my eyes opening wide at the reproof, imagined or
present.
“Did you notice any difference about the door when you got up in the morning?”
“No, none at all.”
People are generally as stupid as that: shutting the door after things have been stolen. The day the lamb was
lost, I woke in the middle of the night and waited anxiously for day when I might count the sheep again to see if
any more were missing. A lost sheep always meant, in the end, that I would be in trouble, and that I would never
convince my relatives of my innocence.
I heard the first rooster crow, and heard, too, the answering crows of other roosters. It seemed to me that even
the roosters in the next villages were audible. The crowing was high-pitched and squeaky, as if the roosters were
smaller than quail; it sounded somewhat like my own ears humming. On this particular night, however, Big
Wealth was not snoring. Perhaps he, too, was awake and waiting with me for the day to break.
“Big Wealth,” I whispered for I had no wish to rouse him if he were asleep. But after a while, and in spite of
the pitch darkness inside the room, I became conscious that Big Wealth was not in bed with me. I called him a
couple of times more and groped for him. Just as I had suspected. There was no head on his sheepskin pillow. He
must have slipped out for home while I slept. I climbed over to the very edge of the hammock and, my goodness!
The door was wide open! There was no moon outside, and it seemed to be still a long time before dawn. Through
the door I could see the dim gray peculiar to a starry night. I slid down the hammock and hastened to fasten the
door, leading one pole and then another against it. I wished I had another pole to bolt it still more securely.
The darkness had barely turned slightly gray inside the room when someone was knocking at the door. Who
was there but Big Wealth?
“I don’t care,” I shouted at him. “I’m going to tell Auntie!”
“What’s the matter? You still asleep or something?”
“Don’t you think I know? You slipped home again and left the door open!”
“Who said I left the door open?” Holding the door ring, Big Wealth retorted. “I pulled the door after me and
even put a twig in the ring.” He groped on the ground, trying to find the twig he just mentioned.
“Stop looking for the twig and start looking at the sheep!” I had said I would tell Auntie, although actually, of
course, I would not dare to. We counted the flock, and found one sheep missing and the throat of another ewe
gashed, though the blood had dried and matted the wool together so we could not determine how large the wound
was. Serious as the situation was, I would rather accept the inevitable beating for not telling Auntie immediately
than telling her right off about our losses; nor Second Uncle, for that matter, if he had been home—not after the
reprimand he gave me beside the well.
I knew Auntie preferred not seeing me and the feeling was mutual. When I was in the hills in the daytime or
sleeping in my hammock at night, I was pretty sure of myself. But when I ate with Auntie I was always doing
something wrong. If she asked me to unfurl the wheat-stalk matting that served for a wind screen, I would
invariably open the kitchen door and let the razor-sharp wind in. If she asked me to empty the slop pail, I would
spatter it all over her embroidered slippers. I could not really blame Aunite for thinking that I deliberately tried to
enrage her. Still, the harder I attempted to follow her orders and do a good job, the worse I wound up doing the
opposite. This morning, for example, I had to pass her and go to the stove for more gruel. While I prayed inwardly
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I would be cautious enough, the hem on the back of my cotton-padded coat somehow got in the way and swept
Auntie’s chopsticks off the table. I stood stock still and stupidly clung to my bowl. I was in for a thrashing, but at
least I would not break the bowl and give her a reason for another bout with the cane.
“Why are you standing there? Go and fetch me another pair!”
To my grateful astonishment, Auntie did not hit me. What was more, she did not bawl me out either. Instead, I
could detect the shadow of a smile behind the scolding. Perhaps this leniency really caught me off guard. For
some time I found myself unable to locate the container of chopsticks. Big Wealth extended his hand to pull out a
new pair for Auntie.
“Who wanted you?” Auntie ogled Big Wealth out of the corner of her eyes. One lock of her hair had escaped
the horn pin and hung loose over her eyebrow, but she did not seem to notice it. Suddenly and without my
knowing why, I found Auntie was not as menacing as I had always thought. Rather, it appeared that she might
well be some big sister of the house next door, or some married cousin.\fn{ A note reads: In rural and small-town China of
the old days, where people lived in the same locality generation after generation, neighbors would be called uncles, aunts, brothers, sister,
etc., according to patriarchal nomenclature as though they all belonged to the same family .}

Big Wealth then separated the chopsticks, giving one to Auntie and retaining the other in the palm of his hand.
“Hurry up!” Auntie urged.
“Hurry up what? And what’s the hurry?” Big Wealth teased. “Isn’t one enough that you must have two?”
Auntie was not at all ruffled. She just stretched out her hand, waiting. She pretended to be angry, though, and
her face turned scarlet with the effort. The dimple became deeper as she found it difficult to hold back her
laughter.
I truly wanted to tell her of the missing sheep while she appeared in such good humor. Having such a thing on
my mind was like having a lump in my stomach—I felt both famished and stuffed. I did not tell her, but unable to
keep silent, I went and told Big Wheel.
The lamp was flickering, as usual. Big Wheel was busy washing the beans. I crouched in one corner of the wall
and recounted my tale, feeling like a grown-up about it.
“Have you listened, Brother Big Wheel?”
He was occupied with this and that and appeared to have forgotten that I existed. I could not be sure how much
he had heard, if any, and tried to attract his attention by kicking over a small stool.
“Your Second Uncle away to town again?”
“It makes no difference if he isn’t. He doesn’t love me as he used to.”
I yawned and tears rose to blur the flame in front of my eyes; a thousand golden rays, long and short, fluttered
and radiated in all directions. Stopping whatever he was doing, Big Wheel pricked up his ears to listen, though
apparently not to what I was saying.
“Both Second Uncle and Auntie like Big Wealth a great deal,” I stretched and, putting out my leg, righted the
toppled stool.
Big Wheel continued to listen motionlessly, like a man waiting to sneeze. I could not hear anything, however,
except the drip, drip, of the beans that had been washed in the big sieve.
“Let me take you home,” Big Wheel said. He took up the iron trident and opened the door. Because his back
was turned away from the light, I could not see his face. The flame of the lamp jumped as though on the point of
being extinguished. I could not contain myself any longer:
“Is there anything the matter?” Hesitantly, I stood up from my corner.
“Let me take you home,” he repeated, tapping the ground with his trident. “Light the fire rope.”
The more the lamp flickered, the worse my fingers trembled, and I could not do it.
“Haven’t you heard? It’s come to challenge me.”
I gaped, not understanding what he was driving at. I only felt my jaw quailing.
“Right there,” he pointed outward with his trident. “It shook its coat there a while back.”
“You heard It?”
“You’d better hurry home and watch the flock.”
I wished he would be considerate enough to carry me home on his broad shoulders. Yet, I hated to show how
scared I was. Pressing against him, I gathered my courage and, in the dark, stumbled my way through the boulders
and pebbles in the riverbed; I felt fairly safe only when I had climbed over the wall of Auntie’s house.
Cumulus clouds piled themselves in the sky where the westering crescent moon hung, seemingly paralyzed on
the treetops as though heaving its last breath, or as though wanting to complete its daily chore in the most perfunctory manner possible. When I was ready to jump over the wall, Big Wheel detained me.
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“O … O … O …”
A howl that was also a whine, mournful beyond anything I had ever heard, drifted near on the wind from I did
not know where. Big Wheel had told me before about the howl to the moon, though I had no idea how the moon
should make It so sad or gave It so much pain.
“After the new moon goes down tonight, there may be some mischief afoot.”
“Please don’t leave.” I almost cried with frustration, knowing fully well that he had to.
“If anything happens, come and call me.”
“I won’t dare!”
“I’ll put a couple of traps here,” he said, tiptoeing and pointing to the outside foot of the wall. “We may catch
It here.”
“How should I call you if anything happens?”
He mused to himself.
“Don’t you have the slingshot I gave you? Shoot it toward my hut, and I’ll hear you.”
I remained dubious about my ability to shoot that far. Getting into the yard, I was happy to see some light up
front and the faint sound of people talking in whispers. Since Second Uncle had not returned that night, Big
Wealth must be over there. It was too late for him to go home now, so he must be staying.
As I was falling asleep, I felt the hammock jerk, and I knew Big Wealth had finished his chores up front and
was now ready for bed. He called me twice; I did not answer, but went blissfully back to my dreams. All my limbs
were completely relaxed. I enjoyed the felicity peculiar to restful sleep for a long time. I had no idea what
suddenly made me notice that Big Wealth was not in bed. Did he go home after all? I immediately lighted the
lamp and slid down the column. I did not understand: the pole that leaned against the door had been pushed aside
as though Big Wealth had tried to put it in place through the hole in the door when he went away, but then who
had pried the door ajar?
All the sheep were standing there, not one was lying down and I became determined. Things could not go on
like this. If I did not tell Auntie in the morning all that I knew, must I wait until the pen was empty?
The mournful howl came again from far, far away. I knew I really heard no such thing, that it was all just my
imagination. Clearly, just the village dogs were barking, leisurely, off and on, as though they barked simply to
mark time. Drowsiness was coming back to me when, suddenly, I was startled awake, and the hammock shook.
Below, the sheep were milling in confusion, and one piteously bleated, I was so flustered that I could not find the
matches when I fumbled for them, and could not strike one when I found them.
Peering down from high up in the hammock, I couldn’t see anything in particular because the lamp dish threw
such a large, round shadow over the greater part of the sheepfold. The sheep were quiet now, and there was no
trace of any commotion at all; I began to suspect that I had dreamed again. Even the door looked intact. Still, I
was frightened that I might have shut the wolf in when I closed the door and bolted it. I took the slingshot off the
wall, climbed down, and out. I latched the door behind me and picked up enough pebbles in the yard to fill my
pocket. Straddling the wall, I began shooting the little rocks in the direction of Big Wheel’s house.
The crescent moon had gone down, but the starlight up in the sky outlined the dead treetops as clearly as
though the moon were still there. I could see Big Wheel’s hut, dark and sprawling. I soon emptied my supply of
pebbles; it was likely I simply could not shoot that far. And while I gazed into the gloom that was the hut, nothing
stirred there; instead, the hut itself seemed to swell and grow larger, tottering and lumbering forward. Before long,
however, a small lighted window appeared in the very center of the darkness. I felt like a man saved and threw
away the slingshot in my excitement. The lighted window was soon joined by a lighted doorway, with Big Wheel
in the middle, tying on his belt. As far as the eyes could reach, all was enfolded within one vast sheet of grayish
gloom; Big Wheel seemed to have cut two squares out of this boundless dark-gray curtain so that I might see the
glittering and golden shape of hope.
“Something really happened?” Big Wheel appeared near the wall and was crouching, preparing to jump.
“Make haste,” I exclaimed impatiently. “The sheep are being dragged away one by one.” I raised the lamp dish
to light Big Wheel's counting of the flock.
“Where’s Big Wealth?”
“Don’t speak of him!” I poked at the wick. “He went home after I fell asleep. And left the door open, too.”
We found one sheep whose shoulder blade had been torn bare. But all the one hundred and twenty nine sheep
were there, not a single one of them missing. I was rather disappointed, feeling as if I had tricked Big Wheel into
all this trouble for nothing.
“Did you really hear It clearly?”
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“Of course I did. Why, It even scratched at the door, too—scratch, scratch!” I could not understand why I was
lying to him.
He raised his face in thought, then gestured to me, and I followed him up into the hammock at once.
Puff! Big Wheel blew out the light. “Let’s pretend to sleep, and wait and listen.”
I had never desired anything as much as I now wanted to have a wolf inside the sheepfold. It was dark; however I strained my eyes, I could not see anything. My foolish desire, to find a wolf in the room seemed about as
dim a possibility as the darkness there.
His pipe between his lips, Big Wheel breathed evenly, placidly, although I was quite sure that the black hairs
filling his nostrils must have made his breathing uncomfortable—just. as a bad cold gives a man a stuffed nose.
Then hope seemed to be glimmering, though ever so tentatively. It emerged at first in the movement of a couple of
sheep, and after a while, some disturbance somewhere else was accompanied by the sharp yet dull thudding of
horn striking against horn. My heart throbbed violently with the tension, and I could hardly restrain myself from
gasping for air. The sheep were not bleating, but had begun jumping in agitation, and I could hear bodies scraping
against the wall. I grasped at Big Wheel, clinging tightly to his coat and silently urging him to action. As soon as a
match was struck, it became quiet down below.
“How smart!”
Big Wheel turned and peered about, his eyes glistening. I was shivering violently, as though I had fallen into
an icehouse.
Tamely and softly the sheep looked up. They did not appeal to us for help; rather, they acted as though nothing
untoward had happened. In the reflected light, their eyes squinted, the pupils, mere slits glinting greenly now and
then from unexpected corners like so many will-o’-the- wisps. The shadows of the man and boy and the columns
began pirouetting on the walls and the ceiling.
“How strange,” I said grabbing his broad belt and following his gaze. “Where can It hide? Can It make itself
very, very small?”
“Come and drive all the sheep to one end of the room.”
Big Wheel handed to me the long pole he held.
“You keep them there, and I’ll drag them over and count them one by one.” In caution, he went over to fasten
the door as securely as he could.
“Indeed,” I observed, perhaps fatuously. “Indeed, It may be hiding itself under some sheep’s belly.”
Lamp in hand and my back against the wall, I watched Big Wheel as he caught each sheep by the horns and
pulled it to the other end of the pen. I opened my eyes wide, ready to see a fat and strong wolf at any moment
jumping out of the diminishing flock on my side.
“Should be an old one,” he declared, resting a little and wiping the sweat off his brow. “It’s not touched the
two traps I laid for It outside the yard wall.”
“I dare say It’s still in the room.”
Not many sheep remained at my end, and I began to be afraid Big Wheel might stop counting. The silence was
overwhelming. It was as though everything had stopped breathing to concentrate on the remaining dozen sheep or
so. The quiet was such that I expected to hear my bones crack when I so much as turned my head. Presently, only
six or seven sheep were left at my end, and they could be clearly seen. Timidly, they were huddling together as
though they had committed some horrible crime. Big Wheel stubbornly counted on until he reached the last two;
then he unwillingly shook his head, and sighed a long sigh.
Some roosters began to crow. I was startled by the first sound they made. Then I discovered that, his arms
akimbo, Big Wheel was staring intently and stealthily in one direction. Abruptly, his expression changed into
something so sinister I wanted to flee.
“You see It?”
Big Wheel opened his mouth in a mysterious way as if to shout but not a sound came out. He again glanced at
the thick column on his left.
“Look how It stands there on its hind legs, just like a man!”
“Like a man?” A sudden chill seized me. I could feel all my hair bristling and standing on end.
“Go to that wall and get me the whip!” He hoarsely whispered. “And tie a rock to the tip. Hurry!”
I was so excited I could not find the whip, but ran stupidly in a circle. When I finally located the whip, I could
not find a stone.
“That one’s too small. Get a fist-sized one.” Unaccountably, tears were rolling in my eyes, and the stone in my
hand kept slipping down.
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“Got any long and thick rope?”
“Eh?” Somehow it always took me quite a while to realize what I was told to do. He took the long whip which
was used on the yoked ox that pulled the plow in the field. He tied another knot around the stone on the tip of the
whip, tried the strength of the knot, and then, agilely turning, he jerked the whip out toward the thickest column in
the room, the stone twirling round and round the column and binding it fast. In the moment that he pulled the
whip handle forcibly back, the head and front paws of a wolf appeared behind the column, struggling. It had been
actually standing there like a man as Big Wheel had said, cleaving to the column, all the time playing hide and
seek with us while we busily looked for It. Only a man with Big Wheel’s experience could have found It out.
Tautening the discarded well rope that I had found in the yard, Big Wheel told me to hold one end and run
around the column so as to truss the wolf some more. Now, there was no chance of its escaping. It writhed and
wriggled as freely as It could with the little space that was allowed its twisted body. Its eyes glaring white,
piercing and mournful howls issued from between its bared, angry fangs.
“Is this the male of the other wolf, Brother Big Wheel?”
“It’s a male all right,” he said, touching the long tufts of thick hair on the ridge of its back. “And may well be
the other’s mate.”
The wolf was not giving up. Wrenching and wresting, It tried to turn its head to gnaw at the rope. Its brilliantly
scarlet tongue, narrow and long, kept licking at its nostrils and the corners of its snout, as though finding only this
part of its body free to maneuver, the wolf wanted to exercise it as much as It could.
Big Wheel picked up a stone. With it, he clobbered the wolf on the head ever so gently, and the howling ceased
at once; the head lolled as though it had fallen into a doze.
Big Wheel pulled open the door. The sky had brightened a little outside and a cacophony of crowing could be
heard. Facing each other and our arms akimbo, we panted together. It was a very cold dawn accompanied by the
light mist so often seen in early winter. Big Wheel asked me to drag the half-dead he-wolf to Auntie.
“I won’t go to her so early in the morning just to get thrashed.”
The day had scarcely broken, and Auntie must be sleeping soundly, like the crows roosting up in the ailanthus
tree. Bending down, Big Wheel took up the wolf’s trussed hind legs and towed it all the way to Auntie’s chamber
door.
“Why don’t you call your aunt?”
He spoke so loudly I was truly afraid he would rouse Auntie. I backed off some distance into the mill shed and
hid behind it for fear that when Auntie appeared, I might be the first person to catch her eye—and ire.
“Brother Big Wheel,” I pleaded in a whisper. “It’ll soon be day; let’s wait until she wakes up.”
Big Wheel did not appear to have heard my appeal. He went to lift up the wheat-stalk matting on Auntie’s
window. What with the cold and all, I was shaking like a leaf in the wind. I would much rather be close by,
watching him fight a fierce wolf than provoke Auntie. He knocked on the lattice:
“It’s morning now, and both the male and the female have been caught!”
No sound came from the room. He paused. I was on the point of pulling him away and entreating him not to
rouse her again, when he knocked on the window once more. Behind his back, the door creaked open and Auntie’s dim, white face emerged although I was too far away to distinguish her features. Involuntarily, I crouched
down behind the mill-stone stand,\fn{A note reads: The mill consists of a big stone roller with a shaft for the draft animal. It has a
stand with a smooth surface on which millet and other kinds of grain can be pressed. A winnow then blows the broken husks off. The
possession of such a device shows Second Uncle to be quite prosperous .} leaving only my eyes outside it to watch.

“Hey, what’s the meaning of this?” Auntie stepped over the threshold and leaned against the door jamb, white
steam issuing from her lips. “I was wondering who it could be, so early in the morning.” Biting her lips, Auntie
glanced at Big Wheel coldly. “Had a bad dream or something?”
“Sorry to have disturbed your good dream,\fn{ A note reads: A Chinese double-entendre and euphemism for a tryst.}
Second Aunt Ou.”
“Good dream, huh?” Auntie glanced around and pulled her cotton-padded print coat more snugly around her
shoulders. “Has someone changed his mind?”
“You really are smart, and guessed rightly,” Big Wheel sneered. “But shouldn’t he have picked a more suitable
time than this? Someone may be tall and strong, but he doesn’t seem to have much brain.”
With his arms crossed over his chest, Big Wheel leaned against the other door jamb opposite Auntie, and
pointed with his chin to the wolf still weakly convulsing on the ground.
“Can’t you see who that is?”
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Auntie’s face suddenly lengthened, and she retreated behind the threshold. Composing herself, she seemed to
have remembered something.
“Ah, what a memory! Didn’t you catch another one that night?”
“We don’t have to beat around the bush much longer. Call Big Wealth out!”
“Who?” Auntie jerked her face up and said through clenched teeth. “Kindly watch your language!”
“Relax please. Big Wealth and I are like brothers, and I’m here with no malice in mind.”
“Be careful of what you say, and don’t talk nonsense in front of my chamber door!”
“If I do, that’s simply because you, Second Aunt Ou, have not been careful yourself. Why do you wear one of
his shoes? Isn’t it a bit too big for you?”
I peeped surreptitiously from behind the mill-stone stand. It was true: Auntie was wearing two different shoes
although both were sheepwool galoshes.
“Please don’t get me wrong about what I’ve to say.” Big Wheel started. He fished his little pipe out of his chest
and began filling it. “If the land is arid and barren, all planting’ll be wasted whatever good seed may be
borrowed.”
Covering her face with her hands, Auntie tried to run back into her room.
“I came with no malice,” Big Wheel repeated, blocking her way by stretching out one arm. “You set Second
Uncle Ou on to kick me out, but that’s nothing, and I don’t mind. There’s one thing, however, I wish to bring up,
and please don’t think I’m trying to meddle in your home affairs.”
Not expecting that Big Wheel would turn around and rashly beckon to me, I almost jumped out of my shoes
when he did so. On the ground, the frost was the same color as my mourning shoes, and I felt I was walking barefooted across the chips of frost, trembling, hesitant, and afraid to step forward. When I came gingerly out of the
mill shed, I stood there like a culprit waiting for the sentence to be pronounced against him.
“It’s not that Heaven hasn’t been good to you. Even the unicom\fn{ A note reads: The Chinese counterpart of the stork
with this difference: the unicorn brought only children with brilliant futures .} could not have sent you a stripling boy such as
this one here, able and obedient. One must know when one’s to be contented, mustn’t one?”
Auntie’s face was wooden and expressionless, and puffed as though with crying. The drawn corners of her lips
showed how desperately she was holding back the resentment and bitterness that must have been boiling within.
“A poor orphan, without mother or father, deserves to be pitied even by strangers,” Big Wheel started, as
though leaving. “If you’ll just be kind to him, Big Wheel swears not to tell what happened here to anybody. As
long as you want lovers, not even Second Uncle Ou can keep you under lock and key all the time, let alone an
unrelated neighbor. So don’t you fear.”
I could not understand why, but a stinging ache rose in my breast for Auntie. Why was she so weak and
pitiable now? That she should be made to suffer so! I wanted to shout, “Stop tormenting Auntie, Brother Big
Wheel!” I stared at Auntie steadily, trying to say with my eyes that I had no reason to make a special demand on
her and that I had not connived with Big Wheel to insult her. I wanted to plead with her to keep on treating me as
she had always done, or even worse. I could not help remembering that when Mommy was alive, she, too, had
scolded me and beaten me from time to time.
“Auntie,” I rushed over, wanting to hug her and call her, the way Mommy’s brother had taught me, “Mother!”
Instead, I went behind her, picked her coat off the ground, and dusted it.
“You’re catching cold, Auntie!”
She wrapped her arms around her breast and did not answer. What was she brooding over? I raised my face to
see her lips moving convulsively, though no sound came out of them.
“I’ve no wish to give you a bad time, Big Wealth,” Big Wheel called into the room while he stooped to take up
the half-dead wolf. “Eating other people’s food and receiving other people’s money, we should at least take care
of other people’s sheep, shouldn’t we?”
Abruptly, Auntie knelt down, hugging me and bursting into sudden, laughter-like crying. Her face buried in my
chest, she shook violently, spasmodically. I was frightened, not knowing what disaster was going to fall on my
head. I felt as muddled as when I watched Mommy exhaling her last breath. Big Wheel was posed as though he
might be either going or staying. I turned to him appealingly to see what he would tell me to do. White vapor
came out of his lips with the little pipe in between, but he said nothing.
I put the padded coat with its florid patterns back on Auntie’s shoulders, and embraced her, or rather an armful
of loosened hair, ice-cold tears smearing my face. I had no idea whether they were hers or mine. Not that I did not
want to, but with my face down in the heap of hair, damp and cold, I had to exert myself mightily before I could,
in a whisper, burst out with the word:
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“Mommy!”
As though I had committed some unpardonable sin, I felt my knees weaken, and I, too, fell kneeling at once.
Some unknown thing then came and wrapped me inside it deeply, deeply. A pair of warm arms hugged me,
melting me in a happiness that was also bitterly sorrowful.
I could still hear the heavy tread of Big Wheel’s feet on the frost chips, and the soft thumping of the old hewolf being dragged across the frozen earth, as they slowly, slowly went away.
80.42 I Want To Study\fn{by Kao Yu-pao (1927- )} Fuhsien County, Liaotung Province, China (M) 9
One fine March day, Yu-pao was going with eight or nine poor boys from his village to gather firewood on the
hills; each carried a sickle and some rope. Outside the village, they saw the village school pupils marching along
the road, with one pupil walking beside their column shouting, “One … one, two, one …” like a drill sergeant.
The old village school-teacher brought up the rear.
Yu-pao watched them intently, full of envy. Then he turned to his friends:
“They are on an outing while we’re going for firewood. But still we can march in a column as they do. Fall
in!” None of the poor boys objected. Yu-pao stuck his sickle in his belt, brought his friends into line and walked
beside them, shouting also, “One … one, two, one …” The poor boys marched in step with good spirit, holding
themselves very straight, their sickles over their shoulders. Thus they followed the school children at a distance.
The village school pupils heard them, and one by one turned around to see who were behind, thus getting out
of step. The old teacher also turned around to look and was very astonished. Who was this boy who was able to
draw up so many high-spirited boys in order? He waved his hand and called:
“Hello, young fellow! Come here a moment!”
Seeing the old schoolmaster wanted to speak to Yu- pao, Yu Chih-cheng who had acted as drill sergeant said:
“I’ll go fetch him for you, teacher.”
When Yu-pao noticed that the teacher wanted to speak to him, he shouted to his group: “Halt!” Then he said:
“Attention! The teacher is calling me over. You play here a while and wait for me. We shall go on to gather
firewood when I come back. Dismissed!”
But one of the boys said: “Don’t go, Yu-pao! The teacher may beat you!”
“What do I have to be afraid of?” Yu-pao said. “I’ll go, see and be back in a moment.”
Here, Yu Chih-cheng ran up, took Yu-pao by the hand and said: “Come with me, Yu-pao! Our teacher wants
you. He is very kind. Come on the outing with us.”
“I can’t. I have to go for firewood.”
“Come with us. You can gather firewood later.”
“They are waiting for me.”
But Yu-pao turned and said to the boys in his group: “Just wait a little while. I’ll be back right away.”
Yu-pao went over to the old school-teacher and bowed respectfully. Out of the corner of his eye, he noticed
that the old man was quite tall, between fifty and sixty years old. A neat mustache jutted out evenly on both sides
of his nose. He wore a gown of coarse blue cotton and the black cloth shoes on his feet were well-worn. His
whole face was smiling. Yu-pao was thinking:
“Perhaps the teacher really wants me to go on the outing with them, but there’s no firewood at home.”
The pupils did not know what to make of it all. So they just crowded round to watch.
The old teacher bent over, patted Yu-pao on the head and said with a smile: “Hoho, you are well-mannered, I
see! How old are you?”
“I’m twelve, teacher.”
“And what’s your name?”
Yu-pao cocked his head to one side, smiled too and said, “See whether you can guess!”
“I know his name, teacher,” interrupted Yu Chih-cheng. “We often play together.”
But Yu-pao hastily put his hand over his friend’s mouth and said: “You mustn’t tell!”
The old teacher found this rather amusing, so he smiled again and said: “You quaint child, how can I guess?”
“You really can’t guess? Look!” And Yu-pao squatted down on his heels and traced the characters Yu-pao in
the dust with his finger. The two characters did not look like anything at all. The old teacher squinted at them,
hands on his knees, and bent over to see better. Only after a long time was he able to make them out. But he
smiled and said: “Quite gifted, quite gifted! And what’s your surname?”
Yu Chih-cheng blurted it out: “I know his surname is Kao.”
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Yu-pao threw the little drill sergeant an angry glance, annoyed that he should have spoken too soon.
“And what’s your father's name?” the teacher asked again.
Yu-pao smiled. But before he could say anything, that Yu Chih-cheng answered for him again.
“His father is Kao Hsueh-tien. They live in our village.”
“Ho, so this is Kao Hsueh-tien’s child—such a big boy already!” Then the old teacher said to Yu-pao: “Now let
me give you two characters to read—see if you recognize them!”
He also squatted on his haunches and traced the characters taiping (peace) on the ground with his middle
finger and said: “Look! What do these two stand for?”
Yu-pao, his little eyes staring hard, thought and thought. These two characters looked so very familiar. Where
had he seen them before? Suddenly he remembered: Weren’t they the same as the first two characters on the big
board outside the Taiping Village administration office? So he answered:
“These are the characters taiping, as in the name of our village.”
The old teacher shook his head and hand, saying:
“That’s not correct. There is no peace now in Peace Village. These are the two characters for ‘peace’ as in
‘peace to the world.’ Do you understand that?”
Yu-pao blushed as he stubbornly replied: “But the characters are the same!”
“The characters are the same,” the old teacher said. “But the meaning is not the same. You, child, can’t
understand that yet. But look, what character is this?”
The old teacher wrote the character chuan (dog) on the ground.
“The old teacher must have made a mistake,” thought Yu-pao and wiped out the dot in the upper right corner of
the character. Then he said: “Isn’t this ta (big)? There isn’t any dot on this character. You made a mistake!”
At this, the old teacher and all his pupils burst into loud guffaws.
“Have you learned to read and write, child?”
“No.”
“Would you like to go to school?”
“Who wouldn’t like to go to school? It is good to be able to read. My father says that people who haven’t
learned to read will be abused by others. To go to school, to learn to read, to go on outings, to have drill, to listen
to story-telling and to play games How wonderful that must be!”
“Then why don’t you go to school?”
“My father and mother won’t let me go.”
“Why don’t they let you go?”
“I …” Sadness welled up in Yu-pao’s heart. He lowered his head. Much that had happened came to his mind
and tears stood in his eyes. “I … I … don’t know.” And before he had finished, he turned around, squeezed his
way out of the crowd of school children and ran towards the group of poor boys.
The old teacher called after him. Yu Chih-cheng tried to stop him. But he wouldn’t even look back.
*
To go to school was Yu-pao’s burning desire. Many times he had pleaded and argued with his parents. One day
in early spring, he had gone to get his playmate Yu Chih-cheng to go with him to gather firewood on the hill side.
To his surprise he met Yu Chih-cheng and several other boys of the village in primary school pupils’ uniforms,
with satchels over their shoulders, hopping and skipping on their way to school. When Yu Chih-cheng saw Yupao, he called:
“Why don’t you come to school with us, Yu-pao? Look at my nice school-bag!”
“Aren’t you going to gather firewood?”
“I shall do that after school. Go and ask your father to let you go to school with us!”
Yu-pao rushed home, took his mother’s hand excitedly and said: “I want to go to school, mother!”
But his mother said: “Dear child, look around you in your home—‘in day-time, no grain to call the chicks to
feed; at night, the rats even won’t find anything to eat!’ Two days out of three we go hungry, how can we think of
sending you to school?”
But Yu-pao would not listen to her. His father was sick in bed with a wound on his leg that had become
purulent. Now he turned over on his side to scold Yu-pao:
“The older you grow, the more stupid you become! You want to go to school! What shall we eat at home? Do
you think we can live on the cold northwest wind? Go now to gather firewood!”
“I won’t go!”
“I’ll beat you to death if you don’t go!” His father tried to get up. But the sore on his leg gave him such pain
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that he fell back on the bed, gritting his teeth. Yu-pao’s mother pulled her son to her, put her arms around him and
said with a sigh, leaning her cheek against his:
“Listen to me, child! You are old enough to go to school. Your father and mother don’t have the heart to keep
you from going. Your father has had a hard time of it all his life and he hopes, of course, that you’ll be worthy of
our family and bring an end to our suffering. But, child, just now we are in very great difficulties. We can’t even
afford to have the sore on your father’s leg treated! As long as heaven is blind to our troubles, you must not think
of going to school. If you don’t go to gather firewood, we won’t even have a fire to cook on!”
Yu-pao still begged: “But I can gather firewood as soon as school is out every day! There’ll be plenty of
kindling—”
“But, child, we cannot raise the money to pay for your schooling!”
“I want to go to school!”
His father said: “You just dare! See whether I won’t break your legs.”
Yu-pao was aroused. He threw the sickle and rope he was carrying to the ground and pouted:
“Even if you don’t let me go, I’ll go!”
He turned and ran out of the house.
His mother was very upset. She followed him, calling again and again: “Yu-pao, child, where are you off to?”
But Yu-pao did not listen to her calling him. He ran through a lane and made for Mt. Taiping. On the way, he
came to the bank of the small, quick-flowing stream. There was no bridge, not even a stepping-stone. To get
across, people had to take off their shoes and wade through. Just as Yu-pao had taken off his shoes, he heard a
heavy thud. Turning, he saw his mother had stumbled over a stone and fallen. He was so frightened that he ran
back to her, without even putting on his shoes, to help her sit up. Then, with his head on her breast, he burst into
tears. His mother rocked him in her arms and wept with him, her hot tears streaming over his face. Mother and
son sat like this for a long time. When they had cried their hearts out, his mother said bitterly:
“It isn’t that your father and mother don’t love you. But the pao\fn{A note reads: Under the Kuomintang regime and the
Japanese occupation [of those areas of China under their control], village households were grouped in pao, the members of which were
held mutually responsible.} chief has asked us many times already for our contribution to the village fund with which

he’ll buy rifles. You know that, don’t you? And for the sore on your father’s leg and his heart trouble there isn’t
any money to get treatment. Oh heaven! How are we going to live?” Her grief caused her tears to flow anew.
Yu-pao felt as if his mother’s tears were burning him. His arms around her neck, he, too, wept bitterly. Then he
said, with sobs:
“Mother, I don’t … want to go to school! Let’s … go … home.”
From then on Yu-pao did not even dare to think again about going to school.
Yu-pao’s mother came into the yard with a basketful of radish leaves and told her daughter Yu-jung to wash
them at the well. Then she went back into the house to change the dressing on Yu-pao’s father’s sore. When she
had just untied the bandage, she heard someone calling in the yard:
“Is Kao Hsueh-tien home?”
The voice was unfamiliar to her. She looked out and saw it was Mr. Chou, the old teacher of the village school.
She hurried out to greet him and ask him in. Her husband, the untied bandage dangling from his leg, also tried to
get up. But Mr. Chou stopped him, saying:
“Don’t get up! I’m not a stranger. Mind your sore leg!”
Kao Hsueh-tien then filled a pipe and handed it to the teacher. Mr. Chou looked at Kao’s leg and said:
“No wonder I haven’t seen you around for quite some time! How did you get this sore?”
Kao Hsueh-tien gave a deep sigh as he told Mr. Chou how, at the end of the previous year, the pao chief had
fiendishly set a dog on him when he went to check on the payments due him for work.
Mr. Chou sighed several times during this narrative. When Kao had finished, Mr. Chou said: “What brutality!
What kind of a world are we living in? As you have to ‘crouch low under other people’s eaves,’ can you do
anything but what they tell you to do? Only when there is real peace will all be well.”
“Will there ever be such a day? Mr. Chou, will we live to see such a day? Or will there be nothing left of us but
bleached bones when that day arrives?”
“Most certainly there will be such a day! Let’s be patient. You are not old yet, you’ll live to see it. I won’t, I
have one foot in the grave.”
For a while, they went on talking about their daily lives. Then Mr. Chou raised the question of Yu-pao’s
education:
“Brother Kao, I came to see you for no other reason but this: your Yu-pao is a clever child, very promising!
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I’m not saying this to please you. It’s difficult to find another one like him among any ten children. You mustn’t
delay his schooling!”
But Kao Hsueh-tien replied, with a deep sigh:
“Aiya, Mr. Chou, just look around, I know you won’t laugh at us, in our home we don’t even have enough for
this,” and he made a gesture of putting food into his own mouth. “Where would we take the money from, to pay
for his schooling? If there were even the shred of a hope of earning a decent living, I would have sent him to
school long ago. But really, we are like fish and shrimps on dry ground—done for in the wink of an eyelid!” Yupao’s mother added:
“Mr. Chou, it is really very kind of you to come here especially for the boy’s sake. Is there any parent who
doesn’t want his child to have a future? We can’t blame a thousand or a myriad things, we just have to blame our
own bad luck that has made us useless as parents. We can’t feed our own mouths, how can we send the child to
school!” Her heart was so heavy that she could hardly check her tears.
Old Mr. Chou looked about him in the room, at the few sticks of furniture: amat so worn that it was nearly in
pieces and two ragged coverlets on the earthen kang, one table with only three legs by the wall, a water jar
mended and still one piece missing, two small benches that gave whenever one sat on them. A few broken jugs
and pots, a pile of kindling before the kitchen stove—this was the total of their possessions; nothing of value
among them. And the clothes the Kaos had on-patch upon patch, and still their elbows and knees were showing.
Mr. Chou said:
“Don’t be depressed! It isn’t your fault that you are poor. Who isn’t yearning for a better life? After all, you are
not the only poor family. If I could make myself ten years younger and a little bit stronger, I wouldn’t be in such a
poor job. This is not teaching, but suffering humiliation! You know very well, whenever his betters so much as
belch, the pao chief regards it an imperial mandate; and whenever the pao chief himself belches, we must accept
the consequences without a murmur, whether it means life or death! He has decided I must study Japanese now
and teach it later. Eh, we Chinese are Chinese, why should Chinese children learn the Japanese devils’ language?
Ah, don’t let's talk about that any more. I didn’t come here to make money. At my age, every day I live is just
another day gone. It won’t exhaust me to teach a few pupils more, and it won’t give me much leisure to teach a
few less. Let your Yu-pao come to see me tomorrow. I won’t take any money from you, anyway. Paper, ink and
pen as well as books I have, you needn’t pay for any of them. School is over early in the afternoon, so the child
can still gather firewood for you.”
Kao Hsueh-tien looked at his wife, and his wife looked at him. They had often heard people say that Mr. Chou
of the Taiping Village school was a good man. Now they saw that this was true. No wonder many poor children
could also go to school under Mr. Chou! Their heartfelt gratitude made them speechless. After a while, Kao
Hsueh-tien managed to say:
“Thank you for your kindness! But this boy is unruly and fond of fighting. He’ll give you a lot of trouble!” Yupao’s mother also said:
“That’s true, he really is a wild boy, not fit for anything! I’m afraid you’ll waste your efforts on him.”
Mr. Chou stood up, handed the pipe back to Kao Hsueh-tien, smiled and said:
“You say this boy is unruly. I think it’s better for children of poor families to be unruly, then they won’t be
bullied so much! Brother Kao, forgive me for being so frank with you—you are too meek, that’s why you’re
always at the losing end. Now no more about it. Tomorrow you’ll let your boy come to school.”
*
All that morning Yu-pao had been upset. He gathered less kindling than usual and felt as if he had lost something. When he came home into the yard, he put down the kindling he had gathered and did not know what to do
next. Suddenly his sister Yu-jung came running out of the house. Jumping around, she said laughingly:
“Yu-pao, come here quickly, I’ll tell you something—you are going to school tomorrow!”
Yu-pao didn’t believe her.
“You are fooling me, sister!”
“Fooling you? What for? Go and ask father! Who’s fooling you?”
Yu-pao rushed into the house and threw down his sickle and rope. His mother was ladling food from the pot
for his father on the kang. Yu-pao jumped onto the kang, put his arms around his mother’s neck and asked:
“Mother, is it true that you’ll let me go to school?”
In his excitement, he knocked some food from the bowl in his mother’s hand. She was annoyed.
“It’s true, of course it’s true! But eat your food now. Is this the way for a pupil to behave?”
“You’re fooling me. I can’t believe it!”
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“Would your mother fool you? Eat your meal quickly, it’s getting cold.”
Yu-pao let go of his mother and crawled up on the kang to where his father lay and asked:
“Father, really, you’ll let me go to school?”
“Your mother will take you tomorrow. But you mustn’t be naughty or get into fights.”
Yu-pao was overjoyed, still only half-believing, half-doubting his good fortune. After he had finished eating,
he pulled his sister into the yard and insisted she tell him why his father and mother had suddenly, from one day to
the next, decided to send him to school. Yu-jung told him then the long and the short of the morning’s events: how
Mr. Chou had come to their place and what had been said, in all detail. Then only was Yu-pao convinced. In the
afternoon, when he picked up his sickle and rope to go and gather firewood in the hills, he skipped and jumped all
the way, so that the chickens flew up onto the roofs in their fright and the dogs fled in all directions. So there
would be enough kindling at home, he gathered many twigs and sticks and even climbed up the trees to cut off
some dead branches. He also found a dozen magpie eggs in some nests in the trees.
At night, Yu-pao could not sleep in his excitement.
His badly worn clothes seemed unbecoming for a scholar, so his mother had started mending them in the
afternoon. She made an old blue gown which had the least holes in it over into a pupil’s uniform. As there wasn’t
enough material, she had to use two pieces of black cloth for the pockets. In the evening, she filled the lamp with
the little bit of bean oil she had skimped from her cooking and lighted it to mend Yu-pao’s trousers. The slender
wick gave off a dim light so that Yu-pao’s mother had difficulty to thread her needle. But, even so, the room
appeared dazzlingly bright compared with its usual gloom. Yu-pao’s shoes had to be mended too, his heels and
toes were showing through—this, too, would not do for a school pupil. By midnight, she had finished all these
jobs; she blew out the lamp and lay down on the kang. But shortly she thought of something else. So she got up
and relit the lamp. She rummaged for some pieces of cloth and made them into a satchel for Yu-pao.
Yu-pao urged his mother several times: “Mother, go to sleep now!” But each time his mother replied: “You
sleep, my boy!”
After a while, Yu-pao got up too, climbed up and looked out at the sky through a tear in the paper over the
window. It was pitch dark in the yard, so he could not see a thing. Only the stars were twinkling above. He lay
down for another while, got up again and asked:
“Is it daylight now, mother? Please make me something to eat. I don’t want to be late for school.”
He hated the daylight for not appearing much sooner. In this mood, he lay down to sleep and got up again, got
up and lay down again several times. Towards morning his mother succeeded finally in calming him down and
making him sleep. He slept soundly for he did not know how long. Then, still half-asleep, he thought he heard
someone call him. He quickly opened his eyes and found his mother was calling:
“Yu-pao, get up and eat!”
He saw it was already daylight. He jumped off the kang and rushed, barefoot, out of the door. His mother
called after him:
“Where are you going, Yu-pao? Eat first!”
“I won’t eat. I’m going to school!”
“Don’t you need any food, simply because you’re going to school?”
“Why didn’t you wake me up earlier, why?”
“You won’t be late. Look, the sun has just risen, it is still early morning.”
Certainly, the sun was still lingering over the eaves of the house opposite their own.
Yu-pao’s mother washed his face very, very clean; then, making him dip his hands into the earthen basin, she
washed them and his arms very, very clean too. When he had eaten, she helped him put on his uniform and mended shoes, and the satchel over his shoulder. Then she straightened his clothes, put two small vegetable dumplings
into his satchel and said:
“Let’s go. Mother will take you.” His father said behind them, as they were leaving:
“Remember, Yu-pao! Watch your hide if you don’t obey the teacher!”
Without turning around, Yu-pao answered: “I’ll remember.”
His mother took him by the hand and, together, they walked along happily. To those who greeted her, she said:
“Yes, I’m taking my child to school. I’d rather eat a few mouthfuls less than spoil his future!”
On their way, mother and son passed a big courtyard, where some peach-trees and apricot-trees were blossoming. How beautiful they were! Further on, they found that stepping-stones had been placed across the stream so
that people no longer had to take off their shoes. Beyond the stream, they came to a grove. The leaves on the trees
were already out. The rays of the sun fell on the grass in the grove and made the dewdrops on the blades sparkle,
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dazzling the eye. Little birds were hopping about on the branches, singing. Yu-pao’s mother kept on admonishing
him while they were walking along how he must obey the teacher. To each admonition Yu-pao gave the answer,
“I know.”
When they were out of the grove, Yu-pao lifted his face and asked: “Mother, when I’ve finished school, what
shall I be?”
“What you’ll be? A good man! Learn to feed yourself, that’ll prove you’re a man! You mustn’t be like your
father—a meekling, bullied by others all his life!”
“Mother, when I’m grown up, I’ll take a big stick to anybody who dares bully me!”
“Hmmm, it wouldn’t be a crime, really, to beat some of those people to death! But can you, single-handed,
fight them all? They have money and power—wouldn’t they send you to jail? Now, remember whatever happens,
you mustn’t cause any trouble and make your parents worry about you!”
“Chih-cheng and the others can help me. I’m not afraid!”
“You see, you see, how you carry on again! There must be no fighting in school! What has your father just told
you? Have you forgotten already?”
“Didn’t you say some of them deserved a beating?”
“If they deserve a beating, it’s not for you to administer it! You just learn properly and you’ll make your
mother happy.”
The village school was located in a dilapidated old temple on the slope of a mountain. The temple was about a
hundred years old. Nobody knew where the monks had gone to. The idols had fallen down. Only three rooms
remained standing. In the spring, when there wasn’t too much work in the fields, a few enthusiastic peasants had
helped repair these rooms and invited old Mr. Chou, who was single, to set up a private school, so to speak, with
two rooms for classrooms and one room for old Teacher Chou as living quarters. But when the pao chief, by the
name of Chou Chang-an, heard about this matter, he immediately decided he had to have a hand in it. So he said
that, if they wanted a school, it should be a primary school for the whole village, and he insisted that Mr. Chou
should later also teach Japanese. Thus it was that the school was named the “Taiping Village Primary School.”
When Yu-pao and his mother came to the school, none of the pupils had arrived yet. Mr. Chou was very glad to
see Yu-pao. Yu-pao’s mother said to Mr. Chou over and over again:
“This child is very young and naughty. He doesn’t know anything, he’s fond of fighting. He doesn’t do as he is
told, he’s so stubborn and wild! If he doesn’t obey you, please thrash him for me!”
But Mr. Chou said: “Don’t worry, Sister Kao! Leave the boy to me. A good drum you needn’t strike heavily.
From what I see in him now, I can tell he won’t go wrong!”
Seeing the pupils arrive one after the other, Yu-pao’s mother then left. Mr. Chou went into his room and
brought out three books, one small notebook and a pencil. He called Yu-pao and said:
“Take these, my boy. But listen! Studying is not the same as gathering firewood. You must pay attention when
I explain the lesson. Also, in studying there are rules to obey. You must not quarrel or fight. And you must ask
questions when there are things you don’t understand.”
Yu-pao again replied: “I know.”
Mr. Chou pointed at a little red-lacquered desk in the front row and gave him a small bench, saying: “You sit
here.” Then the teacher walked away.
Yu-pao put the bench behind the red-lacquered desk and was going to sit down. But suddenly there was nothing under him—where had the bench gone to? Yu-pao sat down on the ground with a bump, then sprawled on his
back. Some of the pupils burst into loud laughter. Yu-pao jumped up and saw that the pao chief’s son, nicknamed
“Little Mischief,” had removed the bench from under him. Arms akimbo, Little Mischief pointed at Yu-pao and
abused him fiercely:
“Get away, you little beggar, don’t dirty our desks!”
Yu-pao flew into a rage; he raised his little fist, squared himself to fight and said: “Little Mischief, mind your
big blockhead or I’ll bash it in for you!”
The pupils immediately divided into two groups. All the poor boys sided with Yu-pao and blamed Little
Mischief for turning over Yu-pao’s bench. Some of the boys sided with Little Mischief and laughed at Yu-pao’s
shabby, patched clothes. Several of the little fiends jumped on their benches and shouted:
“Fight, fight! Who strikes the first blow is the master!”
But Yu Chih-cheng jumped quickly between Yu-pao and Little Mischief and shouted at the latter:
“You mustn’t fight!”
Mr. Chou heard the noise they were making and hurried into the classroom. Immediately each pupil sat down
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in his own place very quietly. Yu Chih-cheng took Yu-pao by the hand and stood with him before the teacher’s
platform. He said to the teacher:
“Teacher, please, let Yu-pao sit at my desk.” Then he reported how Little Mischief had knocked the bench from
under Yu-pao.
Mr. Chou asked: “Little Mischief, why did you knock Yu-pao’s bench over?”
Little Mischief replied: “This desk was bought for me by my father. I don’t want this beggar child sitting at it!”
Mr. Chou said:
“Child, does it really matter if he sits at your desk?”
“I won’t let him!” said Little Mischief.
Yu-pao then said: “Teacher, I won’t sit at his desk. Please let me sit with Chih-cheng!”
Mr. Chou said: “All right, go and sit with Chih-cheng, then.” Checking his anger, he turned to Little Mischief:
“I’ll let you off this time. But you better think over what you’ve done. Is it right to bully people?” Then, exhorting
them all once more to behave, he began to explain the day’s lesson.
*
Yu-pao had just been going to school for a month and a few days and had had to swallow his pride nobody
knows how many times. At first, during lunch time Little Mischief had been eating the white-flour steamed bread
and boiled eggs the family sent him every day, while Yu-pao and the poor boys had only dumplings filled with
wild herbs which they brought along to school. Little Mischief would smack his lips and admiringly shake his
head, exclaiming:
“How good this tastes!”
But later on, Yu-pao and the group of poor boys would climb up trees and take magpie eggs from the nests,
boil them and bring them to school to eat. These eggs tasted good and were lots of fun to gather. It annoyed Little
Mischief and his group to see the others eat the magpie eggs so much that they stopped showing off their better
food.
Yu-pao was very obedient to the teacher. He was diligent and industrious. Together with Chih-cheng, he helped
the old teacher light the fire and fetch water. He learned new words quickly and had a good memory. Except for
Little Mischief and his band, all the pupils liked to play with him. Whenever Little Mischief tried to bully him,
Yu-pao just thought:
“I’m not like you. You may lord it over us here in school. I can ignore you. But if you really dare, let’s go
outside and see who is the stronger of us two!”
Little Mischief and the other rich boys, on the other hand, agreed secretly: “If we fight in school, the teacher
will scold us. Let’s go outside and wait till we get him alone, then we beat him into pulp!”
Yu Chih-cheng was the leader of the boys on their way home from school, so he was always with Yu-pao and
Little Mischief’s band did not dare raise their hands. But one day Yu-pao happened to go home alone. When Little
Mischief noticed it, he signaled to his band. Six or seven boys from rich families took a short cut and hid
themselves in the grove near the little stream. They waited for Yu-pao to approach, then jumped on him suddenly
and, brandishing sticks and twigs, barred his way. Little Mischief yelled at him:
“Stop, Yu-pao! Bring magpie eggs from the nests in the trees for us and we’ll let you go! If not, we’ll beat you
up!”
It was late in March, the season when the magpies were laying their eggs. Usually, when poor boys asked Yupao to climb a tree and get magpie eggs for them, he would do so at once. But now, since Little Mischief and his
band were trying to bully him, he refused, as a matter of course. He looked at Little Mischief with contempt in his
eyes and turned to go. The other boys glared at him and shouted:
“We dare you to go!”
In a flash, they had surrounded Yu-pao and were threatening him: “Get twenty eggs for each of us, then we’ll
let you go home!” Yu-pao replied:
“Twenty? You can whistle for that many! I’m not getting a single one for you!”
Little Mischief took hold of Yu-pao and said: “If you don’t we’ll thrash you!”
Yu-pao glowered at Little Mischief and raised his fist. “Look how hard it is! Hit me if you have the pluck!” he
said angrily.
Little Mischief shouted, “Beat him!” and all the boys attacked Yu-pao at once. Yu-pao was outnumbered and
soon thrown to the ground. But he got an idea and freed himself with a violent jerk; he jumped to his feet and
grabbed hold of Little Mischief by the collar.
“Let’s see which is more solid—your head or my fist!” With these words, Yu-pao crashed his fist several times
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—bang, bang—against the bully’s head. Little Mischief let the stick drop, as he covered his head with both hands
and began to wail aloud. Yu-pao picked up the stick and fought the band with it. But they were too many against
him and several times he was badly hit. He was about to lose the fight, when Yu Chih-cheng ran up with a dozen
poor boys. Yu Chih-cheng shouted as he came running:
“The teacher forbids fighting! Why do you bully him?”
Little Mischief, seeing that things were going badly, shouted to his gang, “Let’s run!” and all of them scampered like rabbits into the grove and disappeared.
Yu-pao’s hands and face were black and blue. His uniform was torn. But he did not cry. All the poor boys were
furious to learn how Little Mischief and his band had tried to force Yu-pao to get magpie eggs for them. They
said:
“Get eggs for them? That won’t do! Don’t be afraid, Yu-pao! We have more boys on our side. We’ll settle
accounts with them in a few days!”
“Quite right!” said Yu Chih-cheng, “we’ll settle their hash! They have gone too far. Even the teacher cannot
control them. We’ll deal with them ourselves!”
“Hey!” one boy said, “look at the magpies flying around these trees. There must be eggs in the nests. Let’s
climb up and get a few!”
Yu Chih-cheng said, “Right, let’s climb up, Yu-pao!”
But a sudden gust of wind from the northwest startled them. A huge black cloud, like a monstrous cat,
darkened the sky.
“That’s bad!” said Yu-pao. “It’s going to rain. Let’s hurry home! We’ll get the eggs when the weather is fine
again.”
They scattered and ran home. The moment Yu-pao entered the yard of his home, he heard his mother wailing.
“Oh, my poor, unlucky boy! How can mother bear to part with you? How can I watch my own child being
pushed into the fire? I can’t do it!”
Yu-pao was stunned. He stood in the yard and listened. His younger brother was crying and so was his elder
sister Yu-jung. Suddenly he heard his father’s voice, cursing:
“Cry, cry, cry! I’m not dead yet, but you want to kill me with your crying!”
Yu-pao heard his mother saying again: “I won’t do it! You don’t feel for your own boy! I’ve never seen a hardhearted man like you!”
“What do you expect me to do?” shouted his father angrily. “What else can I do? You must let him have Yupao. There’s nothing else to be done!”
Panic-stricken, Yu-pao felt all the strength leaving his body.
“Has my father sold me to somebody?” he asked himself. He rushed into the house, seized his mother by her
arms and looked up into her face. She crushed him to her bosom. After a while, holding up his face, she saw the
bruises on it and began to weep again, uncontrollably, till late in the evening the neighbors calmed her down with
great difficulty.
The pao chief Chou Chang-an had a daughter about twelve years old, named Ying-tse. She was going to
Dairen to attend a Japanese school. In order to raise money for her expenses, Chou Chang-an had gone around the
village that morning with two policemen to demand the money they were supposed to have contributed early that
spring for the purchase of rifles. According to the pao chief, he had already paid the ten dollars which Yu-pao’s
father was supposed to contribute out of his own pocket. Since then, Chou Chang-an had come at least a dozen
times to ask for this money. When he came again that morning, he proposed these alternatives: either Kao Hsuehtien would give him the money at once, plus hundred per cent interest; or Yu-pao should tend the chief’s pigs. The
wages would be the cancellation of the debt; besides, he would be given three tou of grain. The pao chief said in
this way the Kao family would actually have one mouth less to feed; he was really trying to do them a special
favor. But if Kao Hsueh-tien should refuse either of these two alternatives, the pao chief would have him arrested
and sent to the Japanese as an “ideological criminal” in collusion with the bandits for a revolt against the authorities. Kao Hsueh-tien and his wife had implored the pao chief:
“But we really have no money and our boy is too young!” But Chou Chang-an had replied:
“You have money to send your boy to school, haven’t you? But you have no money to pay for rifles! Hmm,
you hope that little snake of yours will grow into a dragon, is that it? You can’t even recognize my good will!”
Thereupon, he threatened to have Kao Hsueh-tien tied up and taken to the village authorities. Kao Hsueh-tien
could do nothing but promise to send Yu-pao as a swineherd to the pao chief’s the next morning.
When he heard he could not go on with his studies, Yu-pao cried as if his heart were breaking, unable to stop.
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He could not get any food down. Outside, it was raining and the rain grew heavier in the evening. Yu-pao threw
himself into his mother’s arms. He could not go to sleep. His father lay still on the kang, without saying a word.
His mother held Yu-pao tightly, as if she were afraid he would be snatched from her. There was so much she
wanted to say to him! Finally she managed to say:
“My dear child, your mother is not so cruel that she would not let you go to school. That fiendish pao chief is a
beast! Your poor father is helpless! Wait until the sore on his leg is healed, then he will earn some money and you
can come back to us and go to school again.”
“Mother, I won’t go to the pao chief’s! He’ll beat me! I want to go to school! I want to be with you, mother!”
“Child, I’ll go to see you. Your father and sister will also go to see you. You are quite big. You must listen to
me! You are my own flesh and blood, child. Mother loves you!”
All that night it was raining. In the house, mother and son were moaning and sobbing together under their
ragged coverlet. Yu-pao dreaded the daylight, because he would have to part with his mother. He put his arms
tightly around her and pressed his cheek against hers, thinking to himself:
“Rain, please come down harder! Let there be a flood so that that fiendish pao chief drown.” He also thought:
“I wish I could grow up quickly, then I could kill the pao chief and Little Mischie!”
With these confused thoughts, he fell asleep in the end.
In the morning, Yu-pao’s mother got up and cooked the meal before she called Yu-pao. But he would not eat
anything. He just cried. His schoolmates who came to fetch him went away sadly when they heard what had
happened. Yu-pao cried even more bitterly then. He put on his uniform. His mother had mended the places that
had been torn the day before. She also tied some ragged clothes and a worn-out padded jacket into a bundle for
him. When they were about to start, Yu-pao slung his satchel with the school books over his shoulder. His mother
asked:
“Child, you’ll tend the pao chief’s pigs. Will you dare read your books?” Yu-pao answered:
“These are the teacher’s books. I want to give them back to him.” Yu-pao’s father said then:
“Take Yu-pao to the teacher and say good-bye. After all, he has taught him for some time!”
Yu-pao’s mother took the boy by the hand and they walked towards the school. The rain had stopped some
time ago, but the sky was still dark and cloudy. The road had become a mess of mud puddles. They passed the big
courtyard again. There were no more peach and apricot blossoms now. The stream was flowing rapidly, yellow
with mud. The bed of the stream could not be seen, and it was difficult to walk across the stepping-stones. Yu-pao
slipped and fell when they had crossed the stream, because the grass on the bank had become slippery in the rain
and mud. In the grove no birds were singing. Yu-pao was thinking:
“Where have the birds gone to? The rain must have frightened them away so that they daren’t come out!”
All along the way, Yu-pao’s mother had so much she wanted to tell him.
“My child, living at the pao chief’s is not the same as at home. At home, when you are ill, mother looks after
you; in other people’s homes, you are at their beck and call, and if anything ails you, nobody will take the trouble
to look after you. You must be smart enough to take care of yourself!”
Yu-pao promised: “I shall!” Then his mother said:
“Child, you must obey the steward, so that he’ll look after you. In the day-time, when you take the pigs up the
mountain, be sure to get somebody to go with you; let the pigs go only where there are people. Don’t go alone
into the big ravine with them. In the evening, bring them back before it gets dark. There are too many wolves on
the mountain.”
“I know that.”
“When you’re away from home, don’t fight with other boys! Mother’s heart would be hurt if she learned you
got even a scratch! Don’t make me worry too much about you!”
“Don’t worry, mother!”
“Child, put on more clothes when it’s chilly. Don’t catch cold! You’ll suffer if you’re ill. When your clothes are
dirty or torn, take them off. I’ll take them home to wash and mend when I come to see you …”
Thus, Yu-pao’s mother poured forth her instructions and cautions all the way so that they reached the school
without realizing how they had covered the distance.
Yu-pao was thinking: “We have walked the three li too fast today!”
Mr. Chou had already heard from the other boys that Yu-pao had to go to work as a swineherd. The old man
was very upset. He asked Yu-pao and his mother into his own room. When they were seated, he could hardly hold
back his tears.
“Mr. Chou!” was all Yu-pao’s mother managed to say, the tears choking her.
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Yu-pao could not utter a word either. From his satchel he took the three books, notebook and pencil and put
them on the teacher’s desk with both hands, as a sign of respect.
But Mr. Chou put them back into Yu-pao’s satchel and said: “Take them with you, child! You can study them
when you have time.” Yu-pao’s mother suppressed her tears with great effort and said:
“It was most kind of you to have taught him. When he is grown up …” She could not finish her sentence.
After a while, they took leave of Mr. Chou. The old teacher walked with them down to the foot of the
mountain. Then he sighed deeply and said:
“Yu-pao, there isn’t much I can say to you now, just this: Be all eyes and ears when you work for the pao chief.
There is a steward named Liu Wan-chung there. He is a good man. Go to him when you are in trouble. He is
always willing to help.” Then, turning to Yu-pao’s mother, he said: “Don’t worry, Sister Kao! Steward Liu and I
come from the same village. I shall speak to him about Yu-pao when I see him. He will take care of your child.
You go and see him first when you get there.”
Yu-pao bowed deeply to the old teacher, then they went on. When they had walked quite a distance, Yu-pao
looked back. Mr. Chou was still standing there, looking after them. A gentle breeze was pulling at his faded blue
cotton gown.
81.103 Mayor Fu’s Struggle Trial\fn{by Tien Yuan (1927- )} Tsingtao, Shandong Province, China (M) 4
People said it would be the hardest winter in a long time. They were speaking euphemistically, and not about
the snow. Wu Li Pao’s snowfall was heavy enough. Meadows were covered, and it was hard to keep the roads
open. But that was usually so. What the villagers had in mind was the change in atmosphere. Old Donkey, the
drum-and-story man from Shangtung, was gone. Those who might have wanted to hear his stories dared not listen
to them. Children went quietly and in fear. As people met at the market they tended to look anywhere but at each
other. Especially, the people of Wu Li Pao did not look at the sharp-eyed strangers who had come among them. It
was the winter of 1949.
One of the young men came out of the village office. Like the others of his generation. he was trying to make
an adjustment to the new situation. Some of the elders might get away with grumbling, at least for the time being.
Such a luxury was not for their children. Young men quickly found that not to conform outwardly and immediately was to invite exile, incarceration or worse. Little Wang was not doing so badly. He had been made a deputy
team leader. His doubts did not show in the attitude that he assumed toward his superiors, and he was cautious
about association with village elders who might be under suspicion.
Little Wang took in the street with a quick glance. There was no one in sight. The cold northwest wind etching
his face like acid, he scurried off. After five minutes, he was sure no one was following. He backtracked for a few
hundred feet and stood in front of a modest brick dwelling. Again he looked around, then quickly knocked at the
door. As it opened, he slipped in like a cat escaping the cold.
“Why Tui-fu [deputy team leader], what are you doing here?”
The title rested uneasily on the tongue or Mrs. Fu, the wife of former Mayor Fu, nor did it sound right to him.
He had become accustomed to its use by newcomers. But to her he had always been Little Wang. He looked at her
and shook his head. He gestured toward the Mayor’s study and she nodded. He went down the hall and knocked
softly on the door.
“Come in! Come in!” Mayor Fu sat reading, a heavy blanket wrapped around him. There was no fire and the
temperature seemed not much higher than outside. Little Wang closed the door and bowed. Mayor Fu inclined his
head and gestured to a chair.
“Just a moment, Little Wang,” the Mayor said. “I want to finish this passage.”
Little Wang could see it was one of the old classics. Crimping his toes and rubbing his hands together to keep
warm, the young man looked at his old schoolmaster. Mayor Fu is really not so old, he thought, maybe 45,
certainly not over 50. The Mayor sat straight and true in the chair, his eyes already following the characters. In a
moment he put down the book.
“Now what is it?” he asked. “I hear you are Tui-fu now. What are they going to do with me?”
Little Wang looked down. He hated what he had to say. But that was why he had come.
“They are going to put you through a struggle-trial” he said. “They will beat the drums and march you. through
the streets for seven days. You’ll be paraded in neighboring villages, too. Then they’ll try you. You will be
compelled to confess to every charge they bring against you.”
Little Wang hung his head once more. It wasn’t right that an honorable man like Mayor Fu should be made to
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suffer so.
“Don’t let it worry you, boy, I’ll show them a thing or two about struggling. You can’t help me, so don’t try.
You have risked enough to come here and warn me. You have my gratitude.”
“But Mayor Fu …” Little Wang was on the edge of tears. “You helped my mother after father died, and you
saw me through middle school. I know what you have done for others. Yet your friends can do nothing. I feel like
an ingrate—and a little like a traitor, too.”
The Mayor stood up. He was tall and carried himself well. He walked across the room and patted Little Wang
on the shoulder.
“Put it out of your mind. These are difficult times. What matters is for you to keep your life and your strength.
Things will change. In your heart, never go their way. Always stay true to yourself and what you believe. Help
others when you can. You had better go now, quickly. A deputy team leader should not be in this house.”
“Mayor Fu, I wish you strength and long life. Don’t fight them. Go along with them. Admit their charges. If
you do, it may not go so badly. They know how you are regarded in Wu Li Pao. That’s the only reason they didn’t
shoot you.”
Mayor Fu nodded.
Little Wang vanished from the study and the house as quietly and expeditiously as he had come.
The Mayor picked up a writing brush and wrote several characters on a piece of paper; this he carried to the
kitchen where his wife was working.
“Wife,” he said. “Please embroider these words for me in red thread on a yellow background—and do it
today.”
She looked at the characters and burst into tears. He looked at her with kindness, but said: “All right, woman,
don’t blubber so. Get busy with your sewing.”
She only wailed the louder. Women are made of water, he thought, but she would do his bidding.
The next morning drums beat, gongs banged, and a big crowd began to gather in front of Mayor Fu’s house. It
was still cold—but the Children’s Corps had to turn out, and the Sister’s Association, and so on. A huge drum had
been hauled out of the Jung Kuang temple. Commie No.3 clutching a piece of cardboard, knocked on the Mayor’s
door.
Mayor Fu walked out into the snow-paved street. He was dressed in his best and cut a fine figure. Some of the
onlookers looked at each other in a knowing way, as if to say:
“Leave it to the good old Mayor; we knew he would put up a good show.”
Commie No.3 was taken aback. Gathering himself together, he pushed the cardboard at Mayor Fu, and said;
“Here. Hang this around your neck.”
“It isn’t necessary,” said Mayor Fu. “I have prepared one of my own.”
So saying, he unfurled a handsome banner-red embroidery on yellow cloth and hung it across his chest. The
characters said:
Fu Tsung-tzu,
the exploiter landlord
who seized the people
by the neck.
“Just what you wanted, eh?” said Mayor Fu, smiling. “The same message as your cardboard, but it shows up
better, don’t you think?”
Commie No.3 had been blue from the cold, but now his face turned red. Some snickering could be heard
behind him.
“All right, you people, none of that laughing. This is serious. Today we are squaring accounts with an enemy
of the people. Don’t forget this landlord exploiter and the awful things he has done to you. At the trial, be sure to
tell of your sufferings. You can revile your tormentor as much as you like. Let’s go now. Let the parade begin.”
The lead drummer gave out with the beat, and the other drummers and gong men followed. But the lead
rhythm was desultory and inconsistent; the drummer seemed lacking in musical sensibilities. The result was a lot
of noise but not a good marching tempo; it was drumming to keep out of step with.
Mayor Fu stepped forward and took the drumsticks from the lead drummer. Humming a tune, he gave the big
drum a few licks, and then turning to the others said:
“Listen carefully, listen to the beat and the rhythm—kuang, kuang, kuang, then a pause—and put some life in
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it. This is not a funeral parade—at least not yet.”
He set up a lively beat. At first hesitantly, then with enthusiasm, the others followed. Mayor Fu stepped off
down the street and the parade was on. People heard the lively drum and gong corps and came out of their houses
to look. Some joined the procession. It was like a holiday. Soon the crowd started to laugh and joke.
Commie No.3 frowned and went along. There was nothing else to do.
For seven days Mayor Fu paraded through the district, proudly flying his red and yellow banner and beating
the big drum. The people applauded sometimes, and when the Commie representation was small, they cheered.
The village’s new leaders grew increasingly worried. This was not the way it was supposed to be. Landlords
were to be hated and denigrated, and here this one was turning into something of a hero. They decided to arrest
and detain him without further delay.
It was night when the pre-trial interrogation began at the temple, which had been made into the village office.
Not all the Buddhas had been removed, and they looked on sadly in the flickering candlelight.
“Now, Fu Tsung-tzu,” said Commie No.2, “we have heard you can recite the Shan Kuo Tze [Saga of Three
Kingdoms] from memory. Let’s hear it.”
“Of course,” said the Mayor. “What part would you like to hear maybe about how Mother Hsu upbraided Chao
Chao?”
“Just start from the beginning,” said Commie No.2. “We’ll tell you when to stop.”
“Just as you say.” said Mayor Fu. And he began with declamatory brilliance, taking great care with every
word. The interrogators worked in six shifts around the clock. Two days had gone by. Fu’s lips were parched and
cracked. When he asked for a drink he was either ignored or told water was being fetched but hadn’t arrived yet.
His voice became an almost inaudible whisper. His eyelids wouldn’t stay up any more. When he dropped off to
sleep a sharp slap roused him.
“Louder, louder!” shouted Commie No. 1, who had come in to see how things were going. “The comrades
can't hear you. Let’s see, Chao Tzu-lung fought to save the life of his king-boss at Chang Pan Po. Then what?
Come on, we are all waiting to hear what happened next.”
Mayor Fu made a game effort. He braced himself, forced open his eyes, and whispered through bleeding lips,
“Chao Tzu-lung took up—“
He passed out. Commies Nos. 1 and 2 and the lesser cadres hit him again and again. At last the pain woke him.
The Commies looked at each other knowingly. This would be the last night. He was breaking. They would keep
him awake the rest of the night. When the trial began on the morrow, he would confess to anything.
It was a gloomy day, as though the sun were ashamed to show its face. A stage had been built in front of the
temple. The crowd was not so large. Everyone had been ordered to come but many had suddenly taken to their
beds that day. Commies Nos. 1, 2, and 3 had taken their positions when Mayor Fu was brought out. He was dirty
and his hair was unkempt. Yet he didn’t look nearly so bad as he had last night. He smiled at Mrs. Fu, who was
crying quietly for a change. Some of the other women touched handkerchiefs to eyes and nose. He knew it was a
gesture of moral support.
Commie No.1 looked at him suspiciously. Maybe they hadn’t broken him after all. If he gave them more
trouble well, he could always be taken away in the night.
Commie No.3 made Mayor Fu kneel before the crowd. The mayor promptly put his head on the rough timber
floor and went soundly to sleep. There was a murmuring in the crowd, an indication of resentment at the treatment
accorded the prisoner. Commie No.3 sensed the way the wind was blowing, politely shook Mayor Fu, and helped
him to his feet.
The trial began. Commie No.1 parroted his betters and said the time had come for the poor to get even with the
rich an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth.
“We are here,” he said, “to deal out the people’s justice to this wicked exploiting landlord. Let the people
speak! Now is your chance to tell of the evils that this man has visited upon you.”
Nobody spoke.
Then Commie No.4, who had been stationed in the audience for the purpose, pushed forward Widow Liu, the
village shrew who had been quickly made into the leading cadre of the Women’s Association. Her face mean and
her teeth chomping as though to bite, she claimed that Mayor Fu had exploited her after the death of her husband.
She told of hungry children and cruelties. The truth was that Mayor Fu had torn up the mortgage on the small
property she had inherited.
“Confess!” said Commie No.1. “Confess your exploiting of this poor helpless comrade.”
“Oh, yes, I confess,” said Mayor Fu. “And to the whole story, too. Yes, I was cruel to her. We were lovers, and
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after her husband’s death, I couldn’t get rid of her. It’s good to know that she still cares so much. She’s a great
beauty, don’t you think.”
The crowd was laughing. Everybody understood the joke. Everybody admired the Mayor for his cleverness
and his courage. Everyone except Widow Liu, that is, and Commies Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4.
“Stop talking such nonsense!” said Commie No.1.
“Yes,” said Commie No.2, “just confess what we tell you to confess and nothing else, or you’ll be very sorry.”
“I thought you wanted the people to be outspoken,” said Mayor Fu. “I only wanted to tell you how much I
regret having had an affair with Widow Liu and then having been so cruel as to get rid of her. Just ask her about it.
I know now that she has joined the Party she speak only words of truth.”
Widow Liu was not very bright. But she had followed the gist of the Mayor’s speech and her face was black
with rage. As he finished, she climbed upon the stage and tried to beat and kick him. He only dodged and laughed.
“Just like old times,” he said. “She was always a vigorous partner.”
The crowd was laughing hard now. It was better entertainment than the traveling shows of old.
Commie No.1 was close to wringing his hands. He motioned to Commie No.2, and whispered in his ear:
“Get him out of here. This is our first struggle-trial and it’s going all wrong. The others will confess and we’ll
take care of him later.”
Commie No.2 said, “That’s enough. We’ll get to the bottom of the evidence. Next case.”
Commies Nos. 3 and 4 led Mayor Fu back into the temple and to the small room where he had been confined.
They pushed him in, locked the door, and went back to the trial. It was still a struggle. An old scholar, a farmer,
and an eight-year-old boy were scheduled to “confess” and refused. They had the temerity to say they were
innocent. There was nothing to do but adjourn the struggle-trial to another day.
Commies Nos. 1 and 2 watched while Commies Nos. 3 and 4 and some lesser cadres beat up Mayor Fu.
“Aren’t you afraid to die?” said Commie No.1.
“Yes,” said Mayor Fu. “But I can die only once. I think you will die many times before the people get through
with you.”
They finally tired of beating him and went away. Mayor Fu didn’t even feel the pain of bruises and abrasions.
He was sleeping too soundly.
Commie No.1 decided the struggle trial should be continued the next day. It went on for five days. Somewhat
more successfully. At least they found a few people to confess they hadn’t read Mao for a day or two, and things
like that.
But the crowd was still in a gay mood. The people were not taking the struggle trial sessions seriously enough.
By the fifth day, someone called out:
“Where’s old Fu and the Widow Liu? Why don’t you struggle-try them again?”
Commie No.1 said, “He’s repenting now. He’s confessed everything.”
Mocking laughter followed Commie No.1 as he closed the trial and walked into the temple: An old man had
climbed on the stage, and the people stayed, surprised.
“I am old and what happens to me doesn’t matter,” he said. “We have laughed these days, but there won’t be
much laughter from now on. They have made mistakes but they have learned from them. I don’t think we shall
laugh again until they are gone.”
He climbed down and walked away. Nobody tried to stop him. The few cadres present kept their mouths shut.
But there was to be one more laugh—quietly and behind the backs of Commies Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4.
The next morning No.4 came breathlessly into the office of No.1 and said:
“He’s gone.”
No.4 didn’t have to say who. Gone with him were Mrs. Fu and Little Wang, the deputy team leader who could
have become Commie No.5. Later the villagers heard a rumor that they had gotten clean away to “the other
place.” They hoped it was true.
*
In the village of Wu Li Pao the snows still come each winter. The people remember their first struggle-trial and
try to smile a little. In their hearts they are sure that one day soon Mayor Fu and Mrs. Fu and Little Wang will
return, and everyone will smile and laugh once more.
150.179 Molten Iron\fn{by Tsu Hsi-Nin aka Tsu Ching-hai (1927- )} Shantung Province, China (M) 6
The brightness of the snow was reflected in the passengers’ faces.
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This rare snow storm had lasted for two whole nights and a day, and it was because of the heavy snow drifts
that the 3:20 passenger train had not come through.
Even when the snow stopped, the sky did not clear up and the streets of the little town were all closed. When
the stores opened, the snow bank at the doorways was piled up as high as a man. At least, the people were not
smothered inside; they could still see the cold, white sky. When they greeted the neighbors, they could hear their
voices but could not see each other. However, they were all happy; they felt that Lao Tien Yeh\fn{ A note reads: Lao
Tien Yeh literally means Old Man in the sky, meaning the ruler of the heavens .} had played a joke on them; a gentle joke that
was immensely novel and amusing.
Thus, the death of Meng Hsien-kwei, the opium smoker, at the East Mountain Temple was not know until late
in the afternoon. Nobody knew when he had died.
The news spread quickly. A narrow strip was dug out in the deep snow and it was as if the people were walking
in a tunnel. It was so many years since they had had such a heavy snow fall that they all seemed to feel they
should salute each other. The news of Meng Hsien-kwei’s death was passed on through the snow tunnel. When
they spat on the snow bank the hot phlegm made a tiny green hole. They felt they had to express some regret for
the deceased but in their hearts they really felt that this was just as rare as the heavy snow storm.
The train stopped and the town lay undisturbed by the smoke and rumble of the iron wheels. It was as quiet
and peaceful as it was twenty years ago.
Several dogs were sitting around the dead body. When the people came running to it, the dogs sneaked a little
farther off unwilling to leave. The corpse was coiled under a disorderly heap of wheat stalks as if even in death it
was a little shy. But it was not hidden well, for one bare leg was sticking out. When the wheat stalks had been
brushed away, the railway workmen, who very seldom came to the East Mountain Temple, had all come by then
to help in settling the affairs of the dead man.
The stiff body could not be straightened; it remained curled up; pretending sleep or making fun of someone, as
it lazily allowed the people to turn it, push it around, and lift it up. People would look just like that during sound
sleep: mouth half open and eyes half shut.
The Meng line of descendants had already been interrupted so that there were no relatives to come and claim
the body. The town’s people got together and produced a flimsy coffin, but it could not be brought to the East
Mountain Temple because the snow trench was too narrow. The corpse could neither be left at the temple as they
were afraid the dogs would gnaw at it and thus cause criticism from the neighboring towns. They ought to shroud
and bury the body before dark.
To carry the body through the narrow trench so the only thing they could do was to take the worm out of the
dog skin left behind by the dead man, tie two ropes to it and put the corpse on top, dragging it all the way to the
northern section of the town, passing the railroad beside the pond at the south side of Deaf Hwa, the carpenter’s
shop. That was near the station and not far over the tracks were the burial hills.
The corpse, still curled up, was dragged heavily over the snow-covered ground. A stiff arm was stretched out
of the dog skin, trailing over the hardened uneven snow, moving up and down, and falling back again to its
position. The movement was as regular as if the stiff arm was working at some simple handicraft; although it
never used to do any kind of work at all. When people thought of the dead man it was always as a figure reclining
under the caves of temple corridors, urning his opium, his head pillowed on a piece of black brick, oblivious to
discomfort.
The town’s night watchman followed behind with a small cloth bundle with the end of an opium pipe sticking
out. this was the only thing left by Meng Hsien-kwei. The watchman scattered round pieces of yellow paper that
floated in the snow.
The flimsy coffin was not even painted. Most probably, the cost of painting it would be enough to buy another
one just like it. The natural white color of the willow wood looked somewhat lie the color of dead flesh.
The signal post was half buried under a circle of snow and there were several workers clearing the tracks at the
rail switch. The coffin was in the clearing by the side of the pond. It was difficult to place the rigid curled-up body
into the narrow wooden box. It seemed the dead man was not too willing to be put away in such a careless fashion
and he was mulishly making a last demand. Some suggested to burn more paper money for him, then perhaps they
would be able to manage to put in the arm that was causing so much trouble.
“You had better put in that opium pipe of his first. If you don’t, he won’t give up!” someone reminded the
watchman. A few of the old women began to get angry and threw a whole stack of paper money on the dead
man’s face, exclaiming:
“We have done our best for you, Opium Devil! Why should you seek retribution in death!”
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Finally, they had to bend the stiffened arm—maybe breaking it—before they could place the cover on the
coffin. Deaf Hawa, the carpenter, who had waited impatiently hurried forward to nail it down. The nails were six
inches long and he hammered them down in a few strokes. However, he did not do well enough to show off his
capability as a carpenter for he was too nervous lest the dead man would struggle up again.
They decided to leave the coffin there and bury it after the snow had melted. If Meng Hsien-kwei had offended
the Dog Star after he died, the dogs would come and batter him with their heads and the thin boards of the coffin
would not be able to bear up. So they decided to have the watchman mix up a can of line with water and pour it
over the coffin.
Dusk was falling and the people began to go home. Some people lived on the other side of the tracks; twenty
years ago, there was no such thing as the other side of the tracks. The lone coffin was left encircled by a muddle
of trammeled footprints. The ashes of the burnt-out paper money lightly twirled in the melted snow-pit, blown and
scattered by the cold wind, chasing each other over the ice-covered pond. A black dog sat on the pile of snow by
the road-side, constantly pointing his nose up in the air. Children threw snow balls at him but could not drive him
away.
People began to talk of the number of years it took the dead man to go through his family’s fortune and end up
the way he did. It wasn’t too long an age. Even those who were in their thirties could remember the tie when there
was the struggle over the contracting of the government-own salt. That year, the railway had just been lad through
and there were not as many businesses and trades in the little town. But the salt industry, which the Official
Administration wanted to put out for contract, brought many outsiders into the village—country yokels from far
off Shansi, and Moslems from over the border.
During the years when the railroad was being built, the people of the town were disturbed. They were
hopelessly resigned to receiving an unimaginable catastrophe. In the simple minds of the half-farmers, and halfmerchants, life was quiet and peaceful except for the primitive fears of drought, tidal waves, locusts and plagues.
According to hearsay, a huge monster would soon be barging in: No Cha’s Wind-Fire Wheel\fn{ A note reads: No
Cha is a supernatural being in Chinese legend .} known to them through the songs and stories of the tale-tellers. Nobody
had ever seen it.
The machine monster was an enormous black dragon, so tall, so big, so long; it belched out smoke and fire as
it roared and rolled on. Houses would quake and fall when it would pass. Their ancestors would turn over in their
graves and the spirits of their children would be plucked away. It was also rumored that the Royal Court had been
defeated by the Foreigners,\fn{ Since the last decade of the 18 th century, the central government’s ability to command the allegiance
and respect of its citizens began a steady, continuous decline from which it never emerged .} and this caused the black monster free
entrance into the town.
Several lives had been lost during the survey of the prospective railway. The District Magistrate went to the
country, but nothing could be done to settle matters. Would the Imperial Court allow the people’s ancestors to be
dug out? They would die protecting their graves! Even if Master Chan, the Honorable Taotai\fn{A note reads: Taotai
—the former intendant of a circuit, the political division of a province .} came with his soldiers bearing green flags and the
Imperial orders; the Imperial Court should also understand that the machine meant no harm. They said that when
the railway was finished it would only take a day to reach the city of Peking. That was Devil’s talk! the people
said. On a fast horse, it would take five days, by foot or sedan chair it would take over half a month to reach
Peking. And what would anyone want to go to Peking City for? Even though for thousands of generations no one
had been to Peking City, the crops in the fields were still producing seeds, the trades were still making profit. Who
would want to rush to Peking in a day? It took three hundred and sixty suns to make a year and it was even
bothersome to remember all the months. Birthdays were remembered according to the time of the harvesting of
wheat or the flowering of the soy bean. The ancients had divided night and day into twelve hours;\fn{ A note reads:
The original Chinese hour is equal to two English hours .} that was already complicated enough without dividing it again
into eighty-six thousand and four hundred seconds. That would be even more meaningless! And now they speak
of a short day to travel so many hundreds of miles!
Two years after they had finished surveying, there was still no train. The people though tit had blown over, or
the Imperial Court had driven away the Foreigners. But gradually, despite the suspicions and fears of the people,
the railroad stretched day by day towards the town, extending from south to north, from north to south. The
people reported on the progress as if it were some impending disaster. They felt exactly the same way they had
felt the year of the flood. The only ones who remained calm were the old women who went their way to the
temples to lay their petitions in the laps of the gods. The buddhas, encircled by the fragrance of the incense sticks,
only smiled passively, but they gave the old women more hope.
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When Master Chan, the Honorable Taotai, came once again, everyone in the town came to the railroad tracks
and knelt there. The Honorable Taotai smiled at them as hard as did the buddhas at the temple. He did not wear
his court dress, [his face was burned dark by the sun].\fn{ So the text. It appears that the editor has either presented this phrase
either as his re-translation of an obscure passage, or as a variant text which he discovered in a manuscript copy of the story .} He stayed
overnight in the town, but not at the town elder’s home and, under the circumstances, the District Magistrate had
to submit to the inconvenience. The next day, both Honorables got up at an unaccustomed early hour to follow the
rails down south on an inspection tour. Aside from the innkeeper who went around showing off the scroll that the
Honorable Taotai had personally written for him, all the town people continued to curse, having lost all hope.
They all waited for the foreign witch of a train to come with all its impending disaster.
“A fatal calamity!” They swore with resignation.
During this railroad business, another important affair disturbed the town: the time had arrived for the
rebidding of the salt contract. There were only a little over six hundred families in the town and including the
families from the nearby villages and farms, there were some thirty bidders. On the day of the bidding, Meng
Hsien-kwei’s old man, Meng Tsao-yu, took the bid at eleven thousand one hundred and eighty-nine ounces of
silver. But he was not the only one; Shen Chang-fa had put in exactly the same amount. That amount was the
nearest to the official estimates, so to decide between the two, the government sent down an official to personally
supervise the lot drawing.
The Meng and Shen families had been enemies during the previous years fighting for this salt contract. By an
unfortunate coincidence, these enemies had to clash again. The District Officer, Master Hung, came down twice to
try and settle the dispute but achieved no results as both families refused to draw lots and were determined to
stand firm and fight it out to the finish.
For the past two generations, the Meng family had been important people. It was due to having lost the
contract that Meng Tsao-yu had looked down on his father due to their family properties. She was, however, even
more of a rascal than his father. He possessed a scrupulous determination to stick to his word. He had always been
used to winning in any argument that when he became involved with this dispute he was eager to win it so as to
wash away the shame of the last generation, and earn five years of prosperity for his family. Nothing anybody
could say or do would force him to give way.
“I, Meng Tsao-yu, have waited and endured for two generations and now after thirty years, my time has finally
arrived! Don’t even dream that I will be as useless as my father was!”
Master Hung, the District Officer, was sent down and Meng Tsao-yu drew out from his leggings a small dagger
with a sharkskin scabbard from which dangled a bright red tassel.
“You that are named Shen, if you have the guts let’s try it the hard way.”
Shen Chang-fa was the kind of man who could become anything you said. This time it was different. The
prospect of having five years of great wealth\fn{ For everyone needs salt.} could change anyone.
“Whoever gives way is a bastard descendant of mine!” Shen Chang-fa rolled up the sleeve of his fur-lined
gown, showing the large red birth mark on his arm.
Master Hung drew on his water pipe, thinking of the quail fights. He reached behind him to loosen the tip of
his pigtail\fn{When the Manchu conquered the Chinese in 1644 and imposed their rule upon them, they required all Chinese men to
shave their heads and wear the pigtail as a sign of their perpetual servitude .} that he had sat upon.
Shen Chang-fa was already mentally clicking at the abacus; the railroad had taken away five point six
mous\fn{One acre = 6.6 mous of land.} of his farm land and he was planning on getting the salt contract to make up for
it. He was willing to sacrifice the stab pains of a knife rather than lose five point six mous of land.
He yelled at his third son standing beside him: “Go home and get your grandfather’s knife—the Shens have
never given in to anybody yet. Thirty years ago, Grandfather Shen conquered the world with this sword, now
wealth is about to fall on the Shen’s tiled roof: we shall not give way!”
This speech needled Meng Tsao-yu until he hurt all over. There was a tearing sound as he slashed off half of
his trousers leg and planted his foot on a long wooden bench.
“Master Hung, your intelligence is as clear as a mirror, you and the other brothers gathered here, shall be my
witnesses!”
Meng Tsao-yu held up the dagger in his folded hands and saluted everyone; then he quickly stabbed himself
three times in his lower leg. The small dagger went right through the flesh before being pulled out again; it was
done with such flourish and neatness that it was as if <it> were not his flesh at all. He lifted his leg on to the back
of an arm chair and showed everyone his wounds: three cuts with six wounds, and the blood flowing down in
rivulets on the floor.
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“Just a small gesture!”
Meng Tsao-yu stood erect on one leg, quietly letting the sticky purple drip onto the brick-patterned floor. His
ruddy face and neck had not changed color. The watchers could hear the drip of the blood as uniform as the sound
of the iron hammers they drove in the nails on the railroad ties in the distance.\fn{ The text has: in a distance.}
The air began to fill with the sound of the clashing of metal on stone. The railroad had already come to the
little town!
Meng Tsao-yu’s woman brought him some hair ash to stop the blood but he threw it away.
The Shen’s third son had come with the knife used for killing sheep. After Shen Chang-fa’s ancestor had used
it to get the salt contract from the Meng family, they had mounted it with a black wood handle and scabbard inlaid
with silver. When the knife was drawn out the rough and the delicate handiwork did not balance with the brightly
polished blade.
Shen Chang-fa’s eyes caught the blood on the floor, and although he did not show it outwardly, his courage
cooled off a little. The sword in his hand carried the weight of his family’s fortune. He grit his teeth and with a
little too much strength, thrust the knife halfway through his leg. It took some time before the blood started to
flow. The knife was stuck and it took two people to pull it out.
Pools of blood dripped on the floor of the hall, ending the fight. Master Hung went back to his office, leaving
the matter to be settled by the town magistrate, since nothing was definite about who won and who lost.
Meditation in any kind of a dispute would have been easy, but this kind with two parties using their own flesh
and blood to match against each other, it was rather difficult to decide.
Two days afterwards, a tray was presented to the town magistrate. The tray was covered with a square of bright
red cloth on which lay three neatly cut off fingers. The family and neighbors Meng Tsao-yu pleaded but he would
not listen. Three of his fingers for a family fortune was not asking too much, he would say.
“What, can I with the surname of Meng lose to that bastard Shen? That old man of mine has already burdened
me for thirty years. The salt contract will be mine this time.”
The tray went back to Meng Tsao-yu. On it were added three more bloody fingers which could be immediately
recognized as Shen Chang-fa’s. He did not think that Shen Chang-fa would also go to such lengths and in his
anger, he kicked over the glass-covered screen.
“Who will stop me now? Whoever tries to stop me is a bastard son!” Meng Tsao-yu roared.
He had one son. The twenty-year-old Meng Hsien-kwei who was about to be married and was, therefore,
considered a mature man. Meng Hsien-kwei was pale, thin and tall. He always looked as if there were some bones
missing in his body for wherever he stood, he always had to find something to lean on. When he walked, he
twisted and undulated like a girl singer crossing the stage in a Chinese opera. He was not built for keeping up a
family fortune. And seeing his father become such a bloody mess in this dispute, scared him into running away to
hid himself at his grandmother’s place, several miles away, where the railroad had already been laid up to that
place.
Meng Hsien-kwei followed the workers around all day long, never getting tired of watching them. The cold
weather, nor the bitter wind, did not stop him.
On the day when the railroad was finally finished, the first train came through, decorated with the dragon
banner and red flags, section after section of cars. The people had never before seen such beautiful little houses
made out of iron and steel; one after the other, flying by, back and forth. It was snowing and the train came and
went in the midst of the snow, leaving behind a low trail of smoke, creating a sense of mystery and power. the
people’s fear and hate seemed to have been chased away. Meng Hsien-kwei, however, was left with a feeling of
depression. He wondered if he could, in his lifetime, be able to ride on the train.
A messenger arrived from his home, having come through the wind and the snow to bring the news that his
father had ended the dispute with his life.
Hurrying home for the funeral, Meng Hsien-kwei rocked back and forth in the mule cart, crying and thinking.
After the New Year, the salt contract would be his and his wish to ride in a train would actually be realized. But,
on seeing how terribly his father had died, he was scared to do anything.
In spite of the heavy snowfall, a group of people gathered in front of the town elder’s home.
The town elder was of a family that had achieved recognition for meritorious service, so that in front of his
door was a tall flag pole, on top of which the square-shaped box was slanted over. It had not been painted for
years, and it was covered with sparrow’s droppings trimming the edges white.
Nobody had ever died like Meng Tsao-yu’s.
There was an ironmaster who traveled around the villages who had come to this town to set up his furnace and
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show off his handiwork. No other handicraft was as welcome as this one, for this was a most popular pastime; and
it had\fn{The text has: has.} been a long time since monkey stage shows had been presented in town.
The people brought food, broken pots and pans, and broken ploughshares to exchange for new tools and
utensils. Around the furnace was an array of sand molds, ploughshares, gun barrels and iron hoes. The furnace
belched out blue and red flames while two stalwart fellows stood on the bellows, pumping it continuously,
sending the quivering red and blue flames spurting upwards into the air. The mouth of the furnace yawned toward
the sky and it swallowed bushels of coal and raw iron. The people kept calling out; one wanted a pot of so many
inches, another wanted a ploughshare of a certain size. Everyone was fighting to get something from the first pot
of iron ore. The bottom of the furnace was opened and the bright red molten iron flowed into the fire-proof mortar
standing below.
The ironmaster used a long iron stick to scrape off the floating refuse and then stepped back with a wave of his
hand. The two burly men who had been pumping the bellows came clumsily over. Their legs wrapped up with
water buffalo skins, lifted the heavy mortar and following the directions of the ironmaster, poured the thick red
iron liquid into the various sand molds.
This was the first put and after they had finished pouring it all out, their faces were dripping with huge beads
of sweat. The molten iron had heated up the surrounding area for a distance of over five feet around.
“Water melon juice! It’s just like water melon juice!”
“Not always good for the health! Who will drink it?” another said. It was all a great big joke, and the people
were having a bit of fun.
It was at the ironmaster’s shop that Meng Hsein-kwei’s father met his enemy after losing each three fingers.
“You by the name of Shen, do you hear that? The health restoring water melon juice!”
The two, who suffered bitterly because of their dispute, stood on either side of the furnace, glaring at each
other.
“Do you have the guts, you by the name of Meng? If you do, I, Shen Chang-fa, will surely keep you
company.”
At that moment, someone came running up with the news that the train was really coming. The rumor that the
train was coming had been told innumerable times but this man came running up, out of breath, and insisted that
this time the train was really coming; it had already reached Cat’s Valley.
The people had been cheated many times and yet they could not resist it. They hurried toward the north of the
town, in groups.
Not many people were left by the door of the town elder, while the snowflakes kept on falling and stopping,
stopping and falling.
“Master, your honor must be our witness!”
Meng Tsao-yu twisted his long pig-tail around his neck. “My good-for-nothing old man has cursed me with a
life time of endurance, should I just wait to become like a cad for my son to chew on?”
The town elder was talking to the ironmaster, asking him how much he could make at this kind of work, how
much coal he had to use to heat up one pot of ore, how much he paid the two workmen, how much his expenses
were for a day.
“I, with the name of Meng, cannot endure to be under other people’s feet for a lifetime!”
“I think you two should settle this matter peacefully!” The town elder sincerely advised them. He had not
actually understood all that Meng Tsao-yu was shouting at him. “Tsao-yu, listen to me. The two of you divide up
the cost of the bid and the profit. If you fight this out with your life, you can’t take one single grain of salt with
you into your coffin! Think more of what my third son has said to you about a new way of thinking.”
The two elder’s third son was studying at the university in Peking and the town people called him the foreign
scholar. He had told Meng Tsao-yu:
“If you’re just doing this in a show of temper, there’s nothing more to say. If you’re crazy for the five year’s
great wealth, I’m afraid it will be very difficult.” Foreign Scholar, aside from having cut off his pigtail and talking
with a Peking accent, was not at all foreign. “You won’t believe me when I tell you that once the train goes
through, I don’t think you can go through with the salt contract; there will be the day when you will lose
everything. This could be difficult to believe.”
This was not only disagreeable to Meng Tsao-yu’s ears, everyone else who heard did not believe it. Anyone
who got the salt contract and did not become wealthy must have gone against the natural laws of heaven. There
never had been such an example in all the thousands of years that had passed.
From a distance came a queer roaring and rumbling. The people had never heard such a sound before.
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The furnace was heated intensively, the blue, red and yellow flames quivered and exuded a nose-stinging
sulphur smell. The ironmaster used his stick to stir the pot and the fire sparks and the snowflakes intermingled.
It has been snowing, but Meng Tsao-yu took off his upper jacket. Although he had already lost three fingers
and the bloodstains on the bandages appeared to be still fresh, he was very nimble with his hands. He took off his
gown and threw it on the ground. Mistress Meng who had been busy at home preparing for the New Year, came
rushing out with her hands still covered with flour. Unfortunately, it was too late; the people standing around were
also unprepared for this.
“Everyone listen! I, Meng Tsao-yu have the contract; it will be my son’s!”
The man was bare-chested, his pigtail wound around his neck in a knot, as he jumped forward and lifted up the
half-filled mortar.
“I have it! It is mine!”
He gave a last shout at his enemy, Shen Chang-fa, and lifted up the mortar full of molten iron, higher and
higher. Nobody dared to try and stop him. No one would dare to defy death by touching that scorching liquid.
Even the ironmaster stood there, shocked and immobile.
Everybody watched him pour the bright red liquid iron into his wide open mouth.
It took only a short while, only a flash of an eye; and it was not really poured into his mouth. The molten iron
was poured over his head, over his face and a sudden spurt of yellow smoke mixed with milk-white steam rose up
into the sky as the air exploded. Immediately, the air was filled with the horrible smell of burning flesh. It seemed
as if the people were also covered with the hot liquid and they shouted out their fear and pain. It seemed as if they
heard a last shrill cry from Meng Tsao-yu; a cry that stuck to their ear drums and would not go away for a long,
long time.
Then it was the train whistle blowing, a long long whistle; sharp and clear.
Meng Tsao-yu fell down in that spurt of smoke and lay with his face toward the sky.
The molten iron quickly became several vein-like lines of black solid, covering his bare chest. The raw iron
looked like a huge black claw, tightly gripping the mass of rotten flesh.
One curled-up leg was still quivering weakly, lifeless.
The entire head was burned a crisp black, there was no way to tell where the nose was, where the mouth was
that had just shouted: “I have it, it is mine!”
The black ashes from his hair floated around in a puff of wind, whirling in a circle, then disappearing. Smoke
curled up from the dead body, the cotton-quilted trousers were still smoldering, although flames no longer danced.
A heart-shuddering rumble of iron wheels came from the north of the town, like the hurried striking of
ironware or the running of countless horses over the frozen ground. Pitch black smoke covered half the sky and
the day immediately seemed to darken.
The few faces of the people that were left standing there had all lost their human color, gazing apprehensively
at each other, they did not know whether it was because of the pitiful death of Meng Tsao-yu or if it was because
of the arrival of the devil-like train with its portent of seeming disaster, that they were reduced to such abject fear
and terror.
The wind rose and the snow began to fall more heavily. As the day darkened the ground became even more
pale. The snow wanted to bury the little town, perhaps bury it in silence.
Only the woman’s pitiful grieving broke the quiet.
From then on, the misunderstood and unwelcomed train began to disturb the town. It came and went as it
willed, roaring thundering, forcing the people to become used to it.
The train brought with it many new things that were not really needed by the people, nor considered important.
The post office started a new building in the town, people from the other provinces came to sell: oil, newspapers
and foreign soap. The train forced people to know how many hours there were in a day, how many minutes in an
hour.
Six months after the train had gone through, only two people in the whole town had had the courage tro walk
into the stomach of this long black dragon; the foreign scholar and the young master Meng Hsien-kwei.
The salt contract was held by the Meng family and in six months they had made three thousand ounces of
silver. This was really carrying out the contract in as honest a way as there ever was. At the end of the first year,
when they added their accounts, they had made a solid seven thousand six hundred ounces. Meng Hsien-kwei
bought land, built a house, took a wife and then a concubine. After that, he started to smoke opium.
The train did not bring any disaster to the little town, except for the terrible death of Meng Tsao-yu. Everybody
said that it was the will of the gods and the devil, and that Meng Tsao-yu should break the evil spell. However, the
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foreign scholar’s prophesy was not an empty one. Three years later, the merchants packed their salt into the train
and it did not even stop at the little town. That year, they lost a hundred mous of land. They all began using gas
lamps and foreign soup. The people came to have a fixed hour and minute for taking the train and, if the people
still had any complaints, it was only that they had to wait for the train to come.
Five years passed, ten years, twenty years before a white coffin covered with lime was set in the deep snow by
the railroad tracks.
That night, the moon came out from behind the clouds and mirrored itself on the snow covered tracks, and also
on the lonely coffin where dogs waited in a circle. A white one padded restlessly back and forth, his shadow
moving over the snow.
A wind-blown cloud just missed the moon. The white dog looked up and scratched at the snow with his
forelegs, until he had made a deep hole and laid down in it.
Another cloud hit the moon. The people were all sleeping deeply.
292.131 Excerpt from Ruby Red And Goldrush Yellow: An Early Cariboo Adventure\fn{by Branwen Christine
Patenaude (1927- )} Shanghai, China (F) 9
1
As the sailing ship Rhonda glided through the choppy waters of the Atlantic on that early April morning of
1860, Arthur watched as the bubbly white foam slapped against the sides of the ship, and then gave way to yet
another wave of the frothy bubbles.
He could see the foam, because he stood with his head far out over the side, waiting for the nausea to pass. Just
two days out of Belfast, he, and most of the other two dozen passengers, were still seasick, some flat on their
backs in the sleeping area below decks.
Despite his nauseous state Arthur had risen from his bunk and climbed up to the top deck where he could see
the sun rising above the far, blue horizon. He was very happy, as happy as he had ever been in his short life.
“At last,” he kept saying to himself, “I can hardly believe it, but I am finally on my way to find my
Da.”\fn{Father:H} For most of his twenty-three years, Arthur had longed to have a father, but it had taken the
chance of a government position in British Columbia, Canada, to start him on his quest.
“Would ya mind moving off a bit, young fellah, while I run the mop over where you’re standin’,” shouted a
burly, red-faced sailor. Not waiting for a reply, the man proceeded to cover Arthur’s boots with sudsy water,
forcing him to move quickly.
As yet another spell of dizziness passed over him Arthur held onto the brass railing along the sides of the ship
and looked out over the blue-gray waters of the Atlantic. He marveled at how circumstances had brought him to
this point in his young life.
Growing up in his grandfather’s house on the outskirts of Belfast, his life had been very different from the
boys he went to school with They all had fathers. When they bragged about them, Arthur shrank from view,
hoping no one would ask about his, but of course they always did.
“My father is dead,” he would tell them, “he died before I was born,” which was not quite true. Most of his
friends accepted that explanation, but there were always those who suspected that he was a bastard, and tried to
make life difficult for him.
As a very young child just barely able to walk, he had sensed that something was missing from his life. His
mother, Meagan O’Rourke, a loving, caring parent felt it also, that he knew something was not right. He longed
for a male figure in his life, someone he could emulate. There was of course his grandfather, a well-to-do owner
of a linen factory, under whose roof Arthur had always lived, but he was so much older, so distant, so
unapproachable. When he was old enough Arthur had asked his mother about his father. She was hesitant at first
to tell him anything.
“I will tell ye that his name is Thomas Moore, and that he left Ireland before you were born.” Later she
divulged:
“Your father left home for North America because he could not stand the way his own father, an Englishman in
the Irish government, treated the tenant farmers under his control.”
As Arthur grew older he had come to know how the poor, debt ridden Irish farmers were literally thrown out,
or burned out of heir cottages when they could not pay their rent. He also deplored the fact that the children of the
tenant farmers were denied an education. Lately his mother had mentioned:
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“When Tom asked my father if he could marry me, my father refused.”
As Meagan saw Tom off at the docks on that cold, blustery March morning, he had promised to write, and
when he could afford it, to send for her, but that never happened. She had never received any letters either. Before
they parted that morning, Tom gave Meagan a keepsake, the only tangible proof of his love. It was a large gold
ring set with a big red ruby. Mounted in the middle was the Moore family crest.
“‘I will treasure it forever,’” she told him. “At the same time I gave Tom my locket to keep, the one with my
portrait in it,” she added. Despite her broken heart, Arthur was sure his mother, who had never married, was still
in love with the memory of Thomas Moore.
Long ago Arthur had suspected that his grandfather had kept his parents apart. On numerous occasions when
the old man was gone from home, Arthur had searched through his grandfather’s study, hoping to find some trace
of his father; letters to his mother perhaps, that had never been delivered. If there had been any such letters, they
had obviously been destroyed. Through the years, however there had been some correspondence from Tom’s
mother. Somehow Megan’s father had failed to recognize the connection to Tom, and had allowed Megan to
receive the letters.
At Tom’s request his mother had written to Megan informing her of Tom’s whereabouts. For some years it was
in the eastern United States, then California, and more recently in the interior of British Columbia. Megan had
toyed with the idea of writing back, but the fact that she had had a child by Tom made her hesitate. It was well
known that for young unmarried woman to become pregnant was a terrible disgrace to the family.
Just then Arthur’s reveries were suddenly interrupted. In a very loud voice the Captain was giving orders to his
bosun from the stern of the ship:
“Ahoy there! Hoist the flags and pull up the mainsails!”
With the sun shining brilliantly, and with a brisk tail wind blowing, Arthur stood by as the two main sails were
unfurled. When the flags went up they were the Red Ensign of Britain, and an American flag with thirteen stripes
and thirty-four stars. The glare from the sun on the white sheets fairly blinded him, and he had to shield his eyes
while he watched the agile sailors climb up and down the rigging. Just then a young woman, Annie, one of the
passengers, came up to him.
“Are you still sick?” she asked. “I saw you hangin’ over the side there. I am a lot better this morning, but I
couldna eat a morsel of food.” She was a buxom Irish lass with dark curls and dark blue eyes the color of the
ocean.
“Yes,” replied Arthur. I am still quite nauseous, and get dizzy when I walk.”
“I felt that way yesterday,” she added brightly, “So by tomorrow you should be fine.”
“Uggh,” was all Arthur could utter.
The splashing of the waves up against the ship, and the strong breeze blowing through the rigging almost
blocked out the sound of a gong clanging somewhere nearby. Apparently Annie had heard it.
“That will the be the call to breakfast,” said the young lady. “Are ye coming down with me?”
“Well, I could try to keep a cup of hot tea down,” replied Arthur. Taking his arm Annie helped him over to the
stairs, and down to the kitchen/dining room. This was part of the ship’s steerage class accommodations, which
Arthur had paid for out of the allowance provided by the British government. It had given him a great sense of
independence to be paying for his own ticket.
Down in the galley the passengers had gathered to eat breakfast. In the middle of the long wooden table sat
bowls and spoons beside a large pot of hot oatmeal. On the stove were pots of tea, a bowl of sugar, and a lot of tin
cups. Not long after the voyage began the passengers in steerage realized that they could have much better meals
if they pooled their supplies, and an arrangement was made with the women to do most of the cooking, while the
men cleaned up and washed the dishes.
In anticipation of the nearly two months voyage Meagan had helped Arthur decide what supplies he would
need to take. An assortment of cooking pots, oatmeal, brown flour, ea, and a good supply of bannock that she had
baked herself.
“You will also need some apples, cabbages and leeks too,” Meagan had advised. “We can’t have you getting
scurvy on the voyage.”
While attempting to eat a little bannock, Arthur was again reminded of his mother. It has been a tearful
farewell at the docks when he left her, more so for Meagan as she felt that history was repeating itself. Twentyodd years before she had seen her sweetheart Thomas Moore off at the very same dock. Now as Arthur, her only
child, was leaving her, she drew out the ruby ring that Tom had given her so long ago, and placed it on Arthur’s
finger. It fit perfectly.
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“Ah, but you are so much like your father,” she murmured, “taller mind you, but with the same cheeky,
crooked smile, and the same dry sense of humor.” If only I had told him then, that I was pregnant, she said to
herself, how different things might have been.
Accommodations aboard the ship were crude, but tolerable. The drinking water had a strange taste, but by
adding some cream of tartar, it could be used. For sleeping, there were separate cabins for single men and women
down in the bottom of the ship. The few married couples and their children were allotted cabins donated by the
ship’s crew, who had generously give up their own quarters. In fair weather the passengers walked the decks for
exercise, and Arthur often caught up with young Annie and her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ross, who walked every
day, fair weather or foul.
“Do you walk a lot at home?” Annie asked Arthur as she took his arm and sheltered herself against the stiff
breeze blowing off the ocean.
“Not that much, although my mother often invites me to go with her for walks in the nearby park.”
“That’s in Belfast, is it?” asked Annie.
“Yes. I have been studying the law and haven’t had much time for exercise.” Just as they rounded a corner of
the deck they could see a game of shuffleboard in progress, but with only two players participating.
“Would you like to play?” Arthur asked Annie welcomed the opportunity as she had not played before. They
had great fun as partners in the game, and got along well.
When the ship passed through stormy weather Arthur spent much time in his cabin, studying his books. Thanks
to his mother’s insistence and his grandfather’s money, he had received a good education. While apprenticed to a
much-respected law firm in Belfast, the opportunity of moving to British Columbia had forced him to tender his
resignation. This did not bother Arthur too much, as he welcomed the chance to find his father.
There had been a gold rush taking place in the interior of the Colony for the last two years, and it seemed a
most likely place for his father to be. The governor of British Columbia, James Douglas, was looking for educated
young men like Arthur to assist as administrators to the miners who were flocking into the country. In that
capacity there would be a certain amount of traveling involved, when he could be upon the lookout for his father.
During the voyage across the Atlantic Arthur enjoyed talking to the ship’s Captain who invited him up [to] his
chart room, to look over his collection of maps. A middle-aged mariner, the Captain had sailed the seas since the
age of ten, and had visited every part of the known world. Among his collection of maps was one of British
Columbia that Arthur studied intently.
“Have you ever visited British Columbia, Sir?” he asked the Captain.
“Only the port of Fort Victoria. A beautiful island it is, but if you’ll notice, the mainland is hardly developed.”
“That’s where gold has been discovered, and I expect that will cause some development,” mentioned Arthur.
“I hear that American miners are pouring in there now that the California rush is slowing down,” added the
Captain.
“I don’t suppose the British Government will approve of that,” said Arthur.
One some evenings during the voyage, and as the mood dictated, there was some merriment in the 2 nd class
dining room, in which the steerage passengers were allowed to take part. On several occasions three young Irish
boys, part of a musical troupe on their way to New York, struck up their fiddle, flute and drum, and played and
sang for the passengers.
There was dancing too, and Arthur, who loved to dance, found several partners amongst the young women on
board. Annie the buxom Irish lass, was a very good dancer, and was much sought after as a partner. For some
unknown reason though, when Arthur saw another man coming to ask her to dance she would grab Arthur by the
hand and lead him off.
“Oh Arthur, please dance with me,” she would plead. “I don’t want to dance with that one.”
One evening they discovered a poet among the passengers, a young Irish lad who recited some of his country
verse, as well as some famous lines from the classics, Shakespeare and John Milton.
*
It was two weeks later when they docked at New York, and after going through immigration Arthur found a
room in a hotel that faced the City Hall Park. He was used to Belfast, a fairly large city, but New York was
enormous by comparison.
Anxious to start on the next phase of his journey, Arthur left the hotel to find the agency of a navigation
company whose vessels sailed between New York, Panama, and San Francisco. He left the hotel dressed in just
his suit, but soon returned for his coat. Although spring was evident in many ways, there was still a chill in the air.
On locating the agency, when he went to pay for his ticket, the clerk would not accept his English money.
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“I’m sorry Sir, we do not take English money, you will have to have it changed.”
“Where is the nearest bank?” asked Arthur.
“You will have to take the streetcar for several blocks, to Wall Street, Sir.” It was some time later when he
returned, and was told that all the steerage tickets had been sold. The 2 nd class tickets were quite a bit more
expensive.
As the ship he wads to sail on, the Northern Light, was not due to depart until the following noon, it gave
Arthur a chance to see some of the sights in New York that he had read about in magazines at home. But first he
wanted to get his photograph taken to include in letters that he would write shortly. Unfamiliar with the city, he
bought a newspaper and looked in the classified advertisements for a photographer’s shop. He picked out one that
was close to the hotel, Nelson’s Daguerreotypes it was called, and venturing out onto the street he found the shop,
and went inside.
There he waited for some time before anyone came to attend to him he knew there was someone in the next
room, as he could hear a muffled conversation. Finally, just as Arthur was about to walk out, the operator came
into the waiting room, followed by his customer, a young man. When it was Arthur’s turn, he found out why it
took so long to have a photograph taken.
“Come this way, sir,” signaled the photographer. They entered a small windowless room filled with several
cameras mounted on tripods, and seats of various sizes and heights.
“Try this seat,” instructed the man as he took Arthur’s hand. The hard-backed seats were all equipped with
metal uprights and adjustable metal clamps. On finding the right one, one that satisfied the photographer, Arthur’s
head was fastened into position with clamps.
“Now,” he was told, “you must sit perfectly still for nearly five minutes while the camera record the image,
and oh, try not to blink.” After what seemed like an eternity the photographer returned and informed Arthur:
“The camera took a good picture; come back in two days and I’ll have the prints ready.”
“Sorry,” replied Arthur, “but that won’t be possible. My ship leaves tomorrow at noon, but I can pay you now,
and have you send the photographs to me in Victoria, British Columbia.”
“Yes, that will be fine,” said the man.
Just as Arthur was paying the bill, the Ross family, Annie and her parents from the SS Rhonda, came through
the door. They had also come to have their photographs taken. Annie’s face lit up when she saw Arthur. Attired in
a becoming mauve colored dress with matching bonnet, Arthur gasped at her beauty.
“I am going to do some sight seeing this afternoon, would you like to come with me Annie?” Arthur asked on
impulse. Appearing very pleased with the invitation, Annie looked over at her parents.
“Oh do say yes,” she pleaded. After consulting wit is wife, Mr. Ross spoke:
“Yes, Annie may go with you after she has had her picture taken, but you must have her back at the hotel by
six o’clock.” As it happened the Ross family were registered in a hotel just up the street from where Arthur was
staying.
It was a whole hour before Annie came out. While he waited in the reception room Arthur read several old
copies of the Illustrated London News, a very informative pictorial magazine from England. There he came across
articles of the recent developments in the new Crown Colony of British Columbia, and of the gold rush in the
interior. It also included lithographs of a place called Quesnel River, where rich deposits of gold were being
found.
“I’m sure that’s where I’m going to find my father,” said Arthur to himself. As the Ross family emerged into
the reception room Annie and Arthur went off up the street together where they found a little café.
“We can have lunch here, before we start our sightseeing,” suggested Arthur.
“That would be grand,” agreed Annie. “Have your legs recovered yet from being at sea?” she asked as they
settled themselves at a small table.
“Well, I’m still a little wobbly, but at least my stomach has settled down. Are you and your parents going any
further in your journey?” asked Arthur.
“We will be staying here in New York for a few days as my father has some business to attend to, but we do
expect to settle in British Columbia.”
“Would you like to exchange photographs? I would love to have one of you as it may be awhile before I see
you again,” suggested Arthur.
“Oh yes, I would love to, Arthur,” replied Annie, who by this time was blushing, “but it will be a day or two
before we get them back. When are you leaving?”
“On tomorrow’s boat, at noon, but I shall give you an address to write to.”
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That afternoon Arthur and Annie viewed the Phineas T. Barnum Museum where they saw a live hippopotamus, an eight foot man, and a dwarf known as “General Tom Thumb.”\fn{ Charles Sherwood Stratton (1838-1883)}
Annie was fascinated with the dwarf, who was dressed in a military uniform, and had several medals on his chest.
“I think he is adorable,” remarked Annie, “Don’t you think so, Arthur?”
Well, perhaps, but you must remember that he is a freak of nature, and may not live long,” Arthur ventured.
Annie looked very sad at this.
Returning to Annie’s hotel suite, Arthur gave Annie his forwarding address, and then said goodbye to both
Annie and her parents. As he held Annie’s soft little hand and looked deep into her large, dark blue eyes, he
whispered,
“I do hope we meet again soon, Annie.”
“I hope so too,” she echoed.
That night Arthur wrote to his mother with all the news of his journey, and of his new friend Annie Ross. The
letter suggested that Annie was more than just a friend and that perhaps Arthur was in love.
A second letter written was to his associates of the law firm in Belfast, Martin, Martin & Brown.
2
At non the next day the Northern Light, a small paddle wheel steamer carrying Arthur and 400 other
passengers, started south on an eight day journey for the Bahama Islands and Cuba.
On the docks where they landed off the cost of New Grenada, at Aspenwall,\fn{ Since 1890, Colón, when the
Columbian postal authority declared that it would no longer accept for delivery items directed to Aspenwall, which was an American name
for the same place. The Republic of New Grenada was in existence from 1831 to 1858, and it included Panamá, but the political formation
at the time our hero was making his journey was known as the Grenadine Confederation, and the Panamá referred to by the author was
officially called Estado de la Federación. Three years later it would be called the Sovereign State of Panamá in the federal and state
constitutions of the Colombia governed by the Constitution of 1863, but it would not be a truly independent entity until the beginning of the
20th century:H} Arthur and the other passengers were besieged by several fruit and vegetable vendors, all black men,

as black as ebony, which startled Arthur at first, for he had never seen anyone who wasn’t white. They were
selling all sorts of exotic produce, some of which Arthur had not heard of, pummalo, pineapples, mangoes, and
zucchinis, and jars of hot Chili peppers. The nectarines, which resembled peaches, looked particularly inviting.
“How much for these?” Arthur asked the attendant.
“One penny each, Suh, and eight pence for a dozen.” He bought a dozen, and was able to use his English
money.
The temperature on the island was very hot, so hot that he had to find a room where he could strip down to just
shorts and a light shirt.
On paying a visit to the British Consul, Arthur found a very informal and relaxed partly Spanish man, to whom
he gave a bundle of letters to mail for him. He was very cordial, and offered Arthur a cold drink and some fresh
fruit.
“I expect you are experiencing quite a change in climate,” the man remarked. “Have you ever been in such
warm temperatures before?”
“No,” replied Arthur. “I have always lived in Ireland which has a very temperate climate.”
“I thought your accent was Irish,” commented the man. “I have spent sometime there myself, where I went to
university.”
Arthur thought of remarking jupon the man’s accent, which was a combination of Oxford and Caribbean, but
he decided it might sound cheeky, and refrained. He couldn’t help thinking how different this interview was to his
earlier one with Sir Edward Bulwer-Lytton, the Colonial Secretary in London. For the past year his superiors in
the law firm of Martin, Martin & Brown had known about Arthur’s great desire to find his father. In an effort to
help the young man, the partners had forwarded Arthur’s name as a likely candidate for a government position in
the recently inaugurated Colony of British Columbia.\fn{ 1858} In February that year a letter had arrived at
Arthur’s home in Ireland, summoning him to an interview at Whitehall, in London, where he found Sir Edward
very informal, and very charming.
“I appreciate the fact that you have come a long way for this interview, Arthur,” said the aging diplomat, “and I
want you to feel at ease while we have this chat. Where are you staying here in London?”
“With the brother of an associate of mine in Belfast, Sir,” Belfast, Sir,” replied Arthur. “He has a flat here.”
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“Fine, fine,” said Sir Edward\fn{The text has here, Lytton} as he rang for tea to be served. “Now I understand you
attended the university in Belfast. What were you studying?”
“Law, Sir. I hope some day to pass the Bar.”
“Very good, very good indeed,” said the English Lord,\fn{ He would not be raised to the peerage, however, until 1866:H }
as he handed Arthur a cup of tea and passed him a plate of small tea cakes. Apparently Arthur’s recommendation
had come not only from his employers, but also from someone in the Irish government, his grandfather’s doing,
no doubt.
As the interview ended, and as Arthur rose to take his leave, he unfortunately backed into the tea tray, and
broke a cup. Embarrassed beyond description, he excused himself, while Sir Edward worked hard to suppress his
amusement.
From Aspenwall it was a two hour journey by train to Panama. The rather ancient steam driven engine made
up of fifteen cars each holding 60 passengers, departed and wound around swamps, along the banks of the
Chagres River, and over steep mountainous ridges.
Down in the valleys the tropical forests were so green it hurt the eyes to look at them. Along the way the rain
passed native villages of bamboo huts thatched with leaves, and acres of pineapple trees. The several station
houses they passed were built on the American style, like bungalows, and each had a pretty garden filled with
exotic plants and trees. Arthur was wishing they could have visited the gardens, but of course the rain was on a
schedule destined for Panama City, and did not make any stops.
*
On their arrival at Panama they immediately embarked on to a small steamer, which took them out into the bay
for about three miles, where they boarded a larger paddle wheel steamer, the Golden Age. Compared to the
Northern Light, this was quite a luxurious ship, containing dining rooms, staterooms, bathrooms, and lots of deck
space for walking.
In the 90 degree temperature Arthur found himself drinking a lot of tea. He also noticed that some people were
adding ice to their drinks, so he called to a steward to bring him some.
“That will cost you a shilling a lump, Suh,” the Caribbean steward told him. He bought two lumps, and found
iced tea quite delicious.
At night it was too warm to sleep in the cabins, so Arthur went down to his cabin to fetch his pillow, in
prospect of sleeping out in the open. He found that most of the passengers were making their beds on the top
deck, some on the deck itself, and others in deck chairs. As Arthur reached for a deck chair, another man had his
hands on it. It seemed to be the last one available, and Arthur had hoped to use it, but did not want to seem rude.
“I had it first,” said the man in a very possessive tone.
“That’s all right, you go ahead,” replied Arthur.
With no other chairs in sight Arthur was resigned to sleeping on the floor of the deck. When he made a second
trip down o his cabin to get a sheet or some article to sleep on, he found his cabin door open, and inside a steward
was making up his bunk.
“Do you know if there are any more deck chairs? They are all gone from up on the deck.” Arthur asked.
“Take this chair from the cabin, Sir, as long as you return it there’s no reason why you can’t use it.” Relieved
that he did not have to sleep on the deck, Arthur carried the chair upstairs.
As he sat out in the open where a cool breeze passed over him, he noticed that other passengers were also
bringing chairs up from their cabins.
A lot of families had children on board who played games together on deck, and sometimes had quarrels, with
lots of screaming and crying. Several days out an epidemic of measles broke out amongst the children, apparently
a common springtime occurrence. The ship’s doctor was kept very busy looking after them all.
As the ship crossed into the mouth of the Gulf of California, the weather turned cooler, with a strong headwind
blowing. The change was very welcome, but everyone had to wear coats and hats while out on deck.
*
After seventeen days at sea, the paddle wheel steamer Golden Age arrived at the pot of San Francisco. Arthur
took a hotel room, had breakfast, and immediately rushed off to the shipping office. There he met a large crowd of
people, mostly men, all trying to get up to the wicket to arrange passage to Victoria, British Columbia.
Although the initial gold rush had occurred two years before in 1858, recent, very promising reports of rich
deposits found on the Quesnel River had caused a resurgence of people leaving California. When Arthur managed
to get close enough to hear the conversation between the clerk behind the wicket, and the frantic individual in
front of it, he realized that he might not be able to reach British Columbia immediately.
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“All boats leaving for Fort Victoria, British Columbia, are full,” shouted the clerk above the din.
“When is the next booking?” someone asked.
“Not until tomorrow morning at 9:00 am. Come back then.” This announcement was followed by a loud groan
from the crowd as they dispersed.
On finding a room in a hotel closer to the docks Arthur went to bed, for it had been a tiresome day. He got to
sleep all right, but all night long he dreamed of searching for his father, but never finding him. In another dream
he could hear his lonely mother calling him, but when he tried to answer her, she did not seem to hear him.
Early the next morning his restlessness landed him down on the floor with a thump, which woke him up. It was
too early to get up, so he got out his writing kit and wrote to his mother to let her know he had reached San
Francisco. Later he found a restaurant where he ordered a pot of tea.
“What else would the young Sir like for breakfast?” enquired the waiter. “We have a Special this morning.
Three pancakes, two sausages, and two fried eggs and toast, all for 50 cents.”
Arthur had never tried American pancakes, or flapjacks as they called them, and certainly not with butter and
syrup. In Ireland his mother made crepe suzettes, very thin pancakes made mostly of eggs. Icing sugar\fn{ Powdered
sugar} and lemon juice was sprinkled on top of the crepes before they were rolled up and eaten.
“I will have the Special, please,” ordered Arthur. Although the sausages and eggs were much enjoyed, he did
not think the flapjacks were nearly as delicious as his mother’s crepe suzettes.
“But they are very filling,” he admitted to himself.
*
That morning he was able to get a ticket for a passage to Victoria, British Columbia. As he boarded the vessel
he could see that it was very old, a ship that had obviously seen many years of use, but not much repair. Sitting
with his bags on the deck, Arthur watched the multitudes as they boarded, and wondered just how many
passengers the old hulk could carry.
Finally the ship cast off, but only a few hundred yards out from shore cries of alarm could be heard. That was
when Arthur noticed that the ship was riding very low in the water.
“Saints preserve us,” he muttered, “we’re sinking!”
By this time the passengers were panicking, and some had even jumped overboard. Arthur also considered
jumping off, but hesitated at the thought of his clothes and his precious law books getting wet. The ship only just
made it back to the dock, when the old hulk turned over and sank.
“That was a close one,” thought Arthur. “I’m going to take a good look at the next ship before I board it.”
Having paid for his passage, Arthur and all the other passengers returned to the ticket office to get their money
back, or to have their tickets honored on another ship. But this was easier said than done.
“Once the ship casts off,” explained the purser, “yer don’t gets yer money back.” For some time the enraged
crowd rankled.
“We want our money back,” yelled some.
“Can’t you get us another passage?” asked others.
Finally, someone went and found a policeman, who came and made sure that the shipping company reimbursed
them. The passengers were also told to remain close to the docks if they expected to obtain tickets. This seemed
like such a waste of time, but there was no alternative. Arthur also resented the fact that he could not do any sightseeing. Apparently hundreds of people were trying to get to British Columbia, an there were not enough ships to
accommodate them.
Finally, after three days of waiting around Arthur sailed on a sturdy ship, along with over a hundred miners and
a number of horses and mules fastened up on deck. Towards the end of the journey of eight days, and as they
sailed around Cape Flattery into the Straits of Juan De Fuca, the ship passed through a bad storm with enormously
high waves. When the Captain called for lightening the vessel, many unnecessary items, including several of the
animals, were cast overboard.
3
As the ship docked at Esquimali, a naval base on the eastern shores of Vancouver Island, Arthur noted several
ships of the British fleet at anchor offshore, and the coming and going of many British sailors in small rowboats.
Just as he was wondering how he would get to Fort Victoria, three miles away, an elderly man with horses and a
wagon pulled up to the dock. As the man struggled to load a shipment of freight into his wagon, Arthur
approached him.
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“Need some help, Sir?” he asked. Looking Arthur over, and deciding that he was young and able, the man
replied,
“Thank you, I would appreciate that. My old bones are hardly up to the job anymore.”
The freight he was collecting was composed of bundles of lobster traps and fish netting. On completing the
task it was agreed that Arthur should ride with the man to Fort Victoria. As they trundled along the old man asked:
“Have you just arrived on that ship? Where have you traveled from?”
“I am from Belfast, Northern Ireland,” Arthur informed him. At this the old man got quite excited.
“I came with my parents from Ireland, southern Ireland, Tipperary it was, many years ago. What, may I ask,
brought you to British Columbia?”
“I am hoping to get a job with the government here, and I am also looking for my father who left Ireland over
twenty years ago.” At this the old man looked at Arthur very curiously.
“What makes you think you will find your father here?”
“I am sure you are aware,” answered Arthur, “of the gold rush in the interior of the mainland. My father is an
enterprising man, and would be attracted to wherever there was lots of activity and adventure.”
“Well, that is possible,” remarked the man.
Traveling along the dirt road toward Fort Victoria that day in late June, Arthur enjoyed the rural countryside
they passed through where cows ranged at will on the open fields and where here and there were farmsteads and
fenced gardens.
“A lot like England,” he thought, “there are even oak trees here.”
There were also some not so pleasant sights. It was here that Arthur saw native Indians for he first time.
Squatting in their blankets alongside the road were groups of native men with their female slaves.
“Nice ladies for you to love,” called the owner of the slaves. “You can have one for an hour, five dollars,”
called his companion. Obviously they managed a brisk trade with the sailors off he ships.
On reaching Fort Victoria Arthur found a room in the Windsor Hotel for the first night, and then went looking
for a boarding house, as he did not know yet what the future held for him. He bought a newspaper, the British
Colonist,\fn{Published from 1858-1920} and found an advertisement for rooms in a house on Yates Street, just outside
the Hudson’s Bay Company fort. There he came across a respectable looking frame house with a sign in the front
window that read: Boarding House, Rooms for Rent. As he turned the rotary front doorbell it gave a sharp ring. A few
minutes later a young, very slim housemaid, dressed in black with a white apron and cap, came to the door.
“Yes, can I help you Sir?”
“I am inquiring about a room to rent,” mentioned Arthur.
“Just a moment, Sir,” she replied, “I will get Mrs. Bowden.”
The owner, Mrs. Bowden, was a motherly widow with a pleasant face and an intelligent look in her eyes. Her
large bosom spilled out over the neckline of the lace collar and dark sateen dress that she wore. Of medium height
and build, Mrs. Bowden’s graying, crinkled hair was done up in a bun at the back of her head.
“Yes, young man,” she said as she looked Arthur up and down through her granny glasses, “I have one room
left in the upstairs that you may rent for $12.00 a week, including meals and laundry. How long do you expect to
be with us?”
“Well I don’t really know, just yet, but for about a week, I think.”
Arthur took the room offered him and moved in. at supper that night he met three other boarders, and was
introduced to the cook, Jane, and the maid, Molly. Two of the boarders were older men, and both were salesmen.
One sold insurance, and the other real estate. The third boarder, a young man like himself, was very shy and
hardly spoke. From these men Arthur learned to identify Canadian currency, although English money was still
accepted in Canada.
Mrs. Bowden’s cook, Jane, was a very pretty young woman with curly red hair and a good figure. She was
obviously looking for a husband. Much to Mrs. Bowden’s disgust she flirted with the boarders at every opportunity, but not with Arthur, whom she considered too young and inexperienced.
“I would get rid of that girl in a minute,” Mrs. Bowden complained to Arthur, “except that she is a very good
cook.” Arthur late learned that Mrs. Bowden herself had outlived three husbands.
*
Once settled in, Arthur called on James Douglas in the offices of the colonial administrative buildings, or “Bird
Cages” as they were commonly known, on the banks of James Bay. As he approached the uniquely designed
building, Arthur couldn’t help thinking how much it resembled oriental architecture, with its sloping, pagoda-like
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roofs. But it was the exterior decoration, and the fretwork finish that presumably prompted the nickname of “Bird
Cages.”
The Governor was very cordial, and on reading the letter from Lord Lytton, asked Arthur many questions
about himself, his education, and his interests. When Arthur mentioned that h was studying to become a lawyer,
he thought of his father, but decided it was not the time to mention such personal details. As the Governor
explained:
“British Columbia is becoming a destination for many immigrants who wish to become permanent residents of
the Colony. These people, with their families will need homes, roads, schools, and other amenities, but the British
Government allows only a very moderate budget for these necessities, so we have to encourage other sources of
revenue.”
“I understand that he discovery of gold will answer that problem,” interrupted Arthur. The Governor looked
rather displeased at the interruption, but went on:
“Yes, yes, we hope so. Gold was first discovered off the Queen Charlotte Islands, and then on the lower Fraser
River. Now it is being discovered in the interior of the Colony, where a rush is taking place. Additional representatives of the government are needed in the new areas that are opening up, to record and take fees for many
different enterprises, not only to register mining claims.” As the Governor went on, he also mentioned:
“People are taking up land under the Preemption Act that has only just been instituted this year; there are rails
to be built, tenders to be let for operating ferries, and the building of bridges. In other words we will encourage
almost any reasonable endeavor, anything that will help the miners and the merchants get to and from the gold
fields.”
“I have read that the miners are finding rich gold on the Quesnel River,” interrupted Arthur once again. “How
far away is that from here?”
“Over 400 miles north,” said the Governor, finally accepting Arthur’s interruptions. “Just at this time someone
is needed to go up north of Lillooet, north of where Thomas Elwyn, a young man like yourself, is struggling to
keep up with the work. The Quesnel River is about 200 miles northeast of Lillooet, too far away for Elwyn to look
after. You could fill that role, Arthur. Are you interested?”
Arthur was quiet for a moment. This was more than he had bargained for, going off into the wilderness,
chasing after hordes of miners. But then he thought of his father. It would be as good a place as any to start his
search. It was worth the challenge.
“Yes, Sir,” replied Arthur at last, “I am interested.”
“Good for you,” congratulated the governor. “Come back in three days and we will talk again.”
*
Arthur spent the next two days wandering about the little community of Fort Victoria. First developed in the
1840s, the Hudson’s Bay Company had built aq fort beside the harbor, filled now with sailing ships of every
description. Arthur was most impressed with the pentagonal shaped wooden bastion with its several gun turrets on
the southeastern corner of the palisade.
Wandering away from the fort, Arthur noticed that number of streets to the north and east were already well
established, Yates, Government, Langley, and Johnson, where a lot of reconstruction was taking place. As the old
ramshackle wooden structures from the 1840s were torn down, they were being replaced by imposing looking
brick buildings. In sharp contrast were the striped tents of the American miners who were still there, two years
after the initial gold rush.
On Wharf Street, facing the harbor, Arthur passed by the offices of the recently established British Colonist
newspaper, and on the corner of Yates and Government Street he dropped into the Adelphi Saloon, for a pint of
bitters.
*
On the 2nd interview, Arthur was greeted by not only Governor Douglas, but by two of his advisors, William
A.G. Young, the Colonial Secretary, and David Cameron, of the Justice Department. The meeting did not last
long, but was congenial.
“You have been chosen out of three applicants,” Governor Douglas informed Arthur, “to be appointed as
Assistant Gold Commissioner, Justice of the Peace, and Stipendiary Magistrate of the District of Alexandria. Your
salary will be 400 English pounds per annum, ($2000) which includes a traveling allowance, accommodation ,
and food. Your official appointment will take place on July 8. Be in my office at 1:00 pm. Once again,
congratulations, young man.”
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Hurrying back to his boarding house he burst into the kitchen where he startled Mrs. Bowden and her cook
with a loud
“I got it! I got it!”
“Got what?” Mrs. Bowden asked.
“I am to be a government agent in the northern interior,” cried Arthur, jumping up and down. “I got the job!”
“Well, I don’t think much of you being stationed up there in the wilderness of northern British Columbia, but I
will pray for your safety every night,” she assured him.
It would seem the Arthur’s jurisdiction, the District of Alexandria, included everywhere north of the mouth of
the Chilcotin River. More particularly it was in the area of Fort Alexandria, a Hudson’s Bay Company trading
post, the only landmark north of Lillooet. As the first appointed civil servant in northern British Columbia, Arthur
O’Rourke had taken on a daunting task, the proportions of which he could not have realized at the time, and
which no one else could either, least of all Governor James Douglas.
41.193 Can’t Take That Road\fn{by Li Chun (1927/28- )} “a Henan village,” “in Honan Province,” China (M) 8
For the past few days, everybody has been talking about Chang Shuan selling his land.
“Just keep fooling around and soon enough you’ll lose your shirt.”
Such a common saying contains rather uncommon perception. Actually Chang Shuan could have maintained a
decent living for a family of four, had he properly farmed his land, which was over ten mu.\fn{1 mu =  acre (1934).}
If he had worked his land well, he would have had enough food to eat, but he had to mess around with animal
trading.
And he was the type of man who just loved to do that. Last spring, he traded away his chestnut ox for a young
donkey. After keeping it for less than ten days, he found it could not keep up with the farm work, so he sold it. By
doing this, he lost over 200 thousand yuan and could not even afford to buy a young calf afterwards. A cadre in
the village said to him:
“Chang Shuan, don’t mess around. As the saying goes: ‘Cutting a long gown longer only makes it a short lined
jacket.’ You’ll just make a fool of yourself by being too smart.”
However, Chang Shuan refused to admit his failure. He borrowed a million yuan from the husband of his
wife’s sister and immediately bought two old oxen from the Chou-chia-k’ou Market. Unfortunately the wheat
crop was damaged by frost at that time, so he could not get a good price for the oxen, and he had to borrow feed
for the oxen until it was time to plow the winter field. Only then did he finally sell them. After this deal, he lost
practically every single yuan that he got for the donkey and, in addition, he was in debt for several hundred
thousand yuan to the husband of his wife’s sister.
As the saying goes, “The deficit in one’s collapsed finance and the debt on one’s back—it’s like medicine
plasters sticking to the body—very hard to get rid of.” Chang Shuan was only a small-time farmer who could not
overcome such a crisis. Day and night, no matter how he tried, he could not get out of it. Furthermore, his sisterin-law’s husband came every day for the money, and this often resulted in long, red faces between the two
relatives. Finally, Chang Shuan did not want to go on begging any more and, in desperation, he made up his mind:
“Sell the land! I’ll sell my ‘Banner’ plot! I’ll pick the best to sell and see if there will be a buyer!”
This Banner plot was the best land in the village. Shaped like a triangular banner, it was next to the irrigation
ditch. Known to everyone as the village granary, it yielded two harvests a year; everyone was just green with envy
because of it. In his clenched-teeth decision to sell this plot, Chang Shuan figured that it should be easy to sell,
and that he could sell this two-mu plot for over one million yuan. After paying all his debts, he would still have
enough money left over to have one more try at some ambitious undertaking. Besides, he had not been able to
farm well; and he also felt that farming could never quench this thirst he had.
Once people began talking about Chang Shuan selling his land, everyone in the village started making guesses.
One speculated this family would buy it; the other suspected that family instead. Yet, no one could say for sure.
Several families had become more active since the Liberation, but it was not sure if they would buy any land at
all. There were two middle peasant families that could actually afford the land. However, they had been complaining frequently about feeling the pinch; the people figured that they would not be so conspicuous as to put out so
much money.
Finally, the people focused their attention on Sung Lao-ting. They all knew he had taken a turn for the better
during the last two years. Furthermore, his second son, Tung-lin, a carpenter, had been sending him money every
month in the sum of several hundred thousand yuan. Besides, Lao-ting himself had been clamoring for a long
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time about wanting to buy some land. Nevertheless, there were others who did not believe that Lao-ting would be
the buyer, because his elder son, Tung-shan, was a member of the Communist Party.
*
“Seeing is believing.”
There is indeed some truth in this saying. This year Sung Lao-ting received eight registered letters in a row
from Tung-lin. There was money in every single one. With all that money, he was somewhat worried and did not
know what to do. He had never once in his whole life tried on a pair of knitted socks, and even now he was still
reluctant to buy a pair. He just put away the money without spending it. Last spring his son Tung-shan wanted to
buy some soybean cakes, and asked him once for some money. The old man refused. There was another occasion
when the mutual aid team planned to pool the resources to drill a well at the village hollow; Tung-shan again
asked him for financial support. The father said:
“I have use for the money. You’ll see later.”
Tung-shan was a proud man and did not want to squeeze this money from his father’s hands. It was only
recently that he realized his father was actually contemplating buying land.
As soon as Sung Lao-ting heard about Chang Shuan wanting to sell the Banner plot, he felt both excited and
anxious, just like on his wedding day when the bridal sedan chair arrived at the front door of his house. It was a
kind of excitement that he could not share with anyone else. For the past few days he had been running around
making inquiries. At breakfast he called Tung-shan to his room in a serious manner and asked him excitedly:
“What’s the latest on Chang Shuan selling his land?”
Tung-shan replied with a simple statement:
“He’s not going to sell it.”
Lao-ting did not say a word for a long time. Tung-shan took his rice bowl and left the room.
Tung-shan returned home late that night. He saw his father puffing incessantly at his pipe and his mother
dozing off beside him. Lao-ting saw him and said:
“Someone from the district office was looking for you. Did you see him?”
“I saw him.” Tung-shan wanted to say more, but he could not figure out how !to put it. Lao-ting was waiting
for him especially to discuss buying the land. He figured that since Tung-shan was stubborn, it would be wise to
talk with this young man smoothly and with patience. The house was dead silent as if there was not a soul around.
Finally Lao-ting spoke first; he said hesitantly:
“I saw Wang Lao-san today. He said that Chang Shuan swore he’s going to sell that land. I know all about that
Banner plot. The soil is dark and rich; once soaked with rainwater, there’s more fertilizer there than there’s in
manure.”
He paused for a short moment, took a deep draw on his pipe, and went on.
“It was given to Chang Shuan during the Land Reform. I was wondering why it wasn’t allotted to us. But then,
we were cadres, so naturally we couldn’t fight with him over this plot of land. Now that he’s going to sell it, we
shouldn’t miss this chance.” He looked straight at Tung-shan’s face and added:
“Do you know what we farmers want the most? Nothing—just to own some land!”
Tung-shan knew all along that that was what his father would say to him. He was just about to answer, but
Lao-ting went on with a sigh:
“What do I need the money for anyway? I just want to have something for both you and your younger brother.
I can’t be with you for the rest of your lives, you know.”Smiling, Tung-shan said:
“Chang Shuan’s land isn’t for sale now. Don’t listen to Wang Lao-san’s nonsense.”
“Not for sale?” Lao-ting laughed. “I wonder! He has for himself an ass full of debts! Who’s going to pay them
off for him?”
“He doesn’t owe people that much money,” Tung-shan said with his spirit aroused. “I’ve talked it over with
him this afternoon. Selling the land isn’t a solution at all. Chang Shuan doesn’t own thirty or fifty mu of land. He
only has those ten-odd mu. What will happen after he sells his land? His family and ours were all poor peasants in
the old days. Now he’s got a problem; we should help him. How can we buy his land?”
The old man grew impatient listening to all this. He had heard through the grapevine:
“Tung-shan is a Party member; he will never buy any land or lend any money with interest.”
He figured that because of such talk, his son would probably not dare buy the land. Thus he said indignantly,
“Why can’t we buy it while others can? As the saying\fn{ A note reads: From the Romance of the Three Kingdoms.}
goes: It’s Chou Yü beating Huang Kai—one’s willing to do the beating while the other’s willing to take the beating—it’s mutually willing. It isn’t that we’re using your Party membership to bully him into selling. Why can’t we
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buy it?”
Tung-shan did not expect his father to come up with such words. Stunned, he hurriedly said:
“Dad, you can’t put it that way. It’s true, Chang Shuan was selling his land. But he’ll be all right even if he
doesn’t sell it. All he needs is to borrow a few hundred thousand yuan. We just can’t watch him go bankrupt. I
have already promised to lend him 500 thousand yuan—”
Before Tung-shan could finish, Lao-ting interrupted:
“When did you promise him that?” His bloodshot eyes glared out.
“I promised him this afternoon.”
Tung-shan had barely uttered these words before Lao-ting suddenly jumped to his feet, his face reddened and
his veins bulging around his neck. As if in a state of hysteria, he exploded:
“This money belongs to Tung-lin; you didn’t earn it. And you lend it out? You do that? Why don’t you lend me
out? Why don’t you lend your mother out?”
Furious, the old man threw on a coat and left the house.
Tung-shan's mother woke up and grumbled:
“Your sister is getting married soon and I have asked him several hundred times for some money. I want to buy
something for her. He never gave me any money.. He just wants to buy land. And you’re arguing with him over
that? What for?”
*
As far as the quarrel between father and son was concerned, it was not that serious. Nevertheless, it scared and
worried Tung-shan’s wife, Hsiu-lan. First she went to the wheat-threshing ground to soothe the father-in-law,
trying to persuade him to go home. The old man said coldly:
“I’m not going home. I want to sit here for a while.” Then he told her slowly:
“Don’t you make a big scene out of this! And don’t let anybody know about this either!”
Hsiu-lan hurried home. Tung-shan was lying in bed, fuming.
“Still angry, huh?”
She sat on the edge of the bed with a smile.
“Angry at what?” Tung-shan pretended to be at ease.
Hsiu-lan teased him and said:
“Don’t you know by now what’s in your Dad’s mind? He has it all figured out. If he wants to buy land for your
younger brother, let him. Why are you butting into his business?”
Hearing these words from Hsiu-lan, Tung-shan immediately sat up and said:
“Why are you talking like this? Right now we aren’t talking about whether we or someone else should buy the
land. The problem is that I can’t stand aside and watch Chang Shuan sell all his land away. What will he live on
afterwards? I’m now faced with this problem and I have to think of a solution. Being a member of the Communist
Party isn’t for the name only.” Then he went on slowly:
“I know I haven’t done my job well enough. Before wheat harvest time, I walked by Chang Shuan’s field.
When I saw his wheat growing as thin as incense sticks, I felt so bad. We were all poor peasants in the old days. I
know darn well that he doesn’t know how to farm properly. Yet, I didn’t offer him any help. Whenever people
walked by his field on their way to the market, they would say: ‘Look at the wheat in the field. What a waste of
seeds!’ I just felt as if it were a slap on my face. And now you say that I should just mind my own business. What
kind of Youth League member are you?”
That made Hsiu-lan talk back.
“Well, well. Aren’t you using fancy words in front of me! Why didn’t you say all this in front of Dad? If you
can say it in front of me, why can’t you say it to him?”
With an uneasy grimace Tung-shan said:
“He left before I could finish. What could I do?”
Hsiu-lan was all seriousness when she said:
“I have to give you some criticism also. You never talk with your father whenever you see him. You two, father
and son, have never really sat down together in one place and talked things over. Once you finish eating, you go
out. Then, jacket on your shoulders, you’re on your way to the village office. You keep to your Party membership,
he sticks to his farmer’s business. Then when there’s something to be done, you want him to do as you say. It’s
only natural that he’d have a fit with you!”
Tung-shan said, laughing, “So you’re giving me a lecture, huh?” Nevertheless, deep inside he knew she was
right.
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Hsiu-lan was about to say some more when Lao-ting’s footsteps were heard in the courtyard. Tung-shan
motioned Hsiu-lan to stop. The old man went to his room. Tung-shan listened attentively, but with the doors
closed he could not hear clearly what his mother said. He only heard the old man responding, his voice loud and
deliberate:
“He wants to lend money? Let him lend as long as he has it to lend! Who cares if he lends away the whole
country!”
Hsiu-lan gave Tung-shan a nudge and chuckled:
“That’s meant for you to hear!”
*
The sun was just showing its bright red face. The morning in the village was tranquil. From the field, there was
the distant noise of commands to the oxen. Lao-ting did not go to the field. He did not have a good night’s sleep at
all. Tossing and turning all night long, he kept thinking about buying the land. The moment he got up in the early
morning, he went to Wang Lao-san’s house.
Wang Lao-san was a bookkeeping manager for a landlord before the Liberation. In those days, he ran all
around the village. One might say that he was a “middleman of all things.” For the past few years, the villagers
had not paid much attention to him at all. Nevertheless, he knew his way around with people. Whenever he met a
cadre, he would rack his brains, figuring ways to talk with progressive expressions. In the old days whenever he
met Sung Lao-ting, he would not bother to look at Lao-ting even from the corner of his eyes. Now that he saw
that the villagers were rather supportive of Tung-shan, he would be extra friendly whenever he saw him. Sung
Lao-ting had talked with him about buying land, and ever since he had been running around like a weaver’s
shuttle to arrange and deal.
Lao-ting was just walking through the front door. Wang Lao-san went up to greet him.
“Hey! Older Brother, I was going to see you yesterday. There’s good news about Chang Shuan’s deal.”
“I’ve heard that he’s not going to sell; is it true?” Lao-ting asked him slowly.
“Well, a couple of days’ delay isn’t a big deal. You still have me around! He
did think of borrowing some money instead of selling the land. But I told him, ‘You’re no fool! Sell it when you
have to. Don’t pick up that foreign habit of always borrowing on credit! Besides, you have to pay back whatever
you borrowed!’ After that, he started to change his mind again.”
Then he whispered into Lao-ting’s ear:
“I guarantee that you can buy it. This plot is a real bargain. In one wheat harvest next year, you’ll get back
more than half of your investment.”
Lao-ting was somewhat annoyed by Wang Lao-san’s manner of talking, making faces, winking his eyes, and
all that. He said:
“If he really isn’t going to sell, we’re not going to force him.”
In response, Wang Lao-san patted his shoulder and said:
“Older Brother, a chance like this doesn’t come often. Don’t miss it! Look, you’ve got about twenty mu of land
now. Buy ten more! And, if you can afford a year-round farmhand, get one too!” With an affected smile, he added:
“Besides, you’ve been sweating all your life. It’s about time to take a rest.”
Lao-ting listened to him and did not say a word for a long time; his head sank, his mind buzzing with thoughts.
He thought:
“Do I really need to hire a farmhand? I’ve been a farmhand myself for eighteen years!”
As he was leaving Wang Lao-san’s house, he recalled that in the past Wang Lao-san showed the same kind of
zeal whenever he was running around to buy land for the landlord. He also recalled the days when he was
working for the Chu family. During the wheat season the managers would come to watch the farmhands, soiled in
sweat and dirt, working hard in the field. Wang Lao-san was there also, standing to one side and cooling himself
with a fan. In great disgust, Lao-ting spat out a mouthful of saliva and cursed:
“Go to hell, you Wang Lao-san! You always know how to kiss asses to stay on the winning side.”
Slowly he strolled to the wheat-threshing ground. A row of wheat straw stacks appeared before his eyes. He
looked at one and compared it with another. He thought:
“If I buy that plot of land from Chang Shuan, huh! Then we’ll see whose stacks will be the biggest of all in the
wheat harvest next year.”
He saw his stacks gradually getting bigger and bigger; there semed to be a group of people working in his own
field. Then, he looked over to the other side at Chang Shuan’s stacks; they were becoming smaller and smaller, so
small that they were barely the size of straw baskets. He suddenly thought of Chang Shuan’s children. Appearing
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before his eyes, they were thin, with only skin wrapped around their bones. They all ran towards him …
Lao-ting hurried home.
Hsiu-lan and her mother-in-law were toasting steamed bread and chatting in the kitchen. Lao-ting heard his
daughter-in-law say:
“I’ll say, Dad is still so old-fashioned …”
He stood in the courtyard, tilted his head, and cocked his ears to listen to what they were talking about.
“He’s doing all this only for you young people. He’s almost halfway to his grave. What else would he be thinking of if not for you people? The family is growing every year. He can’t help but try to plan something for you.”
The old woman talked along. However, Hsiu-lan chuckled:
“But who needs him to plan for us? Really! We now have a mutual aid team, and by next year, if our village
forms a co-op, we’ll join it. In the future we can plow the fields with machines! And I don’t think we need to
worry about food at all.”
Upon hearing this, Lao-ting was enraged; even his beard bristled. He knew he had a stubborn son. Now he
realized he had a good-for-nothing daughter-in-law also.
At lunch time, Hsiu-lan set the table and put out the food. Lao-ting turned his face to one side and refused to
look at her. Hsiu-lan said:
“Dad, the food’s getting cold, please eat.”
He did not seem to hear her. After a while, he suddenly said to his wife:
“I’m not eating. I’m going to the market and eat some meat!”
While talking, he took a few pieces of bread and angrily said:
“Whom am I saving the money for? Like a mule, I’ve been pulling the plow and wearing out all eight harness
cords. What good do I get in return?”
His angry eyes glared at Hsiu-lan.
Hsiu-lan turned her face to the wall, chuckling to herself.
Indeed, Lao-ting did go to the market and eat a meal there, but no meat. It was only a bowl of beancurd soup
with slices of steamed bread tossed in it.
*
There was something unusual about the quarrels between Lao-ting and Tung-shan. The angrier they got at each
other, the harder they worked. Even if they worked together, one furrowing the field for seeding and the other
helping to sow the seeds, they could remain silent for half a day. Nevertheless, neither would sit idle at home and
ignore the work.
Last spring they had a quarrel over a cart. Lao-ting was not willing to lend it out to anyone. Tung-shan, on the
other hand, promised it to someone and kept his word. Because of this, they had a fight and did not speak to each
other for ten solid days. Lao-ting figured that this fight would cause silence between them for at least half a
month.
It was getting dark. Tung-shan came home from a Party Branch meeting. Lao-ting was feeding the ox. He pretended to be fixing the feed, avoiding his son. However, Tung-shan asked him unexpectedly:
“Dad, after the grain harvest, let’s grow peas in the plot. What do you think?”
Lao-ting did not think his son would speak to him at all. He took a look at Tung-shan’s face; the latter smiled.
Although the smile was forced, he knew that his son had come to make peace. Thus he said slowly:
“Fine, we should rotate the crop in that plot anyway.”
Then he sat on a rock that was used for doing the laundry in the courtyard. He thought the son was probably
willing to buy the land now. So he said hesitantly:
“You are still young. Nothing beats owning a few mu of land. Land is our roots. If I can’t buy some land for
you two brothers while I’m still alive, I’ll never rest in peace. What are you afraid of, anyway? I’m the one who’s
buying. I dare people to say anything against it. We just can’t keep eating only mixed flour for the rest of our
lives. We should think of eating bread made of nice white flour! I dare say, we’ll be able to plant a few more mu
of winter wheat every year in the future.” He swung his fist in the air and added:
“We’ll harvest more wheat than we can eat!”
“We aren’t short of food and we’ve got enough to eat now,” said Tung-shan, squatting down.
“Sure, we have enough, but never enough to spare.”
Realizing that his father was still as persistent as ever, Tung-shan changed the subject and talked about the
crop. He said with a smile:
“Dad, how much do you think we can harvest from our four-mu plot on the east side?”
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Lao-ting figured silently for a long time and replied:
“We can get at least 1300 to 1400 catties.”\fn{1 catty = 1⅓ pounds.}
Tung-shan knew his father would be green with envy whenever told about someone else’s better crop. So he
said:
“Lin Wang’s plot produced 500 catties per mu this year. Each of the nineteen mu of crop from the other team in
the village is better than the others. Their crops are taller than ours by at least one chopstick’s length.”
Lao-ting became indignant every time he heard such a comparison. With a huff, he said:
“If you’re willing to pour enough stuff into the field, any field can become a land of plenty.”
“That’s right,” Tung-shan said. “It’s just that we didn’t do it! Had we spent a couple of hundred thousand yuan
and bought some good manure for the field, we could’ve harvested more than 300 to 500 catties of grain in
addition.”
After a long while of talking, Lao-ting realized that he was caught by Tung-shan over last spring’s incident. He
tried switching the topic and said:
“Just pouring manure into the field alone won’t do any good. You should also take into consideration the
quality of the soil. Lin Wang’s field belonged to us before. I know all about that plot. The soil’s dark and rich. It
can be used for sprouting!”
Tung-shan had hoped that he would get into this subject. Delighted in hearing this, he cut in and said:
“How in the world did we end up selling that plot to Ho Lao-ta, the landlord?” There was a note of complaint
in his voice.
Lao-ting looked at his son’s face, heaved a sigh, and said:
“You can’t blame me for it. Every time I think about it my whole body shivers all over. That was the thirtysecond year of the Republic.\fn{1944; China became a Republic in 1912.} Besides two crop failures one after another,
your mother was stricken with child-birth complications. I was laid off by the Chu family at the time. I came
home and could only push a cart, selling coal to earn a few coins for some medicine for your mother. You were
still little then. Did you know how your younger sister died? Your mother was lying in bed. Every day I took the
baby girl to all the families in the village begging for a drop of milk for her. I wanted to ask your maternal
grandmother to come over, but we didn’t even have enough to feed ourselves! Every day I had to prepare food
and take care of the sick. Before the crack of dawn, I had to push the coal cart out to make some money. As a
result, your little sister simply died of starvation.”
Lao-ting’s eyes turned red as he talked. He paused for a moment, gritted his teeth, and went on.
“By the time your mother got well, I had for myself an ass full of debts. I borrowed half a peck of grain during
the off-season and I had to pay back a full peck by harvest time. When I sold that four mu of land to Ho Lao-ta, I
didn’t even know how much I got after subtracting all the debts lowed him. The money left over was just enough
to pay for the medicine.” He lowered his head and added:
“That was the year I sent you away as an apprentice to a coppersmith. You were barely thirteen years old.”
He glanced at Tung-shan’s face, which had been scarred by a childhood disease.
“Didn’t anyone give us any relief?” Tung-shan asked.
“Relief my foot! The only thing the village office didn’t do was to make buttons out of us poor peasants’
bones. The rich only worried that we weren’t poor enough for them yet.” With his teeth clenched, he added:
“It’s not like today …” But he held back immediately.
Tung-shan read his father’s mind. With a sigh, he said slowly:
“Because Chang Shuan messed around, he too has to sell his land now. But this is a new society. If that
problem of ours were to happen today, we wouldn’t have to sell our land at all. Under the present leadership of the
Communist Party, as long as you work properly and hard, the government and the people will all come to your aid
whenever there’s a need. We want to improve everyone’s life gradually. We can’t just watch and let anyone go
bankrupt.”
Lao-ting did not utter a sound. He felt the blue veins on his forehead bulging and jumping, and his mind, just
like the Yellow River, rushing with thoughts whirling like the waves. Tung-shan saw his father’s expression and
said:
“Dad, in the old days it was the landlords who resented the fact that the poor people weren’t poor enough for
them. Now it’s up to us to help each other. You have experienced that hardship. You know that bitter taste. We
can’t take that road which was taken by the landlords before.”
Lao-ting still did not utter a word. He just heard a buzzing sound in his mind.
*
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It was autumn; the persimmon trees were lined up in rows along the fields. The green leaves entwined together
as if they were weaving out a green curtain. The ripening persimmons hung on slender branches.
Sung Lao-ting took off one of his shoes and sat on the edge of a dirt mound under the persimmon trees. He
looked up at the sky; it was blue and there was not a trace of cloud. He looked out at the fields, where the autumn
crops grew exuberantly, as if they were competing against each other to reach the sky. He especially noticed a plot
of kaoliang in front of him; the tassels on the plants were spreading outward like tiny little open umbrellas. Below
them, each ear was filled with full, round kernels like clusters of pearls.
“A well-planted one-mu plot is really as good as two mu.”
As Lao-ting mumbled to himself, the thought of what had happened the past few days came to his mind.
Regardless, he thought to himself, it would still be a wise moveto buy a few more mu of land. Later when Tunglin had his own family and separated from his elder brother, wouldn’t it be nice if each of them could get a share
of twenty mu of land? Someday the grandchildren would say:
“Grandpa bought lots of land!”
They would also learn that grandfather was the builder of the family fortune. He also recalled the words of
Wang Lao-san:
“In one wheat harvest next year, you’ll get back more than half of your investment.”
Who could complain about owning too much land anyway? Furthermore, the Banner plot in this deal was the
best piece of land in the entire village. He should never miss this opportunity. While thinking about all this, he got
up and walked in the direction of the Banner plot.
Chang Shuan planned to grow wheat in the plot. It was near sowing time, but the soil still needed a second
plowing. The field was grown with foxtails. Looking at the weeds, Lao-ting gave out a sigh. He took a pinch of
the soil from the field. The dark, rich soil caught his eyes.
“I’m going to buy this piece of land, no matter what!”
While talking to himself, he looked around. Since no one was in sight, he started walking around the plot,
trying to see if the plot was really two and a fourth mu.
He carefully paced his steps from the corner of the plot. Just as he turned around, he suddenly caught sight of a
pile of yellow dirt in the plot. It was grown with thorns and brambles. That was the grave of Chang Shuan’s father.
His heart started to pound heavily. He really did not want to look at it, but his eyes were fixed in that direction.
The image of Chang Shuan’s father, who died the year before the Liberation, surfaced in his mind. When he died,
after working a whole lifetime with a carrying pole, he did not even have a piece of land for his own burial.
Chang Shuan had to put his coffin in an abandoned cave for two years. It was only after the Land Reform that he
could bury his father at this site. Lao-ting knew all this very well. He remembered what the dying father said to
Chang Shuan:
“Someday we will have our own land. Only then bury my bones. No land, don’t bury me! I don’t want to hog
up a corner of the landlord’s property.”
He remembered these words. He also recalled the hardship of the last few years before Liberation. Feeling
these emotions, he began to sniffie; he could not hold back the tears in his eyes. Before he could finish pacing
around the plot, he hurried home to the village.
Near the village gate, he met Old Man Ch’ang-shan, who was pushing along two half-filled sacks of wheat. He
said to the old man:
“Going to the market to sell them?” Old Man Ch'ang-shan smiled.
“No. I’m lending them to Chang Shuan. I hear he’s preparing to weave mats. I’m lending them to him so that
he can sell them to the co-op and buy reed for weaving.”
“My, you must have a bumper crop this year!” Lao-ting could not help but slip out this comment.
“No bumper crop, just enough to eat. What’s the use of storing these at home anyway? Besides, I’m not
thinking about buying any land.”
Lao-ting’s face instantly flushed with embarrassment. The old man pushed the sacks of wheat to the east side
of the village. Lao-ting looked at his back and wanted to catch up to him and talk back. But somehow, he felt he
himself was in the wrong. Finally, he murmured from far away:
“What a brag! You’re burning your money!”
*
After dinner, the courtyard was covered by a blurring white under the moonlight. Several crickets chirped
under the cedar tree. Lao-ting was sitting in a daze in the courtyard. He felt as if tons of noises were bothering
him. At one time it was the crickets; at another time it was the clink-clank of the dishes being washed. Then it was
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the conversation and laughter of Hsiu-Ian and her mother-in-law from the kitchen.
“What a mess!” he uttered.
However, his mind was soon occupied with the things he saw during the day, and all the disrupting noises did
not reach his ears anymore. At this moment, someone came in from the front door and called:
“Tung-han!”
Lao-ting recognized that it was Chang Shuan’s voice; he answered:
“He’s gone to the village office.” Then he got up and said:
“Chang Shuan, come over and sit for a while.” However, when Chang Shuan heard that Tung-shan was not
home, he said nervously:
“No, no, thanks anyway.” In big steps, he ran off.
“Damn it, this guy treats me like he’s seen a wolf!”
Lost in thought, he found his way back into the house. His wife asked him:
“Is Chang Shuan still going to sell his land? Are you going to lend him the money?”
“I can’t make up my mind,” he answered absentmindedly.
Footsteps sounded again from the courtyard. He tilted his head to listen; he heard Tung-shan and Chang
Shuan’s voices. Tung-shan was saying in a low voice:
“Let’s go to my room and have a seat.”
The two went inside. Lao-ting heard whispers from his son’s room. He was unable to keep still any longer. He
glanced at his wife and quietly walked out of the room. Then he felt that his shoes were making too much noise,
whereupon he took them off outside the doorstep. On his bare feet, he stood beneath his son’s window in the
courtyard. From inside his son’s room came high-spirited talking. He heard Chang Shuan say:
“When a man gets desperate, he doesn’t know what to do. I really couldn’t think of a way out in the last few
days. As the saying goes, ‘You can’t be afraid of scraping the flesh if you want to cure a sore.’ So I thought of
selling the land. Besides, I thought to myself: there won’t be much left to make anything out of anyway. With the
money, maybe I can go to the Chou-chia-k’ou Market and try once more. With some luck, I can earn back
everything.”
“Look how terrible your idea is!”
This was Tung-shan’s voice.
“All you think about is profiteering. How can you make it without settling down and working hard? Nowadays
it is different from the old society of the past. You’ll be better off weaving mats for a few months. Later on, do
some decent farming. Don’t ever try to mess around with animal trading again.”
“After you criticized me that day, I’ve decided to do according to what you’ve said and I’ve decided not to sell
the land. My wife’s talking to me again. Once you’ve figured out a solution, there seems to be a way out
everywhere. I guess the worst that one can get is to have no one to talk to when in trouble. You’ve really helped
me by getting Uncle Ch’ang-shan to lend me those five pecks of wheat. He said to me: ‘Chang Shuan, everybody
needs help now and then. I’ll loan them to you.’ He brought me the wheat this afternoon.”
“Can you borrow the 200 thousand yuan from the credit union?”
“The manager of the credit union said there shouldn’t be any problem. They fixed it on a three-month term. All
that’s left now is to see if I can borrow some money from you. I’m about 200 to 300 thousand yuan short.”
Lao-ting took a deep breath as he listened under the window. He heard Tung-shan say:
“I have yet to get through to my father. He’s over sixty now and I really don’t want to make him angry. He’s
suffered all his life. The money he has saved up is of course precious to him. But, don’t you worry. Under the
leadership of the Communist Party, we won’t let you lose your land and your home. We won’t let you and your
family wander out on the streets. I plan to call a meeting among the members of our mutual aid team. We’ll get
together and get you some help.”
Lao-ting always thought his son was cold to him. He really did not expect Tung-shan to worry about him
getting angry. Then he heard Tung-shan speak again:
“Just don’t worry. Uncle Ch’ang-shan has lent you some; the credit union will lend you some; and I’ll get
some other people together to chip in some more. Then you can start on some sort of side job. I’ll find someone to
talk to your sister-in-law’s husband, to tell him that once you have an income, you’ll pay him back in installments.
Then you’ll get by all right.”
“Tung-shan,” Lao-ting heard Chang Shuan say, full of emotion, “I know you don’t want people to talk behind
your back. You’ve got nothing to worry about. Everyone of us in the village, old and young, knows what kind of
man you are. You’re a Communist. Whoever mentions you always has good things to say. Everyone in the village
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knows who’s fair and who really cares for the people all the time.” Then he added quietly:
“We all know you’ve got a mixed-up father. No one’s going to blame you.”
Chang Shuan’s voice was especially low, but Lao-ting heard every single word distinctly.
“My father’s been changing for the past two years, too. As you know, two years ago when I first joined the
mutual aid team, we had a fight. Well, now when there’s some minor thing that’s needed to be done in the team,
he won’t complain about being taken advantage of anymore. He works very hard, too. I was just thinking, it has
served no good purpose in the past for me to confront him directly. Like in this incident about him wanting to buy
your land, after I talked to him, he’s changed his way of talking quite a bit since yesterday. He now says, ‘We
can’t buy that plot of land which belongs to Chang Shuan’s family. In the old days his father and I pushed coal
carts together for several years. We’re all poor people. We just can’t buy off his land.’ He's just afraid of letting it
out that we’ve got money to lend,” Tung-shan said with a chuckle.
Chang Shuan said, “I know Uncle Lao-ting. He’s a straight man. In the old days he also signed the cross\fn{ A
note reads: An illiterate farmer in old China drew a cross or used his fingerprint as his signature on any legal paper, most often an
agreement to sell his land or property .} to the landlord. He knows the taste of selling land. My father had always said,

‘What a pity; when your Uncle Lao-ting and I die, we’ll probably end up looking after someone else’s land inside
our graves!’ But the Communist Party came! If only my father were still alive today …”
Lao-ting could not continue listening to them any more. He tried to use his hands to hold back the tears. He
walked back to his room and, like a bundle of firewood, he fell on his bed.
*
The morning in August was clear and fresh, just like the running water of an autumn stream.
The ripe autumn crop emitted a fragrance in the wind, which tenderly carried this fragrance to the smiling
faces of the farmers and to their hearts.
After Sung Lao-ting heard what Tung-shan and Chang Shuan said the night before, he got up early in the
morning and went to the fields to look for Tung-shan. He wanted to talk it over with him, to decide first to drill a
well in the village hollow and, later after the autumn harvest, to install a water wheel. He walked along a kaoliang
field and met Chang Shuan heading his direction. He wanted to go up and say hello to him, but Chang Shuan
seemed to be avoiding him intentionally as he hurriedly disappeared into the kaoliang field.
“Chang Shuan, Chang Shuan! I want to talk to you!” he yelled loudly.
Chang Shuan then surfaced from the field. Lao-ting said:
“Come to my house this afternoon. I’ll give you the 300 thousand yuan.”
“You mean you’re lending me the money?”
Chang Shuan was startled, his eyes wide-open.
“Why, you think I won’t lend you the money so that I can still buy land? Just remember this: from now on,
shape up and work hard on the farm. Otherwise, you won’t be able to face anybody here at all.”
After he finished, he walked, step by step, straight to the east toward the sun.
1928

262.128 1. My Dressing Mirror Is A Humpbacked Cat\fn{by Jung Tzu (1928- )} Chiangsu Province, China (F) -1
My dressing mirror is a humpbacked cat.
Continuously my image changes
As though on flowing water.
A humpbacked cat. A speechless cat.
A lonely cat. My dressing mirror.
A staring, round, startled eye.
A never waking dream wavers inside it.
Time? Radiance? Sorrow?
My dressing mirror is a cat of Fate.
Like a controlling face that locks up
My rich beauty in its own monotony,
My quiet virtue in its coarseness.
Steps, gestures, indolent as a long summer,
Desert its melodic steps,
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Immured here in my dressing mirror—
A squatting cat.
A cat. A confused dream.
No light. No shadow.
Never once the reflection
Of my true image.
20.38 Melody In Dreams\fn{by Zong Pu (1928- )} Peking, China (F) 9
Murong Yuejun, a teacher of the cello at a music college, was wedded to her instrument. She and her cello
were as one, and playing it she could express all her feelings. This day, however, she could not finish any piece.
Putting the cello aside, she walked on to the balcony and gazed into the distance.
It was September 1975. In the setting sun a strand of her white hair gleamed. Although she was over fifty, her
face was still attractive. She gazed at the end of the street, expecting a girl to appear, but no one came. This was
the daughter of her close friend Liang Feng, whom she had nearly married. Although he had since died, she
remained fond of his daughter.
On the outbreak of the Anti-Japanese War in 1937, Liang Feng and other youths had gone to Yunan, the
revolutionary base. Yue-jun, however, who was a music student at Yanjing University in Beijing at the time, had
been taken by her parents to the south. Then she had won a scholarship to study abroad and had not returned until
after Liberation in 1949. After the death of her parents, she had immersed herself in teaching music.
Now it was growing dark. She went back into her room thinking.
In the first years after Liberation Liang Feng had worked abroad. In the sixties he had been recalled to China to
do cultural exchange work. Yue-jun had heard him speak at some meetings. She was impressed by his way of
expounding the Party’s policies and moved by his devotion to the Party. She even met his wife, a good comrade
and kind mother.
Yue-jun had met their daughter, but the girl had not left a deep impression on her, except on one unforget- table
occasion. It was during the “cultural revolution,” when all sorts of bad characters emerged to slander celebrated
artists and intellectuals. Yue-jun, because she had studied abroad, was attacked. At a meeting, she and some others
were lined up on a stage. Some famous musicians were pushed to the microphone to denounce themselves as
reactionaries. Suddenly three or four youngsters beat and kicked a middle-aged man on to the stage shouting:
“Down with the revisionist monster Liang Feng!”
Stealing a glance at him, Yuejun was surprised to see her friend being forced to the microphone. Facing the
crowd, he said: “I’m Liang Feng, a Chinese Communist!”
No sooner had he said this when some thugs leapt on to the platform and punched him. Blood poured from his
mouth. Then a girl’s clear voice was heard shouting: “Father! Father!”
There was an uproar as some protested against the beating, while others rushed to the girl and kicked her out of
the hall. Though Yue-jun’s head was lowered, she saw the whole scene, except for the girl’s face. Whenever she
thought of her, she felt a mixture of sadness and warmth.
Now she was expecting her.
There was a voice outside. Yue-jun asked: “Is that you, Pei?”
A plump woman of Yue-jun’s age entered, a Party committee member in her department.
A bosom friend of Yue-jun, she said: “I just popped in to see if Liang Feng’s daughter was coming to see you
today.”
“She’s supposed to, but she hasn’t turned up yet.”
“Do you remember …?” Pei looked out of the window.
“I haven’t forgotten all those slanders.” Yue-jun’s mild glance rested on her. After each criticism meeting, Pei
had whispered in her ear: “Chin up! It’s a test.” Or: “Never mind. Don’t let it upset you too much!” This had
enormously encouraged Yue-jun.
Pei had high blood pressure and was easily excited. Controlling herself she said: “You must teach her well,
Yue-jun.”
“Of course. I want to, but could I supplement the material?”
“I think one should, but who has the authority? The bad people aren’t only trying to destroy the good ones, but
also our whole civilization and socialism.” Pei’s voice quivered.
“But what can we do?” Yue-jun muttered.
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“Wait until ,,,” Pei slapped the arm of the armchair. After a while she said she was going to see her paralysed
husband in the hospital. Smiling bitterly, she left.
It was night as Yue-jun gazed out of the window at the maple tree illuminated by neighboring lights. Thinking
of the girl, she supposed she wouldn’t come that night. Then there was a knock at the door.
Before she could answer it, a girl came in saying loudly: “Are you Aunt Yue-jun? I had such trouble in finding
your home, I must have asked about a dozen people the way. Your room’s dark but I spotted your cello when I
came in, so I guessed this must be the right place. I’m Liang Xia.”
Switching on the lights, Yuejun saw that Liang Xia was a pretty girl, with her hair cut short. She was wearing a
cream-coloured jacket over a black woollen jersey, and deep grey trousers. With large eyes, slender eyebrows and
rosy cheeks, she was smiling quizzically at Yue-jun.
“So she’s sizing me up too,” thought Yuejun, who shook hands with her, saying: “I’ve been waiting for you.”
*
Liang Xia was nineteen. She was ten years old in 1966 when the "cultural revolution" had begun and this
marked a turning-point in her life. Until then she had been the pride of the parents, but her happiness had fled with
the start of the “cultural revolution,” Since her father had been a leader of his office, one night some people broke
into their home and dragged him away. Then her mother was separated from her. Liang Xia, bewildered, was
alone at home, cooking meals to take to her parents. Her father liked eating noodles and flapjacks, while her
mother liked sweet food. Sometimes because Liang Xia hadn’t cooked enough food, she herself went hungry in
order to give her parents their meals. She did this until one day a man told her not to prepare any more for her
father, since he had died five days earlier.
After her parents were detained, some of their comrades invited Liang Xia to live with them, but certain people
objected saying that she could only live with a relative. She had an aunt, her mother’s sister, but she had refused
to take Liang Xia, only allowing the girl to visit her and help her with various chores. At that time Liang Xia was
in the fourth-grade at school. Because of her parents, she too was criticized from time to time.
In those unhappy days, Liang Xia often dreamed she was being weighed down by a heavy stone. Unable to
remove it she would cry herself awake. But in time she became accustomed to the sneers, and hid the hatred in her
heart. After her mother’s release, her mother was sent to a cadre school to do manual labour and took her there.
Then her mother was transferred to work in a small town in south China, where she met a cello teacher, who had
been dismissed from his school. So that Liang Xia wouldn’t idle away her time, her mother arranged for her to
have cello lessons. Two months previously, her mother had died of illness. This was tragic because it was said
there would soon be a meeting to clear her husband’s name. Liang Xia came to Beijing and stayed with her aunt.
She hoped that Yue-jun could give her cello lessons. That was the reason for her visit.
“I’m sorry for being late, but I had to help my aunt with the washing up.” She glanced round the room in
which Yue-jun had lived for many years. Against the window was a marble-topped mahogany desk left to Yuejun
by her parents. At one corner stood a piano against which leant a cello. In front of her bed was a folding screen
painted with flowers and birds. Two armchairs flanked a stand, behind which was a lamp with an orange shade.
The gentle light gave an atmosphere of tranquillity.
“It’s nice and cozy here,” Liang Xia said as she followed Yue-jun to the kitchen, where she took the thermos
flask from her and poured herself a cup of tea. “We were driven out of our home and had to leave everything,” she
said matter-of-factly. “When my parents were detained, I stayed in the attic. It seemed quite cozy at the time. But
mother was ill after her release and whenever she used the stairs I had to carry her on my back.”
Yue-jun wondered how Liang Xia, with her delicate build, had managed that. Curious to know about her
mother’s illness, Yuejun nevertheless said nothing in case she opened old wounds.
But as if she had read her thoughts, Liang Xia continued: “Mother had all sorts of complaints. I was like her
doctor. I knew every medicine she took. In the end she died of pneumonia. I thought many times she would die ,
but she always survived. So I thought she’d recover that last time.” Her tone seemed detached. Yue-jun, however,
was very sad.
“How many years have you been playing the cello?” Yue-jun looked at her cello. “You love music, don’t you?”
“No, I don’t.”
Her reply surprised Yue-jun, who stared fascinated at her thick lashes and dark eyes.
“I have to learn something to get myself a job. I’ve been playing since I was fourteen, but I’m not interested in
it. I really preferred working in the countryside, but since my mother was too ill to join me, I went with her.”
Yue-jun was disappointed and wondered whom Liang Xia would follow now.
The girl added: “My parents were always talking about you, so I feel as if I’ve known you for ages. Mother
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said you could help me to become a musician.” A flicker of hope came into her eyes veiling the indifference
which seemed to say: “Anyway, it doesn’t matter if you refuse.”
“Why bother learning to play the cello if you don’t like it?”
“To make a living of course,” Liang Xia giggled. If she had heard such a reply ten years ago, Yue-jun would
have been insulted. Now nothing astonished her.
“Play me something,” she said after a pause. When Liang Xia went to take the cello, she found a curtained-off
recess behind which Yue-jun stored her junk. Lifting the curtain, LiangXia exclaimed: “Goodness! Why do you
store away all your things here, Auntie? One day I’ll help you sort them out.” Then holding the cello she began to
play.
She played the second movement of a concerto by Saint-Saens.\fn{ Charles Camille Saint-Saëns (1835-1921, French
composer, pianist and organist.} In spite of her poor technique, there was something moving in her playing which
touched Yue-jun. Although she failed to grasp the meaning of the music, she expressed her own feelings. She was
making music.
“She has a good musical sense," Yuejun thought. Although she soon finished, the room was filled with the
atmosphere she had created. Putting aside the cello, Liang Xia searched Yue-jun’s face.
“To have a feeling for the music is most important,” Yue-jun said warmly. “But you don’t handle your bow
correctly yet. Look, it should be like this,” and so saying she took the bow and gave the girl her first lesson.
*
After that, Liang Xia came once a week. When she wasn’t studying, she’d chat or help Yue-jun with
something. She was bright and seemed to know a lot, though sometimes she was ignorant of the most common
knowledge. For example, once a colleague was discussing some classical novels with Yue-jun, when Liang Xia
interrupted them saying she had read many of them. It seemed she had read whatever she could lay her hands on,
but there were very large gaps in her education. She may have seemed self-centered, knowing how to take care of
herself, because since the death of her parents no one had shown any concern for her. She sometimes, however,
was ready to help others.
One day Yue-jun was learning to give injections. Liang Xia offered her arm because she said she wasn’t afraid
of pain. Then she added coolly: “Trouble is, you’re afraid because you haven’t been beaten up enough!” She
seemed to have seen through everything and scorned the glowing revolutionary jargon in the newspapers. She
would say: “All lies! Even Premier Zhou\fn{ Chou En-lai (1898-1976), first Premier (1949-1976) of the People’s Republic of
China, second in power only to Mao Tse-Tung. It was said at the time that he did what he could to mitigate the ferocity of the Cultural
Revolution. He and Mao died in the same year .} was slandered as a reactionary. Who’s foolish enough to swallow that!”
Her only belief was that Premier Zhou would triumph over those “bastards.” Yue-jun hoped the same.\fn{ The
Cultural Revolution was declared to be officially concluded in October, 1976 .}
When she referred to Jiang Qing,\fn{Mao Tse-tung’s widow, a notorious radical.} she called her a “she-devil” who had

created so many scandals and who still tried to fool the people. “She praises a novel about vengeance, while she
really intends to attack us. One day I’ll take my revenge on her!” Her words puzzled Yue-jun. She spoke freely,
not caring about the situation. At times Yue-jun was afraid lest she should get into trouble.
Pei, a frequent visitor, soon got to know Liang Xia well enough to make her drop her pose of flippancy and
talk seriously.
One day Pei came to hear Liang Xia play. After listening to her she asked Yue-jun, “If you want to supplement
your teaching material, why not use some Western etudes? You’re too timid, I think.”
Bow in hand, Liang Xia protested: “Of course she’s timid, but what about you?”
“I never said I was bold,” Pei smiled, “but we’ve each got a head on our shoulders, and we should use our
brains to find ways and means.”
“My head’s too heavy for me. I don’t like it. If you want, Aunt Pei, I’ll give it to you. Then you’ll be bold
enough to make revolution. Only don’t get scared because you’ll have to turn everything upside-down.” She burst
out laughing. “Revolution sounds fine but they murdered my father under that name also!”
“No, that was counter-revolutionary,” Pei burst out. “Stop playing the fool and remember what your mother
said to you. Remember those who hounded your father to death. You must think seriously about your future.”
Liang Xia immediately became grave, bit her lip and stared at Pei. After a moment she lapsed into her usual
flippancy and sneered: “I don't give a fig for them! What about dinner? Let’s go and make it. I’m quite good at
cooking …” She laughed.
That was how she had reacted. Once when Yue-jun asked about her future plans, she answered as briefly as
before, adding with a movement of her eyebrows: “I’ll fool around until my aunt throws me out, but that won’t be
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immediately. She knows that my father’s name may be cleared and that she stands to gain.” Then she went to the
recess and lifting the curtain looked at it again.
Before long her aunt turned her out. It was on an early winter day, when Liang Xia should have arrived for her
lesson. At sunset she still hadn’t come. Yue-jun wondered in concern what had happened to her.
Suddenly Liang Xia burst in, a bulky satchel over her shoulder and a string bag in her hand. With a face
flushed with rage, she cried: “Sorry to keep you waiting, but I’ve just had a hell of a row with my aunt.” Then
putting down her bags in a corner, she sat down fanning herself with a handkerchief. Her eyes burned with
resentment as she jeered and laughed: “It’s just ridiculous!”
“Don’t laugh like that,” Yue-jun said patting Liang Xia’s shoulder. “Tell me what happened.”
“My aunt said that my father’s name can’t be cleared because he was a reactionary and that he had killed
himself to escape punishment. As for me, since I’m his daughter there’s no future for me. My staying with her has
caused her a lot of trouble. Since her husband is going to be made a deputy-minister and their block of flats is for
ministers, ordinary people like me shouldn’t be living there. We’re a security risk. What rot!”
Yue-jun sympathized with her and wondered what she would do next.
“I’ll stay with you, if I may? You aren’t afraid?” she asked standing up.
Yuejun was silent. Of course she was afraid! To let Liang Xia stay with her could mean she too would be
labeled as a counter-revolutionary. But how could she push her out? After all, she was Liang Peng’s daughter.
Seeing Yue-jun’s hesitation, Liang Xia smiled with scorn. Then she noticed that she had reached a decision.
Before Yue-jun could say anything, Liang Xia walked over to the curtained recess and put her things by it. “I’ve
thought about it before. We can put a bed here.” As she spoke she began pulling out the junk. “You sit over there,
auntie.” She sneezed. “So much dust! I always said I’d help you spring-clean it one day. Now my words have
come true!” She laughed delightedly.
Despite the dust she hummed a tune as she worked. Having finished cleaning, she arranged the things in two
piles of boxes and cases, on which she placed some planks for a bed. Then she made it up with sheets and a quilt
lent to her by Yue-jun. With a board from the kitchen she made herself a desk. Among the junk she had found a
tattered scroll on which was written a poem. This read:
Coming from your old home,
You should know what is happening there;
Leaning against the window,
Did you see the plums in blossom?

Holding it in her hands, Liang Xia softly read it twice. “Who wrote it?” she asked. “Both the poem and the
calligraphy are good. Why don’t you hang it up?”
“Wouldn’t that be criticized?” Yuejun replied joking. “It was only this year that I put my screen here. Honestly
I’m afraid of courting trouble.”
“Well, I’m not.”
Examining it, Liang Xia noticed the inscription:
A poem by Wang Wei copied by Yue-jun in G— city.

The girl exclaimed: “So you wrote it! No wonder the calligraphy’s so good.” Immediately she hung it above
her bed. Stepping back she gazed at it and then, clapping her hands, asked: “But where’s G. city?”
“Geneva, in Switzerland.” Yue-jun looked at the old writing with some emotion. “I was there alone studying
music and I felt very homesick. Once I listened to Dvorak’s New World Symphony a dozen times
nonstop.\fn{Anton Dvoøák (1841-1904) a Czech composer, was director of the National Conservatory of Music in New York City from
1892-1895; he composed this symphony in the United States in 1893 .} Whenever it reached the second movement I was
deeply moved. So I wrote that poem on the scroll. What awful calligraphy!”
“There’s patriotism in your words.” Liang Xia gave a bitter smile. “Now even patriotism is getting criticized.”
“I didn’t have any clear ideas.” Yue-jun sat down at the table. “But I truly missed China then. My ancestors
and I had been born here. I was proud to be Chinese. That’s why I appreciated that short poem. But if that is all
wrong now, what’s left?” Moodily she turned to the window: “Of course I learned Western music, but only so that
I could serve my country better.”
“Your country?” Liang Xia mocked. “Today that means individualism, egotism and counter-revolutionary
revisionism!” Then she laughed: “Anyway you’re all right as a musician. Isn’t singing and acting coming into
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fashion?”\fn{Perhaps they would both be amazed to know that just last month (November, 2002) there opened in Peking itself a licensed
production of the play version of Animal Farm, the drama devolved from the novel of the same name by George Orwell (aka Eric Arthur
Blair, 1903-1950, English writer), which he wrote in 1945 as a satire on Communist revolution (among other things, depicting the pigs—
who were the original idealists leading the rest of the animals against their farmer exploiters—as, in fact, literally pigs, corrupting
themselves by swilling alcohol and dainty food). The announcer on the Public Broadcasting Station where I heard this said that it appears
likely that the license was issued because the official who issued it had not read the novel .}

Yue-jun didn’t want to comment on her harsh words.
At last Liang Xia had finished tidying up. “My bed’s rather like a raft, isn’t it?” Going over to it she said: “I’ll
stay on my raft. I’ll be as quiet as a mouse in the day.” Having climbed on to her “raft” she suddenly popped her
head out of the curtain and quipped: “Care-free on my raft, I don’t mind whether the seasons come or go.” Then
she was quiet.
“Now there’s no need to act like that,” Yue-jun laughed. Drawing back the curtain, she found that Liang Xia
was lying back on her quilt, her eyes closed. On her rosy cheeks were streaks of dirt. “Get up and wash your face,
Liang Xia. We’ll have a lesson. Since you’ll be staying here for a while, you mustn’t waste your time.”
On hearing her say “for a while,” Liang Xia smiled faintly and glanced sadly at her.
At half-past eight that evening they had a lesson. Liang Xia played first. Her technique was improving. As
Yue-jun was correcting her, there was a knock at the door.
A youngster in a green uniform without any insignia entered. The expression on his regular-featured face was
troubled. Seeing Liang Xia sitting with the cello in her hands, he said to Yuejun: “Excuse me, are you Aunt Yuejun? I’d like to have a word with her.” Then he smiled at Liang Xia.
Ignoring him, Liang Xia concentrated on her music, but after a while she explained: “This is Mao Tou. A
friend of my cousin. Let’s continue our lesson.”
“Mao Tou? Is that a nickname?” asked Yue-jun casually, wondering about their relationship.
“Actually I don’t know his real name.” With this Liang Xia continued playing.
Snubbed, the young man turned to Yue-jun for help.
She suggested, looking at Liang Xia, that they go for a walk in the fresh air. Then she went to her desk and
switched on the lamp. Pouting Liang Xia slouched out with her friend.
The next day at school, Yue-jun told Pei about her decision. The latter was delighted.
“I agree with you. She should live in your home.”
Some colleagues who sympathized with Liang Xia felt in this way she could have an opportunity to study, as
she’d become an orphan and a loafer. “But who’ll be responsible for her?” Pei asked. Those who objected said:
“What if the police start making inquiries? And if Liang Xia does something illegal, Yue-jun will be implicated.”
Yue-jun was worried, but decided that if the authorities insisted the girl should leave, then she must do so.
Otherwise Liang Xia could stay as long as she liked.
Time passed, and Yue-jun and Liang Xia got on well together. The latter was able, diligent and considerate.
Always in high spirits, she reminded Yue-jun of an elf from a dance by Grieg.\fn{Edvard Hagerup Grieg (1843-1907),
Norwegian composer.}
But Liang Xia claimed to be a very down-to-earth sort of person. “If you were me,” she argued, “you’d be just
as practical.”
The weather grew chilly and Yuejun bought Liang Xia some cloth intending to have a jacket made at the
tailor’s. But Liang Xia took it and said she could make it herself. She went to Pei’s home where there was a
sewing-machine. On her return, she looked grave.
“What’s the matter?” Yue-jun asked.
“Oh, nothing!” Liang Xia fidgeted with the remnants of the cloth. “Aunt Pei’s husband’s been paralysed for I
three years, and she has to go to the hospital every day to take care of him. Though she has high blood pressure,
she still goes to her office and studies the works of Marx and Lenin. She told me that in the Yunan days, she wore
straw sandals yet every step she took seemed significant. Life was so full of hope. There she became friends with
my parents.” After a moment Iher face brightened and she continued: “Aunt Pei said my father helped to reclaim
the waste land and that my mother spun yarn. I’d like to live such a life, but now even playing my cello’s illegal.”
Scissors in hand, she shredded the cloth.
Her usual apathetic and scornful expression returned, her tender heart seemed to have hardened. As Yue-jun
stroked her silky black hair, there was a knock at the door. Two young men with high sheepskin hats and
fashionable trousers entered. Seeing them, Liang Xia sprang forward and told them to get out, banging the door
shut. Her friends annoyed Yue-jun, who didn’t know where Liang Xia picked them up. If she was at home, then
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Liang Xia would take them out, but while she was teaching or elsewhere, Yue-jun was quite ignorant of what went
on in her home. As most of them were boys, she once tentatively warned Liang Xia against falling in love too
early.
Hearing this, Liang Xia burst out laughing. “Don’t worry! I shan’t be such a fool! I don’t respect those boys.
When I marry, he’ll be a high official!” She grinned pulling a face, as if in her eyes high officials were toys for
amusement. Then affecting gravity, she added: “Or perhaps I’ll be a spinster like you. By the way, why didn’t you
marry, aunt?”
“You tell me,” Yue-jun countered trying to avoid the question.
“It isn’t that you believe in being single, but that you’ve never met a man you loved.” She was sharp. Since her
arrival, Yue-jun had been strict in making her practise various pieces every day. Though she did not assign any
Western musical scores, Liang Xia often played some to amuse herself. One day when Yue-jun returned, she
overheard Liang Xia playing a plaintive melody by Massenet.\fn{ Jules Ėmile Massenet (1842-1912), French composer .} It
was so melancholy that she waited till Liang Xia had finished before entering.
Yue-jun often wished that Liang Xia could attend a proper school, since she had real musical talent. But it all
depended on when her father’s name would be cleared. If that happened, then the girl would be in a better position
to study.
Meanwhile Liang Xia led a seemingly carefree life. Apart from playing the cello and seeing friends, she often
read some books on her “raft.” One day Yue-jun was shocked to find her reading a hand-written copy of an
“underground” book.
“Why are you reading that?” she asked.
“Why not?” Liang Xia retorted. “The cover alone scares me.”
“You wouldn’t even say boo to a goose!” Liang Xia giggled. “When my parents were detained I was often
criticized and beaten. Later I fought the boys back. They beat me and I punched them. I loved it!”
Not knowing what to say, Yue-jun stared at her pretty, youthful face. Despite the merry, contemptuous
expression, she sensed hidden apathy and misery.
“Since I’m older now, I’ve grown out of fighting. It bores me.” Then she tried to reassure Yue-jun: “Please
don’t worry, auntie. But I can’t play the cello all day long. I must read some books too. Since I can’t find any
good ones, I’m reading these, even though they’re bad. It’s like food. When there’s nothing delicious, I eat
anything. So there.”
She glanced at the cabinet in which were locked some good books.
“You’re wrong.” Yue-jun tried to argue against her.
“I know.” Smiling she added: “Now I just exist. If one day I can’t go on like this, then I’ll change my world
outlook. That’s how Mao Tou puts it.”
“You can read what he’s read, I think.” Yue-jun had found that Mao Tou was a thoughtful young man who had
studied seriously some books on philosophy, literature and history. Although known as a “scholar” in his factory,
he refused to join any writing teams run by the authorities. His father was an old cadre, who had often shown
concern for Liang Xia.
Yue-jun’s suggestion made Liang Xia smile again. After a moment, Yue-jun opened the cabinet to let her
choose whatever book she wanted.
Happily Liang Xia looked through it until she suddenly murmured: “My father had many books. However late
he worked he never went to bed before he had read a little. What a pity I was so young! I … I hate …” Turning
round she clutched hold of the cabinet, her eyes blazing. “Oh father! Father!” Her voice was as clear and pained
as a few years before. “I don’t believe that my father, a Communist full of enthusiasm, committed suicide. They
killed him, but insist that he killed himself.” She didn’t choose a book, but stood there gazing wisefully at Yuejun. “Do you think the day I long for will come? Mother told me I must live to see it.”
Yue-jun couldn't bear to see her expression. Wanting Liang Xia to have a good cry, tears began pouring down
her own face. Even if her father had killed himself, he would never have done so unless driven to it. He must have
been in a terrible situation. She wanted to cry with Liang Xia hoping the girl’s tears would wash away her
cynicism. Instead Liang Xia rushed to her bed, leaving on the cabinet two snicks from her nails.
*
It was 1976 and the Spring Festival was approaching. Despite the festival, everyone was grieving. Where was
the spring? People were profoundly anxious about their future since the death of Premier Zhou.\fn{ February, 1976.}
There was a dreadful abyss in their hearts, which could not be filled by their tears and thoughts.
Before she went to the cadre school in January to do some manual labor, Yue-jun entrusted Liang Xia to Pei’s
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care. When she heard the sad news of the premier’s death, she felt desolate. Worried that something might happen
to Liang Xia, she wrote to her asking how she was. After she had posted the letter, Yue-jun was afraid lest Liang
Xia reply in an incautious way, so she quickly sent a message telling her not to answer. However, her reply came.
It said: “I’m prepared to shoulder my responsibilities now.” Though cryptic, it signified that a storm was
imminent.
On her return home, Yue-jun found Liang Xia had changed. She seldom talked and never laughed in that old
distressing way. She thought more about her responsibilities. Sometimes Yue-jun told her to play her cello to find
peace in the music, but thinking about Premier Zhou disturbed her playing. In the past three weeks she had
suddenly matured. Her flippancy had gone. In her dark eyes was a clouded expression, since her thoughts seemed
too heavy to convey. Some of her friends stopped coming, since they were just playmates. When asked by Yue-jun
where her friends were, Liang Xia blinked as if she had never known them.
She had got rid of those frivolous books, but she was not interested in serious literature either. To Yue-jun’s
surprise, Liang Xia sometimes read works of Marx and Lenin. On the eve of the Spring Festival, Pei found her
reading an article by Chairman Mao, a notebook by her side. Leafing through its pages, Pei was astonished to find
a heading: “Crimes perpetrated by Jiang Qing.” The charges listed were logical and cogent. Pei grasped Liang
Xia’s hand and said admiringly: “I always thought you were a fine girl, Xia!”
Liang Xia smiled a genuine smile. “I thought a long time about your advice. I shouldn’t fritter away my life
and youth. Especially at this time.”
Most of the notes had been made by Liang Xia and some by Mao Tou. As Yue-jun read them, she felt they
were telling the truth. But the truth meant trouble. She searched Pei’s face wanting to know what to do.
Pei smiled at her. “It’s correct to expose them for what they are. These notes are what we’ve been wanting to
say ourselves.”
Liang Xia told Yue-jun: “I know that’s the way you feel too. But you are too timid, auntie.”
Yue-jun sighed: “To whom could we speak?”
“We’re only allowed to parrot the editorials,” Pei added.
Liang Xia was silent. Her smile faded into contempt and pessimism.
Yue-jun anxiously looked at the girl, while Pei warned: “It isn’t just a question of daring to struggle. It’s also
knowing how and when to strike.”
After a quick supper in the dim light, Yuejun wanted to ask Liang Xia why she and Mao Tou had written these
notes, but she didn’t press her.
Suddenly there were three knocks at the door. Liang Xia immediately darted to open it and Mao Tou entered.
Although he looked tense, he didn’t forget his manners, greeting Yue-jun before turning to Liang Xia. “Let’s go
out,” he suggested.
“What’s the matter?”
“Please sit down,” Yue-jun urged. “It’s so cold outside. Don’t go out. Tell us what’s happened.”
Eyeing them both, he said: “My father’s been arrested!”
“What?” Yue-jun was dismayed.
“On what charge?” Liang Xia asked.
“They can trump up anything,” he replied, trying to control his anger. Then he continued: “A few days ago, my
father told me they were concocting some charge against Premier Zhou. He said as long as he was alive he’d
defend him and speak out. This morning your uncle told my father that they wanted him to attend a meeting. A
neighbour reported that my father was bundled into his car. He wasn’t even allowed to leave a note for the
family.”
“I was luckier. I saw my father being dragged away,” Liang Xia murmured.
“When I went to their office to see my father, the man on duty told me coldly that he’s to stand trial and
wouldn’t let me see him. Then he shoved me out of the door.”
Yue-jun was outraged thinking how many families had been ruined by the gang; how many young people had
been deprived of their right to work and study or even lost their lives. They wouldn’t even leave the premier
alone. Our great hero had left nothing of himself after his death. Even his ashes had been scattered over the
mountains and rivers. Now they intended to blacken his reputation.\fn{ In contrast, the remains of Mao Tse-tung are
enshrined in a mausoleum in Tian’an Men Square.}
Liang Xia trembled with rage. She suddenly laughed aloud.
Yue-jun took her hand which felt cold. “Xia!” she exclaimed.
“Those monsters are about to tear off their masks!” Brushing Yue-jun aside, she put one hand on the table and
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the other to her breast.
“Yes, I think they are going to show their true intentions soon,” said Mao Tou, looking coolly at Liang Xia.
“We must continue collecting our material. The day’s coming when the gang will be brought to trial and
condemned.”
“If my father were alive today, he’d do as yours has done, I’m sure.”
Mao Tou paced the room and then said he was going to inform his friends about his father’s arrest. He left after
shaking hands with Yuejun and warning her to be careful.
At the door Liang Xia suddenly cried out: “But you haven’t had your supper yet!” Mao Tou shook his head and
left. Yue-jun knew that his mother had died of a heart attack after a struggle meeting. Now he had no parents to
look after him.
*
Despite disasters afflicting the society, time marched on. Tempered by grief, doubt and anxiety, the people
came to see the truth.
On the eve of the Qing Ming Festival in April 1976, darkness enveloped Beijing’s Tiananmen Square. But
bright wreaths overlapped each other; the loyal hearts of the people challenged the sombre surroundings. Some
wreaths were as high as a house, while others were very small. They stretched from the Martyrs’ Monument to the
avenue. It was like a great hall of mourning, unparalleled in history, made by the people for Premier Zhou. The
pine trees, covered with white paper flowers of mourning, were like a bank of snow. Gaily decorated baskets hung
from the lampposts. Balloons floated in the air with streamers inscnbed with the words:
Premier Zhou Is Immortal!

The crowds in the square were like a vast moving sea. They were silent, though all were indignant and at the
end of their patience. The flames of truth in their hearts at last were about to blaze.
If the truth could be seen, Yue-jun thought, it was in that square. The people were prepared to give their lives
for it. She knew Liang Xia came every day to copy down poems and see the wreaths. Yue-jun and Liang Xia were
making their way to the monument in the middle of the square. They hung their basket on a pine tree. It contained
pure white flowers entwined with silver paper, which glistened like their tears.
Liang Xia remembered pacing in the quiet square in January after the premier’s death, when she heard people
weeping. A middle-aged woman had lurched towards the monument crying: “Oh premier, what shall we do in
future? What? …” Her cries were carried round the square and reverberated in Liang Xia’s heart.
Suddenly Yue-jun felt Liang Xia shudder. Looking in the same direction, she saw a streamer by the monument
which read:
Even if the monsters spew out poisonous flames, the people will vanquish them!

Though the street lights were dim, these words seemed ablaze. This was the strength of the people! The people
had begun to fight back!
Yue-jun and Liang Xia walked among the crowds who were engrossed in copying poems. Some far away
couldn’t see clearly, so others who were nearer to the monument read them aloud. If some had no paper, others
would tear out pages from their notebooks. People wrote leaning on others’ backs. All the crowds shared one
purpose and cherished a deep love for Premier Zhou.
Unexpectedly Mao Tou appeared. With a serious expression, he whispered something in Liang Xia’s ear. She
hurriedly pulled Yue-jun away from the crowd.
On their way home, Yue-jun was filled with grief and anxiety. She wasn’t afraid for herself, but very worried
about Liang Xia and Mao Tou, and all the other young people in the square who were reciting poems. On reaching
home, she sat down at the desk in front of a photograph of Premier Zhou, taken when he was young. Yue-jun
wished she could talk to Pei who had given her this photograph, but she had been in hospital because of a heart
attack since March. She had been working too hard.
Liang Xia was busy on her “raft.” After a moment she emerged and poured herself a glass of water. She looked
calm and happy, though pale. “Would you like some water, auntie?” she asked.
There was no answer.
Then Yue-jun said looking at her: “I want to say something to you. I guess you’re going to put up some
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posters. It’s too dangerous!” She paused before adding:
“You’re young. You must live to see the day … you’re—the only survivor in your family.”
Not in the least disturbed, Liang Xia replied: “I don’t want to hide anything from you. But we must speak out
and let those bastards know we are still living. As you know, I’m not afraid of anything.”
Yue-jun said after a pause, tears streaming down her face: “Then let me go! I’m old, but I can do it as well as
you!!”
“You?” Amazed, Liang Xia gazed at her kind, pleasant, tear-stained face. She too began to weep, though she
tried to hold back her tears.
“Xia!” Yue-jun hugged her tightly. Her tears dropped on the girl’s hair, while Liang Xia’s wet her breast.
Liang Xia soon dried her eyes. There was no time for a good cry. It was as if she heard the bugle call. Flames
of love and hatred blazed in her heart, melting it. She had thought of telling Yue-jun that she had already
distributed some leaflets in the trolleys and parks. Some had expressed her views, while others contained only one
sentence:
Down with the gang, the cause of all disasters!

She was sure there wouldn’t be any trouble, but still it was better not to involve Yue-jun. She decided to keep
her in the dark and so she changed the subject: “All right, I won’t go out now. Where are you going, auntie?”
“I’m serious, you little wretch!” Yue-jun protested.
“So am I.” She wiped away her tears. “You must rest. You’re too excited.” With this, she went to make up Yuejun’s bed and quietly slipped two sleeping pills into a glass of water. Handing it to her, she persuaded Yue-jun to
lie down. Soon Yuejun felt very sleepy so she lay down, while Liang Xia paced the floor, cheerfully.
“You should put on something more,” Yue-jun advised, noticing Liang Xia was only wearing her woollen
jersey. “You must take care of yourself!” Then she wondered if she was really getting old, as she was feeling so
tired.
Yue-jun fell asleep and was unaware that Liang Xia had tidied up the room. Before leaving, she had fondled
the cello and turned to gaze again and again at the screen behind which was Yue-jun’s bed. Finally she made up
her mind and gingerly opening the door went out …
That night she didn’t return.
On the second and third nights she still hadn’t come home.
*
One evening after her discharge from hospital, Pei came to visit Yue-jun. It was already summer. Through the
window the stars shone. The two women sat facing each other in silence. After a while, Yue-jun took a notebook
out of a drawer, saying: “I found this yesterday. Xia made notes in it.”
Pei was startled when she flicked through the pages to read:
I won’t live under the same sky with the sworn enemy of my family and my country!

She read the sentence again and again before saying confidently: “Don’t be sad. I believe she’ll come back one
day.”
Yue-jun nodded: “I hope so. I know where Mao Tou is imprisoned. But I’ve no news about Xia.”
“We’ll try to locate her.” The notebook was clenched tightly in Pei’s hand.
Yue-jun heaved a sigh: “Recently I feel as if we’ve been playing a piece of music interminably but it may
break off any moment now.”
“Don’t worry. We’ll end this symphony on a magnificent, triumphant note. By the way, in the past two months,
an instruction came from our ministry to investigate the relationship between you and Liang Xia, but we refused
to do it.”
Rising to her feet, Yue-jun declared: "Tell them Liang Xia’s my daughter. I’ll adopt her as my own daughter.”
Her worn, sweet face brightened, and in her eyes shone determination.
Pei grasped her hand firmly.
That night Yue-jun dreamed that she was playing her cello at a concert. The music from the cello was splendid
and triumphant. In the audience a pair of dark eyes danced to the melody. They belonged to Liang Xia.
Then suddenly it was Liang Xia and not she who was playing on the stage. Her skilful playing was inspiring
and encouraging. Happy tears poured down her cheeks. The stage lights shone on her white gauze and silver-
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threaded dress and on her glistening tears. The powerful music reverberated inside and outside the hall. She
played what was in her heart and in the hearts of the people.
The dream of the people will be fulfilled. The reactionaries will be smashed. Historically this is inevitable.
39.1 Li Shunda Builds A House\fn{by Gao Xiaocheng (1928- )} Wujin County, Jiangsu Province, China (M) 13
Farmers of the older generation always said that eating thin porridge for three years would buy one an ox. It
seemed easy to say so, but it would be rather a feat to accomplish this. Just imagine, if even meals are begrudged
for three years, wouldn't all the other expenses be tightened to the extreme? Not to mention that the saying is
mostly idle talk! If one could not even afford meals, what else is there to save?
Li Shunda’s family was like that before. So, before the Liberation\fn{ A note reads: This is a phrase often used in
mainland China to refer to the time before the founding of the People’s Republic of China in 1949, because the birth of the New People’s
Republic has always been called a “Liberation” from the Chinese Nationalist government .} he never had the dream of buying an
ox. Yet, after the Land Reform,\fn{A note reads: Although there were land reforms on both the mainland and Taiwan in the middle
of this century, this land reform refers to the one on the mainland in which almost all private, land was confiscated from landlords and then
redistributed fairly evenly to the peasants. But in a few years, the land was again collectivized by the state to form communes, which
consisted of production brigades that were made up of production teams .} he set himself a goal to build a three-bedroom house

in the spirit of “eating thin porridge for three years to buy an ox.”
To build a three-bedroom house, how many “three-year porridges” would it then take? He did not know. At
any rate, it was different from before the Liberation, and as there was indeed some saving when the living was
carefully calculated and managed, he had enough confidence.
At that time, Li Shunda was twenty-eight; thick short hair, dark red face, medium height, broad shoulders and
thick chest, just like an iron tower. Among the four members of the family (himself, his wife, his sister, and his
son), three were already working, and they were given six and eight-tenth mus\fn{A note reads: Mu is a unit used to
measure land in China and is roughly equal to .16 acre. The land was given to the family in the Land Reform .} of good land. He felt
that the strength in his body was bigger than the sky, and it was even easy to poke a big hole in the earth with an
iron harrow. Why would he worry about building a three- bedroom house? The firm determination was evident in
his calm but not very smart eyes and in the straight and broad nose that pressed like a stickleback on his thick lips.
This determination would not waver even if an ox had pulled on it.
To say nothing of oxen, not even a train would have pulled him off the course. Li Shunda’s father, mother, and
a one-year-old brother all died because they did not have a house. They were originally fishermen, fishing in the
rivers south of the Yangtze River, wandering everywhere, not knowing themselves where they had initially come
from. When the wooden ship was in the hands of Li Shunda’s father, it was already quite old and in ruins. The
nails’ rust turned into holes and the sky could be seen through the torn reed-skin cabin top. It could no longer
weather the wind and tides and they could not net fish and shrimp anymore. The family changed their profession.
For a meal of porridge, some collected scraps; some traded candies for scraps; and some dug up snails.
In 1942, when Li Shunda was nineteen, in a freezing month of the cold winter, their broken ship anchored in
the river by the Cheng Village. That day, the clouds were dark and the wind was menacing. Li Shunda went
ashore with his fourteen-year-old sister, one trading for scraps and one collecting scraps, and they went more than
ten li\fn{A note reads: A Chinese measuring unit for distance. It is roughly equal to .31 mile .} away. On their return at dusk, the
wind stopped and the clouds were gray, but the snow was all over the land and the sky, and they were lost right
away. Fortunately they found a run-down temple and stayed there for the night. At daylight they hurried back to
the Cheng Village, but the broken boat had already been sunk into the river by the snow. Their father, mother, and
little brother were frozen to death at the gate of a farmer. It turned out that before the snow sank the boat, they
came ashore to knock on people’s doors for help. They knocked at the doors of a dozen families, but due to the
turmoil and chaos of wars and the countless thieves, when they cried for help from outside, people thought that
thieves had come to the village and nobody dared to open their door. As a result, they were literally frozen to
death in the snow. The sky does not have eyes, and the earth does not have a heart. The sufferings of the poor are
unimaginable and innumerable … without a house, alas!
Li Shunda and his sister cried till they passed out beside the bodies of their father and mother. Not one of the
poor people in the Cheng Village was not sad. They dragged the sunken boat up to the shore and tore half of it
apart to make coffins for the dead. The half that was left was turned upside down to become a little hut by the
graves to let Li Shunda have a home.
After the Anti-Japanese War, the Civil War began. The Nationalist Party started their conscription, but no one
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wanted to go. The sheriff of the village received money from people who were conscripted, and, seeing that Li
Shunda was an outsider without any relatives whatsoever, gave him three shis\fn{A note reads: A Chinese measuring unit
for quantity. It is roughly equal to 2.75 bushels .} of rice and forced him to sell himself to become a soldier.\fn{ A note reads:
This sentence refers to an old practice in conscription under the Chinese Nationalist rule, in which the poor people not drafted could join
the armed forces for a drafted person for a certain amount of money .} He looked at the hut, which did not have a door, and he

was afraid that when he was gone, his sister could be ruined by someone. He then used the money he sold himself
for to build a little house of straws, wiped his tears away, and went to shoulder that “seven pounds and a
half.”\fn{A note reads: The sentence means that he went to become a soldier. A popular rifle at the time weighed seven pounds and a
half.}
There was no way that he was willing to give his life to the Nationalist Party!\fn{ A note reads: It is only natural to
expect such a judgmental sentence about the Nationalist Party in a story published in the Communist mainland. The truth, however, is that
most people did refuse to fight for the Nationalist Party in the Chinese Civil War in the late 1940s, in which the Chinese Communists forced
the Nationalist Party to retreat to the island of Taiwan .} Three months later, as soon as the soldiers went to the front, he

deserted and came back. The next year, the sheriff bought him again. All in all, he sold himself three times. The
money he sold himself for the second time paid for the land of the straw house. The money for the third time paid
for the cemetery lot for his parents. Oh, well, even if he sold himself three more times, the money would probably
still all end up in other people’s pockets.
Nonetheless, thanks to the little straw house, he eventually found a wife. When he was away being a soldier,
his sister found a lonely and helpless beggar girl to live with her. The girl later became his wife. A year later a
plump little son was born, who was not inferior in any way to other people’s children.
The Land Reform gave him land but did not give him a house. There was only one landlord in the Cheng
Village, and his house, built in the city, could not be moved to the village to be divided. Li Shunda had to find a
way himself. He made a rough calculation. Two rooms for himself and his sister (he’d let his son live in one room
if his sister got married), half a room each for the living room and the kitchen, and also a room for the pigs, sheep,
and the fuel. It looked as if a family needed at the very least three rooms.
That was the goal that Li Shunda set himself to strive for after the Liberation.
*
For a liberated poor fellow, setting a three-bedroom house as his goal to strive for might be too shortsighted,
and such an ambition might be too insignificant. But Li Shunda believed that it was because of the Communist
Party and the People’s Government\fn{A note reads: The People’s Government refers to the People’s Republic of China. The two
terms in this sentence are often used together even though they are supposedly different apparatuses, but since the Chinese Communist
Party literally controls the government, the two are often regarded as interconnected or integrated .} that he could have such an

ambition and that there was the possibility of realizing the grandiose plan. Therefore he was truly willing in his
heart to follow the Communist Party to the end. Up till now, his action from beginning to end proved this
willingness. To him, to build socialism was to have “upstairs and downstairs,\fn{ A note reads: Refers to a two-story
house, a standard prescribed by the government as a sign of having reached communism .} electric lights, and telephones.” The
main thing was still building a house. He thought, however, that a two-story building was not as practical as two
single-story houses. He would rather not have an upstairs and downstairs. He only wanted to build a single-story
house, but did not know if single-story houses could be considered socialism. As for electric lights, he was for
them. He had no use for telephones. He had no relatives or friends; what was the telephone for? If the kid broke it,
it would take money to fix it. Wouldn’t it be something to ruin a family? He had openly spoken these thoughts,
but no one believed there was anything wrong with them.
The farmers in the Cheng Village had no disdain for his goal, but instead thought his goal a little too high.
Someone used an old saying to begin his speech and said:
“‘A house of three bedrooms and ten mus of land, all over the world hard to find.’ There is nothing easy about
building a house in our area!” Some said:
“Even if you could build a house, it would mean half a life of hard living.” Some said:
“The world after the Liberation is somewhat easier, but I am afraid it would take at least ten years of savings.”
These words were rather frank. At that time, on both sides of the Shanghai-Ningbo Railway, with the town
Benniu as the point of demarcation, the structures of the houses were entirely different: West of Benniu, eight out
of ten houses were made of adobe bricks and a thatched roof. East of Benniu, eight or nine out of ten houses were
made of gray bricks and a roof of tiles. The Cheng Village was a hundred miles east of Benniu, and the whole
village had no house made of straw except Li Shunda’s. Although he was poor, having lived in such an
environment, Li Shunda was used to seeing good houses. Well, this honest fellow was really a bit ambitious,
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wanting to build a three-bedroom house. Could it ever be easy!
Faced with all the talk, Li Shunda always just laughed a little and said:
“It wouldn’t in any way be more difficult than the foolish old man moving mountains in the fable.”
When he spoke, his thick lips pulled the big heavy nose, looking as if he used a lot of strength. Therefore, the
simple words he spoke nonetheless gave people the impression of carrying a lot of weight.
After that, the whole family of Li Shunda started a most difficult battle. It involved earning every grain of food
by working with all their might using the simplest tools, and it involved saving every penny by using the most
primitive management style. The earnings for their everyday labor were very little, but they completely
understood that anything huge is the accumulation of innumerable small things, and so they displayed surprising
optimism and a persistent, thrifty spirit. Sometimes, when the labor of the whole family would not even cover
ordinary daily living expenses, they would then decide to go a little hungry, so, at every meal, everyone would eat
half a bowl of porridge less, and they would regard the six bowls of rice saved as a surplus. There were even times
when it rained or snowed for days and they could not work and became completely “unemployed.” They then
would lie in bed and not get up. The three meals were then combined into two meals, and they considered the one
meal saved as an income. When they cooked porridge with vegetables, they would drop in some soybeans instead
of cooking oil, because cooking oil itself was pressed out of soybeans. When they cooked snails, they would put
in a scoop of rice soup instead of wine, because wine was, after all, made of rice. They raised chickens all year
long without eating the eggs;\fn{A note reads: More affluent peasants could afford to eat the eggs, but Li Shunda might be selling
them somewhere for money.} the kilo of meat they bought on Memorial Day as sacrifice for their parents would not be
eaten until near the Dragon Boat Festival when rice seedlings were planted.
Whenever he had free time, Li Shunda would take up his family profession, wandering about on city streets
and in villages with a load of candies on a pole on his shoulders and trading them for such scraps as torn cloths,
newspapers, old cotton waddings, and torn shoes. He would sort them into different categories to sell to the
recycling station, and sometimes he could earn a very good profit. In the scraps there were often clothes and rain
shoes that could be worn if mended. They would pick them out, mend them, and wear them for a while. When
they could not be mended anymore, they would then be sorted into scraps. This also saved them a lot of living
expenses. The candies they traded for scraps were manufactured by themselves out of malt sugar they bought, and
the cost was very low. But Li Shunda’s only son, Xiao Kang, did not know that it was sugar until he was seven,
and did not know whether that thing was sweet or salty. At eight, he was encouraged by the kids in the village to
go home and try a piece, but was caught by his mother as a thief. He was beaten on the behind and he cried like a
pig being slaughtered. He was also forced by his mother to swear that he would reform himself from then on. His
mother was still claiming again and again that he would be the black sheep of the family, saying that he would eat
away the three-bedroom house his parents wanted to build, and that he would blame his father and mother if he
could not find a wife.\fn{A note reads: Since many or most marriages in the Chinese countryside at the time were arranged, a young
man could naturally direct his blame toward his parents if he did not get married at the appropriate age .}
The most respectful thing was done by Li Shunda’s sister Shunzhen. She was already twenty-three during the
Land Reform in 1951. At that time, the government did not call on the people to marry late, and, according to the
tradition, twenty-three was just the age to get married. She was not only hardworking, docile, and honest, but she
also looked extraordinarily beautiful. Upon careful observation, she seemed to have the exact same look as her
brother, only her nose was a little smaller and her lips were a little thinner. Just on these two little things, Providence revealed its greatness at being capable of anything, revealing an air of delicate beauty in the tall, slim, and
oval-faced Li Shunzhen. At that time, more than a few young men from neighboring villages asked people to
come and seek marriage.\fn{A note reads: The traditional way of courting or seeking a marriage in the Chinese countryside was
usually initiated with the help of a matchmaker .} But no matter what conditions they offered or how good their personalities were, Shunzhen said only that she was still young and refused them without exception. She had been brought
up by her brother and she was determined to repay her brother’s kindness. She knew that without her help, her
brother’s goal would be very hard to reach. If she got married, her brother would not only be without strong
reliable help, but she would also take away the one and seven-tenth mus of land under her name. If so, her
brother’s economic base and workforce would be greatly reduced, and no one would know when in the world the
three-bedroom house could be built. Therefore she willingly devoted the most beautiful time of her life—it could
be said to be the youth of one’s youth—to her brother’s cause.
Not until the end of 1957, when Li Shunda had already bought all the building materials for the three-bedroom
gray brick house, did Li Shunzhen eventually settle the matter, marrying as an old girl of twenty-nine to an old
bridegroom of thirty in the neighboring village. The bridegroom was single till then because he had to shoulder
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the lives of two old parents and a handicapped sister, and therefore he possessed nothing other than the four walls
of his house and had only clothes that had been mended many times. So, what was awaiting Li Shunzhen was still
a hard life. But she was used to hardships and hence did not mind much.
*
When he was done with his sister’s marriage, it was already the beginning of 1958. What else did Li Shunda
need at this time? He still needed the wages for the carpenters and masons, and also the expenses for their meals.
In one more year, the problem would be completely solved. Moreover, after the communization\fn{ A note reads: Not
long after the Land Reform (around the late 1940s and early 1950s) in which private land was confiscated and divided among the
peasants, the communization started, taking back in one way or another the land from the peasants to form collective farming units, such
as communes or state farms. The. communes are made up of production brigades, which are then divided into production teams that vary
in size and population.} things were very much in Li Shunda’s favor. All the land had become state property, so he

could choose at will a most suitable piece of land to build his house on. Wasn’t that ideal?
But Li Shunda was not a revolutionary after all. He was nothing more than a follower. As for heeding what
Chairman Mao\fn{(1893-1976), foremost Chinese Communist leader of the 20 th century; principal founder of the People’s Republic of
China, and sole leader of the country until his death .} said or following the Communist Party, he was not only firm in
action, but was also able to carry it out to the fullest. If any Party member said something to him, that would be
like an order.
One night, Li Shunda woke up from his sleep, suddenly hearing that all under the sky was the same and
equal \fn{A note reads: Refers to the time of the Great Leap Forward, in which the government absurdly called on all the people in the
country to start living the life of communism and sharing as much as possible their personal possessions .} and that there was no
need to differentiate my things from your things. Eight years after the Liberation, there were indeed some
possessions in people’s hands. For example, don’t you, Li Shunda, have the materials for building a threebedroom house? Well, then, why don’t we all put our things together to speed up our constructions? Our
constructions are completely for all of us, and so we all should go all out to support such constructions. There is
no need for any personal plans. In the future the life for all of us will be equally satisfactory. What is so important
about that little pitiful private possession? Putting it in a great cause is the only glorious thing to do. There should
be no worry. Everything is put together for the use of the collective unit,\fn{ A note reads: The collective unit refers to the
community or organization one was in, be it a factory, a production team, a business, or any other organization .} and everyone is the
same. Nobody will cheat any other person.
Such a theory, without any doubt, came out of concerns for the whole country. Li Shunda looked around,
thought for a while, and felt that all stuffiness was cleared from his head and that he was happy and lighthearted
all over. Although he was hurt and shed many tears when his bricks were taken away to build an iron-smelting
furnace, his lumber was hauled away to make earth-moving carts, and, lastly, his tiles were put on the roof of the
collective pigsty, he nonetheless felt extraordinarily happy and satisfied when he thought of the happiness in the
future. His recent experience also changed his original thoughts. He believed that multistory buildings had more
advantages than single-story houses because the grain stored upstairs would not rot and living upstairs would not
give you eczema. It seemed better to live in the multistory building that he would be allotted. Why would he ask
for trouble and always carry the burden of a house like a snail? So his mind was entirely liberated. No matter what
the community wanted, he was happy to give. Even if they had wanted his broken bed, he would not have
begrudged it: because both he and his wife did not grow up only lying in bed.
His wife, that girl beggar, was really shrewder than he was. But the twelfth degree typhoon\fn{ A note reads:
Literally, it refers to the worst measurable hurricane possible. The phrase is often used symbolically to indicate an adverse situation that is
uncontrollable.} was already blowing everybody off their feet, and what could a woman like her do! More wisdom

meant nothing more than added worries. She nonetheless hid an iron wok and did not send it to be melted in the
iron furnace. So after the collective dining hall was dismantled, they did not have to line up to buy a wok.
Later on, not until there were no more funds to mess around with, did they come back to rebuild socialism. We
are talking about our own dirty laundry, and so it becomes tasteless to talk too much about it. But before
everything was torn down in the battlefields,\fn{ A note reads: The battlefields does not refer to military battlefields, but to the
sites of iron-smelting furnaces and other foolish projects of the time. The word is used to indicate the heavy costs and losses that resulted
from such useless projects.} Li Shunda went really often to visit them. Looking at the collapsed iron-smelting furnace

and the earth-moving carts deserted on the wild beaches, he opened his teary eyes and sobbed in the wind. He
thought of his planning and sweat of six years, thought of the grain he saved by going hungry, thought of the
candy he snatched from the mouth of his son, and he thought of his sister who sacrificed her youth …
*
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The government policy of paying compensations for the losses was, without any doubt, widely welcome. But it
was not the government, but the collective unit, that took and spent all of Li Shunda’s building materials. This
collective unit should, of course, carry out a policy of paying compensations. But the collective unit was also
turned into desperate poverty. Having no materials to give back and having difficulties in paying cash, the
cadres\fn{A note reads: In China, government officials at any level are often referred to as cadres .} resorted to using all their
power to work on the minds of the people to elevate the political consciousness of the people like Li Shunda and
ask them for self-sacrifices so that they could carry out the compensation policy at the lowest price.
Li Shunda’s loss was not small, but his political consciousness had indeed been raised, because never before
had anyone given him such a serious and careful ideological education. The Party Secretary of the District,\fn{ A
note reads: A district is often made up of several communes. In each district, there is a Communist Party Committee that governs almost
everything, and the head of such a committee is called a party secretary .} Comrade Liu Qing, a leader of good moral integrity

and high popular trust, made a special trip to come and see him, talking to him knee to knee. He explained that his
things were not lost in any corruption, nor were they wasted away purposely by someone who hated him. The
intentions of the Party and the government were all very good, with the pure purpose of speeding up the socialist
construction to let everyone enjoy the happy life a little earlier. For this purpose, the investment of the country and
the collective unit was infinitely bigger than Li Shunda’s contributions, and therefore it was impossible to
estimate their losses.
Now, no matter how big the losses of the government and the collective unit were, they still decided to
compensate the losses of the individuals. Other than the Communist Party, who would have done such a thing?
There had been no such precedent in history. Only the Communist Party was able to care about farmers like us. It
was hoped that he would be able to understand the difficulties of the Party, and, setting as priorities the interests of
the country and the collective unit, he would share some of the losses. After these years, the Party and the
government had learned their lessons and accumulated experience, and development in the future would be much
faster. When the economy of the country and the collective unit turned for the better, your personal things would
be easier to accomplish, too. It now looked really difficult to build the three-bedroom house you wanted, but in
the future it would be easier. He should not be disappointed.
In the end, Comrade Liu Qing helped him to get in touch with the Supply and Marketing Cooperative,\fn{ A
note reads: Such cooperatives functioned in China as the country stores do in America. The difference is that such cooperatives were owned
by the government in China, and for a long time they were the only place where the farmers could shop in the countryside .} asking the

cooperative to supply him with malt sugar even in the most difficult situations, so that he could trade for scraps to
make a little more money.
Li Shunda’s emotions were easy to stir. When he heard the teachings and advice of Comrade Liu Qing and his
specific help, his tears were already rolling down. Without saying anything else, he fully agreed between sobs.
There were still the twenty thousand tiles that the brigade took away to roof the seven-and-a-half-room pigsty.
Now they were still all on the roof and should be returned all together. But, if they were taken down and new tiles
were not bought to cover the roof in time, the pigs would have to be raised outdoors. Tiles were also fragile things
and many would be damaged if they were taken down and moved around. So it was better not to take them down.
After negotiations by the two sides in order to solve each other’s problems, they decided not to move the tiles.
Instead, the brigade would clean out two pigsty rooms to let Li Shunda live there for a time. When Li Shunda
built his new house, the brigade would return the tiles and he would move out of the pigsty.
Even the pigsty was better than the straw hut he was living in then. There were two rooms, spacious enough.
The roof was quite high; only the part in the back was lower than a person's height. But as the residents did not
have the need to straighten their chests to look majestic, that posed no big problems. Besides, Li Shunda used to
stay in boat cabins when he was young, so he naturally did not mind this.
The compensation problem was thus solved. Although Li Shunda wholeheartedly accepted the advice of the
cadres, he learned a special lesson from this event. Before all this, he was thinking about the inflation in the Old
Society,\fn{A note reads: Refers to the time before the founding of the People’s Republic of China in 1949. Hence “the New Society”
refers to the time after 1949 .} when cash in one’s hands was not reliable. So whenever he had extra money, he would
buy something and store it up. Now he had some new experience, feeling that in the New Society it was not
reliable to store things. It was safer to hide the cash under one’s pillow. Frankly, in this kind of thinking, the
especially sensitive “leftists” could certainly smell the “anti-Party” scent.
From 1962 to 1965, because of the “Sixty Item Document,”\fn{ A note reads: This was a special executive document from
the central government, part of which was an order for organizations to pay back partially or fully individual contributions in the Great
Leap Forward.} relying on the malt sugar that Comrade Liu Qing gave special allowance for, Li Shunda accumula-
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ted about enough cash to build a three-bedroom house. But he made up his mind that he would not buy anything:
he would either buy nothing at all or buy everything at the same time and build the house at once. He wanted to
avoid a long delay that could incur many hitches and thus avoid the previous losses.
This Li Shunda, just like many other peasants, had only the limited smartness of looking backwards. Therefore, just when he thought he was sure that he would not suffer the previous losses again, he would tumble down
right away on the road ahead. To tell the truth, helping such people move forward gives one’s hands some real
pain.
At the time, materials were plentiful and everything was supplied without limit, but he just would not buy
anything. A few years later, when materials became scarce and it would be hard to buy anything without some
connections, he suddenly thought about buying everything all at once. Didn’t he make a fool of himself! Actually,
it would not be right to blame him. Who can be a Zhu Geliang?\fn{ A note reads: A legendary military advisor in the Three
Kingdoms Period (220-280AD) and his name is still synonymous with wisdom.}
*
Under normal conditions, Li Shunda felt that he would be capable of being a follower, his feelings true, his
heart sincere, and his emotions not in the least unnatural. But after the start of the Cultural Revolution,\fn{ A tenyear period (1966-1976) in which virtually the entire population of China was subjected to intensive self-criticism concerning the proper
path to communism.} it was hard for him to keep up. Even when he wanted to follow someone, he did not know

whom to follow, when in all directions someone was yelling:
“Only I am correct!”
After all, who was right and who was wrong, who was good and who was bad, who was red and who was
black?\fn{A note reads: Red is symbolic of the good, and black represents the bad.} His head was ringing and he was confused. He had to squat down and was unwilling to follow.
“Every heart has the ability to tell the right from the wrong.”
This claim is overly self-confident, but actually it is quite naïve because whoever says it did not go through the
Cultural Revolution. You cannot just watch what is being sung up on the stage, but must also see what is being
practiced behind the stage. But it would be reasonable to say that “everyone has the heart capable of being both
good and evil.”
Li Shunda was just a little unhappy. This unhappiness was closely related to his desire to build a house. He saw
that the tumultuous momentum was different even from that of 1959. In 1959, it was nothing more than
destroying a few things. This time it would destroy some people. A life could be done within one move. Right
now the house could no longer be built, and who knew what it would be like tomorrow? For this he was really a
bit disgusted. Then again he felt fortunate that he had moved to the pigsty, which was in the center of the village.
If he were still living in the straw hut by the river, the money under his pillow, he was afraid, might be stolen.
What Li Shunda was thinking was too outdated. In the civilized age, civilized people did not need to use any
barbarous means. Under the blue sky, the head of a Rebellion Faction came to visit Li Shunda, a pistol worn on
his waist and a little red book hanging from his shoulder, and he was accompanied by the head of the production
team. It turned out that he was the Director of the Cultural Revolutionary Committee in the brick and tile plant of
the commune. Being keen on brotherhood and having heard that Li Shunda could not buy bricks to build his
house, he made a special trip to help him solve the problem. He cursed a great deal the capitalist-roader Liu Qing,
who did not work for the benefits of the poor and lower-middle peasants.\fn{ A note reads: A capitalist-roader was anyone
who was deemed as being against the communist doctrines. During the Land Reform, all farmers were classified into landlords, rich
farmers, middle peasants, lower peasants, and poor peasants. The poor and lower-middle peasants were the ones to be trusted .} Now it

was his turn to be the savior. As long as Li Shunda could give him 217 yuan, he would take the responsibility of
buying ten thousand bricks for him, and the bricks could be picked up the following month.
Such a promise was made too beautifully, and should usually be suspect. But Li Shunda thought that, since
they lived in the same brigade, saw each other now and then although they were not friends, and since he had not
heard of any bad deeds by this person, now that he was out to join in the revolution, he would want to do
something good and would not cheat people right away. Moreover, he was accompanied to Li Shunda’s house by
the production team leader, and he had a gun and a little red book with him. Therefore, there was friendship if you
wanted it; there was faith if you liked it; and there was authority if you asked for it. Although Li Shunda deserted
as a soldier three times, he had not seen a situation like this when carrots and clubs were applied at the same time.
He was frightened, and he was softened, so he counted out 217 yuan with trembling hands.
Come next month, the goods could probably be delivered. But unexpectedly, Li Shunda courted with
misfortune and was summoned by the commune’s dictatorship apparatus,\fn{ A note reads: In Chinese, this phrase does
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not necessarily have a negative connotation, because the phrase “dictatorship apparatus” comes from “proletarian dictatorship
apparatus,” which refers to the law enforcement agencies of the state .} which asked him to confess these few things:

(1) Where did you come from? What kind of class did your original family belong to?
(2) You were a soldier three times, so quickly give out your guns.
(3) Confess your counterrevolutionary talks (for example, he once said such things as “multistory buildings
are not as practical as single-story houses, and one cannot afford to fix broken telephones,” and that was a
vicious attack on socialism).
The things that happened later need not be mentioned; everyone knew them. He did not talk much about them
either after he was released. But there were two things that were rather unique. The first thing was that while he
begged for his life when he could not stand it any longer, the Director of the Cultural Revolutionary Committee of
the brick and tile plant came to his rescue. To repay the deed, they decided between themselves that they would
never again mention the 217 yuan. The second thing was that the house he was locked in was quite firmly
constructed. For the first time in his life he studied architecture in there and had a very clear outline of the house
he was to build.
When he was freed, he walked home leaning against the shoulder of his son (already nineteen years old). His
tearful wife and sister asked him why he was locked up and what miseries he suffered. His hoarse voice uttered
only two puzzling short phrases:
“Them vicious! My house!”
For a year after that, he could not work and he did not feel good inside his back. When it was cloudy or rainy,
his bones ached allover. He was a little curious. Although he had never been beaten up before, he had lived his life
in poverty and hardships, so why was he now so fragile? Did he also become “revisionized?”\fn{ A note reads: A very
negative Chinese word, used to refer to any attempt at deviating from the orthodox communist theories or practices as prescribed by Marx,
Lenin, or Mao Tse-tung.} He was a little startled, feeling that it would be all right even if he had turned into a horse or
a buffalo, but not a “revisionist.” What was a “revisionist?” It was a black wok.\fn{ A note reads: A black wok means a
bad name.} It could not cook rice, but could only be mounted on one’s back as an ornament. It was a “family

treasure” that was lifeless and therefore could not die and would be passed down from generation to generation.
His son was nineteen years old that year; if he had this black wok on his back, where would he find a wife? And
the house had not been built, so there was not yet a single favorable condition.
Li Shunda thought about this, and there was in his heart both panic and superstition. When he was little, he had
heard many old stories, among which was the claim that men could turn into many different things. The storyteller
would always say:
“After one night he turned into such and such.”
And before the change, there were always some funny feelings, such as bones aching all over the body, the
skin becoming hot and irritated, and so on. Therefore, whenever Li Shunda felt uncomfortable in his body, he was
afraid of the dark night and feared falling asleep. He would always open his eyes wide to prevent himself from
unconsciously turning into a black wok in his slumber. His alertness was always quite high, so till now he still had
not turned into anything.
During those nights in which he feared falling asleep, to release the pains in his flesh, Li Shunda also thought
of some pleasing recreational activities. He did not have a radio. He could not read, because he was illiterate.
Besides, it would waste lighting oil. So the only way out was to recall the stories he had heard when he was
young, the lines in the dramas he had watched, and the vulgar songs that the older generation had taught the
children. Later when his health was better, he shouldered the candy baskets to trade for scraps and would often be
singing a shady song to attract children. He claimed that these were the songs he recalled in those nights. From
these songs we can tell what he was thinking at the time. He sang:\fn{ A note reads: These ridiculous lines pair up things
that are supposedly contradictory to each other, implying the abnormal social conditions of the time, but to Western readers, some of them
may not seem typically contradictory.}
Strange, strange, really strange
An old man is trapped in a rocking cradle
Strange, strange, really strange
A table is put in a little pocket
Strange, strange, really strange
Rats bit open a cat’s belly
Strange, strange, really strange
Lions are often bullied by lice
Strange, strange, really strange
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Dogs send weasels to watch the chickens
Strange, strange, really strange
Swan meat fell into the mouth of a toad
Strange, strange, really strange
Big ships turned over in a sewer ditch
Strange, strange, really strange
Tall fellows become ladders for short ones
Ahaha, the bald head wears a cap
Clam shells hold a pot of pee
The belly of a ball contains wind
The bad god in robe is a hunk of mud
Oh strange, oh strange, really strange
Snakes wind into the belly of the Buddha for the winter
Smelling the incense and pretending to be glorious.

This was indeed a children’s song generally known for its load of “strangeness,” and it was terribly old. But,
the strangeness in everyone’s load is different, because people would always put what they regard as strange in
the load. If, however, he was questioned, Li Shunda would never admit that he added anything to it. He was no
writer, and could not drop any black characters on white paper, so he was not afraid that any handle would fall
into others’ hands. Although he was not clever, he did, after all, go through the ordeal, and understood the people
of that time-H those rebellious people in power and the powerful people in rebellion\fn{ A note reads: Rebellion—this
word was used during the Cultural Revolution to refer to any drastic action against an establishment or organization. Although destructive,
these actions were regional and containable in most cases, but they proved to be costly and disastrous because the government controlled
by Mao used such rebellions for their power struggles .} wanted to ruin your luck, it would not be because of what you had

done, but because they wanted to reach a certain goal, such as his 217 yuan.
One day, when he was trading candy for scraps in a neighboring village, he happened to run into the capitalistroader who was being reformed there—the former Party Committee Secretary Liu Qing. He was both happy and
sad, and was not willing to leave for a long time. In the end, Liu Qing begged him to sing for him once again the
strange song. He started singing it without any hesitation. That miserable, heavy, and angry voice even made the
air tremble while both men shed their tears.
*
After being sick for a year, Li Shunda was somewhat discouraged. He often thought, how many years could he
live? Why would he take pains to build a house! The foolish old man made up his mind to move the mountains,
and still he relied on his descendants to finish the work. So why should he have to build it himself! Besides, he
had some savings, had thus made quite some contribution, and was not disgraceful. But he had not transcended
his earthly existence, and his tainted heart was hard to cleanse. His son was already over twenty.If the house were
not built, he would not be able to find a wife. Who would come and live in a bridal chamber converted from a
pigsty? To find a beggar girl for wife as he did, there was no such good chance any more. That would not do.
Without a daughter-in-law, how would there be a grandson? Without a grandson, how would there be a greatgrandson? When communism was built in the future for a happy life, would it do to have no offspring of Li
Shunda? It seemed that the house had to be built, and he should hurry up. Even so, his son might have to marry
later than the late-marriage age as regulated by the government.
After some wavering, his decision became steadfast, and he acted on it immediately. He put on his shoulder the
baskets for collecting scraps, slowly wandering from this town to that town, going through all the big streets and
small lanes in the county seat, but he did not see any construction material for sale. He asked at certain stores and
then found out that, even if he just wanted to buy a brick, he needed identifications from three administrative
levels\fn{A note reads: These three levels refer to the production team, the production brigade, and the commune .} and there was no
room for idle talk. He knew that it would be useless to run around aimlessly, so he had to apply for permission
from his production team, his brigade, and his commune. Luckily he brought his scrap baskets with him when he
went wandering around. Although he did not buy any construction materials, the scraps he collected were sold for
a dozen yuan, which was no waste of his work.
The next thing was naturally to ask for permission from cadres of the production team and the brigade. They
said with a little laugh after they heard him:
“What’s the use of getting a permission? As for residential construction materials, sometimes there was just a
little, and sometimes there was almost nothing. Even if we gave you the permission, you would not be able to buy
any.”
Li Shunda was not willing to believe them, thinking the cadres were stonewalling him. But he did not dare talk
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back, because he was afraid of relationships turning sour. So he patiently hung around and refused to leave,
putting on a quiet sitting demonstration in disguise. Unexpectedly, the others did not mind it that much. When at
suppertime they found he had not yet left, they then said:
“Go home. The door will be locked.”
He just had to go back home. The next day, he went back there to sit again. After three such days, the cadres
became impatient, saying:
“You would not take good advice, but just mess around. If you believe it’s useful, we’ll then give you the
permission!”
Indeed, the permission was written and he went gleefully to the Supply and Marketing Cooperative. The
salesman looked at the permission, laughed a little, like the cadres in his brigade did, and said:
“Can’t help it. No goods to supply you.”
“When will there be some?”
“Don’t know,” the salesman said. “When you’re free, come often and ask.”
From then on, Li Shunda was like a student going to school, going there six times in seven days. Half a year
later, he still had not bought a single brick. That salesman was a kindhearted man. Although he secretly pitied Li
Shunda’s dull-wittedness, he was nonetheless touched by his spirit. Finally one day he told Li Shunda:
“Why don’t you save a bit of your time? Don’t come here and ask. In these few years, the revolution\fn{ The
Cultural Revolution is meant.} is revolving so fiercely that the earth is almost revolved out of things. When on a rare
occasion a few things arrive, they are not even enough to give the cadres preferential treatment, to say nothing of
giving you a chance. Even if there were something for you, it would be the leftovers after many times of picking
and choosing by other people, but the price for it would be the same as what has been already picked away before
you. You wouldn’t get the value of it. I advise you to think of some other way.”
Li Shunda heard the kind advice and was rather disappointed and also very grateful. Therefore he had to ask
for wisdom:
“What other way can you think of?”
The salesman quietly thought for a moment and said: "Do you have any close relatives or friends who are
cadres?”
“No,” Li Shunda said with heaviness and difficulty. “I only have a brother-in-law who is a farmer. No second
relative.”
“There is then no way out,” the salesman said with sympathy. “Nowadays having money is not as good as
having connections. When you don’t have relatives and friends to depend on, what other way is there other than
buying in the black market?”
Li Shunda believed that to be the truth and from then on wanted to find a way to buy black-market materials.
Unbeknownst to him, the salesman did not have experience in this area either and did not know the complexity of
the black-market dealings. Ten thousand bricks, priced at 217 yuan by the government, would sell for 400 yuan in
the black market, and, for that price, payment had to be made first before the goods were to be delivered in a year
or six months. Often one would run into con men. Li Shunda had been conned once already, and so the money
would not leave his hands easily. Therefore, after walking a thousand miles and talking a ton of times, nothing
was bought after three years. Still it was that salesman who was willing to help who bought for him a ton of
lime\fn{A note reads: Not the fruit, but calcium oxide, a white substance obtained from limestones; often used in China to whitewash
walls.} at the government price. The lime was originally allotted to be used in silkworm rooms. But in the last few
years there was a continuous conversion of dry farmland into wet farmland and many mulberry-tree fields were
changed into rice fields. How many silkworms could be raised on those few shabby mulberry trees that were left!
There was thus no use for that large amount of lime. Instead it gave the salesman the opportunity, and Li Shunda
found a bargain. For that, he wanted to buy a pack of good cigarettes to treat the salesman, but he just could not
find any. Accidentally he ran into the former Director of the Cultural Revolutionary Committee of the brick and
tile plant (now promoted to Director of the Revolutionary Committee\fn{ A note reads: In the Cultural Revolution, besides
the Communist Committees that already existed everywhere, a Revolutionary Committee was established for every Communist Committee.
At times when things went out of control the Revolutionary Committees were more powerful than the Communist Committees .}) and

remembered that he was always smoking nice cigarettes. Since the former Director had once treated him unfairly,
wouldn’t he be willing if he asked him to buy a pack of cigarettes? So he unabashedly went up to him to renew
his acquaintance. The Director was indeed straightforward, received his fifty cents, and took from his pocket a
pack of unopened Big Qianmen.\fn{A note reads: A popular brand of cigarettes produced in Beijing that is of higher quality than
local products and, therefore, also more expensive .} But before he handed it over to him, he opened the pack without
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permission and took a cigarette to smoke himself, and said:
“I have just this one pack. If it were not you, I wouldn’t give it to anybody.”
Li Shunda took the nineteen cigarettes to give the salesman, but he resolutely would not accept them. To show
his respect, he smoked one cigarette. He forced Li Shunda to take those eighteen cigarettes home with him.
On his way home, Li Shunda thought that he did one inappropriate thing that day which he had never done
before. He gave one cigarette to both his benefactor and his enemy. By suppertime he really became angry,
scolding his son for being good-for-nothing, for being still dependent on his parents at home even at the age of
twenty-five, and making his father suffer out there.
*
After many years of troubles, although Li Shunda still had not built a house, his name nonetheless became
widely known.
Where there is faith, even stones and metals will crack open. He not only moved the salesman, but also the
Almighty. This Almighty was none other than his future daughter-in-law, whose name was Xinlai. The girl Xinlai
lived in the neighboring village and had already been seeing Li Shunda’s son Xiao Kang, who was still dependent
on his parents. She did not care if the house had been built. She had settled on the person, so it would be all right
to build the house after she was married to him.
But her dad objected to it, and, no matter what, would not marry his daughter into a pigsty. He used his own
successes as examples to teach his daughter, because, although he was poor, he had managed to build a twobedroom house to bring in a daughter-in-law. He ridiculed Li Shunda as a dumb fellow, a fool, and one who was
not able to accomplish things.
But unexpectedly, the Almighty liked to play tricks and enjoyed slapping those who boasted in the face. A year
later, those in power in the commune overthrew the capitalist-roaders, and, in order to rearrange the mountains
and rivers,\fn{A note reads: In order to gain more arable land in the Cultural Revolution, there were many irresponsible and wasteful
projects to blow away mountains and redirect rivers for more farm land .} they felt very uncomfortable to see the course of a
river winding like the spine of an old man. They simply summoned several thousand farmers and spent tens of
thousands of work days to open up a straight model river, straight enough to let the advanced animals on Mars see
it and praise the greatness of the earthlings. The new two-bedroom house belonging to the family of the Xinlai girl
was right on the riverbed of the model river (of course, there were more things than that two-bedroom house), and
it had to be torn down and moved. The commune paid a moving fee of 150 yuan in compensation for each room.
After the move and the reconstruction, adding to it 300 yuan they had borrowed, they just managed to build a
room and a half. Xinlai’s father lost two-tenths of his weight and his hair became seventy to eighty percent white.
Furthermore, the old man had to submit himself to the young and listen to his daughter’s teachings. Xinlai
suggested to him that he should learn from Uncle Li Shunda. Li Shunda was really smart and did not act rashly,
hiding his cash beside his pillow, so that not a penny was lost. To build a house, one needed to be sure of the
situation before one started! His words becoming weak, Xinlai’s father had to admit defeat and so left his
daughter on her own about her marriage.
Li Shunda not only got a daughter-in-law, but he also knew that his daughter-in-law fully confirmed in theory
his practice. He was rather happy. Therefore, on the night of his son’s wedding, after he drank a few cups of
liquor, his mind clicked and he said some inspired words to the father of his daughter-in-law. He said:
“Now it is the earth card eating the heaven card and the rotten and the dirty are both made lords.\fn{ A note reads:
Although incomprehensible as a whole sentence, the words used in this sentence indicate the chaotic times and the unstable situation in the
country.} You built your house in too great a hurry. There is an earthquake every day, and everyone is willing to
live in a cowshed,\fn{A note reads: This refers to the political movement to send dissenting intellectuals to the countryside to reform
through labor, because many of those intellectuals were assigned to live or work in cowsheds. At the time, it was a great risk for anyone to
talk about it or make fun of it in public. Hence next comes, in the story, his wife’s effort to shut him up .} so what’s the use for

houses? The ten thousand bricks of mine were swallowed into the stomach of the kiln ghost, but it was less
trouble than yours.”
He still wanted to keep on talking. Luckily his wife was more alert and to save him, she scolded him right
away in front of the parents of their daughter-in-law:
“You drink a bit of liquor, and then you act like someone who has eaten something filthy, and there is no guard
on what you say. Forgotten are the days when your bones ached.”
This then ended the conversation and changed the subject. And everyone was happy.
From that time on, Li Shunda never again wasted his time to buy this and buy that. He shouldered the candy
load, wandered here for a day and there for another day, collecting scraps for the country and earning a little living
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expense. But things were really strange; the people building houses were rather numerous. Seeing them, he could
not help being envious and would usually ask people who was building which house and where they bought the
materials. The answers he received were of all kinds. If told in detail, one could write a book about each house,
but it would not attract people to read it either, because it would be nothing more than “big officials had things
sent to them, small officials opened back doors, and the common people begged others.” But those people who
suffered limitlessly for their house admired Li Shunda instead and said that still he was clever and did not crawl
into such bitterness, and he was deservedly the smart one knowing his time. One close acquaintance did not avoid
the taboo and said to him angrily:
“Not a single brick or tile of mine didn’t come from the black market. To build the two-bedroom house, I used
the money for a four-bedroom house. On the day when the beam was raised, the brigade leader who rose to that
position through rebellion came to my dinner. And he said that without the Cultural Revolution, how could this
house of mine be built? F--- his mother. This house of mine is not like his title; could it have been hammered out
with a fist!”\fn{A note reads: Meaning the use of violent physical force, as in a rebellion in the Cultural Revolution .}
By that time, Li Shunda’s knowledge of architecture was already insurmountable and could claim the acme of
perfection. He did not expect that the sky was high and the earth was wide, and there was no limit to the things of
nature. Things that could be written in huge volumes came rolling like the dirty torrents of the Yangtze River, and
one could not bear not to look. I wouldn’t talk about those trivial things, but it would be a pity to leave out the
wonders that were worth voluminous descriptions.
Take one brigade for example: All the residential houses were torn down to be grouped together at one place to
build a one-row multistory building called The New Countryside. The materials tom down were sold to the
brigade at the govemment-set price. To live in the new building, one had to use money to buy it. When Li Shunda
heard it, he was greatly excited, thinking that “upstairs and downstairs” would truly be realized. He impatiently
put his candy load on his shoulder and rushed there at his own expense for a visit.
That place Li Shunda had often gone by before. When he looked at it this time, it indeed had quite a different
look. In every village and street, there were people tearing down houses. The materials torn down were
transported to a big field by the side of a road where the first row of buildings were being built. The families
tearing the houses down had very lively discussions, even to the extent of being heated, all saying that ever since
the sky and the earth were severed by Pangu,\fn{ A note reads: A legendary figure in Chinese mythology who was said to have
created the earth and the heaven by slashing the universe with an axe .} there had never been anything like this. Hence some
people shed tears, probably being overexcited. Some of the tiles that were moved down still had on them the coal
dust from the kiln. They had obviously been put on the house without seeing any rain, but now they were
liberated. Seeing these, Li Shunda felt that his twenty years of empty talk of building a house without really
building one was the most correct thing he had ever done in all his life; however, thinking of all the efforts of the
owner of the house, he could not help feeling tears stinging his eyes.
Sighing, he walked away with his head bowed low, when suddenly he heard someone calling out:
“Hey, candy man.”
Li Shunda raised his head to look and saw an old man standing by the road watching the construction of the
building with a little girl. The face was quite familiar, but he could not think of who it was. The old man said with
a smile:
“Why, don’t you recognize me?”
Li Shunda suddenly recognized him and said in a hurry:
“It is you, old secretary. Are you still reforming through labor?”
He suddenly became sad. Having not seen him for several years, Li Shunda did not expect that the secretary
was so old that he could not even recognize him. Obviously the old secretary was not happy at heart.
The old secretary laughed a little and said:
“Still laboring, but not reformed yet. How about you? Coming here to collect strange songs again?”
“Well, well, old secretary, you are pulling my leg.” Li Shunda said with embarrassment. “This is really
‘upstairs and downstairs:’ creating a ‘new countryside.’ Not till today did I understand that the division of old and
new countrysides lies in the houses. It does not lie in collectivization.”
The old secretary sighed lightly, saying:
“Well, make yourself clear if you have things to say.”
Li Shunda said with a laugh:
“Naturally, it won’t hurt if I say this to you. Of course I cannot knowingly break the law. But I said before that
multistory buildings are not as good as single-story buildings, and that was criticized as reactionary talk. Now that
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I have seen this, I really have some thoughts. Really good houses, some of which are still new, are torn down and
rebuilt, for what? With this energy, wouldn’t it be good to grow the crops well? Such a thing people dare not talk
about in this world, and in the netherworld, even the ghosts would roll their eyes when they see it.”
Hearing such reactionary talk, the old secretary not only made no rebuttal, but even nodded his head and
replied with seriousness:
“‘For what?’ You asked the right question. Let me tell you, some people want to use this as the ladder to climb
up to the sky. You are also smart, knowing that the basis of the new countryside is collectivization. But when
some people started to roll backward, such an organization as the commune could still be taken advantage of. You
should open your eyes even wider. Look, the poor and middle peasants suffered for twenty years to build a little
house, and, come one order to tear them down, they have to be torn down. Do they care whether the people live or
die? But the commune is still a commune.”
Li Shunda listened. Although he had some understanding, he could not completely grasp it. He could only let
his mouth hang open, open his eyes wide, respectfully look at the old man, and be silent.
The old man gave an angry snort and said no more. He looked down at his granddaughter and pointed at Li
Shunda, saying:
“Call him grandpa.”
The little girl called him grandpa affectionately. Li Shunda was greatly touched and hurriedly knocked off a
piece of candy to put in her little hand, proclaiming her to be the most well-behaved little girl. He was fifty-four
that year and a scrap collector from elsewhere. But he was called grandpa for the first time by someone, and this
gave him rather strong encouragement, diluting all the other thoughts in his mind.
From then on, he and the old secretary became friends.
*
At the Chinese New Year in 1977, only when Li Shunda brought a few pieces of candy to visit the old secretary did he find out that the old secretary was reinstated and was once again working in the district headquarters. Li
Shunda was overjoyed. After giving the candy to the little girl and eating the pastry cooked by the little girl’s
mother, he rushed to the district headquarters with excitement. He felt that now that he had the district secretary as
his friend, he could finally get some building materials.
When the old friends met, sure enough, it was very intimate. But when materials were mentioned, the old
secretary became silent and hesitant, making Li Shunda’s heart shudder with a feeling of apprehension. The old
secretary slowly said:
“Brother, your difficulties, I know them all. When you sang those strange songs before, I completely agreed
with you. Now would you expect me to do those strange things?”
Li Shunda said in a hurry:
“Old secretary, if others don’t do it, I won’t do it either. Now others are still doing it, so why should we be the
only exception? Wouldn’t that be our loss!”
The old secretary laughed and said:
“After eleven years of turmoil, old habits are hard to change. Now wrongs should be made right. Otherwise,
the plan to build our country would just be empty talk. We cannot do what other people do. As for all the cadres in
the district, I should be the first one to change. As for the people, the change should come from the one who sang
the strange songs. Would you say it is reasonable?”
At hearing this talk, all the pots of sweet-and-sour seasonings were knocked over in Li Shunda’s heart.\fn{ A
note reads: An idiomatic Chinese saying that indicates the complex feelings or emotions one experiences .} On the one hand, he felt
proud that the old secretary wanted to lead the rectifying efforts with him; on the other hand, he felt disappointed
that although he eventually had a big government official as his friend, he could not take advantage of it for his
personal matters. He had gone through the Cultural Revolution and had also learned to be smart. He thought for a
moment and then said with confidence:
“Old secretary, I agree with what you say, but let me say this first: If you do not want me to do those strange
things, I will do according to your advice. But you cannot waver either. You cannot open the back door\fn{ A note
reads: “Open the back door” is the Chinese phrase indicating corruption, especially in the government, when personal connections are
used to gain something not legally and easily attainable .} when you meet people who are better friends with you and have

more clout than I do, so that you won’t let other people laugh at me for being friends with you for nothing. If that
happens, I will rebel against you.”
The old secretary laughed out loud, took out a pen and paper, and quickly wrote down what Li Shunda just
said, saying:
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“Let me read this once. Listen.”
He read it, not a word different from what Li Shunda said. Then he said:
“Take this and ask someone to copy it on a big piece of paper, and then put it up in my office.”
Li Shunda said in surprise:
“I won’t. Wouldn’t this make you look bad?”
The old secretary said:
“Not at all, not at all. This actually helps me out greatly. I was really afraid that some big shot would come to
me and open his stinking mouth! When you put this up, then I will not be in any awkward situation.”
Li Shunda indeed did so with much gladness.
In the winter of 1977, Li Shunda’s family suddenly got busy. The old secretary, Comrade Liu Qing, worked on
the director of the brick and tile plant, who had been promoted from the Director of the Cultural Revolution, and
asked him to give back Li Shunda’s ten thousand bricks. The Revolutionary Committee of the commune also
approved Li Shunda’s application and agreed to supply him with eighteen cement beams. That kind salesman in
the Supply and Marketing Cooperative also informed Li Shunda that the rafters were being supplied without limit.
This time, Li Shunda would have the assurance of his house being built.
To haul home so many things, the four members in Li Shunda’s family were not able to make it. They had to
ask for help from his sister, his brother-in-law, and the brothers and sisters of his daughter-in-law. Some rowed the
boat; some pulled the cart. Even the aged father of his daughter-in-law gladly sweated a few times. It was a big
moment of bustle and excitement.
Yet at the happy moment, a little unpleasant thing also happened. In the midst of hauling home the ten
thousand bricks, Li Shunda encountered a little twist. When the big ship anchored by the brick and tile plant, the
person there would not give him the supply and said to him with a fake smile:
“You haven’t bought your rafters. It would be useless, even if you haul the bricks home. Just wait a little.”
Li Shunda argued with him till his face turned red and his ears turned crimson, saying that the rafters had
already been settled. But that person knew Li Shunda better than Li Shunda knew himself, absolutely claiming
that he did not have rafters. Luckily the father of his daughter-in-law ran over, and relying on his own experience
of brick purchases, secretly explained to Li Shunda what was meant by “rafters.”
Li Shunda then suddenly understood, immediately went over to the Supply and Marketing Cooperative, and
bought two cartons of the best cigarettes to give to the person in the brick and tile plant. Then everyone was happy
and the bricks were lowered into the ship. Later on when Li Shunda went to haul the rafters in the factory of
cement products, he did not wait for them to open their mouths to ask and gave out a carton of cigarettes, so that
they would not say that he still did not have any rafters.
Having done these things to corrupt other people, Li Shunda felt guilty in his heart and he did not dare tell the
old secretary. But his soul could not find peace. Sometimes when he woke up at midnight and thought of all this,
he would always blame himself:
“Oh, well, I should become a little better!”
63.123 Under Another Harvest Moon\fn{by Kuang Jo-Hsia (1928- )} Honan Province, China (F) 1
It’s midautumn again and the full-orbed moon is gazing searchingly at all those in far-off places. Speaking of
being away, this is the 21st autumn since we both came out of our home town and a decade after you left—for a
foreign land. But no matter how separated we are, our burning feelings for that native place of ours are equally
intense.
You have written in your letter to me that under a bright autumn moon in a distant country, you feel particularly sad and forlorn, quite unable to suppress the nostalgic outburst that causes your head to droop. You have also
said that although the moon may be full your heart, as that of a wanderer, has a broken edge and is never at ease
because of your ever- present question about when “reunion moon” can be heartily enjoyed again with your folks
back home. Such feeling is not yours alone, and you have correctly echoed the voices of the hearts of countless
other Chinese people away from home.
You have also stated that although you now have a home in a new land, with your husband in a well-paying
position and your two children growingly delightfully, you keep thinking about your old home. Quite true! How
can you not miss your native place when memories of so many details of the landscape and so many childhood
happenings remain endearingly fresh in your heart?
You certainly remember the row of willows and two tall wutung trees right in front of our houses back on the
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mainland. And there were those beautiful evenings of stars and moon that we spent together chanting and singing.
The south of the Yangtze as we remember it was so poetically picturesque. The childhood years were utterly
wonderful.
Your memory must be still very vivid of what we did under each harvest moon. The Yuehyang Pavilion was
just a few minutes from our doorsteps and we always climbed up there for our moonlight party. Silvery Tungting
Lake lay below soft and quiet, and tiny fishermen’s lights floated dreamily here and there. We munched moon
cake and nibbled at jade-like pomegranates, savoring their pleasantly soft touch and refreshingly fine flavor.
Everything on earth bathed in mellow moonlight, so harmoniously and serenely peaceful. Life was at once so full
with vigor and the future seemed brighter and more emphatically ideal.
But the most unforgettable was the harvest moon evening that you spent at my house shortly before you went
from Taiwan to the United States. We were sitting in the yard and my three children pestered you for stories. You
talked to them and we all laughed so much, but in your eyes I saw unconcealable flashes of uneasiness. Knowing
that a good friend was soon to leave for a distant land, I also could not help feeling gloomy myself. After my
husband took the children inside, you said this to me:
“It’s not that I like the kind of life they lead abroad. But I don’t seem to have an alternative because my husband has found a job and wants me to join him.” Later you added:
“The moon is the most marvelous in the land you call your country. At least, that’s the way I feel.”
But the material life abroad has not changed you. Throughout all these years, your passion for the homeland
has been constant and your friendship for old friends undiminished. Away as you are from your country, you have
patiently taught your children, and many others as well, to speak and read Chinese. You have told them about the
pride of being Chinese. Between lines of your letters, I always sense your very warm sentiments for your own
people and land. You are a Chinese inside and out. Respect for traditional ethical values is rooted deep in your
heart. Regardless of time and place, this is and should be true with every Chinese as a descendant of Huangti.\fn{A note reads: Yellow Emperor—legendary monarch of the 7th century B.C.}
The march of time has been by leaps and bounds. Man already has landed on the moon and the surface of that
sphere—full of rpcks, dust and pits—can now jump up before our eyes thanks to the satellite communications
system. We know the moon does not have any music-filled Kuang-han Palace, but the beautiful legend of Chango (the lady who stole the elixir of immortality and fled with it to the moon) will forever remain in our hearts. Just
as we remember the “Story of Mooncakes” (messages from planners of a revolt against Mongol rulers were
hidden in the cakes), we shall, instead of being forgetful, strive to preserve and glorify the rich cultural asset that
has been accumulated and handed down through the course of our long history.
But we know that we should not narrow-mindedly consider all that is traditional as good and worth preserving.
China’s historical philosophy has been since ancient times founded on basically progressive viewpoints. Stagnancy has never been approved of or suggested. Back here positive efforts are being exerted for the development of
science. Those of the younger generation are contributing vigorously to the forward strides of the nation. We are
on a broad avenue of a new era. I am sure this is what interests and gladdens you most.
At the time of the Apollo 11 flight, this message from President Chiang Kai-shek was carried to the moon:
“On this auspicious day of the astronauts’ first landing on the moon, we sincerely hope that makind will
henceforth be able to proceed from world brotherhood to cosmic peace.”
This statement indeed represents our common wish. When desire is attained, evil and violence will end, the
world will be happily harmonious, and none. of us need longer be tied down in a foreign land. With all the people
back where they are, the most content, the reunion moon at midautumn will be ever constant and unchanging.
We will then know what really is meant by the oft-repeated line that “the moon becomes splendidly bright at
midautumn.”\fn{A note reads: The Chinese original was written in Taipei at midautumn 1969, the year of the Apollo 11 flight .}
83.61 Lin’s Coopery\fn{by Yang Szu-cheng (1928- )} Fukien Province, China (M) 5
The taxi was still quite a distance from Lin’s Coopery when Yu-mei prodded her husband anxiously, “Do you
think Papa will consent?”
Lin Ah-hsiung looked at his wife blankly as if he did not understand what she was saying.
The fleeting car slowed down after reaching the downtown area. The smooth wide street that used to be so
narrow and muddy a few years ago seemed to have been transformed suddenly; not only was it asphalted but the
stores on either side appeared totally different. Reinforced concrete buildings, resplendent variegated signboards,
and sparkling shop windows all struck one with the remarkable change time had brought. The only thing that
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remained unchanged seemed to be Lin’s Coopery.
Lin’s Coopery stood right on the corner of an intersection, the only wooden bungalow sandwiched between two
three-story commercial buildings. Under its low eaves hung a peeling signboard on which, beside the fourcharacter store name written in Yen style calligraphy, were painted several kinds of wooden buckets. They must
have been quite in the fashion in those days. At the entrance, buckets of all sizes were stacked up in graduated
piles, and in a corner was an outdated bathtub full of dust. Aside from these, scattered all over were buckets, for
fertilizer, wooden toilets with covers, and various sizes of wooden tubs that could be used for bathing or washing
dishes. In the only uncluttered corner were a knife-scarred workbench and a low stool, darkened from long use—
apparently this was the owner’s working area.
Those who passed by often unconsciously stopped at the entrance and gazed inside, just like Lin Ah-hsiung
and Yu-mei who had just gotten out of the taxi were standing there hesitantly.
Everything in the store was familiar to Lin Ah-hsiung because this was where he grew up. But as time elapsed,
he had become more and more puzzled. In front of those wooden buckets of various sizes and shapes, he admitted
that he still could not understand his father.
Silver hair shone on Lin Shih-tou’s head, who sat forlorn on a stool with a cigarette between his left index and
middle fingers. One might have thought he had dozed off, but his eyes were still open. Lin Ah-hsiung signaled his
wife with a slight touch, then walked in by himself and greeted his father smilingly, “Papa!”
The old man lifted his head, glanced at him in acknowledgment then turned back to gaze at the stream of cars
passing by outside. Lin Ah-hsiung rubbed his hands in embarrassment, making an effort to retain his smile. As he
had figured that a light and congenial atmosphere was necessary for today’s encounter, he tried to strike up a
conversation without even thinking:
“How’s business?” As the words rolled past his lips, Lin Ah-hsiung himself was the first to be taken aback.
How could he have asked so improper a question? Wasn’t he perfectly aware how business had gone in the last
ten to twenty years? Now that homes all had built-in baths, tubs were no longer needed. When country folk
adopted chemical fertilizer for farming, the market for pails dried up, too. His father then turned to making
wooden buckets of all sizes. Wood strips of high quality were planed, fitted together, and then looped up with long
strips of bamboo. All this was done even more scrupulously and delicately than before.
“Our wooden buckets are beyond comparison.” Lin Shih-tou caressed his own creation with the admiration
normally accorded works of art.
His comment was true enough. Lin’s Coopery was well-known near and afar; its century-old history meant
something after all. For generations the Lins had been practicing this craft; Lin Shih-tou certainly hoped his son
would be the heir to the family tradition. But Lin Ah-hsiung thought otherwise.
“Papa, times have changed. No matter how nice your buckets are, nobody wants them.”
“Why not?” The old man was stung to the quick.
“Haven’t you noticed? Wooden-ware is out of fashion now.”
That was true. Take basins for instance. In the beginning, enamel was used as a wood substitute. The mold was
made from iron lamina, which then was enameled and finally painted with colorful patterns. It not only felt
smooth and looked refined, but proved durable. Later, aluminum basins became popular for a time. They were not
so attractive as enamel ware, but were extraordinarily cheap. Right after that came plastics, light in hand,
stubbornly durable, and even cheaper.
Lin Shih-tou turned his nose up at them.
“Humph! Junk! How can that stuff compare with my hand-made pieces!”
“It’s not a matter of whether they can or not. Even if you could make them better, without buyers, it’s but a
waste of your time and energy.”
These words cut even deeper into the old man’s pride especially as they were from his son. He felt insulted as
never before. He turned blue with anger. Raising a shaky hand at his son, he bawled out breathlessly,
“Bastard! … Bastard! How dare you say such things!”
Thunderstruck, Lin Ah-hsiung fell back a step, stammering in defense, “Papa, I’m just telling the truth.”
“What damned truth?” Lin Shih-tou whipped out an arm as if to slap his son fully across the face. His face was
ablaze, his eyes flashed fire. “By having bred such a good-for-nothin’ as you, I’ve brought shame to the Lin
family. How could I ever expect you to take over this old store.”
The son was totally unprepared for such exasperated comebacks from his father. To him, facts were facts, plain
as daylight. He could not understand why his father refused to face reality. Feeling himself unjustly abused, he
grumbled, “I never have wanted to be a cooper—”
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“Fine! Fine! You bastard!” So furious was the old man that he could hardly speak but gasped out, “In your own
words! I take it that I don’t have such a wretched son at all!”
Many years had passed since that day and Lin Ah-hsiung never mentioned the family business again—he dared
not. An invisible wall seemed to separate the father and son. But now Lin Ah-hsiung rashly brought it up once
more. No wonder he himself was the first to feel stunned.
Lin Shih-tou abruptly withdrew his eyes and wheeled round, staring at his son in surprise, as if he were trying
to find the reason for this strange question. In spite of the awful din of the animated city constantly invading the
store, this strip of land amid stacks of buckets seemed isolated from the outside world. In the midst of this near
desolate solitude, they could almost hear each other’s heartbeat. Lin Ah-hsiung felt panicky under his father’s
gaze and muttered uneasily, “I mean … how are you doing lately, Papa?”
Yu-mei, forcing a smile, hurried to his rescue, “Yeah, Papa! Ah-hsiung thinks of you all the time.”
Lin Shih-tou ignored his daughter-in-law. As if a sheet of frost had been cast down from his forehead, the
wrinkles scattered across his face shrank deeper into his skin. He opened his mouth; even his utterance was not
without a chill, “How do you expect?!”
Perhaps his fingers felt scorched; he looked down and found the lighted cigarette he had forgotten to smoke.
He bent down, threw the butt bitterly to the ground and stamped it out with his foot. It seemed not so much the
butt as the hope in his heart that he had extinguished.
*
How many lonely days had been spent in the humid air, in the constricted space of this crude old store! After
his wife’s death, he had expected his son to succeed him and to get married so that Lin’s Coopery would carry on
for another generation. Actually, what really hurt most was not the fact that business had tapered off but that his
son had betrayed him. No, it was the tradition, descended from their ancestors, that he had betrayed. Besides, he
was still convinced that a wooden bucket excelled any other container made of any other material. In bygone
days, lacquered woodwork could be placed on the offering table or become part of a dowry. How dignified and
graceful they were! How could this new junk compare! So he believed there would come a time when people
would rediscover the inherent merits of wood, thus allowing it to make a comeback in popularity. But, if the son
wanted to make his way in another line, so be it.
When the street was laid out for expansion, all the old neighbors planned to adjust their storefronts accordingly. On the Lin’s left was a grocery, whose owner, Chen Wan-ts’ai, used to be an old playmate of elder Lin. Having
grown up together, they had remained friends for over half a century. Nothing but a brick wall separated the two
stores; a sneeze on one side was audible on the other. Although he could see that the business next door grew and
expanded day by day, like its owner’s belly, Lin Shih-tou did not become jealous. Then one day Chen Wan-ts’ai
came over to consult with him about adjusting their storefronts, and he flared up.
Smiling into narrowed eyes, Chen Wan-ts’ai broke the ice in a roundabout way.
“Shih-tou, our street is about to be expanded. Everybody is adjusting his storefront. Have you got any plan for
yours yet?”
Lin Shih-tou involuntarily glanced over the room. Puzzled, he rested his eyes on the other man and retorted, “I
sell wooden buckets. What plan should I have?”
“Indeed! Indeed!” Chen Wan-ts’ai nodded in sympathy. But then in a significant tone he added, “However,
once the street is expanded, the store will rise in value.”
Lin Shih-tou sensed the sound of money clinking in this remark, but remained unmoved. “I will still sell
buckets.”
Chen Wan-ts’ai had opened his mouth several times without being able to say a word. Finally he spoke out,
“Shih-tou, you deserve more than that. You see, I figured it out—”
“Don’t bother!” Lin Shih-tou cut him off on the spot.
Chen Wan-ts’ai hesitated for a minute, then resumed his suave persuasion. “I’m thinking of your best interest.
How much can you make in a day selling buckets? So profitable a store thus runs to waste. And I happen to think
of rebuilding …”
Lin Shih-tou’s eyes flashed cold and sharp, but he was still doubtful. “You mean …”
“Yield your store to me.” Chen Wan-ts'ai garnered his courage and declared in one breath, deliberately
stressing the word ‘yield.’ “At whatever price you want. We’re like brothers; I wouldn’t take advantage of you.”
“What?” Lin Shih-tou jumped up in a plash, like a bull about to charge the red cape. “You want my store?!
Hogwash! Don't you dream of it …”
“Shih-tou my brother, don’t misunderstand—”
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“Who’s your brother?! So that’s why you've gone along with me all these years! You want my store!” Lin
Shih-tou thundered. Foam spattered as he cursed in a barrage like a machine gun. “Chen Wan-ts’ai, I warn you.
Though you’ve been quite successful in the last few years and earned yourself some stinking money, don’t you
think you can buy me with that!”
Chen Wan-ts’ai’s face burned like a cooked shrimp, bowing and justifying himself repeatedly, “I don’t mean
that … I just think it might be more economical if you move to another place.”
“Why should I move? The street is expanded, so we can no longer run a coopery—is that what you mean?” His
rage grew hotter and hotter. Flinging out an arm, he slapped himself on the chest and bellowed, “Chen Wan-ts’ai,
you, you shall see me doing exactly that!”
Chen Wan-ts'ai was dumfounded. At the entrance a crowd had already gathered to watch the show inside. No
sooner had he budged an uneasy step than Lin Shih-tou, as if otherwise it should be too late, announced his
banishment.
“Out! Off with you! From now on, there shall be nothing whatever between us two!”
Life became even more lonely. In spite of the fact that the expansion of the street made the neighborhood a
booming area where people and cars flowed incessantly, Lin Shih-tou lived in a world all his own. He continued
to make various wooden buckets, and was as absorbed in it as before. So painstaking a craft was it that it seemed
he was creating works of art. Whenever a bucket was finished, he would spend quite a while appreciating it with
tender strokes, regardless of the sales problem. At leisure, he would sit on the stool and gaze out dully, counting in
his mind the cars coming and going. If anything could be reckoned as a change in him, it was the remarkable
silence. Even if he talked, the words were spared to the utmost. How much meaning was condensed into the curt
retort he presently gave to his son—How do you expect?
*
Lin Ah-hsiung and Yu-mei exchanged anxious glances, unable to break through this oppressive impasse. He
took a cigarette from his pocket and presented it respectfully to his father, “Papa!”
Without raising his head, Lin S'hih-tou took it quietly. Lin Ah-hsiung stuck another in his own mouth, then
took out a lighter. Having lit up for his father and himself, he sat down on the workbench. The smoke curled softly
up and diffused in the room, whirling around the three of them like a net cast from above.
Lin Ah-hsiung sat, anxious and nervous, as if struggling with himself. Yu-mei signaled her husband with her
eyes. Lin Ah-hsiung took a huge puff; two streams of whitish smoke blew leisurely out of his nostrils. Thus
fortified, he made up his mind and came straight to the point:
“Papa, I’m not doing well out there …”
Lin Shih-tou kept on smoking, showing no sign whether he had heard Ah-hsiung or not. But Yu-mei couldn’t
wait for her husband to continue.
“To tell the truth, Ah-hsiung owes some money which falls due this month …”
Lin Shih-tou was indeed like a shih-tou\fn{A note reads: The Chinese characters for shih-tou means “stone.”} completely
motionless.
It started drizzling outside. Tiny raindrops sprinkled over the black asphalt road. Cars drove by, leaving behind
distinct tire tracks. It looked much cooler. But in the store, that peculiar oppressive heat persisted.
“Papa, you must save Ah-hsiung. If he can’t pay them back, he’ll be put in jail.” Yu-mei’s voice pierced
through her irrepressible sobs.
Lin Shih-tou’s quiescent body shook. Quietly he lifted his head and glanced searchingly at his son.
Lin Ah-hsiung looked woebegone, the already long and narrow face pulled even longer by the situation.
Unable to stand the piercing look of his father’s eyes, he turned aside, begging, “Papa, could you help me just
once more?”
After quite a long while, Lin Shih-tou took a last puff, flipped the butt to the ground, and trampled it out as
before. Then he asked in a frigid tone, “How?”
In the same gesture as his father, Lin Ah-hsiung put out his cigarette, then looked round the store timidly,
muttering painfully, “I think …”
He found it even more difficult to continue, for the follow-up might cause a violent eruption. Though the
young couple had talked it over beforehand, they found themselves tongue-tied at this critical moment.
A fly buzzed around. Time dragged on. Waiting in vain for his son to continue, Lin Shih-tou asked tranquilly as
if it were of no concern to him, “Think what? . . . To sell the store?!”
It sounded extraordinarily unperturbed, yet Lin Ah- hsiung and Yu-mei were shocked into trembling fit. They
had anticipated fiery stomping or fierce curses from the old man; or even go as far as driving them out with a
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broom. Since the situation turned out to be unexpectedly peaceful as if nothing had happened, Lin Ah-hsiung
again mustered his courage and said:
“No customers come anyway.” Yu-mei had been standing by the stacks of buckets ever since her arrival. At
this point, she stepped forward and said warmly, “Papa, you may live with us so that we can take care of each
other. Or, you can rent a house somewhere.”
Lin Shih-tou remained silent. Bewildered, the young couple looked at each other. They were really confused as
to how the old man had become like this, completely different from his former self.
At last, Lin Shih-tou stood up slowly and turned slowly to face his son and daughter-in-law. It was not until
then that Lin Ah-hsiung saw how old his father had grown, how much pain and sorrow time had left on his face.
Thin and haggard, he had sunken cheeks like those of a skeleton. Only his deep-set eyes remained defiant with a
firm, overbearing brightness.
“Don’t you dream of it!” The old man suddenly announced with irrevocable determination.. “As long as I’m
alive, I’ll never think of selling!”
The young couple looked at each other wide-eyed, stupefied for an instant. A few seconds passed. Yu-mei
suddenly broke down, burying her face in her hands and crying out,
“Ah-hsiung will be put in jail!”
“Serves him right!” Lin Shih-tou was unmoved, saying inexorably, “That’s how all speculators end up!”
Lin Ah-hsiung dared not meet his father’s piercing eyes. With lowered head, he collapsed on the workbench,
unable to stand up any longer. Yu-mei's sobs filled the air, louder and louder intermingled with a subdued
entreaty:
“Papa, he’s your only son—”
“My son makes wooden buckets!” Lin Shih-tou said indignantly.
Lin Ah-hsiung struggled to his feet. He gazed at the piles of buckets, the knife-scarred workbench, the low
eaves open to the street …
Outside, the pouring rain was washing the street, the cars splashing by. Along the covered sidewalk, people
hastened back and forth with their umbrella in their hands; no one lingered in front of the store. The indoor heat
had vanished long ago, replaced by the prevailing emotional chill.
Lin Ah-hsiung shook his head; and gave out an almost imperceptible sigh. Walking past his wife, he murmured
in a defeated tone yield to fate, “Let’s go!”
Yu-mei did not follow him obediently but stood motionless. She kept on crying bitterly. Her plaintive wailing
continued behind the fingers covering her face.
“Even if you don’t care about your son, you should at least think of the new offspring of the Lin family …”
Thunderstruck, Lin Shih-tou flashed his sharp eyes on her. So far he had not said a single word to her, nor even
given her a direct glance. Now for the first time he noticed the slight protrusion of her belly under the cover of a
loose blouse.
“Let’s go!” Lin Ah-hsiung turned round, urging his wife from the doorway.
With her head still lowered, Yu-mei wiped away the tears flowing down her face and walked slowly towards
her husband. Lin Shih-tou followed her with his eyes until she was beside his son and was about to step over the
threshold, then he blurted out:
“Wait!”
The young couple turned round, their faces filled with astonishment and doubt. The old man had not moved at
all. The darkening shadows obscured his face, but his unbending figure which seemed to be part of the stacked-up
buckets, exuded an impenetrable awesome dignity.
“Wait a minute!”
Lin Shih-tou repeated and disappeared through a door beside the bathtubs. Yu-mei flashed a questioning glance
at her husband with swollen reddish eyes. Lin Ah-hsiung looked back at his wife, puzzled.
“Perhaps he’s changed his mind.” Yu-mei guessed.
Lin Shih-tou was not gone very long, but for the young couple waiting at the entrance, a second seemed longer
than an hour. When he reappeared, he held a bundle wrapped in red paper. Solemnly he passed it to his son,
saying in a low voice:
“This is what your mom left … for my burial …”
It weighed heavy in his hand. Lin Ah-hsiung felt his eyes suddenly blur. Something ticklish was flowing down
his cheeks. Yu-mei grabbed hold of the old man’s hands, sobbing out, “Papa!”
Lin Shih-tou turned away, declaring as resolutely as before, “It shall never be sold!”
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For the first time Lin Ah-hsiung saw tears sparkling at the corners of his father’s eyes. He was filled with unutterable guilt and shame. The buckets piled up in the back also seemed to assume a certain significance which had
never occurred to him before. Along the street, fluorescent lamps glittered, coldly bright. From above the luxuriously decorated shops nearby, neon signs winked at passers-by like beautiful, tempting women. Lin’s Coopery,
tucked in among them, was the only one still using a dim electric light bulb, under which sat an old man in forlorn
solitude.
187.205 My Life In The Imperial Palace\fn{by Li Yü-ch’in (1928- )} “in the countryside near Ch’ang-ch’un,”
Kirin (Jilin) Province, China (F) 7
I was born in 1928 in the countryside near Ch’ang-ch’un, the sixth child of my mother. When I was six or
seven, the entire family moved from the country to live in the city. Later I entered the first year of the Nan-ling
Girls Academy, equivalent to a higher elementary school, where I was deceived into entering the puppet imperial
court.\fn{Li Yü-ch’in became the last consort of the last emperor of China, P’u-yi (1906-1971; Emperor of China, 1908-1912, though he
was initially allowed to retain his title during his lifetime). She was his consort from February 1943 to August 1945; her life with him is the
subject of the following memoir, published in Hong Kong in 1980. The word “puppet” above refers to the status of Manchuria; between
1932 and 1945 it was ruled directly from Japan under the name of “Manchuko.” The Japanese had installed P’u-yi as emperor of this
“state,” and he remained in that office until the Japanese administration itself was overthrown in 1945, when he was captured by Soviet
troops and imprisoned in Manchuria. They surrendered him to the Communist Chinese, who kept him in prison until 1959, when he was
finally released. In 1962 he married a young nurse named Li Shu-hsien, in Peking, where he died five years later. His widow was still alive
and living in Peking at the time this account was published in my source (1992):H }

One day in February 1943, the Japanese school principal, Kobayashi, with the woman teacher, Fujii, went
around to each of the classes to select three or four students from each class, a total of some ten students, who
were then taken to a Japanese photographer’s studio to have a four-inch-square photograph taken of each. Some
three weeks later, Kobayashi and Fujii came to my house and Fujii said to me,
“Your photo is excellent. The emperor has issued an order that you be selected to come to the palace to study.”
I was taken directly to the home of the Japanese military officer Yoshioka Yasunori. Yoshioka had a position at
the puppet court of “Attache to the Manchukuo Imperial Household” and was a special agent of the Japanese
government attached directly to P’u-yi. Yoshioka scrutinized me from head to toe and said,
“Excellent!” He then asked my age, how many people were in my family, what my father did, etc. Later we
went out and took a car straight to my family’s home. At the time my family was just in the process of holding a
family conference, including my father, my three married older sisters, and my older brother who had returned, as
well as the landlord. They were just discussing with concern what to do about me. Yoshioka entered the room and
said to my family,
“The emperor has issued a command that the best students be selected to study at the imperial court. The
emperor will confer his pleasure upon those who study well and select consorts from among them.”
Mother asked whether or not I would still be allowed to return home, and whether or not they would still be
allowed to see me. Yoshioka replied,
“That can be arranged. Her photo is the best; it pleased the emperor greatly.” As he said this he took out more
than a hundred four-inch-square pictures and showed them to us, saying,
“She can return home. You may also come frequently to the court to see her. There is a great deal of money
that is given just to those who enjoy the imperial favor.”\fn{About Yoshioka’s functions in Manchukuo, P’u-yi
wrote in his memoirs, From Emperor to Citizen, 2:292: “If one compares the Kwangtung Army to a source of
high-tension electric current and myself to an electric motor, then Yoshioka was a wire of high conductivity. He
was a short man with a small moustache and high cheekbones, and he never left me during the ten years from the
time he first came to the palace in 1935 to the Japanese surrender in 1945, when he was captured by the Soviet
army at the same as time as I was. In those years he rose from lieutenant-colonel to lieutenant-general. He had
two posts: one was as a senior staff officer in the Kwantung Army and the other was ‘Attache to the Manchukuo
Imperial Household.’ This latter was a Japanese term, but it does not describe his real function. He was the wire
through which the Kwantung Army transmitted its intentions to me. The excursions I made, the visitors I received,
the protocol I observed, my admonitions to my subjects, the toasts I proposed, and even my nods and smiles were
all under Yoshioka’s direction. He decided what meetings I was to attend and wrote out my speeches in his own
Japanese-style Chinese.”}
At the time, I thought that being able to go study without spending any money was something I greatly desired.
My mother took out for me a quilted jacket made of black silk with yellow flowers and had me put it on. This was
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my only article of good clothing. Father and Mother also urged me to study hard and not waste my time playing.
Just before leaving, my eyes filled with tears, I comforted them, saying,
“If it’s good there I’ll stay, if not I’ll come home.”
*
That evening I was sent to the home of Fujii, where she prepared a bath for me and gave me a Japanese meal.
That night I could not sleep at all, thinking of many things.
The next day, after eating breakfast, Fujii took me to a hairdresser and then to a large hospital for a medical
examination. From the hospital she took me to the Yoshioka residence. Yoshioka’s wife brushed my hair,
straightened up my clothes, and then took me by car to the house of P’u-yi’s second younger sister, Yun-ho.
At the time, Yun-ho was called the “Second Royal Sister.” She was a full-blood younger sister of P’u-yi, and
the wife of Cheng T’ui-ai, who was a grandson of Cheng Hsiao-hsü. She told Yoshioka and Fujii to return and she
took me by car directly to the inner quarters of the palace. Before leaving she said to me,
“Upon meeting his majesty, you must kowtow to him, and you must be certain to address him as ‘Your
Majesty.’ You cannot say ‘you’ this or ‘you’ that to him.”
Upon getting out of the car, several men came out to greet us. One of them sprayed her all over with a sprayer.
She even held up her arms and extended her legs forward and back, turning around several times. He also sprayed
me front and back. Only later did I realize that everyone entering the palace had to be fumigated, to avoid
bringing any contagious disease inside.
Yun-ho then took me up to P’u-yi’s residence. It was a two-story building, surrounded on all sides by one-story
buildings. P’u-yi lived on the west side of the second story. On the east side resided the Empress Wan-jung, who
was also called Ch’iu-hung. Her English name was Elizabeth. The west side of the first floor, which had been the
apartments of the deceased T’an Yü-ling, was now vacant.
When we got upstairs, Yun-ho took me into a room. In a few moments a man entered who seemed to be not yet
thirty, and the Second Sister, with both hands on her knees, bent down in ceremonial greeting, telling me at the
same time to kowtow. I knelt down and kowtowed three times. P’u-yi then said, “Stand up, stand up!” and pulled
me up. Discovering that my hand was feverish, he hastened to ask whether or not I was feeling well. I said that
my head hurt a little, at which he touched my forehead and took out a thermometer to take my temperature, telling
someone to get some medicine to reduce my fever.
In the room was hung a painting of P’u-yi, and he asked me whether or not it was well painted. I looked at the
painting, then boldly looked at him and said that the painting did not much look like him. At this he broke into
hearty laughter. I asked P’u-yi whether I had been summoned there to study. He said that it was indeed to study. I
again asked,
“Why just me alone?” P’u-yi laughed and replied,
“I don’t like a crowd. When there are many people, the feelings are badly dispersed. One came a few days ago,
but I wasn’t pleased with her so I told her to go back home.”
In a little while a meal was served, four entrées and a soup, as well as steamed bread and rolls, and a dish of
dessert. I asked,
“Are these bought outside?” Laughing, P’u-yi replied,
“They’re not bought outside. They’re made in the imperial kitchens.” I wanted him to eat with me, but he said
he would eat in a while.
After I had eaten, P’u-yi picked up a string of Buddhist prayer beads, saying that he was to pray for the victory
of the Japanese Imperial Army so that we would live a good and happy life. This seemed very strange to me. I had
never heard anyone say they hoped for the victory of the Japanese. Later I asked him why he had said this, to
which he replied that he was afraid that I might be a special agent sent by the Japanese and had therefore said this
intentionally. In actuality he wanted to read the Buddhist sutras.
After the meal, I took some fever-reducing medicine, and P’u-yi told me to sleep in his bedchambers. I did not
accept this offer. Later it was decided to let me live in the T’ung-te-tien (Hall of Common Virtue). The T’ung-tetien was on the east side of the Ch’i-hsi-lou (Tower of Brilliance), separated by a courtyard with a beige-colored
wall. It was a newly constructed building.
The extreme east wing of the upper floor of the building was a large room that served as my living room, from
which there was a connecting hallway to my bathroom and toilet room, and another room that was my bedroom.
When we went over to it, the bed was already prepared, a double bed made of wood with gold-plated, brass-inlaid
flowers. That evening P’u-yi was especially happy and had dinner served in my new chambers. He then said,
“Serve the meal.”
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Within a short time a table was laid, including altogether ten entrée dishes, each placed on the top of a vessel
five or six inches tall. Each dish was covered with a lid. The food was placed inside in a very deep plate warmed
by hot water in the vessel so the food would not get cold. The serving vessels were yellow with colored designs,
bearing the inscription “Long life forever.”
P’u-yi picked up a kind of pastry called cha-p’ai-ts’o, telling me to taste it. I replied that I was quite full and
declined. He laughed and put it down. Only later did I learn that when his majesty offered you something it was
called an “honored present” and you had to accept it immediately, kneel, and kowtow, thanking him for the
present. If it was something to eat, you had to accept it and eat it whether you were hungry or not.
After talking for a while he then returned to his quarters. The impression he gave me that first day was that he
treated people very amiably, without any overbearing affectation. Actually this was just for my benefit, because he
was very pleased that day.
*
The next day after finishing breakfast, I wanted to go down into the garden to walk around, but the old servant
woman said,
“Miss, you cannot just walk around here.”
Not only did they tell me not to go walk in the gardens, every step I took they all followed me. There was no
one else there, just two servant women, and they did not speak to me. If I asked them a question they always said
they did not know the answer.
In the evening, about six or seven o’clock, P’u-yi arrived. I asked him when was he going to call me to study,
and why was there just me? He stopped a moment and then replied,
“Later you’ll be allowed to study, don’t worry about it. I like you by yourself and have chosen you to enter the
palace to wait on me. I don’t like many people.” So saying, he again looked at me and laughed. P’u-yi then said,
“In a day or so the Second Sister will teach you the rules of etiquette, and then later we’ll pick a good day to
give you an ‘investiture’ ceremony.”
I did not really understand what he was talking about. I truly did not know what kind of game was meant by
‘waiting on’ him or by ‘investiture.’ I asked him why I was not allowed to go outside. He said that I could, but that
I had to tell the servants and order them to chase anyone else out of the gardens before going out to walk. He also
said I must be terribly bored, so tomorrow they would set up a radio receiver for me.
The third day, a three-foot-high radio was indeed brought in, together with a phonograph that changed records
automatically and could also record. Being very fond of music, I bought many records and in my free time
listened to songs and music. P’u-yi came every evening, and then after spending a while with me he left again. He
said that he was busy during the day and could not come then. After another two days, P’u-yi again gave me a
great heap of playthings.
*
After a few days I began learning and practicing the aristocratic style of life and the etiquette and ceremonies
of the aristocracy.
In greeting someone there was the two-legged greeting, also called the kneeling greeting, a ceremony of the
aristocracy. For women there was only the full curtsy. With the waist straight, one knelt down on the left leg,
maintaining one’s balance while the right leg swept back half a step until it was lower than the left leg, the knee
going down, and both hands placed on the knee. I practiced it for a month or two until both legs hurt from
kneeling.
At that time, whenever I saw P’u-yi, I only bowed to him each day, giving him a full curtsy only when I had
not seen him for several days. When the servants met P’u-yi, unless it was during the New Year festival, they did
not go through any ceremony but just uttered the phrase,
“Blessings on the Ten Thousand Year Master!” The servants called him the “Ten Thousand Year Master” or the
“Old Master.”
One also had to kowtow to General Kuan Yü in front of Buddha. If it was the anniversary of the death or birth
of one of the imperial ancestors, we had to light incense to them, and P’u-yi had to kowtow to them himself.
The color of my clothes meant various things. In mourning the dead, one wore plain clothes and did not eat
meat; for a birthday one wore flowered clothes and a bouquet of flowers in the hair. For the commemoration of a
death, singing and listening to music was also proscribed that day. On the New Year, I had to kowtow to the
ancestors, to the Buddhist masters, to Kuan Yü, and even to the deceased T’an Yü-ling, and also to P’u-yi. In the
so-called Great Ceremony of Ruler and Ministers, everyone, no matter who they were, had to kowtow to him. On
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my own birthday I also had to kowtow to him, and of course again on his birthday. His birthday was called “Ten
Thousand Happy Years,” while my birthday was called “A Thousand Autumns.”
When I ate alone I usually ate fairly well. When our life-style reformed we ate Western food. Sometimes P’uyi gave feasts that were parties for the civil and military officials. At these parties, he ate food prepared in the
imperial kitchens, while the dishes for the puppet officials were prepared by a chef brought in from the “Great
Harmony Restaurant.” Each time I was given a plate. The first time that I ate Western food was the time P’u-yi
taught me how to use a knife, fork, and spoon. There were many ways of stuffing sweet dumplings, rice cakes,
and moon cakes. There were also the sweet cakes to be eaten in the ninth month, candied apples to be eaten in
winter, fresh lotus seeds to be eaten in the fifth month, arrowroot, water chestnuts, and so forth.
*
After I had been in the imperial palace for something over a month, P’u-yi selected a propitious day for my
investiture ceremony. What good name should precede my designation as a noble person? P’u-yi said,
“You have the appearance of someone of very good fortune, so let’s call you ‘Fortunate Noble Lady.’ Later
should you run into some unlucky happenstance, your good fortune will be able to overcome it.”
Before me, P’u-yi had had three women. The first was Empress Wan-jung. The second was Imperial Consort
Shu,\fn{Wen-hsiu} and later the already deceased T’an Yü-ling, who had been invested as the Luck Noble Lady
and upon death had been canonized as the Wise and Virtuous Imperial Noble Consort.
At my investiture, P’u-yi received congratulations for the occasion from many outside the court, for whom a
great feast was prepared. To those not qualified to participate, P’u-yi sent some foreign delicacy.
From then on, I was no longer called “Miss” but was called “Noble Lady.”
That day, with Second Sister’s help in combing my hair and make-up, I wore a dress of gold velvet, the outfit
having been designated by P’u-yi himself. The Second Sister was the master of ceremonies, but out of fear of
saying something wrong she could not help laughing. P’u-yi was in a particularly good mood that day and had a
smile on his face. This time, after I knelt before P’u-yi and presented to him a ju-I\fn{An ornamental object, usually
made of jade, a symbol of good luck } and he gave me another one, while the Second Sister stood at our side offering
blessings of good fortune, I performed the full kowtow ceremony of three prostrations and nine knockings of the
head.
After the ceremony was completed, P’u-yi stood up and started laughing heartily. The Second Sister also
laughed aloud. I did not really laugh.
Following this P’u-yi took me to kowtow before the imperial ancestors. He told me that my status as a noble
lady was not high enough to kowtow with the emperor to the imperial ancestral line, but that this time he was
making an exception by going with me to kowtow to the ancestors. But we could not actually kowtow together, so
he told me to stand back half a pace.
After this was completed, it was my turn to be honored. There were only a few younger people and servants
who kowtowed to me. This too had been the Second Sister’s idea, that since I was quite young, I should be
somewhat humble, so that she could avoid kowtowing to me. At mealtime Second Sister and a dozen or so women
ate in the T’ung-te-tien, the women servants all wearing purple silk flower-patterned vests and a bouquet of small
flowers.
That day my picture was also taken outside the main gate of the T’ung-te-tien, which they said would be sent
to the Empress Dowager of Japan, together with some small gift that would be sent to her in my name.
*
Several days before my investiture, P’u-yi summoned me to him. He told me to copy in my own hand a draft
of a kind of contract that he had prepared for me as a “covenant” of my faithfulness to him. It was what might be
called an oath, of some ten articles. Its main content was that I would obey him absolutely, that I would submit to
him even in my thoughts, that I must resolutely carry this out, that I would absolutely never do anything that he
opposed my doing, that if he told me to go east I could not go west, that if he told me to go south I would not go
north, and that to do otherwise would be to be unfaithful to him, that I could not ask for an official position for
any member of my family, or for money, and that I would not be allowed to return home.
In brief, I was to have no freedom whatsoever, and I would be able to do nothing without his approval.
When I heard these articles, I was extremely unhappy. I picked up my writing brush and doodled on the paper,
not copying a word from the covenant. I do not know how I finally wrote the word “death.”
When P’u-yi saw it, he became furious.
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“All right! Now you’re so young and you won’t listen to me, what will you be like in the future? My fondness
for you has been in vain. I had even planned to ask you to stay with me for life. How would that be? You’re not
happy. Fine. Tomorrow I’ll send you back home.
“Don’t think it’s just you. Everyone has to listen to me! You’ve never heard the saying, ‘When the ruler tells
his minister to die, the minister—dares not not die’? I haven’t demanded anything of you, and you’re unhappy. It
looks like I’ve wasted my feelings on you in vain!” As he said this, he appeared to be very hurt and angry. I was
frightened and immediately blurted out,
“Don’t be angry, Your Majesty. I made a mistake. I’ll write this.”
I had no choice but to pick up my brush and start copying those articles. P’u-yi then added,
“To show your sincerity, burn it as a vow before the Buddha. Let the Bodhisattva be your witness.”
So I knelt before the statue of the Buddha in the Ch’i-hsi-lou and burned the contract. This time P’u-yi was
pleased and said,
“I knew you would listen to me. You are a sensible person.”
From that moment on, I started to live the wretched life of that so-called Fortunate Noble Lady.
*
I lived within the palace for two and a half years. During that period, the only men I met from outside the
palace were the doctor who came when I was ill, and the Japanese, Yoshioka and Umezu,\fn{ Umezu Yoshigiro, the
commander of the Kwantung Army and the fifth “Ambassador to Manchuko” } whom I met once. Aside from these, I did not
meet a single other male.
The women with whom I had regular contact were P’u-yi’s second sister, third sister, and fifth sister, and they
did not come frequently. There was also P’u-chieh’s woman, Saga Hiro, who came only at the New Year Festival,
bringing with her women of close relatives of the imperial family, who had been students before their marriages.
They included P’u-chien’s wife, Yeh Nai-ch’in, whose official title was the Sixth Madame Chien,\fn{Chien Liu
nai-nai} P’u-ying’s wife, Yeh Hsi-hsien, Yü-yen’s wife, Ma Ching-lan, Yü-t’ang's wife, Yang Ching-chu, Yühen’s mother, and so forth.
Aside from these there were P’u-yi’s wet nurse, Erh-ma, and the servants, totaling no more than twenty
persons. When I was really terribly bored, I would go over to Erh-ma’s apartment to play, which was the only
place I was allowed in.
Erh-ma gave people a really good feeling. She also told me some of the rules and regulations, and stories of
past events. I also played cards with her.
Every day after the noon meal I would rest a bit, and then at about two o’clock the women of the court, who
were students, would arrive. After the usual formalities, the studies would begin. Everyone would come into my
study, and if they wanted to practice calligraphy we would practice calligraphy, or we might read some from old
books such as the Tsa-tzu (Miscellaneous Characters), or from the San-tzu-ching (Three-character Classic).
Sometimes we would take out some classical essays or poetry and discuss them. P’u-yi sometimes talked to us
about essays, poems, and even the Buddhist sutras, at which times we would go over them again.
Afterward we would go into the courtyard to play, or if the weather was bad we would go downstairs and play
ping-pong, or play the piano. We would also sing songs, and occasionally play mahjong. As practical activities,
the women did needlepoint and embroidery, knitted sweaters, and so forth. I had learned embroidery at home, and
I learned how to knit from Sixth Madame Chien. We also frequently told stories or listened to the radio.
Later I sometimes cooked my own food, taking some to P’u-yi. Every time he ate some of my food he always
said it was delicious, which encouraged me to want to cook for him even more. He even kept some sea slugs and
prawns that had been given to him by Chang Hai-p’eng at my apartments so that I could fix some for him to eat.
Later, when he became a vegetarian, I would fix him vegetarian dishes. In the T’ung-te-tien quite a few little
garlic plants were growing. I would cut. the young garlic shoots and use them as leeks, mixing them with eggs
and wrapping them as dumplings for P’u-yi. He liked them very much.
In the puppet court they also occasionally showed movies—rarely of fiction, mostly news documentaries and
propaganda of Japanese power.
I attended musical concerts only twice. The puppet court had its own orchestra that sometimes gave concerts
for P’u-yi. I had always loved songs and dancing music, but P’u-yi did not want me to listen to them, saying that
while Japan was at war there should be fewer recreational activities. I had no recourse, so I did not listen to them.
I also played in two movies. They were not very good, and I do not know where the films went.
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Other events such as plays were never performed. There was no stage in the puppet court, so there was no
place for perfonnances. Furthemore, P’u-yi did not like them. In the courtyard I once learned how to ride a
bicycle, but unfortunately I was not allowed out on the streets, so I could only ride around the courtyard.
*
As regards my relationship with P’u-yi, considering the fact that he was the emperor, he treated me fairly well.
The demands that the various little forms of etiquette placed on me were not very severe or strict. Sometimes I
made mistakes at which time he would correct me and forget about it. He also expressed to me that his feelings
for me would “not waver until the sea ran dry and the rocks melted.” He even said that we would “share together
good fortune and bad.”
When the planes of the Soviet Union bombed the Northeast, at the first sign of the warning siren he would
drag me to the air-raid shelter. However, his expressions of favor toward me could only be shown under certain
specific conditions.
First of all, I had to be 100 percent subservient to him. How was I to demonstrate this subservience? He
frequently told me,
“My entire day is taken up with trouble—some business and no pleasures at all. I am only happy when I come
here to see you. Thus you should think of more things that will make me happy when I see you. Don’t do things
that won’t please me. And you should not talk to me about unpleasant things. This is what your duty is.”
The only duty that P’u-yi gave me was to be his play companion, to make him happy. As soon as he arrived at
my apartments he would say he was tired. He would lie down on the bed and have me sing to him, tell him
stories, or talk of some happy thing that would make him happy. He would always say,
“Use that lively vitality you had the other day and make me happy!”
But when I too was sometimes unhappy and was not in the mood to sing to him, he was displeased. What
really annoyed me the most was that he would lie down on the bed, a cigarette hanging from his lips, in a state
between listening and not listening to my singing.
Later, aside from telling me some moralistic sayings and proverbs, he would lecture on some Buddhist sutra.
Without any regard for how much content it had, he would both read and expound at the same time, and then tell
me to expound in reply immediately.
The Buddhist sutras contain a lot of unfamiliar vocabulary, but I dared not say that I could not reply. Thanks to
the fact that I was young, I learned fairly quickly, and with effort I was able to give a reply. But if I made a
mistake, he would be annoyed, or he would turn out the lamp and tell me to join him in sitting in quiet meditation
for an hour or two. The servants would certainly think that we had gone to sleep.
*
Upon becoming a noble lady, I was torn away from my own family and relations. During the two and one half
years that I was in the puppet court, only my father and mother were allowed to come see me, an event that was
called “meeting one’s relatives.” The first time I saw them, I started crying. I saw that they had gotten thinner, and
with great anxiety I asked,
“How come you’ve gotten so thin?” My father replied hastily,
“Not at all. We’ve not gotten thinner.”
To one side there was an attendant observing us closely. In a low voice my mother said,
“During the first few months after you left, we received no news or word of you at all. Everyone in the family
was terribly worried. We were afraid that the Japanese had hurt or killed you.”
The first time they came, they stayed for only an hour or two and then left. Each time they came to see me, my
father sat down for a short while and then left before my mother.
Once P’u-yi did us a special favor, allowing me to ask my mother to eat with me. When it came time to eat, a
problem of seating arose. Who was to sit at the head of the table? Finally, both Mother and I sat together at the
head of the table. The dishes of food were placed before both of us, and the others sat down in their successive
positions. When P’u-yi heard that I had cried upon seeing my parents he said,
“You shouldn’t ever cry again. It makes it look as if you are very repressed here. Don’t you want them to
come? You should be happy when they come. If you cry again I won’t let them come.”
From then on, when my parents came we just had ordinary visits. I could not talk of anything personal,
because there was always someone standing nearby spying on us.
*
After arriving at court, life was easy, and there were people to wait on me. But I was invisibly bound by many
rules and ceremonies. Fundamentally, we had no husband and wife relationship to speak of at all. I was there
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simply to accompany him in his leisure. I was not even free to sleep with him, and I dared not even turn around
when he was beside me. Later, when he was at the Ch’i-hsi-iou and I at the T’ung-te-tien, I waited for him every
night until after midnight, and either he would come to my apartments or he would call me to him. If he did not
send for me, I dared not go on my own. He often did not come to my apartments for several days, and then, when
he did come, he would stay for just an hour or two before leaving again. Since at the time I did not have a single
relative with me, I of course really looked forward to his coming to me. But he had a lot of people to keep him
company and often forgot about me. Several times I looked down into the gardens and, seeing the lovely scenery
and beautiful flowers blooming, wrote him a note, which I sent by one of the maids to ask him to come and enjoy
them with me. The first two times he did not reject me, but after that he did not come again. Sometimes he would
go with P’u-chieh and some of the students into the garden, talking and laughing and having a noisy good time,
while I watched from my apartments wishing that I could go down and join them!
I asked P’u-yi why he had not chosen a somewhat older woman, instead of a child like myself. He replied,
“Earlier, although T’an Yü-ling’s illness had been fairly severe, it had not reached the point of being incurable,
and Yoshioka had insisted on having a Japanese doctor look at her. Consequently, two doctors and several nurses
came, and within less than two days she died. I strongly suspected that those Japanese doctors were responsible
for her death. Not long afterward, Yoshioka brought me the photographs of many Japanese girls, wanting me to
select one. Their control over me was already suffocating enough. Could I stand having another spy sleeping in
my bed, making it impossible for me even to breathe? But even a Chinese woman might possibly have been
trained by the Japanese, so I thought I would choose a young girl, so that even if she had been trained by the
Japanese, it would be easy for me to re-educate her.” Being indeed young, I asked him,
“Whatever Your Majesty commands I must obey and carry out always. For example, if two plus two equals
four, but Your Majesty insists on saying they equal three, or five, I must go along and say that this is correct. But
what should I do if in my heart I know clearly that it is not correct?”
He could not give an answer to this question. He just said very sternly,
“True, true. I can control your tongue, but I cannot control your mind!”
Hearing this I hastened to bow to him and apologize. This ended the incident.
I had three maids waiting on me. They spied on every single movement I made. Every day at the end of their
shifts they all had to go report to P’u-yi on all my activities that day. There were also several dependents of
official students who came to keep me company, but they did not come of their own accord. Every day P’u-yi
would designate their names, or I would designate someone through him, and a car would be sent to pick them up.
They would arrive in the afternoon, we would eat dinner together, and then sometime after eight or nine o’clock
they would be sent back home.
*
As for Wan-jung, who had fallen into disfavor, she was waited on by several maids and eunuchs, and probably
her only means of passing the time was smoking opium. No one went to keep her company.
P’u-yi, the head of the household, had powers that were tightly circumscribed and limited to the puppet court
itself. Around him were first of all those so-called students, all of whom were his brothers and cousins or
nephews, including P’u-chien, P’u-ying, Yü-t’ang, Yü-yen, Yü-chien, Yü-lü, Yü-en, Yü-min, and so forth. They
were called students because they studied every day. In addition to the teachers they invited, P’u-yi himself gave
them ethics lessons and lectured on the edicts of the Yung-cheng emperor.\fn{ Reigned 1723-1736)
Yung-cheng was the emperor P’u-yi respected the most. P’u-yi instructed these several students so that he
himself could nurture a group of confidantes loyal to the imperial line. But he never dared allow himself to trust
them. They all spied on each other and periodically reported to P’u-yi.
Next were his attendants, such as Chao Yin-mao, Yen T’ung- chiang, Ts’ao Pei-ylian, Li Kuo-hsiung, and Tung
Ching-pin, who were P’u-yi’s high-ranking servants, and who waited on his personal needs, such as laying out his
bed quilt, pouring tea, and serving meals. At the same time they were responsible for managing the imperial
kitchens, dining rooms, the imperial chancellery and services, the storehouse, and so on. They could beat or fine
the next level of servants. Among the attendants there should have been a relationship as among colleagues, but
they never dared chat leisurely among themselves, much less visit or invite each other to their homes. If they had
done so they would have been suspected of harboring treachery. Of course, they too spied on one another and
made periodic reports. If the imperial countenance got angry they were all punished. When the students were at
court they had to participate in the administering of punishments, or vigorously and loudly aid in the imperial
indictments.
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Next were those in the palace who performed various tasks solely within P’u-yi’s living and study chambers.
They were situated between the attendants and the male service staff.
The chancellery was composed of P’u-yi’s accountants and bursars and was managed by Chao Yin-mao and
Yen T’ung-chiang, who were also responsible for official communications.
The imperial kitchens and dining rooms were responsible for boiling water, steeping tea, making various kinds
of delicacies, and preparing dried and fresh fruit dishes. P’u-yi had three or four Chinese and Western-style cooks.
The most menial and lowest class was the janitorial service, made up entirely of orphans who had no homes to
return to. They never had any time to rest. They were always on duty. They started working as soon as they got up
in the morning, sweeping the T’ung-te-tien, doing laundry and other menial tasks, right up until P’u-yi went to
bed, by which time it would be past midnight.
*
Toward those around him, P’u-yi was always on guard, suspicious, even feeling periodically that everyone was
plotting against him. He had to inspect every communication I had with my family, and although there was a
telephone in my rooms, it was not possible to make a telephone call in secret. Once, I happened to give a maid a
few apples; P’u-yi received a report on it immediately and interrogated me in detail about it. If I wanted to send
my family a little money, it had to go as an imperial favor from him. He did not allow me to have cash in my
hands. He said,
“My money is your money. Why should you have to touch it!”
P’u-yi was always worried about his health, anxious to live and afraid of dying. He was constantly taking
medicine and having injections. He had frequent hormone injections, to prolong his life. He had two doctors who
had to take his pulse every day, and had to make out a prescription. Even when he was not ill, they had to make
out a prescription, called a tea-substitute drink.
*
On August 8, 1945, the Soviet Union formally declared war on Japan and that evening dropped two bombs on
Ch’ang-ch’un, one of which fell in front of the puppet palace, really frightening the emperor badly. As soon as the
air-raid warning sounded, he came running over to the front of the T’ung-te-tien, shouting at the top of his lungs,
“Yü-ch’in! Yü-ch’in!”
When I came downstairs he dragged me by the hand down to the underground air raid shelter to hide. After the
planes had left he came out and offered incense to the Buddha for his protection.
P’u-yi carried a revolver around with him all day long, and all those around him were armed.
On August 9, Yoshioka told P’u-yi that the puppet Manchurian government had to move to T’ung-hua, where it
would be somewhat closer to Japan. In the evening Yoshioka came to say we would move on the 11 th On the 11th,
most of those who did not want to leave with P’u-yi left to return to their various homes. All of those who were
fleeing with P’u-yi gathered to leave for the train station.
Of the puppet court there remained only P’u-chien and one or two male servants. Of the women, there were
me, P’u-chien’s wife, Yü-chien’s mother, and P’u-yi’s wet nurse! With Empress Wan-jung there were two
eunuchs. Including both men and women we were just some ten persons. P’u-yi was very frightened and said to
me,
“In case of any unexpected event, we are totally defenseless. We could be seized without a fight.”
At nine o’clock in the evening, Yoshioka arrived to announce that we would go to Ta-li-tzu-kou in Lin-chiang
County of T’ung-hua Province, leaving that night at midnight. At 12:30 A.M., we set out from the puppet palace.
Four motorcycles accompanied the car containing P’u-yi and the empress. My car had none. At the train station
where we boarded the train there were no ordinary passengers.
On August 12, we passed through Kirin and Mei-ho-k’ou, arriving at Ta-li-tzu-kou on the 13 th. During the two
days that we were on the train we had only two meals. We did not even have chopsticks.
At Ta-li-tzu-kou we stayed at an ordinary Japanese-style residence, of seven or eight rooms altogether. I stayed
in the first room from the entrance on the left. The outside room on the right was used as P’u-yi’s reception room.
P’u-yi and the empress had separate rooms at the back of the house.
On the 16th, P’u-yi told me that he was going to Japan the next day. I asked him anxiously,
“And what about me?”
“You and the empress, and Second Sister, will follow by train.”
“But why don’t we all go together?” I asked.
“There are only three airplanes, and they won’t hold that many people. Fortunately, we shall meet in two or
three days.”
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By the next day 1 was even more anxious and upset. Early in the morning 1 dashed into his dressing room and
asked him, whether we were leaving today. He replied that it had been decided that we would leave today.
“Will the train be able to get here?” I asked. “What if by chance it doesn’t come? Who will come to take care
of me?”
As I was saying this I involuntarily started to cry. He cried too. He comforted me, saying,
“I have arranged everything carefully. Outside are P’u-chien and Yen T’ung-chiang, and inside are Second
Sister and P’u-chien’s wife. They will all look after you.”
“But what if by chance the train doesn’t come? I have no relations here. Who will take care of me?”
The more 1 talked, the more I cried, and the more sorrowful I became. He again held me and took me into the
room, comforting me, saying,
“We’ll meet in a day or two.”
From that moment on, I endured ten years of pain and suffering, until the entire nation was finally liberated.
80.21 New Times, New Methods\fn{by Ku Yu (1928- )} Wuyi County, Hopei Province, China (M) 3
When Wang’s mother and the girl’s father saw how the young people felt about each other, they made no
objection to the marriage. Wang was a fine, strapping boy who was going to work in the district government. The
girl Feng-lan was known to everybody as a sturdy and capable worker in the fields. All the peasants liked both of
them and thought they were an excellent match.
They came from two different villages, but there was only a little stream to cross to go from one to the other.
During their engagement, Wang found always reasons to come and see Feng-lan. So, before long, the old women
in the two villages began gossiping about his frequent visits.
“For two engaged young people to be together like that all the time,” they said, “is too ‘modern’!”
In the days before the wedding, Feng-lan’s father kept calculating how much grain he should sell to get the
dowry for his daughter. One fine morning, he got up very early and tied several full sacks to his wheel barrow. He
planned to go to the city after breakfast, sell the grain in the market-place and buy some things for Feng-lan with
the money. But when he was about to leave, his daughter stopped him.
“Pa,” she said, “what are you going to do? We had a hard enough time saving a little grain this year! Didn’t
everybody agree at the village meeting to keep about five tou\fn{A note reads: One tou is about one peck.} of grain in
reserve until the wheat harvest?”
Her father set down the wheelbarrow and filled his pipe.
“Ever since you were old enough to work, you have toiled hard for our family. I only want to do what’s right
by you, Feng-lan.” Pa was so moved he found it difficult to speak. He smoked in silence for a moment, then
continued. “I was figuring on buying you four sets of clothing—two of good cotton cloth, two of printed material;
a few pieces of the necessary furniture, a kettle, some bowls, a mirror, some face powder, and so on. What do you
think? Wouldn’t you like things like that?”
Feng-lan laughed and started to unload the sacks from the barrow, while her father stared at her, amazed.
“Don’t you remember what Wang said, pa?” she, asked. “He told us not to spend anything. Won’t I live with
his family? Is there a family in the liberated areas that doesn’t have all the necessary furniture? What do we need
extra chairs and tables for? They won’t help us pull a plough or plant. And clothes of printed cloth—when would I
have a chance to wear them? It’s not like the old days when a wife wasn’t allowed to work in the fields for three
years after her marriage! After I become a member of Wang’s family, I must help them with work in the fields. I
won’t have any time to put powder on my face! Wang is a cadre, a government worker. He certainly wouldn’t
approve of those things, and I don’t want them!”
Pa sat on a step in the compound, his brow wrinkled and head lowered in thought, while Feng-lan returned the
sacks full of grain to the shed. “If we don’t sell the grain,” he said when she returned, “then let’s sell our young
ox. We don’t need two draught animals—”
“There’s even more reason not to sell the young ox!” Feng-lan retorted. “I raised it, right from the time it was
born. It’s a year old now, and we’ll be able to use it soon. How can you sell it? Wang doesn’t have any ox. Where
can I borrow one when we plough, except from you?”
Pa was at a loss to answer his daughter’s arguments. He was afraid that the peasants who still followed the old
customs would laugh at him, but he couldn’t think of any alternative.
On the day set for the wedding, Wang’s mother awoke at cock’s crow. She dressed angrily and went into the
room where her son was sleeping. This would also be the bride’s room after the wedding, and where the gifts and
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dowry should be displayed before the ceremony.
“Get up!” she shouted. “How can you sleep? The place looks as if we had just held a wake!” Fairly panting
with fury, she plumped down beside him on the kang.\fn{A note reads: Kang is the raised platform-like brick bed of North
China villages. In winter, it can be heated from outside the house .}
Wang rubbed his eyes drowsily and sat up.
“It’s not dawn yet, ma,” he yawned. “What are you doing up so early?”
“How can I sleep! I ask you—does our house look like there’s going to be a wedding?”
“You mean because there’s no bridal chair outside the door? Aya! Mother, nobody uses them any more
nowadays! Everybody is busy trying to work harder and get better harvests. Who has time to bother about sedanchairs! Besides, I am a cadre. If even the peasants don’t want such things any more, how could I still go for all
that feudal junk?”
“What are you talking about! Your mother’s head isn’t made of elm wood!” she retorted in a fury, pounding the
reed mat on the kang with her fist. “I don’t care if the bride doesn’t come in a sedan-chair! What I don’t
understand is why, with her family so well off they haven’t sent even one little thing! When I got married, your
grandmother sold her very cooking pots to buy me a chest …” The old woman was choking with rage.
Her son tried his best to pacify her.
“Ma, we haven’t had any famine here, but plenty of other places have been hit badly and we must help them.
We all have to save! If Feng-lan’s father sells grain to buy her a dowry, what’ll they do in the spring-time?”
Ma seemed not to have heard a word he said. She muttered to herself for a while, then burst out again.
“A fine thing!” she sputtered. “Too stingy to give even a thing no bigger than a finger! The women will be here
at noon to see the dowry, and my face will be as red as red can be! I may come from a poor family, but still I’m
not used to this sort of thing!”
“These are new times,” replied Wang. “Why keep harping on the old ceremonies? Our family doesn’t even
have an ox. If Feng-lan brought two big dowry chests painted bright red, could they pull a plough or do our
sowing?”
“You only talk about working the land!” shouted ma, stubborn and unconvinced. “Do you think I’ve lived half
my life without understanding what the land needs? Of course, we have to work on it! But, still we should gain a
little face! A big event like this happens only once in a life-time!”
By this time, it was already broad daylight. Wang washed, and put on his clothes.
“Ma,” he said. “Today, the greatest face-giver is productive work I It’s not like before. Later on, when we all
have a better life, it won’t be too late for Feng-lan’s father to buy us some pretty things, if we want them.”
“Stupid!” scoffed the old woman. “After the bride gets here, do you think he’ll buy her anything?”
“I’m marrying the girl,” retorted Wang impatiently, “not her presents!”
Ma was cut to the quick.
“You two can have your wedding without me!” she said hotly. “I’m going to spend the next few days at your
grandmother’s!”
Rushing out of the door, she ran full tilt into Chu, the village head, who was just about to knock. He had been
on his way to the meeting-hall where the wedding ceremony was to take place, to hang up a set of congratulatory
scrolls. But, half-way down the road, he had heard mother and son quarreling loudly, and had come near when he
collided with the old woman. Panting and red in the face, the old woman poured out her grievances to the village
head.
“You’ve got it all wrong,” Chu said soothingly, and then added, with a grin, “For instance: Suppose there were
two brides-one with trunks full of gifts and bedding, but who didn’t know how to work; the other, who could
bring nothing but a pair of very capable hands—which one would you choose?”
Now calming down, ma smiled and said: “Country people always want those who can work hard! What’s the
use of asking such a question?”
After breakfast, the hall, in which the wedding ceremony was to be held, was decorated very attractively. The
walls were adorned with the scrolls of good wishes, and Chairman Mao’s photograph was hung in the center.
Gifts had arrived also from the district government. The peasants jammed in so tightly there wasn’t even space for
a drop of water! Every guest was staring so hard, it seemed one pair of eyes could not possibly be enough for a
person! Men and women, the young and the old, all talked cheerfully.
One old woman bustled about asking, “Why haven’t I seen the bride yet? They’re not using a sedan-chair, are
they? It’s just as well! When I got married, riding in the sedan-chair made me dizzy! Not only that it was expensive, it made me suffer, too! This way is much better. They save money and it’s still quite proper!”
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Another chatter-box rushed up to Wang's mother. “Where are you showing the bride’s dowry?” she inquired.
Ma turned scarlet. She opened her mouth to speak, but no words came. So she pretended not to have heard and
avoided the questioner from then on.
The musicians blew a flourish when Feng-lan arrived, without her father, according to rural custom. Chu the
village head stood up to welcome her and to officiate at the ceremony, and the people crowded towards him like a
swarm of bees. The chairman of the village women’s association managed with some difficulty to tow Feng-lan
through the mass of guests.
The bride wore a jacket of ordinary blue cloth, and a pair of trousers to match; around her head she had wound
the usual printed cloth of the peasant. She sat down beside Wang, her eyes shining with happiness. The guests
pushed and craned their necks to get a better look at her, and all the children present clapped their hands.
“Quiet, now, friends!” shouted Chu. “We’re going to start. First, I want to say that Wang and Feng-lan have
chosen one another of their own free will. They were working together and were impressed each with the other’s
abilities. They fell in love and decided to get married. You all know how good a hand Feng-lan is at work in the
fields. She heeded our Government’s call for economy and for increased agricultural output, so she didn’t spend
money foolishly on a dowry …”
“Let the bride tell us how they fell in love with each other,” interrupted one of the young peasants with a shout.
“Let her act it out!” Other guests, laughing, took up the cry.
In the midst of all this noisy gaiety, a man of about forty with a neat black mustache came into the courtyard,
leading a young ox. It was Lo, the head of Feng-lan’s village, and the bridegroom came forward to greet him.
“Why have you brought the ox?” Wang asked.
“It’s Feng-lan’s dowry,” Lo answered with a smile. Then he called out to Wang’s mother: “Come and see the
gift the bride’s father has sent!”
The old woman hastened into the courtyard. When she saw a stranger with the sleek and fat young ox, she
didn’t know what to make of it.
“This ox used to belong to Feng-lan’s family,” Lo explained. “Now that Feng-lan is marrying Wang, she’s
going to live and work with you people. Her father knows you have no draught animal and that it’s hard for you to
plough without one. So he sends this young ox as a dowry.”
Wang’s mother had never owned an ox in her life; now she put her hand forward shyly to pat the animal’s
head. The young ox switched its tail unconcernedly and pawed the ground with the front hoofs. Its woolly coat
was brown, but its chest was white. One could see at a glance how strong and useful this lovely young animal
would prove.
The old woman’s toothless mouth stood wide open while she was laughing for sheer joy. But, suddenly, a
disturbing thought crossed her mind:
“My son doesn’t work at home and I’ve never taken care of an ox,” she said worriedly. “This animal will give
us a lot of trouble.”
The peasants all laughed and Chu said: “You certainly have gone silly in your happiness. Have you forgotten
that your new daughter-in-law is a model worker?”
“Feng-lan raised this young ox herself,” explained Lo.
Some elders gathered round to admire the animal. They looked it in the mouth, examined its hoofs and patted
its woolly rump. Approval of the gift ox was unanimous.
Nor did the peasants forget to give credit to the girl who had raised the yearling.
“A model worker certainly does things in a model way.” they commented.
“We, in this village, can consider ourselves lucky with the addition of such a fine new worker,” the chairman
of the women’s association said to some of the members. “Now we can swing into productive work with a will.”
“Why didn’t we ever think of such a dowry?” one of the women wondered. “When we got married, the things
we brought along were so dead and useless! You couldn’t compare them with a live gift like this—one that can
serve a good purpose.”
In all this joy and merriment, the guests insisted that Wang’s mother make a speech. “Your family has grown
by one person,” they laughed. “You must say something at this happy occasion!” They helped the old woman
forward until she was facing her son and new daughter-in-law.
Beaming, ma looked at Wang, at Feng-lan and at the friends crowding around them. Her heart grew lighter and
lighter within her. Finally she said:
“Although my mind is old-fashioned, I’m beginning to understand. In these new times, we must have new
ways …”
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Her words were greeted with a roar of approving laughter and applause.
And people have been talking about that new-style marriage ever since.
87.57a Excerpts from Memoirs Of A Tibetan Lama\fn{by Lobsang Gyatso (1928-1997)} Kham Region, Tibetan
Autonomous Region, China (M) 1
… My name is Lobsang Gyatso and there is nothing p;articularly special in my life. What you have with me, I’m
afraid, is just an ordinary fellow spinning around in the world of life and death … There are things in my life
which are worth recording, no doubt, even which need to be said, but with me everything that has happened is
confined to this ordinary world …
*
… If truth be told, I was a naughty fellow and was known for it. Often when people met me they would say, “You
are the young fellow who spent the whole day pigging out on pork instead of following your flck, aren’t you?”
Then they would give me a slap on the back and go off chuckling …
*
… When I was very little another young fellow and I decided to leave homew to become monks. This was ebven
before I had started to look after the flock, so we could not have been more than five or six. We had wandered up
a kilometer or two towards the monastery when a monk coming down met us and askewd where we were going.
“We are going to become monks,” we said. “Ah yes, but becoming a monk is very hard and you have a long way
to go. Aren’t you too young?” he asked …
*
… I was an idiot when I first arrived [at the monastery], totally at a loss … In those early days as a young monk, I
was still a pretty bad character, a delinquent really, naughty at the best of times … [Once I gave a boy] a real
thrashing. That was me, the monk, in those days, not a pretty sight, I’m afraid … the sign of a horrible person …
Nobody would let me get my hands on a gun because they knew I was too volatile … One day I saw a big bird
sitting up in the branches of a tree and took it into my head to kill it …
*
… From those early experiences in Drepung, however, I became very deferential and retiring, quite the opposite
of my earlier self. Back at home everybody had said I would never be able to last at Drepung because of my
arrogance, that I would come up against the discipline and get into trouble. But now here I was, after just a few
weeks, totally deflated and deferential …
*
… My study guru told me the stories of the holy beings and how poor they had been, how much they had to
struggle—how Sonam Dragpa, the famous teacher of Loseling, had not even proper clothes to wear when he
studied, how Jamyang Shepa, the famous teacher of Gomang, had to eat the dry leftover offering cakes, and how
Trehor Chupon Rinpoche had nothing but a cracked earthen pot to cook in, and how he lived on soup. Of course,
he also told me again and again how Milarepa had to live in [a] cave, eating nothing but nettles which had made
his skin turn green, but how by such hard work, he achieved the state of enlightenment in one life. These stories
made me feel that living as a poor person was the correct way to be, and the stories gave me a great inspiration,
the capacity to go on. … It is amazing, if the time is right, how a single line of a spiritual book can have the force
to motivate a practice for an eternity …
*
… Sitting in my cave I watched my breath going in and out. As it came in I imagined all the problems of others
coming in and landing on my selfishness, which sank down into the vast accommodating earth leaving me patient
and capable. Sometimes I imagined my selfishness in the form of an owl or a dangerous snake and imagined
chasing it away …
*
… There was a carelessness even then [when he was a child] about the trees and forests—even back then our
people were at fault in the way we went up and indiscriminately cut any trees we wanted without any thought for
their place in the environment … Even though the whole world was adapting to meet the challenges of modernity,
the officials of the Tibetan government were stuck in old ways and did not change at all … Too much belief in
Buddhism and an inflated notion of their own country … explains how [the central government] came to have
such silly ideas [as to believe that the Chinese would not invade Tibet] …
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80.5 & 113.86 1. Dedication 2. The Boundary Wall: Two Short Stories\fn{by Lu Wenfu (1928-2005)} Taixing, nr.
Taizhou, Jiangsu Province, China (M) 21
1
It was seven-thirty in the evening and the moon was just rising when a woman walked into the reception room
of the soil research laboratory. She looked to be in her forties, with a roundish face, attractive features and short
hair tied at the back. After hesitating for moment, she asked:
“Excuse me, I’m looking for Lu Yimin.”
In the past few days, many people had come to look for Lu Yimin. Driven out of the laboratory by the Gang of
Four, the scientist Lu Yimin had been transferred back only two days before. Since then, there had been a constant
stream of people in to see him, so that Lao Song, who was on duty at the time, didn’t pay close attention to who it
was and merely gave her the sign-in form. It wasn’t until he took it back and looked at it that he gave a cry of
surprise:
“Ah, Tang Lin!”
Tang Lin smiled, “Lao Song, you’re still here!”
“Of course, of course. I’d never leave this place.” Lao Song pulled a chair over. “Sit down, sit down. Aiya, not
a single white hair yet! Are you still at the same unit?”
She didn’t say anything but just nodded her head.
“Aiya, Tang Lin, you can’t keep a good man down. The truth always wins out in the end. The Gang of Four
tried to frame Lu Yimin and sent him down to the countryside. Hmph! It was like putting a duck in the water:
down there he solved their soil problems and really got something done. He even wrote a book!” Lao Song
measured with his fingers.
“This thick!”
Tang Lin still didn’t say anything and only laughed.
“When Lao Lu came back we were all so glad—now we can really roll up our sleeves and get down to work!
As for you two ... why, everything should be all right now. What’s there to fight about?” Lao Song patted her on
the shoulder with a chuckle and lightly pushed her forward. “Go on. He’s home. It’s still the same place you both
used to live in.”
Tang Lin finally spoke up. “Lao Song, I’ve come to see him as a friend.”
“Fine, fine. Go on and be friends with him again.”
Tang Lin followed the sidewalk straight ahead and turned down the stone-paved path lined with firmiana trees.
The moonlight filtering through the branches rendered the scene indistinct. She slowed down, her thoughts
vacillating and her resolve waning.
A light was shining at the end of the road and the outline of a one-story house appeared under the moonlight. A
figure moved behind the window and the noisy sound of conversation carried beyond the house, punctuated by
the occasional burst of laughter. Tang Lin recognized the voices of Lu Yimin and Zeng Tonglin, the Party
Secretary. In the past their conversations had brought a lot of life into their home.
Tang Lin hesitated: should she go, or not? She remembered that nearby there was a wooden bench by some
Chinaberry trees. She had often sat there in past years knitting, while their daughter, Xiao Ling, played in the
grass. The bench was still there and had even been repainted recently. It was damp from the evening dew. Tang
Lin sat down and looked at the familiar gateway. Should she go in, or not go in?
The truth was, she had already thought it over so many times that it was fruitless to dwell on it again. The
scene in front of her made think of things in the past. They seemed so far away now, but still so very clear …
In those days, Lu Yimin was bursting with youth and talent. Although he was a little unconventional, his
brilliance of mind and irrepressible energy seemed to radiate out from his disheveled hair and unkempt clothes.
His family had been poor. It was only through the financial assistance of one of his primary school teachers and
his own hard work that he managed to become a university graduate. The specialty he chose was soil chemistry.
In the student movements against hunger and persecution, he had linked arms with other students and, chanting
“unity is strength,” braved the bayonets and fire hoses that the Koumintang had turned on them. At about that
time, he entered the Communist Party, first doing administrative work for the League in the laboratory. Later, it
was Zeng Tonglin, the Party Secretary, who advised him:
“Xiao Lu, why don’t you go back to your old area of specialization? The proletariat needs its own experts!”
One windy day Tang Lin had sat on this very bench with Lu Yimin standing in front of her and they had talked
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about the future and about socialism. The wind blowing through his tousled hair and rippling the firmiana leaves
with a whistling sound heightened the fervor and enthusiasm of his words.
“Tang Lin, I’d like to go back to soil research.” Lu Yimin bent over and picked up a clump of mud.
“Look. This is what all the martyrs shed their blood for, this 9,600,000 square kilometers\fn{ Actually, 9,596,960
sq. km.} of land that 400 million\fn{Now about 1,300,000,000.} of our compatriots live on. But this soil is still a
stranger to us—we don’t really understand its mysteries. My professor used to say that when he did research on
soil, he was always worried that he was fattening up the landlords and capitalists. We’re more fortunate because
what we do will bring direct benefits to the people.” Lu Yimin threw the soil into the air. “Let’s begin, then. Tang
Lin, we’re the fortunate ones.”
Indeed, at that time Tang Lin did feel fortunate. She felt that her future husband would soon be involved in a
great and glorious enterprise. Like Lu Yimin, she longed for the future and for socialism. Unfortunately, her
concept of socialism was drawn from paintings and pamphlets: the perfectly happy family, the good life,
sunbathing at the seashore and enjoyable holidays ... Even if this was distant, it was nevertheless visible like stars
in the night sky.
After they were married, however, things did not turn out the way she thought they would. Her husband’s work
did not seem so great and glorious after all. On the contrary, Lu Yimin had to go underwater like a deep sea diver
in the midst of heavy seas. He often went on field expeditions to desolate places, braving windstorms and
traveling back and forth. Sometimes he attended academic discussions and conferences on soil research which
would keep him away for several months to half a year. When he came back, he would either be doing experiments or researching in the library. At night he would be buried in his books. His whole life was concentrated on
soil. He didn’t take Sundays off, didn’t take holidays and even missed on needed rest. Tang Lin would hear his
light cough in the middle of the night and would see only thick books which were never finished and notes that
were never-ending. At the beginning she didn’t disturb him and let him concentrate on his work so that he could
finish his project sooner. One year, then two years went by …
Lu Yimin’s first scholarly work was published about the same time that his daughter was born. It dealt with the
relationship between soil and the wider world, and discussed the limitations of traditional soil science. His novel
assertions, detailed argumentation and literate writing style attracted the attention of the academic world. Even
foreign journals translated sections from the book. His colleagues admired him and Party Secretary Zeng praised
him, too, and urged other researchers to follow his example.
Her husband’s success and the birth of her daughter brought to Tang Lin a bewildering sense of success, but Lu
Yimin acted as if nothing had happened and only buried himself even deeper into his studies. He became more
inaccessible that ever. Other colleagues the same age were busily adding to their houses, but theirs remained the
same. Even the necessary funds were spent on books. Tang Lin, being a strong-willed woman, couldn’t bear it
when she made the comparison.
“Yimin, we ought to get some more furniture.”
“Yes, yes. We still need more bookshelves.”
“Yimin, let’s take the baby to the park tomorrow, okay?”
“Sure. That’s a good idea. Uh, on second thought, maybe you could take her. I still have some problems to
work on.” As soon as he’d finished speaking, he returned to his book.
Tang Lin was exasperated. She pushed his books to one side.
“Yimin, I want to ask you something. Have you forgotten all about this family of ours?”
Lu Yimin looked up, took a deep breath and replied: “No. I haven’t forgotten. Every household is founded on
solid ground. Perhaps ours is a little on the dull side, is that what you mean?”
“I don’t understand. Do people who do soil research not want children, fresh flowers, mountains and lakes?”
“Of course we do. We want it all.” Lu Yimin stood up. Outside the window a bird was singing and the spring
light filled the room. “Yes, we want all the shoots to grow and flourish, and the blossoms to be even more
beautiful than they were. We want all the mountains to be clothed anew and the lake waters to be crystal clear. We
want our children to live in a rich and prosperous socialist country …” Lu Yimin was inspired with genuine
emotion and expressed his feelings as if he were making poetry .
But Tang Lin was no longer moved by his rhapsodies.
“If that’s true, then why are you punishing yourself the way you are?”
Lu Yimin thought for a moment. “I’m not punishing my self. It’s like a mountain climbing expedition. If you
want to climb the Himalayas, you can only bring along the essentials for survival. If you want everything and
can’t bear to leave anything behind, then you’ll never scale the summit. Tang Lin, I’m so sorry. I can’t help you
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with so many things and can’t even rest the same time that you do. But I think that if we are moving toward the
summit, then we’re working for the same goal as the Party and the people. I’m afraid that I don’t dare to slow
down for a moment.”
Tang Lin was moved by this, and felt that Lu Yimin was sincere. She couldn’t ask too much of him.
There was a person in the research laboratory by the name of Huang Weimin. Although his work didn’t have
much merit, he was adept at practical matters such as finding housing, choosing stylish furniture, cooking fancy
meals, playing games during days off, and so on. He felt that since Lu Yimin was already famous and was sure to
be on his way up in the world, he wanted to be on friendlier terms with him. Even if there were no immediate
benefits, he thought that the relationship would be like an investment: when he wanted to cash in, there would be
big dividends. It would raise his own stocks as well to be able to say: “Why, we’re old friends!”
One day, when Tang Lin went to the dining hall to get some food, Huang Weimin saw her and shook his head.
“You two, it’s too bad your salaries are low and you don’t have much of a position. Things can be rough.”
Tang Lin smiled. “Lao Lu is like that.”
Huang Weimin was in high spirits. “Why don’t you two come over on Sunday? The both of you can increase
your perceptual knowledge of the outside world.”
Tang Lin accepted the invitation. She didn’t want Lu Yimin to become someone like Huang Weimin, but she
wanted him to make a few more friends, expand his horizons a bit and see how other people lived. So on that late
spring evening, Tang Lin put on her new clothes that she rarely had occasion to wear and dragged a reluctant Lu
Yimin over to Huang Weimin’s house.
He came out to greet them, rubbing his hands together:
“Come in, come in. I’m just starting dinner.”
Several others had already arrived before them, and they were busy talking about Huang Weimin’s special
talents. Tang Lin examined the room carefully, then began pointing things out to Lu Yimin:
“Look at how elegant other people’s places are. That watermeadow drawing by Qi Baishi and the horse by Xu
Beihong, where did they come from? Look, Yimin!”
Lu Yimin chuckled. “I see them. They're all from Rongbaozhai.”\fn{ A note reads: A famous shop in Peking where fine
arts are sold.}
Everyone laughed, but Tang Lin wasn’t amused.
“The works from Rongbaozhai are of fine quality. At least it’s better than two maps tacked to the wall.”
“Not necessarily.”
At that point, Huang Weimin came carrying a pot in his hand. “What is everyone laughing about?”
Tang Lin replied, jokingly: “Laughing at you, busy as an monkey!”
“Ah, that’s a compliment. In order to have such an honored guest come into my humble home, I’d be willing to
imitate any one of my ancestors!” Huang Weimin went over to Lu Yimin. “Lao Lu, what kind of tea do you like?
We can accommodate nearly any request.”
Lu Yimin didn’t like Huang Weimin’s false show of politeness. In his student days, he had been engaged in
shady dealings. His vulgar habits were detestable. Lu Yimin couldn’t resist extending his tea cup and saying:
“Thank you. All I’d like from you is a cup of clean, pure water.”
Huang Weimin was taken aback for a second. “Aiya, that’s a difficult order to fill. A pot of Laoshan mineral
water is more expensive than any tea.”
Tang Lin quickly changed the subject. “Lao Huang, where did you get all this strange furniture from?”
Huang Weimin smiled. “First have some tea. I can tell you about the furniture later.” He winked at Tang Lin,
then withdrew.
The meal was attractively prepared: not too sumptuous, but simple and done with an eye for color. As for the
fine porcelain dishes, of course they were not meant to be eaten.
When the host and the guests went into sit down, someone let out a sigh of praise: “It looks so good that it
gives me an enormous appetite.”
Huang Weimin was elated. “Food should have three elements: color, aroma and taste.”
When Lu Yimin heard this, he lost some of his appetite. It wasn’t that he was against good food, but it made
him think about Huang Weimin the person, his ingratiating manners as a host and his mincing around, spending
all his time on these activities. Finally he sighed as well and made the remark: “Ah, Lao Huang, you must have
spent a lot of time and energy to prepare this!”
Huang Weimin knew what he was getting at but let it pass. Everyone was entitled to his own philosophy about
life. “Lao Lu, the effort won’t have been wasted. It will be rewarded by our mutual enjoyment.” He lifted his
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chopsticks. “Please, let’s not stand on ceremony.”
“Yimin, look at how nicely these turnip flowers are made!” marveled Tang Lin.
“Let’s see how they sit in the stomach,” said Yimin, extending his chopsticks.
The people around the table all laughed. Although there was little conversation, the atmosphere was amiable.
Huang Weimin deliberately lifted up a bottle of wine for all to see.
“Don’t underestimate this liquor. It’s as good as Maotai, only it’s less expensive. In life, we should learn how
to get the greatest benefit for the smallest investment!” Having said this, he invited Lu Yimin to a toast. “Lao Lu,
as for science, I only know a little, but as for the finer points of living, I can give some advice. We ought to work
together more in the future.”
Lu Yimin didn’t want to say anything. It wasn’t good manners to argue with someone who had invited you to a
meal in his home. He just wanted it to be over quickly so that he could get home earlier. No one expected, however, that after drinking two cups, Huang Weimin would become flushed and, to everyone’s surprise, try to press
things even further.
“Lao Lu, not knowing how to enjoy life shows a lack of cultivation. Take gastronomy for example. It’s a form
of culture developed by our ancestors, unsurpassed in the world. We ought to carry on this tradition.”
Lu Yimin couldn’t restrain himself any longer.
“I’ll admit that gastronomy is a form of culture that should be carried on and developed. But if we exaggerate
its importance, we should be a little anxious and ashamed that the other cultures in our country lag so far behind
it.” Lu Yimin raised his cup. “Let’s drink a toast of thanks to Lao Huang for his gracious hospitality, and to the
hope that he will make more of a contribution to our country’s other forms of culture with the same care and effort
that he spends on preparing a meal.”
Tang Lin was furious and gave him a withering look. “Yimin, you ...”
Lu Yimin didn’t say another word but just sat waiting for the dinner to end. The mood of the whole table
plummeted to a new low, as if it was a funeral feast rather than the joyous occasion it was meant to be.
Tang Lin was speechless with anger. When they went home she pushed Xiao Ling onto Lu Yimin and left in a
huff for her own parent’s house. Let him find out what running a household is like, she thought.
At this time, Xiao Ling was nine years old and looked like her mother. She loved her father dearly and felt he
was too hard on himself, always reading and never relaxing. But, not wanting to disturb him, she went herself to
get food from the dining hall, swept the floor and boiled the water. In the evening she got an extra dish and kept it
warm and covered under the quilt. When she woke up in the middle of the night, she brought it to him.
“Papa, you must be hungry. Here’s something to eat. It’s still warm.”
Lu Yimin was so touched that tears came to his eyes. He opened the container of food that she had kept for
him, ate it quickly, wiped his eyes and went back to work until the sun came up …
The road of science wasn’t smooth, nor was life meant to be a breeze!
The moon gradually rose in the sky and the dew began to form everywhere. Tang Lin sat on the long bench
recalling the past. She was sure that Lu Yimin would not have forgotten all of this and would have realized that
the differences were there from the beginning. When she went back to him after leaving for her parents, they got
along all right, but she still didn’t really understand him and only took care of him because she felt sorry for him
working so hard. Now that he had come back and was respected by all, you wanted to turn over a new leaf—how
disgusting, she thought to herself. But no, she thought again, he wouldn’t take it this way and nurse a grudge.
Who hadn’t had dreams and illusions in one’s youth and only afterwards realized that it wasn’t all that way?
Despite their differences of opinion, then, she felt that she ought to go and, at the very least, wish him the best.
Tang Lin stood up, brushed the dew from her hair and started walking toward the house. After a few steps she
turned around and went back to the bench. No, she couldn’t do it, she couldn’t go see him again ...
It was seven years ago now that Huang Weimin had tried to curry favor with Lu Yimin. When he saw a change
in the political winds, he took advantage of his way with words to become head of the “rebel faction” and became
a member of the revolutionary committee as well as de facto head of the research laboratory in the same way. For
a while he ruled the roost and was very influential and powerful. But, as a practical opportunist, he realized
himself that, like a turnip flower on a cold plate looks delicious but in fact isn’t much when you tasted it, so was
his success mostly false show and pretense. His power was mostly superficial. The research scientists wouldn’t
carry out his orders, and they certainly wouldn’t respect him. But Huang Weimin was unruffled, and waited for
the right opportunity.
For a long time there was little activity in the research laboratory. Huang Weimin’s hatchet-men were
overjoyed and reveled that “those stinking intellectuals don’t dare to do anything.” Huang Weimin laughed.
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“You people don’t know, you just don’t understand what intellectuals think like. They’re very clever: silence is
a form of protest, and its very difficult to deal with.”
Sure enough, Huang Weimin gradually discovered that at night the lights in the lab and in the library would go
on and people would get together. During the day, they would use their eight hours to follow his orders, but at
night they would each do their own research and even have some unapproved academic discussions led by Lu
Yimin. Huang Weimin immediately went on the offensive and closed the lab and library. He declared that there
was an underground black gang which persisted in following the road of being apolitical experts, who put
professionalism above politics and conspired to make production more important than revolution. Its head,
announced Huang Weimin, was none other than Lu Yimin!
Screaming and yelling abuse, Huang Weimin’s followers dragged Lu Yimin up onto the stage and tried to
make him confess. When he attempted to answer back, his arms were wrenched behind him and his head pushed
down so that he couldn’t. Then they dragged him about the stage. Even then, Huang Weimin wouldn’t let the
matter drop, and forced a dunce cap onto Lu Yimin’s head and made him wear it every day to work.
Lu Yimin fell into silence. He wasn’t afraid of dying, but this type of personal humiliation unbearable. It was
the first time in over ten years that he had stopped doing research. At night he sat by the gate staring blankly up at
the sky.
One evening, Lao Zeng, the Party Secretary who had been shunted aside, came to see him. He had been treated
so severely by Huang Weimin and his followers that his health had deteriorated. He could hardly walk without
leaning on a bamboo walking stick and inching forward.
Lu Yimin jumped up and went out to greet him, assisting him with both hands.
“Lao Zeng …” The rest of the sentence caught in his throat.
Tang Lin also forgot her usual formalities and didn’t even bother to make tea. She brought a stool over and sat
by the gate gazing at the end of the stone-paved path. Lu Yimin and Lao Zeng talked for a long time, but Tang Lin
only caught the last few words that Lao Zeng had to say:
“They’re engaging in armed struggle and we are arming ourselves with Marxism-Leninism and Mao Zedong
Thought.”
Lu Yimin quickly returned to his former ways. In the evening he would hang up his dunce cap on the wall and
start reading and making notes. It was as if the seasons passed without his even noticing the changes. Of course he
did see Huang Weimin, but as the latter was busy being involved in violent factional fighting, he didn’t have much
time to pay attention to Lu Yimin. Everyday he would just get Yimin to sit in a small dark room, hand him pen
and paper and demand that he give an account of himself. Lu Yimin was willing to do this in the end as it gave
him a chance to control his life even during the day. He faced the yellow painted wall and allowed his thoughts to
soar into the realm of science. Occasionally he would make some cryptic marks on the paper or draw something
that would be unintelligible to others. Now he was afraid of only one thing: that he would waste any of the time
that he had left.
Tang Lin was not of the same mind. She was completely disillusioned and would sit in the early evening
waiting by the stone path. Only when she saw Yimin coming back would she stop worrying. Even then, she would
press him with questions:
“Did they do anything to you today? Are you all right?”
Lu Yimin would never talk about what they had done to him. He would only say: “Don’t worry. It was the
same as always—trying to get me to give an account of myself. But it’s all in here.” He’d pull a piece of paper
with cryptic marks on it out of his pocket and laugh. Then he would sit down at his desk and write in full what
was down in code, revise it and add a few notes. All the perils of scientific research were down on this piece of
paper!
Tang Un would stand next to him, watching, worrying that each day would be his last, her heart pounding.
At a time when Tang Un was almost worried sick, Lu Yimin suddenly became very happy and carefree. One
day he said to Tang Lin:
“I’ve been reading On Contradiction recently and it’s been very interesting. Everything that is contradictory
will under certain conditions move toward its opposite. This has not only made me understand more clearly what
is going on presently, but has also been a key to furthering my research. What I’ve done in the past hasn’t been
wasted. If you add some bean curd to salty water, it will solidify!” Lu Yimin’s eyes opened wide and he blinked
happily.
If it had been before and Tang Lin had heard Lu Yimin's research had developed a step further, it would have
been a happy occasion in the household. Now, however, when she looked at him, tears welled up in her eyes.
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“Yimin, don’t wrap yourself up in a cocoon again. Try to get through these turbulent times unscathed. Store
away your notes and sell your books. I don’t want you to make any great discoveries; I don’t want you to suffer.
Even if you won’t do it for me, do it for Xiao Ling’s sake. Why do you think she’s always living at her
grandmother’s house? How can she live in the same house with you while you’re in disgrace?” When Tang Lin
thought of their daughter, she couldn’t go on and started crying.
Lu Yimin didn’t cry, but when he spoke, his voice trembled.
“Tang Lin, please don’t try to make me turn back. We are latecomers into the modern world, but still we’ve
suffered the insults of being classified with dogs and called the ‘sick man of Asia.’ I wept when I read The Last
Class.\fn{A note reads: A story by the French writer Dandet. It describes a school during the Franco-Prussian War in which the last
class is being taught in French [by an Alsatian; it is in this collection] before occupation by the Prussians. During the War of Resistance
against Japan, this story stirred the nationalistic feelings of many teachers and students in China .} Then, even though I was ardent,

I didn’t know exactly what to do. Fortunately we had Chairman Mao and the older generation of revolutionaries
to show us the way and it allowed me to join in the floodtide of revolution. It’s true that science can’t save the
nation, but to save the nation we cannot do without science. Every age sets its own historical tasks. Today our
main task is to transform our country—which is poor and blank—and that requires science. When in this day and
age science is making tremendous headway but we still lag behind, I’m afraid that the day will come when we
will again be reading The Last Class. The situation facing us is a painful one, but what Lao Zeng said was right.
We shouldn’t take our local situation to be the same everywhere or mistake something temporary for something
permanent. The clouds are moving in the sky above and there are undercurrents in the sea below. Tang Lin, you
should do some study as well. A person’s spirit needs to have some kind of anchor.”
But Tang Lin didn’t have the heart to do any study. She was worried that it was too late to do anything
worthwhile.
Yet neither could she demand that he stop his work. She knew that if he did leave his soil research, his life
would wither up. Her daughter and her husband were equally important to her. All she could say was: “Be careful.
Sooner later they’ll discover the notes you are putting down on paper.”
Lu Yimin promised that he would not write any of down from then on. Instead, he would train his powers of
recall and prepare for a long struggle.
When Huang Weimin finished with his armed skirmishes, he turned his attention to Lu Yimin and found that
the pressure on him hadn’t produced any results. The research laboratory was still silent and passive resistance
was still going on as before. He thought it over carefully, then decided to hold another mass meeting.
This time the meeting was very different in character. The atmosphere was much more relaxed. They didn’t
drag Lu Yimin up onto the stage, screaming at him and abusing him all the while; nor did they pull his arms
behind him, force his head down and make him do the “airplane.” They merely sat him on a chair to one side of
the stage. After some lengthy opening remarks, Huang Weimin came to the point:
“For the past little while I have been busy with other work and haven’t had the time to attend meetings, with
the result that physical punishment has been used, contrary to our policy. My deepest apologies for this. From
now on, struggle meetings against any individual must allow people to defend themselves with facts and with
reason. No-one may interfere with this, and under no circumstances is force to be used.” Huang Weimin assumed
a look of fairminded impartiality. “Lu Yimin, you can now defend yourself through argument.”
Lu Yimin’s brow furrowed slightly as he took stock of Huang Weimin, but he didn’t volunteer a word. A ripple
went through the audience. Several hundred pairs of eyes focused on Lu Yimin. Someone shouted out in a loud
voice:
“Speak out. The truth will come out through debate!”
Huang Weimin laughed.
“Well? If the truth is on your side, then let the people judge; if not, then lower your head and admit your guilt.
Silence means you are quilty!”
When Lu Yimin looked out at the people waiting expectantly in the audience and again at the expression
Huang Weimin’s face, sinister and cunning at the same time, he was roused to a fever pitch and bursting with
things to say. He stood up smartly and climbed onto the speaker’s platform. Once he began speaking, the words
came out in a torrent, so passionately and sharply that the audience shouted its approval. Huang Weimin didn’t
interfere and let him go on. One meeting wasn’t enough, so they had a second, and just when Lu was nearly
finished, someone raised a question and the debate continued. It went on like this for three days …
By the time Lu Yimin realized the trap set for him, it was already too late. Huang Weimin made a complete
text of his speeches and had it printed up as Collection of Lu Yimin’s Counter-revolutionary Speeches. After
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adding accusations that he had “sold out” the student movement and had made clandestine reports to a foreign
country etc., the whole case was dubbed as the “Lu Yimin Counter-revolutionary Incident.” Lu Yimin was locked
up for investigation and not permitted to go home.
Tang Lin sat by the stone path and waited. And waited. Late into the night, she still saw no sign of Lu Yimin.
Later, a gang of people claiming to be following Huang Weimin’s orders came and searched Lu Yimin’s house.
Despite Tang Lin’s protests, they took away Lu Yimin’s manuscripts of scientific research that were the fruits of
over twenty years of hard work.
Tang Lin still couldn’t remember exactly what happened next in the coming months. She could only remember
that one morning when it had started to snow, two people rushed into her office and told her that the head of the
research laboratory wanted to see her. With great trepidation she followed them and was led to Huang Weimin’s
house. Tang Lin reacted as if she were being brought to the devil himself and turned to leave, but the two pushed
her roughly into the building.
This time Huang Weimin didn’t stand on ceremony, but merely sat on the sofa and smiled and nodded to her.
He cleared his throat:
“Since we are old friends, we can dispense with formalities. Lu Yimin’s case has been decided. He’s been
declared a counter-revolutionary and his Party membership annulled. But he won’t be leaving his precious soil
since he’s being sent to the countryside.”
Tang Lin reacted with numb shock. Everything blurred and began to sway before eyes, as if she had been cast
adrift in rough seas. With great effort, she managed to get a grip on herself so that she wouldn’t fall down in front
of Huang Weimin.
Huang Weimin’s face looked like a vampire’s. He was satisfied. Lu Yimin’s notes and drafts were now in his
hands and before long—he could picture it now—a number of gold-embossed volumes would appear in print. The
titles were hazy, but the author’s name was clear: Huang Weimin. Since he was in charge of administrative
leadership and controlled the scientific side as well, thus holding power over Lu Yimin and the others, who would
dare to dispute it? When he thought about this, he was so pleased that he jumped up off the sofa and poured Tang
Lin a glass of hot water. He deliberately furrowed his brow.
“Hmph! Lao Lu is much too stubborn. I tried to get him on my side but he wouldn’t have anything to do with
it. With things as they are now, you can only try to do your best for yourself and for your daughter. Frankly, from
now on yours is a marriage in name only, but even this isn’t very advantageous to you and it is damaging to Xiao
Ling. In the future she will run into problems in going to school, getting placed in a job and generally getting by.”
Huang Weimin had raised both his hand and his voice, then stopped and waited for Tang Lin’s reaction. He was
afraid that in the future she would spoil his secret intention to publish Lu Yimin’s material under his own name.
Tang Lin was too stunned to give a reply. Huang Weimin retreated to the sofa and gave a sigh.
“Of course, you have a lot of feeling for one another. But now nothing can be done and the two of you will
have to separate, like birds in the forest.”
When Tang Lin heard him say this, she shuddered. His false smile and false regret were like an owl’s hoot in
the dark forest.
“Have you finished?” she asked.
“Huh? Yes, I’m finished talking, but this whole business is just beginning. I’ve heard that your Xiao Ling is
being struggled against.”
“Xiao Ling?” she blurted out in surprise. She turned quickly and ran down the stairs and out of the building.
When she got to the street, she discovered that a blanket of snow had covered the ground. The snow was
falling heavily and everything in the distance was indistinct, as if there was nowhere to go. She wanted to shout
but no sound came out, wanted to cry but had no tears left. She wound up murmuring to herself:
“Xiao Ling, don’t be afraid. I’m coming.”
She ran down to her mother’s house. Xiao Ling wasn’t there. When she rushed home, however, there was Xiao
Ling, curled up fast asleep on the porch, covered with snow, hands clutched close to her chest, tightly grasping a
Red Guard armband.
“Xiao Ling, Xiao Ling!” cried Tang Lin. Xiao Ling suddenly sat up, and in an instant realized it was her
mother and ran to her embrace.
“They wanted to throw me out of the Red Guards and take my armband away.”
Mama Tang Lin opened the door and helped Xiao Ling inside, then hugged her tightly and kissed her while the
tears ran down her face. She realized then that Xiao Ling’s forehead was burning and that she was shivering.
“You’ve got a fever.”
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“I caught a cold.” Xiao Ling suddenly felt exhausted and was limp in her mother’s arms. “Mama, what they
said about Papa isn’t true g …”
Tears trickled down her cheeks onto Tang Lin’s hands. They were like hot needles that pierced Tang Lin’s
heart.
“Xiao Ling, don’t worry about that, okay? Be good now, and go and have a sleep.”
Xiao Ling nestled in her mother’s arms and dozed off. When she looked into Xiao Ling’s face, Tang Lin’s
mind was in a turmoil. Huang Weimin was right: her daughter would have problems from now on with going to
school and getting on in life. A child who was strong-willed would be confused, blame herself and become
cynical, or else blindly resist and get into even more trouble. She would degenerate, perhaps turn to crime and
wind up in their hands! It was as if Tang Lin were faced with a great fire and could afford to think of nothing else
but taking her child and escaping it. But how was she to escape? What else could she do? There was no way out,
unless … unless she was to separate from Lu Yimin.
“When disaster strikes, everyone must look after himself”—did this saying apply to her situation now? No, it
wasn’t like that. Tang Lin’s thinking had made her break out into a cold sweat. It would be like kicking Lu Yimin
when he was down. Was she so heartless? Could there be no other way? Tang Lin’s thoughts raced on like a
wheel, whirling and spinning, throwing off ideas and continuing along in its groove.
The snow was still falling, not lightly but in a thick and heavy blanket which covered everything. The sky took
on a strange, slate-gray color. Tang Lin sat staring vacantly, not wanting to move, not wanting to eat, looking up at
the sky, listening to the snow bending the branches of the trees.
Suddenly she heard a muffled crunching sound. Lu Yimin was coming home through the snow. Because he
was so much thinner, he looked taller than before. But he was still fairly healthy and walked with long, energetic
strides. His dark eyes were intense as he spoke to Tang Lin.
“The whole affair has come to a temporary head. I’ve come back to get packed. I’ll be going down to the
countryside in three days time.” He spoke very calmly as if he had taken on a great responsibility and was about
to embark on an official mission. Tang Lin came forward and embraced him. Everything she wanted to say
dissolved into tears.
“Don’t cry. We should be happy. From now on my time is my own. Let him do what he wants and I’ll do what
I want.”
“Yimin, your … your manuscripts and notes were taken away.”
Lu Yimin gave a start as if his body had been given an electric shock. He sat down awkwardly on the rattan
chair.
“The bastards!”
“I didn’t think to hide them away. I’m sorry—half of your life’s work has been lost, and it’s my fault.”
Lu Yimin let out sigh.
“No, don’t blame yourself. All right, half of our life hasn’t been a waste. We’ve steeled ourselves in the storms
of struggle. Tang Lin, lift up your head, wipe your tears away. We’ll start again as we did twenty years ago.”
Tang Lin brushed her tears away and told him about her own and Xiao Ling’s experiences that day.
Afterwards, Lu Yimin couldn’t calm down and paced back and forth in the room. His face paled even more
and the veins in his temple bulged out. A fury boiled up inside him with no outlet or escape, so that his cheeks
began to quiver and tremble.
Tang Lin spoke haltingly what was on her mind.
“The first part of our life is over. The rest … you won’t lower your head and give in and I don’t want to raise
mine and continue on like this. In order to save our child, I … I want you to let me take Xiao Ling and leave you.
There’s no other way. I just can’t take care of two people at the same time …” She wept with despair and the
sound strangled in her throat.
Lu Yimin sat on the rattan chair and didn’t make a sound. He just looked out at the snow that fell and covered
the ground.
“Yimin, please say something, tell me what I should do.” With this, tears began to roll down Lu Yimin’s face
and trickle down the side of his nose like rain water off the eaves of a house.
Tang Lin was frightened. In the twenty-one years that they had been married, it was the first time she had ever
seen him cry.
“Yimin, please don’t take it so hard. I want to talk it over with you. Perhaps I’m wrong, perhaps it’s wrong to
leave you at a time like this.”
Lu Yimin was gazing into a long tunnel as if he wanted to see past the snow to the countryside, see the earth
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and see the harvest after the snow had melted, see after the winters of ice and snow to the spring with all its
brilliance and the flowers in bloom! Finally, he said:
“I agree to your proposal.”
Tang Lin uttered a loud cry. “Yimin, don’t be angry, please. If you have objections, if you have anything to say,
tell me …”
Lu Yimin got up quickly and looked as if he were going to bolt out the door, but he only walked around in a
circle, then grasped hold of Tang Lin’s hands.
“Don’t take things. that way. I’m the one who should apologize to you. I can’t ask any more of you—you can’t
take any more suffering and pressure because of me. I hope you will raise our daughter well and teach her to love
the Party and socialism. Don’t think that everything in the world is dark. As long as our Party is still here, the light
will come again … Huang Weimin, you wanted to separate me from my wife and daughter and make me buckle
under. The devil, in trying to destroy the seeds, is only scattering them on the ground.”
Lu Yimin felt as if the floor under his feet was floating and let go of Tang Lin’s hand to support himself against
the bookshelf. Many of the valuable books there had been taken by Huang Weimin’s followers. Tang Lin took a
deep breath and said:
“I … I only have one more thing to ask of you. In the future, take good care of your health.”
“I wish the same for you. I’ve dedicated my life for the Party’s scientific cause. If I should die, it will be
without any regrets.”
The moon was now high in the sky and the ground below reflected a silvery sheen.
The creak of a door opening broke off Tang Lin’s reminiscences. Lu Yimin was seeing Lao Zeng to the gate.
Lao Zeng’s voice rang out: “What a beautiful evening!”
“It’s a time for getting things done.”
Lao Zeng leaned on his walking stick as he hobbled forward, Lu Yimin behind him. The two were chatting
away and went past Tang Lin. Tang Lin’s heart began to race again. The moment had come: should she go ahead
or not?
No, she couldn’t go. This wasn’t any ordinary disagreement they had had—it was an extremely painful matter.
Why am I so shallow and weak, she said to herself. But no, she wasn’t completely to blame. The Gang of Four
wrought most of the damage. And I didn’t do it just for myself, she reflected, but for Xiao Ling, who was now an
adult working in the county agricultural lab station. She finally decided: I should go.
When Lu Yimin came back up the path from seeing Lao Zeng off, he found himself suddenly face to face with
Tang Lin. His face brightened and he let out a cry of surprise:
“Ah, so it’s you!”
Tang Lin was a little flustered. “You didn’t think I’d come?”
“Yes, I did, but I didn’t expect you to appear in front of me at just this moment.”
Tang Lin could tell from the tone of his words how he felt about her and she was happy and relieved. She
measured him carefully: his complexion was healthier than before, but his hair was now streaked with white and
the tips of his eyebrows were a little wispy. If she remembered correctly, he was fifty-four years old this year.
“You’ve aged a bit.” Tears rolled down Tang Lin’s face. She felt that the wrinkles on his forehead were
probably because of her.
“No, don’t be like that. You still look very young.”
“Do women just want to be younger?”
“Well, let’s put it this way: men don’t want to be older!” He chuckled aloud, then walked together with her
back to the house. Lu Yimin grew more animated. “Have a seat. Where’s Xiao Ling? Why didn’t she come?”
Tang Lin brightened up as well. “I knew you’d ask why Xiao Ling didn’t come, but why haven’t you asked
why I did come?”
“Is there any need to ask that? Haven’t we both looked forward to this day?”
Tang Lin broke into a smile and nodded. “You’re right. Just now in the reception office Lao Song gave me a
lecture. He said that things were set right again now and that we should have nothing to fight about anymore. Do
you think he’s right?”
Lu Yimin laughed. “Yes, Lao Song’s right. Our life was disrupted by the Gang of Four. Let me tell you, today
outside the meeting room Huang Weimin wept and said to me: “Forgive me. I was also a victim of the Gang of
Four.”
Tang Lin leapt to her feet. “Don’t believe his crocodile tears!”
“Of course not. I just asked him: ‘Are you still trying to get the greatest benefit for the least investment?’” Lu
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Yimin laughed heartily as he walked up and down the room. When his laughter subsided, he stopped in front of
Tang Lin. “Have you heard? The word is out: seize the key link, restore order to the country and strive for the
realization of the four modernizations. There are still twenty-three years left, so we mustn’t waste a second. We
can’t hold anything back, but have to redouble our efforts! Come back to me, Tang Lin. Let’s do it together.”
Lu Yimin stood and waited for a long time, inclining his head to one side. His dark glassy eyes were luminous
for a moment in their intensity. His passionate expression was the same as it was twenty-seven years before on
that windy day when he had stood in front of her, only now it was more profound. Before it was like a firecracker
exploding in the air; now it was like a stone post driven into the ground.
Tang Lin had not expected this: that all the questions that had worried her never even occurred to him, only
this thirst for work and struggle. Tang Lin was frightened. All these years of living alone had accustomed her to
peace and quiet. What she thought about was retirement and old age. In the past, the work her husband was
engaged in was accompanied by music and flowers; now it was like he wanted to beat the war drums and forge
ahead! Tang Lin realized that a gulf still existed between her and Lu Yimin, a gulf that had led to their separation
before and which couldn’t be bridged when a crisis had happened …
When he saw that she was silent, Lu Yimin knew she was sorting out her feelings. The knowledge of the
treacherous road ahead was making her consider everything carefully.
“Tang Lin, if you are thinking about our own grief and happiness, set that aside for a moment. Think rather
about last year at this time, when the prosperity of our country and the existence of our people were in real
jeopardy. The blood that was shed by the first generation of revolutionaries and the storms that we have been
through mustn’t be forgotten. The people were steeped in blood and the wheels of history threatened to turn us
backward—if you want to talk about pain and suffering, this is what we should remember first. The family is just
a cell in the social organism, and if the country falls, then everyone will suffer.
“Now that the Central Committee headed by Chairman Hua has smashed the Gang of Four and the Chinese
people can hold their heads up again, great prospects are before us. If you want to talk about happiness and good
fortune, then this is life’s greatest happiness and good fortune. Only after walking a long and winding road and
scaling the precipice, can one appreciates the wide and open road. When I think about this, I can hardly sleep and
my feelings well up in my throat. I wish I could be ten people, or a drop of water that could nourish this infinite
land …”
Lu Yimin couldn’t restrain his emotions any longer, and stood there, tears of joy running down his cheeks.
Tang Lin took a deep breath and felt herself come to life. She felt that all the commonplace things that had preoccupied her all these years was trivial compared to this.
“If the mirror has been broken, let’s not try to repair it, but make a new one altogether, one that is solid and
unbreakable. This mirror can’t just reflect the image of a husband and wife and child, something that can be disrupted or broken. It must draw the light of the sun and reflect instead our thinking and aspirations fused as one.”
Lu Yimin looked at Tang Lin in surprise. How many times had he considered things in this way, only to be
confused by bourgeois thinking and then by the attacks of the Gang of Four? He never thought that this distant
hope would be realized only in the midst of class struggle. He couldn’t suppress his sense of elation.
“Yes, yes, you’re right, you’re absolutely right.”
“It’s just now that I began to see things in this way. We can’t rely on our impulses any more. The trials of the
first half of our lives has proved that point. Let me think it over.” She stood up. “Today I’ve come to see you as a
friend.”
“All right. And I’ll come to see you as a friend also.”
After Tang Lin left, Lu Yimin stood there mulling over how the Cultural Revolution of the past ten years had
educated and tested so many people, and had uncovered so many problems. He immediately felt inspired and sat
down, put on his spectacles and began writing without once raising his head, his complete concentration on his
studies of soil chemistry.
The moonlight streaming through the window shone on him splashing his face with cold water. Daybreak
found him taking a nap, and later morning found him cooking something on the stove. When the sun had replaced
the moon in the sky, Lu Yimin was again in high spirits walking around outside, stretching his legs and doing
exercises. When he looked up, there was Tang Lin again, but not alone this time. Beside her was Lao Zeng who
walking with his cane. Lu Yimin didn’t expect her to be back so soon and thought that Lao Zeng must have
intervened. He went out to greet them.
It wasn’t Tang Lin, it was Xiao Ling. She saw him from a distance and shouted, “Papa?” and ran up to embrace
him. She started to cry.
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Lu Yimin held her at arms length and remembered the daughter who had brought him his supper years ago.
Now she had grown so tall. Tears welled up in his eyes.
Lao Zeng’s eyes misted over as well. “Go ahead and cry. Then we can all laugh afterwards.”
Xiao Ling lifted her head. “Papa, are you all right?”
“I’m fine, just fine. You?”
“I came especially to see you, and to ask you a few questions, too. Papa, you don’t know, all those books you
left behind were consumed by a bookworm.”
Lu Yimin laughed. “That bookworm was you!” Lao Zeng laughed also.
“Yimin, I’ve got an idea. I’d like to transfer Xiao Ling here. On the one hand, she can look after you, and on
the other hand help you in your work. Will you agree to that?”
Xiao Ling tugged at his arm. “Papa, please agree to it. I won’t come as your daughter, but as an apprentice.”
Lu Yimin was dazed for a moment. He looked at Lao Zeng, and then at his daughter.
“Xiao Ling, are you sure you want to take this road for your future?”
“Yes. Generation after generation, in endless succession!” Lu Yimin’s heart surged with excitement. With one
hand on Lao Zeng and the other on Xiao Ling, he pulled them along with him.
“Let’s go ahead!”
2
Yesterday night there was a violent storm and a slight mishap occurred: the wall outside the Architectural
Design Institute collapsed!
The collapse of the wall was not entirely unexpected. It was simply too old! In its history of over a hundred
years, it had already collapsed and been rebuilt several times, but none of the repairs had been thorough and the
result was that the thirty meters or so of wall bulged and humped in sections all of different heights. It was likely
to come down at any moment, let alone in the middle of last night’s storm!
With the wall down, things began to happen. Everyone felt the institute had changed. It was like an old man
who’d just had his front teeth pulled out: when he opened his mouth, there was just a black cavern with nothing
blocking the entrance, and his eyes and nose had shifted position too; or like a beautiful young lady suddenly
turned into a shrunken-lipped old woman, ugly and awkward.
But it was not just that it was an eyesore, the problem was that once the wall was down, this peaceful office
suddenly found itself linked directly with the street outside. The innumerable crowds of pedestrians and surging
tide of vehicles all seemed to be charging toward the office and the incessant clamor that now lacked a wall to
keep it out poured directly in through the windows, which in the heat of summer had to be kept wide open. People
had to speak much more loudly than before simply to make themselves heard, serious conferences were disturbed
by unusual sights on the street, and discussions of current events would be diverted a thousand miles from the
topic to idle chat about a traffic accident that had occurred somewhere. People were unsettled, their concentration
was upset, work efficiency was low and they became easily tired. The demands were unanimous:
Get the wall rebuilt fast!
Next morning at the brief daily meeting, the director of the institute, Wu, made simple inquiries about how
work was progressing, and ideas on routine affairs were exchanged. Needless to say, the moment everyone sat
down they started to talk about the boundary wall.
Since the wall had come down things had gone amiss; when they came to work, they had the feeling something
was not normal, like the confusion of the year of the earthquake. Someone put it even more ingeniously and said
when he came to work this morning he’d walked straight past the gate. Seeing the heaps of bricks lying all over
the ground, he’d thought it was the construction site next door Director Wu rapped the table with his ball-point
pen.
“OK. Let’s discuss the question of the wall. Frankly, I knew long ago that it was going to come down. It’s only
been the lack of funds that has stopped it being pulled down and rebuilt long ago. But in fact it’s just as well that it
has collapsed; if the old doesn’t go, the new can’t take its place! Yes, we’ll build a new wall.” Director Wu took a
sip of water,
“But what kind of wall shall we put up? I’m no expert on construction, but I always felt the old wall was out of
keeping with the character of our unit: like a master tailor wearing a tattered gown without any buttons. On
principle the new wall must be original and unique, attractive and tasteful, must unify form and substance Let’s
hear everyone’s opinions.”
As far as the importance of repairing the wall went, Director Wu’s introductory remarks were both overly
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solemn and somewhat verbose. In fact all he’d needed to say was one sentence:
“Everyone please think about it—how are we going to fix the wall?”
But that would never do, work at the institute could not be oversimplified! The mention of construction
invariably evoked a division into three factions: the modernists, whose special interest lay in research on modern
multi-story construction, the conservatives, who found it difficult to think of anything but classical architecture,
and an indefinable faction who would accept a fait accompli, but were opposed to all changes and frequently
displayed a tendency to nihilism. Although Director Wu claimed he was a mere layman when it came to
construction, he did, in fact, consider himself to be far from an amateur, for he understood a great many
principles.
He understood, for example, practical economics; what was attractive and tasteful; what was advantageous to
production, convenient for everyday life, etc. How to convert principles into blueprints was not his problem, but
he couldn’t neglect his role as leader and so had to rouse the two factions to a debate in which they would both
bring forth their construction plans. Director Wu would then select the cream according to his principles and pass
it on to the nihilists to unify. This was because they had a notable peculiarity: when they couldn’t reject
something, they had a great flair for effecting compromise and were also able to convince everyone. This
technique of turning hostility into friendship was really very profound. Although to begin with Director Wu
seemed dilatory and hesitant, equivocal and wordy, in the end he would make one feel it was a case of a man of
great wisdom appearing slowwitted, and one would appreciate his prudence and reliability. Rebuilding the wall
seemed a small matter, but it was nonetheless construction work and in addition it was going to be built right
across the front door, so it had to be treated seriously in order to avoid possible repercussions.
Perhaps Director Wu’s opening remarks had sealed people’s lips, for the factions who should have begun the
skirmish were temporarily silent, unwilling to reveal their firepower too early.
Director Wu was not worried. He turned to a young man seated in the corner and asked with a nod,
“Logistics Department Head, what do you think?”
The so-called Logistics Department Head was in fact Ma Erli of the administration section. According to the
principles of literature, in depicting a character one does not necessarily have to describe his face, but in the case
of Ma Erli it is simply essential, for he had come to grief several times in recent years precisely because of this
face!
Ma’s face was certainly not ugly or sinister, on the contrary it was very good-looking. It was a plump oval with
clear white skin, rosy cheeks and dimples when he smiled. His bright black eyes were particularly lively. Not bad
eh? If he’d been a woman he could have enjoyed its benefits for a lifetime. But unfortunately his face had got its
sexes mixed and found its way on to the shoulders of a man, and the thirty-seven-year old Ma Erli, an extremely
capable and efficient administrator, had found himself with a baby face that did nothing to inspire people’s
confidence in his abilities! It was said that he was a victor in the field of romance, but when it came to some
critical juncture, he invariably lost out. The sight of him filled certain of the leadership with misgivings, they
doubted that he could stand up to hardship and were afraid that he wouldn’t be reliable in his work. And neither
fear was completely groundless.
Ma was always immaculately dressed. Even when he was going to the suburbs to plant trees, you wouldn’t see
him in sneakers or cloth shoes. He did as much work as anyone else, but there was never a speck of dust on his
clothing. This roused the suspicion that he’d been dawdling. If he’d worn working clothes and leather working
shoes, army pumps or straw sandals all day and paraded up and down in them, the results would have been quite
different:
“This man is prudent and experienced, hard working and plain living.” Even if his work had been mediocre,
they would have commented:
“One’s ability may be limited, but what counts is one’s attitude to work.”
There were also grounds for believing that Ma Erli was not a steady worker. Reliability is often a synonym for
slowness, but Ma seemed unduly agile. He was like the wheel of a bicycle-set it in motion and it goes flying.
“Xiao Ma (or Little Ma, which was what everyone called him), two window panes have been broken, you’ll
have to do something about it.”
“OK. I’ll fix it straight away.”
Word was given in the morning and that same afternoon the new glass was fitted in place. No one could resist
going and poking it with their fingers to see whether it was in fact cellophane, because although it was easy
enough to go and buy ginseng, to buy a pane of glass was a difficult operation: even if he had been lucky enough
to find some glass to buy, how could he have got the glazier to come and put it in straight away? There it was,
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nailed in securely with the cracks puttied over … Oh no! They were just putting up a building next door! Don’t
say this slick customer had waited till they’d gone to lunch and then seized the chance to …
Naturally all misunderstandings arc cleared up sooner or later, but the cost is reckoned in time. Ma Erli had
previously worked in the Housing Administration Bureau. In his first year everyone had kept a wary eye on him,
afraid that this sharp-eyed, nimble-fingered young man was going to slip up. The second year they discovered that
he was extremely capable, but had to be kept tight control of, for capable people were frequently liable to go
beyond the limits of what was, proper, it was, virtually a rule. In the third year, he was lauded from above and
below and all kinds of work was piled on his head. In his fourth year his leaders all declared that he should long
since have been promoted to deputy section leader and should have risen one notch on the pay scale, but
unfortunately the deputies’ positions had all been filled, and pay increases had been granted two years ago. There,
at such a vitally important juncture, Ma Erli really came off badly, and the fault all lay with that baby face!
The head of the Housing Administration Bureau was a kind-hearted old man who didn’t like to treat his
subordinates unfairly, so seeing that Ma Erli would have difficulty getting promotion in his own office, reluctantly
parted with his treasure and recommended him to Dircctor Wu. He told him how capable Ma was and said there
was no question of it, he had the makings of an administration section chief.
Director Wu agreed to take him on, but as soon as he saw Ma he became suspicious.
“Can this kind of person stand up to hard work? Will he be reliable?”
The unfortunate Ma Erli began his second round of being tested. Director Wu had asked Ma to speak first, on
the one hand to get everyone talking and on the other to test his basic grounding and his experience in running
affairs. So he slightly inclined his head towards the young man and said,
“Logistics Department Head, what do you think?”]
As expected, Ma Erli didn’t know how far he should go. On the basis of his work experience and personal
affiliations at the Housing Administration Bureau, he briefly considered the bricks, mortar and labor required and
said,
“No problem, I guarantee that wall can be up within a week!”
Director Wu gave an “Oh” of understanding. He knew from experience what was going on in Ma’s head.
“You can’t just consider the bricks and mortar, you have to think of the significance of the style of the wall for
the character of our unit.”
The word “significance” opened the floodgates and everyone began to discuss the significance of the wall, but
their intentions went far beyond the question of the wall.
As expected, the topic was taken up by that erudite scholar of classical architecture, Huang Daquan. The old
chap was a little naïve, but there was no need to guess at his meaning.
“I raised this problem several times very early on, but unfortunately was unable to attract the attention of
certain people. The collapse of the wall at this point is a profound lesson to all of us. In the course of past
planning, we never attached enough importance to it, we never imagined that a trifling wall meant the difference
between creating motion and creating stillness, meant creating a sense of security and unity. Now it’s become
obvious that the wall not only has functional value, but has a rich decorative significance too. Its place in giving a
unique style to a group of buildings is of tremendous importance. Director Wu was right; this is a question of how
to unite form and content.”
This speech seemed to have grasped the motives of the leader, but it was in fact made with a definite object in
view. He first pointed out there were means to reach that object but that he was willing to let other people use
them. He had his own partialities, but he didn’t want to enter the fray. The moment the words were out of his
mouth, everyone’s gaze turned quietly eastwards.
On a long sofa in the east of the room sat Zhu Zhou of the modernist faction. He was holding a teacup in his
hands, watching the speaker with fixed concentration and listening with respectful attention. Huang Daquan’s
words flowed smoothly on without a break:
“As far as traditional architectural artistry went, our forefathers really understood the wonders that can be
worked with a boundary wall. There are at least a dozen different kinds of walls—flowery wall, whitewashed
wall, gray brick wall, high wall, low wall, open-windowed wall, “wind and fire” wall, screen wall, hundred pace
wall, cloud wall, dragon wall—each kind of wall had its functional and esthetic value. Most ingenious was the
open-windowed wall, it not only created a division between motion and stillness, but could create stillness within
motion and motion within stillness. It limited men’s bodies but not their eyes. It’s true to say that without a wall,
there’s no such thing as a group of buildings. A deep courtyard must have a high wall, otherwise where’s the deep
courtyard? Think of the Grand View Garden in A Dream of Red Mansions …” Huang had got himself roused and
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unintentionally wandered into the garden of the classic novel.
Zhu, sitting on the sofa put down his teacup and immediately launched off from the Grand View Garden,
“Please note, we are not faced with the task of building a Grand View Garden. If we were about to restore the
old Summer Palace,\fn{Looted and burned by British and French troops in 1860 .} Huang’s ideas would be worth
consideration, but even then they could only be considered in part, because the style of the old Summer Palace
wasn’t the same as that of the Grand View Garden. We have to consider this question from the point of view of
practical realities. Although classical architecture has a very romantic flavor and can make us respect and cherish
our own ancient culture, it’s not feasible to apply it in practical work. The urgent task at hand is to build five and
six story blocks, I don’t see what significance a wall even ten meters high would have for a six story block!”
“It has significance!”
Having mistakenly wandered into the Grand View Garden, Huang turned back. He was not totally ignorant of
modern architecture:
“Even a six story apartment block should have a surrounding wall, because apart from floors four, five, and six
there are also floors one, two, and three. The boundary wall is chiefly for the benefit of the first two floors. The
fourth, fifth and sixth floors make use of space to create the difference between motion and stillness, but the first
and second floors use the wall to create an impression of distance.”
The battle array of the adversaries lay exposed and the rest of the debate continued in brief phrases and
sentences with no more lengthy expositions. It had become hand-to-hand combat.
“Please state clearly the distance between a building and its wall. There’s really not that much space in a city.”
“If the wall is right next to the windows, doesn’t it block the air and sunlight?”
“Build an open-windowed wall.”
“Open-windowed walls are ‘motion within stillness.’ Aren’t you contradicting yourself?”
“They are also ‘stillness within motion.’ You didn’t hear that part of it!”
“Just a minute. Please work out the costs for your open-windowed wall.” The speaker pulled a calculator out of
his back pocket.
Director Wu immediately rapped the table with his pen:
“Don’t get too far off the subject. The important question is how to rebuild our own wall.”
Zhu Zhou was not willing to surrender. As he saw it, the conservatives were as good as defeated and victory
had to be followed up by a thorough rout of the adversary.
“We haven;’t got off the subject, this relates to the kind of wall we should build—whether we want an openwindowed wall or not!”
Director Wu was highly experienced in controlling meetings and never allowed anyone to throw off all
restraints, so he immediately asked Zhu in reply:
“In your opinion, what kind of wall should we build? Be specific.”
“More specifically”—Zhu was caught somewhat off guard because he hadn’t got any specific suggestions and
had only entered the fray for the sake of the argument—“more specifically … looking at the concrete situation,
the wall has two main functions: one is to cut us off from the noise of the city and the other is to protect us.
There’s no one in the building in the evenings, only old man Hong who sleeps in the reception office and he’s
already getting on in years.”
Zhu beat about the bush for all he was worth. He knew that the more concrete the proposal, the more easily it
was attacked, leaving no room to defend oneself or escape. Huang Daquan saw Zhu’s predicament, looked at his
watch and pressed him step by step.
“Time’s almost up. Where are the brilliant suggestions then?”
“To be more specific, the wall must be high and solid.”
Zhu had no choice but to reveal his ideas. But this proposal wasn’t exactly specific either—How big? How
tall? Made of what materials? He didn’t touch on any of it.
Huang was too impatient. He immediately cut in,
“So according to you we need a steel reinforced, eight-meter concrete wall topped by an electric fence so that
we can all sample the flavor of a concentration camp!”
“That’ll ruin our image irrevocably, people will shrink at the sight of it. They’ll think our institute is an army
ammunition depot!” somebody chimed in.
Zhu was angry.
“I didn’t say we had to build a concentration camp wall. Steel reinforced concrete with and an electric fence on
top were all your additions. Really! How can we discuss the question like this!” Zhu raised his eyes seeking moral
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support and continued:
“High and secure is right, if you want to talk about style then we should have a tall, solid wall with sharpedged glass or iron spikes fixed on top to stop undesirable characters climbing over.”
“Sharp-edged glass is the stupidity of those country moneybags. It’s the equivalent of telling burglars: You can
climb in over the wall, but just be careful not to cut yourself on the glass!” Huang answered back sarcastically.
At this everyone laughed and the atmosphere in the meeting room eased a little.
He Rujin, not being a member of either faction, had sat there all this time not uttering a sound. When the
debate was most heated he took no part, but now that things had calmed down he began,
“As I see it, all this controversy is superfluous. If the boundary wall hadn’t come down, no one would have
thought of open windows or broken glass. Everyone felt it was perfectly natural and suitable as it was. Sure
enough it’s come down now, but there’s not a single brick missing, so the most reasonable thing to do is to rebuild
what collapsed. Is it necessary to embark on a large scale construction project? A pure waste of money! Our funds
are limited; we should always put economy first. Besides, the history of the wall has set precedents for us to
follow.”
If this had been said at the start of the meeting it would certainly have caused an uproar, but it had been
opportunely timed. Everyone had argued until they were dizzy and no one was able to offer a concrete proposal
that was acceptable to all the others. As they listened to He speak it seemed as if they’d suddenly discovered the
truth: he was right; if the wall hadn’t collapsed there would have been no problem. Now it was down, simply
rebuild it in the old way. It was just simple logic and there was nothing to argue about. The two factions nodded
their heads and smiled as if an unnecessary misunderstanding had just occurred.
Director Wu gave He a disdainful glance. He didn’t agree with this kind of negative attitude. His principle was
to build a new, original and unconventional wall to add a bit of glory to the Architectural Design Institute. But
time was already up and it would be difficult to get any substantial results from further discussion. He had no
choice but to lay the matter aside for the time being.
“All right. We won’t say any more about the wall today. Everyone should go away and think about it. The
boundary wall is an external manifestation of our institute. Things shouldn’t be judged by externals, but
appearances can’t be too ugly all the same. Please use your imagination: we want to build something unique. The
meeting’s over!”
Director Wu’s words brought the two factions back to their senses. They felt that He Rujin’s speech amounted
to nothing, he might just as well not have spoken. Determined not to let He get away with it lightly, they chased
him into the corridor and launched an attack:
“What you say sounds very masterly old pal, but in fact it amounts to attempting nothing and gaining nothing.”
“According to your logic, we can disband the institute. All that is, is reasonable. What is there to design?”
Director Wu, hearing the voices fade into the distance, smiled and shook his head. Turning his head he found
that Ma Erli was still sitting in the corner by the door! Director Wu was surprised.
“What is it? You still have some problems?”
“No … nothing else. I’d just like to ask … how are we going to rebuild the wall?” Ma stood up, his large eyes
opening even wider.
Director Wu smiled. He’d had the same experience himself as a lively and enthusiastic young man. Once there
was something on his mind, he would itch all over as if he had lice, wishing that he could remove all his clothes at
once. But in fact most of the time it was quite unnecessary. Impatience only spoilt one’s appetite and if you didn’t
let the lice bite, you might be bitten by a snake. With your clothes off you might catch cold. That was experience!
But it was not appropriate to tell all this to Ma—one had to encourage the positive side of young people.
“How we finally rebuild the wall will be up to you. I’ve already laid down the principles and the comrades
have already put forward several good suggestions. You can make a plan based on that. Rebuilding the wall is the
responsibility of the administrative section, so I’m putting you in charge.”
Director Wu patted Ma on the shoulder.
“Do your best. You’re in the prime of life and capable of doing a good job!”
Ma was not very familiar with the procedure of making so-called “plans” and wasn’t sure how much of a gap
there was between “plans” and concrete actions, but he was delighted to be “put in charge” and felt that Director
Wu had confidence in him. He hadn’t been misled by his baby face. Work well for those who understand you.
From now on he’d work even more enthusiastically.
Even when Ma wasn’t feeling enthusiastic he got things done pretty fast, but once his enthusiasm was roused
his speed was phenomenal. Nevertheless this time he was really in earnest, so he first sat down in the office and lit
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a cigarette while he thought things through. Before he’d finished his first cigarette, he was on his bicycle pedaling
furiously towards his old work unit, the Building Repair Center.
The Building Repair Center was in a dilapidated old building that made one feel that there were numerous
buildings in urgent need of renovation. Content and form really were unified! Ma had been pedaling at a good
pace, so he arrived just as their daily conference was dispersing and the director of the center, a technician and
several work group leaders were just walking past the lime pool. He didn’t even dismount at the gate. From across
the yard he waved a hand and shouted,
“Comrades, wait a minute!” By the time people had turned their heads to look, Ma Erli was beside them.
“Oh! It’s you!”
Ma had worked at the Housing Administration Bureau for five years and was familiar with all the people in the
Building Repair Center. For some reason, his baby face was always welcome at this basic level unit. Everyone
looked on him as a lively, capable younger brother. Ma jumped off his bicycle still puffing.
“Thank Heavens I caught you, otherwise things would have had to be delayed until tomorrow.”
“Xiao Ma, heard you’ve been promoted. Congratulations!”
Ma wiped the sweat off his forehead.
“There's no need for congratulations, but if you’re willing I’d like you to help me with something.” He pulled
out a pack of cigarettes and handed them round.
“Let’s sit down to talk—this isn’t a simple matter!”
To get everyone settled, Ma took the lead and sat down on a pile of old bricks, not forgetting to protect his
clean clothes by putting his hanky down first, despite his haste.
The technician sat down, and the director squatted in front of Ma while the group leaders stood to one side
smoking. The director looked at Ma with a smile,
“Well, what is it that’s got you so anxious?”
“It’s not a particularly important matter—the wall at the institute has collapsed.”
“Is that all! You go back and we’ll get it fixed for you—it’s as simple as that.”
The director stood up. He didn’t see anything remarkable in rebuilding a wall. Ma grabbed the leg of his
trousers with one hand.
“I asked you to sit down, so sit down. Listen to me, Fixing the wall is not so simple. The leadership has passed
the job on to me. They want me to come up with some good suggestions. I’m hopeless by myself, I have to rely
on you people too!” He went on to explain all the details of the argument about the wall.
The director of the center scratched his head.
“This is not going to be easy. All we do is take responsibility for laying the bricks.” The technician smiled,
“It’s true, the institute can’t put up an ordinary wall. This is a question of a signboard.”
Ma immediately seized upon the technician and wouldn’t let go, He knew this technician had a lot of good
ideas tucked away and was soon to be promoted to assistant engineer.
“Right, right, old pal, whatever happens I’m going to ask for your help in this. Next time you have to do
something that needs a lot of running around, just make one phone call and I guarantee that within fifteen minutes
I’ll be there.”
Ma’s words were pointed: the year before the technician’s wife had suddenly taken ill and it was Ma who had
arranged the car to take her to hospital. The technician prodded Ma in delight.
“Get on with you! Whoever sends you running around is sure to come to grief—not to mention the fact that
this is quite different from calling a car. It’s hard to do business with the people at your place, they discuss things
for hours and can't even lay down parameters.”
Ma flickered his eyes as he thought, “You can’t say that, there are parameters.” His brain really was agile,
good at sorting the main threads of a tangled affair.
“They have several fundamental ideas. The first is that it must be solid.”
“Of course. It would never do to put it up today and have it fall down tomorrow.”
The technician picked up a tile chip and began drawing lines on the ground. He was a man who emphasized
practical results and was adept at converting all kinds of demands into a workable blueprint—thickness, length, a
buttress every five meters—that would be solid enough.
“Secondly it must be a high wall, but not look like a concentration camp.”
“Walls are usually the height of a man with hands raised plus twelve inches. There’s no need for it to be higher
than that.” The technician wrote down “two meters high.”
“Thirdly, it must include open windows etc., something attractive that lets the air through.”
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The piece of tile still in his fingers, the technician shook his head, unable to continue his drawing.
“That makes it difficult. Open windows on top of a two-meter wall would make it too tall and a light top on a
heavy base would not be attractive. But if the windows are less than two meters above the ground, the noise from
the street won’t be screened out and in addition you’re just inviting passers-by to stick their heads in and have a
look. Problems!” Ma waved his hand.
“All right. Let’s put that problem to one side for the time being. Fourthly, the wall must be burglar-proof, but
can’t have broken glass on top.”
“Another problem!”
“We’ll put that aside too. The fifth requirement is economy—it has to be cheap.” Ma patted the old bricks he
was sitting on.
“Hey! I can solve this problem. You can sell me the old bricks from your demolishing jobs. You can charge me
a nominal sum for them—you usually have to pay to get rubble carted away!”
Everyone laughed. The old bricks piled here were all good gray bricks. Where was the rubble? The director
shook his head.
“You’re a sharp one. There’s no easy deal that you’re not into.”
The technician was still puzzling over the problematic points.
“What! You still have more stipulations!”
“The consensus is that it’s got to be original and unconventional.”
“Well of course,” the technician tapped the ground with his piece of tile, “the biggest difficulty is the open
windows. Where should they go?” A group leader spoke up,
“Couldn’t we put in hollow glazed bricks? We pulled down a great pile of them from old houses, they’ve been
stacked over there ever since.” He pointed to the west.
“Look. If we don’t get rid of them soon they’ll be completely smashed to pieces.” The technician clapped a
hand to his head,
“Brilliant! Above one meter seventy-five we lay hollow glazed bricks—you’ve got your open windows and the
wall’s not too high. They’re brightly colored too. Wang, go and get a block for Xiao Ma to look at. See if he likes
it.”
Wang brought one of the blocks over. It was a foot and a half square, earthenware decorative block, patterned
with hollows cut through the center and glazed a deep sapphire blue. Blocks could be put together as required to
form open windows of any size or shape. They were frequently found in the inner courtyard walls of old
buildings. Ma was naturally highly satisfied. Where could one go to find this kind of thing nowadays? But he still
had to ask the question,
“We’ll be petty-minded first and lofty-minded later. How much do these things cost each? If it’s too expensive
we can’t afford it!”
“Eighty fen each. How about it—it’s as good as giving them to you.” Ma slapped his thigh,
“Terrific! Here, have another cigarette.” The technician waved his hand,
“Don’t hand out the smokes. Your knotty problems have already been solved.” Ma pushed the cigarette into his
hand,
“What, thinking of slipping off? You haven’t worked out how to keep the thieves out yet!” The technician
laughed,
“Old pal, that is a problem for the gatekeeper to solve.” Ma was not willing to let it go at that.
“People and walls are two different things, you’re playing around with me.”
“Fine, fine. I’ll stop playing around. Director, you come in on this. Your place was burgled last year.” The
director of the center had in fact done quite a bit of research into theft prevention.
“Xiao Ma, do you know what a thief is most afraid of when he climbs a wall?”
“Who knows? I’ve never robbed anyone.”
“They are terrified of noise. If you build a small roof on top of the wall with a roof ridge and overhanging
eaves, then lay it with loose tiles, the moment your thief gets onto it the tiles will go crashing to the ground with a
noise that’ll have him wetting his pants.”
“Great! Far more effective than broken glass—thieves all wear gloves nowadays!”
The technician took it up from the esthetic point of view.
“Right! Flat topped walls are ugly too. It should have a hat—like a bamboo hat.”
He stamped out the rough draft he’d drawn in the earth and used the broken tile to completely redraw the
whole boundary wall topped with a little roof with curved ridges. Finishing the drawing he tossed the tile away,
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“Xiao Ma, if this wall isn’t a great success all round you can write my name upside down on it and put two
crosses on the name.”
Everyone stood around the rough blueprint scrutinizing it carefully. The verdict was unanimous approval.
Ma was also delighted, but not to the point of complacency. When he was doing something he liked to get
everything settled at one go. If he was fitting a window, he’d never forget to buy the putty; building a wall, how
could he leave it on the drawing board?
“Hey, don’t get too engrossed in self-admiration. First put it up and then see if it’s so wonderful. When can you
start work?”
The director did some lengthy mental calculations and then asked the group leaders the work situation at
several work sites.
“We can do it like this—we’ll rush things along a bit and fit you in in fifteen days.”
Ma jumped up and retrieving his handkerchief from the brick wiped his hands.
“How will that do? I already made a guarantee at the meeting that I’d have it up within a week!” The director
gave a sigh of regret.
“See, it’s not surprising that people say you’re not reliable. It’s not as if you don’t know that the Repair Center
is up to its ears in work—how could you make a guarantee like that?”
“I know the situation. I know it only too well. To tell the truth, if I weren’t fully aware of the situation I’d
never have dared to make a guarantee. How about it? Can you find some way of organizing it for me?”
Ma took a stride forward as if he were going to force the director into the lime pit. The director still shook his
bead,
“There’s no way, there’s not enough time.”
“All right. If you can’t find a way, I’ll arrange it. I’ll give you three days’ grace and you can start work on
Saturday evening. Send the materials over in a truck which can also be used to take the rubble away, and send a
dozen laborers to clear up the foundations. On Sunday send over a good crowd of skilled bricklayers, all you old
hands included, and we’ll work all day and stop when we’ve finished the wall. You’ll get overtime, an evening
meal allowance, cigarettes … it’s nothing—I can afford four or five packs of cigarettes!”
“Ah ha! You’re certainly asking us to do a bit of overtime!”
“What about it? Haven’t you ever. done overtime before? You’re not expecting me to lay on a feast, are you?”
“That’s … that’s repaying our friendship half official, half personal,” the director was forced to admit.
“We’re doing this all in the public interest. I’m asking you to save my face,” Ma sighed. “I’m just a person
who loves to keep up appearances, but always has a hard time. Everyone’s afraid I’m unreliable but I still simply
have to be impatient to get things done. I’ve just been moved to a new post and if the first guarantee I make turns
out to be an empty boast, who’s going to trust me in the future? Help me out, folks.”
Ma had begun to plead with them. People trying to get things done often had to do obeisance to the powers that
be. It was pitiful to see. It was one of the work team leaders who first slapped himself on the chest.
“No problem, leave it to us!”
“Smooth sailing, Ma Erli!”
The trivial but complicated problem of the wall was thus deliberated and resolved. From start to finish it took
something like half an hour.
By Saturday evening, the staff of the institute had long since finished work and gone. An electric cable was
temporarily wired up outside the gate and four 500-watt light bulbs flooded the roadway with brilliant light.
People arrived; trucks arrived; bricks, tiles, lime and glazed blocks were brought in, and the rubble was cleared
out. In four hours all the pre-construction preparations had been completed. Then early on Sunday morning, the
work began with the center director and group leaders all lending a hand. The technician took meticulous care to
supervise every step of the way. Putting up the wall outside the Design Institute was the equivalent of working
under an expert—you had to know the tricks of the trade. He scrutinized it from left and right, near and far, and
even climbed up to the top of the office building to get a view of it from there. He checked from every angle to
make sure the height was right and to decide where the glazed blocks should be laid so that the wall harmonized
with the original building and was esthetically pleasing from any angle.
The office was empty on Sundays, so Ma Erli flew around in a whirl of activity, even requisitioning the
services of Hong, the old gatekeeper, to give him a hand. He made tea, proffered cigarettes and hunted out odds
and ends in the way of nails, aluminum wire and cotton thread, when necessary making flying trips to the
hardware store. Here they shouted for Xiao Ma, there they shouted for Xiao Ma and true to his name, Xiao Ma
would spring like a young colt over to whoever was calling him.
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The boundary wall went up at an amazing pace. People chased around shouting and calling in a bustle of
activity that evoked the astonishment of passers-by.
“They must be putting up a private house!”
“No, they’re having a technical examination. It’s a real test of expertise to decide their grade and level.”
Laying the wall was pretty easy and if they’d had new bricks it would have gone up even faster. But the glazed
blocks and little roof were not so easy, particularly the roof. It was delicate work and you couldn’t get everyone
up there working on it either. The tiles had to be arranged carefully ridge by ridge. After every foot or so, the tiles
were placed to form decorative tops and allowances also had to be made for the drainage of rain water. They’d
originally planned to finish work and then eat dinner, but in the end the lights were burning until eleven at night.
Ma Erli bowed and scraped and thanked them a thousand times. He saw everyone on to the truck and then took
down the electric cable, tidied up the odds and ends lying about and swept the ground. He didn’t feel tired and
was so pleased with himself that he couldn’t resist running over to the other side of the road to admire every detail
of the masterpiece.
Seen dimly through the moonlight, the boundary wall looked enchanting. It was full of poetry with its white
wall, black tiles and sapphire blue windows suffused with a sparkling brilliance. The light that shone out through
the patterned blocks was transformed to a shining emerald green. A soft breeze blew, swaying the tree branches
and making the rays of light glimmer and dance as if there were a fairy tale world hidden deep within. Above the
wall one could see the black roof of the building inside jutting into the night air, and the wall suddenly seemed to
change, melting into one with the main building, whose style it matched to perfection. The nearby road had
changed too, it seemed to be the entrance to a scenic area or cultural palace. The more he looked, the more
beautiful it seemed. He felt it was the most perfectly handled job he had ever undertaken. He didn’t feel like going
home, so he stretched himself out on a long sofa in the upstairs meeting room. He hadn’t slept properly for two
days, but this time he slept very deeply and very sweetly.
The sun rose high in the sky and a ray of sunshine crept in through the eastern window and shone on Ma Erli’s
baby face. He was smiling peacefully, and the faintly visible dimples gave him a most attractive, naïve, childish
air. But he slept too deeply for he didn’t hear the exclamations of wonder and general hubbub that filled the
courtyard below.
On Monday morning, people arriving at work were stupefied by the sudden appearance of the boundary wall.
Although everyone had hoped the wall could be speedily rebuilt, they hadn’t been in the least prepared to see it up
by today. If construction had been carried out under their very eyes—adding a foot today and six inches
tomorrow, with people coming and going and the ground littered with bricks and plaster, when it was finally
finished everyone would have felt a great sense of relief that the chaos was over. Then regardless of the style of
the wall, it would have seemed fresh and new to look at. Today, in the blink of an eye, old mother hen had turned
into a duck, and it was as if it had been stolen from somewhere and brought here in the night. They weren’t used
to it; it was too dazzling. But the vast majority of people blinked their eyes a few times and became accustomed to
it. Everyone could see clearly that this wall was better than the old one, and far better than no wall at all.
But there were also some people who looked it up and down and from side to side and couldn’t set their minds
at rest. Despite the fact that they couldn’t specify anything particularly wrong with it, they still felt that it was a bit
too “uhh …” What “uhh” was, they hadn’t really thought about and were even less capable of stating clearly. That
judgment would have to await the arrival of someone with authority. Should Director Wu say, “Good!” most of
the “uhh’s” would disappear and the small number remaining, quick to grasp the situation, would praise the wall
to the heavens!
Director Wu stood in the midst of the crowd looking at the wall, offering no comment from start to finish. He
felt the boundary wall was what he’d imagined and yet not what he’d imagined. It was what he’d imagined
because it was very unconventional, but not what he’d imagined because he hadn’t envisaged this kind of
unconventional. When he was asked to comment on the wall he just said softly,
“Hmm, I never thought Ma Erli could move so fast!”
“That’s just it. He’s gone about this like a harum-scarum, he didn’t even bother to consult general opinion,”
someone immediately chimed in. He primarily felt that his own opinion hadn’t been sought on the question of the
wall, it was really a bit too ‘uhh …’”
The three factions whose opinions had been solicited were also highly dissatisfied. Each felt that the wall had
assimilated too few of their sound proposals. Their wonderful ideas had been messed up by unorthodox and
wrong notions. They all stood beneath the wall explaining how it should have been done amidst much discussion
and appraisal. Their ideas were concrete, penetrating and rich in humor.
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“Call this a good-looking wall? Neither Chinese nor Western, wearing a Western suit topped by a skull cap and
with a green scarf wound round its neck. Which dynasty does that get-up belong to? Does it have the slightest
flavor of the modem age?” Zhu Zhou finished his appraisal and perused the crowd in search of support.
“That’s right, a perimeter wall is after all a wall, what do you want to give it a great roof for?”
The people who found the wall a bit too “uhh” began to express themselves more explicitly. All that offended
their eye was localized in that small roof. But in fact it could hardly be called a roof, it was just shaped like a roof,
that was all.
Zhu was extremely complacent. He went over to the wall to measure its height and rub his hand over the
protruding brick pillars. He felt the height and solidity of construction were just what he’d had in mind. It was just
that the open brickwork windows and that little roof were too preposterous. It was the conservatives who were the
cause of their being there! He turned his head and called to Huang Daquan:
“Huang, you should be satisfied this time—the flavor is entirely classical!” Huang shook his head.
“What are you talking about? He hasn’t completely grasped the spirit of my conception. The roof ridge
shouldn’t be a flat line, it’s too monotonous. He could have built two decorative squares in the center to symbolize
good luck, that would have given it variety without being too ornate. Why did it have to be so tall? … Zhu, go and
stand over there and don’t move, I want to take a picture. I’ll call it, ‘Even with wings you couldn’t fly over.’”
“You’re right. It’s too tall.”
“There should have been corner eaves sticking up at either end.”
“They didn’t lay quite enough glazed blocks.”
Everyone who had felt the boundary wall was a bit “uhh” helped pick fault with it. Their ability to criticize had
always been greater than their creative abilities.
He Rujin didn’t make any specific comments on the wall, but approaching from a different angle brought up a
question likely to have the masses rising in anger.
“Let’s temporarily ignore whether this wall is good or bad. What I want to ask is does it conform with our
principles of economy? How much labor did that little roof require, how much each were those glazed blocks?
I’m afraid this will have used up every cent of our administrative budget. Our thrift bonus this quarter is likely to
be twenty cents each!”
He Rujin’s words evoked a wave of excitement.
“That’s right! He should have just built the wall and had done with it, why did he have to go and trim the top
with lace!”
“This is just”—the speaker glanced around and found no sign of Ma—“this is just Ma Erli’s work style, the
man is wasteful and extravagant. By the look of it he’s a spoilt young rich boy, spending money like water.”
“Director Wu, was it you who made him build it like this?”
Director Wu hastily waved his hands.
“No, no! I just told him to think about it. I never thought he’d act first and then ask for approval. Ma Erli,” he
shouted, but Ma was still sleeping on the sofa and didn’t hear.
“Old Hong, did you see Ma Erli arrive this morning?” enquired one of the others who had joined the search for
Ma. He wanted to call the chief offender to question there on the spot.
The old gatekeeper Hong was furious.
“Stop your screaming and shouting, he hasn’t rested for two days, unlike you!”
Old Hong was disgusted by all the artful talk. He sided with Ma because he’d seen him working endlessly
while the wall was being built, clothes soaked through. It wasn’t everyone who could do that. Sitting at the gate
he’d also heard the comments of passers-by—they all said how attractive the wall was. He personally had an even
deeper affection for the wall, for from now on he could sleep in peace. If a burglar tried to climb in, some of the
tiles on the eaves were sure to go crashing to the ground!
Director Wu frowned. He waved his hands for silence and told everyone to go and get on with their work, at
the same time calling Zhu, Huang, He, and others to attend a brief meeting upstairs.
Zhu pushed open the door of the meeting room and discovered Ma Erli sleeping peacefully on the sofa!
“Heavens! We’ve been looking for you in vain everywhere, and the whole time you were here having a good
sleep. Get up!”
Ma rubbed his eyes and scrambled up. Still half asleep, he hazily weathered the hail of censure.
But it wasn't so bad. Although there was a lot of criticism, no one suggested demolishing the wall and
rebuilding it.
The boundary wall passed the summer and autumn unscathed. Delicate grasses began to grow around the foot
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and wisteria began to climb across the surface.
That winter, the Architectural Design Institute played host to the annual architectural conference to which
various scholars and specialists from different parts of the country were invited. Because there weren’t a lot of
participants, the conference was held in the ground floor meeting room of the institute. No sooner had the experts
entered the gate than their attention was attracted by the boundary wall. They looked it up and down, full of
praise. Once the conference had got under way, the wall became the main topic of conversation, They said the
boundary wall solved one of the major problems of city construction! Today’s city architecture was too
monotonous; everything was constructed on a standard matchbox pattern, unvaried and unornamented, totally
lacking our own unique traditional flavor. There were also places which blindly went back to the ways of the
ancients, building curving eaves with upswept corners, carved rafters and painted crossbeams with the result that
hotels turned out like temple halls. The good thing about this wall was its traditional style. Yet it was not a blind
replication of the classic but executed according to criteria of practical economy. It also harmonized with the.
building itself. They hoped that the comrades would carefully think things over and come to a scholarly
conclusion.
The participants from the institute were all pleasantly surprised. They had never imagined a golden phoenix
would appear out of their hen’s nest! Director Wu pondered,
“This is all because the guiding thought was clear and unequivocal. From the start I made explicit demands, at
the same time rousing the masses to comprehensive discussion.” Zhu Zhou was also pondering.
“Too true, the practical value of the boundary wall can’t be overlooked. Right from the start I maintained that it
must be taller, “more secure.” Huang Daquan was quite simply delighted with himself.
“If it hadn’t been for me arguing for what I knew was right, who knows what unearthly shape the wall would
have gone up in? Architects just can’t afford to forget their origins. Our ancestors understood the magical effects
of boundary walls long ago. They had scores of names for them, let alone …”
Huang Daquan considered this speech should be written into the opening paragraph of the conference
proceedings, summary; it would do as a foreword.
He Rujin had suffered momentary unhappiness, but then immediately felt his contribution had really been
enormous. If he hadn’t insisted on economy, Ma Erli would never have gone looking for old bricks and tiles, and
would never have found the glazed blocks. Without the glazed blocks the wall would have been nothing out of the
ordinary.
Ma Erli didn’t take part in the conference, he just busied himself rushing in and out of the room arranging
tables and chairs and bringing tea and water. He’d taken into consideration the fact that the room would be very
cold and from somewhere or other had produced four glowing charcoal braziers. With one placed in each corner,
the room immediately became as warm as springtime. Everyone felt cozy and relaxed.
1929

41.219 Party Membership Dues\fn{by Wang Yüan-chien (1929- )} Shantung Proivince, China (M) 6
Whenever I received my special allowance, with which I went to pay my Party membership dues, as soon as
my local leader registered the amount under my name on the list, a strong feeling rose from the bottom of my
heart. Events of the fall of 1934 suddenly flashed back into my mind.\fn{ In 1934, P’u-i, the last Emperor of China, was
officially crowned monarch of the Japanese-sponsored state of Manchuko; and in the spring of that year, a pronouncement from Tokyo was
issued declaring all China to be a Japanese preserve in which no power could take important action without the consent of Japan. While this
was going on, in October 1934 the main Communist forces were driven out of their chief base in southern Kiangsi Province by forces of
Nationalist China under the leadership of the Koumintang.}

The year 1934 was just the beginning of a hard struggle for us in the border regions of Kwangtung, Fukien,
and Kiangsi provinces. Part of the main Red Army units joined the anti-Japanese vanguard forces and moved to
the north; others joined up with the central Red Army for the Long March and left in April. We were part of a tiny
force left behind to continue behind-the-lines struggle. Right after the main force’s departure, the Nationalist
Army assaulted us with their “siege-and-destroy” tactics. In order to avoid unnecessary sacrifice and to continue
our struggle, we were forced to retreat into the mountains.
Even though we were in the mountains, we were still the guiding force of the underground struggle in the
region. Comrade Wei Chieh, the political commissar of our unit, served also as the district Party secretary. Under
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his leadership, we attacked enemies whenever we had the chance, and at the same time maintained communication with all the underground Party organizations through clandestine channels.
After we had adopted this strategy for only a short while, the enemy realized that they could no longer get the
upper hand, so they designed their “resettle-residents and combine-villages” policy, forcing all the people in the
out-of-the-way small villages near our mountain base areas to move to big villages on the plain. This scheme was
very effective; it cut off our communication with the masses and paralyzed our underground organizations. We
had to regroup to continue our struggle.
Before we retreated into the mountains, I was a scout for our unit. I spent most of my days roving about in
enemy territory. Wherever I went, the masses would always take care of me. At every opportunity, we would
make a clean sweep of the enemy, often wiping out a small unit of their security force. That was great. But once
the enemy initiated its new strategy, my free-roving days were ended. I grew desperate and helpless, not because
of personal hardships such as food and shelter, but because I could not endure my isolation from the masses, with
whom I had fought and struggled, shoulder to shoulder.
While I was in one of these depressed moods, comrade Wei summoned me to his office. He asked me to be a
courier—to go down the mountains and contact local Party organizations. I accepted this assignment with heartfelt thanks. I knew well that this mission was quite different from my scout days. My mission was to reestablish
contact with all the underground Party organizations which had been paralyzed during the “resettlement,” to
facilitate communication between village Party organizations and the county Party committee—the guerrilla
forces in our mountain base area—so that we could mount an organized struggle. My destination was Pa-chiaoyao, a big village not too far from the mountains, a place receiving people forced to move out of several small
villages nearby.
My contact was Huang Hsin, a housewife in her mid-twenties and a Party member since 1931. During the Red
Army Expansion Campaign, she set an example by sending her own husband to join the Red Army. Later he
followed Chairman Mao on the Long March. She had only a five-year-old daughter with her at home then. When
the enemy started the “village-combining” tactics, they burned her village to the ground, so she moved to Pachiao-yao with her fellow villagers. It was said that she had always been a loyal, dependable comrade, who
actively continued to carry out Party functions even after the move. That was why I was sent to contact her and
deliver to her our district Party secretary’s directives to gradually develop Party activities in the area.
Commissar Wei had told me all this in his briefing. I actually knew only the general terrain of Pa-chiao-yao,
and had never met Huang Hsin. Because of this, Commissar Wei specifically instructed me:
“You have to remember carefully that Comrade Huang Hsin has a black mole on one of her ears.”
I packed a few things, changed into civilian clothes, and went down the mountains as the dusk deepened.
Pa-chiao-yao was about ten miles from our mountain base. Since I had to take winding paths, I arrived there
after midnight. I had been to this village before, but things had been quite different then: a big village like Pachiao-yao in the base areas used to have meetings, classes, drums and gongs, shows and songs all over the place
after a day’s work. Now everything had changed: there was a deathly silence everywhere, and no lights in the
village. It was so dark that it looked more like a deserted graveyard than a village. Only occasionally could I hear
a couple of “white devils” yelling half-heartedly, thinking that all the villagers in the base area were kept well in
line under their village-combining strategy. But I knew that the darkness of this dismal village concealed sparks of
revolution. In time, the sparks would spread into a huge conflagration burning across the land.
I slipped quietly into the village. Following Commissar Wei’s instructions, I began from the east side of the
village and counted to the seventeenth shed, then I tiptoed to the door. Strangely enough, even this late at night
there was still light inside the shed. But it was covered so that I couldn’t see it until I walked up to the door.
Someone inside was softly humming a folksong. It sounded like a woman’s voice, very low. The tune was so very
familiar that I knew immediately she was humming Seeing My Love Off to Join the Red Army, a very popular
song during the Red Army Expansion Campaign.
Seeing my love off to join the Red Army;
Be brave on the battlefield.
If you die for the cause of revolution,
I’ll shoulder all the burden.
Seeing my love off to the Red Army,
Please remember what I said:
I am so happy you enlisted,
And don’t you worry, I’ll till the land.
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I had not heard this song for quite some time, and it was heartening to hear it at this moment. I had been
correct in thinking that the masses were still with us deep down in their hearts; even during these trying days they
were thinking about our Red Army, thinking about those glorious days when our red flag flew and our revolutionary struggle surged. Could she be Comrade Huang Hsin, the person I was looking for? It had to be her; otherwise,
how was it that her singing was a little bit off tune? Her mind must have drifted miles away with her husband on
the Long March, and she was not concentrating on her singing. I stood outside listening, not having the heart to
interrupt her thoughts. But it was almost dawn and I could wait no longer. I stood by the door and gave the
prearranged signal, knocking three times on the upper part of the door, three times on the bottom, and once in the
middle.
The humming stopped and I repeated the knocks once more. I heard the footsteps coming, then the door
opened.
I entered, and was stunned by what I saw; there were three people there, two women and one old man, crowding around a basket of vegetables, picking leaves from the basket without looking up. They appeared so calm and
relaxed that no one seemed to notice my entrance. That made it hard for me, for I could not tell which one was
Comrade Huang Hsin. If I made a wrong move, not only would my own life be in danger, which was not my
major concern, but our Party organizations would suffer.
I hesitated for a second or two, then my nimble mind came to my rescue. I said to them::
“Oh! Have I entered the wrong house?”
It worked. They all looked up at once. With a quick glance I saw that the woman sitting on the mat had a black
mole on one of her ears. In one step I walked up to her and said:
"Mrs. Lu, do you remember me? Brother Lu asked me to bring this letter to you.”
The last statement was also prearranged. Ever since the Kuomintang forces occupied this area, Comrade
Huang had let it be known that her husband, Lu Chin-yung, was working at an incense shop in another area.
I had to admire the tact and alertness of this ordinary village woman, Comrade Huang. Smiling, she handed a
wooden stool to me as though we were old friends, and then said to her company:
“Well, that’s all for today. You people take the vegetables home and divide them among yourselves; as for salt,
we’ll divide it among us whenever we get some.”
The two looked at me with broad grins, then each picked up a bundle of vegetables and quietly left the house.
Comrade Huang followed them out, probably to see whether everything was all right. From my scout training,
I took a good look at the house where this Red Army wife and underground Party member lived: the two-room
home was made of bamboo and mud. The bed on the floor by the corner of the north wall consisted of nothing
more than a pile of straw. A child slept under a tattered cotton coverlet on the bed. Her quivering little nose
showed that she was sound asleep. This was probably Comrade Huang’s daughter. There was a sooted earthenware pot supported by three stones at the corner of the wall; that was Comrade Huang’s cooking pot. Looking up,
I saw a small attic supported by several sticks; a few pieces of broken furniture and some bundles of dried
sugarcane tips were stored there.
While I was still looking around, she came back. After closing the door and covering the oil lamp, she sat
down opposite me and said:
“Those two are comrades. We only met recently.” She must have remembered my puzzled look as I entered the
room, for she pointed at the hole in the corner of the wall and said to me:
“Next time when you come, please check through the hole first to see whether it’s all right to come in, lest
something go wrong.”
She appeared a little older than Commissar Wei had told me, more like in her thirties than her twenties. Her
hair was combed into a round bun on top of her head, but it was so short one could still sense that she must have
joined in “cutting one’s hair to join the Red Army” not too long ago. Although her face was not robust, her kind,
calm eyes were alert and full of energy. Probably she was too touched at the moment, for time and again she lifted
a corner of her clothes to wipe tears from her eyes.
After quite some time, she began to talk again.
“To lose contact with one’s Party is like being a kite separated from its string. It’s an awful experience! When I
see our people suffer and our Red Army experience problems, I know we should fight back. But how? Now
everything is all right. We have reunited with our district committee: we have you and you have us, and we’ll
surely raise the red flag again.”
Before I left the mountain base, Commissar Wei had instructed me to comfort her and I had prepared a lot of
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nice things to tell her as soon as I saw her. But judging by how strong she was and how she talked about struggle
and paid no attention to hardships and problems at all, what was there for me to say? I figured I had better come
right to the point.
As I was about to convey Commissar Wei’s directives, she suddenly remembered something.
“Look at me. I am so excited that I forget everything. I should fix you something to eat.”
She opened the pot and took out two hard Chinese rolls made of sweet potato strips and vegetable leaves.
Getting out another chipped pot, she searched in it for a while and fished out one preserved turnip. As she gave
these to me she said:
“Ever since the village-combining strategy, the white devils keep a very close watch on us, so we have been
unable to send you people anything. You must have suffered a lot there; I have nothing good to offer you, so
please eat what little I have here.”
After a long night’s walk, I was really hungry. Besides, I had not tasted salt for quite some time, so when the
preserved vegetable was offered to me, it actually made my mouth water. I gulped the food down without the
slightest formality. Although the vegetable was a little sour because it lacked salt, it still tasted fine to me. The
flavor of a little salt reminded me of all my comrades in the mountains; I began to see their pale, wan faces—they
needed salt badly there.
While I was eating, I delivered Commissar Wei’s directives regarding our underground Party activities. The
directives included, among other things, getting a clear understanding of the enemy’s activities; organizing the
anti-rent and anti-land-confiscation campaigns; and some anticipated problems and their solutions. She nodded as
she listened, and she raised questions every once in a while. Finally she said to me:
“What Commissar Wei said was right. We do have problems. But I have seen the world. Since 1929, the year I
joined the revolution, I have been through several enemy siege-and-destroy campaigns. If I could survive those, I
surely can take on any new assignments given me.”
She showed great resolution and confidence and took the tough assignments on her own shoulders without the
slightest reservation.
After we exchanged some information we heard the crow of a rooster. Since this was our first meeting, I could
not stay too long; I wanted to get back under the protection of the morning fog. She stopped me as I was leaving.
Tearing the lining of her clothing, she pulled out an envelope. In it was her worn-out Party membership card, with
the sickle and hammer and the district commissar’s seal still in vivid red colors. Inside the card folder, there were
two silver dollars; she weighed the dollars in her palms for a while, then handed them to me saying:
“Comrade Ch’eng, these dollars were left for me by the child’s father before he went to the Front. I have not
paid my dues since the enemy put its village-combining strategy into effect. Please take these to the commissar. If
one takes care of the pennies, the dollars will take care of themselves, right? Hope these will help the Party a
little.”
How could I accept these dollars? I had not received any instruction to collect dues in the first place. Secondly,
she was by herself and had to take care of her child. With no job and nobody to rely on, she still insisted on working for the Party under such hard circumstances. She needed these dollars badly. So I said to her:
“As for dues, I have not received any instruction to collect them. I cannot take these with me. You’d better
keep them.”
“Seeing that I refused to take the money, she thought for a moment and said:
“You’re right. Under the present circumstances, supplies probably would be more useful than money.”
She knew what was needed, therefore she would rather pay her dues in useful goods instead of money. But
who could tell then that this was a fatal mistake?
*
After a couple of weeks, we received information that the enemy had been alerted to all the underground
activities after their village-combining strategy. They tried to undermine our efforts by using some of the waverers
among the masses. Several of our organizations in the villages had suffered losses. To meet this new challenge, I
was sent to Pa-chiao-yao again with new directives.
As I arrived at Comrade Huang’s doorstep, I first looked through the hole in the wall to see if everything was
all right, as she had told me to do. I saw that she was busy under the light of the lamp. There were a few piles of
preserved vegetables on the floor, the broken pot from which she had taken a pickled turnip for me last time, some
preserved cabbages, turnips, and broad-beans, some yellow, others green. She was sorting these vegetables into
piles and then putting them into a bamboo basket, while trying to soothe her child by saying:
“My darling, you don’t want these, do you? Ma is going to sell these. After Ma sells these and gets some
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money, she’ll buy you a big flatcake, buy you anything you want. Tell me you don’t want any of these, tell me.”
The little girl apparently could not endure the long hardships; she was even thinner than her mother. Her tiny
neck held up her small head, as she leaned weakly on her mother. Probably she had not tasted things like these in
the basket for quite some time. With her big eyes staring at the vegetables, her mouth watering, she would not
listen to her mother but instead stubbornly grabbed her clothes, asking for some preserved vegetables. Then she
crawled over to the empty pot, stuck her skinny arm into it, dipped her fingers into the salty water and sucked
them.
She finally could stand it no longer. Grabbing a bean-pod she stuffed it into her mouth at once. Her mother,
turning her head, saw this. Looking first at the child, then at the basket of vegetables, she snatched the bean-pod
away from her. The poor little child started howling.
The tragic sight propelled me. I knocked on the door and entered.
“Comrade Huang, I don’t think you’re doing the right thing. Even if you want to sell these vegetables, one
bean-pod won’t make that much difference. Don’t be so hard on the child, please.”
Seeing that I was already there and that I had witnessed the whole thing, she said to me with a sigh:
“Old Ch’eng, do you really think I am going to sell these? Nowadays salt is even more valuable than gold, so
how could I afford to make preserved vegetables to sell? All these were contributed by our members to send to
our comrades in the mountains as our Party dues. We hope these will help a little. I was just trying to put them in
order for you.”
I suddenly realized that these were the vegetables they had been picking during my first visit here not too long
before. She glanced at me, then at the child, and said, as though to herself:
“If we have our Party, our Red Army, millions of children may be saved.”
The child stopped crying but still circled around the empty pot. I picked up several bean-pods for the child and
said to Comrade Huang:
“A few bean-pods won’t matter that much even during such hardships. I’d rather not eat for ten days than to
see the child suffer.”
The words were still on my lips when I heard hurrying footsteps at the door. Somebody knocked and said:
“Comrade Huang, please open the door; open it quickly, please.”
As I opened the door, the woman I saw the first time in the room stood there. She gasped out a few words:
“News has been leaked out that someone from the mountain base is here. The white devils are searching for
him. Please do something. I have to warn the others.”
She left quietly.
When I heard this, I said:
“I’m going.”
Comrade Huang grabbed me and said:
“If they are searching for you, they'll surely encircle this place so well that not even a raindrop could get
through, won’t they? Where can you go? Just try to hide somewhere. Quick!”
I could figure this out too, but I didn’t want to get her involved. So I tried to pull away from her and walk out
of the room. Suddenly she grew very serious, and her face became rigid. Her tender voice changed into a forceful,
authoritative tone as she said:
“According to our rules for underground operations, you are under my command here. You’d better listen to
me. For the Party you have to live and fight.”
Then she pointed to the attic.
“Go and hide there quickly. No matter what happens, don’t make a move. Just leave everything to me. At that
moment, there was a commotion on the street—yelling and footsteps were very near. I climbed up into the attic
and peeked through the cracks. I saw Comrade Huang cover the vegetable basket with straws, and hold her child
up and kiss her. She then put the child down on the mat, turned toward me and said:
“Comrade Ch’eng, since the enemy has already found out, I don’t think I can make it this time. Even if the
worst comes, our organization in Pa-chiao-yao is still in operation; the anti-land-confiscation campaign has been
arranged. I guess we can succeed. From now on, you probably have to make contact with Comrade Hu Min-ying,
the girl who just warned us. Remember, she lives on the west side—the fourth shed counting from the north.
There is a little banyan tree by her door.” She pointed to the basket of vegetables and said:
“Please take these to the base. The vegetables are the dues from our members here.”
She stopped for a moment and listened to what was happening outside; tenderness returned to her voice as she
spoke again:
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“The child, if you can, please take her to the base or some other place. When our Red Army comes back,
please deliver her to Comrade Lu Chin-yung.”
She was overcome by emotion for a moment and then continued:
“Remember, last time I asked you to turn in two silver dollars as dues? I used one of them to buy salt; the other
one is in the pot. Please take that one and my membership card with you. Don’t forget.”
The white devils rushed up to the door as she finished her reminder. Holding her child, she turned back and sat
down, leisurely straightening her child’s hair. As I looked through the cracks again, she appeared very calm and
serene, exactly the same as when I saw her the first time.
The white devils were knocking at the door. She slowly walked to the door and opened it. Several of them
rushed in and grabbed her clothes at the chest, asking:
“Where is the man from the mountain?”
“I don’t know,” she said, shaking her head.
They searched all over the place and were very disappointed at not finding anything. As they were about to
give up, one of them suddenly saw the basket of preserved vegetables. He kicked it over and the vegetables spread
across the floor. He used his bayonet to poke around the vegetables and sensed something wrong, so he asked,
“Where did all these vegetables come from?”
“I made them,” she answered.
“You made them! Why are they so neatly arranged by color? Haven’t you collected them to send up the
mountain?”
He looked around the room, then ordered the others:
“Turn this place upside down.”
With such limited space, if they really meant it, they surely would get to the attic, wouldn’t they? At this very
moment, Comrade Huang yelled out:
“Since you know everything, why bother asking any more questions?”
She broke away from their grasp and ran to the door, where she called out:
“Comrade Ch’eng, run to the west!”
Two of the bandit soldiers ran out and headed west, the remaining two seized her and forced her to walk to the
door.
At first I thought everything would turn out all right. But now that they had arrested her, how could I let her
suffer for me. I had to face them. With my strength, I could at least get even with them. As I was about to jump
down, she turned her head back, her eyes looking straight at her frightened child and said to her, slowly:
“My child, do as Ma told you.”
That was the last time I heard her.
Her last words reminded me of what she had said to me before the soldiers had entered her house, and I held
myself back. I was probably the only one who could figure out their real meaning: do as Ma told you; Ma was the
Party organization.
After everything quieted down that evening, I managed to stop the child’s crying, collected all the vegetables
from the floor, and got Comrade Huang’s membership card and dollar from the pot. Then I put the child in one
basket, the vegetables in another, and carried them with a bamboo pole back to our mountain base area.
Commissar Wei held the child in his arms and heard my report. After a thorough examination of the situation at
Pa-chiao-yao, as usual, he neatly wrote down in his notebook:
Comrade Huang Hsin, October 21, 1934, turned in her dues.

He could write no more. With the pen still in his hand, he stopped. An unusual solemnity appeared on his face
as he rubbed the child’s head. He glanced at Comrade Huang’s membership card, then at the preserved vegetables.
He took out his handkerchief, dabbed it with some dew from the grass, then tenderly wiped off the tear streaks on
the child’s face.
He had not put down the amount under Comrade Huang’s name.
Sure, a basket of preserved vegetables can be measured, but how can anyone measure the value of a Party
member’s affection for his Party? How indeed can anyone count a Party member’s devotion and sacrifice?
41.225 A Wine Pot\fn{by Ts’ui Pa-wa (1929- )} Angkang County, Shensi Province, China (M) 6
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We had a copper wine pot in our family, and everyone who saw it couldn’t help saying something in its praise:
“Ah, such a lovely wine pot, just like a golden melon!”
Since we didn’t even have anything for the cooking pot, we naturally couldn’t afford anything to fill the wine
pot. Dad often polished it until it gleamed bright and shiny, filled it with water and drank out of it. One day Dad
again filled it with water and sat down by the table, smiling at it. I thought to myself:
“Dad is admiring his old antique again.”
Sure enough, he stroked his beard and started:
“This pot of mine looks lovelier each time you look at it. That potbellied Kuo and Sheriff Hsu have been trying
hard to lay their hands on it, but their money can’t buy what is not for sale. I won’t sell it! It’s been handed down
in our family for generations, and when I die, I’ll leave my children something to remember me by.”
Mom paused in her sewing, threw a scolding glance at him, and said:
“Aren’t you ashamed of yourself!Repeating the same dreary things all day. Don’t you get tired of it?”
“I say it because I feel good about it,” Dad said. “You could sew up my mouth with that needle of yours. Ha ha
ha.”
This made us all laugh. The whole family loved the wine pot, and although we were never sure where the next
meal was coming from, there was harmony and cheer, and even just plain water tasted sweet. Ah, but who would
have thought that in time our troubles would come just because of the pot!
I remember it was the third year after I was sold into the Ching family. Three years! Of eating leftovers, of
being people’s whipping post. Wounds and scars never left my arms and thighs; tears never stopped flowing in my
eyes. All day I cried when people weren’t looking, and I wondered how long it would be before the suffering and
pain would come to an end. Finally I made up my mind that I would run home.
It was early in the Seventh Month. The sky was darkening. I had just carried into the yard the hay I had cut and
the Big-mouth opened itself and said:
“Pa-wa, go get some water!”
Since the day I made up my mind to run away, I felt that they had been watching me rather carefully, and that
day, even Big-mouth seemed to speak more gently than usual. I thought:
“All right.”
I wiped the sweat from my face, put on a bit of cheerfulness, and called out:
“Auntie, let me have your leftover rice, and in a moment I’ll fill the jar with water.”
Big-mouth brought out a bowl of corn gruel for me to eat. I went into the room, put on my straw sandals, put
the buckets on the carrying pole, walked up to her, brushed my sandals on the ground a couple of times, and said:
“The slopes are ever so slippery!” I was thinking to myself:
“Big-mouth, and Big-head Cheng, I’ve had enough of you all these years.”
As I walked my heart beat like hammer blows. When I got to the well, I looked around and saw that nobody
was about. My heart settled a little. I gnashed my teeth:
“Damn you and yours!”
I shook my shoulders, and the carrying pole and the buckets rolled rattling down the slope. I came away from
the well, crossed over the rice fields, and ran toward the forest.
It got dark. The moon, two fingers wide, hung on the western horizon. I couldn’t pick my way in the gulch. A
patch of mud here and a puddle of water there, and so, tripping and stumbling, I ran groping in the direction of
home.
Just as I got to the main road, I heard a rattling in the bushes behind me, and then voices calling:
“Hurry up and catch him. He can’t have got very far!”
That was Big-head Cheng’s voice. Just my luck! They were giving chase. I looked around. There was a dark
clump of pear trees not far ahead; I bent down and dashed into it.
“Keep your eyes on him!” Big-head Cheng shouted. He and his two lackeys were behind me.
“I’ll find you if I have to strip bare all the trees.”
The lackeys looked behind every tree one by one. Big-head Cheng stood high on the slope and said:
“Pa-wa-tzu, come out of there! Nothing will happen to you if you come home with me.” I said to myself:
“Shit!” I saw that the men were coming close to where I was hiding. I took advantage of the rattling of the
branches and slipped by between them. Big-head Cheng was again blabbering:
“Well? You won’t come out, eh? Do you think I can’t see you? If you don’t come out, I’ll chop you up!”
One of the men chimed in:
“Boss, no need to get mad. It’s all right. He’ll come out.” He then changed his tone and called out to me:
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“Pa-wa, come out.”
Those sons-of-bitches jabbered on like that. After a while, Big-head Cheng said:
“All right, let’s go home!”
I poked my head out to see; they were squatting down. The sons-of-bitches squatted for the time it takes to
smoke two pipes of tobacco. I heard them whispering; then Big-head Cheng picked up a stone and threw it in my
direction:
“Damn you, you little bastard, whether you are there or not. You can run away now, but you can’t run away
forever.” He went away, followed by his lackeys.
The moon had gone down. I made for home cautiously. When I saw the old locust tree in front of my house,
my heart felt like fire. The yard was pitch black and still. I knew that Big-head Cheng had not gone there, so I
climbed over the low wall. The old black family dog barked once and came leaping toward me. When it saw it
was me, it shook its head, wagged its tail and licked my hand, and ran ahead of me to paw the door. I fell on the
door, calling, “Mom!” and started to cry.
Mom opened the door, I rushed into her arms, and only then did my heart settle down in peace. Little Tung-watzu came out without his pants; he held me and cried, “Brother, brother!” I told Dad and Mom how I ran away and
how Big-head Cheng gave chase. Mom said bitterly:
“Even if I have to die I can’t let the boy go back to suffer at the hands of such whores’ sons as Big-head Cheng
and Big Mouth.”
Dad sat thinking for a long while, then suddenly said:
“Quick! Get the boy’s things together for him to go to his aunt’s place in town to hide for a while. Big-head
Cheng is bound to come looking for him.” He picked up his shoes.
“You get the boy something to eat. I’ll see if I can get a few dollars off Old Wang. Hurry!”
So saying, he went out.
Not long after Dad left the house, the dog started barking again. Mom blew out the lamp. At that moment the
beam of a flashlight shone on the window. Mom held me and said:
“Something—”
Before she could finish, Big-head Cheng was calling at the door.
Mom was all flustered, and hid me in the hay in a corner of the room. I peered through the hay and saw Mom
getting back to her bed, and then she asked, taking her time:
“Who is it, in the middle of the night?”
She got out of bed, unbuttoned her jacket and then buttoned it up again, lit the lamp, and went slowly,
grumbling all the while, to open the door.
“What’s the matter?”
The door opened and the sons-of-bitches rushed into the room like a pack of hungry wolves. Without a word,
they searched the room all over. Mom repeated:
“What’s all this?”
Big-head Cheng cocked his pig’s bladder of a head, sneered, and pushed Mom aside.
“Don’t play dumb!” They looked in and under the bed without finding me. Big-head Cheng shone the
flashlight, straight into Mom’s face, stared at her a long while and said:
“Where have you hidden your Pa-wa?” Mom said:
“What? Pa-wa-tzu? I haven’t seen—”
“Damn it. I knew you would lie in your teeth.”
He went to the side of the bed and grabbed hold of Tung-wa-tzu’s arm.
“Tung-wa-tzu, where’s your brother?” Mom interrupted:
“Don’t know! Pa-wa-tzu hasn’t cpme here.”
“Get away! Don’t interrupt!” Cheng yelled. “Drag her out of here!”
The lackeys dragged Mom outside. Big-head Cheng pulled out two banknotes and said to Tung-wa-tzu:
“Tell me, where is Pa-wa? Tell me, and I’ll buy you sweets, and peanuts—”
“Don’t know,” Tung-wa-tzu said, shaking his arm free.
Big-head Cheng controlled himself, waved the money again and said:
“Money! For meat …”
Tung-wa-tzu turned round and pulled the blanket over his head. Big-head Cheng’s eyebrows rose in anger; he
grabbed hold of Tung-wa-tzu.
“Talk, you little bastard! Where is he? If you don’t tell me, I’ll slaughter you!”
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Tung-wa-tzu burst out crying and screamed:
“Don’t know, don’t know. Your old woman sells herself. F--- your mother.”
Mom heard Tung-wa-tzu crying; she fought with all her might and rushed in.
“Hey, you! What law have we broken? You come in the middle of the night to rob us like this?”
“Don’t try to fool me," said Cheng. “A moment ago there was a light in the house.”
“A light?” Mom said. “So, the rich can set fire to people’s houses but the poor are not even allowed a light!
And what sort of crime is that?”
As they were shouting, Old Wang and Dad came back. Without giving Dad a chance to say a word, Old Wang
rushed into the argument.
“What’s all this? And in the middle of the night!”
Big-head Cheng ignored him, but turned to Dad:
“Old Ts’ui, where have you been?”
Dad said, “Where’ve I been? Here and there!”
Big-head Cheng said, “I don’t know who’s been giving Pa-wa ideas. He ran back here when it got dark.”
Dad said, “Haven’t seen him!”
Old Wang added, “The boy couldn’t have gone far. Look for him tomorrow!”
Big-head Cheng glared at Old Wang, but turned and shouted at Dad:
“Old Ts’ui … the boy is young, I’ll let it go. Just tell him to come with me and everything will be all right.”
Then cocking his head, he added:
“Otherwise, later you’ll have to listen to me!”
“You said he has come back here,” Dad said, sitting down on a stool. “Look for him then. I don’t have to argue
with you.” Old Wang said:
“I think Mr. Cheng should go home first. Tomorrow we’ll look around, and if we find him we’ll tell him to go
back to you.”
Big-head Cheng was impatient.
“Dogs catch rats—none of your business!” he said. “Shit on a barge—what kind of precious cargo do you
think you are?”
This touched Old Wang to the quick. He put his hands on his waist and glared at Big-head Cheng.
“Look, I'm trying to treat you like somebody,” he said. “Guess there’s no point lifting a dog in a soft seat; he
doesn’t appreciate it. Okay, suit yourself!”
Cheng said to his men, “Go on, look again!”
The men started searching again. Mom gave Dad a look, but Dad didn’t understand it. The black dog kept
snapping at them. Old Wang shouted at it:
“Go on and bite! Damned dogs think they can do anything because there’s powerful people to back them up!
One of these days, I’ll skin you alive!” He pulled out a staff next to me and shouted:
“I’ll knock out your teeth!” and went at the dog. The hay all round me came crashing down. I tried to curl up to
hide myself.
“Aha! Over here.”
The men saw me and crowded round. Old Wang saw me in the hay. He shook his arms and held back the men.
“Pa-wa-tzu, don’t be afraid. I’m here.”
Big-head Cheng was shaking with rage.
“You little bastard, you’ve got a nerve.” He came up to drag me out, but Old Wang stopped him.
“Just a minute, Mr. Cheng. You can’t take him.”
Cheng said, “This is my boy, I bought him for three tan of corn.”\fn{1 tan = 133⅓ pounds.}
Dad and Mom crowded round me. Seeing that there was little he could do, Cheng said:
“If you won’t let me take the boy, give me back my corn this minute! If you give me neither the boy nor the
corn, then it’s you who are damned unreasonable!”
He signaled to his lackeys:
“Grab the blankets!”
But Old Wang waved his stick and said, “If you touch so much as a hair here, you’ll have to be helped off your
knees when I’m through with you!”
The men looked at each other and sidled away. The row went on and on. Our neighbors, like Ch’en Mao-yung,
heard the racket and hurried to our house. First they spoke to Old Wang, then they pacified Big-head Cheng.
Cheng saw that he wasn’t getting anywhere, so he backed down. He let Ch’en Mao-yung guarantee to return three
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tan of grain the next day. Big-head Cheng glared at us one by one.
“Three tan. Not a grain less!”
He snorted and walked out of the house sideways, like a crab.
For a long while after Big-head Cheng left, all of us bowed our heads and stayed silent. Dad squatted in a
corner with his chin on his palm. Ch’en Mao- yung said:
“Let’s think of something!”
“Something?” Dad said, eyes staring at the wall; “what is there? At a time like this, we haven’t as much as can
be carried on a rat’s back, let alone three tan.” Ch’en Mao-yung said:
“That's just it. Poor people like us—who has food even for the next day? Old Wang, you look up Old Chao
tomorrow, and I’ll get Man-wa-tzu. ‘More hands lighten chores.’ Let’s all try to get something together. Besides,
this year’s harvest will be ready soon.” Then he turned to Dad:
“Hey, you try too to get something together tomorrow.” Old Wang slapped his thigh and said:
“Damn it! A man cares about his pride just as the Buddha cares about his incense. We’re not tried and true
friends if we don’t go through the thick and thin together. We’ll try our damndest to make up the sum. In the old
days when I got mixed up in that damn trumped-up court case, Old Ts’ui sold his clothes and things to help me.
I’ll make up the balance after you men.” He stood, saying:
“Old Ts’ui, better send the boy away. Big-head Cheng may come again tomorrow and make trouble. Besides,
you may be able to get something from your relatives in town to help out. Officials look after officials, and the
people fend for the people; and we poor folk have ourselves to turn to.” Ch’en Mao-yung said:
“If we pull together, see if Big-head Cheng can come up with any of his monkey tricks!”
He got up to leave:
“Time’s getting on, Old Wang, let’s be going!”
So, they all left. Mom cooked some rice for me to eat, patched my clothes, and told me to take care of myself.
Dad gave me five dollars, and took me to my aunt in town. My aunt got together three pecks of corn for Dad to
take home.
I spent half a month at my aunt’s place, knowing very little of what was happening at home. One day Dad
suddenly turned up. He looked rather cheerful. When I asked him, Dad stroked my head and said:
“My boy, I got you back for a wine pot!”
At the time, I didn’t understand what he said. Only after Dad had explained it to my aunt did I know what he
meant. It was like this:
That day, Dad carried the three pecks of corn home, and found Ch’en Mao-yung waiting at the house. Ch’en
had managed to rustle up five pecks. When Dad learned of this, he was distraught and paced up and down. Ch’en
Mao-yung said:
“It is very clear. Big-head Cheng knows that we haven’t got the grain, so he can come and take the boy away.
No, Old Wang is right, we can’t let him get away with that.” Dad asked:
“What about Old Wang?”
“Well, he hasn’t come yet.” said Ch’en. Just at that moment they heard Old Wang shouting:
“Big-head Cheng! F--- your mother! You may try to get other people but people don’t give up and drop dead
that easily! Don’t be so mean! You just wait and see.”
Ch’en Mao-yung hurried out to meet him.
“Old Wang,” Ch’en said, “what made you so mad?”
Old Wang plonked himself down on the bed, his eyes all red, and started swearing again:
“F--- his ancestors all eight generations back! Big-head Cheng has passed the word round that he’ll take care
of anyone who dares to loan corn to Ts’ui. That son-of-a-bitch is so damn mean!” Dad asked:
“How much have you got together, then?”
“Enough!”
Old Wang said: “Enough?”
Dad didn’t dare believe his own ears and asked again, “What are you saying?” Old Wang said:
“Enough! We won’t give him a chance to make fools of us!”
But for a while no one there believed Old Wang; they all thought he said things in anger just to boost his pride.
Ch’en Mao-yung was about to ask Old ang again, to make sure, when Mom came in from outside; she fixed
her eyes on Old Wang.
“Old Wang,” she said, “we can’t take this lying down! These damn bastards are driving us up the sharp end of
a knife.” Old Wang went on blustering:
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“F--- his ancestors! Go ahead and do us in. But there’s always a way out if we’re not meant to die.”
Everybody was confused by Old Wang. Dad asked Mom:
“What is this all about? Go on, tell us.”
“I’ll tell you,” Mom said, heaving a sigh. “Old Wang’s piece of land next to Potbellied Kuo’s property—he
sold that. Potbellied Kuo had his eye on Old Wang’s land for some time—offered twenty tan of corn for it once—
but Wang wouldn’t sell it. Now we need grain in a hurry. Wang went to see that damn bastard again. Do you know
what he said? ‘These are not fat times. I’ll give you three tan for it, and not a grain more.’ Old Wang hardened his
heart and sold it. I got wind of it at Man-wa-tzu’s place and hurried home. Isn’t that driving people up the sharp
end of a knife!” Dad said:
“Old Wang, the land is your livelihood, it’s all you have. Why did you sell it?”
Old Wang stamped his foot:
“And you ask me why I sold it? I ask you what will you do when Big-head Cheng gets here? When you sold
your things for my sake, did I ask you why?” Old Wang broke down and cried like a child. Dad said:
“It’s not the same. When you’ve got your family, you aren’t poor. When the children grow up, there’s hope.”
Ch’en Mao-yung turned away and wiped his eyes, and nobody said a word.
Outside, the dog was barking. There seemed to be people walking behind the house, and there were people
jabbering outside the door. Dad took a look.
Big-head Cheng and his lackeys had arrived. Outside the house, under the tree, and along the wall people had
gathered to watch the confrontation. Big-head Cheng came up.
“Old Ts’ui,” he said, “women mince their words but we men come straight to the point. Give me the grain
now!” Dad said:
“Mr. Cheng, please come into the house. The grain, thanks to everybody’s help, is ready!”
“All ready? All seven and a half tan?”
“What? What seven and a half tan are you talking about, Mr. Cheng?” Dad asked.
Big-head Cheng narrowed his eyes:
“Ah! Old Ts’ui, you can't play dumb with me. Surely it’s not too much to ask for fifty percent interest a year!”
Old Wang and Ch’en Mao-yung heard him; they came out of the house. Old Wang asked:
“Mr. Cheng, didn’t you say three tan?”
Big-head Cheng smiled from the corner of his mouth and said:
“You buy a hen, and she lays an egg for you. The three tan is only the capital. Old Wang, smart people need no
explanations, and you are a smart man. Fifty percent interest is not too much to ask.”
“Why didn’t you say so yesterday?”
“Well, heaven knows, yesterday I—”
“Yesterday you talked shit!”
“Old Wang, don’t you dare get rough with me.”
“Get rough? I’m going to beat the hell out of you!”
Dad held on to Old Wang, but Old Wang was hopping with rage.
“Big-head Cheng,” he shouted, “Pa-wa-tzu worked for you for three years. Give him his wages!” Turning to
Dad he said:
"Go on! Tell that son-of-a-bitch to work out the wages. If he has no money, strip his hide!”
Big-head Cheng was so frightened that he backed up a few steps.
“Old Wang,” he said, “you’re scaring nobody. If there is no corn, I’ll take the boy. It’s all within the laws of
heaven and earth.”
He signaled to his lackeys:
“Go get him!”
Old Wang slipped aside, grabbed a hoe under the eaves.
“If anyone dares to come near the house, I’ll break his bloody leg!”
Big-head Cheng let loose his rage on his lackeys like a mad dog, but they were too scared to move.
Ch’en Mao-yung was standing near the door; he shouted to the people gathered there:
“Folks, now we all see it with our own eyes. Yesterday Big-head Cheng told us not to loan Old Ts’ui any corn.
Now there is enough corn, he goes back on his word. Isn’t it clear that he is bent on driving us to hell!”
Before Ch’en Mao-yung could finish, there was an uproar in the crowd.
“No way! Let’s beat up the liar!”
Old Ts’ui and Man-wa-tzu whipped off their shirts and jumped forward. Ch’en Mao-yung quickly restrained
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them.
“Hold on,” he said. “We’ll find a place and reason with him.”
“That’s right. Sue that son-of-a-bastard!” the crowd roared.
Seeing the people around him rolling up their sleeves and clenching their fists, Cheng was terrified. His face
turned ashen white. Like a dog with its tail between its legs, he slinked away, calling out:
“All right, I’ll see you at the sheriff’s office. I’ll wait for you at the sheriff’s. He who doesn’t turn up is a
whore’s son!”
Old Wang made after him.
“I’ll beat up that son-of-a-bitch first!” But the people held him back. Ch'en Mao-yung said:
“We’ll go to the sheriff’s with old Ts’ui, and see if that wretch can fill a sieve with his piss!” Another one said:
“Let’s go. If they chop off our heads it’ll be no more than that many scars!” Someone else said:
“This isn’t just bullying old Ts’ui, it’s riding on the shoulders of us poor folk and shitting on us!”
And so, with a curse here, an outburst there, the crowd jostled on with Dad to the sheriff’s.
At the sheriff’s office, Big-head Cheng was already seated. Dad told the whole story to Sheriff Hsu from
beginning to end. Big-head Cheng didn’t even open his mouth. The sheriff told Cheng he was in the wrong, and
ordered us to pay just the three tan of corn to settle the matter. Everybody was happy at the way things had turned
out, and everybody was saying:
“Even ants can move a mountain. Sheriff Hsu saw how many of us were there and got scared.” Ch’en Maoyung said:
“There is a trap somewhere.” Dad said:
“What trap? Even the stone I pick up to throw at a dog belongs to somebody else. What else can he get from
me?”
They went home. Old Chao, Man-wa-tzu, and many others helped to deliver the corn to Big-head Cheng, and
the whole matter settled.
A few days passed. Sheriff Hsu suddenly turned up at my house. Dad and Mom greeted him. After the usual
casual chat, Sheriff Hsu mentioned the affair again.
“To tell the truth, Old Ts’ui, if it weren’t for my taking the matter on myself, you wouldn’t have heard the end
of it from Big-head Cheng.”
Of course, the sheriff was trying to claim credit, and Dad and Mom had to humor him by saying a few polite
things like: it was thanks to him, and the whole family would not forget the favor he had done us, and so on. Hsu
cocked his head, smiled, and said:
“Oh, it’s nothing really. We’re all sort of like one family. As they say, ‘among us there’s nobody whose help
doesn’t come handy; within the village there’s no road we won’t step on some time.’ It was the right thing to do.”
When he got to this point, he paused, and then said hesitantly:
“Old Ts’ui, today, I … well, it’s the same old thing. Lend it to me! You name your price!”
As soon as he mentioned it, Dad knew it was the wine pot. So he thought:
“I’d rather offend ten gentlemen than offend one mean man. Especially if he has really helped me out. Why
don’t I just go along with him and return a favor. As to the price of the pot, he once offered two tan of corn, and
he won’t take it now without paying something.” He glanced at Mom and said:
“The sheriff has really put himself out for us.” Turning to Hsu, he said:
“If you like the pot, take it with you!”
When the sheriff heard it, his nose and eyebrows twitched with joy. He moved a little closer to Dad and said:
“You’re still troubled in your mind. These are busy days. Why don’t you send for Pa-wa-tzu to come home and
give you a hand? The whole thing has blown over now. If you have any more trouble, come to me. I am after all a
sheriff and can handle a few things.”
He took up the pot.
“Well,” he said, “with our own people, we only say what we mean. I’m taking it now. Tell Pa-wa to come
home and not waste his time out there getting up to no good.”
The family watched the sheriff walking away with the pot.
*
Dad told my aunt all this in one long breath.
“They’ve got everything off me now,” he sighed, “down to my eyelashes.” Aunt said:
“Don’t be upset. In these hard times, some people can’t even manage to survive. It was a good thing there
was the wine pot. Let”s hope the boy will be safe and sound.”
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Aunt asked us to stay for a meal before we set off for home. Dad said there was a lot of work to do at home
and so we left.
As I followed Dad home, my heart felt as happy as a bird just let out of its cage. When I got into the yard, the
sparrows were twittering under the eaves, and the fine-feathered cock was standing by the gourd trellis. The big
black dog was stretched out comfortably by the door. When it saw me it came prancing toward me, making happy
noises and wagging its tail. Tung-wa-tzu called, “Mom, brother is home!” and ran into the house. Mom came out,
her hands covered with flour.
“My boy,” she said, “you are home!”
I was so happy that I wanted to cry. ~1i~med\fn{ Imperfect scan.} round and saw that there was no water jar; I
picked up the buckets to get water. I thought, Mom has been through a great deal because of me. I must help out
in every way I can. I filled the water jar. After dinner I went with Dad to the fields to pick corn. That night, at
supper, Mom said to me:
“Take a little time off and pay the sheriff a visit. This time he did help us.”
Dad was not happy about it.
“Don’t you go!” he said. “Whoever gets up early does it just to get his own worms. Didn’t he find an excuse to
gyp us out of our wine pot?” Mom said:
“Anyway, you might as well go find out how much he is prepared to pay for it.”
Dad gave in, and agreed to go see the sheriff the next day.
At night, Tung-wa-tzu shared my bed. He told me how Big-head Cheng came for the corn, and how Old Wang
tried to beat him up. Tung-wa-tzu went on and on, and that mealy face of Big-head Cheng turned round and round
in my mind. I tossed and turned and couldn’t get to sleep. It was past midnight before I began to doze off.
Suddenly I heard Mom say:
“The dog is barking outside. Get up, quick.”
Dad put on his clothes. Somebody was moving around outside the window. I put on my clothes in the dark.
There was a knocking on the door.
“Open up, Old Ts’ui!”
It was the voice of Ho-ch’ing, one of Big-head Cheng’s lackeys. Dad and Mom knew immediately that there
was trouble. Dad said:
“Quick, hide the boy somewhere.”
Mom hid me in the wardrobe, and Dad went to open the door.
Dad said: “What’s the matter?”
“Looking for a draft-dodger,” Ho-ch’ing said as he came in.
Dad said, “We’ve not seen any.”
“If you haven’t then you needn’t fear a search!”
The gang of lackeys worked over our house, making a racket and: turning the place into a mess. They searched
over the beams and in the corners and everywhere, and then stood round the wardrobe against which Mom was
sitting.
“Open the wardrobe.”
“Just a few clothes in there for the children,” she said.
“Who wants your clothes!” Ho-ch’ing said.
One of the lackeys cocked his rifle and aimed it at the wardrobe.
Dad stepped up and stood before it.
“Put it away!” he said. “There’s no need for pulling out guns and knives to scare\fn{ The last page of the story does
not seem to have been scanned.}
42.114 Twilight Years\fn{by Hu Wan-ch’un (1929- )} Kiangsu, China (M) 5
On the eve of the lunar new year, Master Shun-fa’s mood underwent a slight change. He suddenly felt that
there was something lacking in his life. That morning he had not taken his usual stroll down to the factory, nor
had he gone around to the neighbors’ to gossip; in the afternoon he had not gone to the Workers’ Cultural Center
to listen to chanted stories or to look at the newspaper. In fact, he had not been interested in going anywhere; he
was not in particularly high spirits. He paced back and forth and all around his apartment, as though he wanted to
find in some corner the thing that he lacked. The apartment, which ordinarily seemed not at all spacious, now
suddenly became large, became empty.
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It seemed exceptionally quiet in the apartment; the tick-tock, lick-lock of the clock on the five-drawer chest
sounded clear and sonorous. Shun-fa paced slowly for a moment, then halted in front of the window. Outside in
the dusk, standing straight and solitary, was a small pine tree. When Shun-fa’s gaze fell on the pine, he
involuntarily raised his hand to feel his own bald head:
“Ah! I’m already sixty-six years old this New Year’s! Already retired half a year.”
Just then an old hen came clucking along outside in the courtyard, her head bobbing as she walked. When he
saw this hen, Shun-fa got a bit angry, for ever since he had bought her, in the latter part of the year, she had not
hatched a single egg. On the other hand, it so happened that the next-door neighbors raised ducks and had brought
over a few eggs for the old hen to hatch—from which six ducklings were produced, split up evenly between the
Chang, Li, and Wang families. But this old hen had not even let a fart, let alone laid a single egg of her own. The
hen passed in front of the window, tilted her head to one side, blinked her small round eyes at Shun-fa, and gave
out two prolonged cluck-cluck sounds, as if to say:
“I’m going to lay an egg!”
Shun-fa simply could not suppress his irritation, and his loud “Hmph!” startled the hen, who flapped her wings
and scurried into the chicken coop.
Darkness gradually descended. Several trucks that had transported vegetables from the Wu-sung District
people’s communes were already racing along the highway towards home. The black cluster of towering blast
furnaces at the steel factory emitted a bright red glow.
Master Shun-fa stood in the darkness, not caring to turn on the light. A click-clack noise came from the
neighbor’s back gate, and then the sound of people talking carried clearly:
“Ah Mao’s Ma, you’ve got lots of company today!”
“Oh, my boy Ah Mao has come to spend New Year’s at home!”
“Was that your daughter-in-law wearing a short overcoat?”
“It sure was! Just married this year.”
“Ha, ha, now you’re a venerable old mother-in-law!” Soon there came the hacking cough of old Mr. Wang.
“Mr. Wang, has Ken-sheng come home for the holidays?”
“The work is heavy at his factory just now, so he’ll be coming a bit late,” replied Mr. Wang slowly. “But Kenpao and Ken-fa have already been here for a while. Ordinarily, when they don’t come around I feel lonely and
deserted. But this morning they all came at once, and I’m beginning to feel a bit put out. Just think, three sons,
three daughters-in-law, and four grandchildren—why the house is noisier than a tipped-over basket of frogs,
croak, croak, croak.”
“Mr. Wang, that’s your good fortune!”
Shun-fa had already caught snatches of this sort of chattering several times that day. Each time he heard it, he
greatly envied his neighbors; at the same time it produced in him deep feelings of loneliness. When Shun-fa was
in his mid-thirties he had also had a son. But he had been out of work for a long period of time, plagued by
poverty and illness, and was fearful that his son would die of starvation. So Shun-fa and his wife, after much
discussion and quarreling, decided to give their barely two-year-old boy away to another family. He remembered
to this day the child’s bright and flashing round eyes, his thick little lips—ai! For sure, if this son were still with
him, Shun-fa could be holding a granchild in his arms today just like old Mr. Wang was doing.
One time, when Shun-fa was forty-three years old or so, his wife told him she had heard of a poor family
looking to give away a boy to the orphanage, and she wondered whether or not he might want to take the child in.
He replied irritably:
“We couldn’t even feed our own son; don’t let somebody else’s child come here to suffer with along us.”
From that time on, his wife never brought up this matter again. After Liberation, he worked in the steel plant
and his wife worked in a factory manufacturing stockings. They left home early and returned late; their thoughts
were occupied with production, learning to read, and other pursuits. Who had time for other worries and concerns? Even if thoughts of his son should enter his mind on occasion, Shun-fa would rationalize to himself:
“We’re liberated now! These days old people enjoy workmen’s insurance and have no anxieties over food and
other needs, so it doesn’t matter whether or not you have a son or daughter. It’s not like before Liberation, when
you lived by the old adage: ‘Rear a son to support you in old age; store up grain in case of famine.’”
So it was for Shun-fa, and the time passed day by day, year by year.
As Shun-fa stood idly before the window, memories of the past once more caused him a bit of vexation. From
outside came the voices of old Mr. Wang’s two small grandchildren hard at play, popping firecrackers. He exhaled
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softly, turning away from the window, but still he stood there motionless. In a moment, the pitter-patter of small
children’s footsteps resounded as they passed by the window, and then everything returned to silence.
Click. The electric light in the apartment suddenly flashed on.
Shun-fa blinked his eyes several times before seeing clearly that it was his wife who had come in. Every
evening it was the same old thing: “Auntie” Ch’en would return home from work, hastily throw her handbag onto
the bed, then busy herself in the kitchen cooking dinner. But tonight it was different: seeing Shun-fa standing
inertly in the darkness, not even bothering to turn on the light, she could not help feeling somewhat bewildered.
As she fastened her apron she questioned him:
“Old man, what’s the matter with you?”
“It’s nothing!” Shun-fa replied, suppressing his anger and annoyance.
“Well, then, why were you standing there looking dumb?” Auntie Ch’en, a bit puzzled, attempted to read his
facial expression.
“Isn’t tonight New Year’s Eve?”
“Certainly.”
“Don’t you miss anything?”
“Oh-ho! Do I miss anything? We’re too busy for that. All of the electric looms need to be remodeled; the six
manual looms belonging to our unit have just been refitted this afternoon.” As she spoke, she took out one by one
from the cupboard the various items and utensils she had bought only two days earlier for use on New Year’s.
“The new batch of synthetic fiber stockings are really beautiful, just as smooth and shiny as can be; it sure
makes me feel good looking at them.”
Once she got onto the topic of production it was like a rushing torrent; there was simply no stopping her. In
this respect, the fifty-six-year-old Auntie Ch’en was no different from all of the younger girls working down at the
factory. Usually while listening to his wife engage in this type of discourse, Shun-fa would nod his head in
agreement. At this moment, however, he glared at her in astonishment, thinking to himself”
“How is it she doesn’t share my own feelings at all?”
But gradually he began to understand: Shun-fa himself, during his long period of work preceding retirement,
used to be just the same as his wife—when talking about production he would chatter, unceasingly. In that period
of his life he could not have felt such a deep sense of loneliness as he experienced today. As his wife talked on
and on, he became a little impatient, and finally he blurted out:
“All right, all right! Go on about your business.” Auntie Ch’en, thus interrupted, muttered darkly to herself:
“I just don’t know what’s bothering this old man.”
She placed the New Year’s goods in a basket, which she carried off into the kitchen. Soon, there came from the
kitchen the sounds of frying food and clanging pots and pans.
Shun-fa sat down in a chair by the window, lit up a cigarette, and began to smoke slowly. Outside in the
chicken coop the old hen, undoubtedly feeling very comfortable in the balmy weather, stirred about clucking
loudly. Hearing this racket, Shun-fa suddenly shouted out angrily:
“What are you cackling about, you eggless old hen?”
“What did you say?” Just at that moment his wife came in carrying the dinner plate.
“Nothing, nothing. I was talking about the hen.”
“Just so long as you weren't talking about me, it's okay,” said his wife with a smile. “Come on, let’s get ready
to eat our New Year’s Eve meal.”
Shun-fa stood up and started wiping off the table. By the time his wife carried in the huo-kuo with boiling
broth in it and a blazing charcoal fire underneath, he had already set out the bowls and chopsticks. Thereupon, the
old couple sat down facing each other at the table and began drinking wine. From time to time, Shun-fa looked
toward the two empty sides of the dinner table, as if to say:
“If there were two more people sitting here with us, how lively it would be!”
But his wife did not understand him at all; on the contrary, she went right on speaking energetically about
factory matters. After eating their dinner, the old couple went to bed quite early.
Shun-fa could not get to sleep easily that night no matter what, and as it grew later and later, he could still hear
sounds of laughter emanating from the neighbors’ apartments. It was not until he heard the clock strike twelve that
he drifted into a fitful slumber.
The next morning, New Year’s Day, he was startled awake bright and early by the sound of popping firecrackers. When he got out of bed, his wife specially cooked him up a bowl of New Year’s rice-cake soup. He took no
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particular pleasure in eating this holiday fare. Just at that moment, there was a disorderly clattering of footsteps
out in the corridor, and someone was laughing and joking with Auntie Ch’en:
“Auntie! Happy New Year, a wealthy New Year—ha, ha! A prosperous New Year too!”
“You rascal! We're liberated now; who’d still talk about getting rich?”
“No more ‘wealthy New Year’? All right, then I’ll just kowtow before my Master’s wife.”
“Ai-ya! Why don’t you drop dead, silly!”
“Ho, ho, ho! Talking about life and death on New Year’s Day!”
“Ha, ha, ha.”
Master Shun-fa knew immediately upon hearing the voice that the man talking to his wife was his numberthree apprentice, Ah Fang. He thought to himself:
“He’s still the same old glib rogue.”
There was a sudden rapping at the door, and when he strode over and opened it, Shun-fa saw his number-one
apprentice, Chü-sheng, standing respectfully in the doorway. Behind Chü-sheng stood Ah Fang; behind Ah Fang
there were nearly ten young fellows. The smallest one of the group—perhaps only sixteen years old—had a very
round face, resembling a rice-dough dumpling. As soon as he saw them, Shun-fa said:
“What are you all just standing there for? Come in quickly and sit down!”
The crowd burst inside like a flood, and the chairs, benches, and the edge of the bed were all filled with
people. After Shun-fa sat down and Auntie Ch’en had poured tea all around, the number-one apprentice, Chüsheng, said with a smile:
“Master, we have come to pay our New Year’s respects to you.” Shun-fa laughed.
“I’m afraid I don’t deserve it.”
The young men’s animated conversation was generously punctuated with their affectionate and respectful
reference to their master. Chü-sheng was over thirty years old, but he was still very shy and rather inept at
conversation. Ah Fang, as always, became very well-mannered in the presence of the master. The number-five
apprentice, Ta-k’uei, was still a bit dense in his appearance.
Shun-fa had altogether eight apprentices, of whom three had come to pay respects this day. The rest of the
visitors were the apprentices of these three. Only the round-faced youngster was a stranger to the old master.
Shun-fa’s gaze fell on this youth, and he casually pointed toward him asking:
“Who is he? How is it I haven’t seen him before?”
The round-faced boy bashfully lowered his head.
“Master,’ replied Ah Fang as he nudged a young man in his twenties sitting next to him, “he’s apprentice Hsiao
Mao’s apprentice, newly arrived. We all call him ‘Little Dumpling!’”
Someone in the group chuckled but promptly stopped himself.
Shun-fa knew that Hsiao Mao was Chü-sheng’s apprentice. Ah Fang made a motion with his mouth toward
Shun-fa as he said to the round-faced youngster:
“Hey, ‘Little Dumpling,’ how should you properly address my master?” Ta-k’uei interjected:
“You ought to call him ‘Great Grandmaster.’”
‘Little Dumpling’ blushed crimson. He said to Shun-fa in a feeble voice:
“Uh, Great Grandmaster, my … my name is Hsiao T’ang-yüan.”
When everyone heard him take Ta-k’uei’s bait and actually say ‘Great Grandmaster,’ they could not help
bursting out laughing. Even Shun-fa laughed aloud.
Shun-fa glanced around, surveying the roomful of his apprentices and the younger workers. He could see in
the eyes of these lively young men a great respect and affection for himself. Gradually, his mood became more
relaxed, more open-hearted. A smile appeared on his face. Ah Fang inquired:
“Master, is your second apprentice still in Loyang at the tractor factory?”
“Now he’s made foreman,” Shun-fa said.
“Has he written you recently?”
“No. Probably he’s overworked with work.”
“How about your seventh apprentice, Ch’üan-ken?”
“He’s still at the Ch’ang-ch’un automobile plant. I received a letter from him just this past month.”
While Shun-fa spoke he stared unconsciously at his own hands, large and coarse and callused, hands that had
worked with the tools in a metal shop for more than forty years. It seemed as if he were asking himself:
“After all, how much experience have I already imparted to my apprentices?”
His thoughts strayed onto one of the passages in Ch’üan-ken’s letter:
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Master! You really don’t know how thankful I am to you right now. I think that even though you’ve retired, still
in every ton of steel, every tractor, every Liberation brand automobile our country produces, you have a share of the
credit!

Thinking about this passage, he felt a warm current flooding his heart, producing in him an indescribable joy.
“Master, what are you smiling about?” asked Ta-k’uei abruptly.
“Nothing, really, nothing at all. I just feel very happy.”
Yes, Shun-fa had become quite happy. The loneliness of the day before, which had depressed him to the core,
had dispersed like clouds in the wind, its whereabouts unknown. His face now bore a fresh and jolly expression,
and he was talking and laughing. He asked about everybody’s production and the situation of their lives. Hsiao
Mao spoke up:
“Last month Master Ah Fang improved the container pulley of the blast furnace conveyer, eliminating steelrolling accidents. He’s now been elevated to an Advanced Worker.”
“Oh! Ah Fang, that’s no small achievement!”
“Master, what I did doesn’t amount to much.”
As Shun-fa continued to praise Ah Fang, he could not help turning his head to gaze out the window. Outside,
the sunlight was bright and beautiful, and the sky was painted turquoise. Off in the distance atop the pitch-black
giant blast furnace, he could make out the conveyer pulley gliding upwards and downwards. Shun-fa nodded his
head, as if to say:
“Oh! I can see it. Excellent! You clever rogue, you!” Ah Fang looked away, hinting that he did not care much
about his achievement.
“Master, the lathe workers, fitters, and planers in our chief engineer’s shop recently held a work performance
competition.” Ta-k’uei always spoke with great energy, and as he was talking his chair creaked and groaned.
“Among the fitters, the most skilled was none other than our Master Chü-sheng. When it comes to fitting wedges
into grooves, he’s simply perfect. In handling a file, he has to be reckoned the best around; there’s no fitter in the
entire factory who can compare with him.”
“Ta-k’uei! Don’t … don’t talk nonsense!”
Chü-sheng’s usual modesty made him blush several shades of crimson. Ta-k’uei was not to be stopped.
“You’re as good as anyone can ever be with a file. And that’s the truth!”
“If that’s the case, then it’s because my Master has taught me well.”
While listening to this interchange, Shun-fa saw before him a mature, highly experienced Chü-sheng, but his
mind conjured up the image of a scene that had occurred seventeen years ago: fifteen-year-old Chü-sheng wearing
only a small and ragged cotton-padded jacket in the cold, dimly lit workshop, standing on tiptoes, wielding a file
as though he were pulling on an oar. He was filing a metal wedge. He was so small that he stood no more than a
head taller than the vise on the worktable; his hands were frozen like a steamed roll, all red and swollen. No
matter how hard he tried he simply could not keep the file steady and straight, so that the wedges he made were
all “big-bellied.” When Master Shun-fa saw it, he curled his right forefinger and middle finger into a small fist the
shape of a chestnut. He rapped little Chü-sheng soundly on the head, admonishing him:
“Idiot! You ought to be spanked, so stupid! How many times have I told you—you must keep the file level and
steady. Look at the way you're doing it, rolling from side to side like pulling on a sampan oar—hmph! What a
good-for-nothing you are! Now look, you have to do it like this, see?”
At the same time that he was scolding him, Shun-fa took the file himself and worked to correct Chü-sheng’s
error until it came out properly. However, little Chü-sheng was crying, using his finger to wipe his runny nose,
ice-cold tears falling from the corners of his eyes, which were so full of the innocence of youth. At this point,
Master Shun-fa’s attitude softened, and he sighed as he said:
“Ai! Child, if you don’t become proficient at a trade, you’re going to starve to death in the future; no one will
give you a job—you must learn, learn for all you’re worth!”
Thereupon, little Chü-sheng once again began to file away in the very same “oar-pulling” manner.
Yes, indeed, this had happened seventeen years ago. Now, as Shun-fa gazed at the Chü-sheng who had become
a skilled professional, his heart was filled with inexpressible emotion; he even began to reproach himself for
having been too stern in those early years of Chü-sheng’s apprenticeship.
“Do you still remember? In the beginning of your apprenticeship, I … ai! … I hit you so many times!”
Much touched, Chü-sheng strode over to Shun-fa and said with the affection of a son for a father:
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“Master! I understand you perfectly now, why you scolded me so harshly, why you hit me with your knuckles.
You did it for my own good; if you hadn’t been so strict, I’d never be able to use the file as well as I do today.”
Chü-sheng’s words warmed Shun-fa’s old heart. The old master worker was too overwhelmed to smile; only
warm tears trickled down his wrinkled cheeks.
“Master, what’s wrong?” asked Ah Fang. Hsiao Mao and “Little Dumpling” were also deeply moved; all the
young men in the room were equally affected. They could sense in their hearts the old man’s love for them—the
noble and lofty class love felt by the older workers for the new generation.
“I … I’m so very happy!” Shun-fa held Chü-sheng’s hand tightly as he spoke, feeling that he was the luckiest
man in the whole world.
The golden rays of the sun reached through the window and shone on Shun-fa’s gleaming bald head, his rosy
cheeks, and his thick grey eyebrows; he was the very picture of honesty and kindness. In the eyes of the young
workers there, he became a strong and beautifully sculptured idol. A cool, fresh gust of wind blew into the room,
causing a small, dark-green potted evergreen plant to quiver; like Shun-fa, it appeared lively and vibrant. Ah-fang
spoke out suddenly:
“Oh, no! We've totally ignored our hostess!”
“I’m coming! I was making dumplings for all of you!”
Auntie Ch’en was just on her way into the room carrying a tray on which were placed some ten bowls of
steaming hot dumplings. She went around giving each a bowl, laughing and saying:
“Let’s eat dumplings on New Year’s, and may we be reunited every year as we are today.” Hsiao Mao joked:
“Oh! They’re all ‘Little Dumplings’!” Everyone in the room laughed.
After eating the dumplings the young workers took their leave. Just before, departing they requested that if it
were not too troublesome for Master Shun-fa, they would like to come to him for guidance whenever they ran into
complex problems in production at the factory. Shun-fa assured them that he would be most happy and not in the
least put out. Shun-fa saw them out himself, walking them clear out to the main road. It was not until the young
men rode off on their bicycles or boarded the buses—just like a flock of sparrows dispersing in all directions—
that Shun-fa turned around and strolled back, feeling very happy all the way home.
A happy man finds interest in everything. Shun-fa was just passing by the gate of the Lis’ house when he saw
inside the courtyard two ducks thrusting out their rear ends, flapping their wings to fly, and quack, quack,
quacking noisily. He thought to himself:
“Ah, how large the ducklings hatched by our old barren hen have grown!”
Nearing his own gate he noticed his neighbor, Mr. Wang, his grandson in his arms, emerge smiling and
chuckling from his duck- pen, where he had just picked up a large duck egg. Old Mr. Wang was playing with the
child and saying:
“Look! A large duck egg, how wonderful!”
“Congratulations to you, Mr. Wang!” called out Shun-fa with a smile.
“Oh, it’s you! Take a look, the two duck eggs I got not too long ago have now produced eggs of their own!”
replied Mr. Wang.
Shun-fa opened the door and went into his apartment, but seeing that his wife was in the kitchen washing
dishes, he turned into the living room. The clock on the chest of drawers was just striking ten. The apartment had
returned, to its former quiet and lonely state; there was only the clock ticking in regular motion.
Shun-fa stood before the window, lit a cigarette, and smoked slowly. His gaze once again fell upon the solitary
small pine tree outside, yet this time he felt that the pine tree seemed suddenly to have grown a great deal taller.
He looked at its surroundings, and he was slightly dumbstruck: that pine tree was not standing all alone after all,
for it was included in the composition of a beautiful panoramic work of art. In the pine’s background, weren’t
there the distant outlines of brand-new apartment buildings? Wasn’t there also the tall furnace as well as the hotblast furnace and the factory itself, with its roofline rising and falling against the sky?
He once again saw in the courtyard the old hen come clucking along with head bobbing. Presently, the old hen
passed in front of the window, tilted her head, blinking her round eyes. She then gave out two prolonged cluckcluck cries, as if to say:
“I’m going to lay an egg!”
Strange to say, Shun-fa could not help laughing.
“Oh, if you don’t lay an egg, it really doesn’t matter.” As he spoke, his wife entered the room carrying a wash
basin, and she asked in disbelief:
“Old man! What nonsense are you spouting now?”
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“Nothing, nothing, I was talking about the hen.” Auntie Ch'en breathed a sigh.
“Ai! I really don’t know what’s the matter with you.”
“Haven’t you seen it? Our family’s ducks have all grown up.”
“The ducks belong to other families, not to ‘our family.’”
This time, Shun-fa simply did not care to reply.
74.1 Bewildered\fn{by Tzu Yü aka Fu Yü (1929- )} Hopei Province, China (M) 12
The more you knew about the forewoman—realizing she meant well in whatever she did—the more confused
you became as to what to say. This was a feeling that I had more than once.
No longer trying to hide the scar caused by scalding sulfuric acid, the forewoman gestured with her hand,
asking:
“What’s wrong with being a secretary to the boss?”
Then, bending her fingers one by one, she counted off the advantages: first, good pay; second, not much work
to do. What’s more, being a staffer with a red identification badge was at least more eye-catching than being a
worker identified by a green badge.
Her eyes stared brightly at me, seeming to say once again: A hell of a college student you are!
As things now stood, if I didn’t come up with an explanation, she would never leave it at that. Looking over
my shoulder, I saw that all those who were sitting at the same table with me had put on an unconcerned look, so I
was compelled to say:
“But … but I don’t like that boss!”
As if she were talking to an innocent yet wayward child, she crinkled her eyes, saying in a cajoling tone:
“Yet the boss likes you, doesn’t he?”
Deliberately scratching my head, I looked over my shoulder at my fellow workers and said, “But I like all of
you!”
I would never have thought that the ten people around our table, led by the two of them as if they had it all
planned beforehand, would cry out in unison:
“But we’ve no use for you!”
The cry was followed by a burst of laughter, so boisterous that you could see Ah Hsiu\fn{ A note reads: The “Ah” in
“Ah Hsiu,” as elsewhere in the names appearing in this story, is but a prefix of endearment and can be added freely to any part of the
usually three-character Chinese name.} stamping her feet intermittently and Ah Ch’un pommeling her stomach and con-

vulsively leaning against Ah Hsiang’s arm. The eyes of the over one hundred people in the spacious workroom
seemed to be turned in our direction. The floor boss, more than any of the others, gave us a hard look. Seeing that
the forewoman’s face stiffened, I quickly turned away, sat down, and clenching my teeth, began to work again on
the copper wires before me.
My fellow workers must have seen the forewoman’s stare, for they immediately broke off laughing; Ah Hsiu,
who sat opposite me, kept her head bowed and her thick lips tightly closed, though her eyes kept darting around.
Some moments passed, yet the forewoman still stood there. Moreover, putting one hand on the table to support
her weight, thus elbowing Ah Hsiu aside, she even bent over, saying softly to me:
“If you don’t want to take that job, nobody’ll force you. As a matter of fact, I would also like you to stay where
you are.”
This time there was no mistaking Ah Hsiu’s being the instigator of the shout that exploded from our group:
“Oh my!”
They exclaimed so loudly that the workers at the other tables again turned to look; the forewoman straightened
abruptly, angrily clenched her teeth as her hand tightened into a fist. Then, as I turned again to look, she cautiously jerked aside to prevent colliding into me; but in the very act of doing so, she inadvertently kicked me on
the leg. It was, however, a kick not followed by an apology, but by an accusing voice:
“All this is at your instigation! Don’t forget the time when you first came here!”
The time when I first came! So what? However, before I could turn to face her again, she had sauntered away,
and all I could see were those fellow workers of mine nodding their heads in my direction in a giggling fit.
*
The time when I first came! So what? Who would dare say it was because of my hair that I was able to sneak
into this place?
I had graduated in late June. Though I passed the exam for becoming a reserve officer, I was notified that I had
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to wait for the second induction which meant I could report for duty only after Double-Tenth Day.\fn{ A note reads:
October 10, the national holiday celebrating the anniversary of the founding of the Republic of China .} Then I saw an advertisement
in the newspaper that there was an opening at an electronic appliances factory for students who were willing to
work there on a part-time basis.
One morning toward the end of June, at a little past eight, I found my way to the main entrance of the factory
and was then directed to the personnel office where many applicants had already lined up to await their turn for
what seemed to be an interview. When, after a long wait, I finally found myself standing face to face with the girl
in charge, she stared at my hair, and pointed a finger at a written reminder plastered on the wall:

No long-haired men need apply!
Though I wanted to tell her that I had just passed inspection by our school’s military instructor, I could see that
any explanation would be useless as she had already impatiently motioned me not to stand in the way of those
behind me. As I turned to go, I heard her say:
“As if he looks like a worker!”
On the street corner I located a barbershop, where I was told a haircut would cost me forty dollars. I told the
barber I had only thirty dollars in my pocket and he consented giving me a thirty-dollar haircut. In less than twenty minutes, with a crown freshly trimmed at the cost of thirty dollars, I returned to the personnel office. To my
dismay, more applicants seemed to have gathered there. I had to stand in line again before I finally came before
the girl behind the desk. The first question she put to me was:
“A graduate?”
I nodded, whereupon she again lifted her hand and pointed to another written reminder on the wall:

Work-study students are acceptable, but not graduates.
This time, however, I stood bolt upright, determined not to give way to those standing behind me. Then, lifting
my hand, I directed her eyes to my hair.
First, a long stare; then, as if suddenly remembering, her mouth twitched as she asked:
“Got a student ID card?”
According to our school rules a graduate must turn in his student ID card in exchange for his diploma but since
I had not as yet been notified that my diploma was available, I was still in possession of my ID card, so I nodded.
She still hesitated for quite some time before she grudgingly shoved an assembler’s application form towards me,
repeating her admonishment:
“Don’t put down that you’re a graduate!”
She listened to my thanks with a slight twitch of her mouth.
*
“Does it hurt?”
“Uh, not so bad. No bones broken.”
“She was real mad.”
“Huh, this wouldn’t have happened if you and the other girls hadn’t oh’ed so loud.”
“Honestly, why don’t you want to be a secretary?”
“Hey, be honest!”
Ah Hsiu asked in a low voice, her head bent over as both her hands continued busily with her work. Though I
did not stop working and also answered with my head bent low, I had already noticed that the other girls, includeing Ah Ch’un who sat beside me, Ah Hsiang who sat opposite Ah Ch’un, and the two who also sat on my side,
were all ears despite the fact that their hands seemed even busier as they listened. Ah Hsiu said:
“It's quite rare for the boss to make his rounds here. It’s also rare for him to have taken a fancy to you. He just
doesn’t want to overlook any hidden talents. Why don’t you go?”Looking up from my work, I asked:
“Do you think I’m something of a talent?”
She lifted her head, looked to one side and rolled her eyes as she sighed:
“Well, I say I don’t know.”
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Possibly because she had studied in the public high school, Ah Hsiu had a knack for turning a phrase. Lately,
she had particularly been fond of mimicking the way I spoke. Looking directly at her, I asked:
“Do you really want to know why I’m not interested in being a secretary?”
Though the girls around us all turned their faces towards me, wanting to hear what I was going to say, Ah Hsiu
deliberately turned her eyes away, as though she had already guessed what was coming.
“Well, to tell the truth, I can’t bear to part with Ah Hsiu!”
Though I was already on guard as I said this I still received a kick under the table from Ah Hsiu. Everyone
laughed as she gritted her teeth-while I impulsively looked up, boldly declaring:
“Ah Hsiu has better manners than our forewoman. She knows enough to kick a man with her shoes off!”
As laughter burst out again, Ah Hsiu cried: “So!” as she forcefully kicked me under the table with her heavy
wooden sandal. Though she missed me I still let out a low cry:
“Ouch! This time you’ve really broken my leg!”
My cry wasn’t that loud, yet it drew the attention of the forewoman, from the other side of the room. She came
over behind me, saying:
“This time I’m sure it’s you who started the racket, are you still going to shift the blame?”
I looked over my shoulder briefly and said:
“So? You kicked me, nearly breaking my leg, and you won’t even allow me to cry out!”
“I kicked you? When did I do that?”
“Now, here’s someone who kicks a person and denies it.” Ah Hsiu saw the chance to put in a word:
“Our forewoman’s kick was really a good job done on our behalf. A good job, I say.”
This small group around me all lifted their faces, laughing. The laughter was so infectious that our forewoman
also began to laugh. Her laugh was truly engaging like a child’s. She laughingly said:
“O.K.! Let me treat you later, our college student. But you must work overtime today!”
“Why?” I asked.
As if dealing with a naïve child, she shook her head:
“If you don’t work overtime, when will I be able to treat you?”
Ah Hsiu was itching to get a word in edgewise, but I stared her down, as I said:
“Then you mean Ah Hsiu, Ah Hsiang, Ah Ch’un, and … you mean all of us have to work overtime, don't
you?”
As everyone shouted “Bravo!”, the forewoman angrily stamped her foot, declaring:
“You’re really clever at granting favors on behalf of others. Is this all you learned in college?” After she had
sauntered away, Ah Ch'un said:
“Our forewoman is certainly very happy these days! She seems to like treating us!” Lifting her head, Ah Hsiu
said:
“You bet! She’s going to be engaged so of course she’s happy.”
“Is she spending all her earnings entertaining others?” Ah Ch’un asked.
“How could that be! She earns more than we do so how can you compare her with us?” Ah Hsiu declared.
I wanted to say: how about me? I earned less than all these girls, and didn’t even look like a worker.
*
The day I came to register, after filling out the form, I was told to sit and wait. Having seated myself, I glanced
at the wall and read the many kinds of information that were posted there. Below the characters which said Let’s
Serve Our Country as Producers was a big chart detailing the pay-scale in this establishment.
The chart stated that by working eight hours a day a worker could earn 1,500 dollars a month in local currency;
on workdays he would also be entitled to a ten-dollar per diem for transportation and meals. Furthermore, if a
worker had worked a full month without any absences, late arrivals and early departures, he would be entitled to a
400 dollar bonus. All in all, a worker’s total income could come to something like 2,100 dollars a month, exclusive of overtime.
After waiting for more than half an hour, a man came to pick up the filled-out forms and asked all the applicants to follow him to another room for a physical checkup, which, as it turned out, was centered on the examination of the applicant’s eyesight. The device provided for that purpose, however, was but a sheet of paper in the
form of a grid and inside each square were printed minute lines and dots in various colors and shapes. All the
applicant had to do was to distinguish these lines and dots. As there was nothing wrong with my vision, I was told
to report before eight the following morning.
It was already past eleven when all of us applicants left the personnel office and were out on the street again.
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Since all the money I had with me had gone into the haircut, I had to walk all the way back from Hsintien to
Taipei. It was exactly one o’clock when I reached home.
All along the way, I pondered. I was going to earn 2,100-odd dollars monthly though I still had no idea as to
what an assembler was supposed to do. I calculated, going back and forth to work would cost me four bus tickets,
so there went the ten-dollar per diem.
At mealtime my younger brother teased me about my hair. Mama told me to go again and get it tidied up but I
said:
“This will make me look more like a worker!”
*
Ah Hsiu, her head bowed, cast a sidelong glance at me and asked:
“Will you be there on our forewoman’s engagement day?”
“Well, don’t know if I can make it.”
“Why, didn’t you say you wouldn’t leave until after Double-Tenth Day? Their betrothal is scheduled right on
that day.”
“But I’ve got to quit on the seventh or eighth!”
“What difference does it make? You can come on that day. Better bring your girl friend along so we can take a
look at her.”
I looked at her, wondering what to say.
“If you’re not there, she’ll take it to heart. Don’t you know that?”
“No, I don’t. Quit this nonsense, will you?”
“I’m serious! She may seem to be extra tough on you, but she really likes you. Didn’t you see, just a moment
ago, how happy she was when she said you were a qualified secretary?” I mumbled to myself:
“Oh, then I’m truly sorry!”
“But she also said she didn’t know how to handle you.”
“It’s me who doesn’t know how to handle you!”
“What’s wrong with me? Huh, I’ve always known you college students—”
“College students? Me? I’ve already graduated. I’m now an assembler. Don’t forget I’ve done much more of
this work than you.”
“Who wants to compare with you in such matters? As if you’re not doing that to ingratiate yourself with our
forewoman?”
Noting that I remained silent, she didn’t say anything more. But after a few moments, she again continued to
ask in a whisper:
“What do you make of the pair? They’ve only had three or four dates, yet they’re now going to be engaged!”
“How many times would you like them to have dated?”
“I think they should get to know each other more. The day before yesterday she even said the guy was a
numbskull, stupid as a log.”
“Stupid? So stupid as to be a building contractor? How could a numbskull direct so big a group of workers?
He’s also the right age for her, five years older, isn’t he?”
“It’s just because you had said such things in his favor that she agreed to be engaged.”
“Nonsense! Why should she listen to me? I simply told her not to look down on a person who looks stupid.
When I first came, didn’t she say I was stupid.”
“When did she ever say you were stupid? She merely thought you were always cracking jokes so that those
around your table never stopped laughing.”
*
On second thought, what Ah Hsiu said was right. The first thing our forewoman had said to me was to tell me
not to talk.. Her face was very fierce; I would never forget the first few days I was here.
The next day I rose early and left home at half past six to wait for the bus at the South Gate Market bus stop,
where I had quite a struggle getting on the bus. It was seven thirty when I finally reached the entrance of the company.
The personnel office was my first stop. Somewhere after eight a sort of orientation started, which was actually
nothing but the filling-in of various forms. Then a man came along, who talked about the plant built by this
industrial corporation and about its products. According to him, the electronic parts produced by this corporation
in Taiwan accounted for seventy per cent of such products in the whole world. This really surprised us.
When it was still short of ten, each of us was given a temporary pass and taken to the main entrance of the
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estabishment to learn how to punch the card recording our arrivals and departures. Then we, a group of more than
fifty, were divided into two sections, each led by some staffers into the workroom.
This workroom struck me as unusually large, for it could seat 200-odd persons. It was bright enough and was
also air-conditioned.
The work assigned to our group was seemingly easy and simple. All we had to do was to pull and straighten
the copper wires left hanging from already-soldered parts such as condensers or interrupters. At the same time we
had to pick out the disqualified parts.
The condensers or interrupters were smaller than a peanut and the copper wires left hanging from them were
but a little longer than an inch. Thus it was easy and simple to pull at them and knead them into shape. The socalled disqualified parts were those whose copper wires were not firmly soldered or were broken. However, after
a demonstration by the forewoman, she said:
“To meet the standard you must straighten 13,000 of these a day!”
The high school student beside me couldn’t help blurting out: “13,000! So many?”
Pointing to the girls ata nearby table, the forewoman said: “They can straighten anywhere between 16,000 and
17,000 a day!”
I put on the cotton gloves, sat on an iron stool before a large wooden work-table, and tried to learn the trade.
The spare parts were sent to us in big iron boxes. We straightened and counted them, then put them into separate
cardboard boxes.
After one hour of non-stop work, I found that I had finished only a little more than 600, while the high school
student sitting beside me had not even achieved 400. We both were a long way off from the minimum amount of
work required of us.
There were more than ten of us at the table, all students working part time, all boys, whether from colleges, junior colleges, senior or junior high schools. Although we were all quiet during the first few days, when we
became practiced enough to meet the requirement and began to know each other better, our conversation became
less and less restrained.
In less than a week I became the first one to meet. the requirement. Though the pulling job made my fingers
blister and hurt so badly that for several nights I could hardly fall asleep, I nevertheless got the hang of it. I then
taught the high school student sitting beside me how to keep working non-stop, alternating the use of his hands in
picking up the parts and pulling at the wires. When I saw that he was working more smoothly, I then began to talk
with him, and he told me he had come alone to Taipei from Hsinchu and found this job, because, on the one hand,
he was angry with his family and, on the other, he wanted to make enough money during this summer vacation to
buy a guitar. Having someone to talk to, he gradually lost his look of dejection.
As most of us became skillful enough to almost meet the required standard, we became more relaxed. We chatted and cracked dirty jokes; and at the same time, our laughter also became louder and louder.
This group of which I was a member never addressed each other by name although we all wore identification
badges. We called each other simply by the school each was from, for example, “Taita,” “Tamkang” or
“Chunghua.” The name I went by was “The Graduate,” because several of them had seen the movie by this name.
As time went by, our conversation and laughter got louder and louder, so people at the other tables frequently
turned to look at us.
Time and again the forewoman would walk over and tell us to stop laughing and talking so loudly.
After several admonishments, we gradually became smart. We kept our hands busy, heads bowed, and never
looked at each other while talking. If someone broke out into a fit of irresistible laughter, he would suppress it immediately, pretending nothing had happened. Thus when the forewoman came over, she would not be able to see
which of us had laughed, while the real culprit would even pretend to be startled, following her gaze in search of
the perpetrator of the crime, gleefully watching her embarrassment.
One day the forewoman came up behind me, calling out:
“You, college graduate! So this is what you learn at college, eh?”
Assuming an innocent look, I turned to face her and pretended that I was confused by what she said. She stared
at me as she continued:
“I saw it already. It’s you who lead them in talking and laughing. And you still pretend to be innocent!”
It just happened that I was truly innocent that time and had not been the one to begin anything. Simmering
with anger, I sprang up, but as I turned to face her, she drew back, startled. I don’t know what changed my mind at
that moment, but instead of venting my anger I bowed and said in a subdued voice:
“Yes, Forewoman! Next time I won’t talk, nor laugh.”
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Obviously caught by surprise, her mouth opened but seemed unable to say anything. For quite a while she just
stood there staring at me. I turned and seated myself, pulling up the iron stool as I hurriedly continued to work
with the copper wires.
Some moments went by before I heard her say in a low voice.
“As a matter of fact, there’s nothing wrong with your talking but take care to keep your voices down and don’t
laugh so loud. When you raise your voices, the floor-boss will be displeased and will scold me.”
Everybody was silent as they seemed to be busily working. It was only after she had walked away that
someone laughed softly and that “Tamkang” stuck his thumb up at me.
“I felt badly and didn’t quite know what was wrong with me. It was certainly not because I pitied her that I had
acted so submissively, nor was it because she was so forbidding.
After that there was a long interval during which she did not say anything to me, nor did I ever address her;
until one day when she seemed bent on picking on the high school student.
*
“Guess what our forewoman will wear on her engagement day?”
Looking at Ah Hsiu, I just shook my head.
“I guess she’ll certainly not wear slacks nor a short skirt.” I just let her go on talking.
“Do you know why I say she won’t put on a short skirt? Because you once said she didn’t look good in a short
skirt. She really listens to you!”
“When did I say that?”
“Not explicitly, but she told me long ago that one day when she showed up in a short skirt, you sort of
frowned, as if you needed to say anything else!”
“That’s not true!”
I really did think these girls were too fond of buying clothes, as if they were willing to spend all their earnings
dolling themselves up. For instance, when they bought slacks they would even do so by the dozen. But when you
lunched with them, they were all penny-pinchers, and you’d think they would settle for a bowl of plain rice.
Before I could figure out what the forewoman would look like in a short skirt, Ah Hsiu again asked peculiarly:
“How come men’s shoes are so expensive? A single pair would cost 600 dollars and up!”
“Cheaper shoes are also available.”
“Our forewoman said she has to buy a business suit and a pair of shoes for her fiance to wear on the
engagement day. But just think, a single pair of shoes would cost 600 dollars and up! She said that was really
frightening!”
“So? But isn’t a suit even more expensive?”
“Well, that can’t be helped.”
“I see. So someday when Ah Hsiu goes through matchmaking, she must first make sure if a pair of shoes is
necessary for the engagement day. If the answer is yes, she’d better call it quits.”
Ah Hsiu, to my amusement, looked me straight in the face with a deep frown. For fear that she’d take my
words seriously, I hastily added:
“No, no, I was just joking.”
“I knew you were teasing me.”
With that she again tried to kick me under the table, this time however, with her bare foot. When she succeeded
in kicking my leg, she laughed ever so happily.
*
Almost a month had passed, yet the high school student sitting beside me still failed to meet the minimum
demand of the job. First of all, he overtaxed his physical strength. Then he had other worries. He and five other
boys his own age shared a rented room in a private home, and it was so cramped that there was only room enough
for each of them to stretch out at bedtime. To make matters worse, all of them were fun-loving youngsters who
would not return to the room until midnight. In hot weather he could hardly ever fall asleep until the early
morning hours, so that was why he often yawned continuously as soon as he began working, and could not remain
in his seat for an hour without getting up to walk around on the pretext of going to the toilet.
When the forewoman came over and couldn’t find out who was responsible for talking and laughing loudly,
she would often take it out on the high school student, accusing him of lazying on the job.
Several of us who were speedier workers would then pass our excess amount of work on to the high school
student. The forewoman soon found this out, and said it would not do, declaring:
“This way he’ll never be able to qualify as a competent worker. And the establishment will always suffer a
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loss!”
The word “loss” rang unpleasantly on the ear. I was just about to tell her that he was but a second-year high
school youngster and that it was already good enough that he knew how to earn money by working, when she,
looking directly at me, snapped:
“You don’t have to say anything, I already know. You want to say he’s still young. Let me tell you this: when I
was his age, I was already a ‘teetotal worker.’”
Though I had no idea what a “teetotal worker” was, I nevertheless asked:
“You said the establishment would suffer a loss. What loss? We’ve all met the requirement.”
“Of course it’s a loss! If he could bring off 2,000 extra pieces more than what he does now, wouldn’t our
establishment be receiving the extra income from those 2,000 extra pieces?”
The word “income” was accentuated too. I wanted to say something but did not know how to say it. So I
temporized:
“Okay, okay. You’re right!” Resentfully, she said:
“Of course I’m right! It’s a waste that you’ve read so many books! You’re all the same, you work-study
students we take on each summer!”
After she moved away, all we could do was to shake our heads.
After a while, Tamkang asked me in a whisper.
“How old do you think she is? It seems she must have been a worker for at least ten years. She’s real sharptongued, though we must give her credit for being so loyal to the establishment.”
I smiled, unable to say anything.
*
I didn’t know when the forewoman came to stand behind me. She said in a low whisper:
“Don’t forget you’re going to work overtime today.”
Though slightly startled, I kept my hands busy as usual and answered without lifting my head:
“Since it’s your wish, forewoman, how dare I say no?”
“You!”
I hastily moved to dodge the blow, never knowing how heavy it could be but I did not succeed. Ah Hsiu
laughed. Tbough it wasn’t that heavy, I still made belief that I was hurt and twisted up my mouth. The forewoman, apparently unconcerned, asked:
“How about a long overtime today?”
This time I emphatically said no. She then asked:
“Do you have a date with your girl friend?”
“What date? I’m tired. I’ll just go back, take a bath and get into bed. A whole day of sitting makes my sides
sore.”
“Do you bathe yourself everyday?”
Before I could say yes or no I suddenly caught sight of Ah Hsiu making a face at the forewoman, so I turned to
look. The forewoman stamped her foot and turning her face away, she strode off. We could see the other side of
her face was very red. After she had gone further away, Ah Hsiu exclaimed:
“What a question! No sense of shame!”
Ah Ch’un and Ah Hsiang also laughingly agreed with Ah Hsiu’s observation. I said:
“What’s wrong with asking if someone takes daily baths?” Snorting impatiently, the girls declared:
“You’re always taking her side!”
*
It was true that I had said many things in favor of the forewoman; but it was only after she had shown a
different kind of concern for the high school student.
One day when it was about time to quit work, the forewoman came to pick on the high school student again.
She accused him of not having picked out many of the disqualified pieces. Unexpectedly, the student vented his
frustrated anger by bawling:
“If you think there are disqualified ones, you pick them out!” He bawled so loudly that all of us were stupified
and for a while no one could think of a way to smooth over the situation, just sat staring at the forewoman. What
surprised us even more was that, instead of losing her temper, she simply sighed:
“All right, I’ll pick them out for you.”
Whereupon she emptied onto the table all those condensers that had been put into the cardboard box, and
standing beside him, she bent over to carefully pick out all those disqualified pieces, while replacing the qualified
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ones into the box again. Then she said:
“I’ve picked them out for you, is that all right now?” She straightened up, then patted him on the head, saying:
“I also have a kid brother about your age, but lazier than you. He gets me angry every time I see him. If one
does well in school, there wouldn’t be any need to come and work here.”
No sooner had she said this than she started to saunter off. I urged the student to thank “Big Sister” right away
and he actually called out:
“Thank you, Big Sister!”
When I turned around, she was already some distance away from us, but hearing his call, she stopped, turned
back and smiled at him. Her smile was so beautiful, as unaffected as a child’s.
Tamkang also looked up from his work, then said softly:
“Her smile seems to take years off her. Although she’s fierce, she still has a kind heart!”
In the ensuing talk among us, we all agreed that from now on we should find ways to make the forewoman
smile, not make her angry any more. After that episode, we gradually became less mischievous; at least all of us
had learned to lower our voices and laugh less boisterously. This was also because we were aware that it was
nearing the end of summer vacation and there weren’t many more workdays to go.
*
Ah Hsiu said:
“Why won’t you accept a long overtime? It’s only one hour more.”
I didn’t answer, just kept on counting the parts.
“A long overtime is really something; we can get off together. You haven’t yet heard Ah Ch’un sing When the
Grapes are Ripe. She sings it much better than the songstress Chen Lan-li.”
I glanced at Ah Ch’un, who told me not to believe such nonsense.
“I don’t suppose you see your girl friend every day. So what difference does it make if you delay going home
by just one hour? Besides, we could have supper together or ask our forewoman to treat us.”
“Why doesn’t Ah Hsiu treat us?”
“Okay, I will. You promise you’ll work a long overtime?”
“Nope.”
“Why? Only when you work a long overtime can we hear all about the dates our forewoman has with her boy
friend. Why won’t you stay overtime?”
I said somewhat impatiently:
“I just don’t want the establishment making too much profit.”
Though Ah Hsiu uttered a startled “what!” she only shook her head. After a few minutes, she again asked:
“Honest, is your girl friend attractive?”
“Not as attractive as you, Ah Hsiu.”
“Come on, none of that nonsense. Is she as attractive as our forewoman?”
I looked up, very much tempted to laugh; but on second thought, I said:
“Well, they’re about the same.”
“As dark-skinned as she is?”
“Even darker!”
Ah Ch’un, broke in: “Now I know! You prefer darker ones!” I looked sideways at Ah Ch’un as I said:
“So you’re disappointed, aren’t you?”
There was some laughter and Ah Ch’un, lowered her head in embarrassment.
*
It was really quite some time before we could tell how old our forewoman was. She wasn’t tall, but well built.
She could easily lift up a large box of parts. Her hair was cropped short; her small oval face was maybe a shade
too dark, yet clear complexioned and attractive. When her eyes were not glaring, they weren’t fiercely bright. Her
right hand had been burnt by sulfuric acid a long time ago so she liked to wear long-sleeve blouses to cover up the
large scar. If her face wasn’t so stiff, she would be quite appealing especially when she smiled: but she always
kept her expression tight and hard as if she were going to find fault with everyone.
Summer vacation was soon over; a number of schools had already re-opened and even though some schools
were still closed, most of the work-study students had already quit their jobs. By the end of August, not many of
us were left. The establishment, of course continued taking on new workers so that our table was still fully occupied.
One day, when I went to have lunch at one of the food stand by the entrance of the factory, I met the forewo-
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man, so we sat together. As we ate, she suddenly said:
“You should work overtime.”
Without waiting for me to answer, she went on to explain that there were long and short overtimes; the long
overtime was two extra hours of work while the short one was just one extra hour. However, if one took the long
overtime, one had a ten-minute supper break after the day’s work was over; on the other hand, if one took the
short overtime, one must keep on working without a break.
Then I asked her why I should work overtime. She said judging from my performance during the day, I could
go beyond the required amount of work by at least one to two thousand pieces, or even three to four thousand.
Wasn’t that all for nothing? Then she said, if I worked overtime, whether for one or two hours, all I had to do was
just a little more, and I could count in the extra amount of work I had achieved during the day as a part of the
required amount for the overtime.
I thought if I stayed one hour longer at work, there might not be such a long waiting line at the bus stop; so a
short overtime would be all right for me. However, since I ate my lunch before noon, I would already be hungry
by the time I began working overtime as there would be no supper break.
The forewoman laughingly said:
“You’re really stupid! I work the long overtime every day. Naturally I bring food with me, so would I let you
go hungry?”
I said I didn’t know where to eat my supper because the rule said we were not permitted to eat in the workroom.
“Did it never occur to you to eat in the washroom?”
When she saw me shaking my head, she looked at me as if I were indeed a numbskull.
“You won’t be the only one eating there. They’re all workers so what’re you afraid of? You’re just like them.”
I thought I should be like the other workers, so I agreed to her proposal. I never expected her to say “Thank
you!”
The following day, I began a short overtime. She didn’t say anything but brought me two fried turnip cakes,
and urged me to hurry to the washroom and eat them while they were still hot. When I returned, she again asked
me:
“Were they good?”
I nodded, and she continued in a low voice: “It’s on me this time.” Not allowing me to argue, she quickly
ordered me: “Move over and sit with us.”
I sat opposite Ah Hsiu. The big room was empty except for a few teams of workers. When I saw all of them
not as busy as they were in the daytime, I also slowed down. At least I could relax and listen to their talk and get
to know them better.
The following morning when I came to work, I automatically went over to sit opposite Ah Hsiu. The girls
smiled, seeming to think it was quite natural. From then on. I continued with this seating arrangement, and also
frequently worked a short overtime.
One hour’s extra work in the evening really was much more relaxing than daytime work. Not only were my
hands so less busy, I could also listen and join in their chattering, thus I felt so much happier.
For instance, I quickly learned that our forewoman had begun working as soon as she had finished gradeschool. Her hand had been burnt while working at a plant that manufactured batteries. She had come to work at
this establishment four or five years ago and had been forewoman for the last two years.
The forewoman, Ah Hsiu said, had worked for ten solid years. This really surprised me, for based on this
calculation, she shou1d be my age and I had thought she was at least four or five years my senior. Not until I had
moved over to my new seat did I know that our forewoman was also a copper-wire puller like us. However, she
was a fast worker so she could take time out to help people at the two tables with claiming and returning the spare
parts. She also counted the returned parts, and kept records of the workers who handled them, filling in a variety
of forms. I also came to know that these girls, particularly the forewoman, not only worked long overtimes every
day but even came on Sundays and other holidays for at least a half day’s overtime. I once asked:
“Do you need to earn so much money?” An Hsiu answered:
“It’s better to work here than stay at home with nothing to do.” I asked the forewoman:
“You’ve worked so many years, you must have saved a lot of money?”
She shook her head. I asked her where her money had gone to. She said, indifferently:
“Into clothing. And the rest all goes to keep the family going.” Then she casually commented that this was all
because the wages were so low. However, as if to correct herself, she said quite seriously:
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“Actually we can’t say the wages are low. They’ve paid us well here. There are those who have been forewomen for two years already and only make less than 3,000 dollars a month.”
*
Ever since I had moved over to sit with them, the hottest topic of conversation was the forewoman's coming
engagement.
One day toward the end of August, the forewoman’s sister-in-law accompanied her on a date to meet her prospective groom. I had learned this from Ah Hsiu the first evening I had had a short overtime. Ah Hsiu told me
precipitately that the meeting took place at a coffee shop downstairs of a movie house, and that before the forewoman had finished a glass of orange juice the marriage deal had been clinched. When the forewoman overheard
this she immediately berated Ah Hsiu for being a tattletale. She was so furious it seemed as if she would clobber
Ah Hsiu to death. But in a little while when her anger had subsided, she herself began to tell us all about it.
The man was accompanied by his elder sister, so it was a foursome that sat around the table. Her sister-in-law
and the man's sister did all the talking; she was silent and so was the man.
On their way home after the party broke up, her sister-in-law kept asking her what was her impression of the
man. At this point, the forewoman said to us:
“Impression? Who knows? He has a nose and a pair of eyes. Nothing special about him except that he’s a
man.”
Ah Ch'un interrupted:
“If not a man could he be an ape?” The forewoman snorted:
“To me, he’s more like a dog, the kind with a pug nose and beady eyes. What infuriated me most was to see
him barefooted, wearing slippers.” Seeing us shaking our heads in sympathy with her anger, she laughed and said:
“It was only later that I knew he had also been reluctant to go, or to put it more precisely, he was afraid to go.
His sister had dragged him there. The next time I saw him, he was neatly dressed.”
A week after the first date, she had reluctantly been persuaded by her sister-in-law to meet again. This time
things had been better, the man had dressed himself up and had come on a motorcycle. Ah Hsiu hurriedly asked
what brand of motorcycle, but the forewoman only glanced at her, saying: “Who knows?” Then she added:
“This time we even didn’t go into any of those cold-drink joints. The other two just told him to take me on his
motorcycle for a spin, and pushed me hurriedly onto the rear seat of the bike. They even made me clasp my arms
around his waist.”
As she finished talking, the forewoman’s hands seemed to move faster and faster with her work. Then, lowering her eyes, she drew a deep breath and asked us:
“Guess what was the first thing he said to me?”
I eyed Ah Hsiu, signaling her not to say anything. The forewoman look at us, hesitated briefly, then said:
“When we had been riding for quite some distance, we came to an intersection and as we stopped for a red
light, he looked over his shoulder, and asked: ‘May I know your name?’”
Ah Hsiu couldn’t resist butting in:
“Good Heavns! Still didn’t know your name? What did you say? Did you tell him?”
Her eyes on me, the forewoman simply said:
“Funny, isn’t it?”
What struck me as strange was that she was not at all upset. It was as if she were telling a story about someone
else, her face calm, almost indifferent. I deliberately avoided her eyes, remarking:
“Very funny. But it also shows he has seldom been with any girls, or maybe none at all …”
The forewoman’s eyes suddenly lighted up as she repeatedly declared:
“Right, right! At the time, his question did sound mushy to my ears, but I also felt that he was a dependable
kind of person.”
Ah Hsiu grinned, Ah Ch’un and Ah Hsiang began to laugh. The forewoman was so flustered by their laughter,
she glared at them as she demanded:
“What are you all laughing at? What’s so funny? You only know how to laugh, not at all concerned about how
I …”
Noting that we were all waiting to see how she would finish the sentence, she suddenly spread out her hands in
a gesture of disinterest, saying:
“There’s nothing to say!”
*
Ah Hsiu asked:
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“If you really become a secretary, will you still come to see and talk with us?”
Purposely keeping my eyes lowered, I said:
“No, I won’t! I would suggest to the management that boards be used to partition off all the seats so as to put
an end to your idle prattling and keep your minds on your work.”
Ah Hsiu screamed at the top of her voice:
“I always knew you college students are heartless punks!”
The forewoman came over to sit down again and as she worked busily with the copper wires, she said:
“He won’t do that. He’ll surely speak for us.”
Ah Hsiu, still mad, exclaimed:
“Who knows? As far as I can see, he’ll just be a timeserver.”
I looked up, and ignoring Ah Hsiu, I addressed the forewoman directly:
“Tell me, suppose I’m really a secretary, what would you like me to say in your favor?”
The forewoman tilted her head, thought for a minute, then said:
“There’s really nothing to say, we haven’t done anything wrong.” I said:
“For instance, should I mention the fact that the wages are too low?”
The forewoman laughed; then suddenly serious, she said:
“How much is enough? Four thousand dollars a month is still less than five thousand. Besides, if all the money
is given to us, what profit would the establishment make?”
What she said was so reasonably put that Ah Hsiu, Ah Ch’un, and Ah Hsiang and the other workers around us
all nodded in agreement.
I lifted my head and gave a sweeping look around the large room, I said:
“I’d have this room altered a little, so as not to have the seating so crowded.”
It was Ah Hsiu again who interrupted:
“What for? Are you still afraid that we’ll crowd together so we can talk?”
It was the forewoman who seemed to understand what I was driving at. As she stopped Ah Hsiu from saying
anything more, she said:
“It seems we’re already sitting pretty. We’ve air-conditioning. There are plants that are not air-conditioned at
all.”
A chorus of assent arose. I said rather impatiently:
“Don’t you think the lunch break is too short? Don’t you think you should have a place to rest a little after each
meal?”
Everyone felt that I was just talking for the sake of saying something and shook their heads in disbelief. The
forewoman, however, seemed very much excited and exclaimed:
“You’re right. You should tell the management that those who work short overtimes should also be given a
meal break.”
They all nodded enthusiastically, their eyes gazing at me in sympathy.
I really had a lot to say but found it difficult to express myself, so I didn’t say anything more, but kept my
hands busy with the copper wires. Just as everyone quietened down, Ah Hsiu piped up again, this time addressing
the forewoman:
“A while ago he had promised he would also go to your engagement party.”
However, staring at me, the forewoman demanded:
“What’re you going for?” My eyes on Ah Hsiu, I said:
“Well, I—I’ll say a few words to that man.”
“What words? Speak out!”
Not only the forewoman, but also everyone else was urging me to say something, so I deliberately cleared my
throat:
“I’ll tell him this: He’s taking a very capable, sensible, and good obedient wife!”
They were so delighted they almost began to clap their hands. The merriment drew the attention of those at the
table nearby and they all turned to look at us.
At first, the forewoman glowered, as if she would tell us to stop laughing; but, instead of saying anything, she
herself started to giggle, so irresistibly that she had to lower her head, bite her lips, while her hands could no
longer continue straightening the copper wires. As the laughter subsided, I continued:
“I’m not yet done speaking. I also want to tell him, well, that after marriage he must allow his wife to stay on
as forewoman in this place.”
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They were about to laugh and applaud when they saw the forewoman looking at them with lifted head; so they
stifled their laughter. Staring at me, the forewoman exclaimed:
“What? Marriage? Do you mean that after marriage he will tell me to keep on pulling at these things? Huh! If
he thinks that way, he can go drop dead.”
Her voice became lower and lower, which was rare for her. Though she let go of the little condenser in her
hand when she said “pulling at these things,” the way she drawled out “drop dead” was slow and soft, yet impassioned. We all wanted to laugh, yet could not utter a sound. We could not help drawing in a deep breath, then
letting it out slowly.
*
There was so much to be said; yet I simply could not express myself. I felt confused and bewildered. For
instance, my unwillingness to be a secretary. It would be true if I said I disliked the boss, disliked his lofty airs;
even disliking all those higher-ups in the management, who had set the rule of not accepting graduate students;
who even frowned at any male worker who wore long hair. The impression they give is that they have the money
therefore they are free to hire whomever they like. On the other hand, if I said I liked these girl workers, it would
have been jokingly said, yet after I had said it, the truth in my heart became a contradiction of all that I had said
before that. All that about my dislike for my boss had become false—an excuse, while my liking of these girl
workers had become very unquestionably real.
I liked their simplicity. For example, Ah Hsiu’s habit of kicking somebody when displeased—or for that
matter, when pleased.
I also liked their strange ways of thinking. Such as the idea that one should not inquire about another’s daily
bathing habits. Or their strange ways of behavior, like Ah Ch’un, who liked to hum a popular song as she worked
but did not like anyone to watch her. If I but moved my head, she would immediately stop; then, the moment I
averted my eyes, she would continue humming again, although she was well aware that I was still listening.
Their simplicity also bewildered me. They would almost always believe whatever I said. They would take a
joke as something serious or something serious as a joke, all depending on whether I said something smilingly or
seriously.
They were so ready to accept any of my ideas. I only had to present an idea in a seemingly serious way and
they would quickly nod in agreement. At such times, I could not possibly have the heart to tell them that it was
merely a joke.
Once they were watching a TV program featuring university students’ mess halls as evidence in support of the
accusation that many university students were easy prey to hepatitis. This professed concern, however, irked
them, because they felt that nobody had ever shown any concern regarding their health by inspecting the food
stands where they ate. Faced with this situation, I had to advance some plausible theory in reasoning with them,
so I said that a student, however grown-up, was still a child, and figuratively just as a fully-grown insect cares for
its larva, so an adult cares for his child, that since they could earn money to support themselves, they had already
acquired the full status of an adult, who must take care of himself. When I used the pronoun “they,” I meant of
course ourselves—the girls and me.
For a while they scowled and shook their heads, but finally they accepted my point cheerfully. This .included
Ah Hsiang, a simple childlike girl who never said anything but always listened, and who had not even finished
high school.
They were so happy, happy to be “adults.” Looking at their happy faces, how could I bear to retract all I had
said? That they were right about a society that was indifferent to their health?
When I said the forewoman was very capable and sensible, that was really true, yet all of them, including the
forewoman, tended to mistake complimentary remarks for acute praise, which made it very difficult to actually
say anything to them.
*
There was still one hour left of the working day. As I began to work faster. I said, to no one in particular:
“This evening I’m going to work a long overtime!”
Quite a long moment passed by, yet no one said anything. I looked up and saw everyone bent over, darting
glances at each other, with tight-lipped mouths.
I stared at the forewoman until she looked up. After a quick glance, she immediately lowered her eyes again
and said in that calm voice:
“No. So far you’ve pulled a little more than 14,000 pieces. That means yqu are only qualified for a short
overtime.”
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“There’s still one hour to go, and I think I can bring off 17,000 pieces. Isn’t that enough for a long overtime?”
“Forget about it. Take care of your hands. I’m afraid they’d hurt you so badly again as to keep you wide awake
at night.”
“I’m not afraid.”
Ah Hsiu interrupted: “Bunk!”
Ignoring Ah Hsiu, I addressed everyone:
“Tonight I’m going to invite all of you to dinner: Because the boss has at long last realized I have talent. This
must be celebrated!”
The forewoman ignored the joyfulness of all those around us and asked me squarely:
“How much money do you have?”
“Oh—”
Although I started out this morning with fifty dollars, lunch had cost me twenty. The thirty dollars left would
only be enough for two guavas for each of them, or for a bottle of soda. I asked the forewoman:
“How much do you have?”
“What money I have is mine. I’m not lending it to you. Never heard of a man who wants to treat others on
borrowed money!”
I told them that at school that was nothing unusual, but they all snorted in disbelief. The forewoman said:
“A little while ago it was already agreed I’d buy you something to eat this time.”
I saw it was impossible to argue with her, so I said:
“O.K., I’ll bring money along tomorrow. It’ll be the same if I play host tomorrow. One more thing: Beginning
from today I’ll work a long overtime every day.”
Their faces were bewildered. They gazed fixedly at me, but no one said anything. After a fairly long interval,
Ah Hsiu said to the forewoman:
“I know! He must have quarrelled with his girl friend.”
Seeing I remained silent, everyone nodded sympathetically. Even the forewoman looked pityingly at me.
Since there was so much I could not express clearly to them, I was determined not to say anything more. But I
made up my mind that from that day on I would work long overtimes, even though there were only less than
twenty days left of my stay there. I wanted to let them know that I was genuinely fond of them, and not in the
least jokingly, I hoped they were genuinely fond of me, too. If I could make them happy and we could laugh
together, there didn’t have to be any other reasons. Just let it be like that!
77.56 The Typhoon Weed\fn{by Wu Tung-chuan (1929- )} Fukien Province, China (M) 28
Her slender waist bent low, A-mi-na was digging into the thin, pebbly soil of a mountain ridge. A numbing
fatigue ran through her aching body and out to her sore, red hands. She straightened up for a moment, stretching
her arms and drawing a deep breath.
The sunburn on her smooth, soft cheeks formed a vivid contrast to the deep darkness of her round, black eyes.
Beneath the firm, straight line of her nose was set an attractive, trim little mouth. The thin blue lines of a tattoo
design adorned her forehead. Her eyebrows had been completely plucked out. She was of medium height with a
graceful figure whose most prominent feature was the ample spread of her bosom. The people of Wistaria Village
referred to her as the most beautiful goddess of their tribe and she fully answered to the description.
“A-mi-na, why don’t you go and rest in the shade for a while?” called the A-ta-yal youth who was working
nearby in his most solicitous tone. This young admirer was named A-li-ya. His keen desire to be near her and
cultivate her affection was shown by his seizing every possible pretext to help her with whatever chores she was
assigned.
“If I don’t finish digging this field, what will my brother say?”
A-mi-na wiped the beads of sweat from her forehead with the back of her hand and then again bent forward to
resume her work:
“Never mind. I’ll take care of it for you,” said A-li-ya delivering a solid thump to his chest. He was tall and of
sturdy build with a puffy, arrogant face. He was one of the outstanding braves of Wistaria Village.
“What kind of man are you?” With her instinctive dislike of him, A-mi-na chose to mock rather than thank
him. “Instead of going off to hunt with my brother you prefer to stay here and help a girl dig up the ground.”
“Hey! I try to do you a favor and you insult me!”
“I don’t want any favors from you,” A-mi-na eyed him obliquely. “And I certainly don't need any.”
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“You’re the sister of our chief and yet you have to work so hard. Why shouldn’t I help you out?”
“My brother himself, although he’s chief, has to work and hunt every day. Life is not easy for our village and
you know why.” A-mi-na straightened up again and gazed down into the stream at the bottom of the ravine. Then
she went on in a saddened tone.
“My brother has told me that we used to have farms on the lower ground by the stream. Good land. Lots of
water. Every year a fine crop. We were really well off then. Those were the good old days.”
“Right! In those days the people of Deer Village used to live up here. Then they invaded our territory,
massacred our men, took our land and homes and drove us up here. They knew from their own experience what a
hard place it is to live in.” A-li-ya waved his fists with excitement as he went on vehemently. “That’s how the
people of Wistaria Village were reduced to poverty while those Deer Village suddenly grew rich.”
“Don’t I know it! This soil is so stony you can hardly squeeze a potato out of it.” She kicked a rock petulantly.
“Never mind. Your brother is a great chief. Our time will come. Then we’ll sweep down on them, wipe out
their warriors and get back our land.”
A-mi-na turned her gaze from the ravine to A-li-ya’s face and commented skeptically, “I’m not sure that will
work. Deer Village has a lot more warriors than we have. How can we expect to beat them? Actually, we’re lucky
they don’t come swarming up here and wipe us out.”
“You don’t understand. As time goes by, we’ll have more warriors too.” His confidence growing, A-li-ya drew
closer to A-mi-na and spurted out, “That’s why your brother wants all our people to marry as early as possible.
That way we'll produce more men.”
“But even supposing it does happened that way. Suppose we do go in and drive them out. Won’t they be
waiting for a chance to strike back—just as we are now? So, before we know it they’ll be attacking us again.”
A-mi-na was very fore-sighted, thinking ahead to the threats that would menace unborn generations.
“That’s why we have to wipe them all out—leave nobody alive.”
“How cruel! But then, have we no other possible enemies but Deer Village? If we wipe them out, how do you
know some other tribe won’t come along and do the same thing to us?”
A-mi-na's thought had penetrated new vistas.
“You think too much. Can’t make you see common sense,” A-li-ya concluded helplessly, at a loss for a logical
reply.
“You started this conversation, not me,” A-mi-na responded tartly, feeling somewhat offended.
“All right, all right. Let’s forget the subject ever came up.”
A-mi-na made no reply but went on digging with lowered head.
A-li-ya was deeply troubled. His attempts at conversation with A-mi-na always ended like this. Either she
turned up her nose at him, or put him down. What to do? He could only blame himself for always putting his foot
in his mouth and wondered how to win her. It was all very depressing.
He stood there with his eyes glued on A-mi-na. Her round body, full hips, glossy skin and swelling bosom
moved him so strongly that, were she not the chief’s sister, he could never have held back so long. He would long
ago have gone up to her on this lonely mountainside and begun to stroke the back of her hand.\fn{ A note reads: Men
of the A-ta-yal tribe (an aborigine group of Taiwan) express the desire for love by stroking the back of a girl’s hand.}
But he dared not. His heart was thumping violently like the stamping of a herd of stags. His throat became
more and more parched. He put out his tongue and licked his lips, then bit hard, turned round and walked away. It
had been his painful experience that whenever he gazed very long at her attractions he had to turn rapidly and go
away to cool off, otherwise he was afraid he might momentarily forget himself and frighten his much-coveted
little deer away.
A-mi-na listened to his retreating footsteps. She waited a while before looking up. He had already gone out of
sight.
“It’s about time! What a nuisance! Like a fly buzzing around,” she muttered to herself and settled down to
work again.
Suddenly, she heard a strange noise in the thicket nearby. When she turned round she saw the bush swaying
and guessed what must be behind it. She immediately picked of a spade and walked over to the bush exclaiming
angrily:
“A-li-ya, don’t frighten me! If you don’t come out this instant, you’re going to get it.”
But A-li-ya did not seem to heed her command for he remained in the bush where the sound of heavy breathing
could be heard, and the top of the weeds shook slightly.
“A-li-ya …” She was beginning to feel scared. She stepped down to peep through the tall weeds. What she saw
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there amazed her so much that she nearly uttered a cry.
It wasn’t A-li-ya making the noise in the thicket—a fawn was lying there. She collected her wits and pitched
forward to catch the deer with both hands. So happy was she that she immediately shouted.
“A-li-ya! Come quickly! Look! I’ve caught a fawn!”
The little deer struggled and then became motionless under the pressure of her hands.
Behind her, rapid footsteps on the dried grass and twigs could be heard approaching. She turned round and
said:
“A-li-ya, quick, help me …”
Suddenly, her words broke off, a look of utter amazement spread over her face. Her eyes opened wide into two
big, round circles. Her mouth hung open until words came forth hesitantly:
“You, who are you?”
The fact was it was not A-li-ya standing behind her but a strange young man, wearing a deer skin across his
chest and holding a bow and arrows in his hand. His deep eyes were staring at her idiotically. Although A-mi-na
was overcome with astonishment, she still held tightly to the fawn and said:
“Where did you come from? What are you doing here?”
“The fawn is mine.” The young man stepped closer.
“Nonsense! It was I who caught it!” A-mi-na retorted.
“It escaped up here after I’d shot it with an arrow.” The young man put the bow on his shoulder and said
gently: “If you don't believe me, look. My arrow is still in its neck!”
A-mi-na picked up the fawn from the bush quickly, and just as he had said, its neck had a sharp arrowhead
stuck in it. Fresh blood was trickling down along the shaft of the arrow.
“Ai! Poor little deer! How cruel you men are.”
She felt a sharp pain in her heart. Stroking the dying fawn every so gently, she tried to pull out the arrow.
Suddenly, she discovered that several circles linked together were marked on the shaft. She looked up in surprise
and gazed at the young warrior. Just as she had thought, there, on his handsome face were blue tattoo marks in the
shape of antlers stretching from the corners of his mouth to his ears.
“You are a warrior from Deer Village?”
“Yes,” the young warrior not only admitted that he was from Deer Village. He also went on to give her his
name. “My name is Bao-lo.”
“You’ve got a lot of nerve, coming to our territory to shoot deer!”
“No, I shot it by the stream, then it ran up here!” Bao-lo’s eyes centered on A-mi-na, the light gray pupils
shone with burning fire.
“Your people are the enemies of my people. You know that.”
“That’s true.” Bao-io chuckled, “But I feel no hostility to you.”
“I don’t even know you!”
“As we become friends you’ll get to know me.”
“Who wants to be friends with a man from Deer Village.” A-mi-na said loudly with a serious face. “If you
don’t go quickly I’ll call our men.”
“As you like!” Bao-io stepped back obediently. “No need to make any fuss. The deer you can have as a present
from me.”
“Ridiculous! The deer was caught here on our own land. You have no claim to it.”
Despite Bao-lo’s husky build, A-mi-na had noticed the gentle and tender smiles that played over his amiable
face. Hence she dared to argue her case so strongly.
“Wow! You’ve got quite a sharp tongue.”
“Are you still here? Listen! Our men are coming back.”
“You’re quite ferocious!”
Bao-lo cast a last glance, long and meaningful, in her direction. Then, with the grace of a stag he turned and
dashed into the thicket. In the twinkling of an eye he was already out of sight.
As she observed the trepidation of his leaps and dashes, A-mi-na could not help putting her hand over her
mouth and giggling. Her eyes remained glued to the thicket.
The fawn died at last. This event converted the vague turbulence Bao-lo had raised in her heart into a gentle
sadness. Although, when occasion demanded, she could show all the courage and even ferocity of the A-ta-yal
people, the true center of her nature was her gentle and compassionate heart.
She pulled out the arrowhead gently as though the fawn could still feel pain on its wound he aggravated. Then
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she carried it home and hid the arrow. Taking advantage of her brother’s absence, before his return from the
hunting trip, she skinned the fawn with the help of her sister-in-law. After the pelt was dried in the sunshine she
cut it and made a deerskin hat for herself.
Although she lied to her brother, Chief Ko-lo, about [how] she had found the fawn, and did not say a single
word about the young warrior from Deer Village, deep down in her heart, she remembered every little detail as
clearly as the carvings on her brother’s sword. It was all deeply impressed on her mind, especially that enchanting
parting look. His eyes were so full of fiery passion, that whenever she closed her eyes, the scene would reappear
in her mind and cause her heart-beat to quicken. Strange to say, she knew that Bao-io was a warrior of an enemy
group. Moreover, their meeting had been only a brief one, with few words exchanged. Why had he left such a
strong impression on her heart? She even dreamed of him at night. Could she have become a victim of A-fu-te's
temptation or been bewitched by Do-mi-ni?\fn{ A note reads: A-fu-te was one of the gods worshipped by the aborigines; Do-mini was a ferocious evil spirit.}
To be quite truthful, Bao-io was a valiant, handsome young man. His manners were gentle, and he had a
pleasant way with words. On that day, she had taunted him so rudely, yet, in spite of his being a stalwart young
warrior, he had borne it with no offense towards the girl from a weaker village. Such kindness was indeed hard to
find. It showed that he was kind-hearted, peace-loving and romantic. Otherwise, why should there be such a
fervent light gleaming in his eyes?
Once more, A-mi-na drew out the arrowhead from its hiding place beneath the stone-slab under her bed.
Quietly, stealthily, and ever so gently she stroked it, examined it and measured it. Suddenly, the sound of foot-step
came through the door. She quickly hid the arrowhead under the stone-slab again.
“A-mi-na! A-mi-na!”
Someone was calling loudly outside. The rough voice told her at once that it was that nuisance A-li-ya again.
Immediately her face fell. She bent down and went out of her room.
“What’s the matter with you? Shouting like a demon?” she asked coldly.
“I’ve got good news for you,” said A-li-ya happily, standing in front of the door.
“What’s the good news?”
“We’re going to have a head-hunting sacrifice in a few days.”
“Oh? Who says so?”
“Who but your brother could make such an announcement?”
“A head-hunting sacrifice again?” At the thought of the blood and gore of a severed head, she felt nauseated
and frightened.
“It’s to implore the gods for the protection of our plantations, and the safety of our men and beasts.!”
“I thought it was some really good news.” A-mi-na turned away nimbly.
“And, A-mi-na, I’m going too!” A-li-ya stopped her.
“Haven’t you already gone hunting this year?” asked A-mi-na, turning round again and staring at him.
“Your brother even wants me to be the leader of the hunt!” A-li-ya said elatedly.
“And what direction will you take for the hunt?”
“According to the dream-divination, last night, it should be in the direction of the sunrise, and the place would
be right under our mountain range.”
“Oh! That would be in the direction of Deer Village?”
“Uh-huh, Do-mi-ni commands us to get a head from the enemy for our sacrifice. We’re starting early
tomorrow morning. You should pray often for my safety.”
“Why go to Deer Village? You should go farther and get a head from some distant tribe—”
“The gods’ commands can’t be wrong. I’ve got to go now. You can prepare to welcome me on my victorious
return.”
A-li-ya was the picture of arrogance when he went away, leaving behind him a nameless sense of melancholy
which wrapped A-mi-na in a cloud of reverie as she stood there.
After a while, she grew calmer and began to mumble prayers, but they were not for A-li-ya’s safety or success
of his head-hunting mission. Rather, she was praying to all the gods and spirits to secretly protect Bao-lo and not
to let him out alone.
It appeared that the subtle beginnings of a special feeling for Bao-lo had already taken root in her. His image
had by now come to occupy no small place in her heart. She felt as if she owned him something. After all, it was
he who had shot the fawn and came dashing over hill and dale in chase of it. But against all rhyme and reason she
had stubbornly claimed it as her own catch. She had not even returned to him the blood-stained arrow she had
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removed from the animal. Surely that wasn’t the right way to treat him.
She felt impelled to return to her room and take out the arrow again. Gazing at it she mused to herself:
“I should return this to him anyway … yes, I ought to find some way to see him again … today would be the best
time. I could also warn him to be very careful for the next few days. Stay close to home.”
She concealed the arrow in her garments and stole away. She crossed a mountain peak, went through a thicket
and finally found herself at the plot where she had been digging when they met. She felt some wild hope that
somehow he might risk the danger and come back again.
It seemed ridiculous, even to her, that she should have a sense of waiting, for something she worked. Sometimes a
noise in the thicket would rouse her to joyous excitement. But when she looked it was nothing more than the wind
whipping the tall grass.
“I shouldn’t have been so stern with him …” She began to repent and reproach herself. Why had she been so
stubborn and put him in such an awkward position? And now she was hoping he’d come back. How absurd! As if
there were no one at home to scold him! Should he have to come all this way just to be scolded!
“Sh’p, ch’p.”
Strange sounds came to her from the thicket. She hardly dared hope. It must be the wind again. Why even
look?
“Chi, chi, chi … chiu, chiu …”
What kind of bird could that be with such a weird cry? A-mi-na, startled, turned to look. Then she was so
stunned that her eyes became dilated, her mouth hung open, her mind grew dazed, and there was such a thumping
in her chest, just as though she had returned to the scene in her dream. For in front of the thicket, there stood a
young man with his face wreathed in a smile. Who was it but Bao-lo?
“What?” A-mi-na was at once scared and happy. She stared at him shyly and reproachfully and said: “Why
have you come here again?”
“I’ve come to see you!” Bao-lo looked round to make sure that no one was there before moving closer to Ami-na.
“Who invited you?” In her heart, A-mi-na felt a subtle warmth spreading. Although her tongue remained harsh,
a comfortably warm feeling was actually spreading through her.
“I want to ask you something.” Bao-lo’s feverish eyes were gazing at her face steadily. “Don’t scare me away
like you did the last time.”
“Well, ask it, and be on your way!” No matter how happy she was in her heart, she still kept up the image of a
cold and proud young girl.
“I told you my name last time, but you haven’t told me yours. That’s not fair.”
“You only want to know my name.”
“You are wearing ear-rings of white curve shells. Doesn’t that mean you are a princess?” Bao-lo asked in a
cautious tone.
A-mi-na unconsciously raised her hands to press the triangular white shell on her ears, and said smilingly:
“Your eyes are really sharp—one look and you know who I am. My brother is Chief Ko-lo.”
“Ah, so you are Chief Ko-lo’s sister? Your name is …”
“A-mi-na.”
“What a beautiful name—A-mi-na! A-mi-na!”
“Don’t go shouting it to the four winds.” She looked round hastily.
“You are the chief’s sister and yet you work so hard, even digging, why?”
“How can you ask such a question! You should ask your Deer Village people!” A-mi-na’s face became stern,
she gnashed her teeth before continuing. “Your people came and occupied our land, and we were forced to come
up to this wretched place—poor soil, scanty water supply, and every year we have poor crops. We have all we can
do to keep from starvation.”
“This this happened in my father’s generation. You can’t blame it on me,” Bao-lo said apologetically in selfdefense.
“Your father …” A-mi-na looked closely at the deer-skin hat he was wearing. It was made by binding strands
of rattan together and bent into a semi-spherical shape. The top was covered with a piece of deerskin, and on the
hat-rim was a hempen-cloth band tied on.
“My father is like your brother, he is also a chief.”
“Ah, I can see from your hat that you are chief’s son!” A-mi-na said with surprised wonder.
“You know my father’s name.”
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“Of course I do. My brother and the others often speak of him—as our worst enemy.”
Bao-lo sighed and said: “This old hatred is hard to eliminate.”
“That’s true!”
“You ought to advise your brother,” said Bao-lo.
“I’ve often advised my father. That’s why we haven’t attacked your people in all these years.”
“You still want to invade us?” A-mi-na's eyes widened and stared at Bao-lo fiercely.
“No,” said Bao-lo, shaking his head determinedly, “I can assure you that, from now on, Deer Village will never
attack Wistaria Village again. Please don’t stare at me like that—all right?” Evidently he was cowed by her fierce
stare.
“Really?” A-mi-na asked half skeptically. “You are a strong people with more able-bodied men and warriors
than we have. You could attack us whenever you choose to.”
“Why should I lie to you? When I become the chief in the future, our two peoples will be friendly, and help
each other to solve our problems.” Bao-lo spoke in an earnest manners. There was no reason why A-mi-na should
not believe him.
“Then we won’t have any more worries!” She was so happy that she took hold of Bao-lo’s hands spontaneously and said: “That will be wonderful. I want to tell my brother. It will make all the people of our village very
happy!”
Bao-lo smiled, then he wrenched his hand free and took hold of hers. They stood closely face to face like a pair
of lovers.
“You mustn’t tell them now, A-mi-na. It’s better not to tell anyone about it, at present. It’s enough for you and
me and the gods to know it.”
“All right, all right!” A-mi-na nodded assent. Then suddenly, her face stiffened and she burst out:
“Oh yes, I almost forget an important matter. Bao-lo, tomorrow and day after tomorrow, you mustn’t leave
Deer Village. Certainly you mustn’t come here.”
“Why? I mean—listen, what’s that noise?”
Bao-lo inclined his head to listen.
Boom, boom, boom! The sound came from across the ridge, faintly and intermittently.
“That’s our tom-tom.” A-mi-na explained.
“Ah, is today a special occasion for you?” Bao-lo let go of her hand with surprise as he questioned her
earnestly.
“We’re starting on a head-hunting expedition.” She blurted out the secret without hesitation.
“Ah!” Bao-lo’s countenance suddenly changed color: “You’ve just told me not to leave my village, could it be
that the target of your head-hunting is—”
“I did ask A-li-ya to change it,” A-mi-na interrupted hastily, and with tears streaming down her face she added:
“A-li-ya said that the gods ordered him to do so in the dream divination.”
“You Wistaria people are really too bold!” Bao-lo said angrily as he looked around with excitement.
“Bao-lo!” A-mi-na grasped his hand again and said imploringly: “All you have to do is not leave your village.
They won’t dare to go too near. You don’t need to be angry!”
“Don’t joke! I’m not the only one in our village.”
Now A-mi-na was worried. She had not thought that Bao-lo would be angry instead of being grateful to her.
She had taken for granted that all she had to do was to caution him to be careful. She had not given a thought to
the others in his village. But Bao-lo was more worried about his people than his own safety.
“Bao-lo, could you do it this way? When, you go back, tell your people not to leave the village tomorrow or
the day after.” She held his hands tightly while her eyes implored him.
Bao-lo stared at her while he mused over the question. Then he loosened his hard-pressed lips and said: “For
your sake …”
“A-mi-na! A-mi-na!” A voice suddenly rose from the back of the ridge.
A-mi-na’s face paled. She hurriedly freed her hands and said in alarm:
“Go quickly! My brother has come to find me.”
Bao-lo immediately turned round and ran into the thicket as nimbly as a monkey. In an instant he was lost from
view.
“A-mi-na! Come back quickly!” Her brother, Chief Ko-lo had already appeared on the slope.
“Coming!” replied A-mi-na turning round and running towards her brother immediately. She felt something
hard and sharp cut her thigh painfully. She remembered then that she had forgotten to return to Bao-lo the arrow
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which she had hidden in her flower-patterned skirt. “How stupid of me!” she thought and slowed down her pace.
“Go home and help out!” Chief Ko-lo was a young man of about thirty years of age, tall and dignified. Now he
stood by the side of a boulder with an expression of excitement. He waited till his sister came up to him and then,
together, they walked homewards.
“Didn’t you hear the drums? Our warriors are starting our hunt.”
“Oh?” She pretended she did not know yet.
“We’ve canceled all work in the fields in honor of the departure of the head-hunting warriors.” Chief Ko-lo let
his sister walk before him. “Go home and help them with the baking. By the way, this time I’ve ordered A-li-ya to
lead the hunt.”
“Oh!”
“A-li-ya is really good, brave and alert, and responsible too.” Chief Ko-lo evidently had a high regard fox A-liya.
“But he is such a bore … always talking.”
“Ha, ha, that’s because he is so eloquent! Eh, why do you walk so slowly? Are you limping?”
A-mi-na was frightened. How could she let Bao-lo’s arrow be seen by her brother? One look at the carvings on
the shaft would reveal its owner’s identity. How was she to explain it to her brother? She hastily steadied herself
and lied:
“A twig pierced my leg a while ago, it’s very painful.”
“Ah, be careful. Let me see how serious your wound is.” Full of brotherly concern, Ko-lo stepped up quickly
to examine the wound on her leg.
“Oh! Oh!” She stepped aside excitedly. “It doesn’t matter. It’s on the thigh …”
Ko-lo grinned. Of course a brother should not pull up a sister’s skirt to see her thigh. Even though they were
aborigines, they were very particular about such etiquette.
“All right, you can walk slowly.” Ko-lo was hasty by nature. He strode forward saying, “I’ll go ahead. There’s
still lots to do!”
“Sure. Go ahead.” This was exactly what A-mi-na had been hoping for. When she returned home she hid the
arrow first before helping her sister-in-law to make the taro cakes.
At dawn, the following day, A-li-ya and five young warriors gathered in front of Chief Ko-lo’s house. The
chief inspected the things they were taking with them, and talked to them.
“Have you brought along your new clothes?”
“We have.” The new clothes had been made to be worn on the occasion of their triumphant return.
“Have you got all the weapons?”
“Yes.”
“The bag for the enemy-head?”
“We have.” This was made by weaving tree fibers into a net bag.
“And your courage?”
“Hundred times over!”
Chief Ko-lo nodded approval. Each of the warriors was given five taro cakes, one string of fresh ginger, then
on every sword handle, a leaf, dyed red, was inserted. The red leaf was the symbol of the war god; its presence
would protect the warrior and keep up his courage. After A-li-ya had led all the warriors in saluting their chief,
and amidst the sound of three long beats of the wooden drums and consecutive short ones, they set forth on their
man-hunt.
A-mi-na remained hidden in her room listening to the frightening beats of the wooden drums. She prayed
silently to the god A-fu-te to protect and keep these warriors safe, but at the same time she also entreated the god
to watch over Bao-lo of Deer Village and keep him and his people safe.
A-li-ya and the five warriors of Wistaria Village proceeded in towards the east, down the valley and up the
ridges, always listening to the birds’ prophecies. They were very superstitious about the birds inhabiting the
mountain forests. When they heard these birds crying straight ahead of them and on their sides, they would hasten
forward for that foretold good fortune. If they heard birds crying chaotically behind them or flying obliquely in
front of them, that was a sign of bad luck—disaster awaiting them. Then they would all crouch down and hide
themselves until the birds predicted good fortune again. Only then would they go forward.
In this manner, they paused and advanced, and paused until the sun was slanting towards the west when they
reached a forest in the vicinity of Deer Village.
A-li-ya walked boldly in front. He found the trace of a footpath, and decided that it was a Deer Village trail. He
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directed the warriors to find bushes and boulders to hid behind and wait for someone to come along. Then they
could rush out and chop off his head.
They waited till midnight and still no one walked down the trail. All they could do was to eat some taro cakes
and fresh ginger and go to sleep in the bushes till the next day.
At the break of dawn, they gathered together as soon as they were awake, to discuss their respective dreams.
One of them said that he had dreamed of swimming in a stream. A-li-ya had also had a dream. He had dreamed
about climbing up a tree and plucking a large fruit. They analyzed and discussed the dreams and concluded that
all were good omens. Following A-li-ya’s divination, they decided to change their position. They moved to the
thicket near the stream, and hid themselves, waiting for someone to come from Deer Village.
All of them were courageous young warriors and they had all vowed to their chief that they would be more
than brave. Nevertheless, in response to the anxiety of hiding and watching, they became so nervous that the
sound of the wind and the cries of the cranes were like soldiers advancing, and they fancied that every tree and
every tuft of grass might be hiding an enemy warrior. Everyone was palpitating with fear as though they were
already face to face with their ferocious enemy.
They waited for another half day, still no one came walking on the trail alongside the stream. A-li-ya could
hear the dogs barking in Deer Village, but the entire population of the place seemed to have died. Not a single
human sound could be heard.
“Strange!” A-li-ya muttered with fear. The strength and the size of Deer Village had already produced a sense
of apprehension and fright. It was a weird and perilous situation. In the whole village, not the slightest sign of
activity. Could it be that the news of their hunt had leaked? Had they walked into an ambush?
The more he thought about it the more frightened he became. He felt sweat trickling down his back and his
heartbeats quickened. Just as he was raising his hand to make a gesture to summon his companions to talk things
over, a slight sound arose from the edge of the forest—the sound of dry leaves and twigs. It came nearer and
nearer, alongside the bank of the stream softly and rapidly approaching the thicket where A-li-ya and five warriors
were hiding in their respective positions. They all held their breaths, their eyes dilated with excitement, staring in
the direction of the approaching sound.
A-li-ya alone crouched behind the bush, nearest to the little trail by the side of the stream, in a bear-hunting
posture. His hands held his bow with arrow ready to shoot. His eyes glared like a tiger, and his teeth were bared
between stiffened lips. He was truly fierce warrior.
The sound became louder and louder. Ahah! It was a man.
A-li-ya’s eye sockets were about to split open! It was a Deer Village man! And he was a young man, too! He
carried a bow and arrows over his shoulder, a sword at his waist. He was striding boldly and airily alongside the
bank of the stream. Gradually he was nearing the hiding place of A-li-ya and his men. A-li-ya's bow was quietly
and swiftly pulled till it was at full circle.
“Whu!” He shot his first poisoned arrow.
“Arr!” The young man uttered a startled cry, his hands clutched the shaft of the arrow which had been shot into
his chest, then he staggered and fell in a convulsion into the bush.
A-li-ya was exultant. He jumped out of the thicket like a hound and ran straight to the bank. The other warriors
followed suit and came together in a circle. The young man shot by the arrow was now helpless. He lay prostrate,
his arms and legs bent. A-li-ya turned him over, then drew his Aborigine sword from his belt, aimed at the
victim’s neck, and struck three times before the head was severed. He then pulled out the poisoned arrow and took
the dead man’s weapons. Two warriors threw the headless body into the rapid stream.
A-li-ya deftly put the head into the net-work bag, face downwards. Then waved his left arm, and all the
warriors followed him into the thicket, running homeward at full speed. They did not even dare to stop for a single
moment.
By dusk they were already in the vicinity of Wistaria Village. They stopped and changed clothes. Then uttering
loud cries and screams they entered the gate of their village. The valleys and mountain ranges echoed and
reechoed their loud cries.
When A-li-ya started out on the head-hunting expedition with the five warriors, everyone including Chief Kolo, was anxious and worried. They prayed incessantly to A-fu-te and the war-god. Men were stationed in relays
outside of the village gate to wait for their return. Now A-li-ya, carrying the head in the net-bag over his shoulder,
and the five warriors shouting and screaming together at the top of their voices had roused the entire village, men
and women, old and young, to rejoice ecstatically. All the people wore a sprig of maple on their heads, and ran to
the gate to dance and shout as they fervently welcomed the returning warriors. Chief Ko-lo embraced A-li-ya, and
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the people crowded around the triumphant warriors and headed for the public hall of the village where A-li-ya
took the head out of the net-bag. He held it by the hair and placed it face upward on a board, three feet long and
eight inches wide. Then the board bearing the head was laid on a stone platform in the hall. A-li-ya led the other
five warriors forward, they dipped their fingers in wine, then one by one, each dripped the wine in the mouth of
the head. Then they danced round and round, hand in hand, singing the head-sacrifice song at the top of their
voices.
Chief Ko-lo’s face was wreathed in an exultant smile as he stood on an elevated platform looking at his people
singing so happily. His heart was full of devout and proud feelings. At last the singing of the head-sacrifice song
ended. A pole, more than nine feet long and with one end split three ways, which had been made ready
beforehand, was brought. The head was taken down from the board and squeezed into the three-way split end of
the bamboo pole, after which was erected under a clump of trees in front of the hall. All the people then joined
hands and danced round and round the clump of trees, the noise of the wooden drums enough to shake the
heavens.
A-mi-na, too, was among the crowd dancing hand in hand; but the feelings in her heart were totally different
from those of her happily excited people. She looked up frequently, trying to see the head squeezed in the threeway split at the top of the pole. The hair on the head was loosened, the neck was a mass of blood. It was
impossible to see the features clearly. Nevertheless, she forced herself to show a smiling face and danced with the
others till the end of the head-sacrifice dance before she slipped away. The head was to be left on the pole till a
new and fresh one was brought back from another head-hunting expedition.
By then it was already dark. A-mi-na was walking towards her home and had just turned round a bramble bush
when she heard someone running after her, calling to her. She stopped. She knew it was A-li-ya.
“A-li-ya, aren’t you going to drink the celebration wine?”
“Ummm, you haven’t congratulated me yet!” said A-li-ya exultantly as he ran up to A-mi-na.
“You were great! The hero of Wistaria Village!”
“Ha ha! How about it? What’s so great about Deer Village. I’m not afraid to go head-hunting there. And he was
a young strong man too!”
“Ah, quite young?”
“I’m not boasting. He must have been a warrior of Deer Village, about twenty years of age, carrying a bow and
arrows, and wearing a sword. He wore a deer skin around his waist. A strong, important looking man. However; I
got him one arrow, and in three blows, his head was chopped off!”
“Ah.”
“You don’t seem to believe me?” asked A-li-ya, for he felt A-mi-na’s reaction lacked warmth. A triumphant
return home from a head-hunting expedition was a big event of great honor to the Aborigines, especially, when
the head was from the village of their greatest enemy. Most girls would vie with one another to show their
admiration for such a clever and brave warrior. But A-mi-na did not offer any warm congratulation. Instead, she
was cold and placid, and her face looked very severe. Naturally, A-li-ya felt disappointed.
“You got him near Deer Village?” A-mi-na questioned him earnestly.
“Of course! First we get up ambushly near the thicket by the mountain range for a day, but we didn’t see a
single person. So, the following day we moved to a new position, near the stream close by Deer Village. And just
as the dream had predicted, that bold, arrogant young fellow came walking towards us alone, along the bank of
the stream. I pulled my bow, and got him with the first arrow.”
“Aah!” A-mi-na cried out suddenly and hoarsely, covering her face with her hands. Then she turned and ran
away.
“A-mi-na! A-mi-na!”A-li-ya opened his arms wide in surprise and looked helplessly at her figure vanishing in
the dark. Then he departed with suspicion and anxiety in his heart. The other five warriors were waiting for him to
drink the celebration wine with them.
When A-mi-na returned home she was panting, her heart thumping vehemently. There was a nameless feeling
of anxious fear in her heart. The clearer A-li-ya’s words became, the heavier was the burden in her heart. Could it
be that Bao-lo …”
If her father and mother were still on earth, she surely would have thrown herself into their arms and had a
good cry. But her father and mother had left the world a long time before. All she had at home now was a sisterin-law. Could she reveal her heart’s secret to her sister-in-law? No, it wouldn’t do. Just like the rest of the people
of Wistaria Village she was also rejoicing because of the successful outcome of the head-hunting expedition!
A-mi-na had a nightmare that night. In her dream she saw Bao-lo holding his head, blood oozing from his
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neck, and dripping from his severed head. A-mi-na turned and ran in fright. Bao-lo holding the head in his hand
ran right behind her, shouting in a sort of muffled voice:
“A-mi-na, don’t run away. Put my head on for me …”
She stumbled on a pebble and woke up from the dream. She found herself soaking with cold sweat and her
heart still thumping madly.
It was not yet daybreak but she dared not close her eyes again. She feared that if she slept again, Bao-lo would
again be chasing her, holding the head in his hand. She could only keep her eyes wide open and wait for daybreak.
The next day, she waited impatiently till it was about noon. Then she stole out alone and went to the ridge behind
the mountain. There she waited anxiously for Bao-lo.
But a whole day of distressful waiting was spent in vain. Her disappointment made her fear the worst. But
surely such a thing couldn’t really have happened. If the man A-li-ya killed was really Bao-lo, and if the people of
Deer Village should find out that Wistaria Village was responsible, there would be dire consequences. Chief Kula-ya had only one son. In his anger, it would be amazing if he did not lead his warriors up the mountain that same
night to massacre every living thing in Wistaria Village, not even a chicken or dog would be left. The more she
thought about it the more frightened she became. As the sun was sinking in the west she left the ridge with
burning anxiety in her heart. She went straight to the village center and stood trembling near the bamboo pole,
looking upward at the head, squeezed in three-way split at its top. She strained to examine his features to find out
for sure whether or not the head belonged to Bao-lo.
A ray of slanting sun shone through the thick leaves on the pole. After a day and a night, the head had already
begun to change color. The hose of the severed neck was brownish purple. The face looked as though it were
covered with a layer of wax. A gust of mountain wind blew over the motted hair, stirred up ten or more flies
which buzzed round and round the head. Then one by one, they settled down, once more, on the brownish purple
gore where the neck had been separated from the body.
Shuddering with fear, she stared intensely at the head. Its features so obscured by blood stains and tangled hair
that identification was impossible. Still, the more she looked at it, the more she felt that looked like Bao-lo.
Suspicion and fear grew in her mind. In the night breeze, the head seemed to become alive again. Strands of its
hair floated in the wind reminding her of the nightmare she had had last night. Hadn’t Bao-lo come chasing after
her, holding a head just like this one? Suddenly, she heard sounds behind her, footsteps, soft and rapid just like
those of Bao-lo in the dream. Horror stricken, she turned round and in the dim light of dusk, tried to locate the
source of these sounds. Her heart seemed to be rising up to her throat and about to burst out of her mouth.
A shadowy figure was running rapidly towards her. She turned and ran like a frightened fawn wounded by an
arrow.
“A-mi-na!” a voice was calling, “A-mi-na, don't run! Watch out or you’ll fall down!”
A-mi-na's legs felt as if they were made of wood. She could hardly stand up. Her joints seemed all awry. She
wobbled and nearly fell.
“Be careful, A-mi-na!” In a flash the man behind her had run up with open arms just in time to catch her.
“Ah!” She turned round and fell into the opened arms and buried her face in his shoulder, trembling and
weeping. She cried:
“A-li-ya! I’m so frightened.”
“Where have you been today? I’ve been looking for you everywhere.”
A-li-ya held her softly, somewhat bewildered but divinely happy. A-mi-na had never voluntarily thrown herself
into anybody’s arms before. He had never even dreamed of actually holding her warm, fragrant body in his arms.
At last all these years of courting her with devotion had not been in vain.
“I … I … I hate you!” A-mi-na was suddenly transformed from a fawn to wild bear. She gave him a hard push
and cursed him through gnashing teeth.
“What … what … what’s the matter?” A-li-ya asked confusedly, with a hand raised to his head. He had been
savoring his good fortune elatedly when, all of a sudden, just as though a basinful of cold water were poured over
his head, A-mi-na pushed him back two or three steps for no apparent reason.
“Congratulations! Any minute now, Wistaria Village may be bathed in blood! I can hardly wait to watch you
die!” A-mi-na said sternly, pointing an accusing finger at him.
“What? A-mi-na, what are you talking about?”
“You’ve killed Bao-lo, Chief Ku-la-ya’s only son! Any minute now the people of Deer Village will be coming
to get their revenge. We’ll see if such a brave warrior as you can drive them off!”
“How do you know he was Ku-la-ya’s son?” A-li-ya asked with suspicion and fear.
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“Me? How do I know?”
“Yes! How could you know I killed Bao-lo?”
“Of course I know,” said A-mi-na stalling for time. She was momentarily non-plussed. Then she thought of a
reason. “I saw it all in a dream!”
“A Dream? Ha, ha, ha!” A-li-ya laughed, all his suspicion and fear swept away. “I wondered what made you
think that. So it’s just a dream!”
“Don’t laugh, I wasn’t joking with you at all!” A-mi-na said solemnly. Both her words and manner were
serious.
“Awww!” A-li-ya was subdued by her earnestness. He swallowed hard and stopped laughing. “Since you take
it so seriously I’ll ask the chief to increase our guards.”
“At any rate, our lives are all in your hands, you trouble-maker!” A-mi-na turned and ran off quickly.
“Don’t worry! It won’t be that easy and simple for Deer Village to attack us. We’re high on the mountain and
they have to approach from below.” A-li-ya shouted at A-mi-na’s back. She did not even look back but headed
straight for her home, where she immediately went to bed.
During the night, once again she had the same nightmare as the previous night. Several times, she woke up in
fright, sweating and trembling. When dawn came, her brother and sister-in-law were already up and about but she
still lay on her bed. She was ill! She had a splitting headache and a feeling of nausea. Her body burned with fever.
But she did not tell her brother and sister-in-law that she was not feeling well. She got up laboriously, and in a sort
of daze, she managed to disregard her headache and feverish condition as she helped her sister-in-law with the
household chores.
“A-mi-na, you look terrible,” her sister-in-law said with concern for she noticed something was not quite right
with A-mi-na.
“It’s nothing.” A-mi-na replied offhandedly. She did not dare to confide her heart’s secret to her sister-in- law.
“A-li-ya came very early to see you. I told him you were still asleep. He went away quite disappointed.”
“Oh! Why should he come so early to see me? He’s crazy!”
“I guess—have you quarreled again?”
“No! Between him and me—what’s there to quarrel about?”
“A-li-ya is a good honest man, and now he is a hero in head-hunting—”
“Sister, let’s not talk about such things!”
Her sister-in-law looked at her uncomfortably for a while and then said with a sigh: “He must have made you
angry! I’ll give him a good scolding next time I see him.”
“It’s not that, Sister!”
A-mi-na felt very confused and depressed, her head throbbing. Her sister-in-law stared at her with dismay,
sensing that something was definitely wrong. Even A-mi-na herself was wondering. Why was she so upset? Her
heart was filled with a sense of distress. She felt completely fed up with every thing and everybody. She patted
her forehead once, and said apologetically:
“Sister, I’m sorry. It seems I’m going to be sick.”
Her sister-in-law felt her forehead and was startled. She said, “Ah-ya, you’ve got a fever!”
“It doesn’t matter,” A-mi-na replied plaintively. “Is it too hot in here? Better go out and cool off!”
“Ummm, I really should go out and get some air.”
“Want me to help you? You should have told us earlier. Your brother went out very early in the morning.”
“Don’t tell my brother. I’ll go out to walk a while.”
Her sister-in-law, with much concern, watched A-mi-na leaving the house. She sighed and went on with her
work.
A-mi-na bit hard at her lower lip as she went up the mountain range. The gusts of wind soon made her feel
much better. Some hidden force seemed to compel her to go up the mountain, cross the peak, and come to that
ridge where she had first met Bao-lo, and where, the day before, she had waited for him in vain. She had lost all
hope of ever seeing him again. Why, then, did she come here once more? She felt very confused and very sad. The
grass and trees on the ridge were just as before, but he had gone away, and the mountain looked barren. She and
Bao-lo had met only twice. It was hard to believe that he had left such a deep impression on her, and that she had
already fallen passionately in love. For the first time in her sixteen years of life, she felt great distress. She had not
been aware before that a human being could feel such bitterness and now she was tasting it. To whom could she
complain in her bitter sorrow?
He must have been shot by A-li-ya. He'll never come again!
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It was all my doing, if I hadn’t told him at the most, A-li-ya would have killed an ordinary man of his village.
How could he get shot?
Bao-lo, oh, Bao-lo, why did you come out alone? A-mi-na stood stock still on the ridge, myriad thoughts
surged up in her mind and in her heart—total despair. Two rivulets of tears, or were they beads of sweat, were
coursing down her cheeks, tickling her. A gust of howling wind came down from the high peaks shaking the trees
noisily:
“Wha-la … wha-la …”
A-mi-na felt goose-flesh break out all over her body. She shuddered involuntarily. Suddenly, she heard the
cries of a bird:
“Shee-chiu chiu … Shee-chiu chiu …”
The bird’s cries sounded so weird! A-mi-na ran in the direction of the bird’s cries like one possessed. Heedless of the thistles and tree branches scratching her she pushed aside the tall grass and ran into the forest.
“A-mi-na! I’m over here!”
“Ah! Bao-lo!”
For a moment, A-mi-na was startled; she stopped and gazed at Bao-lo standing there in the forest. Then she
rushed into his arms, nearly knocking him down.
“A-mi-na!”
Bao-lo was for a moment non-plussed for he had not expected her to rush into his arms so ardently.
“Bao-lo … you … are you all right?” asked A-mi-na, dreamily, caressing his neck with a tremulous finger.
“A-mi-na, what makes you so feverish?”
“I ... I nearly died thinking of you.” Her feet buckled under her and her whole body lay limp in his arms.
“Ah! You seem to be sick.” He picked her up in his arms and, choosing a suitable spot, sat down. Brushing the
tall weeds from her face he held her to his chest with her head resting in the crook of his arm so that she could
recline more comfortably.
“A-mi-na!”
Bao-lo discovered that she was not only feverish but was panting for breath. Her chest rose and fell rapidly.
Her eyes were red and filled with tears. He was overwhelmed with compassion and love as he stroked her arm
gently and anxiously. “Weren’t you quite well two or three days ago? How could you become so ill all of a
sudden?” he asked.
A-mi-na closed her eyes weakly and took a deep breath. Her eyelashes fluttered and two teardrops glistened at
the corners of her eyes. Her lips, reddened by the fever, moved ever so slightly as she said plaintively, “It was all
because of you. For two nights, I saw you in my dream.”
“What a romantic and sentimental girl you are!” Bao-lo was so touched that he bent down and kissed her
cheek. A warm current surged up in his heart, making his whole body tingle with an unbearable warmth. She tilted
up his chin with her hand, looking at him with misty eyes and said dreamily,
“Bao-lo, we’re not in a dream, are we? You were so horrible in my dream!”
“What? Did I offend you in your dream?” Bao-lo smiled sweetly.
“No, you frightened me in my dream.”
“Oh? How did I frighten you?”
A-mi-na fluttered her eyes and pursed up her lips while she changed the topic and asked, “Ah, by the way,
didn’t I tell you that we were about to have a head-hunting expedition?”
“Yes. When I returned home I reported to my father, our chief, that the evil god Do-mi-ni had warned me in a
dream that a grave disaster would threaten our village during the next two days. My father then gave orders to all
our people not to take a single step out of the village.”
“But … but our warrior, A-li-ya, told us on his return, that he had taken the head of a young man near your
village.” A-mi-na said with surprise and amazement.
“Ummm! So he got it! No wonder I couldn’t find him all day, yesterday,” Bao-lo muttered to himself, looking
up at the treetops. Then he turned his eyes to A-mi-na and said, “That’s right. He was a warrior called Mos-tin.”
“How could he disobey your orders and come out of your village all by himself? If he hadn’t done that nothing
would have happened.” Her voice was full of remorse and sorrow.
“He deserved it!” said Bao-lo surprisingly cool. “He was like a wild animal, always quarrelsome and insubordinate with me. This time, too, he went out on purpose to prove that nothing would happen. He even encouraged
other warriors to follow him. But the rest of our people were very obedient and refused. So out of spite, he went
out alone, by himself. Consequently …” He paused briefly before continuing. “Served him right! It’s more
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peaceful with him dead!”
“Really? Bao-lo, you won’t blame us?” A-mi-na asked with happy surprise.
“How could we blame you? You warned me ahead of time.”
“Ah, you’re very generous. You’ll be a wise chief in the future!” A-mi-na was so elated that she embrace him
tightly and wept with joy and relief. “You can’t imagine how worried I have been for the last two days. I was so
afraid.”
“Foolish girl! What’s there to be afraid of?” He caressed her ever so softly, thinking that she was as gentle and
tame as a newborn fawn.
“Bao-lo, I’m not a bit afraid now. You’ve said that you would never attack us, in Wistaria Village again—isn’t
that so?”
“Of course, why do you have to worry so much, my little fawn!”
Suddenly, she remembered the little fawn she had seized so unreasonably, a feeling of self-reproach rose in her
heart. She said in an apologetic tone:
“Really—that time, you’re the one who shot that fawn—it should be yours by right.”
“Oh! Does it really make much difference what’s yours and what’s mine?” Bao-io laughed, bending his head to
gaze at her—the point of his nose almost touching hers. “That fawn brought us together. It was my gift to you at
our first meeting.”
She turned her face aside somewhat shyly and said with a smile, “Oh, thank you then. I’ve already made a hat
with the fur. I haven’t brought it with me today. When will you come again? I’ll bring it and put it on your head
with my own hand.”
“I’ll come tomorrow morning!” He replied excitedly.
“No! Don’t come every day! That would be too much for you.”
“Then, I’ll come every other day!”
Lying there in his arms, she felt indescribably contented. She turned her face round to gaze lovingly at Bao-io
before replying.
“Just as you wish!” she said. “Oh, by the way, there’s that arrow, I should return it to you.”
“Why should you take it so seriously? Hold on to it as a keepsake.”
“No, no! There’d be trouble if my brother should see it! Last time I brought it with me. I had it hidden in my
skirt. But my brother came to take me home before you showed up. I forgot I had the arrow on me. It cut into my
thigh when we were half way home. My brother nearly found out.”
“Oh! How terrible! Blasted arrow, how could it dare to cut my A-mi-na’s leg! Let me see. Has the wound
healed up?”
A-mi-na hesitated for a moment. Then she straightened herself in his arms, and pulled up her skirt, slowly
revealing her round and plump thighs. There was a little scar on the right one.
“There! Look at that …”
“Ahah!” He felt around the scar, gently, with loving concern.
“Bao-lo!” A quiver ran through her legs.
“Still hurt?” He withdrew his hand hastily, gazing at her.
“No, not a bit!” She was also gazing at him, her face suffused in red as though she had drunk a lot of wine.
“A-mi-na, you’re so beautiful ...”
“Oh, no, but you’re really handsome!”
“…”
“…”
A gust of wind, as powerful as a waterfall, howled down from the summit. The trees rustled. The sound of the
wind completely obliterated the soft love talk.
Time stood still, the hours had rushed by in an instant. At last, A-mi-na emerged from the thicket slowly as she
pushed aside the tall weeds, looking back in the direction Bao-lo had taken on his way home. Her face wore a
sweet smile all the way home. Now and then, she raised her hand to smooth her ruffled hair or pat her clothes. She
walked with quick and light steps, the spirit of youth pervading her whole being. Without any medication, her
sickness had vanished. Her heart was filled with golden dreams instead of the anxiety and sorrow she had felt in
the morning. How mighty and holy was the power of love!
She was almost home after crossing the ridge. Much to her amazement, somone suddenly appeared at the
corner of a boulder.
“Hey! A-mi-na!”
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It was A-li-ya who was grinning at A-mi-na. Then he continued to his companion, “See, I told you she must
have come over here.”
A-mi-na looked up and found that her sister-in-law was standing right behind A-li-ya.
“Are you feeling better?" asked the sister-in-law, taking hold of A-mi-na’s hand, and feeling her forehead, with
great concern. She went on reproachfully, “You’ve been gone so long. We’ve been looking for you everywhere.
Fortunately, A-li-ya suggested you must be here. Oh! I was worried to death!”
“Sister, I’ve recovered!” A-mi-na was really sorry. “Please forgive me for having stayed out for so long.”
“Yes … I was worried in the morning because you were so feverish. If anything happened to you, how could I
face your brother? Anyway, let’s go home. It’s wonderful that you’re well again.”
“You had the right idea. The fresh air and the breeze did wonders.”
As they made their way home, A-li-ya tried to express to A-mi-na how concerned he had been at her absence.
But she replied sharply and soon they were bickering in their usual way. A-mi-na’s sister-in-law listened to them
with a smile. She considered their differences as a lovers’ quarrel. Finally she turned her head and remarked:
“Listen to the two of you. You already do nothing but argue with each other. I hate to think how it will be after
you’re married.”
“Sister …!”
“Anyway, I’ll always lose since I’ll always give way to her.”
“Oh, so shameless! Who wants you to give way?”
“All right, you’ll give way to me then?”
“I give way to you? Hmmm! Don’t you have any sense of shame?”
“Well, what do you want, then? No matter which way it goes I can’t win.”
“Oh, you two are really a quarrelsome couple.”
“Sister! stop it! Why do you talk such nonsense? Since when are we a couple? You make me die laughing!”
“All right! I won’t say anything now.” A-li-ya was full of anger as he walked behind them. Since A-mi-na had
even silenced her sister-in-law he didn’t dare say another word. As long as he kept quiet, he felt sure he would be
out of trouble.
A-mi-na, too, was silent. She could not understand why she disliked A-li-ya so much recently. The way he
talked and his every action seemed to be so coarse and vulgar, she detested him from the bottom of her heart.
Especially after his return from the head-hunting expedition he had become overbearingly proud of himself which
made A-mi-na feel that he was growing more and more arrogant, irascible and altogether repulsive.
All three walked in silence for some distance. Gradually A-mi-na’s good humor returned. Her pretty face was
once more wreathed in a smile. The truth was that she had rubbed A-li-ya’s image out of her heart, for Bao-lo’s
words and laughter had replaced it. How handsome and stalwart Bao-io was, and how gentle and understanding!
Every word of his was so well-spoken and plausible, and his every action was debonair and refined. He was truly
every inch the son of the chief of Deer Village, totally different from the vulgar and insufferable A-li-ya. How
could she help secretly falling in love with him? What was going on in A-mi-na’s heart and what was she thinking
about? How could A-li-ya guess? He was trying hard to find out what he had done recently that had displeased
her. He recalled, during the Harvest Sacrifice revelry last year, he had won the honor of being her dance partner
and she had even sung in reply to his love song. He had prayed often to Na-ku, the god of agriculture, to bless him
and guide him so that could woo her successfully and that they might become man and wife. In order to show his
devotion he had refused all advances from other girls and had visited A-mi-na at least once every day for a whole
year. Even when he returned from a hunting party, tired and hungry, he would always make a detour to the chief’s
house to catch a glimpse of A-mi-na before going home. And he had taken special care to please her brother and
sister-in-law so that they would influence her favorably on his behalf. He had made a very good impression on
them and had won their full support. But for some strange reason, A-mi-na had been treating him inconsistently,
with sudden warmth and sudden coldness, and whenever their future was mentioned she would blush, shake her
head, become moody. How strange!
When they reached A-mi-na’s home, A-li-ya stole a look at her. She did not appear to be unhappy at all. He felt
immensely relieved as though a heavy stone had been lifted from his heart. He stayed for a while to chat with her
sister-in-law before leaving.
“A-mi-na,” said the sister-in-law impatiently right after A-li-ya’s departure, “I think A-li-ya is not at all bad.
When he heard that you had taken ill he was so worried. He went with me to look for you. Ah! I’m sure, your
brother has never shown so much concern about me. I wonder what you did in some previous life to have such
good luck!”
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“Ump, he’s not too bad.” A-mi-na was cheerful for she had recovered from her illness. So she could now
converse with her sister-in-law with a smile on her pretty face.
“Then why do you always treat him so unkindly?”
“I didn’t.”
“I always thought he just liked to complain and there was nothing to it. But today, on our way home, I heard
with my own ears how you put him down—”
“So you think he’s right?” A-mi-na interrupted and finished the sentence for her sister-in-law. She shrugged
and muttered to herself with lowered head, “Why doesn’t he go and have a look at himself in the stream.”
“A-mi-na, I don’t like to interfere in your affair, but if you aren’t satisfied with a man like A-li-ya, and you
want to choose this one and that one, I dare say you won’t find another man like him among all the young
warriors of our village.”
“Then I don’t want anyone!”
“Eh! How can you say such a thing? A girl has to get married.”
“If there’s no one suitable, I’d rather not marry.”
“Ah, A-mi-na, if your brother heard you how hurt he would be! Your brother is already very much
disappointed that I havn’t given him any child so far—”
“This is a different matter, Sister.”
“No, your brother and I place equal importance on these two problems. Your brother and I talked things over,
last night. We plan to have you marry A-li-ya after the New Year!\fn{ A note reads: Aborigine New Year occurs in midautumn, the 15th of the Eighth Moon by the lunar calendar.}
A-mi-na was shocked. That would be so soon! The New Year was only three months away! If her brother
should insist on her getting married right after the New Year that would be terrible!
“I don’t want to get married yet, Sister!” was all she could say.
“You are already sixteen. I was only fifteen when I married your brother! Do you want to be twenty years old
before you marry?”
“No, I don’t mean that. But—oh, I’ll talk to my brother after he returns home!”
“I think you had better listen to him. You know your brother’s temper.”
“Ump.” A-mi-na nodded, although she was very much worried at heart. She was well aware of her brother’s
temper and how stubborn he was—he would keep to his word regardless of consequences. If he had really
decided to have her married after the New Year, a lot of persuasion would be needed to change his mind.
Chief Ko-lo returned home in the afternoon. A-mi-na found a chance to start her persuasion process.
“Sister has told me that after the New Year you intend to—”
“That’s right!” Chief Ko-lo said smilingly, cutting short A-mi-na’s words. “After the New year you’ll be
seventeen. You shouldn’t wait any longer. A-li-ya has been so good to you, I’ve already told him about my
intentions.”
“Brother, why didn’t you ask me first?” A-mi-na said cautiously. “This is not a small matter, you might have
asked my opinion.”
“Yes, this is a happy and important affair for our village! I was going to tell you, however, there are still two or
three months to New Year, there’s plenty of time for everything!”
A-mi-na shook her head and said with a pout, “No, my brother, I don’t want to get married yet.”
“Huh, what did you say?” Ko-lo asked with evident surprise.
“I don’t want to get married yet!” A-mi-na reasserted with more emphasis.
“What? Is this your way of blaming me for having delayed your marriage? Don’t be like that, A-mi-na. I
always have your welfare at heart.”
“No, no, that’s not what I mean. I just think that A-li-ya—”
“A-li-ya won’t have any objection. He wants it to take place as soon as possible. You don’t have to do anything
about it. Just leave everything to your brother. You simply wait for the great day. The whole village will have a
wonderful celebration for the occasion.”
“That’s right! Your brother naturally will take care of things for you.” Ko-lo’s wife had been listening to the
conversation, and now she chimed in to support her husband.
“But … I don’t want to get married—and I don’t want to marry A-li-ya.”
“What?” Ko-lo began to laugh. “Well, well, you can’t stay with your brother all your life! A-li-ya is the best
and bravest young man in our village. I know you two already have a high regard for each other. Don’t think I
don’t know how things are, ha ha ha—”
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“My brother!” exclaimed A-mi-na, feeling shy and worried. But she could not think of anything plausible to
persuade her brother to change his mind.
Ko-lo took her awkward manner as a show of embarrassment. He could not contain his laughter as he left the
room. A-mi-na stood there helplessly, wringing her hands with all her might.
“Wasn’t I right?” the sister-in-law smilingly asked her. “Don’t be shy now. Whatever your brother decides to
do can never be changed. So after the New Year get ready to be a bride!”
“Sister! You …” A-mi-na stamped her feet and glowered at her sister-in-law.
“Well, well, I won’t say anything more to you now.” Her sister-in-law walked away with a smile on her face.
There was utter confusion in A-mi-na's heart. Feeling as though she were lost amidst the deep mountains, she
was frenzied with worry but had no one to turn to. Could she consult her sister-in-law about the hidden secret in
her heart? Her sister-in-law was completely obedient to her brother. Moreover, she had been won over by A-liya’s sycophantic attentions. She would be on his side for sure, and would be totally against A-mi-na’s wishes.
The only person she could turn to was Bao-lo! The day she and Bao-lo had agreed to meet finally arrived. She
found an excuse to go out, and went to the back of the ridge alone. She looked around first to make sure that no
one was there before darting into the forest. She headed straight to the place where she had sat half reclining half
lying in Bao-lo’s arms on the previous occasion.
The spot was under a bush surrounded by tall grass, so profuse and tightly entwined that it was like a thick curtain. She stopped to look for it. She could still recognize the place where the two of them had enjoyed their tête-àtête. There were many crushed blades of grass surrounding it. The scene brought up such tender recollections that
had heartbeat quickened. A torrid stream seemed to flow from her heart as if from a hot spring.
She took a deep breath, and with one hand pressed against her heart she sat down to wait for her lover
patiently. The sun was filtered through the thick foliage of the treetops. It was July, and the weather was growing
hot. A-mi-na was sitting in the shade of the trees yet she was perspiring all over in the sweltering heat. She waited
and waited but he did not appear.
There were hordes of ants crawling about on the ground. A-mi-na startled, and rose hurriedly to her feet. She
wondered why there had not been so many huge ants when she had sat here with Bao-io last time.
Again she waited patiently for some time. The sunshine was getting hotter and hotter, the mountain breeze
could not penetrate the thick foliage of the forest trees. A-mi-na was damp with sweat, and there was such
impatience and anxiety in her heart that she was even more uncomfortable and more harassed than the frantically
scurrying ants on the ground.
“This place is no good—we should change it for a cooler place,” she thought, wiping off beads of perspiration
from the tip of her nose with the back of her hand. “Wouldn’t it be much better for us to find a shady cave on the
bank of the stream?”
The idea seemed so wonderful that it made her dance about elatedly.
“Sh …” Suddenly a voice came from behind. “What are you so happy about?”
“Oh! Bao-lo, you startled me!” She turned round with her arms straining forward and exclaimed happily. Baolo’s face was glistening with sweat as he bent down to walk under the low branches. He came up to A-mi-na
quickly, took hold of her hands and pulled her towards his. Then he said happily:
“Sorry to have kept you waiting so long, A-mi-na!”
“Not really. I just got here.” A-mi-na shook her head and smiled.
“It’s so hot today. The perspiration is dripping from your nose.”
“You too. You’re sweating all over. You could get sunstroke, coming so far on a day like this.”
“It doesn’t matter.” Bao-lo raised his elbow to wipe off the beads of perspiration from his forehead. Then he
pressed her hand again and again and said, “Let’s sit down to talk.”
“Don’t sit down here. Come, let me take you to a good place,” A-mi-na said, pulling Bao-lo along with her.
“Where to?”
“Never mind. You’ll see when we get there.”
They ran out of the forest hand in hand. After making sure that there was no one around they continued to go
along the edge of the forest and down the slope.
“Is there any chance we might meet some of your people?” Bao-lo went along in tow all the way but his eyes
were scrutinizing the surroundings vigilantly fearing someone might suddenly appear.
“No, they never come here,” A-mi-na replied confidently. She knew that just beneath the ridge there was an
overhanging precipice with a jet of blue water flowing down from distant sources. Its tinkling sound could be
heard day and night and its constant flow had made a deep cleft in the mountain-side. This part of the mountain
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was so steep and precipitous, so full of weird looking rocks and boulders, that the people of Wistaria Village
hardly ever came here. They walked down alongside the overhanging precipice following the slope and soon they
came to a well-shaded cave beside the stream. They sat down and let the mountain breeze fan off the perspiration
from their bodies.
“How about this place?” A-mi-na asked jubilantly, placing her hands on his thigh and looking up at him.
“Good! It’s much cooler here!”
“And very private.”
“Say! To go back I can follow the bed of the stream. Won’t it bring me right back to Deer Village?”
“Yes, but [I] don’t know whether it’s safe or not.”
“I’m sure it’s all right. There’s very little water in the stream. It’ll be much shorter than the dangerous paths
across the mountain top.”
“Look, under those big trees is my home. It’s also much nearer to Wistaria Village.”
Bao-lo turned around to look. He actually saw a clump of tall trees in the distance. “Say! This place is too good
for words. It’s more convenient for both of us!”
“Yes.” She tilted her head and gazed at him intently. It almost seemed as if she were trying to determine
whether he had gained or lost any weight during the two days since their last meeting.
Returning her gaze he called to her with deep passion and tenderness. “A-mi-na!”
“Oooh!” with a deep sigh she let her body go limp and moved as if propelled by the wind until she was
stretched out in Bao-lo’s lap.
“It seems so long since we’ve seen each other.” Bao-lo bent down and whispered in her ear.
“It’s only two days. Didn’t we meet day before yesterday in the thicket at the back of the ridge?” A-mi-na’s ear
felt a tickling sensation and it descended right into her heart.
“It seems like eternity.”
“Bao-lo!” There was not only a tickling feeling in her heart, she was drunk with sweetness.
“How wonderful it would be if we could see each other every day!” Bao-lo held her tightly, his lips nuzzled
about her jaw unceasingly.
“I think so, too,” she held up his chin with her hands and said, “but it’s not good for you to walk such a long
way in this hot weather every day. It would be too tiring.”
“It wouldn’t be tiring, not a bit.”
“No, you had better come to see me every other day.”
“A-mi-na, you’re so considerate.”
“I don’t think it matters much how considerate I am.”
“Why do you say that? I’m deeply touched.”
“Hmmm! A person like you, there must be many girls who’d like to be considerate to you!”
“That’s true. But I have never loved any girl, except you. Now I can’t eat or sleep.”
“I don’t believe it.”
“It’s true, I’ve never met a girl like you before.”
“What’s so special about me?”
“Oh, it’s hard to say. It’s only that since I met you I’ve been bewitched by your face, your figure, your smiles,
and your noble air. A-mi-na, I really envy the people of Wistaria Village and I only wish I had met you earlier.”
“Why?”
“I’m afraid that there must be many boys chasing you.”
“Oh, there have been a few. How about you?”
“Oh, there have been some girls who showed an interest in me but I never cared for any of them.”
“Oh?” A-mi-na smiled shifting her eyes sideways, "it’s the same with me.”
Transported with joy, Bao-lo held her even tighter and went on flatteringly, “Needless to say, a girl as beautiful
and intelligent as you, the sister of Chief Ko-lo, the princess of Wistaria Village and the most beautiful girl there
—every boy who sees you must fall in love with you.”
“Ah! Now you’re making fun of me. How can you praise me like that when you are superior to me in every
way? You’d set any girl’s heart aflutter.”
“Well then we’re a perfect match.”
“Who’s trying for a match with you?” A-mi-na threw him a coy glance, turned aside with a toss of her head,
pursed her lips, and half closed her eyes with a becoming blush on her face.
Bao-lo loved to watch her charming devious mannerisms. His heart raced helplessly, and his emotions were
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out of control. If it were possible he would have liked to hold her so tight that she would pressed into his own
body and the two of them would merge into one person.
A-mi-na’s body became as soft as a cake made of taro. But under her supple pliable softness there was subtle
strength. Her arms wound around Bao-lo’s neck as snugly as an entwining snake. A water in the stream dashed
unceasingly against the boulders on the stream-bed, flowing through the crevices and down to the stream,
bringing sand and soil from the mountainside, and carrying with it an even more precious element—time, which
flowed on with the river, never to return.
At lovers’ meetings there can be no sense of time. They were now in a state oblivious of everything, and time
was forgotten. Their bliss seemed to have occupied no time at all. How could the sunshine be slanting across the
cave entrance already?
They were like a pair of vigorous deer, entwining their necks in love-making. They were so immersed in each
other, that were the mountains to suddenly crash down, or the earth to split wide open, they would not have
relaxed their embrace and foregone their overwhelming bliss.
Upon seeing how pleased and elated Bao-io was A-mi-na felt indescribably happy and comforted too. She just
could not bear to tell him the trouble in her heart. Several times, the words were already on the tip of her tongue
but the sight of Bao-lo’s fascinating smile forced them back again, and they could not be spoken. For she could
not find the heart to spoil his happiness with such a disturbing topic.
The time came for them to part and he had to leave. He climbed down the steep cliff and walked along the bed
of the stream on his way home, and still A-mi-na had not told him about her brother’s decision to give her in
marriage to A-li-ya.
But he had already gone back to his village. All she could do now was to walk home listlessly, and wait for
their next meeting, two days later. She would tell him then about this troublesome matter.
When they were together again at their next meeting, she tried to approach the painful subject.
“Bao-lo, we can’t steal about like two squirrels forever!” She tilted her head slightly, just enough to gaze into
the full depths of Bao-lo’s eyes.
“Yes, even without your saying anything, I’ve already been planning,” Bao-io replied seriously and stopped
smiling.
“Really?” A-ml-na exclaimed joyfully, grasping his hand. “Have you thought of a way yet?”
“I’m thinking of telling my father about us.”
“Oh.”
“I’ll ask my father to see your brother and ask for your hand in marriage.”
“That’s wonderful!”
“I’m afraid your brother may not agree.”
“If your father comes in person bringing lots of meat and grain and wine as betrothal gifts I don’t think my
brother will refuse.”
“My father is very bad-tempered. If your brother should refuse …” Bao-io said gravely, his face solemn.
“Moreover, there has been enmity between our two villages. I’m afraid that if they fail to agree, there may be big
trouble.”
“Why don’t you look at the brighter side? If this matter is favorably settled, our villages will become related,
and there will no longer be any enmity between us—right?”
“That’s right! There’ll be no more attacks or killings, no more hostility.” Bao-io was so elated that he pulled Ami-na over till her whole body was in his lap.
A-mi-na was very ticklish. When Bao-lo’s fingers touched the sensitive spots of her body she coiled up like a
ball, and became helplessly paralyzed with laughter. She tried languidly to push him away with her hands, but his
arms, like a huge pair of tongs, clasped her tighter and tighter.
“Be careful!” A-mi-na stopped struggling, intending to frighten him added, “we’ll fall off the precipice!”
These words had their desired effect, Bao-io loosened his grasp quickly, and unconsciously moved backward
pulling A-mi-na with him.
“Heh, heh, are you really afraid of falling off the precipice?”
A-mi-na laughed at him. “Of course. I was afraid of your falling down.”
Bao-io smiled. “With you holding me, how could I fall down?”
A-mi-na turned her head to look down to the foot of the precipice. The stream looked ominous and frightening
hundred of feet down below the cliff. If a person should fall down, he would surely split his head wide open.
“You really know how to find good spots. This place is both cool and well hidden. The only trouble is it’s a bit
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dangerous.” Bao-io tightened his clasp again, sniffing all over her body with the tip of his nose, just like a hound.
They discussed the details of their projected wedding—the exchange of gifts, the ceremonies, the feasting.
There was only one detail that worried A-mi-na.
“You know there’s our custom of ritual combat. I’m afraid something might go wrong there.”
According to this custom the prospective bridegroom must win the lady’s hand by defeating a rival in combat.
The custom was very old and had degenerated into a sort of clowning ritual in which some young man of bride’s
village might manhandle the bridegroom in a joshing way. The pre-determined outcome, however, was for the
bridegroom to emerge victorious and carry the bride away on his back. A-mi-na was afraid that A-li-ya might take
advantage of this custom to get his revenge by turning the “ritual” combat into a real life-and-death struggle.
“Oh, I don’t think there’s anything to worry about,” Bao-lo replied nonchalantly, “it’s just for show. We won’t
really tearing into each other with knives or swords, will we?”
“Ah, you don’t understand! We have a young warrior in our village called A-li-ya. He’s rough and strong, and
very mean. If he challenges you, you must be very careful!”
“I’m not easy to beat either!" Bao-lo raised a thick, strong arm with tightly closed fist so that the muscles
protruded and rippled. “Look, I can break a tree branch twice the size of my wrist,” he said proudly. “Even in a
real fight, I wouldn’t lose to A-li-ya.”
“But he is very mean. He may use some trick to harm you!”
“Oh, he wouldn’t do that. I’ve no quarrel with him.”
“You don’t understand,” said A-mi-na with plaintive smile. “You’ve won the girl he loves. How could he help
hating you?”
“Ahah!”
“You have no quarrel with him but he has bitter hatred for you!”
“Then I really have to be careful!”
“But I’ll find a way to persuade him.”
“Is he very fond of you?”
“More than fond.”
“Ah! Then why did you reject him?”
“Isn’t it because of—oh, you're impossible! You can certainly ask annoying questions. If it weren’t for you
would I have done it?”
“Well, then, it’s my fault.” Bao-lo loved to watch her charming expression showing vexation and distress. He
could not help taking her into his arms again.
Bao-lo was now so attached to her that he could not be satisfied meeting her only every other day. Their
meetings seemed so short and their separations so long. He really had to make plans for marriage. He wanted to
take her home as soon as possible. Then they could be together day and night. There would be no further need of
furtive meetings at two-day intervals, with the pain of parting and the constant fear of being discovered.
As straight-forward as he was courageous, Bao-lo returned home and revealed his secret to his father, Chief
Ku-lu-ya. The chief was intensely fond of his only son. He therefore agreed to his request despite his amazement
at this sudden turn of events and the complex problems involved.
A few days passed. The weather was hot and stuffy. There was not a breath of wind. The blazing sun of mid
summer shone on this mountain, situated in the eastern part of Taiwan, like a red-hot furnace. Even the weathertoughened A-ta-yal people found the summer heat unbearable, and it made them listless and sleepy. Everyone
sought the shade or some cool retreat. No one worked in the fields or went on hunting trips anymore.
A-mi-na and her sister-in-law, squatting on their heels, were dozing under a clump of trees near the door of
their house. Beads of perspiration oozed from A-mi-na’s nose; two large ants were crawling about on the back of
her foot. Their feeble movements caused her to open her sleepy eyes. Just when she wanted to crush them the two
ants scurried down nimbly from the back of her foot and escaped into the heap of dry leaves nearby.
“Chief! Chief!”
All of a sudden, someone was calling her brother. She opened her eyes, wide awake, and looked in the
direction of the voice. The rough uncouth man was a warrior of their village. He was running rapidly towards
them, panting and shouting.
Chief Ko-lo came out of the house, and stood on the steps in front of the house, with an expression of surprise
on his face.
“Chief! Chief Ku-lu-ya, of Deer Village has come!”
“Ah!” Chief Ko-lo was evidently startled.
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A-mi-na and her sister-in-law stood up together, and stared at Chief Ko-lo.
“He also brought eight warriors.”
“Oh! Where are they now?”
“Outside of the palisade at the gate of our village.”
“What does he want? A battle?”
“I don’t know. Ku-lu-ya only said he wanted to see you.”
“Ah—go and tell all over braves and warriors to get their weapons and go into ambush ready for battle!”
“Yes!”
“Hurry! Send someone to beat the wooden drum!"
“Brother!” A-mi-na ran up to Chief Ko-lo and spoke hastily. “They may have come to discuss something.
There’s no need to beat the wooden drum and stir up our whole village to get ready for battle!”
“You don’t understand. Ku-lu-ya is our worst enemy. He has brought eight warriors with him—he can’t mean
well!” Ko-lo said, and went into the house to put on his Aborigine sword. “If he came with bad intentions he
wouldn’t have come openly in broad daylight to wait for you outside of the gate of our village.”
A-mi-na was well aware of the nature of this visit. All that she was afraid of now was that her hot-tempered
brother might mistake the good intentions of his old enemy and turn a happy event into a disaster. So she followed
her brother into the house to persuade him. She said:
“Surely there’s no harm for you to go to the gate to look them over and find out the purpose of their visit first.
There will be time enough for you to warn our people and get ready for war if necessary.”
“It won’t do!”
Ko-lo strode out of the house and said stubbornly, “I know! They must have found out that A-li-ya killed a man
of their village. Ku-lu-ya must have come with his warriors to seek revenge. If we don’t spring a surprise attack
on them we may get beaten.”
“Brother!” No matter how A-mi-na’s heart burned with anxiety she dared not tell Ko-lo the true purpose of
Chief Ku-lu-ya’s visit. She didn’t know what was the right thing to do.
“Hmmm! Ku-lu-ya is really too arrogant—with only eight warriors he dares to come up the mountain in
person to get revenge! He thinks no one is a match for him. We’ll see if it is as easy for him to return as it was to
come here. Deer Village will learn that Wistaria Village is not so easy to beat!” Ko-lo had one hand on his
Aborigine sword—an heirloom handed down from his forefathers—and one hand clenched into a tight fist. He
stood with head lifted high and chest protruding, presenting a courageous and valiant appearance.
“My brother! I feel it’s better to be more patient. The able-bodied men in Deer Village outnumber ours several
times over. If war would break out …” A-mi-na poured out her thoughts without let-up as she hurried along
behind her brother.
Ko-lo suddenly stopped walking, A-mi-na nearly bumped into him.
“A-mi-na, what’s got into you today?” Ko-lo asked, looking over his shoulder at his sister. “You used to be
very brave too—weren’t you? No one in Wistaria Village, whether man or woman, is a coward!”
“It’s … it’s … well, it’s concern for you, my brother! Your wife is pregnant!” A-mi-na said confusedly—the
fear and the tension had momentarily blurred her mind.
“I know.” Chief Ko-lo raised his head and looked at the peak of the mountain. The rapid rhythmical beats of
the wooden drums were rising from the mountainside. He listened concentratedly for a while then a murderous
look appeared on his face. He glowered at A-mi-na with feverish eyes as he said:
“Go and take care of your sister- in-law. I know you are very brave. If war breaks out I’ll send A-li-ya to come
to protect you!”
“Ah!” Looking at the rapidly disappearing back of her brother A-mi-na screwed up her mouth so tightly that
her jaws convulsed and her whole body was covered sweat. She had never dreamed that things could take such a
terrible turn. If the misunderstanding should become a horrible mistake, there could be no retrieving the situation
no hope of restoring peaceful relations.
“A-mi-na!” Someone tapped her from behind. At first, she was startled, then she turned round rapidly and burst
out crying,
“Oh, Sister.”
“What’s wrong, A-mi-na?”
“My brother is really … really … really stubborn.” A-mi-na cried bitterly on her sister-in-law’s shoulder.
“Let him be! That’s men’s business. We don’t understand!” The sister-in-law was a gentle obedient woman.
Since she did not know A-mi-na’s secret love, and even less about men’s doings, all she could do was comfort A-
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mi-na and persuade her to go home.
“If it weren’t for me, there wouldn’t have been any trouble. Now it may turn into a major disaster.” A-mi-na
was overwrought with anxiety. Her heart palpitated nervously in her breast. But what could she say—all she could
do was to worry herself sick.
“Oooh! How come your hand is icy cold?”
“It doesn’t matter,” A-mi-na mumbled and withdrew her hand. “If only there is no misunderstanding. God, let
there be no misunderstanding …”
“A-mi-na, why should we women bother about such things? You’re getting all worked up for nothing.”
“Sister, you don’t know. This matter—”
“All right, all right. It’s such a hot day. Let’s find a place where we can cool off. No use standing here in the
sunshine.”
A-mi-na was helpless. She let her sister-in-law drag her along. Ever since the day, she and Bao-lo had come to
the understanding that Bao-lo’s father should present the marriage proposal, she had considered revealing her
heart’s secret to her sister-in-law. However, after careful consideration she still had not done so. The reason was
partly because of her shyness but mostly because she was afraid her sister-in-law would tell A-li-ya about it and
he would interfere. For she knew that her sister-in-law had always been helping A-li-ya and would not sympathize
with her. So she had not dared to reveal anything. But how could she ever have guessed that Chief Ku-lu-ya’s
coming in person to present the marriage proposal for his son would be mistaken as a challenge to battle. At
things were now, she could only let them take their natural course.
The fearful beatings of the wooden drums had stopped all at one. A-mi-na saw many young [men], carrying
weapons, speed in the direction of the village gate. She felt her heart thumping madly. A fit of dizziness swept
over her, she could not utter a sound. She [sat] paralyzed as if bewitched.
She did not know for how long she had remained this trance-like state. Suddenly she was wakened by her
brother’s loud voice. She rose from her place under the trees and walked in the direction of her brother’s voice.
“I never heard of such a thing—never!”
Ko-lo walked along cursing loudly and angrily to A-li-ya and for all the people to hear. When he saw A-mi-na
coming towards him he called out to her immediately.
“A-mi-na! Guess what that old wretch, Ku-lu-ya, came here for? Heh, heh. He came to propose marriage for
that son of a tortoise!”
“Oh?” A-mi-na's heart leaped with secret joy. “Thank God, they hadn’t misunderstood each other. Heaven and
Earth be thanked!”
“Can you imagine? How ridiculous! That old wretch really asked to have you marry his son! They were really
too insulting for words!”
“Ah!” A-mi-na pretended to be astounded as she asked, “Then how did my brother reply?”
“How did I reply? Hmmm! He had eight men with him bring a heap of betrothal gifts. I returned everything.”
Ko-lo's face flushed scarlet as he replied.
“The chief also agreed to think it and give him a reply after three days. In my opinion, we should have given
them a definite no right away,” A-li-ya put in angrily.
A-mi-na glared at A-li-ya before asking her brother earnestly, “Wasn’t that rather rude to Chief Ku-lu-ya?”
“Who cares? We’re prepared for their attack!” Ko-io waved his fists in the air and said: “You should have
heard him talk. What a lot of cant! ‘Our two villages should be joined by marriage to ensure perpetual peace!’
What garbage! My agreement to reply within three days was just a delaying action.”
“Chief!” A-li-ya said, gnashing his teeth. “They really despise us too much—with their high and mighty
marriage proposal. Clearly we’ve got to fight them.”
“Umph!” Ko-lo nodded. “Even though we know that we are no match for Deer Village, we’ll swear to resist
them to the end.”
“Brother! Many people will be killed if war breaks out. Why can’t we find a way to avoid war?” A-mi-na made
her point cleverly in a roundabout way.
“To die fighting is the glory of a warrior. Who’s afraid of wounds or death?” A-li-ya was a jingoist. He was for
immediate preparation for war.
“What do you mean ‘find a way to avoid war?’ They came here looking for trouble. We didn’t do anything.”
Ko-lo looked at A-mi-na and took two steps forward before continuing: “There’s only one way to avoid this war,
which is to agree to your marrying Ku-lu-ya’s son. But how could we do that? Humph! They needn’t dream of it!”
“My brother!” A-mi-na came close to Ko-lo, lowered her voice, and said persuasively: “If giving me in
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marriage to Ku-lu-ya’s son could avoid the outbreak of war, I’d be willing to sacrifice myself to save so many
lives!”
“What? Let you be the wife of our enemy’s son? Ridiculous, ridiculous! Do you know how many men we lost
when they invaded us ten years ago? And how they drove us from the banks of the stream up here to the high
mountain? Killing our men, taking away our homeland. We’ve sworn to avenge ourselves on them. No matter
what. I won’t give you in marriage to them. A-li-ya, don’t you people think so too?”
“Of course!” A-li-ya and the rest of warriors said all at once. “We’d rather die fighting than endure their
arrogant insults!”
“Right! After three days I’ll tell Ku-lu-ya: ‘Don't dream of it!’”
“We’ll make all the preparations for war within these three days!” A-li-ya said with his hands on his waist and
a ferocious expression on his face.
To A-mi-na, he seemed like a savage, ugly to the extreme. It was he who had been counseling Ko-lo to take a
hostile attitude. If he continued to do so, then not only would she and Bao-lo not get married, but there would also
be everlasting enmity between the two villages, and no hope of any peace in the foreseeable future. As she
reflected on this she hated A-li-ya thoroughly.
“That’s right!” Ko-lo nodded with evident approval of A-li-ya’s brave and decisive air. “Please announce to all
the warriors to assemble in front of the village hall. I want to discuss our defense measures.”
“Yes, Chief!” A-li-ya glanced at A-mi-na’s face. “I’ll go at once!” he said.
A-mi-na stared angrily at A-li-ya’s back, gnashing her teeth and cursing him in her heart. “A-li-ya, even if I
can not marry Bao-lo, I will never be your wife.”
The weather was abnormally hot. In the sky, there appeared many strange looking clouds. All of the ablebodied men of Wistaria Village were sharpening their swords, stopping now and then to wipe off the dripping
perspiration from their faces. They were making final preparations for war. A-mi-na looked up at the abnormally
blue sky with fear in her heart. The portents in the sky indicated the perils of war—blood would stain the grass on
Big Juniper Mountain. She was terribly upset, not knowing what to do like an ant scurrying up and down on a dry
withered branch burning at both ends.
At present, she felt the only person she could talk to was Bao-lo, but he was at Deer Village. According to their
agreement, he should have come to meet her about noontime. Why hadn’t he come yet? A-mi-na waited in the
cave on the slope by the stream till noon but still there was no sign of him. She felt helpless and worried, as she
walked homewards with heavy dragging steps, wondering why Bao-lo had failed to come. He must be angry. His
father must have told him about Ko-lo’s rough and hostile attitude. Perhaps he had even warned him to give up all
hope of marrying her. Probably Bao-lo was so enraged, that he would never come up the mountain to see her
again. She was so preoccupied with her thoughts that she did not even notice that her big toe had been cut by a
sharp piece of rock and was bleeding.
“Sh—chiu, chiu, sh—chiu, chiu …”
Suddenly, the familiar sound of a bird’s cries rose behind her. A-mi-na was startled at first. Then she was
overcome with joy. She turned round and ran rapidly in the direction of the overhanging precipice where they
were to meet. Bao-lo had really come. He was waiting for her at the entrance of the cave with open arms.
“Bao-lo!” She sobbed and buried her face in his shoulder. Then her tears fell like rain just as though she
wanted to pour out, all at once, the sorrow and worry she had suffered in the past two days.
“Sorry, I was late,” Bao-lo apologized, patting her shoulders lovingly. “Don’t cry, A-mi-na, it was all my
fault.”
Bao-lo’s gentleness saddened A-mi-na even more. She felt that Bao-lo was truly too good, and too kind, while
her brother was too harsh and too overbearing. The way he had treated Bao-lo’s father yesterday had really been
too outrageous for words, and had filled her with shame. So she sobbed, “Bao-lo, don’t say that. It is I who should
apologize. Your father must have been very angry when he returned home yesterday.”
“Your brother agreed to give a formal reply in three days’ time,” Bao-lo said hopefully, putting his arm around
her waist and with his own face he rubbed off the tears from A-mi-na’s. “It doesn’t matter. Although he was very
angry at first. I talked him into a more reasonable attitude.”
“Bao-lo, you don’t understood. Things are very bad!”
“How?”
“My brother is completely against it. Three days’ waiting was only an excuse for delay.”
“Oh?”
“I’m really afraid,” she said worriedly. “If—”
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“Afraid of what, A-mi-na?”
“I fear it might even lead to a war—”
“It won’t. I’ve said that our two villages would live peacefully and help each other—”
“Ahah!”
Suddenly, a noise like the scream of a wild animal outside of the cave! Someone rushed in laughing sardonically. “So that’s it! Now, we’ll see where you can escape to!”
A-mi-na. and Bao-lo stood with their backs against the cave, wall, terribly frightened. They were momentarily
dazed by the sudden hideous interruption. They did not know what to do.
“A-li-ya!” cried A-mi-na with alarm, trying to stop him from coming any nearer. “What do you want to do?”
“Huh!” A-li-ya’s face was against the light, so his expression could not be seen. But she could conclude from
his tightly held fists and tremulous voice how enraged he was.
“What will I do? Wait and see for yourself!”
“Bao-lo, run! Hurry!” A-mi-na pushed her lover to one side and stepped towards A-li-ya, saying, “A-li-ya, do
you dare?”
“You get out of the way!” A-li-ya was like a mad man. He shouted at her, “Stand aside, A-mi-na! So it is Kulu-ya’s son, Bao-lo!”
“You will die, A-li-ya!”
Bao-lo moved along the cave-wall, nimbly and swiftly like a hunting dog, fencing with a ferocious beast,
searching for an opening to rush out of the cave.
“Stand aside!” A-li-ya reached for A-mi-na to pull her out of the way so that he could attack his quarry. Just as
he stretched out his hand, Bao-lo suddenly rushed past him.
“Hurry, hurry!” A-mi-na shouted with fright. She had taken for granted that Bao-lo would be able to rush out
of the cave. But A-li-ya was quick and sure. With a terrible shout he swept his right leg one side. Bao-lo stumbled
and fell out of the cave.
"Goh!"
"Aaaah!" A-mi-na shouted as though her bowels would split open, for she knew that right outside of the cave
was a thousand foot cliff. How could Bao-lo survive such a fall?
Just as she uttered the terrible shout, A-li-ya stooped deftly and got hold of one of Bao-lo’s legs. Although
Bao-lo had stumbled he was still nimble and swift. He turned and twisted his body this way and that way to avoid
A-li-ya’s pounding fists. The two of them fought and wrestled on the overhanging precipice.
A-mi-na stood there stamping her feet helplessly. Again and again she wanted to stoop down to pull them
apart, but there was no way to get near them. Excessive anxiety made her cry and shout wildly. Then, all of a
sudden, the two contestants, rolling and struggling on the precipice, became motionless at the same time. A-mi- na
bent forward in terror and called:
"Bao-lo! Bao-lo!”
Bao-lo’s body stirred once. Then he bent his legs and got up slowly. He steadied himself with his hands on the
cliff, gasping and coughing.
“Yeh! Your face is covered with blood!” A-mi-na went up to him hastily to clasp him in her arms. But at the
sight of so much blood on his head and face her feet became wooden with fright.
“It doesn’t matter. Must have hurt my head … he … he.”
A-mi-na turned round and saw A-li-ya lying there stiffy. He must be dead. It was such a shock. She loosened
her hold on Bao-lo and hastily bent down to feel A-li-ya’s nostrils. She cried agitatedly:
“Bao-lo, you’ve beaten him to death?”
Bao-lo also bent down to feel A-li-ya’s chest. With a shake of his head he said, “No, he probably hit his head
on a rock and fainted. He won’t die.”
“Ah!” When A-mi-na learned that A-li-ya was not dead she stood up immediately, grasped Bao-io and said
excitedly, “Then you had better go quickly! When he wakes up, he’ll want to fight you again. Go quickly! Hurry!
“All right, I’m going. It’s too bad …” Bao-io climbed down the precipice to the stream and ran swiftly along
the familiar route by the side of the stream towards Deer Village.
A-mi-na watched him go along the route by the side of the stream till she could no longer see his figure. Her
heart throbbed with pain as if pierced by a knife. She was terrified. These sudden changes were too much for her.
Her nerves were on edge and she felt dizzy. She stood there with a sense of being lost.
A film of gossamer threads of rain floated in blown by the wind and fell on A-mi-na’s face. The cool water
roused her from her reverie. She looked up at the sky with surprise. How strange! The sun was still shining upon
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the mountain ranges across the stream. How could it be drizzling?
“Arh, arh …”
A fit of moaning behind her startled A-mi-na. She looked around and saw that A-li-ya had sat up. The little
shower of rain on his head had revived him.
“The wild dog has run away?” A-li-ya demanded, putting one hand at the back of his head while he pressed the
other against the cliff to steady himself as he managed to get up. He stared at A-mi-na with dilated eyes and said,
“I’ll beat him to death for sure!”
“A-li-ya! Why aren’t you dead?” A-mi-na cursed gnashing her teeth. “I hate you so much!”
“A-mi-na—”
“Don’t speak to me!” she screamed tearfully, then turned round and ran swiftly like an enraged aborigine dog
towards her home.
Bursts of heavy rain pursued her.
When she reached home, she fell on her bed weeping, disregarding her soaking wet clothes. Her sister-in-law
was nearly frightened out of her wits. She sat beside A-mi-na employing all her artifices to comfort her. But A-mina continued to cry, on and on.
“What’s the matter, eh? You are worrying me to death!?” Finally her sister-in-law was a little angry.
“I hate A-li-ya! Oh—oo—oo.” At last, A-mi-na managed to squeeze out these words in between her sobs.
“Ah! Really the two of you are too much, and I thought it might be something serious!” The sister-in-law
heaved a sigh of relief. Had she known it was only a lovers’ squabble she wouldn’t have worried so much. “I say,
the two of you are not yet married,” she said, “and already you are quarreling. You’ll be married after two days.
Won’t it be even—”
“Sister, don’t talk about that any more!” A-mi-na interrupted.
“Why not? Your brother has just gone out [in] the rain [to] discuss plans to advance the date of the wedding so
the people of Deer Village will have no further pretext to come and annoy us.”
“Advance the wedding?”
“Uh-huh, your brother intends to have you married the day after tomorrow. So don’t quarrel with A-li-ya
anymore.”
“Humph, all my life, he needn’t think he’d—”
“Well, well, don’t cry any more.” The sister-in-law went away shaking her head.
To A-mi-na’s numerous and complex worries, her sister-in-law’s information added a new one—confusing her
even more. During that night, there were gusts of wind, howling all over the mountain ranges. A-mi-na tossed
about in her bed, sleepless. She was worried about Bao-lo’s injuries. Perhaps there would be complications. She
also felt sure that A-li-ya must have told Ko-lo about the happenings of the afternoon. It was strange that Ko-lo
said nothing at all about it when he returned home that evening. Why? These developments were so strange that
her mind was thoroughly confused. She didn’t know what to do. She lay on her bed, listening to the howling
winds, and thinking about her own future. She was just like a withered leaf in the wind, all alone, drifting along
by herself, floating lightly to an unknown destination. Inadvertently, her tears fell again. She thought of eloping
with Bao-lo and following him to Deer Village right away! Then she felt it wouldn’t do. It would cause too much
embarrassment for her brother. It might even make him so angry as to wage war against Deer Village regardless of
consequences. She would be responsible for all those killed and wounded.
Then what should she do?
Better be brave and confess everything to her brother and sister-in-law!—I want marry the son of Ku-lu-ya, the
chief of Deer Village.—I love Bao-lo! Bao-lo also loves me!—I don't like A-li-ya, I hate and detest him!—For the
sake of maintaining peace between the two villages, I want to be the peacemaker!
By what would her brother agree with her? And would the odious A-li-ya be willing to let her off? Better be
dead, then! After death, surely there would be no more worries! Ah! A-fu-te, save me! She thought of many
things. The agitation in her heart was as fierce as the gale outside, but no decision was made. Woman was after all
just a woman—she felt she had to consult Bao-lo before doing anything.
On the following morning, dawn came later than usual—the sky was full of dark fleeting clouds obliterating
the sun—the whole mountainside was cloaked in a dreary shadow. The hurricane was gaining in tempo, with
intermittent showers, the rain fell with such force that it was actually painful when it fell on a person’s face.
The bad weather made A-mi-na feel even more rejected. In spite of the hurricane, however, Ko-lo went out
early in the morning. Before leaving he told his wife to take special care of A-mi-na. He seemed to have heard Ami-na’s secret, but he did not say anything.
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A-mi-na sat on her bed like a statue, staring fixedly at the onslaught of wind and rain outside the door. It
looked as if the weather would continue like this for a day or two. Bao-lo wouldn’t be able to come to their
rendezvous. She had many worrisome problems that needed his advice. The cursed weather was so uncooperative,
she hated it as much as A-li-ya.
By noontime, the hurricane seemed to be ending. The dark clouds in the sky were still scurrying across the sky,
but compared with the morning, the day had become much brighter. If only it would be fair tomorrow, then Baolo could come up the mountain to keep their date. In order to avoid being surprised by A-li-ya again, she had been
wondering where they could meet in secret and in safety.
Suddenly, inbetween the intermittent gusts of wind, the cries of a bird could be heard.
“Sh - chiu chiu ... sh - chiu chiu ... “
A-mi-na stood up in amazement, she listened carefully, but those sounds could not be heard any longer, instead
she heard only the wind whipping through the trees.
Couldn’t be Bao-lo! We’re not supposed to meet today. She sat down and reasoned with herself; yesterday, he
came, tomorrow he should come again; besides, the weather is so bad. Suddenly, she heard the pitiful cries of a
bird again:
“Sh - chiu chiu! Sh - chiu chiu …”
She listened with amazement. The bird’s cries were very much like those of Bao-lo's signal!
“Strange! Could it really be him?” she muttered to herself. Then with a swift movement she rushed out of the
door. She ran in the direction of the bird’s cries heedless of the storm.
“Sh - chiu chiu!”
The bird’s cries came from the back of the cliff by the side of the stream. A-mi-na walked skeptically around
the cliff, and called softly, “Bao-io!”
“Is that Bao-lo?”
From the mist of a heap of stones a head came slowly into sight. A-mi-na ran to him elatedly with outstretched
arms.
“Bao-lo! It’s really you!”
“A-mi-na!”
“Ah! look, you are dripping wet—hurry, let’s go to the cave to be out of the rain.”
“Will A-li-ya come again?” He let her drag him along for a few steps. Then suddenly he cried softly, “Hey! Go
slower!”
“With all this wind and rain, he won’t come. What is it? You can’t run?”
“I hurt my knee yesterday.”
“Ah! Then we’ll walk slower. Ah! What an awful gash in your head, and even your face is swollen!”
“Aye!”
“Look at the gusts of wind and heavy downpour. You shouldn’t have come in this storm. Your wound is not
healed yet.” A-mi-na pulled Bao-io into the cave which was luckily sheltered against the gale. She examined Baolo’s wounds tenderly while she complained about his coming out in the rain so foolishly. But in her heart hadn’t
she hoped that he would come to her?
“I have some very important things to tell you!” Bao-lo said seriously and breathing laboriously.
“Oh! What about?”
“I stole out from my home today. Because of my injured knee was very painful, it took half a day to get here.”
“What kind of important things? Tell me quickly!”
“My father had an outburst of temper!”
“Ah!”
“After returning home yesterday I was in a very bad mood because of my wounds. My father kept on asking
questions about how I got hurt. I was agitated and I blurted out the whole story.”
“Won’t that ruin everything!”
“My! It was all because of my impatience,” Bao-io said, rubbing his hands together. “When my father heard
what had happened, he was terribly angry. He immediately sent for his warriors and had a council of war. They
swore that they’d kill all the Wistaria people in revenge.”
“Oh! Then why didn’t you talk him out of it?” A-mi-na seized Bao-lo’s wrist in fear.
“I did my best. But none of them would listen,” Bao-lo said sadly. “My father was already enraged because of
your brother’s rudeness the other day. Then on top of that, someone reported that the missing young warrior of our
village was killed by your men, and yesterday, they saw me returning home badly injured. So no matter what I
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said they just wouldn’t listen.”
“What should we do now? We can see that the war—”
“That’s right! They’ve decided to spring a surprise attack at midnight tomorrow. That’s why I had to come
today to tell you.”
“This … this … oooh …”
“Nothing can stop them from making a surprise attack now. What do you think we should do?”
“My brother and his warriors are also prepared for war.”
“Then the toll of lives will be heavy on both sides.”
“Tomorrow night, there may still be a heavy storm.”
“That would delay them for one day, but the war still cannot be avoided.”
“It means death for all my people.”
“I wonder perhaps we should tell your brother first, so that he could take all your people and flee to the
mountain.”
“That won’t do either. If your father’s attack comes to nothing, will he drop the matter right there?”
“When my father finds you have all fled, he might cool off a little. Maybe then I could persuade him to make
peace.”
“That won’t be possible; for my brother and the others are all proud and brave warriors. They would consider
it too dishonorable to abandon their village and run away.”
“Then what shall we do?”
They sat there looking at each other helplessly, but could not think of a single workable plan. Their mental
turmoil was, like the gale raging outside of the cave, becoming more and more uncontrollable and terrifying.
In the midst of their silent despair A-mi-na thought someone was calling her name from afar. She clutched
Bao-lo in fright.
“What’s that? Someone seems to be calling me,” she said.
Bao-lo was startled, too. He bent forward toward the mouth of the cave and listened intently. But he could hear
nothing except the uproar of rushing wind, pouring rain, and torrents of water dashing and falling down the
ridges.
“No, I don’t hear anyone calling.”
“Probably I didn’t hear right,” she said pulling him in a little more. “What a downpour. I don’t think anyone
would come here.”
“Don’t be afraid!” Bao-lo said angrily with a hand on the Aborigine sword hanging down his waistband. “If
anyone comes here today to seek death, my sword will drink blood.”
“No, no! Bao-lo!” She shivered as she heard the horrible threat in his words. She held him more tightly and
said plaintively, “It’s all my fault. I’ve caused all this turmoil and your being wounded. Bao-lo, what shall we do
now? I can almost hear the boom of war-drums and the screams of tomorrow night’s surprise attack already.”
“A-mi-na, try all you can to convince your brother! He must get all the men and women of your village to flee
to the mountain.”
“I’ll try,” she said with tears in her eyes. “Is this the only way?”
“I thought about it all night. It’s all I could think of.”
“Aah!” She bit her lips hard and shook her head rapidly.
“A-mi-na! I’m thinking—if you don’t mind, I want you to take refuge in my home. All right?”
She stared at him foolishly.
“The storm is too fierce today. I had better come tomorrow morning to take you home. All right?”
“If I do this …” she hesitated. She had thought about it, too, last night. But now, such a move did not seem to
be the best way. “I have to think about it. If we do that, however, the war will still go on. It might even make it
more terrible.”
Bao-lo was irresolute. After a while he said helplessly, “All right. Tomorrow morning I have to come here
again anyway. Let’s both try our best to convince them. I have to go home now.”
“What a downpour, wait a while.”
“No, I can’t. My family might discover my absence. That might lead to trouble.”
A-mi-na put her head out of the cave and looked down at the stream.
“Terrible!” she cried with horror. “What a lot of water. The stream has risen so high!”
Bao-lo was frightened at heart. How could the stream swell into such an angry torrent in such a short time?
There hadn’t been much water in the stream when he had climbed up a short time before.
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“Ah! I must go right away, or I won’t be able to go later on,” he said aloud.
“No, you can’t. It’s too dangerous!”
“It doesn’t matter. I can’t possibly stay here.”
“Oh! I’ve never seen such a ferocious storm and the water.”
“I’m going now. I’ll come again tomorrow.” Bao-lo walked unsteadily out of the cave into the rain, following
the side of the overhanging precipice, looking for the trail he usually followed.
A-mi-na stood watching at the edge of the precipice, holding onto a little tree. Her heart was thumping like
mad. Gusts of torrential rain, blown by the gale, dashed against her body, but she stood there feeling nothing. Her
eyes were centered on the slowly moving Bao-lo, who was nearly crawling on all fours. His injured knee impeded
his movements a great deal. He was descending slowly along the precipice. The terrifying wind had loosened his
hair and it floated and danced in all directions. The brave and careful Bao-lo kept on descending fearlessly and
steadily. With both hands he held on to a jutting rock or a tree and only when his feet could stand firmly in a
proper position would he release his hold and move on. A-mi-na watched him, tremulous with fear.
Suddenly, her heart froze and her whole body trembled helplessly. For she discovered that in an instant the
water had suddenly swirled upward. Black-brown torrents thundered down from the mountain heights as though
the mountain itself were falling and the earth were splitting apart. Trees, stones, sand and mud, intermingled,
poured down with the torrents, the uproar shook heaven and earth and the mountains and valley trembled. She
could see that the trail which had brought Bao-lo back and forth these days had been nearly obliterated by the
flood. But Bao-lo was proceeding step by step without hesitation. From her vantage point on the precipice she
watched him with terror in her heart. She knew that he had to go home, but except for his safety nothing else
mattered. So she stretched her head out and moved her body forward a little more. Then she called with all her
might, hoping to call him back,
“Bao-lo! Bao-lo! It’s dangerous!”
Her voice floated in the valley but it was drowned by the uproar of the torrent. Bao-io did not hear her. She
became more frightened. Forgetting her own danger altogether, she stumbled forward a few steps more and lay
prostrate on the brink of the precipice. Holding onto a stalagmite she looked downward and screamed at the top of
her voice:
“Bao-lo! Don’t climb down anymore! Bao-lo! It’s too dangerous …”
Bao-io heard her this time. Her cries were brought to his ears by the wind. He stopped moving. Holding onto a
small tree, he raised his head to look upward. A-mi-na saw his mouth open but could not hear his words. She
called to him anxiously and lovingly:
“Climb back up, Bao-lo! The mountain floods have come—oooh! Bao-lo …”
Suddenly, A-mi-na screamed in agony as though her bowels were being torn to pieces. Then she lay in a heap
on the precipice, her limbs convulsed as though suffering from ague. Then she wailed and howled unceasily as if
possessed, “Bao-lo! Bao-lo!—Bao-lo …”
Bao-lo had disappeared from the cliff. Just as he had raised his head the small tree he was hanging on to had
been uprooted. Without it his injured knee could not support his swaying body. In an instant, he fell, like the rocks
swept down from the peaks, right into the deep stream down below in the valley. The rapid foaming water did not
show a ripple or a splash as it received his body. The torrent poured onward in its tumultuous course.
“Bao-lo! I tried to warn you.”
A-mi-na wailed and howled, as if her heart and intestines had already been torn to pieces. Excessive shock and
extreme emotional stress had disturbed her mental balance. She lay prostrate near the edge of the precipice, in the
storm. The pouring rain washed away her falling tears, and her hair was whipped by the strong wind.
All of a sudden, she stopped wailing and howling, and managed to get to her feet slowly. She stood there, in
the storm, shakily and unsteadily, sobbing and mumbling to herself, “Bao-lo, wait for me. I’ll follow you.”
“A-mi-na! A-mi-na!”
These ear-splitting shouts suddenly rang out behind her. Just as she jumped, two arms from behind her clasped
her and pulled her forcily back. The two bodies fell on the stony ground.
“A-mi-na! Are you mad?”
“Oh, oh! Sister … you mustn’t stop me!”
“I’ve been calling and looking for you everywhere. What’s the matter with you?”
“Oh, Sister! I don’t want to live anymore! … Ooooo ….”
“Nonsense, your brother wants me to look after you. Now what am I to do if you run wild like this?”
“Ooooo …” She embraced her sister-in-law and cried uncontrollably.
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The sister-in-law forcefully dragged A-mi-na home. But what the sister-in-law succeeded in dragging home
was only an empty shell bereft of heart and soul. She had turned into an idiot—sitting stupidly in her room,
neither crying, smiling, talking, nor eating. When water from the damaged roof poured in upon her like a waterfall, she still sat there without moving and let herself get drenched. When Ko-lo and his wife spoke to her, she
listened but her mouth remained shut, saying nothing. Ko-lo was frightened. In spite of the heavy downpour he
went to fetch the female shaman and bade her to exorcize the demon that had possessed A-mi-na. But all her
efforts were of no avail—A-mi-na showed no sign of recovery.
The hurricane seemed to be bent on flattening the mountains themselves. It continued its onslaught for another
night. It was one of the worst and most destructive hurricane in the history of Taiwan. The rampaging flood not
only destroyed trees and ridges, it also changed the topography of countless numbers of ravines and valleys, even
the lofty mountain peaks, and high ridges also bowed their heads to the terrible onslaught. Such destructive
hurricanes were, later on, called “typhoons” by the people on the plains.
The following day, the earth seemed to have just wakened from a horrible nightmare. The hurricane had
already gone away, leaving fallen trees and broken rocks scattered all over the mountain ranges. Carcasses of
animals were still being washed down by the rapid current along with sand and pebbles. Everywhere the roar of
rushing water blended with the clash of debris which had been washed down from cliffs and slopes.
The people of Wistaria Village began to work again. Some went out of the village to look for food. Some
began repairing their mud huts. The aborigine dogs barked shrilly as they raced along the mountain ranges searching for carcasses to satisfy their hunger.
A-mi-na left her house like a prowling ghost, heading towards the precipice in front of Wistaria Village. Her
eyes stared fixedly straight ahead. She walked mechanically like a puppet towards the spot where she and Bao-lo
used to meet. There, she stood stiffly without any movement. When her brother discovered that she had left home
he was so frightened that he went about calling out her name as he looked for her. Finally, the sister-in-law took
Ko-lo to the precipice where they found her.
“Go home quickly, A-mi-na!” Ko-lo wanted to drag her homeward.
“No, I want to wait for him here!” she said, without turning her head and still continued staring at the ravine
beneath the precipice.
“Wait for whom?”
“Bao-lo!”
“Who’s Bao-lo?” the sister-in-law asked with surprise. “Yesterday too, I heard her calling: ‘Bao-lo, Bao-lo.’”
“I’ve learned from A-li-ya,” Ko-lo replied, and then suddenly pulled angrily at A-mi-na’s hand and said:
“Go. Go home!”
She did not offer any resistance or show any resentment, but let her brother drag her home. Then in an instant,
she was back on the precipice again, standing there gazing and waiting vacantly.
Ko-lo did not have the time to watch her all day long. For he had to lead his people to repair the planks of the
palisade and other constructions of defense that had been damaged or blown away by the hurricane. They had to
continue the preparations for defense for they were still worry of possible attacks by the Deer Village people.
Sentries were stationed in key positions all over the mountain ranges to guard against sneak attacks of the enemy.
That afternoon, Ko-lo scolded A-mi-na angrily after bringing her back from the precipice the third time. Suddenly,
the sentries stationed at the front reported that they had caught several Deer Village people. He left A-mi-na in his
wife’s care while he hurried away to question the captives.
The men from Deer Village were not warriors come to attack Wistaria Village as they had thought. Instead,
they were the lucky survivors of a disaster caused by the hurricane. They recounted the terrible tragic happenings.
The merciless flood came so suddenly and in such force that all of Deer Village which was situated by the side of
the stream, was destroyed and carried away in an instant. The people had no time to escape. These few survivors
had gone through indescribable dangers and had preserved their lives through rare good fortune, but they had
been starving and so had come up the mountain to find food. That was how they had been captured.
Ko-lo listened to their tragic tale but dared not believe them completely. So he ordered A-li-ya to take a few
warriors and go there to find out the truth. What the captives had said proved true. Deer Village had become a
desolated heap of rubble and deserted slopes.
“Well, we won’t have to worry about enemy attacks anymore.”
“That’s true!” A-li-ya agreed with Ko-lo happily. “Now A-mi-na should get over her infatuation!” he added
hopefully.
Actually, A-mi-na was emotionally dead. Mentally, she had become deranged. Her memory, too, was gone.
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Except for her daily trips to the precipice to stand there gazing and waiting vacantly, she did nothing at all. She
did not know when to eat, failed to perceive any difference between good and bad weather, winter and summer.
She did not even recognize A-li-ya anymore.
“A-mi-na, what do you always stand here for?”
A-li-ya always stood behind her pityingly and lovingly trying to coax her to go home. But she paid no attention
to him at all. She just stood there fixedly on that spot near the edge of the precipice. Her unkempt hair floated and
danced in the wind like a withered palm tree.
“A-mi-na. Let’s go home!”
Her brother and sister-in-law often coaxed her but she always continued to stand there. Then they would drag
her home by force, but as soon as they relaxed their vigilance, she would sneak out and go there again, to wait and
to hope. Nothing else mattered to her whatsoever.
“A-mi-na!” ‘
Her brother would call her sadly. He knew that his beautiful sister had turned into an idiot. He had scolded her
before but now he did not have the heart to reprimand her anymore.
Day after day, the people of Wistaria Village could see the same scene. On top of the precipice stood a haggard
cadaverous figure with disheveled hair. That was A-mi-na. Her brother had sent for all the shamans from far and
near to cure her but they exhausted all their witchcraft and used up all their charms in vain. Nothing could restore
her sanity.
In the course of time, curiosity and sympathy for her subsided. Even though A-mi-na still stood on the precipice, exposed to wind and rain or the heat of the blazing sun, waiting for nobody knew what. No one paid much
attention to her anymore.
The one exception was the heart-broken A-li-ya. He still cared for her as before. Whenever he had a moment to
spare he would come to the precipice to watch over her and keep her company. He prayed to the gods and often
silently entreated Heaven and Earth to let her recover and be her old self again.
Then, one day, she suddenly disappeared. No one knew where she had gone. Ko-lo sent all the men of Wistaria
Village to search for her, from the mountain ridges down to the ravines but there was no sign of her. She had
mysteriously disappeared.
The devoted A-li-ya, with a grief-stricken heart, still went to the spot at the edge of the precipice where A-mina used to stand. Facing the silent implacable cliffs, he immersed himself in the recollection of her smiles and her
beauty which always made his eyes brim with tears, and his heart filled with painful longing.
One day, to his amazement, on the spot where A-mi-na used to stand, he found a strange weed with roots
coiled round the stone crevices. It had long narrow leaves like a waistband, waving and swaying in the wind. He
was greatly surpirsed, so surprised that he involuntarily called out to the green weed, “A-mi-na!” The strange
weed suddenly started to shake violently as though making a reply.
A-li-ya, in his amazement, hastened to report his discoverey to Chief Ko-lo and the strange news was instantly
spread to the whole village and other Aborigine inhabitants nearby. People believed the strange weed was the
embodiment of the spirit of A-mi-na and frequently people came from far and near to worship it and pray to it.
A few years later, they discovered that whenever the strange weed’s leaves were short and drooping on the
ground, there would be strong hurricanes, which would cause lots of damage. On the other hand, if the leaves
were tall and straight, there would not be any severe hurricanes that year. Thereafter, people regarded it as having
supernatural power to predict hurricanes, and it was said that its predictions were always correct.
This episode of bygone days became a legend which was handed down from generation to generation for no
one knows how many years. Even now people still believe in the powers of this supernatural weed. The people on
the plains have heard about it too, and have given it a modernized name. It is now called: the Typhoon Weed.
191.77 Excerpt from The River Below\fn{by François Cheng (1929- )} Nanchang, Jiangxi Province, China (M) 8
1
In the beginning there was the cry in the night. Autumn 1930. China with its five thousand years of history, and
I with almost six years of life on earth, for I was born in January 1925. My parents had just taken me to the
country for the first time, fleeing the city of Nanchang, its heat still oppressive, its streets tumultuous with the
spectacle of executions. My little sister and I were in the bedroom our family would share; although it was late,
my parents lingered in an adjoining room chatting with the aunt we were visiting.
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We had been entertaining ourselves with the rustic objects beside the only bed when suddenly we heard a long
cry. Plaintive at first, distant, then closer and closer; strident, soon it had turned into a kind of repetitive chant, an
insistent monotone, but infinitely soothing. The voice was a woman’s, so resonant with immemorial echoes that it
seemed to spring from her entrails or from the bowels of the earth. Words could now be distinguished:
“Wandering soul, where are you, where are you? … Wandering soul, come here, come here … Wandering soul
…” Truly spellbound by the voice and the words, and perhaps to calm my sister, who was speechless with fright, I
replied in an almost playful tone:
“Yes, I’m coming, I’m coming …”
And as the voice outside was growing louder, I raised my own in response. That was when the adults burst
noisily into the room, my aunt first, followed by my parents. They all shouted: “Be quiet, child, be quiet!” then
without a break:
“You two, get to bed now! We thought you were already asleep!”
Given without explanation and accompanied by distraught looks, the abrupt, brutal order left me shocked and
unable to speak. After the candle had been blown out, I lay awake in the dark. I managed to catch some of the
adults’ conversation, and from it I understood more or less what was at stake.
The woman crying out had just lost her husband. That night she called to his wandering soul so it would not go
astray. According to the ritual, after burning paper money for the dead, the widow calls out just as the third watch
begins. If by chance someone among the living answers her cry with a yes, he loses his body, which is quickly
entered by the dead man’s wandering soul that then returns to the world of the living. And the soul of the one thus
losing his body becomes in turn the wanderer and wanders until finding another body for its reincarnation. Soon I
heard the voices of the adults again, reassuring one another:
“But an innocent reply does not count!”
“How can they feel reassured?” I wondered.
As for me, I saw myself already dead, losing my body! I knew what death was, for an unthinking servant had
taken me to watch the execution of a revolutionary bandit. Perched on the servant’s shoulder, I had a clear view
across the excited crowd. There was a cry that day, too, from the executioner who stood behind the kneeling
prisoner. A brief, sharp cry, followed at once by the flash of a raised saber cutting through the air, a fountain of
blood spurting from the condemned man’s neck, a body sinking and a head rolling in the sand. Murmurs of
admiration rose from the crowd. So this was death, a thing men inflicted on one another with a tried and true
technique. On that occasion I had learned that one must at all costs avoid being bitten by a freshly severed head.
For anyone so bitten replaces the deceased and will die, while the dead man shall rejoin the living.
Now that I had answered “yes” to the woman's call, I did not doubt the wandering soul had attached itself to
me. Was there still a way to escape fate? While ruminating on this, I drifted off to sleep, a :sleep disturbed by
terrifying, nightmarish visions.
My family’s vague anxiety turned out to be well founded. All night I was delirious, gripped by a high fever. I
awoke late the next morning exhausted and extremely pale. Extricating myself from the soaked sheet wrapped
around me like a shroud, I discovered I was still alive.
But suddenly I felt a stranger to myself. I was aware that my previous body had been taken by someone; what
lay on the bed nearly inert—and could perhaps be felt with my hand—was another person’s body, to which my
soul had attached itself, come what may.
From then on, I could not get the idea out of my head that, contrary to the commonsense notion of people
being bodies endowed with souls, a human being was—for me at least—a stray soul dwelling in any body it could
borrow. I was convinced that from then on everything in me would be perpetually out of joint. Things would
never match up perfectly. In my view, therein lay the essence of my life, or of life in general.
2
Two and a half years had passed since the night of the cry. I now lived with my parents in our home for years
to come, a humble cottage at the base of Mount Lu, in northern Jianxi Province, not far from the Yangzi River. In
the meantime my little sister had died in a meningitis epidemic. One morning this sister, this playmate, this
companion who slept beside me every night, did not open her eyes, or smile at me, or answer me. Just like that
she was gone forever, leaving a great emptiness inside the house and out. As heavy as my parents’ grief and my
own heartbreak may have been, I remained convinced that my sister was somewhere, that she was playing hide
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and seek with me. How many times did I not turn around at the creaking of a chair or the crunching of leaves on
the path.
My father, his own health deteriorating—he had always suffered from asthma and chronic bronchitis and
eventually contracted tuberculosis—decided one day to leave the city and retreat to a secluded village in the
verdant countryside of a tea-growing region. The thatched cottage occupied by our little family adjoined the
village’s run-down temple, which my father converted into a classroom. There he provided elementary instruction
for the children of the village and the surrounding area. He also served as public scribe, a role which turned out to
be as beneficial as that of schoolmaster. Besides writing letters and drawing up contracts, he was called upon to do
calligraphy for the local people. For many of life’s special occasions—festivals, marriages, funerals, birthdays, the
building of a house, the opening of a shop—he turned his hand to all kinds of formulas, sayings, epigrams,
mantras, steles, and signs. To my surprise I discovered that the illiteracy of the villagers did not preclude their
revering ideograms; unconsciously but profoundly, they were, molded by these written signs, showing as much
sensitivity to the emblematic power as to the formal beauty.
Sometimes the requests proved too many for my father, especially when his asthma was severe, and I would be
obliged to assist him. I had something of a natural gift for brushwork, and I began the serious study of calligraphy.
Following my father, I learned not only to copy the various styles from models left by the ancient masters but also
to observe the living models afforded by omnipresent nature: the grasses, the trees, and soon the terraced tea
fields. These last I observed so often that eventually I knew by heart their configuration: they were indeed skillful,
complex creations. I marked how their regular and rhythmic lines, seemingly established by man, followed
closely the endlessly varied contours of the terrain, thereby revealing a deeper structure, “the veins of the
Dragon.” Thus imbued with a vision nurtured by my apprenticeship in calligraphy, I began to experience a
physical communion with the landscape.
Beyond the shapes, I had gradually become the companion, the accomplice almost, of the odors and colors
emanating from the thick clumps of tea leaves. These plants broke the monotony of my rather lonely life (for the
most part, the village children were obliged to work alongside their parents; they attended school only during their
relatively few free months), for their nuances and tones changed constantly according to the season, the day, and
even the hour. Such variation was not caused by temperature and light alone—fickle as they are in that locale—
but was elicited by the mists and clouds forming an integral part of Mount Lu. These conferred on the landscape
an atmosphere at times diaphanous and tinged with blue, at times heavy and close, like the engraved or sculpted
images on folding screens.
“Mists and clouds of Mount Lu,” so famous they had become proverbial, referring to something elusive and
mysterious, a beauty hidden yet bewitching. With their capricious, unpredictable movements and their never-fixed
hues—pink or purple, jade green or silver gray—they turned the mountain magical. They developed amid Mount
Lu’s countless peaks and hills; then, lingering in the valleys or rising toward the heights, they maintained a
constant state of mystery. At times they dissipated abruptly, revealing to the human eye the mountain in all its
splendor. With their silkiness and their scent of moist sandalwood, these clouds and mists resembled a being both
fleshly and unreal, a messenger come from elsewhere, who might converse with the earth for a minute or for
hours, depending on his mood.
Some bright mornings they stole silently through shutters and entered the dwellings of men, caressing them,
surrounding them, gentle and intimate. Should anyone try to grab hold of them, they would move off as silently as
they had come, out of reach. Some evenings the heavy mists rose and met up with clouds in motion, producing
moisture and bringing showers; the pure water would pour into jars and jugs the villagers set out under their
walls. With this water they made the best tea around. Once the downpour had ended, the clouds broke up rapidly,
and under clear skies the highest mountain would be briefly visible. The surrounding hills in no way detracted
from the mysterious lofty beauty of this peak, which, unobstructed, reflected the diffuse evening light and
displayed its fantastic, dangerously towering crags crowned with a vegetation no less fantastic. Meanwhile, the
clouds, reforming in the west, would turn into a wide, slack sea, on whose waves floated the setting sun like a
dream ship gleaming with a thousand multicolored lights.
And very soon the summit would be draped in a mauve mist, becoming invisible once more. As was indeed
appropriate, since this was the hour for Mount Lu’s daily journey westward to pay homage to the Taoists’ Lady of
the West and to greet Buddha. At that moment, the universe appeared to disclose its hidden reality: it was in
perpetual transformation. What was apparently stable melted away into the moving; what was apparently finite
sank into the infinite. There was no fixed, final state. And is that not the real truth, since all living things are but
condensation of the breath?
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Dating from then I had an intuition, although still rather vague, that my element would be the cloud—a thing
immaterial yet substantial, an ethereal and almost palpable presence. I would understand later—when I was of an
age to understand why the Chinese are so taken with clouds—why they use the expression “clouds and rain” to
refer to the act of love and the state of ecstasy, why poets and Taoists speak of “eating mists and clouds,”
“caressing mists and clouds,” and “sleeping among mists and clouds.”
What is a cloud, really? From whence does it come? Where does it go? I who had so much time to observe the
cloud could see that it was born of the valley in the form of mists; then it rose toward the heights until reaching
the sky where it could float in space and take on any number of forms, depending on the weather, depending on
the wind. On occasion, as if not forgetting its origins, it consented to fall back to earth as rain, thus coming full
circle. The cloud was always somewhere but it was from nowhere. What was it then? Nothing? But it seemed that
without it the sky and the earth would have been monotonous.
My mother had it right. When she saw me with a faraway look, she would often say, “You’re wandering in the
clouds again,” and invite me to step down from my carriage in the air. What she did not realize was that I did not
float in a carriage borne by clouds; I was cloud. This identification with an evanescent element suggested, not for
the first time, that I was destined to be a wanderer, one on the fringes, forever at the base of some elusive and
inaccessible Mount Lu. I would not be rooted here, nor elsewhere, perhaps not even on the earth. With these
thoughts, sadness would well up in me. A sadness accentuated by my sister’s sudden departure, by my idea of the
random nature of my body, and by my mother’s everlasting Buddhist litanies punctuated with my father’s fits of
coughing. Crouched in the corner, in a house filled with the scent of incense and the odor of medicinal brews
simmered for days on end, I would wonder:
Will I leave my parents someday? Will they someday leave me? . . .
Even so, at times a lightness, a clarity, would pass over my spirit; with things as they are, I would say to
myself, one might as well seize in passing what the earth can offer! For it is akin to the giant pumpkin that lies in
the field and is so pleasant to touch and explore with the hands. There is no life too insignificant for seeking out
what the earth has to divulge and display.
Yes, all things seen or sensed, even ephemeral, appear miraculous. One must certainly take advantage of that.
At such moments of exaltation, a confused sort of joy came over me, so pervasive as to be suffocating. One day I
had a sudden I revelation: everything the outside world aroused in me could find expression through an element
within my reach. Ink. For, each morning before practicing calligraphy, I had to prepare my ink, patiently rotating
the stick in the broad stone filled with water until I had a rich black mixture. How well I knew its fragrance. Once
the liquid was ready there came the moment of which I never wearied, the testing of its flow. With bold strokes I
would put my well-soaked brush to thin, translucent paper, which absorbed the black fluid quickly yet allowed it
to flood slightly. Then, for several minutes longer the ink retained a fresh glossiness, as if pleased that a receptive
and willing paper had consented to savor it. The Ancients compared this magic—paper receiving ink—to the
young bamboo’s powdery skin receiving drops of morning dew. I myself liked to compare it to the tongue after
one has eaten a delicate rice-flour cake; a few morsels stick and melt, leaving a taste that seems in no hurry to
disappear. .
Thus, the day of my revelation, as I gazed deep into the shimmering, slightly iridescent liquid, the cloudcapped mountain appeared, the very view my eyes had taken in that morning. Without delay I sat down to draw
the peak, trying to reproduce both its tangibility and its evanescence. The result, alas!, did not by any means
correspond to what I had hoped. But I was won over by the magical power of brush and ink. I sensed it was to be
a weapon for me. Maybe the only one I would have to protect me from the overwhelming presence of the Outside.
3
On our new surroundings, I could see my mother almost blossom once the difficulties of getting settled had
passed. When it came to the practicalities of life, it was she who kept our little family going. In face of hardship,
this unassuming, barely literate woman exhibited a stubborn determination and a wisdom rooted in the soul of the
common people. While my father’s wisdom manifested itself in his fondness for reciting innumerable maxims
from the classics and Tang poetry, my mother’s had its basis in an immense reservoir of proverbs she too would
quote in response to the most everyday situations. For example:
“As long as the mountain is there, we shall have wood.”
“He who plants a cabbage will not harvest a squash.”
“Good medicine, bitter taste.” Or those which revealed her Buddhist beliefs:
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“One good deed is worth more than ten pagodas.”
“Men’s eyes are often shut, but the eye of the heavens never.”
“The candle of Buddha fears not the wind.” There were still other Buddhist sayings, more enigmatic, which
she uttered without always understanding, such as:
“Nothing is lost, everything is given.”
“All is nothing, nothing is all.”
With patience and tenacity, she managed to create her own form of simple happiness. A vegetarian, now she
could raise favorite vegetables in her own garden, and I helped her. I also learned from her where to find all sorts
of edible wild fruits and vegetables and how to take away their toxicity. A skill from which I was to benefit much
later (in the early sixties) when, as a camp resident, I experienced the harsh famine affecting the entire country in
the wake of the human calamities.
Living next door to the temple, my mother could also practice charity according to Buddhist precepts. She
regularly gave food and drink to those passing through who would ask for something. As the years went by, she
even acquired a certain reputation in the country- side. It was surprising how many different kinds of people
passed through this out-of-the way region: pilgrims, migrant workers, military deserters, runaway lovers, fugitive
bandits on a country jaunt, scholars seeking solitude, wandering monks …
*
The China of old seemed perpetuated here, intact. Two among all the passersby have never faded from my
memory: the wounded bandit and the wandering Taoist monk.
He arrived late one summer afternoon, the bandit. He made his presence known in a hoarse but resonant voice,
and without waiting, entered the temple. I went in, too, behind my mother. Seated in the semi-darkness was an
imposingly stout man with a haggard look, his hair standing on end. Despite a leathery complexion, he was
deathly pale. Yet he exuded authority, ordering my mother to send her son outside. Obliged to leave, I
nevertheless saw what occurred, watching from the doorway. With an agile swoop, the man pulled a gleaming
dagger from his wide belt, and my mother jumped back.
“Don’t be frightened. I won’t hurt you. But if you betray me, I shall be avenged, and it will be terrible for your
family. Now, help me!”
Thereupon he lifted one side of his black-cloth trousers to disclose an injured calf. A gaping wound, the flesh
already gangrenous. My mother shrieked at the sight and drew back. But the man had no time to lose. A second
order:
“Pass my dagger through the fire and come back with a basin. But first, bring me a good-sized bowl of
gaoliang.\fn{Sorghum wine} I shall be under the tree behind the temple. You will make sure no one goes there.”
Despite my mother's efforts, she could not keep me inside, and I managed to cling to her as she whispered over
and over:
:"A-mi tuo-fo, a-mi-tuo-fo …\fn{Buddha, have pity; Buddha, have pity }I felt her hands tremble and her heart pound.
For we could see from a distance the terrifying scene. Beneath the old tree the half-drugged bandit sat with his
back to us, leaning forward as he worked at his wound, cutting away the gangrenous flesh with his dagger. Faint
cries, becoming more and more like gasps, accompanied the movements of his arm. A haunting sight, this man
alone in a desolate landscape, confronting the horror life had inflicted on him.
Aside from a few swallows fluttering in the distance, nothing moved. It was as if the awful sight had frozen the
universe in place. On the horizon, the red round of the setting sun was another huge, bloody wound. Or it might
have been a mouth, wide open and thirsty for blood, waiting for the wounded beast to expire. A wounded beast,
crushed by pain and misery, that was the bandit. He aroused pity, as expressed in my mother’s litany.
For me, however, the dark silhouette outlined against the evening light was as impressive as a king on a throne
performing some sacrificial rite. This shape imparted to the world around it a holy fear. Yes, a true king. The
horrible task done, the man applied ointment and a dressing made from a kind of oiled paper that protected the
wound yet peeled off easily—a material carried around by every bandit worthy of the name. The man still had
enough strength to drag himself inside the temple. He stayed there ten days or so, and my mother brought him
food. Then one fine morning he was gone. The whole village had known of his presence. No one betrayed him,
for this was a bandit who helped the poor.
More than two months later, a little before the Moon Festival, my mother found an armload of precious jewels
on the temple altar. She guessed their origin; she sold them at once and bought offerings in abundance. The
offerings were placed about the altar, and villagers going by could take what they needed.
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Now the long-neglected temple became a shrine. There was talk of miraculous cures; pilgrims flocked to the
place. At the time of the Moon Festival, a theater troupe came and stayed several days. Appropriately enough,
their play dealt with the wanderings of a man unjustly condemned and forced to become an outlaw. I, seeing a
drama for the first time, observed how freely the actor defied time and space! Leg lifted, he crossed the threshold
of his house. A crack of the whip and he rode his horse. Back bent, there he was, twenty years later. In short,
neither space nor time, just a living creature moving about, space-time originating with him. So it took no more
than a bare surface, a few square feet, to portray all human dreams and passions.
During the performance, we snacked on toasted watermelon seeds, lotus candies, and fruit fritters. The play
ended, and a bright moon shone high in the heavens. We were drawn to the river, which sparkled with a silvery
light. Using nets, we caught eel and shrimp for the midnight soup. In the company of all the village children, I
spent the most beautiful Moon Festival of my life.
*
The other figure I am not likely to forget is the wandering Taoist monk; he could be recognized from afar by
his wide-brimmed straw hat and flowing robe. He would come by at regular intervals, in spring and in fall. When
he arrived, he would sit on the temple steps and wait for my mother to bring him a big bowl of hot rice covered
with vegetables. He ate in silence, slowly; the only sound would be his chewing, for he savored every mouthful.
At such times, these dishes—so ordinary and boring because they were our daily fare—took on a new flavor and
inevitably made my mouth water. The monk would finally stand up, hold out the empty bowl to my mother with
both hands, as if making an offering, but he never thanked her. He would turn around, stroke his majestic beard,
and depart.
Except for his final visit: holding out the empty bowl to my mother, he said;
“Thank you for your kindness. You will be rewarded.” Then he added, pointing toward the hidden summit of
the mountain, he continued:
“I am going up there; I shall not return.” Having spoken, he turned and off he went. As he walked, he began
singing softly in a rather offhand way:
"In the grotto of purity the immortals dwell. There a clear spring bubbles and never runs dry.”
Farther down the road, his flowing robe vanished into the mists with the lightness of a crane in flight.
*
Later, as an adult, during my stay in Europe especially, I would be forced to reflect on that China where I
happened to have been born, since everywhere I ventured they would call me “the Chinese.” I reflected on a
nation whose flaws I knew, a nation nevertheless accorded a measure of greatness. Because of its sheer numbers,
because it was so ancient and so enduring? But more, it seems, because of its pact of trust—or collusion—with
the living universe, for the Chinese have always believed in the virtues of the rhythmic circulating forces which
connect the Whole. And perhaps that explains their way of life, so unlike any other. In trying to fathom the
Chinese, I would invariably confront the contrasting images of the bandit and the monk, two emblematic figures.
Seemingly so different, they ended up for me more than complementary, becoming inextricably united.
The first has his feet firmly on the ground, just like the deeply rooted tree he leans against. Earth dweller to his
fingertips, he demonstrates unbounded patience and vitality, much like the ground that supports him. No matter
what calamity strikes, he does not give up. For he has a trust, naïvely fundamental—or fundamentally naïve—in
his own desire to live, which he finds identical to that of the Universe. According to the situation, he can be gentle
and kind (his natural disposition) or nasty and stubborn, all the while trying to model his behavior on an
instinctive wisdom handed down through the millennia. His pace is slow and measured; he tries to maintain his
dignity even when the burden weighs down his body. Questions of honor never leave him indifferent. Saving
“face” in the eyes of the world is important to him. But, take note, in his code, “face” does not mean “surface.”
From turning over the soil once a year, he has become convinced that, in essence, the face is the bottom and the
bottom is the face. Many a tyrant of the past has burned his fingers on this seemingly humble, docile creature, not
suspecting him capable of rebellion. Too much tickling of his “face” and he rises up. And his rebellion is all the
stronger because he is convinced that, while not being the equal of the Son of Heaven, he and everyone else have
a share of the mandate of Heaven.
Yes, living close to the earth, he does not forget that life here below is subject to the universal transformation,
as is written in The Book of Changes, some of its maxims being known to him. Yet he does not feel a need to raise
his head too high, or look too far, or lose himself in the clouds and jump into the unknown with both feet.
Through the rising thunder, the blowing wind, the spreading mist, the falling rain, through the full moon that
holds all the scattered fragments, is he not in constant communion with the beyond? Earth dweller he is, and earth
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dweller he remains. He neither doubts that the earth’s yellow clay and his own flesh partake of the same
substance, nor that his destiny depends on the earth and inversely that the destiny of the earth depends on him.
Through him, indispensable link in the chain, the earth will be transformed. And with the transformation of the
earth, he and those who come after him will themselves be transformed.
Into what? He knows not, but he trusts. While waiting, he meticulously carries out his mandate. And if they
seek to cut him down before his time, he will rise up and turn to violence. If he is captured and condemned to
death, he will stand fast. At the supreme moment, he will prove worthy, saving face to the very end! Since destiny
so decrees, he consents to abandon himself to the intoxication of the Great Return.
The other, the monk, is obsessed almost from birth by a longing for Heaven. He spends his whole life
cultivating detachment, making himself light, stretching toward the regions of the air as toward an original dream.
His usual posture resembles one of those Chinese roofs with four corners aimed toward the heavens as if it were a
giant bird with wings eternally poised for flight. For the time being, he is making a stop on earth with a sly
indifference and a calm detachment that enable him to smile at the blows of fate and stand up against the tyrant’s
oppression.
And indeed it is this spirit of detachment that permits him to live his present life to the full, savoring the
uncomplicated happiness offered by the earth. Able to live on grass and water, he owns little or nothing. From
here below, he is one with the Whole.
4
After the departure of the Taoist monk I dreamed of the peaks of Mount Lu, which revealed their dazzling
beauty whenever the wind briefly tore aside their misty veil. My dream became more vivid after hearing my
father talk of the highest peak and his plan to scale it in search of medicinal plants.
In the meantime I had become familiar with some of the areas halfway up, especially the Guling, which lay at
the heart of the massif. A rounded mountain encircled by pleasant valleys, it was easily accessible and a fine site
for dwellings. Long ago scholars, artists, and monks had elected it as an ideal retreat; and toward the end of the
nineteenth century, Western missionaries fleeing the torrid summer heat of the cities of the Yangzi valley found
the Guling cool and restful. Before long the mountain was dotted with cottages, bungalows, summer cabins, and
at the center, a picturesque town of Chinese houses and Western shops. It was always a treat to tag along when my
father journeyed to the town of Guling to shop or deliver calligraphy to customers. We liked to approach the top
by different paths, for each route offered its own views. We walked past sites extolled by four-character sayings
engraved right in the rock of the path; we walked amid the odor of majestic, welcoming pines, and to the murmur
of springs and waterfalls, their sound punctuated by the crickets’ song.
The day to climb the peak finally arrived. Taking time to look for plants on the way up, we did not reach the
summit until late afternoon. Up to the last crest, thick vegetation hid everything from view. Then one more step
and a magnificent sight lay before us.
Beyond the tangle of crags and ageless trees with fantastic shapes, there stretched wave after wave of hills and
mountains sloping toward the distant plain. At the far end of the plain newly washed by a heavy shower, a silvery
ribbon glistened in the evening light: the Yangzi. I had often heard the grownups talk of the river but had not
expected to see it so soon or in such an extraordinary setting. There it was, both call of the infinite and impassable
barrier, peacefully carrying along the tiny junks that floated on its surface. I could not help but call the river by
name, shouting out three times, “Changjiang! Chiangjiang! Chiangjiang!,” as if to convince myself that what I
saw was real and so as not to forget it. As if I could foresee the role the river was to play in the life of my
imagination.
While I stood concentrating on the progress of the junks, an invisible hand placed above the river a perfect
rainbow, its top grazing a bank of fleecy clouds. But a moment later, I was sad to see the clouds at work
dismantling the arch stone by stone in a surprisingly methodical way, as nimbly as those skillful acrobats of the
traditional theater clear great stacks of precariously piled furniture from the stage. Nothing was left on the horizon
but the setting sun, a giant gong emitting the final echo of a strange, unfamiliar melody. Lost in these heights, I
stood beside my father, transfixed before the singular landscape about to disappear in the mist.
On the way down we thought we had taken a shortcut, and we found ourselves lost. Since the mist was rising
fast, we feared going further astray and had to spend the night on the mountain. We headed for a small belvedere,
a sort of open kiosk consisting of posts and a roof. Hurriedly we gathered branches and tree trunks to fill in the
openings between the posts and to protect ourselves from possible attack by wild animals. There was moonlight.
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Despite the mournful cries of nocturnal birds, I was not really afraid; I felt almost in collusion with the summer
night, so bright and clear. The starry sky—never before that close—sheltered me under its encompassing vault
and at the same time swallowed me up. I took delight in identifying with each shooting star that flashed and
glittered briefly before sinking into the Milky Way.
*
At one point in the night, when it had begun to turn cool, my father suddenly took me in his arms, held me
tight, and began sobbing. Feeling his breath and his tears on my cheek, almost in spite of myself I had a moment
of recoil, and even of annoyance. Recoil, because without admitting it to myself, deep down I had always feared
catching my father’s lung disease; annoyance, because I was not used to close physical contact with my mother or
my father. In China, as soon as offspring reach a certain age, the parents rarely touch them unnecessarily and
almost never hug them. Besides, like every Chinese child, I believed that an adult male did not cry and that it was
a father’s duty to be a model of good behavior, steeped in moderation, strength, and dignity.
At that moment, there came to mind a long-forgotten scene: in Nanchang, I was walking with my father down
a street with no sidewalk. A rickshaw approached from the opposite direction. The driver, obviously in a hurry, ran
along sounding his horn. My father, probably busy with his own thoughts, was not paying attention and did not
step aside. Nor was he obliged to do so; the street belonged to everyone and no part of it was restricted to a
particular kind of vehicle. The driver had to brake, and the fat fellow sitting in the cart jumped out of his seat. He
must have been some important person who thought the right of way was his. He rushed up to my father, grabbed
him by the collar, shook him, and yelled. He let go finally, and my father stammered his excuses. Under the stares
of the curious, my father adjusted his glasses, took my hand, and walked on.
I was furious with the brutal man, but when I looked at my father I felt uncomfortable. Why such a feeling?
Shame? Resentment toward his weakness? I had never tried to understand it. I only remembered the temptation to
let go of my father’s damp, slightly trembling hand …
And that night on the mountain I fast escaped my father’s grasp, claiming I had to relieve myself. Later, how I
would berate myself for my instinctive reaction, my aversion! It was a wound inflicted by me, one that time
would not heal. And I remember how in the hour before dawn he removed his own vest to place it over me,
leaving himself exposed to the cold. Whatever the cause, that night of adventure marked the beginning of the final
deterioration of my father’s health. He died a year and a half later, early in 1935.
My father was not much for words. He seemed drained of energy by his various ailments and the care they
required. And yet, when he would say: “It might be good to …” or “Some day we’ll see that …”—expressions
that he was fond of—or when instead of expressing his feelings directly he would quote lines from the Tang poets,
wasn’t that his way of seeking understanding and affection? Must the father-son relationship stem only from the
father, as is the view of traditional upbringing? I, the son, couldn’t have spoken innocently, spontaneously, and
why not even disrespectfully, to break through the reserved silence in which my father had immured himself?
Afterward, from what my mother told me, I would learn how much my father had suffered in leading a life
marked by inadequacy, a life doomed to humiliation and unfulfilled hopes, on the fringes of everything, including
his own family.
5
My father was born into a large family. For as long as we lived at the foot of Mount Lu, he made it his duty to
return home yearly in autumn or late spring with wife and children so he could “sweep the graves of the
ancestors.” This large family was like countless others in China, with its four generations under one roof, housed
in multiple apartments distributed around a vast courtyard. That might mean as many as fifty people when
everyone was present.
Although his relatives had caused him much pain, the family was a sacred model for my father. As for me,
growing up in a disrupted society that had gradually become more free, I always wondered how such a
cumbersome, restrictive arrangement could have lasted so many centuries. At its best the Chinese family
structure, the foundation of the old society, had its virtues. It was a living, self-contained unit, initiating its
members very early into the basic dilemmas of human life. It taught them the value of tradition and the value of
relations with others based on a spirit of cooperation and sharing that meant no one was ever left high and dry. It
instilled in them the right degree of intimacy or distance in one’s affections, a sense of individual and collective
moral responsibility, and a feeling for celebrations and festivals as sacred rites.
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By offering a cross-section of personalities and viewpoints in everlasting opposition, the family served as a
crucible that forged the human being according to an ancient ideal. But if the family’s foundation was undermined
or it knew periods of division and decay, the same crucible would become a hothouse wherein flourished
hypocrisy, egotism, power struggles, petty self-interest, vices, and one plot after another. That was the situation in
my family. And it brought me pain, as it had my father. Yet in the end I was grateful to those people among whom
I grew up, all of them—the depraved and the mediocre, the picturesque and the admirable. Through them I
learned early to detect what is genuine and what is hollow in my fellow man.
*
There was my grandfather, a learned man and an important bureaucrat in the old regime, who had served as
prefect in various departments of his province. After the republic had been established, he withdrew behind a wall
of haughty silence, only visiting with a few surviving members of his generation. His only form of amusement
was intoning ancient texts while the heavy odor of incense filled the air; occasionally he would test out his
magnificent coffin, which stood on display in one of the rooms and was repainted yearly.
There was Second Uncle, ill-tempered and rapacious, who had seized financial power after the death of First
Uncle. Aided by his spouse, he made strict order the rule in family affairs. The wife, who always went about with
a water pipe in her hand and a teapot on her arm, never lost her deceptively placid smile as she sowed discord
everywhere. When she was observed crossing the courtyard like a character on the Chinese stage, her quiet steps
punctuated by little coughs and blinks, it was not hard to guess she was mulling over some malicious remark or
thinking up some intrigue. Discord was the drug of her daily life; nothing else gave her such exquisite pleasure.
When in the throes of withdrawal, she had to make do with a designated victim, her daughter-in-law, whom she
mistreated with a refined cruelty.
She too, however, was to have her share of pain. Her husband, so upright in his moral principles, would one
day be caught red-handed, taking advantage of a young servant girl not yet sixteen. Outraged, in the end Second
Aunt had to resign herself to finding him a concubine, but of her own choosing. Definitely not the servant girl.
For she had been bought cheap when a child and had been so ill-treated that, made concubine, she might well seek
vengeance or at the least not prove very submissive. The poor girl was later sold to a brothel.
There was Fourth Uncle, who grew exotic plants and raised small animals: birds, spiders, turtles, rabbits, et
cetera. Very fond of games, he was unbeatable at chess and mahjongg. When not busy with his bureaucratic
chores at the provincial ministry, he was forever seeking partners. He would wander from one apartment to the
next, carrying the beautiful ivory-encrusted mahjongg box or a smaller box that held chessmen. He also went out
frequently, either to the homes of friends or to tea houses. He did not need to let them know he was coming; his
presence was announced by his booming footsteps and his sing-song voice intoning ritual phrases:
“Here gather now heroes and sages” or
“The Eight Immortals hail the Jade Emperor.”
Enthusiastic reader of historical novels and tales of cape and sword, he was so imbued with their spirit that he
lived these olden times, identifying with the heroes, famous and obscure, loved by the common people. He
imitated wonderfully the incisive rhythms of the ancient language that fit so well the actions of the characters.
And in fact, the words and gestures of this colorful uncle were a marvel of elegance and precision. That would
come out during games of mahjongg, in his way of lining up the tiles he had chosen, of selecting one, letting it
resound between his fingers, and slapping it down on the table as he uttered some maxim with an appropriate
image, such as:
“Four flowered seasons!”
“Three crowned stars!”
Even when he reached the end of the game and noisily mixed the pieces together in his usual fashion was he
responding instinctively to a concern for harmony and rhythm. Sometimes the mahjongg games at home would
last late into the night. I enjoyed being lulled to sleep by the noise and commotion.
Fourth Uncle had amazingly delicate hands, and everyone had to admire their skill. How easily his touch made
precious the most ordinary object! Between his fingers, the fine porcelain of little household implements used for
generations would tinkle and sparkle with new spirit. And how easily he learned to perform magic tricks, to wrest
sweet sounds from a primitive Chinese violin, to carve a miniature flower from a piece of nondescript wood, to
color old boxes! Before trips he was called upon to prepare the luggage, for he excelled at packing into a single
suitcase a great mountain of things that should otherwise have required three or four bags; once done, his
arrangement was so perfect that no one dared unpack the suitcase for fear of violating the harmonious whole or of
being unable to put everything back. In the eyes of many, his innate sense of beauty and the agility of his hands
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came close to genius. Genius dedicated to little nothings, to the useless, as if just killing time like the rest of this
family in decay.
Decay? They mentioned decadence and debauchery openly when talking of Seventh Uncle, whom Second
Uncle could barely tolerate. An opium smoker, and always the victim of amorous passions even though he had a
model wife who was well liked by everyone in the house. He could be smitten in rapid succession with an actor
who interpreted female roles, a woman who played the pipa,\fn{A kind of xither} and a cultured lady who led the
life of a demimondaine\fn{A courtesan} and was famous for her beauty. Without daring to say so openly, the
grownups kept their children from spending time with him. I felt drawn to him and to the odor of opium that
drifted from the spacious bedchamber with its closed curtains. A magical atmosphere reigned in his room: in the
semi-darkness, the glow of the long pipe, the lamp that blinked like an eye, the greedy sound when my uncle
inhaled the stem, and the look of gratification and ecstasy that came over the face behind the smoke. Isolated
within the family, Uncle was happy to confide in me occasionally. After he had smoked, he would clear his throat
until the little cough was gone; then he uttered plaintive sighs:
“Oh … Oh … How bitter life is! So bitter!”
“Why bitter?” I once ventured to ask him.
“You do not understand yet. But remember this. In life, we don’t really do what we want to do—and we do
what we don’t want to do. And when we don’t do what we want to do, we are like this wooden pipe: it exists but
is not alive. As soon as we do what we want to, well, we are nothing but flame. And very soon we turn into ashes.
Yes, ashes, just like that. And ashes, they are bitter, aren’t they?”
When he used the image of ashes, Uncle did not know how aptly he spoke. His own ashes would one day
fertilize the land where he had spent a life that he characterized as bitter, although he had actually enjoyed it in his
own way, just as he used to enjoy that vegetable he liked, appropriately named the “bitter vegetable,” which
becomes delicious when chewed. During the Sino-Japanese War, he fell seriously ill. All the doctors said it was
hopeless. Moved to a convent and nursed by Christian nuns, he regained his health. He decided to remain with the
sisters, and he became their handyman. In the early fifties, the Communist government brought the nuns to trial
and accused them of stealing from the people, killing babies, and other awful crimes. The authorities asked Uncle
to denounce them in return for his freedom. Refusing was not enough for him; he dared to testify as to their good
works. When the nuns were sent away to a concentration camp, so was he; under the harsh conditions he soon
died. After his cremation, they mixed his ashes with the manure for the camp vegetable garden, as he had
requested.
And then there was Tenth Uncle, the closest to my father, and the one I can never forget. He liked to read
modern novels, Chinese and foreign, and he often loaned his books to my father. He took an interest in my
education, introduced me to the fairy tales of Grimm and Andersen, taught me a few words of English, and often
took me on walks. He had some kind of job at a local bank but eventually decided to study architecture, first in
Shanghai, then in Japan. Before he left, in my little memory book he wrote a line of verse in English, from
Longfellow:
“Life is brief, art is long.” …
255.92 & 194.181 A. Excerpt from Valley Of The Broken Cherry Trees B. They Don’t Mean It\fn{by Lensey
Namioka (1929- )} Peking, China (F) 13
A
1
Although they had heard about the fame of the valley, the two travelers were still dazzled by their first sight of
the cherry trees. The boughs were so heavily covered with blossoms that individual trees could not be
distinguished. Seen close, the cherry blossoms were faintly pink near the base, but from a distance they looked
white, so that the whole valley seemed veiled by a mist.
Moved by a single impulse, the two men stopped. The beauty of the cherry trees made them almost lightheaded. After a moment Matsuzo, the younger of the two, sat down on a flat rock, his legs feeling suddenly weak.
The two men had been climbing since early morning, but it was not fatigue that caused Matsuzo’s weakness. It
was the unaccustomed warmth of the spring air. They had recently traveled down from the harsh north, and his
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body was still not completely used to the mild temperature. He felt like closing his eyes and floating down into
the valley, where the soft blossoms would receive him as gently as a silk-wadded mattress.
Zenta, his companion, took off his wide, basket-shaped hat as if to feel the mild breeze against his cheeks. He
sighed with pleasure and murmured,
“I’m glad we came.”
Matsuzo opened his eyes and glanced quickly at Zenta. It was the first time in many weeks that his companion
had expressed pleasure in anything. Throughout that long, hard winter, Matsuzo had worried about his friend.
Zenta had been brooding over the tragic death of his teacher, a man he regarded as a second father. More than
once he had expressed disgust over their way of life, which he said was filled with sense less violence. Out of
respect for his friend’s grief, Matsuzo had refrained from pointing out that as ronin, or unemployed samurai, they
were trained only for warfare.
During that turbulent period in the last quarter of the sixteenth century, there was no shortage of opportunities
for violence. Japan had been torn apart by civil wars for more than a hundred years, and the central government
could not even make a pretense of controlling the country. The emperor had long ago become a shadowy figure,
and Matsuzo, like most of his countrymen, had all but forgotten his existence. The military ruler, or shogun, was
equally powerless. When Matsuzo and Zenta were in the capital a few months earlier, they saw with their own
eyes that the shogun could not control even the capital city, much less the country at large.
In the provinces, rival warlords fought ceaselessly to enlarge their territories. Treachery was common, and
more than one vassal warlord rose to depose his overlord. When a feudal lord was deposed, his samurai became
ronin. Some of the ronin became bandits, some were fortunate enough to find new masters, and others, either
through choice or necessity, wandered around taking temporary jobs. Matsuzo knew that Zenta had been a ronin
since the age of fifteen, but in his ten years of wandering he had never served any one master for long.
Matsuzo himself came from an old samurai family who had lost their position after the fall of their feudal lord.
Hearing of Zenta’s reputation as a swordsman, formidable in one so young, Matsuzo had approached the ronin
and asked to be taken on as a pupil. That had been a year ago. Since then, Matsuzo had discovered that traveling
as wandering ronin with Zenta could be harrowing. Zenta had a contempt for rank and authority bordering on the
reckless. Even when he was near starvation, he would refuse an offer of employment if it displeased him.
Nevertheless, Matsuzo continued to follow Zenta, for he soon learned that beneath his severity Zenta had a
deep compassion for people in trouble. This appealed to Matsuzo’s own generous nature. He also learned that
Zenta’s reserve was not coldness but the result of an early tragedy, which left him wary of emotional
entanglements.
The past few months had been harsh. Depressed by his teacher’s death, Zenta was sunk in gloom and hardly
bothered even to look for shelter. It was Matsuzo who took the initiative in seeking employment for the two of
them. He had not been very successful in finding lucrative work, however. For a while some farmers gave them
food and shelter in return for keeping away bandits who had been harassing the region. But the farmers were poor
and could barely feed themselves, let alone two extra mouths.
After the lean winter, Matsuzo now felt as hungry as a wild animal just awakened from its long winter sleep.
He glanced at his companion. Even when Zenta was in the best of condition, his build was spare, and now his
eyes were sunken and the hollowness of his cheeks was accentuated by a stubble of beard. Matsuzo realized that
he himself looked not much better. Normally his appearance was pleasant enough—the interested glances of the
girls he passed in his travels gave proof of that. But now, with unkempt hair and dusty clothes, Matsuzo knew that
he and Zenta made a hungry and dangerous-looking pair. Small wonder that the people they met on the road kept
their distance. Zenta put back his hat and smiled at Matsuzo with some of his old spirit.
“Let’s go down to the inn. I’m famished.” As the two men descended into the valley, Matsuzo said,
“Are you sure the innkeeper still remembers you? I don’t know what we’ll do if he doesn’t invite us to stay.
We haven’t any money left at all.”
“He can’t have forgotten,” said Zenta. “It’s only been two years since I saved his family from some soldiers.
There was a battle nearby, and the soldiers were looting all the houses in the area. When I arrived they were on the
point of attacking the innkeeper’s wife and daughter.”
Matsuzo had to agree that the innkeeper was unlikely to forget the incident. Coming to the valley to look at its
famous cherry trees had been his idea, and when Zenta mentioned that an innkeeper in the area could be counted
on to offer hospitality, Matsuzo had been overjoyed.
“We can certainly use a good meal,” said Zenta. It was his way of apologizing for his failure to provide for the
two of them that winter.
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Matsuzo’s spirits rose. Zenta seemed, finally, to be coming out of his gloom. Eagerly anticipating the meal
soon to be set in front of them, the two ronin quickened their steps. Zenta had described the inn as luxurious, and
the cooking was certain to be outstanding.
*
Matsuzo’s pleasant thoughts were interrupted by shouting. He looked around and discovered that Zenta had
fallen behind and was staring back at a farmhouse which they had just passed. In front of the house was a man
thrashing a boy with a stick.
“You thief! You thought I wouldn’t catch you, didn’t you?”
“Probably a starving boy who stole a radish,” said Matsuzo pityingly.
Because of his own hunger, he felt for anyone who was driven to stealing food. Zenta was frowning.
“There is something strange here. I’m not sure I like the looks of this.”
Matsuzo looked again and saw that something was indeed unusual. All the shouting came from the man
delivering the blows. The boy, who was dwarfed by the big, husky farmer, was nevertheless trying to grab the
stick away from his tormentor. The blows that landed on his arms and shoulders must have been extremely
painful, but he didn’t utter a sound. There was something unnerving about his obstinate silence.
“I’d better find out what this is about,” said Zenta, and started for the farmhouse. He reached the farmer just as
the latter aimed a vicious blow that could have maimed the boy if it had landed. Zenta seized the farmer’s wrist
and wrenched the stick away. The farmer turned furiously and started to launch himself toward Zenta, but he was
brought up short by the sight of the ronin’s two swords.
“What business is it of yours to interfere?” he snarled. “He’s just getting what he deserves!” Matsuzo
approached the boy, who was straightening his clothes.
“Did he hurt you badly?” the young ronin asked.
The boy did not answer. On his face appeared such a malevolent expression that Matsuzo involuntarily
retreated a step. He had seldom seen an uglier face. Under a low forehead the boy had thick, black eye brows that
nearly met over his nose. The nose was broad, and his lips, which were bleeding, looked coarse. The boy must
have bitten down hard on them to prevent himself from crying out. His face was not his most unattractive feature,
however. His long arms and big hands, all out of proportion to his short stature, looked clumsy and ungainly as he
fumbled to tie his sash. Meanwhile Zenta was questioning the farmer.
“What has the boy done? Surely he didn’t deserve a beating like that?”
“He stole my pheasant, the one I trapped only this morning,” said the farmer. “I was going to sell it to the
innkeeper for a good sum of money.” Zenta looked around.
“The pheasant must still be on the ground somewhere. Why don’t we look for it? You can still sell it, can’t
you?”
“I did look!” shouted the farmer. “There is no trace of the bird. I asked the boy where he put it, but he only
jeered at me and laughed.”
“How do you know that he stole the pheasant in the first place?” asked Zenta. At the question the farmer nearly
gibbered with rage.
“Of course he stole it! He’s always sneaking around the neighborhood. I’m sure he steals from other people,
too.”
“That’s a lie!”
This came from the boy, and Matsuzo looked at him in astonishment. The boy’s voice had cracked in the
middle, and Matsuzo realized that he was younger than he had at first appeared. His face had a curious maturity,
but his voice gave away his true age, which was around thirteen or fourteen.
“I didn’t steal your pheasant,” continued the boy. “It was stolen by your neighbor’s daughter, the one who is
always making eyes at you.”
Matsuzo was shocked by what looked like a leer on the boy’s coarse and bloody lips. The farmer’s face turned
dark red, and he made another rush at the boy.
“Why, you dirty little sneak!” Zenta reached out almost lazily and held the farmer back, immobilizing him
with an arm lock.
“Just a moment. Do you have any proof that he was the thief?” The farmer writhed in Zenta’s hands.
“No, but—“
“In that case you don’t need me anymore,” said the boy.
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He smiled sardonically at the three men, but his eyes were cold and implacable. He turned and walked away,
holding himself with dignity, although the stiff set of his shoulders betrayed his pain. When the boy turned a
corner and went out of sight, Zenta released the farmer.
“Don’t bother chasing him. You might find yourself in more trouble than it’s worth.” Leaving the farmer
hopping with frustration, the two men continued on their way.
*
“Maybe he should question the neighbor’s daughter,” remarked Matsuzo.
“I think so, too,” said Zenta. “That boy was telling the truth. What did you make of him?”
“Well, he comes from a good family,” said Matsuzo. “That is obvious from his voice and his speech. He didn’t
want us to know, and that’s why he tried to keep silent.” Zenta nodded.
“Samurai family, of course. But his behavior was odd—and disturbing, too. I’d hate to face him on a battlefield
when he grows up.”
“If he grows up,” said Matsuzo. “He seems to have a gift for making enemies.”
“It’s a pity about the pheasant, though,” said Zenta dreamily. “I like pheasant stewed with ginkgo nuts.” At the
mention of food Matsuzo’s mouth filled and he had to swallow.
“They are bound to serve delicious freshwater fish down at the inn. Look at this mountain stream. I can almost
see the fish jumping.”
The little stream which they were following dropped abruptly over some rocks, and at the bottom of the
waterfall was a clearing with half a dozen cherry trees. The arrangement of the trees was so picturesque that they
could only have been planted deliberately, unlike the wild cherry trees they had seen so far. Beyond the haze of
the cherry blossoms they could see a bamboo fence enclosing a large house with a thatched roof. Matsuzo looked
questioningly at his companion.
“Is that …”
“Yes, that’s the inn,” said Zenta.
Their path had become steep, and it finally changed into a flight of steps slippery with moss. With Zenta
leading the way, the two men descended carefully and found themselves in the clearing under the cherry trees. it
was like having a canopy overhead. More than any other flower, the cherry blossom symbolized nature at its most
beautiful. The two ronin stood still, captured by the enchantment of the blossoms, and for a moment a feeling
almost of religious awe passed over them. Then Zenta stirred.
“Let’s go down to the inn.” But Matsuzo hung back, staring at a tree which had a curiously lopsided look.
“What a hideous job of pruning!” he said, shocked.
He could see from the stump that a sizable limb had been removed, permanently spoiling the shape of the old
and valuable tree. No gardener as incompetent as this should have been allowed to touch the tree! Zenta was not
looking at the crippled tree, however, but at the entrance to the inn.
“Look, there are two samurai standing guard, and they are wearing the Ohmori crest on their kimonos!”
Lord Ohmori was a feudal lord whose domain included the whole of the valley. Why should his samurai be
guarding a public inn? There could be a number of explanations, not all of them pleasant. Matsuzo turned to
Zenta.
“I hope this doesn’t mean the innkeeper has done something to offend Lord Ohmori and is under arrest.”
His hopes of a delicious meal and a hot bath began to fade. Zenta shook his head.
“I don’t think the innkeeper has been arrested. They would have dragged him off to prison, not posted guards
around the inn like this.”
*
Before Matsuzo could stop him, Zenta was moving toward the front entrance of the inn. At his approach, the
guards stiffened to attention.
“State your names and your business here!” snapped one of the guards.
“My name is Konishi Zenta,” replied Zenta,” and I’m an acquaintance of the family here.”
“The inn is occupied,” said the guard. “You can’t come in unless you have business here.”
They heard a sound of light footsteps, and a girl appeared behind them carrying a basket of wild mountain
vegetables. She was about fifteen years old, very pretty in her homespun kimono. Over her kimono she wore a
patterned apron, and around her head was a white kerchief which set off her soft, round cheeks. At the sight of the
girl, Zenta called,
“Haru! Do you still remember me?”
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The girl called Haru stopped and stared at the two ronin. Suddenly she dropped her basket and ran over to
Zenta.
“You’ve come back!” she cried, and bowed down before him until her head nearly touched the ground. When
she rose there were tears in her eyes.
“You left so quickly that we had no chance to thank you. My father will be overjoyed to see you!”
“Then you know these men?” asked the guard.
“This gentleman saved our lives,” said Haru. “You must let them come in.” The guard lowered his spear.
“Very well, if you and your father will vouch for them.” As they passed through the front gate Zenta asked,
“Why are these Ohmori samurai guarding your house?” Haru lowered her voice.
“Lord Ohmori and his family are staying with us in order to view the cherry blossoms here. It is a great honor
for us, of course, but it does keep us quite busy.”
A great honor indeed, thought Matsuzo. He had known that this was a luxury inn, but hadn’t thought it was
grand enough to accommodate a feudal lord. Perhaps the cherry blossoms here were exceptional.
*
They were crossing the front courtyard, which was immaculately groomed. The stepping stones were carefully
set in a bed of thick green moss, and beyond the moss was white sand swept to make wavelike swirls. Here and
there were islands of rock and shrubbery, sculptured into smooth mounds. Matsuzo could see that the courtyard
was tended by an accomplished gardener, obviously not the one who had butchered the cherry tree outside.
Beyond the courtyard was the main guest house of the inn. A substantial building consisting of two parts set at
right angles to each other, the house was more like the private mansion of a wealthy man than a public post station
for travelers. The light brown thatched roof with its neatly trimmed edges looked fresh and clean.
What they could see of the sliding wall panels had paper of a dazzling white, and through one of the open
panels gleamed the wooden floor of the corridor, polished to a mirrorlike smoothness. Haru led the two ronin past
the main guest house to a smaller building.
“This is where our family and the staff live,” she said, and stepped up to the en trance hall. As the two men
removed their sandals and followed her up to the house, Haru said,
“Please wait here. I’ll go and look for my father.” Matsuzo was fascinated by a tiny dimple which appeared
and disappeared in Haru’s cheek as she talked.
“A very attractive girl,” he said when Haru had left. “I have a feeling that our visit here is going to be a
pleasant one.” Zenta grinned.
“I’m afraid Haru will be quite busy with her important guests.” Matsuzo’s face fell.
“They do look busy here. Perhaps that guard was right. The inn may be fully occupied.”
Before Zenta could reply, the inside door opened and Haru appeared with her father. The innkeeper, a small,
balding man, was nearly weeping with emotion. Like his daughter he bowed down to the ground.
“At last, at last!” he cried. “Now I can thank you properly for your noble action two years ago!”
Zenta looked acutely embarrassed by the innkeeper’s effusive greeting. He mumbled something unintelligible
and seemed almost sorry that he had come.
“You can ask me for anything—anything at all!” declared the innkeeper, finally scrambling to his feet.
“Well, could we have some supper, then?” asked Zenta.
“I’ll order the kitchen to get busy right away!” said the innkeeper.
“And, Father, we should prepare a room for them to stay,” added Haru.
“I’ll see to it immediately,” said her father.
*
“Just a moment,” said a new voice.
A tall, slim woman came into the room and closed the door behind her. Everything about her was smooth and
polished. Her face was a pale, perfect oval, and it was framed by hair that had the deep sheen of really expensive
lacquer. She looked at the innkeeper, and when he refused to meet her eye, she turned to the girl.
“Haru, who are these two men?” Haru’s lips tightened.
“This gentleman was the samurai who saved my mother and me from the soldiers.” She glanced at her father
for support, but he said nothing.
“You have heard us talking about it often enough!” she told the woman. “If it weren’t for him, our inn would
have been looted and set on fire!”
The woman ignored Haru’s tone. Turning to the innkeeper she said,
“So … you are prepared to show your gratitude. What are you intending to do?”
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“They are not asking for much,” replied the innkeeper hurriedly. “They just want some food and a place to
stay.” The woman smiled coldly.
“They can’t stay here. We’re completely full.”
“Isn’t that for the mistress here to decide?” suggested Zenta. His tone was polite, and Matsuzo marveled at his
self-control. He himself was seething. At Zenta’s words the woman laughed aloud.
“I am the mistress!”
“My wife—the one you saved—died last year,” explained the innkeeper wretchedly to Zenta. “This is my
present wife.”
“Why not give these people some money, and they can find lodging elsewhere,” suggested the woman. As she
turned to leave, she said to Haru,
“You’ve wasted enough time here. Hurry and attend to our guests. They’re impatient for their dinner.”
*
When the door closed after her, the innkeeper looked helplessly at the two ronin.
“Please,” he begged, “she has been working too hard because of our important guests. She is not her usual
self.”
“On the contrary, she is exactly her usual self,” muttered Haru.
“Really, Haru … ” protested the innkeeper feebly. Zenta rose.
“We must not keep you from your important guests.”
“Wait! I have an idea!” said Haru. “These two gentlemen can stay with Bunkei, the artist.”
“That’s an excellent idea, Haru!” cried the innkeeper, beaming with relief. “Bunkei’s house has plenty of
room.”
“They can wash in our bathroom here,” added Haru. “The water has been heated already.”
“And we can send over some food from our kitchen,” said the innkeeper.
“We have been doing that already,” said Haru. But her father was bustling out to give orders and did not hear
her remark.
“Who is this artist?” asked Zenta. “Won’t he mind if two uninvited guests descend on him?”
“Bunkei is a painter,” replied Haru. “Since he doesn’t have much money, we let him live in a tea house which
belongs to our family. It’s very close.”
“Some artists don’t like to be disturbed when they’re working,” said Matsuzo. He wrote poetry himself, and he
often said that concentration was essential for creative work.
“Don’t worry, Bunkei loves company,” said Haru cheerfully. “Besides, he has a guest already.”
Matsuzo thought he detected a note of malice in Haru’s voice. But he was so glad to have found shelter that he
refused to worry about who the other guest was.
2
After his bath Matsuzo was still as hungry as a wild animal, but he was glad he no longer looked like one. He
put on the clean kimono Haru had brought and decided that the girl had taste in addition to her good looks.
“Let’s go,” said Zenta impatiently, as Matsuzo finished tying his sash.
The house of the artist Bunkei was outside the fence encircling the inn and its gardens. According to Haru,
before their house became an inn it had originally belonged to a wealthy samurai who had chosen the site for its
view of the cherry trees. He had the tea house built a little distance away from the main house so that he could
practice the cult of tea ceremony without distraction.
With a serving girl leading the way, the two ronin found the house at the end of a tiny bamboo grove behind
the inn. It was a small house, with yellow clay walls and a thatched roof on which a few weeds were growing. The
effect, probably intentional, was charming
After his bath Matsuzo was still as hungry as a wild animal, but he was glad he no longer looked like one. He
put on the clean kimono Haru had brought and decided that the girl had taste in addition to her good looks.
“Let’s go,” said Zenta impatiently, as Matsuzo finished tying his sash.
The house of the artist Bunkei was outside the fence encircling the inn and its gardens. According to Haru, before
their house became an inn it had originally belonged to a wealthy samurai who had chosen the site for its view of
the cherry trees. He had the tea house built a little distance away from the main house so that he could practice the
cult of tea ceremony without distraction.
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With a serving girl leading the way, the two ronin found the house at the end of a tiny bamboo grove behind
the inn. It was a small house, with yellow clay walls and a thatched roof on which a few weeds were growing. The
effect, probably intentional, was charmingly rustic. A magnificent cherry tree framed the entranceway. At the sight
of the tree the two men stopped dead.
“That same gardener must have pruned this tree, too!” exclaimed Matsuzo, horrified.
The tree was planted next to the house, and one of its lateral branches had been trained to hang over the
entrance. Or it would have if the limb had not been chopped off abruptly. It was outrageous that a gardener as
incompetent as this one should have been allowed to work here.
“Maybe there is some disease affecting the cherry trees in this area,” said Zenta, “and the sick branch had to be
chopped off quickly to prevent the disease from spreading to the rest of the tree.”
There was no time to speculate further on the cherry tree. The serving girl slid open the door of Bunkei’s house
and announced their arrival. The artist was evidently expecting them, for he appeared immediately.
“Please enter. You have come at just the right time. The dinner is already set out.”
*
The serving girl having bowed and left, the two ronin entered the main room of the small house. Matsuzo
examined the artist curiously. From Haru’s description he had expected to find a plump, lively man with a
cheerful smile. Bunkei was indeed plump, but his face, with sagging cheeks and dark bags under the eyes, looked
more gloomy than cheerful. The brown kimono he wore was wrinkled and had patches down the front that looked
like wine stains, adding to his air of carelessness and dejection.
Bunkei’s welcome to the two ronin was friendly enough. He invited Zenta to take the flat cushion placed at the
seat of honor, and after a decent show of reluctance Zenta sat down. Matsuzo was placed at Zenta’s right, across
from the artist. Each person had two lacquered trays in front of him, with food prepared to delight the eye as well
as the palate. Bunkei took upon himself the duties of a host.
“We have to serve ourselves, since the maids are needed back at the inn,” he apologized. He sighed.
“I don’t have much appetite these days, and this plain food does little to tempt me. I hope you gentlemen will
overlook our deficiencies.”
The two ronin needed little urging to eat, and for a time conversation lagged as they applied themselves to the
dinner. Matsuzo uncovered the lid of the soup bowl and took a sip of the soup, which was clear and flavored
faintly with tiny mushrooms. After eating a mouthful of rice, he attacked the grilled freshwater fish. It was so
savory that lie found it hard not to cram the whole piece into his mouth. In a deep dish he found burdock root
boiled with chestnuts, which melted on his tongue. A small plate contained fish cake, dyed red on the outside and
sliced to resemble cherry blossoms. Beside it was a dish of fern tips, which Matsuzo had seen earlier in Haru’s
basket, now blanched and covered with a sesame sauce. It was all Matsuzo could do not to make a spectacle of
himself by gobbling down his food.
Across from Matsuzo, Zenta was eating with the efficiency and dispatch of a man who did not know where he
would get his next meal. Bunkei, in spite of his professed lack of appetite, ate almost as heartily as the two guests.
By the time Matsuzo had finished his third bowl f rice his hunger was less desperate and he was able to pause in
his eating and look around the room.
It was a very comfortable room, with the floor covered completely by eight tatami mats. The side of the room
facing Matsuzo had sliding panels leading to the outside. One panel was left open, and he could see the bamboo
grove, a soft green in the evening light. Now and then a breeze brought a drift of cherry petals, like falling snow.
In the alcove behind Zenta was a dramatic black-and-white ink painting. It displayed a thick brush stroke
slashing down diagonally and ending in a series of small squiggles. Try as he might, Matsuzo could not determine
what the subject of the painting was. He peered at the line of writing in one corner of the painting, but it proved to
be as mystifying as the picture. It hinted that the forces of spring could not be restrained. Matsuzo stared at the
painting again, but was no more successful the second time in finding anything recognizable.
“Ah, I see that you are looking at my work,” said Bunkei. He gave a delicate belch. “Thoughts that are too
deep for words have to be expressed by the brush.”
“Of course,” said Matsuzo hurriedly. Both the picture and the words were too deep for him. He merely nodded,
gravely. The artist picked up a piece of fish with his chopsticks and waved it at the painting.
“Shallow-minded people, like those silly maids from the inn, dare to call that stroke a squiggle!”
Zenta, who had been eating with single-minded concentration, glanced up in surprise at Bunkei’s vehe mence,
and turned around to look at the painting. Bunkei frowned, brooding over the insult.
“A squiggle!”
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Zenta choked and began to cough. Matsuzo looked suspiciously at his friend’s crimson face. He didn’t see
anything remotely funny about Bunkei’s suffering at the hands of ignorant, insensitive critics. Then why did Zenta
look as if he were laughing?
“What’s the matter with you?” Matsuzo asked.
“Just a … fish bone … stuck in my throat,” sputtered Zenta.
“A mouthful of rice will push the fish bone down,” suggested the artist.
“I’m all right now,” gasped Zenta.
He took a deep breath and steadied himself. For the first time Bunkei looked carefully at Zenta.
“Haru told me just now that you were the man who saved her and her mother from a score of enemy soldiers.
Everyone in this valley knows about the incident.” Zenta shifted uncomfortably on his cushion.
“Those soldiers were drunk,” he muttered.
“The innkeeper and his wife talked about it often—his first wife, I should say. She was a woman who
understood proper gratitude.”
“Haru must take after her mother,” said Matsuzo..
“Haru is a good girl—except, of course, for her insensitivity to art,” said Bunkei. “But her mother, now, there
was a really fine woman. I painted a masterpiece on one of their folding screens. She was so grateful that she let
me stay permanently in this house. The inn and the tea house used to belong to her family, you know.”
“The new wife is different,” said Matsuzo, remembering the woman’s insolent eyes and her small, mean
mouth. At the mention of the innkeeper’s new wife Bunkei’s eyes flashed angrily.
“That woman wanted to drive me from this house! She said her cousin had arrived and needed a place to stay.”
“Doesn’t the innkeeper have any say at all?” asked Matsuzo.
“He does anything she wants,” said Bunkei disgustedly. “Fortunately he respected the wishes of his dead wife
in this case and insisted that I remain. But I have to share this crowded house with that woman’s cousin.” Matsuzo
flushed.
“It's even more crowded now that you have to share it with us, too.”
“Oh, I’m delighted to have you,” said Bunkei hurriedly. “I just can’t stand the cousin—silly fellow, always
tiptoeing around looking mysterious. He must be a spy.” Zenta looked up from his rice bowl.
“A spy? Who is paying him?”
“I don’t know,” said Bunkei indifferently. “Maybe he has connections with the Ohmori family. He visits the
main house of the inn often enough.” The artist paused and his face became thoughtful.
“I’ve heard that Lord Ohmori is a man of discerning taste. I wonder if he is interested in buying paintings?”
Zenta had finished his fish and was starting on the pickles.
“It’s strange that the Ohmori family should be staying here at the inn and not at Sairyuji Temple. The abbot
there is descended from a noble family, and the temple would have more fitting accommoda tions for people of
rank than an inn.”
“Perhaps Lord Ohmori wants to stay at the inn because the cherry trees are more beautiful over here,”
suggested Matsuzo. Zenta shook his head.
“The cherry trees near Sairyuji Temple are just as beautiful as the ones here.”
“I think I know the reason why Lord Ohmori is not staying at the temple,” said Bunkei. “There is talk that
someone else is staying there already.”
“I wonder who it could be!” said Zenta. “Lord Ohmori controls this whole region, and no one here outranks
him. Why does he have to yield the guest rooms at the temple and put up at an inn?”
For a while the three men ate in silence. Zenta finally put his chopsticks back on the holder, replaced the lid on
the soup bowl, and sat back with a sigh of content.
*
“By the way,” he said, “does Lord Ohmori or one of his samurai have a son, a boy about thirteen or fourteen
years old?” Bunkei shook his head.
“As far as I know, Lord Ohmori has only one son, and he is in his twenties.”
“The boy we saw was very ugly,” said Matsuzo. “He looked as if he had a grudge against everybody.”
Bunkei’s face cleared.
“Ah, I know the boy you mean. I’ve seen him about, usually in the evenings. He seems to hang around Haru a
great deal.” Matsuzo was shocked.
“But he’s only a boy! His voice is still changing!” Bunkei laughed.
“It isn’t what you think. Haru only feels sorry for him because he always looks forlorn and friendless.”
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He broke off and stared as Zenta got up noiselessly and walked over to the sliding door. With a swift jerk the
ronin swept open the door. Standing outside in the corridor was a man looking at them with an innocent
expression. The newcomer bowed politely and entered the room.
“I am Sasaki Gonzaemon. The innkeeper’s wife is my cousin.”
*
So this was their mysterious fellow guest, thought Matsuzo. Gonzaemon was somewhat above medium height
and muscular in build, and he wore the two swords of a samurai. He removed the longer one and placed it on the
floor. Then he reached behind him to bring out a large earthenware jug of sake.
“My cousin thought the wine would go well with your dinner.” Bunkei had turned surly when Gonzaemon
entered the room, but at the sight of the jug he unbent slightly.
“Well, it’s a bit late for sake, since we’ve almost finished eating,” he grumbled, getting to his feet. “I’ll go and
get the wine heated.”
“We don’t have to bother,” said Gonzaemon. “This is the best grade of sake at the inn, and it doesn’t need
heating to bring out the flavor.”
Matsuzo began to understand some of Bunkei’s irritation with the man, for Gonzaemon radiated an air of selfsatisfaction. Even more annoying was his smile: it was a dazzling smile, full of big, white teeth. In addition to the
sake, Gonzaemon had also brought small dishes of food to accompany the wine. The sake was as good as he had
claimed, and when he served it he assumed the manners of a gracious host. With Gonzaemon’s arrival, Bunkei
had somehow been relegated to the position of an uninvited guest.
The artist was not to be pushed into the background without a struggle, however. He began with disparaging
remarks about the dishes of food Gonzaemon was setting out.
“This fish is poor stuff,” he sneered. “The best thing to go with this particular wine is raw squid.” Gonzaemon
merely turned on his dazzling smile again.
“I’m a mountain man, myself, and I have never been to the sea. Therefore I have never tasted raw squid. But
this fish is passable; it’s what the guests at the inn are eating.”
The artist continued to grumble, but by the time he finished his fifth cup of sake, his resentment had become
less vocal. He turned his back on Gonzaemon and began to address all his remarks to Matsuzo.
Mellowed by the excellent sake, the young ronin felt a strong urge to lie down on the springy tatami mat and
close his eyes. He realized, however, that the artist was condescending to explain the painting to him. It was a
great honor, and he struggled to stay alert.
“Observe that brush stroke,” hiccupped Bunkei. “To an untrained eye it looks like a stroke any child could
make. But I had to train for forty years before I could do it. Those ignorant maids from the inn said it took me
only three seconds to paint that picture. It actually took me forty years!”
Surprise jerked Matsuzo awake from his pleasant reverie of cherry blossoms and pretty girls with dimples. He
was surprised to find himself lying on his back, and he tried to sit up. Did Bunkei really say forty years? Looking
at the artist, Matsuzo estimated that Bunkei had started to paint before he could walk. The artist was now inclined
to be tearful.
“Every day of those forty years was filled with suffering. You don’t know the pain of being a sensitive artist
surrounded by crassness and stupidity.”
Matsuzo finally decided that Bunkei did not always speak the literal truth. But one had to allow artists a certain
latitude, for they could not be bound by the same rules as other people. Now that he was sitting up, Matsuzo
noticed Zenta and Gonzaemon conversing at the other side of the room.
*
“And what did you do before you came to this valley?” Gonzaemon was asking. He raised the sake jug to pour.
Zenta indicated that his cup was still full. He seldom drank to excess—wine interfered with his concentration,
he often said. To Gonzaemon’s question he replied,
“Oh, we did this and that. We didn’t have much choice.” Gonzaemon persisted.
“But surely, with your reputation you could have had any number of offers? People here had heard of you even
before the affair of the soldiers two years ago.” Zenta was looking increasingly bored.
“I couldn’t always accept the offers,” he said shortly. Gonzaemon’s inquisitiveness only sharpened.
“Because of ill health, you mean? But you are recovered now?”
Matsuzo thought Gonzaemon's questions impertinent, and he expected Zenta to make the kind of cutting
rejoinder he usually did when questioned about his personal life. Instead, Zenta said,
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“You seem to know a great deal about local affairs. Can you tell me anything about a young boy, thirteen or
fourteen years old, who seems to be of samurai family?” Gonzaemon barely hesitated in his answer.
“No, I don’t know anything about him.” Bunkei, who gave every appearance of being fast asleep, suddenly sat
up.
“I saw you talking to him. You were just down by the waterfall, in fact.”
For a moment Gonzaemon paused. Then he flashed his white teeth in a smile.
“Oh, that boy! I did bump into him one evening as he was running away from the inn, and I asked him what he
was doing. He seemed to be in a hurry.” Zenta was no longer looking bored.
“Did the boy say anything to you?”
“No, he simply rushed off,” replied Gonzaemon. He seemed anxious to change the subject.
“That’s a lie,” said Bunkei, emptying his cup. “The boy was saying something about coming here again the
following night.”
Matsuzo guessed that Bunkei was deliberately provoking Gonzaemon because of the latter’s contemptuous
treatment of him. The bland good humor disappeared momentarily from Gonzaemon’s face, but then he smiled
again and said,
“You couldn’t have heard right. You are drunk most evenings.”
“You supply me with wine when it suits you, but that doesn’t mean I drink it all immediately,” re torted Bunkei.
He reached for the sake jug, shook it, and poured the rest into his cup. After emptying his cup he lay down on the
tatami mat.
“Don’t bother to wake me if the boy comes again tonight.”
Gonzaemon stood up and looked down at the sleeping form of the artist. His lips were set, and such an ugly
look came into his face that for a moment Matsuzo was alarmed for Bunkei’s safety. Why was the artist’s remark
about the mysterious boy so provocative? Then Gonzaemon relaxed and gave an indifferent shrug.
“I’ll show you to your room,” he said to the two ronin. “We can talk there without being constantly interrupted
by this fat fool.”
The two ronin followed Gonzaemon into a clean, airy room where mattresses had already been spread out by
the maids. The room was not large, the floor area being only the size of four and a half tatami mats, but there was
room for Zenta and Gonzaemon to seat themselves on the mats with their backs against a wall.
Matsuzo felt nothing but an overwhelming desire for bed, and he stretched out on one of the mattresses. For a
moment his attention was caught when he heard Zenta asking Gonzaemon about the identity of the visitors at
Sairyuji Temple. After he heard Gonzaemon reply that he knew nothing about them, Matsuzo let himself drift
away. He fell asleep listening to the low conversation between the other two men as they discussed various
schools of swordsmanship and master swordsmen they had met. …
B
Our family moved here from China two years ago, and we thought we were pretty well adjusted to American
ways. So my parents decided to give a party on Chinese New Year and invite some of our American friends.
When we first came to the United States, we had a hard time getting used to the different customs, but we
gradually learned how things were done. We learned American table manners, for instance. We stopped slurping
when we ate soup or ramen noodles. (At least we didn’t slurp when we were with other Americans. When we ate
by ourselves at home, we still sneaked in a juicy slurp every now and then.)
Mother stopped complimenting people here on how old and fat they looked. She learned that Americans
thought being old was pitiful, and that being slender was beautiful.
Father’s English pronunciation was improving. He used to have trouble with the consonant r, so instead of
“left” and “right,” he would say “reft” and “light.” Since he’s a professional musician, making a correct sound is
important to him, and he practiced until he mastered his r. Now he can tell me to pass him the Rice Krispies
crisply.
I worked harder than anybody at doing the right thing, and I even kept a little notebook with a list of English
expressions (one of my favorites was “It’s raining cats and dogs”). I even adopted an American name: Mary. I
knew my friends in school would have a hard time with my Chinese name, Yingmei, so now I’m Mary Yang.
I really believed that our family had adjusted completely. We had even joined in celebrating American
holidays, such as Independence Day, Labor Day, Thanksgiving, Easter, Christmas, and New Year—Western New
Year, that is. My parents decided to show our American friends what Chinese New Year was like.
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*
Chinese New Year, which falls in late January or early February, is sometimes called the Lunar New Year
because it’s based on the phases of the moon. It doesn’t always fall on the same day in the solar calendar, but
depends on when the first new moon occurs after the winter solstice, or the shortest day of the year. Anyway, in
China it’s also called the Spring Festival, because by that time you’re pretty tired of winter and you’re looking
forward eagerly to spring.
In China we celebrate the New Year by setting off firecrackers, and we were delighted when we learned that
firecrackers were also set off here in Seattle’s Chinatown at New Year. But eating special foods is the most
important part of the celebration.
So a week before the party, we helped Mother to shop and cook the special New Year dishes. We had to serve
fish, since the Chinese word for fish is yu, which sounds the same as the word for “surplus.” It’s good to have a
surplus of money and other valuables.
Mother admitted that living in America for two years had made her soft, and she no longer felt like killing a
fish with her own hands. These days, she bought dead fish, but she always apologized when she served it to our
Chinese guests. When we first came to America, Mother used to keep live fish in the bathtub because that way she
knew the fish would be fresh when it came time to cook it. Even for the New Year party, she bought a dead fish,
but at least she went to a special store in Chinatown where they had live fish and killed it for you on the spot.
For our New Year dinner we also had to have noodles. We normally eat noodles on birthdays, because the long
strands stand for a long life. Why noodles on New Year, then? Because in the old days, instead of having your
own special birthday, everybody’s birthday was on New Year’s Day, no matter what day you were actually born
on.
The New Year dish that involves the most work is the ten-vegetable salad. Mother tells us that each of the ten
vegetables is supposed to promote health, and eating it on New Year makes you healthy for the whole year. I can
understand why some of the vegetables are healthy—things like carrots, bean sprouts, and cabbage, which have
lots of vitamins. But the salad also includes things like dried mushrooms and a kind of lichen. When I asked
Mother why they were supposed to be healthy, she thought a bit and then admitted that she always included those
ingredients because her mother and grandmother always included them.
So we got to work. We had to soak the dried ingredients. We had to wash the fresh vegetables and slice them
up into thin strips. In addition to all the cooking, we vacuumed every room thoroughly, since we wanted to start
the New Year with a really clean house. Mother said that we had to do the cleaning before New Year, because
doing it on the day itself was bad luck. It was believed that you’d sweep out good fortune together with the dirt.
With all the cooking and the cleaning, I was exhausted by the time our guests arrived at our house for the New
Year party.
*
The first of our guests to arrive were the Engs, a Chinese-American family. Paul Eng, their son, was in Eldest
Brother’s class. Paul and Second Sister were beginning to be interested in each other, although we pretended we
didn’t notice. I was glad that Second Sister had finally thrown away her Chinese cloth shoes. They had developed
big holes, and we could see her toes wiggling around inside. Tonight she was wearing a new pair of sneakers
she’d bought with her baby-sitting money.
The O’Mearas arrived next. Kim O’Meara was my best friend in school, and we’d been at each other’s house
lots of times. The last to arrive were the Conners. My youngest brother’s best friend was Matthew Conner, who
was a really good violinist and took lessons from my father.
“Happy New Year, Sprout!” Matthew said to Fourth Brother.
“Sprout” was my brother’s nickname, because for school lunch he used to eat sandwiches filled with stir-fried
bean sprouts. Now he eats peanut butter and jelly sandwiches just like his &iends, but the nickname stuck.
Because we had too many people to seat around the dining table, we served dinner buffet style, and the guests
helped themselves to the food. When they saw all the dishes arranged on the dining table, they exclaimed at how
beautiful everything looked.
“Oh, no, it’s really plain, simple food,” said Mother. “I’ve only added a few small things for the New Year.”
The guests paid no attention to her and began to help themselves. Mrs. Conner wanted to know how Mother
had cooked the fish. Mrs. Eng said that she also cooked fish and served noodles on New Year, but she didn’t do
the ten-vegetable salad. Maybe it wasn’t served in the part of China where her family originally came from.
Nobody had complaints about the food, from the way they devoured it and came back for seconds. The kids
even ate up the salad. Kim O’Meara laughed when she saw her brother Jason taking a second helping.
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“Hey, Jason, I thought you hate vegetables!”
Jason’s mouth was full, so he just mumbled an answer. Mrs. O’Meara looked at me and smiled.
“I bet you and your mom put a lot of work into making that salad, Mary. Doesn’t it hurt to see it disappear in a
matter of minutes?”
It was a lot of work to make the ten-vegetable salad. I got a blister on my finger from slicing all those celery
and carrot sticks.
“I’m glad to see how much you people like it,” I said. “You’ll all be very healthy this coming year!”
Looking at the platters of food getting emptied, I began to worry.
“We’d better do something about dessert!” I whispered to Mother. At this rate, our guests would still be hungry
after the main courses were finished.
“But I never make dessert!” Mother whispered back. Dessert isn’t something Chinese normally eat at the end
of a dinner.
So I ran into the kitchen, found a carton of almond cookies, and hurriedly dumped them on a platter. When I
put the platter on the dining table, the cookies disappeared before I could say abracadabra (abracadabra was one
of the words in my little notebook). Since it was a weekday night, people didn’t stay long after the last cookie
crumb was eaten. There was a congestion at the front door as the guests thanked us for inviting them and showing
them what a real, Chinese New Year dinner was like.
“The fish was delicious!” Mrs. Eng said to Father. “I’ll have to get the recipe from your wife one of these days.
She’s a wonderful cook, isn’t she?”
“Oh, no, she’s not a good cook at all,” said Father. “You’re just being polite.”
I heard a little gasp from my friend Kim. She stared wide-eyed at Father.
“What’s the matter, Kim?” I asked. Instead of answering, Kim turned to look at Mrs. O’Meara, who was
saying to my mother,
“I loved your ten-vegetable salad. Even the kids loved it, and they don’t usually eat their vegetables. You and
the girls must have spent hours doing all that fine dicing and slicing!”
“The girls did the cutting, and I’m sorry they did such a terrible job,” said Mother. “I’m embarrassed at how
thick those pieces of celery were!”
I heard another little gasp from Kim, who was now staring at Mother. But I didn’t get a chance to ask her what
the problem was. The O’Mearas were going out the front door, and the rest of the guests followed.
*
“How come your father and your mother were so nasty last night?” asked Kim when we were walking to the
school bus stop the next morning.
“What do you mean?” I asked. I didn’t remember Father or Mother acting nasty.
“It was when Mrs. Eng was telling your dad what a good cook your mom is,” replied Kim. That’s right. Mrs.
Eng did say something about Mother being a good cook.
“So what’s bothering you?” I asked. Kim stopped dead.
“Didn’t you hear your dad?” she demanded. “He said that your mom wasn’t a good cook at all, and that Mrs.
Eng was just being polite!”
I still didn’t understand why Kim was bothered.
“So what? People are always saying things like that.” But Kim wasn't finished.
“And then when my mom said how hard you worked to cut up the vegetables, your mom said she was
embarrassed by what a terrible job you did in slicing!” I had to laugh.
“She doesn’t mean it! It’s just the way she talks.” When the school bus arrived and we got on, Kim began
again.
“Then why do your parents keep saying these bad things if they don’t mean it? I’d be really hurt if my mom
said I did a terrible job—after I worked so hard, too.”
*
What Kim said made me thoughtful. I suddenly realized that whenever people said good things about us, my
parents always contradicted them and said how bad we really were. We kids knew perfectly well that our parents
didn’t mean it, so our feelings weren’t hurt in the least. It was just the way Chinese parents were supposed to talk.
Finally I said to Kim,
“I think that if my parents agreed with the compliments, then that would be the same as bragging. It’s good
manners to contradict people when they compliment your children.”
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“It’s bragging only if you say good things about yourself,” protested Kim. “It’s different when your parents are
talking about you.” I shook my head.
“We Chinese feel it’s the same thing. Boasting about our children, or husband, or wife, is the same as boasting
about ourselves. People even think it’s bad luck.”
It was Kim’s turn to be thoughtful.
“So that’s why your parents never said what good musicians you were. That would be bragging, right?”
Music is the most important thing in our family. My elder brother plays the violin, my second sister plays the
viola, and I play the cello. We all practice very hard, and I know Father thinks we are all doing well—only he has
never said so to other people.
“The funny thing is,” continued Kim, “your kid brother is the only one in your family who isn’t a good
musician. But I’ve never heard your parents say anything about how badly he plays.”
I thought over what Kim said about Fourth Brother. He is the only one in our family who is no good at all with
music. But we don’t talk about his terrible ear. Finally I said,
“It’s like this: We’re not hurt when we hear our parents say bad things about us, since we know they’re only
doing it because it’s good manners. We know perfectly well that they don’t mean it. But if they say my younger
brother has a terrible ear, they’d really be telling the truth. So they don’t say anything, because that would hurt his
feelings.”
Kim rolled her eyes.
“Boy, this is confusing! Your parents can’t tell the truth about your playing because it would be bragging. And
they can’t say anything about your brother’s playing because that would be telling the truth.” I grinned.
“Right! You got it!”
*
I think Kim understood what I was driving at. She didn’t make a face when she heard my mother saying that
the cookies Second Sister baked for the PTA bake sale were terrible.
After our Spring Festival party, the days became longer, and cherry trees burst into bloom. The baseball season
began, and Fourth Brother’s team played an opening game against another school. My brother might have a
terrible ear for music, but he was turning out to be a really good baseball player.
In the seventh inning Fourth Brother hit a home run, something he had wanted to do for a long time but had
never managed before. All his teammates crowded around to congratulate him.
“You did it, Sprout! You did it!” shouted Matthew Conner, his best friend. Mr. Conner turned to Father.
“I bet you’re proud of the boy!”
“He was just lucky when he hit that home run,” said Father.
Overhearing the exchange, Kim turned to me and smiled.
“I see what you mean,” she whispered.
*
That Easter, the O’Mearas invited our family for dinner. I knew that Easter was a solemn religious holiday, but
what I noticed most was that the stores were full of stuffed rabbits and fuzzy baby chicks. Chocolate eggs were
everywhere.
For the dinner, Mrs. O’Meara cooked a huge ham. She had also made roast potatoes, vegetables, salad, and the
biggest chocolate cake I had ever seen. I had eaten a lot at Thanksgiving dinners, but this time I stuffed myself
until I was bursting. The rest of my family did pretty well, too. We all loved ham. As Mrs. O'Meara started cutting
up the take for dessert, Mother said,
“I’m not sure if I can eat one more bite. That was the best ham I’ve ever tasted!”
“Aw, that ham was terrible,” said Kim. “I bet you could do a lot better, Mrs. Yang.”
There was a stunned silence around the table. Mrs. O’Meara stared at Kim, and her face slowly turned dark
red. I heard a low growl from Mr. O’Meara.
“You and I are going to have a little talk later this evening, young lady,” he said to Kim.
Our family was speechless with surprise. My parents, my brothers, and sister all stared at Kim. I was the most
shocked, because Kim was my best friend, and in the two years since I’ve known her, I’d never seen her do or say
anything mean. How could she say something so cruel about her own mother?
The rest of the evening was pretty uncomfortable. Our family left early, because we could all see that Mr. and
Mrs. O’Meara were waiting impatiently to have their “little talk” with Kim as soon as we were gone.
Next morning at the school bus stop, Kim wouldn’t even look at me. Finally I cleared my throat.
“What made you talk like that to your mother, Kim?” I asked.
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Kim whirled around. She looked furious.
“B-but you were the one who t-told me that saying nice things about your own family was the s-same as
bragging!” she stuttered. “Last night I was just trying to act modest!”
I finally saw the light. I saw how Kim had misunderstood what I had said.
“Listen, Kim,” I said, “Chinese parents are supposed to say critical things about their own children, and
husbands and wives can say bad things about each other. But young people must always be respectful to their
elders.”
The school bus came.
“I guess I’ll never understand the Chinese,” sighed Kim as we sat down. At least we still sat together.
After school I went over to Kim’s house and explained to Mrs. O’Meara about how the Chinese were supposed
to sound modest about their own children. I told her that Kim had thought I meant children also had to sound
modest about their parents. Mrs. O'Me.ara laughed. Although her laugh sounded a little forced, it was a good sign.
*
I soon forgot about Kim’s misunderstanding, because I had other things to worry about. Our school orchestra
was giving its spring concert, and the conductor asked me to play a cello solo as one of the numbers. Father said I
should play a dance movement from one of Bach’s unaccompanied cello suites. It was a very hard piece, and I
was really scared to play it in public. But Father said we should always try to meet challenges.
I practiced like mad. On the day of the concert, I was so nervous that I was sitting on pins and needles waiting
for my turn to play (“sitting on pins and needles” was another expression in my little notebook). My legs were
wobbly when it came time for me to walk to the front of the stage. But as I sat down with my cello and actually
started playing, I became so wrapped up in the music that I forgot to be nervous.
After the concert, my friends came up to congratulate me. It was the proudest moment of my life.
“You were great, Mary, simply great!” said Kim. Her eyes were shining.
Mother’s eyes were shining, too.
“Yes, she was good,” she blurted out. Then she covered her mouth and looked embarrassed.
Kim turned to me and winked.
“That’s all right, Mrs. Yang. We all know you didn’t mean it!”
192.42 Excerpt from The World Regained\fn{by Ke Yan aka Feng Kai (1929-2011)}Zhangzhou, Henan Province,
China (F) 7
1
She was actually not such a beauty as those depicted in books or films—who had “dazzling cloudlets of black
hair crpwning a face as pretty as a peach blossom.” Nevertheless, Yu Qianqian was so attractive—perhaps
because of her shapely figure or her elegant manners or both—that she made even strangers turn to look at her
again when they passed by. And when she smiled, the sweetness of her smile was so attractive that people simply
could not take their eyes away from her, but would smile back in spite of themselves.
Yu Qianqian had loved to smile ever since she was a little girl. It was her father who first discovered her talent.
A man with a strong literary sense, he was so enchanted by his own daughter that he quoted a verse from the
ancient Book of Songs to describe the sweetness of her smile. Looking at the little girl, he would recite:
“How charming is her delicate smile, how charming “ And this was how she got her name “Qianqian” which
meant “charming, charming.”
But her mother had strongly opposed it, fearing such an “unrevolutionary” name would create a bad
impression on others. Working as a Party functionary, she was always politically sensitive. She argued that living
in a big city, one must guard against “bourgeois influence.” How could they give their daughter such a fancy
name, when others were calling their children “Shengli” (victory), “Tugai,” (land reform) or “Jianguo,”
(construction)? Her husband, however, would not give in; and their daughter sided with him. Stamping her feet to
show her determination, the little girl cried tearfully, “I want to be Qianqian,” then breaking into smiles. The
smiles softened the stony heart of. her mother, who was very stern with crying children.
But all that had happened a long time ago—more than two decades. Now a woman in her early twenties, Yu
Qianqian had been through nearly all the turmoils that were experienced by Chinese youngsters during the period
leading up to the late 1970s. This had left deep imprints upon her: she had learned to frown, to sigh, and to get
angry or miserable—sometimes with tears streaming down her cheeks.
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However, she had not forgotten how to smile, to smile just as sweetly as before.
Now, at this moment, Qianqian was in no mood to smile at all as she stood there alone in the heavy snow,
stamping her feet to keep herself warm against a piercing north wind. The day was just dawning, and the silvery
flakes danced about her, shrouding everything, leaving only the scarlet scarf on her neck to shine like a trembling
flame in the twilight.
On this last day of November 1979, Yu Qianqian—with particles of ice covering her head and shoulders—was
waiting for someone to join her at this suburban bus station in a big city of North China. She had already waited
for more than an hour without seeing him; a deep frown replaced the smile on her face as anger followed anxiety,
but she had not given up hope.
He should come on an occasion like this, she thought, for Qianqian was not just taking a trip out of town—she
was departing for a “new world,” to embark on a “great task.” He knew all this, and also knew how she needed
him at this turning point of her life.
She believed he would come, even though she knew he was mad at her for going away like this. They had had
a big row because of this, two weeks ago. Both of them were so angry at each other that they threw the new
porcelain tea-set, they had carefully picked for their future home, on the floor, and watched it breaking to pieces at
their feet. The unpleasant memory made Qianqian scowl more sullenly.
She remembered it was an unusually warm winter day and she was in high spirits, as she came back from the
Education Bureau to find him waiting for her in her room.
“Approved! Finally approved!” she shouted joyously.
Her excited laughter broke the tranquility in the houseyard, driving the perching birds away from the leafless
tree by the window. However, he did not show any response, but just sat there and continued to grind his cigarette
butt into an ashtray. He put so much force into the movement that blue veins began to swell on his hand, but he
went on crushing the cigarette in the ashtray, long after all the sparks had died out.
“A storm is dawning,”—the sudden thought drove away her excitement, leaving only a feeling of tiredness.
But she tried to think of something to say to console him. Yet she did not really think he needed any consolation,
because she was not leaving him forever. In fact, she was just taking up a new job, transferring from the city to the
suburbs—a little self-sacrifice of personal comfort. The sacrifice hadn’t really even begun, and here she had come
upon such a stumbling block. And the stumbling block was none other than the man who, she had thought, loved
her most and understood her best. She had believed that he wanted to tie his life with hers forever.
She was on the verge of saying something, when she remembered that she had said the same words to him
countless times, during all the quarrels they had had on the subject, and checked herself. Stubbornly, she watched
him, not saying anything.
Then, all of a sudden, she saw two big teardrops roll down from the corners of .his eyes. She was completely
taken by surprise, for.it was the first time she had seen him weep. Then as tears continued to spill out of his eyes,
Qianqian became so confused that she began to feel apologetic about the whole thing, and walked over to sit
down beside him, explaining,
“It’s really not very far away, only a little more than 50 kilometres from here. And I’ve found out that I can
come back each week.”
He remained quiet, but she could see that he was trying very hard to control his feelings.
“We can still get married just as we have planned,” she went on to say, haltingly. “I had thought we could wait
for another six months—till I get more used to my new job—but, if you insist, then …”
But what then? Even she didn’t know the answer, for she understood that to get married now would certainly
affect her adjustment to her new occupation. So she stopped short.
Nevertheless, she felt embarrassed for saying it, fearing that he might take advantage of her momentary
weakness and urge her to marry him quickly. Smiling to hide her embarrassment, she groped in her mind for more
reasons to convince him. Before she could say anything, however, he suddenly jumped up, wiping the tears off his
face with a hand, and said chokingly,
“It’s not a matter of six months or a year at all. Now I’ve realized I can’t even compare with a bunch of
hooligans in your eyes.” And then, as she tried to reach out with a handkerchief to dry his tears, he snatched it
from her hand, threw it on the floor and stamped it underfoot.
“You know very well they are students, not hooligans.”
“If they are students, why were they dismissed by the schools?”
“You also know the Gang of Four were to blame for that. It was not their own fault.”
“They were nothing but scrap-iron and useless waste.”
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“They are not waste. They are human, human!”
Then, everything started allover again, as she repeated her points on the importance of re-educating the
youngsters, on the dire need for teachers in the work-study schools, and on how these had re-kindled her
extinguished ideals. But all that again failed to convince him. He insisted that she did not love him, nor respect
him. What's more, this time he seemed determined to settle the matter with her, once and for all. He would not let
her go on with her argument, but shouted vehemently,
“Stop it! Idealist! That’s quite enough. Only an idiot like you would believe such poppycock.”
She was stunned by his brutal remark on her dedication and ideals. This was the first time he had made such a
cutting remark to her, despite the wrangling which had continued for more than two months while she was waiting
for approval of her application to join the faculty of the work-study school.
“Was that the moment when we started crushing the tea-set?”
Qianqian tried in vain to recall how it had happened and who had started it. All she remembered was that they
vied with each other to crush the porcelain cups and saucers, one after another, on the floor and then stamp the
broken pieces with their feet, as if the tea-set was really to blame for their discord.
All this seemed so funny to Qianqian now, that the frown on her face again gave way to a smile. This was just
like the old Qianqian, who could always discover something interesting out of an irritating or agonizing event.
And that was just what had happened when both of them—at the peak of their intense porcelain-crushing—got
a scare from the near-miss of a teacup crashing into the full-length mirror in the room. It made the two of them
stop the destructive contest almost at the same time. As he bent down to touch the broken pieces with his fingers,
with a look of intense regret on his face, Qianqian began to laugh. That was when he became angry, looking
insulted, he gave her a stern stare, then strode quickly out of the room.
Indeed, Qianqian could not help feeling a little guilty as she recalled how she had laughed at such a moment.
Perhaps it was partly because she did not really like the tea-set, which had been his choice. She had wanted to buy
another set, which had small yellowish floral pattern upon a coffee-brown glazed finish. But he liked the one with
large purple flowers over a shiny fresh-blue surface, saying it was an auspicious design for their wedding. She
thought it looked a bit vulgar, but gave in because it was only an “object item.” Her father had told her that all
“object items” were not vital to one’s body and soul. And she followed his advice in compromising on such
unimportant items as the tea-set. After all, it was just a tea-set that would sooner or later get broken; and then she
could buy the one she liked. But, of course, she hadn’t expected it to break to pieces so soon.
What made her smile, now, was the thought that after the big row, they had finally become reconciled. But it
had taken longer than the previous rows, and was settled only after her mother and his parents had intervened. In
fact, he had even come to help her pack yesterday, and promised to see her off this morning. So he should come,
she thought.
It was eight years since they had first met each other, and two years since they had become lovers. And he had
always been the one to make up with her first—after a quarrel between them—until three months ago when she
became the one trying to appease him. She thought she had to do that, because it was she who had—in his words
—“gone out of her mind” to seek a job in the work-study school. Although Qianqian did not think it out of her
mind to be attracted by such a meaningful occupation, she knew she would do anything to realize her goal. And
that was the real reason she appeased him over the past few months. She was willing even to make some
sacrifices for this purpose, like putting off her departure for two weeks to get reconciled with him. It was about
the biggest sacrifice she could have made to appease him; for this reason alone, he should come today to see her
off. And he had actually promised to come.
But he had not come, after all. She kept looking at her watch, as the sky brightened gradually. There were only
30 minutes left for the departure. What could have happened to him? No, there could not have been an accident,
for he had always been very careful. Only 20 minutes now. Maybe he hadn’t slept well last night, and woke up
late—that was quite possible too. Only 10 minutes now. All of the others had arrived, including the last few
students. They looked quite proper, not a bit like the way people had talked about; but why had they also delayed
their departure for two weeks? Trying to hide her curiosity, she scrutinized these youngsters with the air of a
professional. Then the final few minutes were up and, after giving a last look at her wristwatch, she walked up the
steps of the bus grimly.
Suddenly, she heard someone calling "Qianqian," and quickly turned to look back. The bus was leaving as her
mother, gasping for breath, ran towards her. There was not even time for them to exchange a word, though she
noticed that it was not he, but another person, holding her aging mother’s arm.
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Of course, there wasn’t much to say anyway, since every word and every tenderness the old woman could give
her daughter had been poured into her ear many times before this day. Qianqian waved goodbye to her mother; yet
the old woman did not wave back, but kept both hands over her eyes, as if shading them from the morning glare.
In her wornout black coat, her mother seemed so lonely and awkward, standing there in the white snow. Looking
back at her mother from the moving bus, Qianqian finally realized why she had rushed all the way to the bus
station to see her off. This was because her mother had known he would not come, and he had done this
deliberately.
So mother had actually gone to him, begging him to come, and he had refused her. Oh, my poor mother!
As the moving wheels of the bus put more and more distance between Qianqian and the misery-laden form of
her mother, she remembered the day some ten years ago when her mother had come to see her off to the countryside to get “re-educated by the peasants.” Her mother had waved a scarf at her, while singing happily—how
different from her sad image today!
Why couldn’t I sing now? Then, abruptly she remembered she was sitting in a bus with the students. The
thought that they were her students made her feel more sure of herself now. At this juncture, she noticed the tall,
middle-aged man who was standing beside the students, looking after them.
So there was already a teacher accompanying them. No wonder they seemed so disciplined. Qianqian smiled at
him apologetically, for forgetting she was herself also a teacher. But the man only nodded at her coldly. Qianqian
began to wonder why the man looked so unfriendly. Maybe it was because he didn’t like her coming to work two
weeks late. Or maybe he simply didn’t know she was also a teacher, although he looked familiar to her. Well,
perhaps they had never really met before, and she simply mistook him for someone she had once come across.
Then she took another good look at the students. Oh, they truly seemed a bit uncomely. She drew back
involuntarily for an instant; then, straightening up again, she reminded herself that it was her duty to help them
change and look better. The thought gave her a sudden sense of happiness, making her raise her head again,
proudly. Yes, she was right in coming with these kids, and there was no reason for her to feel apologetic as she
had felt for the past three months. Now she smiled with a genuine feeling of happiness, and turned again to look
out of the window.
The snowflakes continued to dance outside the bus, like little colourful flares in the bright morning sunshine.
“Everything looks so beautiful today, just when my new life is about to begin …”
Qianqian felt so thrilled that the smile dimpled her cheeks.
*
Qianqian had not been mistaken when she first thought that she had met the man before. She was also right in
supposing that he. was somewhat “displeased” with her. She did not realize, however, that this was entirely her
own fault. For, being preoccupied with her own grief, she did not even notice—when she got into the bus—that
the man had greeted her and offered to put her baggage on the rack for her. And the lost expression on her face
made him think she was simply maladapted to her new job.
He was also perplexed that she obviously had no memory of him, for he remembered very well that she had
looked at him rather closely when they first met at the special interview, held by the work-study school’s
recruiting board, to decide whether she should be employed. As a member of the recruiting board, he was sitting
alongside the two vice-principals of the work-study school, across the desk from her. Their eyes met quite a few
times during the interview, giving him enough reason to believe that she would remember him. And that was why,
when he saw her coming into the bus, he had called to her
“Come this way, and let me help you with your bags.”
But while she let him take her baggage, Qianqian seemed to have heard nothing else of what he said. And she
had not even said thank you.
“To think of taking up this new job would make her feel so distracted,” he thought with disgust.
In fact, Huang Shulin—that was his name—had not wanted to recruit her as a teacher in the work-study school
from the very beginning. As the school dean, he was the first man to examine the applicant’s personal file. And
having ascertained that she had a good family and educational back-ground as well as the qualifications of a
regular middle school teacher, he then suggested giving this voluntary applicant an interview with the recruiting
board, which consisted of himself and the work-study school’s two vice-principals.
But the moment he saw Yu Qianqian coming into the room with such a shy smile on her face, he began to
regret his suggestion for the interview.
The woman before him looked so young in that yellowish wrapper, with her short curly hair dangling over a
pair of sparkling eyes, that he could not help doubting whether she was actually twenty-eight as stated in her file.
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And the way her head leaned slightly when she smiled, the dimples showing on her cheeks, made her look more
like an attractive undergraduate student or even a high school girl. Then, when she started talking, her face was
even tinged with a blush. All these disgusted him.
“What made you apply for a job in the work-study school?” asked Wu, the school’s male vice-principal.
“Because, because …” Qianqian tilted her head to think, and then smiled calmly, “because I wanted to,
myself.”
What kind of an answer was that! Huang thought. But then, Qianqian, feeling embarrassed at her own childish
answer, started to blush again. And gripping her left hand with the right, she lifted her head and said abruptly:
“Ever since I was a child … I had longed to live a poetic life, to be an author or a singer.” Then, noticing the
puzzled expression on Huang Shulin’s face, she added hurriedly,
“Afterwards, I went down to the countryside to get re-educated. Then, I became a Red Guard.”
And there was a pained look in her eyes, as she said it.
Her obvious grief at the memory of “going down to the countryside” almost made Huang angry. That was
because he had actually been impressed with her past record of having been re-educated in the countryside, when
he examined her file. And he hadn’t expected to find the real woman was quite different from the “re-educated
youth” he had pictured from her past record. In fact, the innocent-looking young woman sitting before him did not
even look like the same person he had seen in the small photograph attached to her file. And Qianqian went on to
say, haltingly,
“My father was a bridge engineer. He taught me that architecture was such a great beauty. My mother was a
Party worker, and she taught me that one should have an ideal.” Here she was interrupted. by Xue, the other viceprincipal, who said,
“Talk about yourself, not about your parents.” Then, she added with a smile,
“For instance, you know that a teacher in the work-study school gets a special allowance of 20 yuan per
month, don’t you?”
Qianqian looked stunned at the remark. Her face turned crimson, as she stuck out her chest and answered
defiantly,
“I don’t now, and I don’t want to know.”
While Vice-Principal Wu remained silent, Huang could not help frowning disgustedly at the question raised by
the female vice-principal. He thought that it was nothing less than an insult, although he was not completely
satisfied with the young woman himself. Her incoherent answers irritated him, but, then, her sincere remarks
about her parents caused a stir in his heart. He felt she was innocent, but unable to express herself correctly. Still
he also doubted if she was actually so innocent as not to know about the special allowance for their schoolteachers. Maybe she was indeed pretending when she proudly claimed she did not know about any special
allowance. At least, she was rather excitable and impatient, which had been his own weakness during the earlier
years, a weakness that had caused. setbacks in his work. The idea made Huang feel more inclined to turn down
her application. Since the dialogue had now run into a deadlock, Huang began to think maybe he had better
change the subject, when Wu spoke up,
“Well, since it was our first meeting today, everyone seemed a bit nervous—not knowing how to begin the
conversation more freely.” Then with a chuckle, he added,
“We’ll have lots of opportunities to talk with each other yet, won’t we? So, Vice-Principal Xue, what do you
think we’d better end up this interview now, unless you have something more to ask her.”
Later, when they discussed the matter at a meeting of the school’s leading group, Huang was the first to state
his view against recruiting the young woman applicant. His statement caused feigned surprise from Xue Renfeng,
“Oh, Comrade Dean, but you were the one to recommend her for the interview, weren’t you?”
“That was because I had not met her in person, Huang explained ruefully.
The female vice-principal chuckled complacently. The woman, who had an unusually shrill voice despite her
short and stout starure, now said,
“I agree with Comrade Huang that we should reject this applicant. As a matter of fact, I was just wondering
how to convince you that she is unfit for the job.”
“But you still should give a reason why she’s not fit for the position. Don’t you think so?” Vice-Principal Wu
remarked.
“Why? Isn’t it quite obvious, that such an attractive woman should be more qualified for the role of an actress
than that of a teacher in the work-study school?”
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“I wouldn’t say that was a sound reason,” Wu countered in his easy, calm voice. “A person should be beautiful
in every aspect—in dress, in appearance, in soul and in thought. That was what Anton Chekhov said, and I hope I
remembered it correctly.”
Wu was sure that the other vice-principal, who did not even know who Anton Chekhov was, would tend to
believe that he was quoting some foreign revolutionary authority. Thus, he hoped, she would not raise a row over
the disputed point. While other participants in the meeting smiled at their male vice-principal’s quick wit, Xue
Renfeng swallowed her initial response to her fellow vice-principal’s remark with a long “Oh” then went on to
say,
“Oh, is she beautiful? But in this work-study school, our students are like wolves.” Seeing the audience
stiffening at her remark, she stopped her chuckling and tried to correct herself,
“What I said may sound rude, but it is the truth.”
But the audience remained impassive. In desperation, she suddenly lowered her voice to add,
“Maybe, she is not a decent woman herself. I heard she is having some trouble in love affairs.”
This caused a stir among the audience. Huang Shulin exchanged a look With Wu at this juncture, and
interrupted to say,
“A matter like that shouldn’t be set aside with ‘maybe’—can you elaborate on the facts?”
While Huang took out his pen, preparing to take notes, the female vice-principal gave a vivid description of
what she had heard about the quarrel between Qianqian and her fiance, adding a few details of her own invention.
Contrary to her expectation, the story only made the audience heave a sigh of relief, and Huang throw his
notebook back into the drawer in exasperation. Vice-principal Wu, who remained calm, now asked,
“Is that all? Why, if it was just that much; then I wouldn’t say it’s a matter of indecency. That’s not even a ‘love
affair,’ but a normal disagreement between two lovers. To tell the truth, haven’t we all experienced some obstacle
in joining the work-study school?” And with a somewhat agitated voice, he added,
“Unless—unless you have really come deliberately for that 20 yuan special allowance.”
Of course, he had Xue Renfeng in his mind when he made the final remark. But as soon as he said it, he
realized his words might hurt more people than he had hoped; and he hurriedly added
“But I was, of course, not accusing anybody. You all know I like joking.”
The stout woman was quick to accept the apology.
“Oh, never mind. We’re all in the same boat, and there won’t be any misunderstanding.” Then, turning solemn
again, she said,
“But I really don’t think that young woman understands the seriousness of this job—just look at the way she
talked about it. Once she wanted to be an author, at another to be a singer. Where can poetic beauty be found?
This is a work-study school!”
“But I don’t look it that way,” said Wu in his calm voice. “In fact, I believe she was quite sincere. She just said
too much at a time, and got mixed up in her words. Yet, her idea was still understandable, wasn’t it? Why, what
she first said about her childhood ambition of becoming an author or singer was in line with the teachings of her
parents who urged her to seek ‘great beauty’—but she said no more about it, because that dream of hers never
came true.
“Then, she said she had been re-educated in the countryside, obviously because she was afraid we might not
accept her, and so wanted to assure us that she had been ‘tempered’ under harsh conditions. She also mentioned
she had been a ‘Red Guard,’ just to tell us that she did want to dedicate herself to the revolutionary ideal. But she
didn’t say more about it, because that dream was also shattered. Am I right?”
“What you say seems to make up for the missing links in the story,” responded the female vice-principal in a
rarely civilized manner. “But don’t you think what we need in this school is not a dreamer, but someone capable
of managing those students of ours?”
“Sometimes, people do need to have some illusions,” Wu said meditatively. “Let alone the fact that her dreams
spoke for those of the whole young generation. Isn’t it true that many young people degenerated after their
illusions were shattered? That’s why we should be glad to see some young people continue to uphold an ideal—
even after the disillusionment they have suffered. I believe we should not laugh at them, but give them
encouragement and help them, because these young people stand for our hope and future. And we call ourselves
educators, don’t we?” Then, running his eyes over everyone in the audience, he went on to add,
“Naturally, she looked somewhat frail in appearance. But I think she was remarkable in linking her ideal and
craving for poetic beauty with the cause of work-study education. Moreover, she was not just ‘dreaming’ but
trying to turn her dreams into reality by coming here. And for this, she even had a row with her fiance and
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postponed their wedding. That shows she has certain tenacity under her frail appearance, which proves she is one
of the ‘good species’ and just the kind of persons we should have.”
There were altogether five members in this leading group. Apart from Huang Shulin and the two viceprincipals, there were Lao Zhang, a representative of the police, and Kou Wenzhang, who was the assistant dean
responsible for discipline and living facilities in the school. Lao Zhang was the first to state his opinion.
“I think Vice-Principal Wu was correct in his analysis of the applicant. I agree to recruit her.” Kou Wenzhang’s
statement was a curt
“Agreed.”
Huang Shulin, however, remained silent, while arguing with himself whether it was right to hire this young
woman. Indeed, he had never liked that female vice-principal, but what she said about the applicant’s love affairs
perturbed him. To him, young people involved in love spelt trouble. He was sick of seeing them indulging in
passionate embraces at one time, and then breaking up after a big row or, at least, parting in tears on another day.
No, he didn’t want troubles in his school but someone who could work; he was the dean but not a neighbourhood
mediator of family disputes, he thought to himself.
And yet, in his heart, he felt Vice-Principal Wu was correct in his analysis of the young woman. However, he
did not believe Wu was himself wise enough to make such a brilliant analysis, though he knew the male viceprincipal liked the applicant. And he thought Wu must have got the idea from another man, a man who had been
known for his insight into human character.
And he guessed the person behind Wu was none other than Xu Wen, who had been the principal and Party
secretary of the work-study school before the Cultural Revolution. Xu had been both Huangs boss and his
introducer to the Party’s membership. In fact, he and the other members of the faculty had requested Xu’s return
to their school’s leading post as soon as it was decided to restore the school. And now, though Xu was still not
here to guide him, he had been trying to guide his own thoughts and actions according to what he had learned
from his former boss.
Yet at this moment he was trying not to think of what Xu would do in his position. And he sighed at the
thought that the situation in their school had become so complicated. He recalled the protracted controversy, in
both the city and the district government, over the appointment of a new principal for the work-study school.
Since the school was being “restored,” it was only natural that the candidates for its new leadership should be
chosen from among its veteran and experienced leaders, who had been wrongly persecuted during the cultural
revolution, he thought. The re-appointment of the few survivors from persecution in the turmoil would be, at least,
a form of rehabilitation they deserved.
However, things just did not turn out as they should. Those who had climbed high during the chaotic years
were still up there, and they simply would not admit that they had been wrong in persecuting those people.
“The Cultural Revolution was not all wrong, and neither were we. So long as we are still in power, we’ll not
agree to let you return to your posts,” they insisted, and so the work-study school still did not have a principal nor
a Party secretary. It had only two vice-principals instead.
That was how the situation stood in the school, when it began recruiting new teachers. He finally spoke,
“Can we hold over this matter for the time being, for I have to consider it more carefully.” Such a suggestion
was not unusual at a school meeting, but this time it brought a sharp retort from the assistant dean:
“What’s the matter with you? Vice-Principal Wu has stated so clearly.” Before Kou Wenzhang had finished,
Xue Renfeng interrupted smilingly,
“Indeed, what’s the trouble with you? You are all such old hands and very smart people, aren’t you?”
Seeing the meeting had come to an obvious impasse, Lao Zhang, the police representative, uttered an impatient
“Uh” and started knocking his long pipe noisily on the side of his desk. At this juncture, Wu stood up to signal the
end of the meeting.
“Well, I think that’s all for today, since transferring a teacher will take quite a few days anyway. To argue on a
point like this is quite normal, so long as we bear in mind our responsibility to the revolutionary cause. Am I
right?” And with a chuckle, he announced,
“Meeting dismissed.”
No one said anything as they stood up to leave the room. Lao Zhang was the first to head for the door in long
strides, mumbling another “Uh” under his breath and not heeding the male vice-principal’s bid for him to stay. Wu
called after him,
“Wait a minute, Lao Zhang, I want to discuss the students’ registration with you right now.”
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“What’s the hurry? That will take quite a few days anyway,” answered the police officer, as he strode out of the
door without turning his head. Xue Renfeng now took over the conversation and said,
“Maybe I should take this opportunity to report on the plan of the students taking up jobs from outside the
school, Should I do it in your office, Comrade Wu, or in my room? … Since some materials are still left in my
room, maybe we’d better—”
“Let’s go to office. Anyway, it’s better to lock up those materials in the office safe.”
“But of course, you know I wouldn’t let those materials get lost. They are so important to me!”
“Pooh, what a nuisance!” said Kou Wenzhang in disgust, as soon as he saw the female vice-principal leave the
room.
“Don’t curse,” Huang quickly cautioned him, fearing it might cause another row. In fact, he also hated that
woman, or rather those people who had sent her to the school as a vice-principal to serve their ends. He knew it
was the result of a series of behind-the-scene strifes.
“Imagine they would send an idiot like her to run education,” complained Kou now in a subdued voice. This
remark was to remind Huang, and he understood it. However, he could not echo the remark, because he—now an
acting Party secretary with fourteen years of membership behind him—had agreed to the woman’s appointment as
the school’s vice-principal. But he had had no choice under the circumstances, he recalled.
It was his boss, Director Sha of the city’s Education Bureau, who called him to his office to tell him,
“Congratulations for your re-appointment to a leading post in the work-study school. And you know that
shows the Party still trusts you and wants to rehabilitate you properly. But I must tell you, I don’t like your
proposed list of candidates for the school’s new leadership, which consists of only the old work-study school staff.
Well, we must do away with ‘factional bias,’ Comrade!”
He couldn’t understand why the director would call reinstating the experienced veteran leaders in their former
jobs a “factional bias.” He tried to argue with the director, but the boss refused to listen to him. Instead, he was
given a specific instruction on including a “new member” in his proposed list of the school leadership. And this
new comrade was none other than Xue Renfeng—“an outstanding worker, who served in the workers’ propaganda
team during the Cultural Revolution, and is now a section chief in the District Education Bureau,” he was told.
And the director pointed out that this “outstanding woman comrade” was recommended by Chi Wei, the deputy
chief in the district bureau.
“To assign such a comrade to your leadership signifies our support for your school,” the director concluded.
Huang Shulin conducted a little inquiry as soon as he left the director’s office. He knew the key person in this
issue—deputy chief Chi Wei—was a “rebel boss” during the Cultural Revolution, who had become notorious for
his leading role in shutting down the work-study school in the city. Somehow, the man had become an official in
the disttict education bureau after the rebel organization was disbanded, following the collapse of the Gang of
Four.
And when he look into the background of the “woman comrade” recommended by Chi, he discovered Xue was
“outstanding” in her former factory only as a troublemaker, who was foisted onto the workers’ propaganda-team
during the Cultural Revolution by her factory boss, with a sigh of “good riddance” following her. And the factory
leader said, rather apologetically, that they never thought a primary school undergraduate like Xue could really be
the head of any school.
Notwithstanding his findings about the woman, he knew he had to accept her. He remembered how City
Education Bureau Director Sha—his immediate boss—had erased Xu Wen, the first on his proposed list, whom he
had recommended as the principal and Party secretary of the work-study school. He had explained that Xu was
needed for his current post and a transfer was impossible. Huang Shufin realized that further insistence on his
proposed list would mean his own name might also be erased by the director.
In the eyes of the director, the words of Chi Wei carried far more weight than his own, Huang understood.
Huang Shulin nearly forgot that Kou Wenzhang was still waiting for his response, as he quietly meditated.
Irritated, Kou stood up abruptly and walked out of the room, slamming the door after him.
To Huang’s surprise, however, the same irritable Kou walked in the next day, and told him excitedly that the
female vice-principal had finally agreed to recruiting Yu Qianqian.
“Xue said she would come to persuade you to accept her. Be sure you don’t let her slip away this time,” he
warned Huang before leaving.
And that was how Yu Qianqian was finally transferred to the work-study school. And Huang was not a bit
happy about the outcome.
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Today, when he saw how distracted the young woman looked as she got on the bus, he felt more worried about
her fitness for the new job. As his thoughts came back again to this young woman, he couldn’t help taking another
careful look at her. To his surprise, he found the distraught look on her face had now given place to expression of
joy and anticipation, as she sat there looking at the snowflakes dancing outside the window.
She was apparently unaware of what awaited her in her new job, and Huang still worried about her fitness to
tackle the problems ahead. However, the bright smile on her face was so disarming that even Huang Shulin now
began to feel more relaxed himself. Subconsciously, his grim face began to brighten up slowly, although he did
not quite understand what had suddenly made the young woman look so happy.
1930

171.22 A Precious Flower\fn{by Sattar Tohtl (c.1930?- )} Kashgar?, Sinkiang-Uighur Autonomous Region, China
(M) 1
In ancient times there lived a bachelor. His name was Kismet. Every day he worked as a fanner, on a field at a
mountainside.
During the dog days of an especially hot summer, Kismet continued to work in the blazing sun. He was
sweating so profusely that his sweat eventually dripped onto the ground, by his feet.
Suddenly a rose sprang up from the spot on the ground where his sweat had dropped. Not only was it a
beautiful blossoming flower, but it also was singing:
Let me sing a song, let me make you happy …

This gave Kismet such pleasure that from that moment on the flower became his companion. Its lovely songs
gave him extra energy. Despite all his hard work, he never felt tired.
One day a rabbit came hopping along and landed on the plant—it destroyed the flower. This made Kismet very
sad. That night he dug out the plant and carried it back home. He planted it in a pot on the windowsill. After that,
the rose blossoms continued to sing and to give off fragrance every evening when Kismet came home.
One night, when silvery moonlight enveloped his house, while Kismet was mending his clothes by the light of
a lamp, the wick of his lamp changed into a red rose bud. Slowly the rose began to blossom. In the end a fairy girl
appeared from the rose petals and began to sing:
The red rose is blooming,
The faint scent is greeting,
The fairy girl is coming.

While Kismet was overwhelmed with wonderment, and overcome with confusion, the fairy girl appeared
before him in full size and spoke her greeting. At that same moment the flower by the window had disappeared.
Kismet then rose and greeted the girl with a deep bow. The fairy girl took the clothes which he held in his
hands and proceeded to repair them. The two fell in love and pledged to the Moon that they would be husband and
wife from that night onward.
Since that time Kismet and the fairy girl worked together at the mountain farm. In the evening the girl
embroidered by lamplight, and Kismet wove baskets. During years of hard work they accumulated much grain,
many sheep and chickens. They became a well-to-do family.
But Kismet also changed. The richer he became, the less willing he was to continue his hard work. Frequently
he went to trap birds or to play games. His wife became very worried about this and tried to persuade him to
work. But he never would listen to her.
One day his fairy wife prepared two bags of grain, together with her embroideries, for Kismet to sell at the
market. She also told him to buy threads for her with the money he got from the sale, and a shovel and a sickle for
himself.
Kismet went to the market where he sold the goods, and he spent all the money on eating and drinking.
From then on he became lazy. He spent money like water and would not work. Whenever the fairy wife asked
him to do farm work he would answer:
“I have pain in my legs.” He even refused to weave baskets, saying that he has a sore arm. As a result, he
harvested nothing that fall.
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One evening his fairy wife was sitting sadly by the lamp doing her embroidery. The wick of the lamp suddenly
burned in such a manner that it became a flower. Then, slowly from the flower appeared a colorful peacock. A
song was heard:
The red rose is blooming,
Its fragrance is sweet,
Kismet has become lazy,
Let us leave him to himself.

When the peacock perched on the fairy’s head, she disappeared. And then the peacock flew away.
Kismet rushed to hold on to the bird, but he could not catch it. Only a feather from the peacock remained in his
hand.
Kismet was very sad about what happened, but it was too late to repent. After his lovely fairy had left he
continually cried, and he was in no mood to work or to do anything else. Months passed. Kismet had sold all his
belongings, except one rug. While he was rolling up the rug to sell, a piece of embroidery, under the rug, attracted
his attention. It was his fairy wife’s beautiful work. He picked up the embroidered piece, which reminded him of
all the happy days they shared. Now he deeply regretted what he had done.
From that day on Kismet went back to the field at the mountain slope during daytime; he wove baskets in the
evening.
Kismet kept the peacock feather on the windowsill, because it brought back good memories. His tears
continued to sustain the feather. One day, surprisingly, the feather changed into a lily, and the same song was
heard again:
Let me be your companion,
Let us sing and dance together,
Let me drive out your loneliness.

Hearing this song made him cry bitterly. The lily continued to sing and to give off fragrance for him every
evening.
It was a night with silvery moonlight. Kismet was sitting by the lamp and sewing his shirt.
Suddenly the wick of the lamp became deep red and changed into a red rose. Slowly the fairy appeared from
the rose. Kismet threw himself at her, confessing the mistakes he had made and promised never to make her angry
again.
One year later his fairy wife bore him a son, bright as a beam of light from the moon. The family once again
prospered.
78.34 The Struggle Over Tests\fn{by Chin Chao aka Leung Yuk-man (c.1930?- )} Hong Kong Special Administrative
Region?, China (M) 8
During winter in the North, it got dark early. After five in the afternoon, the light outdoors was so dim that the
faces of people passing by more than ten feet away were blurred. With an unsteady walk, white-haired Professor
Yin I-to emerged from the teacher’s conference room. At the start of “National” Reconstruction, the Party Central
Committee had both rallied and looked after high-level intellectuals so that when a meeting ended there was
always someone to walk home with him. This was because he had night blindness. Also, it was because they were
concerned that he would experience a relapse of his heart condition. But, it was different today because the
masses’ consciousness had been raised. Those who were ideologically “confused” about history gained awareness
and quickly severed personal contact with someone like Yin I-to who had wallowed in the muddy, deep waters of
the old society. If the Party still sent someone to look after this kind of a person wouldn’t it be committing the
crime of rightist deviation?
Actually, as far as Yin I-to was concerned, “don’t extend help” was not necessarily a bad thing. For one, his
ears got less contaminated and he didn’t have to say things he didn’t feel so often. And two, this environment
forced him to discipline himself. It goes without saying that discipline brings results. Four years ago, Yin I-to and
hundreds of other educators had been sent to labor far away in the South. While a scorching sun had dried and
baked him to a crisp, alternately, rain from the sky and humidity from a lake had turned his skin a bruised color.
The heavy labor had wearied him unbearably. He’d cursed people roundly during the nightly ideological struggle
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sessions and, in turn, had himself been humiliatingly cursed. On top of this, there were the pestilential vapors
from forests as well as snakes, bugs, rats and ants. Soon, many from the three generations of the old, middle-aged
and young had been crushed. Strangely enough, the more the half-blind, loose-toothed and white-haired Yin I-to
was struggled against, the stronger he became. He didn’t know how his faith in himself had been restored but he
began walking with much less difficulty, his eyesight improved enormously and there seemed to be nothing
wrong with his heart. However, the most important thing was that he quickly adapted to the new environment,
knowing what he could and couldn’t say, what he could and couldn’t do. As for empty and useless talk like that,
regarding Ssu-ma Chien and Tung Hu and, their writing without fear or favor, having a backbone, etc.; excuse me,
but for the time being that was stored away high in the attic. Thus, under the adverse circumstances of “struggling
against heaven, nature and man,” Yin I-to, rather surprisingly, managed to struggle and survive.
There was one instance when Yin I-to nearly got into trouble. At a party where everyone had to put on a
performance, Yin I-to sang part of a Peking opera that he knew particularly well, Fourth Son Visits His
Mother.\fn{A note reads: Traditional Peking Opera was banned during the Cultural Revolution. Fourth Son Visits His Mother relates
the story of a youth who goes over to the other side. Later, he returns home in triumph and tries to find his mother .} When he’d
finished, he was called to the side and given a thorough lecture by that 25 year-old platoon leader. He said his
traitorous ideology had to be criticized. Luckily, the platoon leader hadn’t understood Fourth Son Visits His
Mother, but, prodded into vigilance by the discussion nearby of two teachers, had put on a show of importance.
Thus, the incident did not develop into anything more serious. Actually, because the elderly Yin disregarded his
age and pushed himself hard while laboring, the Party considered his “outward manifestation of spirit to be very
good,” and suggested that he be sent back to the school ahead of schedule, “to participate enthusiastically in the
educational revolution.”
Before being sent down to the countryside, Professor Yin I-to had been fiercely criticized and struggled against
by the students. He was pessimistic and dejected. He made a secret vow to never again, in this present life,
attempt something constructive. But, upon his return to the school he craved, once again, to begin teaching. When
the Party notified him to return to the classroom, surprisingly, he was so moved that tears flowed from his eyes.
This was precisely the period of the decadence of the intellectuals and, at this time, the teachers suffered criticism,
struggle, beatings and curses. Most of the original teachers had given up halfway and the new people hadn’t
wanted to be teachers in the first place. But, even during this period Yin I-to was totally willing to return to his old
trade. He himself could’'t understand why.
“Am I doing it for reputation’s sake? A stinking ninth category!\fn{ A note reads: A vitriolic epithet applied by radical
Maoists to intellectuals during the Cultural Revolution. Intellectuals were placed ninth after the eight other bad categories of landlords,
rich peasants, counterrevolutionaries, bad elements, rightists, renegades, enemy agents and capitalist-roaders .} The stinking intel-

lectuals’ reputation is already so foul! For personal gain, then? Whether or not I teach I still get paid the same
salary! If it’s not for the sake of a good reputation or for personal gain then why in the world am I doing it? Am I
doing it for my ideals? Don’t flatter yourself! What ideals have I left? By merely relying on the efforts of a few
educator craftsmen they can hardly achieve any ideals! Perhaps I can use that bad habit, nurtured for decades, as
an explanation—‘fond of teaching others despite one’s own ignorance.’ That makes more sense.”
In this manner, Yin I-to had asked and then answered his own questions. Naturally, he didn’t arrive at any
conclusion and there was no need to find a conclusion.
However, on the first day of class he was hit right in the face with all sorts of problems. First, the students’
appearance and attitude were very peculiar. No matter how he looked at them they didn’t resemble students. He’d
been teaching for decades and when he’d entered the classroom before it was like being at home. Looking over
those many faces craving knowledge and those excited pair upon pair of expectant eyes, a feeling of mission and
responsibility would begin to well up within him. He felt the same way toward his students as he did toward the
younger generation in his family and, in a familiar way, would begin to lecture. Now, he half-suspected that he’d
walked into the wrong place! Secondly, he was totally unfamiliar with his students’ thick and incomprehensible
native dialects. Though his former students had also come from many different places and, naturally, all spoke
with an accent, they did speak Mandarin. Moreover, even if accented, it was educated Mandarin. But, the speech
of these first group of students after the Great Proletarian Revolution was too confusing to be even understood.
Over half of them couldn’t understand Yin I-to’s Southern Kiangsu-accented Mandarin and, Yin I-to, a scholar
who had traveled far and wide, couldn’t understand what they were saying. Later, he discovered why. Some of the
students were Mongols, others Tibetans, Uighurs, and Koreans. What a multitude of heroes were gathered here in
this small classroom! Evidently, what they were speaking in the classroom was not their native language, after all,
but Mandarin. Good heavens!
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Most troublesome was the problem of their educational levels. Some had already studied differential calculus
and infinite equations and some were in the process of teaching themselves algebra. Others could not add, subtract, multiply or divide. Still, several were determined to work hard and catch up and were furiously memorizing
the multiplication tables.
After a week of this, Yin I-to felt it was just simply too much. Confronted with this problem, what should he
do? Professor Yin immediately hit on the teaching method of “reporting back and asking for instructions.”
Without hesitation, he went to the two heads of the Department and told them about the classroom situation.
These two men separately represented the armed forces and the workers. One was a Company Commander who
suffered from phlebitis and could no longer lead troops. The other was a master craftsman who had worked as a
bricklayer for more than twenty years.
Yin I-to knew their spacious, well-illuminated and simply furnished office well. In the past, for more than ten
years, he had often entered this office to discuss all kinds of problems relating to Departmental research and
classroom instruction with his friend, Department Chairman. Now, the head of the Department was in the “ox
shed” and squatting on his throne was an under-sized, middle-aged man. It could be seen at one glance that the
one wearing a worker’s uniform, with deep wrinkles on his forehead and a mouth which drooped down at the
corners, was a model worker from the old society. The other, wearing everyday military dress, appeared to be
several years younger than the worker, master craftsman. He was sitting on two soft chairs near the window. His
behind was resting on one chair while his outstretched legs were resting on the other. It was common knowledge
that he had phlebitis and, thus, he wasn’t surprised when he saw the second chair. With the fingers of his right
hand, between which was wedged a cigarette, he pointed to an empty chair:
“Lao Yin, have a seat.”\fn{A note reads: Lao is used with a person’s surname to express friendship or familiarity.}
Yin I-to sat down; letting his eyes wander across to the large bookcase behind the aged, master craftsman.
None of the usual Chinese and Western books and periodicals on mathematics were to be seen. On the highest
shelf instead were several books, entirely in red, of the collected, works of Mao Tse-tung and the little red book of
Mao’s quotations. The second shelf contained a lunch box, a tea crock, some cigarettes and a transistor radio that
was playing a selection from The Red Lantern.\fn{ A note reads: The Red Lantern was one of the model, contemporary
revolutionary Peking Operas sponsored by Chiang Ch’ing [Mao Tse’tung’s wife] and popularized during the Cultural Revolution. The
theme of the opera is class struggle, giving prominence to Mao Tse-tung’s thought .} With a slight smile, the aged, master

craftsman turned off the radio behind him and said, “Lao Yin, tell us what’s on your mind!” The deadly serious
gaze of the Company Commander now came to rest on Yin I-to’s face.
After Yin I-to had given a thorough presentation of classroom problems, the bricklayer master said, “That’s
easy! Teach those who don’t understand! Lao Li, what do you think?”
The serious expression on Company Commander Li’s face grew even more serious. Taking a deep drag on his
cigarette, he threw the butt on the wooden floor and ground it out with his foot. Then, pointing his right arm at Yin
I-to, he said:
“Don’t just look at the surface of things, look at their basic nature. The students in our Department are outstanding workers, peasants and soldiers. Since their political background is good, I’m sure they can learn to do their
work well. However, I’m afraid that you’re not being a good teacher.” After a pause, the Company Commander
thrust two fingers out at Yin I-to and said:
“You now face two trials. One is to think of a means for overcoming these problems because you must teach
them well. Just consider for a minute that we two uneducated people are running this university. Do you think we
don’t have problems? Our problems are greater than yours. Two, you must criticize the bourgeois ideology in
your own mind. The mental image you have of the former college students makes it clear why you are reluctant to
part with them for our students. You like those young masters and ladies. You feel that they are intelligent and
clever and that they’re highly talented academically. This is a problem of class emotions. If you cannot wrench
yourself free emotionally, how can you develop feelings for the present students? And, how will you adjust to the
new environment of the educational revolution?”
But, Yin I-to didn’t want to discuss it with them. He blamed himself for having taken a wasted action. Aside
from receiving a severe reprimand, reporting back to the administration for instruction had achieved no concrete
results. Taking advantage of the Company Commander’s pause to light a cigarette, he hurriedly got to his feet.
“Lao Yin, after you leave, give serious consideration to what Company Commander Li has said,” said the
master craftsman. Nodding his head, Yin I-to withdrew from the room. Feeling overwhelmed, he walked slowly
with bowed head.
“It’s the same old problem of over ten years ago with the amateurs leading the professionals. However, the
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present situation is even worse. The amateurs sent to administer the university at that time were all Communist
Party intellectuals who’d at least had a high school education. Still, even then we felt we didn’t fit in with them.
These administrators haven’t even finished elementary school. It’s like being stabbed in the back. This is an
example of the scholar meeting a soldier, and of being unable to reason clearly with him,” thought Yin I-to. But,
he wasn’t totally discouraged. He was confident that this hopeless mess of an educational revolution hadn’t turned
out the way the Party Central Committee had planned it. Certainly, the Party Central Committee would soon
correct these imbalances.
The indefatigable and dedicated Professor Yin had thought of many possible solutions but none of them had
worked.
Very well, since they’ve sent me here I might as well do a good teaching job. He decided to begin teaching at a
9th grade mathematics level. He prescribed strict classroom discipline, prepared a great number of exercises and
demanded that the students establish a strong foundation from which to begin learning. But, those classmates who
were behind complained loudly and the administration stood steadfastly on their side. One time when he’d been at
the students’ dormitory giving them remedial evening help, Company Commander Li had come running over to
call him out into the hall for a talk.
“The students have lost their appetites, they can’t sleep and their health has collapsed. The only thing they
want to do is your homework and they’re paying no attention to political study. If this continues, I won’t stand for
it! Lao Yin, you have to think of a solution.”
But, when Lao Yin had asked for help, the Company Commander had gotten angry and with a severe
expression on his face had harshly said:
“Don’t try to put us on the spot! Think of solutions yourself and if there are any more problems I’ll criticize
you again!”
Yin I-to had no choice but to resign himself to going slower and lowering his demands. To this the students
responded very favorably.
“Professor Yin is okay. He can take criticism and has our interests at heart.”
When, in order to give encouragement, the master bricklayer conveyed the students’ feelings to Yin I-to, he
could only force a smile while inwardly sighing to himself.
“What a shame! Even though they’re young they’re unwilling to really study.”
Professor Yin I-to truly had the students’ interests at heart. He was aware that some of the students were more
talented than the others. When the others went to bed, they would take advantage of the leisure time to study some
more. At meetings, these students wouldn’t just brag but could more realistically analyze various issues.
“But in the long run, even these few, good students will go downhill. If I can teach only one, well, that’s at
least one!”
Yin I-to took those students who were willing to study and, with them, formed an advanced class, spending
more time with them. As usual, the other classes proceeded at an exasperatingly slow pace. After two months, the
advanced students had accomplished a great deal. They’d learned enough to act as professors for the other classes.
“This is because I’ve taught according to the students’ ability. But, have I gone so far as to contradict the spirit of
the educational revolution?” thought Prof. Yin.
However, this situation did not last. When he went to class one day, he found a very long, large character poster pasted in the classroom, completely covering the side of the wall. The sloppy characters either lacked strokes
or had one too many while the long, redundant sentences contained no periods and were thus unintelligible. But
finally Yin I-to understood. The large character poster criticized the advanced class as functioning to produce
“clever children” thereby creating disharmony among classmates in the same grade. Regardless of the Professor’s
intentions, in fact, he was befriending the talented students and harming the slower students.
After class, he returned to the faculty room but, even before he’d had a chance to take one sip from his drink,
the Company Commander and master bricklayer came together looking for him for a tête-à-tête.
“You’d better think hard about the source of your ideological inclinations. Why are you so partial to the
advanced students? Why don’t you show consideration to the slower students and start a remedial class for
them?” said Company Commander Li.
“Yes. Why not start a remedial class for them?” said the master bricklayer.
In this situation, Yin I-to was used to listening silently. He knew well that it was only on the basis of equality
that there could be discussion and appeals to reason. Otherwise, the more you said the more wrong you’d be. The
Company Commander and the master bricklayer took his silence for tacit approval and at this point the tête-à-tête
ended.
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After acknowledging a mistake, logically, there should be an appearance of change. But, in his own mind, Yin
I-to did not feel that he’d made a mistake and yet there still had to be an appearance of change.
“No matter how hard I try, it’s not certain that I can do as they wish. Might as well act in accordance with what
they’ve said and start a remedial class! This at least can’t harm the students.” In this way, the advanced class
ended and the remedial class began.
But by class time, though the class roster had nine people listed, only one student had shown up. Yin I-to
personally went looking for the other eight students to have a heart-to-heart talk with them.
“Professor, I’m confident that I can catch up. I don’t need to participate in the remedial class,” said Student
Number 1.
“I do so much social work that I don’t have time to attend the remedial class,” said Student Number 2.
“Professor, because you put me in the remedial class I think you’re prejudiced against me,” said Student
Number 3.
Students 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 persisted with only slight differences in this viewpoint. Yin I-to could only shake his
head. He hadn’t expected that such young people would take issues of face so seriously. Though they were college
students they didn’t take their schoolwork seriously. Clearly, they lacked an accurate self-assessment because
even though their educational level was very low they felt they didn’t need help from a professor.
“They have been injured by our society’s tendency to brag and boast. No wonder they feel this way. It’s
absolutely true that inferiors will imitate the actions of their superiors!”
The remedial class never materialized and the Party wanted Yin I-to to make a deep review of his failings.
With no exceptions he had to act on principles and to link his ideology with the policy line. The Company
Commander dropped him a hint.
“It must be obvious to you that your bourgeois world view is very obstinate! You lack proper devotion to the
proletarian educational revolution!”
What a serious charge! Though Yin I-to was sure that he wasn’t at fault, he still had to write a thorough review
of his mistakes. In accordance with the Company Commander’s wishes, he thoroughly criticized himself.
“Do we want to take the campus for the education of the young and turn it into barren land?” Those were days
of great suffering for him. “If it were wilderness, I could at least use an ox and cultivate it. But, even weeds won’t
grow on barren land.”
He strolled on the campus every day and saw people maintaining the grounds and white-washing the walls.
This never failed to agitate him.
“Beautiful campus, may you long retain your youth. The shame of it is that their work is merely cosmetic.
They’re only concerned with preserving a fine exterior. They ignore the rotten interior. What is most. valued in
today’s world is this sort of falseness!”
Yin I-to figured that he hadn’t made a mistake. Evidently, the Premier himself personally assumed responsibility for intervening in higher educational problems and both stressed and promoted the basic thesis of applying
oneself to hard study in school. Moreover, he sent a Vice-Secretary to preside over an investigation and research
conference.
At today’s conference, Yin I-to felt enormous pride. With remarkable thoroughness, he related his many
frustrations of the last two years. But, naturally, both at the beginning and end of his talk he affirmed the great
accomplishments of the Cultural Revolution. Of course, the shortcomings stood at only ten percent while the
accomplishments stood at ninety percent. While he was speaking, the seated, Vice-Secretary Liu kept on nodding
his head continuously. Thus, the more he said the easier it got:
“It won’t do to have students enter the university without having taken a test. No wonder people poke fun at
us, saying we have a university signboard, high school teaching materials and the level of an elementary school. It
would be simpler if all the students were at an elementary school level but they’re not. If, in a group of 30 you
assigned students to classes according to their educational level, you could go from 3 rd or 4th grade elementary to
freshmen in college. Given these differences, how can teachers maintain any control over both the speed and
depth of classroom instruction? And, to change things in any way is wrong. In fact, teachers lack authority and are
like the already-betrothed, little girls in the old society.”
At this point, he saw Company Commander Li giving him an angry stare. But, Vice-Secretary Liu continued to
nod his head. Therefore, he screwed up his courage and continued.
“So, I suggest that from now on when students are recruited for colleges and universities they must be tested.
Even if we’re only going to cultivate workers, peasants and soldiers we should still hold tests among them. The
organizational unit recommending the student would be responsible for his political screening while the school
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could give a test. This way, the people selected would still be workers, peasants and soldiers but, they would be
workers, peasants and soldiers excelling in both political as well as academic performance.”
When he finished, several people clapped and even the Company Commander, who’d been giving him dirty
looks, had to clap a few times.
After leaving the meeting, he stood silently facing the night scene of the residential district. In his heart was
new hope. Perhaps from this would develop a many-starred, cultural renaissance. Despite his bad eyes and the
difficulty he experienced walking, he was in a good mood. While walking, he reviewed what he’d just said and,
without even being aware of it, he arrived at the door to his house.
*
A week later, his Communist Party son came home. Outwardly, Yin Ch’in closely resembled his father. He had
the same slight build and on his white face were perched an identical pair of half-black, skeleton frame glasses.
Only his thin lips were like those of his mother, who’d already passed away. After Yin Ch’in’s graduation from
the college’s Chemistry Department, he was relocated in a petroleum institute as a teaching assistant. He seldom
returned home. As a rule, when he did come home, Professor Yin knew something was up. Exactly as expected,
Yin Ch’in was on his way to Szechuan Province to recruit students.
“In what new spirit are you recruiting students this time?” asked Yin I-to, pushing his glasses up on his nose
and looking carefully at his son.
“It’s still the same as before. We’re looking for workers, peasants and soldiers. It’s all right for people with
academic backgrounds and a good political record to recruit a few students. The method is still individual
application, organizational unit recommendation and final, administrative approval,” said Yin Ch'in casually.
“Is that all?” asked Yin I-to a little disappointedly.
“Right, there is one slightly different aspect. That is, they have to pass a cultural examination.”
His son still spoke very matter-of-factly but Professor YiQ felt that this had special significance.
“That’s great. This is very important so don’t forget about it,” he said very excitedly.
Naturally, Yin Ch’in also knew that this was very important. But, he couldn’t understand why his father felt so
strongly about it.
“If it’s going to be like before shouldn’t we just as well close shop, let alone think about developing the
Fatherland?”
Whenever Yin I-to brought up this central theme, he was unable to restrain his agitation. In the final analysis,
Yin Ch’in was a member of the Communist Party and had more “self-discipline.” He never failed to consider
Party intentions when passing judgment on the propriety of whatever was being said. He wasn’t about to let
himself get involved in this issue.
“Don’t be so hopeful about the exam. Since the beginning of the Cultural Revolution students haven’t studied
and they’ve also spent years in the countryside. It’s hard to find a talented worker, peasant or soldier. And, we
don’t dare accept people with bad personal backgrounds,” he said calmly.
“Still, it’s better now that they have to take an exam! Let me tell you, these last two years have been a joke.
Those with speech impediments have been recommended to study foreign languages while those who are color
blind have been recommended to study painting. A student who was particularly strung in political struggle came
to study chemistry. It took him a semester to learn that H 2O is water. But he rebelled during the second semester.
He said the teacher was an imitation foreign devil. Water is simply water. Why did he slavishly have to imitate the
foreigners and call it H2O? This student, who was full of the spirit of rebellion, wanted to take each H 2O written in
the textbooks and change it to water.”
“In this case, how do you write a chemical reaction?” asked Yin Ch’in, holding back a smile.
“He doesn’t care about that. All he wants to do is criticize a foreign slave philosophy so that politics can take
command.”
Father and son both laughed but then they immediately stopped laughing. Sadness welled up from the bottom
of Yin I-to’s heart while his son thought of his own recruiting mission. He unknowingly disclosed to his father his
own heart-felt regrets.
“Since they’re now allowing a cultural examination perhaps we can save the situation. Unfortunately, we still
have to select workers, peasants and soldiers.”
“Let it be workers, peasants and soldiers! I provide education for all without discrimination. I’m still a disciple
of Confucius,” said Yin I-to, standing up.
Frightened, Yin Ch’in raised his head to look at his father thinking that his father was getting muddle-headed
in his old age. But, he saw only a pair of clear eyes through those thick glasses. He stood up next to his father.
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“Dad, you must never say that again,” he said with concern.
“I know,” said Yin I-to, fixing his gaze on his son’s thin lips and lightly nodding his head.
But, because Yin Ch’in was still worried he continued to lecture his father.
“And, from now on don’t call it a test but a cultural exam. This is because the boss himself said that tests have
been abolished. Also, this is because of the order given by the State Council to abolish college entrance tests. Dad,
don’t ever again call it a test.”
“As long as they’re tested, which is better than not being tested, it’s all the same to me whether it’s a test or an
exam. Don’t think I’m getting muddle-headed because I’ve given it careful consideration and put everything on
the line,” said Yin I-to earnestly.
His son had no idea that he’d publicly brought up the idea of tests to his superiors and was a little puzzled
about those words, “put everything on the line.” With a wondering look, he examined his father’s calm face. But,
without waiting for him to say anything, Yin I-to said:
“Are you taking off tomorrow? Let me just say one more thing. For the future of our Fatherland, give them a
real test.” Then, Yin I-to slapped his son’s shoulders hard. It was as though, in the Yin family, the heavy responsibility for the Fatherland yet to arrive was on those young shoulders.
Unchecked, the bitterly cold winter ran its course. Dripping water turned to ice but the campus movements
proceeded as rapidly as a spreading fire.
The school’s surrounding wall and buildings, and the surface of the road, were completely pasted over with
different colored, large character posters. They were pasted on the wall an hour off the printing press, only to be
immediately covered up by new ones. Under the leadership of the Party, the crowd counter-attacked the “rightist
elements of the bourgeoisie attempts to overthrow the case.” In both large and small rallies, the school Party
Secretary asserted, again and again, that among the teachers was hidden a pocket of class enemies who continued
to watch and assess trends and, as soon as there was the slightest disturbance, they would attack the working class
in force, hoping to reopen the cases of the Cultural Revolution and reverse the proletarian regime. Calling
themselves educational experts, they not only deliberately collect evidence on the shortcomings of the educational
revolution but also publicize it. They take the educational revolution, led personally by Mao Tse-tung, and depict
it as totally pitch black. These fellows must be dragged out into broad daylight and criticized profoundly and
thoroughly; struggle with them until they are vanquished and completely discredited.
Out of the ten people arrested, Yin I-to’s crime was the most serious so they put him in isolation before the
investigation.
The ox shed was on the first floor of a student dormitory. Both during the day and at night, designated persons
took turns guarding the doors. Iron bars were installed on the outside of the windows so that cow demons and
snake devils\fn{A note reads: “Cow demons and snake devils” was an epithet applied, during the Cultural Revolution, to persons
alleged to be anti-Mao.} would stop thinking about transgressing the bounds by even half a step. Except for the rooms
occupied by the caretaker personnel, each door had a sturdy spring lock. On each side of the door were pasted
“couplets,” such as, “remodel yourself into a new person,” and “completely change yourself from bad to good,”
etc. The guards unlocked the door and, through the half-opened door, stuffed Yjn I-to in. Yin I-to only caught a
glimpse of an empty wooden bed by the side of the door when the door was quickly shut. The room was
completely dark. Groping in the dark, he unrolled the bedding in order to immediately lie down and rest.
“You’re here too?” A feeble but seemingly familiar voice came from next to the window. Approaching him
closely, Yin I-to bent down and looked carefully.
“Oh! It’s you!” The person lying there was Professor Mei Hsiang-Min, his Department Chairman and
classmate from university days.
“I saw you … clearly … in the dark. Naturally … coming from the light … you couldn’t see … that … it was
… me." Mr. Mei spoke in a weak, halting voice.
Suddenly, a long, sharp whistle blew in the hallway.
“The signal for turning on the lights. There’s a lamp cord … by the door,” said Mr. Mei.
By the gloomy light cast from a 25-watt bulb, Yin I-to saw the whole room. The window was completely
covered by asphalt roofing to which had been added securely nailed-down, wooden boards. The only light from
outside came in through the opening in the small ventilation window above the door. Numerous slogans were
pasted on the walls. Listlessly, Yin I-to glanced at them, knowing fully well that they would be, “leniency towards
those who acknowledge their crimes but severe punishment for those who stubbornly refuse,” “stubbornness leads
to a dead end,” and rubbish like that. He looked carefully at Mr. Mei. The formerly graceful figure and fair
complexioned Mr. Mei had suddenly become so emaciated as to lose all form!
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“Hsiang-min …” he called out. But his throat felt completely blocked up.
With great difficulty, Mr. Mei managed to raise himself up halfway and asked, “Why are you here?” He began
coughing violently.
“Because I was in favor of tests,” said Yin I-to, as he sat on the edge of the bed, helping to support Mr. Mei.
“We’re … overly fond … of tests,” said Mr. Mei, gasping for breath.
“How long have you been sick?”
“I’ve been exempted … from work … since yesterday.”
“You’re very ill,” said Yin I-to worriedly, automatically feeling Mr. Mei’s forehead.
“It’s serious … but a little less … serious than him.” Mr. Mei turned his head to look at a man lying in another
corner and said, “He’s been exempt from work … for the last three days.”
Yin I-to walked over with a feeling that that man also looked familiar. His hollow cheeks were covered with
tufts of half-inch long, black and white hairs. The beard on his chin was completely wet with phlegm. Though his
mouth was tightly closed, his eyes stared with uncommon brightness.
“Isn’t it Mr. Chiao?” asked Yin I-to, returning to the side of Mr. Mei’s bed.
With difficulty, Mr. Mei nodded his head.
He couldn’t avoid remembering the large character poster, in front of the literature and history building,
attacking Chiao Mou’s “stinking history.” The poster was matched by a caricature cartoon of Chiao Mou.
“Naturally, as a renowned author of the 30’s he committed crimes too numerous to be even counted,” thought
Yin I-to as he walked back to where Mr. Chiao was lying to see if he needed any help.
“Mr. Chiao!”
Mr. Chiao didn’t answer. His eyes continued to stare with no trace of a response.
“Mr. Chiao!” Yin I-to bent down and called again.
Never again would Mr. Chiao answer. His hands and feet were ice cold and his heart had stopped beating. Only
his eyes stubbornly refused to close.
As the men from the crematorium carrying Mr. Chiao away, a manuscript floated to the ground. Picking it up,
Yin I-to approached the lighted area and examined it carefully.
*
Previously, I also favored tests. But, in fact. this was in order to preserve my vested interests. I used the tests
like a customs barrier, rejecting the vast workers, peasants and soldiers and allowing the sons and daughters of the
bourgeoisie to monopolize higher education … this reactionary point of view was determined by my reactionary
attitude.
*
“Even on the verge of death you still have to sing an elegy of self-criticism!”
“When you get sick … you can … be exempted … from work—but … you’re not allowed … to stop …
making self-criticisms.” said Mr. Mei tiredly, at the same time clumsily removing a sheaf of papers from beneath
his pillow. “This is mine.”
Yin I-to’s arrival had acted as a stimulant for the gravely ill. Mei Hsiang-Min and his good friend’s death made
it impossible for him to check his sorrow and resentment. There was a lot he wanted to pour out but his strength
simply wasn’t there. He began to pant and cough. Each word he spoke cost him all his strength.
Early on the morning of the second day, Yin I-to was taken out for the combined investigation of the Special
Case Section. In another room of the ox shed, four chairs were arranged East, South, West and North, and in the
middle was placed a square stool. This was the system for the accused. This arrangement was the new invention
of a certain organizational unit. Evidently, this way you could observe the facial expressions of the person being
investigated from every angle, causing him to be completely visible. People were already seated in the four chairs.
With the exception of the master bricklayer and the Company Commander, the other two were new faculty
members. One was the Branch Secretary for Yin I-to’s class; a model squad leader from the Shenyang military
region in Manchuria. His scholarly achievements were not exceptional but his class sentiments were extremely
deep and his attitude in the struggle against the enemy was particularly tough. The other was slightly older than
him and a new member of the Philosophy Department. He looked a bit over 30. Before joining the school faculty,
he’d been a member of Shanghai’s Chiangnan Boat Construction Factory Workers’ Theoretical Group. He’d
written nothing but “Big Stick Essays” where he’d destroyed the idols in the bourgeois palace. Now, he
represented the school’s “movements office,” and had joined the small group which was in charge of investigating
that leading reactionary, Yin I-to. Because his theoretical level was high and also because he’d been sent by the
school, the people sitting in the other three chairs seemed to regard him as something special.
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The first person Yin I-to saw was the Company Commander. He pointed at the square stool. Obeying his order,
Yin I-to sat down. The instant he sat down, two large 200 watt bulbs above his head went on, transforming the
room into the brightest area in the ox shed.
Before the interrogation, the Company Commander presented the Party’s policy. In serious terms, he warned
Yin I-to to choose the bright path of thorough honesty. Following this, the representative from the school presided
over the interrogation. Yin I-to had to answer all questions but his answers had to be brief. He wasn’t allowed
lengthy explanations.
“How many reactionary essays did you write before liberation?”
“One or two.”
“Don’t lie! According to the materials in our possession you wrote more than ten! How many anti-Communist
speeches have you given?”
“Two.”
“Tell us about your participation in anti-Soviet demonstrations.”
“I never participated.”
“You’re lying again! At that time, being anti-Communist meant being anti-Soviet. How could you not have
participated in the opposition at that time to the Soviet military’s so-called atrocities in Manchuria?”
“On precisely that day I was sick.”
“If you hadn’t been sick you would have participated, wouldn’t you?”
“Well …” Yin I-to didn’t know how to answer that one. At this point, the investigators waited because Yin I-to
still hadn’t answered the question. The Company Commander was the first to get impatient. He pushed his
military cap up so that the blue veins on his forehead were clearly visible. He was just going to shout an order to
Yin I-to to quickly account for himself when the school representative asked the following question.
“You must account for yourself honestly and frankly. What subversive movements have you engaged in since
the educational revolution? Talk!”
“I haven’t engaged in any subversive movements.”
The Branch Secretary spoke for the first time.
“An advanced class and a remedial class. Isn’t that a movement? To publicly declare the restoration of tests.
Isn’t that also a movement? Not only have you engaged in movements but your movements have been extremely
excessive!”
“I shouldn’t say tests but rather examinations.”
“Are you trying to pick up on our faults? Exam, exam and exam again. In any case, you’re trying to test us. In
what respect are you better than Comrade Kao Ta-sheng? He is able to labor and produce. You fellows can’t carry
things on your shoulders or even lift them. You useless intellectual even want to test our laborers! Test Comrade
Kao Ta-sheng and see what happens! Yesterday, the Municipal People’s Committee assembled more than one
hundred. professors and lecturers and Kao Ta-sheng made up a test. After the test, more people handed in papers
with all the questions unanswered than otherwise! They’re professors yet they couldn’t even tell the difference
between horses, donkeys and mules,” spouted the school representative fluently and at length.
Yin I-to listened with great interest. In the two days since he’d been in the ox shed there’d been developments
on the outside—the testing of teachers. Fortunately, he’d been confined otherwise he would have also had to take
the test.
“You people mock Kao Ta-sheng as the King of Blank I Tests but didn’t you also turn in a blank test?”
When the school representative said this, he thought back to the examination he’d proctored yesterday and
couldn’t stop himself from laughing very contentedly. With great willingness the other three also laughed. However, the school representative felt that their laughter had taken away from the seriousness of the interrogation. So,
immediately putting on a fierce expression he shouted:
“Yin I-to! You must honestly and frankly account for yourself and strive for the lenient disposal of your case!
In addition, you must expose other people and thus atone for past errors by meritorious deeds. Do you hear me?”
Seeing that Yin I-to remained firm, the school representative roared out again:
“Do you hear me? Don’t think that exposure means betraying your friends. In fact, only in this manner can you
save them. At the same time, this act would mark substantial progress toward breaking away from your mistakes.
By courageously exposing other people you will be standing on the side of the people. Go back and write!”
When Yin I-to got back to his cell, he received a shock. Mr. Mei, like Mr. Chiao, had also been carried away.
Yin I-to stood facing the two empty bedrolls, feeling as though something important had been lost. Speechlessly,
he sat down on Mr. Mei’s bed and seemed to see indistinctly, across from him, just as a while ago, Mr. Chiao’s
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eyes staring at him. He remembered the manuscript. Mr. Chiao had admitted that his support of tests was a
reactionary stand. That was a forced confession! Forced confession!
“I haven’t done anything wrong, so I can’t confess to anything.”
After being brought to trial several times, because Yin I-to would not admit guilt and also because he refused
to expose others, he suffered a good amount of hardship. The iron fists of the revolutionary students were not
respectful.
“Later they’ll feel sorry about what they’ve done.” Feeling the corner of his eye which had been split open, Yin
I-to still felt compassion for his students. On the other hand, the students said:
“Yin I-to is so haughty. No matter what, we must crush his arrogance!”
In a piercingly cold wind, four huge men removed Yin I-to to the criticism stage of a meeting. Representatives
from the three generations of old, middle-aged and young, one after another, mounted the stage to talk and
standing directly in front of him, pointed at him, criticizing him harshly. The strong wind tossed his grayish-blue
outer robe and rumpled his thin white hair. His frail body trembled in the cold current of Siberian air and his head
became too heavy to raise. He began to tilt forward and it looked as though he was going to pass out …
One sunny afternoon, Yin I-to’s isolation cell door was suddenly opened. Following the Party’s orders, his son
had arrived to take him home.
In the afternoon, he received orders to take him to participate in a memorial service commemorating Mr.
Chiao, Mr. Mei, Mr. X and Mr. Y. Even supported by his son, Yin I-to still walked with great difficulty. Though he
felt extreme grief, there were no tears in his eyes when he saw Mr. Mei’s funeral picture. The school Party
Secretary came over to shake hands with him and make small talk. He coldly refused to speak with him. When he
saw the Company Commander and the master bricklayer he didn’t greet them. His son said:
“Dad, stop brooding over it. This struggle over tests cannot be blamed on anyone person. The Party will take
on the responsibility for all the mistakes.”
87.54 Excerpts from The Autobiography Of Tashi Tsering\fn{by Tashi Tsering (c.1930?- )} Guchok, Tibetan
Autonomous Region, China (M) 1
… I became fascinated by the way they [the Chinese] did things, which were so different from our own. They
fished in the rivers with worms on a hook and set out to become self-sufficient in food by using dog droppings
and human waste they collected on the Lhasa streets for the new fields they opened in a swampy area along the
river. These were things we never would have thought of doing and, to be honest, found revolting. The Chinese
wasted nothing; nothing was lost. So despite the revulsion, I was also overall fascinated by the extent of their zeal
for efficiency and their discipline. They would not take a needle from the people …
*
… The Chinese worked tirelessly and with a sense of dedication and purpose. Soon after arriving, they opened
the first primary school in Lhasa and a hospital as well as other public buildings. I had to admit that I was
impressed by the fact that they were doing things that would directly benefit the common people. It was more
change for the good in a shorter period of time than I had seen in my life—more change, I was tempted to think,
than Tibet had seen in centuries … The more I thought about it, the surer I became that the Chinese invasion of
tibet provided a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for tibetans and that I wanted to become part of the process of
change …
*
… I fully intended to study hard, as the Dalai Lama had urged [in 1960]. And I wanted badly to be considered a
good Tibetan and use my education to serve my people and my country. I just wished I could be more certain that
those powerful words and phrases-"good Tibetan," "my country"-meant the same things to both of us. At that
point it was hard to say for sure and easy to assume the best, and so I did …
*
… [Gyalo Thondup, the Dalai Lama’s brother] wanted the world to know how the Tibetans had suffered at the
hands of the Chinese and said he needed me to help him collect the narratives of the refugees so we could tell
their story to the world. I was to interview as many people as I could and write down what I learned … I tried to
get as many eyewitness accounts of the uprising and flight as possible, taking careful notes in Tibetan but it turned
out t5o be more difficult than I expected. Most of the people I spoke to were illiterate and did not have an orderly
or logical way of controlling and expressing their thought. They had simply been a part of the general panic that
gripped the country, and their stories were of the sufferings they had incurred on the journey through the
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mountains, not at the hands of the Chinese. I had a hard time getting concrete evidence of Chinese atrocities
*
… One day it got so bad that some strong words passed between us and he [Gyalo] called me a bad Tibetan, by
which he meant, I believe, that I disagreed with him. But I thought to myself that I was every bit as good a
Tibetan as he was! …
*
… It was during this period that I think I really began to think of myself as a new, "modern" Tibetan. I was no
longer blinded by the self-serving religious ideology that had so effectively masked the total domination of a
small religious and aristocratic elite over the mass of poor peasants and held back all attempts at change. I thought
it was time for some kind of revolution in Tibet, too, although I didn't wish for any of the violence or the
bloodshed of the sort I had been reading about …
*
… Though the visit to the village itself [in 1973, upon his release from a Chinese prison] was not as shocking as
the sight of my parents, it was equally disturbing. From the minute I returned to Guchok, it was easy to see that
the old village was poorer than it had been in my youth. I learned that it had been turned into a commune in the
early 1960s, and it was easy to see the unhappy results. When I was a boy, though the village had not been a
center of wealth or prosperity, it had functioned quite well under the old system …
*
… I told him [the Dalai Lama] how much I respected his commitment to nonviolence, but I also suggested that
we-meaning Tibetans-needed to know how to oppose the Chinese when their policies seemed unreasonable and
also to learn how to live with them. I had confidence in my opinions. I felt great reverence, but I no longer saw
myself as a supplicant. Instead I felt I was someone who had something to say. I told the Dalai Lama that he had
an extraordinary opportunity. He was in a unique position to strike a deal with the Chinese that could be beneficial
to both themselves and to Tibetans. "Both the Chinese and the Tibetans would listen to you," I said emphatically. I
wanted him to unite our people once again, to end the government-in-exile and return to Tibet …
*
… Who? or What? I sometimes ask myself now is the Tibet I am trying to help? Who represents Tibet? The Dalai
Lama? The old elite now living in exile who made people like me wait outside the door when it came time to
discuss important issues? The more progressive intellectuals in Tibet, or those in exile in India, America, and
Europe? Is Tibet the Tibetan librarian I met in Austin, Texas, who would scarcely even talk to me because he
thought I was a Communist? Is Tibet the soldier who interrogated me at the Changwo prison and wanted to be
even more Chinese than the Chinese, or the villagers in Guchok who were so quick to suspect my motives when I
wanted to build them a school, or the brave woman who trusted me when I was classified as a political criminal
and gave me a job when I desperately needed one? The older I get, the harder it is to find simple answers …
146.51 The Guardians Of The Door: A Folktale\fn{by Lee Yung-wong (c.1930?- )} Yuan Long District, New
Territories, Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, China (M) 2
The Chinese people have many distinctive traditional customs, one of which, that of having Guardians of the
Door, is probably the most universal throughout China. Anyone who takes a stroll around any Chinese village will
see that the occupants of almost every house have pasted up on either half of the double-leafed outer door a pair
of portrayals of the Guardians of the Door, one of whom is depicted as a valiant; martial-looking general\fn{ Representing Yü-Ch’ih Kung, a general who helped establish the T’ang Dynasty (618-906AD). } and the other as a refined, grave and
thoughtful scholar.\fn{Representing Wei Chêng, the scholarly Prime Minister appointed by the first emperor of the T’ang Dynasty
(Kao Tsu (618-626).}
You may ask how did these traditional portratures originate? Not many people can supply you with an answer.
It happened that some years ago I heard the following story given as an explanation.
A thousand and more years ago, during the reign of the Emperor T’ai Tsung\fn{ 627-649.} of the T’ang Dynasty,
such peace prevailed throughout the land that the common people dwelt in security and conducted their lives in
contentment and happiness. Nevertheless, in a village which nestled by the side of a smiling, tranquil river, there
dwelt a family which was dogged by misfortune.
The mother of the family had died some years before, so there remained only the father and his son who, at the
time of this story, was about twenty years old. Father and son worked hard from morning till night to earn their
living by catching fish. Everyday, they were out at sunrise and did not return till nightfall. In normal times, they
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did not look upon their lot as one of hardship, but there came a year when heavy misfortune befell them. The
father suddenly became ill, and the son, because of his deep concern and care for his father, had perforce to
remain indoors. Under these circumstances, the family soon ran into difficulties.
At the beginning of this period of misfortune, the young man frequently went around borrowing money from
relatives in order to meet daily needs. But this state of affairs went on so long and he had so often gone the round
of all his relatives and neighbors that they now refused to lend any more to this unfortunate and chronically poor
household. One day, after the young man had failed completely in his attempts to borrow, and neighbors had
repulsed him from their doors, he was wandering aimlessly around the village when, suddenly, he saw a Taoist
fortuneteller coming towards him. On seeing this man, he thought to himself,
“I wonder how it comes about that I have fallen into these great difficulties? Is it because I have done wrong in
some way? Or am I guilty of having committed a serious sin in a former existence? I’ll ask this Taoist fortuneteller to instruct me in the matter.”
So, with this intention, he accosted the Taoist fortuneteller and posed his problem. The fortuneteller replied to
his enquiry,
“Let me first cast your horoscope. From that we can find out where you may catch a big fish which you can
sell to get enough money to meet your daily needs and have enough left over for medicines to help your father
towards full recovery.”
The fortuneteller then cast the young man’s horoscope and from it told him to go that evening to the shore of
the West Bay which lay close outside the village and there to let down his net and he would immediately catch a
big fish. The young man followed the fortuneteller’s instructions and caught a big fish. For some days after this he
sought out the fortuneteller to gain directives from his horoscope of the day and, following the instructions he
received, he caught many fish which, day after day, he took and sold. In this way he earned a great deal of money
which he used to repay his debts, to provide a supply of better food for home use and to buy medicines for his
father. Because of this, his father was gradually restored to complete health and strength.
In those days, the Kingdom of the Sea had the same organized form as the kingdoms on dry land. On earth,
there was the emperor and, beneath him in rank, noblemen and the common people while, under the sea, there
was the Dragon King, the graded ranks of the fish-nobility, and the prawns and shrimps.
The young man I have been telling you about was naturally overjoyed at his good fortune in catching so many
fish but, from the point of view of the Dragon King, the young man’s gain was the Sea King’s loss. The Dragon
King was so upset at so many of his people being caught that he called a meeting of his noblemen to tackle the
problem. The outcome of their deliberations was that the Dragon King himself assumed human form and
ascended to dry land in order to track down the source of the trouble.
It didn’t take him long to unravel the mystery and to trace its source to the activities of the young man and the
Taoist fortuneteller. Having done this, he set off. at once to locate the fortuneteller in order to come to terms with
him. In the guise of a very ordinary country fellow, he approached the fortuneteller to have his fortune told and, in
the course of the interview, asked him,
“When will the next rain fall?” The fortuneteller replied,
“It will, in all likelihood, rain tomorrow—and there will be up to one inch of rain.”
When the Dragon King heard this prognostication, he could hardly refrain from outright laughter, for he
himself was the monarch in charge of rainfall. So, you see, it was impossible that he himself would not know
whether or not there would be any rain the next day! How could this Taoist fortuneteller know more about rainfall
than he himself did? And how could the fellow predict an inch of rainfall? So, with a sneer, he bet the fortuneteller that his prediction would not be fulfilled, saying,
“What will you do if there is not an inch of rainfall tomorrow?” The fortuneteller replied,
“If there is not an inch of rainfall tomorrow, I’ll surrender my signboard to you to be smashed up and, from
tomorrow onwards, I will no more follow the profession of fortune telling.”
On gaining this reply. the Dragon King returned home very satisfied and happy. But he did not know that, at
the very moment when he entered the Royal Palace, a messenger had arrived from the Supreme Jade Deity
bearing a command that the Dragon King should arrange for one inch of rain to fall upon the earth the very next
day. When the Dragon King heard this, he was very frightened but, after a moment, he thought to himself,
“It won’t make any difference if I allow more than an inch of rain to fall.”
So, on the morrow, remembering his wager, he let fall an additional inch of rain and, when this was done, he
went to discuss the outcome with the fortuneteller. When he saw him, he called out,
“Hi there! Didn’t you say yesterday that there would be only up to an inch of rain today? Well, you see, two
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inches of rain have fallen! What are you going to do about that? Why don’t you hand over your signboard to me at
once?” But the fortuneteller remained completely unperturbed and replied coolly,
“My friend, you’ve been trying to deceive me. I know you are the Dragon King and that you are the one in
charge of rainfall, but I also know that it is the Supreme Jade Deity who really decides how much rain shall fall
and where it shall fall. In doing as you have done and sending the extra inch of rain, you have disobeyed the
instructions of the Supreme Jade Deity’s messenger. Do you realize that half the people in the eastern part of the
village have been drowned by that extra inch of rain you sent down upon them? You’ve broken the laws of
Heaven. I don’t want to frighten you, but before long you will die for your disobedience.”
When the fortuneteller had in this way trumped the Dragon King’s master card, the Dragon King was
frightened almost out of his wits and besought the fortuneteller to think of a way out for him. So the fortuneteller
said,
“Seeing that you are a monarch, it would be a pity for you to have to suffer death for your disobedience. So,
tomorrow, you must go as quickly as you can to the Emperor T’ai Tsung who has a courtier by the name Wei
Chêng. In the hours of daylight, this Wei Chêng is occupied with duties at Court but, by night, he is on duty as a
judge in the Underworld. In this affair of yours, he is the one who, in ten days’ time, on the stroke of midday, will
be commissioned to carry out the execution order. This being so if, before judgment is passed, you can think out a
way of enlisting the Emperor’s help in preventing Wei Chêng from leaving the scene of his palace duties on that
day until after the fatal hour has passed, there will be some hope for you.”
The Dragon King listened carefully to this advice and, in the nature of the case, his pride and anger subsided
into overflowing gratitude. The very next day, the Dragon King found his way into the presence of the Emperor
T’ai Tsung and there introduced himself. When the Emperor realized from his royal bearing that the one who
stood before him was a fellow monarch, he received him with the utmost courtesy and enquired what had brought
him to the imperial palace. The Dragon King explained what had happened and, concluded by saying,
“Would you be so good as to arrange that, ten days from now, Wei Chêng is detained in the palace until after
the hour of midday has passed?”
In the whole course of the conversation, the Dragon King didn’t say a word about his having disobeyed the
Supreme Jade Deity’s orders and so, when Emperor T’ai Tsung had listened fully to his request, he willingly gave
his full consent and fell in with the suggestion.
On the morning of the tenth day, the Emperor, having withdrawn from the audience chamber, sent servants to
find Wei Chêng and invite him to lunch that day with his royal master. Seeing that the invitation came from the
Emperor, Wei Chêng had perforce to accept so, as soon as he had completed his duties of the morning, he
presented himself at the imperial palace. By the time the Emperor and Wei Chêng had lunched together, the hour
stood almost at the stroke of twelve. Then T’ai Tsung wondered what he could do next to detain his companion.
“What pretext can I give for detaining him any longer?”
Then he remembered that Wei Chêng was very fond of playing chess, so he called for attendants to set out the
board and the chessmen. When this was done, the Emperor and Wei Chêng settled down to their game—and they
played so long that Wei Chêng nodded off to sleep over the board.
Now, because it was a very hot day, the beads of perspiration stood out on Wei Chêng’s face as he sat sound
asleep, and, because the Emperor T’ai Tsung was a man of compassionate heart, he was not at all angry with his
companion but, instead, he sent for servants to fan the sleeping man. Wei Chêng remained fast asleep until well
after two o’clock and the Emperor, having seen to it that his courtier had not left the imperial palace, felt that he
had kept his word to the Dragon King.
Soon after this, the hours of darkness drew on; so the Emperor performed his nightly toilet, retired to his
bedchamber and went to bed. He was just dozing off to sleep when he heard someone shouting at him in loud
terms of brawling and abuse. He looked about and saw, .walking towards him, a shadowy form which had the
head of the Dragon King. As it walked, the shadowy form rebuked him in a loud voice for having broken faith,
saying,
“Look! I have been executed!”
Then the ghostly presence went on to demand that T’ai Tsung provide him with a suitable recompense.
When T'ai Tsung heard this he was exceedingly alarmed and screamed aloud so that his attendants all came
running to see what was the matter. T’ai Tsung told them about his nightmare and explained it by telling them
about the Dragon King’s request for help and how he had met it. The courtiers and attendants had such very
different explanations to offer that they were unable to give any clear advice or suggest any way of dealing with
the problem. After a while, T’ai Tsung recovered his composure for, after all, there was no solution to the
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problem. That being so, he dismissed his courtiers and attendants from the bedchamber and settled down once
more to sleep.
No sooner was he dozing off than, suddenly, the same thing happened again.
This time, everybody was thoroughly alarmed and all spent the whole night in deep concern over the affair.
But nobody came any nearer to an explanation of the ghostly visitation.
The following night, and the night after that, exactly the same thing happened again, so T’ai Tsung had no
alternative but to call in his two chief noblemen Wei Chêng and Yü-Ch’ih Kung into consultation. Yü-Ch’ih Kung
listened quietly to the Emperor’s account of the affair from beginning to end and then, at once, flew into a
towering rage and said,
“Your Majesty! Put your heart at rest. We two noblemen will keep guard here outside your bedchamber door. If
that creature dares to come again, I myself will slay it!”
That night, nothing untoward happened. With Wei Chêng and Yü-Ch’ih kung on guard, the Emperor managed
to sleep undisturbed and the Dragon King didn’t come near to disturb or affright him anymore. And the same
situation held good for the next two or three weeks.
But it proved too arduous for the two faithful noblemen to be on duty day after day, day and night—in the
imperial audience chamber by day and on guard outside the royal bedroom by night—so T’ai Tsung said to them,
“For the past two or three weeks you two faithful retainers have kept guard over me each night and, because of
your vigilance, nothing untoward has happened. You now have leave to go home to rest.”
Sure enough, the very first night the two retainers were not on duty, the terrible apparition came again! So, in
the middle of the night, during the third watch, the Emperor recalled his faithful guards. But everybody realized
that this arrangement could not go on indefinitely. While all at court were in a state of bewilderment and
perplexity, an artist arrived and put forward a suggestion.
“It seems to me,” he said, “that the Dragon King stands in awe of Prime Minister Wei Chêng and General YüCh’ih Kung. Does Your Majesty consider that it would serve the purpose if I painted a picture of Wei Chêng and
Yü-Ch'ih Kung to be pasted on your doors to serve as guards in their stead?”
The Emperor expressed no objections to this proposition and permitted a portraiture of the two courtiers to be
made and pasted on the two-leafed door which gave entrance to his room. When this had been done, the Emperor
once more passed peaceful nights. People say that, after this, all the common people followed suit and pasted
portraitures of Wei Chêng and Yü-Ch’ih Kung on the doors of their homes to prevent ghosts and evil spirits from
entering and disturbing their homes.
146.20 1. The Lake Of The Immortals 2. Su Hsien: Two Folktales\fn{by Hsiao Chin-hsien (c.1930- )} Hunan
Province, China (M) 2
1
In a small village in the Chüen-hsien District of Hunan Province there once lived a clan-family of the surname
Wong. In the household, they had a prospective daughter-in-law who, although not yet ten years old, had already
been taken to live in their home.
The Wong family treated her very harshly and constantly abused her. They sent her out every day to do very
heavy outdoor work. In addition to minding the goats and taking the cattle out to graze all day long, she had to
bring in the horses every night.
The young daughter-in-law had no way of rebelling against the harsh treatment meted out to her—she just had
to endure it. No matter how pleasant or how bitter her tasks were, she carried them out patiently and without
grumbling—so much so that her parents-in-law constantly thought out new ways of maltreating her. But they did
not succeed in changing her attitude.
Then there came a day when a young scholar, on his way to the capital to take the imperial examinations for
his Chin Shih degree,\fn{Approximately equivalent to the Master of Arts degree of today. } passed that way. When the young
daughter-in-law caught sight of the young man, she stopped him and said,
“Young sir, are you on your way to the capital?” The young scholar replied,
“Yes, I am. I’m on my way there to sit for my Chin Shih examinations.” When the little daughter-in-law
learned that, she smiled with happiness and said,
“Would you be willing to do me a service on your way there?”
“I am at your service,” replied the young scholar. “What would you like me to do for you?”
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“Would you please carry a message to my parents for me? I’ve never learnt how to write—so it will have to be
a message carried by word of mouth.”
The young man agreed to be her messenger and asked her where her parents’ home was. She replied,
“On your way to the capital your road passes close by T’an T’ing Lake. By the side of the lake there grows an
old willow tree. Go up to the tree, knock upon the trunk seven times and someone will come to receive and direct
you. When that person comes, you must say,
“The Wongs who live near Chüen-hsien are treating your daughter with great harshness. In their home, she has
suffered enough bitterness to cancel out all the sins she may ever have committed in a former existence. She has
asked me to tell you that she now pleads with you to fetch her home again.” The young scholar replied,
“I’m puzzled by what you say. How will the person who meets me by the willow tree know where to come to
fetch you?” The young daughter-in-law answered by saying,
“Don’t worry about that. Go on your way. Give my message to whoever comes to receive it, and that will
suffice.” The young scholar accepted the young girl's instructions and bade her farewell adding,
“I assure you I will deliver your message for you.”
Then he went on his way until he came to T’an T’ing Lake, as the young girl had told him he would. Then he
searched everywhere along the lake-shore for the old willow tree. After a very long search, he suddenly saw it. He
went up to it, rapped seven times on the gnarled trunk and waited. Then, suddenly, he saw several persons—they
seemed to him to be human beings—coming towards him along the lake-shore. One of them addressed him,
saying,
“Who are you looking for?”
In reply, the young scholar delivered to them, word for word, the young girl’s message. They listened gravely
and then said to one another,
“We’ll see about that!”
Then in a trice, the mysterious men disappeared from view. The young scholar then went on his way to the
capital.
A few months after this, a strange creature, something like a huge sea-turtle, emerged from the tank which held
the water supply for the village where the Wongs lived. When the little daughter-in-law saw it, she exclaimed with
delight,
“My parents have sent someone to take me back home again! This is a way out of my misery!”
The next day, a violent storm with thunder and lightning burst upon the place. The heavens were blotted out
with wind and rain. In the midst of the storm, the young daughter-in-law clambered onto the giant turtle’s back
and was carried aloft and away.
Meanwhile, down below, a strange thing happened. The surface of the earth, slowly but surely, began to sink
until the whole village was submerged beneath the rising waters. Of all the creatures of the village, the only
survivor was a dog which was, at the time, on the hill-top facing the village across the valley. When the dog saw
what was happening, it barked incessantly until even the place on which it stood disappeared beneath the rising
waters.
Nowadays, that former valley is now a lake known as the Lake of the Immortals. It is truly a very mysterious
stretch of water. The place on the hillside overlooking the lake—the place where the dog barked—also became a
small lake, but in the course of several hundred years, that lake has gradually filled up.
2
This story of Su Hsien has its origin in events which occurred many years ago in Hunan Province, in a place
called Chüen-hsien. There is a version of the story in P’u Sung-ling’s collection of stories known as the Liao
Chai. But I, who have lived in that village, know the facts of the story better than P’u Sung-ling did. Because of
the passage of time, for these things happened eight hundred and more years ago, we have no way of ascertaining
the true facts, but this is the story as it has been handed down from generation to generation to us who live in that
place.
Su Hsien was a child who was begotten without a father. This is how that came to pass.
It was the third month of the year and, in the bright springtime weather, the seasonal river which flows by
Chüen-hsien was full of clear mountain water, for the melting snows above the village and the spring rains had
brought water to the river. So, when the fine weather set in, the women of the village all carried their dirty linen to
the river bank to wash it by beating it with sticks upon flat stones and upon scrubbing boards.
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On one of these days, one of the women washing clothes was a sixteen or seventeen years old girl. In the
middle of her task, the girl saw a mass of green weed come floating slowly towards her. It got in the way of her
work, so she took her paddle-stick and swished it away. In spite of her efforts, the weed came floating back and
coiled itself around her paddle-stick and hindered her again. This time, before she swished it away, she raised the
paddle-stick to her mouth and nibbled a bit of the green weed and swallowed it. Then, without touching it with her
hands, she shook off the tangled weed and went on with her work.
Two or three months after this, the young girl felt very uncomfortable in her stomach—as if she were pregnant.
In those days, it was considered throughout China to be the height of disgrace for an unmarried woman to have an
illegitimate child. She would have no alternative but death, either by suicide or at the hands of the community.
The girl’s mother knew her daughter’s character and knew that she would not have indulged in immoral
behavior—but how was she to account for the situation in which she found herself? Again and again she crossquestioned her daughter and, every time, the girl gave the same answer,
“I have not misbehaved with any man. I’ve had nothing unseemly to do with any man.” The mother believed
her daughter, but how was she to account for her daughter’s condition if she had had no relationship with a person
of the other sex?
So, out of a mother’s loving concern for her daughter, she secretly led her daughter away into the mountains
and left her there in a cave. Every day, without fail, she carried food up the mountain for her daughter to eat. Her
hope was that, when the child was born, her daughter could be persuaded to abandon it and return home.
Time passed until, in the tenth month of the year, the girl gave birth to a son.
She glanced at the baby without really seeing it. Then she arose and went home, abandoning the infant there in
the cave. As the days went by, the girl pondered over this experience.
“How does it come about,” she said to herself, “that I could conceive and bear a child? I wonder what the baby
is like? How is it getting on?” With such thoughts, she decided to go up the mountain to see whether the baby was
still alive or not.
When she arrived at the mouth of the cave, she looked in and saw that, far from perishing, the baby was fat and
flourishing. He was obviously well fed. How had it come about that he had got on so well? As she stood there she
saw a white monkey come into the, cave, pick up the child and cradle it in its arms while a white deer, which
accompanied the monkey, trotted in and let the child suckle it. The young mother looked at the baby—the baby
she had abandoned at birth—and so deeply moved was she to see it now so fair-skinned and so well-nourished
that she hadn’t the heart to abandon it the second time. She there and then, with great courage and resolution,
decided to forsake her home and dwell in the cave where she would cherish and bring up the child.
Life in the mountain cave was not comfortable. The mountain slopes were as barren and uncultivated as a
desert. If the white monkey and the white deer had not brought into the cave each day enough food to sustain
mother and child, wild fruits and berries would have been her only sustenance.
In all the years of the child’s growing-up, he lived on wild fruits and vegetables and, although he lived on a
wild mountainside, the flesh of animals never once passed his lips. As day succeeded to day, and month to month,
and year to year, the child, under its mother’s care, grew big and strong and the older he grew the clearer it
became that he was endowed with very special gifts. He was able to do at once, and perfectly, whatever he put his
hand to. He not only learned to read—and that without a teacher—but also grasped easily the deep meaning of
many things.
While he was still growing to manhood, there came a time when Chiien-hsien was struck by a serious epidemic of plague—something like a cholera epidemic of modern times. News of the plague reached the boy, in his
mountain home, and he said he knew a remedy which would cure the disease and stop the epidemic. The remedy
was not a herb, but the water from a particular well which lay just outside the city walls of Chüen-hsien. People
would recognize the well because it was overhung by an orange tree. If people would drink the water from that
well, they would be cured. The boy passed on this information to his mother and asked her to think out a way of
passing it on to the people of Chüen-hsien. So the boy’s mother went down into Chüen-hsien and told some
people who were stricken by the disease that, if they drank of the water from the well which was overhung by the
orange tree, they would be cured.
“That’s hard to believe,” they said. “There’s no difference between the water from that well and the water from
any other well in Chüen-hsien!”
But those who drank of the water, in spite of their disbelief, were immediately cured. The news spread like
wildfire, one told ten, ten told a hundred until all who were stricken by the disease flocked to the well, drank of
the water and were healed.
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When several tens of years had passed by and the boy had grown to be a middle-aged man, his mother died.
After this happened, the boy—now a full-grown man—lived alone in the mountain as a hermit and never came
down to live among men. Before many more years passed by, he was transformed into an immortal.
While he lived in the mountain he had built a small hut for himself. Near the hut is an enormous rock which is
the one on which he stood and poured libations over his feet when he was transformed into an immortal. And his
mortal remains are there to this very day.
In order to keep their hermit-deliverer in perpetual remembrance, the people of Chüen-hsien had a temple built
in the place of his mountain hermitage; and they called the temple by his name, Su Hsien Temple. And every
spring and autumn many, many pilgrims, men and women, from far and near, climb the mountain near Chüenhsien to worship Su Hsien in the temple built in his honor.
187.41 Excerpt from The Dragon’s Village\fn{by Yuan-tsung Chen (c.1930- )} Shanghai, China (F) 14
As I look back at it now, the cool unconcern of my family and friends—and I do not exclude myself—was
astounding. We were in the middle of a bloody civil war that had paused, but only briefly, to “discuss peace”
while each side prepared for the final, furious round. A thin line of Guomindang government troops was dug in on
the southern bank of the Yangzi River, braced for the expected onslaught of the Communist-led insurgent army
massing on the northern bank. A million men were getting ready to slaughter each other just a few hours’ drive
from Shanghai where my aunt and I sat at our well-laid breakfast table waiting to hear my uncle declaim his latest
poem.
My uncle was handsome, well built, and worldly wise. He had married my aunt for her dowry; after twenty
years, in spite of—or perhaps because of—civil wars, invasion, and revolution, he had more than tripled our
fortunes. Now the problems of meeting the right people and making money were no longer pressing. We lived in a
comfortable villa in Shanghai’s old French Concession and he had taken to cultivating his poetic talent.
He was proud of his lyrics and liked to read them to us after dinner, particularly if we had guests.
“I have a new poem,” he would announce at a pause in the conversation, and without waiting for an invitation
he would recite it. If it was on the subject of love or beauty he would dedicate it with an Italianate gesture of his
outstretched arms to the most attractive lady in the room. If the guests were more numerous than his inspirations,
sometimes the same poem would have to suffice for several women in turn. As the old Chinese saying has it,
“You listen to the man who feeds you.” So my aunt and I—they had adopted me as a child when my parents
died—listened and, when we had guests, led the applause.
My uncle’s muse usually arrived on Sunday mornings before breakfast. My aunt and I would wait in the
breakfast room, scanning the newspaper while he took his time muttering and humming to himself in bed. When
he joined us he would have his poem jotted down on his scratch pad.
But this Sunday morning, in February 1949, he came to the table empty-handed. Inspiration struck only in the
middle of breakfast. He halted his chopsticks in midair, the little jade oval of a pigeon’s egg delicately held. Then
he gulped the mouthful down, pushed away his bowl, and with a far-away look in his eyes began to tap
rhythmically on the table. My aunt motioned me with her hand to continue eating and not disturb him, and soon
we were rewarded. With a cry of triumph and satisfaction, he thumped the table with his clenched fist. The poem
was born. I can’t remember the beginning, but it ended with the lines:
We may waver, we may falter,
yet we march against the foe
Glory to the people
armed with pick and hoe!

The poem so delighted my aunt that she decided then and there to give a special dinner party to introduce it to
our friends and acquaintances.
“It hits just the right note of democracy,” she said.
For the next week she was so occupied with preparations for the hastily summoned party that I hardly saw her
at all. I ran errands for her but I had no idea what was really in her mind until just before the party when she
called me into the sanctum of her dressing room. The air was heavy with the scent of perfumes, and the subdued
light hinted at the exchange of intimate confidences, but she asked me abruptly,
“Ling-ling, have you read today’s newspaper?”
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I was standing by her side, and the big, three-leaved mirror reflected the two of us in multiple images. My
mind had floated off, daydreaming:
“My long, arching eyebrows are my pride.” I bent over and kissed her cheek before answering,
“Yes. But what is special in it?”
“This may be the last dinner party we’ll ever give here.”
“But the Koumintang and Communist Parties are talking peace now!”
“That’s just another way of making war. Both are trying to win people over to their side. Several of our friends
have been approached by … uh … certain persons. Quite a few are talking to both sides while they make their
plans. But today’s newspapers report that everything may come to a head in the next few days.”
“And Uncle?”
“He has consulted Mr. Li.”
“Uncle trusts Mr. Li. He can do what Mr. Li does.”
“That’s not so simple. Mr. Li has a large family. He doesn’t have to put all his eggs into one basket. It seems
that he himself will stay on in the mainland. His younger brother will go to Taiwan to open a branch store. And
Third Brother will set up a factory in Hong Kong. But we’re in a different position—there’re only the three of us
in the family, and two are helpless women.”
“Auntie, would you be happier if I were a boy?”
“You still can’t forget the servants’ gossip, can you? When you were little, they used to tease you: ‘Your auntie
would be happier if you were a boy. A son can bring glory to his parents.’ So you wanted to show you were as
good as any boy. You fought them. When you came home after school, you boasted about how you had jumped
higher and run faster or even eaten more than the boys. That’s a child’s world.” She fell silent.
“Now, this is a grownup’s world for you, and it’s a man’s world.” She stretched out her fingers and for a
moment silently contemplated the glittering pink nails.
“How do you like this nail polish?” she asked, looking at my reflection in the mirror.
“Perhaps it’s a bit extreme.”
My aunt considered this for a moment and then silently nodded her head. Then she stoppered the small, pink
bottle and put it carefully aside in a drawer filled with other little bottles of various shades of red and pink. Slowly
closing the drawer, she thrust another question at me.
“Young Bob Lu and you are suited to each other. Isn’t that so? If we combine forces with the Lu family we’ll
have more bargaining power with both sides. A Communist intermediary has talked to your uncle and tried to
persuade him to stay on in Shanghai and carry on the milling business here. But for the moment we don’t say yes
and we don’t say no. We are friendly to everyone. Who knows? They may still form a coalition government.
However, I would like you to pay special attention tonight to Madame Lu and her son.”
“Auntie, may I wear my new earrings?”
“At your age you have no need of artificial embellishments,” she replied with sudden sharpness, standing up
and beginning to take off her dressing gown. I knew I was dismissed. But just as I was leaving, she called me
back. Sitting down again in front of the vanity’s mirrors, she cupped her chin in her hands and looked at me
thoughtfully.
“Auntie, there’s something more you wish to tell me?” I coaxed.
“You don’t think much of your uncle’s poems, do you? I don’t either.” She knew her question puzzled me, as
we had always avoided discussing Uncle’s talents.
“But it’s his way of relaxing. You know, we’ve gone through hell to establish ourselves in our present
position.”
“Auntie, I’ll do whatever I can to help,” I said, putting my arms around her neck.
“Sit down.”
I took a seat on a low hassock. Resting her hands on the arms of her chair and looking down at me, she
continued:
“When you were about six or seven, we nearly lost our business and were on the verge of bankruptcy. I still
remember that awful day. Our creditors had set a deadline for us to repay our debts. Your uncle went out to try to
raise another loan on a mortgage to save us. I waited and waited, but he didn’t come home. I grew more and more
anxious. I wanted desperately to get away from everything. I took you and got on a train for Jiading, half an hour
from Shanghai. There was a beautiful old park there, not far from the station. I sat on the grass and you took your
shoes off and waded in the shallow water of the pond. You knew nothing of our trouble. You were so happy. You
were ‘adventuring.’ You splashed through the water and then climbed up the bank and followed a crooked little
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path. I got up to follow you to tell you to be careful. But I let you go on adventuring. At the top of the slope was a
ruin, the corner of an old fort, overgrown with gnarled old trees, just stumps, their roots exposed among the rocks
and rubble. You called me and showed me new shoots of green leaves sprouting from those stumps. I thought it
was a happy omen, and I was right.
“We were lucky. Your uncle got the loan we needed. That was the turning point. But your uncle and I still
worked day and night to pay off our debts.”
“Auntie, you have a good memory.”
“Not about everything.”
“But that’s all in the past.”
“The past? If the Communists take over, they may take everything away from us. They promise not to, but you
know what government promises are. They are for the poor, and we are rich. They are polite to us, but behind our
backs they still call us ‘bourgeois parasites.’ Parasites.” Auntie smiled disparagingly at the epithet. But soon her
dimples disappeared, and heavy lines that I had not seen before on her face appeared.
“We must show no fear and we must take necessary precautions. Do you understand me?”
“Yes, Auntie.” But in truth I didn’t quite.
*
Say what you will, my aunt knew how to arrange a party. The best cooks from the Xin-Ya Restaurant were
hired and our drawing room was redecorated. Aunt’s special chairs, Ming dynasty copies in red-brown teakwood,
were brought out; two genuine Song dynasty paintings were hung on the wall. Large lanterns decorated with
paintings of classical beauties were hung in the hallway. Uncle’s jade carvings were displayed in cabinets, and
brocade covers from Suzhou were put on the cushions.
The guests were also dressed to honor their hosts. Madame Lu, my prospective mother-in-law, whose husband
had made his money as senior Chinese comprador\fn{A native agent with responsibility for the native employees of a foreign
company} for the British Kailuan Mining Corporation, came in all her glory. Her thin, once beautiful face was
meticulously made up, and, as on all gala occasions, she had covered her neck, arms, and fingers with emeralds,
pearls, and diamonds. Standing tall and statuesque in the center of the room beneath the chandelier, clad in some
dark green patterned brocade that befitted her age, she looked like a Christmas tree decorated with small,
glittering lights. The party swirled around her.
After dinner, we returned to the drawing room. Young Bob Lu, lanky and pale-faced, tagged along at my side
with his customary air of world-weariness. Even the wine he had drunk had not made him any merrier.
“Won’t you have some liqueur?” my aunt asked him as she raised her glass to some guest on the other side of
the room and silently formed her lips to convey the word “Cheers!” in English.
“Why yes, thank you,” Bob Lu replied and turned to ask me,
“How about you, Ling-ling?” As I nodded yes he moved to the bar cart with the liqueurs.
“Ling-ling”—my aunt seized this opportunity to prompt me—“you’ve chatted with him too long. Don’t make
yourself an easy conquest.”
Bob Lu returned with two glasses. As my aunt sipped her drink she signaled me almost imperceptibly with a
glance towards Madame Lu and two other guests who were with her, a lady and a gentleman, all in animated
conversation. The lady was short, plump, and vivacious. She alternately whispered some confidence to Madame
Lu and then chuckled at her own witticism. Her husband, lean and withdrawn, stood by her side and now and then
added a word which, judging from Madame Lu’s demeanor, evidently carried considerable weight. Gossip was
that he had just returned from Peking where he had represented a powerful anti-Chiang Kai-shek faction of the
Koumintang in peace talks with the Communists. His wife gaily denied this and insisted that he had just taken a
rest cure at a northern resort.
My aunt had left us, so I asked young Bob to excuse me.
“Where and when can we meet alone?” he asked me timidly, tracing circles on the carpet with the toe of his
patent leather shoe. I hesitated, then replied,
“In the small study, in an hour.”
I crossed the room to reach Madame Lu, squeezing through groups of guests and apologizing as I went. Mr.
Chang, a banker, was about to take a glass of vermouth from a servant’s tray when a petite beauty put her folded
fan over the top of the glass. We went to the same school; she was two years older and was called by the English
name Lily.
“Enough,” she said imperiously. “You have more important things to do.”
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“Like entertaining you or doing what all the others are doing: deciding their futures? But I have already
decided mine,” he said, looking at her intently. He bowed his head obediently and withdrew his outstretched hand.
“I would stay on the mainland if I could be certain that the new government will allow people to dress
properly. Did you see that latest picture in the newspapers? All their officials are dressed like tramps, and women
are dressed up exactly like men.”
“Are you serious?”
“I am,” he said as he ran his hand over his mane of jet black hair. “I simply cannot imagine myself in those
baggy trousers. To dress properly is a way of life.”
The latest political gossip was on everyone's lips, and I moved through a parliament of opinions as I passed
each cluster of people. I caught the words of a long-time friend of my uncle’s, a portly textile manufacturer, the
smart Mr. Li. He nodded with quick movements of his head to emphasize his points.
“Sure, sure enough. You’re right. The Communists are wooing me now, but they’ll kick me around as soon as
they’ve consolidated their power. Sure. No doubt about it. But no matter what I do, I’ll be kicked around by
someone. Here at least I’ll be kicked around by Chinese who are my fellow countrymen, even though they are
Communists.” The gentle old man he spoke to agreed:
“For my part I intend to live and die here and be buried on my native soil.”
“I am old, too,” said Mr. Li. “I tell my sons and daughters that if they want to leave China they can take their
share of our property and go ahead. They don’t need to worry about me. I’ll keep my share here. If the
Communists nationalize my factories, that’s all right. I have plenty of know-how. I went into industry because I
thought China could find salvation through industrialization. I’ll help run things for them.”
Mr. Li crossed his arms over his stomach, which curved gently beneath his long gray silk Chinese gown. He
was a modern textile manufacturer but he still liked to wear a Chinese-style gown over his Western trousers and
leather shoes. This symbolic stand against complete westernization expressed his patriotism.
“That’s all very well,” his companion concurred, then looked a little skeptical as he continued in a slightly
lowered voice,
“Are you keeping all your share of the property here?”
Mr. Li smiled an ambiguous smile but made no answer. Among his listeners, one man seemed completely out
of place. Humming and grinning at the sense and nonsense he heard around him, the genuine concern and wry
regrets, he shifted his feet rhythmically back and forth. His eccentricities were well known and tolerated. He was
the best highway engineer in the country.
“I am either above politics or beyond … or perhaps they are beyond me,” he complained, buttonholing the
stout man before him, a lethargic Koumintang minister. “My job is to build roads, and every country needs roads.
I don’t see any reason why I can’t go on building roads here.”
The minister had mastered the art of speaking in nothing but platitudes.
“The people need your talents. Communism will reduce the country to chaos.”
“But the Japanese have already done a pretty good job of roadbuilding in Taiwan.”
“There is always room for improvement.”
Finally, I stood beside Madame Lu. The lady with her had noticed me first. She looked me over as if I were
some commodity at a sale, and, concluding that I was indeed marketable, she gave her appraisal:
“You are a pretty girl.”
Madame Lu thereupon gave me a rapturous embrace and having displayed her affection, turned back to
Madame Gui who completed the sentence I had interrupted.
“… and everybody says that if the Communists win, we will have to give away our wealth. Well, I don’t know
how that will work. Would a peasant appreciate all this?” and she gestured all around the room at the fine rugs, the
chandelier, the paintings, the bejeweled guests.
“After all, it takes quite a while to cultivate taste.”
*
Having done my duty, I wandered off to where our highway engineer was now engaged in earnest conversation
with a dapper, youthful-looking officer, General Xu, and the banker Mr. Chang. I didn’t interrupt them, but
listened intently. After greeting me with an amiable squeeze of my shoulder, Mr. Chang went on rolling a Cuban
cigar gently between his palms. This was a habit he had learned on his foreign travels. It made the cigars draw
better, he explained.
“General, will the Communist army attack Shanghai soon?” the engineer asked.
“Not much of a chance. They haven’t got the modern landing craft to cross the Yangzi River.”
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The general was handsome and he liked the ladies. He was also rich. Back in the thirties when Generalissimo
Chiang Kai-shek still admired Hitler, he had invited Nazi military advisers to help him in his campaign against the
Communist Red Army, and he had sent a number of young officers, General Xu among them, to study military
science in Germany. General Xu had returned every inch the Prussian officer. After the German debacle in the
Second World War, however. Hitler and his military theories were no longer fashionable, and—so I was told—our
general’s style underwent a subtle change. He still clicked his heels together when he bowed, but the click was not
as resonant as before. In fact, it was almost inaudible. And now the bow had just a hint of a Viennese gallantry,
especially when he wanted to flatter the fair sex, which he accomplished with considerable success.
During the war against the Japanese invaders, our hero was one of those “running generals” who always
managed to keep two steps ahead of the advancing enemy. He had never fired a shot in anger at the invaders, but
he was never idle. When the battle lines became stabilized, he shifted his attention to the quartermaster’s office.
He ran a black market route through the area of his command and also made a name for himself as a commander
of dead souls: he drew rations and wages for thousands of non-existent men in his army, dead or missing peasant
lads who still remained on the army’s payroll.
Mr. Chang was not impressed. I think he had better sources of information than the general, and, irritated by
the general’s response, which he thought too crudely deceptive, he answered him with some acerbity.
“Don’t be so optimistic. The Yangzi River won’t save us. Your soldiers are all peasants. In one way or another
they have learned that their families in the Communist areas have been given land after the land reform there. If
they fight hard and the Koumintang wins, they know the landlords will take back that land and cut off their
relatives’ heads to boot. On the other hand, the Communist soldiers will fight to the death to defend the land their
families have just gotten. You’ve lost more than half your armies to the Communists already.”
“Don’t believe Communist propaganda!” retorted the general. “The peasants don’t want to steal land from the
propertied classes. They want property themselves. Twenty years ago the Communists in South China instigated
the peasants to take over the land, and the result was chaos and anarchy. They miscalculated and they failed, just
as they will fail now. The peasants know their place and they respect the traditions which have held China
together for over two thousand years. If you give them the freedom to choose, they will choose to support the
system of private property. They don’t want Communism.”
“If you are so certain of that, General, then why don’t you give them the vote?” Mr. Chang chuckled.
The smoke from his cigar went down the wrong way and he coughed. Pretending not to hear Mr. Chang’s last
remark, General Xu turned to smile at my aunt, who now approached us.
Following my aunt’s whispered instructions, Mr. Chang, talented man of money that he was, seated himself at
the piano and, with a series of running chords and a glissando, brought everyone to attention. Lily, myself, and
some other chosen ones arranged ourselves around the piano and my aunt announced that we would sing my
uncle’s latest poem, entitled the New Marseillaise, set to music by Mr. Chang. We sang with spirit right down to
the rousing finale:
We may waver, we may falter,
yet we march against the foe.
Glory to the people
armed with pick and hoe!

We were given a round of applause, and when Mr. Chang cleverly shifted the music into a cheerful dance
rhythm everyone began to dance. I found myself in the arms of the general until the highway engineer cut in.
*
I had completely forgotten my tryst with young Mr. Lu until my aunt asked me why I wasn’t dancing with him.
I ran to the small study. He was there pacing anxiously.
“I’m sorry.”
“Ling-ling, I want to tell you something.” These words came out automatically. He must have rehearsed them
again and again.
“Yes?” He knelt down on one knee.
“Are you going to propose to me?” I asked him, sitting down with my hands demurely folded in my lap.
“Yes,” he stammered, somewhat put out.
“Then kneel down properly on both knees.”
I could see my aunt’s face beaming with joy when she listened to my report about my conquest.
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*
Towards eleven, when the party was at its height, I saw my aunt get a whispered word from a servant. She
drew herself up, her eyes sparkling, the mistress of the house. She sought out my uncle, and with an air of great
importance and suppressed urgency the two of them went out into the hall. Soon they reappeared ushering in the
mayor and his wife.
Suddenly there was a great flurry and to-do in the drawing room as everyone tried to show that he or she was
well acquainted with the great man and his lady. In the midst of this decorous confusion, the mayor smiled
owlishly through his tortoiseshell glasses. A genial man, he had acted this role of the social lion so many times
that it was now second nature to him. My uncle told me that the mayor was considered a sort of liberal.
Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek couldn’t possibly trust a man like the mayor, but neither could he dispense with
him. With the regime crumbling all around him, it was good public relations to maintain some semblance of
democracy and freedom before the foreigners and foreign correspondents in cities like Shanghai. This was the
cosmetic role assigned to the complaisant mayor. That was why in Shanghai, on the one hand, you could hear all
sorts of opinions voiced by vociferous pseudo-liberals, while on the other hand real revolutionaries or people the
secret service did not like disappeared without a trace.
Timed by the mayor’s efficient secretary, the ceremonial visit lasted exactly fifteen minutes. Yet brief though it
was, the mayor’s appearance ensured the success of my aunt’s party.
*
After midnight, the departing guests tipsily complimented my aunt as they left.
“A charming evening. Such fun.” My aunt answered modestly,
“Thank you. It was so nice to have you. We must do it again.”
She reserved a particularly friendly good-bye for a tall man with a charming manner and a spring in his step.
Later I learned from my aunt that he was a Communist gobetween. She hoped he had been suitably impressed
with the New Marseillaise and the presence of the mayor.
*
Marseillaise or no Marseillaise, my uncle was a practical man. He soon put aside lyric poetry—or even
revolutionary poetry, for that matter—and made ready to move the family out of Shanghai and down to the British
colony of Hong Kong where a house by the sea awaited us. He had already transferred funds there and most of his
milling interests. In the meantime the truce talks broke down. The Communist army poured across the Yangtze
and within days had occupied Nanking, the capital of the Koumintang government. While others carried on the
government from Canton, the city in the South an hour or so by train from Hong Kong, Chiang Kai-shek himself
disappeared. We heard that he was going to make a last stand with his picked troops on Taiwan Island, a hundred
miles off the southern coast.
The Koumintang generals left in charge of Shanghai declared that they would defend the city to the death.
Their army dug itself into trenches before the city. Inside the city, police and army patrols kept order and a curfew
was imposed from dark to early dawn.
Some of our family friends had already left Shanghai for various refuges abroad, Taiwan, Hong Kong, or even
further afield in Singapore or America, but quite a number were doing the same as my uncle: getting ready to flee
but still waiting to see if it would be at all possible to remain in the different China that would emerge when the
Communist Party took over.
Even as the fighting continued, peace talks and negotiations went on. We watched to see who went over to the
Communist side and what official positions they took. If a sufficient number of “responsible leaders” joined the
coalition government being put together by the Communists, my uncle would stay. Otherwise we would leave for
Hong Kong.
While my uncle made the big decision my aunt and I simply waited to be told what to do. Auntie had perfect
confidence in his good sense and ability to fix things up, and I had no say in such matters one way or the other. It
never occurred to me to question my uncle’s decisions.
I found myself on holiday when the nuns who ran my high school, St. Ursula’s, closed down that fashionable
missionary establishment because they did not want to be responsible for the fate of the students at such a time. At
first it was like a relaxing vacation. I got up late and spent hours in my bathroom and before my mirror admiring
myself. I went window shopping, picking up small bargains at knockdown prices from merchants anxious to sell
out. I read interminably, whiling away the time as we waited to leave or rearrange things and stay.
After a few days, this idleness palled. Outings, parties, dances were infrequent now and not many new movies
were being shown. I grew bored. Evenings were the worst. In bed, I lay tense and still, scared of the darkness
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engulfing me. I associated death with darkness. I often imagined that my dead parents were out there somewhere
in the dark. I thought of death as a physical transformation that would separate me from my loved ones. It would
keep me silent in eternal darkness. Yet somehow I would know what was going on in the world and, like other
spirits, sometimes take a hand in it too until I would utterly fade away.
Then one evening an unexpected telephone call roused me out of myself.
Ma Li, my old school friend whom I had not seen for more than a year, asked me to meet her in half an hour at
the Plum Blossom Cafe on the Avenue Joffre.
*
I softly closed the front door, hurried through our little garden into the street, and with a few more steps was
lost to view among the budding elms. It was mid-spring, but the evening air was dank and cold. Dark clouds hung
low and, drifting slowly, hid the rising moon. I hurried to reach the main avenue where the lights were brighter.
At the crossroads by the Cathay Cinema, a Koumintang soldier struggled desultorily to shore up one side of
the nest of sandbags that was his makeshift defense post. I could see a pair of feet in worn khaki sneakers
comfortably crossed atop the other side of the sandbag “fort.” Beyond this post the bright lights of the French
Circle Sportif sparkled amid its lawns and garden trees. A huge cut-out of Lana Turner sprawled voluptuously
above the marquee of the Cathay Cinema. Two policemen stood together on the corner. The French Concession
had been ceded to France about a hundred years ago, but it had been returned to China after World War Two. It
was a favorite residential area for many affluent Chinese families and had retained something of a French
character. It was always well patrolled and I felt sure it was safe to go on. The curfew recently imposed for the
emergency did not start for another hour or so.
When I turned into the broader avenue on the main thoroughfare, the Avenue Joffre, the air curled cold around
my neck and I snuggled into the collar of my jacket. It was only half past seven, but some apprehensive shop
owners were closing and shuttering their places early. Others carried on business as usual, and their show
windows were brightly lit as if defying the misty twilight outside.
But there was no doubt that unease was in the air. Few people were on the usually busy avenue. I quickened
my pace, hurried past the row of small boutiques, and two blocks down I entered the Plum Blossom Café.
The sweet aroma of coffee filled the snug room. The lights were dim beneath pink shades. There were a few
customers, mostly teenagers like myself, and they sat in the little side cubicles in couples with their heads close
together.
I glanced around quickly. Ma Li was sitting alone. The last time I had seen her she was fresh-faced and without
makeup. Now she wore rouge and lipstick, but her face, framed in a bob of glossy black hair, seemed unusually
pale. She wore a well-cut black velvet dress.
“Hi,” I greeted her quietly and, as she had instructed me over the phone, without using her name. “How have
you been?”
“I’ve no complaints.”
“It’s been such a long time—are you enjoying your new life?”
“My theater troupe has been on tour and I’ve been to a lot of places. You know I love to travel.”
“How I envy you,” I exclaimed, and then I caught the half-humorous look in her eyes and the quizzical tone in
her voice.
“What will you have? Coffee?” she asked as the waitress approached.
“No. Cocoa, please,” I said. “I haven’t learned to drink coffee yet.”
“How have you been?”
“As usual,” I replied with a shrug. I faced the French windows which opened onto a small garden. Plum
blossoms gleamed misty white on a background of dark pine trees. A miniature red-roofed pavilion stood by a
wooden bridge over an artificial stream.
“Perhaps that’s not quite so. My uncle had a poetic plan for us all to go down to Hangzhou this spring and
drink Dragon Well tea. That exotic tea would be made with fresh-picked leaves brewed in snow water melted
from off the plum blossoms. But that plan fell through.”
“You sound cynical,” Ma Li commented, looking at me with a steady gaze.
“Do I? My aunt has been bemoaning the thwarting of our Hangzhou plan for the last three days. So that is
naturally what I thought of first when you asked me what we’ve been doing.” Ma Li drank her coffee in silence
for a minute.
“Don’t you want to ask me something?”
“Why did you suddenly call me up?”
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“Because I need a favor. Can you put me up for the night?”
“Of course.” I said this without thinking. It was so natural, but then I asked a bit tentatively,
“What’s the trouble?”
Ma Li was what my uncle in his most scathing tone dismissed as “radical.” He usually ended his tirades
against such people with a warning that they caused young people “to lose their bearings.” Ma Li, in fact, was
always in the middle of some patriotic campaign or other. First it had been “Let’s have peace,” then “Yanks get
out.” Once I had stood on a street comer and seen her go by with a crowd of students demonstrating against the
government’s corruption. Afterwards I had heard that two of them had been shot and a lot of them injured. As for
her theater, most of their plays were about social problems and other controversial subjects that embarrassed the
Koumintang government. She noticed my hesitation and said,
“You don’t have to if it’s not convenient.”
I glimpsed a strange man looking at me over the top of his glasses. To cover my confusion I motioned with my
hand to a phonograph on a little table.
“I’ll put some music on.”
As I picked up a record, I raised my eyes and looked out through the glass door. Three men were walking
towards a parked car, but the man in the middle seemed to be supported by the other two. He walked with bent
head and bowed shoulders as if a heavy weight were hung around his neck. He made a sudden movement and
almost immediately one of his companions brought an arm crashing onto the back of his neck and he went limp.
They dragged him to the waiting car. It had all happened so quickly that it was almost unnoticeable. I had not
uttered a sound, but I stood paralyzed beside the phonograph. Ma Li’s soft voice beside me brought me back to
action.
“Don’t worry what the record is. It doesn’t matter. Put it on.”
We returned to our seats. Soft, inane music filled the room and I wondered if what I had just seen had really
happened.
“I don’t dare go home,” Ma Li whispered. “They’re on the watch for me there. You can still change your mind
if you like.” I shook my head.
“Let’s finish our drinks and then we’ll go home together.”
I spoke firmly. Inside, doubts might grow, but I was determined to be a faithful friend.
*
I opened the front door of our house, paused, and listened. From the living room came a hum of conversation.
In the hallway, safe amid familiar things, I heaved a sigh of relief.
“Ma Li, sneak upstairs. Remember, my bedroom’s the last one on the left.” I gestured to the door of the living
room. “Go to bed, and I’ll tell my aunt. She won’t drive you out.”
Ma Li nodded her thanks. When I told my aunt that a girlfriend was staying overnight with me because of the
curfew, she asked no questions. It was a natural thing.
*
Next morning when Ma Li was preparing to leave and picked up her large, bulging handbag from a chair, I
teased her and inquired,
“Forbidden books?”
“Not exactly that.” She shook her head after a pause. “It’s instructions that we want to print and distribute to
factory and office workers calling on them to prevent the Koumintang from destroying anything before they flee.”
“Ma Li, you were carrying these with you last night—the secret police could have stopped you! They might be
searching for you now. If … they …” I stammered nervously.
“For God’s sake don’t go out. Stay here.”
“No. I have to go. We’re holding an important meeting today. But there are some papers I certainly wouldn’t
want them to find on me. Oh … no, I can’t impose this on you.”
She fidgeted with the straps of her handbag. My heart sank, but weighing things up I thought that it would be
better to keep such papers here in my room than have them found on Ma Li when she went out of our gate. I said,
“Better leave them here than take them with you.”
“If you could keep them for me today, I’ll send someone to pick them up this evening before the curfew.”
She sounded relieved.
“Will you really do this for us?”
“Do you think I’m a coward?” I asked, half joking, half defiant.
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“All right, then. Be sure to be home about seven this evening. I don’t know who will be able to come, but we’ll
use a code. He will say, ‘Ma Li wants her book back.’ Now let me see, what book? Maybe a book only you know
that I love or hate.”
“How about The Bible of Filial Piety for Daughters.”
“Good! There’s no book I hate more than that one.”
Laughing, she handed me a popular movie magazine. Scattered among its smirking starlets were thin slivers of
paper covered with tiny script. Quickly I thrust the whole thing under my mattress and made up my bed.
“There are names there,” Ma Li warned.
“It will be all right.”
“Ling-ling, why don’t you try to talk some sense into your uncle? Ask him not to take everything out of his
mill. It’s the workers’ livelihood, you know, not just his.” Her face was grave.
“He’s leaving some things here,” I began to defend him.
She could see that I was beginning to panic. Concerned that she was asking too much of me all at once, she
added,
“Do what you can.”
*
Around six that evening, Ma Li telephoned again. She spoke hurriedly, without introduction.
“I’m speaking from a phone booth. This place is surrounded by insects and I think quite a few of us will be
bitten. They may come to you next. Do whatever you think necessary. That medicine I gave you is no good at all.
Perhaps it’s best to pour it down the drain and get rid of it. Unless, of course, the doctor comes soon. Well, take
care.”
She hung up.
I felt as if all the blood were draining out of my body. Someone in Ma Li’s group might know of her friendship
with me and betray it. I had heard about the police agents and their methods of breaking a victim. I sat on the
chair by the telephone until one of the maids helped me to my bed, where I fell into an uneasy doze.
I woke in a panic and looked at my watch: seven o’clock.
Quickly I grabbed the magazine from under the mattress, hid it under my sweater, and opened the door; its
creaking sounded like a screech in the quiet house. I moved swiftly but as silently as I could down the stairs. From
outside in the roadway came the sound of a truck with a loudspeaker warning that the curfew would soon go into
force. The small front garden with its many trees was empty and silent. I hid between the wall and a lilac bush so I
couldn’t be seen from the house, and watched the wrought-iron gateway leading to the street. Before I had time to
catch my breath I heard someone rattling the gate.
“What do you want?” I asked.
“I want to see Guan Ling-ling,” said a voice.
I approached the gate and saw a young man on the other side. He seemed rather well dressed. I began to realize
that it was safer to be out dressed that way than like a student. The young man looked me squarely in the eye and
continued,
“Ma Li wants her book back, The Bible of Filial Piety for Daughters.”
I took the magazine out from under my sweater and pushed it through the grill of the gate. He gave a quick
glance through it and was gone.
I spent the night sleepless and troubled. I was appalled at what I might have done to my aunt and uncle.
*
The next morning I came down late to breakfast to find them al- ready at the table.
“You look nervous.” My uncle peered around the side of his newspaper. “What are you thinking about?” The
question found me in a daze, and I mumbled,
“Nothing, Uncle.” Uncle and Aunt exchanged glances.
“Why did you ask me that?” I asked him, collecting my thoughts.
“You held up your spoon but you paused and never put your rice gruel in your mouth,” said my uncle’s voice
from behind the newspaper.
I breathed hard. Perhaps I had already gotten them into trouble. It was impossible not to tell them about it. I
couldn’t leave them unprepared for whatever might happen.
“Last night …” I began my confession.
Uncle slowly lowered his newspaper, glowering. My aunt could not have looked more astounded if she had
seen the legendary bird with nine heads flying by.
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*
I left my bowl of rice unfinished and rushed to my room, where I hid myself for the whole day. Even by the
evening I couldn’t muster enough courage to face the family. Soon after suppertime they sent the maid to ask me
to join them with some friends in the drawing room.
A burst of light and animated chatter flooded out into the hallway as I opened the door of the room. Several of
our intimate friends had gathered at the urgent call of my uncle and aunt, and I found them sitting in a semicircle
around the fireplace. From the way they turned to smile at me as I entered, the kind of smile that was meant to
reassure a wayward child of its parents’ love, I knew this was a tribunal organized for my benefit. I groaned
inwardly.
My uncle looked solemn although he tried to appear as if nothing unusual was happening. It was my aunt who
formally opened the proceedings.
“Ling-ling, tonight I invited our very dear, old friends in to give us some helpful advice. They knew your
parents before you were born. And they know your uncle and I brought you up as one of our own.”
My aunt’s nose became red.
“I took on a terrible responsibility when I promised your mother I would always treat you and love you as if
you were my own child. I am thankful that our friends have kindly agreed to share my responsibility.”
Looking around at the gathering, I remembered once when my aunt had taken me along to help the black sheep
of a friend’s family to “see the light.” I had sat on her lap happily munching sweets, wondering what that black
sheep had done to make his family so bitter. Afterwards I asked my aunt, but she replied,
“You are too young to understand. You see, it’s not only his fault, but his parents’ as well. Family upbringing is
very important. They spoiled him and now it’s difficult to change him.” Kissing my forehead, my aunt's face had
lit up with affection as if to say,
“But you are a good child; you will always be my joy and comfort.”
Poor Auntie. Mr. Li, because of his age and position, spoke next.
“Ling-ling, I know you won’t like what I’m going to tell you. You may think we are interfering in your private
affairs. But has it occurred to you that you’ve done something which could very well bring disaster to your
family? The secret police are on the lookout for subversives and Communists and it’s clear that the papers your
friend gave you were of a most compromising nature. It’s possible nothing may come of this; on the other hand,
the danger of your being implicated is great, and that would bring in the whole family.”
“But Ling-ling didn’t know what those papers were.”
Madame Lu was already devising my defense.
“If she knew they were bad business, I’m sure she would not have been a willing accomplice. She’s a good
girl.”
Madame Lu seemed to wear fewer jewels nowadays, with the fighting so close, and she was dressed for this
solemn occasion with elegant simplicity. Only three rings encircled her fingers; each was a treasure: a tiny
museum there on her hands.
“I don’t think we should worry. If the secret police come to bother you, we’ll all write letters attesting to your
good character.”
My aunt looked at me anxiously:
“Ling-ling, have you done anything else, you know, anything else illegal apart from what you told us this
morning?”
“No.” I squeezed the word out.
“I’m sure you are telling the truth.”
“It’s the truth.” I tried to conceal my rising agitation beneath a toneless voice, but I couldn’t fool my aunt.
“Don’t be impatient,” she admonished. “You are young and impractical. I know you believe all this nonsense
about fighting for a better future, lifting up the people and so on and so forth. But you must forget about all that.
Believe me when I tell you that just now the most important thing for you is to survive.
“Your idealistic notions may cost us a lot of money. If the secret police got hold of you, we would have to buy
them off,” my uncle grumbled. “And just at this moment I am hard up for ready cash.”
“We will pool together what we have. No problem,” the banker Mr. Chang reassured him. To everybody’s
surprise, I stood up, turned to my uncle, and said in a cold voice,
“Uncle, you can use the money that my mother left me to bribe the police.”
I had never spoken to my uncle and aunt like that before. I spoke with a brutality I hadn’t seen in myself
before, and it hurt them deeply.
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“You are overreacting,” interposed Lily, that gracious little beauty. She gently pressed my forearm in a sisterly
way, and looked questioningly at my aunt.
My aunt motioned us away. She thought that she could not have found a more suitable person than Lily to put
me in the right frame of mind, and in a way she was right. It was hard for me to be angry with Lily with her face
like a Chinese Botticelli beauty come to life. I also just liked her. Two years older than I but a poor student, she
was in my class and we had struck up a friendship. At times she seemed to be my affectionate, frivolous twin, but
another side of me was often critical of her.
Like many of my schoolmates at St. Ursula’s she was a quintessential product of cosmopolitan Shanghai—
even to preferring an English name. She was a dull student but a bright young lady with great expectations. Our
parents hired tutors to give us all the social graces considered necessary at that time for a well-brought-up young
lady. We learned to tinkle tunes on the piano, to dance and paint. We could read the classics and write neat
characters on rice-paper greeting cards from the famous Yung Bao Tsai Studio. We learned to serve tea, dress
well, and chatter politely; to smile, walk, and act in a pleasant and graceful way. We were trained to be
manhunters, and were being groomed for success in this avocation. Our ordained role was to flirt subtly and
tastefully and then move in for the kill. We were successful if we “ade a good marriage”and consolidated our
positions by bearing heirs and bringing up our daughters the way we had been brought up. We failed if we “ot into
trouble”or otherwise made fools of ourselves, frittering away our chances by marrying some struggling writer or
impecunious student. Lily, perhaps in her own way the smartest of us all, was sure to be a success. It was natural
that my aunt should look to her to help me see the light.
Lily took me to the other side of the room. We sat side by side on the long piano bench.
“Ling-ling, how on earth did you come to get mixed up with the Communists? They are horrible people. Did
you see the latest pictures in the Morning Post? The terrible things they are doing! Everybody is organized—men,
women, and children. Endless meetings and demonstrations. My father says that when the Communists come in,
that will be the end of polite society. I don’t want to see that day. I can’t wait to leave.”
I suddenly hated to see her diamond earrings glittering and splintering iridescent light into my eyes. I wanted
to do something she would never dare, to really outdo her. The words came tumbling out, as they too often did
with me, before I had really thought out what I wanted to say.
“Suppose I wanted to find out if they are really as awful as you think?”
“How?” she asked, intrigued, but still with a dazzling smile, hardly understanding what I meant.
“I may stay on for a while—how about that? You know, to see what happens.”
“You must be out of your mind,” she exclaimed in genuine astonishment.
I got some satisfaction from shocking her out of her complacency. I had found a game in which she couldn’t
compete with me. She and the other girls would run away like rabbits from the revolution, but not me. Lily pouted
silently for a while. When she had drunk up her wine, she rose and said to me,
“It’s time to go. I hope that whatever you do, you’ll take your aunt and uncle into consideration. They love
you. And who knows, you may change your mind.”
We crossed the room to join the others.
“Ah, yes, it’s time to go home. My son Bob will be getting worried,” said Madame Lu, getting up from her
seat.
“Tonight it’s a little too quiet here. Is something going to happen?”
“Don’t worry. They won’t fight here,” said Mr. Li. “It’s just a show. Our handsome general is already shipping
his soldiers off to Taiwan. They’re throwing in the sponge.”
“What are your plans now?” Madame Lu asked him.
“We have a month or so left to decide. No good leaving a decision till the last minute,” he answered matter-offactly.
“It seems that most of us are doing the same thing,” added my aunt. “It’s hard to decide to move away for
good. It’s a tragedy.”
“Yes, a tragedy. But thank God this fighting is coming to an end. This endless fighting and killing! Civil war
has been going on for nearly twenty years!” said the banker.
*
When we opened the front door to the quiet spring evening outside we could hear muffled thuds that sounded
like distant thunder. It was the first time we had heard distinct and systematic gunfire. The chattering of farewells
ceased as we strained to listen. For a moment we were all silent. Finally the banker threw up his arms as if to say,
“It’s all in the lap of the Gods.” Then he seized Lily by the arm and rushed her off saying,
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“I’ll drive you home. It’s not safe.”
Her diamond earrings caught the light of a street lamp and flashed. She giggled at something he said as he
bundled her into his big black car.
*
Events moved with lightning speed in the next few weeks. The fall of Hangzhou on May 3 cut the railway to
the South, leaving only a hazardous roadway link by land. Airplanes and ships leaving the city were packed as the
well-to-do rushed to evacuate. The poor and bewildered piled their few belongings onto carts and rickshaws and
pedicabs and scattered into the surrounding countryside to await the end of the crisis. The really poor, with
nothing to lose, simply closed their doors and sat inside their hovels. The foreigners who had dominated the city
for a century sold what they could and left the rest in a mass exit. At one point gunfire drew near enough to rattle
the windows in our living room.
In ones and twos and small groups, Koumintang soldiers straggled into the city where they threw away their
guns and uniforms and merged back into the populace. Then, abruptly, the cannon fire ceased.
Rumor followed rumor in true Shanghai style. My uncle was informed by “reliable sources” that the main
Koumintang army had been ordered to retreat due south to avoid being trapped in Shanghai. On May 26, red flags
appeared as if by magic over the buildings and factories taken over by the underground revolutionaries. Ma Li’s
proclamations had evidently had their effect. When I saw one pasted on the door of the local post office I felt a
small thrill of excitement.
*
Shanghai that day seemed quieter than I had ever remembered. A few heavy plumes of smoke rose lazily into
the air. The only raucous sound was the occasional clang of fire engines racing to put out a fire. We heard that
there had been a few street skirmishes in the suburbs, but we ourselves never heard a single rifle shot. Still, my
aunt would not take a chance. She bolted the front door and gate and stationed one of the huskier male servants
there as a guard. None of us were permitted to go out.
The dining room clock was striking twelve and we were just beginning our lunch when the maid came in. She
bent over Auntie and spoke in a low voice. For a moment my aunt looked startled, then knit her brows and
considered something carefully. Finally she said,
“Ling-ling, your friend Ma Li is here.” I stood up.
“Auntie, if it’s not convenient to let her in, I will take her somewhere else.”
“Where?”
“To some friend’s home.” I was not sure how to answer. “I have to find a place for her. We still don’t know
who really controls the city.”
My aunt leaned back in her chair and stared hard into her cup for a long moment.
“I won’t invite her in, but I won’t throw her out,” she said.
I went up to her, wanting to kiss her cheek, but she turned her face away with a trace of petulance.
*
Ma Li sat subdued like an unwelcome guest on the bench in the hall. I rushed to her, overjoyed to see her. I
hugged her, then held her at arm’s length.
“You haven’t changed your clothes since I saw you two weeks ago.”
“No, there were too many prisoners and not enough uniforms for us all,” Her eyes flashed with a smile from
under her disheveled hair.
“So they got you.” I made a bitter grimace. “You must be tired and famished. Let’s go to my room.”
“It happened right after I sent that young student to you. We had just finished our meeting when we were
raided. Several of us got away but quite a number were caught.” Ma Li took off her coat and sat on the edge of the
bed.
“But how did you get out?” I asked.
I gently brushed back her hair. Powdery dust fell from it. She breathed with difficulty. The taut muscles of her
throat moved spasmodically.
“We made a deal with our jailers. If they saved us now, we would save them later.”
Her voice dropped to a low murmur. She was worn out with the tension of her ordeal. Her face suddenly
looked pinched and lifeless like some faded old photograph. She closed her eyes and slumped down deathly pale
on the satin quilt. For a second I thought she was dead.
“Ma Li,” I wailed. “What did they do to you?”
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She opened her eyes in embarrassment, as if she had done something wrong, slightly astonished to find herself
looking up at the ceiling. At my cry my aunt had hurried in; now she took charge of the situation, putting Ma Li to
bed, sponging her face, doing all the things that she would have done if I myself had been lying there helpless on
the bed.
*
All was quiet the next day, a fine May morning. The sky was misty blue, and birds sang and twittered in the
trees. We had scarcely noticed them for days. When we turned on the radio, triumphant music blared and the
announcer told us that the People’s Liberation Army had taken over Shanghai; the Koumintang was in headlong
retreat everywhere, though Chiang still hoped to make a stand in the South, in Canton, the last major city and port
in his hands.
Ma Li looked her old self again when she woke, and I offered to see her home. Along the Avenue Joffre, a
whole army of Communist soldiers were resting, lying, or sitting in rows on the pavements. Most of them were
young peasants hardly older than myself. They wore much-washed khaki uniforms with sneakers or straw sandals
on their feet. They looked back at us with as much curiosity as we looked at them. When their commanders gave
the order, they jumped to their feet, the onlookers forgotten. Falling into line, they straightened ranks and marched
off.
Cars, buses, and trolleys were not yet operating, so Ma Li and I shared a pedicab. The bolder merchants were
already opening their shops, and the streets were coming alive. We soon left the old French Concession behind
and entered the former British Concession, the financial and commercial hub of Shanghai. Many patrols of armed
workers’ militia and the Liberation Army men kept order, and here too the life of the city was returning. Only the
big department stores remained closed.
As we drove, Ma Li told me how she had left her parents’ home because of their objection to her political
activities. Now she shared a room with a factory girl in the cheaper part of the former Japanese Concession
beyond Suzhou Creek where the boat people lived in their overcrowded sampan homes. I knew the Garden Bridge
over Suzhou Creek, but beyond was unknown territory to me. My uncle and aunt had never allowed me to go
across the Garden Bridge by myself, and certainly not by pedicab. Close by the bridge was the towering and
expensive Broadway Mansions, but just beyond it was the port area nearer the sea—a warren of gambling,
drinking, and drug dens, cabarets, brothels, and massage parlors frequented by seamen, gangsters, and other tough
characters. If Shanghai was a Paradise of Adventurers, this was a Paradise of Vice. I turned to Ma Li in
astonishment as we entered this area.
“Why in the world do you live here?”
“Not quite here, but not too far from it. I live where the factory hands, laborers, and other poor people live.
That’s why I dress the way I do. When I went to meet you at that café, I changed my shabby clothes in the
dressing room of the theater. The police themselves are scared of coming in here and our people have a deal with
the locals. We’re working for them, so they are glad to protect us. You see, this is an industrial area. It has textile
mills and metal foundries. The girl I share my room with works in a cotton mill—that one on the left.”
Our pedicab driver turned sharply left along the tall wall of the mill. We were in a slum area of low, rickety
wooden houses with gray tiled roofs. They were packed tightly together, and the narrow alleys between them
formed a maze. There was no room even for the pedicab to turn, so we left it and continued on foot. The walls
seemed never to have been painted. There were no drains, and pools of stagnant water, black and oily, mired the
middle of the lanes.
We took a shortcut to her back door. Nearby was a large, evil smelling garbage can filled with ashes, decayed
bits of vegetables, old crocks, and rotten wood. There was nothing so useful in it as a single scrap of paper or a tin
can.
The place was deserted; everyone was out watching the city change hands. Inside, a grimy kitchen with its
clutter of small stoves served several tenants. What had once been a junk closet was now occupied by a family of
four glad to have even this airless space for their home. The stairwell was a black hole.
I stumbled up the steps and at Ma Li’s warning held my head low. The space above the stairs had been filled in
to form a bunk for a single person; a small bundle of indistinguishable rags, the occupant’s total household goods,
marked the home. Ma Li said she had never figured out how many people lived in these tiny spaces. Some
doubled up, using the same bed, one on the day shift and the other on the night shift, each twelve hours long.
In Ma Li’s room a double bunk, one over the other, and a wooden crate were the only furniture. There was no
room for anything more. Worn pieces of cotton held up with string screened the bunks. That was all the privacy
they had.
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“Where is she?” I pointed to the upper bunk.
“Maybe still in jail, She’ll be out soon. We have sent people to open the jails and get all the political prisoners
out,” Ma Li sat on her bunk and gave me the wooden crate to sit on.
“The room I had in the British Concession was much better. For a time that was fairly safe and the theater
troupe had funds to pay us wages. But later on, as the Koumintang tried to trap as many radicals as it could, our
money ran out. Anyway it was safer to live here.” Ma Li looked round at the rattrap she had been living in.
“Fortunately my mother never saw this place. She would have had a fit. A year ago, when my father threatened
to disown me, she came to see me and begged me to go home.
“‘Why do you want to make your life so difficult?’ she said. And I told her,
“‘Mama, I think your life is harder to endure.’
“She understood what I meant. She had been active when she was young, but her dreams and plans had all
faded away. Vanished. And she ended up just like the women she despised when she was young. She grew old and
fat. She was always trying on some new kind of perfume or skin freshener. All the trouble she took with her
dresses just made her look more ridiculous. Did you ever see a fat dummy in a department store show window?
They are all skinny; yet she used to buy those same dresses and have them remade to fit her bulky figure.”
“There’s no air in this room.”
I reached out and pushed open the small window. A thick board had been nailed between the window and the
sill of the window in the house opposite.
“That’s our outdoor kitchen. We put our little stove up there when it’s not raining.”
“I could never have followed your example two years ago,” I admitted, “but now it’s different.”
“Now you have a good chance to strike out on your own. Listen to this: The new cultural department that’s to
be set up in Shanghai has a plan to combine a number of small theatrical troupes like mine into one large theater
with several touring companies. We’ll need many new people.”I shook my head.
“My uncle has arranged for my aunt and me to leave for Hong Kong while he stays on here to see how matters
work out. I’ll wait in Hong Kong while Bob Lu finishes his last year of college here. Then we’ll get married and
go to the United States. He’ll work there for his Ph.D.”
“And what are you expected to do?”
“Just be his wife. Did you know Lily is going to marry the banker Mr. Chang? They plan to go to the
Philippines. My aunt thinks that Lily is doing the right thing.”
“What do you think?”
“It’s probably the right thing for her.”
Ma Li tossed her head contemptuously. Out of curiosity I stood on the box to peep into the upper bunk.
“Why don’t you strike a bargain with your aunt and uncle? Take a job and wait for Bob Lu here, then join them
later in Hong Kong. That way you’ll be able to see for yourself how things work out. You can make up your own
mind what you want to do. How about that?”
“That’s a great idea!”
I gestured too emphatically and tumbled backwards off the rickety box. When I looked up there was no bunk,
no books, no Ma Li. I was in another tiny room. Ma Li’s hand stretched out to me through the door I had
unwittingly fallen through and she pulled me to my feet.
*
My uncle and aunt were not happy about the prospect of a long separation, but they knew my proposal was not
unreasonable, and they didn’t oppose it too vigorously. They were apprehensive of provoking me to revolt at a
time when more and more young people were boldly going their own way. Tired of school and home with their
constraints, with adolescent, half-baked convictions but ready to try out our own wings, we were eager to join the
revolution that now surrounded us. However, my family insisted on one condition that I, in turn, could only agree
was reasonable: I had to complete my last term of high school. So, as normal life returned to Shanghai, I went
back to St. Ursula’s.
*
The week before my aunt left for our new house in Hong Kong, I spent all my free time with her. Despite our
growing differences we still had a deep affection for each other and tried our utmost to avoid thoughts of parting.
Only once did she let go. She had come into my room to tell me something, but as she walked back to the door,
she suddenly spun around and spread her arms against the opening as if to stop me from running out of it.
“Ling-ling, come with me!” she pleaded.
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Her face, once plump and commanding, now sagged like a dried, slightly squashed pumpkin. I felt a surge of
pity for her, but I knew that what she asked was already impossible.
I could not share the life she wanted to lead in Hong Kong any more than she could live her old life in the new
Shanghai. The Western world was boycotting the new China. Foreign ships no longer called at the ports. The
cinemas were running out of their store of American movies and eventually would cease showing them altogether.
Nearly all the foreigners had either left or were leaving. The party-going and hobnobbing among the wealthy and
influential had ended. Austerity was the watchword. Shanghai, resilient and adaptable, was learning new ways,
but for people like my aunt and uncle it was hard, almost impossible, to change.
“Auntie, I’ll come to you as we agreed, when young Bob Lu leaves.”
“I hope so,” was all she said with a deep sigh.
*
My aunt left Shanghai in the autumn of 1949. When the train started moving I ran along beside it on the
platform waving frantically, hardly seeing for the tears in my eyes. For a second I had the urge to jump on it and
go with her. …
187.96 Excerpt from The Umbrella Garden: A Picture Of Student Life In Red China\fn{by Maria Yen aka Yen
Kuei-lai (c.1930- )} Peking, China (F) 10
How does a bride feel the night before she goes to the arms of the man she has chosen?
I didn’t look much like a bride in my padded jacket and wrinkled, unfeminine pants that last day of January in
1949 as I stood beside my bicycle outside the main hall on the Peita campus in Peking reading the proclamation
posted there. But I felt some of the hope and excitement and anticipation that a bride must feel, because my
student comrades and I were on the threshold of a new life too; tomorrow Peking would open its arms to the
People’s Liberation Army.
We had waited a long time for this—so many years, I thought, it spoke well for us that we could still hope.
Years of fighting to keep the university alive in the face of the hunger and repression the civil war had brought
upon us. Years of keeping our faith alive by reading the illegal pamphlets that were smuggled in to us. Years of
whispering and waiting and, sometimes, when our leaders asked us to, of marching toward the guns of the soldiers
defending the government in which we had lost all trust and hope. These soldiers with their caps bearing the bluesky and white-sun of the Kuomintang still guarded the streets. But tomorrow our People’s Liberation Army would
march in to take away their guns.
Oh, tomorrow our cheers would be full-throated. Mao Tse-tung’s victorious fighters would bring us not just the
promise of food and peace, but the bright hope of a new China, young and strong with the power of the liberated
masses, standing up to take our rightful place in the world. And where did we at Peita stand? Up in the front rank
where we always stood. We would help lead our people—China was going to need leaders. It was hard to imagine
being leaders after what we had survived during the past year, but we were the generation that was going to make
over our country. And the smuggled pamphlets had promised that we young women were going to do our share of
that leading, too.
I read more details from the proclamation about the triumphal entry. The first detachment would enter the city
through the Hsi-Chih Men, the West Gate. Nationalist troops would be responsible for maintaining order until the
People’s Liberation Army could disarm them. We had not expected such formalities; it would have been more
fitting if the new day had been born in a brave show of violence, amid gunfire and the planting of red flags on the
city walls.
*
“Hey, how many times are you going to read that notice! You trying to wear it out?”
It was my classmate Fang. Fang’s cheerfulness radiated from him. I knew he had written for the underground
newspapers; it was rumored that he was even a Party member.
“But it’s the great day we’ve been waiting for,” he went on. He put his hand on the handlebar of my bicycle.
“Look, comrade, come on along with me. All our friends are over in the men’s dorm getting the flags ready for
tomorrow.”
“Well—my father is worried about what might happen this last night before these Nationalist soldiers clear out.
He wants me to go home tonight instead of sleeping here at school.”
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“Nothing is going to happen,” Fang assured me. “The Nationalists know they’ve been beaten, and they have to
be on their lest behavior with our own soldiers coming in. Besides, the police .ave been ordered to stay at their
posts. Come on—you females always wait to be coaxed.”
I pushed my bicycle after him, grateful that he’d insisted on my coming. At the men’s dorm we walked into an
excited hubbub; here at least thirty students had already gathered in the big common room. Everybody was at
work drawing posters, writing slogans on small paper flags, or pasting the flags on sticks.
“Such little flags for such a big day?”
I picked up a flag that said “Welcome People’s Liberation Army” and wigwagged it teasingly at a girl I knew.
She waved back a pennant which proclaimed “Ten Thousand Years to our Leader Mao Tse-tung.” She made room
on the floor beside her and handed me a pair of scissors.
“See that fellow over there, the tall one with the thin face?” She nodded toward where the boys had gathered.
“He sneaked in through the lines this afternoon from Tsinghua to help us get ready for tomorrow.”
Tsinghua University, outside the city, had been liberated in December, almost as soon as the siege of Peking
had started. This visitor had actually seen our liberators; we shushed one another so that we could hear.
“Sure, we were nervous with all the shooting going on around the campus,” he was telling his listeners. “But
the day came without the school being touched. And the People’s Liberation Army has treated us like brothers.
Mostly simple boys from the country. You should see how healthy and strong they are, and how friendly and
polite! The Army Cultural Corps has put on some plays for us. The soldiers give us food and do their best to help
us. Really, wait till you see for yourself—like brothers! Here, let me show you something.”
He felt around in his padded jacket and unearthed some rightly printed pieces of paper.
“Jen min piao—People’s Bank Notes!” Hands grabbed for the money.
“This is what we’ll use from now on.” With the rest of us hanging on his every word, our Tsinghua friend had
never felt so important
“Look at it. You see, instead of that toilet paper with the sour face of old Number One on it we’ve had to use, it
shows tractors and trains and productive tools that really belong to the people.”
After we finished the flags, we started singing the songs that had been forbidden so long, the songs we would
sing to greet our soldier comrades tomorrow. But it was late and I didn’t want my father to worry. So I begged off,
climbed on my bicycle, and rode home through the quiet streets.
The whole city was waiting. We had all waited for tomorrow. A year ago, this day had seemed a long way off.
Could I forget how it had been a year ago, when we knew the hardest waiting was still ahead? We knew then that
we would have to endure more hunger and cold as the war came closer, and that some of us would probably be
arrested and a few of us might even be tortured and killed. For we Peita students lived under a regime most of us
were ready to rebel against; our dearest hopes were with the men the government was fighting.
Peita—a foreigner reading the word might think it just a misspelling of the Christian word Pietà and dismiss
the school as just another mission-run university in a backward land. But as a matter of fact Peita was the only
one of the Big Four in Peking which was purely and completely and proudly Chinese. Fu Jen was run by foreign
Catholic fathers. Yenching lived on missionary funds from abroad. Tsinghua existed on Boxer Indemnity Funds
that the United States had returned to China. Peita is the abbreviation of Kuo-li Pei-ching Ta-hsueh, which means
National Peking University. Pei, the first syllable of Pei-ching, the real Chinese name of Peking, means “north.”
Ta means “big” or “great.” Joined with hsueh, or “study,” it means “university.” Together the two syllables are
pronounced something like Bay-dah.
We were proud of our freedom from foreign influence; Peita was the great university of China. It was the heir
to China’s intellectual traditions, and one of the centers from which the twentieth century revolution spread to our
nation. In the past fifty years students from Peita and a few other schools have given China the political leadership
which in other nations comes from older people.
*
There have never been very many of us; perhaps that is why we meant so much. When the Japanese seized
Peking in 1937, most Peita students and professors packed up and trekked off to Free China, a thousand miles in
the interior, to set up a refugee university there. After the war these men and women came back to establish Peita
once more.
But victory did not bring peace to Peking, the city whose alternate name means “Northern Peace.” Nationalist
troops, aided by American marines, occupied the city after the Japanese surrender. But most of the surrounding
country remained in the hands of the same Communist forces who had held it against the Japs. For a year or so
after V-J Day Peking was host to the “Executive Headquarters” of the Chinese-American effort to find some
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compromise between the old Nationalist government in Nanking and the Communists in Yenan. But at last the
truce teams gave up. The American negotiators moved out of the big hospital building we called “The Temple of
the Ten Thousand Sleeping Colonels,” and the American marines went home.
They left behind a city shabby and hungry and hopeless. Life was a struggle to keep afloat. Food got scarcer as
the war came closer, and money was almost worthless. Most students were supposed to get a subsidy from the
government, but more often than not that was in arrears. We had central heating in the girls’ dorms, but the men
students got only enough coal to keep the stoves in their rooms hardly warm to the touch.
But these personal hardships were not as important to us as the question of what was happening to our country.
We had beaten the Japanese, but victory had brought more misery to our people. We watched honest trade die as
plundering officials speculated in such imported luxuries as silk stockings, lipsticks and fountain pens and sold
the relief supplies supposed to be given to the starving. We watched the soldiers beat ricksha pullers and steal
from stallkeepers. Were these soldiers supposed to be our deliverers or our conquerors? We listened to the rumors
of corruption among high officials and saw for ourselves the bribes and squeeze exacted by lesser ones. We
listened to tales from other cities:
“My cousin came back from Nanking last week. He says some of the big shots in the capital don’t even know
there’s a war on. All they worry about is what goes in their bank account. You can see them for yourselves riding
around in their big American cars with their concubines in their high heels and foreign dresses.”
We listened, too, to the men who told us that China desperately needed a change if we could hope to survive.
Three years of watching our rulers flounder with the problems of food and freedom convinced most of us that we
had to drive them out and turn to new leadership. And at Peita we were ready to help bring that new leadership
into power.
With its life at stake we knew the old government would ruthlessly fight change by every means at its
command. We could only win by organization and discipline and struggle; those who believed in the future had to
unite to save themselves and our country. Who could unite us? The older liberals whom we admired we also knew
were as leaderless as they were courageous, enlisted in factions that pecked away at each other more than they
sniped at the common enemy.
Except our Communist friends. They were organized. They had discipline. They offered us leadership and the
certainty of action. We could only sense vaguely the proportions of the Party underground in Peking, but we saw
enough of the results it could produce to know it was there. While others debated, Communist comrades acted.
They circulated illegal literature; they pasted up wall newspapers under cover of night telling Peking about the
success of their armies. They organized strikes and protest parades. And when the secret agents raided the campus
after a student demonstration, it was seldom the Communists among us who got caught.
But what about their ideas? Weren’t they rigid and mechanical and intolerant of other beliefs? The friends we
suspected of belonging to the Party had an answer to that.
“I’m afraid you haven’t read Comrade Mao’s book On Practice, comrade,” they said. “That shows that our
theory must be wedded to actual conditions. China isn’t like some other country. We want to work out a system
which suits our own people. The important thing isn’t whether we call ourselves ‘Communists.’ No—don’t we all
have to fight for the same goals? United action is all that we want, a united front of everybody who believes in
freedom and peace. And we’ll liberate the masses of our people and make China a new nation!”
*
So Peita became one of the main headquarters for political agitation and underground work against the old
government. Outside the campus, people may have been disheartened and fearful. But inside our walls there was
the stir of great events in the air. We spread rumors, argued revolutionary politics, read the forbidden books and
pamphlets, and repeated the stories that filtered out of the areas the Communists had taken. By now we called
them the “liberated areas.”
During the spring and summer of 1948 the food situation got worse, and unrest among the people of Peking
grew. Political demonstrations and strikes became our most familiar textbooks. Each demonstration made more
followers for our leaders. Some students became sympathizers when they saw how stupid and brutal the
government’s measures were against such protests. Others who had gone along mostly for the excitement
discovered that official snoopers had put them down on the black list as suspected Communists. Once that label
had been pinned on them, what else could they do except follow along behind their leaders?
The other side was more frightened of us—or rather of the Communist underground which gave us leadership
—than we were of them. Our agitation and propaganda, the slogans we painted on walls, the illegal newspapers
we posted at night, and our other “acts of rebellion” provoked the fear as well as the anger of the authorities. They
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decided to sponsor a counter-demonstration against us mder the joint leadership of the Student Affairs Section of
the BIS, one of the government intelligence agencies, and the Youth Movement of the Peking office of the
Kuomintang Party.
Twenty thousand demonstrators called out by these two agencies, including hired bullies, special agents, and
even some genuine students with personal or family reasons for supporting the old regime, assembled at the Tien
An Men, the Gate of Heavenly Peace, to march on Peita, headquarters of the “Communist bandits.” Firebrand
speeches worked the mob up into an ugly mood. In a long column they streamed off toward the university
compound. With the biggest, brawniest marchers in front, they tried to batter their way into the Red Hall, a men’s
dormitory, by frontal assault. But the tenants had received advance warning; they had already barricaded the doors
with tables and classroom benches.
Balked, the attackers moved on to the next dormitory and battered down the doors, only to find that the citadel
they had conquered was the faculty living quarters. Much embarrassed, they backed out.
Agitators planted in the crowd by the authorities now led it to the west gate of the university. But there they ran
into something they hadn’t counted on: soldiers armed with fixed bayonets sent there by the municipal
gendarmery at the request of university officials. (Perhaps one faction of the city government opposed the raid on
the university, or else, quite typically, the government had its signals crossed.) So the mob headed for the
president’s administrative office at Chung Nan Hai, chanting:
“We oppose riots! Down with strikes and violence!”
In front of the president’s office speakers climbed up in front of the crowd to urge ruthless action against
Communist students.
Next on the list was an invasion of Normal University. By now, however, we had alerted all of the other
universities in the city of possible attack. The gate of Normal was closed and barred; sentinels manned the wall to
give the alarm. Screaming “Down with riots!” the demonstrators surged up to the gate. They drove the sentries off
the wall with a volley of stones. They filed off the lock and burst the gate open.
But the first wave of invaders was greeted by a barrage of oil drums filled with stones and cement thundering
down the slope at them. They broke and ran, but rallied and pushed through the gate again. From the upper floors
of the dormitory the defenders pelted them with paper bags full of choking, blinding cement dust. In the melee
one of the attackers spotted a girl student from Normal standing by the flagpole.
“There’s one of the Communist bitches! Grab her!”
They beat her to her knees and tried to trample her. Two Nationalist Army officers with the mob tried to rescue
her.
“Stop! It’s only a girl! We didn’t come in here to beat up women!”
The girl tore loose and escaped into the dormitory, her face bloody. Her escape enraged the bullies in the
crowd. They turned on the two officers.
“They’re Communist spies too! Beat the turtle’s eggs to death!”
One officer kneed in the stomach the man who was holding him and helped the other free himself so that they
could both run. A rumor ran through the mob that police were coming, and they melted away.
*
July saw a worse riot. More refugee students from the Northeast and other areas where the Communists were
winning flocked into Peking every day. Some had been evacuated from Taiyuan at the insistence of the
government, but no arrangements had been made to take care of them in Peking. Part of this group bedded down
in the Temple of Heaven and other shrines; the spectacle of their ragged bedding hung on the walls and the stench
of their makeshift latrines offended the sensibilities of foreign tourists, “up to take a last look at Peking.”
Others broke into empty houses and tore up furniture and window frames to build their cook fires with. When
the problem of their plight was raised in the City Council, some of the councilmen argued that it would be
extremely difficult to raise money to build the schools the refugees had been promised. Besides, the government
was always pestering them for more manpower. Why not turn these young ruffians over to the North China Bandit
Suppression Headquarters to be drafted into the army? Let them fight instead of studying.
Though the proposal had not yet come to a vote in the council, it was exactly the chance the underground had
been waiting for. Peita leaders helped spread the rumor that students were going to be driven into the army to fight
the Communists. On July 5th they incited 3,000 refugee students to march on the City Council to present a
petition. But when the paraders arrived, everybody on the council had gone home.
The students smashed everything breakable and smeared insulting slogans in black paint on the signboard over
the gate. Then they marched on to the house of Hsu Hwei-tung, the head of the City Council. Because Mr. Hsu
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had already fled to a friend’s place after asking the gendarmery to protect his property, soldiers from the 208 th
Division of the Youth Army blocked the students’ advance with rifles, machine guns and a tank.
For two hours the students argued with the officers commanding the troops. Tempers got short; minor scuffles
started.
Then shooting suddenly ripped out. The students wavered, broke ranks, and ran. Bursts from the machine guns
chased them up the street; dozens of students dropped before somebody halted the firing. The official version
claimed later that a student stole a pistol from an officer and opened fire first. Others said that a soldier enraged by
the jeers thrown at him fired his rifle at his tormentors and that other soldiers had followed his lead. Whoever
started it, from now on we students would call it Bloody July Fifth.
Bloodshed made the affair even better for the Communists. They helped us rally in a huge demonstration on
July 9th to protest Bloody July Fifth and to honoror comrades martyred by the Youth Anny. Though the police and
soldiers were tense and hostile, they let us parade in peace, but under watchful supervision.
With the old order falling apart, our classes at the university were not important any more. The political work
and demonstrations took time, but even if they hadn’t we couldn’t have stuck our heads in the sand, lost ourselves
in our books while our friends were in the streets helping to change history.
*
The government black lists of “Communist students” grew longer. Tension and fear descended upon Peita. But
suddenly, in the fall of 1948, the university seemed to calm down and take on a sort of tranquillity. It was only
because more students left the campus every day.
During a class roll call the teacher might read off four or five names in a row without drawing a response. He’d
look up in surprise.
“Where is everybody? What’s the strike about today?” Several students spoke at once.
“No strike—they’ve gone home.”
“Home? Before winter vacation?”
“That's right. Back home.”
The students smiled at one another. I knew what had happened to those who had gone “home.”
One of my friends, Huang, an intelligent, strong-willed junior, I remember mostly because he always wore a
pair of broken spectacles he could never find the time or money to mend. In November, about the time Mukden
fell to the Communists, he came to return a copy of Tolstoy’s War and Peace he had borrowed.
“No, I haven’t finished it,” he told me. “I won’t have time now.”
“What’s the matter?”
At first he wouldn’t say. Then he apparently decided that he could trust me. He told me that his group had
information that BIS secret agents had found out about their work.
“Some of us are down in their books for arrest,” he half whispered. “I’m escaping to the liberated areas.”
“What place? When are you going?”
“Can’t tell you. But I’m leaving as soon as they can arrange it.”
“Can I come down to see you off?”
“Better not.” He laughed. “This isn’t a vacation trip. You wait here in Peking. You’ll see me again. We’ll come
back to liberate you.”
More than a thousand students deserted the campus by the end of the month. Some were Party members called
back to keep them from being arrested and liquidated in the last days of the old government’s rule. Others, though
they did not belong to the Party, wanted to help hasten our deliverance. They hoped to train for jobs with the new
government after the People’s Liberation Army had :ome. One professor with no clear political stand told fellow
teachers:
“What clearer sign do you want that the government is going to collapse? See how many of our students have
fled—they are all up in arms against the government. Take a look at our history for the last fifty years. The
students have always been the weathercock of what is to come. They have always marched in the direction of the
times. The government will fall sooner than we think. The Communists are going to win.”
*
He should have been able to tell that just by reading the newspapers. In the spring the Communists had gone
over to the offensive all over the North. From then on each victory was like a blow on a drum. Nationalist troops
collapsed en masse in the Northwest. More important, in the Northeast (Manchuria) the 58 th Division surrendered
the port of Yingkow. Important cities and strongholds in the provinces of Hopei, Shantung, and Shansi fell one
after another to the People’s Liberation Army.
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The morale of government forces reached bottom in the fall. The 92 nd Army surrendered; the Communists
stormed Tsinan, captal of Shantung, on September 24 th. The Manchurian key point of Chinchow fell in October.
Then the 60th Army, trapped in Changchun, the starving capital of Manchuria, yielded.
But the fall of Mukden was the worst disaster for the Nationalists. With Mukden fell all of rich Manchuria.
And the young military genius, General Lin Piao, turned his Communist soldiers toward Tientsin and Peking.
Our future rolled toward us at a breathless pace. Government troops fell back near Peking as the People’s
Liberation Army poured through the passes between Manchuria and North China. Foreigners, wealthy merchants,
and officials started to flee the city; the west airfield bustled with traffic. The gold yuan, the new money the
government had introduced as a last gesture to stop inflation, fell in weeks to one-tenth of its first value, and then
plummeted down to where simple arithmetic could not cope with it.
The police and soldiers garrisoning the city became even more hostile. We were warned that it was a crime to
listen to “enemy” broadcasts. Early in December we heard rumors of fighting near the two airfields outside the
walls. On the 14th we heard the big Nationalist guns inside the city itself open fire. The electric news ran through
Peita that advance elements of the Communists had been seen near Tsinghua. The People’s Liberation Army was
at the gates.
On the next day, December 15th, the first shell from a Communist gun arched in over the old walls with a
fluttering shriek and exploded on Nan Chi Tze. We wanted our liberation to come on December 17 th—the fiftieth
anniversary of the founding of Peita. But we had more waiting to endure; Peking settled down to wait out one
more siege, the last in five hundred years of sieges.
Like tired donkeys whipped up to one last effort, tattered coolies hunched along under their carrying poles with
military supplies for the defenders. More shells landed on the North City; people living there loaded their
possessions on carts to move to the other end of town. They bumped into another horde of refugees moving north,
for shells had also exploded in the South City. One side of town was as safe as any other; the Communists had
advanced to within sight of all four walls.
Late at night, when the noise of carts and army trucks had died, we could lie in bed and listen to the distant
hammering of machine guns as the Nationalists fired blindly into the night. Despite the frightened refugees and
the periodic burst of a shell a few blocks away, Peita students walked around in a state of cheerful excitement. For
us the night was about to end. News of the advance of the People’s Liberation Army was whispered in the
dormitories and the classrooms. We knew far more than the government newspapers admitted, and we bought
them just to laugh at the fear we could read between the lines of the optimistic communiques they printed.
“‘The Bandit Suppression Headquarters announces another overwhelming victory outside the south wall with
3,000 Communist bandis slain.’” The reader snorted and tossed the newspaper aside.
“The bigger the fear, the bigger the lie. Our comrades will be here any day!”
But the city was still clogged with military traffic—donkeys pulling ammunition and food carts, roving bands
of infantrymen all wearing the familiar white sun badge of the old government. Their big, khaki-colored army
trucks still hooted our bicycles aside in streets around Peita, and their drivers leaned out to curse us as they
careened by.
*
“The soldiers are here!”
To a Chinese this cry has always meant that the bandits, the looters, were here. People heard that Fu Tso-yi’s
troops were well disciplined. But who could believe that these bitter men infected with defeat could be kind or
mild? Because it would be too late to take precautionary measures after they robbed you, prudent householders
closed and barred their doors. Wiser families posted big red seals on their gates to announce that they were
dependents of this or that army unit, hoping to keep away marauding soldiers. But the soldiers came just the same
and hammered on the gate with their rifle butts. Inside, the confused inmates shouted:
“We’re all army dependents here! Better go next door!”
“You son of a turtle, open this gate! We’re here to fight the Communist bandits for you and you want us to
sleep in the street! Open up or we’ll break your gate down. Hurry up! Do you want us to shoot it open?”
With the gate about to cave in, the head of the household sent a trembling servant out to negotiate with the
invaders.
“This house belongs to a regimental commander in Hsuchow,” the servant shouted, trying to bluff the invaders.
“Go someplace else!” He opened the little door in the gate a tiny crack.
“Go around the corner, masters. There’s a fine big house there, and only two or three people living in it!”
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“So this is the home of army dependents,” one of the biggest soldiers jeered. “So much the better: we have
dependents too! We’ll move in first and our dependents will come along later.”
Without more palaver the soldiers barged in with their carts, donkeys, and equipment. The only things they
forgot to bring were rice and coal.
With the soldiers grabbing all the supplies they could lay hands upon, our food problem became bigger than
ever. Because the flour-grinding machine in our mess hall broke down, we began to feed on Indian corn. Students
who had been able to wolf down a catty\fn{About 1.3 pounds} of Chinese bread or three big bowls of rice or noodles
a day could choke down little more than a bowl of the gritty corn meal. It took more time to force down half a
bowl of the meal than it did to eat three bowls of rice. Our jaw muscles ached after every meal; our teeth had to do
the grinding that a machine normally did.
With our corn we tried to get some vegetables every day and sometimes some scraps of meat or fish. One day
the school butcher returned from a trip to the Chao Yang Men market to report that the vegetables and the hog
carcass the school had ordered had been stolen by soldiers on the way back. So we had to content ourselves with
chewing on fried salted vegetables with soybeans or salted roots.
We had trouble getting from one part of the city to another with troops constantly marching back and forth and
forced-labor gangs building pillboxes in front of public buildings and at street intersections. To add to the traffic
snarl streets leading into Hatamen Street were closed off while a swarm of workers sweated in the cold to build an
airstrip in the heart of the city to replace the two fields abandoned outside town. Sometimes the heavy guns
emplaced in the parks shook a whole section of the city when they replied to the Communist artillery.
Several shells burst on the street connecting Red Hall with the other men’s dormitories. Another shell struck
the dormitory and wrecked one of our rooms. The two students who lived there happened to be out, so they
escaped death. Rumors passed around that the shell had really been fired by Nationalist troops in the South City in
order to stir up trouble against their sworn enemies, the students. As proof our leaders told us that the missiles
were of small caliber and could have come from antiaircraft guns. Besides, they said, the People’s Liberation
Army would never bombard Peita, which was not close to any military target we knew about. Luckily, most of the
shells came in the daytime. With Peking living by candlelight, the nightly curfew made it increasingly hazardous
to wander around after dark. We heard stories, in fact, of how trigger-happy patrols roaming the city had opened
fire on their own military cars dashing through the darkened streets.
*
When the electric lights and water were cut off, we went into action as planned to protect the school from the
looting and violence we feared from the defending soldiers. Our men students strengthened the defenses they had
already prepared. Girl students sealed up one of the two doors into our dormitory with bricks. The other door we
locked at sunset and piled chairs and desks against it to hold back any attackers until we could call help. Special
agents, we had been told, might try to break in at any time.
Our leaders divided us into self-defense platoons to stand guard every night. Each platoon stood three watches:
from eight to midnight, from midnight until four, from four to eight in the morning. Each platoon had four
sections. One section stood sentry at fixed posts, another maintained a roving patrol around the wall, a third
maintained liaison inside the buildings, and the last kept in telephone contact with other universities.
My first turn to go on watch came on a moonless night from tlidnight until four. I was so worried about falling
asleep on watch that I went to bed before sunset. The more I worried, the wider awake I got. Night came. I heard
the big door bang shut and afterward I could hear nothing but an occasional sharp-spoken challenge as the patrols
met each other outside and identified themselves.
I dozed and woke at eleven. Beside me Wang Mei-tien was breathing hard in her sleep, almost snoring. I
envied her; my brain seemed as active and sleepless as it would have been at ten in the morning.
I gave up, threw back the covers, and pulled on my coat. I roused my roommate at ten minutes to twelve, just
before the messenger came to call us. We tiptoed out of the silent dormitory.
In front of Red Hall we lined up for a whispered roll call, two persons to a team. Each team was issued a
flashlight and a club. Mei-tien and I were assigned with another team to man the telephones. The group we were
relieving showed us how to call the other stations, told us the password, and wished us luck.
The four of us squeezed into the tiny room, and I closed the window. But an icy draft sieved in along the floor;
it must have been near zero outside and quite close to that inside. The telephone buzzed. Mei-tien picked up the
receiver. I waited twenty tense seconds before she took the phone away from her ear.
“All quiet. Nothing has happened.”
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I relaxed enough to feel my lack of sleep and tried to keep from yawning. Inside my wadded cotton jacket I
grew warm enough to be on the edge of dozing off. Then a blast of icy air hit me when Lao Ma opened the door
and came in from his patrol outside. Struggling with my drowsiness, I asked him to trade posts with me.
Mei-tien gave me our flashlight and I walked outside. To the south a single gun was booming at spaced
intervals. I looked up to where the streetlight had been burning, and began to wish I was back inside.
Nothing is going to happen, I told myself. But I opened my eyes wide and strained my ears to listen. I turned to
the left of Red Hall. Then I stopped.
A black mass of something was scuttling along the wall. It was too big and too grotesque to be a man. I took
three short steps and stopped. Why hadn’t I brought along the club I had seen Lao Ma lean up against the wall
inside? The flashlight in my hand was indeed a pitiful weapon. Then to my horror the blob suddenly split in two.
One part jerked crablike up over the wall. The other half squatted at the foot.
Where had the regular patrol gone to? I switched on the flashlight and aimed the beam at the wall.
“Hey! Turn that light off! What are you trying to do!” But I kept the light pointed until I recognized one of my
classmates crouched under the wall.
“You scared me half to death!” I hissed at him.
“What do you think you did to us?” His voice mixed anger and relief. “We’re on sentry duty here, a half-hour
for each shift. It was Lai’s turn. But his hands and feet are so stiff with the cold that he couldn’t climb up on top of
the wall, so I had to give him a boost up on my shoulders.”
I looked up. I could see Lai now, squatting on the wall over ny head.
“What's your time?” I was beginning to lose interest in sentry duty. It must be 2:00 A.M. by now.
“You’d better be patient. Last time I looked, it was only a quarter of one.”
“It must be later than that,” I said.
“Hey, what is it? What are you doing?”
Another guard pounded up to where we were standing. Explanations. Now I wished something really had
happened. [ wished that I were anywhere else but standing there with the flashlight in my hand. Minutes dragged
as I walked my beat. The gun boomed away. My hands and feet were slowly turning into lumps of ice. I’d better
go back to the guardroom and change back with Lao Ma.
Inside again, my fingers were so numb that I could not unbutton my coat. Lao Ma had to do it for me before he
ventured back out in the cold himself.
The next time we stood watch wasn’t so bad. Two or three days of sunny weather took some of the bite out of
the intense cold. We installed a small stove in the telephone room. We got used to the noise of the guns, the lack
of electricity, the nasty-tempered soldiers who shouldered us aside in the streets, the recklessly driven army trucks
piled with food, ammunition, or some officer’s household furniture. We even got used to the spectacle of the giant
silver airplanes settling sluggishly over the rooftops to bounce down on :he new landing strip along Hataman
Street and brake to a halt just short of the Tartar Wall.
*
We worried or hoped, depending on the latest rumor. General Fu Tso-yi wanted to surrender. No, that wasn’t
true. The diehards really wanted to die—or at least would ask their soldiers to die. Then we breathed easier when
we heard that members of the Municipal Council had made a secret trip across the lines to negotiate a peaceful
end to the fighting. A few stray students from Yenching and Tsinghua sneaked in to tell us how their liberators
were helping them return to normal. The People’s Liberation Army actually encouraged them to come into the
city, they said. But the Nationalists sometimes fired on them as they pushed their bicycles across the fields.
Fortunately, they added, the aim of the reactionary troops was as bad as ever.
Then newspaper headlines told a few noncommittal details about the attempted assassination of Mayor Ho,
who was one of the leaders in the peace negotiations. The newspaper said that a shell was thought to have landed
on his house, but we knew that agents of the diehards had planted a time bomb on his roof. Though the explosion
killed his daughter and wounded Mayor Ho, he kept working to bring the city peace.
The defenders went through the motions of getting ready for a last-ditch fight. More pillboxes went up; new
batteries of artillery were displayed in the parks.
Then, on January 22nd, we read that the two sides had agreed on terms to end the bloodshed. The word
“surrender” was not mentioned, but we did not have to read between the lines of the official announcement to
know that we had won total victory. We had won; now it only remained to wait as patiently as we could to cheer
the comrades who had fought to free us.
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It had been an exciting month, I thought, when I stopped the bicycle in front of my own gate. So much to
remember during the good days ahead—and when I woke up tomorrow it would be the day when we would
actually hold our victory in our grasp.
Nobody seemed to know the next morning exactly what time the first soldiers from the People’s Liberation
Army would march through the West Gate. To be on the safe side, we all assembled before noon in the field on
the campus we were going to christen Democratic Square.
We fell into ranks to permit our leaders to count noses and distribute the flags we had made the night before.
Then a bicycle courier came back from the West Gate with news that he could see no sign of the troops. We fell
out of line and tried to find a place out of the wind to eat the lunches we had brought. At one-thirty our leaders got
us on our feet again with shouts of
“Let’s go!”
Back in ranks we passed the news along that the soldiers were coming at two o’clock. On the way west
through the city we sang and cheered, and shopkeepers and householders came to the curb to see what was going
on. We shouted at them at the People’s Liberation Army was coming, and a few of them tagged along after us.
Our leaders halted the column two blocks from the gate.
No People’s Liberation Army. We sang one song and then some more.
*
Shortly after three our courier pedaled up as fast as his machine would go.
“They’re coming!” he shouted. “They’re on the way!”
Faintly, and then louder, we heard the sound of singing from the west, mixed with clapping and cheers. Our
leaders waved down our buzz of excitement. The boy in front of our platoon lifted up his arm, brought it down,
and we started to sing:
You are the lighthouse, lighting the sea;
You are the helmsman, holding us true on course—
Brave Liberation Army, sons of the people!
You are the pivot and the needle of our compass!
Forever we shall march after you—
China will be free! Will be free!

We ended with a shout and looked toward the west. But the sreet was still empty. So we struck up again,
You are the lighthouse, lighting the sea …

But louder music drowned out our chorus. A truck with two ludspeakers on top moved down the street. The
music from the speakers stopped, and we heard a great voice cry:
“Welcome to the People’s Liberation Army! Welcome the People’s Liberation Army on its arrival in Peiping!”
Then we saw our first People’s Army fighter. He was a tommygunner, sturdy and vigilant with his gun thrust
forward at the ready, shoulder strap steadying it poised at his hip. Behind him marched a platoon of infantry, clad
in mustard-colored uniforms almost like lose the Nationalists wore. But these soldiers looked strong and healthy.
They were stern and serious, but their faces were smooth and shining and flushed, a very handsome flush.
One girl from Peita ran straight into the marching column with a handful of flowers. She tried to pin the
hothouse blooms on the first soldier she came to, but she so flustered him that he backed away as if he had seen a
witch. The girl grabbed the next soldier and managed to pin the bouquet on him, and then, embarrassed almost to
death, ran back amid the laughter and clapping of her friends.
I looked at the face of the soldier she had pinned the flowers on; he was almost as frightened as the first had
been. Before she expressed her joy so vigorously, I thought, my classmate should have stopped to think whether
these boys, coming from simple people, would understand or appreciate the way a sophisticated city girl
expressed her feelings. I looked at their good young faces strong and reliant under the big fur caps. If all the men
in the People’s Liberation Army were like this, we could really be proud of our army.
My comrades, I knew, felt the same enthusiasm. The most excited, the declared “activists” and “progressives,”
behaved as if they were joining their sweethearts after long separation. Their shouts and waving infected
everybody around them, and every single one of us from Peita cheered with all his breath.
After the infantry came two jeeps. Then there was a pause. This was a spontaneous sort of parade, I thought,
and perhaps the “follow-up” troops had failed to follow up.
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Across the street I saw two foreigners looking down at us from where they stood on the hood of their jeep.
They looked embarrassed and uncertain, I was happy to see. I nudged the girl next to me.
“Oh, the foreigners,” she said. “Maybe newspaper reporters. Or from one of the imperialist consulates. We
don’t have flowers or cheers for them today.”
More cheering swept along the crowd, but this time it was for our own comrades from Tsinghua and Yenching,
parading with banners and giant portraits of our new leader, Mao Tse-tung. Another large portrait paraded by
—“Chu Teh, our commander in chief,” someone said—and we clapped again. We waved from the curb at our
lucky friends who had been liberated a month ahead of us, and they shouted back, waving their flags to show they
had seen us.
After a brass band followed a procession of army trucks loaded with soldiers and more Tsinghua and Yenching
students. Behind them trailed a few battered civilian trucks filled with members of organized groups such as the
telephone workers, who had a banner draped over the side of their truck reading,

Congratulations to the People for Their Liberation!
We waited expectantly, but the civilian trucks were the end of the parade. Finally we drifted out of ranks, most
of us trailing down the street after the troops. We found one unit preparing to camp out for the night in the
courtyard of a public building. We thronged around the soldiers to watch them shed their neatly taped packs and
stack their weapons in disciplined, careful pyramids. We sang for the soldiers, who listened politely, then
organized ourselves to dance the yang-ko, the formalized old “planting dance,” in the gathering dark.
Not until we broke up and started for home did I begin to realize how tired I was. What I wanted most in the
world was first a drink of water, then a bowl of noodles, and then bed. I fell into step with a friend.
“A long day,” he said, “and a lot of walking.”
“But it was worth it,” I told him. “Our lives are just starting. I feel that everything we’ve lived through up to
now is just preparation for this moment. It’s our revolution—we helped make it. And it’s just beginning today.”
When I had my supper and fell into bed, I was as tired from the excitement and the parading as I had ever been
in my life—so tired that I had trouble going off to sleep. I thought about all the armies I had seen; even in my
short life Peking had had too many. The armies of the war lords. The ruthless but efficient and disciplined
Imperial Army of Japan. The Nationalist troops who entered after V-J Day, shabby and disheartened with so many
years of marching and fighting. The easy-going Americans with them, rich with equipment we had never seen the
like of before and concerned mostly about getting out of this strange, dirty place and back home. But I had never
seen an army like the People’s Liberation Army I had seen today, so serious and modest, so mild and well
behaved.
But how sore my eyes felt from the wind and blowing dust! And how my legs ached! Let’s not think about
things any more. Let’s just think how tired I am and how much I want to sleep.
No—let me think about the words we have said to one another so often, the plans we are going to help carry
out, the happiness we are going to bring to our country. … The new People’s Government will give us real
democracy. … Our leaders will not seek personal ambition or personal profit. … We must love the people; we
must labor for the people. … And, they tell us—what else do they say? That we students are the vanguard of the
revolution, and more than ordinary men we must give ourselves for the welfare of the people. … It was going to
be good to work for the people …
I could still feel the sandy grit under my eyelids. But my eyes weren’t so sore now. The fatigue all over my
body began to dim my thoughts and then to extinguish them.
I fell asleep. …
41.214 One Year\fn{by Fei Li-wen (1930- )} Shanghai, China (M) 5
Leaving the personnel office, I once more fondled the working permit that I held in my hand. My heart swelled
with joy, as though it was filled with honey, so very sweet.
To be truthful, a year’s rest because of illness had seemed to me as though I were being punished and confined
in jail for a year. Living in the country, lying in bed, my mind was constantly occupied, day and night, with
thoughts of the factory: the machines, production, and my many apprentices. Now I had just learned about the
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recent proclamation of the five-year plan, and my heart was bursting with joy. I felt I must run back to work as
fast as possible, as though my legs had wings, because I knew that the minute I arrived the workshop would gain a
senior skilled worker, and the apprentices would again have a master. I felt I must work harder now and contribute more toward the goal of socialism.
Thoughts surged in my mind. My steps were getting longer and faster. After passing a wooden bridge I walked
past a neatly arranged flower garden and made a turn. From there I saw the honor roll bulletin board, which is
built in the style of the Tien-an Gate in Peking, at the entrance to the workshop. This board was quite familiar to
me. A year ago my photo was often posted there, because I had been an advanced worker for five quarters in a
row before I fell ill.
“Who could that person be now?”
I walked to the front of the board, stood still, and took one look at the photo on the board. When I saw that it
was a photo of a girl with short hair, a fine oval face, and thin lips, I thought my eyes were, fooling me. I wiped
my eyes with a handkerchief and recomposed myself. But after I looked at it twice, I couldn’t help slapping my
thigh hard and I cried out”
“Ah! Is it true? Has the girl Ai-hua really become an advanced worker?”
Huang Ai-hua was an apprentice I did not like very much. There are reasons for my not liking her. Although
ordinarily she was polite to me, at work her manner was quite unlike my attitude toward my master. On the
surface she followed my instructions when I gave her work to do, but she occasionally would waste time finding
fault. She seemed not entirely satisfied with my method. She did not understand the tradition that once a master,
always a master, and once an apprentice, always an apprentice. During the years when I was an apprentice I
would never look to the west, not even once, if the master told me to face the east. Even though this tradition was
no longer in practice, still, as far as technique is concerned, it is I who taught her, not she who taught me!
I recall that just two days before I became ill, I had scolded her a little bit because of a piece of work she did.
She said nothing at the time. But the following day, much to my surprise, her new method had a successful tryout. Later, at the group meeting, she actually criticized me. She said that I still had conservative ideas. It was
unprecedented for an apprentice to criticize a master. I certainly had never encountered anything like it before.
Because of these incidents, frankly, I paid very little attention to the letters she wrote to me when I was
convalescing. Although the apprentice Hsiao Shen in his letter had told me that Ai-hua had become the group
leader, that her work was excellent, and that she would soon be rated as an advanced worker as well, somehow all
this just didn’t register in my mind.
While I was still standing in front of the bulletin board in a daze, suddenly someone pulled on my arm from
behind and said:
“Master, you have really returned! This time the director did not kid us.”
I turned my head and sure enough it was Ai-hua. I looked at her face closely. She appeared a little bit heavier
than she did in the photo on the board. Nothing about her had changed; the brisk manner, the clarion voice, were
all the same as before. Ai-hua was holding my hand and, without waiting for me to say anything, she continued:
“Master, you must have completely recovered! To tell you the truth, master, if you are not recovered by now
your apprentices will surely be worried sick and lose their minds.”
“So, you mean that I have turned into a devil to cause all that trouble!” I replied, pretending to be angry.
Ai-hua realized that I was purposely picking on her slip of the tongue. Her face turned red. She twisted her
head about and started laughing softly.
“Foolish girl, of course I am fully recovered.” I patted her shoulder. “The doctors nowadays are so stubborn.
They would rather quarrel with you, but they’d never allow any unrecovered patient to return to factory work.
Look: here, my legs are just as strong as before, like two iron bars. Tomorrow, we’ll go to the soccer field. I
definitely must score a few points … ha ha!”
So saying, I pulled up my trousers and patted my legs several times.
“I can well imagine what a fuss you would have made if they had prevented you from coming back to the
factory any longer. It would be a wonder if you didn’t get so mad at them that you’d glare at them and your beard
would curl up with anger!”
While Ai-hua was saying this, she took a step backward and made a face at me.
“You, little girl, how dare you get naughty with me!” I said with a straight face, pretending that I was serious. I
shook my finger at her several times. Actually, she had guessed my mind.
“Then are you returning to our group?” Ai-hua asked me. She stared at me with wide-open eyes.
“Certainly! Staying away from the lathes will surely bore me to death. That’s right. I have already had a long
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talk with the director about it.” I stepped towards Ai-hua, put my hand on her shoulder, and said, “Let’s go!”
We walked into the factory. I saw that things were all changed. Everything was new and novel to me. I cocked
my ears and listened to the voices of the machines. How very familiar these noises sounded! When I caught sight
of some of the lathes which I had handled before, I hurried toward them. Standing in front of the machines, I
mumbled:
“Lathes, my old friends, Chin Chao-kang has returned!”
I don’t know whether it was because I was overly excited or whether something else led me to act that way.
Many people nodded warmly to me. From their happy faces I could read that they were glad to see me return. I
kept waving my hands in answer to their greetings. I thought to myself:
“You are a senior. You must work hard and be a model for these youngsters!”
But when I carefully examined the machines they were using, and the boxes and boxes of new products, I
became perplexed and muttered to myself:
“These lathes, are they all new designs?”
“These are new lathes,” Ai-hua heard my comment and answered. At the same time, she pulled my arm to
direct my attention and continued:
“You see that high-speed machine over there? It revolves twenty-eight hundred times per minute. These are all
new style lathes. Master, nowadays, more and more we have been made to realize that our technology is not
sufficient for our needs! Yesterday you learned one thing, today you have to learn something else. There is so
much to learn you need more than two heads.”
“Twenty-eight hundred rpm?”\fn{Revolutions per minute.} I was astonished. I have worked many years but this
was the first I had heard about such a high-speed lathe. I felt as though someone had thrust a chunk of something
into my chest. I thought to myself, how much things have changed! Yet I still believed that I should be able to
cope with the situation. Without revealing how I felt, I spoke to Ai-hua:
“In order to fulfill the quotas of the first five-year plan, everything has to accelerate, faster and faster. You
youngsters must listen more to those who are experienced when you don’t understand.”
“That is so right!” Ai-hua replied. “When I worked the thirty-five-hundred-rpm extra-high-speed lathe, which
just arrived, I not only used the experience of others but also consulted books.”
“You worked a lathe with thirty-five hundred revolutions a minute? Is it really that fast? Are you sure you are
not mistaken? Wow! It’s more than three times faster than the speed at the time I left. Can your hands keep up
with the speed?”
I stopped walking and took two deep breaths.
“The others helped me to figure out a way. I just struggled along to stay with them.” Ai-hua answered in
modesty. She twisted the corner of her jacket and her face was red.
I knew her disposition well. By the way she acted, I could guess that her work was probably very praiseworthy.
“Ah, Master Chin. Are you really back?” someone suddenly called out. But when I turned around I found no
one.
“Master, I am here.”
Again I heard the voice. This time I saw him. It was Hsiao Shen. He was standing on a platform over ten feet
high, manipulating a vertical lathe which was more than four times his height. He was calling me, his neck
stretching forward.
“So, it’s you,” I said. “Watch out for the thing. Hold the handle tight. Ai-ya! How come he was put to work on
a lathe that is so difficult to handle. Are you trying to make him look foolish?”
Truly, I was really worried for him.
“Master, you don’t need to worry about him. He has already worked on that machine for over three months.
Moreover, he has exceeded the quota every month. He has turned out over one thousand flywheels. By the way,
his photo was in the papers, didn’t you see it?” Ai-hua explained.
“These flywheels, were they all lathed by him?”
I lifted my head and looked at Hsiao Shen’s thin face again. There was nothing more that I could say. I walked
a few steps forward, turned my head around again, and added:
“Be careful, and be sure to read the blueprints a few more times, especially where the dimensions are marked.”
But after I said it, even I, myself, felt that it sounded silly. He already had apprentices and I was treating him as
though he was still an apprentice of mine.
“Master, I have thought of a new method. Please come and take a look.”
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A girl in a T-shirt, upon seeing us, called out in a squeaky voice.
“Ah!” I stepped forward. But, before I put my foot down, I knew I had made a mistake, because I did not know
the girl at all. At this moment, Ai-hua walked forward from behind and answered:
“Fine, I'll be right there.” She pulled my arm and turned to me.
“Master,” she said, “let us go take a look together.”
I realized then that the girl in the T-shirt was in fact Ai-hua’s apprentice. Again I gazed at my former apprentice
at my side. I said, half in jest:
“Not bad! You really act like a master.”
“It is all because Master Chin educated me so well!” Ai-hua replied. She seemed to have sensed my thoughts,
yet she continued, “I was always terribly worried that if I could not handle the job at any time, it would tarnish the
reputation of Master Chin.”
“Little girl, that tongue of yours will never yield to anyone.”
In spite of my words, my heart was joyous, because I knew the young plant I had nurtured in the past had
blossomed and borne fruit.
Presently, we arrived at a lathe. Immediately the girl started talking:
“Master, look, I’ll install one more cutter here to drill holes and round the exterior at the same time. Wouldn’t
this double the speed? Do you think it would work?”
She gestured as she went on.
“That way, it would cause the thing to vibrate,” I said, shaking my head.
“Ah!” The girl stood there transfixed.
“Oh,” Ai-hua rubbed her hands. She stretched her neck and took a look at the blade. Then, with chalk in hand,
she made repeated sketches on the floor. Finally, she looked up and said to me:
“Master, suppose we reduce the size of the cutter blade. Do you think that would eliminate the vibration?”
I was greatly surprised. I never dreamed that she would be able to figure out a solution before I could. She was
correct. By reducing the size of the blade there should be no vibration to speak of. But why didn’t I think of that?
Circumstances have really changed. How quickly Ai-hua’s technical ability had improved. And yet I was still
treating her like a snotty little girl. As my thoughts raced, I scolded myself secretly. I should not have been in such
a hurry to pour cold water on the young right after my arrival. Fortunately Ai-hua was calm and self-assured, and
did not become flustered upon hearing my comments. She was still able to think out good solutions. Otherwise
my remarks could have had unfortunate consequences.
“Master—do you think it would do?”
When Ai-hua saw that I didn’t reply, she asked again.
“Fine! Fine! If we advance the cutter slightly and speed up the lathe chuck a little bit, the result will be even
better.” I wiped my perspiration with a handkerchief and nodded my approval.
“You are right, Master.” Ai-hua turned around and told the other girl, “Try it out just as we said. Should there
be questions, we will study it again together.”
In the meantime, a group of people had crowded around me. My former apprentices had seen me from a
distance. They all brought their own apprentices over to meet me.
I patted the shoulders of some and shook the hands of others. No words could have expressed the happiness in
my heart. As I looked at the more than twenty young men and women standing there surrounding me, I thought,
“How could anything compare with the pleasure of seeing with one’s own eyes the blossoms and fruits in persons
that one had cultivated oneself!”
I straightened my jacket, smiled, and said:
“Hmm, go back to your lathe. Don’t delay the work because of me! Go on, I too will be at a machine soon. Let
us work together and fight a good battle.”
“Fine!” They responded together and all went right back to their lathes like a puff of smoke.
I walked slowly along with Ai-hua.
“Ah! Back up the cutter, quick, you fool. The cutter is going to hit the chuck.”
I saw the whirling chuck on the lathe in front of me just about to collide with the cutter, but the little fellow at
the machine did not even move. I was so frightened that I rushed over. But before I could get there, somehow the
cutter stand made a noise and then moved back steadily. My heart was still beating violently.
“Don’t worry, Master. There is a device installed on every lathe that automatically withdraws the cutter,” Aihua explained.
“Where did the automatic withdrawing device come from?” I asked.
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“Master Huang invented it,” the little fellow working at the lathe said, looking at me and pointing to Ai-hua.
“Quite a few factories have come here to learn from her.”
“You thought of this new method?” I asked Ai-hua.
“No. It was with the help of others. It was everybody’s effort that made it a success. Master, won’t you please
examine it and give us your comments!” Ai-hua replied cheerfully.
I stooped, touched the part of the machine with my hands and wondered how it worked. It was not more than
five inches in diameter and the same in length. What was it that made it capable of withdrawing the cutter
automatically? What could the principle be? It was quite beyond my comprehension. While I was deep in thought,
Ai-hua, standing behind me, explained it to me in detail. She pointed to this and that and made all kinds of
gestures as she spoke. But my mind was confused. I did not understand what she had said at all. Utterly frustrated,
I drew a deep breath and abruptly stood up.
“Master, would you like me to bring the blueprints for you to examine?” Ai-hua asked. It seemed that she did
not sense the mood I was in at all.
“Fine!” I replied; my voice was gruff.
“Master, look! These are thirty-five-hundred-rpm lathes. This is the one I use. That one is reserved for you.”
Ai-hua pointed at the machines.
I composed myself, and then examined the lathe in front of me, feeling it with my hands again and again. How
strange this machine seemed.
“Master, this is how this machine works.”
Without waiting for me to ask any questions, Ai-hua, like a museum guide, described how the various moving
parts of the lathe operated.
“You see, over here, if you operate the levers in the wrong manner the cutter will be damaged and the operator
may also be hurt.” As Ai-hua explained about the operation of changing the speed she made a mischievous face,
tossed her head and said, “I for one was hurt once. Would you like for me to demonstrate the whole procedure for
you?”
“Mmm.” I responded.
I was not sure whether I meant acceptance or refusal. She demonstrated the operation of the machine at
different speeds. Skillfully she performed the stopping, cutting, and several other important operations repeatedly.
I was standing behind her. At first I paid little attention, but soon my eyes started to follow her hands. I looked at
her back, and I felt tears threatening in my eyes. I grasped my shirt tightly near the chest. My heart ached, as if I
had been stabbed by a knife.
“Master, these are the drawings of the lathe which I did with the help of the technicians. These are the blueprints of those seven parts of the lathe which I improved, including the automatic cutter withdrawal device. After
you look them over, let me have your comments.”
While I was lost in thought, Ai-hua had turned off the lathe and had gone to get those two sets of blueprints,
which she now handed to me.
“Do you know how to make mechanical drawings?” I was surprised.
“I learned it at the night school recently, but these are just like children’s exercises. Don’t laugh at me when
you see them.” Ai-hua tossed her head and said:
“Go ahead, Master, look at the drawings. I’ll go get some material for you.”
She turned around and went away, running and jumping. I waited until she was out of sight, then I threw the
blueprints on the toolbox and sat down on the stool. Discouraged, I bowed my head. There was so much on my
mind, yet no words would come out of my mouth. The truth is, there was little for me to say. People were looking
forward to my return as an advanced worker. They wanted me to be working with them, beating the clock, in
order to complete the five-year plan ahead of time.
“Now that I am back here,” I thought, “I have become a useless figure. It seems as though everyone is riding
on a horse and galloping ahead. But I am like a carriage with broken wheels, which has fallen down to the bottom
of a hill. The distance between the others and me is immense now. Ai-hua has overtaken me. I do not understand
the tools she has invented. I cannot work the lathe she handles.”
As I was thinking, I panicked. Suddenly, I grabbed my hair with rage and grumbled:
“Chin Chao-kang! What is the matter with you?”
A cool breeze blew across my face again and again with increasing force. Slowly I lifted my head. My eyes
met the embroidered flag on the wall beyond. The two characters “Ch’ien-chin”\fn{A note reads: Forward, march!} on
the flag flashed across my eyes. They startled me. I shivered. With trembling hands I fondled the left pocket on
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my shirt where the five red characters "Hsien-chin kung-tso-che"\fn{A note reads: Advanced Worker.} were printed.
A long time passed. Finally I realized how mistaken I had been. I jumped up from the stool and mumbled to
myself:
“Shame on you. How could you ever have deserved the honor of being an advanced worker. You should have
known that any knowledge and skill you possess was not born in you. They were acquired from other people. If
you always stick to the old methods of doing things, how can socialism ever be achieved. It is about time that you
quit acting like a master. If your apprentice has progressed to this point, then you should learn from her.”
As these thoughts churned in my mind, I grabbed the blueprints which I had thrown on the toolbox. I opened
them up and examined them page by page.
I pulled out a handkerchief, wiped my eyes, and read the blueprints carefully over and over again. Without
stopping, I studied three times the drawings of those seven parts which Ai-hua had improved. Before I had
finished reading all of the blueprints, Ai-hua returned. She brought a pushcart with the material in it for me to
work on. As soon as she saw me she shouted:
“The director was very happy to hear that you want to start to work immediately. He said that he will come to
see you very soon. Hey! Master, why are your eyes red?”
“Ah … Ah! It’s nothing. It’s the wind.”
I was startled and quickly turned my face away from her.
“You better put on the face visor.”
Ai-hua passed hers over to me. I accepted the visor, and then with great effort I said:
“You … you stay here beside me and watch. I’ll make a try, and you must let me know if I do anything
wrong.”
I installed the cutter, clamped the work in the lathe, and turned on the switch. Following the instructions which
Ai-hua had just given me a while back in her demonstration, I began to work. The accustomed rhythm of the
machine began to put me at ease. It seemed like a heavy weight had been lifted from my heart.
“That’s right, Master. Try to run the machine faster,” said Ai-hua.
“All rightl” I wiped the perspiration from my forehead.
“No! Master! Both levers must be turned to the right simultaneously.” Ai-hua called out and pulled my arm as
soon as she saw that I made a mistake with the operation of the speed levers. She expertly turned the levers to the
correct position for me.
“Right! Right! How forgetful I am.”
I recalled the way she had just shown me. I nodded toward her, blushing a little.
As the speed of the lathe increased, the color of the shavings turned from blue to purple. My heavy heart
received a lift.
“You are really running it fast, Master. Like the old general Huang Chung, you certainly deserve your
reputation!” Ai-hua rushed over and seized my hand, as I stopped the machine.
“Ai-hua …”
I held her hand tightly. There were tears in my eyes. There was a great deal that I wanted to say to her, but I
was practically speechless. I only managed to say, after a long struggle:
“Ai-hua, will you explain the construction of the automatic cutter withdrawal device to me tonight? I want to
learn its operation well. To tell you the truth, I don’t understand what’s involved!”
39.102 The New Election\fn{by Li Kuo-wen (1930- )} Shanghai, China (M) 8
In accordance with union regulations, the executive committee had completed its tenure. The members would
not let the situation drag on and so, unless there were some change in the regulations, a new committee had to be
elected. The committeemen busied themselves, and the chairman began drafting a summary of the year’s work. To
make it impressive and lively so that the audience might not doze off or slink away, he demanded "two izations
and one exemplar” from each committee member.
“The data you provide will be the basis of my report,” he said. “The general situation of our work must be
presented through systematization, and our accomplishments demonstrated through statisticization. We especially
need a number of exemplars.”
Perhaps you have never heard this strange term, “exemplar.” It is a stylish word often repeated among the
union cadres; its meaning is quite close to that of the word “model.” And what is the derivation of the word? I
asked Old Ho, a worker with forty or fifty years of work behind him. He frowned with loathing.
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“Who knows what asshole invented that word! Is it a foreign term?”
The committee were all busy with their "two izations and one exemplar.” The factory union had long been idle.
Now, like the pendulum of a clock long motionless, it began to move, unaware of what had set it going. Tick,
tock; it displayed a rare liveliness. None of the passersby could restrain themselves from peeking through the
windows of the union office. They wanted to see if anything was happening inside. “Two izations,” well, that was
simple enough. “Exemplar,” however, was troublesome. The committeemen had none of the talents or refinement
of an artist, and inventing this sort of thing wasn’t as easy as going to the personnel department, the payroll
department, the head office, or the rationalization committee to copy down data and statistics. But the chairman
was like a pregnant woman in her last month; the child had not been born, yet she had already visualized its voice
and smile. It was as though he had already witnessed the response to this composition as it was read at the general
meeting, and had earned the welcome and confidence of all the union members who had gone so far as to approve
unanimously the continuation in office of all the committeemen.
The chairman had summoned the committeemen to report their data on “two izations and one exemplar.”
Everyone wore a frown. Even the messenger knitted his brows with a gloomy air as he surveyed an old pile of
dirty teacups; how would he ever be able to get them washed? At this moment, the chairman exclaimed:
“If everyone is present, let’s pool our materials. What, where is Old Ho? Why is he absent again?”
The messenger quickly replied:
“I notified him. He said he’d come as soon as he disposed of the dead man.”
He wanted to be told to fetch Old Ho so that he could take off, legs flying, and leave the cups as they were.
“What dead man?”
“Old Wu of the riveting workshop, dead of old age. It was Old Ho who fixed up the coffin boards for him and
chose the gravesite. There is a large funeral procession going on now. Chairman, shall I go and get him?”
To remove the head of the funeral procession and one who was to preside over the obsequies would constitute
an offense to the deceased. But that was nothing to be feared, for he could not voice his complaint. It was not
warranted, however, to offend the masses; not to mention the upcoming election. The messenger had no choice
but to hang his head and wash the teacups.
“Comrades, the important thing is the exemplar!”
The chairman was not satisfied with the data submitted by the committeemen.
“I can manage to get the statistics if you do not provide them. But what my report lacks right now is
exemplars. Don’t tell me that our committee worked for an entire year and hasn’t yet managed one single
exemplar …”
The chairman worked himself up, talking with such emphasis that he tapped impatiently on the table, raising a
cloud of dust. Choking, the committeemen sneezed one after another.
Complete silence.
*
“They’ve got boards, and I had my eye on a certain set but, damn it, they just wouldn’t give them to me.”
It was fortunate that Old Ho said this during the procession, otherwise that “exemplar-crazed” chairman would
certainly have seized him and not let him go.
Staff in hand, Old Ho marched at the head of the funeral procession. Walking beside him were the widow of
the deceased, his son not yet come of age, and a few old men who had been workers for the last thirty or forty
years. Their bald heads, the slowness of their gait, and their solemn expressions were so impressive that the onlookers were spellbound.
In their wake followed sixteen pallbearers and some twenty others who were the grave-digging crew. In Old
Ho’s eyes they were still young fellows, but already their foreheads were deeply lined. Having had their fill of
life’s hardships, they were strong in character. Steady and purposeful, they moved along with a firm tread. Behind
them came a column of people. As long as Old Ho was in the lead and the man being buried was a kindly soul, no
special effort was required to organize the procession; people would voluntarily take off their hats and join the
column. There were no streamers, no floral wreaths, banners, or funeral music, only this silent procession of
mourners. For a simple and honest old worker, nothing could be more suitable than a funeral service like this.
Old Ho looked round and said in a whisper:
“I gave them a lecture at the lumber mill. I said, ‘Old Wu was a riveter all his life. Even the beams of your
workshop bear the mark of his labor. Did he not deserve a few good boards?’ But they would rather die than give
me anything. Even this cypress wood was hard to get out of them.”
When they arrived at the gravesite, the hole had already been dug. With shouts, they loosened the ropes and
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gently lowered the coffin. The first few spadefuls of earth were tossed in by the relatives of the deceased, Old Ho,
and old friends. Then the young men rushed up, swinging arms accustomed to operating machines and
brandishing hammers. In a trice a new mound was raised on the flat ground.
It was customary for Old Ho to conclude the funeral ceremony with a speech. His graveside addresses were
never prepared beforehand, yet his words were always moving. With no special effort, he could recall the conduct
and demeanor of the deceased as though they had known each other so well as to know even the lines on each
other’s palms.
When he reached the end of his address, Old Ho sighed with regret.
“Alas, another skilled man has died. What treasures the two hands of Old Wu were! When he took up the
riveting gun, he was more deft than a girl with an embroidery needle. The sections he riveted together could last
thousands of years without a flaw. But today we are surrounded by overbearing bratsl Yesterday they were in
short pants; today they have barely completed their apprenticeship and already they are thinking of standing on
someone else’s head to piss on him.”
Old Ho glanced at the young fellows standing by the grave. They did not seem to have the courage to meet his
gaze and turned their heads away.
“Learn from this old grandpa. He lived long and learned all his life. Children, what I have said cannot be
wrong.”
He escorted the widow and her son home. With his staff he poked here and there around the house, asking a
number of questions.
“How much rice and flour are left? Do you have coal and firewood? Does the roof leak? How much tuition do
you pay for the boy? How is he doing in school?”
The widow answered, sobbing, while the boy remained calm and added a few remarks to what his mother said.
After Old Ho had taken a last look around, he said:
“All right. Let the boy eventually be sent to the factory for apprenticeship so that he can carry on the skills of
his father. When you have done your weeping, let that be that. People always die when they get old. You and I
cannot avoid it either. Since you are alive, you must concern yourself with the affairs of life. Raise your boy to
become a man and the dead one will rest in peace.”
The widow had stopped crying but now started again, choking with sobs. As he went out the door, Old Ho
looked back over his shoulder and said:
“I see you haven’t enough coal to get through the winter. I'll have someone bring you coal tomorrow.”
Whenever he dispatched an old friend to the graveyard, his legs would become all the more unsteady so that
now, as he went over the railroad crossing, he was almost paralyzed with fatigue. He remembered that he was
expected at the union meeting, remembered the troublesome “two izations and one exemplar.”
“Well, I’ll be late for the meeting anyway. They can just be lenient toward an old man like me.”
He sat down by the side of the railroad tracks to rest his legs.
A toddler just learning to walk tottered toward the rails, his steps not much different from those of the old man
troubled with rheumatism. Although there was no train approaching, Old Ho forgot everything else and dashed
forward to snatch the child into his arms. The child struggled and cried out loudly, but Ho wouldn’t loosen his
hold. He yelled angrily:
“Damn it, whose child is this? If the train knocks it down and hurts it, you’ll surely go to the union to make a
scene!”
A woman heard the commotion and came over shouting:
“Who is beating my darling baby?”
“Me! It’s me!”
Exasperated, Ho dumped the child on the ground. The child began bawling. If it had been someone else, the
woman would have had a fit, but seeing that it was no one but Old Ho, she became all smiles.
“It’s been so much trouble for you, grandpa, minding the child for me. I thank you for that.”
“Humph!” He waved his staff. “Is this the way to be a mother? Letting the child run about everywhere! These
days, I don’t feel well at all. If I had the strength, I’d give you a good beating with this staff. Then you would
know how to take care of a child!”
The woman stuck out her tongue at him behind his back and went off with the child in her arms.
By the time Old Ho got to the union, the meeting had already broken up. The chairman was the only person
left; he had immersed himself in the composition of that masterpiece of his, his face flushed with exasperation.
Old Ho did not dare disturb him, and went over on tiptoe to sit down beside him. He was forever in awe of those
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who, pen in hand, would wrack their brains over the composition of a piece of writing. Even if it was only his
granddaughter doing lessons under the lamp, he would enjoy sitting quietly by her side, watching and sharing the
vexations and delights of creation. But this was too difficult a piece of writing for the chairman to manage.
He was wearing himself out, clutching at his hair, pinching his nose, chewing on his pen, and pounding his
brow as the blue veins protruded from his forehead. Finally, he threw the pen away and groaned:
“Whew! Exemplar, exemplar, without an exemplar, everything is lost!”
Old Ho sighed sympathetically. The chairman turned around. He was so surprised that his eyes seemed to
bulge out of his head.
“What’s the matter with you, Old Ho? Whenever the union holds a meeting, you can never participate without
getting involved in other matters. You either arrive late or leave early. If one fellow isn’t calling you away, another
one is. Are you a member of the union committee or everybody’s orderly?”
Timidly, Old Ho answered:
“Well, here I am, am I not?”
“Good! Now let’s hear your report: two izations, one exemplar. The important thing is the exemplar!”
With trembling hands, Old Ho fished out from his pocket a notebook as filthy as a dirty rag. He thumbed
through the pages, back and forth, searching in vain for the “two izations, one exemplar” which he had so
painfully prepared. His cheeks quivered with anxiety, but the greasy pages would not yield; they merely slipped
through his fingers.
“Where is it, Old Ho?”
The chairman looked at him askance.
“This … this … I …”
The chairman was becoming quite angry. It was as though all the committee members were purposely
humiliating him. Not one of them had brought him the proper material. Old Ho was the more absurd; he couldn’t
even manage one coherent sentence. With a severe look, the chairman asked:
“Old Ho, what would you like me to report to the members? Simply that you have put away so many dead
ones in one year?”
“What have I achieved? You have all witnessed my efforts. But if you want me to speak of them, my brain
simply won’t function. Ah, I asked someone to put it all down in this notebook, but, dammit, what with putting it
here and there I’ve gotten the whole thing confused.”
How was it that a man capable of directing such large funeral processions, who spoke and did things in such an
awe-inspiring manner, could become so timid, weak, and pitiable before a man even younger than his son? Old
Ho had not seen his courage slip away all at once. Though he was a union cadre at the basic level, the variable
winds blowing through the union these past few years had swept the old man into confusion.
At first he had been chairman of the union, and with his warm heart he treated people kindly. Those intimate
with him called him “our nice old fellow,” while those who wanted to tease him said he was “an old softy.”
Things would have been fine had the situation gone on smoothly in this way, but an unfortunate event took
place.
Manuscript in hand, Old Ho had mounted the platform and read haltingly, urging the workers who had once
been members of reactionary secret societies to register as quickly as possible.. The speech had been drafted by
the present chairman who was a staff member of the union at the time. Even the poorest Formula for Official
Writing or The Complete Letter Writer displayed more feeling and were more solidly written than this manuscript.
Old Ho’s literacy was, in fact, not of a high level. Having read through a long train of terms with multiaffixations, he became dizzy from the elaborate play of words. Before he could discern the meaning of the upcoming sentences the words would spill out, and he couldn’t retract them if he wanted to.
“Comrades! Well … let us all join together the reactionary secret religious societies …”
The audience burst into a roar of laughter. Old Ho stood before the buzzing crowd, at a loss for what to do. He
hurriedly added another sentence:
“Ah, ah, let us all join together the Yi-kuan-tao!”\fn{ A note reads: Yi-kuan-tao: A very reactionary and superstitious
religious secret society. It was banned in 1952 by the Communist regime .}
The uproar increased and did not die down for a long time. The young fellows laughed the loudest. Even
certain cadres seated on the platform continued to giggle with their hands over their mouths.
“What! Twice I have excluded the word ‘oppose!’ It won’t do for me to read from the manuscript!”
He was so upset that he was nearly in tears.
“It won’t do! You have to conduct a self-examination! This is a political error of principle, a question of one’s
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stand!”
Not long afterward, Old Ho was demoted to the rank of vice-chairman.
“It doesn’t matter if I am only the vice-chairman! After all, I am a Party member. Whatever work I do has been
assigned to me by the Party. How can I pick and choose?”
He worked in the same old way as before: an endless whirlwind of activity all day long. There were a few
naughty apprentices who nicknamed him Tien-ch’uan-shih,\fn{ A note reads: A preacher of rank in the Yi-kuan-tao.} but
this idle talk soon died down.
*
There had been prolonged light rains in the spring of that year. The living quarters of the workers were houses
built many years ago and which now were in a state of disrepair. They all leaked. Whenever it cleared up a bit,
wet bedding and quilts were hung out to dry. They resembled the motley colored flags of various countries, dazzling to the eye.
The Housing and Realty Department was repairing the residences of the factory director and department heads
according to plan. They didn’t care whether or not the workers could get a good sleep. The workers had to rise at
midnight and set out various pots and pans to hold the rainwater as it seeped through. As a result, their eyes
became red from lack of sleep and they were in poor spirits when they went to work.
“Where is Old Ho? Why hasn’t he shown up?”
“He can’t hide himself away. If he doesn’t handle this matter, who else will come forward?”
Old Ho had not hidden himself but was, in fact, having words with the director of the Housing and Realty
Department. Muddy all over, Old Ho sat there angrily waiting for the director to find a solution. The director
buried himself deep in an armchair, and said:
“Enough! You are a cadre of the union, do you know what a ‘plan’ is? A ‘plan’ is a law which even the factory
head cannot violate. How did you get on before the liberation if you cannot stand a little leaking? At that time,
you know, houses either collapsed or were swept away. It is better for everyone to make do as they can.”
“You are shameless enough to say this, and yet you are a Party member!”
Old Ho shuffled out, his feet making wet noises on the floor and leaving a muddy trail. He went everywhere,
trying whatever he could. At last he was compelled to stand barefooted with an umbrella at the factory director’s
gate in order to reason with him. This time he lost his temper entirely. He was shaking all over with anger.
“If other people were to let this problem drag on I would not be angry. But you are the factory director and you
should not deal with the matter in this way. Meetings, studies, considerations—the problem will not be solved in a
donkey’s years!”
The factory director stood in the hallway, shrinking from the slashing wind and rain.
“Old Ho,” he said, “better come inside and talk.”
“No, no, as long as you do not propose a solution I will neither come in nor leave. How many households in
the living quarters are drenched with rain just as I am?”
Neither persuasion nor harsh words could induce Old Ho to give in. The factory head had no choice but to
order the maintenance work suspended so that they might first block up the leaks in the living quarters. Only then
did Old Ho go away, satisfied.
Old Ho was criticized within the Party for dealing with the leadership improperly and his rheumatism returned
because of the drenching he had received. But seeing himself surrounded by so many smiling faces, he simply
ignored both the criticism and the painful leg. In any case, his leg improved and soon he was again bustling
around like a lantern whose painted pictures spin around as long as the light burns inside.
From a thousand miles away a wind swept in to oppose the union’s exclusive emphasis on economic matters.
With a sweep of the wind’s tail, the little mill (that is, the bean-curd milk mill) fell into disrepair: Old Ho became
truly apprehensive.
It had long been Old Ho’s cherished idea that with a few cents, one should be able to get a bowl of hot bean
milk before going to work so that the family would not have to get up early to prepare food. It happened that a
small mill in the neighborhood of the factory was closing down. Old Ho suggested that the mill be taken over with
compensation by the factory. The mill was accordingly appropriated and a certain amount of money was spent for
renovation. “Can this be called economism? Yet nobody opposed it at the beginning.” Old Ho could not see this
point and felt vexed. During the days when the small mill had just opened for business, everyone drank the steaming hot bean milk with gusto. The workers welcomed this. The cadres were pleased and the higher authorities also
approved. The union had to compose a summary of the event, as did the Youth League. The administration
thought it should follow suit. All the reports were composed in extravagant language, but none mentioned the
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name of Old Ho. It was Old Ho who had searched high and low for materials to repair the mill house, bought livestock, and hired stonesmiths to whet the grindstone. No one, however, knew who was responsible for these things.
Old Ho smiled casually; as long as everyone had bean milk to drink, he didn’t give a damn.
Nevertheless, the wind blew in.
“Whose economism?”
Someone tried to probe into the affair of the small mill. A man who had written a summary of this affair,
praising the mill to the skies, wiped the film of soybean milk from his lips and said:
“Old Ho of the labor union has to assume full responsibility. It’s all his doing. I saw there was something
wrong from the beginning. If he could operate a mill, why then not a flour mill and a vegetable garden?”
He felt elated at being able to assess problems at the lofty level of “Party policy!” The workers all looked at
him in alarm and were concerned that the mill might be shut down. But the mill was not actually closed, for not
only did the workers enjoy the hot bean milk, but these “prophets-after-the-event” had no dislike for it either. The
present chairman of the union, who was the member in charge of propaganda at the time, wrote a report of selfexamination on behalf of Old Ho and sent it up without Old Ho’s approval. Later, Old Ho was deposed from the
vice-chairmanship and assumed the post of member of labor insurance. Still, he was contented and said:
“It’s all right as long as the small mill does not close down. I am exactly suited to this kind of work; I’ll
manage to get the job done even it it kills me.”
His first project after assuming office was the construction of a rest home. Forgetting his misfortunes, Old Ho
rose early each morning and worked far into the night, looking for workmen, buying materials, and surveying the
land. In all, he was frantically busy. Searching everywhere for a site, he became covered with dirt and dust as
though he were foreman of the masons. Finally he discovered a site in the grove. The place was quite close to the
factory and had been intended for the construction of a Western-style house for the factory director of the old
society. Its foundations had even been laid. Now when people passed by, they would stop and ask:
“Old Softy, what is this all about?”
“To build a rest home; let everyone have a chance to enjoy himself!”
“Old Softy, you are truly kindhearted!”
People praised him and departed, leaving Old Ho’s heart filled with happiness. He felt that in accomplishing
this good deed for the people, he would hasten the coming of the era greatly anticipated by all. Gratified and
content, he energetically brandished his shovel. From a distance he looked like a stout young fellow.
The present chairman was vice-chairman at that time. He was a young man who had achieved his ambition
early, being so keen-witted that his every cell seemed to be dancing. At one meeting a ranking factory cadre said
that he thought it would be better to build the rest home in Sun Vale rather than in the grove. He said:
“I have been there once. The setting is beautiful, the air is clean, and there are mountains and streams.”
Our chairman was a man most capable of reading people’s minds from their expressions and discerning the
intentions of his superiors. He hurriedly told Old Ho to suspend construction and find a new site in Sun Vale.
Old Ho alone had led the workers in clearing thorns and briars from the site: no other cadres displayed any
interest. From this he sensed that something was wrong. Even so, he flatly rejected the Sun Vale proposal, saying:
“It won’t do. It is more than ten kilometers away on a barren mountainside. This is highly inconvenient.”
“Indeed, it’s difficult to implement the leadership’s intention!” the chairman told himself. He then said, “Every
summer, young people go there in groups to enjoy themselves; this would indicate that it is a pleasant spot.
Persimmons, dates, and pear trees abound on the mountain and there are meadows as well. What a thrill it would
be to swim in Sun Vale!”
“It won’t work! There are wolves hunting there.”
Old Ho continued to disagree.
“What! The proletariat are afraid of wolves? Ridiculous!”
The chairman had no intention of pursuing the argument with the stubborn old man any further.
“This is the decision of the organization. You must carry it out.”
When the rest home was completed, the cadres were the first to organize an outing for themselves. It was difficult to send in supplies as the trucks couldn't manage, and materials had to be carried up by mule. The vacationers
had thought to have a good time playing in the water at Sun Vale, but the villagers sent representatives to protest
that the water was for drinking and not to be spoiled. Worst of all were the howls of the wolves at night, which
prevented people from sleeping. They also had to guard themselves at all times against attack by wolf packs.
Three days had not passed before certain people expressed the view that they were fully rested and there was no
need for them to keep others from using the precious beds. They therefore applied for early release. There were
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others who were not afraid of wolves and remained. These were mostly cadres demobilized from the army. As
they had not satisfied their addiction to the gun for quite a while, they availed themselves of this opportunity to
display their skill at shooting.
After this, whoever returned from a rest holiday felt as though he had escaped from the jaws of a tiger. People
would gather around and jokingly offer their felicitations.
“Congratulations! Congratulations! You came back alive!”
When the wind swept in, that of opposition to the union practice of emphasizing production and neglecting the
welfare of the workers, people linked Old Ho with the affair of the rest home:
“Why was the rest home built in the heart of the mountains?”
“Are they sending us to a monastery to become monks?”
“Trying to feed us to the wolves?”
Old Ho had never thought that even the cadres would lay the blame on him.
“You are a member of labor insurance in the union; why didn’t you keep an eye on things.”
Old Ho was at a loss for how to deal with this barrage of complaints. He became so upset that he could hardly
utter a coherent sentence. He became an “exemplar” of those who implement good ideas with bad results.
Shortly thereafter, elections for the executive committee were held. Surprisingly, Old Ho was re-elected. For
the truth was soon out. People would not believe that Old Ho could have done so "immoral" a thing. He was
therefore given the title of committeeman but was denied any special duties. This depressed Old Ho for several
days.
“The more I do, the more I become disheartened!”
But he was rewarded with the heartfelt warmth of the people. They became more and more respectful, intimate, and confidential with him. In the minds of many workers, Old Ho was the union and that was that. When
anything happened, they approached him and he became “a minister without portfolio,” even busier than before.
He could never be found in the union during the day.
Having traversed this rugged road, he grew old. He became hump-backed and bent at the waist. His few
remaining hairs became as white as threads of silver. But his heart did not grow old; it remained as passionate and
fitful as ever. Without knowing why, he became silent, restrained, and even fearful whenever he encountered those
who frequently criticized him.
*
The chairman was still waiting for his reply and hadn’t the least intention of showing mercy. Old Ho pleaded
in a low voice:
“Tomorrow will not be too late. I am certain to discover the two izations and one exemplar, even if I must stay
awake tonight.”
The chairman thought for a moment and nodded. Like a prisoner who had heard his order of release, Old Ho
hurriedly grabbed his staff and made ready to go home.
His granddaughter had long been seated at the table, waiting for him to help her with her lessons. But before he
had crossed the threshold, the chairman stopped him.
“Comrade Old Ho, wait a moment. Let’s walk together; I have something to discuss with you.”
This was unprecedented. Old Ho watched the chairman’s movements with suspicion. He anticipated an
approaching storm.
“Comrade Old Ho, I had thought of talking with you tomorrow, but since you are a Party member and we have
been colleagues for so many years; and because I know your character, you prefer candor …”
“Then speak out!”
“As our situation progresses, the work of the union must also move forward. Comrade Ho, you are an old
union worker—”
Impatiently, Old Ho cut him short.
“Whatever it is, spit it out! You needn’t allude to this and that, posing me riddles to guess at.”
His words reminded one of the days when Old Ho had been the union chairman and the present chairman was
no more than a staff member.
Perhaps Old Ho’s tone exasperated the chairman, who continued in an icy tone:
“After discussing the slate of candidates we decided not to include you. This election is tomorrow night. What
do you say to this?”
“You are deposing me, aren’t you?”
From his expression, Old Ho could intuit what the chairman had not actually said:
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“You are old and useless; you should retire! Do not block the way of others. Do not turn a blind eye to the
changing times or you will come to an even more awkward end.”
It seemed to Old Ho that his two legs were not his own, they did not seem to obey his command. He struggled
home with great difficulty. Stiff and exhausted, he opened the door and fell across the threshold with a thud. His
little granddaughter cried out in terror:
“Grandpa, Grandpa!”
He had fainted.
The following day he was unable to present himself at the factory. As the siren wailed on and on he had felt a
tinge of remorse; this was the first time he had been absent from the factory since the liberation. Even when he
had rheumatism from being drenched in the rain, he had persisted in going to work. When he thought of the road
one had to traverse, he could not help feeling dispirited. He asked his wife for some liquor and sipped half the
cup, flushing with shame all the while. But at last he put down the glass.
“What? Thinking of dying? No, no!”
Staff in hand, he struggled to his feet and walked to the factory, leaning on his granddaughter.
“Grandpa, how long do you expect to live?”
“At least one hundred, child. The longer we live, the sweeter we feel.”
They entered the factory and walked into the auditorium. With his arm around his granddaughter, he sat down
in a corner near the side entrance and listened while the chairman eloquently fired off his brilliant ideas. Perhaps
the chairman spoke too fast; all that could be distinguished was “plar … plar …plar.” This was followed by the
reports of the treasurer and the auditor. A series of figures was read for the benefit of the microphone; not one
union member paid the least attention to whether the numbers were one thousand or ten thousand. Whoever was
up on the platform would be allowed to finish his speech; the audience was most polite and had never booed an
inferior speaker from the stage.
The sacred election began.
Once again, the chairman solicited views on the slate of candi- dates. Suddenly, a hush fell over the entire
assembly. This was a bad sign. The chairman thought to himself:
“When this slate was discussed at group meetings we did not offer sufficient persuasion and mobilization.
From this silence we can anticipate a difficult election.”
“Comrades, have you any more opinions?”
The atmosphere in the auditorium was so oppressive as to be almost suffocating.
“If there are no further opinions, this slate will be voted on by a show of hands!”
“Wait a minute!”
A very thin, old worker stood up.
“Why isn’t our nice old fellow on the slate this time?”
Old Ho, sitting in the back, gave a start. The chairman hastened to explain:
“In keeping with the new development of our work—”
Another hoarse voice cut him short.
“Speak to the point! Has Old Ho done anything wrong? Someone said that it was he who built that damnable
rest home, but that rotten idea wasn’t his. I swear he originally planned to build the thing in the woods.”
People on the platform began whispering into one another’s ears.
The little girl felt her grandfather trembling but ignored it as she became absorbed in the exciting scene before
her.
The chairman came to the front of the platform and cried out at the top of his voice. At this moment, the entire
assembly was like a stack of dry grass catching fire, sparks snapping and crackling everywhere.
“Comrades! Comrades! If any individual has an opinion, he may speak—”
Someone’s hand shot up, and the chairman gave him the floor.
“When the houses were leaking in the rain, who got the workmen to repair them? Who incessantly works for
others without a moment’s rest? Who extends a helping hand to people in need? Who? Is such a man not qualified
to be a union cadre?”
The chair squealed as he sat down in a fury.
Another man stood up:
“When Old Wu died, did you go to the burial? And you are the chairman!”
This bitter accusation greatly embarrassed the chairman.
An impromptu committee meeting was convened on the platform. The scene resembled a cauldron of boiling
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water, bubbling furiously. Someone opened a window and let in the cold breeze of early spring.
The little girl felt her grandpa become calm but as his hold on her had grown tighter, she could not turn round
to look at his face. The chairman came forward into the footlights and waved his hands as he called for silence.
He cried out:
“Comrades! We’ll now take a vote on the slate of candidates. Will every workshop please come and take the
ballots; they have already been printed. Whoever wants to vote for Comrade Ho Kuei-shan or another comrade,
please cross out any name on the ballot.”
The assembly hall fell into chaos. The red boxes were carried into the middle of the auditorium. A loudspeaker
was explaining how to write the three characters of Old Ho’s name, but was drowned in the uproar. Never had
there been such excitement; no one was willing to leave in anticipation of the election results.
For a while, the choosing of ballot counters and election judges caused another commotion. With some
embarrassment, the chosen ones went to the ballot boxes and began working.
Three thousand four hundred and twenty-three votes! An adding machine was brought in from the accounting
department. It made a clattering noise as it was cranked. A record played over the amplifier. It squawked and
whooped in such a way that no one could distinguish the song.
The little granddaughter had lost interest. People swarmed back and forth and she fell asleep in her grandfather’s lap. As they were in a dark corner near a side entrance, no one took notice of them.
It was a truly frantic situation. Five abacuses were brought in to help with the accounting. The beads on the
abacuses leapt up and down and the tally for Ho Kuei-shan rose steadily: 2,900, 3,100, 3,300, 3,405. When the
tally was rechecked, the total on the adding machine agreed with that of the abacuses. Without benefit of the
amplifier, the news spread into every corner of the auditorium in a flash.
The chairman announced the results of the election:
“Comrade Ho Kuei-shan is first with three thousand four hundred and five votes. Running second is …”
Before he was able to finish, his words were drowned in thunderous applause.
“Silence! Silence!”
No one would listen to him. The claps rang out rhythmically. There was no knowing whether Old Ho, sitting at
the back, was pleased or displeased. He was in a slumped position, his head lolling weakly forward.
“Where is our nice old fellow? Have him come forward and speak …”
“Be quiet, please!” The chairman tapped at the microphone and said:
“Quiet, be quiet, comrades! Our meeting today was quite a success! Please be quiet, this is indeed an exemplar
of fostering democracy …”
“Where is Old Ho, our nice old fellow! Has he come?”
People were looking everywhere for him. The little granddaughter woke up in alarm. She nudged at her grandpa with her back but he did not stir; he seemed to be sound asleep.
“Grandpa! Grandpa!”
She struggled free from the rigid arms, turned around and saw his glazed eyes. Saliva ran from his stiffened
lips. She screamed in fright.
Old Ho was dead!
He had died quietly amid the shouts of the people.
The entire assembly was silent. There was such a hush that even the fluttering of window curtains could be
heard. The chilly breeze brought with it a feeling of springtime, and everyone breathed deeply. They remembered
hard-working Ho and were carried away with emotion. They wept; however they tried to restrain themselves,
those who thought of him and were grateful to him could not help sobbing. Even those who felt they had wronged
him were upset.
According to union relations, an election must be participated in by more than two-thirds of the union
membership. This election was therefore valid and the new executive committee would soon assume office.
76.116 Love That Burns On A Summer’s Night\fn{by Malqinhu (1930- )} Inner Mongolian Autonomoujs
Region?, China (M) 26
It was on the evening of October first, 1960, just as the great festival was being celebrated with vegetable
breadbuns and local potato spirit, that snow fell in the Great Green Hills, the heavy snow that northerners call
goose feathers.
Snow brought winter to these hills as rain is said to bring autumn, and when the heavy snow closed tight on the
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boundless hills without melting, winter was there before its time.
Heaven surely had set its heart against the Chinese, who were suffering from a nationwide famine, to have sent
so harsh a winter so early and so suddenly at just that festival, when eight hundred million of us, from Chairman
Mao down to the common man, were too generally debilitated to recoup our flagging ability to resist the cold.
Boundless the joy of fighting Heaven, but where was Heaven to be found to have it out, though the desire were
there? In the event the hill folk, who are impressed by facts, sealed their windows, shut their doors and began to
“cat the winter” earlier than usual.
“Cat” from hiding. To cat the winter was a vital preventive measure for the people of the Great Green Hills,
during which they hid themselves away from the elements. Outdoor work ceased, necessary fuel and food were
laid in, and families sat around their braziers twisting rope, spinning wool and chattering repetitively about
strange doings past and present, oblivious of wind-pounded door and snow-pattered window, killing time
patiently enough until the spring should arrive with its enchantment.
The Great Green Hills, or the Shadow Hills as they were also called, sat squarely in the north and were great in
renown, for many an earth-shaking historical tragedy and comedy had been acted out down the centuries in the
wide-flung lands north of their peaks and south of their ridges, and many an artist had depicted their peculiar
grandeur in vigorous, powerful strokes, while verse and ballad had made no small mention of their fame as
dynasty succeeded dynasty through Tang, Song, Yuan, Ming and Qing; yet the Shadow Hills had become bleak,
with a bleakness that conveyed a nameless misery.
A spur of the hills jutted out into the southern edge of the Ulanqab Grassland immediately to the north, an
impressive peak, lone and lofty and called Eagle’s Beak Bluff. Precipitously steep in its contours and swathed in
dense woodland, it had been from earliest times the dragon’s and the tiger’s lair, but we will pass over its ancient
history and come to the time of the Anti-Japanese War, when it was here that the combined Mongolian and Han
guerrillas in their armed struggle against the invader launched their attacks and returned to cover, flitting like
shadows from victory to victory.
There was a village of a few score families on the bluff in those days, a tiny place, which the Japanese bloodied three times in their quite reckless assaults on the bluff, staining its green rocks red with the people’s blood,
Mongolian and Han. After Liberation the People’s Government built a martyrs’ memorial on the bluff, whose
name was changed to Martyrs’ Peak, and this was visited every Qingming by the local Mongolians and Hans in
their hundreds and thousands, for the three families lucky enough to have survived from the original village had
taken on the duties of guides and would recount for the visitors the history of the spot, a small hill settlement of
three families called Martyrs’ Village.
Martyrs’ Village on Martyrs’ Peak was far removed from the tidings of town, for the only breath that reached it
was the vigorous wind of hill and field, be- sides which its three families, kin that they were of glori- ous martyrs,
would have been at no risk even had some meddler pointed a finger in their direction. So, like the tower-ing peak
itself, they were above the weather of the world and without the sketchiest notion of any such develop-ment as
collectivization with its peaks, troughs and curves, the setting up of communes, the Great Leap Forward, the ironsmelting campaign and the Anti-Rightist Movement, so much so in fact that in two years of continuous
nationwide famine the taste of hunger had never reached them. The glory of the martyrs glorified their families
indeed!
The three families lived not far apart. At the east end of the village lived a Mongolian ex-guerrilla in his fifties
called Baldan with only one daughter. Baldan kept livestock, having never learnt to tend crops despite the many
years he had lived beside his Han brothers. While his little daughter Naranhuar had known only a life of
gambolling with the herds over hill and plain she had been incapable of helping him, and almost all of their
housework had been attended to by their neighbor, Aunt Yulan. Naranhuar had that year begun to learn to cook
and keep house and was now a fair help to her father, though Aunt Yulan still came over frequently to see how
they were getting on and was as devoted to young Naranhuar as her own mother would have been.
Aunt Yulan’s family lived in the middle of the village. The head of the household was called Guo Baolin.
Originally from Shanxi, he was a Han of some forty years and had been here in the hills opening up and tilling the
land since childhood. Then the largest family in the village, with three generations under one roof, over ten of
them altogether, the majority had given their lives in the bloodbath of the Japanese invasion, and now only Guo
Baolin, his help-meet Yulan and their daughter-in-law Xiuxiu were left in the hills. His son Guo Oahai had gone
to town soon after Liberation to learn cookery and been sent to Moscow three years before, because of his
martyr’s background, to be a chef in the Chinese embassy. It was a four-year tour of duty, and he would not see
his family until next year at the earliest. Xiuxiu, the daughter-in-law, who had been to senior primary school and
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was the village’s greatest intellectual, was not happy with a lonely existence perched up in the hills but had
always kept the thought to herself, it being her idea to bide her time until the return from the Soviet Union of her
husband, who would anyway hardly open a hilltop restaurant. There was no rush, and this preserved the even
tenour of relations between Xiuxiu and her parents-in-law the Guos. At the west end of the village lived a
Mongolian, whose infant name, Temur Dolod Wangchuk, bespoke the erstwhile preponderance of Mongolian
villagers, for who but such could have called him by such a long name? It was now only at Spring Festivals when
he went to pay his respects to Uncle Baldan at the east end of the village that the full name was used, solemnly
and by the latter. Generally it was shortened to Wangchuk, which became, in accordance with Han custom, Old,
Big or Young Wang.
Wangchuk, born in a horse year,\fn{According to the signs of the zodiac.} was now just thirty, an age at which in this
out-of-the-way hill village one was relegated to a lifetime’s bachelorhood if one had not by then got a wife. His
neighbors were inevitably concerned for him, but this matter, popularly spoken of as one of lifelong import,
occupied not the slightest position in Wangchuk’s mind.
Neither a tiller of land nor a tender of cattle, Wangchuk had since boyhood hunted the recesses of the wooded
hills, and a fine hunter he was. Why should he marry, he would ask? Would a wife go with him to pluck the wolf
from its lair? Bachelorhood did not affect him; to clothing and shelter he gave no thought; but three meals a day
were tiresome to get without a woman about the house, especially for a strapping big eater like himself, and he
sometimes felt that for the sake of those three meals if for no other reason a domestic angel should be taken on.
The world’s most frightening events are linked to eating, and three thoughts of woman a day, one with every
meal, suffice to discompose a man. Cooking now actually made Wangchuk think of a woman, but where was that
woman to be found? The three households of Martyrs’ Village, the farming, the herding and the hunting, two
Mongolian and one Han, three men and three women, between them ate the corn one planted, used the beasts one
raised and spent the money one made from the hunt without any of them having read Organize! or works of its
ilk; life it was that had taught them naturally to form this farming-herding-hunting production combine, which in
the fashionable set phrase of the day “brandished its powerful vitality and incomparable superiority” in the years
of famine, no hint of which diminished the smoke of their ranges, the tang of their meat or the surge of their
laughter. New Year followed National Day and led on to Spring Festival so smoothly that in the twinkling of an
eye the spring equinox of 1961 was upon them.
The covering of snow that had built up on the Great Green Hills had not yet melted but had lost its winter
hardness. It was moistening and softening and seemed to have acquired a certain elasticity. The girl-child Spring
was squinning in the Earth Mother’s womb.
Guo Baolin took his daughter-in-law Xiuxiu to start turning up the manure to spread on the ground when it was
manageable. Baldan volunteered his help, and Aunt Yulan took in Naranhuar, waxing so merry whenever she was
alone with her that her face shone with the ruddiness of youth. She never used the girl’s name, calling her “my
child” in the tenderest and most intimate tones. Often she would press her own burning face to Naranhuar’s little
oval one and stroke her hair as she shed a few silent tears, the reason for which little Naranhuar never ven-tured to
ask and Aunt Yulan never mentioned, but her feelings for her were special, almost a maternal love. Aunt Yulan
went deftly to work, and whatever she made, flatbread, flitters or oatcakes, there was a great potful.
Wangchuk the hunter could not afford to help Guo Baolin, for this was his busy season, when the hibernating
beasts had burned up almost the last drop of fat in their bellies and were emerging after months in their dens to
forage. This was the time to take them, and Wangchuk, who could not let it pass, was on the go from morning
until night. Yet whether he helped or not and no matter how late he returned, Guo Baolin, Yulan and Xiuxiu, as
well as Baldan and Naranhuar, would wait supper until he came, in the simple village way that was ingrained into
them. Glory and riches were not for them, and they were content if they had but poor tea and plain food, because
at that very moment famine was creeping ruthlessly across the broad land of China, causing so many to bloat,
sicken and breathe their last.
The famine of 1961 was as grave as ever!
*
Spring melted the snows and seemed to lard the earth with moisture till the depth of its black and the breath of
its damp brought a ray of hope to those tormented by famine. In the north they brought forward the ploughing,
where in previous years they had not sown till after Qingming.
It was an unwritten rule in Martyrs’ Village that everyone, all six of them without exception, should turn out
for the first day of the spring ploughing and sowing to haul the plough, dibble the seed and turn the earth side by
side in a brown whirl of flying dust. When the bustle of that was over it was time for Wangchuk to take a trip out
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of the hills, for he had to get the winter’s take of furs to the city purchaser before the warm weather came on and
they lost value by deterioration, something which could no more be deferred than seasonal planting. He had been
to extraordinary trouble for days to sort and bale the skins, until he smelt so ripely of gore all over that little
Naranhuar refused to sit by him at supper because he “just reeked of foxes.”
“Didn’t you know I was really a fox-fairy?” he said, pulling a devilish face to scare her.
“They only change into women,” she said, quite unperturbed, “not great bearded lumps of men like you!”
This drew laughter from all. Wangchuk, having his furs to transport to town first thing in the morning, went
home instead of staying to chat after supper and, thinking to spare the townsfolk his rank person, heated a pan of
water, washed his face, soaked his feet and had a rub-down, then looked out some clean clothes and set them
ready on the kang to wear next morning. He slipped under the bedclothes without a stitch on and, comforted by
the warmth of his newly scrubbed body, fell asleep as soon as his head met the pillow.
He did not know how long he had been asleep before he heard, very dimly, a woman’s voice.
“Does Brother Wang live here?”
He woke, wondering for a moment if he had been dreaming.
“Is Brother Wang there?”
It was no dream but an actual woman shouting outside the door. He crawled naked out of bed and searched for
his clothes.
“Is Brother Wang there?” shouted the woman outside ever more urgently, though pleasantly and with an overtone of entreaty.
He had never heard her voice before in this small hill village, and no one ever called him “Brother Wang.”
Distracted by the utter novelty of it from his search for his clothes, he approached the window ledge naked and
looked out, then suddenly withdrew with a cry as if someone had shoved him. He simply could not believe what
he saw. Rubbing his eyes, he craned forward to look out again, and indeed outside the window there stood a
young, attractive woman!
“Talk about seeing ghosts! Where did she spring from?”
He recalled the mention of fox-fairies the previous evening.
“Who are you?”he asked.
“I’ve come to see you, Brother Wang!”
There it was again, Brother Wang!
“To see me?”
“Yes.”
“I don’t know you!”
“You will now that I’ve come to see you.”
“What do you want with me?”
There was a pause.
“Let me in, Brother Wang,” she said, “and I’ll tell you.”
Quickly suppressing a further thought of fox-fairies, Wangchuk cursed himself: what sort of a hunter is it
who;s more frightened of a woman than of a wicked wolf or a raging tiger?
“Wait on!” he called back and hurriedly got into the clothes he had looked out the previous evening while he
tidied the place up a bit, then went to the door. As he opened it, dawn with a blaze of red streamed in from the
eastern sky, making it hard not to blink. Mantled in the glow of dawn, the unknown woman stepped lightly
indoors, and at last Wangchuk could see clearly what she tooked like. She was tall and round of face with large,
flashing eyes beneath long, slender willow-leaf eyebrows, though the round face was unfortunately sallow, and
black shadows ringed the large eyes. A strained-looking smile was fixed in the corners of her thin, bloodless lips.
After all, it is unnerving for a woman to barge into a strange man’s house first thing in the morning. Her head
hung so very low that her chin almost brushed the fullness of her bosom. Wangchuk received a self-contradictory
impression of pert charm and sallow wanness. Had the great eyes not been circled with black, had the thin lips
been full of blood and the fixed smile in the corners of the mouth been the expression. of inner joy, she would
have been a rare beauty; but it was not so.
He could see from the broken rubber shoes she wore and the slush that begrimed her rolled-up trouser bottoms that she had come quite some way.
“Where you from?”
“Over the pass.”
“Over the pass?”
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“Over the pass.” She nodded.
“It’s a long way.”
She nodded again.
“Where you bound?”
She hesitated and did not reply.
“Who’re you looking for here?”
Obviously this was a harder question, for she neither nodded nor shook her head and made no sound.
“What brings you way up into our hills here?”
She finally spoke.
“Last night we ran into some wild animals down below. We dashed about blindly this way and that till we were
lost. We walked all night, and it wasn’t till it was light that we realized we’d climbed up into the hills and saw
these houses here.”
“You and who else?” he asked, noting that she had said ‘we.’
“My little girl’s with me. She’s eight.”
“Where?”
“We went to the house at the east end of the village first of all, and the Mongolian uncle took my daughter in
and told me to come here to you.”
“To come here to me?”
“Mmm!”
“What for?”
She merely moved closer, shuffling her feet, and came out with it.
“To marry you!” she said.
Wangchuk goggled at the words, which had not been lightly spoken, and stepped back three paces together.
They stood there foolishly a while, neither of them able to think of anything to follow that. All at once her knees
bent, and she was kneeling.
“Brother Wang, save a mother and her daughter!” She began kowtowing to him.
He was caught off guard by these unexpected words and actions, paralysed by them. He who had laid hands on
every wild thing but never touched a woman didn’t know whether to kick her out of doors or rush to raise her up.
Raise her up he couldn’t, and kicking her out he couldn’t see the sense in either. Swayed by who knows what
nerve, he ended up on his knees too, kowtowing back to her, matching her exactly for frequency of prostration
and tenseness of manner, differing only in not crying his eyes out, though it was touch and go whether he might
not surpass her abandon there too if the scene were at all protracted. Happily it was at this point that she stopped
and remained kneeling.
“Well, will you take me?”
“Mmmm,” grunted Wangchuk vaguely as he knelt facing her.
“It’ll be the salvation of my daughter and me if you mean it!” she said wiping her tears, then got up and gently
raised him to his feet.
Wangchuk, more confused than ever before, could not think what he had committed himself to, and the
unfamiliar scent of a woman’s body that emanated from her and assaulted his nostrils as she helped him to his feet
compounded the giddiness in his brain. Just then Baldan called from outside:
“Wangchuk, don’t you be going down the hill today!”
The countryman’s call is the townsman’s knock, and the words might just as well have been said after entry
than before. At their sound Wangchuk and the woman retreated two paces as if by accord, ceding a buffer zone as
some notional line of demarcation and hence proof absolute that no transgression had taken place. Uncle Baldan
then strode slowly in.
“Where’s the child, uncle?”
“Too tired to wake yet. She can sleep on at my place.”
“Oh no, it’s too kind of you.”
“Bah!” said Baldan with a wave of his hand. “There you go, talking like a perfect stranger again. We’re all
going to be one family, so stop standing on ceremony.” He went up to Wangchuk and switched to Mongolian.
“How'’ your talk go?”
“It didn’t,” muttered Wangchuk uncomfortably in the same language.
Baldan tried to wheedle out their secret by turning to the woman and questioning her in Chinese.
“So you’ve sorted it out, then, Caixia?”
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She smiled her first smile, showing regular, pearly teeth between her thin, bloodless lips.
“He’ll have me,” she answered.
“Ha! Ha!” laughed Baldan happily, extending a great claw of a hand and clasping Wangchuk’s shoulder. “You
lucky lad, you!”
“Still,” added the woman addressed as Caixia hastily, “I haven’t had time to tell him all the details yet.”
“Well,” said Baldan, “you’ve spoken your mind about all that to me. Trust your Uncle Baldan and go back and
see to the girl while I go through it with him.”
“Very well, then. I’ll be at your house.” With these words she minced out.
“Uncle,” asked Wangchuk urgently when the unfamiliar female scent had wafted out after her, “what’s this all
about? I can’t make head nor tail of it.”
Baldan sat firmly on the edge of the kang and unhurriedly lit his pipe before speaking.
“You’re a damn fool!” he then said. “A woman who doesn’t know you comes to you in the early hours, which
takes some doing, and you expect everything cut and dried at first sight. Anyway, you’ve said yes, so go easy!”
“Yes to what?” gabbled Wangchuk.
“Don’t play the fool with me: I’m your uncle,” said Baldan, poking his head with the bowl of his pipe. “She
wants someone to look after her. Marriage!”
“Marriage? Who knows where the fox fairy’s turned up from?”
At this Baldan drew pensively on his pipe, reflecting that he had perhaps not made matters clear to a couple
overcautious at their first meeting. He began plainly from the beginning.
“I got up at dawn this morning to feed the horses, and I could just make out someone coming towards me, a
woman with a little girl. She comes up to me, bows and says they ran into wild animals yesterday evening,
climbed up into the hills all, night and just got here, and would I let them go inside and get warm. Indoors the girl
fell asleep as soon as she was on the kang. It was pitiful the way they were tired and exhausted.
“They come from over the pass. The place they lived in never pulled itself back together after the Great Leap
Forward sent it sprawling, with famine every year and people starving. Her husband was sick and hungry and died
last year, leaving her helpless with. the girl. She has a cousin who’s a shepherd on the northern grassland, and she
took the child to try and find him. They got a thousand kilometres and more begging for their food. She thought of
hanging herself a few times along the way. It’s only fondness for the little girl, who’s just turned eight, that’s kept
her going till now. She knows she’s not got the strength left to make it to the grassland, so she asked me to find
her somebody in the village to take care of them, nobody fancy or rich, just someone to keep them alive. If you
don’t help a woman when she’s got to that stage, you might as well push her into the charnel house. We can’t
stand by and watch people die! And there’s no need to goggle at me like that as if I was born yesterday, because I
wasn’t. They’ve a letter from the Communist Youth League stamped by their commune committee, so you can’t
say you don’t know where they’re from. Her name’s Caixia, and she’s twenty-six, just the right age, so you take
her!”
Uncle Baldan’s words had cleared up the woman’s background for Wangchuk, and they went straight to his
heart, both as to her safety and his own good. Why haggle when such a lovely young angel was so easily come
by? Yet the morning’s events had been like something on the stage in town that you didn’t dare believe but
couldn’t help it. He was stumped for a decision.
Uncle Baldan, seeing him casting sulkily about the room, knocked his pipe against the edge of the kang.
“Look, you can call what I say a load of shit, but surely you can smell it? At least say something. And you a
hunter!”
Wangchuk stopped in his tracks and came out with what was on his mind.
“There’s truth in everything you say, uncle. It’s a great and noble thing for a woman to bring her daughter here
over the pass. We’ve only just met her, and we can’t argue the rights and wrongs of it, but tell me, wouldn’t a man
really be better off staying a bachelor all his life than marrying someone first thing one morning that he’d never
seen hair nor hide of the night before, considering what might well go wrong in time to come?”
“I can’t say you’re wrong,” said Uncle Baldan with a serious look. “I’ve given it some thought myself, but
what we can’t in all decency do is drive Caixia and her daughter out of the village, because you know what would
happen. The woman’s on your hands, take her or not!”
“For one thing, I don’t know her, and for another—”
“Don’t talk nonsense,” interrupted Uncle Baldan. “Take her today or find her hanged from your door frame
tomorrow morning and know you might as well have driven her to it!”
“Will I be the one to blame?”
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“Yes, you will!”
“No, I won’t!”
“Yes, you will!” yelled Uncle Baldan as he jumped off the kang. “Get your ideas straightened out, you young
fool, won’t you? Is she after you because she reckons you’re a millionaire or because she reckons you look a cut
above the crowd? Shit! You’re a sun-burned hulk of a pauper, and all this pretty young thing’s asking of you is a
mouthful of rice to keep body and soul together in the middle of a famine, handing herself over to you lock, stock
and barrel without asking for a penny. If you haven’t got the damned sense to appreciate that, if you throw her out,
well, you’re not the man I took you for!”
“Nobody’s throwing her out, don’t worry,” he spoke more gently.
The woman called Caixia had actually appealed to him extraordinarily strongly for the fleeting time she had
been near him, and he was trying his best to dissimulate the fantastic yearning that even now burgeoned within
him, but Uncle Baldan had seen into that recess of his heart.
“Off with you!” he cried, whacking him on the bottom. “Talk it over with Guo and Yulan. She’s waiting on
your word still!”
*
A plenary session of both chambers of the Martyrs’ Village parliament opined unanimously after exhaustive
discussion and meticulous analysis that whereas there existed numerous precedents of women fleeing for their
lives from the central plains and the south to the expanses of the northern frontier to settle and marry in times of
famine, permission was granted in re the woman Caixia and her daughter for residence to be taken up in the home
of the hunter Wangchuk. The substance of the omission, given the sensibilities and reserve so prominent in hill
folk, may be left to nature unprobed by idle tongues. Let the protagonists, Wangchuk and Caixia, take care of
design and implementation.
Merry laughter rose from Martyrs’ Village just short of noon. With Baldan and Guo Baolin at the head, followed by Caixia attended by Yulan and Xiuxiu, with Naranhuar leading Caixia’s daughter little Taotao by the
hand beside them and Wangchuk bringing up the rear, a procession quite splendid for a village that size pursued
its course to Wangchuk’s house, wreathed in smiles every one for its new occupants, with the strange exception of
Wangchuk, who followed in the wake with his head drooping joylessly.
There were in fact two reasons for this. Firstly, Caixia, when he had gone to fetch her from Baldan’s, had told
her daughter Taotao to call him “uncle,” but the child had eyed him like a stranger and not only refused but buried
her head in her mother’s bosom wailing, “Mummy, what about daddy?” Caixia had thrust her away roughly,
appealing direly to higher authority in tone and looks with the words, “Do as I say or the wolves’ll eat you!”
The scene between mother and daughter had disconcerted Wangchuk. Caixia had offended against the
Mongolian taboo on the use of the word “wolf” indoors, which he could forgive as scarcely avoidable in a newcomer unused to their ways, but why had she displayed such savagery when the girl had mentioned her father? He
was not going to put up with the sort of strong behavior towards himself. Hunters were free.
Secondly, what had little Taotao meant by “Mummy, what about daddy?” Hadn’t Caixia said her man had died
back home over the pass? How come Taotao had come out with that “what about?” The phrase, which no one else
had noticed, kept on drumming in his mind! These thoughts made him feel as if he was simply making for some
elusive point in the distance instead of his own home …
At last the whole village had escorted Caixia boisterously to Wangchuk’s house and helped confusedly to tidy
up the “new home”—Aunt Yulan and Xiuxiu had brought him various cooking utensils, as he would not need to
mess in with them any more—and before long the friends and neighbors had departed, leaving Wangchuk alone
with just Caixia and her daughter. Taotao, who had eaten at Grandpa Baldan’s and was not feeling hungry but was
as exhausted as ever, was soon asleep on the kang, and when Wangchuk went to cover her with a fur-lined jacket
he thought he could hear her again wailing, “What about daddy?”
What exactly was going on? Had Caixia perchance quarrelled with her husband and run off in a fit of an- ger,
in which case he was not dead but at home waiting for her? Surely not. No one fled five hundred kilometres from
a private quarrel, especially with a child in tow. No doubt Caixia was telling the truth, and Taotao's "What about
daddy?" had been a child's inept expression of missing her erstwhile father in a strange place. Yes, no doubt that
was it.
Knowing that Caixia had not eaten, Wangchuk went outside for some kindling to start cooking.
“Let me!” she said unexpectedly, following him out and taking it from him. The nearness of their bodies
brought back to him that peculiar female aroma, and he could not but look at her, as her face, perhaps from the
new-found security of belonging, had now cast off the expression of diffident distraction it had worn earlier that
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morning in favour of a calm and a concomitant increase of delicacy that drew the eye unwittingly back to her to
linger more on her face. She was alert enough to sense his eyes bearing down on her face and hurried, embarrassed, indoors with the wood.
Wangchuk followed her in and pointed out to her the several bins of rice, flour, meat and oil and the vegetable
storage cellar outside the window.
“You must be tired and hungry with walking all night,” he said to her then. “Hurry up with the meal and get to
sleep. I have to go down out of the hills to sell my skins in a couple of days, so I’ll be busy for a while with all the
work I have in hand.”
By “in hand” he meant in the large room next door where he kept his furs. You could if you’d wanted have
built a ten-room house in this sparsely peopled land, and it was by hill folk’s privilege that Wangchuk alone
occupied three rooms—two large storerooms, one for furs and one for grain, and a smaller one where he actually
lived. People in the chilly hills, particularly bachelors like himself, preferred a smaller living space that burned
little in the way of daily fuel and was heated all the better by its single kang.
He went alone into the large, cold fur store, where nothing in fact remained for him to do, as everything that
needed to be packed and bundled was set and ready; it was an excuse to find somewhere quiet to clear his head.
Caixia’s sudden advent was like a dream of the colored sunset that her name meant, but it was not a dream, it was
reality, and Wangchuk the hunter with his limited experience of life had no idea how to deal with such an onset of
reality. He knew that Uncle Baldan and his neighbors had given him Caixia with the best of intentions, but what
did it amount to? They had the consciences of the farming folk they were. Caixia was here as a refugee, not for
love of Wangchuk, and if they had not run into the terrible wild animals down there the night before they would
never have charged up into the hills, and Wangchuk and Caixia would never have met, never have known each
other and never have been brought together. The whole thing was so coincidental that it smacked more of dream
than reality. Dreams are sweet, dreams are fair, and dreams are unreliable. He would open his eyes and it would
all disappear. Oh, might Caixia disappear so in the twinkling of an eye? All at once he felt a weight on his chest.
“No, Caixia wouldn’t disappear straightaway,” he told himself consolingly. At the very least the combination
of cold, hunger and exhaustion would prevent her for the time being from leaving here, from leaving him. So how
should things go between them, quickly or slowly? Hunters are not passionate men. It would not do, he felt, to
rush things too much. Then it occurred to him to go down to sell his skins tomorrow and give the whole house
over to her for the duration, to go or stay as she wished, as an opportunity for mutual understanding and assessment!
“What,” he asked himself, “about tonight?”
It was a pertinent question.
He shut his eyes. He could not answer his own question. Caixia’s bewitching face floated before his eyes, eyes
he did not want to open, hoping it would linger there for a while longer.
That evening, according to established precedent, the whole village gathered at Guo Baolin’s for a meal, meant
both to welcome Caixia and her daughter and to celebrate her union with Wangchuk, which latter function, being
scarcely ripe for public display, would, however, have to await further clarification before being properly
addressed. Dispositions for this exceptional dinner were in the personal care of Aunt Yulan, who in her shrewd
and resourceful way had planned something more sumptuous than an ordinary dinner without the least suggestion
of a wedding feast, an atmosphere at table as warm and intimate as could be without excessive jollity. The
achievement of perfection within these limits was an art.
Just as everything was proceeding as prearranged, Uncle Baldan, who had in the excess of his exhilaration
taken a few cups too many, lost control of his emotions and began to introduce a matrimonial ambiance by
gestures, dance steps and raucous singing, which moreover increased in violence as the performance progressed.
Aunt Yulan went and whispered something in his ear that actually reduced the half-drunken Baldan to docile
obedience and immediate, if relative, restraint. This cured, the meal drew happily, under Aunt Yulan’s expert
direction, to a close.
As if by agreement, the neighbors came out to see off Caixia, turning back after just the right distance to leave
a fair way still for her to walk in Wangchuk’s company.
Was it the fifteenth or the sixteenth of the lunar month? The full moon shone as bright as day, enveloping the
peaks, woods and dales far and near in luminous haze. The empty quiet all around was broken only by their
swishing footfalls, affecting Wangchuk, who had never listened to his own before, with a curious feeling of
contentment. Never in his whole life had he taken a young woman home at dead of night. He slowed in order to
let Caixia, who had the child with her, walk abreast of him. Neither spoke, or to be precise, neither could think of
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the words to satisfy the desire for speech. Still, as they walked side by side in silence, silently letting the night
breeze kiss them, there was something distinctive in their mood.
Caixia’s daughter Taotao, who should have been restored to herself after a day’s sleep and three square meals,
was as dispirited as ever, refusing consistently to talk to anyone, indeed regarding them all, apparently, with wariness or hostility. Now she stopped every few paces, gazing always diffidently at something near by and obeying
unwillingly when Caixia tugged hard at her cuff in the darkness and intimated with a glare that she should go on.
When they reached the house door and were about to enter, little Taotao turned about and continued to gaze stupidly at some spot veiled by the night, and Caixia had to pull her round before she would accompany them inside.
Wangchuk lit an oil lamp and stretched out a hand to feel the tang.
“Hot as can be!” he said. “We don’t lack for fuel here in the hills, and there’s plenty of kindling if you want a
bigger fire. It’s been a busy day. Why don’t you turn in early?”
He moved his bedding from the tang as he spoke.
“Brother Wang, what are you—” she began, rushing to him and clasping his arm in both hands.
“I’ve made up a bed in the storeroom,” he replied. “I’ll sleep there.”
“It’ll be cold. Sleep here!” her voice softened to a wretched plea.
“I’m a hunter brought up in the hills,” said Wangchuk, raising his bushy eyebrow with a fatuous smile. “I
could sleep in snow and ice. I’m used to it. And anyway, there are plenty of skins in the storeroom, wolf and fox
and roedeer, so the chill won’t get to me, will it?”
He took up his bedding and made straight for the door with powerfully accelerated strides, as though he had a
presentiment that if he did not force himself through it by dint of their power and acceleration, he would very
likely then be incapable of leaving the warm, little room.
Caixia stood there stiflly, gazing after him in the dim lamplight, and suddenly wanted to weep her heart out,
not to vent any agony but because everyone she had met all day in this strange hill village on the northern frontier
had reacted to her with a simple fervor that was deeply moving. On the road as a refugee she had seen and heard
so many, many terrifying things, like the flesh merchants of one province who exploited the apprehensions of the
famine years to lure ordinary girls away from good families, rape them, hand them over to be gang-raped by their
accomplices and then sell them off again, making a fat profit in the process. Her heart, which had been frozen by
the sight and the news of this criminality as she fled on her way, had nevertheless been warmed in a disturbing
manner by receiving in this small hill village all the goodness, virtue and sympathy that people possessed.
Imagine a bachelor ingenuous enough to take a young woman home with him, give up his hot kang to her and her
daughter and move into a freezing storeroom, claiming the while that he wouldn’t feel the cold: could such a man
be made of flesh and blood?
While she was sunk in these refloctions, the lamp flickered as Wangchuk opened the door and came back in
empty-handed, obviously having put his bedding in the storeroom.
“I’ll get you a box of matches. They might be useful during the night,” he said, opening the cupboard and
taking from it a box of locally produced “Greenhills,” which he made as if to hand to her, then changed his mind
and placed them gently on the edge of the kang. “You have an early night!” he said and left the room.
Caixia dispatched Taotao to bed. During the day the neighbors had presented them with a pile of quilts,
mattresses and overcoats that would have provided bedding and to spare for three more. She put Taotao on one
end of the kang and herself in the middle, with the hottest end left empty, as if for an occupant who might come to
bed in a while.
He would not. He had returned to the storeroom and snuggled right down under the quilt without undressing,
his fur hat crammed on to his head. He thought of the next day’s journey and was soon asleep.
Hill houses had double doors to conserve heat, the inner one called the room door and the outer one called the
draught door, the former being a double door of planks and the latter a single door with its upper section occupied
by a paper window. Opening both at night made quite a noise, and Wangchuk had not slept for long when he was
awoken by the sound of this coming from Caixia’s room.
There must be a reason for the sound of the door in the night. Wangchuk crawled out of bed and, through a
hole in the window, just saw Caixia going outside softly in the bleak moonlight with her hands bunched before
her chest as if wearing an unbuttoned coat and carrying something in her arms. She turned, shut the door gently
and stood with her back against the draught door looking about her with a tense expression until she was sure no
one had seen her leave. then turned abruptly and hurried behind the house.
Wangchuk wondered at her manner. Where was she going, in such a rush, without the girl and seemingly with
her coat undone too?
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“Behind the house to relieve herself, maybe.”
He reproached himself for not having put the chamberpot in their room before retiring, ashamed at having
made anyone get up and go outside on a cold night like that. He lay down again with his eyes open and his ears
cocked to catch any disturbance outside, so that at the first sound of the door and her return he could sink back
easily into his slumbers.
The night wind could not have been said to be blowing hard out there, but the least wind so high in the hills
echoed in the nearby valleys as loud as a chill gale, until one could not tell whether it was the logs on the
woodpile or the broken palings of the windbreak that clattered rhythmically against each other like the beating of
the watch in the still depths of the hills. Wangchuk, who was normally asleep as soon as his head touched the
pillow, found no way to close his eyes tonight. He was waiting. For what, he was himself unsure, perhaps only for
Caixia to return and shut the door. Time passed slowly. At least half an hour passed without the awaited sound
coming from Caixia’s room.
What had happened? Had she stumbled into one of the gullies that riddled the great hills, or passed out round
the back? He could not stay lying down and decided to get up and have a look, when just then he heard the door in
Caixia’s room and leapt to the hole in the window to see out, but the door had already slammed closed, and he
caught no sight of her. He was worried, though it was unlikely to be an intruder in the dead of night. He hoped he
would hear her speak to her daughter or even just cough quietly, but no sound came from the other room, and he
lay down again in disappointment.
“Why was she gone so long? Ah, funny things, women. All that time to have a piss.”
In these rambling thoughts, sleep overtook him.
Caixia was waiting for him outside the window when he woke up the next morning. She called to him as soon
as she heard him get up.
“Come into this room straightaway, her uncle, and get warm!”
Her gentle, caring voice gave a feeling of overall warmth, which together with the sudden switch to the
appellation “her uncle” signified a sharp increase in tenderness and cordiality. Never in his life had Wangchuk
been the recipient of such intimate female attention on waking in the morning, and an indefinable surge rose from
deep in his heart, his nose itched, his eyes moistened, and he was profoundly moved. He felt the oppressive cold
of the storeroom at once begin to dissipate into ambient billows of warmth.
“Yes, coming!” he called freshly and gaily through the window, and Caixia went back into her room. As he
made his bed, he mulled over the significance of that “her uncle.” She had called him Brother Wang the day
before. The change had come overnight. “Her” referred to her daughter Taotao, naturally, which now made him
into little Taotao’s uncle, but what did the change of address mean? Yesterday’s “Brother Wang” had been by
reference to herself, today’s “her uncle” to Taotao. By that small change she had deftly, and on mature reflection,
linked him, herself and her daughter together with a formless emotional chain.
Fully dressed, he entered her room. He had been thinking how long she had been out in the night, and the
unexpected wave of heat and tang of food that assailed him as he opened the door threw him into such bewilderment that all thoughts of the night’s events were pushed to the back of his mind. When, in all the years he had
lived in this room, had it been so warm in the morning or smelt so mouthwateringly of food? This was what a
home was supposed to be like, with a kiddy on the kang and a woman moving about a room filled with appetizing
odors of her own creation before you were out of bed. What was a home without this? No home at all. Nothing
but a den, a kennel!
“You must have been cold last night, her uncle,” said Caixia guiltily as she filled his washbasin.
“Oh, I can’t tell hot from cold when I’m asleep.”
“Wash your face, now.” She stood beside him with the towel.
This was new too; no woman had ever waited on him while he washed his face.
“I’ll manage myself,” he said quickly, in acute discomfort. He reached to take the towel from her, but she
stepped back with a smile and hid it behind her back to prevent him getting it.
“Hurry up, or the water’ll get cold!” she said.
Wangchuk had no choice, and began washing his face with both hands, Caixia’s supervision forcing him to
unwonted efforts of scrubbing up and down which took fully twice his usual time if not more. She was proffering
the towel when he straightened up and had thrown out the water and come back in before he had dried his face.
“Both sleep well, did you?” he asked.
“Yes,” she answered with monosyllabic nonchalance.
“It’s not easy in a new place.”
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“Oh, we sleep like the dead the minute we lie down. There could be avalanches and earthquakes outside for all
we’d know of it.” The smile that stayed on her face throughout this remark kept changing, if observed closely,
through variations of astonishment, misery and slyness.
“It’s still cold of an evening up here. You have to make good and sure you don’t take a chill if you have to get
up in the night.” He dwelt deliberately on the last words.
To this she did not reply, whether because the topic of having to get up in the night was ill suited to discussion in mixed company on short acquaintance or in order deliberately to avoid the issue. In any case she busied
herself in lieu of reply with brushing off the kang, setting up the table, fetching bowls and counting out chopsticks
in preparation for breakfast.
“I don’t know if my cooking’ll be to your taste, me being a newcomer from over the pass.”
“Never paid much attention to that, being single. Good food to me’s whatever fills my belly.”
“Well, starting from today I want you to like your food, have a warm house and enjoy life.”
“No such luck, I’m afraid!”
“Why not?”
“Today’s the day I go down to sell my skins.”
“Well, I’ll be here when you get back, and then—”
At this point in the conversation the shell jammed, and they began to eat in a heavy silence that overlay a
complex wherein a certain uneasy constraint accom- panied the torrential commingling of trickling emotional
undercurrents. Their efforts at controlling their feelings were formally expressed as a calm profounder than the
exchange of charnling smiles, a calm of the face and of the eye.
“Will you be gone long?” she asked.
“Hard to say. Depends how quick I get the stuff off my hands.”
“Well, then, Taotao and I will—” The chopsticks stopped at her lips, and her fingers quivered slightly.
“Taotao and you will stay here, see?” Wangchuk made himself plain. “The rice, the flour, the meat and the veg
are all yours. I promise you you won’t starve or freeze. You may get a bit lonely, that’s all.”
“Oh, but we will! What I meant was it’s up to me to wait on you when you’re at home, to wait on my saviour.”
At this Wangchuk put down his chopsticks, and his dashing eyebrows stood on end.
“Look, let’s be agreed on no more of this saviour talk.”
“But how would we have survived if you hadn’t taken us in?”
“There’d have been other places besides mine, now wouldn’t there? Why, the world’s a big enough place! With
this famine on and ordinary folk suffering agonies, the main reason the few of us here can still have smoke in our
stovepipes, truth to tell, is the lie of the land. It’s a perk of being in the back of beyond. Otherwise we’d be like
you, having to flee to survive.”
“You say that to comfort me.”
“Hey, guess what I thought when I saw the two of you yesterday?”
“How should I know?”
“The first thing I thought was: they’re survivors, fated to be!”
“Survivors? There’s all the more misery in surviving a miserable fate!”
“I don’t believe the world’s made up of misery! This calamity’s bound to pass. Would there be seven or eight
hundred million Chinese if a famine could break us down? Patience, that’s what we ordinary Chinese do best. We
can ride out catastrophe with that. We’re all ordinary folk, over the pass or not, Mongolian or Han, planters or
hunters, and we help each other over the pitfalls and stride on. So let’s not say who’s saving who, shall we? Let’s
just all of us face up to the calamity and link our fates up together. In short, stick by one another.”
“Yes, link up our fates!” Caixia’s eyes brightened. “You’re right, her uncle. I’ve fled halfway across China.
Why should I have found a good man like you way up here in the hills? It is fate. It was meant to be!”
“Since it was meant to be,” said Wangchuk, relaxing as he watched her animation grow, “you’ll be content to
stay on then, I suppose?”
With no relaxation of her own state of mind, Caixia raised her eyes to him in a long gaze that seemed to
conceal a thousand words, but instead of saying anything she just nodded.
The bold, outgoing Mongolian hunter Wangchuk, used to plain dealing, was reduced to bewilderment by the
complex moods to which Caixia was for ever giving expression. Her recent relaxed merriment had betrayed an
underlying apprehension and disquiet, but in moments of extreme difficulty she showed such magnanimity and
steadfastness.
Complex moods are the true record of a complex lot, and Wangchuk’s inability to understand the complexity of
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Caixia’s moods resulted from ignorance of the complexity of her lot. Understanding takes knowledge; know-ledge
takes time; and time was what he and she had.
*
Wangchuk had been gone from the hills for three days. They were three short but eventful days in the small hill
village. Things occurred that were moving, worrying and also puzzling, but whichever of these categories they
fell into, the fact that they occurred on an isolated hill top meant that they occurred, existed and developed amid
quiet, might possibly never be divulged and moreover sank quietly into the consciousness and thoughts of those
involved without disturbing the relationships between them.
Early in the morning of his departure, Wangchuk showed Caixia all round his stores of food and his veg- etable
cellars and afterwards handed her a bunch of keys to all three rooms. It was then that the refugee from the famine
areas saw how prosperous these hill folk were. Where she came from people would have given their lives for a
bushel of rice, for the vital grain so much more precious than anything else that it brought out their most primitive
selfishness and grimmest stealth. They thought differently here. Here was Wangchuk, whom she had known for
not twenty-four hours, blithely pointing out his most precious assets, all that grain, handing them over to her and
going off without a care in the world.
He was transporting his skins down by pack donkey, a train of a dozen or so, and the whole village turned out
—Uncle Baldan, Uncle Guo Baolin, Aunt Yulan, Xiuxiu, Naranhuar and Caixia with Taotao—to send him off as
boisterously as a hero to the wars. They went a fair way with him, but there came a point where, by collusion or
not, they slowed and dropped behind to let Caixia and Taotao continue down playing the Eighteen Farewells until
he noticed their trick.
“You go back too now,” he told her, and she suddenly realized that the others had made themselves scarce.
Suffused by a hot flush, she yet summoned up the exceptional courage to walk on with his arm tightly in hers for
the first time since they had met and whisper into his ear an enjoinder to “hurry home!”
Wangchuk, honest as the day is long, could not bring himself to look once more into her burning, flaming eyes,
and with a grunt for an answer he went away
She stood on, watching after him as he was swallowed up by the distant bushes, then went back with Taotao.
At the end of the village she met young Naranhuar, who took Taotao home with her to play. Caixia returned
home alone. Her glance first fell on a large bunch of keys to the living room and storerooms lying on the edge of
the kang, and in a moment she was moved to tears. “I don’t deserve to be trusted like this!” She was especially
grateful to Wangchuk, whom she had told this morning that they had slept like the dead, when she had sneaked off
in the night with a load of breadbuns. Oh, but it went against the grain to tell tales to an honest man who truly
trusted you: it was inhuman, it was a sin! Yet life had forced her into a dead corner, in which, short of total extrication, she had no room left to turn: how else was she to act? When the ever-mounting waves of indebtedness and
compunction had gradually subsided, she returned to the facts as they were. Hauling herself up from the kang, she
dried her eyes. She knew there was no path to extrication but by facing the facts: a husband and a child.
The wicked thought that had been lurking inside her doggedly surfaced:
“Crying’s a mug’s game! Do something about it! Use the few days he’s away to steam up some extra bread and
cook up some extra food: you may not have the chance again!”
A shadow swept across her face, succeeded by a flush, the succession of flush by shadow and shadow by flush
repeating itself several times as she paced the room, undergoing agonies of inner torment, but at last it was the
shadow that won the day, and she went outside with the key to the storeroom lock.
It was at dusk that day that Wangchuk’s house burst into flames. Not wanting at first to alert the neighbors,
Caixia leapt energetically to the rescue all alone. Not until the smoke grew and the situation became nothing short
of serious, so that she dared not keep it to herself any longer, did she run outside yelling:
“It’s on fire! Help, somebody! Oh, help! Fire!”
The tidings drew them apace, luckily to a blaze confined to the mat on the hot end of the kang and a tattered
rug, which was eventually extinguished by their concerted efforts. When the flurry of this had died down, they
stared one after another in stupefaction at what Caixia could possibly have been up to. The kang and the floor
were covered with bread of her own making and the basins and jars filled with products of her cooking that would
have fed the whole village for a fortnight. No wonder that amount of food prepared on just the one stove had set
fire to the mat on the kang! No one quite liked to come out with what they were all thinking, and it was Aunt
Yulan who saved the day by skirting around the subject with commendation for Caixia instead:
“Well, you really know your stuff, I must say! You were going to get the whole village together for a meal,
weren’t you? Why didn’t you call us in to give you a hand? Don’t you ever go slaving away all day long by your-
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self like that again.”
“Yes, Aunt Yulan, I was going to have everybody round,” said Caixia, following her lead, “but I’ve never used
the firewood you have here before, and nearly caused a disaster. How am I going to account for it when Brother
Wang gets home?”
“Don’t worry, you, you won’t get taken to task with us around.”
Thus Aunt Yulan smoothed it over, and at once everything was all right, whereupon Xiuxiu took the initiative
by dishing up the food and handing the bread, and the whole village began a confused supper there in the small
room amid the smell of scorching. Just as they were about to leave after the meal, Caixia, collecting the dishes,
staggered and fell to the floor, narrowly missing smashing the piled crockery. Aunt Yulan and Xiuxiu rushed to
help her up, and she gritted her teeth and tried to stand but could not, saying she had a dreadful pain in her left
hip.
“You probably fell and damaged it in the rush to put out the fire,” said Uncle Baldan evenly, going over to her.
“Let me have a look.” He had during a long lifetime of herding in the hills, with all its concomitant spills and
falls, taught himself the medical skills to tend external hurts. He had her lie flat on the kang and kneaded her left
leg from the instep to the painful hip as she continuously cried out with pain. After the examination he said,
without mentioning the nature of the injury, that a few doses of medicine would clear it up, which relieved everybody, and they left. Shortly he brought round two medicines, instructing her to take the pills in the morning and
the powder at night. Before leaving he said that he would take Taotao to sleep with Naranhuar, as that kang was
too hot tonight.
The first thing Caixia did when they had all left her alone was to tuck the medicine Uncle Baldan had given
her for her fall into the pocket of her padded jacket, carefully wrapped in a cloth. She then proceeded to clear
away the better part of the food and bread, which was still left over.
Night fell with vernal tranquillity over wild hills decked with brilliant moonlight.
The Guos got home, and Xiuxiu the daughter-in-law retired to her room, while the old couple sat facing each
other as if both had something they wanted to say. Guo was bent over, drawing cracklingly on his pipe, and Yulan
had got out her needlework ready to begin, when in walked Baldan. She made room for him, and Guo Baolin
pushed the wicker tobacco box towards him and handed him a pipe.
“Sit, brother!”
Baldan filled the pipe and observed a long, subdued silence, as if like them he did not know how to broach the
subject that was on his mind. At length he began.
“Tell me, have I done a foolish thing?”
They peered at each other without answering, not comprehending what he meant.
“It had to be my door she called at yesterday morning,” he went on. “Said she was a widow with an orphan girl
from over the pass, a refugee five hundred kilometres from home and at the end of her tether, and she’d marry
anybody here that was suitable, just to survive: she wasn’t after anything else. For one thing I could see the sorry
state they were in both of them, and for another I took thought for our Wangchuk. So what did I do? I sent them
along to him, and now I just don’t know what to think. It’s not something you can explain in a few words. Heighho!”
Guo Baolin turned to Yulan.
“You’ve read the letter of introduction from the League organization, haven’t you?” he said.
“Five or six times at least. They were words I knew! What’s more, it had a big, red stamp on it from their
commune League committee. Could it be forged?”
“Perhaps I’m being oversuspicious. She’s in the CYL,\fn{ Communist Youth League.} say what you will.” The
kindly Baldan was regretting having said what he had.
“We have to be on our guard, though,” Yulan reassured him.
“What against? It’s a wonder of wonders that an orphan and a widow could climb up here in the first place. I
can’t see her nipping off back home,” objected Guo Baolin, tapping the bowl of his pipe.
“Shouldn’t think she will,” said Baldan amiably. “I’ve had her daughter over to sleep with Naranhuar, so she
won’t be nipping off anywhere this evening, at any rate.”
“You’re a clever one!” laughed Yulan approvingly.
“Ah, “ said Baldan with a wave of his hand, “maybe it’s all uncalled-for. Well, time for bed, eh?”
Baldan left the Guos,’ wondering increasingly if he had not run to them with his insubstantial concern through
sheer overeating! He was walking home, grumbling resentfully at himself, his head drooping listlessly, when as
luck would have it there suddenly came the creaking tread of someone walking in the snow. He looked up and
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scanned the area around, but there was no trace to be seen. He darted, with an old guerrilla’s resourcefulness, into
the concealing shadow of the nearby woodpile and strained his ears. The footfalls were coming from behind
Wangchuk’s place and getting fainter.
Whose were they? He thought of going to see if Caixia was asleep inside or not, but it would have been wrong
that late at night. He also doubted the propriety of calling Yulan out to go and look with him. Guo Baolin had
taken a broad-minded view over the years of Baldan’s relationship with Yulan, but to drag her from his bed in the
middle of the night, albeit on other business this particular night, was more than he could do.
The said relationship went back ten years and more. Before Liberation Guo Baolin went down to town one
year and was taken up by the Nationalists to be a laborer. Two years had gone by with no news of him when it
was reported that he had died out there in an outbreak of cholera that had struck the gangs. The pain of her loss
took away Yulan’s desire to live at a time when the son now working as a chef in the Soviet Union was still a
child, and it was only neighbor Baldan’s patient comfort and kindly care that gave her the courage to carry on.
Yulan’s circumstances then, as memory served, were perfectly comparable to Caixia’s today. Crushed by life then
moved by Baldan’s quality, she threw in her lot with him, and in the summer of l949 they had a daughter, the now
twelve-year-old Naranhuar. Then in the autumn of that year, the area having been peacefully liberated, who
should reappear but Guo Baolin!
The turn of events was distressing to Guo Baolin, Yulan and Baldan, but they appreciated each other’s qualities
like the old neighbors they after all were and were capable of making allowances for their present plight and
taking enough thought for each other to prevent their painful situation as neighbors from acquiring a yet more
painful side to it. First Baldan, with the courage of the Mongolian male, accounted fully and frankly to Guo Baolin how it had come about, then he took up his baby daughter to depart for ever back to his ancestral home on the
grasslands of Qendomon, which would, as such places did, take in the homing diaspora, though they had left it
three generations before. Guo Baolin, however, refused to hear of his going. They had after all shared two years of
their lives and cemented with a new life feelings for one another which distance would so deepen that none of
them would find peace and happiness, and an eternally unbridgeable rift would open up between Guo Baolin and
Yulan in particular, so he insisted that Baldan remain.
Yulan was in the worst plight of the three, duty bound to go back to the husband who had returned from the
dead, despite the irreproachable conduct of Baldan, her old neighbor, her staunch Mongolian protector, the benefactor who had stretched out the hand of succour in the time of her despair. She would not be able to support the
eternity of mental anguish if that day he took from her the baby she had carried for ten months, so that although
she could not openly detain Baldan, she was inwardly grateful for her husband’s magnanimity. They eventually
cooled off after a few days and nights of suffering and lost sleep and recognized that the unalterable grim fact of
two children with one mother and two fathers made them an inseparable whole.
Baldan eventually remained and moved out with the little girl, while Guo Baolin and Yulan, with the little boy,
found a piece of waste land and recommenced the yearly round of opening, cultivating and harvesting the soil.
Love contracted in middle age clings terribly, but he knew how to control his feelings and never disturbed Guo
Baolin’s family life, and Yulan, after a time had elapsed, would, on the pretext of looking after the baby, stay a
couple of days with Baldan, who was overwhelmed with gratitude. Twelve years had flitted past of this symbiosis.
In view of the peculiar history that linked them together, Baldan could hardly call Yulan out on her own in the
dead of night, all the less so since it was unlikely that Guo Baolin with his objection to suspicions of Caixia’s
bearing would agree to Yulan’s acting the part of aspy. He would just have to keep watch here himself and look
further into the immediate state of affairs.
“Taotao, are you asleep?” came a sudden call from Caixia.
There she was, as large as life, calling in at Baldan’s window.
Now she had him completely muddled! How could she suddenly have appeared outside his window when he
had not seen her come out?
“Taotao, are you asleep?” she called again.
“What is it, mummy?” asked the awakened Taotao from within.
“Nothing. I came to see if you were all right, sleeping in a strange place.”
“I’m sleeping in the back room with Auntie Naranhuar, where it’s nice and warm. Grandpa’s sleeping in the
front room by himself.”
Taotao’s “grandpa” obviously meant Baldan, who was just then standing freezing outside.
“Go back to sleep with Auntie, and don’t be a nuisance to Grandpa.”With this exhortation to her daughter,
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Caixia turned and made her way airily back to the house she lived in.
*
Baldan, whom she had not seen sunk in the shadows, had nonetheless taken in every aspect of her mysterious
visitation. He told Guo Baolin and Yulan of the night’s events over breakfast the next morning. The former was
shaken this time into wondering whether things were as simple as he had thought but was confident that no woman like Caixia could do anything they could not handle, though they owed it as a duty to the absent Wangchuk to
get to the bottom of things as far as she was concerned. It was resolved by discussion that a woman-to-woman
talk would be the most convenient approach, and Yulan was dispatched to accomplish this important mission.
She arrived at Caixia’s just short of noon, needlework in hand, and saw before she entered that the wires on
which Wangchuk dried his skins were festooned with newly laundered quilt linings, mattress covers and a variety
of apparel. Inside, Wangchuk’s dirty, untidy house had changed beyond recognition over-night: the boxes and
cupboards, the jars and the pots were newly and neatly arranged; the ceiling and the window ledges, once draped
with cobwebs, and the kang edge and the corners, once thick with dust, were swept as clean as clean; the requisite
dusting, washing, pasting and sticking had made the whole place appreciably more commodious and trim than it
had ever been before; the range was newly plastered, with the half-collapsed stove mouth, that had gaped tigerfashion, relaid squarely with broken bricks. A pan of water was on the boil, too, over a crackling fire within.
Caixia herself was busy washing and rinsing, with a pile of clothes already unpicked beside her. She dropped
what she was doing at Aunt Yulan’s approach, stood up and wiped her hands as she brushed off the kang, her face
wreathed in smiles.
“Sit here, aunt!” she said.
“I came to see how your leg trouble was getting along,” said Yulan.
“Moving much better now with Mongolian uncle’s medicine.”
“You really do know your stuff, Caixia. You’ve turned this filthy hole of Wangchuk’s into a throne room in the
half day since I was here last!”
“He’s far too busy for housework with being out hunting from morning till night.” Caixia tactfully pleaded
Wangchuk’s case for him.
“Single men have the same trouble the world over,” said Yulan. “They turn a house into a kennel, just expect=ing their wives to clean it up for them when they get married.”
She allowed herself an anticipatory chuckle.
Caixia truncated the topic of wives and marriage by asking Yulan where she might come across some new
window paper, as she was planning to repaper the windows and draught door. Yulan said she would bring her
some of the new stuff she had at home, for which Caixia thanked her profusely and then sat down again to her
washing.
Yulan sat on the kang and sewed as she chattered to Caixia about everyday matters, never straying from the
theme imposed by her mission, and Caixia responded facilely and seamlessly to whatever she asked without
dodging or equivocation. She went truthfully and movingly into the particulars of the long years of famine in her
old home and the sufferings encountered by the refugees. Tears choked her voice when she recalled the painful
episode of her husband’s demise, though she gave the impression, just that once, of utilizing the hiatus of her
weeping to turn something over in her mind. His loss, which should have moved the listener, was not, the way she
told it, as painful as her own flight, but this of course was only Yulan’s intuition.
Each got on with her own work as they traded question and answer, chattering for hours until, neither of these
veritable paragons of womanhood picking up anything worthwhile from the other, stalemate was reached, and as
noon approached, Yulan took her leave and went off to prepare the midday meal.
Yulan brought Caixia the paper that afternoon and helped her quite repaper the windows and the draught door,
so that the little room seemed much more spacious.
“It’s fit for a bridal chamber,” she laughed before she left. “Wangchuk’ll go down on his knees when he gets
back!”
A light was still burning in Caixia'’s room at midnight that night, casting her shadow on to the new paper as
she sewed up quilts and mattresses, a task performed, of course, for Wangchuk. The Guos and Baldan kept an eye
on her until the early hours then, seeing no other goings-on, retired content.
This was what she had counted on. Once the village was in the land of dreams, she put away her work, snuffed
out the lamp and went fully clothed to bed, where she dozed and woke before dawn. Not lighting the lamp, she
groped blindly for a pan at the back, from which she took a dishful of something ready-made, gingerly opened the
door and went out into the embrace of the pre-dawn chill.
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Where she went, what she went for and when she came back none in the village was aware save her own
shadow in the moonlight. All she had been seen to do for several days and nights was dash around indoors and out
with Wangchuk’s torn, dirty linen, subjecting each piece to a process of unpicking, washing, stitching and
mending and then piling it up so dapperly on the end of the kang that it looked at first glance to be new; and when
she had borrowed a mat and a rug from Uncle Baldan to replace the scorched ones, all the room needed was a pair
of red scrolls and a “happiness” character to make it, just as Aunt Yulan had observed, a bridal chamber. With
astonishing energy, strength and willpower in three relentless days she thoroughly swept out and cleaned the two
storerooms where Wangchuk kept furs and food and which had not seen a broom since they were built.
Baldan, seeing her at it from dawn till dusk for days on end covered with dust and dirt, came to warn her not to
wear herself out.
“How am I going to digest the medicine you gave me for my fall if I’m not on the go?” she said zestily.
*
Slowly the gods were moved. Her neighbors had overcome their misgivings and were casting looks of startled
admiration by the time our Wangchuk drove his donkey train back into the hills in high good humor, having got a
good price for his skins and bought Caixia and Taotao some things he was greatly satisfied with.
Caixia ran out to meet him with girlish delight when he reached home. When she had dusted him off front and
back she ran circles round him fetching and carrying. He contained his initial pleasure at seeing the newly papered
windows and door, but when she ushered him indoors, the sight of the ordered cleanliness of everything from the
pans to the kang, from ceiling to floor, in every nook of wall and window, the due placement of every box and
cupboard, pot and jar, and especially the pile of laundered linen on the kang sweet-smelling from its drying in the
open air, he was stunned into speech.
“Hey, whose house is this?”
“Out with you if you’ve come to the wrong door!” said Caixia with a pert, girlish pout.
“Not on your life! I’ve never lived in such a fine place.”
Caixia revelled in the heartfelt commendation her labors had won. Her complexion became ruddy, her eyes
burned, and the rows of white jewels that were her teeth glistened auspiciously between thin, red lips to which the
blood had been restored. Tempted as he was to look again on these charms, the woman’s searing glance took away
all the hunter’s daring, resolution and savage power, leaving him timid, bashful and a mass of awkward
discomposure at a loss for anywhere to put its hands and feet! Not wishing to embarrass him overly, Caixia turned
away and bustled off to boil him some water.
Before the news brought the neighbors, as he knew it would, Wangchuk drew two packages from his saddlecloth.
“Hey,” he said, “come here!”
“What is it?” asked Caixia, wiping her hands as she approached.”
“I never bought anything for a woman in all my born days, so 1 don’t know the first thing about sizes. Hope it
all fits!”
He took out a front-buttoning padded jacket in a leaf green cotton print with a small, pale red design, followed by a pair of blue padded cotton twill trousers and a pair of green-black padded woollen bootees that opened
at the side.
“These are for you.”
Straightaway he undid another bundle, containing things for little Taotao: a blue drill parka and a new pair of
padded shoes, followed, by a three-cornered downy pink hat, this last strictly superfluous in view of the parka’s
hood! There were in addition two wooden combs, a round mirror in a plastic frame, two cakes of local toilet soap
and two boxes of hard, dry, tile-like beanflour biscuits.
Caixia looked at the brand-new goods laid out on the kang and her face fell.
“You shouldn’t have spent all that, her uncle.”
“It wasn’t all that much. Skins are fetching more this year.”
“I couldn’t!”
“You’ll have to! I almost died of shame buying you that jacket! I went to the biggest department store in
town,” he said as merrily as could be, gestures accompanying his words. “I went up to this salesgirl, and I said to
her, ‘I want a patterned padded cotton jacket.’ And what does she say? ‘Is it for you or your wife?’ The idea!
Would I wear one of those? She laughs before I can answer and starts again: ‘What size would you like?’
Women’s jackets come in different sizes? I’m pulling my ears and worrying my chin thinking what to say, when
she asks: ‘How tall is your wife?’ I say all flustered, ‘She comes up to the bridge of my nose.’ And all the girls
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start laughing. One of them, a bit older and kinder, comes up to me and says, ‘Would you say she was as tall as
me?’ I look at her, and I think of you, and I say, ‘Much the same height but not so fat.’ And they start laughing
again, and she throws one at me and says, ‘That one should do!’ I didn’t dare say another word. I paid and left.
When I got outside I rubbed my head, and my hand came away all covered in sweat!”
He burst out laughing at the climax of his own tale.
Caixia could not suppress a tight-lipped smile.
Their merriment was interrupted by the din of the others coming to see him. Deftly Caixia bundled the heap of
new goodies away behind a pile of quilts then went to throw open the door to the joyous approaching band.
It was a village rule that anyone who went down to town should return with a gift for each of his neighbors, the
monetary value being less important than the thought behind it. As soon as Wangchuk heard their voices he drew
these gifts one by one from the side of his saddle-cloth in preparation for their arrival.
After the excitement and dinner were over and they had gone off home with their gifts, Uncle Baldan telling
little Naranhuar to take Taotao with her again, Wangchuk and Caixia were left alone together in the room. He had
gathered from the talk that she had cleaned out the storerooms in addition to arranging the living room more
spaciously, and when he had said goodbye to the others he went to take a look at the one he occupied himself. No
little industry had been expended here, and he warmed involuntarily to Caixia, who had done so much work in the
few short days he had been away.
“She really shouldn’t have!” he thought, feeling quite guilty.
It was up to him, with the storeroom now licked into shape, to set himself up a berth on a long-term basis. He
chose the kang end, put it in some semblance of order and went back into the other room for his bedding. He
found Caixia sitting under the lamp doing nothing, as if specifically waiting for him.
“What did you want to waste your energy doing up my room for? Honestly!” Fondness outweighed complaint
in his tone.
“Your room?”
“Mmmm.”
“What room’s that?”
“Give me my bedding.”
“What for?”
“I’m going to bed, in the storeroom.”
“Get it yourself.”
He had not before noticed his freshly mended and laundered bedding spread out on the warm end of the kang.
“What’s—”
Instead of replying, Caixia darted across and out of the door, locked the storeroom door securely—he heard the
click—returned to the living room and bolted the door. She blew out the lamp, pounced in the dark and hugged
him to her bosom.
“Caixia, no!”
She pressed her face hard against his lips to stop him talking. She was panting rapidly.
“Don’t make it difficult for me!” she rasped. “You’ve got to let me pay you back!”
*
The arrival of Caixia and her daughter had taken the unduly dull and monotonous life of an unduly high village with unduly few inhabitants and livened it up. Naranhuar at last had a playmate and was little Taotao’s
inseparable shadow in endless confidences and games of house; the grown-up Xiuxiu, who had suffered from the
impossibility of conversation with a woman of her own age, developed a sisterly intimacy with Caixia; and
Wangchuk’s case needs even less stating, for as Xiuxiu quipped to him, the coming of Sister Caixia had turned
Brother Wangchuk’s life quite upside down, which was a worthy description. Wangchuk was of course prouder
than anyone to have more spacious accommodation and cleaner bedclothes than ever before and to be regaled for
the first time with family warmth and the naked love of a woman. All cherished the changes in the village and
were unwilling to let violent clamor disturb the agreeable rumination of felicity and joy. Martyrs’ Village seemed
superficially more subdued than in the days of their transient gatherings of prandial exuberance. Wangchuk and
Caixia in particular seemed in the last two days to have invented, with the light out behind a door that shut early
in the evening, a substitute for grain that did not involve famine. Seen in this light, the clamorous gatherings had
expressed merely distaste for a life of excessively dull monotony rather than true satisfaction with life.
None of the villagers liked, in view of the sweet harmony of Wangchuk and Caixia’s life, to recall her dubious
midnight excursion during his absence from the hills. They hoped to forget it, hoped that it had never in fact been!
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Yet life is a monster, creating bliss and harmony but forever shattering them. Or rather, one ought more precisely to say that life is an impartial jurist, allowing the enjoyment of felicity while bringing to light the latencies
that menace it. Two days after Wangchuk’s return to the hills he faintly discerned the existence of such a fearsome latency.
It was during the preparation of dinner that. Wangchuk discovered by chance that the flour and meat, several
dozen pounds of it, that he had got out for Caixia when he left had all been consumed in those few days. It was a
fact that she and Taotao had been victims of hunger on the road, but even appetites as large as theirs could not
have eaten up all that in so short a space. He was perplexed, but did not like to take it up with her. He went to Uncle Baldan and told him of the marvel. Baldan listened and smoked in silence for a time then after some reflection
and irresolution gave him at last a factual account of the midnight excursion, which tallied with the scene he had
witnessed the night after her arrival. Were these frequent disappearances then at all connected with the drain on
his food? Uncle Baldan, at this impetuosity, urged him to further observation before he jumped to what was more
a guess than a conclusion, for he might have a suicide on his hands if by any chance she were wronged!
Wangchuk took his advice and went home, trying his best to pretend that nothing was the matter and failing the
harder he tried, so that the astute Caixia saw through it at a glance.
“You’ve got something on your mind, haven’t you?”
“Me? No, no.”
“You might treat me like one of the family now that you’ve taken me in. Can’t you tell me what it is?”
“Ah, it’s nothing.”
Caixia saw that he was giving nothing away and did not pursue the point, though she guardedly observed his
changed mood.
They slept together again that night, she as amorous as ever and he as raceptive of it all, though his reactions
had not the abandoned indulgence of the two previous nights. All that night she feigned a slumber that in fact
eluded her.
In the morning her eyes had once more acquired the dark rings that they had had on arrival.
He was troubled but terrified of any untoward action that would hurt her innocence. He decided on an outing to
the wild hills, ever the hunter’s joy, and after breakfast shouldered his gun, picked up his traps and with a parting
word to Caixia was off.
Winter was gone, snow was melting on southern slopes, and there was a moist freshness in the air. He had
come out today not to hunt but to ramble in the hills.
In spring the hunter avoided the fox, with its rank smell and its dull coat. He let it live till autumn had turned it
fiery red and took it then. The first fight of spring would be with the wolf in the season when it raised its cubs.
Follow the tracks of the trapped wild wolf, fall on its lair and take all its young, not for their value—they had
none—but to eradicate a pest to come. It was out of instinctive enmity that hunters always took that fellow.
Wangchuk, knowing the routes of every creature of the wild like the back of his hand, chose judiciously the spots
to lay his traps, set his pitfalls and put down his poisoned bait. He had been at grips with the creatures of the
wooded hills for so many years that each seemed an old acquaintance to outwit and deal with as they did him.
This was the hunting temperament. Hunting was like a football match with its ever-repeated passes, runs, dodges
and shots, all of them executed in a myriad states and hence continually fascinating. The hunting routes, the forms
of the battle of wits, the methods of capture all changed every time, and it was the sudden thrill and change that
beckoned to the hunter to forget himself in it, oblivious of sleep and food.
Back in the lap of the woods, all his cares in the back of his mind, Wangchuk gave his rapt attention to every
sector and stretch of woodland with all its signs and from them judged the recent patterns and trends of animal
behavior. Turning now one way, now another, he came to a little hollow not far from the village and there
suddenly halted, discovering a white scar on a dead plant ahead, where something had pushed its way through.
Oddly, the scar was on a bush higher than a man. What could it have been? Wolf? Fox? Boar? Gazelle? None of
these. To push down vegetation that high would take a roedeer, a bear or a wild horse, surely? He scouted
forward, his curiosity aroused.
The thicket in front had been flattened in other places, as if by a tussle or the collapse of some tall animal,
whose trail became confused beyond the thicket at the bank of a stream that passed nearby, trickling merrily
beneath its surface layer of unthawed ice. Wangchuk stood listening for any stirring, but there was no sound but
the soughing of the wind, and he gradually lost faith in tracking the beast and looked around for a place to rest his
feet. In the hollow ahead, he remembered, Uncle Baldan had once put up a small shed as a temporary shelter from
the wind during the yearly lambing. In recent years Uncle Baldan had kept larger stock, cattle and horses, apart
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from a few mutton sheep and had not needed this place for lambing, so that the shed had been abandoned.
Wangchuk could not find it anywhere now and sat down in the lee of a great rock and took from his pack the
bread, the dried meat and the water-bottle of spirits that Caixia had put up for him and ate at a leisurely pace a
typical hunter’s lunch.
It is not entirely the case that coincidence in this world is the creation of those who write books. Believe it or
not as you will, the most coincidental thing ever to happen in all the history of the Great Green Hills happened
beside Wangchuk then and there.
He took two bites from a breadbun, placed it on a clean stone beside him, twisted off the stopper of the waterbottle and took some gulps of the spirit, a product of grain substitute which so seared his tongue and choked him
that he groped quickly for the bread to staunch the fumes. The first bite all but lost him a tooth. He stared at the
bun, and even this bold hunter, a year-round haunter of the high, empty places, was struck dumb! What he in fact
held in his hand was a whole, frozen-solid breadbun, while the bread bun from which he had just taken two bites
lay on the stone beside him.
Strange! Had the frozen bread bun fallen from the skies or popped up from the earth? He took one in either
hand and compared them, and at once his head hummed. He rubbed his eyes and compared them again, with the
same result: not only were both made of exactly the same flour, their size was the same too! Which meant that the
frozen bread bun came neither from on high nor from below but from his own home!
The question was, how had it made its way here? The vision flashed into his mind of Caixia’s shadow flitting
at dead of night round the back of the house.
His heart went pit-a-pat. He picked up his gun and leapt to his feet, scanning the area.
The frozen breadbun told him that something he little suspected was afoot nearby. He looked for cover from
which to continue his observation minutely and coolly and was reminded of the shed Uncle Baldan had put up
some years back.
It should, as he recalled, be under the Korean pine ahead, where there was now such a heap of timber brought
down by the wind and lying in a jumble of attitudes covered with a tangle of dead undergrowth that even if the
shed had not been crushed by its fall it might now have been taken over by some creature as its lair, a reflection
which at once exhilarated him with the prospect of an imminent encounter!
He sought it out, considering the while how he would meet the onslaught of the den should it issue in full
strength. His pace was measured, his movements circumspect, and before long he found that the shed had been
not destroyed but concealed by the bushes and timber so that it was almost invisible from any distance. When he
was about ten metres away he coughed loudly and deliberately. Nothing stirred within. He went some paces
nearer and gave an animal call such as hunters are wont to imitate. All within remained quiet, and as the place
seemed not to have been taken over by wild animals, he strode up, poked aside the scrub with the butt of his gun
and kicked open the slat door. Before he had time to investigate the interior, there came a hoarse cry from inside:
“Don’t kill me! Don’t kill me!”
He jumped back a pace, leveled his gun and roared: “Who’s there?”
“Don’t kill me! Please!”
“Who are you?”
“A—refugee.”
He saw clearly now a painfully emaciated man with a swollen face kneeling feebly in the dark doorway of the
shed.
“Where you from?”
“Over the pass.”
“How long you been here?”
“Ten days—”
“Why you hidden away in here?”
“I’m told I have typhoid. Why infect others, when I’ll die anyway?”
“Is there just you?”
No reply.
“How’ve you been living?”
No reply.
Down on both knees, the man stuck his forehead on the ground, neither answering nor looking up.
“Why don’t you say anything?”
“Don’t put me through it again. Just give me one shot, will you?”
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“Get up and don’t talk nonsense!”
“I can’t stand.”
“Why?”
“Fell into a gully getting up here at night and injured my hip.”
“Out of the doorway!”
Groaning with the effort, the man shifted. Wangchuk stepped quickly into the low shed, his alert eyes never
leaving the unexplained figure, thinking to himself, “As long as he doesn’t get in a pot-shot, that’s all: I can knock
him flying with one fist if he comes at me!”
There was a choking smell of damp and mould in the shed as well as a biting draught from all quarters. He
dared not think how the man had lived there for ten days or so,but was even more utterly astonished to find when
he searched the place that it was provisioned with a basin of cooked food and a basket of white bread buns, both
containers being in fact his, Wangchuk’s, household possessions! He searched the man, pulling out from under
him a section of rug also from his own home, though a large part of it had at some point been scorched. He also
came across some packets of medicine, which one look told him were Uncle Haldan’s home-made pills for bumps
and falls, and turned out of the blue cotton bag the man was using as a pillow some women’s and children’s
clothes, worn and tattered. He no longer needed to inquire into the man’s background and origins, all of which
was now clear.
What was needful now was less to avoid a pot-shot than to control his own chaotic state of mind. He looked
outside and released a long breath then after a modicum of reflection went and sat facing the man, drew out of his
pack the Horsehead Fiddle cigarettes he had just bought in town and tossed one over without asking whether he
smoked. The man reached out, picked it up, took a box of matches from his own pack and lit it. Even the matches
he used, Wangchuk saw out of the corner of his eye, were Greenhills from his own stores at home. The more of
his domestic belongings he discovered in the shed, the more pained he became. Losing the desire to ask questions,
he bowed his head and smoked his own cigarette. It was hard now to train his thoughts on anyone question, for he
was in no mood for further knowledge of the man’s situation, nor did he intend asking where the basin, basket,
matches and food came from and who had brought them. Frowning slightly, he stared dully at the little thread of
smoke ascending from the end of his cigarette as if puzzling over some memory of the distant past.
His taciturnity increased the man’s tension, and he was the first to speak.
“Are you a militiaman come to arrest me?”
“No, I’ve no business to go about arresting people.”
“Just a private citizen, then?”
“Do I look official?”
“No. Still, you came in through that door like a trained soldier.”
“Anyone’d take precautions, wouldn’t they, coming up against a stranger up here on the hills?”
“True.”
“You can tell the truth then?”
“What about?”
“Refugees like you must have had a hard time of it on the roads.”
“Yeah.”
“Here you are sick and hurt. You can’t just hide away in the wilds waiting to die, now can you?”
“That’s what I’m doing here, yes.”
“Waiting?”
“Yes, till she’s settled. Then I’ll put my neck in my belt, and, it’ll all be over.”
“Who’s she?”
“My wife.”
“Where is she?”
“She took our little daughter to a nearby village.”
“Why didn’t you go with them?”
He looked at the far, misty hills outside and sighed deeply.
“You seem a decent man,” he said. “Give me another cigarette, and I’ll start at the beginning.”
Wangchuk lit one and passed it.
*
“I’m just twenty-six,” he said, drawing on it, “and when you get really ill that young, you can’t live; you can’t
die; all you can be is a burden. I just turned twenty the year of the Great Leap Forward, a fine, strong lad. Both of
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us were in the CYL,\fn{The Communist Youth League.} and we were the first to sign up for the smelting and blasting.
In the event there was a blast-ing accident. Three men from the village were crushed to death, and my back was
injured. I was taken home on a door and laid up for eighteen months. Not long after that the famine set in and
went from bad to worse, and people in the village kept dying. My health began to fail after a year and more on
grain substitutes, and short of sitting back and starving 1 had no alternative but to take the wife and child and get
away.
“We made for my cousin’s, who’s a shepherd on a state farm in the northern grasslands, begging for our food
along the way. I got sick again, and the doctor said it was typhoid. After that I didn’t like to ask for lodgings in
villages. I lived in caves along the way, or ruined temples or old sheepfolds.
“We were down below here when we ran into wild animals. We were scared and made for the hills to hide,
higher and higher, until somewhere not far from here I trod on nothing in the pitch dark and crashed into a gully,
injuring my hip so that I couldn’t walk. Luckily we saw this shed and crawled inside to rest up. I know I haven’t
got much longer to live myself, and I can’t take the wife and child to the grave with me, can I? So I persuaded
Caixia—that’s my wife—to get the girl to a nearby village and find someone to look after them, someone who’d
marry her. I’d hang myself here and do it gladly as long as they were somewhere safe, but every day she sneaks
out here to me with food and drink and things. I keep on asking her if she’s found someone yet, but she always
says no. She says she’s staying with a hunter who’s kind and honest, and she has charge of the house while he’s
away selling his skins. I can’t finish it till she’s found someone to look after her. This shed’s my death cell. I’m
here waiting to die. Maybe tomorrow, maybe the day after …”
He lay back peacefully on the scorched fragment of rug and gently closed his eyes, whether with exhaustion
from speaking too long or to wait, as he had said, for the approach of death. The pallor of his swollen face and the
shallowness of his breathing suddenly made Wangchuk realize that if he did not get emergency treatment he
would very soon be dead. Death was no terror: the terror was to die abandoned.
“He’s got to see Caixia and Taotao as quickly as possible! He can’t die! He can’t die that young!”
He leapt to his feet muttering then bent down again and hoisted the recumbent form of Caixia’s husband on to
his back like a sack.
“You’re coming with me to the village!”
“Brother, what—”
“Never mind what! It’s your only chance to live.” He carried him out of the shed, on to the hill path and
towards the village. It took him every ounce of strength to get him, at last, to his door.
“Caixia,” he shouted, “open up!”
She had been waiting in the room all along for him to return from the hunt, and her heart leapt with joy when
she heard him calling outside. “Coming!” she responded cordially and ran quickly to open the door.
Wangchuk staggered into the room with his load. When Caixia, following him in, saw that the man whom he
had deposited on the kang was her husband, she fell with a cry motionless at Wangchuk’s feet
*
The news that Wangchuk had carried Caxia’s husband home on his back from his hiding place in the hills was
a further shock to Martyrs’ Village when it got around. Yet set in their quiet life as they were and quite unused to
successive shocks, this one brought home to them the serious extent of the famine which was developing outside
their hills, and their hearts went out instinctively to Caixia and her refugee family. Uncle Baldan, Guo Baolin,
Yulan and Xiuxiu arrived almost together to ask after her husband with concern and indeed to scold her with
familial candor for the very thought of leaving a sick husband in a shed in the wild hills. Uncle Baldan took his
pulse and looked at the injury.
“Well, you very nearly made a big mistake,” he said to Caixia, who was standing by him, moved and contrite.
“There’s nothing seriously wrong with your husband’s bones. The main thing is, he’s low on vital energy and
blood, and his heart and veins are worn out. If he hadn’t had Wangchuk come across him today, there wouldn’t
have been much hope!”
Her husband forced himself by an effort of will to sit up on the kang.
“I’m Wang Chunshan,” he said, bowing to the company. “I’m too far gone in illness to want to give you any
more trouble. As long as Caixia and Taotao are settled, why don’t you let me go back to the shed and wait to die?”
“Stop talking like a stranger,” retorted Guo Baolin. “We’re all common folk, one family across the country, go
where you will!”
“Now isn’t that right?” asked Baldan, taking Wang Chunshan by the hand. “I’ve been through a lot in my time,
and the harder the calamity, the more people stuck together and helped each other out; all through the Anti-
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Japanese War and the War of Liberation, that’s the way it went every time. What I say is, we Chinese aren’t afraid
of disaster. With brotherly love and straight back we can get over all the hurdles, just as long as nobody goes cold,
that’s all!”
“Brother Ba’s right,” said Yulan, using her habitual name for Baldan, one that was charged with emotion.
“Caixia, Chunshan, Taotao, don’t any of you think of leaving us. You won’t be asked to gnaw bones while there’s
meat to eat here in Martyrs’ Village. Chunshan’s ill just now, and he’s to rest here and get better.”
“Then, when you’re recovered you can work down on the land like me,” put in her husband. “There’s plenty
untouched round here, so you won’t fret for somewhere to use your brawn.”
“No, you’d be better off up with the cows like me,” cried Baldan sturdily. “It’s the herdsman sees the first
wildflower of spring and tastes the first fruit of autumn. It’s quiet, and it’s carefree. I warrant you’ll never fall ill
again!!”
This brought a gust of laughter that made the atmosphere in the room relaxed and convivial.
“I’ll take room for you by getting out of the house and moving in with Uncle Baldan. It’ll be company for
him,” said Wangchuk, stepping forward.
“Oh, no, you mustn’t!” said Caixia, refusing quite. “You have this room of your own, and if you will, we’ll put
up in the storeroom for the time being, then while you’re out hunting I can keep house for you and cook and—”
She was cut short by an impulse to weep, but it was not the moment for tears. She kept smiling, though her heart
trembled just slightly.
“The stock’s quite a handful in the spring,” said Baldan, “and Wangchuk comes to help me out, so let’s do it
his way.”
General agreement was reached:
“Right, that’s it, then.”
The brook by the village had various sources, in springwater, snow and rain, snaking down the hills to come
together in a single course, unworthy perhaps to be called a river as such, being shallow and obstructed here and
there by boulders, but it made its eventual way through them, dividing and joining merrily as it sang its joyous
song day and night. In wet years it would overflow its shallow bed into a new branch, whose young current,
smoother and more vigorous than that of the parent stream, would reflect the dawn and the sunset in crystalline
waves of light that added a new and lasting appeal to the wild hills. As far as the brook was concerned, there was
no distinction of main stream and branch, which in any case had the same origin and a common goal to reach as
they would. There would, however, sometimes be places where an obstruction of some sort would dam up a
branch and divert it back to the prime bed, so that the newly opened branch would lose its vigor without quite
drying up, taking only a sufficient trickle to turn it into a silver ribbon or a freshly burnished mirror.
Wangchuk thought that having restored Chunshan to Caixia’s side from the brink of death he ought to go away,
at least temporarily, but one thing he could not do was forget the bittersweet dream of the ten days he had known
her and the three nights they had lain together when he had returned from the hills. Love at first sight can bind a
man and a woman forever, and by this standard he and Caixia were linked by no temporary bond. He could leave
and be done, but what of her? For her the present situation was not easy.
More painful than anything is deception of a loyal man and of people who trust one, and she, Caixia, had in
fact lied to Wangchuk and the neighbors and was smitten with remorse. Yet none of them saw it that way.
considering, once they knew the whole picture, that her behavior amounted not to deception but much rather to a
noble sacrifice, not done for herself but for her husband and child, and what more could be demanded of an
ordinary country woman? In fairness, she had done everything that it had been in her power to do.
Nor was Wangchuk relaxed. Certainly, unlike Caixia, he had neither ailing husband nor infant daughter, but it
was no light task to extricate himself from the whirlpool of emotions in which he was immersed. Single, he had
been the freest of men, hill and dale, thicket and plain, spring flowers, summer grass, autumn geese and winter
snows trusty companions with whom he could never have felt lonely, but his life had entered upon a new stage
that morning when she had appeared at his door wrapped in the dawn light, young and fair and entreating him to
“take her” in a thousand ways strongly attractive to any single man.
Yet he bore in mind the old wisdom of the Mongolian saying that easiest come by is easiest lost, so that
trepidation held him from a rash venture along the flower-strewn path of the emotions. As he had moved into the
storeroom and frozen till his calves cramped rather than set foot in Caixia’s warm little room, so with the hunter’s
talent for strict emotional self-control he would let his heart be scorched by the fires of his feelings before the
merest inkling should surface on his brow. A hunter needed to hold his breath, concentrate his vision, fix his eyes
ahead and wait. And wait.
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A hunter’s wait was always amply recompensed. The night of his return to the hills when she had firmly
locked the storeroom door to stop him leaving the warm little room again, there had been throughout the changing
particulars of the whole process no hint of coercing or being coerced, only the fluidity of spontaneous conception.
For all that, what remained paramount for him was strict control over his feelings, control of emotions in
upheaval, a thing no less difficult than reining in a plunging wild horse. He proved himself a true hunter and did
it. He would in fact move in with Uncle Baldan.
The only person in the hill village totally unaware of the goings on of the past fortnight was Caixia’s husband
Wang Chunshan. The few more words of consolation that she had managed to deliver during each night’s visit to
the shed where he hid had left no time for a detailed account of the village or its inhabitants, and to be frank he
had had no appetite for the word or two she had dropped on the subject, for he had lost all confidence in life,
desiring only that she should soon find a suitable match and let him die content.
Wang Chunshan had, upon graduation from his local senior middle school, become a township middle school
teacher of first-year Chinese. Fired with the ardor of youth and the desire to made something of his life he had
like many another young intellectual delighted to paint, play the mouth organ and write poems beginning “O”.
The poems had been the trouble, having drawn him into the downfall of an eminent poet who had lectured locally
and to whom he had submitted his own work for pointers of advice. His impassioned confession in anticipation of
personal involvement after his hero’s denunciation in the papers had drained the blood from the face of a welldisposed Party secretary, and he had found himself, along with the organizer of the lecture, sentenced to rural
labor reform. He had never written another “O”, burying himself in physical work and eager for any task, and he
might well, but for his back injury during the smelting movement, have won the village a big red flag. As it was,
he was offered instead of that grand parade the spectacle of dogged famine and death with their successive
streams of miserable refugees.
Now he lay befuddled in a Mongolian brother’s house in the northern hills, in a room lower and smaller than
those over the pass, but he was warm, and the constant attendance and care of the family and neighbors as they
came and went was, he had to say, all he could have wished. Yet he was deeply pained by this outcome to himself.
His appearance revealed Caixia for what she was, and if in consequence she lost her chance to settle here, where
could the three of them go? Ah, to some craggy eminence, there to prepare their broad graveyard and find the true
outcome at last.
His befuddlement became the obscurity of sleep. Now, in the storeroom next door, Wangchuk was packing,
having made up his mind to move to Uncle Baldan’s. He would not take the bedding that Caixia had laundered:
that they could use. He would take only the roedeer skin mattress and wolf-skin coverlet that he used outdoors on
overnight hunts. He rolled up his things, shouldered his gun and was preparing to go when who should be
standing behind him but Caixia! She had entered at some point, and he all but fell into her arms when he turned
round. They faced each other for a moment without speaking, then she shifted on her feet and pressed close to
him, and he did not flinch.
“Are you definitely moving?” Her voice was soft, almost a whisper.
He nodded silently but firmly.
“Why can’t we live together?”
“It wouldn’t be right.”
“Why wouldn’t it? It’s your home!”
Silence.
“You’re angry with me.”
Silence.
“So you should be. I’m sorry—”
“You might say I am, yes, for putting a seriously ill man out in the wilds. If I hadn’t happened by, he—”
“It was his own idea. You can’t charge me with putting him out in the wilds.” She was becoming agitated.
“How were we to know you'd all be so kind here? I did lie, though, and I did deceive you all.”
“That's quite enough of that. You meant no harm.”
“It’s on my conscience, though.”
“If anybody should have anything on his conscience it’s me for having made a fool of myself—”
She laid her hand across his mouth to stop him.
“No,” she said, burying her brimming eyes against his chest. “Neither of us did wrong, anything wrong, anything at all!”
Moved by her words, he took her gently into his arms, as if both of them ached for such a still silence, for the
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clock to stop there if only for the very briefest of moments.
Outside the wind whistled on the wild hills, billowing through the pines with a boom like muffled thunder. Oh!
It was spring’s wind calling out for the winter’s snows to thaw, the green grass to sprout, the hill flowers to burst,
for the boundless green world to come.
“Stay, do!” she entreated him again.
“I’ve said in front of everybody that I’m moving to Uncle Baldan’s.”
“If you’re set on it, promise me one thing.”
“What?”
“Come here for three meals every day. I want to see you every day!”
A rare smile lit the prominent features of his hunter’s face, and he nodded.
Thereafter he spent his nights at Uncle Baldan’s and went across to Caixia to eat. A sudden flush would fly to
her face whenever he entered the room, and she would be merry. If he chanced to be detained, she would be sure
to be standing waiting for him at the door.
The vital spring was come, conferring fervor, hope and the impulse to battle grimly for a turn of luck!
*
A month or so of relaxing, peaceful rest and nurture quite healed Wang Chunshan’s injury and set him on the
road to recovery. He could now go for walks by himself, and the village was delighted. Yet strangely, Caixia for
her part showed signs at this time of a depression and a gloom that had never been there before. She talked and
laughed and bustled about in the presence of others of course just as if she were no different from them, but she
would become quiet all at once, or on her way alone to the well to draw water she would change completely into a
mindless creature of dull stares, hobbling gait and woebegone mood. The first to mark this change in her had to be
Wangchuk.
No longer, when he went to eat with her, did he see her waiting form at the door or catch her merry expression. Meals became almost a thing of misery, from which he absented himself after swallowing a few perfunctory
mouthfuls. Though unsure quite what had happened, he had a presentiment that. she was laboring under some
weighty psychological burden. She lost interest in food, she wasted away daily, and the dark shadows that
encircled her eyes became ever deeper.
Wangchuk was waiting for her at the well one day when she went for water. He took the bucket from her hand
and drew it for her as he spoke.
“Caixia, what’s happened? Can you tell me?”
“Nothing,” she replied with a forced smile. “You’re imagining things.”
“Why, you’re wasting away, and there’s no spirit in you!”
“Where would I find the time for it, with all I have to do?”
“It’s not that. There’s something worrying you.”
“No there isn’t, and when I say no I mean no!”
She snatched up the bucket and left..
His temper roused, Wangchuk left Caixia without a word that evening, having told Uncle Baldan that he was
going hunting.
He was gone a week, and there was no sign of his returning. No one knew where in the vast tract of the Great
Green Hills he was or where he was eating, and the villagers began to be concerned, pondering darkly what could
have happened between him and Caixia or her husband.
For Caixia especially his disappearance was agony. One evening as dusk was falling she feigned a trip for
water and went alone to weep in silence by the well. step where she had parted company with him.
“Caixia, what’s wrong?” came Aunt Yulan’s voice suddenly.
Caixia turned, and Yulan put an arm round her shoulders and sat with her on the step.
“Can you tell me about it?” she asked. Caixia summoned up her courage.
“I’m—pregnant,” she said.
“Pregnant’s pregnant. What’s there to cry about?”
“It’s Wangchuk’s!”
Yulan’s hand that was planted on Caixia’s shoulder twitched violently. She folded her into a tight embrace and
said nothing for a while.
Night’s curtain fell, and the nearby hill tops reared sheer and black in the loneliness of the thick night mist
before the moon rose on the hills.
Icy tears dropped on to the back of Caixia’s, and she discovered to her astonishment that Aunt Yulan was
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crying.
“I never thought another woman in this little village would have the same fate as me.”
“Aunt Yulan, what do you—”
“That’s what happened to me.”
“To you?”
“Did you know that Naranhuar was my daughter?”
“Then Uncle Baldan—”
“He is her father!” Aunt Yulan wiped her eyes. “Life’s a string of tears, happy ones and sad ones, and it’d be a
dull sort of thing without the one or the other. Don’t laugh. Don’t think I’m joking. It’s the truth.”
Thereupon she took Caixia step by step through the convoluted details of the story that underlay Naranhuar’s
birth.
Caixia listened and was immensely moved that an older woman should trust her, should love her, enough to
bare to her these heart-rending secrets of the past, should bestow on her this gift of faith in life.
“What do you think I should do?” she asked softly, staring at Aunt Yulan.
“Caixia,” said Aunt Yulan, taking her hand and rising from the step, “you trusted me enough to tell me, and I
mustn’t let you down. Let me tell you straight out: have the baby!”
“Have it?”
“Yes!”
“But it’s not the same as you having Naranhuar, and for another thing Chunshan may not be as understanding
as Uncle Guo was.”
“Who’ll know if you don’t tell?”
“We’d have to leave here afterwards.”
“For fear of what? Think of the child as part of Wangchuk’s affection you can keep. He loves you truly, I know,
and it’s not easy for us women to get the true love of a man. What’s the point? A little bit of true love, that’s what!
Have it!”
Mantled in darkness, strings of pearly tears fell from the corners of Caixia’s eyes.
*
In the depths of his emotional whirlpool, Wangchuk had lost his hunter’s calm and got the whole thing wrong.
With Wang Chunshan’s injury on the mend and his strength returning the worst pitfall was over, and when Caixia’s state of mind plummetted at just that point he imagined that it was because of him, that he had placed her in
this sad dilemma. That’s it, Wangchuk, he thought to himself privately: time to go. And he shouldered his gun and
his traveling outfit and left Martyrs’ Village for the forest.
When Caixia found that he had gone without a word she broke down in front of her husband. “It’s our fault!”
she sobbed. “What right have we got turning a man out of his home and sending him off on his own?”
“Well, think of some way to get him back!” said Wang Chunshan, who was as deeply disturbed as she.
“Where are we to look in these great wooded hills, with him a hunter?”
“Then we must go. I’m practically recovered.”
“We can’t, not until he comes back, not without saying anything, after he’s saved all our lives and fed us and
provided for us and sheltered us, can we?” Without saying what, she did not say. Wangchuk would never let her
go if she told him of her pregnancy, and so she had made up her mind to let no one else know of it at all, not even
him who had left her this eternal memory.
Wangchuk being ignorant of her condition, his departure was of course not a shirking of responsibility.
Frankly, when he had plunged, gun on back, into the thick forest he began already to harbor regrets. Never again
should he see her daily or chew savory meals under her tender gaze. His yearning for her, which increased the
further he got from the village, broke his concentration on hunting to the extent that he, versed as he was in that
abstruse art, lost his relish for the thick forest depths and roamed fruitlessly in the margins of the wooded hills. He
did this with one aim alone, which was to go to a hill top not far from the village when mealtimes came and gaze
down on his own little room, hoping to see Caixia emerge and afford him a distant glimpse of her. Providentially,
she did in fact appear at the door at just these times, clutching perhaps at a ray of hope that he would return which
drew her there to stand and wait for him. Of him she caught no sight. He, on the other hand, drew her near by
means of his hunting telescope, whose lens framed the curves of her figure for his eye, though her fair visage
remained a blur, which only increased his desire to see it clearly. Invariably at this point the instrument would lose
her, and with a long sigh he would sit despairingly on a boulder and chain-smoke relentlessly, after which, with
the hunter’s habitual care for fire prevention, he would dig a little pit and bury the stubs and matchsticks one by
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one, covering them up as meticulqusly as if interring his own inner longing and despair.
Caixia had just found the courage to face life, since the evening of her talk with Aunt Yulan, when Wangchuk
went off without a word. Only then did she feel, deeply, that she could never do without him in her life. Her husband was right: he must be got back. Where to start doing this, or if it could be done, was of no importance to her.
The important thing was to go and do it!
With her mind made up, she was at last resolved. When she had told her husband of her intent she would go
out and look for him every day. She had already agreed with her husband that to avoid popular alarm they would
for the time being say nothing of this to the neighbors.
For three days on end she searched all over the nearby peaks and dales without finding a trace of him. She was
no hunter, and neither was she of the hill folk; with none of the former’s craft or the acuity of the latter, she
strayed searching wide-eyed for Wangchuk’s tall, sturdy form, fancying that it might be revealed to her suddenly,
and prepared at all times to call his name (Waa-ng-chu-u-uk!) in eager tones till hill and dale resounded with the
echo; but Wangchuk’s tall, sturdy form nowhere appeared, she never gave the eager call, and no echo of course
resounded from hill or from dale.
For a refugee with behind her five hundred kilometres of hard road, a three-day hill trek was in no way exhausting. Encouraged by a vague hope, drawn, by the possibility of a miracle, urged on by an impulse of love, she
continued her determined search, which, fruitless though it might prove, was solace to her soul, missing him,
pursuing him, loving him!
One day her ramblings brought her to that hill not far from the village. It was known to the villagers as Moon
Peak and was, so they said, the place from which to see the roundest, brightest and clearest of moons. Surrounded
by a pinewood, it afforded from its eminence a precise panorama of Martyrs’ Village below. She saw Naranhuar
coming out of Uncle Baldan’s with Taotao in pursuit of a little lamb, and fascinated by the beautiful picture before
her, she sat down on a boulder, where she was surprised to catch a sudden whiff of tobacco, and exploring around
discovered a crumpled-up cigarette packet, which she picked up to look at: Horsehead Fiddles! The vicinity also
yielded up a small pit where cigarette ends and spent matches had been concealed, which revealed the place as a
frequent rest stop of Wangchuk’s. Good! She would expect him!
Morning passed, and he had not come. Afternoon also passed, and still he had not come. The sun fell to the
hills, shedding as it sank a glorious splendour that seemed to set them all ablaze before her in a sheet of fiery red.
Life was reappearing in a misshapen form: where two months before she had appeared to Wangchuk wrapped
in the splendour of dawn, he approached her now faced with the glory of sunset. Yes, it was him! As was his wont,
he had returned hither at suppertime in the village. She had soon darted into the nearby cover of some bushes. He
went up to the boulder and gazed awhile at the village as if seeing nothing, then took up his telescope and trained
it on his own little room there for a long time.
“What’s the matter with Caixia to keep her indoors all these days?” he muttered in some agitation.
Caixia nearly fainted when these words reached her in the cover of the bushes. Oh, did he stand here, then,
every day gazing on her from afar? Unable any longer to control the high tide of emotion that welled up from the
depths of her heart, she threw her arms tightly around the pine tree beside her and burst into sobs.
“Hullo! Who’s there?” she heard him roar.
Maybe he already had her in his gunsights. Unwilling to show herself to him tearful and disheveled, she stood
behind the bushes while she wiped the tearstains from her face, redid her hair and adjusted her blouse, then
walked silently up to Wangchuk with no wild cry and no headlong rush.
Martyrs’ Village regained its erstwhile calm when Caixia got Wangchuk back from the hills, though she
divined astutely that Aunt Yulan had as good as revealed her pregnancy to her “Brother Ba,” and suspected that
this was in order to decide him in favor of a properly satisfactory ending to the piece, for which she was grateful
to her.
The first measure he took was to urge Wangchuk to take up residence in his own home once more, which
eventually he did, moving back into his old storeroom, thus making himself and Caixia next door neighbbrs at
least. Obviously Aunt Yulan and Uncle Baldan were, on their behalf, kindly mapping out the next move.
*
Spring turned to summer. The Great Green Hills sloughed off their sallow shell, turning into a giant, verdant
dragon, not stationary, it seemed, but forever squirming and crawling forward. It was a peculiarity of theirs that
their bare, rocky southern sides were treeless, while their northern slopes were everywhere luxuriantly wooded.
The cursory traveller would glance at the former and exclaim at their barrenness, whereas in fact the Great Green
Hills were bountiful, albeit they hid their riches underground or away from the sun, an estimable resource in a
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nation like ours little given to inhibition and populated by extroverts .
Famine beset the land of China as ever, though that spring had opened with a sequence of good rainfalls,
delivering news of famine’s possible, gradual end. With the burgeoning and growing of the plants and the fleeting
lapse of the months and days, the small life that Caixia bore within her slowly formed and grew, daily distending
her little belly until the time was ripe for Aunt Yulan and Uncle Baldan to take decisive action.
By tacit agreement the couple proceeded in orderly fashion to create public opinion before acting, so as to
handle matters naturally, rationally and flawlessly. Right at the beginning of summer Baldan announced a trip to
see relatives and friends not long for this world on the grasslands of his native Qendomon if Wangchuk would be
so good as to look after his cattle, whose tending was facilitated by the year’s abundance of lush fodder. To this
end he broke work-horses to the readied transport. Wang Chunshan and Caixia just happened to want to visit the
cousin they had been making for, who, living on a state farm a mere few dozen kilometers from Baldan’s family
home, counted by herding custom as a neighbor. Might they make of their common road a common journey?
Wang Chunshan being practically recovered, it was settled that they would go north together.
“We won’t be refugees this time,” said Baldan to Chunshan and Caixia. “I’ll put us up food and drink to see us
a fair stretch of the road, so we can sing our way across the grasslands as we drive along in style!”
And so they were to be off on their journey to Qendomon.
Caixia and her family had spent a memorable time in the little hill village and were really most sorry to be
leaving it. The circumstances of their departure from their previous home had been radically different. Then they
had fled for their lives; now they bade farewell with reluctance, their only regret that they had nothing to leave
behind with their neighbors by way of thanks for their kind treatment.
Rewards are spiritual as well as material. If Wang Chunshan was preoccupied with the material kind, it was the
spiritual or emotional aspect which occurred to Caixia.
The eve of their departure was marked by a farewell dinner at Aunt Yulan’s home and under her genial
direction. Feelings were by tacit consent restrained, and after expressions of regret cups were modestly clinked
and drained. Baldan, normally an easy prey to his feelings after the third round, tonight appeared exceptionally
circumspect and conscious that a matter of grave import rode upon him and would brook no cavalier neglect, for
to him fell the task as Wangchuk’s fellow Mongol and elder to see that Caixia departed in peace and was delivered
safely to the grasslands of the north. Qendomon, where they were bound, was Wangchuk’s ancestral home as well
as his own, and the plan which he and Yulan had formed for Caixia to have her baby there was tentative and longterm, a thing of the future and not for immediate discussion! Saddened by hasty departure upon hasty
acquaintance, no one felt like drinking deep. Guo Baolin, Wang Chunshan, Baldan, Wangchuk and Yulan sat
together discussing a matter of interest, while apart from them Xiuxiu was tying Taotao’s and Naranhuar’s hair
into butterflies with colored ribbon, when quite to their amazement the rigidly abstemious Caixia seized a bottle
of spirits, threw back her head and sank half of it at one go! They were stupefied! Wangchuk was the nimblest on
his feet, springing up and slapping the bottle from her hand to the floor, where it shattered, splashing the drink all
over. She watched him in total silence, turned and lurched through the door and away.
Aunt Yul.an and Xiuxiu ran straight out after her.
Night deepened.
A gauzy mist rolled up from the black gulf of the nearby vales to lap noiselessly at the doors and windows of
every house in Martyrs' Village, which it left moist and bedewed in silver-gray quiet. When all were abed, which
few of the villagers tended to be before the early hours, Wangchuk was as wakeful as ever.
If Yulan and Baldan best understood the root cause of Caixia'’s wild carouse, it was Wangchuk who bore the
brunt of the emotional impact, for she was the only woman he had ever loved, and her going spelt death for the
love of this life. Truly. He was man enough to be daunted less by this than by regret that he would never have
another chance of requiting her doting affection. An unrequited gain, or too great a gain little requited, is an
eternal debt of the soul.
There was no moon until the early hours that early in the month, and as Wangchuk lay on the kang gazing out
of the window at the profound blue of the night air and the forbidding tip of Martyrs’ Peak crag, they seemed as
alien to him as if he were seeing them for the first tiine, and he hoped that dawn, which would break first on that
air and that peak, might hurry and end the dragging night. From the next room came the snores of the peacefully
sleeping Wang Chunshan, not long recovered and easily tired, who had a long drive ahead of him on the morrow.
Sleep deep!
All at once he heard a faint stir outside that might have been the night wind rising, but he realized when he
strained his ears that it was in fact somebody tap-tapping gently on his door. He got off the kang without asking
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who was there and went to the double door, through the crack of which he saw that the caller was none other than
Caixia.
“Why aren’t you in bed yet? You’ve got a long drive tomorrow!” he said to her through the door.
“That’s just it. I;m going tomorrow. Open the door!”
“No, I can’t. Chunshan would be angry.”
“Not with you, when you saved his life.”
“I keep meaning to explain to him that I never thought he was still alive.”
“Shut up and open the door!”
“No. I’m full of regrets for what’s happened already.”
“Wangchuk! Let me make it up to you once and for all, I beg you. I beg you!”
She reached her arms out towards him with tears in her eyes, the gown slipped lightly from her shoulders to
the ground, leaving her completely naked, and the moon threw a tender light on to the fine, full curves of her
nakedness, sculpting her in jade with perfect harmony, a statue poised outside the door. To him she was flesh.
Only she, a woman of twenty-six, could have such full, elastic breasts with the adorable channel between them
that set his heart pounding! He felt only faintness, breathlessness and a fire kindling in his heart, love that burned
in the quiet summer night. He owned frankly that he had not the strength to support further contemplation of that
fair statue outside. He opened the door and went out, and Caixia flung herself naked into his embrace, her lips on
his cheek madly searching for his. Yet at last, with a hunter’s willpower, he pulled away from those red lips, bent
down and picked her robe from the ground and draped it around her naked form and with soft, patient urging drew
her in his arms back through the door of the room that was theirs.
And a streak of dawn flashed on the high tip of Martyrs’ Peak.
187.55 Excerpt from Second Daughter: Growing Up In China 1930-1949\fn{by Katherine Wei (1930- )} Peking,
China (F) 10
I knew my father was dying. I had seen too many deaths to fail to recognize the signs: the lightless eyes, the
faint yet piercing odor of papery skin.
I turned in anger toward my mother, who chattered like a parrot in a corner of the room. The scene was too
preposterous. Oblivious to her husband, and to me, who had not seen her in thirty-two years and must return to the
United States the next morning, Mother entertained two of her friends with the dozens of Polaroid photographs
she had prevailed upon me to take the day before. All of them shots of her, proudly exhibiting the quantities of
goods I had brought her from Hong Kong.
Mother in the western clothes she had had me buy for her in America. Mother pointing toward her massive,
crated shipment of appliances and gadgets (a refrigerator, two toasters, a color television set, a stereo, a camera,
two watches, a large calculator, and a sewing machine) that, once the lot had been installed, scarcely left any room
for Father and her in their tiny Hankow apartment.
How well she had calculated my influence as a wealthy American citizen, who had for years funneled large
sums of currency to my family in the People’s Republic. Most of that money, I now learned, had been turned over
to the State authorities, for there was nothing to spend it on in their humble city one thousand miles inland, where
necessities were in scarce supply, and luxuries nonexistent.
“Bring everything listed below,” she had written. “Our commune leader has made inquiries on our behalf. He
says that the articles will pass customs at Canton, and that a portion of the hundred percent import tax will be
waived.”
She had been correctly informed.
It is not entirely accurate of me to ascribe these words to my mother. The letter in which they appeared, the
first direct communication I had received from my parents since I had flown to the safety of America in 1949,
arrived in the spring of 1981 and was written in my father’s hand. Nevertheless, it was in every other respect
Mother’s letter, and bore her sting. I received it on the morning of May 3, the date my husband’s newest ship was
to be christened and launched in Orange, Texas. We had invited one thousand guests to the festivities, and I am
certain none of them noticed the bitterness I felt on what should have been a day of joy and triumph.
In my youth I had been trained to mask emotion. That morning and afternoon I must have seemed absorbed in
the ceremonies, yet all I wished to do was to be left alone and to read that message over and over. I was feeling
the pain of a long-forgotten wound.
Once again I had come within the grip of Mother’s power.
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For three decades I had heard nothing from her. Not when I had sent money and requests for news; not when I
had written of my three children’s births. Nothing from her, and nothing from Father—whom, I suspect, she
forbade to write until she chose her time. It was Alice, my older sister, who had written me about the family’s
health and who had acknowledged receipt of the money. Seven letters before the Cultural Revolution, and as
many since the political thaw—brief, courteous letters filled with expressive silences. Yet this plea in my father’s
still beautiful calligraphy—this two-page message that weighed like a stone in my pocket—held nothing graceful,
or even the least respectful.
“You must come now to our home in Hankow,” it read. “It’s shameful for a parent to have to beg not to be
neglected by his child, but I am going to die soon, and I want to see my Second Daughter, who, judging from
what her dutiful sister tells us, has flourished so in the West.”
I had only to read a few words to understand with whom I was dealing. It was as if Mother had sat me down
forcibly in a chair and begun lecturing me in her grating voice. She was wise not to have written the letter herself.
I might not have returned.
Instead Mother had hit on a masterstroke by threatening the most precious memory I had of my China days,
the love between my father and me. On the day before we parted, he had talked to me alone of that bond. It was
his soft voice then, his face at that moment, that I had wanted always to remember him by, and not his moments of
weakness in the face of Mother’s relentless will. This letter was designed to look like a betrayal of our love.
There was an enclosure. Had Mother not thought to include a photograph of my father, she might have failed
to lure me homeward. On the day of the ship launching, I had pored over that haunting likeness at every spare
moment. I had seen what she had wanted me to see—the clear indications of imminent death. My father, so tall
for a Chinese man, so brimming with health as I remembered him at the age of fifty-four, looked as shriveled as a
fallen leaf. She would not let me preserve my idealized picture of him; that and the illusion that I had broken
cleanly and forever with the pain of my years spent in China.
Father’s shoulders were rounded, and his bloodless lips were twisted into a pathetic smile. His hair was fairly
thick, pure white in hue, but matted on the left side, as if he had been propped up in his sickbed just long enough
to sit for this travesty of a portrait. He looked diminished in size and in spirit.
When I knew him he was a brilliant man, renowned throughout China for his teaching and writing. His
shoulders were broad, his skin fair and unwrinkled, his smile engagingly subtle. Mother had counted on this
physical degeneration, no doubt, as her trump card.
Yet ironically it was my father’s eyes that persuaded me to return—the one feature of his that had not changed
in any way.
On the afternoon of the launching, I had excused myself from the gaily striped luncheon pavilion and, in the
privacy of a restroom, scrutinized again the youthful eyes that stared out from that photograph. There was the
same blend of warmth and melancholy. There had always been a distant look in Father’s face that seemed to say
he had been let down by someone or something. It was a look of metaphysical detachment, which, I realized, must
always have been concentrated in those soft brown eyes.
In my youth I could read meanings in Father’s eyes that no one else saw or bothered to interpret. And he would
talk with me at times about what I saw. In the photograph, there were clear indications not only of suffering and
shame, but also, and what intrigued me most, a kind of quiet triumph. I envied Father his look of self-acceptance,
his apparent victory over his past.
For I had repudiated my own past, not conquered it. I had begun a new life when I came to America and
shielded from my mind’s sight all that had gone before. The wisdom I saw in Father’s eyes chastened me and
made me consider another course.
Now, perhaps, I was strong enough to come to terms with everything I had fled from at the age of eighteen.
*
“Alice, come down, please, and play something for our friends,” Mother called in English.
Although she had never set foot outside her native China, my mother had made my American-educated father
drill her in the idiom of her Promised Land until she spoke nearly as fluently as he did.
“And, Li-Ma, bring Katherine along.”
Li-Ma, my nursemaid, understood only Mandarin; yet she, no less than any of us, knew what was expected of
her that evening. At the prearranged signal she straightened my stiff-collared, western-style blouse, pulled a brush
twice through my hair, then hustled me into line at the top of the stairs behind my older sister, Alice, and her
amah, Hsu-Ma.
We descended.
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I know that the year was 1935—the year Mother changed Erh-Ma’s name to Li-Ma—but this could have been
anyone of thirty such parties, for the sights and sounds and smells did not vary enough to allow me to distinguish
among them. The first floor of our house was always afire with candles and jewelry on those nights. Colleagues of
Father’s, local Kuomintang leaders, European and American diplomats, all milled about before dinner in our
spacious parlor, their fancily dressed wives suffusing the atmosphere with a heady mixture of western perfumes.
Before sitting down at a dinner table set with starched napkins and silver, they sipped the cocktails and nibbled
the hors d’oeuvres our servant brought around, and browsed through Father’s collection of English novels or
chatted over the big-band music playing softly on my mother’s phonograph.
We lacked for no comforts in Peking. Father lectured in sociology at Yenching, one of China’s three major
universities. In those years professors enjoyed high status. In addition, Father was the dean of his department. We
were given a house on campus and maintained a staff consisting of a cook, a maid, a gardener, and an amah for
each of the children. We ate the finest foods, dressed in the most expensive materials, furnished our house
lavishly, and, each weekend, entertained members both of the Peking academic community and of the
Kuomintang—the Nationalist Republic political party, which my father had joined in 1913 shortly after its
formation by Sun Yat-sen.
Yet what distinguished our household from others in Peking was not its wealth so much as the extent to which
it resembled a home in the West. Since Yenching was founded by an American educator and statesman, supported
by American contributors, and, in large part, staffed by American-born faculty members, Mother had access to an
ever-renewable supply of books and magazines describing clothes then popular in the United States, as well as
house furnishings, customs, recipes, music—in short, a compendium of 193Os Americana. A professor and his
wife who had lent us a Better Homes and Gardens one month might well spend a Saturday evening at our home
the next, sipping Manhattans and listening to Artie Shaw recordings while seated in a living room arrangement
recommended by their magazine; later they might dine on a dish described in that very same issue’s recipe
section.
The Americans, I remember, openly admired my mother’s ingenuity, or at least sank into that pseudo-western
ambience in an attitude of grateful nostalgia. Mother brought off her imitative effects with such energy and
panache, and was so openly eager for approval, that our foreign-born guests were invariably effusive in their
praise.
Still, I cringe now to think of what my father’s Chinese colleagues must have thought. How it must have set
their teeth on edge to sit in furniture not aligned with the vertical or the horizontal, a fundamental principle of
Chinese decor, but rather in chairs and couches set on the diagonal near the center of the living room or tucked
into corners in such a way as to relieve the right angle. How peculiar it must have seemed to them, Christians
though they may have been by birth or education, to recite grace in common and then to take Hong Kong-bought
silverware to a rack of mutton that my mother had cajoled the Mongolian butcher into fashioning along the lines
of a crown roast of lamb, having herself that afternoon painstakingly cut out of parchment paper sixteen frills to
decorate the rib ends. What could our Chinese guests have made of Mother’s smoking habits? That she smoked at
all was a sign of her emancipation, but beyond that, she spurned all the local brands, claiming she could tolerate
only Lucky Strikes, for which she had a Peking-based specialty tobacconist as a source.
Mother’s insistence that English be spoken during her soirees and that the male guests wear western-style suits
probably worked no cultural hardship on her native-born guests, since anyone connected with the university was
used to such practices. But what could those people have thought when Alice and I were trotted out in our tartan
skirts and patent leather shoes to provide the after-dinner entertainment?
Mother would smile and dismiss our amahs, then turn toward her guests and present us. She would walk back
to her armchair during the ground swell of approving comments, trailing one arm behind her, in the manner of a
distracted actress. My sister and I would curtsy and take our positions. While Alice, a musical prodigy, could have
played any number of traditional Chinese melodies on her lute, and while I would have been able to perform the
Hopei Province folk dances I had learned at the Yenching grade school, this would in no way have suited
Mother’s plans. Instead, Alice would walk directly to the spinet and rap out Jeepers, Creepers, to which I would
do a frantic Charleston, incorporating every last one of the knee-gripping, arm-flailing, and heel-slapping bits
Mother had studied in some 1920s film. She had taught me the routines verbally, never hazarding a single step
herself, but making me guess at how each one was executed until I got it right.
Few scenes seem stranger or more incongruous to me now than those dinner parties in Peking: the spacious
parlor with its overstuffed sofas, its walls hung with European prints side by side with Chinese scrolls; the flushfaced Americans, hooting with delight as I capered up and down the carpet; the Chinese guests sitting erect, their
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true feelings, whatever they might have been, hidden behind cordial smiles. I see Father standing proudly behind
my mother’s chair, tugging at his belt or at the underarms of his too-snug suit, and Mother, dressed splendidly in a
ch’i-p’ao, coral earrings, and satin pumps, her beauty marred only by the tightness of her facial muscles; Mother
nodding her head in wooden time to the piano beat; Mother accepting the applause as if the performance had been
her own—which, in a sense, it had been. Just as she lived through my father and his professional successes (or, as
she once privately phrased it, through the professional success she had made of my father), she lived through her
daughters’ minor triumphs as well.
*
My mother, born to a Shanghai merchant family in 1903 and named Chow Hsu-hue, was a woman to contend
with. I have never known a person of stronger will and have never met anyone more skilled at controlling the
people around her, or at parlaying a middle-class upbringing into an aristocratic life-style. She lived through us all
and, with a martyr’s appetite for recognition, sacrificed herself for our sakes. She was a woman of prodigious
intelligence, energy, passion, ambition, but a woman born decades too early. Had she not been raised during the
last years of the Ch’ing dynasty with its petrified social conventions, she would certainly have excelled in a
profession. As it was, she had snatched at every liberating opportunity within her reach in the early days of the
first revolution.\fn{A perhaps now seldom-used term to describe the period approximately between 1911, the fall of the Manchu—the
Chinese know it as the Ch’ing—Dynasty, and 1949, the ultimate military triumph of Communism on mainland China over the forces of the
Nationalist Government which had, with varying degrees of success, ruled as the central—though by no means uncontested—government
of China for the intervening 38 years:H}

She had begun with an advantage. My maternal grandmother’s feet had been bound, but she did not make my
mother submit to what was still, in the first decade of the twentieth century, a fairly widespread practice. At the
age of eight, in 1911, Mother cut off her Manchu pigtail and successfully pleaded with her father to enroll her at a
Christian school in Shanghai, where she would be assured of a modern secondary education. At a time when
marriage brokers were still employed by parents to arrange their children’s matches, she persuaded her brother-inlaw, Ling Tso-ren, dean of admissions at Shanghai University, to introduce her to Professor Yang K’ai-tao, whom
she. married one year later.
She adopted Christianity, less from any religious conviction than from her agreement with the strong stand
Protestant missionaries were then taking against foot-binding and concubinage and in favor of equality of the
sexes. Having joined the ranks of the first generation of emancipated women in 1920s China, she entrenched
herself in her household as the arbiter of her family’s fate.
Secure in that position of domestic strength, Mother flouted a good number of the unwritten laws still
hindering the free movement of women in a China that proclaimed itself a republic but was actually a loose
confederation of fiefdoms. She gave her daughters Chinese names: Hsiao-hue, Hsiao-yen, Hsiao-ying, and Hsiaoch’ing, but western names as well: Alice, Katherine, Victoria, and Joan. She spent a fortune on our education,
while managing my father’s rise to prominence. She decided where Father should teach, when he should publish,
what promotions he should seek, accept, or decline, what political and academic contacts he should cultivate,
which Kuomintang responsibilities he should take on or avoid.
Part of my mother’s effect, I now realize, lay in the fact that she possessed none of the physical traits
commonly associated with dominance. She was four feet ten inches in height, more than a foot shorter than her
husband. She was thin, light-boned, delicate. Her skin was pale, almost white—a sign of status in China, where
laborers were browned by their work in the sun. Her fingers, always bejeweled, were long and slender. Her whole
appearance suggested frailty. However, for those acquainted with her mastery of language, her volatile moods, her
innate understanding of emotional dynamics, Mother’s presence in a room was so compelling as to inspire an
excitement that bordered on fear.
Mother was not above the use of crude psychological devices. She would scowl at us children to show her
disapproval. If she considered the stakes high enough, she would resort to a falsetto whine, or even to fainting
spells, in the course of an argument with my father. Still, her true power resided in her fierce belief in herself.
The image she presented was one of awesome self-assurance that, at its most effective, bore all the trappings of
theater. Mother walked slowly, almost regally, and availed herself of the sorts of broad gestures calculated to
project an actor’s emotions to the most distant seat in the house. Like other ladies of her class, Mother rarely went
out to the shops, but instead granted appointments to the merchants of Peking, who would lug their blue-cloth
bundles to our house. Mother would let them display an enormous inventory before her, discouraging their chatter
with pointed silence and allowing them to set no more than two or three objects aside in an hour’s time. In the end
she would announce an offer in a tone of voice that conveyed absolute disdain for further negotiation. The figure
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was always startlingly low, but the merchants’ protests seemed to lack a certain vehemence, and the ensuing
bargaining was seldom protracted. I believe Mother’s imperious manner cowed the merchants into accepting a
price they would have rejected out of hand in less well-managed circumstances. It was as if they realized they
were paying, dearly yet fairly, for a show.
Little that Mother did was done without show. In our Peking days my sisters and I were seldom with her, since
child-rearing responsibilities fell chiefly to our amahs. Often we would not see her until the main meal every
evening. Those occasions, too, she often tried to transform into semi-solemn rituals, although my father always
lightened the tone with his slouching, casual presence and quiet clowning. Otherwise, sporadically scheduled,
carefully orchestrated events represented our best chance of spending time with her.
Once Alice and I were led by our amahs into my parents’ bedroom, where a gaunt, sallow-skinned man was
kneeling before Mother and repeatedly piercing her fully clothed body with needles. (Acupuncture patients did
not disrobe then, nor were the needles sterilized, as they are now.) Several were so long that they would enter her
abdomen and protrude from her back. The man worked quickly, his wrist and hand aiming, rearing, striking, while
Mother maintained a posture of silent stoicism.
No one explained anything to my sister and me. We were not told that this was a doctor treating Mother’s
ulcer. It was theater, and effective theater at that. My memories of Mother in those earliest days take the form
almost exclusively of some impressive tableau.
Given though she was to histrionics, Mother could not fairly be described as lacking substance. She held firm
moral views relating to social justice and the dignity of the individual, yet even those tenets were often decked out
in theatrical raiment. One day before my youngest sister, Joan, was born, I recall her gathering Alice, Victoria, our
amahs, and me for what amounted to an emancipation proclamation. As we children sat on our stools with our
nursemaids ranged behind us, we were informed that the age-old custom of referring to the family amahs as TaMa, Erh-Ma, and San-Ma (big nurse, number-two nurse, number-three nurse, depending upon which child the
particular woman in question happened to be assigned to) would be abolished. We were told that from that day
forward our nurses’ surnames would be used.
“Ta-Ma,” Mother intoned, “here you will be called Wu-Ma. Erh-Ma, here you will be called Li-Ma …” and so
on. Having spoken her piece, she strode from the room, leaving three confused children and as many vaguely
grateful employees, the latter weeping and bowing in her wake.
Then there was the breast-feeding ceremony, during which theater and conviction were once again seamlessly
interwoven. Just as Mother had insisted on hospital births, scarcely a common practice at the time, she decided as
early as 1929, when she bore Alice, that she would forgo the services of a wet nurse and breast-feed her children
herself.
This was just not done by the ladies in Mother’s circle. In our house it was done, and done with style. Alice
and I witnessed a nursing session the day after Mother returned from Yenching Hospital with Victoria. We were
summoned to the family room, where Mother, wearing a spotless white smock, was seated in an armchair. She
directed us to sit at her feet, then signaled Chang-Ma, the family maid, who first carried into the room a basin and
alcohol-soaked sponge—with which Mother cleansed her hands—then the child, swaddled in a satin coverlet.
Mother made awkward small talk with us, asking in her thin, sharp voice what music Alice had been practicing
and what games I had been playing. Much of this has faded from my memory. But what I have not forgotten, and
was not intended to forget, are the more formal words she spoke that morning.
“When you’re older,” she began, “you may hear people ridicule me for nursing my own children. They may
say things like, ‘Ah, the wife of Professor Yang thinks she’s sperior to the rest of us and must do things in her
peculiar way,’ or, ‘Oh, she wouldn’t think of tainting her offspring with a common woman’s milk,’ and other such
raving.” She fed the baby as she talked, yet held her in such a way at the opening of her smock that we never
caught so much as a glimpse of her breast, and were not at all sure of what exactly she was doing.
“The reason why I do this is just the opposite.”
Mother went on to explain that there was little grazing land in China, and so, few cows and a scarcity of milk.
It was unfair, she said, to take the milk of a wet nurse, who might then not have enough for her own newborn
child. It was wrong for the rich to take advantage of the poor.
To interrupt Mother was out of the question, yet I did not have the slightest idea of what she was talking about.
1 saw no logical link between my new sister, Victoria, and the state of the nation’s grazing lands. I had made no
connection yet between female breasts and milk. (In fact, Chinese women’s bosoms are small enough, and the
fashions concealing enough, and the rules of modesty strict enough, that I was not then aware of any significant
anatomical difference between my father’s and my mother’s chests.) Nor did I understand why the presence of
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wet nurses, several of whom I had seen in the homes of my schoolmates, constituted taking advantage of the less
privileged. What I understood was that my mother, to hear her tell it, was the talk of the neighborhood, and that
she preferred it that way.
I knew Mother reveled in her difference from those around her and enjoyed being regarded as a spirited
modern woman, free of the conventions that others unthinkingly accepted. Still, from time to time her carefully
controlled façade would crack. When that happened it became painfully clear, even to a child, that she was not
entirely free of the bonds of tradition.
For example, when I was six I learned that Mother felt a wrenching personal shame at having failed to bear my
father a male heir. I cannot believe Father ever gave her the impression that he was disappointed at not having a
son. Even so, there came a time, one winter morning, when the psychic pain she must have suffered for years
became so acute that it burst from her in a terrifying way.
*
My youngest sister, Joan, was born in February 1936, at a hospital affiliated with Yenching University. Two
days after the birth, Father and I went to visit Mother.
Alice had not even asked to come along. She had a superstitious dread of sickness and death, and would not so
much as go near a hospital or a grave. Her absence pleased me greatly, because it meant I would have Father to
myself. He always seemed so carefree and relaxed during our times together, so alive with jokes, teasing
comments, and puns that I would sometimes scheme to bring about just the sort of private interlude that fell to me
that day by accident.
The hospital was only a half mile from our house. Hand in hand, we walked silently at first, our breath
smoking in the cold air. We crossed bridges that spanned the campus’s stream, at that time of year a glistening
ribbon of ice, and walked briskly beneath the eaves of the nine-story pagoda and past No Name Lake. We slowed
down once we reached the traditional garden with its bare acacias and willows, and its snow-laden artifcial
hillocks whose south-facing slopes were so brilliant with reflected sunlight that I could not look at them without
squinting. In summer the campus seemed almost oppressive to me; too athrob with human bustle, the rush of
moving water, the color of countless banks of flowers. It was quiet, intimate, on a wintry Sunday morning. The
snow blanket muffied what few sounds there were and presented to the eye a calming white prospect.
Had I not been so curious to know the circumstances surrounding my mother’s delivery, I might have savored
that silence throughout the course of our walk. Our young, brash family cook, Lao Chang—the husband of our
maid, Chang Ma, and my principal source of information in those years—knew little about the birth other than
that Mother had borne yet another daughter.
I had an interest in the matter. Mother had made it known throughout her pregnancy that this time she was
certain she was to bear my father the heir who would further the family name, and whose birth, Lao Chang had
once whispered to Alice, would redeem Mother in the eyes of her peers. No one had paid more dearly than I for
what she saw as her one failure. In the Chinese culture, it is no tragedy if the firstborn is a female. There is time
yet for a son to come. As the proverb states it,
“First the blossom, then the fruit.”
The First Daughter and her mother are granted a dispensation. And in our family’s case, Alice, my mother’s
decided favorite, was born in the Year of the Dragon, the most coveted in the cycle of twelve; the royal year, in
which prospective dynastic emperors had been required to be born. Beautiful, artistic Alice, so like Mother in
temperament and physique, was never blamed for not being male. It was I, the Second Daughter, who bore the
stigma. Mother lavished affection on Alice alone, treated my younger sister Victoria with a kind of indifferent
civility, and singled me out for resentment.
“Father,” I asked, “was Mother happy last night?”
Since he seemed not to have heard me the first time, I repeated my roundabout question. He answered almost
mechanically, still lost in his thoughts.
“Yes, Hsiao-yen, of course she was happy. Very happy.”
“What did she say?”
He glanced at me searchingly. When he spoke again it was with more animation. He said that Mother had
smiled when the doctor had shown her the child, then said she was weary and wished to sleep.
“And when she fell asleep, it was with that smile still on her lips.”
He squeezed my hand and smiled himself, before retreating once again into his private world. We walked on in
pleasant silence until I happened to make a comment on the peacefulness of the scene. Hardly had I spoken than
Father shook his head and said,
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“The time will come, Hsiao-yen, when this place won’t be peaceful at all.”
My father was almost six feet tall and had large eyes of a rich brown hue—eyes that looked at once warm,
even embracing, and startled, as if by the complexity he saw in everything. That morning as he talked in the most
general terms about what he knew was an inevitable war, his shoulders drooped and his eyes looked less piercing
than usual. I asked him a question about some tree or bird, trying to distract him, but he talked on, as though he
had not heard me.
“Someone once warned me that these times would come,” he said. I could not tell if he was talking to me or to
himself.
“A man named Leonard Hsu, a very good friend.” He glanced at me and smiled wistfully.
“He said, the year before you were born, that I should take your mother and sister and go with him to America
… to live our lives in America.”
“But you didn’t want to go?”
“No. I’d left China once, and I won’t ever again. I wanted to live right here in this most beautiful of all cities,
Hsiao-yen. But who can tell how long we’ll be able to stay now? Not long, I’m afraid. Not much longer at all.”
I did not know how to react. I could hear tension in his voice, and that was the first suspicion I had that we
were living in a dangerous place. Lao Chang had said the things my father was saying, and more, during long
summer afternoons when he would take Alice and me on picnics. Yet there was nothing very menacing in his
diatribes against Generalissimo Chiang Kai-Shek. More than anything else they sounded like bluster and bravado;
fairy tales about how if he were not bound by loyalty to his master, he would drop everything and join the
Communist guerrilla cadres of Mao Tse-tung and Lin Piao and fight the Japanese to the death. Whatever Cook’s
true personal beliefs might have been, I felt he had been playacting for children then; and if I had hung on his
words and gestures, it was solely for their entertainment value.
Now it was the opposite. I tried to ignore what Father was saying, and he himself tried to mask his fear behind
a matter-of-fact tone of voice. Yet that fear seeped through the skin of his palm. I pretended I was listening while
he droned on in the manner of a man trying to talk away his worries.
It was a compromise we hit upon by instinct.
As soon as we reached the lobby of the hospital, the day’s mood changed. The netherworld lighting, the
antiseptic smells, the people in white walking briskly in every direction made me nervous. I recall counting up
consolations. I would see Mother, after more than two days of separation, and the baby for the first time. And
there would still be the walk home with Father. There were no restrictions prohibiting children from visiting the
maternity ward, and we walked up one flight of stairs, then the length of a linoleum corridor, passing two western
doctors and a nurse—all of whom greeted my father respectfully.
Mother was lying in bed when we entered her room. The covers were drawn to her chin, and she was smiling
placidly. It was strange to see her looking truly happy. She held out a hand when she saw I was there and stroked
my cheek, a show of affection so uncharacteristic of her that I almost recoiled involuntarily. Still, as much as I felt
compelled to shrink back, I wanted to grasp her hand and keep it in contact with my face. She whispered “Hsiaoyen,” and my Chinese name, no less exotic than a foreign phrase on her lips, seemed all the sweeter. Mother
cupped the left side of my face in her hand as a nurse carried the baby into the room. I felt freed of a burden.
Joan was swaddled in a brown cotton blanket. Her eyes were closed in apparent sleep, but her tiny hands
twitched. The nurse held her out for my father and me to see and touch. Her skin was white as talc with little red
blotches on the cheeks and forehead. There was the merest wisp of black hair. The nurse laid the bundle next to
Mother before withdrawing into a corner of the room. Father just kept nodding his head slowly and smiling. It
was Mother who spoke first.
“Isn’t he a fine-looking one?” she said, and the spell was broken.
Father flinched beside me.
“Not he, she, Mother,” I heard myself saying.
Her lips smiled still, but her gaze turned cold and piercing, so that her mouth and eyes looked horribly
unconnected.
“What do you mean?” she whispered with only a trace of edge in her voice. “Why do you call my son ‘she’?”
I stood there openmouthed, unable to speak. The muscles of my calves began to quiver. Father pulled me away
from the bed.
“Don’t be upset, t’ai-t’ai,” he said to her in his low, calming voice, as he reached toward the waking infant.
“Hsiao-yen, wait outside,” he added more firmly.
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“Stay where you are,” Mother commanded, and I stayed. There was no disobeying her when she summoned all
the dynamism of her will and concentrated it, as she did now, in a raw, tremulous tone of voice and in a look so
accusatory that one felt shot through with guilt and remorse. She thrust Father backward with one arm and was
now sitting upright with the baby in her lap, roughly undoing its robe while keeping Father and the nurse at bay
with her withering stare.
“A son, Katherine,” she kept repeating. “Not a daughter but a son.”
Her loose clothing and unbound hair gave her a wild look.
“See!” she cried. “See, Katherine!” but when she saw the baby naked she shrieked and dropped her to the
mattress. The nurse lunged forward and scooped up the crying infant, fleeing at once from the room. A heavyset
American doctor materialized and began guiding Father and me toward the door.
“That’s not my son!” Mother screamed. “What have you done with him? Where’s my son?”
Father tried to force his way back into the room, but the doctor was adamant. Soon two more men rushed in
and unintentionally knocked me sprawling to the floor. I looked up and saw Mother glaring at me. She was still
screaming, though I could hear no sound. Spiky tresses framed her face. And her hand, with one finger
outstretched, pointed toward my forehead, as if to impart a curse.
*
In some ways I am not free yet of the force behind that gesture, and have thought a great deal about the anger
that inspired it. It must have galled Mother to live in a culture where, even in her childhood, daughters of peasants
were seen as such economic liabilities to their parents that often they would be drowned in their infancy, or sold in
their teens to men of wealth as concubines:
Where middle-class parents made every sacrifice to educate their sons, who represented the family’s hopes for
future security, while the formal education of any girl fortunate enough to receive one would consist almost
entirely of instruction in the art of household management:
Where a woman, upon marriage, left her parents’ home forever and “belonged” to her husband and his family.
If Mother tried to resist those pressures by embracing western ways, she did not quite prevail. Her failure to
give birth to a son—the first requirement of a Chinese wife—came as a blow she could not parry; a personal
ordeal that had begun at the time of my birth in October of 1930, and that took on the nature of an indelible mark
against her on that chill day six years later.
*
As the tides of her own psychic turmoil pushed Mother one way or the other, those of us under her control
were in turn affected. I was constantly on guard. At the worst times, the tension would leave me dry-mouthed,
with a sharp metallic taste beneath my tongue. At the best times, I would be carried along by her energy and high
spirits.
Our last December in Peking was to be one of those best times. That was when we celebrated our first truly
American-style Christmas. Mother was not, however, its sole architect.
In years past we had observed the celebration of Christ’s nativity by attending a special service at the campus
chapel on the morning of December 25. We would then congregate at the home of J. Leighton Stuart, the
university’s founder and president. Surrounded by the elite of Peking’s academic and diplomatic communities, we
would have a ham and roast chicken banquet. At night Alice and I, as members of the children’s choir, would
make the rounds of the faculty houses and student dormitories, and sing carols. When the group reached our
house, my mother passed out gingerbread elves to the choristers. All of that strikes me as sufficiently out of the
ordinary and, as far as I can recall, considerably more enthusiastic an involvement in a Christian feast day than
was demonstrated by any of our Chinese acquaintances. And yet in 1936, the year my maternal grandmother
joined our household, our Christmas celebration reached an unprecedented level of fervor.
Grandmother was almost as slight and almost as beautiful as Mother. She shared Mother’s passion for ritual
and her hunger for all things modern, and she too bore herself with an air of combative self-belief. If she had not
had bound feet—and so been reduced to tottering about or, at times, being carried—she might have looked like
Mother’s double from a distance, so white and smooth was the skin of her face and hands, so black and shiny her
hair.
Upon closer inspection, however, one noticed another clear difference. Grandmother possessed that rarest of
physical traits among the Chinese: her eyes were blue.
*
In 1934, at the age of fifty-seven, Grandmother had converted to Roman Catholicism. To understand what such
a choice represented, one must realize that while thousands of Christian ministers, priests, nuns, and religious
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laymen founded churches, hospitals, and schools in China’s major cities following the nineteenth-century Opium
Wars, they never succeeded in attracting more than a small percentage of the native population away from its
amalgam of Confucian, Buddhist, and Taoist beliefs. For decades, rival missionaries from Europe and America
spread the gospel and performed charitable works, striving to dissuade their Chinese flock from worshipping
deceased ancestors or from practicing concubinage and foot-binding—long-accepted customs that the
proselytizers labeled heathen abominations.
It was only when the 1911 Revolution and the fall of the Ch’ing dynasty brought about a gradual retreat from
ancient habits and an interest in transforming feudal China into a modern, mechanized nation that the missionaries
gained a foothold among families like my own. Motives for converting abounded. In my father’s case, the reason
was strictly a professional one: the Christian university system presented him with a far broader scope for his
research, writing, and lecturing than would have been available in a traditional academic environment. Mother’s
choice was prompted by a social dynamic: as a Christian woman her gender did not shackle her.
Grandmother’s reasons for converting were considerably purer. Given her nearly total ignorance of the English
language, her fifty-two years of Buddhist observance, and her bound feet, she must have represented the capstone
in the evangelistic edifice of the Shanghai-based American priest who converted her.
“He is a saint,” she gushed on the day she arrived at our home. There was nothing spurious about
Grandmother’s faith. From the moment of her conversion, until her death, she pursued the way of Christ with a
piety bordering on the fanatical.
One of the rules that remained unchanged in China even during the turbulent second decade of the twentieth
century was that a wife was not permitted to leave her husband. She exposed herself to scandal and the direst of
legal recriminations if she did. Nevertheless, Grandmother left her husband, a wealthy Shanghai coal merchant,
on the basis of religious scruples. For seventeen years Chow Chung-Ian had kept a series of concubines. Upon
becoming Catholic, Grandmother issued him an ultimatum: he must choose between marriage and sin.
“I quoted him the Sixth Commandment,” she told me many times. “‘Thou shalt not commit adultery.’ That,
Hsiao-yen, is the law of God and cannot be trifled with.”
In addition to this concession, he was to dismantle their home’s Buddhist altar with its heathen idol and its
spirit tablets inscribed with the names of his forebears.
“‘I am the Lord thy God,’ says the Bible, Hsiao-yen, ‘thou shalt not put strange gods before me.’”
For two and one half years they battled, he proposing a host of compromises, she dismissing his offers with the
words of Revelation:
“‘I know thy works, that thou art neither cold nor hot; I would thou wert cold or hot. So then because thou art
lukewarm, and neither cold nor hot, I will spew thee out of my mouth.’”
When he did not reform, she deserted him and sought refuge in the home of her youngest daughter. During her
year with us, she attended Sunday Mass at a Catholic church in northern Peking, fingered the beads of her jade
rosary three times a day, cited the Scriptures at every turn, insisted on leading us in grace before meals, and
orchestrated our observance of Lent, Easter, the Ascension, the Immaculate Conception, and Christmas.
*
The family’s religious life was the one sphere that my mother allowed Grandmother to influence significantly.
(Mother had a masterful knack for neutralizing threats to her control by channeling others’ energies into areas that
were important to them, but relatively unimportant to her.) This charge my grandmother accepted with relish and,
beginning in late October, managed to involve all of us but Father in a flurry of meticulous Christmas
preparations.
Exotic foodstuffs were ordered so that Lao Chang might bake a western-style fruitcake, a treat that
Grandmother had tasted two Christmases before at a church-sponsored party in Shanghai. That delicacy was
doomed to disappoint, owing to Grandmother’s hazy recollection of the ingredients, the inappropriateness of our
kitchen equipment for baking, the substitution of delicate plum wine for a hearty brandy or rum, and Lao Chang’s
thinly veiled attitude of disdain for the entire enterprise. (At soaking time each week he greeted the loaf-shaped
cake as his “little mummy” before extricating it from its cheesecloth winding- sheet, embalming it with wine, then
re-interring it in the depths of our ice chest.)
The gardener was to make arrangements to procure a pine sapling and to fashion from its lowest branches two
wreaths, which he was to hang on the wall of our family room. He was to build a bamboo stand for the tree, as
well, and see that the whole affair was in place by December 20.
Hired tailors were instructed to sew for each family member the new set of clothes one traditionally received
months later during the New Year celebration. (A mere holiday, not a holy day, as Grandmother pointed out.)
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There was a blue silk ch’i-p’ao for her; for Mother, one in green, her favorite color; a gray chan shan for Father;
and for each of the children, a red velvet dress with a hoopskirt and white cotton collar that made us look very
much like members of an ice-skating troupe.
We were instructed to make little presents for one another and to rehearse those carols that Grandmother
approved as nonsectarian.
In late November we began observing Advent, a four-week vigil that, when managed correctly, can heighten
one’s anticipation to the point of fever pitch by the time Christmas dawn finally comes. This Grandmother
accomplished through the use of an Advent calendar, sent her by her former confessor in Shanghai. Each night,
beginning the fourth week before Christmas and ending on Christmas Eve, one of my sisters or I was privileged to
open a set of cardboard double doors that concealed an illustrated religious scene. The portals were arranged in
ascending pyramidal fashion, so that one would open the pair at the apex on the evening before Christmas.
In the weeks before the big day, Alice and I also crafted ornaments. Under Grandmother’s watchful eye we
spent hours producing paper decorations, tracing them from Christmas issues of Mother’s magazines, then cutting
them out and coloring them with crayons and waterpaints. Alice eventually tired of those materials and objected
to working from predesigned patterns. She took a block of soap and a whittling knife, and shaved and gouged
until the likeness of an angel rested in her palm. Mother exclaimed over it and gave her the entire household
supply of soap, sending an amah out to buy still more.
I burned with envy as my sister set to work in earnest. After she had a batch of rough-hewn figures, she took a
needle and refined the angels; features so that each one came alive with character. Grandmother’s satiny white
hands sifted through Alice’s work pile each evening and winnowed out the dragon or phoenix invariably hidden
among those pious miniatures.
*
In that carefree season of religious and artistic endeavor, Father’s frequent absences were hardly noticed. None
of us children knew until later that he had begun attending nightly Kuomintang meetings related to Japanese
maneuvers in Manchuria. Mother and Grandmother did not let on that there was cause for alarm, and Lao Chang
said nothing. Either he was sworn to silence by Father, or he paid as little attention to the threat of an enemy
invasion as did the great majority of the citizens of Peking. At the very time Father was engaged in secret warpreparedness efforts, Mother, Grandmother, Alice, and I were stringing our decorations and making brightly
colored paper loop-chains for the tree.
*
On Christmas Day itself there was such an explosion of sights, sounds, smells, and tastes in our home that even
Father was coaxed out of his month-long dour mood. As for church obligations, a compromise was struck. My
parents attended services at the university chapel, where Father’s absence would have proved an embarrassment,
while Alice and I went to Catholic Mass with Grandmother.
We trimmed the tree with our handmade decorations in the early afternoon, using as a model a photograph of a
Christmas tree that appeared in a year-old issue of the Saturday Evening Post.
And we ate Christmas dinner at home, Mother gamely trying to duplicate Dr. Leighton Stuart’s American
repasts in the face of Lao Chang’s subtle sabotage.
In the evening, Mother sat down at the piano and, following Grandmother’s direction, sounded the chords for
Silent Night, Oh, Come, All Ye Faithful, and Good King Wenceslaus. Father, Grandmother, Alice, and I sang,
while Joan and Victoria looked on in wonder.
The caroling done, we turned to the ill-fated fruitcake and a goat’s-milk disaster meant to approximate eggnog.
My sisters and I did not care how awful those things tasted, for we were distracted by the gift exchange, which
was to take place next.
None of us realized, either, that Father had disappeared from the group at the end of the music, so that when he
burst into the family room wearing a white beard and a monstrous red suit and lugging a burlap bag on his back,
we were struck dumb for several seconds. We had seen enough magazine illustrations of the North Pole workshop
and had heard enough stories from Grandmother about “Old Saint Nick” to identify the figure who was supposed
to be visiting us. We knew, too, who lurked behind the cotton beard and cushion-bloated stomach. But we could
not put those two ideas together. We stared at the apparition, and he at us, while Mother rushed back to the piano
and Grandmother kept prompting “Ho ho ho” in a cackling soprano.
At last Father picked up that jolly chant, stamping about, more or less in time with Mother’s playing. Twice he
made fue rounds of the room, then plumped down in our midst and gave out all the beribboned presents that lay at
the bottom of his sack.
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It was a wonderful end to the evening. Once Father relaxed, everyone did, and we began to make jokes about
the lower half of his costume, which, with its pant legs tapered at the ankles and its silk slippers instead of bulky
black boots, looked more like the elves getups than the master’s.
The amahs, the maid, Cook, even the gardener, were summoned once Father had changed into a chan shan.
They were all given gifts and new clothes by my parents. Then they bowed and retired, but not before stealing a
glance at the weird trappings that by now littered the room. Lao Chang, more than any of the others, seemed out
of his element—he who, when alone with us children, always boasted that he had seen and experienced
everything.
He kept smiling weakly in the direction of the tree, which appeared to be rooted in the floor itself, its branches
barely visible under all the decorations we had made for it. Nothing could have been more expressive than Lao
Chang’s smile, which hid none of his confusion, disapproval, or amusement. …
79.15 A Traitor In The Ranks\fn{by Fang Zhi aka Han Jianguo (1930-1979)} Xiangtan, Hunan Province, China (M) 18
Tian Yutang lived with his family in a country estate near the township of Zixu on the southern bank of the
Tanghe River. He was an elm-powder merchant. Elm powder is made from the crushed bark of elm trees and is a
prime ingredient in the manufacture of joss sticks used in religious worship. He didn’t own a great deal of land,
cultivating some twenty mu\fn{A note reads: 1 acre = 6.6 mu.} for himself and renting out another thirty. Nonetheless,
he had a good business, harvesting several thousand catties of elm powder annually, which he sold to joss mills
in places like Yangzhou, Zhenching, Nanjing, and Shanghai. This thirty-five-year-old elm-powder merchant had
sharp eyes and a quick tongue; his circle of friends was large and he was generous in his dealings with others, so
he had made quite a name for himself in the Tanghe River region.
Following the invasion of the area by the Japanese, army, Tian Yutang was tempted to get out of the business
for two reasons: First, the chaotic wartime conditions made travel extremely perilous. Granted, he considered
elm-powder merchants to be under Buddha’s protection, since the deity was so fond of joss sticks, but discretion
was still the better part of valor. The second reason … well, there was all this talk about Communist activity in the
Tanghe River region …
Strange to relate, the reputed leader of the Communist activity was the eldest son of an illustrious family of
wealth in the region north of the Tanghe River. Yan Jiaju was a student at the College of Law and Political
Science, and in those days, any given area within a radius of one to two hundred miles would produce no more
than one or two college students. Even fewer were able to take up the study of law and political science. Local
residents talked about the young master’s bright future, saying that .had he lived during the Qing Dynasty, he
would surely have been carried from place to place in a sedan chair with four and perhaps eight bearers.
After the central government of the KMT\fn{ Koumintang, or Nationalist Party.} moved west to the new capital of
Chongqing, he stayed behind and, with several impoverished teachers, organized a local militia. Armed with ten
or twenty rifles, they proclaimed themselves the “General Headquarters of the People’s Anti-Japanese SelfDefense Militia of the Three-County Tanghe River Region.” No more than a few days after the establishment of
the headquarters. a squad of Japs arrived in Nangua Township. Yan Jiaju leapt onto his white steed and sent
messengers off in three directions:
“Here are my orders: every village is to mobilize all armed personnel and proceed to Nanguan Township to engage the Japs in battle. Those who remain behind are a conquered people, those who defy my orders are traitors!”
The mounted militiamen sped off in three directions, and he took the fourth, shouting the word at every village
and township they passed through. A force of nearly ten thousand men armed with every imaginable type of rifle,
musket, spear, club, and saber was amassed. Supplied with a purpose but no direction, they shouted, beat their
gongs, and fired their weapons at anything that moved. The squad of Japs had never seen a military deployment
like this and scattered in chaos and confusion, and though they suffered no casualties in the battle, they were
given a real show of military might.
When this news reached the governor of Jiangsu Province, Han Deqin, he made a personal call on Yan Jiaju,
praising him to the skies and offering him a position as regimental commander. But Yan just smiled and told Han
that he already had ties with the Commanding General of the Seventh Military Region, Li Zongren. It was a polite
but effective rebuff. Unknown to anyone else, this young scion of a wealthy family then secretly sent a messenger
to Shandong Province, who brought back with him two cases of Eighth Route Army insignia and a Communist
flag, which, fluttered over Yan Jiaju’s headquarters.
Before long, this military outfit was reorganized into the Tanghe River Detachment of the New Fourth Army.
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Yan’s superiors sent him a group of crack cadres, one of whom, Tiger Huang, a Red Army veteran, had been
appointed as the new commander and political commissar. Yan Jiaju was assigned as his second-in-command.
Yan’s family owned three or four hundred mu of good land, an oil mill, and a distillery; he immediately
communized it all and used his family wealth to purchase guns, horses, and ammunition. He lived and worked
with the men under his command, wore straw sandals, and ate coarse millet porridge out of a crude bowl. All of
this so enraged his uncle that he dropped dead, and Yan’s cousin, Yan Jiazhong, hated him so bitterly he had
murder in his heart. As though to get their goat, Yan even went so far as to change his name to Yan Chi (Yan the
Red), intentionally choosing this dreaded appellation.
Merchant Tian prided himself on being a man of the world, but never in his life had he come across anyone
like Yan Chi. What magic power did the Communist Party have that could attract this young scion of a wealthy
family? It was surely no easy matter, a real coup. But this didn’t deter him from his decision to quit the business,
He exchanged his top hat for an old felt cap, then sized up this unusual military outfit with darting, black and
shiny mink-like eyes that appeared just under the brim of his old felt cap.
One day the detachment headquarters sent for him.
“Merchant Tian,” Commander Huang asked casually in his Sichuan accent, “where’s your top hat? Are you
really giving up your business? Oh—ha, ha!” The commander had the eyes of a panther under a set of bushy
eyebrows, a square jaw, and a broad scar that ran from his left temple all the way down to the right side of his
mouth. A ghost would take flight at the sight he presented, let alone an elm-powder merchant. Fortunately, there
was a smile on his face, which put Merchant Tian somewhat at ease.
“I think he’s afraid of being communized,” Yan Chi commented as he glanced over with a smile on his handsome face.
“Ai … Commander Yan must be joking. That’s not it, that’s not it at all …”
“All this talk of communizing,” Commander Huang said, “that’s a long way off. Our goal is to make it possible
for China’s toiling masses, for all 450 million of our countrymen,\fn{ Now (2004) approximately 1,300,000,000; this story is
set in about 1937.} to live as happily as is humanly possible. How far towards that goal would communi-zing your
property take us? The important task before us is to fight the Japs: we must harness the power of the democratic
masses in the cause of resistance. You continue doing business, and all we ask is that you pick us up some medical
supplies in your travels through Southern China. If you’d rather not accept Resistance Dollars for your efforts,
we’ll pay you in wheat.”
“Commanders, I don’t want Resistance Dollars or wheat. I’m smart enough to know that ‘In the rise and fall of
the nation the common people must share responsibility.’ I'll be happy to buy anything you wish. Money is only a
man’s worldly possession—he was born without it and he can’t take it with him when he dies. Since even an
emperor’s only got one stomach, what would I do with that much wheat?”
Merchant Tian could have gone on like this for a long time, but he was cut short by a smiling Yan Chi:
“Merchant Tian, for now only my property has been communized. You don’t have to worry about yours. We’re
prepared to pay, whether in Resistance Dollars or in wheat, so you should feel obliged to take it. All we ask is that
you buy some supplies for the troops as your effort in the War of Resistance. We hope you’ll emulate the behavior
of the Spring-and-Autumn-Period\fn{The period in Chinese history (722-481BC) immediately preceding the Ch’in Empire, the
first true Chinese empire, from which the name “China” is derived .} between the hero Xuan Gao and become a patriotic
merchant.”
They continued chatting, amiably until the noon hour, at which time the commanders pressed him to stay over
for lunch. In honor of the occasion, they added two dishes to the menu. The fare was simple, enough, but all
things considered, it was a more sumptuous meal than the one offered by the KMT county magistrate, with his
shark’s fin dish and all the rest.
After he returned home, this elm-powder merchant told everyone he met, in his braggartly, show-off manner, what
heroic men these two military commanders were, how they had laid out a spread of eight dishes, and how they all
had spent the whole meal toasting each other. He even went so far as to praise the correctness of the Communist
Party’s policy of resistance. He encouraged all his fellow merchants to emulate the patriot Xuan Gao if they were
to be worthy of their ancestors, and so on.
And that is what convinced Merchant Tian to put on his top hat and go back into business. Good to his word,.
he purchased a considerable quantity of medical supplies in Shanghai, for which he was paid the going rate in
wheat—not a grain short—a good part of which was Yan Chi’s “communized” holdings. By this time Merchant
Tian had forgotten all about singing his refrain of “money being only a man’s worldly possession,” and he was
greatly inspired.
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“Ai, the Communist Party is quite something! Quite something …”
Time and again Merchant Tian made purchases of badly needed supplies for the detachment, such as medicine,
dry cell batteries, and even sewing machines for their factory. A story of his harrowing experiences accompanied
every deal he consummated. I need not go into detail here for the benefit of the more discerning readers, for you
are all aware that the words of a traveling salesman like this have to be taken with a grain of salt. For the time
being, we’ll concern ourselves only with one of his experiences, for which there is adequate confirmation.
The event in question occurred in 1942. Right after the third of March Merchant Tian made plans to set out on
a business trip. A young man in the village by the name of Tian Youxin helped him in his preparations, and since
this young fellow seemed to have a brilliant future ahead of him, it’s worth a little of our time to take a look at
him.
Although he called Merchant Tian “Uncle,” the two were not related. Originally a clerk in a grain shop in the
county seat, he was a clean-cut and diligent fellow. He said little but knew all the ins and outs of shady business
practices. No one could put anything over on him, and not one in a hundred was as easy going as he was. He
wasted no time getting in good with the shop owner and his only daughter, and if it hadn’t been for the owner’s
wife and her disapproval of his impoverished family background, he would have been established as the heir to
the shop long ago.
When the grain shop had folded the previous year, he had returned to Tianzhuang Village. But what to do
there? He considered farm work beneath his dignity, and he was far too genteel to join the military. Time and
again Tian Yutang had tried to take him into his business, but the young man always shook his head with a smile.
He was a man of greater vision than the elm-powder merchant. It wasn’t a matter of unwillingness, for he often
went over to Merchant Tian’s to help out and run errands; he did so eagerly, and he seldom so much as took a
meal with them. This dismayed Merchant Tian, and finally, after being questioned several times, Tian Youxin
revealed part of what was on his mind:
“Which young person, he asked, did not want to improve himself? Who would be unwilling to aid the cause of
anti-Japanese activities? Those unable to carry arms could always perform clerical or administrative work …”
That’s as far as he went with his response, but it was enough for Merchant Tian. Now all he had to do was wait
for the right opportunity.
Meanwhile, just before dawn on the seventh of March, sounds of gunfire suddenly erupted in the vicinity of
Liu-weizi Village, throwing a scare into Merchant Tian.
Something’s up! Just then a stray bullet thudded into a willow the in his courtyard, leaving a forked branch
hanging there by a thread. Coming in spurts, the sound of gunfire gradually shifted to the area north of the Tanghe
River, an indication that the local forces had broken through the enemy ranks. Quiet returned to the area shortly
before dusk.
Just as he and Tian Youxin were discussing the events of the day under the lamplight, they heard the crisp unmistakable sound of horses’ hooves. Merchant Tian threw open the door to take a look.
“Oh, Commander Huang, what are you doing back here?”
“We broke out of the trap and now we’re playing a game of hide-and-seek with the Japs!” Commander Huang
led several orderlies into the house, then turned serious and told Merchant Tian that the enemy had split up and
was attacking from three directions in order to annihilate the local forces. He was preparing to retreat and draw
the enemy soldiers away as a means of protecting the base area inhabitants. Commander Yan Chi and his troops
were already stationed right in the path of the enemy advance. Yan’s own wife—a political cadre by the name of
Yang Shu—had with her a four-year-old child and was pregnant with her second. She had fallen while running the
blockade in the dark of night and was in excruciating pain. Since she was unable to travel with the army, she
wanted to take refuge in Tian’s home and be seen by a doctor. She was being carried on a litter to Merchant Tian’s
home at that very moment and would soon be there.
“Oh, my goodness!” Merchant Tian blurted out. “Comrade Yang can stay here with us, so put your mind at
ease on that. This is the sort of opportunity I’ve been waiting for. I’m deeply honored! It’s a once-in-a-lifetime
blessing. Only, I … oh!” How was he to express himself on this sensitive issue? “I … Iguess I’ve become a little
“red” myself lately! Everybody’s talking about my ties with the “Eighth Route Army,” and, uh, I guess I’ve got
my own big mouth to blame. Yan’s isn’t just an ordinary family. He’s the talk of the town, and if word should leak
out, then I …”
Tian Youxin had an idea:
“Uncle, aren’t you preparing to take a boatload of elm powder to the south? I’m sure they’ve got hospitals
there too.”
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“That’s right!” The idea was music to his ears. “I’ve got a close friend, Dr. Cao, who works in Benevolence
Missionary Hospital in Zhenjiang. I’ll look him up. It’s a perfect solution.”
Commander Huang mulled the proposition over for two or three minutes, giving the appearance of someone
struggling with a decision of monumental importance. The fate of his comrades-in-arms was wrapped up in the
upcoming battle and no one could say who would survive and who would not. The serious concentration on his
face caused the diagonal scar to twist grotesquely, to the horror of the people looking at him. Suddenly his
furrowed brow went slack and he said in a determined voice:
“All right!” He rose to his feet. “Merchant Tian, I’m putting her in your care!”
*
They set out on a moonlit night. Tian Youxin hired a ricksha and volunteered to accompany the merchant as
helper and escort. Yang Shu, having disguised herself, rode in the ricksha with the four-year-old Little Ge. She
and Merchant Tian had agreed to call each other “cousin.” Just before setting out, he had cautioned her:
“Cousin … Cousin Yang, if we run into any trouble at all on the road, don’t panic. Just leave everything to
me!” Even in the darkness, he saw her eyes flash momentarily, and assumed that she was experiencing belly
pains. She knitted her brow slightly and said softly:
“Let’s go.”
The overland distance from Tianzhuang Village was ten miles; after passing by the puppet\fn{ So-called because of
their dependence on American military aid in their military struggle with the Communist military forces after the defeat of the Japanese in
1945.} KMT army’s barracks and gun tower, they would have to make a turn before reaching the canal docking

area. Their overland destination was already in the hands of the Japanese-controlled puppet army. After boarding a
ship, they would sail down the canal past Lake Gaoyou all the way to the Changjiang River. On this leg of their
journey they would pass through the territory controlled by two groups: a bandit force known as the “Eleventh
Route Army” and the ragtag band of local villains who disguised themselves under the “anti-Japanese” banners
but carried on bullying and looting the people. According to Merchant Tian, they would encounter eighty-two
obstacles, one more than the legendary Monk Xuan Zang\fn{ A real celebrated Buddhist monk and traveler (600?-664AD .}
of the Tang Dynasty on his pilgrimage to India.
“Oh!” shuddered Tian Youxin.
“Don’t give it another thought,” Merchant Tian said with a smile. “I know the route like the back of my hand!
Nowadays, when going on a trip, we must keep our eyes peeled and our pocketbook ready. Whenever we meet up
with a roadside ‘Buddha’ we’ll supply some incense. We can’t afford to ignore a single one. I’ve got a few cards
up my sleeve, so don’t worry about a thing!”
One of the “cards” up his sleeve was a personal letter written by Yang Shizhai, the puppet county chief, who
had lived on the people like a parasite for many years. Once, in the dog-eat-dog circles of his government, he had
been publicly accused of graft and corruption. He had intended to funnel 20,000 dollars of illicit money into
Xuzhou, the town of his birth, but with so many eyes on him, he was afraid that his plan would be discovered and
exposed. So he turned to Tian Yutang for help. Applying his “incense” philosophy of bribery, Merchant Tian
found a way to channel the money, through Narijing, and as an expression of his gratitude, the puppet county
chief penned a personal letter of safe conduct for the merchant.
The other “card” was the name-card of Gao Boyan, the leader of the bandit forces around Lake Gaoyou.
Printed on the front of the card were the words “Gao Boyan, Supreme Commander, Anti-Japanese Naval Forces.”
The reverse side of the card was adorned with a few lines of puerile prose:
This is to identify a welcome and virtuous traveler named Tian, who is an incense merchant. He is to be treated with
respect on every river and byway of his journey. This is an order.

Getting this precious card had cost Merchant Tian a total of 150 dollars, which he had used to get several
people to cut a few corners.
For once in his life, Tian was as good as his word; the usefulness of these “cards” was not an idle claim, for his
party negotiated the entire first leg of the trip without incident. On the morning of the fourth day their ship
approached Zhenjiang; from their ship windows they could see the two mountain peaks on the opposite bank that
were so familiar to him.
But then, when their ship glided up to the pier at Zhenjiang, they ran into the unexpected.
Merchant Tian was on friendly terms with one of the local puppet police officers, so it had been no problem at
all for him to secure permission to come ashore in the past. But he now discovered that the man had been
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reassigned elsewhere and replaced by several mean and frightening-looking Japs. On the previous day, two young
travelers had come ashore carrying a pair of tongs. When the Jap sentries spotted them, they grew suspicious that
the travelers might be out to sabotage the rail line, so they interrogated the men right on the spot, and when no
satisfactory answers were given as the two travelers did not know Japanese, shot them down right where they
stood. There were still traces of blood on the stone steps leading down from the pier.
The Japs were examining the documents of each and every traveler who went ashore. In her haste to get on the
road, there had been no time for Yang Shu to secure an identification card. Further more, the Japs were harder to
deal with than the puppets, since Chinese silver dollars meant nothing to them. But something had to be done, and
fast, since Yang Shu was bleeding internally and her face was growing paler by the moment.
“Cousin Yang,” Merchant Tian said with a twinkle in his eyes, “you take it easy while I go ashore and see a
friend.”
He took out his own identification card and went ashore to look up his friend, an interpreter for the Japanese
named Guo Defu. Besides being a mahjong buddy, Guo had also been Tian’s guest on a couple of occasions for
some serious drinking at a local pub. Tian had even put Guo on his payroll—“on the take” is more like it—for
which he had no duties whatsoever. It should come as no surprise that Interpreter Guo was all smiles when he
spotted Merchant Tian walking up the steps.
“Ah, Merchant Tian! Did you have a good trip?”
“Ai! Let’s not talk about good trips. I’ll tell you, Interpreter Guo, I’m so mad I could burst! I told her not to let
the kid play with it, but no, she wouldn’t listen! Now look what’s happened. I’m so mad I could spit!” Merchant
Tian ranted and raved like this until he had to fan himself with his hat to cool down.
“Calm down, now, calm down. What’s this all about?”
“What’s it all about? It’s about my cousin, that’s what! She’s been troubled by morning sickness, so I’m taking
her to see a doctor. As we were getting off the ship, her four-year-old son saw her holding her identification card
and wanted one for himself. When she said no, he started to bawl. ‘It’s not a toy,’ I said, ‘so just ignore him.’ But
she ignored me instead and handed it over to her little darling. You know how they say that fact is stranger than
fiction? Well, along comes a gust of wind and, whoosh, there goes her ID, right into the river. Oh my! All the tears
in the world won’t help her now! I’m supposed to be looking after her, but she just ignores me and treats her little
darling like he’s a prince or something!”
“Ai! Where is she now?”
“Where is she? She sure as hell can’t leave the ship, so she’s up there crying her eyes out!” Interpreter Guo
laughed confidently and said:
“That’s easy to take care of. You just let me handle everything. Let’s go.”
In no time at all, Interpreter Guo and Merchant Tian were standing on the pier. Merchant Tian led the way and
once he was aboard, called out happily to Yang Shu:
“Cousin Yang, don’t worry about your lost ID card. Interpreter Guo’s here to straighten things out!” He cast a
meaningful look at Tian Youxin: “Elder nephew, after all the goods have been unloaded, you go on back with the
ship. Tell everyone at home not to worry about us.” Interpreter Guo picked up the little boy and, with Merchant
Tian and Yang Shu following him, walked along the steps of the pier. When he reached the sentry post he had a
brief but animated conversation with the Jap guards. The others were completely in the dark. Then, all of a
sudden:
“Wah!”
Four-year-old Little Ge let out a frightful cry and reached out imploringly for his mama to hold him. The
child’s crying was so loud it carried all the way to the ship’s hold, where Tian Youxin turned a ghostly white and
his wide, staring eyes showed just how frightened he was. You can imagine what the two people on the scene
must have felt! Who could have guessed that one of the Jap guards a skinny, old fellow, would display a mouthful
of gold caps as he grinned broadly at Little Ge and said: “Little one, little one, eat up, eat up!” He pulled a piece
of candy out of his pocket and stuffed it into Little Ge’s mouth. Then with a wave of his hand he signaled his
permission for them to pass!
They had panicked all for nothing—it was their own fault for not understanding Japanese. But I want all my
readers to take note that the lousy piece of candy Little Ge was given damn near claimed every tooth in his little
mouth. China has its own share of “devils,” and they’re no more cultured than the Japs.
But that comes later; for now, let’s continue with our story.
Merchant Tian’s physician friend at the Benevolence Hospital was named Cao Ruiyun. He and Tian Yutang
had grown up in neighboring villages. During the famine that occurred north of the Changjiang in the thirty-
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second year of the Qing emperor Guang Xu’s reign (1906), thousands and thousands of peasants fled for their
lives. At the age of nine, Cao Ruiyun was taken by his parents to Zhenjiang. His father was subsequently killed in
the marketplace, while his mother fell ill and died behind the stage at the temple of the city god. He was left
orphaned and all alone. At the time, one of Tian Yutang’s aunts was employed at the Benevolence Hospital—to do
the washing and other backbreaking work for the Americans. She spotted this little orphan from her home town on
the street one day and took him home with her, where she reared him, feeding him from her own food ration.
Little Ruiyun was as smart as a whip; he helped her shine shoes and deliver the laundry, and even mastered a
few English sentences. With the passage of time he got on better and better with the Americans in the hospital.. In
order to keep his belly filled he became a Christian; then, through the grace of his new Lord, he acquired a new
name—John Cao—plus the opportunity to attend a missionary school and study medicine. He eventually became
a surgeon. With the outbreak of war and the ever increasing danger, the Americans evacuated the area, leaving the
hospital in John Cao’s care.
In the meantime, Auntie Tian had departed this world and Dr. Cao often prayed for her soul. The first thing he
did following Tian Yutang’s arrival was set Yang Shu up in a private hospital room. His wife, Dr. Gu, was an
obstetrician so the pregnant woman was obviously in the best of hands Merchant Tian placed Little Ge in the care
of the owner of a shop that dealt in joss sticks and votive candles. With all of these accommodations and the ID
card Interpreter Guo had obtained for Yang Shu, it looked as though their worries were over.
Naturally, if everyone just lived happily ever after, there’d be no story to tell. As it turned out, when Merchant
Tian went to look in on his “cousin” some three days later, a great commotion suddenly erupted downstairs.
Several plain clothes men were arresting a young patient and taking him away.
“Sir!” an old woman implored tearfully. “You can’t arrest a good man like that for no reason at all!”
“You trying to put something over on us, old woman!” one of them, a man who was as skinny as a rail,
bellowed at her, his large Adam’s apple bobbing up and down as he spoke. “If you don’t act sensibly, we’ll take
you along with us. Now, scram!” The word “scram” resounded through the room1ike the sound of clanging metal
and hung in the air even after the men passed by her.
“What’s going on?” Tian Yutang asked Dr. Gu hastily.
“They’re plain clothes agents working for the Japanese The skinny one is their captain. Ai! Every couple of
days they burst in with one of their surprise searches, arresting anyone who looks the slightest bit suspicious!”
She glanced over at Yang Shu. “Word has it that the New Fourth Army has been real active lately. Just the other
day they killed a Japanese squad leader over by the rail line. It’s probably more peaceful in the countryside out
your way.”
Yang Shu nodded and smiled weakly. After Dr. Gu left, Yang Shu motioned Tian over and said:
“Cousin Tian, sit over here by me.”
Merchant Tian walked over and sat on the edge of' her bed with some misgivings.
“The skinny one’s name is Yan Jiazhong.” Her voice remained expressionless. “He knows me.”
Merchant Tian gave a cry of alarm. “Oh, my! You …” He forced himself to lower his voice. “How do you
know him?”
“He’s Yan Chi’s cousin, a dedicated anti-Communist. After Yan Chi joined up with the Eighth Route Army, the
hate his cousin felt went all the way down to his marrow. One night he even tried to assassinate us. He was
originally one of Han Deqin’s men, but somehow or other he wound up as a running dog for the Japanese.” She
paused momentarily, then continued:
“I can’t stay in this hospital any longer. Find a way to take me back to the Tanghe River.”
“Take you back? Are you kidding? Dr. Gu said you waited too long as it is. You’ve lost too much blood and the
baby’s not in the right position. If you don]’t get medical attention immediately, both you and the baby’s lives, are
in danger … calm down, we’ll find a way out of this.”
That very night, Merchant Tian went to see Dr. Cao, who lived in a small second story Western-style apartment
in the hospital. He offered his guest some small cakes and milk, but Merchant Tian was in no mood for any greasy
snacks. Following a moment or two of idle conversation, Merchant Tian got down to business:
“Say, my brother, how would you characterize our friendship?”
Dr. Cao was shocked by the question. “Why, why ask a question like that? How could I ever forget what your
aunt did for me?”
“I’m glad to hear that, brother, because I’m going to ask you to save my neck.”
“Aiya! It’s—”
“I brought a woman with me to receive medical attention, didn’t I?”
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“Sure, she’s your cousin, right?” Dr. Gu said.
“Brother, I’m gonna tell you the truth. She’s attached to the Eighth Route Army, and Yan Jiazhong’s out to get
her.
“Oh!” Dr. Cao was so shocked by this news that he almost collapsed into his chair, knocking over his glass and
spilling milk all over the table.
“If the plain clothes men spot her, the jig’s up! My life isn’t worth a single hair on her body. Without her I’m
lost, so you have to do what you can to save her.”
“Those plain clothes men are worse than devils,” Dr. Cao said under his breath. “Brother Yutang, who in his
right mind would look for trouble with them? I advise you to give it up, just drop it!” His voice was as weak as a
mosquito’s buzz and his eyes were downcast timidly. Merchant Tian’s face paled, then the color gradually
returned until his face was deeply flushed.
“How can I just give it up?” he shouted. “All right, let’s forget all about this worthless life of mine. But let me
tell you: she was a college student and comes from a good family that owns as much as thousands of mu of good
land plus property in Shanghai’s English and French concessions. But with all of that, she decided to join up with
the Eighth Route Army. She sold all her jewelry to buy weapons to be used against the Japs. For a dedicated
patriot like that, who’s sacrificed everything in the service of the nation, how could I, in all good conscience, just
wash my hands of her and stand by to watch Yan Jiazhong work his evil on her? Not only that, she came here
under my protection. Now, we’re gonna see if you’re a hot blooded patriot, a true comrade, and not a shameless,
spineless coward. Brother, if you won’t come to her rescue, you might as well go all the way and hand both of us
over to the Japs! I’d gain some glory that way and I’d hold no grudges.”
There’s no telling just how much truth was contained in this speech by Merchant Tian, and how much
embellishment, but his emotions were genuine; fervent enthusiasm, a torrent of verbal histrionics, and a high
excitement factor combined to stupefy Dr. John Cao and his wife.
“Uh—” All Dr. Cao could do for a moment was stammer. “Brother Yutang, it’s not that I … there just isn’t any
safe place—”
“Hey!” Dr. Gu had an idea. “They’re not likely to search the doctors’ dormitory, so why not have our Eighth
Route lady soldier stay in our quarters?”
And so, early the next morning, the two doctors moved downstairs and Yang Shu was moved into their upstairs apartment. Her medical treatment continued uninterrupted.
But Merchant Tian was on tenterhooks all day long. When Yang Shu saw him she badgered him to tell her why
Dr. Cao was willing to give up his own quarters for her. What was she to say to them? Merchant Tian was no fool,
and when he sensed that his explanation wasn’t ringing true, he changed his tune and said light-heartedly:
“It was easy. Dr. Cao and I are like brothers, so I just made up a cock-and-bull story and he believed me.”
“That’s not true. There’s been a change in their attitude the past few days. I can see fear in their eyes, and
they’re avoiding me like poison. You’ve got to tell me the truth.”
Tian Yutang mulled it over for a moment, then told her what had really transpired.
“If that’s the case,” Yang Shu said calmly, “then they know who and what I am.”
“Now don’t you worry, Cousin. Cousin Yan nothing’s going to happen, I guarantee it.”
“No, we’ve got to stay clear-headed and be prepared for anything, especially the worst. We’re right under the
nose of our enemy, so we have to be on our guard. Let’s do it this way.” Her eyes lit up as she pointed gently to
the window:
“See that potted narcissus on the window ledge facing the street? That’ll be our signal. You stay away from
here unless it’s absolutely necessary, but if you must come, first check the window. When you see the plant, then
you know the coast is clear. If it’s gone, then you know there’s trouble. If the enemy comes to take me, I’ll put up
a fight, and no matter what else I do, I’ll be sure to knock the plant off the window. The moment you notice that
it’s missing, leave Zhenjiang as fast as your legs will carry you—get away from this dangerous spot at any cost.”
“No, Comrade Yang, I couldn’t leave,” Merchant Tian cried out. “I could never leave you behind!”
“Don’t act rashly on my account, cousin.” Yang Shu’s voice had a tender quality to it. “If anything goes wrong,
don’t give me another thought, but get away as fast as you can.”
“No, no!”
“Listen to me, cousin. We can’t be ruled by our emotions. All I ask is that you take Little Ge with you. When
you see commanders Huang and Yan Chi, you tell them that I won’t bring any shame on my beloved New Fourth
Army … cousin, this trip has brought you a lot of hardships, and I’m truly grateful to you. Yan Chi and my child
are grateful, and the people will be, too. The road ahead for our country is going to be long and perilous. We must
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continue to struggle. In our fight to save the nation, every single person, every ounce of strength, counts. So you
must leave. Don’t sacrifice yourself for nothing.”
Feeling his eyes beginning to smart, Merchant Tian turnedhis face away. He had just been given a glimpse of
the true heart of an Eighth Route Army woman warrior. The words emerging from her mouth were like a fresh
water spring, crystal clear, completely natural, and totally devoid of impurities and bombast.
Yang Shu broke the momentary silence with a light-hearted laugh:
“Ai, let’s not forget that we’re just weighing all the prospects. We can’t discount any possibility, good or bad,
life or death. If we’re mentally prepared, we can handle anything that comes along. Don’t you agree, cousin?”
Merchant Tian left.
From that day onwards, Merchant Tian could not get his mind off that potted narcissus. The building in which
Yang Shu was staying was right alongside the compound wall. Merchant Tian walked up and down the little street
just beyond the wall several times a day, casting sidelong glances at the tiny potted plant on the window ledge.
One day passed, then two, then five, then ten … thanks to Buddha, the plant remained in place. On the thirteenth
day of her confinement, Yang Shu was released from the hospital.. She and Merchant Tian headed back to the
base area by the Tanghe River, returning just as the counter-mopping-up activities had been successfully completed.
Commanders Huang and Yan shook Merchant. Tian’s hand spiritedly and ordered that he be given fifty silver
dollars as reimbursement for Yang Shu’s medical bills and traveling expenses. But Merchant Tian wasn’t about to
take their money.
“Commanders,” he said emotionally. “I know all about your New Fourth Army’s regulations against taking so
much as a needle or thread from the masses. As a traveling businessman, money comes easily to me, not like the
peasants, who have to toil for every soybean, every grain of wheat. Besides, you willingly risk your lives to resist
the advances of the Japs: don’t think that money is the only thing on my mind. If you insist that I accept this
payment, it means you still think of me as an outsider, that you’ve rejected me!”
The obvious sincerity of his words convinced the two commanders to respect his wishes. Instead, they
expressed their gratitude by preparing a couple of tables for a meal that this time included eight heaping dishes of
food and a bottle of aged, spicy Yanghe wine.
Merchant Tian couldn't have been happier than he was that day; he was grinning from ear to ear as he sat down
to eat.
“This is one meal I won’t pass up!” he said. “But I do have one small recommendation to make to the two
Commanders.”
“What is it, cousin?” It was Yang Shu who asked the question.
“Well, the young man from our village, Tian Youxin, played an important role in everything that’s happened.
He’s fervently dedicated to the resistance cause and is trying to be as progressive as he can. He’s also got real
business know-how. What do you say we invite him over to share the meal with us?”
“Of course!” Commander Huang struck himself on the forehead with his fist. “My memory’s terrible these
days. I clean forgot! We should never forget anyone who’s served the people well. Orderly, ask him to join us,
and hurry.”
Tian Youxin arrived shortly. Throughout the meal, he responded politely to all the toasts by barely sipping his
wine. As for Merchant Tian, he was already quite intoxicated before the first glass was poured, so once it started
to flow, the outcome was never in doubt.
This marked the beginning of Tiari Youxin’s participation in their important work, as he was appointed director
of the Zixu Township tax bureau. He did his work conscientiously and with scrupulous honesty, and even though
he was praised several times by his superiors, he remained as humble and self-effacing as ever. But since his
virtuous conduct and deeds have little to do with our story, I’ll not go into detail here.
Yang Shu’s baby—a girl—was born on mid-autumn day and was given the name Little Xian (Narcissa), most
likely in remembrance of the potted narcissus plant.
*
In the twinkling of an eye, twenty-three years passed. Little Xian became a famous actress in a musical troupe
and bloomed into a young woman every bit as lovely as her namesake. Her father, Yan Chi, had risen to the
position of commander of an armored force in a certain area, while her mother was serving as director of the local
bureau of light industry. Little Ge was involved in scientific research at one of the national-defense science
institutes. Tiger Huang, the Red Army veteran, who had acquired a few fresh scars on his body, had been
appointed commander of a provincial military region. John Cao and his wife were renowned physicians at the
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provincial people’s hospital. Tian Youxin had risen to the post of deputy county chief. As for Merchant Tian, both
he and his elm-powder underwent transformations: the elm-powder was now an ingredient in mosquito-repellent
incense, while Tian himself became the assistant manager of the mosquito-repellent incense factory, and also
served as a member of the Political Consultative Conference. The counterrevolutionary Yan Jiazhong managed to
dodge the Movement to Suppress Counterrevolutionaries in the early 1950s; his past history was brought to light
much later, at which time he received a sentence of labor reform for life. As for the likes of Yang Shizhai, Gao
Boyan, and Interpreter Guo, they were either killed in battle or they fled [to] Taiwan.
In a word, virtue was rewarded, evil was punished.
By rights, my story should now be ended; any canting prattle on my part could easily be interpreted as spin
words for profit. Fortunately, at this point in time there occurred an event unprecedented in world history, the Cultural Revolution. The Cultural Revolution covered the land with a raging tide of terror and upheaval; it was a time
of soul-revealing and provided material for countless stories. Everyone—patriot and traitor, Leftist and
opportunist—showed his true colors, and the national stage witnessed the performance of every imaginable role.
For someone like Tian Yutang, it was inevitable that he live out a tale of intrigue hardship, just the material I need
to continue my yarn.
Amidst shouts of “smash the vermin” and “sweep away the scum” Tian was transformed from a democratic
patriot into a “monster,” a force of evil. What he experienced was beyond the usual labels, dunce caps, halfshaved heads, bowed-low postures of humiliation; in his confrontation the newly emerging ruling triumvirate of
the old, the mid-aged and young cadres he was put through a truly unique experience.
One day, while he was working in the mosquito-repellent incense factory workshop, he was ordered by the
head of the local faction, a man named Ji, to come with him in his jeep. He was taken on a long, twisting ride to
the county public security headquarters. Since all the county public security organs had been “smashed,” Tian was
confronted by a sea of unfamiliar faces.
Two men in military uniform were waiting for him in one of the small conference rooms. It must be
acknowledged that they came from high places—both of them belonged to a faction in the military forces and
were highly regarded by the man whose “everlasting health” was toasted by all.\fn{ A note reads: This refers to Lin Biao,
former Vice-Chairman of the Chinese Communist Party who died in a plane crash in September 1971 after an abortive coup to usurp the
supreme power of the Party and the state.}

The moment Tian Yutang entered the room he lowered his head and stood at attention out of habit. He listened
carefully as faction leader Ji introduced the men:
“These two comrades have been sent as investigators by the headquarters of the proletariat! (This elicited a
silent cry of alarm from Tian Yutang—“Buddha help me!”) I’m instructing you to answer their questions honestly.
If you don’t, you have only yourself to blame for the consequences!”
“Yes, yes!” Tian Yutang responded with alacrity. He raised his eyes slightly to catch a glimpse of the two men.
One of them, a man of twenty-three or four, was seated off to the left, pen and paper in hand. The man in the
center was an imposing, somewhat stout and prematurely bald fellow of about forty. He sat there sternly, with
droopy eyelids. Seated all around the room were some dozen or so local luminaries.
“You …” The one with the droopy eyes raised his thin eyelids slightly, exposing a pair of forbiddingly glossy
eyes. “You’re Tian Yutang, is that right?”
“Yes, that’s me …”
“Now I want you to speak the truth and unmask Yan Chi—”
“Oh! Commander Yan!” Tian Yutang blurted out.
“He—he’s no longer any kind of commander! He viciously attacked our esteemed and beloved comrades Lin
Biao and Jiang Qing. He is an unpardonably wicked capitalist-roader! Not only that, in his political background,
he committed an even more serious error! You are well acquainted with the details in the case.”
This singular individual had, a habit of pausing in mid sentence, giving his speech a measured and forceful
quality that rang pleasantly in his listeners’ ears and gave the impression that it caused him considerable exertion.
Now that that is understood, I shall eliminate the pauses henceforth.
“Aiya, comrade!” Tian Yutang responded loudly. “How in the world could I be well acquainted with the details
in the case? In those days he was an imposing commander while I was nothing more than a merchant—”
“That’s enough denials!” Ji said. “Haven’t you been going around boasting about how Yan Chi called you
Elder Brother and how the two of you were this and that?”
“Yan Chi never called me Elder Brother—his wife, Yang Shu, called me Cousin. I’m the first to admit that I
used to act like a big shot, and that I bragged about how Yan Chi called me Elder Brother. That’s what caused this
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misunderstanding. I’ve got myself to blame, and it’s all because of my capitalist thinking!”
“What do you mean, capitalist thinking? Shit, what are you, if not a diehard capitalist?” Several of the people
in the room reacted to this by curses and laughter.
“You’re right, I’m just a capitalist!”
“Oh, no, you don’t!” shouted the chief interrogator as he thumped the table top authoritatively with his
fingernail. This was followed by a momentary silence. “Don’t think you can get away as lightly as that! What are
you thinking? You may know what you’re doing, but so do we! Now I want an honest answer: why did you
accompany Yan Chi’s wife to Zhenjiang in 1942? And don’t just try to snow us with appearances—we want to get
to the heart of the matter! What sort of shady dealings did you rely upon to get there? Who were your contacts
there? What sort of political deals did you make? Whose orders were you following?”
Tian Yutang’s ears were ringing. All the “whos” and “whats” that followed were lost on him. He didn’t really
come to his senses until he heard Ji announce loudly that from that day on he was to be kept in isolation.
And so his isolation—popularly referred to as “being sealed up” or “nursery boarding”—began. The significance of “being sealed up” is obvious; that’s also true for “nursery boarding,” which, loosely translated, means
that one is cared for twenty-four hours a day by saintly guardians, with no cares or worries and no need to return
home.
He was kept in a large, empty room that was permeated with the smell of mildew. Every window in the room
had been boarded up, so that he had to keep the lights on even during the day. The dim artificial light tended to
blur almost everything. According to a certain psychologist who had researched the matter carefully, this sort of
environment, where day and night are indistinguishable is particularly conducive to evoking a sense of guilt in
criminal elements.
Late one night, after Tian Yutang had taken five meals or so in his confinement, the chief interrogator and four
or five bodyguards came to his room:
“Have you thought it over? Hmmm?”
“Yes, I have, com … comrade!” Tian Yutang stopped just short of adding the word “officer.”
“Let’s hear it.” The younger man opened his notebook.
“I’ve thought it over and over, comrade! I’m not alone in this affair, everyone knows that. And I’ve performed
more than just one or two services for the Communist Party. I know a thing or two about policy. The Party puts a
lot of stock in getting to the heart of a matter, and no ease is considered closed until all the witnesses have had
their say. When you strip a roof, every tile will fall to the ground—in other words, the truth will come out. How
could I ever be able to face my friends if I made up some cock-and-bull story? And how could I be worthy of the
Party? Isn’t that right, comrade?” He stopped there.
“Huh? That’s it?”
“That’s it. There’s nothing more I can say. If you don’t believe me, then check out my story—”
“Do you think we’d be talking with you if we didn’t have all the evidence we need? We know that your sinister
relationship with that crowd goes very deep.”
“Sinister relationship? Oh, my God! No matter how you look at it, my heart’s always been in the right place!
Commander Huang came personally to see me that day. How could I turn him away? Tian Youxin and I braved
the elements and other dangers to escort her to Zhenjiang …”
Sensing deeply that he was being wrongly accused, he embarked upon a narration—with commentary—of this
long-past affair. He told of their difficulties, of how they had traveled at night, of how resourceful they had been
in their encounters, of how they had gotten Yang Shu ashore, of how they had …
“Slow down!” The man’s thin eyelids fluttered slightly. “Did one of the Japs give you a piece of candy as you
passed the sentry box?”
Tian Yutang was speechless.
“Uh-huh, that’s exactly what happened. Little Ge was crying from fright and one of the Japs shut him up with a
piece of candy—‘Little child, eat up, eat up’—”
“Aha! ‘Eat up, eat up!’ How many Chinese had those Japs put to death? The day before you arrived in
Zhenjiang two of our guerrilla fighters who were sent to sabotage the railroad were executed right there on the
pier. Now why would they be giving such preferential treatment to a relative of the imposing Commander Yan!
Huh?” Just as Tian Yutang was about to explain, the man cut him off with a hand motion. “I’m just bringing up a
few points here to show you that no detail has escaped our notice.”
Tian Yutang stood there in stunned silence, his mouth hanging slack. He found it no easier to understand the
man’s heavily accented Chinese than the indecipherable chatter of the Japanese.
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“Don’t try to act dumb. Let’s continue our chat, and no more nonsense. Let’s talk about the evil plots Yang Shu
and her brother-in-law, Yan Jiazhong, were hatching.”
“Buddha help me! What evil plots? For that matter, what plots of any kind—”
“Don’t dummy up on us, Merchant Tian! Here, look at this—it should clear your mind a bit.”
With that, he opened his briefcase and took out a thick dossier, removing the last sheet of paper, on which the
name Yan Jiazhong was neatly printed alongside a large fingerprint.
“You’ve been taken in, comrade!”
Tian Yutang understood everything.
“Yan Jiazhong is an anti-Communist of long standing who’s had it in for Commander Yan and Yang Shu for as
long as I can remember! Don’t let yourselves be taken in by him!”
“Hah! It’s more like we shouldn’t be taken in by you! Okay, I’ve got something else here to show you.” He
brought out another sheaf of materials, which were signed in an uneven scrawl, John Cao; next to his name was a
rather blurred fingerprint.
“Dr. Cao’s evidence isn’t any more reliable!” Tian Yu- tang virtually shouted. “He’s not a bad man, just timid
and wary of almost everything. He’s like a handful of dough that can be kneaded into a ball or a pancake or
anything else you want.”
“Hah! You’re the only reliable one. You’re right and everyone else is wrong. You—”
“No, there are others! Go ask Deputy County Governor Tian—he knows the score!”
“Tian Youxin didn’t even go ashore, so how could he know about all your shenanigans? Don’t get cute with us.
You’re the one we've come to talk to today!”
“Shit! Don’t do yourself in. Tell us the truth.” Several of the men around him piped up simultaneously.
“Ah, living Buddha! You, what do you want me to say?” Tian Yutang shouted painfully. “My conscience won’t
allow me to slur the good name of Comrade Yang—”
“Shit! Whose name are we trying to slur?”
“What’s all this about conscience? You’re just spewing the poison of the human-nature theory!”
“Beat him! That’s the only way he’ll tell the truth!”
Almost immediately, blows from fists and other hard objects began raining down upon the head and body of
this mind-poisoner. As for the interrogator, he merely turned around and stepped over by the door, where he stood
with drooping eyelids as he smoked a cigarette.
When the man had finished his cigarette, he flipped the butt away, and the blows stopped raining at once—the
storm ceased and everything calmed down. As he was leaving the room, the man said warmly:
“Tian Yutang, to be honest, it’s not you we’re after. We’re here to help you. It’s too bad you’re so stubborn and
that you had to rile up the masses. You ought to take a lesson from Yan Jiazhong and atone for your crimes by
performing meritorious services. You’ll have to give up your pipe-dream of stubbornly trying to protect Yan Chi.
You think it over carefully!”
They returned to his room late the next night. This time the interrogators went to extremes, wanting Tian
Yutang to come clean on every aspect of the matter: How many times had he subsequently returned to Zhenjiang?
How many confidential documents had he brought along with him? Who, besides Yan Chi, had given him secret
orders? What sinister connections had John Cao arranged for him in addition to the one with Yan Jiazhong? For
example, one of the capitalist-roaders’ wives was a secret agent for American strategic intelligence …
The chief investigator announced confidently: “We know all about your network of contacts, so use your head
and speak frankly for a change!” Then, just as on the previous night, this was followed by a beating, while the
“Buddha” with .the drooping eyelids turned his back on the scene, as though unable to stomach what was going
on, and puffed on a cigarette.
This is how it went for three nights in succession. On the fourth night Tian Yutang began shouting before the
first blow was struck:
“Hold on, I’ve got something to say!”
He then very timidly reached out his hand:
“Com-comrade, could I have … a cigarette, please …”
The man with the thin eyelids exchanged a look with his colleagues, then tossed over a “Phoenix” cigarette.
Tian Yutang thanked him, lit the cigarette with a trembling hand, and took several deep, greedy puffs. After a
long pause, he finally began to speak:
“Comrades …”
Tears began to flow the moment he began. He fought hard to control himself, then continued:
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“You’ve been sent here by the proletarian leadership, so I wouldn’t hold a grudge even if you beat me to death.
But I loathe that rotten Yan Jiazhong and all his lies! If you let a thief have his way, it hurts like hell. During the
War of Resistance, I performed some services for the New Fourth Army. With my own eyes I watched how the
Communist Party saved the nation and her people, bringing glory to all. I was re-educated by the Communist
Party—it brought me to my senses. If others could sacrifice their lives and property as a Chinese, the least I could
do was help a little. Yan Chi and Yang Shu’s opposition to the beloved Vice-Chairman Lin was something that
occurred much later. I didn’t have a crystal ball, so how could I predict all of this way back then? I couldn’t even
predict what would happen to me. Now all of a sudden, I’m a criminal element. If you kill me, even if I’m
blameless, it’s no big deal, but who will dare aid you in your work if there’s another in the future?
“Well, comrades—hold on a moment, let me get it all off my chest. There’s still plenty of time to beat me if
you want. I’ve thought about just saying ‘To hell with it!’ and giving you the kind of confession you want—in the
long run, it’s the easiest way out. But I’ve always had second thoughts. As they say, ‘What one man says be false,
but what three men say must be true.’ If I twist the facts around and spin some yarn, it’s the same driving the final
nail into Yan Chi’s and Yang Shu’s coffin. It always comes back to my inability to go against my conscience. I
don’t want to prove unworthy of the Communist Party! I know you wouldn’t believe me if I spat my heart out
right here in front of you. But what the hell, you’ve got me caged up here where I can’t fly away, so go on with
your interrogation. ‘It takes a long trip to gauge strength of a horse and a long time to gauge the heart a man.’
You’ll get the answers you’re lookin’ for, if it takes a year or two or five or even ten. When that day comes you
can call me anything you want—secret agent, traitor, spy—then you can execute me anytime you please—draw
and quarter me if you like.”
“Damn you! Boy, you are stubborn. You’re a reactionary through and through!” He rolled his shiny, cunning
eyes and slapped Tian Yutang’s face so hard he was sent sprawling over to the base of the wall.
Tian Yutang struggled to his feet, holding his bleeding nose with one hand and pointing shakily at his
tormentor’s red insignia with the other.
"You, you … you are a representative of the proletarian headquarters, how dare you strike anyone?”
“I strike bad people, not good ones!” said this unusual man, who had joined the army in 1955. “I was
personally responsible for the annihilation of eight million troops belonging to the bandit Chiang Kai-shek!”
Tian Yutang passed out.
In truth, Tian Yutang suffered a great deal more torture than a series of beatings, and some of it was quite
novel. My original plan was to prepare a day-by-day chronicle of his experiences, but I’ve chosen to take pity on
all those critics whose preferred diet is sweetness and light. It’s as though they just arrived from Mars to ask with
blinking eyes:
“Do you mean that this is what life is really like down here?”
So in order not to do injury to their naïvete, I’ve abandoned my original plan.
After coming to, Tian Yutang just sat there with staring eyes—he was a changed man. No matter what they did
to him, his lips remained sealed. He had absolutely nothing more to say. Merchant Tian was a man of the world—
he had seen it all: the Communist Party, the KMT, the Japs, the puppet army, and bandits. But he had never seen
the likes of the men before him—they resembled nothing he had ever seen before. Well, that may be going too far,
but Heaven only knows from which distant constellation they had come! What else was there to say? Once in a
while his jailers overheard him mumbling in his sleep:
“Ahh, Chairman Mao—I’m being wronged!”
By the next day, not only did he refuse to speak, he also refused to eat, choosing to go on a hunger strike. As
for those two unusual men, they received a telegram ordering them back to finalize the struggle against Yan Chi.
Time being of the essence, they could not delay even a moment, so after hurriedly turning everything over to Ji
and the others, they flew to their next assignment.
Tian Yutang was blessedly released and returned to his home.
After Tian Yutang had recuperated sufficiently to move around, Ji announced the disposition of the case in the
name of the county public security bureau, the procuratorate and the people’s court: Tian Yutang was found to be
an undetected rich peasant whose identity had been shielded by capitalist-roaders and was under serious suspicion
of being a secret enemy agent and a traitor in the ranks. He was labeled a rich peasant and ordered to return to his
hometown of Tianzhuang Village to undergo supervised labor reform. He was simultaneously directed to continue
making a clean breast of his involvement. The final disposition of his case would be made after they had a chance
to observe his attitude.
The reader may find the disposition of this case somewhat odd. What, you probably think, is going on? How
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can there be a “disposition” without a complete investigation? And if a decision has been made, what’s the
meaning of the word, “final?” Since Ji was not a government official, what was he doing representing official
organs of law and of the county government? Yes, the reader has a right to feel that it’s all rather odd since even
the author of this story feels that way. And yet, during the reign of the “illustrious saint” whose “everlasting
health” was forever being toasted, no oddity was inconceivable, so what is there to be surprised about?
The issue of being an undetected rich peasant came about as a result of one of Tian Yutang’s angry outbursts.
The reader will recall that in former days Tian Yutang was first and foremost a merchant, that he rented out no
more than thirty mu of land. But during the land reform movement of 1947 he was classified as a rich peasant; he
refused to accept this classification and angrily threatened to write a letter of protest to Commander Yan Chi.
Actually, at the time, Yan Chi was off fighting battles in the Northeast, so he couldn’t have been reached in any
case, and Merchant Tian was simply dropping names as a form of intimidation. The county officials subsequently
re-evaluated his case according to official policy and changed his status to that of merchant and peasant who
rented out land on a small scale. Twenty years after someone dug up this indiscretion of his and used it against
him by quoting .out of context and adding some embellishments. This led to his classification as an undetected
rich peasant shielded by capitalist-roaders.
He, his wife, and his young daughter were escorted back to Tianzhuang Village, where he tended pigs under
the supervision of Song the Elder, a man with a full yellowish beard like the bristles of a hedgehog. He spoke with
a slurred speech, and was as soft-hearted as a man could be. Unable to bear the sight of Tian Yutang walking
around all day long with a hangdog expression on his face and a left arm that showed signs of all the beatings he
had sustained, he did all the heavy work himself, asking only that Tian Yutang rounded up the pigs with his
bamboo staff. The other members of the commune didn’t quite know what to make of this undetected rich
peasant. They had all more or less heard about his stories and, although short on details, knew enough to feel
puzzled about his case. His neighbors regularly brought him fresh vegetables from their gardens, and always
invited him to any special get-togethers.
Winter gave way to spring; everything was fresh and lively. Tian Yutang received some good news: the county
revolutionary committee was established, and the newly-appointed chairman was none other than Tian Youxin!
Tian Yutang was so happy he invited Song the Elder over to his house and brought out a bottle of wine:
“Things are looking up now! Tian Youxin knows that I’m the one who pushed for his appointment as director
of the tax bureau to reward him for his services. Brother, I owe it all to your care and attention, and I’ll never
forget it! Here, bottoms up.”
As he raised his glass, a spark of life reappeared in his mink-like eyes. He went into town on the following day.
Unfortunately, Chairman Tian was out of town at a meeting. So what if I’ve made the trip for nothing! Now that
Chairman Tian is in charge, everything will work out sooner or later. I’ll just have to wait, that’s all.
Before long, Song the Elder ran over with even better and more surprising news.
“Master Tian,” he gasped, “you won’t believe it!”
“What’s happened?”
“Vice-Chairman Lin—Baldy Lin—is a no-good scoundrel!”
Tian Yutang clapped his hand over the other man’s mouth:
“You tryin’ to get yourself killed?”
“Really! A comrade from the propaganda team just made an announcement at the general assembly. That
goddamn Baldy Lin even dared to oppose Chairman Mao! He tried to get away with his wife yiqufn{ A note reads:
yiqun meaning “a group” in Chinese.} on an airplane. But the dirty dog didn’t make it, and he smashed his
sanchagu.”\fn{A note reads: The name of a bone which sounds similar to the Chinese word for a Trident, sanchaji..}
“Oh!” Tian Yutang blurted out ecstatically. He rushed off to confirm this news with the propaganda team leader
and the accounting section. He discovered that Song the Elder had all the basic facts right, but with his impaired
hearing and the fact that the team leader had a heavy Ningbo accent, he had heard the name of Lin Biao’s wife—
Ye Qun—as yiqun and mistook the plane's name, Trident, as sanchagu, the name of a piece of bone.
The time had arrived! Tian Yutang rushed back into town excitedly and, without even stopping for lunch,
headed straight for Chairman Tian’s home. Chairman Tian was outside picking his teeth as he read the newspaper.
Tian Yutang hadn’t seen him for three or four years, and our faithful readers are seeing him again for the first time
in nearly thirty years. He was now a man in his fifties, but his complexion was still fair, his eyebrows were still
light, his eyes small. Neither fat nor skinny, he looked just about right. There was a trace of gray at the temples,
which made him look even more inscrutable and experienced—with airs like that, you couldn’t find fault with
him even if be were on the movie screen.
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“Ah, Chairman Tian!” Tian Yutang called out when be was at least twenty paces away.
As Chairman Tian looked up, a trace of surprise could be discerned in his eyes and by the arch of his brows.
Then be smiled and called out:
“Ah, here you are. Come, sit down!” His use of “ah” was no accident. He was hard pressed to choose a suitable form of address for Jian Yutang: Uncle, Uncle Tian, Manager Tian, Committee Member Tian, Tian Yutang,
Old Tian, Tian the Elder—none of these was appropriate; in fact, the only fitting address was the totally benign
"ah”; it was perfect.
“Still in good health, I presume?” Chairman Tian offered his guest a “China” brand cigarette and tossed over a
box of matches. This “offer” and “toss” were equally well practiced, to a degree that would take some seven or
eight years of study to emulate.
“Aiya, Chairman Tian, you don’t know how much I’ve suffered! They’re hounding me to death on trumped up
charges! But everything’s okay now that you're in charge. Please—”
“Let’s not talk about it now!” Chairman Tian cut him off in mid sentence.
“Oh! Wha—?”
“Official matters should be taken up at the office. We have to draw a line between official and personal affairs,
so I’ve made it a policy not to discuss official matters at home.”
Tian Yutang was stunned. Suddenly he blurted out:
“But this is a personal matter I’m talking about! Look, I’ve been made to wear a dunce cap and my wages have
been withheld—I’m only given twelve yuan a month, barely enough to get by on, I’m asking you to—”
“No, I disagree, this is an official matter,” Chairman Tian corrected him with a smile. “It must be considered
the disposition of a case during a political campaign. If there really are discrepancies, you have the right to appeal.
But the rule is that official matters must be handled officially and should not be discussed outside the office. Now
that we’re involved in the Cultural Revolution, every word, every deed must adhere to Chairman Mao’s Thought.
It’s no longer acceptable to play upon personal relationships or take the path of personal interests. Everything
must be done in accordance with principle …”
Tian Yutang knew everything there was to be known about elm-powder, but was totally ignorant in the area of
theory. He remained flabbergasted for the longest time, unable to come up with a single argument in his defense
that satisfied the demands of principle.
“Have you had lunch? No? Let’s see what the woman cook can scoop up—Cook!”
Tian Yutang was so hungry his stomach was rumbling, but since “official matters” were off-limits, he had no
appetite at all. So he answered:
“Don’t go to any bother—I’ve already eaten. Well, I’ll be on my way, Chairman Tian. I’ll come see you at the
office.”
“That’s the ticket! But remember, you’ll have to wait in line like everyone else.”
Tian Yutang couldn’t help but feel disappointment after leaving Chairman Tian’s home, but who could dispute
the correctness of the policy of drawing a line between official and personal affairs? Besides, Chairman Tian had
treated him to a cigarette and had ordered his cook to fix him some lunch.
On the following day, Tian Yutang presented himself at the office to discuss this piece of “official business.”
He was stopped at the main gate by the man on duty:
“You’re looking for Chairman Tian?” The man at the gate looked him up one side and down the other. “What
unit you from, hmmm?”
“I used to be with a mosquito-repellent incense factory, but now I’m assigned to a production unit in
Tianzhuang Village for labor … labor …”
“Oh.” The man had taken Tian Yutang’s measure completely: “Whatever it is, take it up with the leaders of
your commune. Chairman Tian’s in a meeting. He’s got no time for you!”
“Aiyo, Comrade, this is important—”
“Didn’t I just tell you he’s in a meeting and has no time for you? Go on, get outta here!”
Tian Yutang suddenly found himself looking at the man’s back.
He went back the next day, only to hear the same litany from the gateman, with one new wrinkle:
“Now everybody’s working hard on the water conservancy project, so stop all this wandering back and forth.
Go on back where you came from!”
Tian Yutang’s anger got the best of him by the third day:
“I’m going to see Chairman Tian today whether he’s got the time or not!” An argument erupted between him
and the gateman, which drew a crowd of onlookers.
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“Let’s hear what other people have to say about what’s going on here! I’ve had to keep a bellyful of grievances
to myself until Baldy Lin finally fell from power. Since then I’ve tried to see Chairman Tian three times, but this
comrade here won’t let me in!”
“I told you, take it up with your commune or with your original unit—”
“They don’t know a thing about it at the commune or the factory. Chairman Tian’s the only one who has all the
facts. The two of us escorted Commander Yan’s wife to Zhenjiang—”
“Hey, what’s this all about?” one of the sidewalk observers asked out of curiosity. A sizable group of idlers,
who had seen all the model revolutionary operas until they were sick of them and now had nothing better to do,
crowded around to watch this real-life soap-opera.
The gateman’s voice decreased in volume as the crowd swelled, while the elm-powder merchant seemed to
find his voice. In his rush to say it all, he even poured out the irrelevant story of how Chairman Tian had become a
tax bureau director, and more. He got the results he was looking for, as several of the bystanders expressed
outrage in his defense:
“What right do you have to refuse entry to this man. Bureaucrat!”
“A good dog doesn’t block the road!”
“Baldy Lin’s fallen from power, so why be so rough on him? You’re just asking for a wall poster!”
The man forced a smile and hurried to explain his position:
“It’s not my idea! Chairman Tian notified us that he’s awfully busy. There’s no need for you to keep rushing
over here, Uncle Tian. You can count on me to pass the word to the commune to send you over as soon as the
chairman’s available!” So saying, he closed the gate.
Tian Yutang hadn’t gotten what he’d come for, but it had to count as a moral victory.
When he returned to Tianzhuang Village he recounted his experiences to Song the Elder and his family.
“Hmph! That one in the ‘white clothes!’” the old pig-farmer spat out when he heard what had transpired. “Now
that he’s an official, he doesn’t know you any longer! He thinks he’s better than, the rest of us. Me with my old
farmer’s jacket, I’m not afraid of anything, not even mud and muck!”
It had never dawned on Tian Yutang that this ignorant partially deaf old-timer might be a street philosopher. He
was given a real shot in the arm by the comment: that one in the “white clothes.” “Hmmm,” he thought, “the old
man may not be so wide of the mark at that. Chairman Tian was probably afraid I’d soil his “white clothes.” But
where does he get off being so heartless? Besides, if I’m a secret agent and a traitor, he doesn’t get away scot-free
either. No, it’s something else … most likely he’s a little chicken-hearted, afraid that someone will accuse him of
“taking the path of personal gain.” It’s not all his fault, since he’s only been on the job a short while and can’t
handle everything yet.”
These thoughts served to calm him down a bit. The best thing to do was just wait at home until word came.
The summons arrived more quickly than he had guessed, for on the following day he was told to report to the
commune.
He was received by the commune committee member in charge of public security.
“Where have you been these past few days, Tian Yutang? You’re supposed to be under supervision. Who did
you report to? What’s the big idea of going off half-cocked and causing a scene among the masses! Now you heed
my warning: Yan Chi opposes Comrade Jiang Qing; are you taking advantage of the situation to turn things upside
down? I want your written confession within two days!”
A week later the commune organized a small unit to “aim at the man behind the scenes and attack the living
target.” Tian Yutang was taken into custody at the water conservancy project camp to undergo a round of struggle
sessions. The stern intent of this was: even though Lin Biao had fallen from power, class enemies like Tian Yutang
were not willing to accept their leader’s defeat gracefully. Intent on making more trouble, they disavowed the
accomplishments of the Cultural Revolution, created havoc among the masses, and fanned the flames of disorder.
Everyone had a responsibility to be constantly vigilant in furthering the newest campaign of class struggle. And so
it went …
Being under attack for the second time was no easier than the first.
Tian Yutang’s faith in life was almost completely destroyed. He confessed. Whatever the accusation, he
admitted his guilt. He was guilty of everything—he wallowed in guilt. What difference could it possibly make?
He didn’t know what was going on, and didn’t want to know—after all, it would go on whether he knew or not.
His wife often heard him sob during his late-night dreams:
“My dear Mother! I must have been wicked during my previous existence. I must have been wicked!”
*
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I wonder what the reader is feeling up to this point. The more emotional ones among you may be moved to
pound the table and scream curses at the “man in white clothes.” The more intellectual-ones will probably say:
Merchant Tian can blame all his troubles on his own refusal to be sensible. Who the hell does he think he is! All
this talk about how buddy-buddy he and Chairman Tian were has to disgust his listeners
The wisest tactic has to be to deny categorically that he even knows Chairman Tian. The history of Chinese
civilization has produced many examples of this type of lesson over several thousands of years. I ask that you
proceed slowly with your comments, since I have some additional material to introduce into my narration.
Initially, long before they came to see Tian Yutang, the two men came as highly placed messengers to seek out
Tian Youxin. The leading body consisting of the old, middle-aged and young cadres was just then in the
preliminary stage of organization. Deputy County Governor Tian was the junior member of the Standing County
Committee, but he headed the list where temperament was concerned. Having spent most of his time in finance,
he had been assigned no role in any of the major political campaigns—complaints of high blood pressure hadn’t
done him any harm either—so he enjoyed great popularity. He had never been a target of a political campaign,
although he had been “burned” once. Actually, “burned” is an overstatement—a warm bath is more like it. When
the rebels told him to put on a dunce cap, he put it on; when they told him to perform a loyalty dance, he danced.
He did it all in good humor, without a single complaint. Why, even his eight- or nine-year-old son knew the score
on these sorts of matters, for the boy reacted to the denial of his admission into the Little Red Guards Corps with a
smile. The father’s temperament was excellent; he had nearly reached perfection, and the faction leader Ji was
intent on recruiting him into their group. But some of the nit-pickers said that Tian Youxin was a coward, lacking
the courage to take a stand during stormy times, and should not, therefore, be recruited.
It was at this point that the two men arrived on the scene. Ji sought Tian out and put him through an exhaustive
study session. He showed him some of the speeches given by the man whose “everlasting health” was toasted that
were intended for limited consumption only. The session lasted two days and two nights, but since even Tian’s
wife didn’t know what they talked about, it would be ill-advised for me to fabricate something just for the sake of
my story.
When the study session was completed, Tian told the two messengers that after careful study of and reflection
on a particular section from a particular page, he had gained a “preliminary understanding” of some suspicious
matters—the reader knows what I’m talking about, so I’ll not waste your time by repeating them here. His words
fell on his listeners’ ears like jewels. The one man raised his thin eyelids so high they seemed to become stuck.
But when the time came to put it all in writing, Tian Youxin was much more cautious, relating only the incidents
surrounding the activities on the pier at Zhenjiang.
“Say, Old Tian, that was quite a speech you made just now, so why not write it all down? It’s not that ‘fear’ still
controls your actions, is it?”
“No!” Tian Youxin retorted softly but firmly. “You two have been sent by the headquarters of the proletariat,
and by rights I should be supplying you with every suspicious rumor and useful clue, holding nothing back. But
considering my present status, I’m restricted from writing about anything I didn’t witness with my own eyes. It’s
up to you rebel leaders to determine the true nature of things, to analyze and make judgments. Not only that, the
only evidence that’ll carry any weight is based on fact—suspicions make for unreliable evidence, so what’s the
use of writing them down? Besides, I have a responsibility to the Party and to my comrades, and that responsibility extends to Yan Chi and Yang Shu, even if they have been traitors in the ranks. I can’t include hearsay in my
written report. Don’t you agree?” He capped his performance with a gentle, cultivated smile.
Faction leader Ji and the other two men stared at one another as the force of this argument sunk in. They
secretly admired him.
Following up one lead after another, they interrogated Yan Jiazhong, launched an attack against John Cao, and
ultimately moved in for the kill on Tian Yutang.
Dr. Cao was branded as an agent in the pay of both the Japanese invaders and the American imperialists. He
went insane. His wife, Dr. Gu, slashed her wrists and exited this life. Commander Huang’s name no longer appeared in the newspapers. The fate of Yan Chi and Yang Shu was unknown. Little Xian was banished to a bleak
and remote village to perform manual labor. Little Ge proclaimed innocence of the crime of eating the Jap candy;
he wound up with a bloodied mouth and four missing teeth in the beating that followed. Tian Youxin was covered
with glory as he ascended to his position as the chairman of the county Revolutionary Committee. Not only did
his white clothes remain spotless, they fluttered proudly in the breeze.
Unfortunately for Tian Yutang, he was unaware of all these behind-the-scene maneuverings; if he had, he
wouldn’t have had to bang his head against so many walls.
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I should point out here that there were limits to Chairman Tian’s sense of responsibility, for when the report
reached his ears, he summoned Organization Department Director Ji (none other than our old friend, the faction
leader Ji) and sent him away with the following orders:
“I understand that Tian Yutang is raising a ruckus. 1 want this matter disposed of properly.”
“Disposed of properly”—and that was that!
*
On August 1, 1917—Army Day—Commander Huang’s name reappeared in the newspaper.
On August 2, Chairman Tian called Department Director Ji and several others together to get a report on how
the interrogation and the disposition of the case were proceeding. Director Ji hemmed and hawed until a rarely
seen expression of anger showed on Chairman Tian’s face.
“Why are you always dragging your feet? You’ve got to get moving in a new direction. Take Tian Yutang for
example: I told you a long time ago that 1 wanted his case disposed of properly! All this talk of suspicion of being
a traitor in the ranks; now that Commander Huang’s name is back in the papers, Tian doesn’t have a fart of a
problem. He’s wearing a rich-peasant’s dunce cap—well, take it off! To set things in order we have to move fast.
Naturally, we have to be careful to avoid letting one tendency conceal another—the Red Line must always be our
guiding principle. No matter what we do, it must be able to stand up under scrutiny at all times!”
Department Director Ji was ordered to go and see Tian Yutang. He told Tian of the concern and responsibility
the leadership felt towards him and announced the results of the investigation: he was cleared of all suspicions of
being an enemy agent and a traitor in the ranks, his rich-peasant’s verdict had been removed, his wages were to be
reinstated, he was, to be assigned a new job, and so on …
Who would have guessed that Tian Yutang would get his dander up and refuse to sign the official disposition?
“Whaddya mean cleared of suspicions and have my verdict removed? If you had done this before the fall of
the ‘Gang of Four,’ you’d have my gratitude. But now? Hmph! I want nothing less than complete rehabilitation.
You made slanderous accusations and I want you to humbly admit your errors!”
Department Director Ji’s soft manner was matched by a tough streak and he warned Tian of the consequences
of his attitude, but Tian refused to back down, screaming at the other man:
“Okay, I’ll keep my wrong verdict! It makes no difference, since I’m so used to living under it already! Now
I’m gonna see if the Communists are genuine or a bunch of phonies!”
Department Director Ji returned to make a report of what happened. He felt that Tian Yutang’s case was a hot
potato, but Chairman Tian was one step ahead of him. Hearing the man out with no change in facial expression,
he smiled abruptly and said at the end of the report:
“I can understand Tian Yutang’s frame of mind completely. There isn’t a single one of us ‘democrats’ who
hasn’t been attacked and doesn’t have a bellyful of anger. But that comment of his about being genuine Communists or phonies was a fundamental error. Now that the ‘Gang of Four’ has fallen, what is his attitude towards the
Communist Party’s new Central Committee? Is it unrestricted trust or is it total doubt? This is a matter of
principle, which we can’t just ignore. Let’s do it this way: you undertake a private investigation, gather up whatever you can and get it all in order.”
At this point in our story, Tian Yutang should be grateful to the citizenry of Tianzhuang Village, particularly the
nearly deaf pig farmer. Song the Elder was blessed with a sort of rustic wisdom and cunning. Although nearly
deaf, his eyes were as keen as ever and there was no one who could coax anything out of him against his will. He
blurted out to Ji in his muddled fashion:
“Ah, ah! Whaddya mean, genuine or phony? All I know is that hard work is genuine, and I got no time to shoot
the breeze with you. Sooo-eeee! I gotta feed the pigs, so would you get outta the way—I wouldn’t want ya to soil
your pretty ‘white clothes.’ Soo-eeee!”
When the willows came into leaf, some news spread like wildfire on both sides of the Tanghe River: The Red
Army veteran Tiger Huang had arrived in the area. Commander Huang was truly a tiger: so many people had
wanted to do him in, but they hadn’t the guts to tug the tiger’s whiskers. He had the full support of his men and a
volatile nature that put others in awe of him. If he said he was going to draw his weapon, draw it he did.
Accordingly, his would-be attackers simply treated him with kid gloves. Now here he was, resurrected, as it were,
and serving as the deputy commander of a large military region. Having just returned from visiting some old
comrades-in-arms who had been recent victims, he was back looking over his old stomping grounds on the
Tanghe River.
He was visiting the revolutionary martyrs’ cemetery when news of his visit reached Tian Youxin’s ears.
A monument dedicated to the martyrs had been erected in a clearing surrounded by pine trees. Atop the
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monument stood a bronze replica of a rifle-bearing warrior of the New Fourth Army. The general knelt down on
his battle-scarred right leg, then sat at the base of the monument in front of the memorial plaque. Surrounded by
the bucolic sounds of waving pines, the comrades in his entourage stood in a semi-circle around him.
Tian Youxin tiptoed over to one side and cast unobtrusive glances at the seated Commander Huang. Only a
scant few hairs adorned his brow, which jutted out like a forbidding mountain precipice. Without making a sound,
he read each of the numerous names of martyrs carved so closely on the stone plaque. A single coarse tear rolled
slowly down. his cheek, meandering through the deep creases and crescent-shaped scar in its path. A young
woman stood in the ranks of the comrades behind him …
Tian Youxin nearly cried out involuntarily. She was Yang Shu’s double! Although there were no tears in her
eyes, she was so stirred by the scene that her face was a ghostly white. As the general got to his feet with the aid
of his cane, Tian Youxin hurried over next to him and called out reverentially:
“Commander Huang, how are you? Do you remember me? My name is Tian Youxin …”
“Oh, I remember you!” His brow arched, but his voice remained pleasant. “I’ve heard that you’re the head of
the county now.”
The female comrade turned to face him and gave him a cold stare.
“That woman over there looks a lot like Comrade Yang Shu …”
“You’ve got a good memory! That’s Little Xian. Yang Shu wasn’t able to come along. Her back was broken.
They said she was knocked to the ground, then stomped on by someone, and now she’ll never walk again!”
“Ai ai!” Tian Youxin shivered. Then, after a moment, he blurted out:
“What about Commander Yan?”
“He’s dead!” The scar on his cheek twitched horribly. “His death was caused by the false accusations of Yan
Jiazhong, the back-stabber.”
The cold glare in Little Xian’s eyes changed into a look of naked loathing.
“Ai, the viciousness of the ‘Gang of Four!’ You old cadres suffered terrible persecution—”
“Hmph! ‘Gang of Four,’ they had their gangsters, too!”
The general angrily shook his cane in the air and walked off. He had only taken a few steps when he turned
back and asked suddenly:
“How’s Merchant Tian?”
“I don’t have to tell you that he and I suffered a great deal! Now that a new policy is being put into effect …”
He lowered his voice abruptly: “The director of our county department of organization is an agitator, a bad, bad
man. I’m trying to remove him! I have repeatedly emphasized investigators’ responsibilities to the Party and to
our comrades, and have insisted that they are to report only those facts they have personally observed. But he—”
The general cut him short, almost as though he weren’t listening:
“Ai, just how are you putting your policy towards Merchant Tian into effect?”
“We’re working on it. I’ve recommended that he be completely rehabilitated, but some of the comrades have
lingering fears about his capitalist background. With his complicated political history, he played both sides of the
street.”
“That’s right, he was a capitalist who played both sides of the street! Devils, traitors, bandits, diehards—he
came into contact with all of them, and if you lie down with dogs, you get up with fleas! All of this happened
years and years ago, but”—the general pounded the ground several times with his cane—“his heart is with the
Communist Party and with the New Fourth Army, not with Lin Biao and the ‘Gang of Four.’ He’s much cleaner
than a lot of ‘spotless’ Party members!”
With an indignant grunt he turned on his heel and stormed off angrily in the direction of his car.
Tian Youxin’s pale face turned positively ashen, but he quickly regained his composure and spoke earnestly: "
“Where are you off to, Commander Huang? Lunch is waiting for us at the county Party committee office. As
soon as we heard that the revered senior officer was here everyone was beside himself with excitement!”
“Thanks, but I couldn't eat any food you arranged for me. I want to visit old Merchant Tian. The United Front
is one of the Party’s cornerstones, and if someone has performed a service for the people, we Party members must
be particular about political ethics!”
Little Xian slammed the car door shut.
The car headed straight to Tianzhuang Village, where they found Tian Yutang helping Song the Elder feed the
pigs. Little Xian was the first to hop out of the car; she called out tearfully:
“Uncle Tian! I’m Little Xian. Commander Huang has come to pay you a visit!”
All Tian Yutang could utter was “Aiyo!” He was choked up by an emotion that was sweet, bitter, and sour all at
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the same time. The general was likewise unable to utter a single word. He just stood there tightly grasping the old
man’s slops-covered hands.
Hundreds, thousands of people swarmed to Tianzhuang Village; with tears in their eyes they had come to
rejoice and see with their own eyes this old Eighth Route Army hero and a true Communist. Lively discussions
brought forth any number of fresh rumors. Some told of how Yan Chi had died a hero’s death; others related how
Yang Shu had called out “Long live the Communist Party!” as her back was being broken! A detailed narration of
all of this is beyond the scope of this short piece, and it remains only for your author to briefly clear up two
issues: the first is that on that very same day the general took Tian Yutang to the First People’s Hospital in his own
car to receive medical treatment. The second is that before long the leadership sent a work team to launch a
spirited campaign of exposing and criticizing Lin Biao and the “Gang of Four.” At first glance, the astute and
experienced Chairman Tian appeared unchanged by all of this; whether or not this time he would finally be able to
wash the filth and bloodstains from his lily-white clothing is hard to predict …
87.58b Excerpts from Lord Of The Dance\fn{by Chagdud Tulku (1930-2002)} Tromtar Area, Kham Region, Tibetan
Autonomous Region, China (M) -1
… I was in the full flush of my retreat accomplishments and didn’t hesitate to demonstrate them. For example, if
it suddenly began to rain or snow, I would blow into the air and the rain or snow would stop by the power of my
accumulations of mantra …
*
[Describing his mother:] … One of Tibet’s great wisdom dakinis—female emanations who spontaneously
benefit beings by their activities. Terton Jigmed Khakyod Wangpo had prophesied her birth as an emanation of the
longevity deity White Tara and an incarnation of Yeshe Tsogyal, Tibet’s most valued female practitioner and the
spiritual companion of Padmasambhava … Dawa Drolma [his mother] … has crossed the threshold of death,
traveled in realms of existence beyond those visible to us as humans and returned to tell about it …
*
[How he came to learn local history:] … Some of the history of Chagdud Gonpa and the chagdud incarnations
I had heard before, some I learned from the monks who escorted me through Nyarong, some were spontaneously
revealed within my mind …
*
[An experience on his journey into exile:] … It was while crossing this pass that I came to the melancholy
realization that this was the end of my life as I had known it. My possessions, my relatives, my monastery, my
country—layer by layer these had been stripped away. I felt as if I had entered the bardo, the intermediate state
between death and rebirth where one experiences existence as completely insubstantial and mirage-like. Like a
wayfarer in the bardo, I knew that this journey would end only in an inconceivably different existence …
150.193 The Terminal Beach\fn{by James Graham Ballard (1930-2009)} Shanghai, China (M) 10
At night, as he lay asleep on the floor of the ruined bunker, Traven heard the waves breaking along the shore of
the lagoon, reminding him of the deep Atlantic rollers on the beach at Dakar, where he had been born, and of
waiting in the evenings for his parents to drive home along the road\fn{ The text has: the corniche road; but there is no such
word in English as corniche.} from the airport. Overcome by this long-forgotten memory, he woke uncertainly from
the bed of old magazines on which he slept and ran towards the dunes that screened the lagoon.
Through the cold night air he could see the abandoned superfortresses\fn{ A type of heavy bomber used in World War
II.} lying among the palms, beyond the perimeter of the emergency landing field three hundred yards away.
Traven walked through the dark sand, already forgetting where the shore lay, although the atoll was only half a
mile in width. Above him, along the crests of the dunes, the tall palms leaned into the dim air like the symbols of
some cryptic alphabet. The landscape of the island was covered by strange ciphers.
Giving up the attempt to find the beach, Traven stumbled into a set of tracks left years earlier by a large
caterpillar vehicle. The heat released by one of the weapons tests had fused the sand, and the double line of fossil
imprints, uncovered by the evening air, wound its serpentine way among the hollows like the footfalls of an
ancient saurian.\fn{Ancient lizard, especially a dinosaur}
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Too weak to walk any further, Traven sat down between the tracks. With one hand he began to excavate the
wedge-shaped grooves from a drift into which they disappeared, hoping that they might lead him towards the sea.
He returned to the bunker shortly before dawn, and slept through the hot silences of the following noon.
The Blocks

As usual on these enervating afternoons, when not even the faintest breath of offshore breeze disturbed the
dust, Traven sat in the shadow of one of the blocks, lost somewhere with the center of the maze. His back resting
against the rough concrete surface, he gazed with a phlegmatic eye down the surrounding aisles and at the line of
doors facing him. Each afternoon he left his cell in the abandoned camera bunker and walked down into he block.
For the first half an hour he restricted himself to the perimeter aisle, now and then trying one of the doors with the
rusty key in his pocket—he had found it among the litter of smashed bottles in the isthmus of sand separating the
testing ground from the airstrip—and then, inevitably, with a sort of drugged stride, he set off into the center of
the blocks, breaking into a run and darting in and out of the corridors, as if trying to flush some invisible opponent
from his hiding place. Soon he would be completely lost. Whatever his efforts to return to the perimeter, he found
himself once more in the center.
Eventually he would abandon the task, and sit down in the dust, watching the shadows emerge from their
crevices at the foot of the blocks. For some reason he always arranged to be trapped when the sun was at zenith—
on Eniwetok, a thermonuclear noon.\fn{The Eniwetok Proving Ground was part a complex of American thermonuclear testing
sites, particularly active during the 1950’s.}
One question in particular intrigued him: “What sort of people would inhabit this minimal concrete city?”
The Synthetic Landscape

“This island is a state of mind,” Osborne, one of the biologists working in the old submarine pens, was later to
remark to Traven. The truth of this became obvious to Traven within two or three weeks of his arrival. Despite the
sand and the few anemic palms, the entire landscape of the island was synthetic. A manmade artifact with all the
associations of a vast system of derelict concrete motorways. Since the moratorium on atomic tests, the island had
been abandoned by the Atomic Energy Commission, and the wilderness of weapons aisles, towers, and blockhouses ruled out any attempt to return it to its natural state. (There were also stronger unconscious motives,
Traven recognized, for leaving it as it was: if primitive man felt the need to assimilate events in the external world
to his own psyche, twentieth century man had reversed this process—by this Carteseian yardstick, the island at
least existed, in a sense true of few other places.)
But apart from a few scientific workers, no one yet felt any wish to visit the former testing ground, and the
naval patrol boat anchored in the lagoon had been withdrawn five years before Traven’s arrival. Its ruined
appearance and the associations of the island with the period of the Cold War—what Traven had christened the
“Pre-Third”—were profoundly depressing, an Auschwitz of the soul whose mausoleums contained the mass
graves of the still undead. With the Russo-American détante this nightmarish chapter of history had been gladly
forgotten.
The Pre-Third

“The actual and potential destructiveness of the atomic bomb plays straight into the hands of the Unconscious.
The most cursory study of the dream-life and fantasies of the insane shows that ideas of world-destruction are
latent in the unconscious mind. Nagasaki destroyed by the magic of science is the nearest man has yet approached
to the realization of dreams that even during the safe immobility of sleep are accustomed to develop into
nightmares of anxiety.”—Glover; War, Sadism, and Pacifism.
The Pre-Third: the period had been characterized in Traven’s mind above all by its moral and psychological
inversions, by its sense of the whole of history, and in particular of the immediate future—the two decades, 19451965—suspended from the quivering volcano’s lip of World War III. Even the death of his wife and six-year-old
son in a motor accident seemed only part of this immense synthesis of the historical and psychic zero, the frantic
highways where each morning they met their deaths the advance causeways to the global Armageddon.\fn{ Not
capitalized in the text.}
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Third Beach

He had come ashore at midnight, after a hazardous search for an opening in the reef. The small motorboat he
had hired from an Australian pearl diver at Charlotte Island subsided into the shallows, its hull torn by the sharp
coral. Exhausted, Traven walked through the darkness among the dunes, where the dim outlines of bunkers and
concrete towers loomed between the palms.
He woke the next morning into bright sunlight, lying halfway down the slope of a wide concrete beach. This
ringed what appeared to be an empty reservoir or target basin, some two hundred feet in diameter, part of a system
of artificial lakes built down the center of the atoll. Leaves and dust choked the waste grills, and a pool of warm
water two feet deep lay in the center, reflecting a distant line of palms.
Traven sat up and took stock of himself. This brief inventory, which merely confirmed his physical identity,
was limited to little more than his thin body in its frayed cotton garments. In the context of the surrounding
terrain, however, even this collection of tatters seemed to possess a unique vitality. The emptiness of the island,
and the absence of any local fauna, were emphasized by the huge sculptural forms of the target basins let into its
surface. Separated from each other by narrow isthmuses, the lakes stretched away along the curve of the atoll. On
either side, sometimes shaded by the few palms that had gained a precarious purchase in the cracked cement, were
roadways, camera towers, and isolated blockhouses, together forming a continuous concrete cap upon the island, a
functional megalithic architecture as gray and minatory (and apparently as ancient, in its projection into, and from
time future) as any of Assyria and Babylon.
The series of weapons tests had fused the sand in layers, and the pseudogeological strata condensed the brief
epochs, microseconds in duration, of the thermonuclear age. “The key to the past lies in the present.” Typically
the island inverted this geologist’s maxim. Here the key to the present lay in the future. The island was a fossil of
time future, its bunkers and blockhouses and blockhouses illustrating the principle that the fossil record of life is
one of armor and the exoskeleton.
Traven knelt in the warm pool and splashed his shirt and trousers. The reflection revealed the watery image of
a thinly bearded face and gaunt shoulders. He had come to the island with no supplies other than a small bar of
chocolate, expecting that in some way the island would provide its own sustenance. Perhaps, too, he had
identified the need for food with a forward motion in time, and that with his return to the past, or at most into a
zone of nontime, this need would be obviated. The privations of the previous six months, during his journey
across the Pacific, had reduced his always thin body to that of a migrant beggar, held together by little more than
the preoccupied gaze in his eye. Yet this emaciation, by stripping away the superfluities of the flesh, seemed to
reveal an inner sinewy toughness, and economy and directness of movement.
For several hours he wandered about, inspecting one bunker after another for a convenient place to sleep. He
crossed the remains of a small landing strip, next to a dump where a dozen B-29’s lay across one another like
dead reptile birds.
The Corpses

Once he entered a small street of metal shacks, containing a cafeteria, recreation rooms, and shower stalls. A
wrecked jukebox lay half-buried in the sand behind the cafeteria, its selection of records still in their rack.
Further along, flung into a small target basin fifty yards from the shacks, were the bodies of what at first he
thought were the inhabitants of this ghost town—a dozen life-sized plastic models. Their half-melted faces,
contorted into bleary grimaces, gazed up at him from the jumble of legs and torsos.
On either side of him, muffled by the dunes, came the sounds of waves, the great rollers on the seaward side
breaking over the reefs, and onto the beaches within the lagoon. However, he avoided the sea, hesitating before
any rise that might take him within its sight. Everywhere the camera towers offered him a convenient aerial vieew
of the confused topography of the island, but he avoided their rusting ladders.
He soon realized that however confused and random the blockhouses and camera towers might seem, their
common focus dominated the landscape and gave to it a unique perspective. As Traven noticed when he sat down
to rest in the window slit of one of the blockhouses, all these observation posts occupied positions on a series of
concentric perimeters, moving in tightening arcs towards the inmost sanctuary. This ultimate circle, below ground
zero, remained hidden beyond a line of dunes a quarter of a mile to the west.
The Terminal Bunker
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After sleeping for a few nights in the open, Traven returned to the concrete beach where he had woken on his
first morning on the island, and made his home—if the term could be applied to that damp crumbling hovel—in a
camera bunker fifty yards from the target lakes. The dark chamber between the thick canted walls, tomb-like
though it might seem, gave him a sense of physical reassurance. Outside, the sane drifted against the sides, half
burying the narrow doorway, as if crystallizing the immense epoch of time that had eclipsed since the bunker’s
construction. The narrow rectangles of the five camera slits, their shapes and positions determined by the
instruments, studded the east wall like cryptic ideograms. Variations of these ciphers decorated the walls of the
other bunkers. In the morning, if Traven was awake, he would always find the sun divided into five emblematic
beacons.
Most of the time the chamber was filled only by a damp gloomy light. In the control tower at the landing field
Traven found a collection of discarded magazines, and used these to make a bed. One day, lying in the bunker
shortly after the first attack of beri-beri, he pulled out a magazine pressing into his back and found inside it a fullpage photograph of a six-year-old girl. This blonde-haired child, with her composed expression and self-immersed
eyes, filled him with a thousand painful memories of his son. He pinned the pate to the wall and for days gazed at
it through his reveries.
For the first few weeks Traven made little attempt to leave the bunker, and postponed any further exploration
of the island. The symbolic journey through its inner circles set in its own times of arrival and departure. He
evolved no routine for himself. All sense of time soon vanished; his life became completely existential, an
absolute break separating one moment from the next like two quantal events. Too weak to forage for food, he
lived on the old ration packs he found in the wrecked superfortresses. Without any implements, it took him all day
to open the cans. His physical decline continued, but he watched his spindling arms and legs with indifference.
By now he had forgotten the existence of the sea and vaguely assumed the atoll to be part of some continuous
continental table. A hundred yards away to the north and south of the bunker a line of dunes, topped by the
palisade of enigmatic palms, screened the lagoon and sea, and the faint muffled drumming of the weaves at night
had fused with his memories of war and childhood. To the east was the emergency landing field and the
abandoned aircraft. In the afternoon light their shifting rectangular shadows would appear to writhe and pivot. In
front of the bunker, where he sat, was the system of target lakes, the shallow basins extending across the center of
the atoll. Above him the five apertures looked out upon this scene like the tutelary deities of some futuristic myth.
The Lakes and the Specters

The lakes had been designed originally to reveal any radiobiological changes in a selected range of flora and
fauna, but the specimens had long since bloomed into grotesque parodies of themselves and been destroyed.
Sometimes in the evenings, when a sepulchral lightly over the concrete bunkers and causeways, and the basins
seemed like ornamental lakes in a city of deserted mausoleums, abandoned even by the dead, he would see the
specters of his wife and son standing on the opposite bank. Their solitary figures appeared to have been watching
him for hours. Although they never moved, Traven was sure they were beckoning to him. Roused from his
reverie, he would stumble across the dark sand to the edge of the lake and wade through the water, shouting at the
two figures as they moved away hand in hand among the lakes and disappeared across the distant causeways.
Shivering with cold, Traven would return to the bunker and lie on the bed of old magazines, waiting for their
return. The image of their faces, the ale lantern of his wife’s cheeks, floated on the river of his memory.
The Blocks (II)

It was not until he discovered the blocks that Traven realized he would never leave the island.
At this stage, some two months after his arrival, Traven had exhausted the small cache of food, and the
symptoms of beri-beri had become more acute. The numbness in his hands and feet, and the gradual loss of
strength, continued. Only by an immense effort, and the knowledge that the inner sanctum of the island still lay
unexplored, did he manage to leave the paliasse of magazines and make his way from the bunker.
As he sat in the drift of sand by the doorway that evening, he noticed a light shining through the palms far into
the distance around the atoll. Confusing this with the image of his wife and son, and visualizing them wiating for
him at some warm hearth among the dunes, Traven set off toward the light. Within fifty yards he lost his sense of
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direction. He blundered about for several hours on the edges of the landing trip, and succeeded only in cutting his
foot on a broken Coca-Cola bottle in the sand.
After postponing his search for the night, he set out again in earnest the next morning. As he moved past the
towers and blockhouses the heat lay over the island in an unbroken mantle. He had entered a zone devoid of time.
Only the narrowing perimeters of the bunkers warned him that he was crossing the inner field of the firetable.
He climbed the ridge which marked the furthest point in his previous exploration of the island. The plain
beyond was covered with target aisles and explosion breaks. On the gray walls of the recording towers, which
rose into the air like obelisks, were the faint outlines of human forms in stylized postures, the flash-shadows of the
target community burned into the cement. Here and there, where the concrete apron had cracked, a line of palms
hung precariously in the motionless air. The target lakes were smaller, filled with the broken bodies of plastic
dummies. Most of them still lay in the inoffensive domestic postures into which they had been placed before the
tests.
Beyond the furthest line of dunes, where the camera towers began to turn and face him, were the tops of what
seemed to be a herd of square-backed elephants. They were drawn up in precise ranks in a hollow that formed a
shallow corral.
Traven advanced toward them, limping on his cut foot. On either side of him the loosening sand had excavated
the dunes, and several of the blockhouses tilted on their sides. This plain of bunkers stretched for some quarter of
a mile. To one side the half-submerged hulks of a group of concrete shelters, bombed out onto the surface in some
earlier test, lay like husks of the abandoned wombs that had given birth to this herd of megaliths.
The Blocks (III)

To grasp something of the vast number and oppressive size of the blocks, and their impact upon Traven, one
must try to visualize sitting in the shade of one of these concrete monsters, or walking about in the center of this
enormous labyrinth which extended across the central table of the island. There were some two thousand of them,
each a perfect cube fifteen feet in height, regularly spaced at ten-yard intervals. They were arranged in a series of
tracts, each composed of two hundred blocks, inclined to one another and to the direction of the blast. They had
weathered only slightly in the years since they were first built, and their gaunt profiles were like the cutting faces
of an enormous die-plate, designed to stamp out huge rectilinear volumes of air. Three of the sides were smooth
and unbroken, but the fourth, facing away from the direction of the blast, contained a narrow inspection door.
It was this feature of the blocks that Traven found particularly disturbing. Despite the considerable number of
doors, by some freak of perspective only those in a single aisle were visible at any point within the maze, the rest
obscured by the intervening blocks. As he walked from the perimeter into the center of the massif, line upon line
of the small metal doors appeared and receded, a world of closed exits concealed behind endless corners.
Approximately twenty of the blocks, those immediately below ground zero, were solid, the walls of the
remainder of varying thicknesses, from the outside they appeared to be of uniform solidity.
As he entered the first of the long aisles, Traven felt his step lighten; the sense of fatigue that had dogged him
for so many months began to lift. With their geometric regularity and finish, the blocks seemed to occupy more
than their own volume of space, imposing on him a mood of absolute calm and order. He walked on into the
center of the maze, eager to shut out the rest of the island. After a few random turns to left and right, he found
himself alone, the vistas to the sea, lagoon, and island closed.
Here he sat down with his back against one of the blocks, the quest for his wife and son forgotten. For the first
time since his arrival at the island the sense of dissociation prompted by its fragmenting landscape began to
recede.
One development he did not expect. With dusk, and the need to leave the blocks and find food, he realized that
he had lost himself. However he retraced his steps, struck out left or right at an oblique course, oriented himself
around the sun and pressed on resolutely north or south, he found himself back at his starting point. Despite his
best efforts, he was unable to make his way out of the maze. That he was aware of his motives gave him little
help. Only when hunger overcame the need to remain did he manage to escape.
Abandoning his former home near the aircraft dump, Traven collected together what canned food he could find
in the waist turret and cockpit lockers of the superfortresses and pulled them across the island on a crude sledge.
Fifty yards from the perimeter of the blocks he took over a tilting bunker, and pinned the fading photograph of the
blonde-haired child to the wall beside the door. The page was falling to pieces, like his fragmenting image of
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himself. Each evening when he woke he would eat uneagerly and then go out into the blocks. Sometimes he took
a canteen of water with him and remained there for two or three days.
Traven: In Parenthesis

(Elements in a quantal world:
The terminal beach.
The terminal bunker.
The blocks.
The landscape is coded.
Entry points into the future = levels in a spinal landscape = zones of significant time.)
The Submarine Pens

This precarious existence continued for the following weeks. As he walked out to the blocks one evening, he
again saw his wife and son, standing among the dunes below a solitary tower, their faces watching him calmly. He
realized that they had followed him across the island from their former haunt among the dried-up lakes. Once
again he saw the beckoning light, and he decided to continue his exploration of the island.
Half a mile further along the atoll he found a group of four submarine pens, built over an inlet, now drained,
which wound through the dunes from the sea. The pens still contained several feet of water, filled with strange
luminescent fish and plants. A warning light winked at intervals from a metal tower. The remains of a substantial
camp, only recently vacated, stood on the concrete pier outside. Greedily Traven heaped his sledge with the
provisions stacked inside one of the metal shacks. With this change of diet the beri-beri receded, and during the
next days he returned to the camp. It appeared to be the site of a biological expedition. In a field office he came
across a series of large charts of mutated chromosomes. He rolled them up and took them back to his bunker. The
abstract patterns were meaningless, but during his recovery he amused himself by devising suitable titles for
them. (Later, passing the aircraft dump on one of his forays, he found the half-buried jukebox, and tore the list of
records from the selection panel, realizing that these were the most appropriate captions for the charts. Thus
embroidered, they took on many layers of cryptic associations.)
*
Traven lost among the blocks
August 5. Found the man Traven. A strange derelict figurer, hiding in a bunker in the deserted interior of the
island. He is suffering from severe exposure and malnutrition, but is unaware of this, or, for that matter, of any
other events in the world around him …
He maintains that he came to the island to carry out some scientific project—unstated—but I suspect that he
understands his real motives and the unique role of the island. … In some way its landscape seems to be involved
with certain unconscious notions of time, and in particular with those that may be a repressed premonition of our
own deaths. The attractions and dangers of such an architecture, as the past has shown, need no stressing.
August 6. He has the eyes of the possessed. I would guess that he is neither the first, nor the last, to visit the
island.—from Dr. C. Osborne, “Eniwetok Diary.”
*
With the exhaustion of his supplies, Traven remained within the perimeter of the blocks almost continuously,
conserving what strength remained to him to walk slowly down their empty corridors. The infection in his right
foot made it difficult for him to replenish his supplies from the stores left by the biologists, and as his strength
ebbed he found progressively less incentive to make his way out of the blocks. The system of megaliths now
provided a complete substitute for those functions of his mind which gave to it its sense of the sustained rational
order of time and space, his awareness kindled from levels above those of his present nervous system (if the
autonomic system is dominated by the past, the cerebro-spinal reaches toward the future). Without the blocks, his
sense of reality shrank to little more than the few square inches of sand beneath his feet.
On one of his last ventures into the maze, he spent all night and much of the following morning in a futile
attempt to escape. Dragging himself from one rectangle of shadow to another, his leg as heavy as a club and
apparently inflamed to the knee, he realized that he must soon find an equivalent for the blocks or he would end
his life within them, trapped with this self-constructed mausoleum as surely as the retinue of Pharaoh.
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He was sitting exhausted somewhere within the center of the system, the faceless lines of the tomb-booths
receding from him, when the sky was slowly divided by the drone of a light aircraft. This passed overhead, and
then, five minutes later, returned. Seizing his opportunity, Traven struggled to his feet and made his exit from the
blocks, his head raised to follow the glistening exhaust trail.
As he lay down in the bunker he dimly heard the aircraft return and carryout an inspection of the site.
A Belated Rescue

“Who are you?” A small sandy-haired man was peering down at him with a severe expression, then put away a
syringe in his valise. “Do you realize you’re on your last legs?”
“Traven … I’ve had some sort of accident. I’m glad you flew over.”
“I’m sure you are. Why didn’t you use our emergency radio? Anyway, we’ll call the Navy and have you picked
up.”
“No. …” Traven sat up on one elbow and felt weakly in his hip pocket. “I have a pass somewhere. I’m
carrying out research.”
“Into what?” The question assumed a complete understanding of Traven’s motives. Traven lay in the shade
beside the bunker, and drank weakly from a canteen as Dr. Osborne dressed his foot. You’ve also been stealing
our stores.”
Traven shook his head. Fifty yards away the blue and white Cessna stood on the concrete apron like a large
dragonfly. “I didn’t realize you were coming back.”
“You must be in a trance.”
The young woman at the controls of the aircraft climbed from the cockpit and walked over to them, glancing at
the gray bunkers and blocks. She seemed unaware of or uninterested in the decrepit figure of Traven. Osborne
spoke to her over his shoulder, and after a downward glance at Traven she went badck to the aircraft. As she
turned Traven rose involuntarily, recognizing the child in the photograph he had pinned to the wall. Then he
remembered that the magazine could not have been more than four or five years old.
The engine of the aircraft started. It turned onto one of the roadways and took off into the wind.
*
The young woman drove over by jeep that afternoon with a small camp bed and a canvas awning. During the
intervening hours Traven had slept, and woke refreshed when Osborne returned from his scrutiny of the
surrounding dunes.
“What are you doing here?” the young woman asked as she secured one of the guy-ropes to the bunker.
“I’m searching for my wife and son,” Traven said.
“They’re on this island?” Surprised, but taking the reply at face value, she looked around her. “Here?”
“In a manner of speaking.”
After inspecting the bunker, Osborne joined them. “The child in the photograph. Is she your daughter?”
“No.” Traven tried to explain. “She’s adopted me.”
Unable to make sense of his replies, but accepting his assurances that he would leave the island, Osborne and
the young woman returned to their camp. Each day Osborne returned to change the dressing, driven by the young
woman, who seemed to grasp the role cast for her by Traven in his private mythology. Osborne, when he learned
of Traven’s previous career as a military pilot, assumed that he was a latter-day martyr left high and dry by the
moratorium on thermonuclear tests.
“A guilt complex isn’t an indiscriminate supply of moral sanctions. I think you may be overstretching yours.”
When he mentioned the name Eatherly, Traven shook his head.
Undeterred, Osborne pressed: “Are you sure you’re not making similar use of the image of Eniwetok—waiting
for your Pentecostal\fn{Not capitalized in the text.} wind?”
“Believe me, Doctor, no,” Traven replied firmly. “For me the H-Bomb is a symbol of absolute freedom. Unlike
Eatherly, I feel it’s given me the right—the obligation, even—to do anything I choose.”
“That seems strange logic,” Osborne commented. “Aren’t we at least responsible for our physical selves?”
Traven shrugged. “Not now, I think. After all, aren’t we in effect men raised from the dead?”
Often, however he thought of Eatherly: the prototypal Pre-Third Man, dating the Pre-Third from August 6,
1945,\fn{The date of the destruction of Hiroshima by an atomic bomb, and the killing outright of some 130,000 people.} carrying a
full load of cosmic guilt.
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Shortly after Traven was strong enough to walk again he had to be rescued from the blocks for a second time.
Osborne became less conciliatory.
“Our work is almost complete,” he warned Traven. “You’ll die here. Traven, what are you looking for?”
To himself Traven said: the tomb of the unknown civilian, Homo Hydrogenensis, Eniwetok Man. To Osborne
he said: “Doctor, your laboratory is at the wrong end of this island.”
“I’m aware of that, Traven. There are rarer fish swimming in your head than in any submarine pen.”
On the day before they left Traven and the young woman drove over to the lakes where he had first arrived. As
a final present from Osborne, an ironic gesture unexpected from the elderly biologist, she had brought the correct
list of legends for the chromosome charts. They stopped by the derelict jukebox and she pasted them on to the
selection panel.
They wandered among the supine wrecks of the superfortresses. Traven lost sight of her, and for the next ten
minutes searched in and out of the dunes. He found her standing in a small amphitheater formed by the sloping
mirrors of a solar energy device, built by one of the visiting expeditions. She smiled to him as he stepped through
the scaffolding. A dozen fragmented images of herself were reflected in the broken panes. In some she was
sans\fn{Minus.} head, in other multiples of her raised arms circled her like those of a Hindu goddess. Exhausted,
Traven turned away and walked back to the jeep.
As they drove away he described his glimpses of his wife and son. “Their faces are always calm. MY son’s
particularly, although he was never really like that. The only time his face was grave was when he was being born
—then he seemed millions of years old.”
The young woman nodded. “I hope you find them.” As an afterthought she added; “Dr. Osborne is going to tell
the Navy you’re here. Hide somewhere.”
Traven thanked her. When she flew away from the island for the last time he waved to her from his seat beside
the blocks.
The Naval Party

When the search party came for him Trafven hid in the only logical place. Fortunately the search was
perfunctory, and was called off after a few hours. The sailors had brought a supply of beer with them, and the
search soon turned into a drunken ramble. On the walls of the recording towers Traven later found balloons of
obscene dialogue chalked into the mouths of the shadow figures, giving their postures the priapic\fn{ Phallic.}
gaiety of the dancers in cave drawings.
The climax of the party was the ignition of a store of gasoline in an underground tank near the airstrip. As he
listened, first to the megaphones shouting his name, the echoes receding among the dunes like the forlorn calls of
dying birds, then to the boom of the explosion and the laughter as the landing craft left, Traven felt a premonition
that these were the last sounds he would hear.
He had hidden in one of the target basins, lying down among the bodies of the plastic dummies. In the hot
sunlight their deformed faces gaped at him sightlessly from the tangle of limbs, their blurred smiles like those of
the soundlessly laughing dead. Their faces filled his mind as he climbed over the bodies and returned to the
bunker.
As he walked toward the blocks he saw the figures of his wife and son standing in his path. They were less
than ten yards from him, their white faces watching him with a look of almost overwhelming expectancy. Never
had Traven seen them so close to the blocks. His wife’s pale features seemed illuminated from within, her lips
parted as if in greeting, one hand raised to take his own. His son’s grave face, with its curiously fixe expression,
regarded him with the same enigmatic smile of the girl in the photograph.
“Judith! David!” Startled, Traven ran forwards to them. Then, in a sudden movement of light, their clothes
turned into shrouds, and he saw the wounds that disfigured their necks and chests. Appalled, he cried out to them.
As they vanished he fled into the safety and sanity of the blocks.
The Catechism of Goodbye

This time he found himself, as Osborne had predicted, unable to leave the blocks.
Somewhere in the shifting center of the maze, he sat with his back against one of the concrete flanks, his eyes
raised to the sun. Around him the lines of cubes formed the horizons of his world. At times they would appear to
advance toward him, looking over him like cliffs, the intervals between them narrowing so that they were little
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more than an arm’s length apart, a labyrinth of narrow corridors running between them. Then they would recede
from him, separating from each other like points in an expanding universe, until the nearest line formed an
intermittent palisade along the horizon.
Time had become quantal. For hours it would be noon, the shadows contained within the motionless bulk of
the blocks, the heat reverberating off the concrete floor. Abruptly he would find it was early afternoon or evening,
the shadows everywhere like pointing fingers.
“Goodbye, Eniwetok,” he murmured.
Somewhere there was a flicker of light, as if one of the blocks, like a counter on an abacus, had been plucked
away.
“Goodbye, Los Alamos.” Again a block seemed to vanish. The corridors around him remained intact, but
somewhere, Traven was convinced, in the matrix superimposed on his mind, a small interval of neutral space had
been punched.
Goodbye, Hiroshima.
Goodbye, Alamagordo.
Goodbye, Moscow, London, Paris, New York. …
Shuttles flickered, a ripple of integers. Traven stopped, accepting the futility of this megathalon farewell. Such
a leave-taking required him to fix his signature on every one of the particles in the universe.
Total Noon: Eniwetok

The blocks now occupied positions on an endlessly revolving circus wheel. They carried him upwards, to
heights from which he could see the whole island and the sea, and then down again through the opaque disc of the
floor. From here he looked up at the undersurface of the concrete cap, an inverted landscape of rectilinear
hollows, the dome-shaped mounds of the lake-system, the thousands of empty cubic pits of the blocks.
“Goodbye, Traven”

To his disappointment he found that this ultimate act of rejection gained him nothing.
In an interval of lucidity, he looked down at his emaciated arms and legs propped loosely in front of him, the
brittle wrists and hands covered with a lacework of ulcers. To his right was a trail of disturbed dust, the marks of
slack heels.
In front of him lay a long corridor between the blocks, joining an oblique series a hundred yards away. Among
these, where a narrow interval revealed the open space beyond, was a crescent-shaped shadow, poised in the air.
During the next half-hour it moved slowly, turning as the sun swung.
The outline of a dune.
*
Seizing on this cipher, which hung before him like a symbol on a shield, Traven pushed himself through the
dust He climbed precariously to his feet, and covered his eyes from all sight of the blocks.
Ten minutes later he emerged from the western perimeter. The dune whose shadow had guided him lay fifty
yards away. Beyond it, bearing the shadow like a screen, was a ridge of limestone, which ran away among the
hillocks of a wasteland. The remains of old bulldozers, bales of barbed wire, and fifty-gallon drums lay halfburied in the sand.
Traven approached the dune, reluctant to leave this anonymous swell of sand. He shuffled around its edges,
and then sat down in the shade by a narrow crevice in the ridge.
Ten minutes later he noticed that someone was watching him.
The Marooned Japanese

This corpse, whose eyes started up at Traven, lay to his left at the bottom f the crevice. That of a man of middle
age and powerful build, it lay on its side with its head on a pillow of stone, as if surveying the window of the sky.
The fabric of the clothes had rotted to a gray tattered vestment, but in the absence of any small animal predators
on the island the skin and musculature had been preserved. Here and there, at the angle of knee or wrist, a bony
point shone through the leathery integument of the yellow skin, but the facial mask was still intact, and revealed a
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male Japanese of the professional classes. Looking down at the strong nose, high forehead, and broad mouth,
Traven guessed that the Japanese had been a doctor or lawyer.
Puzzled as to how the corpse had found itself here, Traven slid a few feet down the slope. There were no
radiation burns on the skin, which indicated that the Japanese had been thee for less than five years. Nor did he
appear to be wearing a uniform, so had not been a member of a military or scientific mission.
To the left of the corpse, within reach of his hand, was a fraye dleather case, the remains of a map wallet. To
the right was the bleached husk of a haversack, open to reveal a canteen of water and a small jerrican.
Greediily, the reflex of starvation making him for the moment ignore this discovery that the Japanese had
deliberately chosen to die in the crevice, Traven slid down the slope until his feet touched the splitting soles of the
corpse’s shoes. He reached forward and seized the canteen. A cupful of flat water swilled around the rusting
bottom. Traven gulped down the water, the dissolved metal salts cloaking his lips and tongue with a bitter film.
He pried the lid off the jerrican, which was empty but for a tacky coating of condensed syrup. He scraped at this
with the lid and chewed at the terry flakes. They filled his mouth with an almost intoxicating sweetness. After a
few moments he felt light-headed and sat back beside the corpse. Its sightless eyes regarded him with unmoving
compassion.
The Fly

(A small fly, which Traven presumes has followed him into the crevice, now buzzes about the corpse’s face.
Traven leans forward to kill it, then reflects that perhaps this minuscule sentry had been the corpse’s faithful
companion. In return fed on the rich liqueurs and distillations of its pores. Carefully, to avoid injuring the fly, he
encourages it to alight on his wrist.)
DR. YASUDA: Thank you Traven. (The voice is rough, as if unused to conversation.) In my position, you understand.
TRAVEN: Of course, doctor. I’m sorry I tried to kill it. These ingrained habits, you know, they’re not easy to shrug off.
Your sister’s children in Osaka in ’44, the exigencies of war, I hate to plead them, most known motives are so
despicable one searches the unknown in the hope that. …
YASUDA: Please, Traven, do not be embarrassed. The fly is lucky to retain its identity for so long. That son you
mourn, not to mention my own two nieces and nephew, did they not die each day? Every parent in the world mourns
the lost sons and daughters of their past childhoods.
TRAVEN: You’re very tolerant, doctor. I wouldn’t dare—
YASUDA: Not at all, Traven. I make no apologies for you. After all, each one of us is little more than the meager
residue of the infinite unrealized possibilities of our lives. But your son and my nieces are fixed in our minds forever,
their identities as certain as the stars.
TRAVEN: (not entirely convinced) That may be so, doctor, but it leads to a dangerous conclusion in the case of this
island. For instance, the blocks. …
YASUDA: They are precisely to what I refer. Here among the blocks, Traven, you at last find the image of yourself free
of time and space. This island is an ontological Garden of Eden; why try to expel yourself into a quantal world?
TRAVEN: Excuse me. (The fly has flown back to the corpse’s face and sits in one of the orbits, giving the good doctor
an expression of quizzical beadiness. Reaching forward, Traven entices it onto his palm) Well, yes, these bunkers may
be ontological objects, but whether this is the ontological fly seems doubtful. It’s true that on this island it’s the only fly,
which is the next best thing.
YASUDA: You can’t accept the plurality of the universe, Traven. Ask yourself, why? Why should this obsess you. It
seems to me that you are hunting for the white leviathan, zero. The beach is a dangerous zone; avoid it. Have a proper
humility; pursue a philosophy of acceptance.
TRAVEN: Then may I ask why you came here, doctor?
YASUDA: To feed this fly. “What greater love—?”
TRAVEN: (Still puzzling) It doesn’t really solve my problem. The blocks, you see. …
YASUDA: Very well, if you must have it that way …
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TRAVEN: But, Doctor—
YASUDA: (Peremptorily) Kill that fly!
TRAVEN: That’s not an end, or a beginning. (Hopelessly he kills the fly. Exhausted, he falls asleep beside the corpse.)

The Terminal Beach

Searching for a piece of rope in the refuse dump behind the dunes, Traven found a bale of rusty wire. He
unwound it, then secured a harness around the corpse’s chest, and dragged it from the crevice. The lid of a
wooden crate served as a sledge. Traven fastened the corpse into a sitting position, and set off along the perimeter
of the blocks. Around him the island was silent. The lines of palms hung in the sunlight, only his own motion
varying the shifting ciphers of their crisscrossing trunks. The square turrets of the camera towers jutted from the
dunes like forgotten obelisks.
An hour later, when Traven reached his bunker, he untied the wire cord he had fastened around his waist. He
took the chair left for him by Dr. Osborne and carried it to a point midway between the bunker and the blocks.
Then he tied the body of the Japanese to the chair, arranging the hands so that they rested on the wooden arms,
giving the moribund figure a posture of calm repose.
This done to his satisfaction, Traven returned to the bunker and squatted under the awning.
As the next days passed into weeks, the dignified figure of the Japanese sat in his chair fifty yards from him,
guarding Traven from the blocks. Their magic still filled Traven’s reveries, but he now had sufficient strength to
rouse himself and forage for food. In the hot sunlight the skin of the Japanese became more and more bleached,
and sometimes Traven would wake at night to find the white sepulchral figure sitting there, arms restring at its
sides, in the shadows that crossed the concrete floor. At these moments he would often see his wife and son
watching him from the dunes. As time passed they came closer, and he would sometimes turn to find them only a
few yards behind him.
Patiently Traven waited for them to speak to him, thinking of the great blocks whose entrance was guarded by
the seated figure of the dead archangel, as the waves broke on the distant shore and the burning bombers fell
through his dreams.
1931
20.47 1. IQ Test 2. Impression Of Drunkenness 3. Breaking The Eagle: Three Sketches\fn{by Zhao Da-nian
(1931- )} Peking, China (M) 3
1
A TV station organized an entirely new sort of IQ test, planning to broadcast it nationwide once they had
finished making it. First they took their cameras and recording equipment to a bureau to test the officials there.
The host drew a chalk circle on the blackboard and asked, “What’s this, everybody?”
The high-voltage mercury vapour lamps were on, and the cameras were panning across the faces of the bureau
officials. Reporters carrying baton-like mikes waited to stick them in front of the mouth of anyone who spoke.
The bureau officials stared at the chalk circle on the blackboard in bewilderment. What on earth did it mean?
Uncertain what to do, they dared not answer. But the cameras kept panning back and forth. Could no one
answer? That would be too embarrassing. The staff members started to look to their section heads for instructions.
The section heads eyed the department heads for advice. The department heads fixed their clever eyes, which
were so attuned to inferring leaders’ intentions, on the bureau head. As was his wont, the bureau head looked to
his secretary for help. However, this time the pretty secretary was completely stumped, and so she went over and
whispered in the bureau head’s ear. She had forgotten that the cameras were running.
Only after hearing his secretary’s report through did the bureau head protest, “Sorry! I wasn’t informed of the
matter beforehand, and it hasn’t been deliberated, so how can I answer your question just like that?”
The comrades from the TV station went to the second group of subjects for the IQ test—in the classroom of a
university Chinese department. The lights were on and the cameras and recorders were running. As before, the
host drew a chalk circle on the blackboard and asked, “What’s this, everybody?”
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There was an awkward silence for half a minute. Then the proud students burst out laughing, and shouted:
“What sort of a question’s that? You want to test us university students?”
“It’s too condescending! It’s a joke!”
“Only a fool would answer your question!”
“Don’t yell, they’re still taping!”
Junior middle school students formed the third group. An outstanding student, who often came top in exams,
put his hand up politely, then stood up, and pointing at the chalk circle on the blackboard, replied:
“It’s a zero.”
“Is he right?” asked the host.
“Yes!” the students chorused.
“Are there any other answers?” asked the host. “Is there a second way of answering the question? Please think
it over carefully, everyone.”
“O! O, like in the English alphabet!” shouted a mischievous student, not even daring to stand up.
The class teacher gave him an angry look, but the host hastily said, “He’s right, very good!”
The fourth group was composed of first grade primary school students. Once they saw the chalk circle on the
blackboard, the classroom burst into life, all the little hands going up, and everyone trying to answer first:
“It’s the moon!”
“Why’s it the moon?” asked the host, delighted.
“The blackboard is the sky, it’s dark, and the moon is white and round!”
“It’s a ping-pong ball!”
“A sesame seed cake!”
“An egg!”
“A girl’s mouth—she’s singing!”
“No, it’s one of teacher’s eyes, and she’s mad!”
The IQ tests came to a satisfactory end. When the TV station broadcast the programme, they added a subtitle:
How do people lose their powers of imagination?

2
The young painter Xiao Du had a habit: before he composed a work, he would drink two liang of Erguotou
liquor. When he drank to the point where his head was heavy, his feet were light and his eyes were drowsy, where
people looked as though they were seen in a distorting mirror, and scenery looked as though it was seen through a
kaleidoscope, then, at that point, ideas of style and content would pour out of his head like a stream.
The theme he’d selected at the time was drunkeness. He began to read poetry. The ineffable beauty of poetry
and painting combined. Poetic painting and painterly poetry. “In my Drunkenness, I will paint the essence of
poetry. ‘Il Bai’s hundred verses in a single pour.’ Great! ‘Lady Yang in her cups!’ Even better! ‘Drink makes not
man drunk; man makes himself drunk.’ Excellent! ‘Drowning sorrows in a drink only makes you feel more
sorrowful!!’ Best of all!”
Although he’d got his theme and some ideas on it, he still didn't have any images. What can I paint that will
express my thoughts?
In January, he painted a drunk as drunk as a lord. It was priced at 10 yuan, but no one wanted to buy it. They
said it lacked dynamism.
In February, he painted a drunken lout attacking someone, the liquor jug flying through the air. It was full of
dynamism. The price was 50 yuan, but still no one wanted to buy. They said it lacked refinement.
In March, he painted a crazy drunk, dipping and weaving like a disco dancer. His posture was very refilled. It
was priced at 100 yuan, but still no one wanted to buy. They said it was too shallow.
In April, he painted a beautiful liquor jug, with an agate cup and a big tasty crab beside it. It was priced at 200
yuan, but the critics shook their heads. They said they couldn’t see the meaning of the objects.
Xiao Du didn’t know what to make of it. His wife Xiao Hu lost faith in him, too. Putting one hand on her hip
and pointing at his nose, she would curse him out loud:
“Can’t you paint something else? A panda? A big factory? A satellite launch? Fake medicine from Jinjiang
County? The rising price of cabbages? Reagan’s visit to China? Something that has to do with real life now! And
don’t ignore me! Let me tell you, if you don’t come back with some money next time, this liquor jug stays empty
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for good!”
The more Xiao Du worried, the more Xiao Hu pointed at his nose and cursed. She was in the habit of putting
her left hand on her hip and raising her right arm high. She cursed and cursed until, eureka, she aroused his
inspiration! Xiao Du suddenly noticed that his wife’s body was shaped like a liquor jug! Her left arm on her hip
was the handle, and her raised right arm was the spout. Thank the lord!
It was May already, and the weather was boiling hot. The sweat pouring off him, using thick ink and deep
colours, Xiao Du painted Impression of Drunkenness all in one go. The picture was of a young woman in a
charming pose, her left arm on her hip like a handle, and her right arm raised like a spout. She was wearing a
gauzy green dress transparent as a cicada’s wings, the curves of her body swelling out, hemisphere-like. The
whole resembled a captivating, intoxicating liquor jug. It was priced at 500 yuan, and sold the day it was hung in
the gallery.
Even better, Xiao Du’s mind was unblocked at last, and masterpieces came pouring out one after another. The
prices went up from 500 to 800, then 1,000, 1,500, and 2,000. Next it was francs, US dollars and pounds. He
became famous far and wide, and critics in China and abroad all praised him as '”he best of the Far East
Impressionist School.”
His charming wife Xiao Hu didn’t curse him anymore, either.
3
The playwright Lao Chen was so tired that in the end he became sick. His film script, after having been gone
over, picked at, criticized, discussed, consulted upon, worried at, passed, rejected, tampered with, cooperated on,
resuscitated, passed again, reneged upon again, turned against, rejuggled, rejected again, indicted, taken to court,
scrapped over, given the cold shoulder and sweated over by ninety-nine people over three years, three months and
three days, with twenty-seven revisions, big and small, screenwriters increased from one to six, and combined
efforts from north, south, east, west, above and below, had had the rejection rejected, finally been approved and
gone into production.
However, Lao Chen was so tired that in the end he became sick. Both physically and mentally exhausted, he
went to recuperate on the remote Inner Mongolian grasslands. There he could get a change of air, and see blue
skies, white clouds, soaring eagles and boundless stretches of green grass. Green is the source of life, and by
seeing it one can get back to nature.
He met an old hunter called Zamrin, and stayed in his “one-storey Beijing house,” It was said that this sort of
house, with red-brick walls and a flat roof made of concrete slabs, came from the suburbs of Beijing. Lao Chen
preferred those of the Mongolian yurts and ox-carts that hadn’t been abandoned yet.
Zamrin rode his horse out hunting every day, taking his eagle with him. His hunting eagle was very ferocious.
It could not only catch hares, foxes and weasels, but also claw out the eyes of Mongolian gazelles. What puzzled
Lao Chen was why the eagle didn’t fly away. And why didn’t it eat its prey once it caught it? Why did it wait to
be fed by Zamrin after coming home?
“Why won’t it eat the food I offer it?” asked Lao Chen.
“It’s broken in!” replied Zamrin proudly.
One day, Zamrin took two lengths of wild hare gut, and using lots of hempen rope and string, tied them fast in
the middle of a big, flat basket, which he then placed on the roof.
“What’s that for?” asked Lao Chen.
“My hunting eagle’s getting old,” Zamrin said with a wink. Before long, there was a young cock eagle circling
above the roof. It wanted to eat the hare gut, and after taking good aim, dived down like a fighter plane, skimmed
across the roof, grabbed the gut with its powerful talons, and dragged the five-foot-across basket up into the sky,
too.
The young eagle had been thoroughly taken in. First, its feet were knotted up, and the talons themselves were
tangled in the rope, so it couldn’t let go. Besides, it was so stubborn and hungry, it wouldn’t let go anyway. But
trying to carry a basket aloft was really tiring. Even worse, it couldn’t see the hills, prairies, trees and villages
below, so it didn’t dare descend, but could only go on desperately trying to fly upwards. It flew and flew, the
sweat pouring off its back, panting like an ox, seeing stars before its eyes and foaming at the beak. The air
between its wings and the basket included irregular currents, eddies, countercurrents, updrafts, and mixed
currents. Even if you had invited the air current expert Dr. Qian Xuesen, it would have taken him thirty years to
figure out the laws governing those currents.
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The eagle was failing. Once its tail lost the ability to maintain balance and steer, it was in great danger.
Lao Chen was fascinated. The view from below was no less than wondrous. The eagle couldn’t be seen; there
was only the basket, flying by itself, like a UFO or a flying saucer. It was even more like a headless fly buzzing
about, flying around in circles in the air above Zamrin’s house, unable to escape from Buddha’s palm.
And like Buddha, Zamrin narrowed his eyes, smoked a cigarette, had a cup of milk tea, and didn’t even look
once. He was completely confident: “A young eagle will struggle for an hour at most, then it’ll fall.”
It was just as he said. The basket fell less than a hundred paces away. The eagle was soaked in sweat like a wet
chicken. It was so exhausted it allowed itself to be handled.
Zamrin put it on a perch, and tied one talon down. The perch consisted of a wooden stick hanging like a swing
from two lengths of hempen rope in the room. He gave it a push every now and then, and it would swing back and
forth for a few moments. Because it was not stable, the eagle did not dare to sleep, exhausted though it was.
Instead, it gripped the perch tight, and flapped its aching wings in an effort to balance itself. At night, Zamrin
hung an electric light by the perch. The eagle was terrified, scared that its feathers would be burned, and so it
dared even less to sleep. The real breaking in had begun. The next day, it couldn’t keep its eyes open, but every
time it dozed off, Zamrin lashed it with a switch of willow. The eagle had never been harrassed like this before! It
stared with wide-open eyes, wanting to take on the switch. On the third day, its eyes were bloodshot and it was
beside itself with hunger. It began to cry pitifully, and open its beak, begging for food.
A neighbor of Zamrin’s came to help. He took a ball of hemp string about as big as an egg, soaked in sesame
oil and fed it to the eagle. The starved bird didn’t care what it ate anymore, and swallowed it right away. However,
one end of the string was still in the neighbor’s hand. After a moment, he started to draw the string out. Ow! The
eagle’s eyes rolled white with the gut-wrenching pain as the string clawed the fat and blood out of its innards.
Eagles can distinguish people. When that neighbour came to feed it again, it didn’t dare eat. A different
neighbor came, but fed it a ball of string again, and pulled it out again. After a few repetitions, the eagle began to
refuse food no matter who tried to feed it. Only at this point did Zamrin take the stage, parting the eagle’s beak
and stuffing a piece of bloody mutton in. It tasted good and there was no excruciating pulling out of hemp string.
Eagles are not overintelligent, so it gave thanks to God, and tearfully recognized its savior.
From then on, the young wild eagle was broken in as a tame hunting eagle, following its master Zamrin out to
catch hares, foxes and weasels every day. The hungrier it got, the keener it was to fly back home, because only the
food master gave it was not a ball of hemp string.
Soon, the old hunting eagle died and was sold to an exhibition hall as an animal specimen. Once he was better,
Lao Chen the playwright also seemed to have understood something, and left the vast grasslands.
72.67 A Wordless Monument\fn{by Qiao Dianyun (1931- )} Xishan County, Henan Province, China (M) 7
In front of the village there’s a small stream, not very broad with shallow running water, very, very clear and as
transparent as glass. Multi-colored rocks on the bottom of the river, rocks come loose and drifting around under
the water, and the mirror image of hills, trees, and flying birds reflected on the surface of the river can all be seen
with perfect clarity. When people went to work in the fields, to market to sell firewood, or to school to study, in
summer they’d wade across barefooted and in winter they’d step on the rocks to cross; it was convenient and it
was inconvenient. For many years they’d said they were going to build a bridge, and for just that many years they
didn’t build one. After all, we’d got on fine for hundreds of years without a bridge, and that proved we could go
right on living without a bridge. No need to look for trouble and hardship; we had no quarrel with ourselves; as
long as we could take it easy for a while, we’d just as well take it easy. Why not?
On the other side of the river there was a grave mound, very, very big, as big as a small hill. How old was that
grave? Don’t know. There was a ginkgo tree on top of the grave; the old folks say trees like that can live for more
than a thousand years. It seems true enough; the tree can shade over half an acre of land. In front of the grave was
a stone stele, very high and very thick with a stone cap of dragons carved on the top of it. The words on the stele
had become blurred from a thousand years of wind and rain. What was written on it? Couldn’t make it out.
Nobody went to look at it, and nobody felt like looking at it. The affairs of the living were such a tangled mess we
could never get ’em straight, and we could hardly take care of ourselves; who had any heart left over to mess
around with the affairs of the dead? And besides, what good would it have done to make out those words? Could
we eat ’em or drink ’em or make revolution with ’em?
Later on came a burst of revolution,\fn{ A note reads: The Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution began in 1966 and did not
officially end until 1977, but it was most violently carried out from 1966 to 1969 .} and first we attacked the living. We attacked
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them one bunch after another. Out of forty-five families in the entire village, forty-two came under attack. The
more people we attacked, the more actively everybody went on attacking everybody else. To atone for their
crimes and curry favor, those who were attacked yesterday risked everything to attack others today. You attacked
me and I attacked you. Although it wasn’t very pretty to be attacked, still there was some sweetness amid the
bitterness: when one person was being attacked, everybody sat around and watched the excitement; resting up like
that was a might lighter work than learning from Dazhai\fn{ A note reads: Dazhai is a famous oil field that was hailed as a
model of socialist labor during the Cultural Revolution.} This was known as “the individual suffering for the well-being of
the group” and was in perfect accord with revolutionary principles. After we’d attacked all of the living several
times over, there was nobody left to attack, so we’d have to go back to the fields and work like hell. That was an
awful prospect! And besides, if we didn’t keep on with the revolution, the higher-ups wouldn’t let us off the hook.
What could we do? Who could we attack?
Well then! It was the turn of that big grave mound. No doubt about it! The guy under there was certainly a big
villain, certainly a no-good scoundrel, certainly a high official, certainly a capitalist roader.\fn{ Aa note reads: A “capitalist roader” was anyone accused of wanting to turn away from the “socialist road” in economic development .} If he was a small fry,
a good sort, a commoner, or a revolutionary, would he be buried in such a big grave? When the higher author-ities
heard our idea they sent down an order of commendation: Good! Outstanding! Overall direction absolutely
correct, should be attacked without mercy, attack the hell out of it!
And so everybody let out a whoop and entered the fray: Cut down the big tree! Rake open the grave! Push over
the stele! Stomp on him with ten thousand feet; never mind that he’s been dead for a thousand years, we mustn’t
let him rise again. Take the stele and lay it across the stream. Revolution is good! Our little old stream has been
given a revolutionary bridge.
Revolution is good! The lowly commoners trample on the body of a high official from a thousand years ago!
From that time on, when the villagers went to work in the fields, to market to sell firewood, or to school to
study, they no longer had to wade across barefooted or jump across on the rocks. They felt right proud as they
walked across on the bridge. How about it, look who’s oppressing who? Who told you to be so evil when you
were alive? Who told you to be so cruel? Who told you to be so highfalutin? Some people deliberately stamped
their feet harshly a few times; some deliberately gouged around with their picks and hoes; and some people even
paused to piss on the bridge! Why? To vent their hatred, to feel happy. Vent what hatred? Happy about what?
Nobody gave it a thought. And they didn’t need to think about it. To be able to knock down something that was
standing, able to walk on top of it, able willfully to stamp their feet on it, able wantonly piss on it, that was victory, that was power, that was venting your hatred, feeling good, glorious, and happy; what need was there to ask
why any more?!
It wasn’t that people didn't think at all. They thought, all right, they thought a lot. They thought about the man
in the grave. He certainly didn’t learn from Dazhai, certainly had not eaten in a communal mess hall, certainly had
buckets of oil and bushels of grain, certainly didn’t eat dried sweet potato leaves, certainly rode in a sedan chair
when he went out, certainly had several concubines, his concubines were certainly very fair skinned and very
tender, tender as a cucumber, if you scratched them with your fingernail, oil would ooze out, certainly …
When anybody walked on the bridge, he’d start cursing out loud.
“I’ll teach you to be so highfalutin!”
“I’ll teach you to eat and dress well!”
“I’ll teach you to keep several wives for yourself and not give each of us one!”
“I’ll teach you …”
Everybody walked over laughing gaily and cursing angrily. Everybody walked back laughing gaily and cursing
angrily. Every day the stone stele bore the people’s cruel stamping; every day it heard their taunts and curses. It
bore them all in silence, never said a word nor put up the least resistance.
All of a sudden, to everyone's surprise, the little bridge was transfonned in appearance; it had been washed
clean and a pale layer of ink traces had been left on it.
Who? Up to what? People suddenly thought of ghosts and ghostly emanations. Their scalps went numb and
their skin crept with gooseflesh as though they were about to suffer immediate retribution and be struck down by
a great calamity. Thus they put their heads together and secretively whispered about it everywhere.
“In life the man in the grave was a high official and now he’s a high official up in Heaven; you think he’s
going to let us off easy after we broke open his grave?!”
“At midnight last night, he dispatched a troop of heavenly soldiers and heavenly generals wearing golden
helmets and golden armor to come riding down on the clouds!”
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“They came down riding white horses. Last night I came out to piss and saw a big herd of white horses in the
sky, kicking and clopping as they rushed along; scared me shitless!”
The village was nervous as hell. Quite a few people locked their front gates tight, knelt down in their yards,
kowtowed to the Lord of Heaven, and tried to vindicate themselves:
“This really shouldn’t be blamed on us, we had no grudge or enmity with the man in the grave and never
thought to rake open his tomb! It should all be blamed on the higher authorities for offending the heavenly principles and forcing us to open the grave; if we didn’t do it they would’ve denounced us. If You’re displeased You
should go and be displeased with the higher authorities, even if You have to smite them with heavenly thunder and
lightning!”
When the higher authorities heard the news, they were hopping mad; they dispatched a team to investigate and
called upon the people to expose and inform on the offender. There was a reward for informing; but if you had
knowledge and didn’t report it, your crime would be twice as great. The power of the law is boundless; even if
Sun the Monkey King were alive today he would find it hard to escape the Buddha’s palm.\fn{ A note reads: In the
popular Ming novel, Journey to the West [c.1570], Sun Wukong, the Monkey King, tries unsuccessfully to fly off of the Buddha’s palm .}
Besides, as long as there was merit to be gained, naturally there were people willing to gain it or who wanted to
gain it. If you didn’t gain merit what should you gain? Thus everybody started informing and finally they exposed
somebody.
It’s him, it must be him! A worthy scion of the landlord class, a traitor to the poor and lower-middle peasants,
an inveterate enemy of the revolution, one of Liu Shaoqi’s little vermin.\fn{ A note reads: Liu Shaoqi was chairman of the
Republic when he was purged by Mao Tsetung during the Cultural Revolution. He was known as the “number one capitalist roader,” and
anyone associated with his policies might be vilified as vermin .} When we raked the grave, everybody joyfully vied for the

chance to rake it; but he acted like he was raking open his own mother and father’s grave. He said he had a
stomach-ache and asked for time off; he even cried, said his stomach hurt so bad it made him cry. Everybody
beams with happiness and pride when they walk back and forth across the little bridge. But he’s the only one who
still jumps across on the rocks, never lets his feet touch the bridge, and even sighs out loud watching the happy
masses cross the bridge. He doesn’t cross over on the bridge, and he doesn’t let Little Sun cross over on the bridge
either; three times a day he carries Little Sun back and forth to school on his back over the rocks.
Xu Shuge, an old school master. Him with a white beard already and still up to such shenanigans. The fellow’s
mind’s too deeply poisoned and there’s no cure for him. His son’s been struggled to death, his daughter-in-law’s
married into another family, and he still won’t repent.
What’s he trying to do? What’s he been up to already? Drag him out! First we made him recite the official
policies. He had ’em down pat:
“Leniency for confession, severity for resistance.”
He said confession, but he buttoned his lips tight as a tick and wouldn’t spit out a single word of honest confession. No matter, that’s easily taken care of. If the old man won’t confess, there’s still the little kid. Drag out his
grandson, Little Wen. Good, with a meat cleaver flashing in the sun and sawing away on his neck, the little
counterrevolutionary wasn’t as stubborn as the old counterrevolutionary. He started crying and told us:
“Grampa made a rubbing of the bridge stone.”
What’s he want to make a rubbing of the bridge for? He’s up to no good; keeping records for a future restoration of the overthrown classes! After his death, he intends to curry favor with the high officials of the nether
world; plans to collaborate with them to come back to this world to counter-attack and regain power. How
venomous! How vicious! How sneaky! If we didn’t have a lot of sharp eyes around here, his plot might have even
succeeded. We have to make him give it up! Hand it over! He won’t give it up? Search for it! If we have to dig
three feet under the ground, we've got to find it. We overturned his trunks and rifled his closets; even poked
around in every rat hole in his house. We didn’t find a pinch of salt in his crocks or a grain of rice in his larder.
The old buzzard’s living on wind and dew and still has the nerve to get up to such malevolent practices, still has
the money to pull off such a nefarious scheme; he must be possessed by devils. Where did he hide it? The interrogators wore their tongues out asking questions and pounded the table till it collapsed, but the old fart remained
steely-hearted and reactionary to the core; he just would not say!
The whole village was furious. Even those who believed in Heaven were full of righteous indignation:
“His mother’s ——, messing around like that, scaring our souls half to death, making us kowtow to the Lord
of Heaven for nothing! We can’t let him off easy. We have to give him a taste of revolution.”
And so we had a meeting for three days straight. For three days and three nights, we made war on him, made
war on the counterrevolutionary, eating and sleeping and attacking him in revolving shifts. It was really hot and
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heavy, really lively. We hadn’t sung local opera in the village for over ten years, and the kids kept asking us what
opera was like. How good did opera look anyway? This was a better play than any opera, better looking than any
playacting, and you didn’t have to buy a ticket; just watch, watch to your heart’s content, watch until you’d seen
enough. Pushing, squeezing, tying down, beating, hanging, forced kneeling: all the eighteen techniques of the
martial arts were used on him, and they even invented a nineteenth martial technique: beard pulling. Pulled out his
beard one whisker at a time, pulled out one whisker and asked him once; if he didn’t answer, they pulled out
another one and pulled out another one, just kept on pulling them out one at a time. It was marvelous to watch; an
old man turned into an old lady, nothing like it in traditional opera. The old fool just wouldn’t talk, refused to
atone for his crime; he even laughed out loud, laughed with tears streaming down his face. Was he crazy? Crazy
my ass! He was just acting crazy and simple-minded as a form of resistance, trying to play act his way out of
trouble. He’ll not get off so easily. The evil of his crime was so great, he was more Liu Shaoqi than Liu Shaoqi
himself, rotten to the core. Rotten? No matter how bad he is, no matter how stubborn he is, no bull is so big that
there’s not a way to trap it. Put a dunce cap on his head, put him under surveillance, practice dictatorship on him,
give him the hardest labor duties, struggle him to death, tire him to death, anger him to death; see who’s more
terrible than who. Is the revolution something easily provoked? Easily bullied? As long as you don’t die, that’s
just how long you’re going to have to take what we dish out.
A praying mantis should forget about trying to stop a wagon—there’s no way. Everybody walked over the
revolutionary bridge as before, only now they had another thing to laugh about when they walked up on the
bridge. They laughed at that stupid prick Xu Shuge. Never mind that he’d read a belly full of books, he read ’em
all for nothing, read himself into a bookworm, read himself silly. He didn’t even know which side of a person’s
ass to kiss, never flattered the living but ran off to kiss up to a ghost. No matter how high an official that fellow in
the grave was, he’s been moldered into slop for eight hundred years. He’s not one of today’s living officials; no
matter how much you care about him, lean to his side, and protect him, can he even give you a fart to smell for
your reward? If Xu Shuge doesn’t even understand that, isn’t even clear about such simple things, he really drank
all of that ink for nothing.
*
Year after year everybody walked back and forth over the stone stele, walked back and forth without cease.
The surface of the bridge was first worn down to a shiny finish, and then it was covered with a layer of mud by all
those feet walking back and forth. The stone stele was no longer a stone stele, it had truly become a little bridge.
After the people had walked over it so many times, they got used to it, took it for granted, it was no longer anything new, and they lost all interest in the origin of this little bridge. Gradually they forgot everything, forgot that
the bridge under their feet was a stone stele, forgot the big grave mound that was originally behind the stone stele,
and forgot about Xu Shuge’s beard. They forgot everything about everything, and they didn’t laugh any more
either.
The bridge was just a bridge. As long as it was convenient for going back and forth, why should they remember that the bridge was made from a stone stele, why should they remember the big grave behind the stone stele,
and why should they remember Xu Shuge’s beard? What good was there in remembering all of that? If a body
didn’t have anything to do, he’d just as well take a nap and rest his mind.
Several years went by and the events surrounding the little bridge died away, were buried, and completely
forgotten.
We say what's past is past; who could have known that something dead and buried would be stirred up again?
*
One day a little automobile suddenly pulled up, its black paint shining, long and flat, the spitting image of a
dung beetle, with smoke still farting out the rear. And so our village that had been peaceful for so many years
grew lively again. The men didn’t go into the fields and the women didn’t cook; they all picked up or pulled along
their kids and shouted back and forth as they gathered around to look at this rare, newfangled object. Just as if
they were trying to get a look at a three-legged man ora one-legged cow, row upon row of them jostled and
pushed their way up to the front, pushing and cursing because nobody wanted to move aside for anybody.
Several people were disgorged from the dung beetle’s mouth. There was a white-haired old fellow wearing
spectacles; he certainly looked to be a high official. The high official first led his military escort over to the big
grave mound to look at how the grave had been raked over. He sighed and sighed as if it was his family’s
ancestral grave site, as if somebody had ruined his family’s geomantic tradition. His military escort dug around in
the ground near the grave, picked up some pieces of broken plates and jars and put them in the car, treating them
like something precious, like they’d picked up a pile of fifty-cent coins. What do they want those things for?
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Ancient objects! Ha, ha, ancient objects? City folks make a big fuss about things they seldom see. Of the rocks in
the river, the mud in the fields, the little stream in front of the village, the big hill behind the village, which one of
’em hasn’t been here since the creation, which one of ’em isn’t ancient? If you want ’em, take ’em all back; you
can even take all of us livin’ on top of these ancient objects back home with you too; that’d be just fine. People
couldn’t hold back their laughter. They laughed at the high official with the spectacles until he shook his head
back and forth like a child’s toy rattle and got all red in the face.
Later on all those officials ran up onto the bridge, shoveled the dirt off the bridge, washed the mud off the
bridge; bit by bit they shoveled and washed, wiping the stone stele sparkling clean just like washing a new bride’s
face; only thing they didn’t do was rub on some facial makeup. The old official in the spectacles walked up onto
the bridge, knelt down, and then went down on all fours to shine a mirror with a handle on it up and down; inch
by inch he shined it for a long, long time, shined it on the entire bridge like someone trying to catch lice, but he
didn’t find anything, didn’t even catch a single louse; then he started crying and took out a cloth and wiped his
tears. At seventy or eighty years old, with no one hitting him, with no illnesses or other calamities, not going
broke or anything, what was he crying about? He was crying with genuine grief, too, as if his young wife had just
died; it was downright laughable. Maybe city people are just naturally born with so many tears!
Later on, after the high official with the spectacles had done crying, he asked the people to carry the stone stele
back to its original place and stand it up in the original manner. Don’t you wish! We neither drink nor eat off you;
if we had that much strength we’d go shovel manure to build up the soil. As soon as they heard him, everybody
took off in a flash; it was as if they all had the power of invisibility; in the wink of an eye not a soul was left in
sight.
The bespectacled high official shook his head and sighed. Then he pulled out a wad of cash and everybody
suddenly clambered back out from under the ground. Quickly clustering around the stele, they almost came to
blows as they pushed and fought for a chance to carry it. Fetching ropes, fetching carrying poles, laughing, and
shouting, they carried it with joyful enthusiasm as though they were carrying a wedding palanquin. They grew
happier and happier as they walked along. Thanks be to Heaven and Earth, lucky for us we went up and raked
away the grave that time; if we hadn’t used the stele for a bridge how’d we ever have such a windfall as this here?
It’s a damned sight better than selling firewood, just walking a few feet to pick up such a load of cash; it’ll be
good for a whale of a lot of salt, enough for a family to eat for half a year. Good deals like this are mighty damn
hard to find; what a shame they come along too rarely; if good deals like this came along every day, that’d sure as
hell be mighty fine, mighty damn fine!
What about Xu Shuge? We didn’t see hide nor hair of him. The next day, the old coot showed up and handed in
the ink rubbing he’d made of the stele’s inscription. The bespectacled old high official looked that inscription up
and down and back and forth, looking and looking and getting happy and smiling; he even forgot he was a high
official and started bowing to Xu Shuge; bending his waist and stretching his back down until his head damn near
hit the ground, he bowed three times in a row to Xu Shuge. Social morality is really screwed up these days, plum
turned upside down; rocks in the ditch are rolling uphill and mountain piglets are swallowing tigers; high officials
have started in bowing to the common folk; what kind of morality is that? Xu Shuge started crying. When we
pulled out his beard, he laughed, but now, when it didn’t hurt or even itch, he starts in bawling. He cried until the
tears were streaming down his face and then bent at the waist and returned those three bows. What on earth?!
They went on in front of everybody like a bride and groom bowing to Heaven and Earth, bowing back and forth
without even as much as a blush. Unfortunately, they were men and both oldsters to boot; if they had a been a
young man and women bowing like that it would a been worth watching, but that show didn’t satisfy nobody!
The high official with the spectacles said Xu Shuge had saved a national treasure and handed him five hundred
dollars cash. Xu Shuge got red in the face and said he didn’t want it. He really put on a good show, wouldn’t take
it for the life of him. He even said he hadn’t fulfilled the responsibility of a true Chinese; said a whole heap of
fine-sounding words; that’s what scholars are good for, they sure know how to string pretty words together. The
two of ’em kept handing that five hundred bucks back and forth, back and forth for the longest time, all the while
piling up a couple of big bushels full of fine-sounding phrases. Xu Shuge wouldn’t take it, wouldn’t take it,
wouldn’t take it until he finally took it. Not want money? Huh, the hypocrite! Who don’t know how to act drunk
when he’s not? What’s a little bit, what’s only twenty or thirty cents? But this was fivehundred bucks. Seeing he
wasn’t drugged out of his mind, it’d be damned strange if he hadn’t taken it.
The dung beetle rolled off farting smoke as it went.
Xu Shuge suddenly became a rich man in the village. Shit, we busted our asses carrying that stone stele back
and forth for a few measly bucks, but attacking him all those times actually made him a fortune. Wait a minute!
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Wait just a minute! If it hadn’t been for all of us rubbing the characters clean off of that stele, would that piece of
paper of his be worth a fart? Five hundred? It wouldn’t even be worth fifty cents, not even five cents; if he gave it
to us to wipe our asses we’d say it was too dirty. Thanks to everybody, you walked over it and I walked over it
and we rubbed it up to five hundred bucks. Well then? He’s got to express some consideration, he’s got to show a
little gratitude.
Everybody started following Xu Shuge around. If he was in the fields they surrounded him in the fields and if
he went home they followed him home. Day and night they smiled at him, smiled and smiled and smiled,
hundreds of smiling eyes staring straight at his bulging pockets. You think you’re going to have it all to yourself?
No way! You’ve got to share the wealth with everybody.
How about it? A sensible person is easy to deal with! How about it? You ought to give us half!
How about it? You should share and share alike!
How about it? You ought to stand a few drinks for everybody!
How about it …?
How about it …?
Every time they said “How about it” they laughed; the laughter was false, but the hatred was real. Xu Shuge
laughed too, just the way he laughed back then, when they were pulling out his beard. Somebody would “How
about it?” a while and he’d laugh a while, then somebody else’d “How about it?” again and he’d laugh again. The
old fart laughed all right, but he didn’t cough up a dime, just kept sawing the melon without ever opening it up to
share it out, acting like a muddleheaded monk. We don’t care if you’re a hard knot on an elm tree, as long as the
axe is sharp enough you’ll soon split open. You can’t be so unfair. Xu Shuge’s house was pelted with rocks in the
middle of the night. When he came out of his door in the early morning, Xu Shuge stepped right into fresh dog
shit. In his vegetable garden, Xu Shuge’s garlic was pulled up all over the place and there were holes everywhere.
Everybody went on smiling right at him again; he ought to get the message; he ought to understand that people
are made of flesh and blood. But Xu Shuge didn’t seem to understand anything, didn’t seem to know anything,
didn’t act like anything had happened; he just went on smiling back at everybody, smile for smile.
Suddenly Xu Shuge disappeared and wasn’t seen for three days and three nights. The old coot was probably
scared shitless, afraid we’d kidnap him, and ran away. Or was he dead? Everybody in the village was afraid of
everybody else: “human life is a matter touching Heaven” and not something to be played with! Better not miss
beating the skunk to death and come away reeking with stench. If the higher-ups didn’t go along with it,
goddamn, if they didn’t cut off your head at least they’d send you to prison for a long time. Everybody dragged
the deep pools, searched the hilltops and scoured the forests, but they didn’t find so much as a hair off his head.
The old fart was gone without a trace, not even a corpse. Somebody must have done him in for the money, cut his
body up into pieces and buried ’em. Damn scary business.
Who did it? The whole village was gossiping away: so and so threw rocks at his house, so and so put dog shit
on his front doorstep, so and so pulled up his garlic, so and so … Before the higher-ups had even come along to
interfere, the accusations were flying hot and heavy. So and so bought some new clothes; where’d he get the
money? So and so was smoking cigarettes wrapped in tinfoil; where’d he get the money? So and so was eating
meat; where’d he get the money? So and so … The more they saw, the more they thought, and the more they
accused each other. You accused me and I accused him and he accused you, the whole village was turned into a
gang of bloody murderers. The whole village was nervous as hell; they all boarded up their doors before it was
even dark and stopped having anything to do with each other. A human heart is under the skin and a tiger’s heart
is under his pelt, who could tell who was the murderer; better not get yourself implicated with him; extreme
caution was in order.
There’s no wall that doesn’t let in the wind. When people talk at home the walls have ears, and when they gab
on the road there are eavesdroppers in the grass. When somebody accused somebody else of being the murderer,
that somebody else always knew about it. Your mother’s! Incriminating the innocent, trying to get me killed are
you? I’m not somebody to provoke lightly, my blood is red and hot too! People started going to other people’s
houses to question ’em, arguing, cursing, and fighting; one head after another was busted open and the blood
flowed freely, but nobody was willing to stop. If we die here we die and if we’re taken to court we die, so we
might as well fight for our lives! The whole village was crying and shouting wildly enough to scare off the
chickens and the dogs; everybody said he’d been wronged, everybody wanted to redress the wrong and wreak
vengeance; they acted out a play that was much better than real stage plays, and you didn’t even have to buy a
ticket.
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After a few days Xu Shuge came back with some workers. The village finally settled down; actually they were
even more unsettled. Everybody ran over to Xu Shuge’s house, each one trying to outdo the others in venting a
belly full of angry resentment.
“Damn you, people said I killed you! If you really hadn’t turned up, they’d probably cut off my head and a
good man would die for lack of evidence!”
“Damn you, some people put your blood onto me, said I cut you up into little pieces!”
“Damn you, I ate a little meat and they said I killed you and took your money!”
“Damn you, my buddies gave me a pack of good smokes and I almost smoked myself into a murder charge!”
“Damn you …”
Xu Shuge laughed, none too long and none too short, didn’t say who was right nor who was wrong, didn’t say
anything; he just led the workers over to our little stream where they started in building a bridge. When the five
hundred dollars were all gone the bridge was completed. It was a nice broad bridge, flat and sturdy. The cement
bridge took the stone stele’s place and was much easier to walk over.
When everybody walked over that real bridge and talked about the bespectacled high official and that old character Xu Shuge, they all had something in common to talk about again, and their former suspicions and enmities
fell by the wayside. Those two old geezers were really weird, downright ridiculous. That bespectacled old high
official was sure cracked not to remain at home and enjoy the good life, but rather run all the way up here to this
godforsaken old mountain village to cry, to bow, and to pass out money; a true case of weeping at the opera—
worrying about the ancients. Saying that rubbing was a national treasure, bullshit! Could it protect us from cold
and hunger, or would it ward off the foreigners’ guns? The fever must’a drove him crazy. How much meat could
we cut off with five hundred dollars? Enough to make our mouths water for years. So happy to buy a piece of
black smudgy paper, as if he’d come upon a big treasure!
Xu Shuge’s not a normal person either. Could any right living person treat money like it wasn’t even money?
After being struggled against and beaten and having his beard pulled out, he finally comes into five hundred
bucks, and he spends it all to build a bridge without even keeping a cent for himself; can’t even go out every day
and buy himself a steamed white flour roll! And he doesn’t even know how to show off properly. You built a
bridge, but when everybody walks over it who’s going to thank you for it? If you gave somebody one or two
hundred, or even thirty or fifty, or even three fifty, or even if you gave somebody a good cigarette, anybody would
have a good word for you; but what asshole’s going to say shit about you now? They were a couple of real idiots,
a couple of jerks, they both studied themselves stupid; fools, what good did all that reading and studying do ’em?!
After everybody got through laughing, they all began to regret their past actions, to regret ’em like the devil.
Back then if they had secretly made a rubbing, how wonderful that would have been! Hot damn, they could have
sold one piece of smudgy black paper for five hundred bucks—as much as you make for selling a passel of hog’s
heads; enough to convince a gal to marry you, what luck! If you’d made ten or twenty copies, good Lord, how
much money that would’a been! You’d be rich as Croesus, you’d have enough to take yourself ten wives, screw
one every day, you could pleasure yourself silly, pleasure yourself to death!
After they’d done regretting, they set in hating, hating Xu Shuge. That old fart was no damned good. He knew
all along it was worth money; if he’d only given us all a hint on the sly, told us to make a few rubbings, then we’d
have all had money to spend. A relative is a relative and a neighbor is a neighbor; Master Guan Yu always helped
the people of his native Shanxi,\fn{ A note reads: Master Guan Yu, or Guan Gong, a hero of the popular Ming novel Romance of
the Three Kingdoms and the Chinese God of War, was a native of Xie County in Shanxi Province .} but that old fart wouldn’t even
help his native district. Scholars are all treacherous at heart, always vicious, always ruthless; they want everything
just for themselves. Pulling out your beard served you right, we weren’t the least bit unfair. Considering how
malicious you were, the next time we’ll pull out your hair too!
*
The laughter, the regrets, and the hate, everything, disappeared and was gradually forgotten as the days went
by, just as though a big wind had blown through and when the wind subsided not a track was left in the dust.
Only the little stream now had a cement bridge that would last for a thousand years.
Only the stone stele in front of the big ruined grave mound would never have any inscription.
From that time on, every day at dawn and at dusk no matter whether it was clear or cloudy, summer or winter,
Xu Shuge would walk up slowly with the aid of a walking stick, stand in front of the stone stele, look up and read
that wordless monument just as though the stele was still covered with elegant essays in a beautiful script. He
would read the stele for a long, long time, reading it very conscientiously, with great emotion, reading it out loud,
reading and reading and reading until the tears streamed down his face.
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*
In order to commemorate this stone monument that was originally wordless, then had words carved on it, and
today, a thousand years later, was made wordless again, I have written down this record.
75.22 I Wish I Were A Wolf\fn{by Ma Zhongxing (1931- )} Taiyuan City, Shanxi Province, China (F) 14
I
Lugging two large sacks of books, one slung over a shoulder, the other heavy on my arm, I trudged into the
elevator at 14 Xuanxi Street. Little Zhang, the young elevator operator, stared at me enviously.
Earlier in the day, leaving the school library, this same armload of books had attracted one look after the next.
“Well, Teacher Ding, taking the whole library home with you, eh?” teased my colleague, her eyes sparkling
with mischief. Next came the department head:
“Preparing for class? That's quite a stack of reference books you’ve got there.” Eyes of suspicion.
I didn’t care what they thought. Like a lost planet adrift in the universe, I’d once again found my orbit. I’d returned to the work world.
Little Zhang likes to have a quick chat with me when we’re alone in the elevator.
“You’re amazing, teaching at a university and all,” she sighed.
“Amazing? I’ve wasted over twenty years of my life. I don’t know what I’m doing now,” I protested,
depressed at the thought. I didn’t have my whole life ahead of me like some lucky young women.
“But you’re still better off than we are. At least you got a decent education. We didn’t learn a thing during the
Cultural Revolution.”\fn{A note reads: The Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution (1966-1976) was a mass movement of
unprecedented vigor and duration led by Mao Tsetung against the Communist Party machine. Feeling that the Party was losing its
revolutionary zeal and capitalism loomed on the horizon, Mao encouraged class struggle to combat the rise of a new bourgeoise. The first
three years, from May 11966 to April 1969, were the most chaotic; students had responded enthusiastically to Mao’s call to form Red
Guard organizations to seek out and destroy the “ghosts and monsters” in China and “criticize the small handful of people in authority
taking the capitalist road.” They held mass rallies, traveled for free around the country, had license to attack their teachers, raid homes of
suspected bourgeoisie and beat their victims. External calm was restored by 1969 through intervention of the army; the Red Guards were
shipped off to rural and border areas to be re-educated by the peasants and steeled through manual labor. The suspicious death of Mao’s
designated successor, Lin Piao, in 1971 was a great shock to the young idealists exiled to the countryside. The next six years before Mao’s
death in 1976 saw a partial return to normality. The few city youth who could manage it filtered back home; schools reopened; people
began to rebuild their lives. The Gang of Four, the group responsible for the extremist policies during that period, headed by Mao’s wife,
was arrested several days after Mao’s death, marking the unofficial end of the Cultural Revolution .}

Her words shocked me. What an enormous vacuum that time was!
I unlocked the door to apartment 1204. We have two rooms: Old Liu\fn{ A note reads: “Old” is customarily used before
a last name to indicate respect when addressing those older than oneself; “little” is a term of endearment usually reserved for those of
younger age or lower statues.} and I occupy the twelve-square-meter room, and our two sons and Popo, my mother-inlaw, share the larger fifteen meters.\fn{ A note reads: Housing in Peking and most other large cities in China is extremely tight.
Two rooms of this size is considered spacious for many families .} There’s not much space, but having moved often over the

past twenty years, accumulating few personal possessions along the way, we don’t feel cramped here. Three small
beds and a home-made couch and coffee table set fill the larger room. A bed, a square table from the fifties—both
dining room table and desk—and several stools take up the smaller. Our tiny entry is crowded with coats hung on
pegs and a bench. The one source of charm is our narrow balcony. It offers an unobstructed, twelfth-story view of
the city, where in the evenings we can look out on millions of twinkling lights and feel the warm glow from the
homes below.
I deposited my books on the table but couldn’t sit down. Before all else I had to pay my respects to Popo. The
ceremony is quite simple: I poke my head in her room and say, “Ma, I’m home.”
An unwritten law decrees that everybody in the house must shout four times a day to the old woman—when
we get up in the morning, go out for the day, come home in the evening and go to bed at night. Four times a day. A
simple “Ma!” or “Grandma!” is enough.
None of The Four Daily Shouts can be omitted. Over time they’ve become rote, formulaic, lacking any inspiration whatsoever and sometimes outright absurd. For example, first thing every morning, I go out to empty the
chamber pot, but if I meet Popo in the hallway, I have to beat a quick retreat to my room, put down the pot, and
then stick out my head to greet her. That business finished, I can get back to the pot.
Popo’s adult sons and grandsons feel foolish with the ritual and have rebelled. Their wives have followed suit,
leaving me to uphold the law. No doubt that’s why Popo favors me. She often brags:
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“That Maomei has the sweetest tongue!”
What’s really at stake is that, since her rule is largely ignored by the others, my adherence to that single
syllable “Ma” paints me an old-fashioned woman, modest and respectful to my elders.
Many a time she's told me her experience as a young daughter-in-law. Every evening she had to wash her
popo’s feet in a basin of hot water. She couldn’t retire until she'd seen her popo to bed, but sometimes the old lady
fell asleep after dinner without her foot-wash. She’d wait outside the room, baby in arms, until, unable to stand it
any longer, she’d give the baby’s bottom a good pinch. Wakened by the wailing, the old woman would sleepily
grumble, “What are you doing standing there with the baby crying like that? Go to bed.”
It’s an enlightened Popo who’s confided in me, “Life was too hard for young women back then. We had to get
rid of those old customs. But,” she’s insisted, “if there’s one thing I require, it’s that you all pay your respects to
me four times a day, every day.”
“Ma!” I called.
Popo, perched on the sofa looking at a photo album with her reading glasses, quickly raised her head. Her
enormous eyes, clouded with age but as cunning as ever, peered up at me over the black rims.
“Ah! Maomei! You’re home.”
Her tone was normal. Next came my anticipated reward. “There’s a bowl of sugared tomatoes on the table for
you.” If I hadn’t stopped to greet her, the scenario would have taken another course. Should I later ask a simple
question, she’d snap back, “Don’t know!” without looking up. She’d spend the rest of the day sighing unhappily, a
pained expression distorting her face. She’s nearly eighty. At this point, it’s not worth upsetting her.
I sat down at the table for my tomatoes, and loathe to waste a minute, began to flip through the stack of books
before me.
*
Life is said to be like a circle: The closer you get to the end, the closer you approach the beginning. Over twenty years ago, when I was young and strong, I’d been asked to teach at a university. It hadn’t seemed so crucial to
me at the time. But then I’d been sifted out, and years of humiliation had left me sluggish, muscles slack, heart
bruised.\fn{A note reads: In reference to the hard years she spent in the countryside after her husband was labeled a Rightist in 1957 .} I
was back at the beginning, back in front of the classroom door. None of my youthful arrogance remained. All I
had left was timidity and the anguish of wasted years.
I’d been assigned to lecture on the Analysis of Dramatic Works.
An old classmate had given me a tip about the first class. If I could make a big hit in the first session, one student would tell ten, ten would tell a hundred, and soon the whole school would be talking. The students’ faith in
me would spur on my self-confidence, and the classroom would become a garden for my ideas to blossom into
words elegant and profound That’s what she said anyway. Everyone had been sure to tell me about my
predecessor, the teacher whose course failed so dismally that only eight or nine of a hundred made it to the end,
I’d gone to other institutes to listen in on their “analysis” classes and found smatterings of students, hiding magazines in notebooks, writing letters camouflaged as class notes, reading hefty novels buried in their laps—and the
teachers, huffing and puffing behind the podium, pumping up the classroom with hot air.
They’d also told me about the professor whose “analysis” class had won acclaim in both academia and the art
world. She wasn’t teaching the course at the time, but I’d listened to her lectures on tape. Thoroughly familiar
with the theater, she gave detailed analysis and quoted with ease from innumerable sources. Her lectures were
lucid, substantive and exciting. With over ten years of experience, her lecturing skills, as everyone had said, were
superb.
How depressing to listen to those tapes. I’d worked in the theater, factories, and on films for over twenty years.
I’d never be able to speak like that.
But I had to do it. I had to make it come off. How else could I hold up my head? How else could influence my
students and colleagues? Failing would not only mean my career; it would affect me spiritually. I needed to regain
my honor and dignity that had been trampled in the dirt of those rough, bitter years. I needed to hold on to my
self-respect. Without that, I was nothing.
From my seat at the old square table, I took my first step up that long, arduous slope. Theories, some antiquated, some simplistic, and arguments, fresh, abstruse, incisive, leapt from the pages, filling me with a new sense of
purpose. I had stepped into the intriguing world of academics.
“Maomei! What’s for dinner tonight?”
Popo’s bellow nearly blasted me out of my chair. Her reading glasses lowered, she shuffled over to my desk
with a cheery grin.
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I glanced at my watch. Only four o’clock. “Mama,” I implored, “Let me read for another half hour and then I’ll
make dinner, okay?”
She fiddled with my books and sighed sympathetically, “So many books you have to read! You must have been
very wicked in your past life to deserve such punishment.” Before I had time to respond, she was on to a new
thought:
“But it’s just wonderful what you can do. You’ll be teaching at a university and making over a hundred yuan a
month.”
Amazing. Wonderful. Two people called me that in one day.
After a long pause, Popo muttered, “Not like me. I’ve always lived off other people.”
She often says that. It has several different meanings, depending on her mood. There are the times she’s itching
to give us a piece of her mind and knows we’re ignoring her, or the times she’s lost in a daze, reflecting on the
past, or the times she’s feeling lonely and has nothing to do.
I’ve tried to console her, recounting again and again all she’s been through for her husband and six children.
I’ve clasped her gnarled, callous hands in mine and sung songs of praise for wives and mothers. I’ve reminded her
that her husband relied upon the honorable practice of medicine to make a living. I’ve told her she’s had nothing
to do with exploitation.
But I’ve never been able to convince her. She stubbornly believes that reliance on her husband and sons for
“room and board,” having never had a job of her own, means she’s gotten by on the exploitation of others. Her
other favorite saying is:
“A man is your god.” If one of the sons or grandsons ever noticed she was busy and offered to go pick up some
soy sauce or peel the vegetables, she’d always chase him away, “No, no! Get out of here! Men have important
things to do. You have to make money and support the family. I don’t want you wasting your time in the kitchen.”
I make money to support the family and still waste my time in the kitchen.
I remember how once, many years ago, Popo needed water for something. The basin was empty, and though it
should have been my job to fill it up, my three-year-old son Linlin wouldn’t budge from my lap. I turned to my
husband and said, “Mama needs water. Will you go get a bucket for her?”
Popo flared with irritation (my words must have sounded like a veritable assault upon the laws of nature) and
reprimanded me in a low, stern voice, “I do not like to hear you ordering him around.”
Popo may be uneducated, but she’s steeped in traditional Chinese etiquette. A natural sense of superiority props
up the men in her family, convincing them they are entitled to a lifetime of obedient service from the weaker sex.
But her sadness also runs deep. She sat down on the bed beside me and began reciting the same story I’ve
heard countless times before.
“I was only sixteen when I married the old man. He was way over thirty. Every day I’d lean up against the
window to watch the girls in their white blouses and black skirts go to school. Boys and girls in class together.
What fun! I thought. I told the old man I wanted to go too, but he just threw that old Confucian saying back at me:
“‘A woman’s virtue is her ignorance.’”
Popo chattered on. Immersed in one of my Greek tragedies, I let out an occasional “Hmph” to satisfy her.
She’s used to that kind of treatment. No one in the family, not even the children, pays attention to her chatter.
She didn’t get angry, but took my silence as an opportunity to have her say:
“After Liberation,\fn{A note reads: In China, “liberation” is the victory won by the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) under the
leadership of the Communist Party of China, which overthrew the Nationalist government and made possible the founding of the People’s
Republic of China in 1949 .} classes were organized in the neighborhood for us illiterates. One day I went home and

said to the old man, ‘A woman’s virtue is her ignorance, huh? Well, I’ve had enough of virtue. I’ve signed up for a
literacy class, and every night after I’ve made dinner, bathed the kids and turned down the beds, I’m going to go
learn to read and write.’
“I got perfect scores on all my tests. Only once, on a dictation quiz, I couldn’t remember the character for
‘situation.’ Try as I might, I just couldn’t picture it. I got all the others but not that one. It broke my heart to get a
Ninety-nine. I was class supervisor. How could I take charge with a pitiful Ninety-nine?”
Popo rebelled against the “virtuous woman” tradition and joined neighborhood-organized projects to help other
women fight for their emancipation. Her neighbor, Mama Wang, had been sold as a little girl to work as a servant.
She’d been raped by her master and had spent her entire life under his roof as a concubine and slave. Popo said to
her:
“Every day they beat you and scream at you. We can all see your face black with bruises. You have wings to
flap and a voice to cry out, but you still can’t fly away. I want to break open your cage and set you free.”
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Mama Wang cried.
“Don’t cry,” Popo said, brushing away her own tears. “Your tears make me cry all the harder.” She arranged
part-time work for Mama Wang at the neighborhood kindergarten and, to give her more time, took on some of her
household chores. “I built bridges for those in need,” she’s told me.
A newly liberated woman has endless potential. Popo had been kindergarten supervisor, head of the
neighborhood dental clinic, elected representative of this, model worker of that. She’d even spoken once before
several hundred people at a meeting for military families. Those were her golden years.
They lasted until 1957 when her third son (my husband) was labeled a Rightist.\fn{ A note reads: In 1957 the AntiRightist campaign was launched in reaction to an outpouring of criticism of the Communist Party by intellectuals (academics, scientists,
artists, writers, professionals, etc.) According to Chinese figures, some 400,000 “enemies” of the Party were stigmatized; thousands were
executed and tens of thousands sent to the countryside to do manual labor. The term “Rightist” has been applied to fit a number of offenses
against the Party.} She went back home, back into the kitchen. Those thrilling days, like a flash of lightning, had

illuminated her life for an instant, then passed away forever. Her passion to eradicate old customs and ideas
cooled down and eventually died.
It was almost five o’clock and time to buy groceries. Time to put away my books and papers so we could use
the table for dinner. Would I ever be freed from the anchor of three meals a day? Would I ever have a desk of my
own to spread out on without having to flip through everything to find my place when I sat down again?
Popo helped me tidy up. Suddenly, out of nowhere, she came up with the thought: "
“The Women’s Federation doesn’t hold classes anymore, but if it did, I’d still go. If you don’t have smarts in
this world, everyone looks down on you. And that’s a fact.”
Eighty years of age and so many regrets. I saw myself in Popo. The reflection made my blood run cold.
II
In terms of time management and strategic planning, grocery shopping is no less complicated than preparing
for war. First to the outdoor market, where I stuffed my backpack with vegetables. Then to the grocery store: one
line for lean meat, another for fish, and finally a short wait in the cooking oil section for eggs. My hands were full
beyond use, but there was still soy sauce and cooking wine on the list. By the time I’d stuffed these bottles, so
intertwined with my existence, into my shopping bag, I’d metamorphosed into a small, bulging pushcart.
Straining under my load, I trudged deliberately home.
It’s then, all I wish is for my husband or son to come out and give me a hand. The wish waits inside me, waits,
and is still waiting.
That time in the elevator, Little Zhang’s stare was one of pity.
“Just you wait, girl,” I thought. “Your day will come.”
I was met at the front door by the pounding beat of disco music. A woman’s voice crooned:
You don’t know.
You alone are in my heart;
You alone I can’t forget

Yimin, my older son, was lounging on the sofa, a portable cassette player in one hand, a cup of tea in the other.
Scraggly hair hung over his head, small atop his long body. One skinny leg crossed over the other bounced to the
beat. Popo hovered beside him with spiced melon seeds and crispy sugar-nuts. Whenever Yimin comes home,
treats from Popo’s private cabinet appear. Beaming with pleasure, she excitedly circled round him like the earth
around the sun.
In 1957, when Old Liu ran into political problems and was sentenced to penal labor in the countryside, I was
carted off to a farming village and Yimin sent to the old family home to be raised by P opo. He’s still her favorite.
Though the apartment resounded with the strains of disco, I had to march to the beat of my own drum. Spurred
on by the call to attack, I charged into the kitchen. Wash the rice, chop the meat, scale and gut the fish, wash and
chop the vegetables, peel the scallions, wash the ginger. Whenever Yimin comes home, I have to put out seven or
eight dishes. Popo knows he doesn’t have much clout, so she uses her own to make sure he’s well fed.
“Us old folks need meat to fill up,” she likes to tell us. “I go hungry every time I come here.” (Popo can move
as she likes from one son’s house to the next.) “Go buy me some meat,” she’ll order, pulling out twenty yuan from
her bag. Popo has many sons and thus many sources of income; she’s the “moneybags” of the family.
The music change to a Brahms serenade, soft and distant. I could see Old Liu, just home, through the open
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door. Barely seated, he pulled the newspaper off the table and began to read. My younger son Linlin, also just
back, sat flipping through the magazines his father had brought home with him.
Men engage their energy in higher affairs of the world. Mealtimes, they enjoy tasting and commenting upon
every dish, but other than that, they never dirty their hands with household matters. They have no idea what it
took to find fresh fish and reasonably priced vegetables in the market. They don’t know the time I spent in line to
buy grain or the calculation required to pack it home. They certainly don’t know my anxiety over my lecture as I
stand there, peeling vegetables and chopping meat. They call themselves “hard worker” and “good student” and
praise me, the one who makes possible their hard work and good study, a “good housekeeper.” As if I were born a
second-class citizen: their bondservant. And if I don’t like my place, they think there’s something wrong with me.
I’ve wondered a thousand times whether I could have endured the loneliness of staying single. Every time I
start to sink under the tremendous weight of life, I berate myself: Why couldn’t I have had enough sense and
determination as a young woman to choose that path? It didn’t even occur to me. It’s natural to want love. But it’s
also natural to seek professional success. I never realized how, for a woman, the two are incompatible.
I watched through the open door as Popo ceremoniously drew a key from her pocket, unlocked her cabinet and
excitedly pulled out the dish of crispy sugar-nuts she’d made the day before. Preparations for the day-long endeavor had begun by dragging a stool into the kitchen. She mixed shelled peanuts with sugar (that she’d sent me out
specially to buy) and boiled them in water for ten minutes. When they were drained, she heated a wok and fried
the peanuts in salt for an hour until they burst open. Cooled at last, she locked them up in her cabinet for their
debut.
From my spot in the kitchen, I could imagine Popo, cheeks slightly flushed, proudly bearing the dish of nuts to
the table to offer son and grandsons.
“How do you like these peanuts?”
Her men, caught in a heated philosophical argument, grabbed a couple handfuls and popped them in their
mouths, unaware of either Popo or the nuts. Only after she repeated her question did they respond:
“Huh? /// Oh, yeah … good.”
Popo was satisfied. Her hard work had earned her the greatest of all rewards.
I felt her loneliness. It’s that reflection that horrifies me more than anything.
*
I remember one visit to the old family home not long after Old Liu and I were married. Popo had been running
around all day to feed her brood of sons and grandsons. After dinner they pushed in their chairs and moved upstairs to continue their debate on the history of world literature. I remember hearing a soft sigh from the stairs. It
was Popo, finished with the dishes, pulling herself up along the banister and groaning with the strain. Rushing
over to help her, I lashed out at everyone in the room:
“Who are all of you to talk about Shakespeare and Tolstoy?! Look how tired your mother is. Who even thinks
of lifting a hand to help her?”
The brothers sat dumbfounded. Popo tore her arm away and glared at me.
“I am happy to serve them!” she declared. “I don’t want them to help me. My sons will not set foot in the
kitchen! They will attend to important matters!”
She then plunked down in a chair, reached for a fan and, seething with anger, began to fan herself furiously.
All eyes turned on me. I guess I should have kept my mouth shut.
Then there was the time, ten years ago, when Popo had gone to visit us in the countryside and, seeing how hard
our life was, decided to stay and help out. One evening after dinner when she’d gone to wash the dishes, I turned
to Old Liu and said:
“All Mama does every day is cook. In the evening, she just sits around waiting for us to come home. She must
be so lonely. We should try to spend more time with her.”
When she came back in from doing the dishes, my husband suddenly said, “Why don’t I tell you all a story!”
Why on earth would he want to tell a story? But on second thought, I realized he was right. What could we
possibly talk about with his mother?
The prospect of a story excited everyone. Linlin, a first-grader at the time, threw down his homework and leapt
into his father’s lap. Popo’s face broke into a happy grin. I reached for some old clothes and mended while he
spoke. At the close of his second tale, my husband stopped abruptly and returned to his reading. I got Linlin back
to his homework and sat down to prepare my English lesson for the next day. Quietly registering the situation,
Popo crept back to her little bedroom. I could hear her fiddling with the stations on her transistor radio until she
found a theater program .
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“I’m so lonely!” came a woman’s voice over the radio.
“You’re lonely? I’m lonely, too,” Popo murmured. The emptiness and misery in her voice chilled me.
When I whispered this to my husband, he replied without looking up from his book:
“Well, what do you want me to do? She’s a casualty of her time. I can’t sit around trying to make her feel
better.”
History the sculptor. Whistling over oceans and seas, it had blustered its way into my destitute little house.
Popo’s sorrow, caught and rolled in the tempest, unfurled into nothingness.
*
Born into a capitalist family that believed in “ladies first,” I’d little imagined the misery that women are
subject to in this world.
I graduated from college in the fifties facing a wide, easy road. When we began to talk about marriage, I told
Old Liu, “I can’t cook, and I can’t sew.”
He waved away my concern. “I’m looking for a wife, not a maid.” As if I’d expressed some obsolete notion or
told an old, worn-out joke.
We ate at the school cafeteria or in restaurants. All our clothes even the handkerchiefs we sent out to be
washed. Then came the day we went through every pocket and found only two mao!\fn{A note reads: There are 10 mao
to one yuan.}
Old Liu sat down in the rattan chair, threw his bare feet on the desk and began to read.
“What are we going to do?” I asked, plopping down on the bed.
“Why don’t you write a story about our predicament today,” he suggested.
So that’s what I did. I can’t remember how we solved our food crisis, but one thing stands out in my mind: it
was one of the few times my husband praised my writing. For that, I’ll always treasure our day of hunger.
The mighty march of history takes an occasional detour to play a little mischief. Old Liu was labeled a Rightist, and like autumn leaves, we drifted from Peking to a provincial city, and from there to a steel town, an ashenskyed, foul-watered, smoke-belching workers’ compound built during the days of the Japanese occupations We
lived in a leaky, tumble-down shack. In the night, an armed division of rats would crawl from their barracks to
chew at the books we’d stuffed under beds, in corners and closets and atop cabinets. Their “crunch, crunch”
gnawed at us till, in our frustration, we’d rap angrily on the bed. A moment of silence, then slowly, a tentative
“crunch,” two, and finally the melee would crescendo to its former intensity. Pulling on the lamp, we’d find a rug
had appeared out of nowhere, a rug of cock-roaches that, equally startled, would scurry from the light back to
their dark comers.
The workers in the compound had fixed up their own shacks. They’d laid bricks in the dirt floor, patched the
walls and built new roofs. They’d cut out a plot of land to plant vegetables and dug a cellar for storage. They
knew how to make their own pots, pails, kettles, ladles and oil lamps. .
My family had been pulled out of the modem world and dropped into a medieval peasant village, a New Stone
Age. It’s ludicrous for city folks to step back into the Stone Age. Our urban survival skills were useless, incompetence in their way of life a given. The workers used to gaze curiously at us, pitying the two pale, paralyzed
intellectuals and their fragile three-year-old boy.
My husband, ordered around all day like a slave, had an especially hard time. I didn’t have the heart to press
him with housework at home. I took it all on myself, grappling with our Stone Age life every day after work.
*
Lenin wrote in A Great Beginning:
Women are slaves to the home because the triviality of housework oppresses them, suffocates them, makes them
stupid and lowly. It strangles them with cooking and child-care: non-productive, trivial, exhausting, stupefying,
grinding work saps them of their spirit and energy.

I am oppressed, suffocated, ground down, stupid and lowly. I am, like Popo, strangled. Our lives have flowed
from two streams into the same current of household slavery.
I’d returned to the work world as an old, gray-haired woman. How I longed to throw off the shackles of housework, to break free from my role of household slave! How I wished for my husband and boys to know my labor.
How I wished they’d step into the kitchen to help me chop a few scallions or peel the garlic. Just to stand there
and say a polite word or two would be enough. But the wisdom of great scholars, the delicacy of renowned
composers with all their dreams and aspirations, had snuffed out my spatula-wielding, negligible existence.
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I threw open the kitchen door and hollered into the noisy, brightly lit room:
“Dinner’s ready!”
My voice thundered like the roar of a lion. Aware that something was amiss, they leapt to their feet, and with
cries of “Okay!,” “Right away!,” “Coming!” they rushed about wiping down the table and carrying out the food.
Each in turn glanced over to gauge my mood, but without a look in their direction, I stormed out to the bathroom
to wash my hands and face.
Seating myself at the table, I picked up my chopsticks but couldn’t swallow a bite. I took a few deep breaths. I
slowed the pounding in my chest. I forced myself to calm down.
The men were still at it, comparing the ontology of limited existence with the egoism inherent in Descarte’s,
methodology. Popo and I, the two idiots, were incapable of contributing a word of our own. A chill took me. In
my mind’s eye, I could see countless other women throughout history—ignorant, benighted, slow-witted—I could
see myself in their faces . All I knew how to talk about was “firewood, rice, oil and salt.”\fn{ A note reads: A term
commonly used for household chores.} Yimin glanced over in quiet moment and whispered to Linlin:
“Such good music, and Ma doesn’t even notice.”
I realized then the tape-recorder had been moved up on the windowsill next to the table. It was a tape of Liszt
waltzes. I hadn’t noticed.
“Trivial, exhausting” housework insulates me, cuts me off from music, art and thought. Takes away my peace
of mind. Robs me of my time and self-worth, my wisdom and my tolerance. I was sinking.
Could I really stand up to speak behind the university lectern?
III
I stood in the kitchen. Greasy dishes covered the counter; pots and pans littered the floor and stove top. I had to
get moving.
Mechanically, I pulled out. the washtub, poured the hot water, added cold ... in with the dish-washing liquid,
but, too late, I realized I’d grabbed the vinegar. I emptied the tub, poured the hot water, added cold and reached
for the liquid. Slosh, scrub ... I soaped up each plate and bowl and spoon and splash, whish ... rinsed them under
the faucet. Zhu Ziqing\fn{A note reads: Poet and essayist, is acknowledged as one of the most outstanding prose writers of modern
Chinese literature.} once said:
Wash your hands; the days slip down the sink. Eat your meal; they slip down your bowl. Do nothing; they slip away
before your glazed eyes.

My days were slipping, and though I reached out to draw them back, they were stealing through my fingers
and sliding away.
*
Smash! A ceramic spoon shattered on the floor.
I stooped to pick up the splinters and toss them in the garbage.
My days were slipping away while I picked up broken pieces.
Years and decades had slipped away. My time was withering away.
My class preparation was withering away. My life was withering away.
I was no longer a young woman. I was a wrinkled old lady.
How many days did I have left? In the little time I did have left, how could I escape this punishment?
There was no hope. I’d been sentenced for life to dull, trivial, stupefying housework!
I brushed off one hand, then the next. Brushed away the bloody stink of fish and meat. Brushed away the
laundry stains. Brushed away the weariness of pushing needles and pulling thread. Brushed away the stupidity
binding my life. Give me back the freedom of my youth! How did I ever get to this?
I pulled myself together, straightened my shoulders and walked into their room of music and laughter.
They were all there. I strode over to the sofa and planted myself before my husband to make my announcement:
“I have three options: get a maid; jump out the window; or leave.”
Resentment clung to my throat, twisting my words strangely.
Their laughter switched off. The tape-recorder’s bouncy tune blared alone through the empty space.
Popo’s hard, biting eyes widened with surprise. Old Liu peered up from his book.
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Yimin cracked into a grin, as if I’d just told a good joke.
Linlin, sensing an oncoming storm, sat nervously still. I’d destroyed their peace, invited chaos into their pleasant, quiet evening. I waited.
Old Liu attempted a little humor to soften me up.
“Don’t scare me like that,” he said laughing, “or I’ll be the one out the door.”
Popo got up and moved over to the doorway of the balcony to look out over the lights below. I couldn’t tell if
she needed the fresh air or was considering inviting me to jump.
A stalemate ensued.
Old Liu adopted a bargaining tone:
“Maomei, sacrifice for me for just two more years.”
I already knew the rest: “I’ve just started a new job. I need time to get settled in.”
Two years!
Could I sacrifice two more years?
Could I bungle my way through classes for two years? Were my students to laugh at me up on the lectern for
two years? Was I to be humiliated at the university for two years? After two years of disgrace, would I be able to
redeem myself and start over again? More likely I’d be ousted from my position and reassigned a new job. That
would shatter me.
Some say there are two value systems at play in the development of intellectuals—spiritual and physical. The
spiritual emphasizes dignity and freedom. The physical places existence and career first. All I once had in the
physical world, all desire for material gain, had long been stripped away. Only had a little “personal dignity and
spiritual freedom,” left, battered, but still my most basic need. I could throw away my life in an instant but never
give up my dignity.
Leaving no room for discussion, I turned to Old Liu and said:
“Please consider my three options.”
I knew he was thinking about the money. Calmly, he offered his response.
“That’s fine. Write a story to earn some money for this household and you can have a maid.”
My temper flared.
“I will not write a story! I will use my time as I want. If I want to work, I’ll work. If I want to relax, I’ll relax.
But no matter what, I want a maid!”
No response. Popo, meanwhile, had pooled her energy. Twisting her head around to look at me, she let out a
long, laborious sigh.
“Modern women are all so busy ee-MAN-cipating themselves.” She drew out the word, as if suppressing extreme dissatisfaction under its weight.
“Our whole lives,” she said, “we must serve parents-in-law, husbands, sons, older brothers-in-law, younger
brothers-in-law. It’s our duty to feed and clothe the family, to lower our heads obediently and do what’s expected
of us as women. Emancipated women in our new society won’t be slapped around or yelled at, but we still have to
serve the people. We all have to do our share to serve the people.”\fn{ A note reads: From Mao Tsetung’s phrase: “Serve the
People.”}
That was Popo the 1950’s neighborhood activist speaking.
I’ve adopted a policy of “three don’ts” to deal with her scolding: don’t argue, don’t push the point and don’t
care. I made good use of the time by calculating the day’s food expenses on a small abacus. Had we not been
engaged in that silent stand-off, the men would have never allowed Popo to take the stage and air her views.
Pleased to note the silence around her, Popo turned to me and said in a pleasant voice:
“When your husband was labeled a Rightist, you took good care of him. Now that he’s a government official,
you should do even more. The higher up he moves, the more prestige you have. That’s called”—she forgot how
the saying went and turned to Yimin—“what’s that called?”
Yimin had been struggling to keep quiet. He seized this chance to speak and enunciated each word:
“A man’s success is his wife’s honor.”
Blind to my furious glance, he proudly continued:
“When I get married, I want my wife to take care of my home and serve me, so I can concentrate on my career.
A virtuous wife is like heaven on earth.”
BAM!
I hurled the abacus to the floor. The wooden frame split in two, and beads rolled in all directions.
“Don’t you ever speak like that to your mother!” I shouted.
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“Why? What’d I do?” Yimin asked in a bewildered voice .
“I slave for old and young alike in this house. You're over twenty years old but think you can sit there on the
couch with your legs crossed, listening to your music and reading your books, expecting me to wait on you. Sure,
you all like your books, your debates and essays. That’s all you want to think about. Get some wife to sacrifice for
your comfort. You think you’re all so enlightened—enlightened my ass!”
I stood there shrieking, my voice and hands trembling. .
Popo turned crimson. She screeched back harshly:
“Who are you really yelling at? We’ve only been here a few days, and you already want to throw us out!”
Old Liu rushed to interject:
“She’s not talking about you!”, Linlin jumped up to console her. But her rage grew.
“It’s even worse if she’s yelling at Yimin! I raised that boy. If she criticizes him, it’s a slap in my face! I can
yell at him and hit him, but nobody else has the right!”
The old woman survived the Allied Forces and Japanese invasions. She followed her husband through the dark
years of the Kuomintang era, six sons in tow. Her husband had been a kindly, honest man; Popo was the one
who’d fought for the whole crew. She’s always been the champion, the heroine of the family.
Swallowing down a lump of bitterness, I gave up the fight.
Yimin broke the insufferable silence in an injured, challenging tone:
“How come Ma got so mad when I talked about getting a wife?”
“I have spent”—I glanced at my watch—“four hours on your dinner, from five o’clock till—”
“Even if you don’t cook for me,” Yimin interrupted, “I can always eat somewhere else.”
I felt like I’d been clubbed over the head. Four hours in the evening, two and a half at noon, and half an hour in
the morning—seven hours I’d wasted on their meals. Class preparation? I’d neglected it entirely. All that housework, that running around, that frustration And for what?
“Even if you don’t cook for me, I can always eat somewhere else.”
Anyone can eat for a couple yuan at a restaurant. The school cafeteria is even cheaper, and if you’re tight for
money, you can go to a friend’s house or buy some bread. Who was I trying to intimidate? My work had all been
for nothing, a big zero. Oh, God! Why was I born a woman?
I crumbled, bursting into tears and laughing uproariously in the same breath. I wished I could scream like the
little boy in The Tin Drum. I wanted to shatter windows, the glass face on the town clock, the old ladies’ teacups I
wanted to light a match and set that room on fire.
IV
The next morning when my husband left for work, I bolted the door to our room behind him and set to work on
my lecture. At three I descended the twelve flights, ravenous, to buy bread and a bottle of soda. Back upstairs I
continued my flight through the academic kingdom. My mind soared, swooped to the attack, ignited into sparkling flames. Tasting a dazzling, dizzying happiness, I recalled a passage I’d once read:
He locked the door, laughing with a fully contented heart. He’d finally found himself. How long had he been astray?

How much better it was to forget them and do what I wanted! If every day could be like that, I’d win back my
freedom. I’d make myself whole again. But a dark shadow hung over me. Like a small animal escaped from its
cage, I gazed up at the great blue sky, breathing in fresh, new air. It was only a matter of time before they recaptured me and locked me up again.
In all of Peking, there aren’t six square meters I can call my own. If I had my own apartment, I could’ve
hidden out until, lecture complete, I’d emerge to face, in my colleague’s words, the “critical” first class.
I stretched out on the bed, cradling my head in my hands .
I heard a key slip into the lock. Old Liu and Yimin walked in, eyes averted to the stack of books against the
wall. From where I lay on the bed, they looked larger-than-life. They searched through the stack, ignoring me, and
walked back out again.
I’d done my duty, I thought. Hard times for my husband were over. Linlin was grown up. I’d carried them
safely through hardship and fatigue to the other shore. No unfinished business remained. Death waited seductively. I longed for that unknown and unknowable place. I drifted into semi-consciousness, floating, it seemed,
toward some kind of dreamscape. No, I was floating somewhere between life and death. How relaxing—that
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world of death.
No sorrow or worry, no dispute or disruption. No forced household labor.
*
That evening the mediators arrived in full force.
First came my older brother. He’s the type who, no matter how frenzied others may get, can maintain his
placid, easy-going manner. Wearing his politely condescending smile, he seated himself on the chair next to my
table. Linlin carried in two cups of hot tea—just what I needed to soothe my parched throat.
“What’s the matter? Another fight?”
My brother's voice oozed sweetly, coating me in syrupy goo.
I didn’t need that. I needed black and white, yes or no. I needed a road clear of the trees. I’d rather they came
to pound their fists on the table and fight over right and wrong.
I said nothing.
He smiled his condescending smile. Was that the man labeled a Rightist in 1957—a tumultuous, terrifying time
for the country—the same who’d struggled to uphold the truth and refused to be cowed? The victim of “class
struggle”\fn{A note reads: The concept of class struggle was based on Mao Tsetung’s theory that permanent, sometimes violent, struggle
between the working and capitalist classes was necessary to combat the rise of a new bourgeoisie. In practice, class struggle meant,
through various campaigns and movements over a thirty-year period, loss of jobs, homes, land and dignity for millions of intellectual and
land-holding Chinese.} and “mass criticism”\fn{ A note reads: Community meetings, in which the accused offenders were publicly
criticized and heard, were the most popular form of mass criticisms employed in the struggle between the classes .} who’d persisted in

analyzing his own behavior and dissecting his own thoughts? His refusal to accept the label of Bour-geois Rightist
had brought a string of punishments culminating in “promotion” to hard labor on the Qing River Farm,\fn{ A note
reads: A maximum security labor reform prison located in the northern suburbs of Peking .} He was so terrified when they
announced his punishment he wet his pants. But he never stopped searching for the truth. His new wife left him,
and he drifted homeless for over twenty years, twenty years of bare survival. He’d been rectified in 1978 with the
distinction of having “dared to uphold the truth.”
Spongy passivity must be residue from his suffering as a Rightist. I can’t stand it.
“I’m an old woman with nothing left to say. If my husband were too busy or Linlin still a child, you could
argue that it’s my duty to take care of them. But why should Yinlin, a grown boy of twenty, come home and sit
there with his legs crossed, waiting for me to serve him?”
“He’s your son,” my brother replied without a thought, as if reminding me of a law of nature.
His impartial, matter-of-fact statement exploded on my ears like a thunderclap. Thousands of years of Chinese
culture came pouring down, not only from his kind lips, but from my husband’s family, my family, friends, colleagues My brother took his condescending smile and went away, confident that, as my older brother, he’d taught
me how to behave.
Next came my sister. She introduced Old Liu to me thirty years ago; whenever I “break down” or malfunction,
he goes to her to lodge a complaint.
My sister has a rapid-fire tongue, an immense heart and a body to match. Lowering her abundance into the
chair vacated by my brother, she settled in for a good talk. Still smarting from my brother's interview, I wanted to
spit out a bellyfull of grievances.
“What have I done to deserve this frustration? What have I ever done to anyone—”
“NOT this again!” she snapped, impatiently cutting off my old complaints.
I was stunned into silence. I could hear the voice of Xianglin’s Wife:
“I was really stupid, really. I only knew that when it snows the wild beasts in the glen have nothing to eat and
sometimes come into the villages. I didn’t know they came in the spring too.”\fn{ A note reads: Xianglin’s Wife is the
unfortunate protagonist in Lu Xun’s short story New Year’s Sacrifice, written in 1924. When her only son is killed by wolves shortly after
her husband’ s death, her sole topic of conversation turns around remorse over the incident .} The villagers, fed up with the old

story, would scatter when she opened her mouth, afraid to be caught at her side.
There I was, a modern-day Xianglin’s Wife. Touch my housework nerve, and I’d set off. Give me a listening
ear, and I’d launch into my tirade.
On the commuter bus to work one day, I’d grumbled about the nuisance of housework to the professor at my
side, drawing in eyes and ears all around.
“Women have to work just like men,” I complained, “but men don’t have to do the housework. They just lie on
top and let us carry them around.”
One woman marched right over after we got off to put me in my place.
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“How can you talk about Old Liu like that on the bus?!” she hissed.
What she really meant was:
“We must protect the good name of government officials and celebrities.”
A product of the 1950s, I’m a typical introspective intellectual. I was seized by guilt. What had I been doing,
taking center stage, airing my views for all the world to hear? I’d even said, “Men just lie on top.” What if my
words were misconstrued? I sank with embarrassment. Later, I remember whispering the names of two old
colleagues to myself.
“Li Wei.”
“Zhang Mu.”
These two have never been spiritual saviors of any kind, but for some reason, when depression or disappointment takes me, I’ve gotten in the habit of whispering their names. I wonder why I do it—if my husband were to
hear, he’d never understand. Why not just “Mama,” if anything at all? I’ve tried, but though the image of my dead
mother evokes great tenderness, the feeling isn’t the same. The names of those two work better.
*
An enormous sense of loss, a hollowness in my heart, had grown from the lapse of decades and cut off all
roads to success. A giant pump had sucked away my confidence. I was empty. I craved work, needed it, but before
me stretched a horizon of housework, competing for my time, pushing me, driving me to the brink of insanity.
Linlin came in to tell me I had a phone call. I recognized the voice of a well-known writer on the line.
“Hello, Maomei? Old Liu has a lot of responsibility these days. You should help him with his work.”
“Everybody has to do their own job,” I replied curtly.
“That’s right,” he laughed. “But, ha, ha, you should at least make sure he doesn’t have to worry about all those
little daily hassles. When he comes home at night, he should have a hot meal waiting for him. In any marriage,
one of the partners has to make sacrifices to pave the way for the other.”
“Do you think,” I hurled back, “my ego is as negligible as my social status … as insignificant?”
For a moment he was confused into muttering,
“But … but … see here now …”
Then, ever the well-known writer, never at a loss for words, he quickly found them:
“Make this sacrifice for him now, and we writers will owe you a huge debt of gratitude.”
Why was it me that had to make the sacrifice? What did I care about their “debt of gratitude?” I slammed down
the receiver. You writers can go to hell.
The next morning a good friend arrived unannounced. She listened to my tale of woe and wiped away her
tears. It wasn’t the first time she’d heard me get so worked up, but she was always willing to share my frustration.
There’s no way out, I told her. All I have left is to die.
My friend is a university teacher, smart and talented, and full of good ideas.
“That’s how people always think,” she said. “Run up against a hurdle and opt for death. All you have to do is
hire a maid and your problems are solved. You shouldn’t give a damn about whether they like it or not.”
She took me out to find a maid, and flying in the face of convention, I actually did hire a young housekeeper.
Nobody said a word at home; my obstinacy could only be met with silence. I don’t like to run up against my
husband and usually take his opinion into consideration, but that time, for all to see, I’d acted boldly against his
wishes. I’d found within myself a new independent kind of beauty.
Later, when I was in my room preparing for class, I could hear the maid outside sweeping, mopping, cooking
… and I felt a surge of compassion for all women. The problem hadn’t been solved; I’d just found a scapegoat for
a while.
V
In Sichuan Province, where I grew up, a girl with an impervious spirit was called Twisted Little Sister. That
was my nickname as a child: Twisted Little Sister. I stopped thinking about the housework altogether. Whatever
the maid cooked, we ate. However she cooked it, well, that’s how it was. I had better things to do than waste my
time in the kitchen, and if the food wasn’t to taste, too bad.
I shut myself in from early morning until late at night. Interrupted every evening by the dinner crowd, I simply
moved the table to the boys’ room next door and used the bed as my desk.
Then came the day when I looked at my lecture and knew it was ready. Complete, precise, thorough. No longer
did that famous professor seem so far out of reach.
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Delivery was less of a problem. As a former actress, I knew how to use personal experience and expression to
bring out the most in my lecture. I knew how to vary pronunciation, tone and rhythm. I knew where to speed up
and lightly trip over, where to slow down and pound home the point. I knew how to make a surprise attack. In all
my ten years of acting, I’d never had to recite so many lines. I practiced tirelessly, analyzing every detail, pulling
everything I had from deep inside my impervious spirit. I could feel my skin peeling away.
Every night after dinner I threw down my chopsticks and ran to the other room to practice. Old Liu had read
my lecture and was familiar with segments of my rehearsal. He thought I was taking it too seriously.
“Where are you going?”
“To prepare for class.”
“You’ve prepared well enough, believe me. Would I say it if it weren’t true?”
But I raced along like a lunatic. I thought back to my years in the countryside and remembered the women. I
remembered how they shouldered the farm work, housework and child care with spirit and energy. Marx and
Lenin wrote that women live under both the oppression of class and that of clan and patriarchal authority.
Awakened from our ignorant slumber, we women ought to possess extraordinary revolutionary zeal. An old folk
song I learned back then came to mind:
Pitch black dry well,
A thousand zhang deep;
Oh, woman,
She lies at the bottom.

The chains of my oppression fed my determination to keep struggling, no matter what the cost. I couldn’t do
just a passing job. Only with a clear, uncontested victory could I throw off the thousand-year-old millstone around
my neck.
I finally stood before my class. The faculty director had escorted me in, as is the custom with new teachers.
After an introduction, she would go sit in the back to assess my political awareness and professional ability.
“All rise!” the class monitor called.
A hundred pairs of eyes turned in my direction.
“Good day, teacher!” they responded in unison.
I stood locked to the lectern, gazing out at them. The director whispered something in my ear, but without a
clue as to what she’d said, I held my stance in silence. She cupped her hands around my ear and whispered:
“You have to say, ‘Good day, students,’ before they can sit down.”
So that’s what it was.
“Good day, students!” The words fell from my lips. The happy explosion of laughter that followed charged the
room with energy and excitement.
Word by word, I pulled the lecture imprinted on my brain into the waiting classroom.
Students from every department—fine arts, lighting, recording, acting—gazed up at me with lively, intelligent
eyes. My time preparing for them had been well spent; we quickly established a highly energized rapport. Looking out on their curious, attractive faces, I was transported to .the youthful simplicity of thirty years ago when I
had sat in such a chair, a vital force pulsing through the room and my mind. After a while I received a note from
the director. It read:
“You’re doing a good job, but don’t use the word ‘damn’ .” I couldn't help but chuckle. With the latest concern
on campus for “clean speech,” I was standing at the podium crying “damn it!” I smiled at the director and
continued, but before I knew it, my blood got pumping and another “damn it” slipped out.
“Excuse me,” I apologized, “I said ‘damn it’ again.”
The class rolled with laughter.
I brought my lecture to a close with an indictment of the age-old specter of feudalism that haunts China to this
day. The class exploded in a wild round of applause. Shuffling my papers together, I tried to leave, but the
students rushed in from all sides. Where were you before you came here? What did you do? Will you be our class
supervisor? A beautiful acting student, her face covered in tears, asked if I had time to talk later. The bell for the
next period rang, and we had to move into the hallway, where the horde finally bid me a reluctant farewell.
Walking back with me along the shady campus lane, the faculty director exclaimed emotionally:
“In all these years, I’ve never witnessed such a scene as today!”
*
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I found the whole family waiting for me at home. They’d lived with my anxiety for weeks and knew it was my
big day. Eight eyes turned inquisitively upon me.
“Well, how’d it go?” Old Liu broke the silence.
“Quite well.”
The room heaved a great sigh of relief. Putting down my papers, I suddenly blurted out:
“I despise you all. For twenty years you’ve treated me like your maid.”
No one, surprisingly, was the slightest bit angered. They laughed happily, savoring my success as their own. I
turned my back on them and ran downstairs into the night.
*
My class was all the rage at school, each lecture a work of art. In my acting days, when I’d worked under a
screenwriter or director, I’d maintained an identity apart from my role. But as a teacher, I wrote and directed and
acted. I was my role.
One student made tapes of my lectures to listen to in his free time. Another came up with a short skit: glasses
perched on his nose, stack of papers gripped under his arm, he’d step solemnly up to the podium. Off would come
the glasses, then the jacket, and a loud passionate “damn it!” would fill the room. He’d close with an apology to
the audience.
Despite my victory, I felt no wild joy. Just a deep inner peace. It was just what I needed and desired most, what
I hadn’t had in years.
VI
My inner peace was abruptly shattered. It was announced at a faculty meeting that every teacher must take on
several new classes. We were to teach The Dream of Red Mansions,\fn{A note reads: One of the great Chinese classics,
written in the mid-18th century by Cao Xueqin.} The West Chamber,\fn{A note reads: A 14th century novel by Wang Shifu, also a
classic.} Lu Xun, Xu Zhimo, Shen Congwen and many contemporary writers as well. We had to cover Beckett,
Heller, the nouveau roman, Absurdist Literature , and black humor. The way I prepared for class, I’d have to
mash my brain to a pulp and replace it with a new one.
Our faculty director asked us to choose from the list. Experienced teachers easily pick up a new class, and
recent graduates can use notes from college literature courses as teaching material. Afraid to show my ignorance, I
picked two relatively familiar and enjoyable drama topics. Familiarity and enjoyment are one thing, explicating
clearly and thoroughly another. I’d have to throw myself back into a pile of books. I’d have to pour over stacks of
material. I'’d have to work for hours to compose original arguments.
I trudged back to the library with my bags and a heavy heart.
*
At home I was dealt a devastating blow. My scapegoat, the housekeeper, had gone. A private business, offering
wages double what I could afford, had hired her away. Popo made such a to-do telling me this, I knew she wanted
me to feel presumptuous for having hired someone in the first place. But how could my wallet com-pete with
private enterprise?
I looked around the room. Cigarette butts and pumpkin seed shells spilled from the ashtray; scraps of paper
littered the floor; nylon thread spiraled from the desk drawer; Linlin’s shirt and dirty socks lay crumpled on the
bed. The stone-cold stove waited in the kitchen with open jaws to chew me up, flesh and bones, and swallow me
down.
Then came Popo again. It’s five o’clock already, everyone will be home soon. There’s no oil or ginger in the
house, and what about fresh vegetables I pulled my books from the bags. My nerve endings felt like they were on
fire. I wanted to fall apart, scream out loud, sob myself dry .
But I didn’t make a noise. I felt like I was covered in glass, bound in rubber; I hadn’t to breathe, hadn’t to feel
anything, hadn’t to hold onto myself. I walked silently into the kitchen, took up the vegetable basket and oil bottle
and walked silently to that ancient gathering place of women, the market. Tears from my stinging eyes streaked
down my throat, my chest, into my heart.
Wise sages who see things in perspective live to a ripe old age.
“If I could live my life over again,” they say, “I’d invite my friends over to eat and not care about the stained
rug or faded sofa. I’d listen quietly to grandpa talk about his youth and not get annoyed every time he opened his
mouth. I’d enjoy the children’s wild kisses and never coolly say, ‘Calm down. Go wash your hands for dinner.’ If I
got sick, I’d lie down and not worry that everything would fall apart without me. If I could live my life over again,
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I’d seize every second to carefully, honestly look. I’d experience deeply every moment and engrave it on my heart
forever.”
But I can’t. If I could live my life over again, I’d be a wolf and not a sheep.
Everybody has a sign in the Chinese zodiac.\fn{ A note reads: The Chinese zodiac, based on the lunar calendar, runs on a
sixty-year cycle with a different animal representing each of twelve years. The narrator was born in the year of the sheep .} It’s not
supposed to mean anything in real life, but when I think about how wretched mine’s been, it’s fitting that I’m a
sheep. I submit docilely to my own slaughter. I detest my sign, and so desperately do I want to bite someone, I
wish I were a wolf.
I don’t have the carefree, easy-going nature of a sage. I can’t.
“Sss, Sss, Sss.”
Shallow fry, deep fry, stir fry, boil, steam, scald, brew That’s the tune I’m forced to dance to. Fry, boil, steam
But not only chicken, fish, meat and vegetables fill the pot. My hands, arms and chest are stirred in as well.
“Pat-a-tat,” “Crack-crack,” “Boom-boom,” sounds my war drum as I pound the cutting board,. chopping my
own meat and bones to shreds.
And to scrub the clothes in the wash tub.
And to push the needle, pull the thread.
Put this down, pick that up, around and around.
The tune of my life, the waltzing melody and pounding drum beat will follow me to the grave. I’ve been
sentenced for life.
Like a caged wild animal, I roar and bellow. I whimper. I become crazed, rabid. But to no avail. Dancing
around the kitchen, thick with the stink of oil, the stench of meat, the reek of gas, I whisper to myself:
“Li Wei.”
“Zhang Mu.”
“What’s the matter?”
“Please come in.”
That braised fish on the platter. It looks like my hand. Braised hand? I look again. My other hand, bloodless
and ugly, lies on its side in the sink.
Growing from my wrists I see not a pair of hands, but a pair of fish, two live fish.
I shake my head.
What’s wrong with me? No, No! I can’t go crazy! I run for the tap and let the cool water splash over my face. I
have to get out of this kitchen, fast! My head aches terribly. I pick up the plate of fish, but before I can reach the
door, it opens, and I am met by a grinning Popo and her jubilant crowd of men.
“Maomei! Congratulations! You’re going to be a mother-in-law!” Popo announced. “Tomorrow Yimin’s
fiancée and her parents are coming over for dinner.” She held out a fistful of bills.
“Here’s fifty yuan. My treat.”
Old Liu and Linlin smiled benignly from behind.
“Grandma’s putting out so much money, we’ll really have a feast!” Yimin hooted excitedly.
“Stay calm,” I warn myself.
But my hands have already slammed the plate of fish to the floor, and my foot, with a furious kick, sends the
fish flying across the room, splattering sauce everywhere.
“You can eat that, goddamn it!” I scream.
I throw open the door, tear past the elevator and fly down the pitch black stairwell.
*
The stairs are swirling.
The world is swirling.
Ah, I am a wolf.
A vast golden plain stretches before me …

Slowly, slowly, I am aware of my shaking hands. Gradually, I can focus on what’s before me. That plate of
fish, placed safely on the table.
78.1 The White Handkerchief\fn{by Li Ts’ung-k’o (1931- )} Hunan Province, China (M) 13
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Early each morning, Ma would burn incense and pray before the family shrine. The principal deity in our
shrine was the goddess Ma-tsu. Since my brother had gone off to fight in the “South Asian theater of war” two
months before, we had had no word of him. Ma burned incense, gazing up at the goddess Ma-tsu and bowing
from time to time as she poured out a constant stream of prayer with the most earnest piety.
Pa would come back from the rice paddies leading his water buffalo. The cuffs of his trousers were rolled up
and his legs were covered with mud all the way up to his knees. He tied the animal to the longan tree and stepped
into the house to find my elder sister there, combing her long, long hair. It fell far below her shoulders and it took
quite a long time for her to comb it out every morning. Her long locks glistened as the comb ran through them.
“Listen, Ah-Chu,” Pa said. “You should get that hair cut.”
“I don’t want to,” was her reply as she went on combing out and smoothing the long strands.
When Pa gives me orders I’m plenty scared, but it doesn’t bother Sis.
“What kind of a girl are you? You won’t even listen to me. What’s beautiful about such a long mop?”
“What’s ugly about it?”
Actually I thought Sis’ long hair looked pretty good. Especially when the wind blew and it floated around all
black and glossy—so very lovely.
“Don’t you realize you spend all morning combing it instead of doing all the things you should be doing?”
“Just let her be!” said Ma, having finished her incense-burning, “As long as she is fast when she works, that
little bit of time doesn’t amount to anything.”
“O.K. Have it your own way! I guess I should keep my mouth shut,” Pa’s voice was loud, his face tight and
severe, as he stomped into the kitchen. Ma, somewhat startled, hesitated then followed him into the kitchen. Her
voice was soft and gentle.
“What’s the matter? Speaking in such a loud voice.”
Pa did not reply but poured out a basin of water and went outside to wash his feet. Ma sighed softly and began
putting the food on the table. I brought out the bowls and chopsticks.
“Do you have to go to the airstrip for forced labor again today?” Ma asked.
“Yeah,” Pa had finished washing his feet and threw the basin back on the rack so that it rang like a bell. “Got
to work for those scum and the work on my own field not done yet.”
That’s how it was. With my brother gone off to the war we were short of hands in the field. And now they were
making him do forced labor as well. It was too much for him at his age and he was becoming utterly worn out.
Work on the airstrip had been going on well over a week and it still wasn’t done. The day they began work on it,
our local policeman “officer” Yamamoku came to our school to make a speech. He said when we have our own
airstrip and planes we would be able to defend ourselves. Then the Americans would never dare to bomb us. He
brandished his fist and grew red in the face. But our teacher said one airplane attracts another. If we had planes
and a landing strip here that would give the Americans more reason to bomb us.
What the teacher said made sense. The Americans had never bombed us. They only bombed army camps. Now
if we were going to put a military airstrip here they probably would come to bomb and strafe it.
Now it was summer vacation and I wondered whether the teacher was still around. He was a great story-teller.
The first day of class he had told us:
“My name is Cheng—as in Cheng Ch’eng-kung,” he laughed and wrote the character “Cheng” on the
blackboard. “Do you know who Cheng Ch’eng-kung was?”
“No. Who is he?” one of the students asked. And indeed we didn’t know. We only knew the Japanese emperors
such as Meiji and Showa.\fn{The imperial designations of two reigns in modern Japanese history: (1867-1912 and 1926-1989); the
names of the sovereigns themselves were Mutsuhito and Hirohito, respectively. The imperial designations mean “enlightened government”
and “enlightened peace,” respectively. From 1912-1926, Emperor Yoshihito ruled under the reign name Taisho; and since 1989, Emperor
Akahito has ruled under the reign name Heisei (“achieving peace”). Taiwan had been ceded to Japan by treaty in 1895, but the native
Chinese immediately began a rebellion, and the island was subjected to fifty years of stringent colonization and Japanization .}

The teacher wasn't angry but continued smiling. His hair was parted on the side and the dark, gleaming eyes
from beneath the widely separated brows warmed us with their comforting gaze.
“O.K. I’ll tell you. Cheng Ch’eng-kung was a Chinese like us. One of the “Han people” as we are called. He
was a great hero. A long time ago Taiwan was taken over by the Dutch. Cheng Ch’eng-kung came over from the
mainland of China and drove them out. Since then we Chinese have been able to live here in peace.” The teacher
then asked us, “Do you know why we Chinese are called the Han people?”
We shook our heads.
“It’s like this,” the teacher began. “In the past under the Han Dynasty we enjoyed a period of great power and
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prosperity. This was called the Han Empire. So foreigners called us the Han people. But some foreigners call us
the T’ang people. That’s because under the T’ang Dynasty we also enjoyed a period of great power and prosperity.” The teacher went on to tell us about the emperors Han Wu-ti and T’ang T’ai-ts’ung.
When I went home I told Sis what the teacher had told us. She listened enraptured. After a long pause she said.
“Your teacher must be an old man.”
“Oh no,” I answered, “He’s very young—and good-looking. We all admire him tremendously.”
“Ah-kuei!”
I was still musing about our teacher when I was startled by my father’s gruff call.
“Don’t shout so loud,” my mother scolded him, “or you’ll frighten the boy out of his wits.”
“What’s the silly fool thinking about?” Ah-Pa’s voice continued to be very loud. “Get on with your breakfast;
when you’ve finished, go out with your sister and pick some peanuts.”
Sis came out of her room, her hair plaited into two long braids to the ends of which were attached two jasmine
flowers, and as she walked, the white blossoms bobbed up and down. She went over to my father and put both her
hands on his shoulders.
“Ah-Pa,” she said, “shall we bring back the peanut stalks too?”
“What else should you do? Dumb question!” Ah-Pa replied sharply. Then he shook his head. “No. No. Leave
them for fertilizer.”
“No. No. Leave them for fertilizer,” Sis mimicked Ah-Pa’s expression and tone of voice as she repeated his
words. He turned his head to glare at her but could not suppress a laugh.
*
My father set out balancing his harrow and his hod on his shoulder. My mother tossed a few bundles of straw
under the longan tree for the cows to eat. Sis was in her room changing her clothes. After some time she came out
wearing armlets and a bamboo hat which was secured by a kerchief that covered her entire face except for her
dark, gleaming eyes.
“Why Sis,” I said, “you’re all bundled up. Are you afraid the sun will hurt your complexion and no one will
want to marry you?”
“You little brat!” She took a swing at me but I slipped away and hid behind my mother.
“Enough of that!” said my mother. “No more squabbling. Off to the fields with you!”
“You little brat!” Sis gesticulated toward me fiercely. “If you get fresh again, I’ll have a word with your
teacher.”
“Yah, yah!” I made a face at her, knowing fully well she would never go tale-bearing to my teacher.
One day it had begun to rain heavily and when she brought me my raincoat, she met my teacher at the door of
the classroom. He had nodded to her and her whole face had become deeply flushed.
“Yah, yah!” Sis also made a face at me, then shouldering the busket, she said, “Let’s go! Carry the tea kettle
carefully.”
Carrying the tea kettle I followed my sister out past the bamboo grove. The road that led past our school was
full of people heading toward Green Willow Bank, beyond which was the airstrip. Gazing into the distance I
could make out the figure of Yamamoku at the head of the procession. He was short and stout and wore a shortsleeved, yellow shirt. He wore a peaked cap and carried his short club in his hand.
“Sis, Pa was pretty angry this morning because he had to go work on the airstrip,” I said, recalling the gruff
words I had had from my father that morning.
“Working for those scum!” she answered, “who wouldn’t be angry?”
“Couldn’t he refuse, Sis?”
“Could he? Yamamoku will beat the life out of anyone who refuses."
Yamamoku was very fierce and everyone was afraid of him. When he turned on someone and began beating
him with that short club in his hand there was no one who could stand up to him. A few days ago he had found the
grain that Uncle Ah-Shui had hidden in a haystack. He had seized the grain and given Uncle Ah-Shui a terrible
beating. That short club had come down on Uncle Ah-Shui’s head back, stomach—when it came down on Uncle
Ah-Shui’s head, blood had spurted from his mouth. Terribly cruel!
Our grain was better hidden. In a shallow hole under the corner of the barn and covered over with straw. No
one would find it.\fn{The text has: them.}
I didn’t understand this. You couldn’t eat your own crops. They not only took them away from you but gave
you a beating. How could that be?
“I hope that Yamamoku dies a terrible death,” Sis muttered after a while.
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“Ahah!” A man hidden in the bamboo thicket emerged. It was Hai Sen. “So you’re saying bad things about
‘officer’ Yamamoku! I’m going to report you to him.”
Even the sight of Hai Sen was detestable. With beady eyes and pointed chin, all he needed was a few whiskers
to look just like a rat. He was the informer who had told Yamamoku about the grain in Uncle Ah-Shui’s haystack.
“Go ahead and report. You don’t scare me,” said Sis.
“Hee, hee,” Hai Sen laughed. “I’m only teasing you. Why should I report you?”
“Humph!” Sis snorted at him. Hai Sen sidled up to her.
“Hee, hee, are you going to pick peanuts?”
“None of your business.”
“If you’re going to pick peanuts, I could give you a hand.”
“We don’t need you.”
“Oh, I’m just making a friendly offer.”
“We don’t want your friendly offer,” she turned towards him, shouting.
“If you’ve got so much free time why don’t you go work on the airstrip?” I blurted out, angered by the way he
kept after her.
“You two don’t know what’s good for you.” Hai Sen’s features were contorted, his mouth twisted. He glared at
me venomously with his beady, rat-like eyes. Then, with a snort, he strode off.
“Sis,” I said as I watched Hai Sen’s retreating silhouette, “If he really does report us to Yamamoku what will
we do?”
“He can’t scare me,” she said. “Whatever I said has been blown away by the wind. It’s not like the grain in
Uncle Ah-shui’s place that they could find.”
“Right you are!”I couldn’t help laughing. “Words are blown away by the wind. No one can get ahold of them.”
*
Our peanut patch was near the lower end of Green Willow Bank, not far from the school. The ground was
rather high and unsuitable for rice paddies.
I pulled the peanuts out of the ground, one bunch at a time and threw them all into one big pile. Sis sat on a
low stool, holding bunch after bunch in one hand and picking off the peanuts with the other. In no time at all she
had thrown handful after handful of peanuts into the basket. So quick! I never saw anyone around there do their
work so deftly and quickly. No wonder my parents were so fond of her.
The peanuts were full and ripe. As soon as we got them home we could cook and eat them. What we couldn’t
eat right away we would dry in the sun, dry thoroughly until they were crisp and fragrant. We weren’t afraid of
Yamamoku investigating. When Yamamoku came to our house he would look in our rice pot to see if we had
sweet potatoes mixed in with the rice. If we didn’t he would give someone a beating with that little club everyone
was so afraid of. But there was nothing he could say about our eating peanuts!
The sun was high in the sky, scorchingly hot on my bamboo hat until it crackled. The sweat poured down from
my forehead, flowed over my cheeks and down my neck. It felt as if insects were crawling over me. My sister’s
clothes were also soaked. It’s a good thing she was wearing that kerchief over her face and had armlets protecting
her arms. Otherwise her fair skin would have burned and peeled in the hot sunshine. As for me, it didn’t matter. I
was used to the sun and already so tanned that I couldn’t get any browner.
From the street, the tinkling of a bell could be heard. The ice peddler had come. He had stopped his cart and
was standing in the street, ringing his bell and shouting:
“Ices here! All flavors! Come and get your ices!”
“Sis, why don’t we have one? I’m real dry.”
“No way.” She did not even raise her head as she continued picking peanuts. “If you’re dry, drink some tea.”
“Sis, it’s so hot! We’d feel so much better if we had an ice.” I pleaded but she still paid no attention to me.
“Ices! All flavors!” the vender stared at us as he went on shouting.
“Look at that, Sis,” I went on with a pitiful look on my face, “Can’t you see he won’t go until we buy some.
“What a nuisance you are!” Sis stood up, took off the kerchief she had wrapped around her bamboo hat, wiped
her face and her hands and dropped the kerchief onto her stool.
We went over to the road and ordered an ice apiece. Just as we began to eat, my teacher came along. He came
from school, wearing a white shirt and a broad-brimmed straw hat. I didn’t see him until he was right beside me,
calling my name.
“Oh, oh …" My mouth was full of the ice I was eating and I didn’t know whether to swallow it or spit it out.
It’s a good thing Sis was there or I would have dropped the bowl and ran away.
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“Good afternoon, Teacher,” Sis said, blushing. “Would you care for an ice?”
“No, thank you,” the teacher smiled and shook his head. “I’ve just had a cup of tea and I’m not a bit thirsty.”
He nodded goodbye as he added, “Enjoy your refreshment. I’m taking a walk.”
“Heh-heh.” My sister was blushing, nodding and smiling. The hand which held her bowl of ice was shaking so
much that quite a lot of the ice spilled out. I could tell that her heart must be beating rapidly.
Not long after the teacher had left, Hai Sen reappeared. Like a ghost he was suddenly there and you couldn’t
tell where he had come from. The surprise was a very unpleasant one.
“Ah, here you are eating ices. Let me treat you. My treat.” He repeatedly tapped his chest as he spoke.
Neither I nor Sis paid any attention to him. When we finished our ices, she paid. He grabbed her hand, saying,
“Let me pay. Let me pay.”
“If you’ve get any extra money, save it and give it to your poor old mother.” Sis didn’t seem to be angry but
was suppressing a laugh. The vender and I both burst out laughing.
“Heh, heh,” Hai Sen also gave a dry, little laugh, more painful to the ear than the sound of weeping.
*
After we’d finished our ices, the vender went on his way and my sister and I headed back to the fields. Hai Sen
seemed unable to leave the spot. He remained squatting in the roadway.
As she walked along, Sis would stop from time to time and look back at the distant figure of my teacher. He
had gone up to the top of the bank and was standing there under a big tree. It was a spot from which the airstrip
under construction was clearly visible. What was he standing there for? What was he hanging around for anyway,
now that it was summer vacation?
As she went along, my sister stumbled on the edge of a ditch and fell. She uttered a cry and put out her hands
to break the fall. I couldn’t help bursting into laughter.
“What are you laughing at?”
“I’m laughing at you for watching my teacher instead of the road.”
“You little brat! What nonsense!” she climbed to her feet and threatened to hit me.
“Don’t hit me! Don’t hit me!” I dodged to one side and pointed toward the hilltop. “Here comes my teacher on
his way back.”
She quickly lowered her hand and turned to look toward the hilltop. The teacher was still there at the summit.
She turned back, her mouth pouting.
“You little brat! I’ll teach you a lesson when we get home!”
She walked on as she said this. As we stepped over the irrigation channel of the rice paddy, she suddenly gave
a loud cry. I thought she must have stumbled again but when I turned to look she had dropped into a sitting
position on the edge of the rice paddy, clutching her left leg with both hands. Next to her was a huge snake,
rearing its head and darting its tongue in and out, and hissing. I ran back into the peanut field to find a carrying
pole.
Hai Sen came running. When he saw the situation however, he turned and ran the other way shouting,
“Bitten by a poisonous snake! She’s going to die! Going to die!”
“Sis, did the snake bite you?” I killed the snake with a blow of the stick and hurried to her side. She nodded.
Her eyes were closed tight and her face was very pale. Her hands clutched her left leg tightly. I panicked, utterly
at a loss as to what to do and began to sob and weep. Through eyes blurred with tears I dimly made out a whiteclad figure come running as if flying through the air. I rubbed the tears away and saw that it was my teacher.
The teacher ran up to Sis and rolled up the leg of her trousers. On her calf were the fang marks of the snake.
The area around the fang marks had turned a dark purple.
“Don’t be frightened!” he said to her, pulling out a knife. Then he ordered me to get some water. I quickly
brought the tea kettle. The teacher took a small knife and made several slashes in the purple section of Sis’ calf.
Black blood came gushing out. He put both hands on her swollen calf and squeezed very hard. I took the tea kettle
and rinsed her leg. After a while, he lifted her leg to his lips and began to suck out the poison. Sis closed her eyes
tight and clenched her teeth. Crystal-like tear drops formed on her long, long eyelashes, and rolled slowly down
her face.
The teacher went on sucking and sucking, spitting out mouthfuls of blood, after which he rinsed out his mouth
with some tea. Finally he took out a white handkerchief and wrapped it around her wound.
“Does it hurt much?” he asked.
Sis shook her head. As she did so, two pearl-like tears dropped from her eyes. Although the color had partially
returned to her cheeks, her leg had swollen enormously. She tried to get up but the teacher quickly pushed her
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down again.
“You mustn’t move. Although a lot of the venom is sucked out there may be some left.”
“I want to go home,” she stammered.
The teacher frowned and looked all around. The fields lay flat and empty without a trace of a human figure.
“Let’s do it this way,” he said. “I’ll carry you home.”
“Uhh …” she lowered her head, blushing deeply, “no, sir.”
“It’s all right,” the teacher declared firmly. “This is no time to stand on ceremony.”
As he spoke he lifted her onto his back.
*
After the teacher carried Sis home, he sent over two packets of medicine, one to be taken the other to be
applied on the wound. Her leg was still badly swollen. As she lay in bed she asked me to bring her a book—Three
Hundred Poems of the T’ang Period. My father had taught us poems from this book and I could recite a few. But
it was a long time since I had laid my hands on it. I didn’t know where we had put it and it was quite a while
before I finally found it.
When Pa came home and learned how my sister had been bitten by a snake and my teacher had given her first
aid and carried her home he went to the school to invite the teacher to dinner. Ma killed a chicken and I went out
to buy a bottle of wine. The teacher arrived just after dark. As soon as he came in he wanted to see how my
sister’s leg was. My father went to her room with him. The light was on and she was sitting up in bed, leaning
against the head of the bed with the book of poems beside her.
The teacher came up to her and opened the dressing on her wounds.
“Uh-huh!” he nodded. “A little better.” He looked at her and added, “but don’t move too much. Get a lot of
rest.”
“Right! You take it easy for a while.” Pa said. The teacher glanced down, picked up the book of poems and
asked her:
“Do you like to read T’ang poetry?”
She nodded, pursing up her lips, pleased, but also embarrassed. Her face flushed a deeper red.
“It’s a good book,” he said approvingly.
“Yes,” said Pa. “When I was a boy I never went to school but my father taught me The Hundred Surnames and
The Three Character Classic. Later he taught me T’ang poetry.”
“It’s a pity so many Chinese are ignorant of these things. I’m very glad to see this here.” He spoke with
considerable emotion. Then he flipped it open at random and began reading without a second’s hesitation:
In Youth, when I was fifteen or twenty,

Pa immediately recited the next line:
On foot I seized a barbarian horse to ride.

Then they went on to the end of the poem, each reciting a line in turn. At the end Pa laughed heartily. It had been a
long time since I’d seen him in such good cheer.
By this time Ma had dinner all ready. As soon as the teacher sat down my father raised his glass to toast him.
“There’s no way I can thank you for what you’ve done. My daughter—”
“Uncle Lin,” the teacher interrupted, “say no more about it. I just happened to be there at the right time. I only
did what was right.”
“Ho, ho,” Pa laughed heartily, “I’ll say no more then. But here’s a toast to you anyway.” As he spoke he threw
back his head and downed the glass. Just as he finished, Hai Sen appeared:
“So the teacher is here having a drink.”
“Why yes,” the teacher rose from his chair. “So Mr. Hai Sen is here too.”
“Sit down! Sit down!” Pa exclaimed, paying no attention to Hai Sen who shamelessly came in anyway.
“Sit down, sir. Sit down,” he said, “no need to stand on ceremony. I’m right at home in the house of Uncle Un
here.” As he spoke he sat down, picked up a pair of chopsticks and began to eat. Then he went on to say, “I heard
you carried Ah-Chu home on your back today. Wonderful!”
There were daggers in Hai Sen’s words. His rat’s eyes were covertly laughing. Then he added a small remark:
“Ah-Chu is the prettiest girl around here.”
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Pa was furious. His eyes glared as if about to pop out of his head.
Sis suddenly appeared in the doorway, supporting her weight on one leg and leaning against the door-frame.
Her face cold as she said in a stern voice:
“Hai Sen, how did you dare to come here? Aren’t you afraid of ghosts?”
“How you like to joke,” said Hai Sen, his mouth full of chicken. “What ghost could there be here?”
“Me!” she shouted. “When I was bitten by a snake this afternoon, how frightened you were! ‘She’s going to
die. Going to die!’ You couldn’t run away fast enough. How dare you come here now to eat and drink?”
“Ha, ha.” Hai Sen tried to brave it out though his face was flushed one minute and pale the next. “Yes, I was
really frightened. I’m really scared of snakes.” As he spoke he rose abruptly from his seat and turned to my father.
“By the way, I almost forgot. Yamamoku wanted me to tell you to show up for work at the airstrip at seven
o’clcok tomorrow. Enjoy your meal, teacher, I’ve got to go on and pass the word to some more people.” With that,
he left.
“Humph! The swine!” Once he was gone Pa began to revile him.
“Miss Chu,” the teacher said rising, “you mustn’t go running around like this. Back to bed, now.”
“Right!” said Pa getting up to support her.
When Pa returned, he and my teacher talked about the airstrip.
“Working for those scum!” he resumed his old line, “I’ve heard the planes will be coming in a few days.”
“Ah,” the teacher said, his eyes wide open, “I can understand why they’re getting nervous now.”
Pa had been very exhilarated at the beginning of the evening. He enjoyed drinking and joviality. Then with the
appearance of Hai Sen and the news that he would have to do forced labor on the next day his spirits were
considerably dampened. The teacher, for his part was not very fond of drinking. After he heard that the airplanes
would be coming in a few days he seemed preoccupied, and in a little while he took his leave saying that he
would return the next day to change the dressing on my sister’s wound.
*
Next morning my father set off early for the airstrip. My Sister wanted me to go into the garden and pick
jasmine flowers for her. Every morning she always picked a lot of them. Some she would place on her dressing
table; some she would weave into her hair. How fragrant they were—these little buds.
When I got back with the flowers, my sister had already put on her favorite dress, pink with designs of peach
blossoms scattered all over it. Its open collar revealed her dazzling white neck. No doubt about it, my sister was
pretty special. No wonder everyone said she was such a beauty.
She was sitting up in bed, combing her hair. She combed it a long time and made herself up in front of a mirror
as if she were planning to go out.
“Sis, you aren’t going to go out with your bad leg?”
“No.”
“Then, what are you getting all dolled up for?”
She gave no answer but went on gazing into the mirror and turning her head from side to side. Suddenly it
dawned on me and I couldn’t help laughing out loud.
“Oh, I get it! The teacher’s coming so you want to look your best.”
“What nonsense! You little brat!” She put down her comb and pointed at me accusingly.
“Ah-Kuei,” my mother said as she came in. “Your sister’s leg hurts. Don’t go teasing her.”
“I’m not, Ma. I just made a simple remark.”
“O.K., O.K. Take the cow out to pasture.”
I took the cow out but as I was going along the stream I saw the teacher coming. I tied the cow to a tree and
hurried back.
“Sis, the teacher’s coming! The teacher’s coming!”
She was sitting in the living room, her injured leg propped up on a stool in front of her. Her two braids hung
down over her breast and a jasmine flower was stuck in her hair. When she heard me calling she sat up straight
and smoothed her hair with her hands. She also patted the flower in her hair. She seemed flustered and, watching
her from the doorway I couldn’t help laughing.
“Brat!” Her face was very red.
“I come and tell you as a favor and you scold me!” I pouted.
“Behave yourself. Your teacher’s coming,” she muttered in a low voice.
I turned and saw that the teacher had already arrived, and had been greeted by my mother who showed him
into the room.
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“Hope you're feeling better, Miss Chu?” He was smiling and his voice was gentle and courteous.
“Yes, a little.” Chu sat up straighter, smoothing her hair with one hand as she turned up the leg of her trousers
with the other hand.
The teacher sat down and undid the bandage on her leg.
“Ah,” he said, “that’s much better.” Then he applied pressure to the injured spot and asked, “Does it hurt?”
She didn’t seem to hear him. She just looked at him, her breasts heaving. There had been a smile on the
teacher’s face but it wavered, then disappeared. He gazed at her intently. Ma gave me a shove and went off into
the kitchen. I wondered why she had shoved me like that. I just stood there without budging. After a second or
two it seemed to me I could hear the wild beating of their hearts and their heavy breathing. Finally the teacher
gave a start, took out from his pocket the new medicine he had brought and applied it to Sis’ leg. Sis lowered her
head, blushing all the way down to her neck.
“Your handkerchief,” she said pulling out from her pocket the white handkerchief he had originally used to
bind her wound.
“Why don’t you keep it?” he said with a smile.
“Thank you,” she said sweeping her hair back with both hands and using the white handkerchief as a ribbon to
tie it.
“Your hair is very beautiful,” he said.
She gave him a captivating wink, the sweetest of smiles playing about her mouth.
“Ah-Kuei,” my mother called from outside, “come and help me in the vegetable garden.”
I went into the garden with her and asked, “What did you call me out here for?”
“What for?” she pointed her finger at my head. “Don’t be a foolish child.”
“Why am I foolish?” I mused, patting the back of my head. “Oh! I get it!”
*
Sis was happy as a lark, always singing and laughing. Her leg was better, too, and she could get around on
crutches. She would still make herself up very pretty and wait for the teacher to come.
“Sis,” I said, “It’s good you were bitten by the snake. You’re so happy.”
“You brat!” she said, “you’re talking nonsense.”
“But it’s true!”
“Oh, you …” She glared at me but couldn’t help smiling.
The teacher ought to have come by now but there was no sign of him. My sister became impatient. From time
to time she would walk to the front gate and look out.
“Ah-Chu,” Ma said, “your leg still isn’t quite healed. You should sit down and take it easy. Don’t go walking
around like that.”
It was almost noon and he still hadn’t come. She could stand it no longer.
“Ah-Kuei,” she said, “why don’t you run down to the school and see if your teacher is there?”
“I couldn’t do that. I’d feel embarrassed,” I said, half truthfully, half teasing her.
“Come on, Ah-Kuei. Go ahead. Please.” Her voice was very pitiful as she said this. Although she was pretty
bossy sometimes she was generally quite good to me and I couldn’t bear to hear her begging me like this, so I
nodded. When I got to the school the school-yard was empty and the teacher’s quarters locked up with no one in
sight. I wondered where he could have gone. As I was leaving the school-yard it suddenly occurred to me that Pa
was working on the airstrip and I wondered how it was coming along. So I headed for Green Willow Bank.
As I stood under the tree at the top of the bank, the airstrip was directly below me. Two long runways stretched
from east to west, so far that one could not see the end of them. A lot of men were hurrying toward the runway
carrying loads of pebbles. Others were building a barbed wire fence at the foot of the slope. I tried to find my
father among them but there were too many people and I couldn’t make him out. I had no trouble distinguishing
Yamamoku. He wore his peaked cap and a short sleeved shirt. He was striding up and down, brandishing that
short club of his from time to time. I stood there for some time and before I knew it the sun was at its noonday
height. I made my way down the bank and heard the call of the man selling ices.
“Ices here. All flavors.”
Listening to him made me aware of the dryness of my throat. I wanted to buy one but had no money. The only
thing to do was lower my head and walk right by him without a glance.
“Hey, Ah-Kuei!” someone called to me. I looked and saw my friend Ah-Ch’iu. He had an ice-sucker in his
hand and was moving it toward his mouth. “What are you doing here?” he inquired.
“I’ve just been to the school looking for my teacher.”
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“He’s gone.” As he spoke he stuck the ice-sucker into his mouth again. This was followed by the noise of
swallowing as he gulped it down. This so aroused my yearning that I had to swallow my own saliva. “I saw him
going off in a car this morning,” Ah-Ch’iu added.
“Oh,” As I listened I made up my mind to hurry on home. I couldn’t stand watching him eat his ice.
“Ah-Kuei,” he called me back again, “I’ve got news for you. Day after tomorrow there will be a big show in
the temple.”
“How come? There’s no festival on that day.”
“That’s the day the airplanes will arrive. We’re going to celebrate and welcome them.”
“Uh-huh.”
“Ah-Kuei, Ah-Kuei!”He kept calling me back but I didn’t listen. I just wanted to hurry on home.
Originally I had intended to take the road past our peanut patch. Then I remembered that snake and decided
instead to take the road that went by the temple. As I was crossing the public square in front of it I heard a buzzing
sound something like the noise of mosquitoes. The buzz increased to a roar and two black birds came flying
overhead. They were airplanes.
“I thought the airplanes weren’t coming till the day after tomorrow. What are these planes doing here?” I asked
myself in perplexity. By this time the airplanes were directly over Green Willow Bank. Suddenly they turned and
dived and I got a clear view of the insignia on the bottom of their wings.
“Huuuh! American planes! American planes!” Many of the people on the square in front of the temple were
pointing and exclaiming. I thought of my father and the others working on the airstrip. Inadvertently I burst into
prayer.
“Amida, Buddha, protect us. Don’t let them bomb. Don’t let them strafe!”
The airplanes gained altitude as they flew off toward the west. Then they turned and lowered their wings into
another dive. They came over Green Willow Bank again and then flew off in the direction of the road.
The people in front of the temple were discussing the incident. Some were saying that the American planes had
seen that the people working on the airstrip were all local civilians so they hadn’t dropped any bombs, or done
any straffing. Others said this kind of over-flight was a warning. If the airstrip was completed and Japanese planes
stationed there they would not be so polite. Some people were saying nasty things.
“That damned airstrip. It’ll be the death of us.”
Aunty Ah-Wang saw me and ask me if Sis’ leg was better. Then I remembered she had sent me to the school to
look for the teacher.
*
When I got home my mother asked me if the planes had done any bombing or straffing. When I said no, she
lifted her eyes up to heaven, muttering praise of the Bodhisattva Amida.
“Ma,” Ah-Chu spoke from the chair where she was lying, “don’t let Pa go there to work tomorrow.”
“If he doesn’t show up, Yamamoku will beat him.”
“Say he’s sick.”
“We can’t fool him. You know what kind of a man Yamamoku is.” Ma sighed as she said this.
“But …”
Ah-Chu frowned. After a long pause she said, “Ah-Kuei, did you go to the school?”
“He wasn’t there.”
“Wasn’t there?”
“That’s right. He’s gone away.”
Sis fell heavily back in her chair, her eyes blurred and her face clouded.
“Ah-Chu,” Ma consoled her, “he must have some business to attend to. He’ll be back in a day or two.”
Sis said nothing though her lips trembled an instant. She got up on her crutches, hobbled into her room and lay
down in bed.
When Pa came home and learned that the teacher hadn’t come and that Sis was inconsolable, he said:
“But Ah-Chu, he’s a teacher after all and we’re only farmers. You must realize this and not let yourself imagine
things.”
Sis felt even worse and her tears flowed silently. Pa sighed and said no more.
My sister’s feeling for the teacher was very deep. That day he had carried her home on his back had made a
deep impression on her. I could see that love had already taken root in her heart. But what about him? Could he be
indifferent to my sister? My sister was very beautiful. Everyone said so. How could he fail to like her? When he
had been nursing my sister’s leg the day before he had looked at her with eyes blazing with passion. He had
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seemed so utterly sincere. And besides, he had given her his white handkerchief. He had said her hair was beautiful. Why had he gone away today? Without a word. Maybe Ma was right. Maybe he had some business to take
care of and would be back in a few days. I felt sure he would come back. I could tell by the way he had looked at
my sister.
The entertainment at the temple started in the afternoon. I remembered Ah-Ch’iu had said that the purpose was
to celebrate and welcome the arrival of the Japanese airplanes. I had also heard a lot of people say this airstrip and
airplanes would be the death of us. So I didn’t feel like going. But when I heard the drumbeats come rolling up
from the temple my interest was aroused in spite of me and I felt I had to go. I asked Sis if she would like to go.
She had been depressed ever since the teacher left and I thought this might perk up her spirits. She had always
been very fond of every kind of theatrical entertainment.
“Want to go see the play, Sis?” I asked.
She was sitting at a table next to the window, her chin resting on one hand and gazing out the window.
“Sis,” I called to her again.
“Ah-Kuei,” she turned to me, looking as if she were about to cry. “Would you go to the school once again?”
“But Sis, if I see teacher what can I say?”
“Well,” her eyes flickered as she smiled sadly, “just say my leg still hasn’t healed.”
“Not healed? But you can walk around now.”
“Stupid brat,” she smiled again. “Just tell him that.”
“Sis.” I shook my head. How could she expect me to tell a lie, especially to my teacher?
“Get going!" She gave me some money. “After you come back you can go see the play and buy an ice.”
Since she offered me money I couldn’t very well refuse to go. I happened to meet the teacher right at the
entrance to the school. He was carrying a suitcase, and had just come back.
“Lin Yung-Kuei, how’s your sister?” he asked as soon as he saw me.
I just couldn’t tell him my sister’s leg still hadn't healed. On the other hand I couldn’t disobey her instructions.
So I just said:
“My sister says to tell you her leg isn’t healed yet.”
“Ah!” the teacher laughed. Though he said no more he seemed to understand everything. I felt my face getting
red. “Go back and tell your sister I’ll come to see her,” he said. I turned and ran off without even saying goodbye.
When I got home I told my sister what the teacher had said then I went out to the temple to watch the
performance. It turned out to be a puppet show-my favorite kind of entertainment. Unfortunately there were not
many people in the audience. Just a few children like me. I agreed with Ah-Ch’iu’s remark on this point: adults
are stupid. No matter what the occasion is, when you get a chance to see a stage performance you should see it.
“The planes are coming! The planes are coming!”
Someone shouted just as we were at the height of enjoyment.
Everyone stopped watching and ran to look at the planes.
A roar spread through the sky. A swarm of black airplanes appeared outlined against the setting sun. They were
flying very slowly. There were five or six formations with three planes to a formation. One by one, they
descended to the ground.
“Come on! Let’s go to Green Willow Bank and look at them,” Ah-Ch’iu called out.
A crowd of children ran along after him. I was also curious to see how the airplanes looked on the ground so I
too followed. The planes had already landed and were lined up on the ground, some were long and thin like
dragonflies, some were stout and stubby-headed like locusts. Each of them had the “Red Sun” insignia painted on
its tail.
*
Sis had made herself up nicely but the teacher hadn’t come. When I got back after watching the airplanes, she
pulled me into her room.
“Ah-Kuei, did your teacher really say he would come to see me?”
“Yuh, that’s what he said.”
“Then why hasn’t he come yet?” Although she was asking me she really seemed to be asking herself.
But really, why hadn’t he come? It was almost dark. Could something be wrong? Oh, he’d come all right,
tomorrow if not tonight.
After dinner Pa took a bag of rice over to Uncle Ah-Shui’s. Ever since his store of grain had been seized, they
had had no rice to eat at his house. The neighbors were secretly supplying him in this emergency. As Pa was going
out the door, Ma said to him:
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“On your way you might stop by at the school—”
“Impossible,” he didn't even wait for her to finish. “It’s up to him whether he wants to come over or not. I can’t
go looking for him.”
“Pa!” Sis called, then stopped, lowering her head.
“Ah-Chu,” Pa patted her pityingly on the shoulder with deep tenderness. “You can’t high pressure anyone in
this kind of thing. If people knew they would laugh at us.” Pa shook his head as he spoke. Then he shouldered his
bag of rice and went out.
Ah-Ch’iu came over to go with me to the evening performance at the temple. He waited patiently as I took a
bath. As I went out Ma made a point of insisting I shouldn’t stay too long but be back by a reasonable hour.
*
The scene at the temple performance was much more lively now. Many adults had come and the children were
even more excited. They were darting about pushing their way through the crowd. At times, flares would burst
from the stage, with much noisy sputtering. There was a woman on stage who was amazingly proficient in the
military arts. A blow from her palm would knock over a mountain. It was marvelously thrilling to watch her.
“Boom! Boom!” came the noise of several explosions in succession.
At first I thought it was some kind of fireworks on the stage but I didn’t see the acrid smoke that should
accompany that. I was very puzzled. Then I heard someone yell:
“The airstrip! The airstrip!”
From the airstrip the brilliant flames leapt into the sky.
“They’re bombing the airstrip!”
“Terrible!”
“Some kind of sabotage.”
“Better go see.”
Everyone was talking at once. Suddenly several shots rang out from the direction of Green Willow Bank.
Those who were about to run there to investigate stopped cold. Everybody fell scared.
“Better go home and stay out of trouble,” someone suggested. Suddenly the entire audience at the temple had
vanished and the performance itself had stopped. I also ran hurriedly home.
Dogs could be heard barking near and far. It seemed people were being arrested everywhere. Pa hadn’t come
back and Ma was beside herself with worry, unable to keep still a minute.
“Your Pa isn’t back. I don’t know what he’s been up to. I’m afraid he may be arrested.”
“But Ma,” Sis said, “what could he possibly have to do with the bombing of the airstrip?”
“You don’t understand. When something terrible like this happens they arrest people at random, beat them first
and ask questions later.”
“Are they that unreasonable?”
“If only they weren’t!”
Tha’'s right, I thought: if they were reasonable they wouldn’t have taken away Uncle Ah-Shui’s grain.
We waited for Pa with burning anxiety. Why hadn’t he returned? He should have been back long ago. If he had
run into Yamamoku on the road maybe he had been beaten like Uncle Ah-Shui. Uncle Ah-Shui had been taking
medicine for days but still wasn’t all right.
From outside there came the sound of footsteps. Then they came in. First Yamamoku with Hai Sen close
behind him followed by two soldiers with rifles.
“We’re looking for Un Ping-jen,” Yamamoku announced. He had his club in his hand. His brows were knitted,
his nostrils quivering. He was quite frightening to look at and from time to time he would wave his club around.
“He’s not in. He went out just now.” Ma’s voice trembled as she spoke. “Won’t you sit down?”
“Not in?” Yamamoku roared, brandishing his club.
“That’s right. He just went out. He’ll be back any minute.”
“Humph!” snorted Hai Sen. “So he goes out while the airstrip is being bombed?”
“Hai Sen,” my sister who was standing in the doorway to her room took a step forward, “what do you mean by
that question? My father is an honest man. Everybody in town knows that. Officer Yamamoku knows it too. Has
my father ever done anything wrong?”
“Hmmn, hmmn,” Yamamoku knitted his brow, “where has your father gone?”
“He went to see Uncle Ah-Shui.”
“Ahah!” Yamamoku shook his club again. “I’ll run over to Ah-Shui’s place. If I don’t find him there, your
father’s in trouble. Come on!”
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He left with Hai Sen and the others.
*
Not long after Yamamoku left, Pa returned. He was carrying someone on his back. We were astonished; and
when he laid his burden down we were even more amazed. It was my teacher. One leg of his trousers was soaked
with blood from the thigh down.
Ma gasped with astonishment. Sis stepped over to him, knelt at his side and turned her head toward my father.
“Pa! How did this happen? How did this happen?”
“I found him at the foot of the tree by the river. He didn’t have the strength to move. I carried him on my
shoulders. When I saw Yamamoku I hid in the bamboo thicket until he left.”
The teacher’s face was pale and his voice weak as he said, “Uncle Un, you shouldn’t have brought me here. It
may cause you a lot of trouble.”
“Don’t say that, Teacher. Even if it cost me my worthless old life, I still must carry you back.”
The teacher closed his eyes with a groan, shook his head, then stretched out his hand and stroked my sister’s
hair.
“Miss Chu Chu, I meant to come and see you tonight. But because of this piece of work—”
“Why did you do it?” Sis lifted her head, and placed the teacher’s hand on her face which was wet with tears.
“Why?” the teacher smiled his pale face flushing. “They’d use those airplanes to fight the war. If they won
they’d be even stronger and we Chinese would never be free of their tyranny.”
“Right! Right!” said my father, “You did well. You did well.”
“O.K.,” said Ma, “this is no time to discuss such matters. Taking care of his wounded leg is the important
thing.”
“Right. Take care of him while I go for medicine.” My father started to leave but turned around when he got to
the door.
“Find a good place to hide him. Yamamoku may be back and he mustn’t find him.”
“Where can we hide him?”
“The cow shed.”
“That won’t be necessary,” came a voice from outside. “Officer Yamamoku is already here.”
It was Hai Sen. “What a mess!” I muttered to myself as Yamamoku came striding into the room.
“And what good deeds has this ‘honest man’ been to?” He lifted his club and aimed a head-splitting blow at
my father. Pa dodged to one side and the blow fell on his shoulder. Yamamoku raised his arm to strike again but
Ma grabbed his arm.
“Don’t hit him. Please!”
“Stupid fool,” Yamamoku pushed Ma aside with a single shove. She went crashing against the wall and then
dropped to the floor. The club was raised again. Sis ran forward but Yamamoku pushed her aside too and she also
fell down.
“Don’t hit him!” I shouted and rushed over to grab Yamamoku’s upraised arm with both hands.
“Stupid fool!” roared Yamamoku. I felt a searing pain in my face. A salty taste filled my mouth. Stars flashed
before my eyes. But I held on. If my life depended on it, I still would not let go.
“Stop right there!” came a voice like a thunderclap.
The teacher had risen to his feet, leaning on a chair. He advanced toward Yamamoku step by step and pointing
directly at him said, “Do you think you’re a real man because you can beat these women and this child? If you
want to hit somebody, hit me.”
“Humph!” Yamamoku smiled coldly and shook me off. “So you’re a real man, are you?”
As he spoke, he lifted his club and brought it down with all his force on the teacher’s head. The teacher swayed
back and forth a few times and then toppled to the floor. Sis uttered a sharp cry, ran over and took the teacher in
her arms.
“He’s not dead yet!” said Yamamoku, dragging Sis away from him. “Take them away.”
As she watched them drag away my father and the teacher, Sis clutched at my mother and sobbed pitifully,
“Ma! What can we do? What can we do?”
Ma said not a word. She just clung to Sis and wept.
*
I don’t remember how I got to bed that night or when I fell asleep. Dimly, I seemed to see Yamamoku lead a
platoon of soldiers in dragging two tightly bound prisoners along on a vast deserted plain under a burning sun.
From somewhere or other Ma and Sis appeared, ran over to embrace the two bound men and were felled by
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Yamamoku’s club. They crawled on the ground, stretching out their hands in wordless entreaty. They opened their
mouths in mute pleas. Suddenly two sharp reports rang out. The two men fell—and I woke up.
I leaped out of bed. The sunlight was already streaming in the window. The parlor was full of people talking. I
rubbed my eyes and went into the parlor. Aunty Ah-Shui, Aunty Ah-Wang and several other people were
comforting my distraught mother and sister.
“My husband will get someone to take care of it,” Aunty Ah-Wang was saying. “Just as 1 told you. Once he
arranges it he’ll be back.”
“Who can he get? Who except Hai Sen will have anything to do with Yamamoku?”
“Don’t mention that nasty swine.”
“Ai!”
“Uncle Ah-Wang is back.”
“Did you see him?” Aunty Ah-Wang asked her husband, meeting him in the doorway.
“I saw Hai Sen,” he answered. He took off his bamboo hat and began fanning his face with it.
“What did he say?”
“On one condition.”
He went on fanning himself with his bamboo hat as his eyes turned toward Sis. He didn’t have to say any
more. Everyone understood.
“On what condition?” Sis asked, her face deathly pale. She went up to him and repeated her question, her voice
trembling. “Tell me, Uncle Ah-Wang. On what condition?”
Uncle Ah-Wang lowered his head and did not reply. With a stifled cry, Sis buried her face in her hands and ran
into her own room.
Ma sighed deeply. The tears poured down her cheeks as she asked:
“What is his condition? Out with it.”
“He wants to marry Ah-Chu. On that condition he will ask Yamamoku to have your husband released."
“I knew it! The beast!”
For a while everyone was quiet. After a long while Aunty Ah-Wang asked Ma:
“Well, Sister Lin, what do you think?”
“I … I don’t know.” She shook her head from side to side, scattering teardrops.
“I agree!” Sis replied, her face very still. “First have them released. Both my father and the teacher. Then I’ll
do it.”
“Ah-Chu.” my mother ran to embrace her. She was like a block of wood. Not a word; not a tear. She just stood
there without moving a muscle.
*
Pa came back with his whole body bruised and beaten. He was carried home by Uncle Ah-Wang and AhCh'iu’s father. The next day Hai Sen came accompanied by Aunty Ah-Wang, bringing the bridal money and
presents for our family. Ma asked my sister:
“Ah-Chu, are you really going to—”
“Don’t even ask her!” said Pa, dragging himself out of bed.
“What are you getting up for?” Ma asked him. He made no reply but just struggled out of bed and staggered
into the parlor on crutches.
“What did you bring these things here for?” he asked Hai Sen.
“Hee-hee,” Hai Sen laughed, his face round and beaming with pleasure. “It’s a matter of courtesy. It’s the
custom.”
“What courtesy? What custom?”
“Huh? Huh?” Hai Sen turned to Aunty Ah-Wang in amazement. “Doesn’t he know?”
“It’s like this,” Aunty Ah-Wang blurted out. “You were released through Hai Sen’s influence. Your daughter
agreed to marry him.”
“You’re out of your mind!” Pa roared, pointing his crutch at Hai Sen. “My daughter marry you! Get this stuff
out of here.”
“What!” Hai Sen’s rat-eyes bulged big and round. “You make a bargain and then don’t keep it. How would you
have gotten out if it weren’t for me? You’d be food for dogs and wolves just like that Teacher Cheng.”
“What did you say?” Sis came running out of her room. “Tell me about it.”
“He … he …” Hai Sen stepped back a pace. “He was guilty of a terrible crime. How could I get him out? He
may already be dead.”
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When she heard this her eyes closed, and she slowly fainted.
Ma ran to her, holding her and calling her name: “Ah-Chu, Ah-Chu!”
Pa and Aunty Ah-Wang both cried out in alarm. There was a flurry of confusion during which Hai Sen thought
it best to depart with the presents and money he had brought.
Ah-Chu lay in my mother's arms for a long time. At last she came out of it, looked at my mother and said:
“Ma, if anything has happened to him I don’t want to go on living.”
“Ah-Chu, you mustn’t go on like that.”
“That’s right!” said Aunty Ah-Wang. “You can’t believe anything that Hai Sen says. I’ll have my husband look
into it and find out.”
“Aunty Ah-Wang,” Sis said, pressing her hand. “Whatever you find out … whether he’s dead or alive … just
let me know.”
“Right. Just be patient a while. As soon as I have news I’ll let you know,” Aunty Ah-Wang said comfortingly.
*
After a few days Uncle Ah-Wang reported what he had been able to find out about my teacher. He wasn’t dead
but no one knew where he was being confined. Within the despair of my sister’s heart, hope began to kindle. Pa
kept comforting her with the proverb: “Heaven protects the good.”
On August fourteenth every household was shooting off firecrackers, one after another. We were all wondering
what was going on when Aunty Ah-Wang came running in bubbling over with joy and laughter. Before she even
entered the door, she shouted:
“Good news! Good news!”
“What’s the good news?” Sis came running out to ask.
“The Japanese have surrendered to China.”
“Really?” Pa was sitting in a chair holding his crotch in his hand. Hearing the news he threw the crutch aside
and jumped up.
“Of course. Can’t you hear everyone shooting off firecrackers?”
Ma breathed a prayer of thanks to Amida, a smile spreading over her face as two teardrops rolled down her
cheeks.
“We won’t have to be afraid of Yamamoku any more. The Japanese won't be able to harass us any more.”
My sister was off in a corner mumbling to herself something we couldn’t hear.
“Ah-Chu,” Aunty Ah-Wang called to her, “the Japanese have surrendered. The teacher will be released. Smile!
Make yourself up pretty, now.” She smiled, a sad smile. Still, it had been a long time since we had seen even that
much of a smile on her face.
*
Day after day went by and still no word of the teacher. Pa recovered. School started. A new flag was hoisted up
on the flagpole—a red one with a white sun on a blue field in the upper left hand corner. Everyone was jubilantly
happy. Only my sister grew more and more haggard. Every day she waited for the teacher to come back. She
didn’t eat or drink. Once I woke up in the middle of the night. It was dark and cold, and drizzling. There was my
sister sitting by the window with a single lamp. Her hair hung loose over her shoulders and she was holding the
white handkerchief that the teacher had given her, gazing at it with intense concentration. Her expression
reminded me of a sad song I had often heard:
We dreamed of an ideal love
But this world of troubles would not let it be.
Autumn wind and night rain
Pay no heed to me
As all night long they heap upon me
Ever greater anguish, longing
And memories.

81.94 The Ice Has Melted\fn{by Chang Fang (1931- )} Ping-Yin County, Shantung Province, China (M) 5
It was the end of the lunar year. The north wind raged through the bleak country like a mad old woman. The
snow-flakes whirled in the gloomy turbulent winter air. During peace time, this was a time when a family, old and
young, sat around the fire, talking and laughing. That was a good time. The grown-ups would be drinking wine
and eating mutton right out of the steaming pot. Looking at the snow outside, some one would say,
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“A heavy snow is the sign of an abundant year.”
But this was a bad year, a year of war and starvation. I had been sent to Lee Village into the care of Grandma
and Auntie. Like every grandmother, my grandma loved me very much. But a feeling of coldness hung over me:
how lonely I was! I wouldn’t have come if Mother had not promised me the liberty of skating on the river. But
now Grandma kept a strict eye on me and did not let me “run wild” outside. What a life!
The old Yellow River, a few hundred yards beyond the village, had frozen formidably. In the day time, wagons, fully loaded with new-year goods, rattled, along across the frozen river. The drivers, white vapor steaming
from their mouths, cracked the air with their whips. With schools closed during winter vacation, the neighborhood
children could have a good time skating, thrilling at the hissing sound their shoes were making on the ice.
I didn’t blame Grandma for keeping me from skating on the river. She was afraid that I might get hurt. But
being shut up at home all day long simply drove me mad. I passed the days fidgeting and could find nothing to do
to soothe my nerves. Adding to my distress was Grandma’s constant nagging about Auntie’s ugliness:
“What an abominable face. With an ugly face like that, how could she keep her man home? I shouldn’t have
listened to the matchmaker’s sweet talk and made your uncle’s life, and mine too, miserable.”
It had been three years since Auntie had married into the family. The day she and Uncle got married, Mother
took me to the wedding and asked the bride to touch the gap in my teeth where a tooth had fallen off. It was
believed that a touch on a child’s gum by a newly married woman would help the teeth grow out. Strange to say, a
new tooth did come out of the red gum after that touch. The sad thing is that the bride failed to win the heart of
her husband. They fought all the time. About half a year later Uncle went away, leaving his mother and wife on
the dilapidated farm, lonely and forlorn.
Thus the daughter-in-law became a sore in the mother-in-law’s eye. No matter how hard she worked in doing
the household chores, she could not win a pleasant took from Grandma. Rumor had it that for three years after the
marriage, the couple had never shared the nuptial bed; and that the intense grievance Uncle had nourished about
his ugly wife had worked on him to join the anti-Japanese guerrilla forces in the mountains. And of course Auntie
was blamed for all this.
I was then twelve years old. In an agricultural society where sons are much more treasured than daughters, I
had had a sense of superiority ever since I had been conceived in my mother’s womb. In the early days when I
was at home, I could have whatever I wanted. If I was crossed, I would pout and whine, and Mother was sure to
run about like a panicky ant. Now I was at Grandma’s, I was again the idol of the family. Ever since I rode into
the village on a donkey, Auntie had taken great pains to care for me, with an eye to getting into the good graces of
Mother and fortify her position in the family.
Auntie had borne no children. That’s enough of a failing to make any daughter-in-law hide her face. The tradition in the country had it that a woman without children was like a child that had never had measles. Her position
in society was not secure. In such circumstances, and with the husband far away in the mountains, any little
incident could fill her with panic. At daybreak she got up, slipped into her black padded jacket and trousers,
wrapped her head with a spotted blue kerchief, and hurried to get water from the well to fill the water-jar, to feed
the pigs, to heat water for the family, to wash, and prepare breakfast. She finished the chores at about seven, then
trembling with fear, she would approach the northern chamber. She would stand outside and ask with bated
breath:
“Are you up yet, Ma?”
Grandma was awake. Hearing her daughter-in-law outside, the old lady responded with a slight cough. Noiselessly Auntie withdrew on tip-toe to the kitchen and went on with her chores there.
When Grandma got herself dressed and opened the chamber door, Auntie hurried in with the charcoal burner
and set it by the table. As Grandma was combing her hair, she came in again with a basin of steaming water for
the old lady to wash her face.
“What a cold day; the pig trough was frozen over. It took me a long time to break it up,” said Auntie timidly.
“Don’t wake up Precious!” Grandma rebuked her in a low voice. “What’s so special about ice in the dead of
winter?”
There was silence; a little while later Auntie whispered: “The mill is not so busy. Today shall we make bean
curd for the new-year festival?”
“We can think about that in a few days. Without Cheng Chin home, who’s in a mood for the new-year
festival?"
Auntie stood at the door dumb-struck, hands tucked in her sleeves, the tiny narrow eyes following Grandma,
who was washing her face. Then she tilted her head to one side and went on: “It’s time that we made new-year
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cake. It’s the twenty-fifth of the last month. New year is only four days off. You and I could do without new-year
cake. But this year Precious is with us.”
“You just take care of what ought to be done. Do you have to ask me about everything?” the old lady said
reproachfully.
Auntie began to busy herself with the arrangements of the festival. I followed her around, helping with little
things. She asked me from time to time:
“Tired?”
I shook my head nonchalantly.
“Your uncle should be home! Ah! Last year, he was home on the twenty-fourth of the last month, dirty all over,
with a face full of whiskers, just like a savage.” She sighed thoughtfully.
“How long did he stay?” I looked up at her while she was washing red dates.
“He went on the fourth of the first month, the day there was a big snowstorm.”
“Uncle didn’t quarrel with you, did he?”
She blushed and rubbed her eyes with hands reddened from the cold water.
“Precious, your uncle loves you the most. You are the very picture of him.”
Then she began remembering:
“That year your uncle came to my village. It caused quite a sensation. He was tall and handsome, I modest and
polite. I stole a few glances at him from behind the window. My heart beat rapidly. I had a hunch that this was not
a happy match But I married him and ruined his life. Everyone likes beauty. I look ugly, I know.”
I dropped my work and stared. Wisdom seemed to shine from her ug1y face.
“You quarreled a lot with him, didn’t you? You should have been a little yie1ding.” I said sympathetically.
“You’re just a child. You don’t understand the feelings of grownups.” She smiled. “We quarreled about another
woman.”
“Who? Do I know her?” I asked excitedly.
“It’s Mrs. Fan of the general store.”
Mrs. Fan was a young widow in her early twenties, slender, and always wearing a little smile. The villagers
called her Peach. She ran a general store selling farm tools, thread and needle, wine, oil, sugar, vinegar, and things
of that sort. Her father-in-law was out in town most of the time making purchases. The store was left to her care.
Her mother-in-law had been bedridden ever since her husband was taken by the Japanese soldiers and shot somewhere along the Yellow River. One day when I went to her store to buy a book, Peach said smilingly,
“Has your uncle written, Precious?”
“No,” I said, “I’d like to have a copy of The Boy’s Studies.”
“The Trimetrical Classic, The Book of Family Names, The Work of Mencius, Confucian Analects,” she
murmured whi1e she looked through the books on the shelf. “How about a copy of Chu’s Proverbs for Family
Regulation. We’re out of The Boy’s Studies right now. I’ll have Pa get a copy for you when he is purchasing in
town.”
Hearing the way she talked, I could understand why people liked her. Even I, barely out of swaddling clothes,
felt as if sweet nectar had been poured into my heart. I couldn’t help looking at her.
“How much is it? I mean, The Chu’s Proverbs for Family Regulation,” I faltered, blushing.
“Twenty cents. Forget about it.” She handed the book to me and fixed her eyes on me, her two arms resting on
the counter. In embarrassment, I threw down two coins and ran out of the store. Behind me I heard her laughing.
“Do you suppose Uncle had an affair with her?” I asked Auntie.
“When the Japs shot Peach’s husband, your uncle was madder than anyone else. He went to see Peach almost
every day. He joined the guerrilla forces to avenge her husband, Not only that, Peach made your uncle two pairs
of shoes. Hum! What a shameless hussy!”
She cursed angrily. I had never seen her worked up like that. After a while, I saw tears streaming down her
checks.
“Don’t take it so hard, Auntie. I’ll help you get even.”
“How?”
“I’m going to tell her father-in law and mother-in-law about her affair with Uncle.”
“Don’t be silly!” she said. “Children just don’t understand. Things between man and woman should not be
talked about. If the affair got out, how could your uncle go on living here in the village? After all Peach is not a
bad woman. Bereaved and childless as she is, we ought to be a little considerate of her miserable situation.”
Knowing Auntie’s secret, I felt more attached to her. Every time Grandma sent me to shop at the general store,
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I would turn my head away and say, “Wait till Uncle is back. It’s better that he does the shopping all at once!”
That night the dogs in the village kept barking. Nobody could sleep. Grandma struck a match and lit up the
kerosene lamp, knocked on the partition wall a couple of times, and said softly:
“Wake up! Get dressed and come over here to sleep.”
In difficult years even a dog’s bark could scare people stiff. Although Grandma didn’t like Auntie, she was
after all her daughter-in-law. With concern she added, “Lock up the door before you leave the room.”
Grandma got out of the bed and unlatched the chamber door. Auntie came in with a scarlet quilt in her arms,
her face white as chalk. She put the quilt onto a chair, saying, “The cocks are going to crow any minute. I can do
well enough taking a nap on the chair.”
“Nonsense,” said Grandma reprovingly. “What if you catch cold around the festival season? Come and sleep
on the bed. It’ll be warmer if we squeeze together. A woman of twenty-one should have learned to take care of
herself!”
The moment the kerosene lamp was put out, there was a knock at the door. Grandma shook with fear. She
called out m a quavering voice.
“Who is it? Knocking on our door at this time of night?”
We all held our breath and pricked up our ears, listening to what was going on outside.
“Open the door, Ma. It’s me Cheng Chin.”
Cheng Chin? Of all things, Cheng Chin, the desperately missed son who had been gone for a whole year had
finally come home. Grandma beamed.
“Hurry up and open the door. My son is back. Isn’t this a dream?”
Auntie struck a match and lighted up the kerosene lamp again. Her hands were trembling. Awkwardly she
asked, “Shall I go and open the door?”
“Hurry up! Don’t let my son freeze out there! Hurry!”
*
Meanwhile Grandma got herself dressed. Expecting an exciting event to happen, I crawled out of the bed too.
Presently Auntie came back. Following her was a man with unkempt whiskers. He wore a shabby padded gown
with a pistol tucked in the girdle, his legs tightly wrapped up in gaiters, his feet in clumsy padded shoes. He went
straight to Grandma and dropped heavily on his knees before her.
“How have you been doing, Ma?”
The whole room was silent. Grandma, tears streaming, dried her eyes with one arm, while with the other she
held Uncle’s head. Auntie kept out of sight in a corner, and then as if she could not restrain herself, suddenly burst
into tears.
“Isn’t this my nephew?” Uncle turned to me and asked with some surprise. “You don’t recognize me, do you?”
He paused a while, then continued: “I don’t blame you for that. It’s almost three years since you’ve seen me.” He
turned to Grandma. “The child has grown up.”
Auntie quietly withdrew to the kitchen to prepare noodles for Uncle. Now the tension in the room seemed to
ease up. Grandma strained her swollen eyes looking Uncle up and down, while he held me on his lap and told me
of things he had experienced and heard on his trip home. Grandma just listened intently. Finally she cut in:
“When will there be peace, my son? With you out there playing with that gun, my heart has been torn apart. All
these years I could not stand hearing a gun shot, it pains me to think of the danger you might be in. Give it up, my
boy! Isn’t it much safer to stay at home than to play hide-and-seek with the Japanese in the mountains?”
“There won’t be peace anywhere as long as the Japs are here in our country.” Uncle patted me on the head.
“Don’t you worry, Ma. The time will soon be coming when we win the War of Resistance.”
“It’s everybody's business to fight against the Japanese and save the country. There are hundreds of millions of
Chinese in the country. Why do you have to worry about it? You are not a local official or anything; why should
you try to play hero?” Grandma turned her face away. “I just don’t understand.”
Auntie came in with a basin of warm water. She put the basin on the washstand. When she turned, she glanced
at her husband, and said in a gentle voice:
“Cheng Chin, why don’t you wash your face while the water is hot.”
Uncle went to the basin, with eyes downcast. Auntie was looking vacantly at him. When he was about to
finish, she said embarassedly:
“The noodles are ready. When you’ve finished with the noodles, come over to the kitchen to wash your feet.
I’ve made a big pot of hot water. Enough for you to take a bath.”
“Don’t waste the fuel. A lot more fuel is going to be used during the festival. How can we get along if we don’t
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scrimp and save. On the mountain we bathe once every half-month!”
Uncle never looked once at Auntie.
Auntie covered her mouth with her hands and went out.
The room was silent again. The lamp flame flickered, blackening the lamp-shade.
“The general store is black-hearted. They watered down the kerosene,” said Grandma.
“You can’t blame them for that,” Uncle argued. “In this time of war, fighting and plundering are seen everywhere. The roads are not safe. Prices keep going up. In most cases businessmen have to do wrong to keep their
business going. The general store get their goods from whole-sellers in town. How can you lay the blame on
them.”
Auntie entered, balancing in her hands a bowl of noodles with chopped onions floating on the surface. It gave
off a tempting smell.
“Hmmm, the general store is not to be talked about in your presence, is it?” Grandma was furious. “As if you
owned the store. Even I can’t criticize it.”
“Take it easy, Ma.” Auntie smiled appeasingly. “Would you care for a bowl of noodles? There is more in the
pot.”
“I am not hungry.” Grandma shook her head. “Leave a bowl for your nephew.”
Uncle puffed at his pipe with a bitter smile on his face. Then he took up the bowl and poked at the noodles
with his chopsticks. Looking up at Grandma, he said sheepishly:
“Ma, aren’t you having any? I haven’t tasted noodles in about half a year. It makes my mouth water.”
Grandma couldn’t help laughing. “You deserve it! Nobody forced you to join the guerrillas.”
When Uncle and I finished with the noodles, Auntie put away the bowls and chopsticks and urged Uncle to
wash his feet in the kitchen. It was only then that Uncle looked at her.
“There is no time. We just happened to pass by and I took time out to drop in to see how you have been getting
along. Our men are now in the village primary school. We’ve got to be at Wu Lung Tan by daybreak to attack the
store houses of the puppet Food Bureau.”
Suddenly sorrow showed on Auntie’s face. She put the bowls and chopsticks on the table.
“Take off your ragged trousers and put the new pair on. You look like a beggar in these ragged trousers!”
“What’s the use? Guerrilla men are all raggedly dressed. The more ragged the better. New clothes get in the
way.”
“You always treat me like a child.” Bean-sized tears fell from her eyes. “I am going on twenty-two. No longer
a child. You’ve never spoken the truth to me since we got married. If you had enough of me, just say it. I’ll go
home to my mother’s at the crack of dawn tomorrow.”
“What are you talking about?” Uncle’s eyes widened. “Why should I lie to you? I run around in the mountain
valleys all year round, besieged by Japanese and harried by Communists. We’ve got to be on our guard every
minute, day and night, ready to fight. We are there to fight, not to make out like young gentlemen.”
“I am not your match in arguing.”
I wondered how Auntie had got the pluck to talk back like that. She held back her tears, looking up at the
winter sky outside of the window as if to say that only Heaven above knew how terribly she had suffered. Finally
she went on:
“Cheng Chin, I have borne you no children. That’s my fault. But you have been running outside all year round
without a bit of care for the family.”
“You just don’t understand?” Uncle lowered his head with a deep sigh. “How can you say that I care nothing
for the family. Before Heaven and Earth, and my own conscience—”
“It’s Peach in the general store that you care about,” Auntie declared heatedly.
In a sudden rage Uncle pounded on the table, and the bowls fell onto the floor with a crash.
Grandma stood up angrily. Her whole attitude changed abruptly, she put her arm around Auntie, leading her
gently to the chamber.
“My child!" She addressed Auntie affectionately. “I should be ashamed, and so should the Lee family, for all
that you have suffered in this house. No one but is to blame for having borne such an unfilial son like him.”
The dogs began to bark violently. There seemed to be someone passing outside the window.
“Captain, we’re setting out!” A man whispered urgently.
After Uncle left, Grandma, Auntie, and I were left sleepless the whole night through.
*
Since then the hatred I felt for Uncle discouraged me from going again to Lee Village.
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During a warm spring when the flowers were blooming and when school children were on spring vacation,
Mother took me on a wagon to Lee Village to get Grandma to come to live with us in our house. On the way
Mother took my hand, and said, tearfully:
“Do you know your uncle is dead?”
I was startled to the point of crying out.
“We won the war of resistance but your uncle died in the western provinces, killed by the Communists. He
served as a soldier for many years without pay or dependent bonus. Now he is dead, never having won a medal,
leaving your grandma and your aunt unprovided for. What worries me is how they are going to scrape along in the
coming years. And your aunt is with child.”
On the way I was in no frame of mind to talk. Lee’s village was just over the other side of the river. But the
wagon driver had to take a round-about way, going a dozen miles longer to get across. How much more convenient it was when the wagon could roll across during winter months when the river had frozen over! Now that the
ice had melted on the .river, the dirty yellow stream was rushing down from the upper reaches, crackling against
the chunks of ice. The willow trees on the bank were budding, which gave the appearance of thousands of little
orioles perching on the twigs. The scenery was really beautiful
But thinking of Uncle’s death, I lost the joyful feeling of spring.
The wind was howling; though not so chilly, it felt uncomfortable on one’s face. On arrival, Mother burst out
crying once I had helped her out of the wagon. Entering the house I caught sight of Auntie immediately. She
looked much older than before, pale and haggard, with her stomach bulging out like a watermelon. She wore a
black jacket and black trousers, with white gaiters and shoes. Girded around her waist was a pale scarf. This was a
sign of mourning for Uncle’s death. At the sight of the white shoes my tears surged out.
“Don’t shed tears, Precious!” I didn't quite expect Auntie to bear up so well as to offer me consolation. “Your
uncle didn’t love you for nothing when he was alive!”
Grandma and Mother were talking through their tears in the middle room. I was with Auntie cooking in the
kitchen. Auntie said, as if I were still a child:
“I’ve got a pair of crickets for you. They are kept in my room. and the porcelain pot which houses them is fine,
too. I got them from my brother last year. One is called Chin Chiung; the other, Tou Ai Teng. They are really
fierce. Let them fight with those of the other boy’s. They are sure to win.”
“Auntie, I don’t want them.”
“Why not?” She looked up at me as she stirred the fire. “Oh yes, you are now a high-school student, so busy
with school work that you don’t have much time to play. Right?”
I looked at my bitter-fated auntie in bewilderment. “Ma and I are going to offer a sacrifice at Uncles’ grave
tomorrow.”
“That reminds me! He quarreled with me again last night.” Auntie laughed.
“How could he? Now that he is in the other world,” I asked perplexedly.
“In a dream,” she said laughingly. “He said that I shouldn’t have been jealous of Peach, and that I had falsely
accused him of having an affair with her. Ah, your uncle was stiff-hearted, unbending, stubborn as a mule What’s
the use of mentioning all this? I was young and simple-minded. He is still sore about it.”
“I’ll never forget Uncle. He is a good man. China would be strong should half of the people be as good and as
patriotic as he was,” said I. “Mother and I come to ask you and Grandma to come live with us in our house. You
can sell the farm. I’ll see that you are well taken care of when I grow up.”
Auntie listened vacantly. She didn’t seem to take my words seriously. After awhile, she said slowly:
“I can’t go. I’ll never leave Lee Village as long as I live. The baby will soon be coming. I hope it’s a boy I’ll
bring him up as well as I can, so that I can have a clear conscience to face your Uncle in the other world.”
True to her words, Grandma and Auntie insisted on remaining in Lee Village. The following day, after we had
offered a sacrifice at Uncle’s grave, we rode home on a wagon.
This sad affair has always stayed fresh in my mind. Perhaps it’s because it concerns an elder relative of mine
that I have hesitated to tell the story to anyone, much less do I feel inclined to put it down on paper.
What is worth mentioning is that a few weeks after we left Lee Village, there came the delightful news that
Auntie had given birth to a chubby baby boy. Counting on my fingers, this cousin of mine should be twenty years
old by now.
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It was a summer night—hot and humid—with mosquitoes buzzing around. Since none of us could have gotten
to sleep anyway, even with the lights turned off, we began to talk, each one taking a turn at narrating his love life,
and all of us agreeing to be completely candid. A technician from the Design Institute was sitting at the far end of
the room. He was generally a high-spirited person, but when it came his turn to speak he said nothing for a long
time. Finally, what with all our prodding, he heaved a sigh and began his story.
*
My wife and I got married of our own free will.
It was year before last. I had just graduated from college and was going to go to work as a technician at a
certain work site, but I messed up the very first day—I forgot to get the expense statement for the train trip. I was
really upset because I knew for sure that they would not settle my account without that expense statement. Even if
they did, there was just no way I was going to avoid being chewed out. I bit my lip as I went in to the accounting
office.
Sitting there behind the desk was a trim-looking girl with bobbed hair; the blue blouse she had on was faded to
almost white from repeated washings. She pulled up a chair and asked me to sit down.
“But how could you have forgotten to request the expense statement?” she asked seriously. “We’ve got to have
it for our accounting system.”
Wiping off sweat, I answered, “Yes, well, I, uh, I’ve just graduated from college, and I’m still a bit new at …”
“I see.” She smiled. “Well, in that case I’ll write you a note and you take it to the train station and get the
expense statement.”
I took the note and had just walked out the door when she came rushing out after me. “This is your first day—
you must have a lot of things to attend to—so how about filling out a short application for the expense statement,
and I will take care of all the rest for you?”
This was our first meeting—I was greatly impressed.
At that time I was applying for membership in the Chinese Communist Youth League, and she was the local
secretary, so three days later she interviewed me. She had delicate features and a very attractive smile. I was glad
to have such a secretary to guide me, but I never though I would fall in love with her. I felt that we were of two
different kinds—he was on a higher plane than I.
A few days later I learned something of her past—not much schooling, graduated from a junior high school,
stayed home for a while. After Liberation she had gone to a vocational school and then started working. She had
taught herself Russian and could now read the Soviet Communist Party history. She had joined the Party in the
spring of the same year I arrived. Well, when I learned all this, I respected her all the more—as did everybody at
the work site.
Then—and I have no idea how it happened—I fell in love with her. AI would look for all sorts of opportunities
to be with her. On Sundays when I would ask her to go out with me, and she would readily accept my invitation, I
always felt greatly honored. And it seemed that when I was walking with her, even my character improved—after
all, wasn’t she a leader of youth?
When I proposed to her, she thought it over, then said gently, “You might want to consider it some more. I am
two or three years older than you. It might not work out too well.”
“How can you say that?” I shot back. “I love you, and what’s that got to do with our ages?”
From that time on she showed even more concern for me. Not only did she urge me to keep moving forward in
my thinking, but she also took care of the many lesser details of my life. I had never learned to budget my money:
the first few days of the month I would go out to eat, buy all sorts of things, and then by the fifteenth I couldn’t
even afford cigarettes. So she volunteered to manage my accounts for me. Thereafter, not only did I make it quite
comfortably through the whole month, but I even managed to put away some money regularly every month.
Again, in the past I hardly washed my socks and handkerchiefs once a month. When a Sunday came and I was
going out with her I would always have to rush out to the store and buy new ones. When she found out, she
kidded me about it. “Do you really think that putting on new socks will make people like you more?” She then
asked me to bring out all my old, worn-out things, and she proceeded to wash and mend them.
I was embarrassed, and I said, “Isn’t everyone going to laugh at you for doing this for me?”
She answered seriously. “Why should they laugh? Don’t you agree that it is better for two people to do some
work together than to roam about the streets aimlessly?”
Sure enough, none of our comrades laughed at her. They only remarked about me. “The wild horse has been
bridled.” When I heard this, I was secretly quite proud.
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Several times she asked me what my opinion was of her. When I could find no answer to that question, she
would say, “See, you never pay any attention to other people politically. You don’t even have an opinion of me,
not to mention of the other comrades.” I would blush and promise to change, but I never did.
It was in the fall of that same year that we got married, and I suggested that we buy a spring bed. She replied,
“But isn’t sleeping on a wooden bed the same?”
Then I wanted to get a decorative marble lamp, and she said, “Let’s just buy an ordinary lamp—it looks
simpler, more attractive.”
“But you only get married once in a lifetime, and if there’s not enough money we can always borrow some.”
“But,” she answered, “Getting married only marks the beginning of a new life—afterwards you’ve still got a
long way to go.”
After we were married, we got along just fine. Mornings we would go to work together, and in the evening we
would come home at the same time. We hardly ever took the bus. Instead we would walk, chatting all the while.
We always had more than enough to talk bout, and any everyday trifle we would discuss with the greatest interest.
At home after work, we would study together. At first she studied Russian and I read my technical books, but later
on, to correct my shortcoming of not being interested in reading political publications, she began to study Russian
in the morning, then at night she would ask me to read something political aloud to her. Sometimes we would
study separately, and I would keep looking up at her face, gazing intently at her dark eyebrows or her slight pale
cheeks, and the more I looked at her, the more I wanted to look at her—I just couldn’t believe she was now my
wife and would live with me for ever and ever. Then she would notice me staring at her, but she wouldn’t raise her
head—just keep on reading as before, but blushing, a smile appearing at the corners of her lips. Unable to restrain
myself, I would jump up and hug her, kissing her with abandon and telling her she was all I’d ever need. “Now,” I
would say, “the only thing I’ve got to do is work, work, work—diligently!”
She would laugh, and lean on me for a while, her eyes closed, then she would say, “Now it’s time to study
again. Let’s make a rule—we’ll take a break only every half hour, and whoever breaks the rule will be punished.
Otherwise we’re just going to go downhill.”
After I was transferred to the Design Institute, we were able to see each other only once a week, so Sunday
became a festive day for us. We would go to exhibitions or movies, or go dancing. She bought a small charcoal
stove, and on those days when we didn’t feel like going out we would invite some friends over for dinner. She
knew how to cook just about anything, and on cold days she would pack the food she had prepared into glass jars
so I could take it with me to the Institute. I was her kitchen and laundry assistant, and she would always accept
my help even though it made more work for her.
We would always talk about our work, our thoughts, and the other events of the week, and it was from these
talks that I gradually discovered her many unusual qualities, the most impressive of which were her truthfulness
and simplicity-—all it “down-to-earthness” if you will. Me, if I did not exaggerate some aspect of a certain matter,
why, I could never even begin to describe it. Whenever I had finished designing something, for example, I’d
always say something like, “By gosh, I worked like nine oxen and two tigers, and I finally finished it, and it sure
wasn’t easy!” Here, she would always state it simply: “I’ve finished the monthly inventory,” perhaps adding, “I
still have to doublecheck one item.”
And we would often talk about the future. Sometimes I would say, “During the next couple of five-year-plan
periods, perhaps I can design us an ultra-modern home. There will have to be a balcony, a bathroom …” But she
would counter, “From next month on we’ll have to be more thrifty; we ought to save up a little money. If we have
a baby next year, then we won’t all be able to squeeze into this house.”
Unconsciously I was influenced by this aspect of her character, so that when I was designating an office
building, I would find, inexplicably, that I was disgusted with my former pursuit of superficial beauty and
luxuriance, and I now had my eyes on practicality, on a kind of simple grace. As a result, my designs were
commended, and in the antiformalism seminar the leadership even asked me to make a model report. In everyday
life as well, I gradually changed my bad habits of exaggeration and ostentatiousness, and my comrades all agreed
that I was now much more down-to-earth. It was under such circumstances, then, that I joined the Communist
Youth League.
During this period I was happy with both my work and my life. I frequently thought that if I could continue to
study, work, and live in this manner—continuously elevating myself, step by step—it would certainly not be
difficult for me to become a good party member and a red expert.
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But I never expected that halfway down the road, just like some participant in a marathon race, I would get
distracted by an exotic wayside plant, would come to ignore the direction on my road sign, and would take up a
deviant path.
A new sculptress, one Chialiya, a girl just graduated from the Arts Institute, joined the staff at the Design
institute. Her father was a professor of music, her mother was German. Chialiya spoke fluent Pekingese and
Berlin German. It was a day in autumn when she came. That first day she had on a light gray skirt and a beige
sweater; her hair was brown, but her eyes were black, with long, long lashes; and ever since that day, the three
syllables chia-li-ya stuck to the lips of all the young men at the Institute. Whenever there was a meeting, there
would always be someone to pull up a chair for her or to hand some tea over to her. During the work breaks,
again, there was always someone to ask her out for a walk or to invite her to a ball game. She was always in good
spirits and her happiness was contagious. Needless to say, I was not like all those bachelors—constantly flatter
her, trying to ingratiate themselves with her—but quite frankly, I did very much admire her looks and bearing, and
very much desired an opportunity to take a walk, or to chat a bit, with her.
*
It was the Mid-autumn Festival, and the Institute had organized a tour to the Summer Palace. When Chialiya
declared that she was going along, many young fellows from the Institute rushed in to register. On the day of the
tour, some carried her fruit for her, and others saved her a seat on the bus. That day my wife had to take part in the
cultural activities at her unit, so I went on the trip alone, and as a bystander in the bus I observed the younger
fellows and felt quite amused.
Then Chialiya got on the bus, pretending not to have noticed those beckoning her to sit down, and quite
unexpectedly walked up to me. “Excuse me,” she said with a smile, “would you move over a bit, please?”
I moved over, watching her out of the corner of my eye. She looked straight ahead, feigning dead seriousness.
As the bus was passing the park in the western suburbs, it suddenly made a sharp turn, and she bumped into
me. As she was settling herself back in her seat, she nodded to me and said, “I’m sorry.”
“Oh, that’s quite all right,” I said. “No need to be so polite!”
“With you, I wouldn’t dare not to be.” She looked at me, then laughed. “You always look so solemn—it’s
awful!”
“Oh?” I burst out laughing.
Immediately we started up an animated conversation, with me complimenting her on her outfit and figure. Not
only did such talk fail to embarrass her but, on the contrary, she moved straight to the subject of the various
aspects of a girl’s figure, and how to dress so as to complement it. I enjoyed this unpretentiousness, this
straightforwardness, and candidly expressed my own opinions as well. After that we talked about college life,
about our common interests, and … and the more we talked the more congenial we became, so that by the time
we got off the bus, it seemed as if we had long been friends.
“How good are you at rowing?” She looked at me so coquettishly. Well, now, what guy, when still in school,
hasn’t felt the girls’ eyes on him? And who, when he is in a group of his peers, hasn’t hoped, to some degree or
another, that he’d come out on top? Chialiya, it seemed, was pulling me right back in time to three years ago. So,
looking proudly and nonchalantly at all the young fellows staring at me with envy, and taking Chialiya by the
hand, I said to her, “Come on—let’s go get a boat!”
After that she and I became good friends. Whenever there was a good movie or concert we would always go
together.
Once we went to see Dubrovsky. On our way home she commented to me that the two stars were really very
beautiful.
“The two of them were well matched,” I said.
“They chose them on purpose,” she said, seriously. “With love—aside from considerations of a couple’s
temperaments, ideas, and interests—there should also be a union of beauty. If both the man and the woman are
beautiful, their love will then bring happiness not only to the couple themselves but also to those who look upon
them.” Just then, a couple walked toward us from the opposite direction. The man, perhaps twenty-seven or
twenty-eight, looked young and energetic; the woman was laughing at something just then, revealing deep
wrinkles on her face, which made her look four or five years older than the man. At this, Chialiya nudged me with
her elbow. “There, see. Maybe they get along just fine, but seeing them together makes others uncomfortable.
Don’t you think there’s something regrettable about that?”
Glancing back at the retreating couple, I was quite pleased at first, for I took Chialiya’s comment to be a hint
that we were “well matched,” but then I thought of my wife. She was two years older than I, and not as attractive
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as Chialiya. Were Chialiya to see us two walking together, what would she say? The thought was rather
depressing.
It so happened that the very next Saturday there was a dance at the (institute, and I took my wife along. As we
were sitting in one corner of the dance hall, I had a feeling that someone in the back was poking fun at us. I turned
around and saw that it was none other than Chialiya. She noticed that I was looking at her and called out, “I was
just talking about you.” Tossing back her hair, she walked over to us, winked at me, and said, “Aren’t you going
to introduce us?”
I blushed and introduced my wife to her. Good heavens! I simply couldn’t believe how awkward, homely, and
pale my wife appeared beside Chialiya, and now I deeply regretted having brought her along and invited such
embarrassment. When the music resumed, I just ignored her; instead I asked Chialiya, and some other comrades
as well, to dance with me. “You’re letting your wife sit there all by herself?” asked Chialiya. “Won’t she be mad?”
‘She doesn’t like to dance much—doesn’t really know how to,” I answered. When I finished a waltz and at last
returned to my wife, she told me a bit angrily that she wanted to go home right then. “You go ahead and stay—
dance some more.”
“Why?” I asked hurriedly. “It’s still early.”
“I’m tired,” she answered.
So of course I had to acquiesce and take her home. We didn’t say a word the whole way, but when we wre
almost home, I pretended to be joking. “I bet you’re mad because I didn’t dance with you.”
“Well, why did you drag me there—to be some sort of exhibit? Wouldn’t it have been much better if I had
stayed at home and read?”
“Nobody had any ill intentions in wanting to meet you—and it was only polite for me to ask other people to
dance,” I argued.
“I can’t stand that sort of contemptuousness. I respect others, and I’d like to be treated the same way,” she said.
Once home, we sat in silence for a while, then we went to bed. As I lay in bed the thought struck me that if
only the person lying at my side were Chialiya rather than my wife, then this whole unpleasant incident wouldn’t
have happened. Yes—had my wife also had the looks, the bearing, the fine tastes of Chialiya, then how happy and
content I would have been!
To avoid undue friction, I didn’t go to any dances for several weeks, but then one Saturday night, as I was
getting my things ready to leave for home, Chialiya walked in. “Your wife must be quite a disciplinarian—we
never see you at the dance any more,” she smiled.
“I’m the one who chose not to come dancing,” I said.
“Well, such a nice way to put it!” she said. “Oh yes, the famous dance expert! Except he is not allowed to
move around as he wishes!”
I was miffed. “All right then—I’ll dance all night tonight and prove it to you!”
“If you get a scolding when you return home,” she said with a smile, “don’t expect any sympathy from anyone.
There is a party tonight,” she added, “and they’ve been talking about selecting a few good dancers to be leads.
What do you say?”
“Great!” I said, “We’re partners then—it’s all settled!”
“In that case,” Chialiya kept prodding me, laughing all the while, “you’d better hurry up and telephone for a
leave of absence.”
“Who should I ask for a leave of absence?” I retorted. “I am a free man!”
But despite what I had said, I actually felt anxious, and was wondering whether my wife would be at home
worrying. Nevertheless I was too embarrassed to telephone.
I hadn’t been to a dance hall for quite some time, so the moment I heard the music and saw the lights I got
excited and forgot about everything else. Chialiya had changed into a beautiful outfit and as soon as the music
started the two of us, like a whirlwind, went round and round over the entire dance floor, drawing admiring
glances. Chialiya was proud and satisfied.
“It’s been a long time since I was as happy as I am now,” she said. “To dance is a pleasure; to be admired is
also a pleasure. Let me tell you a secret: although young girls like to pretend in front of other people to be sacred
and inviolable, in their hearts they nevertheless want people to admire them.”
I laughed and asked her whether young men were any different.
“Are you that way too?” she asked. I laughed again.
“Unfortunately, “ I said, “I am not good looking and draw no admiration.”
“Oh, come on, don’t be so modest,” she said smiling, “I’m always your first admirer.”
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We danced on, teasing each other this way, constantly bumping into others. “Don’t worry about that,” she
shrugged. “When I am happy I pay no attention to the existence of anyone around me.”
“Nor do you pay any attention to your own existence, right?” I asked.
“Exactly. That is what ‘forgetting oneself’ really means!” Whirling round and round she laughed again. “I can
reach the stage of ‘forgetting oneself,’ but you never can.”
“why?”
“Even if you could forget yourself, there would still be someone who would not forget you.”
I’d already forgotten what had gone on at home, and now that she had reminded me my enthusiasm
immediately sank. “Let’s not talk about other someones, OK?” I said to her.
Just then someone at the door called me. “Telephone! Your wife is calling!”
“Now what do you say?” and she pushed me away, laughing. “You know what they say: ‘Life indeed is
valuable, and the price of love more so; but if for the sake of freedom …’”
I ran angrily to the communication room and picked up the receiver. “I’m leaving for home right away!” I
roared into the phone. Nobody answered. I was surprised. “What’s the matter? Are you there?”
There was a dry cough, then a low voice: “I only wanted to ask you if you were coming home for supper, and
whether I should wait—I wasn’t demanding that you rush right home.”
When I heard that injured tone of voice my zest for dancing disappeared altogether, and I felt that I had indeed
lost my freedom. I went back into the hall to say goodbye to Chialiya. She was dancing with some young guy in a
blue Western-style suit, face still glowing with happ8iness, talking animatedly about something, and when they
danced past me, she just gave me a little nod. I was so irritated that I didn’t say a thing to her, but left for home
immediately.
I found my wife sitting at the table, supper spread out, already cold. When she saw me walk in, she turned her
head away.
“No wonder people say that women comrades are all petty-minded,” I said. “Yes, I am a bit late, but that
shouldn’t make you act like that.”
“What did I say to make you shout at me like that as soon as you picked up the phone?” she asked angrily.
“Was I interrupting something—bothering you somehow?”
I sensed that her words implied something more, and shot back, “All right, all right. Let’s forget about this—
from now on I won’t ever leave you, not even a single step, OK?”
“I wasn’t suggesting that!” she cried out, but immediately closed her mouth; then glancing at me mournfully,
she said in a low voice, “This is terrible. Now you don’t even want to come home on Saturdays, and we are
starting to quarrel with each other.”
“Don’t go imagining things,” I interrupted her. “It’s inevitable that a couple should quarrel once in a while.”
“Well, but once it starts, who knows when or where it’s ever going to end?”
After this stormy dispute, she went to bed and fell asleep. Lying in bed, I again thought of the dance, of
Chialiya, of the envious glances we got in the streets and at the dance. I involuntarily cast a look at our wedding
picture and discovered for the first time that the age discrepancy between us was indeed striking. A bit
apprehensively I wondered whether I might not have married somewhat too hastily.
She rolled over, woke up and, seeing that I still had the light on, asked, “How come you are not asleep yet? Are
you angry?”
I shook my head.
“Don’t be angry. Maybe we still haven’t learned how to handle all the problems in our life … but you really
should have remembered to give me a call.” She kissed me. “You can’t imagine how long I waited, standing by
the door … then wen the food got cold, I went in and heated it up, and after that, when you still hadn’t come
back.?”
“It was my fault,” I said, stroking her hair, but then I started to think about Chialiya again, and I felt
shamelessly hypocritical—yet I could not help myself.
The initial excitement aroused by Chialiya’s arrival quieted down considerably. The many young men who had
flocked around her dispersed on their own; and now more and more, whenever her name was mentioned people
were turning their earlier appreciation and praise into reproach, saying that she was “frivolous,” that in handling
her emotional affairs she was “engaging in guerrilla warfare,” and so on. as for me, I’d observed that when a guy
fails in pursuit of a girl, he frequently declares her to be sour grapes; hence, not only did I not change my opinion
of her but, on the contrary, I felt indignant for her. It was clear that she was somewhat distressed by the talk, and
therefore she became even more intimate with me. Every day after dinner we would go to Lake of the Ten
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Monasteries for a walk, or to ice-skate. Her head was so full of wonderful fancies—looking at the ice, she would
imagine some day in the future when all the sidewalks would be paved with ice and all the pedestrians would
wear skates. Then, she said, “On Sundays we could skate all the way to Tientsin.” Or looking at the water, she
would imagine someday building a two-layered glass studio and filling the space between the two layers of glass
with water.
I said, “One of these days I’m going to design a house for myself, and I’ll certainly prepare just such a crystal
palace for you, put you inside it, and take care of you as if you were my gold fish.”
With that, I stole a glance at her, but she wasn’t angry—on the contrary. “You are indeed a person who
understand me,” she said. “How wonderful it would be if I had an elder brother like you!”
“Well, why don’t you just be my younger sister then?” I said. Ever since then, whenever we were alone, we
would address one another as brother and sister.
Once, we were strolling around the Lake of the ten Monasteries, she holding a bough of plum blossoms in her
hand, softly singing a tune as she pinned some of them in her hair. “Oh, young maiden …” She stopped short,
saying to herself, “‘Maiden’—yes, what a tinkling sound it has, a word of gold! I will never let it leave me.”
I laughed., “According to what you just said, once a maiden marries, the gold depreciates … so I assume that
you’re never going to marry?”
“Not necessarily.” She burst into laughter. “It’s possible that some day in the future there might be someone
whose love I wouldn’t be able to resist, that I will have to trade this golden appellation for—but who knows
where he might be now!”
I felt feverish inside, assuming that she meant me.
*
In winter Chialiya always wore a gray, sheepskin Cossack hat, the kind of fur hat that I liked very much and
wanted for myself At the hat store they had informed me that it would be a month before they would have one in
for me, so there I was still waiting. Noticing me still hatless in such cold weather, my wife went out and bought
me a thick knitted woolen hat. “Don’t be too frugal with yourself. When your circumstances allow, you ought to
pay a little more attention to your own appearance,” she said.
On the second day I wore the woolen hat, Chialiya looked me up. “You like that fur hat I have, don’t you?
Well, now the store has gotten in some more, so let’s go get one.” I had had no qualms about taking off with her,
but halfway to the store I began to feel a bit uneasy about the way things were turning out, so somewhat hesitantly
I said, “Just a minute—I may not have enough money …”
“Let me buy it for you,” Chialiya said unhesitatingly. “There is only this one of mine in the whole Institute,
and it’s so lonely—it needs a friend.”
She really did buy me a hat, and she wouldn’t let me pay for it. Not only that, but she tried it on me right in
front of all the shop clerks and customers, and examining me with my new hat on , she clapped her hands, saying,
“Snappy! That’s really snappy! I’m going to carve a bust of you—you, wearing that hat!” And she gave no heed
to other people’s laughter or to my blush.
I was careless and wore the fur hat home that Saturday night. As soon as my wife saw it, she asked in surprise.
“Did you buy it?”
I blushed and mumbled, “If I didn’t, who would have given it to me?”
“But I just bought you a new hat, didn’t I?”
“I …”
“You never like anything I get you,” she grumbled. “I was really stupid—I thought that you weren’t buying a
hat because you were trying to be thrifty! Now I see you just hadn’t yet found one good enough. Hmph! You’re
getting more and more fashionable all the time, that’s for sure!”
Boy, what does she know about aesthetics, I thought to myself. Chialiya is different—she’s got artistic
cultivation.
“How come you’re so quiet now?” she asked, eyes wide open. “Are you mad? Well, just think, wasn’t it
wasteful? A person’s worth doesn’t lie in his appearance, but in his soul!”
“Just listen to you carry on!” I said to her. “You are the one who tells me to go buy a hat, and now it’s you
who’s blaming me for buying it!” To arrest her suspicion I joked a bit more with her, then helped her set the table.
After supper, I sat on the bed and leaned back to rest. Unconsciously my thoughts wandered to Chialiya again.
I went over in my mind all the things we had done together; I remembered every word we had spoken which
could be interpreted in more than one way; and time slipped by, until gradually I sensed something was wrong.
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How come so quiet? Got up to look for my wife, and found her at the table, face buried in her arms, her shoulders
heaving.
Of course she had been crying. Irritated, and growing more and more impatient, I walked over to her. “I didn’t
do anything, so why all this crying?”
She didn’t say a thing.
“Well? What’s wrong?” I asked, exasperated. “Is there anything you can’t tell me? Is it because I bought that
hat—is that what’s bothering you?”
“You re hiding something from me! Ever since you came home you’ve been absorbed in our own thoughts,
paying no attention to me!”
“My gosh! I’m tired from working all day! You are not a child—I don’t have to humor you!”
She started crying again. “Neither of us is a child. We ought to know by now how to live together as man and
wife. There must be some reason for you to act so cold.”
“Don’t talk such nonsense, OK?” I snapped.
“I’m not blind. You don’t even feel like coming home Saturdays now … I call you on the phone only once, and
you blow up at me … Well, you’ve forgotten I even exist!” I tried various dodges, but my laughter and words
sounded hollow even to myself.
From that time on shadows of grief and suspicion hid in her eyes. I became even more short-tempered, and it
seemed that everything had changed. Before, when I came home, my heart would always fill with a blissful
feeling at the distant sight of my wife waiting for me by the door, but now as soon as I saw her waiting, I’d get
irritated. “Hmmph! So she can’t stand to turn me loose for even a moment—look at her there, spying on me!” And
when I got inside, if she hurried me to supper, I would answer in an angry voice, “Could you please just let me
catch my breath first!”
She would give a cold, half-hearted smile, then, “Well, say what you please, but let me just say that when a
person heads down the wrong between us, let’s pour it all out and talk it over, OK? Don’t torture me like this!”
Naturally I couldn’t “pour it all out,” so I would blame it all on her: “The problem is, you’re so petty. Why, you
blow up and distort every little thing you hear, so how could anybody get along with you?”
She would give a cold, half-hearted smile, then, “Well, say what you please, but let me just say that when a
person heads down the wrong path, he’s not always aware of it at first, and besides—it always starts with some
trivial insignificant matter.”
“Oh, you’re always right, “I would argue angrily, “and whoever doesn’t go along with you is then ‘heading
down the wrong path.’ That’s brilliant logic!”
So it was that hardly a week passed that we didn’t quarrel.\fn{ Something is wrong with the previous text. So it was … is
the beginning of the next logical thought unit; no problem after this. These remarks concern the previous four paragraphs. I think their
sequence is original; the problem is in the first 27 words of paragraphs 1 and 3 (which are identical). These words most naturally belong to
the sequence of words in paragraph three; that means that for some reason—presumably typographical—these words have been artificially
intruded into paragraph 1. It appears that between us, let’s pour it all out and talk it over, OK? Don’t torture me like this!” is original to
paragraph 1; it would be logical to conclude that the typographer accidentally skipped down a paragraph with his eyes from the manuscript
he was transcribing from; that this was not caught by successive proofreading; but that the actual text still exists in the manuscript used for
transcription (if that has been preserved).} Whenever I had a phone call from her, I immediately felt despondent, as if

someone had hung a lead weight from my heart, and whenever I found out that she wasn’t going to be able to
come home on Saturday, I wold feel relieved—absolutely buoyant.
Going home came to be the thing most painful to me.
As my relationship with my wife deteriorated, my feeling for Chialiya increased, and as my feeling for
Chialiya increased, my relationship with my wife deteriorated. Which was the cause, and which the effect, I had
no idea.
One thing was clear: whenever I noticed something lovable about Chialiya, I would secretly contrast it with
something loathsome in my wife. I’d even imagine Chialiya behaving like my wife, and then in my imagination
all her loathsome words and acts turned into something lovable, so that the Chialiya of my imagination came to be
even more lovable, more perfect, than was the real Chialiya—and the wife who lived in my imagination became
even more difficult to get along with than the one in real life.
I couldn’t deny that my wife had some admirable qualities—in her character, in her thinking—and I felt that
those qualities made her valuable as a revolutionary comrade, but they didn’t necessarily make her suitable as my
wife. That being the case, why shouldn’t I have someone else?
So I began to think about divorce.
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I made up my mind many times to mention it to her, but when the time came, I couldn’t open my mouth. I
knew that she loved me, that it would be a terrible blow to her if I suggested that we divorce, and so I simply
couldn’t bear to mention it to her, I racked my brain trying to find some way that would enable me to accomplish
the goal of divorcing her, yet not cause her any pain. I would seize every opportunity to mention other people’s
divorcees to her, praising these people for their straightforwardness, for their matter-of-fact approach. In order to
hint at my determination to leave her, I secretly even separated our clothes into different trunks. But, good lord!
When she finally realized my intention, and her face turned terrible with grief, I panicked and tried frantically to
soothe her, telling her not to be suspicious, that everything I had done was unintentional. Consequently, not only
did the problem remain unresolved, but relations between us became even more strained, even more painful, so
that I suffered from insomnia several nights running, while she clearly was losing weight. I swore at myself for
being so hopelessly softhearted, yet I could never get my courage up to act decisively.
At the Institute I managed to get through each day only with difficulty, for people had now begun to gossip
about Chialiya and me, and even criticized Chialiya in my presence, saying that she was a decadent, immoral
person, or that she was behaving just like some “capitalist.” And there were those who pointed out, half-jokingly,
half-seriously, that I was being “giddy-headed.”
But how could I give up being close to Chialiya? She was so extremely capricious. One day she would be
painting an oil portrait for this person, another day collaborating on some cartoons with that person. And the man
in the blue Western-style suit (but nowadays he was wearing a fur-lined, hooded coat, also blue)—the one who
always liked to dance with her—he was still constantly at her heels! If I were to lose Chialiya now, I’d be a loser
on both ends, wouldn’t I?
My affairs eventually came to the attention of the Youth League. Advice was formally offered to me during a
section meeting, and the branch secretary had a private session with me in which he indicated clearly that I had
breached the discipline of the League. Now I had no choice but to rein myself in a bit.
And Chialiya? The little devil, she showed not even the slightest consideration for me, once inviting me right
in front of everyone to accompany her on a shopping trip. Well, I mumbled something, at which she tossed back
her hair, turned and walked away.
I caught up with her, tried to explain. But she said, “If you don’t want to go with me, someone else will. It’s no
big deal!”
“I know we are close friends, but why show it in front of everybody?” I asked.
“Oh, is there something between us you think we can’t show others? I’m not afraid of loose talk; so if you
don’t want to be involved, then simply keep away from me!”
“Chialiya, you don’t understand …”
Seeing that I really was upset, she burst out laughing. “Gee, you are so absorbed by what other people are
saying that you can’t even pay a little attention t your own neck! Look at that scarf—it’s worn out! Can’t you even
get yourself a new one?”
“Do you think I have time to worry about that kind of stuff?” I grinned helplessly.
“If you don’t even pay any attention to your own looks, then how can you talk about appreciating what other
people look like?” she took off the camel-colored scarf she was wearing and wrapped it around my neck. It
emitted the scent and warmth of her body, intoxicating. Still, it was more pain than joy. I had never before realized
that a person’s brain could be so jumbled up, and I was desperately attempting to sort out everything that was on
my mind, but I just couldn’t do it.
The institute handed me the assignment of designing a hospital, and I was overjoyed, thinking that now, at
least, I could forget—for the time being anyway—all things extraneous, inasmuch as I would have to be
concentrating on my new assignment; but no sooner had I settled myself at my desk than my thoughts turned
involuntarily to Chialiya and to my wife. When I was trying to design the psychiatric ward, I would imagine the
unbearable pain my divorce proposal would bring upon my wife, and I would become fearful of my own cruelty;
while I was attempting to sketch the sun-bathing room, I would think of Chialiya’s glass studio, of her loveliness,
and I would ask myself whether I could ever give up this happiness which was practically within arm’s reach. No!
If I could bear the pain of a guilty conscience for but a brief moment, then I could enjoy happiness for the rest of
my life. With my mind wandering here and there the days passed by, and I hadn’t even finished the first draft of
the hospital.
Suddenly I couldn’t delay anymore—they were pressing me from above for the blueprint. When I finally did
complete the work, it became clear that I had actually done it all with Chialiya in mind! When I was designing the
patient’s room, I had imagine Chialiya—Chialiya lying there wearing a soft nightgown; in designing the balcony,
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I again thought of Chialiya and imagined her painting some water-color in the sun. I was amazed to discover that I
had paid too much attention to appearance, to comfort—that the whole design, in fact, looked too luxurious—but
there was no time for revision.
Not long after I had handed in the design they sent it back to me with comments. They criticized me for being
impractical, for being a “formalist.” On top of that, they wrote; “One’s design style is inseparable from his
thinking process, from his emotional make-up. You are losing your simple, plain style—that is something you
should think over seriously.”
That was quite a blow, and it aggravated my distress even more. So, I had been unfortunate in love; now if I
were to be denied a future in my career, then what hope remained? I became extremely pessimistic, unable to
pinpoint the cause of all my misfortune, nor able to put an end to it.
The League then held a special criticism-and-discussion meeting, to help me analyze everything. Some of
them said that it was my “capitalist mentality” that had caused all my problems, while others maintained that I
was “morally inferior,” and although their comments greatly irritated me, I hadn’t the courage to counter their
arguments. I told them that there was nothing unusual going on between Chialiya and me, that at most we shared
some common emotional inclinations. Then they began to criticize Chialiya for her emotional inclinations, saying
that she exploited people emotionally. Those who leveled the sharpest most severe criticisms turned out to be the
very same young men who had constantly flocked around Chialiya in the past—just imagine, then, how could
they convince me?
After the meeting there remained in my head but a single thought—all this had to be ended, now, and the
longer I procrastinated the messier it was sure to become.
That day after supper, I secretly asked Chialiya to go to the lake for a walk and, as luck would have it, we
bumped into my departmental supervisor—an old cadre, well-respected, very influential in the department. He
scowled at the two of us, then turned to me. “Would you please drop by my place for a minute tonight?”
“Surely.” I could guess what he was going to talk to me about, and began to feel nervous. Clearly Chialiya
guessed it too. She looked at me, and curled up the corners of her lips as if she were laughing at me, or perhaps at
herself.
We were absorbed in our own thoughts as we walked for a long time beneath the straight poplars by the lake.
At last she sighed softly, “It’s really hard to know how you’re supposed to behave around here, especially for
unmarried girls.” She frowned, but her tone of voice carried no sorrow at all. On the contrary, she sounded as if
she were rather pleased with the situation. “If you’re the least bit attractive, it will be turned against you: people
will gather round you, chase after you, and if you are congenial or act the lest bit intimate with them, they’ll say
you are emotionally cheap; but if you pay no attention to them, they’ll feel hurt, and then they’ll accuse you of
being unfeeling. So it’s not all my fault after all, is it?”
“There are some things you just shouldn’t pay any attention to,” I said.
“I do have my shortcomings—I’m somewhat of a sentimentalist, and I like to have fun with the guys—but
that’s no reason for them to say I ought to marry just anyone. If someone wants to get herself a husband, fine, go
ahead and get one—but why meddle in my business?”
I smiled. She glanced at me, then whispered: “They also say I’ve ruined you and your wife’s relationship ...”
“What nonsense!” I interjected nervously.
“I have been treating you just like an elder brother, and I have never had any other intention, so if you’re being
criticized just for being seen with me, you know you can simply quit seeing me.”
“Chialiya, have I made you so mad that …” Suddenly it dawned on me that a girl might often say things which
were the opposite of what she actually had in mind: say, if a girl were afraid of losing you, she might saying
instead that she was quite willing to see you no more, when actually, deep down, she really loved you but simply
couldn’t express it directly, especially when everybody could see everything.
“Oh, my!” She tapped her trouser leg with the twig in her hand. “Of all the distressing things, nothing is worse
than when no one understands you.”
“Chialiya.” I squeezed her hand and whispered. “Believe me, I understand you.”
We stood close together. Several times I had an impulse to kiss her, but I restrained myself. We stood there for
quite a long time before turning around and heading back. At the thought of having to go see the supervisor
shortly, I took each step more slowly than the one before.
The supervisor was sitting on the sofa in his office. He moved over a bit, inviting me to sit down. “Before, I
asked you to consider the changes in your style of design. Have you done that?”
“Well, yes, I’ve given some thought to it, but I haven’t been able to think over everything thoroughly.”
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“How did you do it? In isolation—considering your design ideas from the perspective of design ideas?”
I slurred an answer.
“One will never get anywhere by considering a problem that way!” he said to himself, raising his head. Then
after a minute'’ thought he became quite direct. “Tell me, what is it that’s been weighing on your mind recently?”
“It’s my everyday life.” I, too, was candid. “I’m not getting along very well with my wife.”
“Why are you not getting along well?”
I told him briefly of our situation and of my intention.
He was silent for a long time, then he sighed. “Some people say that the issue of love is a trivial thing in life,
but I disagree. I feel that the issue of love is the best test of a person’s class consciousness and his morality.”
Then he went on to tell me in detail of an incident in his past, about how he had once intended to get a divorce,
then changed his mind. He’d been married back home, before the War of Resistance\fn{1937-1945.} against
Japan. Once married they got along very well, until after the war, when he went to the city and began to have
contact with intellectuals, as a consequence of which he developed the notion of divorcing his wife. After repeated
petitions, the leadership granted him permission to return home in order to settle all the legal procedures entailed
in divorcing his wife.
On the train going home, he noticed a pregnant woman in labor, on the verge of giving birth. All the
passengers in that particular compartment hustled around: some unpacked their own baggage and got out their bed
sheets to tear into strips for diapers, some hurried from one compartment to another looking for a doctor. And the
conductor had such beads of perspiration on his forehead that one would have thought it was his own wife giving
birth—all of which had deeply touched this old supervisor. In recalling his past he said, “I then thought to myself,
isn’t all of this—the caring for others and the caring about the group—precisely the moral spirit that our society is
striving for? Being responsible for others, being responsible for the group, everyone taking another’s pain as his
own—quite frankly, isn’t this the core of the Communist spirit? As for my intended divorce—how much have I
tried to see things from my wife’s perspective? After she’s waited for so many years, finally her husband is
coming home—and he’s coming home to divorce her! It would not be hard to picture the effect that this would
have on her thought, on her spirit. Is there anything more tragic than denying one’s own spiritual character? And
even if I could find a beautiful and suitable new wife after the divorce, could that compensate for a loss which
would be, in fact, irretrievable? In this keen struggle with my self, if I should submit to failure, I would never
again be able to convince myself that I sincerely want to be a true Communist.”
His story and his choice of words moved me, and at several points in the story I had unconsciously thought of
my wife’s painful situation, but I was more afraid that my will would weaken, that I might take the supervisor’s
advice and give up this idea of divorce, and then nothing could be changed in the future should I come to regret
having given Chialiya up. “Be tough!” I urged myself. “This will all be over in no time at all.” And in order to
strengthen the ill feeling I had for the supervisor, I kept telling myself that what he was saying was nothing but
grand, empty words—that he’d never been in a concrete situation like the one I was in now. If there were a
Chialiya at his side, then what?
I therefore questioned him hesitantly: “If what you’re saying is true, then all the differences between a couple’s
personalities and life-styles are not really the main factor determining whether or not the two can live happily
together, right?”
“No, of course, they are important factors—that’s why we should all have the right to look around a bit before
we become seriously involved and get married. Why was it that you loved your wife while you were going
together, and even for a while just after you had gotten married, but now no longer do? Why did you change your
mind after you were married?” He wouldn’t let up on this inquiry, and added immediately, “I’ve heard that you
like Chialiya, right?”
I mumbled something or other.
“When Chialiya was at the Arts Institute, she had a record of bad conduct—so you find her style and character
suit you well, huh? Have you ever considered that her conduct might be contrary to the healthy thought and
emotions we advocate? Well, have you ever talked about this with her?”
I was shocked to hear this about Chialiya, but I immediately began to think up excuses for her. Sure, since she
had spurned so many guys, how could you expect them to say anything nice about her? And as for her Arts
Institute record, who knows? I simply couldn’t believe all that talk about Chialiya’s “bad conduct and inferior
character.” After all, I reminded myself, if the supervisor’s intent was to change my mind about Chialiya, was he
going to sing her praises to me? And besides, wasn’t I the only person who could really see Chialiya’s many good
points?
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The supervisor, seeing me hang my head in silence, assumed that he had convinced me. He told me to go on
home and think it over carefully.
How was I supposed to “think it over”? to tell the truth, everything he said was right except for one thing—
Chialiya was a living person, someone I loved, someone who I believed could love me too! I had imagined and
pictured so many scenes of our living together in the future, and of the requisite one hundred steps I had already
taken ninety-nine, so how could I bear to sever our relations once and for all.
The thought of an immediate confrontation, however, cowed me. And then my wife’s many lovable traits rose
up before my eyes—our first meeting when she had impressed me so favorably, the tolerant attitude she had
shown in our most recent quarrel—these things all began to flash through my mind, even more vivid, more clear
than the one before, so that I couldn’t help asking myself whether I wasn’t in fact being reckless, perhaps, doing
something I would regret once I had lost her.
“Be more decisive!” I told myself aloud. “If you go on wavering like this, you’ll never get anything
accomplished!”
Yet I still couldn’t decide. Oh, Chialiya, Chialiya! Had you never come into my life, I would now be leading a
quiet, peaceful existence, with never a dissatisfaction. Chialiya, you have ruined me!
But no! Good fortune strikes a person perhaps only once I his lifetime! Had I not met you, Chialiya, I might
never had experienced the kind of pleasure I’ve had with you. Ah, Chialiya, it was fortunate you came!
Then I thought of something. Although Chialiya had been quite nice to me, she had never indicated
unequivocally that she loved me. What if she had now changed her mind? I had better find out first.
I walked stealthily up to Chialiya’s dormitory and knocked timidly on her door. footsteps inside, then the door
opened. Her hair hanging loosely down, Chialiya stood before me, smiling. “It’s past midnight. Is something the
matter?”
“No, nothing,” I answered. “I … I’ve never been in your room, so I just thought I’d come and …”
“Well, come on in!”
Two oil portraits of Chialiya—one from the waist up, the other a full view of her leaning against a great stone
pillar—and a caricature hung on one wall. The artist’s initials appeared at the lower edge of each. On the opposite
wall hung a photo of a group of people in skating costumes, with Chialiya standing in the middle surrounded by a
flock of young men.
She pulled up a chair for me. I saw an unfinished clay bust standing before a lamp; on her desk. “Is that mine?”
“No, but yours is done,” she said, turning around to take a cardboard box from the bookcase. She handed it to
me. “Go ahead—admire yourself!”
I opened the box. It was I sure enough, in my fur hat, but so much more handsome than the real person that it
didn’t resemble me. I couldn’t restrain myself. “It’s great! It’s really great!”
“That’s just because the model was so great—it has nothing to do with my skill,” she laughed. “If I’d been the
model, then not even the best sculptor could have turned it into a piece of art.”
“If you’d been the model, there would’ve been no need for anyone to sculpt a bust—you’re already a piece of
art!”
We joked around for a while, and then juste as I was about to lead the conversation to my intended subject,
there came a knock at the door.
“Who is it?” Chialiya went to open the door, and who should come in but that fellow who’d been wearing the
blue-hooded coat (except that he had changed again, and was now wearing a Chinese-style, padded satin jacket,
but still blue). H nodded to me, and then sat down next to the desk.
I silently cursed him for having chosen to come at this hour, but thinking that he must have come for some
reason, I decided to wait until he left before continuing my talk with Chialiya; so I picked up a book at random
from the desk and flipped aimlessly through the pages.
But, good gracious! He too picked up a book and began turning the pages! I looked at Chialiya hoping she
would somehow get rid of him.
She looked first at me, then at him, and burst out laughing. “It’s absurd! Surely you didn’t both come to my
place just to put on a pantomime?”
I couldn’t keep from laughing, and neither could he. To break the ice, Chialiya suggested that we play cards.
“Whoever loses serves tea for the winner,” she said.
My brain was in a whirl; playing cards was the last thing in the world I would have imagined myself doing at
that moment, but I was unwilling to leave and let that jerk stay. I regretted not having thought of visiting Chialiya
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at her dormitory before. This fellow—why, he must have been visiting her here all along … so I began to play
cards with them.
I must have been hexed, for no sooner had we started the game than I began to lose; I had to pour tea for him.
On top of that, I couldn’t really see that Chialiya was any more friendly to me than to him; so when it came to the
third game I finally pushed the cards away and said that I wasn’t going to play anymore, that I was too tired.
“Oh, come on! don’t take it so hard,” Chialiya said to me half-jokingly. “You know what they say: unlucky at
cards, lucky in love.”
I sensed that Chialiya’s words meant a great deal more than they seemed to on the surface, and immediately
felt soothed all over. Glancing at the “blue-jacketer” triumphantly, I said, “Very well, let’s play some more.”
But just then the bell signaling lights out rang.
Carrying my clay bust, I walked reluctantly out of the room. Chialiya saw us out and on the way whispered to
me, “When you get home, take a look inside the bust and see if you find anything.”
“You mischievous imp!” I said to her, and walking on air, I headed back to my dormitory. But I couldn’t wait
until I got back to the dormitory, so I opened up the box as soon as I reached a street lamp. Feeling around inside
the hollow bust, I fished out a note. It read:
This does resemble the real person somewhat, but I wonder what his heart is like. I’m going to North Lake Sunday
afternoon, three o’clock. Want to come along?

A warm current rushed up to my brain, making it difficult even to breathe. Elated, I took out a pen and on the
spur of the moment, alongside Chialiya’s message, wrote,
Chialiya, Chialiya, soon you will see my heart!

After painstakingly considering everything for several days, I decided to test my wife for the last time to see if
there was still any hope of separating with hard feelings; and if indeed there proved to be no such hope, the I
would have no choice but to let here hate me. And perhaps this would actually be a better way out, for if she were
forced to leave me while she still harbored some affection for me, the separation would almost certainly prove
unbearable for her. My conscience probably wouldn’t come out unscathed, either.
Saturday night rolled around—an exceptionally cold night—with a harsh north wind roaring through the all
but deserted streets, forcing the few remaining pedestrians to pull their heads down into the collars of their
overcoats, and causing the hanging street lights to shake crazily.
When I got home that night, my wife was already back, cooking something on the stove which made the whole
room sweetly redolent. With a pair of chopsticks in one hand, she was staring straight into the fire.
“Is it cold outside?” she asked when she saw me come in.
I made some reply and put the bust down on the table. She went over to the table, opened the cardboard box,
and immediately cried out, “Wonderful!” Then, after a closer examination of the bust, she said, “Unfortunately the
sculptor is not first rate. The bust somehow doesn’t look quite like its model.”
Pulling a long face, I said to her; “Art needs a little highlighting. You don’t understand!”
“But why highlight just the fur hat and scarf? Look, the hat is even on crooked! He really is a decent person,”
she laughed, “except that he now looks like a capitalist dandy.”
“Well, I beg your pardon. I don’t come from a proletarian family anyway.”
“Don’t get all worked up,” she said, still laughing, “I’m not going to quarrel with you any more from now on
—I’ve made up my mind!”
I noticed that she did seem somewhat different, and this puzzled me. Meanwhile to escape my chagrin, I faked
a laugh and said to her, “So you are not going to quarrel with me anymore, huh? But wouldn’t crying be an even
better way to get under my skin?”
“Nor will I cry anymore. Only a fool would pick a fight or cry,” she said with a smile. “No, I’ve thought it all
out. Can quarreling and crying solve any problems? No. It only shows one’s weakness and incompetence, and
since we have to go on living together, why not find a way that will help us solve our problems? Emotional
outbursts are no use at all.”
Is she planning to cling to me all her life, I wondered to myself, feeling somewhat at a loss. I took off my coat,
pulled a chair over to one side, and sat down. While talking and plotting to myself, I carried on a superficial
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conversation with my wife on some topic or other—I was afraid that she might otherwise notice my absentmindedness and again break down.
“What are you cooking?” I asked her.
“Hawthornberry jam. Recently I …” she continued with a smile, “I’ve had a craving for it. You like it, right?
After it’s done we can each take a jar to the office.”
I wasn’t interested. “We better not,” I told her. “The jars will be hard to wash clean.”
“I’ll clean them.”
I didn’t say anything more. Nor did she press me—as she usually would have—for an explanation of my
silence. She just stare into the fire, absorbed in her own thoughts, all the while stirring the hawthorn berries in the
pot. I thought she was acting a bit strange, but didn’t feel like pursuing it, so after sitting for a while longer, I told
her I was tired and went to bed.
At midnight I turned over and felt the bed trembling slightly. Pricking up my ears, I noticed she was sobbing
under the quilt.
“How disgusting!” I thought. “Living with someone like this would make even a deaf-mute burst out in
anger!” I was in no mood to pay any attention to her, so I turned my back to her.
Abut a long while later she was still sobbing, so I turned over and shouted at her, If you’ve got something to
complain about, would you please speak up? All this crying! Do you think I came all the way home just to listen
to you cry?”
She said nothing but started crying even louder. I felt that if I lay there any longer, I would explode from
irritation, so I pushed aside the quilt, threw on my coat, and got out of bed. I pulled out a novel from the desk and
sat down by the stove to read. My eyes were fixed on the characters in the book, but my mind was wandering
somewhere else. I told myself, well, it looks like a divorce is the only way to release myself from this kind of
misery. What kind of lousy life is this? And every Saturday is spent this way! The supervisor only knows how to
preach high-sounding words. Ha, I would like to see him spend a couple of days in my shoes.
Much later I was cold and tired, and by then she had calmed down, so I went back to bed, covered myself up,
and said to her angrily, “Just remember: There is more than one person here in this room, and if you throw your
temper tantrums any old time, how is the other person going to bear it? We are supposed to be equals—it’s not as
if I’ve been oppressing you.”
She said nothing. I lay there a while longer, then fell asleep.
When I opened my eyes the next morning, she was already up, sitting there sewing something. The underwear
I had taken off the night before was now placed around the stove to be dried, and there were some clean clothes
by my pillow. Contemptuously I thought to myself, what a phony! It’s quite clear that inside she is unhappy with
me, yet outwards, she’s still doing all this. Chialiya would never act this way.
Putting on my clothes, I asked her, indifferently, what she was sewing, and without even raising her head, she
answered, “Gloves, yours.”
“Why don’t you stop, give yourself a rest—I’m planning to buy some anyway.”
“I know you’ll never wear them, but since I’ve already started, I might as well finish them up.” Then here tone
of voice abruptly became sorrowful. One should always finish everything one begins, right?”
I got out of bed and saw that her eyes were inflamed and swollen. “Just look at yourself!” I said. “Last night
you were the one who said that you’d never cry any more—then you went and cried more than ever before!”
“Don’t worry about it—from now on I’ll never let you see my tears again.” She sighed softly.
I fumbled despondently about, trying to find anything to talk about, and she calmly kept up her end of the
conversation. Now that she’s quieted down, maybe I’ll get a chance to lay my cards on the table, I thought.
At breakfast she said abruptly, “I’ve got to go back to my office this afternoon.”
“Fine, because I have a meeting this afternoon at three.”
“Oh, what a coincidence,” she remarked with a vaguely sarcastic smile. “But I may not come home next
weekend.”
“In that case … shall I come visit you?”
“No, that’s not necessary,” she said—another sarcastic smile. “I have quite a few friends over there too, and
this home of ours … it’s really depressing!” She began staring out the window, again wrapped up in her own
thoughts.
Her sad, painful expression made me feel very bad too. “To cut tangled hemp, use a sharp knife,” as they say—
I’d better get this over with quickly, I thought. Softening my voice, I spoke deliberately. “Let me ask you a
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question—and please don’t get all emotional. After you’ve thought it over calmly and rationally, you can then
give me your answer, OK?”
At this she gave a shudder, but she immediately composed herself, and with eyes fixed upon the floor she said,
“OK, go ahead.”
“You are a good comrade, and I do love you, but do you think we are compatible, our personalities? Will we
really be happy if we keep on living together? Now please don’t get mad, just think it over calmly, and …”
“I knew you were going to raise this question,” she said, as if prepared for it, “but first let me ask you a
question, all right?”
“Fine.”
“Tell me frankly what is it about me that you are most dissatisfied with, most unhappy with?”
My face got red and I stammered, “Well … well, our personalities, our temperaments are different—I mean, I
often hurt your feelings, upset you .. and I’m ashamed of …”
“Don’t beat around the bush!”: Quite pale now, and looking me straight in the face she continued, “After all,
we’ve lived together for quite some time now; we certainly know each other pretty well. what do you mean, our
‘personalities’ are different? Didn’t we get along quite well in the beginning? Let me say it for you. I’m older than
you are, I’m not so pretty …”
In an attempt to explain myself, I began, “You … you …”
“Don’t try to explain, and don’t be concerned about whether I can take it—I don’t need any sympathy or pity!”
“Now don’t misunderstand me,” I blurted out. “I’ve already told you that I was only raising a question, and
that you shouldn’t get emotionally excited.”
“There isn’t any misunderstanding. I’m not a baby …” She stopped, blinked a couple of tears from her eyes,
then whirled around so as not to face me and continued. “Let me just ask you one thing—before, when I
mentioned that I was older than you, and when I asked you to think about this thoroughly, why did you say that
you had thought it all out, and that you had made up your mind? Well … I guess there’s nothing more to say. It
was all my fault—so weak, so useless …”
“Now don’t get all excited!” I told her. “I’m just asking you a question. Did I say anything about divorce?”
“You are afraid to shoulder our responsibility, afraid that I might resent you—so you don’t dare suggest it.”
Then she turned around, facing me squarely, and said calmly, “It doesn’t matter. Let me suggest it to you, because
I am not asking for just any old husband—what I want is real love. To keep on dragging it out like this won’t do
either of us any good. Before, I kept hoping we could somehow come back together again, but now I gather that
there’s no such hope, so I’m not going to keep dragging it out,” and with that she picked up her handbag from the
chair and marched out of the room without turning her head. Then she turned around and closed the door lightly—
just as she always did when she went back to her office—showing not the slightest trace of anger.
Staring numbly at the door, I was suddenly faced with a whole slew of questions. Now that my bridges had
been burned—now that her heart was completely broken, now that there was no hope at all of our coming back
together again—was the road in front of me really as beautiful as SI had always imagined? Was it true that I could
never again return to her, even if I should have regrets in the future? And what if Chialiya …? Oh, my God! And I
had thought that as soon as I solved the problem of separating from my wife, then everything would be so simple,
so easy—and I could settle down, relax. Who would ever have imagined that things could become even more
tangled and confused than before!
The room was stifling, it was hard to breathe. I had to hurry out to meet Chialiya—she said she would wait for
me at North Lake at three o’clock. But its only eleven now. “Eleven! Oh, you, watch—why aren’t you running?”
I threw on my overcoat, locked the door, and went out into the street, where the wind had now subsided and
large flakes of snow were falling from the sky. I didn’t take a pedicab nor a streetcar but instead, in my confusion
and giddiness, I set out walking, from the Lungfu Monastery to Tungan market, and on to the south entrance of
the Wangfuching district, everything in a blur. Several times I was shoved out of the way by pedicab drivers, who
pointed their fingers at me, jeering, but I didn’t argue or get angry with them, I simply moved on, along with the
other pedestrians.
Finally it was two-thirty. I jumped in a pedicab, and pounding o the seat, shouted to the driver: “North Lake,
please. Hurry!” he was going to put the cover up. “No, no,” I said, “It feels good—leave it open.”
The pedicab took off and flew over the snow-covered ground, but I felt like hopping off and running, running
on my own. The snow was falling more and more heavily; the golden roofs of the Imperial Palace were all turning
to silver; the palace river and its white-marbled river banks became nearly indistinguishable, I kept wiping the
melting snow from my face and gazing in the direction of the front gate of North Lake.
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And then I saw her!
A splendid flower in full bloom, Chialiya stood amidst the white snow wearing a purplish-red woolen coat and
white felt boots with red trim.
“Chialiya!” I yelled.
She raised a hand in a yellow and black glove and jumped up and down, calling my name. Before the cab had
come to a full stop, I had jumped off. Holding her hands, I felt that I must at once pour out the hundreds and
thousands of words I held for her in my heart.
“How do you like this place I chose?” Her eyelashes were fluttering; her face, red from the cold, glowed with
smiles. “The snow-hill—we’ll play around and build a snowman, all right? No, no—let’s not take the bridge—
let’s slide over across the ice!”
So hand in hand we half walked, half slid across the ice, and as I pulled her this way and that, in my head I was
drawing up my plan, intending to lay the whole thing out before her as aesthetically as possible.
And Chialiya? She was laughing loudly, talking to me about the snow, about the plum-blossoms, the birds …
everything but the matter of my “heart.”
I couldn’t wait any longer. As we were climbing up the bank and I was carefully steadying Chialiya, I finally
managed to say to her with a laugh, “Hey, didn’t you want to see my heart? I’ve brought it with me!”
“What?” She gave me a puzzled look but immediately burst into laughter. “Well, bring it out and let me take a
look.”
“I’m divorcing my wife.” I suddenly shivered and nervously scrutinized her face.
“Really?” She halted, stockstill. After a minute’s thought, she said, “Well, since you’re going to divorce her,
perhaps I can say something to you. I always felt that you got married too early. Just think, diapers, bottles, a
stove, a family … Oh, my God! All this vulgarity can ruin the imagination of any genius. Love is poetry. But once
you get tangled up with those things, then the poetry flies right out the window.”
I looked at her blankly, not knowing what to say.
“Furthermore, it takes time to discover an ideal mate.” She tossed her hair and continued, smiling. Before you
get married, you have the right to love all five hundred ninety-nine million, nine hundred and ninety thousand
people in China,\fn{Apparently a (fanciful?) reference to the population of the country when this story was published (1956) .} and
the right to be loved by any of them. Once you get married, that’s finished. Then you have to cling to that one
person. If you tie yourself to a particular person too early, then when you meet the ideal person, it will be too late
for regrets.
“Chialiya, let’s not just talk about all that.” I drew near her. “If there’s no new love to compensate me, I’ll go
crazy instantly!”
“You are free now. You can love anyone you like,” she laughed.
I plucked up all my courage. “Well, I love you, Chialiya.”
She turned her head to one side, picked up a damp rock from the ground, and threw it at some crows in a pine
tree. The crows cried out, “Caw, caw!” Turning to face me again, she said, “I have no right to keep anybody from
loving me. But remember, if you ever decide to change your mind, don’t go around telling on me, saying Chialiya
has ruined me!”
I hurriedly interrupted her. “Chialiya, it’s true. Don’t you understand my situation?”
“Well?” She shut her mouth, glanced briefly at me and swallowed her smile. Biting her lower lip, she stared
down at her boots. When she raised her head, she was once more wearing her usual expression, and said in a
casual tone. “So you want me to marry you, huh?”
I was startled. I mean, how could she have failed to see that? “You should know my heart, Chialiya!” I said.
On her face there was an expression of satisfaction mixed with disdain, her cheeks even redder than before.
“To tell the truth,” she said, “I’ve never even considered getting married yet. It’s still a long way off form me. I
told you before that I wouldn’t give up the status of maidenhood so easily. I’m really sorry.”
“What!” It was as if I’d been stunned by a rock. I suddenly felt weak in the knees, and gasped out, “But
Chialiya, it’s for you that I’m getting divorced .. how could you? …?
“What?” she cried out. she thought for an instant, then pointing at herself and bursting into tears she began to
stamp her feet. “For me? You’re trying to scare me. You are blaming me for the divorce and trying to blackmail
me into marrying you! but I am not afraid. Oh, god! what am I going to do? Everyone picks on me!” She was
crying and rocking herself against a tree, oblivious now of her fine clothes.
I walked up to her and, laying my hands on her shoulders, begged her, “Chialiya, Chia …”
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“Go away, go away! I thought I’d got to know you, but I only knew your face, not your heart. I’ve treated you
like my own brother, and you—you’ve been scheming against me! Have I ever asked you to get a divorce? And
now you’ll spread the story, and everybody will use that to attack me. There’s just no way I can stay at the Design
Institute any longer!”
“Chialya! Please! Calm down! Chialiya …”
“Go away, just go away! If you don’t, I will!” and she pushed me aside, turned around, and took off. I ran after
her, calling out her name at the top of my voice.
Just then two people came over the hill and stopped short, seeing us the way we were. I turned crimson and
shouted after Chialiaya “Take it easy—I’m not as base and mean as you think.” I turned away from Chialiya and
walked off towards the hill.
My legs carried me forward mechanically. I walked and walked, with an urge to smash everything around me
with my bare fists. I walked and walked until I felt the snow-covered ground under my feet was sinking, soon to
pull me down into a deep hole.
What was happening to me? What had I done? Was all this real? Or was it all just a hallucination?
My legs were now so heavy that I couldn’t go another step, so I went into one of the pavilions and sat down. I
leaned against a pillar, attempting to sort out the tangle in my head, but I couldn’t sort anything out. Only a few
words flashed back and forth in my mind: “My wife has gone; Chialiya doesn’t really love me; I have been left all
alone to myself.”
It was getting dark. Some fog was settling down silently. It was very quiet in the park, not a single soul to be
seen. Coming from the top of a tall building to the west, I could see a thin curl of black smoke. I could vaguely
hear the bustling sound in the streets outside the park, and I could see the sparks from the streetcars. It was cold,
and I was shivering all over. Not knowing what else to do, I finally walked out of the park, called a pedicab, and
went back home.
Our room was locked. I remembered then it was I who had locked it. Then, everything that had happened in
this room—everything from the day we were married—rushed before my eyes. Somehow I began to reconsider it
all from my wife’s standpoint. I imagined myself in her shoes. I would be thinking about her all day long, every
day. When Saturday arrived I would come home as early as possible, get everything ready, then I’d be waiting for
her outside in the wind. I would wait for a long time, and then I would call her on the phone. And what sort of
answer would I get? Angry reproaches, cold indifference. Only then, for the first time, did I see my own cold,
heartless face. So … I was just such a selfish, mean person—cruel, unfeeling. Yet she had put up with all that!
My eyes smarted. I yearned painfully to find her right away, to tell her everything, to ask her to punish me in
whatever way she willed. I wouldn’t ask for her forgiveness. I had committed a moral crime—I had injured her.
The door was locked, and I didn’t want to open it, fearing that I couldn’t bear to see the inside. I staggered
away and headed toward the Institute.
“It’s all because of Chialiya—she’s cruel, evil!” Staggering on I gritted my teeth. Then I heard a dissenting
voice in my own head. “But there are so many other people in the Institute, some married, some not. How come it
is only you that she has victimized?”
Then my first meeting with Chialiya, our subsequent conversations and walks … everything was reenacted in
my mind. Now for the first time I considered impartially every “poetic” expression we had uttered, saw again
every “impassioned” encounter we’d had. My face was burning. How base, how mean! What was this “poetry”?
Wasn’t it simply flirtation? And what sort of “passion” was it, if not mere self-intoxication? Clearly, those
youthful “fancies” of mine, which had gradually, imperceptibly, faded away during my married life, had all been
rekindled by Chialiya, and they had blinded me!
“Ah, you went all muddleheaded because of your indulgence in bourgeois emotional interests—even though
you’ve been married for a long time, you’ve never appreciated your wife’s really valuable traits because it wasn’t
for those worthy qualities that you fell in love with her.”
All the old criticisms casually offered by my comrades, all the old words spoken by the supervisor, again they
all rained upon my heart like stones.
But why was I thinking of all this now? Nothing would help me any more—it was too late. How was I to
spend the rest of my days? By sinking forever into loneliness and regret? I was only twenty-some years old! Ah!
Hadn’t I been perfectly normal before? Hadn’t I also seen my future clearly? How did I ever throw myself off the
track of a normal life?
SI stumbled over a rock and was jolted out of my thoughts. Before me stood the gate of the Institute. When I
saw the gate, I could see even more clearly what had happened today. So, everything was over. There remained
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now only this trivial, petty person whose true form lay completely exposed, to whom no one would offer
sympathy.
In her total and painful disillusionment, my wife would certainly not come back to me; as for Chialiya, she
weas concerned ony with the harm I might have brough tor might yet bring to her, and she naturally would no
longer pay any attention to me. And my comrades? Yes, my comrades … what about them? My eyes were blurred
again.
“Comrade! Here’s something for you!” It was old Li, the gatekeeper, shouting to me as soon as he recognized
me, still quite a distance away. I wiped away my tears and went up to him. He went inside, fetched a bundle
wrapped in a piece of cloth, handed it to me, and said, “Your wife brought this some time past four o’clock. She
said that she was in a hurry to catch the train and couldn’t wait until you returned.”
“Catch the train?” I shivered all over and began awkwardly to untie the bundle. A glass jar came tumbling out
from the bundle, dropped on the ground, smashed to bits, and splattered jam everywhere. Inside the bundle I also
found the clothes I’d taken off that morning and among them, an envelope. I opened it up, and the first thing I saw
in the envelope was the note that Chialiya had earlier stuck inside the bust. Puzzled, I hurried on to the long letter.
It was from my wife.
… I felt very bad and quite confused. I can only hope that you’ll read patiently through this letter.
Yesterday morning I went to the clinic to have a check-up. The doctor congratulated me, informing me that I was
pregnant. At that moment I thought immediately of our recent life, because recently we hadn’t been getting along too
well. If we let life go on in the same way, I thought, then we’ll be unable to live up to our original hopes; and also, it
would be unfair to the baby, who’s not even born yet! I thought to myself that it was all partly my fault. I asked too
much from you emotionally, but I didn’t pay you adequate attention ideologically.
In the clinic then I made up my mind that from now on I would never cry or quarrel with you any more; I would
discuss everything patiently with you, helping you to distinguish right from wrong.
But before I had a chance to tell you all this, I inadvertently discovered this note while I was cleaning up the room.
Previously I’d only heard some rumor about a rather unusual emotional entanglement between you and another girl.
But I never dreamed that the relationship had already gone that far. It was indeed a tremendous blow to me. I was
greatly hurt; I was also scared, completely at a loss. I agonized over the matter the whole night, and I felt sorry for the
child—what crime had he committed that he should be born into such a difficult situation? It was all our fault; we were
not fit to be parents.
A while ago when you raised the question of divorce, I was determined to maintain a clean, “dry” approach, not
asking for our pity. However, after I spoke out, I began to feel bad, and even regretted what I’d said. I just couldn’t stay
in that room any longer—I didn’t want to appear weak before you—so I walked out.
Starting tomorrow I will be on leave. But now I feel that it would be an unbearable torture to live in that room all by
myself, so I have decided to leave for my home in Tientsin right away. Let’s separate for a period of time so that we can
consider our problems more objectively, more rationally.
I don’t know what the other person you love is like. Although I could never approve of her, I certainly won’t say
anything bad about her. I only hope that you’ll consider this: Can as person who doesn’t respect other people’s
happiness bring you happiness?
Darling (please allow me to still call you this), I love you. I am really worried that you might get completely off
track. This is the one part of you about which I never felt at ease; recently you have changed in almost every respect,
and the change in your attitude towards love in part reflects the changes in your ideological consciousness. Before, I
wasn’t vigilant enough in reminding you to pay special attention to this, and now SI will have no chance to remind you
of it any more. You really ought to be more aware of this yourself.
Perhaps all these words of mine will just create in you more ill feelings for me. Don’t interpret what I say as a threat,
intended to lkeep you with me. No. although I love you (and even feel that now SI need your love much more than ever
before) and shudder like crazy at th every thought of being separated from you, I will never beg for your pity if you no
longer love me and prefer not to rebuild our mutual affection.
Ah, well, there’s no way to tell you all I want to say …

I had read through the letter once, but somehow didn’t understand what she was saying; I hurriedly read it over
once again and vaguely felt that she still loved me, that she would probably still forgive me. I rushed out of the
gate of the Institute and jumped into a pedicab just passing by. “East Station! Hurry, hurry!”
Old Li, the gatekeeper, was shouting after me: “Comrade, your things, your …”
*
The technician had told his story and noticed that there hadn’t been a single stir in his audience. “What
happened? Did everyone fall asleep?” he inquired.
“No, no.”
“Please go on!”
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“Ummm.” He signed with relief and satisfaction, and said after a moment of reflection, “I’m finished. As you
know, I didn’t get a divorce.”
“But was she there when you got to the station? What happened after you came back? There is still a lot more.
What do you mean you’re finished?
“After we came back,” the storyteller continued, “it took us both quite some time and effort to rebuild our love.
But hey, this is going to turnout to be another long story! And we do have to get up for work tomorrow.”
After a brief silence, he laughed and said to us: “The best thing would be for all of you to come to my home
for a visit next Sunday. You know what they say—it’s best to see for yourself!”
150.220 In Liu Village\fn{by Yü Li-hua aka Mrs. Sun (1931-

)}

Shanghai, China (F) 19

1
On an early afternoon in Liu Village, the late-July sun, like a tongue of fire, licked its roofs, its river bank, its
bare and cracked rice fields, and its vast courts where peasants had spread their grain to dry. Not a single person
was visible under the scorching heat. Even the playful water which had wandered away from the Liu River to
form a small pond in front of the Liu Mansion was baked into a sleepy stillness.
The back door of the Second Master’s mansion was open. Ch’en Ts’ui-o, sister-in-law of the Second Mistress
Liu, nee\fn{The former.} Ch’en I-fen, sat just inside the door facing the pond. With her head bent, she was doing
embroidery in preparation for her daughter’s wedding. On the lilac satin encased in the embroidery stand was a
sketch of a pair of mandarin ducks in pink chalk, one slightly behind and below the other but following closely.
Two or three wavy lines by the chalk stood for ripples beneath the ducks. Ts’ui-o’s needle threaded up and down
through the satin. To embroider the petals, leaves, or ducks was not too difficult, but to get those ripples right
demanded her full attention. She had to heed each stitch, even though now drowsy from the fierce heat of the lateJuly afternoon.
A drop of perspiration fell on the lilac satin. Adroitly, she lifted from the embroidery stand a white towel with
“Good Morning, Sir” printed on it in red and pressed it against her brow. Lifting up her head, she exhaled deeply.
It was so blindingly bright outside that for a moment she could not distinguish the water in the pond from the path
alongside it. Though not directly under the sun, her face was suffused in heat. No sooner had she dried her
forehead, thin tiny beads of perspiration oozed out again. Wrapping the towel around three fingers of her right
hand and holding its tail by her left, she pressed it against her forehead two more times. The towel was brought
back by her husband, I-fu, from Shanghai when he last came home nearly a year ago. At first she wanted to save
it, but eventually the old one with green stripes had become so threadbare that it pricked her skin every time she
washed her face. She then took out the new towels, one for her son Ta-ch’i, one for her daughter Yun-jui, and this
one for herself. It smelled of camphor when she rubbed her face against it.
With a slight squint, she searched the path on the other side of the pond. Not a soul. It was a heavy and still
afternoon like this when her husband last came home, under a burning sun. Her father-in-law was running a fever
after a heat stroke and his bowels were loose. Her mother-in-law, in great agitation, thought he would die and sent
a message to her son in Shanghai, urging him to return. I-fu came home and stayed for seven days until his father
was “out of danger.” Ts’ui-o, though blaming her mother-in-law for her needless alarm, secretly exalted over the
unexpected reunion with her husband. From morning till night, I-fu stayed with his father, massaging his back and
legs, giving him medicine, and caring for him in every other way. But at night, he was all hers. I-fu dreaded the
heat. After their love-making, he would immediately turn away to avoid touching her body. She would lie on her
side and fan him to sleep. His body odor fanned her nostrils, made her happy and content even though their bodies
were not touching.
Now, he wouldn’t come home again until their daughter’s wedding. She put the white towel back on the
embroidery stand. The drop of perspiration on the lilac satin had faded into a large ring, like a waning moon on
the western horizon at dawn. Cocking the small finger of her right hand, she selected a mauve silk thread.
Whenever the embroidery needle went through the taut satin, it gave out a faint sound “pang.” As she plied the
needle, she recalled the morning of her own wedding day, twenty years ago. At dawn, her mother urged her to get
up. Murmuring her accord, Ts’ui-o nonetheless lingered on her warm bed and drifted back to sleep. Vaguely she
heard her mother mutter, “Ts’ui-o, Niang,\fn{ A note reads: One form of address for one’s mother.} I will let you stay there
a while longer. By tomorrow this time, you’ll have to get up early, to serve your parents-in-law tea. Hasn’t your
uncle told you time and again that the Ch’ens are a highly respectable family, and their rules are strict? You have
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to be extremely careful, my child. Rise early and retire late; when wronged, no matter how badly you feel, don’t
show it on your face. Your uncle said that their son is kind and self-respecting, try to be a good wife to him.”
Someone shook her suddenly and she became wide awake. It was their neighbor, Chang Ta-ma.
“Congratulations, Ta-ku- niang.\fn{A note reads: Ta-ku-niang is one way of addressing a young woman .} Today is your big
day, why aren’t you up yet? Hurry get up, I’m here to open your face.”
Putting her mother’s old quilted jacket over her brand-new pink underwear, Ts’ui-o sat by the window facing
the light. Chang Ta-ma fetched a bowl of cold water and soaked a foot-long thread in it. Then, grabbing its two
ends tightly in her hands, she pressed the thread against Ts’ui-o’s forehead. With her teeth, she pulled it away, then
let it spring back to Ts’ui-o’s forehead. It hurt her every time the thread hit her face and she winced. With the
thread in her mouth, Chang Ta-ma said, “My Ta-ku-niang, if you think this hurts, wait till you become a daughterin-law! You have to endure something much more painful than this.”
When the face was opened and made smooth and lustrous, Chang Ta-ma spread wet powder over it. She then
wet a pencil with her saliva and applied it on Ts’ui-o’s eyebrows; mixing some rouge with water, she further
reddened Ts’ui-o’s lips with it and spread the rest of it on her cheeks. Then she went behind her to coil her ebony
hair into two round buns and inserted pearl pins into them. Her job done, she looked at Ts’ui-o through the mirror
and said, “I’m not boasting, Big Sister Li, but in the whole village, nobody could surpass your Ts’ui-o in looks!
Why else should the Ch’ens send their matchmaker all the way to this mountain village to seek your daughter’s
hand when there are plenty of marriageable girls in their own village?”
From the mirror, Ts’ui-o watched her mother spread out her wedding garments on the bed-a lined jacket of
cherry-red brocade, a pink blouse studded with sequins and matching pink trousers, a pair of slippers embroidered
with pearls in a phoenix design. She didn't lift up her head to respond to Chang Ta-ma’s praise of her daughter, but
dabbed her face with the corner of her worn quilted jacket. Deeply touched by this, Ts’ui-o also wanted to cry. But
since her face in the mirror looked taut and smooth with the wet powder, she bit her lips to hold back her tears.
“Ai-ya, Big Sister Li, are you still moping? Marrying into such a family, Ts’ui-o need not worry about her food
and clothes, and you have a rich relative to visit from time to time. If I were you, I would laugh so much that my
lips would split! And look at you, crying away like that!” She rushed over and straightened her up. “Come, help
me put the wedding dress on your Ts’ui-o; the sedan- chair will be here any minute now.”
The embroidery needle threaded through the ripple and pricked her finger underneath the satin. Ts’ui-o uttered
a low cry and put her finger in her mouth to suck. Inserting the needle slantingly in the case, she massaged her
neck and sat up to rest. Out there, white vapor floated on top of the pond, like smoke rising from a large pot of
seething oil. A hot breeze coming from across the pond caressed her face and penetrated her gray pongee blouse.
She grabbed the open collar and shook the blouse to cool herself. After making sure that there was no one around,
she unfastened a few more buttons with her right hand to bare her neck and part of her chest. When her fingers
touched the chest, the skin felt as silky and cool as it was twenty years ago.
Suddenly she felt giddy and supported herself on her right arm, the hand cupping her jaw and the elbow on the
embroidery stand. Her eyes, afire as if she were drunk, gazed sideways at the path across the pond while her mind
went back to the time of her. wedding night when her husband implored her to takeoff her underwear. Stammering
like a fool, he confessed that in all his twenty-two years, he had never seen a naked woman. With her face as red
as the wedding candles, her hands as shaky as the candle lights by the bed, she took off her underwear. Against the
crimson silk bed covering, her skin looked whiter than snow. Half in fear, half in embarrassment, she bent her
head low, her eyes fell directly on her porcelain-white breasts just as her husband’s tremulous hands were to touch
them. Eager to feel her smooth skin all over, his hands soon fell away from her breasts and slipped down to her
waist. …
A month after she married him, he went back to his dry goods store in Shanghai, leaving her to serve his
parents. Her father-in- law, sporting two brushes of gray mustache, sat from morning till night by the octagonal
table in the drawing room. He hardly spoke more than eight sentences all day, but made his presence known by
constantly knocking his jade-mouthed long pipe against the blue porcelain ash bowl on the tiger-skin rug, ling
ling. He never looked at her person when speaking to her. In the beginning, she never could remember to bring
him a glass of salt water with his morning tea. He would look at the courtyard outside the drawing room and say
in his normal flat voice, “Forgot again?” It was not spoken in a harsh tone, but still, she was in awe of him.
Her mother-in-law was cruel. She had a purplish-brown face and triangle-shaped eyes. Whenever
reprimanding the bondmaid whom she had bought when the girl was barely three years old, she would point a
long-lit spill\fn{A small piece of twisted paper or splinter of wood to light a fire.} to her face. Not infrequently, it touched her
face and burned her skin with a faint sizzling noise. The bondmaid dared not breathe, to say nothing of crying out,
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while Ts’ui-o’s whole body cringed in pain for her. Her mother-in- law was not that mean to her, but, when she
surveyed her body with her sharp-edged eyes, Ts’ui-o often wished that she were a wooden board and not a faircomplexioned woman with firm breasts, a small waist, and well-rounded hips. Her eyes were bear- able when I-fu
was not home, but when he was home, her mother-in-law would look at her so fiercely that Ts’ui-o thought the
blood would spout from the sockets.
I-fu came home three times a year, during the Ch’ing-Ming, Mid-Autumn, and New Year holidays. On each
occasion, he would stay from ten days to two weeks, so that each year, she would be very happy for at least thirty
days. Even then, though, she could not be with him all the time. He had various duties to perform while at home:
worshipping ancestors and visiting their graves, collecting rents and calling on relatives, repairing tools and doing
other assorted jobs’ around the house. Not a moment was idled away. And she still had her daily chores of
supervising the servants in preparing meals and serving morning and evening teas. And on New Years holidays,
when people came to convey their good wishes, she had to serve tea and sweets, many times a day. Sometimes
she didn’t get to talk to her husband all day, not even at mealtimes, since he always ate with his parents while she
waited on them, then ate with the servants in the kitchen.
Whenever I-fu was home, her mother-in-law would rack her brain searching for extra work for Ts’ui-o to do,
such as making shoes by stitching together many layers of rag, edging the quilt covers, putting linings on jackets,
and darning the socks. The two of them sat in the still drawing room, her mother-in-law sucking at her water pipe
and blowing at her spill while she did all these extra chores. Ts’ui-o’s secret anger could almost shoot up through
her head and ascend to the ceiling as a stream of hot vapor, blending with the smoke emitted from her mother-inlaw’s water pipe.
So they would sit until her father-in-law called in his low and weary voice from his room, “Let her retire, it’s
late.”
Carrying the octagonal wind lantern, Ts’ui-o would leave the drawing room, walk across the courtyard and
through the dark hallway. Though her heart leapt forward to meet her husband, she had to walk very slowly, step
by step, for she knew without turning her head that her mother-in-law, with her hand holding back the heavy door
curtain, was watching her.
Picking up her needle once more, she selected a mint-green thread and started to embroider the four characters
“Harmony in Hundred Years.” Although she had only a few years of schooling, she recognized these characters
and understood their meaning. Her daughter’s betrothed, Shun-te, seemed to be good-natured. She hoped that they
would be happy after their marriage. In the twenty years she had been married to I-fu, he had never said one harsh
word to her. He stayed home only thirty-odd days a year, and they were together no more than two years in all
their twenty years of marriage, but they were happy and loving when they were together, every moment of it. At
night, in bed, inside the gauze mosquito net, she was in seventh heaven a hundred times over. Unconsciously, she
rested her needle on the character “Hundred”and cupped her jaw with her hand. Partly because of the scorching
heat, partly because she was thinking of those nights, her eyelids felt heavy, her chest burning, and her whole
body robbed of all strength.
No matter how much she was berated by her mother-in-law, I-fu, a filial son, would not say anything against
her. One night, when they were in bed, his fingers happened to touch a smooth scar on her chest. He asked her
about it, she said that she had burned herself. How had she burned herself, he wanted to know. “I was frying pork
fat in a deep fryer. Nai-nai\fn{A note reads: One for of address for one’s grandmother or the mother of one’s
husband.} came to the kitchen. She tasted a piece of the fat sediment. It was not crisp enough, she said, and threw
the piece back into the fryer, causing the seething oil to splash all over me."
Actually, because of the tremendous heat from the stove, Ts’ui-o had opened a few buttons of her blouse. After
throwing the sediment into the fryer, her mother-in-law had muttered, ‘Your man isn’t home, what’s the sense of
exhibiting yourself?’ But Ts’i-o, in relating to him the incident, had omitted this part.
In the dark, her husband said nothing, just kept on feeling the scar with two fingers. It felt like two ants
crawling on her flesh. The sensation caused her to curl up her body with her knees pressing against his thighs.
Unexpectedly, he pulled her to him, straightened her body and held her tight against his body.
“After Yin-jui is married off, Ta-ch’i has got a wife, and after my parents pass away, I’ll take you with me to
Shanghai to live, just you and me. Shanghai is a wonderful place, all sorts of places and things for one to enjoy.
I’ll take you to see moving pictures.”
“What’s that?”
“I have gone with other salesmen at the store, several times. Those foreigners, they do all kinds of things in
front of people. The first time I went, I dared not look. They called me a bumpkin, the other salesmen.”
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“What did those foreigners do?”
He demonstrated to her. She tittered in the dark. The two brass bed-curtain hooks knocked loudly against the
mahogany bed posts.
She said, in a tone of affectionate disbelief, “You are fooling me, because I’m a country woman and have never
seen the world.”
“When did I ever fool you?” Gently, he touched the scar on her chest. “I’ll take you to Shanghai someday, just
you and me.”
Ts’ui-o gazed at the path across the pond hopefully. Which direction led to Shanghai? Could one reach there
from this path? I- fu had told her, “Pass the village, climb over the Mountain of Myriad Gods and walk twenty li
to the County Seat.\fn{Chinese provinces are divided into counties, like the states of the United States.} From
there, take the steamship; after one day and two nights, you are there, in Shanghai.” Such a faraway place! Would
she ever have a chance to go there in her lifetime? True, her parents-in-law were old, but they were in good
health, and rarely ill. “Ah!” She sighed. Resting her jaw in her palm, she continued to stare at the path. The only
thing she hoped for now was for I-fu to come home early for Yun-jui’s wedding and to stay a few extra days with
her before he went back to Shanghai. Her hand slipped down to her throat, to her bare upper chest. The burn had
long since gone, but if she looked close, she could detect a faint mark of pink. Recalling the sensation she felt
when I-fu caressed the burn with his two fingers, Ts’ui-o became so intoxicated that she could hardly keep her
eyes open.
Still, she could see a man standing on the path across the pond. How long he had been there, she could not
know. At first, she thought I-fu had come back unexpectedly as he did the last time. She was so overjoyed that she
had to press her hand hard against her heart to contain its violent thumping. When she collected herself and
looked again, she saw that it wasn’t her husband. The man had his silk shirt open at the front. Under the blazing
sun she could see the two tufts of hair on his chest and his navel directly above the loosely belted silk trousers. He
stood akimbo, his rolled-up sleeves exposing two jutting veins on his forearms. Automatically, Ts’ui-o let her
hand fall from her chest and sat straight. How could it be anyone but Liu Ch’ang-ch’ing, that notorious rascal of
Liu Village!
That year, after her husband’s village—Ch’en Bridge—had been occupied, the guerrillas hiding there staged an
attack one night and killed a dozen Japanese. The enemy went insane with rage and started to burn down the
whole village. The bondmaid of Fu’s house, getting up in the middle of the night to use the out-house, saw the fire
in the barn and screamed, waking up the whole family. Even though there was no man in the house (I-fu was in
Shanghai and Ta-ch’i was attending high school in the County Seat), Ts’ui-o was fortunately equal to the crisis as
a girl brought up in a mountain village. She half carried and half dragged her parents-in-law to the front gate, one
after another. Then, with the help of her daughter, the bondmaid, and the old servant, she rescued some of their
clothes and jewelry. That night they had a hard time walking to Liu Village to seek shelter with her sister-in-law,
the Second Mistress Liu.
Liu Village was already in the hands of the enemy. When the Japanese first invaded it, Liu Ch’ang-ch’ing had
assembled a few elders of the village to the market place to welcome them, though the womenfolk had either gone
into hiding or disguised them- selves, afraid to be seen. Liu Ch’ang-ch’ing was a ne’er-do-well when young and
his mother, unable to control him, had let him follow some villagers to different ports. He was gone for twenty
years. When the war began, he returned to the village out of nowhere, and gave the impression that he had made
some money. Day in and day out, he wandered about the village with a cigarette dangling at the comer of his
mouth; his shirt unbuttoned and his hands at his waist. Everyone in the village shunned him. Then, when the
enemy entered the village, he, making use of his inadequate Japanese, became a person of importance overnight.
He went from door to door to collect food, wine and silk to be sent to the enemy camps. The Japanese were so
pleased with him that they made him the village head. After a few days of feasting, the enemy returned to the
headquarters in the County Seat, leaving only a few soldiers to guard the village. As soon as they left, Liu Ch’angch’ing acted as if he were ten feet tall. Those who ordinarily turned their heads upon meeting him and called him
“the rascal” at his back now behaved demurely in front of him, addressing him by his new title. With a cigarette
perpetually at the comer of his mouth, his hands at his waist, he would barge into someone’s house unannounced
whenever the whim took him. When in a bad mood, he would just roll his eyeballs skyward while spoken to.
Ts’ui-o's sister-in-law, I-fen, had married Liu Shih-chun, the second master of the Liu Mansion, the most
prestigious Liu branch of the whole village. Though the second master had died some years ago, his branch
remained prosperous. Formerly, should a person like Liu Ch’ang-ch’ing venture across the doorsill of the Liu
Mansion, the servant would, without a scruple, chase him out with a stick as if he were a dog. Since he became
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the village head, however, he had barged into the second master’s house several times, and stayed on for dinner. Ifen had to order the servant Chang-sao to warm up the wine for him.
After Ts’ui-o moved here, Liu Ch’ang-ch’ing’s visits to the Liu Mansion became more frequent. Each time he
saw her, his eyes nailed on her body. Like a dog, he followed her about and kept on calling her Ch’en Tasao.\fn{A note reads: Ta-sao is literally the wife of the oldest brother; use is often extended to unrelated women to
whom one wishes to show respect and mild affection.} When he was gone, her mother-in-law would say, pointing
the spill to her face, “Your own man isn’t here, so have some self-respect! That man is a born rascal, what evil
deeds will he not do! Do you have to swing your hips so much? When speaking to him, do you have to smile that
way? How can you act so cheaply when very soon you are to be a mother-in-law yourself'?”
Even I-fen could not take it. She said: “Niang, in all fairness, it was for the sake of all of us that Sister-in-law
tolerated him, she didn’t do anything out of step.\fn{I.e., out of line.} Wasn’t I talking to him and laughing with
him? What else can one do? As the saying goes, ‘It’s easier to face Yama than to deal with the guards at his Gate.’
The lives and properties of the whole village are in his control. Anyone who doesn’t court him is definitely
looking for trouble.”
Now, this Liu Ch’ang-ch’ing, with a cigarette dangling at the corner of his mouth, his hands akimbo at his
waist, the hair on his chest shining under the sun, was hooking his eyes on her face. Hastily, she averted her eyes
and lowered her head. In a flurry, she couldn’t find the embroidery needle and squatted down to the floor to look
for it. Suddenly, a shadow fell on the sunlit oakwood floor. She looked up, her eyes meeting the intent gaze of Liu
Ch’ang-ch’ing who had come to the door. His eyes, which contained more white than black, shifted from her face
to her neck and to her chest. His mouth all at once hung open, and his cigarette fell to the floor.
“Village Head Liu, you are not in your house taking a nap in this hot weather?” Ts’ui-o said. Covering the
chest with one hand, she pressed the embroidery stand with the other to get up.
“I long for you so much, Ch’en Ta-sao, that I can’t go to sleep. Hsi-hsi.” He snickered.
“Village Head is so fond of joking! Ah, please sit down, I’ll go and get the bond maid to bring you tea.”
Unaware, her palm was pricked by the embroidery needle on the stand. She uttered a short cry and rubbed the
palm with her other hand. Her blouse came open again.
Liu Ch’ang-ch’ing strode forward, caught her wrist and turned her hand toward the light. “Let me see, let me
see. Does it hurt? I can cure it for you, I guarantee.” He straightened her fingers and placed her hand flat against
his chest, so that her palm felt his hot flesh and the bristly hair. A shiver ran through her body.
“Village Head Liu, Village Head Liu! Please let go of me. Should anyone see us, how do you expect me to
live?” She struggled. She had no strength, but she kept on struggling.
“Who can see us? The old man your father-in-law and old woman are both napping, your sister-in-law I-fen
has gone to the Third Master’s for a game of mahjong and your daughter is visiting in the next village, who can
see us?” He thrust his face forward from across and above the embroidery stand. “Ch’en Ta-sao, ever since you
came to our village, I haven’t had a night of peaceful sleep. Your man is blind to leave someone like you behind to
hug the pillow night after night. I know, I can tell you don't dislike me. Confess, is my guess correct?”
“Village Head Liu, what kind of talk is this?”
“Just call me Brother Ch’ang-ch’ing. What kind of talk? Ah, intimate talk, of course. Hsi-hsi! Ch’en Ta-sao,
today I have come especially for you.”
Ts’ui-o finally summoned some strength to free her hand. She pushed her chair backward and turned to go.
From behind her, Liu Ch’ang-ch’ing roughly encircled her by the waist, his hands turned upward, tightly cupping
her firm breasts with his ten fingers. The hot breath from his dilated nostrils, the odor of tobacco from his open
mouth tickled her nape and settled on her chest. She couldn’t breathe, nor could she call out for help. Thus
captured, she was dragged from the back court to the hallway, to the west-wing chambers, up the stairway, and
into a room.
Formerly it was Second Master’s study, where he used to smoke his opium, look over his accounts, or browse
through his books. After he passed away, the room served no particular purpose though in one comer there were a
few trunks and other sundry articles of household use, but the bed was still there. In times of peace, when there
were overnight guests, this extra bed had proved useful. Some time ago, when Liu Ch’ang-ch’ing came to the
house demanding some bolts of cloth to be sent to the Japanese headquarters, he had come up to this room with
the servant Chang-sao to fetch the goods. He had not forgotten it since.
After entering the room, he shut the door with a back-kick of his left leg. The room was as hot as if it were
filled with ten caldrons of boiling water. Liu Ch’ang-ch’ing forced Ts’ui-o to the middle of the room, released her
and turned her around. Before Ts’ui-o could open her mouth, he had smothered it with his own, while his fingers
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blindly searched for the buttons of her blouse. Impatient, he then brusquely tore it off from the open collar. The
tearing of the sleeveless undershirt required even less effort. As soon as he saw her white, silky bosom and the
erect nipples, he gave out a hoarse moan. Throwing her onto the rattan bed, he began to suck her, all over.
Half delirious, Ts’ui-o was dimly aware that the rattan wickerwork uncovered by any mattress was very
resilient. Each time after Liu Ch’ang-ch'’ng had pressed her down, it sprang her back. It gave her the illusion of
being in a boat. She felt dizzy, and to steady herself, she held onto his shoulders. He was breathing hard and in
short jerks, puffing hot air onto her face. She had to shut her eyes. Once her eyes were closed, her mind flashed
back to the mid-July of last year when her husband came home unexpectedly. It was hot like this also. The room
was so hot now that she felt she was in a steamer and was confused about last year and this year. Her body was
soaked in sweat, as was the body on top of hers. Both bodies were so slippery that she had to hold onto him still
tighter.
“As I said, you wanted me too, am I right? I can tell, you were starved to distraction!” As he gasped out his
words, the spittle from his mouth trickled down to her face and into her mouth. A tremor spread through her body;
then she lay, paralyzed. Slowly she opened her eyes and saw, with an excruciating clarity, that the person on her
was not I-fu.
She wanted to cry, but all the moisture in her had been drained. She lay there, soft and weak, hands over face.
Liu Ch’ang-ch’ing crawled down from her. The cigarettes and matches in his shirt pocket had tumbled all over the
bed and onto the floor. He picked a cigarette up, tucked it at the corner of his mouth and searched for a match on
the floor. When it was lit, the room seemed hotter. He belted his trousers, muttering;
“Mother’s, the weather is hot as hell!” He picked up the cigarettes from the floor and the bed and put them
back in to the flattened cigarette case. With utter indifference, he poked the inert person on the bed. “Ch’en Tasao, how was it? Was I comparable to your husband? Eh? Hsi-his! I’m going. You had better put on some clothes
before you catch a cold. Hsi-his!”
Giving the collar of his shirt a shake and not bothering to button it up, he walked toward the door. Suddenly
Ts’ui-o pushed herself up from the bed with her elbows.
“Liu … Ch’ang-ch’ing, take me with you, I beg you!” With his left hand still on the doorknob, he turned
around. Taking the cigarette from the corner of his mouth with his right thumb and forefinger, he sent the ashes
flying to the far corner of the room by a snap of his little finger. Then he smiled crookedly, pulling his lower lip
sideways: “Didn’t I tell you so? Once you have tasted the sweets, you can’t bear to leave me, can you?” His
eyeballs with their large portions of white surveyed her naked body. “My Ta-sao, are you asking me to abduct a
decent married woman? How would I dare commit such a crime? Rest assured, I shall appear on the path across
the pond every now and then. When you want me badly, wait for me by the back door, all right? Now I really
must be going, hee, hee!” Sticking the cigarette back to his mouth and letting it dangle down, he walked out of the
room with perfect ease, not even bothering to close the door behind him.
The room seemed hotter, but Ts’ui-o felt cold. The chill came from the middle of her feet, from her legs and
from the bare stomach. She half sat up and picked up the underpants from one side of the bed. Except for her
shoes, she had been stripped bare. Standing on the floor, she put on her trousers. The sleeveless undershirt and the
gray pongee blouse were so torn that she couldn’t put them back on. In hot weather, she disliked to wear the white
cotton undershirt that bound her chest as other village women did, so her husband had brought her the sleeveless
undershirt made of genuine silk from Shanghai. It felt cool and smooth and never clung to her body. I-fu, except
that he couldn’t take her to Shanghai with him right away, had done everything in his power to make her happy
and content.
I-fu! She squatted on the floor, gathered the torn clothes in her arms and covered her face with them. Heaven
above, how could she ever face him? She might as well be dead! Her body had been trampled upon by the rascal,
how could she bear to have her husband touch it?
She twisted the torn shirt into a cord, stood up, and with fixed eyeballs, searched for a place to hang herself.
The transom was too high and there were no posts around the bed. She tiptoed toward the door, holding the cord
tightly in her hands. She remembered that there was a transom by the staircase. A shadow flitted across the
doorway, Ts’ui-o stopped short, pressing the cord-clutching fists against her chest and uttering a short gasp.
“It’s me, mistress,” said the bondmaid. Her flat, pumpkin-shaped face thrust toward the open doorway. The
eyes, popping wide, fixed on Ts’ui-o’s bare upper body. “The old mistress is looking for you.”
“The old mistress is up already?” Ts’ui-o was shivering with cold and pressed the shirt tightly against her bare
breasts.
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“She has been up for some time now. I went looking for you all over, to the house of the Third Master, to the
back door, to the pond. There was no sight of you. When I came back from the backdoor, I bumped into Village
Head Liu, He told me that you were here,” Her eyes moved from her body to her disarrayed hair, to the dark gray
pongee blouse on the floor, then to the bed. “Mistress. …”
“Hurry, go to my room and get me a blouse. Go, go!”
She was gone for a good half hour. Ts’ui-o kept biting her lips with impatience.
“You stupid slave, taking so long to get a blouse!” She cursed when the bondmaid finally came back.
“It wasn’t my fault, mistress. The old mistress waylaid me. She asked me if I had found you, I said—”
“What did you say?” Ts’ui-o grabbed the blouse, but she was shaking so hard that she couldn’t put it on.
“I said I went looking for you all over, to the house of the Third Master, to the backdoor, to the pond. When I
came back from the backdoor, I bumped into Village Head Liu—”
“You stupid slave!” Ts’ui-o wanted to strike her, but her trembling arm was caught in the sleeve of the blouse
and she couldn’t get her hand out. “Who told you to repeat all that, eh? Are you out of your mind?”
“You didn’t ask me not to repeat it, mistress.” Half in confusion, half in fear, she looked down ,at her own feet.
“What did the old mistress say?”
“She didn’t say a word for a long time! Then she told me to get the old master and the second mistress from
the house of the Third Master. The second mistress couldn’t find anyone to take her place on the mahjong table,
so she didn’t come back, but the old master has come. Now they are talking in their room.”
After buttoning up her blouse, Ts’ui-o picked up the fish-bone hairpin from the bed, pinned her loosened hair
back in place, and gathered the torn clothes from the floor. Then, averting her eyes, she asked the bondmaid, “Did
the old mistress want me?”
“No,” she answered. “But are you going?”
Ts’ui-o was impatient to wash the filth off her body. “I’m going back to my room first. If the old mistress asks
for me, tell her I’ll come directly.” She walked to the door and turned. “Just say ‘I don’t know’ to whatever
question she might put to you, do youhear? Have I ever been mean to you in the past, eh? Later on, when you get
a chance, put away my embroidery stand by the backdoor.”
In the red wooden tub, she washed and scrubbed herself and put on clean underwear. Though her body was
now clean, she didn’t feel clean inside. But she had dismissed the idea of killing herself. How could she not be
there to take care of her daughter’s impending wedding? Nonetheless, the ugly incident was eating at her heart.
How could she live on? How was she to raise her head high in front of others? Besides, would her mother-in-law
let go of her so easily? When her husband came back, how was she to …
“Ts’ui-o!” Her mother-in-law pushed aside the pearl-strung door curtain, her purplish-brown face dark with
menace. “You did a great deed! In broad daylight, you committed such a scandalous crime and put the Ch’ens to
shame three hundred generations back! Yet you have the face not to kill yourself!”
“Nai-nai, I. . . that Village Head Liu. . . he forced …” “Phew!” Her mother-in-law spat on her face. “You think
I am only three years old? Eh? Generally, you are strong enough to carry two buckets of water, why didn’t you
have any strength when you saw that rascal? I have known long ago that you are nothing but a tramp! Whenever
your man comes home, you make yourself up like a harlot. You think that I am blind? Let me tell you, have some
self-respect, gather up your belongings and get out of here as soon as it’s dark. Otherwise, I’ll call in a few husky
men in the village and beat you to death! We the house of Ch’en can’t have a tramp such as you!”
“Nai-nai …”
“Who is your Nai-nai?” Pushing aside the curtain, she was gone, leaving a roomful of sultry heat.
Ts’ui-o sat in her room, wiping off in turn her tears and perspiration. Get out of the house? All right! Her only
worry was how to explain everything to I-fu. The sun was going down, splashing its golden rays into the room.
Ordinarily around this time the servant, Chang-sao, would come calling for her if she was in her room. “Mistress
Ch’en,” she would say, “how should I cut the pork? Dice or shred? How would you like the bean sprouts? With
pork bones?” Now she didn’t call for her, the whole house seemed so quiet. Did it mean that they really wanted to
get rid of her? Where could she go? Her mother had long passed away. If her uncle found out the reason for her
dismissal, would he take her in? He wouldn’t. Her mother-in-law demanded that she should get out; she might as
well have asked her to kill herself.
Continuing to wipe away her tears and perspiration, she walked over to the dresser where she had on display
all the things her husband had brought back from Shanghai: the Beauty Brand cologne, the powder case with the
picture of the movie star Miss Butterfly on the cover (whenever she opened the cover, the case gave a musical
tune), the sandalwood fan with rose-colored silk tassel, and the small box of rouge. When he was home, she
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would always sprinkle herself with cologne after a bath and put some rouge on her face before getting into the
bed. Turning away from the dresser, she walked toward the bridal chest on which was piled Yun-jui’s trousseau:
quilts with multiple-colored silk covers, embroideries, jade pendants, and fine silk and brocade. Then she turned
to the bed covered by a mat. A thin, summer quilt with a lake-blue silk covering was placed at the corner. Side by
side at the head of the bed were two pillows covered also with mats. One mat had a dark ring at the center because
her husband liked to use a lot of pomade.
No, she couldn’t die, she wouldn’t. The more her mother-in-law desired her to die, the more she wanted to live.
She must take care of her daughter’s wedding; then, when her son went to Shanghai to attend college after the
summer, she had to do the packing for him. On top of that, her husband intended to take her to Shanghai to see the
world. She couldn’t kill herself. Nor would she go back to where she came from. Liu Ch’ang-ch’ing was a villain,
but also a favorite with the enemy. Who in the whole village would dare to offend him? How would she dare to
resist him? She must explain the whole situation to her parents-in-law.
Picking up the torn blouse and undershirt, she walked out of the room. The sun had set. Though the courtyard
was still bright, the dusk had set in the hallway and as she walked toward its end, her pace slackened. Fear
gripped her. How could she tell everything in front of her father-in-law? How could her mother-in-law see her
side of the picture? Undoubtedly, she would point the spill at her and say: “If you really wanted to resist Liu
Ch’ang-ch’ing, you could have killed yourself by knocking your head against the leg of the bed!”
When she reached the door to the room of her parents-in-law, she stood stock still with no courage left to lift
the door curtain.
Someone was talking in the room. It was her sister-in-law, I-fen.
“Niang, think it over. By driving her out, you might offend that villain. Then what wouldn’t he do once he is
angry? He might kill, he might set the house on fire, he could do anything! Assuming he ignores your act and
doesn’t retaliate, how are you going to explain yourself to I-fu? They have been a loving couple; would he believe
you? And if he does, with his bullish temper, would not he want to fight the rascal until one of them is dead? If he
doesn’t believe you, would he forgive you for driving out his wife? Besides, once Ts’ui-o is gone, how are you
going to explain yourself before Ta-ch’i and Yun-jui?”
“I-fen is right. If I were you, I wouldn’t do anything. We are living on our son now, it’s best not to meddle in
any of their affairs.” It was her father-in-law talking.
“I have yet to see a father like you! Your daughter-in-law has committed a shameless crime, making your son a
cuckold, and you say it’s best not to do anything! So you don’t care a thing even after she has blackened the name
of Ch’en!”
“Niang, keep your temper down and take my advice. Tell the bondmaid not to breathe a word to Chang-sao,
who has a leaking mouth. If we don’t say a word, nobody will be the wiser. When I-fu comes home, we could tell
him the whole thing after Yu-jui’s wedding. He, like us, cares for his face and Ts’ui-o is his wife; it’s up to him if
he wants to punish her or to get rid of her. You don’t have to do the punishing. Tieh,\fn{A note reads: One form of
address for one’s father.} am I not right?”
“Most certainly. I told her before not to meddle.”
“Then, Niang, I’m going to tell Ts’ui-o that she can stay. I’ll just say that you said these things in anger and she
shouldn’t take them to heart. Anyway, Niang, it will be only a month before I-fu comes back. You must have
patience during …”
Ts’ui-o ran the whole length of the hallway back to her room with a thumping heart. Thrusting the torn clothes
under the bed, she sat on the bed getting her breath back. Anyway, it would be only a month before I-fu came
back. She would explain everything to him herself. I-fu would know whether she was a cheap woman or not.
But the following month was the longest one she had ever lived through. A second was like an hour, an hour
like a day, a day a year. She was like a stick of fritter being fried over and over in a pot of scalding oil. Her fatherin-law wouldn’t look at her. Reviling her daily by alluding to the incident, her mother-in-law was almost tempted
to call her a whore in front of Yun-jui. In the past, Ts’ui-o had always served the old couple morning and evening
tea; now they wouldn’t let her touch their cups. At meals, the bond-maid took her place in filling up their rice
bowls and in handing them the face towels. Automatically, Ts’ui-o descended to the rank of a maid and spent most
of her time helping in the kitchen. Chang-sao, who had been very cordial to her and addressed her “Mistress
Ch’en,” became distinctly cold toward her either because she had got wind of the rumor, or because she just
wanted to kick a “fallen dog.” When asking a question, she would do so curtly, without addressing her … “What
do you want to do with this fish, steam it or fry it with soy sauce?” Or she would say, “How do you want the
spareribs prepared?”
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The kitchen faced west. Late in the afternoon, with the fire in the stove, it became unbearably hot. In the past,
Ts’ui-o would sit in the hallway with her sister-in-law while Chang-sao washed and cut up vegetables and meat in
the kitchen for her to cook. Now her sister-in-law was nowhere to be found and she had no courage to sit in the
hallway by herself, so the kitchen became her sanctuary. And whenever she walked in, Chang-sao would slip out
gleefully to the back door to chat withpassers-by near the pond.
All this punishment, all the insult and humiliation from her father-in-law down to Chang-sao, she endured
without a murmur. The thing she dreaded day and night was that some rumor might reach the ears of her daughter,
or that the disdainful attitude of her mother-in-law might arouse her suspicion. If this should happen, she really
would not want to live on. Luckily Yun-jui was still young and she was too preoccupied by the preparations for
her wedding to notice the changed attitudes of the whole household toward her mother. Occasionally she caught
her grandmother looking at her mother with utter contempt, but she attributed it to the fact that her grandmother
had never liked her mother, and so was not troubled. Only once did she feel uneasy when she overheard the
conversation of two tailors temporarily stationed in the house to make her wedding outfits.
“The way she fixes her eyes on her nose, her nose on her heart, she appears all virtue. Who would imagine her
to be carrying on with that rascal Liu!”
“You are a blockhead! Don’t you know that women with light bones always put on a mask of virtue? Just take
a closer look at her slanted eyes, then you’ll know she is the kind of woman not satisfied with her regular meals!”
Yun-jui didn’t pay much attention until her ears cocked up at the words “slanted eyes.” Just then her mother
came to the back room to discuss something with the tailors, and as they stopped talking, Yun-jui caught them
exchanging a look full of significance. Being heedlessly young, she at once asked her mother upon retiring to
their own quarters that night, “Niang, does that Liu come here often?”
Ts’ui-o instantly turned deadly pale. Fortunately, the kerosene lamp on the table was not too bright and she was
sitting on the bed away from the table. Immediately, she turned her face away towards the bed feigning to look for
her fan. With the fan, she first chased the mosquitoes off the bed and lowered the net. By then, her heart had
returned to its normal beat, and so she answered;
“Which Liu? In this village, everybody’s surnamed Liu.”
“Liu Ch’ang-ch’ing, that rascal.”
“Ah, that one. He hasn’t come around here for some time now. Except for visiting your cousin the other day
when you spent the night there, you have been home all the time, why ask me?”
“Does he have a … have a mistress?”
The fan fell to the floor. Ts’ui-o didn’t pick it up. Instead, she poured herself a glass of cold water from the
teapot and drank it down hurriedly. Then she picked up the fan and fanned herself with vigor as if she couldn’t be
bothered with questions.
“You are not married yet, why do you ask questions like that? Your niang is home day in and day out, how am
I supposed to know what is going on outside?” She loosened her hair, which fell on her moon-pale thin blouse,
black against white.
“From whom did you hear such gossip?”
“The tailors. Tailor Chang mentioned a woman with slanted eyes …”
“Ah, I remember now. Chang-sao once mentioned that woman to me. She is a widow from Li Bridge Village,
if I am not mistaken. Well, a properly brought up girl like you must quickly forget this kind of gossip. Have you
finished embroidering the slippers yet?”
“Almost.”
“You had better speed up a little, it’s nearly the end of August. I can’t wait for the quilting cotton which the
Hsin-hsing store is supposed to have delivered to us by now. I have to make two more quilts!”
“Niang, you ought to take it easy, you have lost quite a bit of weight lately. The weather is so hot, what does it
matter if I take fewer things over there? They won’t mind. Grandfather got a letter from Father today saying he
will go to the County Seat to pick up Brother first. Nai-nai told you, ofcourse?”
The fan fell again. She didn’t pick it up this time but looked at her daughter with dazed eyes.
“Niang, what’s the matter? You didn’t know about the letter?”
“Eh? I know, of course I know. Go to bed now, you have to get up early tomorrow.”
Around midnight, Yun-jui was awakened by the heat. In her room which was next to her mother’s, every
window was open yet there was not the faintest sign of a breeze. The gauze mosquito net hung heavily as if it
weighed a ton. No sooner was she awake than she heard the sound of weeping. She sat up and listened, trying to
tell its location. When she knew it was her mother, she got a fright and ran barefoot to her room. She lifted the net
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after shaking it a few times to scare away the mosquitoes and hopped into her mother’s bed as she used to do
when she was a little child. Clutching a thoroughly soaked handkerchief, her mother was lying on her side facing
the wall, her body bathed in perspiration. Yun-jui clung to her mother’s shoulder, frightened, “Niang, what is it?
Are you ill or something? Having a heat stroke? I’ll go and tell Nai-nai you are unwell.”
Turning around, Ts’ui-o held her daughter tightly and cried even harder. Her breasts were now pressed upon
the latter’s shoulder like two hot balls, making her uncomfortable. “My girl, I am all right. You go to bed.” She
said this without releasing Yun- jui from her embrace.
“Niang,” the bewildered girl gently unfastened her mother’s arms, somewhat suspicious. “Let me get down to
bring you a towel—you’re all wet. Where is the match, Niang?”
“Don’t light the lamp, I’m afraid of the light. Don’t bother, I’m going down to wash my face.”
After her mother had got off the bed, she noticed a black lump and picked it up. By the pale moonlight from
the window, she recognized it to be her father’s black hair net. Somehow she felt immensely relieved. He was
coming back soon. “Niang, you were thinking of Tieh, right?”
Ts’ui-o was calmer now. She rinsed her mouth, had a drink of cold water and came back to the bed. With her
legs crossed Buddha-fashion, she sat in the middle of the bed, placed Yun-jui’s hands on her lap, and caressed
them gently. “When I married your tieh twenty years ago, I was sixteen. All these years, though he was seldom
home, I have had nothing to complain of. Should I again be a woman in my next life, I’d still want to marry your
tieh.” It was getting hot inside the net. She released her daughter’s hands and took up the fan and fanned them
both. “In a few days, you will be a married woman, belong to another family. All these years, you have brightened
my lonely hours. When you are gone …”
“Niang, I will only be three Ii away, I’ll come to see you two or three times a week.”
“I thought the same way when I left my mother to marry your tieh. But after I was married, I put my whole
heart into making your tieh happy and gradually I forgot my mother. Therefore, I do not expect you to come to see
me too often. I want you to have a good life with Shun-te, that’s more important. I want you to be happy with him,
the way I have been with your tieh.”
“Niang, beg Tieh to take you to Shanghai for a couple of years.I can take care of Yeh-yeh\fn{A note reads: One
form of address for one’s grandfather.} and Nai-nai. Besides, there is Auntie. When Tieh comes home, I’ll talk to
him. You have not had an easy life all these years, Tieh won’t refuse.”
To her puzzlement, her mother started to cry again; her tears falling on the mat sounded like raindrops beating
against the eaves. “My dear child, go to bed. I’ll talk to your tieh myself. Go to bed. Remember, after you have
married Shun-te, try to make a happy life for both of you, then I’ll rest easy.”
Her mother had said these words time and again in the past, but never with tears in her eyes. She was puzzled
for a long time after she got into her own bed, and then fell asleep.
In a few days, both her father and brother returned home.
2
When I-fu and his son Ta-ch’i reached the market place of Liu Village, their backs were dripping with sweat. Ifu with his son at his heel, walked toward the Ch’ang-hsing rice shop. On his way home from Shanghai it was his
custom to come to the shop to rest his feet and to drink a cup of tea. The proprietor was formerly the bookkeeper
at the Liu Mansion. After the three Liu brothers divided up their property, bookkeeping was no longer needed and
he, with the money he had saved while working at the Mansion, opened the rice shop at the market place. From
his past connections with the Lius, he got to know a lot of people, which helped his business immensely, as did
his amiability. The Lius and their friends and relatives were all his customers. I-fu also got along with him well
after his family had moved to the Liu Mansion.
“Brother Ch’ang-hsing, business good?” He stood by the door and greeted the proprietor behind the counter
working out his account on an abacus.
“Ah! It’s Mr. I-fu!” He brushed the abacus back to its normal position, pushed it away and walked eagerly over
to welcome them. The slits of his white cotton gown opened wide, flapping against his legs. "Come in, come sit
down, have a cup of tea. You come back for your daughter’s wedding, right?”“Yes. I should have come earlier, but
the store was too busy to spare me. Greet Uncle Ch’ang-hsing, Ta-ch’i.”
Ta-ch’i addressed the proprietor with a low “uncle.” He resembled his father, the same swarthy complexion,
heavy lips, and bright eyes. I-fu’s nose was larger, and he had a scar the size of a thumb on his left eyebrow,
acquired when he was small after he had fallen on a piece of broken glass and suffered a deep cut. Whenever he
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lost his temper, the scar would turn purplish dark and the left eye would blink faster than the right. It always
fright-ened Ta-ch’i and his sister. But I-fu had tremendous self-control and never lost his temper unless unduly
provoked. He was of medium height but sturdy: his rolled-up sleeves revealed strong arms. Ta-ch’i was taller by
half a head and much broader in the shoulders. His whole body seemed to be made of blocks of muscles.
“Is this your Ta-ch’i?” the proprietor exclaimed. “Why, only a year’s time and he has shot up so much! About
time he gets a wife too, I gather?” He pulled out two chairs from the table, invited them to sit down, called for tea,
went behind the counter to fetch two fans made of palm leaves, and brought out a dish of watermelon seeds and a
dish of peanuts. Before sitting down himself, he passed a cigarette to I-fu and lit one for himself.
“Ta-ch’i is thinking of going to college. I figure I can support him for a year or two since I will have Yiin-jui
married off and so I have given him my permission. You know, brother Ch’ang-hsing, the times have changed; the
more stuff you have in your head, the less you will be made a fool of.”
“I couldn’t agree with you more. Mr. I-fu, what good luck you have, a son so industrious, a daughter to be
married into a good
family.”
“You are being very kind,” I-fu said, his face stretching wide with a smile coming straight from his heart.
“How is everything in the village, peaceful?”
“Not so good, nor too bad. The Japanese don’t come here often, but the evil-doers, the traitors under their
protection, come to bother us frequently, wanting money and other things.”
“What about that Liu, what’s his name? Yes, Liu Ch’ang- ch’ing, what about him?”
The proprietor was startled into silence. He couldn’t be sure if I- fu had heard any rumors about Liu Changch’ing and his wife since reaching the market place. If he had, how much did he know? And how much did he
believe? Was he trying to get more news from him by asking such a question? He took a deep draw at his cigarette
and said, “What do you mean, what about him?”
“I mean does he oppress people?” He appeared to know nothing then.
“I don’t know exactly,” the proprietor said. “There are rumors that he does. He … but one can’t rely on
rumors.”
“Tieh, let’s go, Nai-nai must be impatient with waiting.”
On their way home I-fu was puzzled. The last time he came back, the proprietor of the rice shop had cursed
that rascal with harsh words, accusing him of raping and looting and committing all kinds of crimes. Also he had
prophesied that someday the rascal would fall upon a thousand knives. But this time it seemed that he was
reluctant to say anything against him, even protecting him a little. What had happened? Had he become an ally of
that rogue? Had he taken a bad turn? But he didn’t seem to be one without principles or backbone! Then why was
he trying to hold something back? He would certainly ask his sister I-fen about it when he got home.
As he approached the pond, his feet suddenly became lighter. Last year, he made a special trip home after his
father had a heat stroke. When he reached the pond, the first person he saw was Ts’ui-o, squatting there by its
edge and washing clothes. From their reflection in the water, he saw her hands, which had retained their milky
softness after years of kitchen work. They were as white as the rest of her body. When by chance she lifted up her
head and saw him there, the joy, as if it surged straight from her heart, spread over and softened her whole face.
Those twenty years, serving her parents-in-law in the country, raising the children, taking care of the chores in and
out of the house, had not been easy for her. True, he came home occasionally, but every time he stayed only a few
days, so short. And the nights were even shorter, be- cause she always had to get up at dawn to prepare tea for his
parents in the kitchen.
That Wang, a fellow employee who also slept in the store at night, had told him again and again that he wanted
to introduce him to the voluptuous delights of the Fourth Avenue of Shanghai. He never went with him though.
When he thought of Ts’ui-o’s silky skin, he had not the slightest desire to touch any other woman. Now that his
parents were living with his sister, who could certainly take care of them, he must sound his mother out this time
to see if she would let Ts’ui-o go to Shanghai. Even if he could only have Ts’ui-o for a few months with him in
Shanghai, it would be enough for him to have a taste of a normal family life. The very idea of putting up and
taking down the bed planks at the store sickened him, to mention nothing about sleeping alone eleven months out
of a year. Maybe his mother would sympathize with his hardship and let Ts’ui-o go. Besides, Ta-ch’i was going to
Shanghai to attend college, and he could stay with them if Ts’ui-o were there. That way, they could save money.
His mother always gave in to any money-saving scheme.
“I’m planning to take your mother to Shanghai for a while. Your sister will be married, Auntie could take care
of your yeh-yeh
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and nai-nai. This way, you don’t have to stay in a dormitory.”
“Pa, I must stay in a dormitory or else part of the meaning of being a college student is lost. But I agree a
hundred percent with you about taking Ma to Shanghai. It has been very unnatural that you and Ma haven’t lived
together in the past. Now that Sister is getting married, they have no reason to keep Ma from going with you to
live like a normal husband and wife,” replied Ta-ch’i.
He talked differently from the rest of the family. Not only didn’t he use the village dialect, but also he
addressed his parents “Pa” and “Ma,” in the fashion of Mandarin speakers. He also used words and sentences
beyond the comprehension of his family. His father, though he understood very little of what he said, felt
immensely proud of him in secret.
“I agree with you, but I don’t know what your nai-nai will say to this.”
“She shouldn’t interfere. I’m going to tell her so.”
“Ta-ch’i, this concerns the grown-ups, I don’t want you to interfere. Don’t think that because you have read a
few more books than others have, you can brush aside respect for your elders! Why should you talk to your nainai about my plans for your niang? Confucius said, ‘When the parents are living, a son should not travel afar.’ It’s
with great reluctance that I traveled to Shanghai to make money; do you think I wanted to leave them? A
daughter-in- law’s rightful place is with her parents-in-law, how could you say it’s unreasonable? When we get
home, don’t talk this kind of nonsense to your yeh-yeh, do you hear me?”
Ta-ch’i paused a long time before muttering his assent. Then he slackened his pace to maintain a slight
distance from his father in order to avoid further conversation. When they were near the Liu Mansion from across
the pond, I-fu let out a sigh of relief.
“Finally, finally! It feels much cooler here in the village than in Shanghai!”\fn{Shanghai is a hot, tropical
place; but, situated as it is at the mouth of a very great river, it was only natural that it would develop as a great
metropolis.}
Both of them quickened their steps and reached the path. Chang-sao, who stood by the backdoor chatting with
the servant from the Third Master’s house saw them and yelled, “Master Ch’en and the young master have come
home! Master Ch’en is back!”And she ran inside to spread the news. I-fu and Ta-ch’i came down the path, turned
and came to the back door. I-fu, who was hoping that Ts’ui-o would rush out to welcome him, saw only Yun-jui
skipping and running toward him, followed by I-fen and his parents. He felt a bit let down, but put on a smile to
greet his parents and sister.
“Only in three more days you will be married, how can you skip and jump like that? Shame on you!” Ta-ch’i
teased his sister. “I bet you can hardly wait to skip to the house of Ch’ang!”
As Yun-jui chased after him to give him a beating, he dashed through the door and ran to the other end of the
hall, asking, “Where is Ma?”
Just then, Ts’ui-o appeared at the kitchen door, still wiping the perspiration from her face and turning back her
head to give a last instruction to Chang-sao: “Be sure to let it simmer, high heat will spoil the taste of bream with
scallions.” The moment she turned her head, she saw her husband. She was wearing a suit of jade-green pongee
pants and blouse. The blouse, wet with perspiration, clung to her body. Her face was red with heat, and beads of
perspiration were on her forehead. The collar was open and turned down, exposing her white neck. Upon seeing Ifu, the red on her face spread over to her earlobes.
“You are back!”
Then she saw the eyes of her mother-in-law, like a pair of poisoned arrows, shoot at her from the back of her
husband. Hastily, she turned up the collar and buttoned it up.
“You go and rest up in Yeh-yeh’s room. I will
bring in the water for you to wash up.” Then she turned back to the kitchen. I-fu in- voluntarily lowered his gaze
upon her full hips wiggling with her thin green pants.
The day before I-fu’s return, his parents and sister had decided at a secret conference that they would not say a
word about the ugly incident until after the wedding. So, after dinner, they only went over with him about Yinjui’s wedding plans, then urged him to retire after a long day’s journey. Yin-jui, who always slept in the backroom of her mother’s quarters to keep her company while her father was away in Shanghai, now returned to the
eastern wing of the house and shared a double room with her brother.
When I-fu entered their bedroom, Ts’ui-o had the warm water ready for him in the red-paint wooden tub.
While he was taking his bath, she went to the kitchen to see if everything was in order, then to her parents-inlaw’s room to inquire if they needed anything, then to Ta-chi’s room to gather his soiled clothes and listen to his
rambling chats about his school. By the time she got back to her room, I-fu was already in bed cooling himself
with a fan, waiting for her.
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“Ts’ui-o.” Whenever they were alone, he spoke low, his voice somewhat husky and urgent. “What took you so
long to get back? I’m so hot waiting here!”
Although her heart was filled with apprehension, she couldn’t help giggling. “Squatting there like that, how
can you not be hot? Get up and cool yourself by the window.”
“I’m waiting for you, hurry!” She went to the back-room, using the water he had just bathed in to wash her
body clean. After drying herself, she sprinkled talcum powder all over her body and dabbed her underarms and
neck with cologne. Then she washed her face and put on some powder. I-fu called her so urgently that she didn’t
have a chance to put on any clothes before getting into bed. Then, before she had a chance to lie down, he had
seized her. Afterwards, their bodies were soaked in perspiration. Ts’ui-o got down from the bed to wash herself
again and put on her underclothes, at the same time going over for the thousandth time the words she wanted to
say to I-fu. She wouldn’t omit one detail of the whole incident. She had to let him know about her true feelings
towards him, whatever his decision about her future.
She went back to bed, but to her disappointment, he was already snoring away.
The next day he went to the market place. He needed men to carry the sedan-chair and trousseau-case, drum
and gong players, and six men to walk by the chair. It took him all day to find and hire them, to bargain over their
pay. Then he brought them back to the house, gave them food and wine, set a time for them to come on the
wedding day. After they had left, he went to his parents’ room to discuss the details for next day’s pre-wedding
banquet, itemizing its costs. Then, with an account book in hand, he made an inventory of the trousseau in his
daughter’s room. By the time he got back to his own room he was dead tired. After his bath, he fell asleep before
Ts’ui-o got back from the kitchen.
The next day, the pre-wedding day, was a busier day for him. Relatives and friends bearing gifts and good
wishes came and didn’t leave until dusk. Three tables were laid out to entertain and feast them. Though Ts’ui-o
had not a free moment in the kitchen, she forbade Yun-jui to help her on her last “maiden day.” After the last guest
had departed, her feet were so swollen that she could not even take her shoes off. Yet she had to help Chang-sao
clear up the kitchen, and she had to watch the bondmaid tidying up the large dining hall. The lights in her parentsin-law’s room were off by the time she was finished, and she went to her daughter’s room.
Yun-jui, still in the pink soft brocade dress with short sleeves which she had worn that morning, was sitting by
the lamp and listening to her father’s instruction. Ta-ch’i was in his own room, practicing his harmonica. Its tune
created a desolate atmosphere for the quiet night. Ts’ui-o burst into tears as soon as she sat down by her daughter.
She was tired, and remembrance of her wedding twenty years ago had rendered more poignant the uncertainty of
her future days.
. “Ts’ui-o, Ts’ui-o,” I-fu called her gently. “What is the meaning of this? I have finally convinced Yun-jui not to
feel bad. Are you going to make her cry again? Shun-te is a nice boy all around. Yun-jui doesn’t have to worry
about a thing living with him. In these uncertain times, where can one find as good a son-in-law as he?”
“I know, I know. It’s only because I have come to depend on Yün-jui so much. Whenever I need her, I only
have to call, ‘Yün-jui,’ and there she is. When she is married, I won’t even have anyone to talk to. When I think of
this, I can’t help feeling sad.”
“I have already decided to take your niang with me to Shanghai after you are married. Maybe I’ll keep her
with me until peace
comes. There is Auntie to take care of your yeh-yeh and nai-nai.”
“Ah, how wonderful! I was just talking to Niang about it the other night. Have you talked it over with Yeh-yeh
already?”
Abruptly Ts’ui-o held back her tears, waiting for him to answer.
“These days I have been so busy with your wedding preparations, where do I find time to talk to them of
anything else? As soon as you are off on your sedan-chair, I’ll talk to them. They won’t object. Your niang has
never had an easy day in the past twenty years; now that you and Ta-ch’i have grown up, she should start enjoying
her own life a little.”
“Exactly!”
Yun-jui took her mother’s hand and said affectionately, “Niang, now you won’t feel so bad, will you? Maybe
Shun-te and I will come to see you in Shanghai; maybe we’ll move to Shanghai too, and live next door to you.
Wouldn’t that be marvelous?”
“You silly girl! The whole thing is still up in the air; you talk as if you have caught it in your hands already!”
Ts’ui-o couldn’t help smiling through her tears. She touched Yun-jui’s arm. “Why, your arm is cold! Go to bed,
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you have to get up early tomorrow. The Third Mistress is coming over to open your face. Where are the wedding
clothes I put out for you?”
“Over there.”
“Rmember what I have been telling you? Always be patient even when you are taken advantage of; don’t
forget to keep the smile on your face. When you are a daughter, you are a bird; you get fed when you are hungry,
then you fly away to enjoy yourself. But when you are a daughter-in-law, you become an ox tending a mill. You
push from morning till night; whenever you slow down, the whip comes down on you. I’m not talking of the real
whip, but the kind of hardship a daughter-in-law has to endure is worse then being whipped. Be careful in every
way, be alert to the expressions on others’ faces. Never talk back to your mother-in-law. Even though you are in
the right, you must endure her accusation. The word for a daughter-in-law is forbearance.
“I know, Niang. You have been busy all day long, you must be tired and ought to rest too.”
“Shun-te’s mother is a reasonable and sensible person. She won’t mistreat Yun-jui, you can rest easy.” I-fu
comforted his wife and then turned to Yun-jui, ‘Go to bed now. Tomorrow will be a tiring day for you and you
must get enough sleep tonight. Your brother is following the sedan-chair to Shun-te’s house. He and Shun-te were
schoolmates, if they invite him to stay over the night, I’ll tell your brother to accept, so that you’ll feel better
knowing your own brother is there with you. Go to bed. Ta-ch’i, stop playing. You know what time it is now?”
Back in her room, Ts’ui-o sat down on the bed, placed her feet on a foot stool and started massaging them. I-fu,
kneeling down by her, helped her to massage. Hastily, Ts’ui-o withdrew her feet, saying, “You are more tired than
I am. Go to bed now: Ah, by this time tomorrow, Yun-jui will no longer belong to us! Be it son or daughter, they
all vanish in the end.” Her voice trailed off and she pulled out the handkerchief from her jacket sleeve.
“Ts’ui-o, Ts’ui-o, here you go again! Even though the children all leave you in the end, you’ll always have me.
You come to Shanghai with me and we’ll rent a small apartment near the shop, like my fellow employee Mr.
Kuei. I go to work during the day, but in the evening I’ll take you out. Shanghai is so colorful and exciting, the
Sincere Department Store alone will make your head spin. All kinds of delicacies to eat, all sorts of places to see,
as long as you have the money! You have been married to me for twenty years now, and we haven’t had a day
completely to ourselves. This time, no matter what happens, I’m taking you to Shanghai with me. And I
guarantee, two days after you reach Shanghai, you’ll forget all about Yun-jui.”
Ts’ui-o bent down to pull him up and made him sit by her. Holding his hands tightly she asked, “Do you really
mean to take me to Shanghai with you?” She always referred to him as ‘Ta- ch’I’s tieh’ while talking about him to
others. But when they were alone, she never addressed him. In twenty years, she never once called him ‘I-fu.’
“This time, you are set to take me with you?”
“Of course, I thought of nothing else on my way home from Shanghai.”
“Nai-nai won’t consent.” She let go of his hands to massage her feet again.
“I’ll talk to Niang myself. Tieh is reasonable. He will help me convince Niang. You don’t have to worry. After
Yun-jui gets on her sedan-chair, you can start packing.”
“Nai-nai won’t consent.” She didn’t raise her head.
“I know Niang is a bit stubborn. And she is so used to you serving her all these years, it’s only natural she
doesn’t want to let you go. But I’ll convince her and tell her that you are heartbroken on account of Yun-jui, that
I’m taking you to Shanghai to take your mind off her and you will be back in a month or two. She can’t very well
stop you from going if you are only to be gone for such a short time. Once we are out of here, you can stay away
for six months or a year. She has no way to pull you back.”
“Nai-nai won’t consent. She will say something to stop you, I know.”
“Ts’ui-o, I know you and Niang don’t get along and I also know Niang is quick-tempered sometimes, but I am
sure she is not capable of hurting you on purpose. In the past, she had an excuse not to let you go. Now that Yunjui is getting married, Ta-ch’i is going to Shanghai to study and they have I-fen to take care of them, she no longer
has an excuse to keep you here.”
“She has, she has!” Suddenly she grabbed both his hands. “There is something I want to beg of you. In twenty
years, I have never begged you for anything, now I am begging you. Whatever Nai-nai or Yeh-yeh might say to
you, don’t believe them. You must have faith in me. Though I didn’t have too many years of schooling, I know
good from evil. You have treated me well. I wouldn’t do anything to hurt you. You must believe me on this
particular point.”
He was puzzled and slightly annoyed. “Ts’ui-o, the most Niang can do is not to let you go, she won’t say
anything bad about you. She isn’t that kind of person, you can be sure of that. Sometimes you treat me as if I were
only three years old. Do you really think when Niang tells me that the sun rises from the west, I will believe her?
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Don’t you worry, I’ll handle everything. To bed now. Look at your feet, if the swelling doesn’t go down, you
won’t even be able to go to the market place, not to say Shanghai.” He freed his hands from Ts’ui-o’s grip and
stretched himself, yawning. Then he started to take off his long gown.
Ts’ui-o’s mouth was so parched that the lining of her throat actually hurt when saliva went down. But because
she was now extremely nervous, she kept swallowing. “I … I have something to tell you. One day …”
“Ts’ui-o, I know all about Niang’s mistreatment of you, but let bygones be bygones, why talk about them
anymore? I give you my word of honor: whatever Niang has to say, I am taking you to Shanghai with me. Are you
satisfied?”
He was standing in the middle of the room, the left side of his face illuminated by the lamp on the table. She
saw his left upper eyelid twitching rapidly and didn’t dare to continue as she had no courage to start her
confession in the first place. He took off his clothes and went to the back room to wash his feet. Ts’ui-o, dragging
her swollen feet to the bed, chased out the mosquitoes with a fan, lowered the net from the net hooks, and went to
wash up also. By the time she was ready for bed, I-fu was in there waiting for her. The minute she got in, he held
her to him.
“Tomorrow is our daughter’s day, let’s all pass the day with joy. I guarantee by this time next week, we’ll be in
Shanghai, just you and me. Ease your mind and go to sleep.”
All night long, Ts’ui-o never closed her eyes. At the first crowing of the cock, she got up. Her head felt as if it
were placed under a thousand-pound hammer and darkness danced in front of her eyes. She managed to put on
her ordinary clothes and, as usual, went to the kitchen to boil water and make tea for the old couple. Then she put
the bird’s nest soup on the stove and warmed the porridge for breakfast before the bondmaid showed up with
heavy eyes to fetch warm water for Ts’ui-o’s parents-in-law. When it was time for everyone to get up, Ts’ui-o
carried the bowl of bird’s nest soup on a silver tray and went to Yun-jui’s room. Under the thin quilt covered in
silk with a lotus design, her daughter was awake. When she saw her mother, her heart ached and she turned her
head towards the wall so as not to look at her mother’s face. Ts’ui-o held her own tears back and implored her to
get up and drink some soup. Then she helped her to put on her wedding attire. With each new piece of clothing on
her daughter’s body, her heart grew heavier. When Yun-jui was fully dressed, Ts’ui-o’s jacket was stained with
tears. She averted her face from Yun-jui.
“I have said all I want to say to you, Yun-jui. In a word, take good care of yourself. Put on more clothes
mornings and evenings when the weather is chilly. At meals, don’t overeat so that …”
“Niang!”
Yun-jui threw herself into her arms.
“I'll be back in three days!”
The words didn’t bring herself any comfort and she cried.
Accompanied by several women, Third Mistress Liu came from her quarters to open Yun-jui’s face. Hastily,
Ts’ui-o dried her tears and put on a smile to welcome them. She called the handmaid to serve them tea, and went
to fetch her sister-in-law to keep the guests company. From then on she was fully occupied with various details in
the kitchen until it was time for Yun-jui to get on the sedan-chair. With people milling around, she couldn’t say
what she wanted to say to her daughter. When the gongs started to clang at the front door, signifying the
beginning of the bridal procession, Ta-ch’i, dressed in a new western suit, came to carry his sister to the sedanchair. Yun-jui held on to her mother's dark red brocade dress and cried, “Niang, Niang!”
With a white-lace handkerchief over her face, and oblivious to the roomful of guests, Ts’ui-o cried with her
daughter. All the female guests consoled her, saying, “Your daughter must have been very virtuous and pious in
her three previous lives to get married into a family like that!”
“The bridegroom has a square face with large ears, a sure sign of reaching a high position in the future.”
“Yun-jui, you mustn’t cause your mother more grief by crying so. If the powder on your face gets wet, we will
have to do it again. Better hurry and get into the chair, it’s getting late!”
Soothed by all these words, Yun-jui finally stopped crying. Her father, who had been in the antechamber
entertaining the people from the house of Ch’ang who came to escort the bride, now sent word that it was time.
Ta-ch’i tore his sister from his mother, lifted her up, carried her across the hallway and put her down on the seat of
the sedan-chair parked by the front door. The guests in Yun-jui’s room all followed him to the door, where the
musicians again played in preparation for the bride’s departure.
Ts’ui-o, in a trance, walked out of her daughter’s room into her own and sat down by the bed. It was customary
for a mother to lament aloud when her daughter was about to be carried away. So she cried without restraint,
releasing all her woes dating back to the day when Liu Ch’ang-ch’ing dragged her upstairs.
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Gradually the sedan-chair disappeared, and the din of music became fainter. I-fu and his parents still had the
houseful of guests to reckon with. They were invited to sit around the banquet tables in the antechamber. I-fu’s
mother and sister, for the sake of appearance, went to Ts’ui-o's room and perfunctorily bade her not to grieve too
much and comforted her with the truism that every daughter had to get married when she grew up. I-fu made
numerous trips to the room during the banquet to give her a hot towel, pour her a cup of tea, or in a gentle voice
beg her not to grieve so for the sake of her own health. He also told her that she need not serve the guests in the
antechamber, but that she should rest up. He would send the bondmaid in with the food, he told her.
“The guests won’t think ill of you if you don’t show up. You must lie down after you have eaten something.
You have overworked yourself these past few days. If you don’t rest, you really will be ill. After I have seen the
guests off and given instructions to clean up the place, I’ll come in to keep you company. And tonight, I’m going
to tell Niang about taking you to Shanghai with me. You just rest up.”
Ts’ui-o’s shoulders shook from weeping, her handkerchief drenched with tears. After washing her face with the
towel he handed her, the powder on her face was gone, showing a yellowish-green complexion and puffy eyelids.
She did look ill.
“Nai-nai, she …”
He patted her on the shoulder and stopped her from saying anymore.
“I know, I know. I give you my word everything will be all right. You take a rest after getting something to
eat.”
The bondmaid carried four small dishes and a small earthen pot of porridge on a shining Fukien lacquer tray to
her room. Ts’ui-o, who had not eaten anything since morning, felt hunger when the smell of the food assailed her
nose. After the bondmaid was gone, she had a bowl of porridge, rinsed her mouth and washed her face again. The
guests were laughing and making loud noises over the finger-guessing game, but she was in no mood to go and
join the fun. Besides, the food in her stomach, the accumulated fatigue of the past few days, and her sleeplessness
the night before had made her drowsy and inclined her to take a short nap. She would go to see the guests off
when she woke up.
But as soon as she lay down, she fell into a deep sleep from which she didn’t awake until the room had turned
dark. Bewildered, she looked at the small clock on the tea stand by the bed and only then did she realize that she
had slept all afternoon. Abruptly she sat up, pushing aside the thin coverlet which I-fu must have put on her. The
whole house was quiet. She wondered if I-fu was not in her mother-in-law’s room.
In her mother-in-law’s room! Her heart beat hard and loud against her chest. It couldn’t be, it couldn’t be!
Vacantly, she folded the coverlet, then, standing in front of the dresser, she powdered her face lightly, combed her
hair, and smoothed her wrinkled clothes. When she was about to step out of the room, the pearl-studded door
curtain was violently pushed aside and there stood I-fu. She shrank into a ball as if the far-flung curtain had
knocked against her heart rather than the wall. In the dusk, I-fu’s purplish-brown scar stood out prominently
precisely because his face had turned ashy pale, while the upper lid of the left eye twitched rapidly as if he were in
an epileptic fit. Involuntarily, Ts’ui-o backed a step, leaning her unnerved body against the dresser. She managed
to ask, “Where were you? I was just about to look for you.”
I-fu took a large step toward her. Clutching the front of her brocade dress with one hand, he lifted her up from
the ground.
“You ask where I was, eh? You are scared to death that I might have been to my mother's room, right? You
cheap tramp! What a good deed you have done!”
He let go of her and she staggered, her back once more pressed against the dresser.
“Great! While I’m working like a horse in Shanghai, you steal men at home! Tell me, tell me! How did you
manage to hook that rascal?” Taking another step forward, he came near her, his forefinger, like his mother’s,
pointing at her, nearly touching her face.
“I have wanted to tell you about it, I never tried to … to hook him. It was that Liu, he used force to drag me
upstairs to—”
He thrust his own face forward and interrupted her, pointing the finger at his own nose:
“Ha! You think I’m a fool? If you weren’t willing, how could anyone do anything to you? Niang is so right,
she has always been saying you are cheap, born cheap. Get out of here, the house of Ch’en could not have a tramp
like you!”
All at once Ts’ui-o fell on her knees. Holding on to his leg, she said, “Listen to me, please! I wasn’t willing, I
wasn’t! He forced me into it. I’m but a woman, how could I fight him off? If I uttered one lying word, a bolt of
thunder would strike me dead this minute!”
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“Thunder would strike you dead indeed!” he roared. “Well said! Then why didn’t you kill yourself when he
was forcing you? Why didn’t you knock your head against the leg of the bed and ill yourself?"
“These are your Niang’s very words! Yet you told me you wouldn’t believe what she tells you!”
He kicked her away. Then he pulled her up, and slapped her hard across the face, so hard that he sent her all
the way to the bedside. A thread of bright red blood oozed from the corner of her mouth.
“How dare you criticize Niang after what you have done?”
With one sweep of his arm, he sent all the cosmetics on the dresser crushing to the floor. The musical powder
box began to playa giddy tune in the dusky room. With his foot he crushed out the music.
“All these years I have treated you like a decent woman, buying this and that to make you happy. I never
dreamed that you would put on powder and rouge to entice men. Tonight, before I return to this room, you must
clear out—I don’t want to lay my eyes on you again!”
As he went out, he again pushed aside the curtain violently so that it slapped against the wall.
Around midnight, when he staggered into the room, Ts’ui-o was sitting in the same spot where he had left her.
On the table against the window a kerosene lamp was dimly lit. He straightaway slumped into the high backed
mahogany chair by the table, and as the table shook, the lamp got dimmer and the room darker. Seeing that he was
dead drunk, Ts’ui-o quickly got up from the floor, poured cold tea into a cup and with both hands carried it to him.
He gulped it down without turning his face toward her and slammed the empty cup down on the table, which
caused the light to go still dimmer. Then he stood up and went straight to the back room. Not bothering to take off
his long gown, he threw himself on the bed on which Yun-jui used to sleep when he was not home. Ts’ui-o
fetched a thin quilt with a copper-colored covering and went to his bedside. She wanted to cover him but didn’t
dare lest he should turn savage. She mused there for awhile; then, sighing, she walked away and replaced the quilt
on top of the trunk. After turning the lamp’s flame even lower, she undressed and lay down on her own bed.
Tangled thoughts made sleep impossible for her. She thought of Yun-jui in her bridal chamber at this hour,
enduring the customary teasing and jeering by the wedding guests. She wondered if Ta- ch’i would be able to
shield his sister. Ch’ang Shun-te struck her as a smart boy. He should be able to placate the guests and make them
leave the room. She wondered if the boy would be gentle to Yun-jui when they were finally alone. In any case, she
would not leave the house until she had seen Yun-jui again when she came home with her husband in three days.
Could I-fu really be so heartless as to force her to leave right away? She hugged the pillow to her chest to stop the
aching of her heart. The mat cover of the pillow on which she laid her head felt wet and cold. She couldn’t tell
how long she had been crying.
“Ts’ui-o, Ts’ui-o! Bring me some water, I’m dying of thirst!”
It was I-fu calling in an extremely sleepy voice. Gladdened, she swiftly got down to pour a cup of cold tea.
With the dim lamp and the teacup, she went to the back room, and saw him lying on his stomach, his head
hanging down at the edge of the bed. After putting down her things, she deftly turned him over, resting his head
against her chest. Then she loosened the collar of his gown and put the teacup to his lips. He emptied it in a few
gulps and said drowsily: “I-fen dragged me to the house of the Third Master Liu to play mahjong. I had a lot of
liquor. Urn, I am so thirsty! Where are you, Ts’ui-o?”
“I’m right here,” she turned up the lamp and smoothed his hair. Lowering her head, she faced him. “Are you
feeling better now?”
Gradually I-fu became less sleepy and aware of her. His left eyelid twitching, he sat up with a jerk as if he
were under an electric shock.
“What are you doing here? Get out! I don’t want to see you!” But he saw her all too clearly in her pink pongee
underwear, her nipples standing erect under the thin blouse, and her thighs smooth and white below the drawers.
Quickly, he turned his head away.
Seeing that the expression on his face was not as brusque as it was in the afternoon, Ts’ui-o threw herself
against his chest and wept plaintively: “Do you really have the heart to throw me out? Don’t you have any regard
for our twenty years of love? You can beat me and curse me and I’ll take all this abuse willingly, but I beg you not
to throw me out! Have I ever told you a lie? Or done anything to displease you? Have I? Think it over carefully.
About that incident, Heaven be my witness, when that rogue Liu dragged me up the stairs, I did think of killing
myself. But I was afraid that a person like him would do anything if he didn’t get his way—I wanted to protect the
family. Think carefully, if I were born cheap as you said, would I have kept my body clean for you all these
twenty years?”
Her tearful pleading softened him a little. Turning her around, he looked straight in her face and asked, “Is
every word you said true?”
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“If I uttered one word of half truth, I’ll be destroyed by Heaven and earth! Ah, I remember …” Getting down
from the bed, she ran barefoot to her room, pulled out a shoebox from under her bed, and than ran back to I-fu and
spread out the tom undershirt and dark-gray pongee blouse before him. “Look at these, they are my proof. He tore
them …”
From the tom clothes, I-fu visualized her naked body and Liu C’ang-ch’ing’s hands over it. Under her pink
undershirt and drawers, he saw not only Ts’ui-o’s soft and smooth flesh, but also a thousand hands belonging to
that villain. Suddenly, as if he were dead, his face turned the color of a dead fish’s stomach. His whole body, as if
paralyzed, slumped heavily against the headboard of the bed. Only his left eyelid twitched violently. “Say no
more. Take them away, take them away!”
Tsui-o went away and came back to him empty-handed. Kneeling down, she hugged his legs. “If you can’t
forgive me on my account, think of Ta-ch’i and Yun-jui and don’t …”
“You can stay.” He said without any life in his voice. “Tomorrow I will pack my bag and leave for Shanghai.”
She looked up at him with fear.
“You are not taking me with you to Shanghai? You still don’t believe me? I’m clean. I haven’t done anything
to disgrace you.”
“I believe you, that’s why you can stay here. I know you have no place to go.”
“But you don’t want me anymore, is that it?”
Slowly she stood up, her eyes nailing his face. “You won’t come back?”
He avoided her eyes. “As long as Tieh and Niang are alive, I have to come and see them. But there is nothing
left between you and me. I won’t throw you out, nor will I say anything to Ta-ch’i and Yun-jui. I’ll make sure
Niang won’t say anything to them either. As usual, I’ll send you money every month.” Some color returned to his
face and his eyelid stopped twitching. “But, there is nothing between you and me anymore.”
Ts’ui-o backed away step by step.
“I-fu,” she said. It was the first time in their married life that she called him by his name. Somewhat startled,
because he was not used to being so addressed, he looked at her as if seeing her for the first time.
“I-fu,” she said, “I understand. Don’t say anymore. I only hope you won’t regret it.” She backed out of the
room, leaving him with the dim lamp and the empty teacup on the end table by the bed.
The next morning, he was wakened by the frantic screams of the bondmaid.
“Master, master!” she cried, “Where is the mistress? She can’t be found anywhere!”
He sat up with a jerk and his eyelid twitched so violently that he had to put his hand over it.
“What did you say?”
“The mistress is gone! The mistress has disappeared! The old master, the old mistress, mistress Liu, Changsao, and myself, we have looked all over the place, but she is nowhere to be found!”
He jumped down from the bed, seized her thin arms with both his hands, and shook her violently. "You have
looked everywhere? Are you sure?"
Suddenly he stopped shaking her and stood dead still; his words came out with difficulty. "Have you looked at
the pond?”
Before she could answer, he had pushed past her to Ts’ui-o’s room, their room, and nearly collieded with his
mother and father at the door.
His mother stretched out her arm and steadied him. “Yes, I-fu, we have looked, there is nothing. She won’t kill
herself, I don’t think. She is not the kind.”
I-fu looked at his mother as if for reassurance. Then he noticed the contemptuous pull at the comers of her
mouth, an expression he knew so well and yet not at all. For the first time in his life, he resented her. “Where
could she have gone then, tell me!”
Surprised and hurt by his harsh and vindictive tone, she retorted, “How should I know? She might have gone
to that rascal!”
“I-fu’s niang! What are you saying?!” his father said with annoyance. “Might she have gone back to her
people?” He turned to his son.
I-fu looked out from the window to the large empty courtyard made emptier by the bright sun. “I don’t know,
Tieh, I don’t know. She has no one …”
His mother sat down on the straight-back mahogany chair by the door and started to put the tobacco into her
water pipe. “I certainly would not worry about where she might have gone if I were you. All I can say is good
riddance.”
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I-fu looked at his mother. Her rapid sucking at her water-pipe made two hollows just below her cheekbones
and brought out her stem and pointed jaw. More than ever resentful of her malice and indifference, he started to
button up his collar and smooth his gown. “I’m going to look for her.”
“What?” his mother said, and stopped sucking at her pipe.
“I’m going to look for her, Tieh,” I-fu said, his eyes looking deep into his father’s as if imploring him to
understand him. “When I find her, I'll take her to Shanghai with me.”
His mother slammed down the water pipe on the table and stood up. “What are you saying? Are you out of
your mind? You are going to take her to Shanghai with you after what she has done to you? After she has
blackened the name of Ch’en? Are you a man.?”
“I know what she has done, Niang, and she did it for … Ah, Niang!” He put his face into his hands. “Has she
not been a good daughter-in-law to you all these years? Has she not been a good mother to Yun-jui and Ta-ch'i?”
The words came through his fingers and sounded brittle.
“If you want to go and look for her,” he heard his father say, “you had better start right away.”
He looked up, meeting his father’s eyes and holding them for a while, and then he nodded his head. “Goodbye
Tieh, goodbye Niang.” He took two strides, pushed aside the door curtain and was gone, the sound of his
footsteps rapidly receding down the hallway.
“I-fu, I-fu!” His mother rushed to the door.
“Let him go.”
She turned her dark and thin face towards her husband and said fiercely, “I only want him to have something to
eat before he goes!”
181.1 An Autobiographical Statement\fn{by Ling Ng (1931- )} Peking, China (F) 5
I was born in Beijing, at that time it was called Beiping, on April 1, 1931. When I was born we did not have a
Western calendar; we only had a lunar calendar, so I do not know what month it was in solar calendar, but I know
it was 1931.
I don’t know the school my parents went to, but they were trained as teachers. My mother had been a teacher
since she was sixteen. Her father was one of the founders of the Peking College of Chinese Studies. The other
founder was a Presbyerian, Dr. Petit. The school actually started in Shanghai, but it moved to Beijing. It’s a
Chinese culture, language, geography, and history school for foreigners. My father and mother both taught there,
and that’s where they met. They married, and I am their only child.
At the school where they were teaching, they were not allowed to speak English. There was a method that after
three months of learning you can speak straight Chinese. My father was a teacher first, then he became assistant
dean and dean of that college. Their students were adults: Japanese, French, Germans, Americans, and Russians.
They were missionaries, employees of oil companies, government officials, and military men. They came to
China and wanted to learn about the Chinese and their language. My parents were very good at their jobs.
We have always had maids. In our home it was my parents, the maid, and me. We did not flaunt it, it was just
comfortable. My parents were very strict with me. I still remember my mother saying things like,
“Oh my, don’t speak unless you’re spoken to.” or,
“You’re never allowed to sit when you have zhang-bei (senior) in the room.” To be proper, proper, and proper
… it was just very strict in the old-fashioned way.
I attended an all-girls private school in Beijing then. We wore uniforms, we were clean, and we walked or
bicycled to school. I really liked it because my school was near a park. We went there every afternoon to have fun.
I was very happy as a little girl in China. I loved the seasons. I loved my cousins; we had fun every weekend. It
was a happy time.
The curriculum at school was terrible! I went to school from morning till evening, and then I had lots of
homework. I was not a good student. My parents were so strict that I remember very clearly that I was punished.
Everyone would go outside and play, but I would stay in and practice calligraphy. I remember my desk. I had my
own room, and under the desk I had all the ink and other stationary. I remember that, as my punishment, I had to
write six or eight pages of calligraphy. Oh it was terrible, I cried all the time. Well there was guo-wen (Chinese
language), there was maobizi (Chinese calligraphy), and there was history, geography, and physical education. Oh
it was hard, and we had to memorize many things; but I learned a lot.
It was good, old-fashioned teaching. I studied the Chinese language from the time I was in elementary school.
My father also taught me with flashcards. I had to learn thirty words in a week; if I learned then I was rewarded,
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and got spanked when I couldn’t remember.
I lived in Beijing from 1931 to 1941. Because of the Japanese occupation of China, my parents were called to
start another school, a branch in the Philippines. They were not the only ones invited. There were Min, Chou—
about six or seven teachers. My father was the principal. He was the leader, and because they were not allowed to
bring family, he took only those people who were willing to leave their loved ones. My father was the only one
who was allowed to bring family along.
Four church groups sponsored and invited him: the Presbyterians, Methodists, Congregationalists, and
Baptists. Their boards supplied transportation and all other expenses. My parents and other teachers taught the
missionaries from these churches in the Philippines. They became exclusively teachers for missionaries. This was
their chance to flee from the Japanese, but they thought they could still go back to China someday.
Life in the Philippines was not good. It was there that I began to learn English. I had a private tutor, an
American with a Chinese name. My father gave all the students who came to his school Chinese names. Her name
was Fern Harrington, so my father said “Han” for Harrington and “Feng” for Fern. Therefore, her Chinese name
was Han Feng. It is a very meaningful name. When I first went there I was a big girl already, eight or nine years
old, but I was put in grade one with all the Filipinos. Since my private tutor taught me English, I knew how to say
“good morning” and some other phrases. She used a catalog, Sears or..Montgomery Ward, as a textbook. She
taught me by using the pictures in the catalog.
She was my father’s student and a Southern Baptist missionary. All these people that have taught me or helped
me grow up were missionaries. I am a product of missionaries. One taught me to type, one taught me English,
another taught me to play piano, to sing, and to sew. I had almost a completely Western education. I was passed
mainly from auntie to auntie. I was like theirs too because I was the only child at the school and they all loved me.
However, my father said,
“You must teach her, don’t spoil her.”
He was very strict, so strict that when I started to speak English, he told me that I speak Chinese at home so
that I would not forget the language. When I was little and started learning English, I disliked it at first, but soon
grew to truly enjoy it.
As I was so young, I just played and went to church and followed the missionaries. They were my role models.
In the war and in the concentration camp, all the women and children were put together. I didn’t learn much
because I was with my mother, and she was put to work. So I played with all these other Fujianese and Cantonese,
then I began to speak Cantonese and Fujianese because they could not speak Mandarin. We were together for a
year, so we became friends. We were freed in 1942, and my parents then taught the Chinese the Chinese language.
The missionaries were still in the camps. The churches could no longer support them, so that was their livelihood.
My father had a lot to do with teaching the Chinese teachers how to teach their children in the Philippines.
In 1946 we went back to China after the second World War was over. My father was asked to go and teach
when everyone returned. They had about two hundred teachers, and maybe two or three thousand students. The
students were not just missionaries; they were U. S. Standard Oil, military, and embassy people. My father taught
at a Chinese language school for foreigners in an old hotel building at Beijing. My parents had a bedroom, I had a
bedroom, and we had a kitchen. It was enough for us; it was very nice. But we couldn’t have any company!
In 1949 we went to Qingdao, Shandong Province, and took a plane to Shanghai. We stayed there for several
months and were guests of some Southern Baptists. We were there through Christmas. On January 1, we left for
Baguio, Philippines. At this time they were employed by the foreign mission board of the Southern Baptist
Convention until they retired, so they were teaching and helping missionaries. My mother and some missionaries
started the Chinese Baptist Church in Manila. My father and the Chinese started the Baguio Baptist Church.
I did not decide to come to the United States; my father decided for me. Miss Harrington was determined that I
would come to the United States for college; I guess she thought I had the potential. She told my father she could
help me get a scholarship. I was not deserving of a scholarship.
My father asked me if that was what I wanted, because I could go to the Philippines Women’s University in
Manila. But he felt that since the Philippines wasn’t “Chinese” Chinese, that “American” America would be better
for me. And since my parents weren’t rich, they weren’t sure they could pay for my college. They asked me if I
would like to teach, which I did.
Fern Harrington had graduated in the 1930s from NMSU (Northeast Missouri State University) at the top of
her class. She wrote to Dr. Ryle and he said he would give me a full scholarship for as long as I wanted to study. I
only had to pay my room and board, and at that time it was less than $50 a month. My mother did not want me to
go, but my father said that four years would go by very fast.
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I lived in the dorm. My parents sent me money, but I worked in the dorm switchboard and in the library. That
gave me money to buy toothpaste, shoes, etc. My father wouldn’t allow me to work in a Chinese restaurant. He
said I may work in the library, the dorm, or work as a teacher, but there were certain things he wouldn’t let me do.
So in the summer I worked in camps, all religious camps.
My first year was so hard. I flunked every English test. I didn’t have the background. I was so embarrassed,
but I knew I had to hang in there. The last test was on punctuation and I not only passed it, I passed with flying
colors. The teacher said “Good for you, Miss Ng,” and he passed me for the quarter. At that time we had the
quarter system. I had classes with Dr. Park, Dr. Ruth Towne, Dr. Kohlenberg; all these teachers were wonderful
and so kind to me. I worked very hard, and did the best I could. I have the education I do today because of my
parents, NMSU, and the missionaries. They were all so good to me. I never experienced any prejudice.
There were two Oriental students, myself and Suzy Wong from Hong Kong. But she was only here for two
years and then went to New York, so I was the only Chinese left. If you look in the 1955 yearbook at that time we
had the largest number of students in the international club ever; there were about thirty members, and I was the
only Chinese.
Dr. Park was an older gentleman who taught in the social science division. He was very smart and was a good
teacher. He had a really good sense of humor. He was very funny and both he and his wife were very kind to me.
She wrote to me not long ago. She is in Oceanside, California, but she really misses Kirksville. I also had Dr.
Zhou as a professor. Dr. Zhou, Dr. Towne, Dr. Wade, and Dr. Nobb all taught me. Dr. Nobb, who has since passed
away, was my advisor. I had many other professors. I really learned when I was there. All the teachers helped me
learn, even now. Dr. Carol Jones, Dr. McNeil, they are all wonderful. This is what I really appreciate about this
school.
I did not really have any bad experiences. I made some beautiful friendships and dated. I went out with two
American men, but my father’s teachings were always in the back of my mind. I had a good time, but I never
thought about marriage. It was fine just to be friends, because I knew I eventually wanted to go back home. When
I was young my father had so much influence over me. However, as I got older, it was my mother who had more
influence.
We were a very traditional family, but my parents were very democratic for Chinese. They quarreled on bad
days, but they considered each other equal and had a lot of faith. They prayed. They did not go to church, but they
were very religious.
I returned to the Philippines after I graduated from NMSU. Dr. Ryle offered to let me stay and get my master’s.
That is one of my regrets because I could have finished it in one year. But my father wanted me to come home,
and I was homesick. I went back and taught at the Chinese school, Grace Christian, for two years. Then I taught at
an American school in Baguio.. It was called Brandt School, an.Episcopalian school, kindergarten through grade
twelve.
And then I got married. My husband and I knew each other for ten years. We met each other in 1949 and
married in 1959. I think he had the idea of marriage before I did. We had a difficult time because he is from a
Fujianese family, a huge family with fifteen brothers and sisters, and two mothers (his first mother died and he
had a stepmother). However, my father respected my husband’s father very much because he knew he was fair.
His father was a businessman; he owns something from the north of Luzon to the south of Mindoro now. He was
a shouling (leader). Ng is a huge family; he is well known, very rich and very famous. But he himself is a very
upright person, so my father considered it a good match. His only condition was that we didn’t live with anybody;
he didn’t think I could deal with all those in-laws. And so there was a very big ceremony. The engagement was
something; there were a lot of banquets.
My husband graduated as an architectural engineer and civil engineer from Magoa University in Manila.
Magoa is like the MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) of the Philippines. He’s brilliant. He studied very
hard and learned business from his father. His father came from Fujian as an assistant cook when he was sixteen.
He was penniless when he came to the Philippines. He saved and taught himself; by the time I married my
husband, he owned lumber companies and grocery bins with rice and sugar cane. His first wife gave him thirteen
children. The thirteenth (Victor) is an ear, nose, and throat specialist; he works in New York
When my mother-in-law was pregnant with Victor, she had cancer with a tumor the size of a coconut. The
Philippines is a predominantly Catholic country because it was occupied by Spain for 350 years and by Americans
for 50. She had to make a choice, and because they were Catholics, they would sacrifice the mother to save the
child. And that’s what they did. And today, at the University of Santo Thomas, her tumor is in a jar; I saw it.
After his first wife died, my father-in-law chose a second wife, and he picked the one who could cook. It’s
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because he knew the kids had to eat—never mind if they’re dirty. She was the daughter of a man who gambled
and lost, and she was sold to my father-in-law. It’s very sad but true. She gave birth to seven children, but five of
them died in various ways, mostly from illness. So there are only fifteen children in the family, and my husband is
number six.
When we married, my husband was the purchasing agent for his father. He would buy goods for the store, do
accounting, etc. Although he graduated as an engineer, he never practiced. After we got married my father-in-law
gave him some money and he built seven factories. He started with State Steel and built two of those. Then he
built Philippine Rope (two of those factories) and Cable & Wire factories. Because of his family support, he could
go to Japan, Italy, and Germany to buy machines. At first it was a process of trial and error, but gradually he
became very good at it and became a successful businessman. He’s semi-retired now; he had two strokes, but he’s
doing well, thanks to the support provided by his large family.
I have two children. Our daughter helps her father in the factories. Our son has his own business. They all live
in Manila, but they came to the United States for college. My daughter went to school in Tennessee at CarsonNewman, a Southern Baptist college, and then transferred to Furman, another Baptist university. My son also
studied there. He then came to NMSU, but he didn’t graduate.
My daughter went into elementary education when she was in college. My son declared this, that, and the other
major, but he didn’t finish school. He left with one year remaining. My children liked their lifestyle better in the
Philippines because they lived like a prince and a princess. Here you have to do your own laundry; you’re not the
boss. Back home my daughter opens her mouth and everybody jumps.
I came back to the United States when my children were here during college. Actually I came back in 1981
because I was checking on them. I only came in the summer and went back when school started. I did that from
1981 to 1984. Then I said to myself,
“I’m coming here every year, I might as well be going to schoo!”
I talked to Dr. Towne and she wanted me to do a master’s degree in social science. I ultimately decided to do
counseling because at home, I felt like I needed to find my place. So I started and kept at it. Meanwhile, my son
and daughter went back to the Philippines and I stayed.
My second time here was wonderful. I learned and thoroughly enjoyed it. I can now say I’m more self-assured,
useful, and independent.
That was my major reason to stay, but I also wanted to take care of my parents. My parents, after living
overseas for so long, did not want to go back China. They were not willing to live under that system and there was
no home for them there. They had retired and had been living in the Philippines for all these years. After their
retirement, they went to Taiwan and lived there for more than ten years because it was the next best thing to
China. They had their retirement fund, and that took care of them very well. They didn’t think they could survive
in China. They didn’t think it was the same China they left, but Taiwan was more or less the same. They were
happy there and made a lot of friends, mostly Christians. Every year they would come visit me or I would visit
them. They were very able. However, I wanted them here because, as I was applying for permanent residency at
the time, I could not process my papers going back and forth. At that time, I could not fly anywhere. I wanted
them to come here so I could take care of them.
I think it was in 1985 or 1986 when they got here. I was going to school and took care of them. It was then that
my mother’s health started to fail; she had been diagnosed with Alzheimer’s. She died five years later and my
father died seven years after that. He was bedridden for the last year and a half.
I graduated in 1987. It took two years for me to finish my master’s program. I didn’t start on my degree until
January of 1985 and graduated in May of 1987. I worked in town for Living & Aging Concerns Inc., a counseling
office. Many summers, I also worked on campus for Upward Bound. I did these while I was in school, and I also
taught Chinese cooking at the vo-tech, a vocational school in town. I did various things to make money. I didn’t
want to depend on my husband, although he will still give me money, all he asks is how much. He’s like that—
very kind, very gentle. There’s really not much difference between my husband and I. It’s just that my parents
could not go to the Philippines to live because the Chinese could not live there. I needed to take care of them, and
so this was the logical place. I couldn’t work on my master’s in Taiwan.
I think there is some conflict between my husband and I as far as raising the kids; just ordinary husband and
wife things. I do not want them to live like a prince and princess; I want them to know the dignity of work. He
calls and we still talk, but circumstances require that I stay here.
I never really applied for a job, and I didn’t have to have one. But once you get a job you can process your
papers faster. One summer after I came back, there was a message on my answering machine from Mr. Burns, the
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principal at the local school. He said,
“Mrs. Ng, we need a counselor in La Plata schools.”
I had known that they needed a counselor, but .I never thought they would ask me. He said,
“The university placement rated you very highly. Would you consider coming in for an interview?”
So I called and got an interview with the principal of the high school and principal of the elementary school.
There was no application, no resume, and I was hired on the spot. Normally they advertise nationally when hiring
someone, and they also go to different colleges for interviews, but the board voted and I was picked unanimously.
I am the guidance counselor for kindergarten through grade twelve. In the elementary school, it is a lot of
teaching, curriculum, getting to know the kids, and helping coordinate career days. In the high school, it is more
complicated. It is a lot of career days and exploration, and they have to know what they’re going to do after high
school. I help with financial aid, scholarships, and college visits. I coordinate the recruiter meetings. I also go in
the classrooms. I do a career planning profile for the lower grades. I like to bring in some character when I teach,
practicing responsibility, honesty, and respect. I do a lot of correspondence work and public relations. I also visit
with the parents and help the principal. I feel that I just listen. I’ve made friends with everybody, especially the
teachers. I talk to them, listen to them, and serve as a resource. Every day of my job is varied. I try to get fee
waivers. I give tests to special education students. I do all the intelligence tests and gifted tests. We have a testing
schedule to follow, we have things on the calendar, but day to day, it’s up to me. This is a wonderful system here;
they just give it to me. I do as little or as much work as I want. My office is usually always open, but during the
summer the door is closed because this room has air conditioning. They treat me very well. I like them all and I
think they like me.
There are cultural barriers, but I always give them the benefit of the doubt and do what’s right for here and
now. One of the lessons I received at university was never to impose my beliefs and my values. However, for the
little ones I do tell them. I think they know through human nature the difference between right and wrong. To
cheat is wrong, for example. As human beings we are by nature sensitive; we have a sixth sense. This is what I do;
I carry myself and let them see it. You cannot say one thing and be something else, it just doesn’t work. I am me
and this is me, that doesn’t mean I’m perfect. However, I think by my actions and the way I respond, they know
what I am made of. So they know the things I approve and the things I don’t. I never have to say,
“This is wrong, you shouldn’t smoke, you shouldn’t drink.”
They know that. I feel you don’t have to say anything; we just behave the way we should behave. If people are
smart, they will see. I have never encountered a situation where parents or students think that I don’t know where
they’re coming from because I am Chinese. Truly, I’ve never been treated so kind and been so accepted. I share,
but I don’t give advice because I’m not in their shoes. But if they ask me, I’ll make suggestions because there are
always alternatives to a problem.
I have many friends here. All my friends are my age or younger and we get together often. Most of them are
female unless they are husbands. I am married and I have a husband so I do not have male friends unless they are
professional friendships such as my superintendent. I belong to the First Baptist Church, but I don’t go every
Sunday. I have church friends, school friends, professional friends, neighbors, Jen and her family.
Jen runs a farm with her sister and co-owns three Subway sandwich stores. I have known Jen since college and
we are best friends. I invited her to live with me because I cannot live by myself. We cook together. I want to try
to be on my own, but I’m not used to being alone. We each have our own jobs; she runs Subway and farms. She
graduated from the university with an agricultural degree. She can do anything: build a house, weld, and plant.
She is a very capable person. She can do crafts and paint, and she can fix cars. That’s why I live with her, because
I don’t have to do much. It is not easy to keep a strong friendship all these years. She’s been to the Philippines and
to Taiwan; she helped with my parents, with my children. She is seven years younger than me.
We used to own a grocery store, More-of-Ling, in this town. It was on Jefferson Street, by the post office. She
and I tried to run it; we tried to keep busy. It sold just canned Chinese food, Chinese crafts, and Chinese
cookware. It was a very nice store. We had it for two or three years. A lot of our stuff was sold to Gatsby’s, a
reputable local food store. We sold it when I got the counseling job because we did not have time to go to Chicago
or San Francisco to buy supplies. We went to buy our products in person because we wanted to make sure what
we got was fresh and right.
A lot of Chinese are not very nice. The store was not profitable; we broke even. It was more of a service.
However, because we were teaching Chinese cooking, we could buy wholesale with a tax number. We could not
do it again- we do not have time to shop. We wanted it clean, neat, classy, and inexpensive. It’s hard. We went as
far as California, as near as Chicago and St. Louis. We had fun, but would not do it again.
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That’s not the only way you can be rich. My husband is a multimillionaire. My father’s teachings are very
strong, and I believe that whatever your calling is, is what you’ll do. I believe in integrity. Ten and I are thinking
about what we’ll do when we retire and we think we’ll do crafts. She’s started already. We want to make things
that are useful, that will not just hang and collect dust. So we’re thinking and exploring. We’ll ask for a fair price
—we don’t want to make a killing.
I will get my citizenship soon. I have a green card now but I don’t have an American passport and I cannot
vote. But I want my citizenship for two reasons. One is that I want my children to have a chance to come here, if
they want to. Right now they don’t want to. But what if in their forties or fifties they want to come here? My
husband can leave them zillions; I don’t have that. So I will give them another option in life. That’s why I’m here,
to serve my children and give them something if they want it. They can’t come to stay. They can come as tourists.
But if they want to come permanently, they have to wait for a quota. With a quota, such a wait can be endless.
From the Philippines, it’s just too long. Because I was born in China, it was easier for me to get a quota. My
husband does not want to come here; he has no desire. He has already traveled the world, so have my son and my
daughter. They have been to Africa and the Middle East.
I miss my kids more than anything. I miss my daughter; she’s in my blood. She is thirty. I call her and she calls
me. I think they want to get married someday. I miss them, but it is worth it. They said to me,
“Mom, after you get your citizenship, you negotiate with us, because we do not want to go.”
I like this area. For instance, this morning I went to renew my driver’s license and people called me by my
name. I went to the restaurant and they knew me. It’s so easy to do things; they trust you. Sure I’ve thought about
moving; I like the Southwest, Arizona. I’ve been to Mesa and I love it. I like California too, but it’s too crowded.
The thing I like best about this town is that it is a college town. It is more invigorating and you have things to do
—go to bookstores or eat out. I eat at Thousand Hills, Country Kitchen, and Best Western, and then Manhattan
sometimes. We go to the Wooden Nickel as well.
I also like the small town where I am living now, because it is very quiet, very peaceful, and because I am
getting older. I think I’m the only Chinese here. There are two Filipino ladies; there might be a Mexican
gentleman. I’ve lived here now for four years. I used to live in the university town but I decided to move here.
The residents here are mostly involved in agriculture, but many of them also work in other nearby towns. They
work in the hospitals, in the school system, in the factories, and in the nursing home.
There’s not really anything I don’t like about this area. Well, I don’t like the winters. I don’t like the extreme
heat or the extreme cold. That’s why I like Arizona. While Arizona in the summertime is 105 or 110 degrees, it’s
different because it’s a dry heat. Other than that, there’s really nothing that I don’t like. I’m a person that is easily
content, easily satisfied.
I also have my depressions, my moods. Well, one person I give credit to is my roommate Jen; she analyzes me
and we talk about it. I’m a very talkative person—I’m very honest. So I will tell her,
“I resent you. I do not like it because I feel it should be this way, this way, this way.”
I can communicate, so we work it out. I do have very sad times, when I miss my daugh-ter. But then I just pick
up the phone and call her, and tell her,
“Right now I miss you so much.”
I never feel stressed about my job; I just love it. I get tired; however, it is a good feeling. I am so content and
satisfied.
187.126 Excerpt from Dawn Over Chungking\fn{by Meimei Lin (1931- )} Shanghai?, China (F) 3
The words “Japs” and “Japan” are the worst words in the world but you can’t blame them, because the people
are like that so they deserve the name. I wish I could go and bomb the Japanese Emperor and then let the land of
volcano cover the Emperor and Japan, that would be the happiest day of my life. Then no one would think of
those midgets trying to conquer the world. I’d rather die than be a slave of the Japs. You can’t force me to like
“the land of cherry blossoms!”
Pooh! That name! They are nothing but copycats, copycats. The best thing I like about the Japs are the
Japanese traitors. The day the war is over I am going to build a big fire and burn all the Japanese goods and by
that time of course there will be only a few Japanese women and children left, so we don’t have to bother them,
just leave them alone to bury Japan. I will go to the people’s houses and give them flags to stick out of the
window, and let ring the air raid alarm and beat the gong—who cares? Oh! that day nobody could tell me to do
something. I am going to wear red and dance with the farmers
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*
Our house in Peipei wasn’t right in the town. It was near the country, but it took only a few minutes’ walk to go
to the town. Around us were three houses almost like ours. In the morning mother usually got up first. We would
start the day with a bowl of congee, bean curd, peanuts, and pickles. After that we studied, and sometimes when I
looked out of the window I’d see two men carrying oranges on their shoulders. Most of the time we bought our
oranges from them. Their oranges were from last winter, they had preserved them by putting them into sand.
When I saw them, I shouted to Mother and asked her whether we needed any oranges or not. When Mother said
yes, I shouted to them
“Hey, we want to buy some oranges.”
And they came smiling along to our door. Each big orange cost seventy cents to one dollar, small ones cost
forty to fifty cents. Mother usually bought a lot.
As we went into our rooms I suddenly saw a whole group of people going toward the country. I told mother
and she came to look. Mrs. Yang, our landlady, shouted to us,
“Mrs. Lin, Mrs. Lin, there is a red flag!”
We began to put bread and oranges into little bags. Anor ran into the kitchen to tell the cook to take the greenpea soup out. We hurriedly ate the soup and took some umbrellas and walked quickly to the dugout, carrying our
little bags and the precious suitcase which contained all our valuables. We climbed and climbed and climbed
under the burning sun.
As we reached the gate of Mr. Sung’s house the urgent alarm rang. We had to climb another flight of steps to
reach their dugout. Mrs. H—— and her family were already there; it was cooler in the dugout. The Sung dugout
had two rooms. Unfortunately we were in the same room with Mrs. H——. Oh, that smell! I said to myself as I
entered that room,
“Hear that gong ringing? I knew they would come earlier, but you wouldn’t believe me. I told you so.”
We sat down on the benches, and the telephone began to ring; they kept on shouting to each other until my ears
went crazy. After twenty minutes the drone of the airplanes was faintly heard; it came nearer and nearer, just like a
drum. I closed my eyes, opened my mouth, and pressed my ears so as not to hear the dreadful sound. I hated that
sound more than anything else in the world. Four or five batches passed the same way, and we tried to make the
four hours pleasant.
After the last batch had passed, we always had a hunch that that was the last one and came out to have some
fresh air. We’d get impatient and take the little bags waiting for the all-clear signal. That was the best part of the
air raid.
All of a sudden the sound came, everybody stood up in smiles. We hurried home, grateful that our house was
not bombed. Our servant Ching San, meaning “green mountain,” went to get some water from the well near by.
We washed our faces and hands and drank some water. After a few hours dinner was served, we chatted a while in
the garden. I looked at the sky and I knew there would be another day like this one tomorrow, and then I went to
sleep.
*
In Peipei we had to boil our milk before we ate it, and we had to drink it hot, so I suppose you know how it
tasted. Sometimes we would pour it into the congee and eat it, but still it didn’t taste half as good as cold milk.
There were only a few cans of condensed milk and coffee in Peipei, and they were very expensive; a can of coffee
cost about twenty dollars and condensed milk about five or six dollars; little cans about an inch high cost two
dollars fifty. However, we bought them when we went up to the mountain because there we did not get milk.
The first can of condensed milk we bought was brown, Mother said it was spoiled but Father said no, because
it said “coffee flavored” on the can. Father dipped his finger in it and sucked it and we all followed him except
Mother who was still doubting. It was delicious and we put some on our bread, but we were careful not to put too
much for it was very precious. We bought only three cans of coffee in one month and a half. They were three
different kinds, S. and W., Hills Bros., and Maxwell. After the cans of condensed milk were finished, Father
washed them, hammered the edges and used them for ashtrays. The coffee cans were very useful too, we put all
sorts of things in them.
I didn’t drink coffee with milk but I drank milk with coffee! Sugar there wasn’t very sugarish; it was not
exactly yellow, nor was it white. We saw “sanitary butter” but it didn’t look so, so we never bought any butter.
And jam? There simply was no jam, but everybody could do without jam for they could not understand what jam
was.
*
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Tang Lao Pan is a carpenter. He made our cabinets. Altogether he had about thirty people in his shack. The
shack was made of mats and wooden poles stuck in the ground; men slept upstairs and women slept downstairs.
They lived right opposite us, and we could see what they were doing because they had only three walls.
When we first arrived at Peipei we were looking for an amah. Tang Lao Pan and his “daughter-in-law” came to
our house. His “daughter-in-law” was called Tingsao. She happened to be looking for a job, so we hired her. One
night Tingsao and Mother were talking together and Anor and I were listening. Mother asked “Where is your
husband,” and Tingsao said,
“My husband went to marry someone else!” We were all shocked, so we asked her what she meant and she
said,
“My husband was engaged to a girl somewhere else and when he came here he married me. Now he’s off to
marry that girl.” When we heard this we laughed.
There was another story about Tang Lao Pan and his relatives. One day we heard Tang Lao Pan and his sister
quarrel about something and after that almost every day we heard them quarrel until his sister had to move to
another house, and as she went along the road they were still shouting to each other till everybody came out to see
what was the matter.
Tang Lao Pan never went to the dugout, nor did his family. One day they saw the Japanese airplanes throw
some handbills down from the airplanes.
*
In Peipei we never ate any foreign food, and someone was clever enough to open a restaurant where one could
get foreign food, coffee and ice cream. The restaurant was called Hazelwood. Mr. M. liked the food there very
much and so he went there every day.
The owner of Hazelwood was a Shanghainese. He used lots of money to transport the things from Shanghai,
but he made lots of money out of that restaurant. He decorated it very prettily. The pictures on the wall of
Claudette Colbert and Clark Gable were drawn by him; they really looked like the real persons. There were two
floors, the upper floor for Chinese meals and the lower one for foreign meals. Hazelwood was very popular in
Peipei. Coffee and condensed milk were sold there. We went to eat there twice. The service was very bad; we had
to wait half an hour till one plate was served.
In Peipei we did not have electric lights until seven o’clock. When the room was suddenly lit a shout of “ah’s”
went around the room. But somehow the light made me sleepy. I don’t know why.
During the second bombing Hazelwood was burned to ashes. They tried to get some of the things out but that
was only a little. When we got the news, we said to each other
“Where will Mr. M. eat?"” When we visited it again there was only a piece of ground.
*
Mrs. H—— is a very, very fat woman. She has four children and a mother-in-law. She fills the dugout with an
unbearable smell. But the worst part of her are her children, and the worst part of her children is the sissy boy. He
wanted to be a big brother and a baby all at the same time. When his tooth ached he cried, and he ate a biscuit
soaked in water as if it was as delicious as ice cream. He ate the biscuits after his mother chewed them. And when
he wanted to feel like a big brother, he would go and pat Mr. Sung’s grandson. He himself had to be patted to
sleep too.
They covered the dugout with bits of biscuit, bread crumbs, and egg shells. Everybody hated them including
Mr. H——. When he was there she was as quiet as a mouse. He scolded her for letting the children eat raw plums.
They both were doctors and spoke English. Mr. H—— worked in a hospital somewhere in the mountains and
sometimes he came for a day or two. While he was away the mother-in-law was most pitiful; she was pinched and
slapped by her granddaughter while they munched bread and gave her nothing. They occupied so much space that
sometimes Mr. Sung didn’t have a seat.
Mr. and Mrs. Sung are very nice people, they never complained of anything. Sometimes they never sat on
benches, but sat in corners on little stools. Although they were the owners they let the guests have the best seats.
*
During our stay in Shih Hwa Sze, we met all sorts of people from all parts of China. There was a lady, and she
had TB; she liked to hang around our table when we were having our dinner. She was supposed to be an artist but
we never saw her paint. Her husband worked in a bank and every time he came up he always brought some bad
news about the war. She has four children and one in her belly, but we only saw two of them, because the other
two were with their grandmother somewhere.
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Opposite us was another family; I think they have six sons and two daughters or something like that, but only
three of them were there. The first one wore glasses, the second one was a bookworm, and the third one was the
cutest. They did exercises every morning. They were very hard-working; sometimes when it was sunset already
they were still working.
We subscribed to Life magazine and when it came we fought for it. And did our mouths water when we saw
those pictures of chocolate cakes, steaks, hot dogs, mayonnaise, and everything. I wanted to eat those cakes and
chew those thick steaks.
*
I was very excited. I did not want to leave China, but I wanted to get away from the Japanese bombs. Chinese
lived in Hong Kong, but that was not the real China, the fighting China. In Chungking, not only the soldiers were
fighting the Japs, even the peasants were fighting the Japs. They fought the Japs by enduring the hardships of war.
They were cheerful, never complaining.
We had our breakfast, and Mr. and Mrs. Tong accompanied us to the airport. We had to wait till the red ball
was hung up. After half an hour of talking, Mr. and Mrs. Tong went home, Mother went to check the baggage, and
Father went to see General Pai Tsung-hsi who gave Father a picture of himself. We three were left in the office by
ourselves. We went out to see the airport which was on an island and watched the planes land and fly away.
Presently, Father came and someone took us to where Mother was. We had to weigh ourselves, and we carried
little bags, cameras, and small suitcases with us when we stepped on the weighing machine, but they did not
charge us more. After the passport was shown, they wanted to see the vaccination card. Father could not find it in
his wallet, and we helped to search for it in suitcases. But we could not find it. I was very nervous and scared.
After fifteen minutes of searching we finally found it. We got through everything safely and waited. Peter came
and brought some grapes for us to eat on the airplane. Peter wore pink glasses. At about twelve o’clock there was
a red ball. We crossed the ferry and reached the airport. I saw crowds of people walking to the dugouts. The
airplane began to fly and we left Chungking!
195.17 Excerpt from To The Storm: The Odyssey Of A Revolutionary Chinese Woman\fn{told by Yue Daiyun
(1931- )} Guiyang, Guizhou Province, China (F) 11
According to Chinese folklore a special. goddess, named Songzi Niangniang, “the princess who sends
children,” is responsible for delivering babies into the world and for safeguarding them during the first perilous
weeks after birth. Having remained beside them on earth for one month, this kind guardian returns to Heaven, and
that morning the baby smiles to bid farewell. Always we watch eagerly for that special smile, relieved that the
goddess has departed and left the child safely behind.
Until recently, newborns were greatly at risk in China, and modern medicine has not totally quelled the
apprehensions reinforced by centuries of parental loss and grief. Even today a baby’s one-month birthday is
considered an auspicious event, announced by sending out the red-dyed eggs that for generations have symbolized
happiness and prosperity. It is an occasion for celebration and feasting when friends and relatives, confident that
the child’s continued presence in the family is now assured, drop by to offer gifts and congratulations and to enjoy
the traditional snack of eggs poached in homemade sweet rice wine.
During this first month the mother must stay at home, her activities strictly curtailed to protect her health as
she recovers from the birth. She must not venture outside, eat cold foods, wash her hair, or read books for fear that
such actions might expose her to a chill or strain her eyes. Some people believe that she must not even brush her
hair, close a door, or pour tea because of the danger of damaging her already weakened joints. And because she is
still considered unclean, she may not touch anyone except members of her immediate family. Thus the one-month
celebration commemorates the mother’s freedom from confinement as well as the infant’s safe entry into the
world.
Our son was the first male grandchild in the family of Lao Tang’s parents, then in their sixties. It was only
natural that they doted on this grandson, even though I had given them a granddaughter four years earlier. Each
morning as they passed our bedroom door, they would pause to admire the new baby. Concerned about my health,
Lao Tang’s mother would look in from the corridor many times during the day, stopping to draw the pink satin
quilt more tightly about my shoulders or to close the pale yellow curtains, certain that exposure to bright sunlight
would injure my eyes. A beautiful woman with white hair and refined features, she alwqys dressed in jackets and
pants of blue or brown silk, her tiny bound feet clad in specially made black satin shoes. Admiring her kind and
gentle disposition and realizing that she desired only to hasten my recovery, I never minded the many restrictions
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she imposed.\fn{In the first sentence of this paragraph, Yue Daiyun refers to her husband, not by his name (Tang Yijie) but by a
commonly used affectionate term in China reserved for people with whom the speaker feels respect or a warm, intimate relationship: the
word Lao combined with the person’s family name—literally, “Old Tang,” from the presumption that age commands respect. She uses this
term often}

Shortly after my marriage in 1952 I had moved with my husband’s family to this large, comfortable house on
the campus of Peking University, known as Beida, where my father-in-law, Tang Yongtong, was then a vicepresident. In the area known as Yanjing South Courtyard were the former residences of faculty and administrators
at the American-funded Yanjing (Yenching) University, whose site had been turned over to Beida after Liberation
in 1949. Ours was a semidetached house, the other half of which was home to the family of Feng Youlan, one of
Beida’s most eminent philosophy professors. Built of gray brick with window frames painted a deep red, its dark
tiled roof sloping down to meet gracefully upturned eaves, our house combined Chinese decor with Western
convenience. The bedroom I shared with Lao Tang had an adjoining bathroom, for example, and there was a large
brick fireplace in the living room, a telephone in the hallway, and an oven in the spacious kitchen. Roses bloomed
beside the bamboos in our front garden, and a strawberry bed had been planted in back. In these surroundings,
unimaginably luxurious by Chinese standards, I had spent five happy years, far from my native Guizhou province.
On the day of our son’s one-month celebration, I awakened very early to watch for the smile of the baby.
Propped against the bed pillows, their white cases embroidered with blue chrysanthemum blossoms, I waited
impatiently for Lao Tang to return. As I gazed at the tiny face smiling sweetly in my arms, I called to his father to
come and see. Hearing no reply, I assumed Lao Tang must have gone out to help prepare for the day’s festivities.
Then through the door I heard him speaking in a muffled voice to Daolan, the kind and capable young woman
who for ten years had helped Lao Tang’s mother with the housework and meals.
“You must be careful; don’t let her see it.”
“I won’t, you needn’t worry.”
“And my father is not to know either.”
Cradling the baby contentedly and wishing that Lao Tang would hurry back, I wondered idly what they were
talking about. I had no thought about politics or about my work, nor had I any idea my husband had hidden
something from me. Because of lingering high blood pressure, I had been allotted two extra weeks of maternity
leave, and the political issues of the day were far from my mind. I was surprised only that no one was talking
about the one-month birthday or the banquet that was to be given for Lao Tang’s relatives that evening.
The baby had been two weeks overdue, amazing everyone with his eight and a half pounds and with the
abundance of his thick, black hair. Lao Tang’s mother, intensely proud of this first grandson, had talked ever since
the birth about giving a big party to celebrate his arrival. Several times we had discussed what the baby should
wear, wanting to show him to advantage when the guests arrived. My mother had already sent us the customary
gift of the maternal grandmother, a complete layette for the infant’s first year, including ten pairs of embroidered
satin shoes in graduated sizes. I had initially planned to wrap Tang Shuang in the quilt she had made of red and
blue flowered satin, but had deferred to my mother-in-law, who thought her own gift of a crimson quilt more
appropriate on such a happy occasion. After all this anticipation, it seemed strange that no one spoke of the
celebration now that the day had arrived, that Lao Tang’s mother had not come to see her grandson, and that
Daolan had not gone out to buy food for the guests.
As the door opened, I saw immediately from Lao Tang’s face that something was wrong. Standing beside the
bed, he looked only at me, ignoring his son’s endearing smile. Eager that nothing disrupt the peace and
contentment of the moment, I continued humming the Brahms lullaby that had always been our favorite when our
daughter was small. Still Lao Tang’s expression did not soften. Something must have happened, I realized with a
sinking feeling, something involving me. Clinging to the warm feelings of motherhood, I tried to perpetuate the
illusion of well-being as long as possible. Lao Tang hesitated also, unable to begin, neither of us willing to break
the awkward silence.
Outside the window the snow fell silently, coating the branches of the crabapple trees with white powder. In
the pale light of early morning, I stared fixedly at the photograph that hung on the wall across from our bed.
Taken a few days after our marriage, it captured the revolutionary spirit and the tender affection of those youthful
days. When Lao Tang cleared his throat to speak, I saw tears in his eyes.
“Listen, we must talk about something very serious.” Despite his distress, I spoke lightly, struggling to
preserve the special joy of that morning, determined not to be apprehensive.
“What is it? Don’t I have two more weeks of maternity leave? We will talk of work and politics later.” Lao
Tang spoke urgently,
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“We cannot wait.”
“Why?” I asked. “Can it be so pressing? Today is the one-month birthday of our son. Can’t these other matters
be put off?”
“No, we must talk about it now.” He paused, then continued softly:
“At ten o’clock you must attend a meeting to be criticized.”
“But I’m on maternity leave,” I protested.
“You still must go,” he told me sadly. “They wanted you to appear ten days ago, and I pleaded with them to
wait until this first month had passed. I told them you could not leave the house and finally they relented, but now
you cannot delay, Xiao Dai.\fn{ “Xiao” means “small,”and is a diminuitive commonly used to convey familiarity and often
affection} You don’t know how difficult it was to get them to postpone the meeting this long.”
“Why should I be criticized?” I asked.
“They claim you are a rightist,” he replied, his words low and tense with emotion.
“But,” I objected, aghast, “I have never said anything against our Party or against Chairman Mao. I have never
done anything to harm our country. In my heart I am completely loyal, you know that.”
“I know, and I have been to your department and to mine, I have appealed and protested, but they just instruct
me to draw a line separating myself from my wife.”
Only later did I learn that Lao Tang had known for perhaps a month that I would be criticized, that he was
disciplined for his defense of me, that he had received a serious warning from the Party. In a moment he
remarked, his voice breaking,
“As a husband I cannot even protect my wife.”
Then his tears of anger and frustration, so long suppressed, spilled out. Holding me tightly, he said with
bitterness,
“Sometimes people act just like wolves towards each other,” echoing a line from Jean Christophe.
He wept sadly, but at that time I had no tears. My composure stemmed partly from disbelief. Surely such a
serious accusation could not apply to me, I reasoned; surely the error would be quickly corrected. And partly it
resulted from my greater familiarity with adversity. Lao Tang’s life had always progressed smoothly. His father, a
famous scholar of Buddhism and professor of philosophy, had received a master’s degree from Harvard in 1921.
Lao Tang’s family had always been comfortable and affluent, his childhood sheltered from hardship and pain.
During the war against Japan, when my own father’s career as a middle-school teacher had been interrupted and
my family had fled frequently from enemy bombs, I had grown accustomed to danger, disruption, and scarcity,
becoming resilient and adept at surviving. Now instead of thinking about my own situation I automatically began
to comfort Lao Tang, trying to ease his distress.
“We must trust the Party,” I assured him. “Even if in the short run something about my actions is seen to be
wrong, the problem will be resolved quickly.”
I couldn’t imagine that the situation was so serious, but neither could I block out a flood of painful memories.
It was January 24, 1958, just one month after the Christmas Eve birthday of our son. My two-month maternity
leave had begun at the end of November, when Lao Tang’s parents had persuaded me to stop work, knowing that I
was exhausted and needed a rest. It had been a relief to leave the world of politics behind and to pass the days
reading stories to my daughter, with whom I had spent little time in the preceding months, and rereading two
French novels, Stendhal’s\fn{Marie Henri Beyle (1783-1842) French novelist} The Red and the Black\fn{First published in
1830} and Romain Rolland’s\fn{French novelist and winner of the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1915 (1866-1944) } Jean
Christophe,\fn{A cycle of five novels, first published between 1904 and 1912 } both of which had long been translated into
Chinese and were very popular.
Alleged to be important sources of support for reactionary students, these novels had come under sharp attack
in the early summer. We were continually exhorted in those days to emulate the strength and selflessness of a
simple screw, fitting in contentedly wherever the Party needed us, yet these two novels were said to encourage
dissatisfaction with such self-effacing ideals and to stress instead the idea that creative individual effort makes life
worthwhile. The novels were further accused of portraying individual rather than class struggle and of influencing
the younger generation to chase after fame and fortune, thereby undermining the collective goal of serving the
people. Having heard all of these allegations, I read the novels carefully, but never could I see any harm in
enjoying such literary works, nor imagine that readers in China would actually take these foreign protagonists as
models.
During those weeks of late pregnancy, I had made many trips downtown to the hospital so that my elevated
blood pressure could be monitored. Worried about my health and that of our unborn child, Lao Tang had
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purposely kept me uninformed about the accelerating pace of the current political campaign. He had wanted the
weeks before our baby’s birth to be peaceful, restful ones for me, knowing how exhausted I had become by the
beginning of November.
The previous summer had been entirely occupied with political meetings, ever since June 8 when the official
Party newspaper, People’s Daily, had warned that counterrevolutionaries were trying to seize state power. This
had marked the start of the Anti-rightist Campaign, and I, as head of the Party branch for teachers in the Chinese
literature department, had been assigned many duties.
How quickly the atmosphere had changed. That spring had been a time of “blooming and contending” in
response to Chairman Mao’s call in May 1956 to “Let a hundred flowers bloom, let a hundred schools of thought
contend.” Intellectuals, still cautious after the attacks they had suffered in the campaign against counterrevolutionaries in 1955, had initially been slow to respond to the invitation to criticize the weaknesses of the Communist
Party. But after Chairman Mao delivered his famous speech “On the Correct Handling of Contradictions Among
the People” in February 1957, many people were persuaded that their criticisms of the Party were genuinely
welcomed, that the country would now move forward to a new era of openness, harmony, and progress. We held
frequent meetings during which the teachers and students in our department were urged to speak out, to voice
their opinions about the Party’s shortcomings, and I wrote down everyone’s comments, certain that many of these
candid observations would help the Party improve.
When a rectification campaign was launched in April 1957 to strengthen the Party’s work by eliminating the
“triple evils” of subjectivism, sectarianism, and bureaucratism, I had shared excitedly in the spirit of confidence
and optimism. Big character posters written on bright sheets of pink, yellow, and green paper had appeared on the
notice boards outside the central dining hall, later on the walls of the building itself. Many of these were lengthy
essays presenting thoughtful and searching analyses of such stirring questions as the role of democracy in a
socialist system or the acceptability of official privilege in a society predicated on equality.
Some of the posters, written by people dissatisfied with the Party’s accomplishments, contained bitter
complaints that I thought departed too sharply from the official policies. At that time I could not condone the call
for a complete reversal of Hu Feng’s verdict,\fn{ A note reads: Hu Feng, a prominent Marxist literary critic and follower of Lu
Xun, was denounced for his bourgeois viewpoints in 1954 and made the target of a nationwide vilification campaign } for example,
because I trusted the Party’s allegations that he was a traitor and an agent of the Guomindang. I could not agree
with the many posters that criticized the 1955 movement to eliminate counterrevolutionaries, even though this
campaign had become excessive, because I thought it was necessary in a class struggle to kill those who were
guilty. Above all I could not accept the posters attacking Chairman Mao personally, some of them comparing him
to the Pope, and his writings to the Bible, for I believed without reservation in his greatness as the person who
alone had been able to unify China and get rid of the foreign powers.
While disapproving of the most strident attacks, I nevertheless thought this opportunity to discuss such
previously forbidden topics and express opinions freely about the Party’s practices was the best way for the
promise of Liberation to be fulfilled. I especially admired the probing essays written by the students of physics,
who seemed the most sensitive, capable, and broad-minded of that generation. The students in my department had
written many evocative poems appealing for a better future. One, entitled “Now Is the Time,” became especially
famous for it captured the prevailing sentiments of that exhilarating moment. The time was right, the student
wrote, to examine the deficiencies of the society and the Party in order to make necessary improvements, to stand
up and speak out in order to influence the leaders, to express individual opinions rather than obeying blindly in
order to usher the country into a new epoch. All of these were goals that I fervently shared.
Yet despite my sympathy with those who were speaking out, some sense of inner caution prevented me from
joining this chorus of critical voices. I felt it prudent to wait and see what would happen before commenting
openly myself, and decided to participate in another way. Inspired by the open and permissive atmosphere and
believing that creativity could now be promoted to a new level, I joined together with seven other young teachers
and graduate students in the Chinese literature department to discuss the formation of a new literary magazine.
Even though unofficial journals were forbidden in China, we felt that the climate was right to undertake
something new.
What we envisioned was an alternative to the established Beida Journal, a publication staffed by senior
scholars that accepted only highly academic articles about literature, philosophy, and history. We wanted to
provide a forum where younger intellectuals could explore contemporary problems, and called the proposed
magazine Contemporary Heroes, borrowing the title of Lermontov’s\fn{ Mikhail Yurevich Lermontov (1814-1841) Russian
author} novel, to signify the role that we saw for ourselves as pathbreakers in this new era. Our purpose was to
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follow Chairman Mao’s call and encourage everyone to develop his own talents for the building of the new China.
Even though at twenty-six I was the eldest of this founding group, I was too busy with political responsibilities to
accept the leadership of the new magazine, and suggested that Lao Lu, another young teacher and a close friend,
take charge.
At our first meeting on May 16, believing the future to be bright and promising, we talked enthusiastically
about providing some new perspectives on Chinese literary theory and practice. After a second meeting on May
20, however, we decided to suspend our discussions. Not only had we been unsuccessful at raising enough money
to cover publication costs, but also we sensed a change in the political atmosphere. Perhaps the rectification
movement was not as straightforward as we had imagined, in which case continued meetings would be illadvised. Knowing that some of the small student groups had become increasingly radical, their attacks upon the
Party more daring and drastic, we decided to wait and perhaps try to publish our journal later.
Suddenly, on June 8 the official editorial in People’s Daily changed everything. The Party’s line had reversed;
a movement to rid the country of counterrevolutionary elements had begun in earnest. At a secret meeting for
Party members, we listened to a Central Committee document that ominously declared the situation to be very
serious. Some people, we were told, wanted to attack the Party in order to gain control of the government. We
must increase our vigilance, we must protect the class struggle, we must defend against class enemies. Everyone
could interpret this as a warning to adopt from then on a completely different viewpoint toward the earlier posters
and to criticize anyone who had expressed anti-socialist, or rightist, views.
Posters continued to appear, but after June 8 their content was utterly transformed as another group of
spokesmen emerged to trumpet the new political line. In subsequent weeks I would read that critics who had
attacked official privilege were really opposed to the Party, that people who had encouraged the expression of
private opinions really thought some organization within the Party was oppressing the people, that those who had
claimed democracy should be a goal for our country really desired to overthrow socialism, that any who had
attacked the feudal remnants in the Party were really attacking Chairman Mao as a patriarch and thus were
themselves counterrevolutionaries.
Such an abrupt and total reversal left me confused and depressed. The students who had spoken out in the
spring I knew to be the most sensitive and intelligent members of their classes, the most thoughtful and farsighted.
But obviously another group, some of them simply obedient followers of the changing policy, others eager to
become distinctive through displays of loyalty, had waited to see which way the wind would blow. Alert to the
Party’s signal that the criticisms had gotten out of hand, this second group had jumped to the attack, isolating
those who had expressed opinions in the spirit of rectification. I had agreed with many in that first group, finding
their contributions valuable and instructive, but suddenly those same people were being accused of opposing the
Communist Party.
At a flurry of meetings, we Party leaders were told to separate the first group of dissident students out from the
majority, to criticize them and expose the real faces that lurked behind their masks, to make clear the fact that
inwardly those critics were opposed to Chairman Mao, to the Communist Party, to socialism itself. Each
department had to select some people to be condemned as “bourgeois rightists,” and the task of the four-person
teachers’ branch committee that I headed was to provide evidence and make suggestions, even though the final
decisions about who would be labeled rightists would be made at a higher level by the Beida Party Committee.
I spent many hours that summer poring over the records of the rectification meetings held the previous spring,
trying to decide who among the department’s teachers should now be construed as enemies of the Party. We had
been provided with examples, with the profiles of “standard persons,” and we assiduously compared the cases of
likely suspects with those prototypes. By November when I went on maternity leave, our Party branch had
identified five people as possible rightists.
The first, a teacher in his early fifties, was not difficult to select, because his complicated past had already
triggered the Party’s suspicions. Skilled at reading classical texts, this Lao Yang had previously been a secretary to
the warlord Feng Yuxiang, then had worked at a publishing house, and only recently had achieved his lifelong
goal of becoming a teacher at Beida. Shortly after being appointed to this post, he had married, and his subsequent
mood of confidence and optimism had prompted him to speak out all his thoughts after Chairman Mao’s call in
February. Quoting Mencius, he had asserted: “If you have morality, then you can oppose a person in power.”
Later, we interpreted this to mean that intellectuals were justified by their integrity to oppose Party officials. Lao
Yang had also suggested that the Party had moved too fast in its campaigns, that movements like the
collectivization of agriculture had sometimes made the peasants’ situation worse. This indication that he preferred
the old capitalist system to socialism led us to pronounce another of his crimes to be the belief that “today is not
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as good as yesterday.” I had taken careful notes of Lao Yang’s remarks, all of which had been offered in an effort
to help the Party correct its mistakes. Later our branch committee read the transcript from a different perspective,
singling out incriminating sentences and arranging them in a new way.
This is how guilt was established at that time.
The second person to be accused was the vice-secretary of our branch committee, a young man from a middle
peasant family who like me was a recent graduate of Beida. This Lao Xie had been so concerned to find ways to
improve the work of the Party and had responded so earnestly when the critical posters had appeared, trying to
understand how such weaknesses could have come about, that he had finally decided there must be something
wrong with the system itself to have fostered the “triple evils.” When we analyzed the record of his comments, we
concluded that he wanted to overthrow socialism and promote democracy if he believed weaknesses were
inherent in the socialist system. It was clear, given the, criteria used at that time, that these first two could not
escape the label of rightist.
The third, a young teaching assistant from Shanghai, openminded, cheerful, and optimistic, an expert at
English, was particularly concerned about international affairs. He had expressed the opinion that
Khrushchev\fn{Nikita S. Khruschev (1894-1971), First Secretary of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, born in Ukraine } was
correct in criticizing the blind belief in leaders and in opposing the blind worship of individuals. Like all of us, he
had been deeply affected by a secret report in 1956 that named Stalin a dictator and urged the Russian people to
guard against blindly worshipping a leader or clinging to superstitions about an individual ruler. The translated
report had appeared in a lengthy wall poster on our campus, producing shock, dismay, and disillusionment in
those of us who for years had revered Stalin. When we reviewed this young man’s remarks, several people
concluded that he must actually be attacking Chairman Mao if he opposed the worship of a leader.
Moreover, this Lao Wan had praised the Hungarian incident of 1956,\fn{ The armed rebellion, ruthlessly suppressed by
Soviet armed forces, against Soviet rule of their country } an event that Mao Zedong had read as a warning about a leader’s
inability to control his people. Having learned of the Hungarian people’s opposition to Stalin, Mao ultimately
changed his mind about allowing the free expression of opinions in China, apparently fearful that he too might
lose control of his populace. Because Lao Wan had stated that the Hungarian people were right to protest the
Soviet Union’s control of their country, he was also accused of opposing the Communist system. Disagreeing, I
argued that he had just misunderstood the Hungarian situation, but my objections were overruled by the newly
appointed branch vice-secretary, whose father was a dock worker and whose proletarian background made his
influence with the department Party Secretary far greater than mine.
The fourth suspect, Lao Pan, was a young teacher who had been a member of our magazine group. Having
observed his repeated attempts to win the approval of anyone in a position of power, I had originally opposed his
joining, but Lao Lu had accepted him, saying the group was open to all. This young man, whose academic record
was excellent, wanted desperately to continue his study of literary theory in the Soviet Union, but his father was a
landlord.
Angry that his class background had denied him the chance to study abroad, he had spoken out bitterly when
called upon to voice criticism, claiming that in the socialist system an individual’s fortune was decided by his
ancestors’ tombstones. He had also complained that everyone’s destiny was controlled by his file, referring to the
brown paper folder in the university’s central personnel office that contained reports about each person’s political
reliability.
This dossier was indeed influential. In those years an annual meeting was held for all the teachers in the
department at which criticisms and self-criticisms were offered, written down by a recording secretary, and given
to the branch leader for signature and comments. Those annotated transcripts were then sent to the Beida Party
Committee to be placed in the person’s dossier, along with the statements of friends and associates who had been
asked to verify the individual’s own account of his past history. The contents of the personnel files were secret and
could be read only by the branch secretaries and higher Party cadres.
A person’s future, this young teacher had alleged, is determined by his dossier; the leaders don’t trust the
people, but the files they trust absolutely. I argued that Lao Pan’s remarks revealed not his opposition to the Party
but his personal disappointment. On this case I was also overruled; although I could initiate discussion, I must
finally bow to the will of the majority. After these two decisions, I felt discouraged and weary of such political
debates.
The fifth person we proposed as a rightist, a recent graduate and just twenty-three, was talkative, broadminded,
well liked by his teachers and classmates, an active member of the Youth League, and the conductor of the
department’s student chorus. This Lao Shi had been alerted by a close friend who worked as assistant to the
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secretary of the Youth League’s central committee about a major rift between Chairman Mao and Liu
Shaoqi,\fn{A member of the Politburo’s Standing Committee and Mao Tsetung’s unofficial successor, Chairman of the People’s
Republic in April, 1959} a division said to be of such consequence that it would influence everyone’s life. Lao Shi,
greatly concerned, had mentioned this split in the highest leadership to someone else, who had reported his
comment. He was subsequently accused of spreading a rumor in an effort to divide the Central Committee of the
Communist Party. This accusation was so serious that I dared not argue for him. On such an issue, no one would
want to get involved.
As I reviewed the details of those cases, all thoughts of my baby’s smile were chased from my mind, but still I
could detect no reason for anyone to criticize me. I had never spoken out about the Party’s failings during those
months when frankness was encouraged. Moreover, the two meetings to plan our magazine had happened months
ago. Ever since June it had remained only a conception. My thoughts raced to find some other action that might
now make me vulnerable. I had gone to ask several professors to contribute financial support to the journal after
informing the Beida Party Committee of our publication plans. Later that Party Secretary had suggested I refrain
from soliciting money in such a way, especially since I was a Party leader, but he had expressed no disapproval of
the magazine itself. Before my maternity leave the journal plans had never been mentioned, and I saw no reason
why they should suddenly make me a target of attack.
Nursing my baby one last time, I felt remarkably calm, confident that the problem would be cleared up.
Mechanically I began to dress, pulling on the two dark-green sweaters that I wore each day, knowing I would not
need my new wine-colored jacket or the baby’s crimson quilt. There would be no guests, no festivities in the
hours ahead. Lao Tang asked if he should walk to the meeting with me, but I dismissed his concern, concealing
whatever apprehension and awkwardness I felt in this unfamiliar role. As a student and teacher, after all, I had
always been one to criticize others, not to be criticized myself.
At the door I handed my baby to Daolan and pulled the fleece collar of my thickly padded overcoat higher
around my neck. Above the white cotton square of the face mask I often wore in winter as a shield against the
wind and dust, only my eyes could be seen. Today I needed protection not only from the cold but from the
inquisitive, accusing stares I would soon have to face. Nonetheless, I felt strong and not easily intimidated.
I set off at a quick pace, knowing there was time for a walk around No-Name Lake, the most scenic part of the
campus, and eager for a chance to compose my thoughts. In the distance I could see on the walls of the literature
and history building a riot of posters, their edges tattered and flapping in the wind. I would have liked to walk
closer, hoping for some clue to the accusations being leveled against me, but concern about meeting someone I
knew held me back. Across the lake the graceful gray-tiled pagoda that I had so often admired seemed almost
intentionally to deny me a glimpse of the shimmering reflection it cast on brighter days, and to loom menacingly
against the wintry sky.
Nagging thoughts about the proposed magazine stubbornly resisted every effort to put my mind at ease.
Contemporary Heroes had never been published, I kept reminding myself, trying to recall exactly what we had
discussed in those two meetings held some seven months before. Reviewing the four feature articles planned for
the first two issues, I tried to assess whether any could now be construed as anti-Communist, but I was out of
touch with the anti-rightist movement and unfamiliar with the kinds of evidence currently being used to establish
guilt.
One article, adapted from a young teacher's master's thesis, would have presented a new interpretation of
Chairman Mao’s “Yan’an Talks on Art and Literature” at Yan’an, urging that this influential address be used to
encourage rather than restrict the development of Chinese literature. Lao Lu was to have provided an article
challenging the official literary policies dictated by Zhou Yang, the chief Party spokesman on cultural affairs,
while I would contribute an essay promoting romanticism in modern Chinese literature. I intended to use the
poems of Guo Moruo to stress the importance of individual liberation, of everyone’s using and developing his
talents to assist in the construction of socialism, but I had not yet found time to write my essay.
In addition, we had planned to publish a novel, titled The Degeneration of a General, written by a journalist
from People’s Daily, a member of our group sent to Beida to improve his knowledge of literature. The plot
reflected his boyhood experience in Yan’an as the aide-de-camp to a general in its account of a high military
officer’s transformation from hero to villain. Like every other piece to be included in Contemporary Heroes, it
had been conceived in the spirit of openness and honesty that the Party leaders had encouraged.
Forcing my thoughts away from the magazine, I probed my earlier history, wondering what actions might have
provided grounds for such a serious accusation. My commitment to the revolution and the Party had developed
naturally out of the experiences of my middle-school years in Guizhou province, where I had seen abundant
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evidence of the Guomindang government’s failings.\fn{ Before the Communist triumph in 1950, China had been ruled since
1927 by the right-wing, reactionary elements of the Nationalist (Kuomintang, or Guomindang} Party; they had in turn inherited power from
the revolutionary leaders who had finally succeeded in overthrowing the Manchu Dynasty in 1911—a political phase which had abruptly
come to an end with the death of its primary leader, Dr. Sun Yat Sen, in 1925:H } I had observed the poverty of the people in

Guiyang, the provincial capital, especially in the areas immediately outside the city. A family in those outlying
districts might own just one pair of pants, so that only one person could leave the house at a time, the others
remaining on the bed under a worn quilt until the pants could be passed to another wearer. Salt was so expensive,
since Guizhou had neither seacoast nor salt mines, that a peasant family would often hang a small block of salt
over the table for each person to lick after a bite of food.
Such conditions made me long for fundamental changes.
Not only was the people’s life hard, but evidence of Guomindang oppression was everywhere. Even students
from my middle school had been arrested because of alleged Communist activities. The boy who sat behind me, a
quiet, studious fellow, was met outside of class one day by two plainclothes policemen who escorted him roughly
to a car and then gagged him so he couldn’t cry out. It was all done quickly and quietly, and no one would have
known about his disappearance had four of us not been on our way to the dining hall and seen what happened. We
didn’t dare report the abduction to the authorities, as anyone who complained about oppression would be accused
of secret Communist Party connections. I knew my mother worried about my safety, aware that I often spoke
critically of the Guomindang.
During those impressionable years I observed the behavior not only of Guomindang officials but also of their
American allies, those foreign soldiers who seemed to me unbearably offensive as they waved beer bottles and
shouted, “Yield!” when their jeeps drove through our city streets. How can they act that way, I often thought; this
is my country. Sometimes they would pick up local girls and take them for rides in their jeeps just for fun. Once
when I was swimming with my cousin in the river that ran in front of our house in the country, some American
soldiers came along while we were lying on a bridge, drying off in the sun. One soldier put his arm around my
cousin, then eighteen, and kissed her; I was frightened, angry, and deeply offended. Her brother knew English,
having studied aeronautical engineering in the United States for two years, and went to the commanding officer to
accuse the soldier, who then offered us an apology. Still, I could not forget the incident, and from the age of
thirteen I always hated Americans.
Events such as the dance party in 1946, when someone turned off the lights and the G.I.’s all embraced and
kissed their partners, reinforced my prejudice. Not liking to dress up or to dance with Americans, I had stayed at
home, but from my middle-school classmates I heard vivid accounts of the incident. The details of the American
soldiers’ behavior may well have been exaggerated, but I was young and filled with outrage at the insult to my
friends. Already in those years I had begun to believe that the hope for our future lay in the north with the
Communist Party.
In 1948 when I graduated from middle school, I wanted to take the national examinations for university
entrance, but they were not given in Guizhou province. Traveling to Chongqing to sit for the tests was a
dangerous and expensive undertaking, and bus tickets were scarce. From attending Sunday English services held
for American soldiers at the Guiyang Episcopal Church where I sang in the choir, I had come to know some of the
missionaries. I respected these foreigners, so different from the offensive G.I.’s I had seen in the streets, and
welcomed the chance to improve my English and at the same time enjoy the beautiful choral music. When the
missionaries offered me transportation in their weekly truck to Chongqing, I accepted gratefully.
For ten days I sweltered in the heat of summertime Sichuan. With the other examinees I moved into a vacant
dormitory at Chongqing University, choosing a bed platform at random and spreading out my mat and lightweight
quilt. Not until the next morning when I awoke covered with bites did I notice the tiny red insects that lurked in
the cracks between the bed boards. I had enough money for only two simple meals a day, and had to summon all
of my energy for the first session of tests. For the next several days I strolled through the city streets, reviewing
my notes to prepare for the final day of testing.
Through a family friend I was offered return passage in the back of an open truck carrying sacks of salt from
Chongqing over the mountains to Guiyang. Grateful to be able again to travel free of charge, I ignored the hazards
of this mode of transportation. The road was famous for its seventy-two curves, however, and as the truck lurched
along I worried constantly that the weight of the load might shift, leaving me crushed beneath the heavy bags of
salt.
When the examination scores were announced, I learned I was accepted at three universities, two in Nanjing,
then the nation’s capital, and one in Peking. The first two would provide my educational expenses, and the college
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that trained Guomindang officials offered a generous monthly stipend in addition. But having seen the corruption
of the Guomindang administration in Guizhou, I refused even to consider going to such a school. I was
determined to study at Beida, the country’s most prestigious, most progressive institution, even though no
financial assistance would be provided.
My father strongly disapproved of my plan, uncertain how I would survive and aware that fighting\fn{ Between
the Nationalist and Communist forces; Japan had been defeated and the civil war between these two parties which preceeded it had
resumed} had already broken out in North China. He tried to persuade me to stay at home, attend Guizhou

University, then settle down and raise a family. Even in 1948 any young woman who left home and ventured forth
on her own was assumed to be courting unhappiness, but I didn’t want the kind of peaceful life my father had
chosen. My mother’s encouragement that I pursue a more ambitious and independent path, despite its risks, fired
my determination. I knew I would be plunging into a whirlpool of war, but I wanted to go north and join the
struggle.
Some people said the dangerous journey to Peking was an impossible undertaking for an eighteen-year-old
girl. My mother had given me ten silver dollars and a gold ring; that was all I had. In those days there was no
railway in Guizhou, and I had no money to buy a passenger bus ticket, so I traveled cheaply by cargo bus,
arranged through a family friend. On this bus carrying tea and other merchandise to supply the owner’s shops, I
rode south for three days to Liuzhou in Guangxi province, the end of the rail line, sleeping at shabby roadside
hostels along the way. Always the only woman in those dingy inns, I would struggle to close my ill-fitting door
tightly, hoping to protect myself from the unsavory lodgers, most of whom were drivers and transport workers.
Such men were notorious for having women at three or four homes on their route, and the thin walls, made only
of rushes covered with lime, hardly muted their vulgar talk as they drank wine and played finger gambling games
late into the night. Alarmed by their reputations and repelled by their language, I would try to calm my fears,
block out the noise, and fall asleep.
At Liuzhou, dubbed the world’s largest toilet because people waiting for trains north had no facilities to relieve
themselves and just used the streets, I bought a rail ticket to Wuhan. From there I went by steamboat down the
Yangzi River to Shanghai, and finally by ship from Shangnai to Tianjin. Those last two days and a night in the
hold of a cargo vessel, the only passage I could afford, were a nightmare of continuous seasickness. At Wuhan,
however, I had joined a group of more than twenty young people traveling to Peking to study, having been
notified in advance of a rendezvous point by the Beida Student Union, an organization with connections to the
Communist underground. Our leader was a young physicist from Wuhan University who was going to Beida to
study history, believing that a knowledge of the past would best equip him to serve society in the future. Warm,
helpful, dedicated, this Lao Chen immediately won our respect, and we joined him enthusiastically in singing folk
ballads and revolutionary songs on the bus from Tianjin to Peking.
By the time I arrived, I had three dollars left, having sold my gold ring for food. Because my father’s salary
was too high for me to qualify for a regular scholarship, a cousin, the son of my father’s eldest brother and the
magistrate of a county in Guizhou province, had certified that I belonged to the Miao minority, exaggerating my
ancestry a bit. Thus I was able to receive the special financial support awarded minority students to pay for my
food. I even received some warm clothing as well, donated by an American relief organization after the war, as
protection against the bitter northern winters.
At Beida it was only natural for me to become involved with the underground student movement because of
my hatred of the Guomindang. All of my work in this Democratic Youth League was conducted in the greatest
secrecy, as discovery meant certain arrest. I never knew anyone in the organization except Lao Gu, my immediate
leader. Together we would check the leaflets that were printed clandestinely by workers in the university print
shop, looking for errors in the typescript. Enclosed between covers identical to those of well-known novels, these
pamphlets described life in the Liberated Areas, and I felt very adventurous slipping out of my dormitory at night
to proofread such materials, using a flashlight when the moon was not full. Even though Peking was then under
siege, such secret work seemed very romantic, as we students in the underground all felt deeply committed to the
Communist cause. Lao Gu, who was six years older than I and from a Hunan peasant family, was very pragmatic
about the Communist Party and what needed to be done to defeat the Guomindang, and sometimes criticized me
for my romantic ideas.
After the proofreading work was completed, I helped prepare maps of important diplomatic and historic sites
in Peking to show the exact location of the embassies in the Legation Quarter and of such places as the Imperial
Palace and the Temple of Heaven so that these monuments would not be damaged by the Communist artillery that
was shelling the city. This was a particularly dangerous assignment as the streets were regularly patrolled by
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Guomindang soldiers. To prevent suspicion, Lao Gu and I would pretend to be a couple out for an evening stroll
as we measured the distances between buildings.
I admired my leader greatly, aware of how much he knew about the Communist Party and about life in the
Liberated Areas. From our talks I could envision a new society based on complete equality, free of corruption, so
different from what I had known in the Guomindang-controlled areas of South China. When he suggested that we
make emergency plans to escape to the Communist-controlled areas outside of the city and start a new life
together, I agreed and even had my photograph taken to be used on a secret identification card in case such a
flight should be necessary.
A few months later, however, the general in charge of Peking surrendered and the People’s Liberation Army
(PLA) entered the city. Soon the Party asked Lao Gu to go to work as a journalist at the Workers’ Daily, and he
urged me to go with him, saying that later on we would get married. I had always thought him a model
Communist, strong, intelligent, and courteous, but I found his suggestion unwelcome, as I was not in love with
him.
After that our relationship became strained; he never concealed his anger at being rejected, and I felt great
regret that our friendship, our bond of commitment to the same cause, had been destroyed. A year later he
returned to Beida to ask me to reconsider his proposal, but by then I had met Lao Tang.
My life had been filled with promise in my student years, I thought, reviewing my political accomplishments
in an effort to quell my mounting anxiety. My pace quickened; the time for my criticism meeting was
approaching. Any of my colleagues could attest to my political loyalty, I reasoned. They knew that I was one of
twenty students active in underground work to be admitted into the Party in 1949. The bright blue skies of that
summer morning, the solemn ceremony, the heartfelt oath sworn before the Party flag, flashed before my mind. I
had remained politically active throughout my years at Beida; I had always felt trusted, respected, useful. My
classmates had even selected me to represent them in 1952, when all nine hundred seniors had pledged five mao
from their first salary as a donation for a class gift, a flagpole surrounded by a handsome marble bench. I was the
one to make the presentation at our graduation ceremony, offering a replica to the university president, who at that
time was Lao Tang’s father.\fn{ Tang Yongtong, President of Beida (1949-1952); Vice-President (1952-1964, when he died) } Tang
Yongtong had looked at me with pride and happiness, knowing that soon I would marry his son. The students all
knew as well, and when they clapped their hands so hard, I felt they were conveying to me an extra meaning. I
was embarrassed, but also very happy.
So eager had I been to commit all my energy to the new China, that after my daughter was born the next year I
fell ill, requiring a lengthy operation to correct a thyroid problem and causing Lao Tang and his mother great
anxiety during the eight hours I was under anesthesia. I had felt pulled in so many directions in the years after my
graduation. Teaching, writing articles about literature, serving first as administrative secretary of the Chinese
literature department, then as head of the teachers’ Party branch when it was formed in 1956—all had been
completely absorbing. My only regret was that I had little time to spend with my family.
Everyone was so optimistic about the future in 1956 that such personal sacrifice had seemed worthwhile. We
had just completed a fundamental transformation of our economic system, reconstructing industry and
collectivizing agriculture. Those who had previously expressed counterrevblutionary viewpoints had been
exposed the previous year, some criticized, some jailed, in accordance with Mayor Peng Zhen’s exhortation to
make our capital as clean and sparkling as a crystal, free of criminals and political enemies. We believed that the
groundwork had been completed; a new life lay ahead. In the universities we began studying in earnest, confident
that we needed only knowledge to be able to construct a new country.
After Zhou Enlai’s speech in January 1956, urging that intellectuals be given more authority and their
contributions accorded more respect, our salaries were raised, our living and working conditions improved. Even
our small needs were considered. On our campus, for example, there had previously been just one barbershop for
the whole community of some eight thousand people, but now another was provided for the teachers. For people
like me who had short hair, this one minor change saved much time. In addition, a special bus was provided twice
a day for any teachers who needed to make the hour-long trip downtown, and this too was a great convenience,
freeing us from waiting in long lines. Special restaurants were set up for teachers, and while these facilities were
still crowded, they greatly reduced the length of time we had to wait for a meal.
By 1956 I had published perhaps a dozen articles, the most prominent being a survey of the development of
modern Chinese fiction that was serialized in four issues of Literary Studies. Thus when the movement to “go
forward with science” began, a campaign to raise the educational level of the teachers, I was selected, along with
three people from the sciences, to give a talk at a meeting for the whole faculty. Viewed as a model Party member,
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I was asked to describe my experiences for the benefit of the others, and I spoke earnestly about how to
accomplish useful work for society on the one hand, and how to pursue research, teach well, and be appreciated
by the students on the other.
Everybody was excited in 1956; we thought the fight had finished and that we could concentrate finally on
building our country. There was to be no more class struggle, no more antagonism; instead, the Party’s policy was
that people should develop themselves and thus contribute to the socialist future. I had even taken this opportunity
to learn how to ice skate at night when finally the tasks of the day were finished. For several years I had wanted to
try this sport, thinking how wonderful it would be just to glide across the frozen lake, an experience totally
unknown to anyone from South China. Sometimes when I walked to an evening meeting at our department
chairman’s house, following the path around the lake, I would wedge my ice skates in between two large rocks
and then on my way home stop for an hour to practice under the moonlight.
Now, passing the same familiar rocks in a far more somber mood, I recalled the atmosphere of that period and
remembered those happy moments on the ice, unthinkable when everyone was preoccupied with political issues
and such frivolous pastimes were frowned upon.
Looking out across the lake, I could see that the area once used as a skating rink lay unswept, its surface brown
with dust, littered with papers and twigs. In just one year so much had changed.
It was nearly ten o’clock. My history was irreproachable, my commitment to the Party obvious to everyone, I
reminded myself one final time. Like the secretaries of the graduate students’ branch and the visiting teachers’
branch who had also joined the magazine group, I was a representative of the Party leadership; I couldn’t possibly
be accused of anti-Party intentions. Nevertheless, the confidence I had mustered for Lao Tang was ebbing. Feeling
increasingly apprehensive, I thought of those sacks of salt towering above me as the truck wound its way up the
steep road from Chongqing to Guiyang. Once again I seemed about to be crushed beneath some huge weight.
Surely my innocence would be quickly established; surely I would not become a victim of the campaign I had
so recently helped to wage. …
192.22 Excerpt from Crossings\fn{by Chuang Hua aka Stella Yang Copley (1931-2000)} Shanghai, China (F) 9
She glanced at her watch, a round gold face with thin round numerals which Dyadya had bought on a holiday
in Geneva the summer of 1938. He had several times worn out and changed the straps before putting it away as
too outmoded. Fifth James was asked to choose from the collection. He took the large plain one in stainless steel
that was supposed to be worn on a chain. Sixth Michael did not want a memento. She had chosen this one out of
all the other accumulated time pieces heaped in the bottom of a shabby loose-hinged jewel case which Ngmah had
found in a drawer of the filing cabinet in the study next to his bedroom. She remembered having seen him
winding it, thoughtfully slowing down toward the final wind.
She was waiting on a pale sunlit street for a bus that she hoped would bring her to the other side of the city and
deposit her within walking distance of her appointment. She had checked in the guidebook before leaving her
hotel room and had found two buses which might bring her close enough—the 82 and the 83. After waiting a few
minutes there was no sign of the bus. She decided to take a chance on the bus’ not appearing for the moment and
crossed the empty street to buy a pack of cigarettes in a tobacco shop.
He was watching her while she recrossed the street, thoughtful and on guard, his hands in the pockets of his
short ash-colored raincoat. She retreated both from his glance and from the bus stop where he was also waiting,
and found shelter under a tiny shop awning. There she took out the guidebook from her bag to reassure herself of
the route.
Her appointment was to be in twenty minutes. In a moment of doubt she wondered if the routes had been
changed since the last printing of the guidebook. Had a taxi passed by at that moment she would have hailed it.
Once more she took out the guidebook from her handbag.
Their glances met when she looked up. He was still watching her in the same guarded and thoughtful way and
this time she did not avoid his eyes.
“Does one wait here for the bus to the Square?”
The Square was not precisely where she had intended to get off but was near enough, judging by the map, so
she said Square to simplify her question in a language she was not yet accustomed to.
“Yes.”
She hesitated.
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“Yes, they all go to the Square. The runs are few this time of year. Summer schedule. What part of the Square
do you want to go to? It’s fairly large you know.”
“Well I really don’t want the Square I want to go to the Boulevard.”
“Oh, that’s altogether a different problem. Furthermore it all depends on the number you want. It’s a long
boulevard. Here, give me your guidebook. I think it’s either the 82 or the 83.”
He took her guidebook. While he was leafing through an 83 lumbered into view and came to a lurching halt at
the stop. He shook his head.
“No, not that one.”
Passengers got off. In a clang of bells and sputtering motor, the bus made off down the street. He looked up
from the guidebook.
“Damn. I do believe that was the bus you should have taken after all.”
“Yes, I thought it might have been the 83.”
“You’re right. The trouble is there won’t be another one coming for a while. Summer schedule. What time do
you have to be there?”
“I have a dentist appointment at ten-thirty.”
“A taxi. You shall have to take a taxi.”
“I think there’s a stand around the corner. Good-bye. Thank you for trying to help.”
“We’ll take a taxi together. I’ll drop you since I am going the same way.”
“Where are you going?”
“To the Circle.”
“But I’m going much farther. Why don’t you let me drop you?”
“No. It was my fault you missed the bus. Besides you have an appointment.”
Grasping her arm, he guided her quickly and firmly across the street to a taxi stand just around the corner.
There weren’t any parked in line. He held her arm above the elbow while scanning the traffic moving along the
avenue. A taxi finally pulled up at the curb and splashed them with water flowing in the gutter. They got in.
“Are you a journalist?”
“No.”
“Are you an American?”
“How can you tell?”
“I couldn’t tell for sure, I simply guessed. A lot of Americans are here at the moment. To be exact, I was born
in China but am now an American citizen.”
“Then you are Chinese-American.”
“If you like, though there used to be a distinction between Chinese who lived temporarily in America and
Chinese who emigrated. The latter were called Chinese-Americans. It doesn’t matter these days. Are you a
journalist?”
“Yes, I am a journalist. I write articles on films.”
“Which paper?”
“At the moment I write for the Journal. What are you doing in this country?”
“I am not sure yet. I seem to sleep quite a lot. And I am also looking for an apartment with white walls and not
too much furniture. Do you happen to know of one?”
“Yes. Some beautiful apartments are to be had in quarters overlooking parks and gardens. Only American
millionaires can afford them.”
While she listened to his talk she became aware that he was examining, in discreet sidelong glances, her hair
under her rain hat, her suit, her legs and particularly her shoes. She noticed that he needed a shave and that his
hair was cut and combed forward in the Edwardian fashion. He was tieless and his shirt was unbuttoned at the
neck, a red and white checked shirt under a slightly limp dark blue suit. Seated as she was she could not see his
shoes without having to bend forward. They were nearing the Circle.
“I might take an apartment in this neighborhood. I looked at one yesterday. It has white walls and not too much
furniture. Where do you live?”
“In the suburbs where it is absolutely quiet. I need silence for writing.”
They approached the Avenue by a narrow side street but found the entrance blocked by huge red and white
striped barricades on account of construction underway on the Avenue. The driver made a long detour and
approached the Avenue from the opposite direction.
“Let me give you my name in case you should want to reach me.”
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“I’ll know your name from reading your articles.”
“No, you’ll forget.” He fumbled in his various pockets.
“Let me put your name in my address book.”
She passed a finger slowly along the alphabetical listing of her book. He took away the book.
“You won’t remember me under my name. I’ll put it under T for taxi.” On the top margin of the T page he
wrote his name, the name of his paper and telephone number in a tiny stiff script.
“I shall be leaving for the sea to do a film but will be back probably Wednesday night.” When he returned the
address book, she tore out a page from the back, wrote down her name and the name of her hotel.
“I may not be there Wednesday since I am hoping to get that apartment near the Circle. I don’t remember the
exact address.”
“You might call the newspaper and leave word.”
The driver stepped on his brakes to avoid a car which appeared without warning from a narrow side street just
before they reached the Avenue. The taxi lurched to a stop. She fell forward from the seat and knocked her left
knee against a metal fixture that stuck out in the separation between the two front seats.
“Are you hurt?” She held her breath and did not answer him right away.
“Did you tear your stocking?”
She pressed her hand tighrly against her knee where it hurt. When she uncovered it there was a bruised area
where the skin had been torn off. The stocking surprisingly was intact.
“You’re hurt.”
“It’s nothing.”
The taxi drew up before the dentist’s house. She was half an hour late for her appointment. They shook hands
and she hurriedly opened the door on her side.
“Good-bye. So very kind. Thank you.”
As she made her way out of the car she remembered that she had not been able to close the back zipper of her
skirt that morning. She hoped it did not show.
She took the 83 back to the hotel, had an early supper in a Chinese restaurant nearby and afterward sat through
a film. When she entered her hotel room and turned on the light switch just inside the door, she saw at the far end
of the room a vase containing pink and violet flowers packed tighrly, the heads drooping. Someone had forgotten
to add water in the vase.
The next day she telephoned but did not reach him so she left a message for him to call and the telephone
number of her new apartment.
*
Ngmah’s birthday was always celebrated the last week in April. Several days before the event, Dyadya
telephoned them as usual from his office to keep the plans a surprise for Ngmah. His terminating admonishment
before hanging up was to remind them not to forget to send flowers.
But they did not need reminding. For so many years every April he would remind them. That year, in order of
precedence, First Nancy sent a forsythia plant, Second Katherine pink roses, Third Christine a basket of yellow
mums, Fourth Jane pink snapdragons four feet long, Sixth Michael white lilacs, how did he manage, and Seventh
Jill pink, red, coral, wine geraniums, each color potted separately but packed together in a basket. Fifth James was
out of the country and was not, therefore, represented.
Dyadya sat in his study and composed a letter.
Dear James
We are going to the Far East the beginning of September to return for the first time to that part of the world we left
more than twenty years ago. Please join us there upon your leaving the Army. Seventh Jill who has never been in that
part of the world will also come with us. Enclosed please find my check to cover expenses for your journey.

Ngmah sat in her study overlooking the park. She was was she the most beautiful of them all? She was altering
the seams of a dress she intended to wear for her birthday dinner. She had spent more than twenty years letting out
a fraction of an inch here, taking in a fraction there, lengthening and shortening. What a relief finally to go to the
Far East to have clothes cut expertly and sewn to measure.
She made small even stitches, sewing neatly and rhythmically in time with her thoughts. All those lovely
dresses that would be hers. The dress for James’s wedding, what material should it be, brocade or lace, what
woman among those eligible will he choose, help him choose.
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The thread became too short to continue so she tied a knot and bit off the rest, pausing an instant to look out of
her window before threading the needle. She saw a church steeple in the distance. Between the steeple and her
window the park spread out in its lush spring newness. Shopping excursions to find the perfect material. Find a
master tailor who knows the secret of perfect cutting, perfect shaping. Borders or no borders, button fasteners
shaped like butterflies and hours and hours of fitting. The tailor kneels to pin and unpin. What length madam?
She hitched up the hem a fraction, looked into the mirror in front of her and two mirrors flanking her and
another behind her. There release more. Perfect. She let the hem fall.
She threaded the needle and continued to stitch at the point where she had left off. Days, weeks, months, years,
the pains of birth, absences, voyages, wars, losses, solitude, storms at sea, thirst and hunger, her Father dead,
miles of silks newly dyed floating sullen and heavy in the waters of the canal, silks twisted and looped oozing
dripping colors not yet fastened into the fabric from overnight soaking in the canal, silks unfurled and drying in
the sun on the road by the edge of the canal.
They met at the apartment. Then in groups of threes and fours they went by taxi to the Chinese quarter to eat
crabs and snails and carp tails and shrimps and spinach and bean curd and bitter melon, Ngmah’s favorite, in
honor of Ngmah’s birthday. And happily the Spring holiday coincided with the occasion which brought home
from school both Seventh Jill and Sixth Michael. Fifth James who was stationed with the American Army in
Germany was absent that year.
For the first time since they came to this country they were able to buy fresh lichees from street vendors in the
Chinese quarter. Dyadya said,
“Imagine the Chinese have brought the lichee tree to America and have planted it in American soil, in the
South where the climate and soil are similar to certain southern regions where lichees flourish.”
He bought plastic packages of lichees for each of them and gave each vendor stationed at short intervals along
the street a portion of his business.
They scattered wet peels and stones in the gutters as they strolled through the dusk crowded neon-lit streets of
the Chinese quarter, silently following Dyadya who led the way and talked.
“We celebrate Ngmah’s birthday. We celebrate the arrival of lichees in America. Progress, change, growth, life.
We celebrate our departure for the Far East. In a few months’ time we will be joined there by James who is not
with us tonight. Do you know the story of the empress and her caprice for lichees? She ruined the country.
Couriers were posted along the highway built especially for the purpose of transporting the fruit. They sped on
horseback in relays from the capital to the southern wilderness, returning north with full baskets to satisfy her
thirst. Listen. She also loved the sound of tearing silk and spent mornings listening to the sound of tearing silk.
Disastrous for the economy, silk being used as a measure of currency in those days.”
They descended the garbage-strewn steps and entered a crowded sour-aired cavern lit by bluish fluorescent
tubes in the ceiling. Dyadya said
“What is essential is not the surrounding but the food.”
When the drinks arrived Dyadya said
“Honor Ngmah. God has been with us and may he never leave us. He took us safely out of China. In the north
the battle raged. Rails from the north converged where we were, bringing trainloads of the wounded and the
retreating. I had orders to stay at my post to care for the wounded, most of whom were brought to me since I had
the best X-ray equipment in the province, your grandfather’s gift to me, and I stayed at my post during the retreat.
At night we operated in the basement because of bombardments and Ngmah helped me after the nurses were told
to go. Every night I wrote out my daily report as I was instructed. The night before the city fell, Ngmah and I
disguised ourselves and we departed after the last remaining wounded had been evacuated in a bus provided by
Miss Ironside the local American missionary. Ngmah and I made our way to headquarters as indicated in my
written orders given to me at the beginning of hostilities. We made our way to various headquarters along the
route of retreat. Each time we arrived headquarters had retreated further. In the southern capital, the end of the
trek, I was not able to make my report, my superiors having fled, and we boarded the last boat to leave the city.
Honor Ngmah who has never left my side.”
A courier arrived the other day. We drank tea in the living room. My hands were folded in my lap while I
waited to hear his message.
“Come back to us and help rebuild new China.”
“No, I have done my share. I am here to stay.”
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When the food arrived Dyadya said
“The lakes from which this particular algae grow and used to grow in prehistoric times were once part of the
sea before they became landlocked. There is a fish which can be found only in these lakes, a fish related to the
whale, smaller than the whale of the ocean but of the same species, which swim today in the China Sea. The
stunted whales in the lakes feed upon this algae. During the Occupation the Japanese took samples of it to Japan
and stocked their lakes with it. Today they export it to America in glass jars and we now have the pleasure of
eating it in America.”
He handed the first bowl of soup to Ngmah.
*
She had not heard from him and wondered if he was still making his film by the sea or on a train returning to
the city or had already returned and forgotten her since that first meeting. She undressed, took a bath and got into
bed with several issues of the newspaper in which she had found his articles. When the telephone rang she was
dozing. Would she meet him for dinner the next evening? Yes she would like to but what was he doing tonight?
He wanted to see a film at nine-thirty. Would he like to come for a drink before the film? The apartment was
terribly dirty and in disorder but she hoped he wouldn’t mind. He wouldn’t mind because he was terribly dirty too
having been on the train all day. In that case would he please come right away, right away.
She took off her nightgown and put on a pair of white trousers and a pink jersey blouse. The doorbell rang just
as she finished combing her hair. She threw the brush down and dashed to the door so happy to be alive.
She hung up his raincoat in the empty closet next to the bathroom then followed him into the two front rooms
separated by wide sliding doors which she had kept open. One room contained a narrow uncovered bed with
cushions which served as a sofa. Opposite the bed-sofa near the window was a plain long table, two chairs and a
floor lamp. The adjoining bedroom contained a large bed and a small table with a lamp on top of it.
“Do you like the apartment?”
“It’s a bit bare.”
“I like it bare.”
“Can I get you a drink?” She returned from the kitchen with two glasses of whiskey and found him lost in
thought seated in one of the two chairs which faced each other across the width of the table.
“What are you thinking of?”
“Nothing. I am listening to the silence and to the noise of your curtains brushing against each other by the
window. Sounds like the sea.” She sat down on the other chair.
“How did it go with your film? Is it finished? What is it about?” He didn’t answer straight away, listening to
the silence and the sea.
“It’s about two persons, a man and a woman, both of average middle class background. It is summer. The wife
leaves town with their son to spend the summer in a house rented on the beach. The husband joins them only on
weekends. I employed amateurs, people who never acted before. I gave them no dialogue but simply said,
‘Tonight is Saturday night. The husband has just arrived by train from the city.’ He is a physician as he is in real
life. From the moment the husband enters the house by the sea on a Saturday night, husband and wife make their
own dialogue. Then the son comes in. All this goes on for half an hour. They play their own lives.”
“May I get you another drink?”
“What time is it?”
“Nine.”
“Would you like to see the film? It’s an old American one.”
“Is it far from here?”
“No, within walking distance.”
“I think not. I’m tired and don’t feel much like getting dressed to go out. Perhaps another night.”
He let the subject drop and sat still in his listening attitude, his head inclined slightly to one side. She left him
and went into the kitchen to refill the glasses. When she returned he was examining a map which was lying on top
of the typewriter on the table, a motoring map showing the major roads connecting the major cities of Europe. She
handed him his glass.
“Are you planning to travel?”
“I might go there.”
She leaned across the table and pointed to a spot on the northern shore of the continent.
“My Father once studied there. Summers he used to take the ferry across to spend weekends in Denmark.”
She folded up the map and placed it beside the typewriter.
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“Shouldn’t you leave for your film now?”
“What time is it?”
“Nine-thirty.”
“Too late. The film has started.”
“I’m sorry. Was it important to see it?”
“It doesn’t matter, it will come around again.”
“Would you like another drink?”
“No, not yet.” He got up and paced around the room.
“I like to travel too. I have traveled through most of Europe and the Middle East. I’ve also been a short time in
America, mainly in New York. I should like to go to the Far East but can’t afford to do so.”
“Have you had dinner?”
“I’m not hungry.”
“If I were to cook a steak would you share it with me? And some string beans?”
“Yes, if you let me help you.” He followed her into the kitchen.
“It’s very hard to shop here. But then of course I don’t kriow where to go for things. I am used to another way
of shopping, ordering enormous quantities by telephone once or twice a week. Here the few shops open in the
summer close for four hours right in the middle of the day.”
She took out a steak and a bag of string beans from the icebox and turned on the grill. He stood close behind
her and watched in attentive silence as she washed the string beans and picked off the hard ends.
“I’m going to take charge of the steak. Tell me when I should put it under the grill.”
“That’s really very nice. Do you really want to help?”
“Yes.”
“I should start the beans first, don’t you thirik?”
“Yes, start the beans first but don’t put too much water in the pot. The important thing is not to cook them too
long in too much water.”
“You seem to know a lot about cooking.”
“Writers belong in the kitchen. Cooking is an essential part of their imaginative environment.”
“Oh. You can put in the steak now.”
A bird plunged like dead weight ten stories from the roof. Two stories from the pavement, with a single flap of
wings, it skimmed above the quivering treetops and took off in a sweeping spiral till it disappeared behind the
rooftops.
“We can eat now.”
*
At eighty-four she sat still and heavy as a stone at the end of the room in a high-backed chair beside which was
set up a home movie screen. She stared with vacant watery eyes at all the bodies male and female young and old
assembled before her and amah appeared at the door of the pantry with a stiffly iced white and pink cake brought
to the country house the evening before from a German bakeshop on 86 th Street by Dyadya on his way home from
the office. And while the others sported in the garden, played hide-and-seek in the dense asparagus field, splashed
in the pool, picked strawberries which grew among stalks of thin wild rye in the back field fronting the woods, or
sent the tattered shuttlecock over the badminton net staked in the center of the lawn under the shade of two giant
willow trees, trunks wide as an armspread, amah opened two packs of miniature candles, sorted out and counted
eighty-four pink ones planted in eighty-four pink sugary holders and arranged them painstakingly in narrowing
circles around the pink and mocha cream roses taking care not to obliterate the flowing thick script in chocolate
cream, Happy Birthday Grandmother, a phrase which the children were told to say when they entered the room
and approached her to perform a neat obeisance, the little ones running up, pausing then shouting the phrase at her
in English or Chinese whichever they were capable of, then running away immediately afterward so that she had
barely time to acknowledge the greeting although occasionally she whispered “machine-gun,” the only word she
could by now remember in English; the sounds pleased her. The older ones lingered over her, bending to touch or
clasp the hand which held the crumpled ball of handkerchief or the other which rested on the arm of the chair, and
she would slowly turn her face toward the voice and the vacant indrawn expression would suddenly change into a
deep lined smile if she remembered who you were when you said,
“Grandmother, I am so-and-so Happy Birthday and Many Happy Returns.”
Dyadya summoned. Everyone came in from the garden to assemble in the living room, sitting on chairs, sofas,
the carpeted floor. Dyadya said in Chinese
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“We are together here today to honor our mother.”
Someone drew the blinds across all the windows of the room and Uncle Two switched on the projector and
Grandfather’s big grainy face flickered over the entire screen, intelligent assertive smiling broadly in love with
life’s hazardous enjoyments, his moving lips flickering head and shoulders refused to budge from the scene.
An offering to heaven, First Nancy’s face appeared on the lower left portion of the screen, an apparition
superimposed on Grandfather’s shoulder, unmoving against Grandfather’s flickering silent animation, a forlorn
face, round large eyes stared into nothing. Then her head began to turn with agonizing slowness, showing in
profile hair cut straight at the ends, parted and combed to one side, clamped together by a large floppy bow tied at
the back of the head. The velvet collar of her heavy chesterfield coat lay awkwardly on her narrow shoulders.
First Nancy vanished and with her vanished Grandfather interrupted in the middle of a soundless anecdote
recounted with emphatic shakes and nods of the head.
A house appeared, its clean fortress lines punctuated by black block windows possessed the screen. The front
door opened. Ngmah in white stood in the doorway, wrapped in soft summer stuff, white panels swirling around
her legs and ankles. She left the black rectangle and advanced haltingly toward the camera, giggled and screened
her face with her hands. She wore her hair shingled and cut close to the head. All at once with short swaying
steps, she fled back into the black rectangle and closed the door.
The camera retreated. The diminishing house gave way to a white cloudless sky and a gray lawn in the
foreground. Black flooded the lower screen. Perhaps a flowerbed, a privet bush sent forth static messages in the
watchful silence.
In front of the paved courtyard stood a house with a high porch. Aunt Two sat on the top step of the porch. Her
hair was smoothed away from the face and coiled in a bun at the back. Fourth David stood on the step below, his
waist embraced in his mother’s arms, his head rested on her shoulder. He looked shyly into the camera. She
looked at him then laid her forehead on his cheek.
He opened the door of the spare room and found her in bed.
“What, still in bed? Why are you not dressed? The funeral is at eleven o’clock. It’s already ten-thirty. We are
leaving in a quarter of an hour.”
“I cannot go Dyadya.”
“What do you mean you cannot go? You have to go to your cousin David’s funeral. We are all going.”
“I must be ill. I can’t wake up. I can’t move.” She lay unmoving and closed her eyes.
He looked at her in disbelief. Without further comment, he shut her door.
Third Edward arrived on the screen, his back to the camera. He climbed the porch, turned and sat down next to
David still entwined in his mother’s arms. He looked into the camera, smiled and placed his hand on his mother’s
shoulder. All vanished.
A wall encircled the courtyard. Aunt Two, First Albert, Second Violet, Third Edward, Fourth David and Tiny
Grace linked hands forming a ring skipped and hopped round and round while the camera angled them from an
upstairs window.
Lustrous sky, trembling river, a bargelike boat with ample decks docked by a black pier. Against the back- drop
of the river three women hurried along the pier, faces half hidden by enormous fur collars wrapped and clutched
tight around the neck by white-gloved hands. The wind whipped up their long ankle-length coats.
Three black figures, remote and legendary, outlined against the sheen of the sky. Pressed by a common errand,
they hastened toward the barge. Aunt Three, then Aunt Two, and at last Ngmah walked up the short gangplank and
stepped awkwardly onto the deck.
The barge churned upriver, passing precipices and gorges. Bare-chested coolies, gaunt shoulders weighed
down by poles carrying sedan chairs came into view around the bend of the mountain track. Some paused to look
into the camera before continuing on their slow-swinging way, bodies sagging under the load.
Beside the mountain track Grandfather sat astride a horse of weatherbeaten stone and interrupted his mad dash
on horseback, elbows jerking and body heaving, to raise a hand in salute to the camera. What a lot of fun he’s
having. He turned toward the straggling line of porters and gestured like a commander on horseback encouraging
the men upward.
In a clearing of bamboo thickets on a mountain peak Grandfather finished planting sticks of incense on all the
burial mounds. Each time he lit a cluster of sticks they bowed low three times in front of the mound.
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Light flooded the blank white screen. The loosened end of the tape beat against the whirring machine. Then the
light went out.
Amah carried the cake lit by eighty-four candles into the dark, taking care not to trip or drop the cake.
Everybody broke out into song—Happy Birthday in English. Grandmother’s eyes followed the path of the
flickering lights, oblivious of the singing voices. Next to the last verse of the song where the birthday person is
named, some sang out Dear Grandma or Dear Grandmother in English. A few voices sang out her title in Chinese.
Ngmah held up the cake to Grandmother.
“Blow! Blow!” voices cried in English and Chinese.
She blew. Nothing happened, the flames flickered softly as before. Dyadya stepped up and blew, someone
drew open the blinds and the afternoon sun poured into the room from the west windows through the trailing
vines of spider plants on the sills behind Grandmother’s chair. Pieces of cake were passed around. Amah cut and
served.
Assembled in order of patrilinear precedence to eat Grandmother’s birthday cake were Dyadya, Uncle Two and
Aunt Three. Then the wives and Aunt Three’s husband. After that came First Nancy Chen-Hua, Second Katherine
Kwang-Hua, Third Christine Tswai-Hua, Fourth Jane Chuang-Hua belonging in name both to the male attribute
and the female, Sixth Michael Chuang- Chu, Seventh Jill Lo-Hua who in the country went barefoot night and day
in order to better control the pedals of the baby grand when practicing Telemann. Fifth James Chuang-Shin, the
firstborn male soldiering for the American Army in Germany, was absent.
Partaking of that third generation but coming after due to the second position of Uncle Two in the previous
generation were Second Violet Sing-Hua, First Albert Chuang-Liu soldiering for the American Army in Hawaii
was absent, as was Fourth David Chuang-Wei dead from a virus the previous year, Third Edward Chuang-Pin and
Fifth Grace Mei-Hua.
Partaking of the same generation but not belonging to the paternal line due to Aunt Three’s change of name
through marriage were First Lily Lai-Ling, Second Phoebe Yin-Ling, Third Matthew Pui-Ming, Fourth Paul PuiShing, and Fifth Cecilia Wei-Ling praising God in a convent in Indiana was absent that day.
Aunt Two fed a piece of cake to Grandmother. Grandmother chewed gravely, swallowed and gave forth a
considerable burp. She spoke in a frail quavering voice.
“Out of my womb came these generations.”
*
Rubber tubes inserted in various orifices man made and nature made and taped to her body she tore out and
died alone before her eighty-fifth birthday early in the morning before the nurses came to take her temperature.
When she went to hospital for the operation, not performed by Dyadya this time, although she had wished it,
not understanding why she could not have him do it as at that first operation after recalling him from university in
Germany since she would not at that time have another doctor, she wept.
She hid the money Dyadya gave her since her arrival in America, bills of small denominations, her pocket
money which she pasted singly and securely with adhesive tape on the back of the floor-length mirror nailed to
the wall between two closet doors. And also pieces of jewelry still in her possession that she had not distributed in
worth according to favor and disfavor among the women of the next generation, she hid in tiny silk bundles made
out of leftover scraps of dressmakings. She lowered herself to the floor and crouched on her knees to stuff her
bundles between rear crevices of radiator pipes. She made packets out of paper by folding three corners toward
the center to form an envelope of calling card size into which she placed unset gems, separating kind and color,
tucking the last corner neatly into the final pleat, in the Chinese way, and hid them in the toes of her quilted
slippers with embroidered tops.
Toilet soaps provided another hiding place. Her long fingernails pried out holes into which she buried pearls
accumulated on expeditions out of the walled compound into the city in company of household bodyguards. The
holes she recovered by wetting and repasting soap slivers and smoothing over the rough spots with finger and
water.
They dressed the corpse in pale gray silk, pulled white cotton stockings over the legs, encased the feet in plain
black slippers with cotton quilted soles and laid her in a coffin of very solid bronze.
Dyadya, Uncle Two, Aunt Three stood in a row in front of Grandmother’s coffin. Around her strong delicate
fingers, perfect moons in tapering nails, was looped a brown wooden rosary. She worshiped Christ in her final
years. Incense-filled ceremonies and the sound of bells brought her back to Buddha, fingers that had been capable
of drilling holes through pearls and toting in the failing light two enormous cans of Libby’s pineapple juice,
economy size, remembering at the last moment, trembling with the weight of her gift as she made her way
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hesitatingly down the steps of the porch, her good-bye to James already seated in the car ready to go, her son’s
son who was to leave for Germany to serve with the American Army the traditional welcoming and leave-taking
gift of pineapple.
Dyadya turned to address his sister and brother in a loud voice.
“Our mother is dead, her children are left alone.” Prescribed by custom as eldest son he led the dirge while the
two others chanted along in polyphony.
“Our mother is dead. Where will we find another? Her children are left alone in this world.”
The others standing behind the first row kept silent, shuffled their feet and glanced at each other furtively.
Uninformed, they suppressed a momentary bewilderment. Dyadya cleared his throat, composed himself and
spoke in a normal voice.
“Your children and children’s children pay you our last respects.”
The chorus drew out handkerchiefs and mopped their faces. Everyone in the room bowed three times to
Grandmother. Someone from the funeral home approached and closed the lid of the coffin.
They filed out of the room past curtained windows of flowery chintz and chintz-upholstered armchairs,
descended the narrow stairs carpeted in red and emerged into sharp wind and brilliant sunshine.
The hearse moved slowly along the potholed street, came to a deliberate and lengthy stop at the end of the road
and then mounted a steep side road which forked into the broad expressway.
At the gates of the cemetery they left their cars and walked the rest of the way to the knoll where everyone
assembled before the grave. A shiny green carpet of synthetic grass covered the fresh mound of excavated earth.
They lowered the coffin into the trench while the priest intoned a prayer.
*
She stepped on the artificial grass, climbed to the top of the mound and peered into the trench. The coffin lay
in a close-fitting trough of still damp concrete especially devised so that raising the coffin should not be too
troublesome should it be decided one day to bring her back to China. They left the grave open till the next day,
long enough for the concrete to harden before piling back the earth.
She hid from amah and wandered through the maze of courtyards and corridors to find the exact place where
muttering voices and the hollow clatter of wood hitting wood issued from somewhere in the vast unfamiliar
house. She found the glazed redwood door, reached up to pull down the handle and entered the fog-smoked room
filled with square tables around which sat men holding cards and men stirring bamboo and ivory blocks,
constructing with incredible speed the two-tiered four-sided mahjong wall.
She found the table where Grandfather sat with three other men. She had to stand on tiptoe to watch the game
and rested her chin on the ledge of the table. In the center only one and one half wall remained untouched.
Grandfather pushed back his chair and in one swift movement of both hands flung down his entire row of blocks
face up—Pan!—to reveal the content and extent of his victory.
*
After clearing the table she piled dishes and pots into the sink and returned to the other room. She found him
examining a page of financial statistics.
“What are all these figures, what do they mean?”
“Each figure means something. Here, I’ll show you. It starts at the left with the name of the company. Next to
the company—165—is the approximate price it sells for today. These two figures 165 and 63 represent the highest
price per share the stock reached during the year. Here, the lowest. After that the figure 133. Let’s see, that’s the
percentage—”
He yawned.
“I’m sorry. Am I boring you?”
“No, no. It’s very interesting. I’m sleepy.”
“I must have bored you but I like reading these figures. The meaning behind them can engage mind and
imagination as much as words can without words’ ambiguity. The content of each story is profit or loss, and the
story can be enthralling depending on whether you have been committed or not.”
She put aside the pamphlet.
“How will you go home?”
“There’s a bus that leaves at midnight.”
“It’s already past midnight.”
“There’re always taxis to be found in this neighborhood.”
“Would you like to stay here for the night?”
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“Yes, very much.”
“I am occasionally an insomniac.”
“In that case we can talk all night. I have pills for that.”
“Americans take too many pills.”
“Perhaps. Though when I come to think of it we used to take quite a lot of pills in China. Daily rations of gray
flat tablets for calcium slightly sweetened and chewable. Vitamin pills, injections of all kinds. There was a clinic
at the end of the garden. Oh, are you falling asleep?”
“No I am quite awake.”
“Shall I run a tub for you?”
“Yes.”
She went into the bathroom and turned on the taps after shutting the drain. While the water ran she took and
swallowed a pill from a bottle in the medicine chest. Returning to the bedroom to fetch a towel from the
cupboard, she found him standing bare-legged next to her bed. His trousers were crumpled in a heap on the floor.
She avoided looking in his direction while he unbuttoned his shirt. She took a towel from the closet and hurried
out of the room.
She entered the kitchen and turned on the light. The dishes and pots which had been piled into the sink earlier
in the evening gave her something to do while he took his bath. As she washed she looked out from her kitchen
window at the unlit windows across the dark airshaft. Working quickly and making as little noise as possible she
had all the dishes rinsed and stacked on the drainboard by the time she heard water draining from the bathroom
tub.
She turned away from the sink, turned off the kitchen light and went to the bedroom. She picked up his clothes
from the floor and draped them on the back of one of the two chairs in the living room. Then she undressed,
pulled away the covers of the bed and slipped between the sheets.
He had a towel wrapped around his stomach and he stood looking down at her inquiringly. She made a
movement toward the side of the bed where he was standing and groped for the light switch somewhere along the
lamp cord. He bent down and took the cord from her and turned out the light.
She woke up in the dark and wondered about the hour, remembered the silence before falling asleep after
having been made love to. He had held her without moving for a long time. He had kissed her face it seemed for
an equal length of time till he had kissed every part. She could not remember if he had come. She got out of bed
without waking him and headed for the bathroom for the bottle of pills in the medicine cabinet.
She swallowed a pill and replaced the bottle on a bare shelf of the cabinet. Under the harsh beam of light
hanging above the cabinet she saw her image, cut off at the waist, mirrored against the shadowed confines of dull
porcelain walls. Her face appeared intolerably alien and unclaimed as the space and light around her.
She switched off the light and stepped softly into the dark in search of him. Dismissing the figure dimly asleep
on one side of her bed, she ached for another’s presence.
“Why won’t you wait till I come back?”
“I can’t wait. Marry me now.”
Her arms and fingers were sore and aching from pressing together the handles of a pair of garden shears. The
thin willow trunk, straining under a final spasm, snapped raggedly in two. The top half spilled at his feet in a hush
of tangled leaves and branches. He looked at her perplexed and reproachful, then gently touched her arm that held
the shears.
“Come away with me then.”
“Haven’t got time. Leaving in a few weeks.”
She shook away his hand, stepped over the prostrate willow and went toward the climbing wisteria and the
dwarf apple still standing in leafy splendor in wooden tubs by the two front corners of the terrace.
She needed something to look out on. The blinds were drawn down in the living room so she went out into the
kitchen and sat perfectly still in the dim light made by a lighted window several stories above her in the airshaft
outside her kitchen window. … \fn{ I have inserted quotation marks completely absent from the text in the appropriate places, in
order that the text may conform to computer-scanning requirement and machine-readability. I have further isolated three small sections—
separated by blank lines from the remainder of the text (one of which is just above this paragraph)—where it appears that the author has
inserted memories of her protagonist different in time and place from what is happening in the novel itself; but the divisions separated by
(*) are from the author herself:H}
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42.119 Star\fn{by Lu Yang-lieh (1931/33- )} Hangchow?, China (M) 7
The All-deities Festival is a joyous occasion for Tibetans. This auspicious day is also observed as the anniversary of the establishment of the Nima People’s Commune.
At daybreak, the courtyard in front of the Nima Lama Temple is already congested with people. Staunch
militiamen in traditional armor on horseback with swords at their waist are getting ready for the annual parade.
Long-skirted girls, adorned in dresses of brocade silk, prepare to present their best dances. Peasants and
herdsmen, production heroes from various villages, have brought their finest wool sheep, cows that give the
sweetest milk, and barley seeds as big as beans.
Suddenly the sound of a samisen\fn{A note reads: A type of three-stringed banjo.} is heard in front of the Great
Scripture Hall. Hurray! The minstrel is here! He is immediately surrounded by the crowd. Seeing that he is a blind
bard, the crowd quietly sits down and looks at him reverently.
The wandering minstrel sits upright in great dignity. Holding his sgra-snyan, a homemade samisen, he begins
to play the familiar Socialism is Wonderful as a prelude. Then he sings a saga. . .
*
Today I am going to tell about neither deities nor sprites. I am going to reveal ; to you the saga of the Sacred
Mountain of Nima,\fn{A note reads: The Sun.} on which today you can see woodsmen, drilling machines, an electrical power station, and all the, rest. In the past, it was a dark hell! Black pines covered the whole mountain.
Anyone venturing into it would most likely fall astray and be doomed by the vipers or bears, or venomous vapor
from the decaying underbrush.
Yet, this black pine forest is a treasure land with an abundance of bears’ gall, musk, fox furs, precious
medicinal herbs, and the like, but it is not easy to get them. The Living Buddha of the temple used to force his
wa-tz\fn{A note reads: Bondman, slave.} to make an expedition for the treasures in the forest; the wa-tzu seldom came
back. The rare survivors returned empty-handed. Half a century ago, a wa-tzu named Bawu was born in the
temple. Everyone said that he must be an incarnated mountain deity, or else he could not travel, unharmed within
the forest. Amazingly, he always came out with abundant treasures.
One day, on his tall white horse, Bawu returned from the Black Forest. He wore a long sword at his waist and
an old English rifle slung across his shoulder, the fork supporting the gun barrel sticking up like two long swords.
His iron-like right arm was free from the sleeve of his robe, thus revealing half his bare, bronze chest. Behind his
saddle he carried a sack heavily filled with precious ginseng and worm-herb. It was not yet dark, but strangely the
lights in the village were already lit. Even more strangely, the streets, which had been cluttered and smelly, were
clean and tidy. Riding forward, Bawu could see brightly colored posters on the walls. But since he was illiterate,
he did not know the themes of the posters. He was sure, however, that they were not incantations.
On a small open lot by a street intersection, a group of children, hand in hand, had formed a circle and were
singing:
Red Army brothers are going on the Long March,
With clapping hands we bid them farewell.
They will defeat the Japanese aggressors,
So the nation can enjoy peace.

Bawu found this very curious. How had these children, who usually gathered only to quarrel and fight, become
so civilized? What was the song?
Bawu got off his horse and walked over to watch the gathering. What had happened during his absence from
the village for the past five or six days? Suddenly he beheld many Chinese soldiers in blue uniform, equipped
with rifles and swords, walking on the village streets. Bawu was surprised and frightened. Two years ago some
Chinese soldiers had camped in the village. Bawu hated them because they were the meanest men in the world.
When they were happy, they would shoot yaks and sheep as living targets; when they were depressed, they would
whip the villagers. They took the villagers’ property any time, any place, as they wished.
Now Chinese soldiers were here again! The only difference was that they had had yellow uniforms two years
ago.
“No matter how they dress, they are all alike,” Bawu thought. He decided to avoid the Chinese. He walked his
horse quickly past the soldiers.
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Down the street, Bawu caught a glimpse of twenty or more villagers surrounding two Chinese soldiers. One of
them stood on a rock, talking energetically. There was no indication that the villagers were frightened or
disgusted. Instead, they listened attentively.
Bawu could not help but glance at the two Chinese soldiers. Something red caught his eye. Looking more
carefully, he saw a red star fixed on the cap of each soldier.
Bawu proceeded to Nima Temple, which stands at the center of the village. As he arrived at the yellow outer
wall, a little lama called to him:
“Bawu, the Chief Steward wants to see you in the Great Scripture Hall.”
Bawu could guess that the Chief Steward’s summons was not auspicious; he wondered what sort of trouble he
would encounter.
Bawu walked down the central approach to the temple. He became more amazed at each step he took. Many
butter lamps were lighted. He wondered which Bodhisattva was celebrating a birthday today.
Under the staircase of the well-lit hall stood the big, greasy Chief Steward. As soon as he saw Bawu, he
greeted him with a broad smile. Then he embraced Bawu in a solemn salute.
“Bawu, you must have had a wearisome journey.”
This unusual courtesy struck Bawu dumb. He could not believe what he had heard. But the Chief Steward
continued”
“Bawu, your luck has come! The Living Buddha has sent for you!”
The upper stories of the Great Scripture Hall were the most sacred part of the temple. Even the lamas who
were living in the temple, not to mention a wa-tzu, were not allowed to intrude. Today the Living Buddha wanted
to see Bawu in his chamber. How could Bawu be at ease? He did not know his fate—he had to wait and see.
Following the Chief Steward, Bawu carefully watched his own feet ascending the steps to the inner sanctum.
The thick, heavy drapes and screens were rolled aside at the entrance. Brilliant lights projected from colorful
glass lampshades. The floors, waxed with butter, appeared as clear as mirrors. The demoniac designs and figures
lacquered on the wall gaped and stared. Bawu was giddy, not knowing whether he had come to Heaven or Hell.
The drapes were parted at the last doorway, to admit Bawu and the Chief Steward, who walked bending low in
reverence. Bawu had to follow the example. The Chief Steward prostrated himself toward the yet unseen Living
Buddha; Bawu did likewise, sticking his tongue out once and shaking himself, as the ritual required.
The salute over, Bawu lifted his head. To Bawu’s surprise, the Living Buddha was not at all as he had
imagined. He was not handsome and dignified like the Buddhas in the paintings or the scripture illustrations.
What was this? The Living Buddha was an ugly old man sitting on a chair lined with tiger-skin. His bald head
gleamed in the light. His sagging face was too big to match his short, dumpy stature.
“Living Buddha, Bawu is present by your command,” the Chief Steward said, carefully pronouncing the
words.
The Living Buddha opened his droopy eyes slightly and cast a glance upon Bawu. Then he pointed to the floor
near his seat, saying”
“Come here!”
The Chief Steward gestured to Bawu. Bawu walked on his knees to the place. Bawu sat on the floor. The
Living Buddha reached over and touched Bawu’s forehead, chanting some Buddhist texts. Bawu never dreamed
that he would receive such blessing! He was bewildered.
“Bawu,’ the Chief Steward said, “you have found favor with the Living Buddha. He is going to give you
twenty yaks, fifty goats, a horse, and the rifle which you’ve been carrying on your shoulder. You may choose
anyone of the women from the village as your wife. Hereafter, you are going to lead a comfortable life, and you
won’t be required to serve in the temple.”
Bawu could not believe what he had heard. This day was indeed a strange day full of strange events. Was the
Mountain Sprite Nima really revealing His divine power? However, Bawu’s thirty years of life told him that this
game of reward without labor was a precursor to some imminent catastrophe. As he expected, the Chief Steward
said to him:
“Bawu, since the Living Buddha is so kind to you, how are you going to repay his grace?”
“From my head to my toe, every hair and every inch of this skin of mine belongs to the Living Buddha. I will
listen only to what the Living Buddha wills,” Bawu said without any feeling.
The Chief Steward stretched his neck and came closer to him.
“Did you see the Chinese soldiers in our village?”
Before Bawu could answer, the Chief Steward gnashed his teeth and added:
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“These Chinese soldiers are the most wicked among the wicked!”
Bawu could not understand the Chief Steward. Two years ago when the villagers hated the Chinese soldiers in
yellow uniforms, the Living Buddha, the Chief Steward, and the Chinese benbu\fn{A note reads: Officials.} acted
like dear brothers. But now …
While Bawu was trying to puzzle it out, the Living Buddha screamed:
“You must guide them to the Devil’s Cliff!!”
The Chief Steward immediately added an explanation:
“These Chinese soldiers are going to the North tomorrow. They are bound to go through the Black Forest and
climb Nima Peak. They do not know the way, so you must offer to guide them! But,” the Chief Steward grinned,
“you have to remember the words of the Living Buddha.”
“Oh, the words bid me to kill,” Bawu realized at once.
When confronting those who deserved death, Bawu’s hand, holding a gun or a sword, never trembled, but the
brave never kill without justification. Judging from the reactions of the villagers, the Chinese soldiers he had seen
did not appear to be bad men. Why did the Living Buddha want to murder them? Bawu was thinking to himself
when a lama reported from the doorway:
“The Chinese benbu has arrived.”
As the Living Buddha and the Chief Steward rose to greet the guest, Bawu withdrew at once. When he passed
through the big reception hall, he saw lamas preparing a large banquet. He realized that the Living Buddha wanted
to hold a feast for the ranking Chinese official. He suspected that the food might be poisoned.
Bawu was thinking about what he, entrusted with a special mission, should do on the following day. Deep in
thought, he descended the steps and collided with someone coming the opposite way, losing his balance. The
other man reached down to help him. Bawu lifted his eyes and saw a Chinese soldier, who said apologetically:
“Forgive me. Are you hurt?”
A little Chinese soldier who accompanied the other man stepped forward and bent to brush the dirt from
Bawu’s clothes. Bawu was embarrassed because the collision was his fault. While he struggled to say something
polite to the soldiers, the Chief Steward appeared at the top of the staircase shouting, with an exaggerated smile:
“Ah-ha, Mr. Political Commissar, the Living Buddha wishes to receive your honor. Please come in.”
Bawu turned to watch the middle-aged Chinese military man with whom he had collided climb the stairs
toward the Chief Steward. He asked himself:
“Is he a benbu?”
*
With the permission of the Chief Steward, Bawu returned to his own home the following morning. Bawu’s
mother, who was old, thin, and weak, lived alone in a small tattered nomad’s tent. Such a tiny tent! The Chief
Steward had commented that the Bodhisatvas could not endure looking at it. Therefore, she was kept two miles
away from the decent village.
Ordinarily, Bawu had to get special permission from the Chief Steward before he could go home at night, after
his long day’s servile work in the temple, to carry some water and grind some barley to feed his mother. Every
spring, he had to arrange several nights to work on that small plot of land in front of his mother’s tent, planting
barley.
Now the barley was ripe. Bawu decided to harvest it before he set out to guide the Chinese soldiers through the
Black Forest to Nima Peak.
Bawu hurried out of the village and down the road. In the fields on both sides of the road, full ears of barley
pressed against one another, waving gently in the cool morning breeze, rippling all the way to the horizon. The
villagers had gotten up early today and were at work, harvesting in the fields. As he walked past them, Bawu
wondered why people looked so cheerful today. The sun rose with spreading rays from the eastern valley.
Innumerable reflections of shining red flashed in Bawu's eyes. Standing on tip-toe, he saw red stars shining
throughout the fields.
Bawu was hypnotized by the sight; he stood there gazing for a long while before resuming his run toward his
mother’s tent. As he approached, he heard the stone mill grinding and his old mother talking and laughing. He
also saw a heap of threshed barley beside the mill near the opening of the tent.
“Who helped mother thresh all the barley?” he asked himself.
He was about to ask the question aloud when he entered the tent and saw a little Chinese soldier working at the
mill. He recognized him as the very man who had brushed the dirt from his clothes the previous evening.
“Bawu, how are you?”
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The little Chinese soldier called him by name, and greeted him warmly. His old mother stood up, smiling, and
called to her son:
“Bawu, these are dear friends of mine. How nice they are! They helped me harvest, carry water, chop wood,
and make dung cakes for fuel. They have done everything.”
His mother suddenly changed her tone.
“But in one thing they are no good. Like this boy, none of them will accept even half a bowl of barley mush as
payment for their help.”
Suddenly Bawu heard the sound of hooves approaching. Someone shouted:
“Is Bawu at home?”
Bawu left the tent. A wa-tzu on horseback and carrying a rifle pointed to a horse he was leading, and shouted:
“The Chief Steward wants you to return to the temple immediately. We are departing!”
Bawu’s mother and the little Chinese soldier followed Bawu out of the tent. The mother looked apprehensive.
The little Chinese soldier raised his hand, shouting to Bawu:
“Bawu, I am Mengleh. We are going to work together.”
*
It was high noon. The Chinese troops were about to leave. Holding sheepskins which contained butter and
cheese, and brazen pots of milk and tea, the villagers congregated at the roadside to see them off. A singer,
shaking his finger bells and beating his small drum, began to sing with feeling:
The eagles fly from afar
On their ten-thousand-mile journey;
I pray the deities in Heaven and on earth,
Provide them with cloudless days …

Bawu and the political commissar walked ahead of the troops. The villagers saluted Bawu because he
represented the whole village in repaying the Chinese soldiers for their help. But Bawu remembered the Chief
Steward, who had summoned him and reiterated his assignment that morning. Bawu was worried and rueful. He
wished desperately that he could just disappear from the scene.
Suddenly the song came to an end and the crowd grew silent. The Chief Steward, as an envoy of the Living
Buddha, had come to say farewell to the troops. Holding a Buddhist scripture, the Chief Steward smiled and said
to the political commissar:
“May you have a fair journey and a bright future.”
Having said this, he closed his eyes and chanted some benedictory verses.
The henchman of the Living Buddha made Bawu feel nauseated, as though he had swallowed a scorpion. He
tried to turn away, but he was too late to dodge the Chief Steward’s stare, which shot at Bawu like two daggers. It
seemed to be saying:
“The Devil’s Cliff! The Devil’s Cliff!”
*
The sky was clear and the trees swayed in the wind. The soldiers sweated and struggled against the hot sun.
Because of the heat they had stripped to a thin underwear, but they were still panting and out of breath. The road
on which they marched extended to the edge of the Black Forest, and then turned westward. Near the entrance to
the deep forest, Bawu came to a stop and said to the political commissar:
“It is cold within the forest. You should tell the men to put on their sheepskins.”
It was irrational that they should put on fur while they were still sweating, but without hesitation, the
commissar took his own jacket from his pack and put it on even though he was dizzy from the heat. He told
Mengleh to pass the word:
“I order all of you to put on your fur jackets immediately.”
To Bawu’s surprise, the troops acted in one accord. It was the first time he had had the experience of his word
being so respected and producing such an effect.
As soon as they stepped into the Black Forest, a current of cold air swooped against them. The commissar
found he could hardly breathe in the sudden chill. With his broad shoulders and chest, Bawu purposely strode
before the commissar to shelter him from the blast of icy air. The men began to sneeze.
The Black Forest was indeed like a dungeon. Ahead of the troops, it was dark as far as one could see. The
rotten leaves and decomposed plants threw off a dank, overpowering odor. The severe blast of cold air almost
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turned the men into pillars of ice. The political commissar felt dizzy and weak. Bawu supported him and helped
him walk, saying:
“No one can stop here.”
The commissar told Mengleh to pass along the order that everyone should march forward without pause.
Despite the fact that they were almost breathless and were stumbling, the commissar and the soldiers still forced
themselves to accelerate their pace along the forest path.
After they had pushed ahead five or six li, the day grew brighter. Over their heads, the leaves were thinning.
Small patches of blue sky appeared among the boughs of the huge trees. Bawu stopped and then guided the
commissar to a resting place on a rock. He plucked some wild leaves growing from a crack in the rocks. He
chewed a leaf and then handed it to the commissar. Following Bawu’s advice, the commissar sniffed the herb. He
immediately felt rested and invigorated as he breathed in the strange soothing fragrance. Bawu told him:
“We call this herb Hsüeh-tan-cha, which means longevity. In the forest I eat them when I run out of food. It
tastes good if you make tea with them.”
Bawu put a small bunch into his mouth. The commissar also chewed a leaf and exclaimed:
“Umm, very good. Now we don’t have to worry about starvation!”
The commissar gave a handful of the leaves to Mengleh and told him to distribute some to each battalion so
that everyone could collect and fill his pocket with the magic herb. Bawu rose and said with joy:
“I’m going to fill my pockets so that I can boil some tea for you later.”
He started calling the big Chinese benbu simply “you.”
The troops continued their march. Another mountain range stood before them. The dense, primeval black pine
trees of the forest, growing on both sides of the valley, gave way to the rocky crags of a barren mountain range
which blocked the way. When the troops completed their climb to the top of the mountain pass, dark, ominous
clouds rolled across the sky, spreading in every direction. The sun was hidden. A gale blew and a thunderstorm
crashed down upon the men. It seemed that the strong wind and rain were competing with all their force to hurl
the troops off the mountain. The men, not dressed for such weather, were drenched to the skin. When they tried to
move on the loose, slippery ground, they felt as though they were walking perilously on a ship deck without
railing, being tossed in the surging sea. Fortunately, the storm soon subsided. Once again the sky was blue. The
setting sun painted the tree-tops golden, and a rainbow leaned against the peak of the mountain. Everything was
quiet, fresh and clean.
When the sun sank behind the mountain into the deep pine forest below, the men of the Red Army began to
make camp. They built fires around their campsite. Burning pine cones and branches crackled in the midst of a
milk-white fog. While the political commissar gathered the soldiers around him to hold a discussion, Bawu and
Mengleh sat watching a small pot of the magic herb boiling over the fire. Bawu was adding wood to the flames,
and Mengleh was cleaning his rifle. They began to talk softly.
“Mengleh, my friend, where is your home?”
“The Golden Sand River runs for a thousand miles. It flows through the valley of your village and then comes
to the forest of my home,” Mengleh chanted his answer like a song.
“You live in Liang-shan?” exclaimed Bawu. “Are you a Yi? You are not a Chinese?”\fn{ China is home to 56
separate nationalities, though the Han form over 90% of the country .}
“No. No.”
Bawu realized how impolite and abrupt he was, but he had to finish what he wanted to say. He touched
Mengleh’s rifle.
“I meant I was surprised that you were a Yi, and yet they trusted you with this gun.”
Someone’s voice interrupted them.
“Who are ‘they’?”
Bawu and Mengleh turned around and saw that the political commissar had come over to them. Bawu felt
uneasy. The commissar sat down between them and took out a small pipe into which he stuffed some fresh
tobacco.
“I never expected that we could still find tobacco left in the pleats of a regimental commander’s tobacco
pouch. He generously gave me half of it,” the commissar said cheerfully as he lighted the pipe. He handed it to
Bawu, saying:
“Come, have a puff.”
Like all brave Tibetans, Bawu loved to smoke. He, Mengleh, and the commissar took turns smoking the pipe.
The tobacco smoke erased the cares and uneasiness from Bawu’s mind. The last shred of tobacco had burned; the
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commissar put away his pipe. He remarked:
“Among the three of us, one is a wa-tzu of Tibet, one is a slave from Liang-shan, and one is a Han worker.
Indeed, we are brothers in need.”
“What is a worker?” Bawu asked.
“A worker eats the same food as you do, dresses the same as you do, and lives in a shabby place just as you do.
We workers build tall buildings, but never live in them,” said the commissar. .
“Do you have a Living Buddha and a Chief Steward where you live, Mengleh?” Bawu asked.
“Of course,” Mengleh said, angrily. “That is why I joined the revolution.”
The Hsüeh-tan-cha herb in the pot began to send out its aroma. The night fog gradually dispersed, leaving the
men’s clothes damp. Pine cones still crackled in the fire, and the flames lit the red faces of the men clustered
around the blazing warmth. Bawu reflected upon the commissar’s words. The pine forest was so intensely quiet
that even the lowered voice of the commissar echoed distinctly throughout the valley.
It was late. Bawu closed his eyes, but inside him a tempest was rising. He had lived for more than thirty years,
but not until tonight had he come to the realization that a wa-tzu was not predestined to suffer.
There are two kinds of people in the world. Some people are enslaved to work like animals and die like dogs,
but another kind of people squeeze and oppress others to fatten themselves. Bawu now understood why people in
his village had no milk to drink: butter was used to polish the floor of the temple.
Bawu had been like a yak, carrying goods and eating grass, and then falling asleep, day in and day out. It had
never occurred to him that the world was beautiful. Now as he remembered the troops putting on the fur jackets as
they entered the Black Forest, the Hsüeh-tan-cha herb, and the pipe which he had smoked, Bawu was restless and
lay awake, thinking.
*
Bawu did not know when he fell asleep. When he awoke, he found himself covered by the commissar’s fur
coat and squeezed in between the commissar and Mengleh. Day had dawned. He sat up and saw a world of
whiteness; it had snowed during the night. The two men beside him were not completely covered because they
three had been sharing the one fur coat that belonged to the commissar. Bawu was deeply touched and felt even
more uneasy. When he tried to get up and cover the commissar and Mengleh so that they could sleep warmly, the
commissar opened his eyes.
“Good morning, Bawu. Will our journey be rough today?”
At that instant, it occurred to Bawu that today they would come upon the first and second of the Devil’s Cliffs.
If they were to bypass them, they would have to pass under a waterfall and over a steep precipice.
“The journey today is very dangerous,” he said. “Commissar, you will have to be very careful.”
The pine forest had thinned out in this area. The trees were replaced by vast marshes covered with broadleaved grass that grew to a man’s waist. The rank grass had very sharp edges, like sword blades. Even worse, one
could hear snakes hissing everywhere, slithering through the grass.
“Don’t worry,” Bawu shouted reassuringly.
Holding a long stick in his left hand and a knife in the right, Bawu led the way, slashing forward, making the
sound “wu-hsü, wu-hsü.”
The soldiers followed him, pushing ahead, their swords clearing a path. The reptiles’ hissing was all around,
but the knives and sticks frightened the snakes away. Bawu led the troops directly to the foot of a great waterfall
that thundered two hundred feet down a cliff, sounding like exploding ammunition and clashing armies on a
battlefield. . .
The creek below the waterfall ran no more than a hundred paces and then shot down to another precipice.
There was only one way to cross the waterfall: by wading across the rapid creek.
“Commissar, let me try first,” shouted Bawu.
He took off his boots and tightened his belt. Tying one end of a rope to a pine tree and holding the other, he
slipped down into the torrent of icy-cold water. He was nearly swept away despite his hold on the rope. His face
paled and then turned purple in the freezing cold. Bawu clenched his teeth and struggled in the thigh-deep water.
The trust and expectations of his fellow villagers came to mind, and steeled him with the awareness of the
importance of his mission. He moved slowly, step by step, and finally reached the other side; the rope was pulled
taut and now spanned the river. Clinging to the rope, and with great difficulty, all the troops crossed the creek.
After the waterfall, the path came to an end. They faced an overhanging cliff about two hundred feet high;
even monkeys would not attempt to climb that! The troops halted under the cliff and built fires for their meal.
Meanwhile, the commissar had more than forty leather belts put together. After eating a few bites, Bawu walked
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up to the cliff. All eyes were riveted on him as he climbed to a tree which protruded from the rocks. He then threw
the rope he had brought with him at another tree growing above him; the loop caught the tree and he pulled
himself up to it. From tree to tree he ascended. Then he lowered one end of his rope for the chain of leather belts.
From the top he waved at those below. The soldiers applauded, then started to follow him.
Again Bawu felt that it was his fellow villagers who were looking at him. He felt like shouting:
“Don’t worry, I will never fail you. I, Bawu, am a man to be trusted!”
“The adventure, which had lasted for three days and three nights, thus came to an end. The terrifying Black
Forest was now far behind them. On the fourth day, when the sky spread its colorful sunrise all over, the
magnificent Nima Peak rose before them. Like a dignified old man with disheveled white hair, it stood straight
up, greeting the travelers. Bawu would have joined the Red Army as Mengleh had done if he did not have to care
for his old mother at home. He held back his tears and said goodbye to the commissar and his soldiers.
The commissar took the red star from his own cap and held it in his left palm. His right hand tightly gripped
Bawu’s hand as he gravely said to him:
“Bawu, my friend. There is one thing I hope you will remember. It is not that the insurmountable Nima Peak is
a sun which never sets. The real sun that never sets is this star. Someday it will rise on top of the summit of Nima,
and your village will be radically changed.”
With great excitement Bawu received the red star and carefully put it into the amulet hanging on his chest. He
was very touched as he said:
“Dear Red Army men, my friends, as long as I live, my tongue will tell my fellow villagers all about you.”
The sun was rising as the Red Army climbed toward the mountain’s summit. Thousands of golden rays were
reflected on the glaciers. The commissar and: his comrades turned back to wave goodbye to Bawu, who stood at
the edge of the Black Forest watching the troops ascending like so many eagles soaring with extended wings. Hot
tears flowed down his face. He heard them calling from the far distance:
“We shall return!”
Bawu returned to his village, but without saying anything to the villagers, he disappeared. A few days later his
old mother mysteriously disappeared also. From that time, no one in the village of Nima ever saw the mother or
her son again. Some yak caravans, returning from a temple festival elsewhere, reported that they had seen a
minstrel, with eyes gouged out, who resembled Bawu. It was said that the blinded minstrel wandered from village
to village with his samisen, singing the story:
A flock of eagles flew in from afar,
Leaving me a red star.
It is a sun which never sets,
Illuminating the heart of a wa-tzu . . .

The wham of the huge brass gong in the courtyard of the temple interrupts the song of the blind bard. The
festival ceremony is about to start.
The minstrel puts away his sgra-snyan and takes out his amulet, from which he produces a five-pointed red
star.
1932
20.50 Gussie Grows Up\fn{by Chen Rui-quing [Ruiqing] (1932- )} Peking?, China (F) 8
It was clear from the very beginning that she was different. I first met Guessie on the train that was taking us to
the Great Northern Wilds. She had round rosy cheeks that dimpled when she laughed. Her short hair was worn in
two little pigtails held together by rubber bands. Her figure was slight, as if she had not yet grown to her full
height. But she was full of vigor as she rushed to and fro. She hummed snatches of song as she bustled about,
mostly songs from Soviet films: Red Roses Blooming, As I Was, I Always Will Be, Joyful are the Steppes of
Kurban, In the Dusk, A Young Man. Almost everyone else was dozing. She alone seemed tireless.
She took out her map to locate our destination. Her questions were endless. Are there mountains over there?
Rivers? Is it true that the frost will bite our noses off? Is it true that the ice figures on the windowpanes are like
giant paintings? Is it true that dogs are used to draw the plow? She sounded like a toddler on a pleasure trip with
her parents. People looked at her pityingly and shook their heads. How can she be so lighthearted, they wondered?
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The leading cadres from the various work units to which we respectively belong, and who were supervising our
transport, looked her up and down curiously, as if saying to themseives: Cheerful, are you? The tears will flow by
and by …
But Guessie was totally unaware. Soon it was night. The train rumbled through the darkness like a huge cradle
rocking. Most of us slept in our seats, huddled against each other.
Guessie, however, was wide awake, staring into the darkness, as if reading her future. Suddenly she turned and
shook her companion.
“Hey, Sister Liu, tell me, will we be unhatted after a year of reform-through-labor in the Great Northern
Wilds?”
Little Liu muttered through her sleep. “I suppose so. Even landlords are unhatted after three years. Aren’t we
better than landlords?”
“Of course! How can we let ourselves be compared to landlords and capitalists?” Guessie was indignant.
“Don’t be so sure!” exclaimed an older man sitting behind them. “Didn’t you read the editorials? Now that
private ownership of the means of production has been eliminated, we rightists are considered the most dangerous
enemies—because we are private owners of knowledge.”
“We dangerous? I should think such talk as yours more dangerous!” Guessie retorted.
Elder Sister Shang came over from her seat and gave Guessie’s head a friendly push. “Stop chattering! Get
some sleep!”
“But I mean it!” Guessie insisted. “How can we be more dangerous than landlords and capitalists?”
“Shut up.” Elder Sister Shang again gave Guessie’s head a push as if she were an intractable child.
“But Elder Sister Shang, please tell me. Shall we or shall we not be unhatted in a year’s time?”
“This girl is impossible,” Sister Shang exclaimed. “Why does she have to get to the bottom of everything? Get
some sleep now and we’ll discuss this tomprrow. Then we’ll all make a guess.”
Gussie laughed and closed her eyes. She opened her eyes again and tugged at Shang’s sleeve. “Even if we are
unhatted after three years, I will still be only twenty-one.”
“That’s the right spirit! Guessie has a great future ahead!” Shang patted the girl’s hand.
Guessie was finally satisfied and dozed off. Elder Sister Shang moved back to her own seat, sighed, and lit a
cigarette. Now it was her turn to be sleepless.
The train gave a long hoot, startling the people out of their sleep. Wake up comrades! We’re approaching
Mishan. We get off there.
People scrambled to their feet, looking for their belongings. They put on fur coats and padded cotton pants,
arming themselves against the icy chillness of early spring in the Great Northern Wilds. One veteran actor had
arthritis of the knees. His trousers were padded with three-and-a-half jin of cotton; they could stand up on their
own. When he put them on, he could hardly move—a comical sight.
But Guessie didn’t join in the laughter at the old man’s expense. She had her eyes glued to the window.
It was around three o’clock in the morning. The sky was already turning a creamy white, the first sign of
sunrise. In Beijing it would still be the darkest hour before dawn, but here on the northeastern border, daylight
was an hour earlier.
“Look, everybody! It is morning here!” Guessie cried out in the joy of discovery. It Is Morning Here was the
title of a Soviet novel about the lives of fishermen on the Kureli Islands. It was not for nothing that Guessie was a
typist in Russian. She had read a lot of Soviet novels.
By now the travelers had collected their possessions, but Guessie was still crouched before the window.
Finally, several of us helped her get ready. She was the little sister. All she had was a knee-length coat with
artificial fur lining and a red wool cap. Smart, but not properly fitted out for severe weather. After much arguing,
Guessie was persuaded to borrow a coat, a dog-fur hat, a pair of knee-high padded boots, and an unlined fur jacket
without sleeves, which she draped over her own coat. She began to enjoy her new outfit and pranced up and down
the compartments asking everybody, “Do I look like a hunter? What fun! Now I am a real northeasterner!”
*
The train eased into the station. We formed a line and stepped off the train-to be greeted by a piercing cold
blast.
We stood waiting in line on the platform, crunching the snow under our feet. Just then a sound of clanking
irons reached us from the end of the train. We turned and made a discreet glance in that direction.
The last compartment of the train carried the labor-gang convicts. It was not light enough to see their faces,
only their bowed heads. But the clanking of the irons on their hands and feet gripped our hearts. They reminded us
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of our own situation. We held our breath and marched away in silence. The clanking of the irons resounded
clearly in the chilly silence.
Suddenly a voice cried out: “Look, comrades, Venus!” It was Guessie’s voice, breaking the silence.
People at the head of the line looked back, not at the star, but at the speaker. Who could it be, to say such a
thing, in such a place, at such a time? The people behind, however, followed the direction of Guessie’s finger and
looked up at the sky—what a star, so big, so bright, glittering against the blue velvet of the sky. Guessie’s cry of
delight lifted our spirits out of the depression caused by the clanking irons. Many faces broke into smiles.
“What a star!”
“So bright!”
“It can't be seen in Beijing.”
“The stars here in the north are bigger than anywhere else.”
“We should be proud of this place.” Guessie spoke again. “There is a song that goes, Star of victory shining
over us … does anybody remember?”
“It is the Soviet Komsomol\fn{The Soviet Communist Youth Leage, for young people ages 14-28 .} Song,” I said.
Somebody started singing and we young people in the ranks joined in:
Goodbye, Mama,
Do not cry for me,
Wish us good luck all the way.
Goodbye, dear homeland,
The star of victory will shine over us …

The song evoked our memories of the Fifties, when our country was in its first phase of reconstruction.\fn{ The
It evoked our longing for our own Youth League. Though we
had been expelled from its ranks, our hearts remain unchanged. We sang as we marched, tears streaming down our
faces. More and more voices joined in. We marched to the beat of the tune as if we were indeed soldiers marching
off to war. Thus we marched on and sang on, an army of convicts without irons on our hands and feet. We finally
stopped at a primary school—the first stop on the trek to our destination: the labor reform state farm. As we
reached the school the sun was blazing over our heads in all its glory.
Guessie was like a cheerful chirping little sparrow among us. Her song and her laughter were everywhere—in
the fields, in our dorms. Even her name was a happy symbol. She said that her mother, while carrying her, would
always say: “Guess! Will it be a boy or a girl? Guess!” She had wished for a daughter, and when she got her wish,
she named the child Guessie.
In school, Guessie’s teachers and classmates used to tease her. “What a name you have!” they would say.
.When Guessie told her mother that people laughed at her name, her mother had said, “Your name is made up
specially to call forth laughter. Guessie is a symbol for happiness. Don’t you see? People say ‘Guess what?’ only
when there is something good coming.”
Guessie had laughed. Now that she grasped the meaning of her name, she began to like it. She was even proud
of it.
Out in the fields the month of May was the most exhausting.
After work, as we marched back with the tools on our shoulders, most of us fell asleep on our feet. But not
Guessie. No matter how tired she was, she would run about, sometimes to gather wildflowers to decorate her
window. Or she would make a crown of flowers and wear it over her head or around her neck as she worked,
attracting butterflies and bees to herself. After work, she would look down at her own image in the water as she
washed her hands in the river. She would make faces at herself, or throw a stone into the water and break her own
image into rippling fragments. Once, while kneeling by the riverbank, she sang to herself snatches from a Polish
folk song:
People’s Republic of China was proclaimed October 1, 1949 .}

I want to marry a rich man—oh oh oh,
I want to ride in a six-horse wagon—oh oh oh,
But if I truly love you—oh oh oh,
I’d follow you barefoot ’round the world—oh oh oh!

“So Guessie wants to marry?”
Guessie raised her head toward the voice. She saw several male comrades standing on the opposite bank
looking at her. She blushed and ran away.
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She ran all the way back to the women’s dorm. Several comrades were hovering around Elder Sister Shang,
who was reclining in bed.
“What’s the matter with Elder Sister Shang?”
“She has a headache,” we told her.
“Let me have a look.” Guessie clambered up the bed to examine Shang’s head. “Where’s the wound?”
“It’s a headache,” we told her.
“But there is no wound,” she insisted.
Sister Shang smiled in spite of herself. “Silly girl. The hurt’s inside. It’s nerves.” She pulled Guessie’s pigtails
and sighed. “You’re so young, you don’t know what a headache is.”
Guessie looked around dumbly.
A twenty-one-year-old girl spoke up. “To tell the truth, it’s only lately, after I was labeled a rightist and I cried
for three days, that I suddenly discovered what a headache is!”
Even Guessie had her fleeting moments of sadness. One of those times stemmed from a joke.
That was when we women were sent to work along with the men to weed peas. The men liked to tease Guessie
as we were hoeing.
“Guessie,” said one of the men, “with all the good luck you bring, tell me: shall I get a letter today? Can you
guess?”
“Guessie, tomorrow is a holiday, will it rain or shine? Give it a guess!”
“Guessie, how many pieces of meat shall we get for our dinner today? Give it a guess!”
“Guessie, which part of the country is your bridegroom coming from? East or west? Give it a guess!”
“East, of course,” one of the men shouted. “The West is decadent!”
Guessie laughed and joined in the fun. Then someone blurted out: “What’s the use of all that guessing? You
never even guessed you would be labeled a rightist.”
Guessie’s smile vanished in a flash. That was touching a sore point indeed. She worked silently all afternoon,
her tears dropping over the weeds.
After work, I walked back with her. I tried to change the subject. “Look, how beautiful!” I said, pointing to the
sunset.
The rays of the setting sun pierced through chinks in the western sky, casting a network of light over the earth.
We felt as if we were walking into a fairyland.
Guessie raised her head and broke into a smile. “If I could fly, I’d disappear behind the clouds. Nobody could
put a label on me anymore.”
Then Guessie told the story of how she was labeled rightist.
In Beijing Guessie had been a typist for a research institute. She was especially valued because of her facility
with Russian. She was elected model worker by popular vote. That didn’t please a notoriously bossy busybody,
who goes by the sobriquet of Always Right. “Why should the honor go to someone who is not a Party member?”
asked the quarrelsome woman. “She’s not even a Youth Leaguer! Just a chit of a girl! I covered more distance
crossing bridges than she ever walked in her whole life!”
In a rage, Guessie tore up the certificate of honor and gave the woman a piece of her mind. After all, she was
but a child. However, this little fit of temper sealed her fate. It was the evidence for her anti-Party activities.
Guessie was the youngest in the institute. All the people who joined in denouncing her were considerably older
than she was. The denouncements took the form of a mass ritual. Poor little Guessie was cast in the middle of a
ring, while her detractors each had a tilt at her. Even a borrowed songbook that she damaged, even one occasion
when she threw down the cards after being accused of cheating in the game—all were traced to her reactionary
nature, analyzed in the light of basic principles and Party lines. During the lengthy denunciation sessions, she was
compared to Cao Cao, the scheming minister of the Three Kingdoms period two thousand years ago. It didn’t
matter if Guessie understood the accusations or not. The more obtuse the argument, the better.
“It was a nightmare,” she said agitatedly. “The faces around me were frightful, like a pack of mad dogs, ready
to sink their teeth in me. To this day, I don’t understand what really happened.”
My eyes filled with tears. This was so like my own experience. Elder Brother Su had caught up with us by
then, and the two of us listened in silent indignation as Guessie went on.
One engineer in the institute had raised an objection. He maintained that Guessie was childish, that she needed
education, not political labeling. For his pains, the engineer was promptly attacked as leaning toward the right.
After that, all attacks on Guessie concentrated on refuting his view.
“Age has nothing to do with it,” one detractor said. “There is no dividing line by age between revolutionary
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and antirevolutionary. Guessie is young in years, but an old hand at anti-Party activities.”
Another proclaimed: “Young as she is, she dared to trample under her feet the honor bequeathed to her by the
Party! If we don’t rise up as one to denounce this crime, where is our loyalty to the Party?”
Elder Brother Si gave a snort. “Don’t repeat this to anyone!” he said to Guessie as we reached our dorms.
“Why?” she asked.
“People will say that you are not properly repentant.” Elder Brother Su put his hand protectively over
Guessie’s shoulder.
“But I am not guilty. Why should I repent? Should I be labeled just because I stood up to that shrew? Always
Right doesn’t do a spot of work! And then she’s jealous if others perform better. What nonsense! She is always
singling out people for attack. That’s what she did better than anybody else!”
“What is her position in your institute?” Elder Brother asked.
“In charge of documents and data.”
“I mean her social connections.”
“Social connections?” Guessie stopped to consider.
“Her social connection is the secretary of the Party Committee. He is her husband.”
Elder Brother Su and I looked at each other significantly, but Guessie added, “To be fair, he had nothing to do
with it.”
“Did his busybody wife conduct your case single-handedly?”
“No. She didn’t handle my case. She was away when I was denounced at those meetings. It was those others—
friends one day, enemies the next. They changed overnight.”
Elder Brother Su was lost in contemplation. As for me, it was a dozen years later that I learned what really
happened.
The store at the branch state farm where we rightists were made to work kept hours to match our own. The
store opened each day when we went out to the fields. It was closed again before we got back. These office hours
were very inconvenient. We conveyed our complaints through the proper channels from the group section upward,
through the brigade level right to the top command. But nothing happened. The fact is, the regular staff on the
farm just lumped us together with the labor-gang convicts.
Once at the end of a day’s work, Elder Sister Shang began to have a vomiting seizure. The coarse corn that
serves as our staple food did not agree with her. Guessie suggested that we get some pastry from the store. But we
all knew we’d never arrive there before closing time. Guessie said she would run. She usually lingered in the
fields after work—to gather flowers or catch a grasshopper. But on that occasion she ran like a rabbit.
Her breath completely spent, Guessie reached the store just seconds before closing time. But even so, she was
too late. A big lock hanging on the door stared at her. A few men were also standing in front of the locked door,
thwarted like Guessie.
“We should erect protest posters!” somebody suggested.
“Yes,” Guessie responded. “Big-character posters. That will make them sit up!”
That same night, Guessie took up pen and paper and wrote out a big-character poster criticizing the opening
hours of the store.
“Guessie,” Elder Sister Shang remonstrated, “they are not shutting us out on purpose. They are just
thoughtless.”
“Well, this will make them think!”
“Please, not on my account.”
“Certainly not! This is for everybody!”
“Please listen to me, Guessie,” Elder Sister pleaded. “I am older than you are.”
“Don’t worry. There are many other people who suggested these posters. We are together in this!” Guessie’s
mind was made up. Nothing anybody said could stop her.
The next day, she took her poster to the men she had met the day before. She showed them her handiwork.
They looked at her with open mouths. “We were just saying it to let off steam,” one of them muttered
“Guessie, haven’t you had enough of big-character posters?”
“Guessie, how can you be so naïve?”
“Guessie, have you forgotten? It is our duty to reform ourselves, not others?”
Most of the men seemed bitter, but one of them spoke sympathetically to her. “Guessie, it is hard to change
anything, even a small matter like this. We must be patient.” He rolled her poster into a ball and threw it away.
“Guessie,” he added kindly, “Don’t be such a child.”
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Guessie had been all aflame. Now, drenched in this cold shower, she stood there dazed, looking at the man
without comprehension.
We had worked nonstop for nearly three months. The May the First Reservoir, which we had built with our
own hands, was finished, and the top command finally announced a holiday. We were wild with joy.
But how were we going to spend the day? There was so much to do: our cotton-padded clothing needed to be
taken apart, washed, and stitched together again; our blankets, which had gone damp during the winter, needed to
be shaken out in the sun; our clothes and stockings needed patching and darning; we needed to go to the post
office to mail letters or retrieve parcels; we needed to do some shopping. We didn’t know where to begin.
As we were puzzling over the matter Guessie tbok out from her trunk a skirt and tried it on. It was a kneelength skirt in bright orange with a pattern of white flowers. To this she added a sporty white blouse. She looked
stunning. We couldn’t keep our eyes off her. Bent over backbreaking labor from day to day, we had long laid aside
any interest in life. Guessie in a pretty outfit, turning this way and that in the middle of the room, was such a
refreshing sight.
“How pretty! Where did you get it?”
“It’s a bit short. How many years did you have it?”
Guessie said the skirt was five years old, from her high-school days. Her mother had made it. “It is a bit short,”
she conceded, “but looks all right.”
Following Guessie’s example, we all rummaged in our own trunks and brought out our finery.
One woman, shaking out a flowery patterned skirt, said, “This is the so-called symbol of my degradation. I
nearly sold it off to a secondhand store.”
“I never thought I’d look at this again,” said another. Our old clothes hung loosely over us. The observations
came thick and furious:
“I’ve slimmed down!”
“Lost tenjin!”
“Your old man wouldn’t recognize you!”
There is the saying that three women is enough to start a show, let alone a dozen of us. We chattered and
giggled as we tried on our long-forgotten clothes:
“Tomorrow is our only free day,” Guessie reminded us. “We can’t do everything, so why don’t we put on our
skirts and enjoy ourselves in town?”
We young ones decided on the spot to promenade along Tiger Forest Street. Tiger Forest Street was the main
street in the county town.
Our deputy group leader opposed the idea.
“There is no harm wearing your good clothes indoors. Nobody can see you. But showing yourselves in the
streets—people will say we are not devoting our attention to reform.”
“We’ve already built a reservoir, haven’t we?” I retorted. “We should enjoy ourselves for one day! I have no
patience with this kind of overscrupulousness.”
“This is voluntary,” Guessie said. “Nobody is forcing you to go!”
“Don’t let yourselves be carried away,” the deputy group leader cautioned us.
“What harm can there be?” I asked. “People will say you’re not reforming properly.”
“Ha-ha-ha!” Guessie laughed defiantly. “Are we supposed to cry all day? I won’t oblige!” She gave a twirl and
her skirt ballooned out like a big flowered lamp shade.
The next day, the holiday, was clear and bright and sunny. We sallied forth in our holiday best, like so many
butterflies. I was in a short-sleeved white shirt and a dark blue skirt with white flowers. Little Zhang was in a
brown-and-yellow dress, to match her brownish hair. Little Liu was in a purple skirt and a black silk top. Little
Ding was in a tight woolen skirt of dark green and a checkered yellow-and-green shirt. Xia Caihong came out in a
dress with scarlet stripes over a white background. We were tastefully decked out in all the colors of the rainbow.
We went off very pleased with ourselves.
We had a great time in town, laughing and singing as we walked down the road joining the state farm to the
county center. Soon we found ourselves on Tiger Forest Street. We went window shopping in the department
store, did our business at the post office, enjoyed a dinner of stuffed dumplings, and made a tour of the town. We
came back happily to Base 754.
We had just set foot in our courtyard when we saw Elder Sister Shang walk out of the political director’s room.
She made a sign to us to keep silent. “Shh! Stop chattering! The political director has reprimanded us.”
“How did the news get about? Somebody has reported on us.” I gave the deputy group leader a hard look. She
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was sitting on her bed patching clothes.
“People who spy and report are called Judas,” said the deputy group leader composedly. “I know my Bible.”
She should; she was there for being a Christian.
Elder Sister Shang didn’t want the incident to go any further. “Don’t say anything. Take off your skirts, wash
yourselves, and get some rest. We have a rush job tomorrow, on a new project.”
Our tour of Tiger Forest Street had become a major incident! Only then did I remember that in the county town
people had stopped and stared, just as they used to stare at foreigners in the main street in Beijing. We had
overheard some of the whispers:
“Where did this bunch come from?”
“Female rightists from Base 754.”
“Look at the way they deck themselves out!”
“And their waists! My two hands could go around them.”
“Don’t underestimate these people. They’ve got a thing or two up their sleeves. All children of landlords and
capitalists.”
“Yes, the men are reckless and the women shameless.”
“Indeed, look at them. Just like witches.”
“Now, are they here to reform themselves or to enjoy themselves?”
“Look at the way they laugh. Does that look like repentance?”
As I learned later, those were the comments from people who saw us with their own eyes. As for those who
judged us on hearsay—and the news spread like wildfire—it was much worse:
“These people are full of evil!”
“A woman stood up and made a speech right on the steps of the post office.”
“She said she could cover the whole length of our Tiger Forest Street with one stride!”
“They downed half a bottle of vinegar at the dumpling shop, just for one meal! Something about protecting
against contamination.”
“Heavens, they are chockful of poison! Half a bottle of vinegar for one meal? Won’t that make a bottleful
every day? Who can afford to keep them?”
These comments passed around by the locals were heard by some of the men from our group who also
happened to be in town. And that started another round of disapprobation, this time straight from the rightist
regiment itself. Our fellow rightists were indignant.
“Gallivanting about, as if we are not notorious enough!”
“Is this the place to show off?”
“Don’t know their place!”
“If the local reaction is negative, we will never be unhatted.”
“They just want a fling, and to hell with the future. But we have our wives and children to think of!!”
Thus they got themselves all worked up and decided to report the matter to the political director so that they
themselves would not be implicated in the event of a reprimand.
“Don’t know what those women were up to in town today. But the local reaction was negative.”
Were our clothes too showy? No. Some of the local women we saw on Tiger Forest Street were gorgeously
dressed—in red and green and ribbons and flowers and what not—and nobody gave them a second glance. Was it
because we were rightists? Not likely. There were many rightists up and down the street—there were thousands in
the area. There were no labels on their foreheads, but you could tell at a glance who they were. They looked
stricken—hangdog. What marked us was that our expressions did not match our status as rightists. That was our
offense.
Later, we learned that Elder Sister Shang claimed responsibility for the whole affair. She said she had
encouraged us to wear our lightweight skirts, thinking only of the heat, that in her concern for our comfort, she
overlooked the demands of our thought reform. She made a pledge that this would never happen again, and thus
the matter was allowed to drop.
*
Midsummer, even in this northern country, could bring excruciating heat. For those working in the fields, there
was absolutely no shelter from the sun—no trees, no buildings. It was always a joy to find a creek in which to
immerse ourselves—but for the most part, we just bore the discomfort until sunset.
There was a patch of corn that needed weeding. The main army of the rightist labor force was wanted
elsewhere, and this work was assigned to us women. We were to keep going until the whole patch was weeded.
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The corn was but two inches high. Weeding out the grass between the young sprouts was a delicate job, like
embroidery. At the beginning of the day, we bent over the ground as we worked. After a little while we squatted.
We couldn’t keep that up for long either, and finally we just sprawled down on all fours and moved forward as
best we could.
When the sun was at its most intense, we stripped. In the morning when we first set out, we kept on our shirts,
pants, and knee-high boots to protect us against the mosquitoes and other insects that buzzed around us. By eight
o’clock, it would be unbearable, and we would take off the shirt and boots. After nine, we would remove the
pants. By ten, we would be down to a pair of shorts and a vest. Anyway there was nobody around. We enjoyed
thorough liberation.
One day during the noon break, Xia Caihong led us to a little creek several li away, a tributary of the Muling
River.
The creek was very clear. We could see the little fishes and frogs that were disporting themselves in the water,
and the plants and. seaweeds down below. It was a lovely refuge from the heat. We jumped down and stood in the
water, splashing each other. It was shallow on the edge and about a man’s height in the middle.
“How I wish I could swim!” someone exclaimed.
“A pity we didn’t bring our bathing suits,” I said.
We watched the fishes with longing eyes. As we were talking I turned and saw Guessie doff her clothes in a
flash and dive into the water.
Her figure was perfect, the ideal of youth and beauty, making one think of all the goddesses in art and legend.
What will her fate be like? My thoughts wandered as I stood and gazed at her swimming easily with breaststrokes.
“Guessie!” Little Zhang shouted at her from the bank. “For heaven’s sake, people will call us witches again!
How can you!”
“This is a free world. This is not Tiger Forest Street!” So saying, Guessie ducked her head, plunged forward,
and emerged thirty feet away. “Come and join me. This is wonderful.”
Just as I was hesitating, Xia Caihong also undressed and plopped down. “Come on, you witches. Come and
enjoy the water! Unless the fishes can talk, who’s going to report us?" She did a somersault in the water and
followed Guessie.
The rest of us could not resist the temptation. We threw aside our clothes and jumped into the water. All except
for Little Liu, who could not swim. The water was warm and cleaner than any swimming pool. There was only
the sky above and the green riverbed below. We were at one with nature and delirious with joy. It was the single
most memorable experience of my life. Since then, my youth has gone forever.
We swam up and down the stream. Only Little Liu sat by the bank washing her feet. We called to her to join
us.
“Let’s drag her down and teach her swimming,” Xia Caihong said. Xia was always a bit wild. She swam up to
Little Liu and, catching her unaware, dragged her into the water.
“Oh, heavens!” Little Liu screamed. She laughed as she struggled. We helped her out of her clothes and threw
them on the grass to dry. We proceeded to teach her to float. Little Zhang stood in front and held her hands. Xia
held her feet. I stood in the middle and held up her belly with my palms. By and by she managed to keep floating
and we released our hold. She kept afloat with eyes tightly shut, arms stretched rigidly, her feet beating water.
When she discovered that we had released our hold, she shrieked and promptly fell into the water. So we tried it
all over again, laughing and clapping our hands in delight.
We went back and told the story to Elder Sister Shang. She put her finger to her lips and signaled us to keep
our voices down. “I’ll join you tomorrow, you bunch of mermaids.”
The next day Elder Sister Shang went with us. I swam for a while and then scrambled to where Elder Sister
Shang sat on the bank watching us.
“Elder Sister, what are you thinking of?”
“I’m thinking: what a pity I don’t have my paints here. You would make a beautiful picture.” She sounded
heavy-hearted.
“Can’t you look hard and store everything in your memory? You can paint it later when you’re back in
Beijing.”
She didn’t answer but continued to gaze at Guessie and Xia Caihong as they played in the water.
“There is a famous photograph from the Second World War,” Elder Sister said with her eyes still on the group
in the water. “A group of children on a truck, being taken to a concentration camp. They were standing at the rear
of the truck, feeding pigeons from their hands, and they were laughing.”
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“What about it?”
“Nothing. Except that the sight of Guessie out there reminds me of that picture. I know I shouldn’t think like
that. There’s no connection, none.”
Again, it was a dozen years later that I understood what she meant.
It began to snow. Our first snow of the year, right after October 1—National Day. The world was one whirling
mass of white. Our windowpanes were frosted over with a thousand shapes and designs, some like a forest of
pines, some like garlands of flowers, some like petals of chrysanthemums. Beautiful.
At dusk, Guessie sat in front of the window and made little footmarks on the windowpanes. She used the heel
of her palm to make a print of the heel and sole of the foot, and then added the toes with the tips of her fingers.
They were cute little footprints, smaller than a child’s. She sang snatches from the Cuban folk song La Paloma as
she worked.
We stayed indoors. Whenever the telephone rang in the political director’s room, Guessie would prick up her
ears. “Listen! It might be directives to unhat us!”
All of the older ones would smile at her. “Guessie is homesick?” one of them asked.
“Yes, a little,” she admitted. “It will soon be New Year. I can see my mother getting fish for New Year dinner. I
love sweet-sour fish.”
As New Year got closer Guessie’s questions multiplied. “When will we be unhatted anyway?” Her inquiries
were met by shakes of the head.
“Do you have any information?”
None.
“What do you think, then. Will we soon be unhatted?”
No idea.
“Why are we still not unhatted?”
“Perhaps soon,” someone would say. And Guessie’s eyes would sparkle with hope.
One day, we went into the mountains to gather firewood. We met a hunter, a local man. Guessie mistook him
for one of our own people who were cutting timber in the mountains. “Comrade, do you people up in the
mountains have any news about our unhatting?”
The man was perplexed. “Unhatting? Oh, no. Always keep your hat on. It’s cold out here, not like your south.”
We all laughed at Guessie’s embarrassment.
May came around again. Guessie was suddenly taken ill. She felt drained of all energy. Her face was flushed
with fever and she had a severe ache on one side of her head. We took her to the clinic and they gave her some
pills.
The fever raged on for another two ,days. On the morning of the third, Guessie got up and found her right jaw
painfully swollen. She said the right-side half of her face, up to her right temple and down to her tonsils, was one
mass of hurt. We were alarmed and summoned the doctor. He turned his flashlight into her open mouth for a
moment and laughed. “It’s just her wisdom tooth,” he said. We all gave a sigh of relief.
“It’s a happy event,” I said. “Guessie is now an adult.” The wisdom tooth, which usually appears between the
ages of eighteen and twenty-five, is taken as a sign of initiation into adulthood. Sometimes the symptoms are
light, sometimes severe. Guessie’s wisdom tooth had a hard time fighting its way out.
The doctor gave her some medicine to relieve the pain. “There’s a little bump already. In a day or two, the new
tooth will appear.”
Some of the male comrades came to visit. “Is Guessie better?” one inquired.
“What is Guessie’s complaint?” asked another.
“My complaint?” Guessie held one hand to her jaw and looked at them unsmilingly. “I am all grown up.”
42.140 The Wheels Are Flying\fn{by Hao Jan aka Liang Chin-kuang (1932- )} “nr. Peking,” China (M) 7
Li Chu-fang was quite famous in his brigade for his two personality traits: (1) he drooped, and (2) he drilled.
On the surface he drooped like a wilting rice stalk, never excited and always half asleep; underneath, however, he
drilled like a sharp bit, boring to the bottom of things and figuring them all out without making any fuss. These
two traits, drooping and drilling, were of course always bound up together in him. He was only twenty-five, belonging to an age group right in the prime of youth and health. These young ones-they are like a bonfire started on
a wild mountain which gets more splendid the longer it burns and can even scorch the whole mountain till it is red
all over. But Li Chu-fang was an exception. He was like a “choke stove,”\fn[ A noste reads: The popular name the
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peasants have for a kind of large coal-burning stove .}

whose leaping flames are concealed within its belly and which,
unknown to others, quietly radiates its scorching heat.
There was even something droopy in the way he looked. Short in limbs and body, with a chubby round face,
sparse faint eyebrows, and small eyes, all day long he half drooped his upper eyelids and seemed always deep and
far away in thought; when he walked, it was usually with lowered head, and hands clasped behind his back; when
he spoke, he did it softly and slowly, in a somewhat hoarse voice, and when he got going in earnest, if you should
barge in and interrupt him, he would not get upset but would wait till you finished before he spoke again.
No amount of analogy or talking about his appearance can clearly describe someone like Li Chu-fang. Let’s
give a little example.
Once the mess hall was carrying out a campaign to remodel the cooking facilities, and one of the projects was
to crank up a homemade running water system. The method itself had been learned from the Pi-tu Production
Brigade, but halfway through, the project ran into a snag. The pipes the Pi-tu Production Brigade used were all
metal, fruit of victory won at the capture of Chang T’ien-tso’s blockhouse years back. The Li Village didn’t have
even an inch of it. People were sent everywhere to find and to buy such pipes, but they came back empty-handed;
all they could do was to stop the running water project halfway. One morning after a long time had passed, it was
suddenly discovered that a peculiar water pipe had connected the kitchen with the well. Several sunflower stalks
had taken the place of the metal pipes. These sunflower stalks are very tough and long, hard on the outside but
soft inside. All you have to do is to hollow them out with an iron rod and join them together—you have a water
pipe.
The discovery of this peculiar water pipe sent the whole brigade into an uproar. No one could guess who had
done it. First of all, the youth team work-point recorder, Liu Chin-hsiang, got extremely excited. More than anything else she worshiped people who were more advanced and made greater contributions than she. Such a
remarkable person and marvelous job! If she did not immediately publicize and praise them, if she did not quickly
submit a report and ask the brigade committee to grant an award, she wouldn’t be at peace with herself. Moreover,
since she was both the editor-copyist of the blackboard newspaper and the broadcast announcer, if she didn’t
transmit news in the brigade to the outside soon, she would be considered remiss in carrying out her responsibilities!
The lanky young woman, not bothering to eat her breakfast, nor taking time to comb her hair, flew all over the
street, with a notebook in one hand and a fountain pen in the other. First, she pushed open the door of Carpenter
the First, and all smiles asked:
“Carpenter the First, did you put up that water pipe in the dining hall?”
Completely bewildered by the question, Carpenter the First shook his head. The young woman then came to
Blacksmith the Second’s house.
“It must be you who put up the water pipe in the dining hall”
The response was again no. She put the same question to the head of the technical team, all the well-known
innovators, several middle-school students who had returned to the village to take part in production, the cadres
who had come down from the city, and even the health worker, but still she could not find the inventor. Finally,
Liu Chin-hsiang went to ask the Party branch secretary, Mother Ch’ü. She said:
“Mother Ch’ü, it must have been a god who put up the water pipe!” Smiling, Mother Ch’ü said:
“Actually gods are simply human beings who are willing to use their brains. My guess is that it was probably
Li Chu-fang.”
The young woman pressed her thin lips together and thought to herself:
“Could a cotton ball softy like him have thought up such a clever method?”
But that was only the way she thought; in the end she still ran to Li Chu- fang’s place. Li Chu-fang was hard at
work in the courtyard, pumping air into the tire of a wheelbarrow. She asked in a hurry:
“Was it really you who put up that water pipe in the dining hall? Yes or no? Tell me quick!”
Without raising his head, Li Chu-fang only let out a soft “Hmmm.”
She laughed:
“I felt it must have been you. If it were someone else, I would have known about it a long time ago. When you
were into something that important, why didn’t you say a word or two to me about it?”
Still without raising his head, the young fellow said:
“What do you mean by ‘something important’? I have not tempered steel or cast iron. All I did was to take the
stalks, hollow them out, and join them together. That’s all.”
She opened her notebook, took off the cap of her patterned fountain pen, and said:
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“Though this matter is small, it reveals the wisdom of us commune members—tell me quickly, how did you
come up with this idea?”
Only then did Li Chu-fang realize that the young woman had come on an assignment. He put down the air
pump. He blushed, and his thick lips quivered for quite a while before he began:
“I saw how very worried they were when they went everywhere and could not get the pipes, and I started
wondering why we always had to rely on outside purchases? Why can’t we think of a solution ourselves?”
She abruptly interrupted him, closed her notebook, replaced the pen cap, and said:
“You go on with your work. You could never explain it anyway. I’m going.”
At noon that day, the full, sweet voice of Liu Chin-hsiang rose from the loudspeaker, and her new article also
appeared on the blackboard bulletin. She even drew a portrait over her article. People praised her for her art work,
but said that she had drawn Li Chu-fang a bit too handsome …
*
Not long after autumn harvest began, as the contests among the various wheelbarrow teams reached a point of
flaming fervor, something went wrong, with the axle of Li Chu-fang’s wheelbarrow. Every push made it squeak,
and sometimes it simply stopped and would not turn. Sent to the commune repair shop, it had stayed there for five
days without any action. He was sick with impatience.
The slogan the commune Party committee proposed for this autumn harvest was: swift harvest, swift transport,
swift threshing. The commune members’ enthusiasm was very high; only on the point of swift transport had
obstacles developed. This is a mountain region, and small wheelbarrows are a principal means of production and
transportation. The kind of wheelbarrow handed down from ancient times had wooden wheels and axles; the villagers call it a “quacky cart,” because when in motion it squeaks like a grunting old lady. In the year of communization, the “quacky carts” were fitted out with ball bearings and rubber tires. When you push these carts, they sail
and sing along like spring wind swishing through the willow branches. The advance in the means brought with it
many advantages, as well as a little problem: whenever something—just about anything—went wrong with the
cart wheels, there was no way to fix them. The wooden wheels used in the past were very easy to fix. All you had
to do was to find a carpenter to hammer it over a few times; if it still didn’t work, you simply threw it away,
sawed off a piece of wood and made a new wheel. With rubber-wheeled carts, however, it is different.\fn{ A note
reads: The parts were made in the cities far away; nobody dared to touch them. The commune had set up a repair shop, but with so many
carts breaking down at the same time when harvesting was in full swing, the waiting line got longer and longer, and only those who yelled
loudest managed to get theirs repaired in time to re-enter the transportation contest. Liu Chin-hsiang egged Li Chu-fang on to use the same
pressure tactics, but when Li got to the repair shop and saw how hard the comrades there were working, he lost heart. He left the shop,
agreeing to wait his turn to get his wheelbarrow fixed.}

*
Once on the street, he walked around aimlessly a bit, feeling empty, his heart tumbling nonstop. He thought:
“If I go back again empty-handed like this, there’s no telling how much longer I will have to wait. That repairman said there was nothing seriously wrong. Since there is nothing seriously wrong, I’d better not add to their
work load. Let me try to make do by pushing it the way it is.” He decided to return to the shop to retrieve the cart.
The moment Li Chu-fang pushed the cart out of the town of T’ang-wu, he regretted it. Since the wheel did not
turn, there was no way at all of making do. He squatted down, and looked the cart over; he wrung his hands in
despair. An idea suddenly surfaced: since the repairman said there was nothing seriously wrong, why couldn’t Li
Chu-fang try to fix it himself?
As he got home, Liu Chin-hsiang ran in like a gust of wind. The sight of the cart parked in the courtyard
stopped her short. Happy beyond expectation, she said:
“Eh, I just went there to ask about it. They insisted that it would take several more days. Look, they have given
in to your pressure and fixed up your cart. It pays to be a bit tough, doesn’t it?” Li Chu-fang said:
“It has not been fixed. I pushed it back exactly the way it was.”
“How are you going to use it?”
“I’m thinking of fixing it myself.”
“Good heavens! But this is not as simple as sunflower stalks or mulberry roots. You’re really being ridiculous!
When you take it back again, you’ll have to start all over to wait for your turn from the very beginning!”
Li Chu-fang did not say a word, but got a wrench out of the tool box and immediately set to work to take the
wheel apart. Liu Chin-hsiang glared at him a couple of times behind his back, stamped her foot, and took off.
A crescent moon rose over the ridge of the eastern hill; the catalpa tree was like a sieve, sifting the moonlight
onto the ground, sifting it onto a youth, silent, dripping with sweat. With one hand holding that rusty wrench and
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the other grasping the wheel he had taken off the cart, he didn’t know where best to begin. He would turn
something a few times, then stop for a while, feeling helpless and yet unwilling to give up …
At that moment someone’s silhouette appeared over the western wall; in the, moonlight, the hair, intermixing
white and gray, appeared silvery. After a while, she called softly to him:
“Chu-fang, come over here; I’ll have a few words with you.”
Li Chu-fang was startled; he could tell it was Mother Ch’ü’s voice. This old Party branch secretary was his
neighbor; because the houses of the two families were exactly back to back, whenever they talked to each other
they always did it conveniently over the wall. The old woman’s son had been in the army; in the years when the
Communist Party was leading the masses of this area to fight as guerrillas in the Ta-ku Mountains, she went
through thick and thin risking her life, delivering messages, spying on the enemy, and made great contributions.
She was the first Communist Party member that Li Chu-fang knew, and having grown up by her side since
childhood, he took her as the model in everything. Her presence that moment made him happy.
Still wringing his hands, Li Chu-fang slowly walked over to her, the moonlight casting his elongated shadow
on the earthen wall. Mother Ch’ü leaned over the wall toward him, and with a smile said:
“A moment ago, Chin-hsiang came again to tell on you. The cart has not yet been fixed but you already
brought it back. What’s on your mind?”
“I’m thinking of fixing it myself.”
“Yes, that is a good idea. I was about to talk to you about it. Ah, Chu-fang, in our socialist construction we
have to depend on hard struggle and self-reliance. Let’s leave out the big projects and talk only about the pigs our
brigade has been raising. At first, we could not buy enough piglets, but we didn’t beg for aid, and we didn’t sit and
wait. We ourselves rounded up a few old sows for breeding. And look, now in our village is a whole flock of fat
pigs and they have become a treasure house. At a meeting yesterday, the commune Party committee proposed that
the repair shop do all it can, and that the masses also start doing repairs themselves—that we walk on two legs.
You are usually good at figuring things out. You should give it a try in this area and blaze a trail.”
An upsurge of warmth coursed through Li Chu-fang’s breast and a flame spread before his eyes. After a brief
moment, he murmured:
“I didn’t think of it as that important; I was afraid that it wasn’t like sunflower stalks or mulberry tree roots
…”Mother Ch’ü said:
“Even the sunflower stalks are not a small matter. That method you have invented—as soon as I introduced it
at the enlarged meeting of the commune Party branch, a lot of brigades went back to experiment with it.”
They talked for a long time before Mother Ch’ü left; her voice, however, lingered in the young man’s heart..
When he returned to the wheel, his courage grew, his strength multiplied, and his mind and eyes became keen.
In a short time, he took the axle assembly apart.
Liu Chin-hsiang returned to the courtyard. She hesitated for a moment, then mischievously asked Li Chu-fang:
“Mother Ch’ü criticized you, didn’t she?”
“No.”
“I don’t believe that!”
“She encouraged me to hurry up and give it a try.” He repeated for her what Mother Ch’ü had just told him,
plus his own understanding of it.
At first Liu Chin-hsiang pretended to be totally unmoved, but later she couldn’t help nodding her head, and
then she started to laugh.
“Out with it,” she asked, “are you sure you can fix it yourself?”
“Yes.” She laughed and said:
“Then let’s light a lamp quickly and get going.” Li Chu-fang said:
“I have the lamp, but no oil. We also need machine oil for the axle assembly.”
“What if we don’t have machine oil?”
“Lard will do.”
“We have some at home. I’ll go steal some for you.”
A hurricane lamp hung from the catalpa tree, a small dish of lard had been placed on the ground, and four eyes
were riveted on the axle assembly that had been taken apart. Li Chu-fang held the ball-bearing cup before Liu
Chin- hsiang’s eyes and said:
“You see, here’s the trouble. The ball bearings have jammed together. We’ll have to wipe them clean, and lay
them out properly. We’ll also have to tighten the cover. It has to be neither too loose nor too tight. If it’s too loose,
the ball bearings will again be jammed together; if it’s too tight, the cart will drag and will be hard to push—ah,
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my mom has locked up the cabinet. We don’t have a rag.” Liu Chin-hsiang said:
“Use my handkerchief.” Seeing that the printed handkerchief was new and still gave off a faintly perceptible
aroma of scented soap, Li Chu-fang couldn’t bear to shove it on the grimy black grease. He said:
“Wouldn’t that be a pity?” She pouted and said:
“What difference does it make? You always have your quiet way of putting me down anyway!”
Like a mouth drawn into a broad smile, or someone on the lookout for some secret, the crescent moon inched
its way towards the two young people hard at work. Before long the moon moved directly over head; it was
bedtime. Outside the door some people were passing by, talking and laughing, but no one noticed, indeed could
know, that in the courtyard these two young people were doing something extraordinary. Only Mother Ch’ü
quietly took a look over the wall. Then the old woman returned to her room and put on her reading glasses. Just as
she finished reading an editorial in the newspaper, she was startled by Liu Chin-hsiang’s unrestrained laughter.
“It’s turning!”
Li Chu-fang’s wheelbarrow was loaded with golden rice stalks, like a small mound. The heavy, drooping grain
spikes rubbing against each other made a pleasant sound. On the flat, smooth, narrow road, the fully inflated, fully
greased cart wheel was rolling, rolling …
The moment he arrived at the threshing ground, Li Chu-fang was surrounded by the others.
“Chu-fang, did you really fix this cart?” someone said. “Ho, ho, you sure are a sharp drill-bit—digging deep
without a sound.”
“How about fixmg my cart for me!” said another.
Team member Li the Roller, pulling his cart and forcing his way through the crowd, shouted:
“You all back away a little first. Team leader, you have to fix mine first!”
Without waiting for Li Chu-fang to speak, Liu Chin-hsiang joined in.
“There is nothing wrong with your cart,” she said. “Why should you come barging in when we’re all so busy?
Is there a free-for-all over meat dumplings or something?” Making a face, Li the Roller said:
“To tell you the truth, even if my cart went on the blink, I’d sooner push harder to keep it going than let it go to
the repair shop and sit idle in the storeroom.” Liu Chin-hsiang said:
“The way you’re ruining the cart—for that alone we wouldn’t bother fixing it up for you.” Waving his hand, Li
the Roller said:
“But I didn’t even ask you. Why all this yakety-yak!? Is Li Chu-fang yours now?” Liu Chin-hsiang flew at
him, blushing and yelling:
“You good for nothing, don’t you run away! I’m going to tear up your mouth!”
When everybody burst out laughing, Mother Ch’ü, covered all over with chaff, came over to them. Also
laughing, she said:
“Chin-hsiang, don’t tear up the Roller’s mouth. If you really tear it up, Li Chu-fang won’t be able to fix it.”
Everybody broke into even heartier laughter. Mother Ch’ü took a look at the cart that had been fixed and,
turning around, saw that Li Chu-fang had not joined the rest in their chatter, but was squatting alone on the side.
With his half-closed eyes staring at the cart, he was thinking his own thoughts.
“Chu-fang,” she asked, “was it difficult to fix the cart?”
Li Chu-fang was turning over in his mind what Li the Roller had just said. Now hearing Mother Ch’ü ask
about it, he raised his head and said:
“Not difficult. We can handle little things and fix them all ourselves.” He paused and went on: “Mother Ch’ü, I
have an idea, but I don’t know if it will work!”
“Let’s hear it. Let’s talk about it and see whether it will work.”
Everybody crowded around, wanting to hear what kind of clever idea this quiet drill-bit was going to come up
with this time. Liu Chin-hsiang also forced her way to the front. But Li Chu-fang’s words seemed to have jammed
in his throat, and for a long time could not come out. Liu Chin-hsiang felt for him and urged him:
“Come on, out with it!” Li Chu-fang said:
“I was thinking of getting another person to set up a small repair and supply team with me. That way, we will
send our carts to town only for big troubles. Little things we’ll fix ourselves.”
Almost everyone crowding around shouted, “Hooray!” Some were clapping. Mother Ch’ü said:
“Good, let’s do it right away. Go ahead and pick whoever you want to be your partner.”
Li Chu-fang looked up, turning his half-closed eyes to his teammates one by one.
Liu Chin-hsiang’s heart was pounding, as she thought: “Wouldn’t it be great if he points at me.” The night
before, Li Chu-fang had told her all those important things, and together with him she had fixed the damaged cart.
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She was particularly interested in the project. If it weren’t for the nasty remark Li the Roller had just made about
her, she would have pulled Li’s cart over and fixed it for him to see right then and there. She then thought:
“They all say behind my back that Li Chu-fang’s afraid of me. Doesn’t ‘afraid’ mean the same thing as
‘dislike’? He won’t pick me, he—why doesn’t he say something? He sure is a cotton ball character.”
It so happened that at this very instant Li Chu-fang cast his eyes on Liu Chin-hsiang, and taking his time, said,
“Liu Chin-hsiang will do. I don’t know whether she wants to do it or not?”
Liu Chin-hsiang's face went red all of a sudden, all the way down to the bottom of her neck. Muttering, she
said, “You want me …” Li the Roller forced his way forward and said:
“If you don’t want to do it, I will!” Liu Chin-hsiang shot him an angry look and hurriedly said:
“It’s for Chu-fang to pick. No volunteers. You think you’ll have a turn?”
The tiny cart-repair team came into being.\fn{ A note reads: Li went for some training and provisions and, together with Liu,
set up the workshop in a toolshed. He prepared a board and she wrote a sign for the door. He even brought in his pet quails and a potted
flower.}

*
Seeing the two quails in the cage, she let out a cry:
“Why don’t you raise a skylark? Beats me that you should be raising such a stupid thing!”
“I like them. They’re trustworthy and simple. I dislike the endless chattering of the skylark.” She stole an
angry look at him, and when she took a look at the flowers she cried out again.
“Why don’t you grow cassia instead of this wild lily?”
“Wild lilies are not as pungently sweet-smelling as cassia flowers, but their scent lasts a long time. They don’t
blow hot this moment and cold the next.”
“Phew! You’re calling me names in a roundabout way!” Holding back his laughter, he said seriously:
“You insisted on guestioning me. Now that I told you, you accuse me of calling you names. From now on I’ll
just be cotton ball.” She said with a smile:
“Everyone says you are straightforward, but it seems to me you are not the least bit trustworthy inside—well,
let’s be serious now. Should I go out to the streets and call them to bring in their carts?”\fn{ A note reads: They realized
that they had to have some parts, especially some spare ball bearings. He said he couldn’t find any. She said she could do better but
returned equally empty-handed. She smashed their shop sign in frustration.}

*
Smiling helplessly, he asked: “You didn’t get any, did you?”
“Since you knew it was impossible to get the ball bearings, you should have said something earlier when you
came back. I could have told Mother Ch’ü that I wouldn’t come here with you and I would have washed my hands
of you. Now that we have, after a lot of hullabaloo, stirred everybody up, you still haven’t got a thing to work
with. How am I supposed to talk to the others?”
He shook his head, and still in a conciliatory tone, said, “This temper of yours is really no good.”
“Since you knew it was no good, why didn’t you find someone else? Why did you have to pick me?”
He stood up.
“Comrade Liu Chin-hsiang, first of all please don’t get angry. Would you listen if I were to offer you a
suggestion?”
She glanced at him through the corner of her eye, and seeing that he looked very serious and that the veins of
his temples seemed to be throbbing, she thought to herself: “He is going to get angry.”
“Is it criticism?” she asked.
“Yes.”
Turning around, she fetched a stool and sat down. “Go ahead,” she said.
Li Chu-fang also sat down, but said gently:
“My suggestion consists of only one sentence. There are in you good points that I lack, and I want to spend
more time with you in order to learn from you; there are also in you weaknesses that I don’t have—it’s easy for
you to be happy, but just as easy for you to get discouraged.”
“Everybody can be happy or unhappy at times.”
“When are you happy? When everything is going smoothly. When do you get distressed? When your work
runs into difficulties. Can you say this is not a major shortcoming? What do you think?”
The proud young woman unconsciously nodded her head.\fn{ A note reads: He went on, patiently and in great detail,
describing his thought, his outlook on life and work.}
*
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Originally she had her neck turned and her head lowered; but drawn by his voice, she gradually raised her
head. Her anger-filled fiery gaze began to soften, changed to surprise, then to respect. They were little companions who had been playing together from a very young age. Now, they were gradually growing up, and as they got
older, their concerns of heart and mind became more numerous, and the young woman, in spite of herself, grew
fond of this young fellow. If she did not see him for a few days, she would think of him; yet the moment she saw
him, she wanted to quarrel with him. But there seemed to be in the young fellow a piece of magnet, holding her
fast, making it impossible for her to leave. Why had she grown fond of such a person? She couldn’t explain it; he
was like a lock which couldn’t be opened. More recently, she seemed to have discovered the key; today, she
actually got hold of the key in her hands; the door to his inner mind and spirit had opened toward her, allowing
her to look into the burning light and heat inside.
The two quails stood in the cage, their heads side by side; the wild lilies held still in the pot, bearing beads of
water, giving a faint scent. They all looked as if they were listening to the heart-to-heart talk of the young
couple. \fn{A note reads: They made peace. He learned a way of substituting homemade steel rings for the ball bearings. The young
couple worked happily together to fix carts for their brigade. She even learned to be calm and patient with everybody. But that lasted only
about five or six days, and the young lady was pouting again.}

*
That morning, he suddenly laid down his work and left without saying a word. When he came back around
noon, he said to her:
"If there are any more damaged ball bearings, let’s not replace them with steel rings. We’ll just make do with
old ball bearings. If we cannot make do, we’ll just have to send the carts to the commune repair shop.”
“What’s the matter with you?” She could not make head or tail out of what he said.
“Just now I went to the threshing ground to see several commune members with carts. They said that carts
fitted with steel rings were hard to push. When I gave it a try, it was really a bit heavy.”
The young woman pouted and said angrily:
“These monkeys, if you gave them cookies to eat they would find them too crispy. What is so terrible about
some extra weight! Having it this way is after all better than not having any.”
Li Chu-fang brought over the cart wheel he had left half finished, and putting it before Liu Chin-hsiang, said,
“Take a look at this place. When I took it apart for repair, I discovered this problem: steel rings do not turn as
freely in there as ball bearings. When in use they not only weigh the cart down, but also keep biting into the ball
bearing cup. After a while, the axle would be ruined.”
Now the young woman understood; but she sighed and said:
“We cannot use steel rings and cannot buy ball bearings anywhere; are we going to stop working again?”\fn{ A
note reads: They solved the problem by casting ball bearings themselves, but not before they had gone through much trouble and withstood
much hardship. Their dedication and selflessness moved all the villagers to pitch in and help them .}
*\fn{A note reads: The harvesting season reached its peak.}

That afternoon, many people crowded into the small room of the cart wheel repair team, setting off a raucous
hue and cry, turning the whole shop into a deafening frog pond.
“Really, when are you going to fix it for me? Give me a definite date!”
“No matter what, you have to fix it for me first!”
The placid Li Chu-fang was besieged in the midst of a crowd. One pair after another, the agitated, angry eyes
were all riveted on him. It looked as if he had changed places with that worker at the commune repair and supply
shop a month ago; but the people encircling him now were even more unrestrained because they were all close
friends. Lowering his head, Li Chu-fang swiftly but calmly went on working.
After the problem of ball bearings was solved, another difficulty stubbornly pressed in on this young man.
There were no more ball bearing cups and axles. He had written letters everywhere and thumbed through
newspapers, but nowhere could he find anyone with the experience of making these things in the backyard. At the
hardware store in T’ang-wu, every so often there would come a shipment of them, but as soon as they arrived they
were sold out, and Li Chu-fang and Liu Chin-hsiang were never—not even once—able to buy any.
People were still shouting and clamoring; some of them were provoked to greater anger by Li Chu-fang’s quiet
composure. Li the Roller was among those shouting the loudest. He forced his way before Li Chu-fang,
brandished his big hand and cried out:
“Man, if you don’t have a diamond drill, you shouldn’t have taken on this porcelain work. All the two of you
care about is to act big!”
As luck would have it, he was heard by Liu Chin-hsiang on her way in. For the fifth time in seven days she had
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gone to T’ang-wu for news. People at the hardware store had told her that a shipment of goods would arrive that
night and would be on sale the next day at the market. Happily she rushed back, not expecting in the least to have
such remarks flung in her face. How could she not lose her temper? Arms akimbo and face tightly drawn, she
yelled at Li the Roller:
“What are you trying to do? Want to gobble up people or something?”
“Whether I gobble up people or not, if we cannot complete our work, you two will be held responsible!”
“If I cannot complete my work, will it do if I go take it out on you?”
“This is your job.”
“It is my job all right, but even so I have not signed a contract to let you cuss me out!”
Seeing that the quarrel was getting out of hand, Li Chu-fang stood up. He pushed this one and pulled that,
earnestly entreating everyone to forget it. He said:
“Comrades, please go home first. The carts have not been fixed in time; it’s our responsibility. We’ll have to
figure something out. What good does it do to keep on bickering?”
All the people there felt that Li Chu-fang had said everything there was to be said. The only thing they could
do was to restrain themselves a little longer. So they all left.
Li Chu-fang saw them to the door. When they were a long way off, he turned around, and just as he was going
to ask Liu Chin-hsiang about the supply situation, she plunked herself down on the stool and turned her back on
him. Chuckling, he circled round to her front:
“Are you mad? Who are you mad at now?”
“I’m mad at you—mad at you and no one else!”
“What have I done to you?”
“Has your mouth been sealed off? There they were, pointing at your nose, cussing you out, and you didn’t
throw a single word back at them!”
“They are worried to death!”
“They are worried! We are having an easy time, aren’t we?!”
He sighed, turned around and sat down on his little stool, and as if talking to himself said in a low voice:
“You probably feel that I was too soft. Why is it that as soon as someone gets angry at me, I must get angry at
him in return? If that is the case, we don’t have to talk about anyone else, just the two of us. We might as well
forget about doing any work—we would be quarreling all day long, wouldn’t we? Is that what you want?”\fn{ A
note reads: She relented and told him about the scheduled arrival of a new shipment of the parts they needed. The next morning he got up
early and ran to the hardware store in town, only to find a long line ahead of him. Fortunately she had gotten there even earlier than he
had. She gave her place in line to him. When his turn came to buy the parts, out of sympathy for a comrade behind him who was in a worse
fix, he yielded his turn and lost the chance to buy any. She ran home in a huff and swore never to see him again. But she still wanted to
finish repairing the one wheel she had started the day before, as a gesture to wind up her association with him. She went back to the repair
shop, and found him going through the discarded worn parts removed from broken wheels. But she was determined to say nothing to him,
no matter how he entreated her.}

*
“How come you have also turned into a cotton ball?” he said. Even this joke did not arouse any response. But
the young fellow went on cheerfully:
“After I returned, I thought of picking through these discards to see if there were any parts we could use as
makeshifts. As I was going through them, I suddenly discovered a secret. You see this cup can no longer grab onto
the small axle; but if we replace it with this old thick axle, it will grab quite tightly, won’t it? You see the threads
on this axle have been worn out; they can no longer hold big cups. But if we fit them to a smaller cup, they will
grab all right. When we match them up like this, I think that except for axles whose threads have been completely
worn out, the majority of these discards can all be used.”
While she was trying to finish repairing that one last wheel, Liu Chin-hsiang was thinking:
“No matter what you say, I won’t listen. I won’t say anything either. Before I leave I’ll say only this: ‘I’ve
already given my word of honor. I will not get angry with you again. I have not quarreled with you over what
happened today. You go ahead with what you’re doing. No matter what, I’ll never have anything to do with it
again.’”
But, try as she would to think this way, every word he said found its way into her ears. She felt that he was
holding up his hands behind her back, gesturing for her to see. She really wanted to turn her head, but she did her
best to keep her neck stiff and, biting her lips, refused to look. She was determined not to look. But he went on:
“Do you still remember what I said the day you got angry at me over the problem of ball bearings? If we can
handle certain things, why must we go out and buy them? Haven’t we made up our minds to be stronger and to
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rely on our own efforts?”
She froze for a moment, and her hands, busy at work as they were, also came to a stop.
“You still remember,” he continued, “when I returned from learning at the Hsia-shan Reservoir, we wanted to
make ball bearings, but did not have steel molds. You said, ‘We sure have enough problems, but we must keep
going!’ Yes, you were right to say that. From the beginning to now, how many difficulties have we overcome! In
the future, there will still be difficulties. But we are not afraid, because revolution is nothing but struggle against
difficulties. We should bear in mind the whole situation, give up conveniences to others, and keep the difficulties
for ourselves.”
Past events, one by one, reappeared before her eyes. Mulling over the whole thing, she could no longer contain
herself, and suddenly swinging around, she took hold of Li Chu-fang’s hands and muttered:
“I—I am wrong again?”
81.99 Family Blood\fn{by Tsi Teng aka Chang Ming-chu (1932- )} Yencheng, Honan Province, China (F) 4
She had waited a long time for the morning mist to lift and the sun to shine into the yard.
The planes were still far away somewhere on the horizon. The distant drone of their engines sounded as if they
were coming from the wake of history itself, a wake stained with blood shed by the war dead, with his and hers
still flowing. History always was written in blood and tears.
Her own blood was not yet part of history, only as irrigation for history. And her tears, nourishment for the
future. She was not fond of the past but that had not stopped the march of history. Quite on the contrary, more
blood and tears would be needed in the search for a brilliant future.
It seemed that Sung Chiang, the bandit in the Story of Water Margin, was now reincarnated on the Chinese
mainland, the stage of his past exploits.
Sung Chiang from the Robbers’ Lair is described in the book as having composed these lines:
Later if I reach great heights,
Ancient braves shall be but weights.

Today, the many Sung Chiangs’ blends of Ivan the Terrible and the bandits of the Water Margin tales were
singing their megalomaniac song in self-exaltation. This situation could not be permitted to continue.
Many mornings and dusks had seen her standing alone in her yard, gazing at floating veils of mist or sunset
glow and counting familiar shapes on the edges of the sky as she waited for homing planes. Sounds of airborne
craft had on many an occasions made her heart leap and throb. She often found herself lost in the remote past,
facing events that were so distant and yet as clearly remembered as happenings of yesterday.
Yesterday was no more. But it was so beautiful it could be part of a priceless painting or an immortal song. She
had lost one yesterday but had grasped another, for today was always reality to her, together with the hopes for
tomorrow.
The tenderness of yesterday had strengthened her will power. Memories of yesterday had lovingly enriched her
heart. What was just a modest bud unfolded today in her delightful dimpled smile. Yesterday’s promises had given
her confidence. Those who live in the present, looking ahead to tomorrow, are those who are stimulated and
encouraged by the events of yesterday.
It was a time when the willows were tendrils in the wind and the mountains were majestic. Her heart was
warm with recollections of their first meeting. He was so tall, strong and full of spirit.
“I’m sorry I must have frightened you.”
“Yes, you did, but not by your roughness. It was that handsome face of yours.”
When she confided this to him, they were at Chung-shan Mausoleum outside Nanking, on their honeymoon.
“Why did you have to bump into me and not Suzan, Chien-ju or one of those girls?”
“Yes, why isn’t my bride Suzan, Chien-ju or one of those girls?”
She fell into his arms with laughter, pounding his back, as she said:
“You are really bad!”
“I have never said I am good.”
“No, it’s because you’re not a boaster that—”
“That you agreed to marry me?” He sounded as if he had rehearsed the lines as he finished the sentence for her.
“You’re bad. I won’t talk to you any more.” She buried her face in his broad chest, tightening her hold around
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his waist.
“You can do any thing except not speak to me. You know that, my lovely bride, don’t you?”
He knew that she had not meant what she said and she was well aware that he loved her dearly. But both of
them were aware of the emergency of the times and the aggressors.
More and more Japanese warships were already steaming up the Whampoo River. Newspapers were full of
speculation about what would happen next. Although the fires of war had not yet been lighted, the people could
hear the neighing of war horses heading for the battlefield. That neighing filled people’s hearts and showed on
their worried faces.
“Look at what we have before us! Such majestic mountains and stretches of beautiful land. Lovely, aren’t
they?” He commented as he pointed out the landmarks for her. “:Too bad some outsiders are trying to take them
away from us.” He held her hand tight and went on. “But as long as I’m around and as long as there are soldiers
of the Republic of China, no foreigners—no matter who they are—will be permitted to lay their hands on this
land of ours.”
He was indignant. He raised his right hand—as if swearing by Heaven, completely forgetting that this was his
honeymoon and his bride was standing beside him. She gazed at him wordlessly. Suddenly recovering himself, he
patted her hand and revealed his strong white teeth in an apologetic smile.
“I’m sorry,” he said. “I am always filled with hatred and revengeful thoughts whenever I mention the
aggressors.”
“That is not wrong.” However she was a woman, a young one who had just passed her 20 th birthday. She was
looking ahead to a peaceful life full of love and bliss. If a war was inevitable, she hoped it would be for men she
had never known and those who belonged to other women. She couldn’t bear to picture her own husband in a
fierce dog-fight up in the sky or a blood-shedding combat on the battlefront. Words were enough to make her
shudder. The determined look in her husband’s face made her feel unaccountably uneasy.
“You seem to be trembling.”
“Me? No, nothing is wrong.”
He gazed tenderly into her eyes and it was as if had been on their first date.
“Let’s go to that big restaurant tonight, have the best food there, drink the best wine and dance away the rest of
the evening. I must make you happy and that’s all I am concerned with now.”
“I am the happiest woman in the world when you are with me.” She held him tight, very tight.
“I sure hope so,” he said.
“I don’t just want you to hope. I want you to guarantee that you will be with me all the time.”
When he looked into her eyes again, his own were full of unquiet emotions. He loved her from the bottom of
his heart. But he felt unbearable pain as he thought of her rightful demand. He felt as if thousands of needles had
just pierced his heart.
“Believe in me as you would in a philosophy, a religion. I will give you everything God is willing.”
“I have long regarded you as my god,” she said.
“God answers all demands, my bride. How are we going to spend this evening?”
“Let’s go to that big restaurant, have the best food there, drink the best wine and dance away the rest of the
evening,” she said, not forgetting to mimic his voice.
Time then belonged to the two of them alone. Prospects of war were suddenly remote, the present was sweet as
honey. They took a horse carriage, feeling like the lovers in the movie Red Shoes, riding along the coast of Monte
Carlo.
They went back to the hotel to wash up and change. Quite unexpectedly an urgent cable was waiting for him.
He picked it up, glanced at his name and tore the envelop open.
“Who is it from?” she asked. The hasty way he handled the cable bothered her.
“Must be some former classmate of mine who can’t stand the idea of me having peace and quiet here.” He
smiled at her and added: “You know, all of them are envious of me!”
“I think they are all nice and lots of fun.”
“Now that makes me jealous.”
She stepped close and looked over his shoulder at the piece of paper he was holding. The cable said:
POSTPONE VACATION AND RETURN IMMEDIATELY

His face seemed pale but he was very much worked up.
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“We are going to have a war,” he said.
She felt like she was going to lose him right away. It was with that uncontrollable emotion that she clasped his
arm, then held him, arms around his waist, for a very long time though to her it was all too short.
“Are we going back?” she asked in a very faint voice, her throat dry with fear.
“Tomorrow morning,” he said, then released a long sigh, as if to free himself of all the worries and anxieties.
“No, it must be tonight,” he corrected. She had expected these words from the way he sighed. She, knew he was
duty-bound to act that way.
“You are not regretting that you’ve married me?” he asked, and his look reminded her of the days of courtship.
“This is part of what I have been prepared for,” she said, displaying the kind of courage she had never shown
before. “Good or bad luck, I suppose I can stand any turn of the wheel.”
“That sets my mind at ease,” he said and kissed her icy lips, then wiped off her tears with his cheeks.
*
What had been meant as a two-week honeymoon ended in three short days and two nights two whirlwind,
love-filled nights. She went back to live with her parents in Shanghai as he reported back to his unit. When the
letter that she had longed for finally came, it contained this telegraphic message:
TRAINING IS TAKING UP ALL MY TIME
I CAN’T DEAL WITH DETAILS
IT WILL BE SOME TIME BEFORE WE MEET AGAIN
PLEASE TAKE GOOD CARE OF YOURSELF

“Yes, I will. I will,” she muttered, as if in a dream. as she gazed at that brief note. The bombardment of Whampoo by Japanese warships shattered the last hope for peace with Japan. The Chinese Air Force victory on August
14 was splashed over all the papers. People devoured the press reports avidly. She became an object of respect
with her neighbors.
The war spread 1ike fire over a dry grass field. from Shanghai to Nanking. The entire North China. was soon
covered with blood—shed by soldiers who gallantly fought the War of Resistance. She poured over newspapers
every day, going through all the war stories with utmost eagerness. The Air Force continued to record heroic accomplishments, sinking ships and intercepting enemy p1anes. Her blood boiled and tears fell, she was filled with
excited patriotism.
But when she read in the newspaper about his death, there was no bitter cry. No voice came out. She was numb
with shock. She bit her colorless 1ips so hard that blood dripped from the corner of her mouth and stained the
collar of her dress. She looked as if she had been dead and mummified, propped motionless against her desk by
her stiffly bent arms.
“My child, please understand that every human being sooner or later has to go,” said her father in a painful
effort to comfort her. “Each and every one of those who died on the beach of Whampoo had been someone’s
devoted son and some woman’s dear husband. It’s painful but the sacrifice they made was for the protection of
our country. They died so that our land can always be ours.”
Such talk by her parents did not restore her strength immediately. But she acquired confidence in life and
courage to live on. Her love for her husband was never going to change and that love continued to sustain her
spiritually. When the child that her husband had left in her was born, she gained new strength to face reality.
Through the eight-year War of Resistance and the subsequent years of Communist rebellion, she and the child
kept on moving from one place to another with other dependents of Air Force personnel. Life was hard but the
growing boy provided comfort.
When Chi-peng, so named to suggest his being the son of a winged man, was beginning to learn to talk, she
first taught him to say “Papa” when shown a picture of his father. Month after month and year after year, she
repeatedly told the child about papa and his fellow fighters. Stories of war were repeated again and again. Each
time the child listened, not just with patience but with an ever increasing enthusiasm. She thus exerted a farreaching influence on the boy who later became a flyer himself.
The mother and child used to spend a great deal of time together. Whenever both were free and she failed to
speak up first, he would ask:
“Ma, let’s talk about Father.”
It didn’t take her long to notice the boy’s eager eyes that looked straight into hers as if trying to discover
something from her face. Once she asked if anything was wrong.
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“Each time I tell you about your father, you stare at me. Is my expression in any way frightening?” she asked.
The boy smiled mysteriously and said: “It’s because whenever you talk about Pa, you look so much younger
and just as beautiful as you were in the wedding photo. It’s like magic, the way you suddenly brighten up.”
She nodded, beside herself with joy over her son’s perceptiveness.
The boy added: “I know you are happiest when you are talking about Pa and I want you to be happy all the
time.”
It was not easy to hide one’s emotions.
Four F-5’s were now back from the western sky. The jet fighters glittered beautifully in the delightful morning
sun. By force of habit she put her head on one side and looked up for those tiny silvery spots. To make it easier for
her, the neighbors had cut down the trees in their yard, although those trees had taken them years of patient care.
After zooming over the airfield, back from their dawn patrol, the jets broke formation and grounded one by
one. Only after all the engines had been switched off did she feel relieved. When she was about to turn and head
for the doorway, she heard a voice.
“Grandma, you watching Papa’s show again?”
The little boy must have been there for some time. He was holding her hand and she hadn’t even noticed him.
“Oh, Little Tiger, why aren’t you still in bed? You have no school. You didn’t have to get up this early.”She
patted the boy on the head as she spoke. Her daughter-in-law was now in the yard with them.
“Mother, you sure didn’t have to get up this early,” she said and held out a plate of fried eggs for her.
“I got up well after day-break. Won’t do me any good staying in bed when I can’t sleep any more. The morning air is fresh. I feel a lot better out here.” Then she turned around to the little boy and said: “Come on, Little
Tiger, have a bite of this.” That gesture was to avoid her daughter-in-law’s eyes that were jokingly reminding her
that she was a bit too concerned about her flyer son.
“Mother, that’s for you. The eggs for Little Tiger are waiting on the table inside.” Then the young, woman
asked with a meaningful glance: “Chi-peng is back on the ground, isn’t he?”
The eggs nearly fell out of her mouth when she let go a suppressed laugh.
“Oh, you little witch, you always read what’s in my mind.”
“Don’t forget that I’m a woman myself,” the young one said with a smile. “A woman’s heart is always with her
husband and children. Isn’t that right, Mother?”
She nodded her approval of what her daughter-in-law had said.
“Grandma,” the little boy chipped in, “I’ll be in the Air Force like Pa when I grow up and I’ll let you watch my
show everyday.”
“If you don’t study hard and listen to us, the Air Force is not going to want you,” his mother reminded him.
“He’s talking the same way his father did when he was small,” said the woman to her son’s wife. “I guess this
Liang family was made to be that way.”
“I suppose that’s why they say one takes on the coloring of one’s company,” said the young woman as she led
the little boy into the house. “Be a good boy and go have your eggs.”
The eggs were obviously an excuse. She knew her Mother-in-law would have taken her to task if she had
stayed around too long after that last remark of hers.
111.35 Excerpt from Beheading Yan Liang: A Folktale\fn{by Fei Zhengliang aka Fei Li (1932- )} Yangzhou, Jiangsu
Province, China (M) 2
… The\fn{This story is set in the third century AD. Cao Cao is the hero, a famous Han general and last Prime Minister, who, after the
breakup of the Han Empire, tries to reunify China under his leadership. He is opposed by Guan Yu, a great warrior, considered the
legitimate successor to the Han line, and sworn adversary of Cao Cao. } famous general from Hebei, Yan Liang, led his one
hundred thousand men into combat with Cao Cao.
After Cao Cao received the news, he also led one hundred thousand men along and met Yan Liang in battle on
the White Horse Slope. They were not able to beat Yan Liang and at first had no way out, but later Cao Cao took
the advice of the military counsellor Guo Jia: he should write a letter and order his attendant to return to Xuchang
and ask Guan Yu to come and help. In the letter Cao Cao only boastfully invited Guan Yu to visit the camp and
celebrate a feast—to drink and have a good time.
Why didn’t he declare clearly that he wanted his help? Cao Cao could not do so, because before he entered on
this military expedition, Guan Yu had asked if he wanted him for the task, saying that he wanted to lead a force of
men into combat with Yan Liang. But Cao Cao had defied his request, saying: “This is a mere trifle, no reason to
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trouble Your Honor,” and did not want him to join them.
Why didn’t Cao Cao want Guan Yu to join? He was afraid. He was afraid that as soon as Guan Yu had left
Xuchang and received news of his elder brother Liu Bei, he would not come back again. Therefore he had not
been willing to let him join. And therefore he found it embarrassing to ask him directly for help, and would rather
invite him to the camp for a feast of wine. Guan Yu, however, was fully aware of this.
Now the two of them were sitting in the big tent and drinking, when they heard a great noise in front of the
mountain: A-a-a-a-a-a-a-h! An attendant rushed into the big tent, diddleli-diddleli-diddleli, and knelt down on
one knee:
“Report! Our Prime Minister is informed that Yan Liang is standing at the foot of the mountain and urging for
battle.”
“I know! Withdraw!”
“I shall!” The attendant gets up and withdraws.
“Please, drink a cup, my general!”
“Please, Prime Minister!”
After a while the noise in front of the mountain was heard again: A-a-a-a- a-a-h! The attendant entered once
more:
“Report! Our Prime Minister is informed that Yan Liang is standing at the foot of the mountain, boasting and
cursing us into battle!”
“I know! Withdraw!”
“I shall!” The attendant again withdraws.
“Please, have something to eat, my general!”
“Please, Prime Minister!”
After a short while the noise was again heard from the mountain. The attendant entered the doorway of the tent
in great alarm:
“Report! I must inform our Prime Minister that Yan Liang stands at the foot of the mountain, saying, if you,
our Prime Minister, do not come out with your men in battle immediately, he will lead his men up the mountain in
attack!”
“I know! Withdraw!”
“I shall!” His attendant once more withdrew.
“You have come a long way, my general, it has been a hard journey. Please, have another couple of cups!”
“Please, Prime Minister!”
The attendant had given report three times and still Cao Cao was acting as if nothing had happened. Cao Cao
acted as if nothing had happened, but now Guan Yu was getting upset.
“Oh, Cao Cao, Yan Liang is just about to attack the mountain. Do you think it is all right just to sit here with
me and drink wine? You ought to lead your men out in resistance. But on the other hand, I cannot blame Cao Cao.
Why has he invited me, Guan Yu? To drink and feast. Just now he cannot very well leave me, his honored guest,
and run off, that would not be a proper way to treat his guest. According to this, should I not ask for the task to go
down the mountain and enter in combat with Yan Liang? Oh, no, that won’t do. Last time we met, and I asked him
for a task, he answered me: ‘This is a mere trifle!’ He didn’t need me. Can you tell me if he has a smart plan this
time how to handle Yan Liang? Who can tell? As soon as I open my mouth and ask him for the task, he may retort
once again: ‘This is a mere trifle!’ And will that perhaps not be still another embarrassment for me? Absolutely! If
he really intends to invite me, Guan Yu, to help out, he will of course open his mouth and invite me. If you do not
open your mouth, it is better that I do not open mine either for the time being.”
Guan Yu thought a bit about it and he actually did not bring the matter up.
Well, do you think Cao Cao would ask Guan Yu to go down the hill? Ha! Cao Cao didn’t dare to open his
mouth. Last time he refused Guan Yu’s offer. If he opened his mouth now: “Hey, Guan Yu, please help me! Will
you please go down the mountain and have a fight with Yan Liang!,” then Guan Yu’s face would darken:
“Hem! Last time when I asked you for the task, you said: ‘This is a mere trifle!’ and you didn’t want me. So
why do you ask me to go down the mountain now? This is really outrageous! I’m not going!”
After such a rebuff it isn’t easy to smooth things out again.
“Guan Yu is a clever fellow, he is well aware of my embarrassment. He surely intends to help me out, so there
is no need for me to speak out first. He will speak out on his own and ask my help for this task. If you do not
speak out, well, then please, be my guest during this meal and let’s see how you feel about it!”
Well, enough! Both of them were sitting there waiting for each other to speak. The two of them were trying the
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patience of the other. Which of them had the strongest will? Cao Cao had the strongest, Guan Yu could not
compete with him in this. Guan Yu was eating and eating, getting more and more uneasy.
“This is no good. If we continue like this, it will be a disaster. If Yan Liang really storms the mountain and we
lose White Horse Mountain, people will begin talking. And they will say: ‘Guan Yu is good in the martial arts and
he is well educated, but he has one weak point: he loves to eat. That time at White Horse Mountain he was so
obsessed with eating that he kept Cao Cao waiting while he finished his meal, and in this way they lost White
Horse Mountain.’ Can you imagine what bad reputation I’ll have after this? What kind of a hero will I be called
henceforth? What is to be done? Got it! Right now I will not talk about going down the mountain, let me first
discuss something else with him and see whether he has a plan how to get the better of Yan Liang. Well, let me
try.”
“I should like to ask the Prime Minister, after your men arrived here, how many times have they engaged in
combat?”
“Since you ask this question, my general, they have engaged in combat once.”
“How was the outcome?”
“Don’t mention it, my general. First my two generals Song Xian and Wei Xu went down the mountain and
both of them fell in battle. After that things have been only so-so. Now four other generals have gone down, but
none of them has been able to win a battle. Up to now we are in a cease-fire.”
“Oh!”
Guan Yu understood very well. From the tone of Cao Cao’s voice he could hear that up until now Cao Cao had
not found a way to get the better of Yan Liang.
“The way you speak about it, I see that Yan Liang is truly a brave hero. Even though I have heard about him, I
have never seen him. I should like to go to the hillside and have a look. What do you think about it, Prime
Minister?”
“Ha, ha, ha.” When Cao Cao heard this, he was very pleased. Why?
“He wants to go to the hillside! That was what I was hoping for. As soon as you throw a glance, you will surely
ask my help for the task, and I will not have to speak out first.”
“Let me escort you.”
Then the two of them got up. Some attendants cleared the table of wine and food, and brought hot towels so
that they could wipe their faces. When they stepped outside the tent, they invited each other to mount their horses.
Putting his hand on the saddle, Guan Yu mounted his horse swift as the wind: dooh-pooh! All the civil and
military officers crowded around them and mounted their horses in a great hurry. The attendants followed behind.
They left the big tent and approached the White Horse Slope. The White Horse Slope is a stretch of flat slope.
The men of Cao Cao brought folding tables and chairs. Guan Yu was seated in the place of honor. Cao Cao sat
opposite him. All the civil and military officers paraded behind them. One of the men brought along tea on a
shoulder pole and served them tea. As soon as Guan Yu was seated, he thought:
“Cao Cao is an old hand in military strategy. How come he is not able to beat Yan Liang this time? Let me go
and have a look.”
He stroked his five strands of beard and threw a glance at the big camp opposite on the north side of the river.
He saw only a thicket of fluttering flags, a forest of daggers and lances, an array of more than one hundred
thousand men. Then he took a look at the hillside behind him: .
“Oh, Cao Cao, your men are surely not inferior! How come you cannot beat him? Well, perhaps the generals
north of the river are more fierce? Let me have a look!”
He took another look at the generals of the great camp north of the river. Again he watched the row of generals
in front of Cao Cao:
“Speaking about generals, I will not flatter you, Cao Cao, but although the generals north of the river are by no
means few in number, they can hardly compare to the generals in front of you, Cao Cao!”
He threw a glance downhill:
“Oh, over there at the foot of the hill I only see one general with golden helmet and golden armor, astride his
red horse and holding his golden sword. Galloping around in the middle of the battleground he surely looks aweinspiring. Well, his name and fame are not without foundation. You don’t have to notice anything else, just take a
look at the sword in his hand, and you will see that this is not an ordinary man. My, why is Yan Liang’s mouth
moving up and down all the time? Oh, I see, the attendants reported that Yan Liang was standing at the foot of the
hill and cursing us to engage us in battle. He is surely standing there and cursing Cao Cao. Oh, Yan Liang, what a
kind of a man are you? You are a famous general. A famous general must exercise self-control and should not
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begin to curse people. Since you are still flapping your mouth and cursing down there at the foot of the hill, you
are not really worthy of respect!”
When Guan Yu had taken this look, he still did not open his mouth …
179.121 Excerpt from Bridge To Terabithia\fn{by Katherine Paterson (1932- )} Peking, China (F) 9
1
Ba-room, ba-room, ba-room, baripity, baripity, baripity, baripity—
Good. His dad had the pickup going. He could get up now.
Jess slid out of bed and into his overalls. He didn’t worry about a shirt because once he began running he
would be hot as popping grease even if the morning air was chill, or shoes because the bottoms of his feet were by
now as tough as his worn-out sneakers.
“Where you going, Jess?” May Belle lifted herself up sleepily from the double bed where she and Joyce Ann
slept.
“Shh,” he warned. The walls were thin. Momma would be mad as flies in a fruit jar if they woke her up this
time of day. He patted May Belle’s hair and yanked the twisted sheet up to her small chin.
“Just over the cow field,” he whispered. May Belle smiled and snuggled down under the sheet.
“Gonna run?”
“Maybe.”
Of course he was going to run. He had gotten up early every day all summer to run. He figured if he worked at
it—and Lord, had he worked—he could be the fastest runner in the fifth grade when school opened up. He had to
be the fastest—not one of the fastest or next to the fastest, but the fastest. The very best.
He tiptoed out of the house. The place was so rattly that it screeched whenever you put your foot down, but
Jess had found that if you tiptoed, it gave only a low moan, and he could usually get outdoors without waking
Momma or Ellie or Brenda or Joyce Ann.
May Belle was another matter. She was going on seven, and she worshiped him, which was OK sometimes.
When you were the only boy smashed between four sisters, and the older two had despised you ever since you
stopped letting them dress you up and wheel you around in their rusty old doll carriage, and the littlest one cried if
you looked at her cross-eyed, it was nice to have somebody who worshiped you. Even if it got unhandy
sometimes.
He began to trot across the yard. His breath was coming out in little puffs—cold for August. But it was early
yet. By noontime when his mom would have him out working, it would be hot enough.
Miss Bessie stared at him sleepily as he climbed across the scrap heap, over the fence, and into the cow field.
“Moo-oo,” she said, looking for all the world like another May Belle with her big, brown droopy eyes.
“Hey, Miss Bessie,” Jess said soothingly. “Just go on back to sleep.”
Miss Bessie strolled over to a greenish patch—most of the field was brown and dry—and yanked up a
mouthful.
“That’a girl. Just eat your breakfast. Don’t pay me no mind.” He always started at the northwest corner of the
field, crouched over like the runners he had seen on Wide World of Sports.
“Bang,” he said, and took off flying around the cow field. Miss Bessie strolled toward the center, still
following him with her droopy eyes, chewing slowly. She didn’t look very smart, even for a cow, but she was
plenty bright enough to get out of Jess’s way.
His straw-colored hair flapped hard against his forehead, and his arms and legs flew out every which way. He
had never learned to run properly, but he was long-legged for a ten-year-old, and no one had more grit than he.
Lark Creek Elementary was short on everything, especially athletic equipment, so all the balls went to the
upper grades at recess time after lunch. Even if a fifth grader started out the period with a ball, it was sure to be in
the hands of a sixth or seventh grader before the hour was half over. The older boys always took the dry center of
the upper field for their ball games, while the girls claimed the small top section for hopscotch and jump rope and
hanging around talking. So the lower-grade boys had started this running thing. They would all line up on the far
side of the lower field, where it was either muddy or deep crusty ruts. Earle Watson who was no good at running,
but had a big mouth, would yell “Bang!” and they’d race to a line they’d toed across at the other end.
One time last year Jesse had won. Not just the first heat but the whole shebang. Only once. But it had put into
his mouth a taste for winning. Ever since he’d been in first grade he’d been that “crazy little kid that draws all the
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time.” But one day—April the twenty-second, a drizzly Monday, it had been—he ran ahead of them all, the red
mud slooching up through the holes in the bottom of his sneakers.
For the rest of that day, and until after lunch on the next, he had been “the fastest kid in the third, fourth, and
fifth grades,” and he only a fourth grader. On Tuesday, Wayne Pettis had won again as usual. But this year Wayne
Pettis would be in the sixth grade. He’d play football until Christmas and baseball until June with the rest of the
big guys. Anybody had a chance to be the fastest runner, and by Miss Bessie, this year it was going to be Jesse
Oliver Aarons, Jr.
Jess pumped his arms harder and bent his head for the distant fence. He could hear the third-grade boys
screaming him on. They would follow him around like a country-music star. And May Belle would pop her
buttons. Her brother was the fastest, the best. That ought to give the rest of the first grade something to chew their
cuds on.
Even his dad would be proud. Jess rounded the comer. He couldn’t keep going quite so fast, but he continued
running for a while—it would build him up. May Belle would tell Daddy, so it wouldn’t look as though he, Jess,
was a bragger. Maybe Dad would be so proud he’d forget all about how tired he was from the long drive back and
forth to Washington and the digging and hauling all day. He would get right down on the floor and wrestle, the
way they used to. Old Dad would be surprised at how strong he’d gotten in the last couple of years.
His body was begging him to quit, but Jess pushed it on. He had to let that puny chest of his know who was
boss.
“Jess!” It was May Belle yelling from the other side of the scrap heap. “Momma says you gotta come in and
eat now. Leave the milking till later!”
Oh, crud. He’d run too long. Now everyone would know he’d been out and start in on him.
“Yeah, OK.”
He turned, still running, and headed for the scrap heap. Without breaking his rhythm, he climbed over the
fence, scrambled across the scrap heap, thumped May Belle on the head (“Owww!”), and trotted on to the house.
“We-ell, look at the big O-lympic star,” said Ellie, banging two cups onto the table, so that the strong, black
coffee sloshed out. “Sweating like a knock-kneed mule.”
Jess pushed his damp hair out of his face and plunked down on the wooden bench. He dumped two spoonfuls
of sugar into his cup and slurped to keep the hot coffee from scalding his mouth.
“0ooo, Momma, he stinks.” Brenda pinched her nose with her pinky crooked delicately. “Make him wash.”
“Get over here to the sink and wash yourself,” his mother said without raising her eyes from the stove. “And
step on it. These grits are scorching the bottom of the pot already.”
“Momma! Not again,” Brenda whined.
Lord, he was tired. There wasn’t a muscle in his body that didn't ache.
“You heard what Momma said,” Ellie yelled at his back.
“I can't stand it, Momma!” Brenda again. “Make him get his smelly self off this bench.”
Jess put his cheek down on the bare wood of the tabletop.
“Jess-see!” His mother was looking now. “And put on a shirt.”
“Yes’m.”
He dragged himself to the sink. The water he flipped on his face and up his arms pricked like ice. His hot skin
crawled under the cold drops. May Belle was standing in the kitchen door watching him.
“Get me a shirt, May Belle.”
She looked as if her mouth was set to say no, but instead she said, “You shouldn’t ought to beat me in the
head,” and went off obediently to fetch his T-shirt.
Good old May Belle. Joyce Ann would have been screaming yet from that little tap. Four-year-olds were a pure
pain.
“I got plenty of chores needs doing around here this morning,” his mother announced as they were finishing
the grits and red gravy. His mother was from Georgia and still cooked like it.
“Oh, Momma!” Ellie and Brenda squawked in concert. Those girls could get out of work faster than
grasshoppers could slip through your fingers.
“Momma, you promised me and Brenda we could go to Millsburg for school shopping.”
“You ain’t got no money for school shopping!”
“Momma. We’re just going to look around.” Lord, he wished Brenda would stop whining so.
“Christmas! You don’t want us to have no fun at all.”
“Any fun,” Ellie corrected her primly.
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“Oh, shuttup.” Ellie ignored her.
“Miz Timmons is coming by to pick us up. I told Lollie Sunday you said it was OK. I feel dumb calling her
and saying you changed your mind.”
“Oh, all right. But 1 ain’t got no money to give you.” Any money, something whispered inside Jess’s head.
“I know, Momma. We’ll just take the five dollars Daddy promised us. No more’n that.”
“What five dollars?”
“Oh, Momma, you remember.” Ellie’s voice was sweeter than a melted Mars Bar. “Daddy said last week we
girls were going to have to have something for school.”
“Oh, take it,” his mother said angrily, reaching for her cracked vinyl purse on the shelf above the stove. She
counted out five wrinkled bills.
“Momma”—Brenda was starting again—“can’t we have just one more? So it’ll be three each?”
“No!”
“Momma, you can’t buy nothing for two fifty. Just one little pack of notebook paper’s gone up to—”
“No!” Ellie got up noisily and began to clear the table.
“Your turn to wash, Brenda,” she said loudly.
“Awww, Ellie.”
Ellie jabbed her with a spoon. Jesse saw that look. Brenda shut up her whine halfway out of her Rose Lustre
lipsticked mouth. She wasn’t as smart as Ellie, but even she knew not to push Momma too far.
Which left Jess to do the work as usual. Momma never sent the babies out to help, although if he worked it
right he could usually get May Belle to do something. He put his head down on the table. The running had done
him in this morning. Through his top ear came the sound of the Timmonses’ old Buick—“Wants oil,” his dad
would say—and the happy buzz of voices outside the screen door as Ellie and Brenda squashed in among the
seven Timmonses.
“All right, Jesse. Get your lazy self off that bench. Miss Bessie’s bag is probably dragging ground by now. And
you still got beans to pick.”
Lazy. He was the lazy one. He gave his poor deadweight of a head one minute more on the tabletop.
“Jess-see!”
“OK, Momma. I’m going.”
*
It was May Belle who came to tell him in the bean patch that people were moving into the old Perkins place
down on the next farm. Jess wiped his hair out of his eyes and squinted. Sure enough. A U-Haul was parked right
by the door. One of those big jointed ones. These people had a lot of junk. But they wouldn’t last. The Perkins
place was one of those ratty old country houses you moved into because you had no decent place to go and moved
out of as quickly as you could. He thought later how peculiar it was that here was probably the biggest thing in his
life, and he had shrugged it off as nothing.
The flies were buzzing around his sweating face and shoulders. He dropped the beans into the bucket and
swatted with both hands.
“Get me my shirt, May Belle.” The flies were more important than any U-Haul.
May Belle jogged to the end of the row and picked up his T-shirt from where it had been discarded earlier. She
walked back holding it with two fingers way out in front of her.
“Oooo, it stinks,” she said, just as Brenda would have.
“Shuttup,” he said and grabbed the shirt away from her.
2
Ellie and Brenda weren't back by seven. Jess had finished the picking and helped his mother can the beans. She
never canned except when it was scalding hot anyhow, and all the boiling turned the kitchen into some kind of
hellhole. Of course, her temper had been terrible, and she had screamed at Jess all afternoon and was now too
tired to fix any supper.
Jess made peanut-butter sandwiches for the little girls and himself, and because the kitchen was still hot and
almost nauseatingly full of bean smell, the three of them went outside to eat.
The U-Haul was still out by the Perkins place. He couldn’t see anybody moving outside, so they must have
finished unloading.
“I hope they have a girl, six or seven,” said May Belle. “I need somebody to play with.”
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“You got Joyce Ann.”
“I hate Joyce Ann. She’s nothing but a baby.”
Joyce Ann’s lip went out. They both watched it tremble. Then her pudgy body shuddered, and she let out a
great cry.
“Who’s teasing the baby?” his mother yelled out the screen door.
Jess sighed and poked the last of his sandwich into Joyce Ann’s open mouth. Her eyes went wide, and she
clamped her jaws down on the unexpected gift. Now maybe he could have some peace.
He closed the screen door gently as he entered and slipped past his mother, who was rocking herself in the
kitchen chair watching TV. In the room he shared with the little ones, he dug under his mattress and pulled out his
pad and pencils. Then, stomach down on the bed, he began to draw.
Jess drew the way some people drink whiskey. The peace would start at the top of his muddled brain and seep
down through his tired and tensed-up body. Lord, he loved to draw. Animals, mostly. Not regular animals like
Miss Bessie or the chickens, but crazy animals with problems—for some reason he liked to put his beasts into
impossible fixes. This one was a hippopotamus just leaving the edge of the cliff, turning over and over—you
could tell by the curving lines—in the air toward the sea below where surprised fish were leaping goggle-eyed out
of the water. There was a balloon over the hippopotamus—where his head should have been but his bottom
actually was—
“Oh!” it was saying. “I seem to have forgot my glasses.”
Jesse began to smile. If he decided to show it to May Belle, he would have to explain the joke, but once he did,
she would laugh like a live audience on TV.
He would like to show his drawings to his dad, but he didn’t dare. When he was in first grade, he had told his
dad that he wanted to be an artist when he grew up. He’d thought his dad would be pleased. He wasn’t.
“What are they teaching in that damn school?” he had asked. “Bunch of old ladies turning my only son into
some kind of a—”
He had stopped on the word, but Jess had gotten the message. It was one you didn’t forget, even after four
years.
The devil of it was that none of his regular teachers ever liked his drawings. When they’d catch him scribbling,
they’d screech about waste—wasted time, wasted paper, wasted ability. Except Miss Edmunds, the music teacher.
She was the only one he dared show anything to, and she’d only been at the school one year, and then only on
Fridays.
Miss Edmunds was one of his secrets. He was in love with her. Not the kind of silly stuff Ellie and Brenda
giggled about on the telephone. This was too real and too deep to talk about, even to think about very much. Her
long swishy black hair and blue, blue eyes. She could play the guitar like a regular recording star, and she had this
soft fioaty voice that made Jess squish inside. Lord, she was gorgeous. And she liked him, too. One day last
winter he had given her one of his pictures. Just shoved it into her hand after class and run. The next Friday she
had asked him to stay a minute after class. She said he was “unusually talented,” and she hoped he wouldn’t let
anything discourage him, but would “keep it up.” That meant, Jess believed, that she thought he was the best. It
was not the kind of best that counted either at school or at home, but it was a genuine kind of best. He kept the
knowledge of it buried inside himself like a pirate treasure. He was rich, very rich, but no one could know about it
for now except his fellow outlaw, Julia Edmunds.
“Sounds like some kinda hippie,” his mother had said when Brenda, who had been in seventh grade last year,
described Miss Edmunds to her.
She probably was. Jess wouldn’t argue that, but he saw her as a beautiful wild creature who had been caught
for a moment in that dirty old cage of a schoolhouse, perhaps by mistake. But he hoped, he prayed, she’d never
get loose and fly away. He managed to endure the whole boring week of school for that one half hour on Friday
afternoons when they’d sit on the worn-out rug on the floor of the teachers’ room (there was no place else in the
building for Miss Edmunds to spread out all her stuff) and sing songs like “My Beautiful Balloon,” “This Land Is
Your Land,” “Free to Be You and Me,” “Blowing in the Wind,” and because Mr. Turner, the principal, insisted,
“God Bless America.”
Miss Edmunds would play her guitar and let the kids take turns on the autoharp, the triangles, cymbals,
tambourines, and bongo drum. Lord, could they ever make a racket! All the teachers hated Fridays. And a lot of
the kids pretended to. But Jess knew what fakes they were. Sniffing “hippie” and “peacenik,” even though the
Vietnam War was over and it was supposed to be OK again to like peace, the kids would make fun of Miss
Edmunds’ lack of lipstick or the cut of her jeans. She was, of course, the only female teacher anyone had ever
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seen in Lark Creek Elementary wearing pants. In Washington and its fancy suburbs, even in Millsburg, that was
OK, but Lark Creek was the backwash of fashion. It took them a long time to accept there what everyone could
see by their TV’s was OK anywhere else.
So the students of Lark Creek Elementary sat at their desks all Friday, their hearts thumping with anticipation
as they listened to the joyful pandemonium pouring out from the teachers’ room, spent their allotted half hours
with Miss Edmunds under the spell of her wild beauty and in the snare of her enthusiasms, and then went out and
pretended that they couldn’t be suckered by some hippie in tight jeans with makeup all over her eyes but none on
her mouth.
Jess just kept his mouth shut. It wouldn’t help to try to defend Miss Edmunds against their unjust and
hypocritical attacks. Besides, she was beyond such stupid behavior. It couldn’t touch her. But whenever possible,
he stole a few minutes on Friday just to stand close to her and hear her voice, soft and smooth as suede, assuring
him that he was a “neat kid.”
We’re alike, Jess would tell himself, me and Miss Edmunds. Beautiful Julia. The syllables rolled through his
head like a ripple of guitar chords. We don’t belong at Lark Creek, Julia and me.
“You’re the proverbial diamond in the rough,” she’d said to him once, touching his nose lightly with the tip of
her electrifying finger. But it was she who was the diamond, sparkling out of that muddy, grassless, dirty-brick
setting.
“Jess-see!”
Jess shoved the pad and pencils under his mattress and lay down flat, his heart thumping against the quilt. His
mother was at the door.
“You milk yet?” He jumped off the bed.
“Just going to.” He dodged around her and out, grabbing the pail from beside the sink and the stool from
beside the door, before she could ask him what he had been up to.
Lights were winking out from all three floors of the old Perkins place. It was nearly dark. Miss Bessie’s bag
was tight, and she was fidgeting with discomfort. She should have been milked a couple of hours ago. He eased
himself onto the stool and began to tug; the warm milk pinged into the pail. Down on the road an occasional truck
passed by with its dimmers on.
His dad would be home soon, and so would those cagey girls who managed somehow to have all the fun and
leave him and their mother with all the work. He wondered what they had bought with all their money. Lord, what
he wouldn’t give for a new pad of real art paper and a set of those marking pens—color pouring out onto the page
as fast as you could think it. Not like stubby school crayons you had to press down on till somebody bitched about
your breaking them.
A car was turning in. It was the Timmonses’. The girls had beat Dad home. Jess colud hear their happy calls as
the car doors slammed. Momma would fix them supper, and when he went in with the milk, he’d find them all
laughing and chattering. Momma’d even forget she was tired and mad. He was the only one who had to take that
stuff. Sometimes he felt so lonely among all these females—even the one rooster had died, and they hadn’t yet
gotten another. With his father gone from sunup until well past dark, who was there to know how he felt?
Weekends weren’t any better. His dad was so tired from the wear and tear of the week and trying to catch up
around the place that when he wasn’t actually working, he was sleeping in front of the TV.
“Hey, Jesse.” May Belle. The dumb kid wouldn’t even let you think privately.
“What do you want now?” He watched her shrink two sizes.
“I got something to tell you.” She hung her head.
“You ought to be in bed,” he said huffily, mad at himself for cutting her down.
“Ellie and Brenda come home.”
“Came. Came home.” Why couldn’t he quit picking on her? But her news was too delicious to let him stop her
sharing
“Ellie bought herself a see-through blouse, and Momma’s throwing a fit!” Good, he thought.
“That ain”t nothing to cheer about,” he said.
Baripity, baripity, baripity.
“Daddy!” May Belle screamed with delight and started running for the road. Jess watched his dad stop the
truck, lean over to unlatch the door, so May Belle could climb in. He turned away. Durn lucky kid. She could run
after him and grab him and kiss him. It made Jess ache inside to watch his dad grab the little ones to his shoulder,
or lean down and hug them. It seemed to him that he had been thought too big for that since the day he was born.
When the pail was full, he gave Miss Bessie a pat to move her away. Putting the stool under his left arm, he
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carried the heavy pail carefully, so none of the milk would slop out.
“Mighty late with the milking, aren’t you, son?”
It was the only thing his father said directly to him all evening.
*
The next morning he almost didn’t get up at the sound of the pickup. He could feel, even before he came fully
awake, how tired he still was. But May Belle was grinning at him, propped up on one elbow.
“Ain’tcha gonna run?” she asked.
“No,” he said, shoving the sheet away. “I’m gonna fly.”
Because he was more tired than usual, he had to push himself harder. He pretended that Wayne Pettis was
there, just ahead of him, and he had to keep up. His feet pounded the uneven ground, and he thrashed his arms
harder and harder. He’d catch him.
“Watch out, Wayne Pettis,” he said between his teeth. “I’ll get you. You can’t beat me.”
“If you’re so afraid of the cow,” the voice said, “why don’t you just climb the fence?”
He paused in midair like a stop-action TV shot and turned, almost losing his balance, to face the questioner,
who was sitting on the fence nearest the old Perkins place, dangling bare brown legs. The person had jaggedy
brown hair cut close to its face and wore one of those blue undershirtlike tops with faded jeans cut off above the
knees. He couldn’t honestly tell whether it was a girl or a boy.
“Hi,” he or she said, jerking his or her head toward the Perkins place. “We just moved in.”
Jess stood where he was, staring. The person slid off the fence and came toward him.
“I thought we might as well be friends,” it said. “There’s no one else close by.”
Girl, he decided. Definitely a girl, but he couldn’t have said why he was suddenly sure. She was about his
height-not quite though, he was pleased to realize as she came nearer.
“My name’s Leslie Burke.” She even had one of those dumb names that could go either way, but he was sure
now that he was right.
“What’s the matter?”
“Huh?”
“Is something the matter?”
“Yeah. No.” He pointed his thumb in the direction of his own house, and then wiped his hair off his forehead.
“Jess Aarons.” Too bad May Belle’s girl came in the wrong size. “Well—well.” He nodded at her. “See you.”
He turned toward the house. No use trying to run any more this morning. Might as well milk Miss Bessie and
get that out of the way.
“Hey!” Leslie was standing in the middle of the cow field, her head tilted and her hands on her hips. “Where
you going?”
“I got work to do,” he called back over his shoulder.
When he came out later with the pail and stool, she was gone.
3
Jess didn’t see Leslie Burke again except from a distance until the first day of school, the following Tuesday,
when Mr. Turner brought her down to Mrs. Myers’ fifth-grade class at Lark Creek Elementary. Leslie was still
dressed in the faded cutoffs and the blue undershirt. She had sneakers on her feet but no socks. Surprise swooshed
up from the class like steam from a released radiator cap. They were all sitting there primly dressed in their spring
Sunday best. Even Jess wore his one pair of corduroys and an ironed shirt.
The reaction didn’t seem to bother her. She stood there in front, her eyes saying, “OK, friends, here I am,” in
answer to their open-mouthed stares while Mrs. Myers fluttered about trying to figure where to put the extra desk.
The room was a small basement one, and five rows of six desks already filled it more than comfortably.
“Thirty-one,” Mrs. Myers kept mumbling over her double chin, “thirty-one. No one else has more than twentynine.” She finally decided to put the desk up against the side wall near the front.
“Just there for now—uh—Leslie. It’s the best we can do—for now. This is a very crowded classroom.” She
swung a pointed glance at Mr. Turner’s retreating form.
Leslie waited quietly until the seventh-grade boy who’d been sent down with the extra desk scraped it into
position hard against the radiator and under the first window. Without making any noise, she pulled it a few inches
forward from the radiator and settled herself into it. Then she turned once more to gaze at the rest of the class.
Thirty pairs of eyes were suddenly focused on desk-top scratches. Jess ran his forefinger around the heart with
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two pairs of initials, BR + SK, trying to figure out whose desk he had inherited. Probably Sally Koch’s. Girls did
more of the heart stuff in fifth grade than boys. Besides BR must be Billy Rudd, and Billy was known to favor
Myrna Hauser last spring. Of course, these initials might have been here longer than that, in which case …
“Jesse Aarons. Bobby Greggs. Pass out the arithmetic books. Please.”
On the last word, Mrs. Myers flashed her famous first-day-of-school smile. It was said in the upper grades that
Mrs. Myers had never been seen to smile except on the first and the last day of school.
Jess roused himself and went to the front. As he passed Leslie’s desk, she grinned and rippled her fingers low
in a kind of wave. He jerked a nod. He couldn’t help feeling sorry for her. It must be embarrassing to sit in front
when you find yourself dressed funny on the first day of school. And you don’t know anybody. He slapped the
books down as Mrs. Myers directed. Gary Fulcher grabbed his arm as he went by.
“Gonna run today?”
Jess nodded. Gary smirked.
He thinks he can beat me, the dumbhead.
At the thought, something jiggled inside Jess. He knew he was better than he had been last spring. Fulcher
might think he was going to be the best, now that Wayne Pettis was in sixth, but he, Jess, planned to give old
Fulcher a leetle surprise come noon. It was as though he had swallowed grasshoppers. He could hardly wait.
Mrs. Myers handed out books almost as though she were President of the United States, dragging the
distribution process out in senseless signings and ceremonies. It occurred to Jess that she, too, wished to postpone
regular school as long as possible. When it wasn’t his turn to pass out books, Jess sneaked out a piece of notebook
paper and drew. He was toying with the idea of doing a whole book of drawings. He ought to choose one chief
character and do a story about it. He scribbled several animals and tried to think of a name. A good title would get
him started. The Haunted Hippo? He liked the ring of it. Herby the Haunted Hippo? Even better. The Case of the
Crooked Crocodile. Not bad.
“Whatcha drawing?” Gary Fulcher was leaning way over his desk. Jess covered the page with his arm.
“Nothing.”
“Ah, c’mon. Lemme see.”
Jess shook his head. Gary reached down and tried to pull Jess’s hand away from the paper. “The Case of the
Crooked—c’mon, Jess,” he whispered hoarsely. “I ain’t gonna hurt nothing.”
He yanked at Jess’s thumb. Jess put both arms over the paper and brought his sneaker heel crashing down on
Gary Fulcher’s toe.
“Ye-ow!”
“Boys!” Mrs. Myers’ face had lost its lemon-pie smile.
“He stomped my toe!”
“Take your seat, Gary.”
“But he—”
“Sit down! Jesse Aarons. One more peep from your direction and you can spend recess in here. Copying the
dictionary.”
Jess’s face was burning hot. He slid the notebook paper back under his desk top and put his head down. A
whole year of this. Eight more years of this. He wasn’t sure he could stand it.
*
The children ate lunch at their desks. The county had been promising Lark Creek a lunchroom for twenty
years, but there never seemed to be enough money. Jess had been so careful not to lose his recess time that even
now he chewed his bologna sandwich with his lips tight shut and his eyes on the initialed heart. Around him
conversations buzzed. They were not supposed to talk during lunch, but it was the first day and even MonsterMouth Myers shot fewer flames on the first day.
“She’s eating clabber.” Two seats up from where he sat, Mary Lou Peoples was at work being the second
snottiest girl in the fifth grade.
“Yogurt, stupid. Don’t you watch TV?” This from Wanda Kay Moore, the snottiest, who sat immediately in
front of Jess.
“Yuk.” Lord, why couldn’t they leave people in peace? Why shouldn’t Leslie Burke eat anything she durn
pleased? He forgot that he was trying to eat carefully and took a loud slurp of his milk. Wanda Moore turned
around, all priss-face.
“Jesse Aarons. That noise is pure repulsive.”
He glared at her hard and gave another slurp.
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“You are disgusting.”
Brrrrring. The recess bell. With a yelp, the boys were pushing for first place at the door.
“The boys will all sit down.” Oh, Lord. “While the girls line up to go out to the playground. Ladies first.”
The boys quivered on the edges of their seats like moths fighting to be freed of cocoons. Would she never let
them go?
“All right, now if you boys—”
They didn’t give her a chance to change her mind. They were halfway to the end of the field before she could
finish her sentence.
The first two out began dragging their toes to make the finish line. The ground was rutted from past rains, but
had hardened in the late summer drought, so they had to give up on sneaker toes and draw the line with a stick.
The fifth-grade boys, bursting with new importance, ordered the fourth graders this way and that, while the
smaller boys tried to include themselves without being conspicuous.
“How many you guys gonna run?” Gary Fulcher demanded.
“Me-me-me.” Everyone yelled.
“That’s too many. No first, second, or third graders—except maybe the Butcher cousins and Timmy Vaughn.
The rest of you will just be in the way.”
Shoulders sagged, but the little boys backed away obediently.
“OK. That leaves twenty-six, twenty-seven—stand still—twenty-eight. You get twenty-eight, Greg?” Fulcher
asked Greg Williams, his shadow.
“Right. Twenty-eight.”
“OK. Now. We’ll have eliminations like always. Count off by fours. Then we’ll run all the ones together, then
the twos—”
“We know. We know.” Everyone was impatient with Gary, who was trying for all the world to sound like this
year’s Wayne Pettis.
Jess was a four, which suited him well enough. He was impatient to run, but he really didn’t mind having a
chance to see how the others were doing since spring. Fulcher was a one, of course, having started everything
with himself. Jess grinned at Fulcher’s back and stuck his hands into the pockets of his corduroys, wriggling his
right forefinger through the hole.
Gary won the first heat easily and had plenty of breath left to boss the organizing of the second. A few of the
younger boys drifted off to play King of the Mountain on the slope between the upper and lower fields. Out of the
corner of his eye, Jess saw someone coming down from the upper field. He turned his back and pretended to
concentrate on Fulcher’s high-pitched commands.
“Hi.” Leslie Burke had come up beside him. He shifted slightly away.
“Umph.”
“Aren’t you running?”
“Later.” Maybe if he didn’t look at her, she would go back to the upper field where she belonged. Gary told
Earle Watson to bang the start. Jess watched. Nobody with much speed in that crowd. He kept his eyes on the
shirttails and bent backs.
A fight broke out at the finish line between Jimmy Mitchell and Clyde Deal. Everyone rushed to see. Jess was
aware that Leslie Burke stayed at his elbow, but he was careful not to look her way.
“Clyde.” Gary Fulcher made his declaration. “It was Clyde.”
“It was a tie, Fulcher,” a fourth grader protested. “I was standing right here.”
“Clyde Deal.” Jimmy Mitchell’s jaw was set.
“I won, Fulcher. You couldn’t even see from way back there.”
“It was Deal.” Gary ignored the protests. “We’re wasting time. All threes line up. Right now.”
Jimmy’s fists went up.
“Ain’t fair, Fulcher.” Gary turned his back and headed for the starting line.
“Oh, let ’em both run in the finals. What’s it gonna hurt?” Jess said loudly.
Gary stopped walking and wheeled to face him. Fulcher glared first at Jess and then at Leslie Burke.
“Next thing,” he said, his voice dripping with sarcasm, “next thing you’re gonna want to let some girl run.”
Jess’s face went hot.
“Sure,” he said recklessly. “Why not?” He turned deliberately toward Leslie.
“Wanna run?” he asked.
“Sure.” She was grinning. “Why not?”
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“You ain’t scared to let a girl race are you, Fulcher?”
For a minute he thought Gary was going to sock him, and he stiffened. He mustn’t let Fulcher suspect that he
was scared of a little belt in the mouth. But instead Gary broke into a trot and started bossing the threes into line
for their heat.
“You can run with the fours, Leslie.”
He said it loudly enough to make sure Fulcher could hear him and then concentrated on the runners. See, he
told himself, you can stand up to a creep like Fulcher. No sweat.
Bobby Miller won the threes easily. He was the best of the fourth graders, almost as fast as Fulcher.
But not as good as me, Jess thought. He was beginning to get really excited now. There wasn’t anybody in the
fours who could give him much of a race. Still it would be better to give Fulcher a scare by running well in the
heat.
Leslie lined up beside him on the right. He moved a tiny bit to the left, but she didn’t seem to notice.
At the bang Jess shot forward. It felt good—even the rough ground against the bottom of his worn sneakers.
He was pumping good. He could almost smell Gary Fulcher’s surprise at his improvement. The crowd was noisier
than they’d been during the other heats. Maybe they were all noticing. He wanted to look back and see where the
others were, but he resisted the temptation. It would seem conceited to look back. He concentrated on the line
ahead. It was nearing with every step.
“Oh, Miss Bessie, if you could see me now.”
He felt it before he saw it. Someone was moving up. He automatically pumped harder. Then the shape was
there in his sideways vision. Then suddenly pulling ahead. He forced himself now. His breath was choking him,
and the sweat was in his eyes. But he saw the figure anyhow. The faded cutoffs crossed the line a full three feet
ahead of him.
Leslie turned to face him with a wide smile on her tanned face. He stumbled and without a word began half
walking, half trotting over to the starting line. This was the day he was going to be champion—the best runner of
the fourth and fifth grades, and he hadn’t even won his heat. There was no cheering at either end of the field. The
rest of the boys seemed as stunned as he. The teasing would come later, he felt sure, but at least for the moment
none of them were talking.
“OK.” Fulcher took over. He tried to appear very much in charge. “OK, you guys. You can line up for the
finals.” He walked over to Leslie.
“OK, you had your fun. You can run on up to the hopscotch now.”
“But I won the heat,” she said. Gary lowered his head like a bull.
“Girls aren’t supposed to play on the lower field. Better get up there before one of the teachers sees you.”
“I want to run,” she said quietly.
“You already did.”
“Whatsa matter, Fulcher?” All Jess’s anger was bubbling out. He couldn’t seem to stop the flow. “Whatsa
matter? Scared to race her?”
Fulcher’s fist went up. But Jess walked away from it. Fulcher would have to let her run now, he knew. And
Fulcher did, angrily and grudgingly.
She beat him. She came in first and turned her large shining eyes on a bunch of dumb sweating-mad faces. The
bell rang. Jess started across the lower field, his hands still deep in his pockets. She caught up with him. He took
his hands out and began to trot toward the hill. She’d got him into enough trouble. She speeded up and refused to
be shaken off.
“Thanks,” she said.
“Yeah?” For what? he was thinking.
“You’re the only kid in this whole durned school who’s worth shooting.” He wasn't sure, he thought her voice
was quivering, but he wasn’t going to start feeling sorry for her again.
“So shoot me,” he said.
*
On the bus that afternoon he did something he had never thought he would do. He sat down beside May Belle.
It was the only way he could make sure that he wouldn’t have Leslie plunking herself down beside him.
Lord, the girl had no notion of what you did and didn’t do. He stared out the window, but he knew she had
come and was sitting across the aisle from them.
He heard her say “Jess” once, but the bus was noisy enough that he could pretend he hadn’t heard. When they
came to the stop, he grabbed May Belle’s hand and dragged her off, conscious that Leslie was right behind them.
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But she didn’t try to speak to him again, nor did she follow them. She just took off running to the old Perkins
place. He couldn’t help turning to watch. She ran as though it was her nature. It reminded him of the flight of wild
ducks in the autumn. So smooth. The word “beautiful” came to his mind, but he shook it away and hurried up
toward the house. …
1933
72.132 The Mountain\fn{by Ssu-ma Chung-yüan aka Wu Yen-mei (1933- )} Kiangsu Province, China (M) 10
The black sawteeth of the mountain stood out in relief against the auburn-gray sky. Clouds were rolling and
dipping like pigeon-wings around the powerful upright peaks. Above the clouds a few eagles on outstretched
wings scanned the rocks on the dried riverbed of the gully for rabbits or other prey. The wind was piercing and
ruthless, whirling up rough grains of sand against the mill-sized rocks. Year in and year out, the surface of the
rocks was dotted with uneven holes, and while the whipping and whirling sand grains beat out their staccato
rhythm like that of slanting raindrops, there hung over this waste of skies and valley a turbid sand screen. Even on
fine days, wild desolation reigned over this stark landscape.
The sun was setting. The roaring of the wind and the whirling sand became fiercer and fiercer on the banks of
the dry riverbed. The long blades of the grass swords struck at each other to produce a violent monotone, as if a
horde of terrified people were gasping out the grief buried deep in their hearts. At this point, a few haggard and
worn-out human faces peeped out from the grass.
“Good God! If we don’t reach Hsing-lung Mill in time, we’re through.”
“We’re almost there,” another voice said soothingly; “if nothing gets in our way, we’ll make it even if we have
to crawl. And once we get to town we can have a good hot meal.”
Then a few people emerged from the grass. Some of them had bags on their backs. Some balanced baskets on
their shoulder-poles. One man led his mule. A young woman in a faded blue garment with a black scarf tied over
her hair had a baby in her arms. Bringing up the rear was an old man with silver hair and beard. He was slightly
hunchbacked, garbed in dark-blue jacket and trousers, with a broad and stiff belt tied around his waist. Projecting
at an angle from his armpit was a great pipe. Walking by his side was a sturdy boy in his early teens, with two
wooden boxes hung from his shoulder-pole. They walked on along the dry gully, fumbling their way among the
various-sized rocks. Some times their outlines could be made out; sometimes there was only a chaos of sandy fog.
It was during those days\fn{ A note reads: Probably the period around the turn of the century, when the last of the Chinese
dynasties, Ch’ing (1644-1911), was crumbling; or in the early twenties when warlords were yet to be crushed by the unifying forces of the
new Republic’s central government.} when, in one area or another, famine or war was the rule of the day. This group of

people had met in their wandering to find refuge. Every one had wept for his own losses, and they were now complaining to each other that life was too hard for human hearts to bear. If it had been famine only, they could have
looked forward to next year for it to blow over. What drove them to despair was famine combined with lawlessness. Man’s natural depravity, spurred by hunger and cold, made some men raise knives and guns against their
fellow men. Organized violence grew under such traditional names as the Red Spears or the Daggers. At first,
desperate men had gathered together to protect their own neighborhood, and had not meant to plunder others. But
after repeated confrontations these groups became blood-thirsty, and had sunk into outright hatred and revenge.
Once wronged, they would return evil for evil. If three of them were killed, six on the opposite side had to die.
During such see-sawing rounds of feuding, the famine-ravaged districts would see most of their outlying villages
become dens of bandits. The people there were both robbed and robbers, running up such a confused account that
no one could find a balance. Those peace-loving villagers who could no longer stand the hunger and violence had
fled their homes in search of temporary security in some safer places. They waited for the muddy water to become
clear again, and prayed for the day that they could return to the beautiful old ways when they could live peaceful
lives with their hands on the plow. However, such days seemed to have been blown so far, far away by an infernal
blast, that the hunger and thirst of today had dashed men’s hopes of a better tomorrow.
“Damn it! This sandy wind could tear your face to pieces.”
Blinking his dried eyes, the blunt fellow with the wooden boxes grumbled.
“Shut up, Little Gourd, save your breath,” the hunchbacked old man said. “No matter how miserable we are,
we can blame men, we don’t have to curse Heaven.”
Little Gourd stole a glance at his master, wet his parched lips and was silent. He had often heard his master call
him a rash fellow; to him, his master was even more rash. Having been driven from their home by famine and
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terror, he was still such a diehard as to insist on keeping these two boxes of puppets. In times like this, when most
people are doubled up with the pains in their stomachs, who would be interested in puppet shows? Hunger had
made them bent and weak, but these two boxes of puppets were still to be carried along. It was beyond all reason.
But Little Gourd would not openly criticize his master even with such thoughts in mind. Five years ago, his
master had plucked him from the teeth of the mountain, like a piece of baked potato. It was another famine year,
and the blistering sun had baked the gully rocks to such a point that they seemed to be smoking. The enormous
bamboo groves on the slope had slowly turned to dry yellow. The leaves were spotted black and the tips were
curled by the heat. The rice paddies yielded no harvest. People in the mountain villages struggled to survive on
the roots and bark of trees. After such a summer, the dead trees covering the mountain formed a horrifying
spectacle. They were no longer trees, but lines of demon-like skeletons, wailing and shrieking in the wind.
The horrible scene was still vivid in Little Gourd’s mind. His father, whom he had never seen, had gone over
the province border and had never been heard of since. There were only he and his worn-out young mother, who
endured countless ordeals through the drought. On that dreary night, in the frail flame of the black pottery lamp
which was still burning woefully, he could see the wasted shape of his mother on their earthen bed. Her lips were
tightly pressed together. The sockets of her eyes had sunken into two black holes. The rough sheet of blue
cretonne could hardly cover her bony frame. She had expired in the wavering flame of the lamplight. In his griefstricken frenzy he thought that she must have been haunted by the skeleton-like trees, that they clutched people’s
souls in their fierce claws. Seizing a sickle, he ran through the ghastly pale moonlight to hack down the branches
of the dead trees, crying and cursing at the same time.
His master found him lying unconscious by the roadside.
Five years had gone by, and the boy had become an experienced assistant to the old man for his puppet shows.
The days passed in wandering, on the verge of hunger half the time. It could not be called a good life but, at least,
they still kept going, much better off than those quietly succumbing to famine. Since the puppets had supported
them, it would not be right to cast them away so heartlessly.
“Pardon, sir, how far are we from Hsing-lung Mill?” the man leading the mule asked with a groan, rubbing his
aching back.
“It isn’t far now, we’ll be there soon,” the hunchbacked old man replied. “If it weren’t for the sand blowing in
our eyes, it should be in sight in an hour or two.”
“You’re only saying that to encourage us,” the young woman said in despair; “you’ve said the same thing two
or three times already.”
The hunchbacked old man sighed deeply. If he had not understated the distance, where would they have found
the courage to keep on through so many hours of hunger and thirst? If they had not been beckoned by hope, some
already had collapsed and become the prey of eagles.
“I am telling you the truth this time, young woman,” he said. “Hsing-lung Mill is just a little further.”
It grew darker and darker, the setting sun appeared pale and feeble through the sandy mist, and there was an
orange tint in its paleness that made it look like the rising full moon. The gully became narrower and narrower as
it twisted along.
In every heart, the name or Hsing-lung Mill was a newly-lit lamp drawing them onward. This little town was
originally only an obscure and lonely cluster of houses on the bleak plateau. It began to be known by the name of
Hsing-lung Mill only after the Hsing-lung Paper Mill was set up there. A few decades had passed. Though the
number of inhabitants had not greatly increased, the paper produced by this mill had been supplying quite a few
counties in the neighborhood. It was famed for its refined quality and strength which resulted from its owner
Cheng Hsing-lung’s superb knowledge. He knew how to choose the right material for paper pulp. He had
inherited vast acres of the plateau, and cultivated them as bamboo groves and cotton fields for pulp.
Owing to the good business of the mill, this town had become a prosperous center in the vicinity and, in years
of famine and war, it was a haven for homeless refugees. Cheng Hsing-lung was an upright man. For the security
of the town, he had organized a strong local militia which had discouraged many rapacious glances by bandits.
All this was known to the group of persons walking in the dry gully.
“Even if we can drag ourselves to the town, how long will our safety last?” the man leading the mule asked.
This skinny man walked in jerks; his neck, too slender for the weight of his head, wobbled back and forth all the
time.
“That’s it,” a man in black struggling along at the head of the group said, “there is a rumor about Ch’u Hsiaochang, the bandit, and his gang. It is said that they have struck up a bargain with the desperate men in the plateau
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to burn down Cheng’s cotton fields and dig up the bamboos. They hope to take the town, first by cutting the
supply of pulp material to Hsing-lung Mill, then making their outrageous demands.”
“Nothing surprising about bandits acting that way,” another man said. “But if the local people join them
they’re an ungrateful bunch! Why, they owe their lives to Mr. Cheng—the way he helped them when they came as
refugees, lending hundreds of them money and alloting them land. Now they’ve forgotten all that and want to bite
the hand that fed them. Do you call that human?”
“It is hard to say,” the man with the mule said gloomily. “There are all sorts among them. Once there’s trouble
brewing, the restless ones will join in to make trouble.”
“Mr. Cheng’s no coward,” the man in black said. “They say that he has put up a notice at the mill recruiting all
the men he can get, and that he has sent agents to the city for ammunition. Looks like he’ll put up a tough fight.
He won’t sit by and see his cotton fields burnt down and his bamboos dug up. If he doesn’t protect his pulp
sources in the plateau, it’ll be the end of his paper mill.”
The wind roared over their heads. The sandy fog whirled along the edge of the gully.like smoke. The slanting
sun set quickly. By the time they had climbed to some flat ground, the sunlight was entirely gone. Only at the
hollow of the teeth of the mountain, a dim and murky red circle could be seen through the faintly yellow sunset
clouds.
“Hold on for a while longer,” the hunchbacked old man said, “it is only a few more miles.”
When they just left the gully behind, the man in black stopped sharply and gestured to the people behind,
“Duck! Horsemen coming!” The irregular beat of hoofs was heard approaching swiftly. Presently, six or seven
horses galloping like wind passed near where they lay prostrate. Seeing the horsemen’s attire, the man in black
turned to his companions and whispered:
“I guessed right, they are Ch’u Hsiao-chang’s bold men! Now they have come all the way to the front gate of
Hsing-lung Mill!”
The hearts of his listeners tightened with fear. Ch’u Hsiao-chang’s gang was the most brutal and ruthless
among the bandits. They were merciless. No wonder they were so interested in Hsing-lung Mill, which was a
particularly juicy titbit.
As a general rule, big bands of bandits would not condescend to petty robberies on the highway, but Ch’u’s
gang would not leave even the humblest chicken and duck peddlers alone. Whoever came into their sight would
be stripped naked. This group of refugees sighed with relief from behind the rock as the sound of the hoofs
receded in the distance. Partially blinded by the deepening dusk and sandy mist, the horsemen had not discovered
them. Even so, the refugees stayed in hiding for at least half an hour until they could hear nothing but the roaring
wind, and only then dared to resume their journey.
The sky abruptly turned black; a few dim and blurred stars peeped out from the cracks of the clouds, showing
the outlines of the rocks on the road. There is an old saying, “Hunger and lack of shelter are not so fearful as
walking in the dark on a rocky road.” Now their progress on the road could not be called walking. It was fumbling
and crawling, and troubles came one after another. First the mule stumbled on a stone and crippled its hind leg.
Then the young woman fainted with fatigue. Looking at this scene, the hunchbacked old man gnashed his teeth
and said to his disciple:
“Throw away the boxes, Little Gourd. Come help this young woman and let me hold the baby. We can’t
abandon people in the wilderness.”
“But, master, these are our livelihood—”
“Don’t say any more,” the old man said, “we can change our trade, but we can’t raise the dead.”
That night they finally reached Hsing-lung Mill
*
Early next morning the hunchbacked old man and his disciple woke up beneath the eaves of a building on a
narrow street and rolled up their blankets. The wind that had howled a whole day and a whole night was hushed.
In the bright, fresh sunlight, scroll-like clouds uncurled and swept across the sky like birds. Then they vanished
leaving a span of deep, deep blue void. Shops and homes had not opened their doors yet. Sheltered here and there
beneath their eaves were refugees from all directions. The faded colors of their shabby dresses, bluish-gray and
black, sandy and clay colored, seemed to have dyed the peaceful streets with an impoverished hue.
“There must be hundreds,” said Little Gourd looking at the scene. “It’s pathetic. Some of them have eyes
swollen with tears as soon as they awoke. I wonder what makes each one of them so sad?”
“What do you expect?” the old man replied as he rolled up their blankets and put them at the corner of the
wall. “Some farm houses were wrecked. Some have been robbed of even the seed for the next crop. Some have
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had family members kidnapped. Some have lost loved ones along the way. Those who have reached here are
lucky to be alive, but have to face plenty of sorrow and hardship ahead. Life is hard in times like these.”
The man in black, who had come with him, aroused by his words, approached hinl and said:
“A hard life is still better than an easy death. We’re lucky we survived the famine and got here safe. Even in
hardship there are some blessings.”
“You are right,” a middle-aged woman leaning on a column said. “Thanks to charitable Mr. Cheng who has
opened his barns and provided us refugees with two bowls of rice a day to keep us alive. The young and strong
men can enlist in the local militia and live a much better life. If we can hold the town against the bandits, we may
not have to go through too much more suffering.”
“Are they recruiting? How about me? Master, could I go?”
There were sparks in Little Gourd’s eyes.
“We threw away our boxes of puppets last night. Let me join the militia and support you. We can change to a
new trade as you said.”
The old man squatted securely on his heels, took out his pipe. and filled it. He shook his head as he lit his pipe
and, with a melancholy smile on his wrinkled face, said:
“Don’t fret about it, Little Gourd. Your presence or absence isn’t going to make that much difference to the
militia. Do you think that a half-grown boy like you with a rifle in his hand. can put a stop to all this chaos and
destruction?”
Discouraged, Little Gourd’s eyes opened wider. His eyebrows knit in perplexity, he stood there stupified, his
head cocked, childish face frozen. His master cast a glance at him, and realized that Little Gourd hadn’t understood and was confused. He wanted to explain further, but didn’t know how to persuade the boy: As the knot of
misunderstanding was hard to untie, he could only puff fiercely at his pipe, until he was enveloped in a dense
smoke screen.
“Master,” Little Gourd finally struggled out of his confusion. “Do we also have to depend on Mr. Cheng’s dole
of rice?”
“I don’t think it will come to that,” the old man said. “Let me try and think of something useful we can do
rather than turn to charity.”
The piercing clash of brass cymbals vibrated through the yellowish-gray streets; the rising sun brightened the
strings of red corn and gourds hung on the eastern side of the houses to dry. The gloomy, worn-out signs of shops
made a strange clattering sound in the morning breeze. The refugees began to go to the town-square for their
morning rice.
The recruiting poster was pasted on the wall facing the gate of the Hsing-lung Mill. When the hunchbacked old
man and Little Gourd edged closer, Mr. Cheng himself was there to supervise the distribution of the dole of rice.
“The Hsing-lung Mill is closing,” he said to the men who worked for him. “A message came last night from
the bandits. They demanded ten-thousand silver dollars. Otherwise, they threatened to wreck my land—the cotton
fields and bamboo groves.”
Silence fell on the people in the square. They were all hushed and depressed. Sparks of hatred burst forth from
many eyes. Famine and violence had pursued them even to this haven. When would they ever be able to settle
down? The black hand was now stretching out to Hsing-lung Mill in demonic pursuit. Where would this brutal
oppression end? It was clear that once the bandits had ruined the mill, the town would be defenseless, and they
would be as helpless as they had been on the open road. Driven to this extremity what could Mr. Cheng do to protect them?
“I’ve thought it over,” Mr. Cheng’s dark brows were knit tightly; “I would rather let them wreck my land than
bow to Ch’u Hsiao-chang and his gang by paying the money! This money would only fan the flame of violence! It
is not the money I care about but the principle of the thing. No matter what happens to me, I won’t submit to
blackmail.”
Aroused by this announcement, people went into heated discussions.
“Remember that, Little Gourd,” the old man said to his disciple. “He expressed just what I have always been
trying to tell you. When you grow up, remember that you should always do what’s right and don’t be afraid of
anything. Justice is far better to hold on to than knives or guns.”
“We are not a powerful government office, friends.”
Mr. Cheng waited till the agitated audience became quieter, then cleared his throat and spoke:
“We can not control famine or violence but, at least, we can do our best to keep this patch of land from being
ravaged, and fight for justice! The local militia is trained only for the self-defense of the town; I would rather use
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the money demanded by the bandits to strengthen our own forces and defend ourselves when the time comes.
Now, let’s ride out this turmoil first!”
His words were unanimously greeted with warm support. Only the hunchbacked old man shook his head
silently and muttered to himself, “It’s all very well for him to say so, but if he compromises by giving up the lands
on the plateau, he’s not putting up much of a fight for justice.”
A wandering puppet-show player, forlorn and wretched, whatever he said would receive no attention. Even if
his opinion had been heeded, this tiny force could no more cover the black plateau, miles out of the town, than
could the palm of his hand. His words sounded like the mere babbling of a dream.
However, there was no need to recruit; all who could bear arms. came to enlist for the defense of this town.
Followed by Little Gourd, the hunchbacked old man bought a bottle of wine and a little salted pork with his
savings from a small purse. They sat opposite the Hsing-lung Mill and drank for a while. Suddenly the old man
got up and approached the guard with a red-tasselled spear in hand at Mr. Cheng’s gate.
“I want to see Mr. Cheng.”
“You must be drunk, old man.” The guard added: “The boss is busy. What do you want to see him for?”
“What do you thik? I want to offer my services.”
The guard remained seated on a buckthorn bench next to a stone lion. He seemed bored and preoccupied. His
eyes were half-open as he surveyed the old man and the lad with some disdain.
“Did you say you wanted to offer your services? Stiff with age as you are, what can you do? And this lad by
your side is still wet behind the ears. It would take three years to build him up before he could be of any use. I
advise you to be satisfied with the rice dole." There was sincere commiseration in his voice despite his disdainful
tone. “Didn’t you hear the owner’s announcement? This mill is going to be closed, and the old hands are facing
unemployment. How could there be any new jobs?”
“Well, then, I’ll have to wait patiently,” the old man said.
“Maybe when that heartless bandit, Ch’u Hsiao-chang, is caught, and his head impaled on the city gate, there
might be some easy job for an old man.”
“Why do you hate Ch’u Hsiao-chang so much?” the old man asked. “What is so heartless about him, after all?”
The guard grunted. “Ah, that devil! Twenty years ago there was a famine in the seven northern counties, and
Ch’u Hsiao-chang came to Hsing-lung Mill as a refugee. He lived on the rice dole here. In other words, Mr.
Cheng saved his life. When Mr. Cheng cultivated the plateau and divided it into sections for new villages to settle
the refugees, Ch’u was one of the seven leaders and was settled at Yellow Leaves Village. He got married there.
His son was born there, and he struck roots there through family ties. But that devil could not endure the monotonous life in the mountains and said he wanted to return to his old horse-swapping trade.”
“Nothing wrong with being in the horse trade,” the old man said. “He has the right to choose his own line of
work. I don’t see anything wrong with that.”
This stubborn old geezer is knot-headed, the guard thought, and his eyebrows knit like two crickets in a
belligerent deadlock.
“If he had really gone to sell horses, of course it would be all right. Instead, he became a bandit and a mighty
fierce one. He is ruthless and deadly. Just ask around, and you will find out that he’s the cause of practically all
the trouble we have hereabouts. Now to top his evil deeds, he is planning to attack Hsing-lung Mill to return evil
for good. Doesn’t such a devil deserve killing? Do you still have sympathy for him?”
The old man kept drinking. In the distance, the black teeth of the mountain stood out against the blanket of
clouds. He listened broodingly to the guard’s narration of Ch’u Hsiao-chang’s deeds, his dark eyebrows loaded
with sad reveries.
“People like him do not need my sympathy,” he said in a husky voice. “Maybe it is because I am old and tired,
that I am not shocked by the existence of bandits and bullies like him in our world. They can’t be eradicated by
violence though. Why not give them a chance to give themselves a break?”
Little Gourd watched his master’s face. He felt he had never before seen the old man so depressed, as if
weighed down by something. He wanted to ask what was troubling him, but he was so awed by the serious
expression, he could not find the words for quite a while.
“If times were normal, it would be a pleasure to talk with you over some drinks,” the guard said as he turned
the spear in his hand, “but now, no one is in the mood. Old man, our boss Mr. Cheng has rejected the blackmail of
Ch’u and his gang. Do you think they’ll leave us alone now?”
“Certainly not,” the old man said. “As the old saying goes, ‘If good fortune doesn’t come, then misfortune
comes. And when misfortune comes there’s no dodging it.’ It all comes from the evil in the human heart. Since
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Ch’u has decided to attack, Hsing-lung Mill doesn’t seem to have any way out but to face it. He is bound to come
sooner or later.”
“You are right,” the guard said. “Ch’u and his gang are the toughest bandits around here. But, we in Hsinglung Mill are no cowards either. We have guns and our men are dependable. If they try a frontal attack, they may
come on their feet, but will go back crawling—that is, if they are lucky enough to get back at all.”
“Well, I won’t argue with you,” the old man said. “You are certainly confident. Maybe everyone here is as
determined as you are, and Ch’u Hsiao-chang may well learn his lesson.”
“I am not bragging,” added the guard, though he had just said that he was not in the mood to carry on the
conversation. “Just look at all the preparations we’ve made in the town. You will see why I am confident. Our
boss, Mr. Cheng, has a thorough understanding of Ch’u’s character, and has come to the conclusion that he is
merely a madman.”
“A madman? What do you mean?”
“Why, yes.” The guard craned his neck and said: “He is a madman driven by restless ambition. Thinking that
there was no future in a farmer’s life, he and a few other witless poor devils in Yellow Leaves Village left home to
become robbers. They had little thought of Heaven’s retribution! And punishment soon followed.”
“Yellow Leaves …” the old man sank into reverie. He turned to look at the lad leaning against the wall beside
him, who, after days of fatigue and a few cups of wine, had fallen asleep.
“What about Yellow Leaves?”
“Oh, nothing,” the old man said. “I remember that I went through the plateau area five or six years ago and
saw the low walls and humble huts of that village.”
“Five or six years ago? Wasn’t that the time of the last famine?” the guard asked. “It was bad enough on the
plain, no smoke came from the chimneys, but the villages on the high plateau were even worse off. Mr. Cheng
was worried about the people up there and rushed seven wagonloads of rice to the hard-hit villages, but they were
robbed by a gang of bandits at the gully. Many people at Yellow Leaves died of starvation—Ch’u’s wife was one
of them, and his son disappeared. It was said that the boy was eaten by wolves; his corpse was never found.”
“Divine punishment,” the old man mumbled. “It must have been divine punishment.”
“So, you see,” the guard continued, “when Ch’u came home with his gang last year, and learned how it feels to
have no home, then he really went berserk. He started robbing and destroying everything in his path; it seemed to
be an outlet for his pent-up feelings, but nothing could ease his bitterness. Heaven keeps him alive just so he can
get his just deserts. Mr. Cheng says there’s nothing to be afraid of about that kind of man.”
The old man sighed and fell silent. The guard stretched in a long and lazy yawn as the mid-day weariness stole
over him.
The sun shone on the gray hair of the old man and his head was bowed in contemplation. Of course he could
not forget why he had first come to the plateau. Though he had practiced kung-fu all his life, he had never been
involved in any evil doing. He had not even given lessons or taken disciples. He lived a peaceful life in a small
village along the Old Dragon River which flowed through a hilly land where he fished and gathered his firewood.
Around his house was a garden of date trees; the harvest from the village’s trees alone ensured the inhabitants a
comfortable life. Unforgettable were the thatched roofs in the sunlight with their yellowish-gray scaly waves
swept by the wind, or tinted with raindrops. A winding slope led to the foggy Old Dragon River where the bluishgray smoky net of fog enveloped the densely grown trees on the river banks in the mornings and evenings. The
swaying shades reminded one of the slow movement of some strange song. At the back of the house, auburn
colored clay cliffs abruptly rose where the big trees stretched out their branches vigorously. When the dates were
ripe, they dangled from the scanty leaves like little red lanterns. But all these things could now be found only in
his dreams. A band of Ch’u’s armed bandits had swept across his village. All that was left were burned frames of
houses and stone walls, smoldering shingles and beams.
It had taken him a long time to find out who those men were.
Afterwards, Ch’u Hsiao-chang had become a dreaded name along the Old Dragon River. The men led by him
were not only ruthless in killing and robbing, but also unpredictable in their movements and attacks. The old man
had been tracking them for a long time, but had not found a chance to fight and destroy this group of hated devils.
He had learned by chance that the name, Ch’u Hsiao-chang, was an assumed one for that evil spirit from Yellow
Leaves.
The old man knew that no matter how strong a vulture was, he would have to return to his nest sooner or later.
It seemed wiser to wait for Ch’u near his nest than to roam the land in search of him. Thus he had disguised
himself as a puppet player, making his rounds along the plateau, waiting for a chance to strike.
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The world has more than enough changes and disputes bound together and so no one at Yellow Leaves was
willing to mention Ch’u’s name. Even the women would all say, “No, there has never been anyone of that name in
this village,” or “There were once some restless fools, but they died long ago in the world beyond the moun-tain.”
He used to make at least three rounds on the plateau each year, but he had not yet run across Ch’u’s path. He had
rescued this boy whose past was still a blank; all he knew about himself was that his name was Chu. Could he,
Little Gourd, be …” Chu and Ch’u were similar in sound. There might be some possibility.
A faint suspicion arose in his mind. If what the guard said was true, that devil had already been severely
punished by Heaven. There was no need for him to kill him personally.
Those who have defrauded their own descendants will meet up with divine retribution in this life. Who can
reckon with the will of Heaven? Ch’u might be fiercer than a beast, but he, too, could not escape this eternal law.
The guard was right.
He raised his head and looked at the sun slanting toward the black edge of the mountain, thinking of his next
step. He could not linger here too long. His mission had to be accomplished as soon as possible. Then he could
return to the Old Dragon River.
When dusk came, information was brought back by sentries that more and more horsemen were swarming on
the rock ground near the mouth of the valley below the plateau. Smoke from their campfires could be seen from a
distance. Bugles were heard echoing each other around Hsing-lung Mill. It was obvious that Ch’u and his gang,
having failed in their nefarious blackmail attempt, had grown angry and desperate. They were coming with their
entire force, and Hsing-lung Mill, surrounded by them, was like the filling wrapped up in a dumpling.
Despite Mr. Cheng’s reassuring calm, the docile townspeople and refugees, still breathless and panting under
the strain of recent turbulence, were plunged into confusion and panic in the face of the impending attack. Pretty
soon they were seen running and calling to each other, a milling throng in utter disarray, similar to the scene of
people snatching their laundry from the clothesline just before a summer storm breaks.
With one side of his gown tucked up, Mr. Cheng hastened to the stone turrets and gave orders for their defense.
In the streets and under the arcades, men were seen in clusters snatching up firearms and hurrying to the turrets.
Some were there discussing the possible route the bandits might take. Heavy-hearted women called their children
home, their voices, tremulous and sad, mingled with the pale red beams of twilight.
*
The bandits came faster than expected from all sides. They struck the darkened town like lightning. They
seemed as irresistible as furies, brutally yelling in the star-lit murky night. The blasts of blue fire from their
blunderbusses blinded people’s eyes, and pierced their ears. In this sudden burst of violence the defenders were
turned into half-blind and half-deaf monsters, screaming, howling and rushing about in a dreadful nightmare.
The violence increased. Appalling flames sprang up from the houses and a thick, chbking smoke poured into
the streets. Then, a band of horsemen broke through the gate into town.
Mr. Cheng herded the women and children out of the open streets into the high-walled yard of the mill, and
tried to rally the young townsfolks who were scattered and retreating to the defense of the mill. The tiles on the
roofs and the bricks of the walls cracked noisily as torch after torch were thrown in by the bandits. Now, with a
huge piece of timber, the devils were trying to force an opening in the wall.
To the horror of the townspeople, a gap was soon made in the wall. Mr. Cheng heaved a sigh, saying that
things were already beyond his control, and there was nothing he could do to avert fate’s cruel decree. At that
moment, to the astonishment of everyone, an old man, with silver hair and beard, appeared at the gap like a rock
standing firm against raging currents. He stood on the broken fragments of bricks with his sword flashing and
behind him stood a lad with a club; though too young to be taken seriously, he looked calm and brave enough.
Meanwhile, the bandits were beginning to climb up the walls. Against the red flames flickering eerily against
the ground and the sky swayed the shadows of these two figures, lonely and unaided. But all the bandits who
dared to enter the gap and pit themselves against the old man were thrown back like straw scattered by a
pitchfork. They found themselves groaning and crawling on the ground without even a chance to retaliate. Five or
six men were already struck down by the back of the old man’s long sword while he shouted all the while:
“Come on, anyone who is not afraid of death. Just come! Take a step closer and you will be sliced into minced
meat.”
Never having met opponents stronger than themselves, the bandits were accustomed to go through blood and
thunder without blinking. But here in the faint, red fire stood that little, old hunchback, his silver hair flying about
his long eyebrows, as this bright blade of his unstained sword swished through the air. And the ground was littered
with the bodies of groaning men who crawled about in a daze. He couldn’t be human! The bandits coming behind
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were terrified by what they saw and slipped by the gap to try other spots. No one was bold enough to try to fight
his way through.
The violent mob of bandits was turned into a flock of squawling ducks. Seeing the abrupt shift of events at the
gap in the wall they scattered in complete disarray. Thus, Mr. Cheng gained some time to take a breath and tried to
realign his defensive force.
The defending force of the mill was actually quite strong. If the bandits had not come so swiftly and the
defenders had not been scattered all over town, the horsemen would not have had the luck to break through their
weak point at the wall. Now during the lull in the fighting, the defenders re-grouped and, after catching their
breath, rushed at the invaders and fought courageously. The struggle lasted till the fourth watch.\fn{ A note reads: A
traditional practice of announcing the hours in the past. According to Chinese calculations, the night is divided into five watche.s: 1 st: 7
p.m. to 9 p.m.; 2nd: 9 p.m. to 11 p.m.; 3rd: 11 p.m. to 1 a.m.; 4 th: 1 a.m. to 3 a.m.; 5 th: 3 a.m. to 5 a.m. Bamboo or wooden clappers and/or
gongs were used to sound the watches at night.} The bandits, having twice failed in their attacks, finally sounded retreat

and withdrew, shouting their threat that they were going to the plateau to dig up the bamboo and burn the cotton
fields. On their way out, they took with them some women and children as hostages.
*
The first thing Mr. Cheng did then was to come with a storm lamp to thank the old man.
“It was blind of me not to have recognized you earlier. I have neglected and underestimated you. If it had not
been for you tonight, Hsing-lung Mill would have been burnt to the ground and all its inhabitants might have
perished. I, Cheng Hsing-lung, here kowtow to you in gratitude for all the survivors.”
So saying, he knelt down on the broken fragments of brick. The old man, throwing down his sword, grabbed
Cheng’s arm to lift him up and said:
“Mr. Cheng, don’t shorten my life thus!\fn{ A note reads: A modest way saying “I do not deserve this honor.” It is based on
the Buddhist concept that undue honor or happiness may shorten one’s life .} I am strong and healthy, and still want to linger on
the earth for a few more years!”
“Sir,” Cheng said, “you have saved us! Where are you from?”
“The Old Dragon River in the north,” the old man said. “My poor, small village was wrecked by Ch’u Hsiaochang and his men.”
“The bandit goes by the name of Ch’u, but it is not his real name, which is Chu Hai-chang. He was involved in
a murder case while he was a horse-dealer, and has changed his name since then. He once worked for my mill, so
I am well informed about him.”
“Mr. Cheng, at such a moment, there must be many things you have to attend to. Please don’t let me keep you
from them. We can talk things over tomorrow.”
Cheng went off and saw that fires were extinguished, bodies burried, and wounded bandits locked up. The
number of casualties and missing persons had to be calculated; there were so many chaotic details for him to take
care of. For the present, the bandits had left, but they would be back again. On the next day Mr. Cheng invited the
old man to his house and asked: ‘
“Sir, I was too busy last night to realize that I had not asked your name.”
The old man shook his head and said, “My name means nothing. A puppet-show player ready for the coffin. I
have never had the desire to leave a name behind. What I want to know now is how everything is in this town?”
Since the old man did not care to tell his name, Mr. Cheng could do nothing about it. At the mention of the
situation of the town, his eyes were red with rage.
“Ah, sir,” he said, “shouldn’t blood be repaid with blood? To spare a man like Chu is like leaving a brutal beast
at large. More than ten people died last night, and many more were wounded. They took seven women and
children as captives. You can see that things won’t end here.”
“Don’t worry too much now,” the old man said confidently. “May I take the opportunity of this interview to
offer my services. Now since there is no time for formalities, I think the best way to settle this is for you to pick a
few of your men to go with the captured bandits to their lair on the plateau. I want to go with them and talk to Chu
about an exchange of prisoners.”
“Well, is it safe to do so?”
“I believe it is,” the old man said. “Anyway, as things are, we can not let this killing continue. If you will allow
me to handle this, I shall try to make Chu hang up his weapons and disband his men. Then they won’t come to
ruin your property. The bamboo groves and cotton fields will be safe.”
Such promises sounded too good to be true. Mr. Cheng shook his head slightly in confusion.
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“No, sir, I have no right to let you risk so much for us. Besides, Chu Hai-chang is a very cunning man. He is
unpredictable.”
“I am going of my own free will, so what’s wrong with that?” the old man said. “The danger doesn’t matter. I
see no reason to be alarmed. I would rather go right away and get it over with. Then I can go back to the Old
Dragon River.”
Seeing that the old man could not be dissuaded, Mr. Cheng had to agree to his proposal. He picked about ten
sturdy young militiamen, all armed with their best weapons. Taking the captured bandits, they went with the old
man to the plateau.
All the people in Hsing-lung Mill craned their necks in hushed expectation. What would happen at this
meeting with the devil? Everyone was greatly concerned, and no one dared predict. The sun rose, and the sun set.
Every day when evening approached, all eyes looked westward. They could see the black teeth of the mountain
like the fangs of a monster. It crouched beneath the greenish clouds as if it were about to ferociously pursue the
setting sun and devour it in one ghastly gulp. Would the white-haired, white-bearded old man emerge once more
from those teeth?
On the third day, the young militiamen who had been picked to accompany the old man came back joyously.
Returning with them were the women and children captured by the bandits. The old man and his apprentice, they
told Mr. Cheng, had returned to the Old Dragon River.
The guard of Hsing-lung Mill later told people the following story:
*
“When we reached the plateau with the old man, the bandits were already there digging at the bamboo groves.
There were scores of them and they surrounded us immediately. As some of them had tasted the back of the old
man’s sword, they kept their distance, and shouted, ‘Hey, Chief! That fierce old man has come here for us! You
take care of him!’
“In quick strides, Chu parted the gang and came face to face with the old man. Cunning as he was, he knew
that since the old man had the courage to pursue them up here, he must be prepared. He was facing a foe he
wasn’t sure he could overcome, so he clasped his fists in a salute and asked, ‘May I have the honor of knowing
your name, sir? Where are you from? What can I do for you?’
“‘Don’t try to charm me with such a smiling front, Chu Hai-chang,’ said the old man, he folded his hands
behind his back and dangled a pipe in his hands. He spoke bluntly, without any ceremony. ‘I saw your gang last
night, a dark flock of scavenger crows! I have come to exchange your men for the townspeople you captured. The
poor townspeople and refugees are struggling in semi-starvation. How can you expect them to pay ransom for
their women and children? In any case, some of your men have fallen into our hands.’
“‘Aha, so you come directly to business. How straightforward you are!’ Chu Hai-chang burst into laughter,
‘Just because some of my brothers fell into your hands, I took these captives, knowing that you would come for
an exchange. Now, we can call it even, so let’s straighten out our accounts!’
“‘Then bring our people over here,’ said the old man.
“‘What if I change my mind?’ the bandit said. ‘Are you sure that you can get this passel of people out of here
alive?’
“‘That is my business,’ the old man said. ‘All you have to do is to place our people by my side. I will wait here
until they walk over the mountain pass and beyond the dry gully. Then I will set your men free. There are guns at
their backs. If you choose to play any trick, I need only cough. Then it will be your men who die first.’
“‘So you’ve thought of everything,’ Chu said. ‘It seems that I can’t take any advantage. O.K., you guys, bring
over the captives and release them before this old man. Old man, in pity of your old age. I am merciful this time.’
“‘Don’t try to cover up with clever words,’ the old man said. ‘I do not take this as a favor.’
“It was nearly noon. The sun beat down on the black earth, and heat steamed off the mountain like clouds. The
looming green of the bamboo groves and the large plots of cotton fields made me sad, thinking of those years
when Mr. Cheng led the refugees to cultivate the plateau. Who would have believed that among the settlers there
would be ungrateful men like Chu Hai-chang, who would come back to wreck the land?
“Chu’s men came up with the seven captives while their leader addressed the old man:
“‘Now that business is done, you are welcome to sit a while in the shade yonder to smoke your pipe or to have
some tea. There you can watch how we’re taking care of Cheng’s bamboos and cotton fields. If Cheng’s Hsinglung Mill is able to go on producing paper, I’ll have my name written upside down on it!’
“‘Just a minute,’ the old man said. ‘What makes you hate Mr. Cheng so much? I know you were driven by
famine to this area years ago; you were fed by Mr. Cheng’s charity and worked for his mill. For the piece of land
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on which you built your home, Mr. Cheng never asked you to pay a single grain as rent or payment. For the
bamboo and cotton you sold to the mill, you were paid the full price. How has he offended you?’
“Chu’s face darkened menacingly when he heard this.
“‘I thought you were an outsider! You certainly know a lot! You must be one of their charity cases that you are
sent here as his spokesman. Since you have asked, I will satisfy you. I, Chu Hai-chang, was once a horse-trader,
wanted for murder. That’s why I’m in this business under the alias of Ch’u Hsiao-chang. As a folksy saying goes,
a good horse doesn’t go to the donkey trough. I am now used to this kind of life; and can not stand hardship of life
in some small mountain village. Is this a crime?”
“‘Well, I guess that’s no crime,’ the old man said, ‘but how about the murder case? Didn’t you kill the man?’
“‘Yes, I did kill him!’ Chu admitted self-righteously. ‘People only know that I killed a man, but they do not
know he had stolen my money. So I was sent to prison on a false charge. I am not a forgiving type. I believe that it
should be an eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth.’
“Chu’s insides were apparently being eaten away by some rancorous grudge. With eyes bulging, he stamped
his feet, his eyebrows shot upwards, and with foam flecking his lips he shouted at the old man. His tightly
clenched fists shook before the old man like thunderbolts.
“But the old man was not in the least perturbed by air this. He countered nonchalantly, ‘Well said, an eye for
an eye! But you have brushed aside all the favors people have done you.’
“‘The Hsing-lung Mill again?’ Chu said. ‘If a handout of money is a favor, then all the people I robbed are my
benefactors! The Chengs have made enough money. Charity to the poor during famines is a way to make them
indebted to you for future services. What virtue is there in that? The land alloted to us by the Chengs had to be
redeemed by us from the wilderness. We are even. I do not owe them anything.’
“‘If, as you just said, you are even, then why do you still hold a grudge against the Chengs?’
“Chu shrugged his sturdy shoulders and smiled bitterly. ‘When famine raged on the plateau, not a dog died at
the Hsing-lung Mill, while many people starved to death at Yellow Leaves. Did the charitable Chengs think of the
starving settlers? Now my family is gone, and I can’t stand the sight of Cheng charity.’
“‘Why blame the Chengs? You were neither friends nor relatives of theirs. In fact, he sent seven wagonloads of
food to Yellow Leaves but, unfortunately, they were robbed, so they never reached the village. How can you
blame the Chengs? You can only blame fate. When the plateau suffered from famine, what did you do for your
wife and child? Weren’t you away from home shamefully robbing and burning other people’s homes? You are
greedy for profit without investment. It’s absurd for you to blame others for not taking care of your family!’
“The old man’s words were too much to the point for Chu to ignore, he blushed so deeply that even his neck
was red. The old man didn’t seem to pay much attention to his reaction. He turned to us and told us to release the
captured bandits. As soon as the men were freed, Chu lost his earlier mildness.
“‘Now,’ he said, ‘you are in my hands, at my mercy! Look, you old geezer, I’m in charge here and I never let
anyone tell me how to behave. You’ve just humiliated me in front of my men. Now it is my turn. Let’s see you
talk your way out of this.’
“‘I have no skill in talking my way out of anything,’ the old man said calmly, ‘but before you make a move,
there are a few things I want to make clear. If your brain is not rusty, you must still be able to remember the
village on the Old Dragon River, which you plundered and then burnt to the ground as a farewell shot. I am from
that village!’
“‘So you have come for revenge!’
“‘Right,’ the old man said. ‘In the year of the famine I came to the plateau waiting for a chance to kill you, but
I waited in vain. Instead I just met more famine. One night near Yellow Leaves, I picked up a little boy beneath
the bare skeleton of a willow tree. I have nurtured the boy back to life and reared him through all these years. I
didn’t know till yesterday the boy’s father was the man I had come to kill—you!’
“Raising his pipe slowly, the old man pointed it at Chu while approaching him step by step. The ruthless bandit suddenly seemed to become uncertain and timid, his mouth half-open, as if trying to say something. At that
moment, to everyone’s amazement, Little Gourd cried aloud and ran to kneel at the feet of the old man. Clasping
his master’s leg, he cried:
“‘Master, don’t say so. I have no father! How could I be the son of this heartless bandit!’
“‘Alas, Little Gourd,’ the old man sighed and said gloomily, ‘no matter what he has done, he is your father.
There is a natural bond that you can not deny.’ Then turning to Chu Hai-chang, he said firmly: ‘Now I am
returning to you your only flesh and blood; give him a chance to raise his head with some dignity before people.’
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“It was a strange sight: all seemed to be transformed into wooden props nailed to the ground, staring and
gaping. When Little Gourd finally knelt before his father and called him Daddy, Chu, as if struck, dropped on his
knees before the old man and, in a choking sob, cried:
“‘Sir, isn’t it my life that you’re after? Here it is, I am offering it to you.’
“Kneeling there upright, the bandit swiftly drew out a dagger decorated with a piece of red-cloth. People saw a
flash, and the dagger was plunged into his own heart; the red-cloth draped on the hilt rose and fell with his last
breath. Then he slowly stretched out his hand and clasped the son he had thought was forever lost.
“Dusk began to descend, all the bandits were on their knees paying a last tribute to their leader. Only the whitehaired, white-bearded old man remained standing in the middle of the plateau. Somehow he looked more like an
imposing mountain than some mere human being …”
*
The ending of the story told by the guard is, of course, magnificently sad. The way the bandit clutched his son
after stabbing himself reminded every one of the saying, “As soon as one lays down his knife, he is elevated to
become a Buddha.” Chu’s band dissolved after his death, and no one in town was harsh enough to judge him severely, since he had paid for his evil deeds manfully. The old man vanished from the plateau mysteriously without
even revealing his name.
Years flowed by. This fondly cherished story has become a legend, and through generations of repetition and
exaggeration, it has developed into a sort of incredible myth. In the evenings, children often point at the black
teeth of the mountain, saying that the highest peak is the hunchbacked old man, and the lower peak is Chu Haichang the bandit, while the slanting pine tree on the bosom of the peak was the dagger he plunged into his heart.
However unbelievable these details may sound, they have a touching symbolic meaning to the townsfolks
embodying their admiration for such legendary figures. Especially in winter, after a snow, the image of the whiteheaded peak seemed to offer them a sense of security. When evil men appear, they say:
“Just wait and see how long they will ride high. Sooner or later our hunchbacked old man will come and get
them.”
In waiting for the appearance of this hero of peace who has never returned, they have learned patience and
endurance. The inscrutable and desolate night must pass sooner or later, not only from the plateau, but everywhere
… There are bound to be other suns rising from other legends to warm the chilled hearts of people.
73.23 The Feast Of “Flower-Pattern” Wine\fn{by Tuan Ts’ai-hua (1933- )} Kiangsu Province, China (M) 5
With his reed raincape hung from his staff, the wandering monk raised his hand to shield his eyes as he gazed
into the distance. On both sides of the creek, all was a delicate pink. Several steeds with silver bells ambled under
willow boughs. The monk waddled ahead toward the densely-packed group till he heard the chatter of the girls
with their gift-baskets. They were discussing how many sprays of peach blossom they would gather and bring
back. The monk hesitated whether to follow the group or turn back to the main road and stood knitting his eyebrows for a while on the Chu-chih Bridge. A crippled beggar walked up to the bridge, all in tatters and dragging a
bamboo cane. Beggars squeezed themselves against the rails on both sides of the bridge. The crippled beggar
stopped to ask:
“Isn’t it time yet?”
Some of the beggars were dozing, paying no attention to passers-by. The monk, walking toward the middle of
the bridge, cast a glance at a woman in a red gown. A beggar guffawed. Peach blossoms filled the stream, and
over them twigs and branches of peach intertwined. With his staff held in front of his chest, he was about to break
into a rage when a whiff of fragrance came floating in the wind, and he sniffed at it a few times.
“Good smell!” The monk commented with admiration.
The guffawing beggar began to dribble. The crippled beggar stretched his hand to claw at the air a few times as
if he wanted to grasp the fragrance with his hands.
“The wine-jars are being opened,” he said, “we’ll go there as soon as the guests are seated.”
The wandering monk suppressed the unhappiness in his heart and walked into the peach wood. On the bank of
the creek:, there was a horse tied to a red tree while a few others stood around with tethers lying on the ground. A
white horse swished its tail. Many green sedan chairs were deposited on the ground in rows. At intervals of every
few trees, tables and chairs were set, spreading over a square mile in extent, and ladies and gentlemen, all guests
at the banquet, were sitting around. The young married women stuck flowers into their pearl brooches and the
unmarried girls hid the corners of their mouths behind silk handkerchieves. The male guests had napkins spread
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over their laps. Cooks and waiters with dishes or trays in their hands shuttled around among the trees.
“I’d better stay out of sight,” the monk said to himself, but he did not move.
“Just this once,” he said, spurred on by his appetite. “Except for my initiation scars and shaven head, I am in
no way different from those people.”
The wine-jars with their carved and painted dragons and phoenixes were opened, and the smell of wine filled
the air. The monk walked toward the tables spread for the feast; he laid his staff against a small peach tree and
leaned on the trunk, his reed raincape swinging slightly.
“Kind sir,” he accosted one of the attendants, “is this the Peach Blossom River?”
The man was dipping wine from the jar and funneling it into bottles to be distributed among the tables. Many
others were performing a similar task throughout the area.
“No,” he answered. “This is only Peace Blossom Creek. We are celebrating the wedding of the landlord’s
daughter. Unconventional as it is, he chose March for the wedding to entertain his guests in this garden of some
three-thousand-and-six-hundred peach trees.”
“Oh,” said the monk, “I must have taken the wrong road. Otherwise, I’d have reached my destination long
ago.”
“Where do you come from?” The man stopped dipping and funneling wine and asked, “Which mountain and
which temple are you going to?”
The monk turned to look at the road from which he had just turned off and saw that the road was already
buried in drooping flowery branches.
“I’m from a broken-down temple on one of the peaks of Omei Mountain,” he said. “My master sent me go to
Puto.\fn{A note reads: Both Omei and Puto are mountains famous for their Buddhist temples as centers of pilgrimage .} I should have
arrived there in February, but the twittering of the swallows has put me off schedule.”
“Does a monk from a well-known mountain drink wine?” the man asked. “It seems to me you have come for
food and drink.”
The monk did not answer; a white-haired old man in a long flower- patterned gown and jacket walked over, his
steps light and poised and his face glowing with spirits.
“On this day of great bliss,” the old man said, “we have prepared no vegetarian dishes. If you do not mind
eating smelly fish and fat pork, please come and sit at the head of the table.”
The attendant stood on one side with drooping shoulders, and the monk could tell that this man was the owner
of the place.
“The peach trees bloom only once a year!” said the monk.
“Good wine one does not come across many times in a lifetime!” the master of the Peach Blossom Creek
responded. “Open up a jar specially for his reverence.”
The guests stopped laughing and talking, and the monk could feel the eyes of everyone upon him. Becoming
red in the face, he made polite gestures trying not to seem presumptuous and then seated himself on a seat
alongside the head table. Across the table sat a debonair young man. This young man wore a gown of flowery
embroidery with white sleeves turned back at the wrist; holding a twig of peach blossom in one hand, as part of a
drinking-game. When the sound of a drum suddenly stopped, the distracted young man had failed to pass the twig
to the next guest. The other guests were shouting that he had forfeited and after the monk had settled himself in
his seat, the young man was compelled to drink three cups of wine as his punishment. The young man stood up,
graceful as a willow tree in the wind, and raised high his wine cup, saying:
“I shall drink every cup to the bottom.” He then turned to look at the monk. “But the late-comer should also
drink three cups to keep me company.”
Under the urging of the master and the guests, the monk consented. He lifted the cup to drink as he stood
opposite the young man. He felt his mouth filled with the aged purity and fragrance of the wine.
“Ever since I came down from the mountain, I have come across wine shops in cities and wine stalls in remote
villages. I have seen gushing fountains of wine and wine-wagons filling the streets. But, I have passed by them all
without even turning my head,” said the monk. “What makes me vulnerable to the good smell of this wine?”
The master poured another cup of wine for him, and all the guests at the table stared at him.
“This wine makes one feel that all those nights spent under a lonely green light and inside the ancient walls
have been spent in vain; it makes the gods feel the urge to descend into the world of men. This cannot be an
ordinary wine. What is its name?”
The drum started again; the drummer was hidden behind a drapery and his sticks fell on the drum rhythmically. The spray of peach blossom was passed to a guest wearing a small green cap, then to a silk merchant, then
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to a young married woman who drank tea instead of wine, and then to a young girl who wore a white rose in her
hair. She passed the spray to the master of Peach Blossom Creek, and the master received the spray with his left
hand and passed it on with his right hand. With a smile he said:
“Flower-Pattern.”
When the spray of peach blossom came into the monk’s hand he looked at it and passed the spray to his right
hand. Two petals dropped from the spray, one falling beside the cup and the other right into the overflowing cup.
“What?” The spray of peach blossom was passed on and the drumbeats grew more and more urgent.
“Flower-Pattern,” the host repeated. “That is the name of this wine.”
“Ah,” the monk said, “I seem to have heard of it.”
The debonair young man lifted his chopsticks.to pick .up a slice of seafood. Placing it in the saucer in front of
him, he mixed some sauces with it.
“You have heard people talk about it?”
“Hua Tiao,\fn{A note reads: The Chinese pronounciation of Flower-Pattern Wine.} Mao T’ai, and Ta Ch’ü are well-known
wines in the Nine Regions,”\fn{A note reads: Traditional name for the Chinese Mainland.} said the monk, “and readily
available on the market.”
The debonair young man broke out into laughter and began to finger the cup in front of him in a playful
manner, and all the other guests at the table laughed out loud. The monk asked:
“Did I say something wrong?”
“No,” said the master of the Peach Blossom Creek. “All kinds of wine are available on the market. Otherwise
the drunkard would become even more down on his luck.”
As the blossoming spray was passed along, the drum tattoo sounded like a shower. The debonair young man
sniffed at it and then passed it on to the guest sitting next to him. Then, he said out loud:
“But Flower-Pattern Wine is unlike such wines as Mao T’ai and Ta Ch’ü, which can be bought at the places
where these wines are made. But the Flower-Pattern wine produced in this place is so rare that you can hardly get
the genuine thing, no matter how much you are prepared to payor how far you travel to find it.”
“You are exaggerating,” said the monk in astonishment.
The young man laughed again, and swallowed his morsel of seafood; he was flushed and excited because of
the drum or something else.
“It is true,” he said, “the wine is made only for weddings. When a woman gives birth to a daughter and the
news is reported to her family, her mother provides the rice and her brother invites master-vintners to make wine
from the rice. The wine is then sealed into wine jars with wax or red clay. Famous craftsmen are hired to carve
flower patterns on the wine-jars. That is why the wine is called Flower-Pattern.”
“Where is the wine stored until the daughter grows up?” asked the monk again.
“After the wine is sealed into the jar, it is transported by horse and wagon to the house of the new-born niece,”
said the debonair youth. “Trenches of a depth of six to twelve feet are dug beneath the eaves of the house where
the niece was born, and the jars are buried in rows. Years of drought and years of war may pass, but not until the
time when the girl reaches marriageable age is it allowed to dig up the jars and unseal them.”
“Then they remain buried for eighteen to nineteen years?”
“Sometimes even longer.” The debonair young man turned to the master of Peach Blossom Creek. “May I
speak a word of ill omen?”
“On the day the Flower-Pattern Wine jars are opened, all works are propitious,” said the master, clicking his
cup with that of the silk merchant.
“In case the girl dies in childhood, the wine is passed on to the next daughter, and the latter will still have her
own wine too. So, when this girl is married, she will have two vintages, one belonging to her dead sister and the
other belonging to herself.”
“Oh,” the monk said. “And if she should also die in childhood?”
“It is inherited by a still younger sister. There was one case where the bride had nine vintages of wine.”
“If there is no sister left to inherit, what happens?”
“In such cases,” said the debonair young man, “there is only a sad adage: ‘The girl has too short a span of life,
and people think of the good Flower-Pattern Wine in vain.’”
When the red flower spray went on its eighth round and fell into the hands of the monk, the drum suddenly
stopped. The debonair young man filled up his own cup and also the cup of the guest wearing the small green cap.
He pushed both cups to the monk. All the guests in the vicinity turned to look, as the monk first took up his own
cup.
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“I have not yet extended my congratulations to the master,” he said. “Allow me to drink this cup as a toast to
you.”
The master of Peach Blossom Creek did the same. And the monk said again:
“How old is your gracious daughter?”
“Eighteen,” the master of the Peach Blossom Creek said. “She looks like a grown-up but she is still no more
than a child.”
“In that case, this wine has been buried underground for eighteen years?” the monk asked.
“Longer than that,” said the debonair young man. “This is the first batch of two hundred jars, and they have
been buried for thirty-four years.”
“Did she have an older sister then?” the monk asked.
“Yes,” the young man said. “When she was sixteen she fell ill with a strange sickness. The most famous physicians from all over China were called in but nobody dared to prescribe. One doctor was still on his way when she
died by a small window. Now she lies buried upstream in the midst of the shades of the green willows.”
“What a pity,” said the woman who drank tea instead of wine. “Such a clever and intelligent lady, and her
needle-work was the best for miles around.”
“Her death has made this feast possible,” said the master, without the slightest touch of sadness on his face.
“Please drink freely!” When the monk lifted the cup to his lips, he said again: “Just a while ago one petal fell from
the spray and dropped into my cup—”
“It does not matter,” the monk went on gaily. “A wine aged for thirty-four years should be sipped with flowers
in it.” He had scarcely emptied his cup when there was noise from somewhere. The few horses tethered under the
peach trees bounded lightly, and the white horse began to neigh against the sky. As the guests turned to see, they
saw the group of beggars approaching the feast. They were led by the crippled beggar, and they yelled at the top
of their lungs their congratulations to the master. The master of Peach Blossom Creek pushed away his chair and
walked among the beggars. The guests were all feeling upset and some covered their noses with handkerchieves.
The master of Peach Blossom Creek, even in the midst of the shouts and commotion of the beggars, still kept the
smile on his face. He promised the beggars that, after the feast, several jars of wine would be opened for them and
before they departed they would each be given a present. The crippled beggar told the other beggars to go away
but he himself remained among the tables. After he got a drink from one of the waiters, he then began to sing to
the accompaniment of two bamboo castanets:
The lotus flowers fall
Fall the lotus flowers
On the northern bank is the master’s house
At his daughter’s wedding he opens over one thousand jars of wine
And the guests are so numerous that all the pathways are covered with carriages
In the month of March
Under the red sun
The phoenix-topped and the flower-patterned sedan chair comes from the southern village
The daughter to be carried out of the house surpasses the peach blossom in beauty
If you do not drink today, when will you be drinking?
This year’s blossoms will not bloom next year
Ah, ya, ya, anyone who isn’t mad or drunk is a fool
The lotus flowers fall
Fall the lotus flowers
Ah, ya, ya, anyone who isn’t mad or drunk is just a fool.

After he stopped singing he swallowed down a huge dipperful of wine and staggered awkwardly away. The
monk, enchanted by the song felt hazy and bewildered. The bottom of his cup turned upward slowly; as the cup
came in contact with his mouth, the wine with the peach petal in it poured down his throat. He felt a burning
sensation in his chest.
He emptied two more cups, and his behavior grew strange. The white horse under the tree was kicking its heels
for no reason. With one chopstick and one sprig of peach blossom, he picked up a fat slice of pork and put it into
his mouth and chewed at it slowly while looking around with his tipsy eyes at the talking and laughing guests.
When the drum sounded again, he passed the sprig to the next guest. All the tables were playing the same game,
so tens of sprigs were circulating among the guests. The white horse shook himself and his buttocks quivered
momentarily. The monk felt ecstatic and lost control of his feelings. He drank another cup, forgetting that he still
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had a long way to go. He had lived up in the mountains for decades but had never before become so forgetful.
The master of Peach Blossom Creek returned to his own seat, and the girl with a white rose in her hair toasted
him. As he filled up the cup, from afar came the sound of string instruments, very much like a crystal stream
flowing through clumps of flowers. The debonair young man stood up to watch, and all the sprays of peach
blossom stopped abruptly. One of the attendants shouted at the top of his lungs:
“The sedan chair has arrived!”
All the guests one by one laid down their chopsticks, and the drum behind the curtain fell silent. The monk
looked with slightly fuddled eyes in the direction from which the sound of music drifted, and he saw a flowerpatterned sedan chair carried in; its bright, red curtain was reflected in the creek when it passed over the bridge.
The master of Peach Blossom Creek put down his cup a.nd walked over toward the sedan chair; the woman
who drank tea instead of wine and the girl with the white rose stuck into her hair followed the master. And the
flowery sedan chair under their guidance passed through the peach orchard and stationed itself to the north of the
place of feasting. Some people ran to the house with the news and then the same news was carried back:
“Miss Ch’un-hsin has left the front hall.”
“Yin-ti, the servants and the maids of honor, where are they?” asked the woman who drank tea instead of wine.
“They have gone to conduct the bride here,” the messenger said. A young man wearing a gown of green
flowery pattern was led by the master to a seat of honor. He wore a large, red flower pinned on his bosom, and
even at first sight one could tell that he was the bridegroom. He appeared to be rather restrained in drinking. As he
talked and laughed, his face was slightly flushed but he maintained his dashing and bright-tempered spirits. The
girl with the white rose in her hair looked at him a few more times and this made the monk’s heart beat wildly.
“I do not know who merits greater congratulations,” said the guest wearing the small green cap with his eyes
on the master of the Peach Blossom Creek. “Miss Ch’un-hsin on marrying such an excellent husband,” he turned
toward the bridegroom, “or you, on marrying a lady like Miss Ch’un-hsin.”
“She is really one in a million,” said the woman. “Ever since she was eleven she has seldom come down from
her lofty chamber. Aside from inquiring after her parents, she seldom sees anybody.”
“I have been with her a few times,” the girl with a white rose stuck in her hair said. “I remember two occasions
very clearly. Once—” Suddenly she suppressed a smile around the corners of her mouth saying: “I had better not
mention it.”
“It’s a glorious day and this is a joyous feast; there’s no need to be bashful about differences of station,” said
the silk merchant. “Why don’t you say what you wanted to say?”
The girl with a white rose stuck in her hair looked at the woman, and the woman who drank tea instead of wine
said: “Of course. Why don’t you speak out?”
“There was one time in March,” said the girl with a white rose. “The window of her lofty chamber was thrown
open, and cold air drifted in. Sister Ch’un-hsin\fn{ A note reads: “Sister” here is used by girls to refer to their friends .} was
looking at flowers from behind the blinds. A light mist veiled the creek in the early morning. The peach blossoms
were in full bloom with their delicate pink. Looked at from the tower Sister Ch’un-hsin was standing in, it
appeared to be a dream world. The sun came through the blinds and threw zebra patterns on her. That day she
wore a light green dress, without makeup and with a pale amber pin in her hair. I was dazzled upon seeing her.
She asked, ‘Why are you staring at me like that?’ While she was speaking to me, the wind tucked at the corners of
her dress ever so lightly, and her silky hair was uplifted by the wind. And I said: ‘Your dress is too thin for the
season, isn’t it?’ And Sister Ch’un-hsin said: ‘No.’”
Everybody was lost in thought, imagining that maiden looking at flowers from her tower. The debonair young
man had picked up a piece of chicken wing but forgot to put it into his mouth. The guest wearing the little green
cap threw his head slightly backward and kept it there. The bridegroom became red in the face. The master of the
house and the woman who drank tea instead of wine were smiling. The monk’s hand was shaking, agitating the
spray of peach blossom between his fingers.
“And the other time?” asked the silk merchant.
The girl again became shy and hesitant, and the woman said: “Go on and finish your story.”
“It was August when the wild geese are on the wing,” the girl with a white rose started again. “When I think of
the time, it seems that I can still hear the cries of the huge geese. Sister Ch’un-hsin was standing for a short while
behind the rail on the balcony which overlooked the courtyard. Water dropped from the edge of the roof for it was
evening after a rainfall. The setting sun flashed its beams on the evening clouds which appeared in many colors.
She wa.s concentrating on the clouds, unaware of my approach. Nothing was in motion except the shadows of the
trees which fell across her. That day, she was wearing a white dress, which rippled with delicate colors in the light
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reflected from the clouds. Her cheeks appeared most tender and radiant and I had never seen such color except
that of the lotus flowers in full bloom after rain. When she turned she uttered a quiet ‘Ah,’ and said: ‘When did
you come in?’ I said, ‘I have been standing here for quite a while.’ I asked her again: ‘What were you thinking?’
And Sister Ch’un-hsin replied: ‘I have been watching the delicate August clouds, just watching.’ As she was
saying this, a flight of geese flew over the courtyard, and their cries sounded desolate in the autumn air. Sister
Ch’un-hsin knitted her eyebrows, and a cloud of sorrow played across her face.”
As she reminisced, all the guests listened intently. The untethered horses, except for the white one who was
still swishing his tail, stood stock still. The music from the string instruments glided over the water of the creek.
Two men walked ahead unrolling a red carpet. As the carpet unrolled, the bride, accompanied by the maids of
honor, advanced, treading upon it. A boy of fifteen or sixteen, wearing a broad-brimmed hat, walked beside the
bride. The bride was dressed in a red jacket. On her head was a phoenix crown with pearls and sparkling precious
stones, and her face was hidden behind a red silk veil. Her eight-pleated skirt was also red in color; when she
moved closer you could hear the silky rustling of her skirts. All the guests were on their feet and gazed at her
intently. She knelt down on the red carpet and kowtowed to the master of Peach Blossom Creek to bid farewell,
and then she bowed to thank the guests. The debonair young man smiled and nodded, and the one with the little
green cap bent his head slightly in acknowledgement. The woman who drank tea instead of wine said something.
The monk let go of the peach spray while gazing at the neck of the bride; he felt the need to plunge under a
roaring waterfall. Someone set off a string of firecrackers. The exploding of the firecrackers made the horses jump
around. One firecracker flew all the way to where the white horse was and exploded under his belly; the white
horse jumped and soared over the firecracker man before he had time to dodge.
The guests shouted and screamed, but the white horse did not stop. He bumped into a few peach trees and sent
the flowers drifting down, then jumped over the phoenix-topped sedan chair but did no damage. He turned back,
leaping and galloping among the tables, frightening and scattering the guests. The horse swerved suddenly toward
the bride, his hoof beats pounding fiercely. The servants and maids of honor shrieked and pushed against one
another. The bride slipped and stumbled, The red veil dropped from her face.
The face thus revealed was tender and delicate with a tiny red mouth, straight nose .and delicately arched eyebrows. As the white horse gambolled madly, she opened her lips slightly to utter a scream. Her eyes emitted a
tremulous and shy light, and she covered her face with her sleeves. Her fingers, protruding from the sleeves,
revealed fingernails as scarlet as her lips.
A wine cup flew from somewhere and hit the horse on his spine, then crashed to the ground; the white horse
relaxed his legs and galloped into the wilderness on one side of the peach orchard. The guests returned to their
seats, a servant girl picked up the red silk veil and placed it once more over the bride’s face. The debonair young
man turned back to look but the white horse had already plunged deep into the wilderness. He caught only a
glimpse of his white flowing mane, his back and silvery tail, and the sound of his running hooves.
“Ah!” said the guest with the little green cap. “How could that horse turn wild? Has he not been given training?”
“Either the music or the firecrackers or broad vistas of red blossoms must have alarmed him!” said the debonair young man. As he looked back he could see a man still setting off firecrackers under the peach tree.
“Who threw the cup that hit the horse?” asked the master of Peach Blossom Creek. “Otherwise, the horse
might have hurt my daughter.”
Everybody stared in wonder at each other, but there was no sign of the monk. His seat was empty but the spray
of peach blossom was still there. A cup was missing from the place where he had sat. When the guests looked at
the peach tree, the staff still leaned on the branches and the green reed cape still hung from the staff. Nothing
seemed to have changed.
“Eh?” said the debonair young man. “Why did he leave without bidding goodbye?”
“He came uninvited and left without warning,” said the guest in the little green cap. "He is truly a strange fellow.”
On the green stone bridge a tumultuous shouting arose. The guests hurried over and found a monk’s cloak
floating upon the water. Several red peach petals were scattered over the cloak. But the beggars pointed across the
creek to a farther place.
As the guests gazed into the distance, they saw a man with bare back and dripping with water. He walked on
into the green wilderness without turning his head.
82.25 Crying Over A Book\fn{by Chu Yeh (1933- )} Anhwei Province, China (M) 3
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The studious type I know I am not, but my love for books is very real. In order to acquire a book after my own
heart, I will even go so far as to run into debt. The satisfaction of owning the book compares to that of owning the
whole world. Prior to my departure, the buying and accumulating of book after book left me with a total of three
thousand volumes of books. I transformed my basement into a small library, so whenever I have the time, I enjoy
losing myself in the mountain of books, reminiscing about the strange twists and turns that brought each book to
me. It is like the renewal of old friendships, the thrill of finding and getting to know each other again. The warm
and deep affection we have for each other is difficult to put down on paper.
The thought of leaving the country inevitably left me feeling reluctant and hesitant. Aside from close friends
and relatives, the three thousand books dissolved into three thousand beloved faces before me, making it painful
to say goodbye. The lack of suitable storage space forced me to give these soul-mates away, one by one, to friends
and relatives. To me, the gesture was not unlike that of one warrior handing his treasured sword over to a fellow
warrior. The act of giving books away is a complicated one; which book goes to which person is an art in itself.
You are bound to run into trouble if you give a book of Buddhist teachings to a Christian. In the same vein, relaying the Holy Bible to a Buddhist will not go down well at all. Even the most enlightened believer will secretly
frown at the lack of tact on the part of the giver. Once, I gave a stack of carefully selected books to a friend who
was my senior and blundered badly.
My friend hosted a farewell dinner for my family in view of our imminent departure from the country. After
much eating and drinking, I stole into the old gentleman’s study. I discovered the books I had given him previously were all laid out on the bookshelf except for one. The Book of Hsuntze was discarded on the side. My friend
obviously felt no affinity with Hsuntze, I thought to myself. At the sight of the abandoned book, I felt I had done
the book a disservice. Feeling at a loss, I picked up the book just as my friend entered the room. When he saw the
book in my hand, his smile disappeared. His demeanor reflected one who had just run into a neighbor he found
distasteful. After a long uncomfortable silence, he started speaking to me as if the book were there for the single
purpose of annoying him.
The old gentleman spoke with a stern, cold expression.
“Hsuntze said, ‘The nature of man is evil, all goodness is mere pretense.’ Do you agree with him?”
“That’s too generalized.” I knew he was ready to explode, so in order to appease him, I quickly added, “Old
Man Hsun also said in that same chapter that a man has the potential to become someone like Emperor Shiah Yu.
Hsuntze idolized Confucius and detested Mencius but he still picked up on Mencius’s doctrine. No wonder most
people mock him for being in a school apart.”
“Explain yourself, what do you mean?”
“Well, isn’t Mencius known for the immortal saying, ‘All men can become Emperor Yau or Emperor Sun?”
Old Man Hsun only changed Yau and Sun to Yu. He’s saying basically the same thing. That’s why future generations smirk and mock at him.”
“Ah, could it be that I made a mistake?” The old man’s face cleared, his voice became gentler. “You’re right to
call him Old Man Hsun! Emperor Shia Yu: Emperor Yau or Emperor Sun, what’s the difference? A school apart,
ha! I like that. And all this time I thought you were—”
“A pile of manure?”
The old gentleman burst out laughing and caught his dentures as they shot out of his mouth. I changed the
topic and pocketed the Book of Hsuntze without him noticing. So an embarrassing situation died down amidst our
laughter and chatter. On the way home I was furious; even a twelve course state banquet could not have salvaged
my peace of mind. The gift could have turned into a fuse. If I’d been feeling less than happy that particular day,
knowing myself, I would have given the old gentleman a piece of my mind. Who’s to say the short-tempered old
man suffering from high blood pressure would not have gone over the top or fainted from the onslaught? So the
lesson learnt is not to give books away at random. Like the saying goes, match bird to master, give gifts with care.
Many things have happened to me because of coincidence. A Buddhist Academy in Taichung requested that I
pass over my collection to their library. This was heaven sent, it would be for the benefit of Buddhist believers
and would go down as an honorable deed. I wanted to hire a car and deliver my three thousand books to Taichung
immediately. At the time, Chiang Kwei was teaching at this Academy. He called me late one night and told me he
did not think my gift was appropriate.
“Asking these devout women followers to read the old edition of Jin-Pimg-Meir would mean disrupting their
peace, don’t you think?”
I realized my mistake. After screening all my books, I found few were truly suited for these devout keepers of
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the faith; the honorable deed I had in mind was not meant to be. Five years later, after returning to Taiwan, I met
up with Chiang Kwei again. We laughed and shook our heads at my past foolishness. Later, when I returned to
South America, I received news of Chiang Kwei’s death. When I recall that barely half a month before we had
been sipping tea and chatting gaily at a teahouse in Taichung, I can only sigh at the inconstancy of life.
After careful screening and pinning book to owner, I managed to give the books away without causing another
blunder. But the reluctance and pain I felt in parting with each book was indelibly imprinted on my mind. These
feelings could only be surpassed by the agony experienced by parents during major catastrophes when their own
flesh and blood is torn from their arms. My sadness was real, but it was not the deep, lasting grief and tears that
flood your face when loved ones have to part. With the passing of years, my regret gradually subsided.
But I did weep over the loss of a book once. Although half a lifetime has flown by since then, I will never
forget the terrible tears and desperate pain that racked my body on that fateful day. Those feelings will never pass.
As a boy, I was forced to leave home and escape from the enemies that surrounded our town. Amidst the sound of
gunshots and shelling, my parents saw me leave. During the rush, my mother hastily put a small pack of clay in
my arms and my father stuffed a book into my bags. I did not stop to dwell on these belongings in my fear and
confusion. It was only after I had managed to escape from the fallen city, overcome by longing for my parents and
crouched on board a small black bonnet boat in the middle of the wide Chang Kiang River, that I paused to look
inside the bag. The clay was still moist. The book, a handwritten volume of The Analects of Confucius, shook me
when I saw it. The paper had already started to yellow, but the words were written with strong, neat strokes, pages
and pages of well-rounded Yen calligraphy that bore the stamp of my father’s handwriting filled my eyes.
In the days that followed, long years when I drifted between wars, whenever the tide of longing for kin and
home swept over me, the handful of clay and the copy of The Analects of Confucius would be my sole comfort.
Later on the battlefield, I received a letter from home. My father mentioned the book in his letter:
When I was young, I remember breaking some house rules. My punishment was to copy the book of The Analects of
Confucius by hand. From dusk till dawn, I hovered over the table with pen in hand while the incense burned. I was very
careful not to make any mistakes, as one mistake meant ten whippings.

Whenever I think back on the letter or see the book before me, the picture of a young lad hovering over the
table writing vigorously from dusk till dawn flashes before my eyes. I can almost smell the sweet smoke rising
out of the small incense burner on the shelf. When I get to the part where one mistake meant ten whippings, I
cannot help but smile. But the incident was also an acute depiction of my father’s generation, when a scholar
worked hard and never let his guard down because the expectations and duties of his ancestors weighed heavily
down on his shoulders.
During the futile years when I had to follow my battalion from battlefield to battlefield, the book became my
shadow. Emotionally, I depended on it far more than I depended on my friends. I remember one evening as we
stopped to rest at a deserted village during our march toward the battlefields of Lunan. At the time, I served as the
personal Aide to the Head Commandant and was only allowed to have the maps of the battlefield with me; I was
prohibited from keeping any belongings, including the book, with me. I had asked a Captain to temporarily take
care of my belongings but when we entered the village, he refused to hand my bag over to me. He mumbled
something under his breath, and when 1 pushed him for an answer, he suddenly said my bag had disappeared. I
felt I had been hit on the head; flames of fury washed over me; I think that’s what people call losing your head. I
took out my pistol and pointed it straight at him and addressed him by his nickname.
“Baldy, if you don’t find me my bag, you will pay with your life.”
“Brother, you can’t be serious.” His face was a picture of fear. “A small bag in exchange for a life? What do
you have in there that’s more important than my skull?”
Disturbed by the loud shouts and commotion outside, the Commandant and several other high ranking officials
abandoned their dinner and came out to see what was happening. The Commandant stared sternly at Captain
Chang and asked in his Shanxi flavored Chinese:
“What the heck was in Mr. Aide’s bag?”
“I bet, I bet they were letters from some young girl,” the Captain volunteered, his insight derived from having
studied some old Chinese classics. “Who can blame Mr. Aide for his outrage? The hardest thing for a man to
forfeit is the love of a young lady!”
“Stop being cheeky, where is the bag?”
While the bald Captain tried to muster an answer, the Commandant spotted a soldier who was holding my bag
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and running in our direction.
“Open the bag, let’s all see what is inside.”
The soldier opened my bag, first he took out a clay statue. Everyone burst out laughing. Then he took out a
paper parcel. After peeling the two layers of paper back, the copy of The Analects of Confucius appeared. The
Commandant held the book in his hand and leafed through it. He then took the clay statue and examined it back
and forth. Afterwards, the Commandant nodded his head and handed the book and the clay statue back to the soldier. The soldier looked surprised and puzzled as he wrapped the two articles up with great care. He held the small
bag with both hands and placed it before me. The Commandant appeared to be deep in thought; then, without
saying a word, he led the other officials inside to resume their dinner.
Now that my anger had died down, I was ashamed of my behavior. But I just could not get myself to apologize
to the bald Captain. Nevertheless, the conflict was resolved.
Unexpectedly, not long after dinner, the Commandant wanted to see me. He asked about the story behind the
book and the clay statue, so I was forced to tell him everything. I told him the clay was a gift from my mother at
the time of our parting. Countless times, I mixed water with clay so I could mold it into the shape of a dragon. The
dragon was my mother’s horoscope sign. My clumsy hands, not those of a skilled sculptor, could only mold out of
the yearning and pain in my heart. Each word, each sentence of The Analects of Confucius originated from the
hands of my father. It stood for the respect scholars had for books and embodied the love and hopes of a father
towards his son. The Commandant, evidently touched, shook his head and sighed.
“Your anger is well-founded but it goes against reason. The biggest flaw a man can have is a short temper. A
serene disposition will carry you, a headstrong and impatient one will ruin you. Remember what I have said; it is
the truth.”
For the first time, due to the loss of a book, an unforgivable flaw in my character was revealed. I also learnt a
valuable lesson. Many experiences in life are crystalized in times of suffering. This revelation came to me also by
way of a book.
Not long after, I participated in the most brutal and heart-wrenching battle ever known in Chinese history, the
Battle at Meng Liang Kang. Under the assault of massive enemy fire, I lay on the back of a soldier and decoded
an urgent telegram. I took my own backpack down and got ready to run for shelter at the command station. Quite
unexpectedly, my backpack rolled off the rock and fell away from me. The situation at that time did not permit me
to stall, but after delivering the telegram safely into the hands of the Commandant, I went out again. I spotted the
backpack: it was at least a hundred meters away. With the cascade of shells and bullets that flew in every
direction, a hundred meters looked like more than a thousand kilometers. I thought of the book in the backpack
and dashed straight for the backpack without stopping to think. Behind me, I could hear shouts of warning and
commands to stop but I continued to charge. Finally, I managed to grab the backpack but when I took a look down
the mountain, I saw the enemy was a mere hundred steps away from where I was. A cannon exploded somewhere
near me, and I sprinted back to base under the cover of thick cannon smoke.
News of my blind courage got to the Commandant. He called me into the cave and said to me in anger and
concern:
“I know how brave you are; next time there’s a kamikaze mission, you’re heading it!”
The bald captain leaning against the opening of the cave was smirking at me too. I took out my copy of The
Analects of Confucius and held it against my heart. I also put the clay statue back in its proper place. The gibes
and mockery of the others fell on deaf ears. When I thought of the book next to my chest, I knew there was no
need for explanation.
The years continued to slip by and the copy of The Analects of Confucius stayed by my side through thick and
thin. The day our battalion retreated from Ping Tan Island, the island was swamped with wind and sand. Standing
on the dock, we came face to face with a battleship that swayed like a massive cradle, making it a feat just to
climb onto the starboard. When the ship tilted towards land, the side of the ship stood parallel with the dock so
with one easy step you were aboard. But a split second later the ship rocked, tilting back to the other extreme and
then you had to look up: the body of the ship loomed tall and ominous like the wall of a palace before you. The
shadows of passengers groping at the railings of the ship resembled the images of frogs. Sometimes, a poor soul
would lose his grip and hurtle all the way down the palace walls straight into the sea water. I carried my backpack
across my shoulder and waited for the side of the ship to steady. I used both hands to hold onto the gunwale and
hauled myself up. Just then, I saw my backpack slide off my back and head with the tilting of the ship for the sea.
I dove forward but two soldiers grabbed onto the lower half of my body. In that one second, I saw my back-sack
disappear from my line of vision forever, like a butterfly.
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Despair washed over me. I thought of the handful of clay and my father’s book and it was as if the clear visage
of my parents had disintegrated forever. Helpless and heart-broken, I lay on the deck while unstoppable tears
coursed down my face. The rage that rose out of my grief broke through my reserve and I screamed and howled
out my pain.
Time has managed to heal many broken dreams, but whenever I think of the book, the sense of longing and
sorrow continues to haunt me and is bitter to taste.
The studious type I know I am not, neither am I the type to cry. In my lifetime I cried just once. It was over a
book.
82.91 Parting\fn{by Lin-tung Wang (1933- )} Nanyang, Honan Province, China (F) 6
In the Chinese countryside, October 1 st of the lunar year is the day when landlords and tenant farmers draw up
their contracts. Each year, whether the landlords sign up new tenant farmers or the tenants find new landlords, all
the changes are made on that day. Therefore, in an agricultural society, October 1 st of the lunar year became an
important festival day.
Every year, the landlords prepare a feast on this day, either to welcome new tenants or to send off the old. Besides the tenants, they also invite some relatives living nearby and everyone gets together to have a good time and
to wish each other a lucky and prosperous year to come.
Even though we had moved into the city to live, Mother seemed to have brought this festival day with her from
our village. Every year, she would prepare a sumptuous meal and invite a few families of close relatives over to
celebrate.
This year, as usual, she had invited some relatives. Early in the morning, she’d brought out that big, earthenware stew pot. Besides preparing many other dishes, she planned to cook a pot of mutton and turnips. She said it
would be a nourishing tonic for everyone, now that the weather was so cold. The delicious smell of the stew
greeted me when I came home from school at noon. In previous years, whenever I smelled the stew cooking I
would think of the good time we would have with our relatives, and feel very happy. I loved having guests come
over, and all the excitement. However, today I was not happy and didn’t have any appetite at all.
Things had not been as usual in school today. The teachers didn’t feel like teaching, and the students wanted
the teachers to talk about the national situation. In the classrooms and in the school yard, the faces of the students
were filled with anxiety and concern; some were even secretly crying. The lively shouts and laughter of former
days had all disappeared.
Our geography teacher, Mr. Wang, had drawn on the blackboard a map of our city, Nanyang, which was the
county seat, and also the area outside the city. Then, using a piece of chalk, he slowly marked the neighboring
area with slashes. As he drew the slashes, he sadly told everyone that this area or that area had fallen into the
hands of the enemy. Finally, he drew a big circle around the city of Nanyang on the map, and said in an even
sadder voice,
“We are now alone. As for communication between our county seat and the outside, there is now only the
airport outside the North Gate. The situation is similar to the waters of a river rising over the banks and slowly
overflowing. Sooner or later we’ll get our feet wet. Days of peace and security won’t last much longer. All of you
must prepare for this emotionally.”
For months, the troops that had been guarding our city had repeatedly advanced and retreated, moving back
and forth like a saw. From the sounds of the artillery fire in the distance and the blood-covered bodies of the
wounded soldiers being carried in, it was apparent that although our city had not yet fallen to the enemy, it had
long since been caught in the midst of battle. Teacher Wang’s words had added to everyone’s worries and fears.
Today, Mother had invited guests over. Once home, I didn’t tell anyone the depressing news I’d heard in class,
but only ate my lunch quickly and returned to school. In the afternoon, after two hours of class, there was a
commotion in the school yard. Our principal had attended an emergency meeting with the military, which had
announced that tomorrow they would be withdrawing from this city. Except for the old, infirm, and the young, all
other parties, local organizations, military, police, and administrative personnel, and schools would be leaving.
Who could have known that what Teacher Wang had predicted would come true so quickly!
This news of a mass exodus shocked everyone, especially those students who’d long since lost contact with
their families. Unable to hold back their tears, they started to sob. The principal asked everyone to remain calm as
he told the day students to go home and get ready. Boarding students were to gather together a few possessions, as
everyone would have to leave early the next morning. When the principal finished speaking, I followed the day
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students on the road home. The people on the streets all seemed to be panicky, their faces filled with the fear of
the imminent catastrophe.
I really didn’t know how to tell Mother this news. She and I depended on each other for survival. Because our
home in the countryside had long since been cut off by the guerrilla-like forces of the Communists’ Eighth Route
Army, we hadn’t had any news from my paternal grandfather and aunt for a long time. Father, while receiving
training in Kaifeng, the provincial capital, had been isolated for a long time by one battle after another. After
Kaifeng had fallen, he just barely escaped and returned home. He was home for less than a month and then had
gone south to Soochow to look for another job. My younger brother had later followed him to Soochow.
The place where Mother and I now lived belonged to the organization for which Father used to work. Half of
the building was occupied by troops and their dependents; the other half housed the gentry folk and students
who’d escaped to Nanyang from the surrounding countryside. Conditions were crowded, like in a refugee camp.
Mother and I had only one room to ourselves. Things that relatives had left in storage with us were piled
everywhere, from the ground to the ceiling, leaving only an empty space on top of the bed. Suitcases and bundles
of all sizes and colors, fastened with thin string or tied up with thick rope, were heaped together—they, too,
looked like groups of refugees seeking shelter here.
When I arrived home, the troops and their families living in our yard were busy packing, as if ready to move
out at any minute. Those refugees from the countryside were rushing about in a daze. When I entered our room, I
saw Mother sitting on the edge of the bed, her fingers intertwined, looking very worried. Actually, she’d already
known for a long time that our city was going to be abandoned. For the past few days, Mother had been suffering
from a toothache; one side of her face was swollen to the size of half a rubber ball. The skin on that side of her
face was stretched so tight it was shiny. And she was also six months pregnant; the swelling of her abdomen was
quite evident.
Under these circumstances, I really didn’t know whether I should tell her the news that my school was going to
leave with the troops. Finally, mustering up my courage, I told her. Immediately, the sadness of uncertainty
enveloped us. Should I leave with the school or remain behind? Should Mother also leave with us? Our minds
were filled with all these questions, to which neither of us could find appropriate answers. I looked at Mother’s
glistening, swollen face, her swollen abdomen, and then at her small feet, which had originally been bound and
then released. My heart was filled with misgivings about Mother’s ability to leave. And even if she could leave,
how far could she walk? I had no idea at all.
I believed Mother could endure hardships; she was hardworking and full of determination. I searched frantically in my memory for proof to bolster my confidence in her ability to leave with me. I remembered the time I was
a boarding student in the second year of junior high school. Unexpectedly, I ran a high fever and my entire body
was covered with welts as large as dates. When Mother found out, she walked fifty lis\fn{A note reads: A measure of
length reckoned at 360 paces, or about 1,890 feet English measure .} in heavy rain and on muddy roads to the school to take
care of me. Recalling this incident, I said resolutely, “Ma, you can leave.”
Mother looked at me, looked at herself, and then looked around the roomful of things and said to herself,
“How can I leave?” At the sound of her low voice, I looked again at her swollen belly. This time she certainly
didn’t have a light, unburdened body! I fell again into the depths of indecision.
Facing such uncertainty, we quickly prepared some dinner and decided to go to see a close relative. He was a
nephew from my paternal grandmother’s side of the family. Since moving to the city, Mother had become good
friends with his daughter-in-law, despite the difference in their ages. Whenever something important came up,
Mother would always discuss it with them. If they planned to flee, I would let Mother go along. If they stayed,
Mother could also remain behind; they would look after her. With this idea in mind, we quickly left home and
walked down the street. In the early winter, it became dark especially early, so the heat from the sun had already
dissipated and there was no leftover warmth. The winter wind seemed to take advantage of this and began to blow
stronger. Tonight, there was no noisy night market to the left of the Gate. The tempting calls of vendors hawking
all kinds of tasty foods had also disappeared. There was only the sound of flying sand swept up by gusts of wind.
Also gone were those people who used to stand by the side of the street selling roast chicken and roast beef out of
baskets lit up by hanging lanterns.
The entire length of the street was completely dark. Ordinarily, the shops on either side of the street wouldn’t
have closed up so early, and even if they had closed, there would still be streams of light shining forth from the
cracks of each door, so that the people outside would feel that this street was still full of life. No matter how dark
it was, there would still be the sounds of people laughing and talking, whether inside or outside. Never before had
the streets seemed so dead, so deserted.
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Walking in the cold wind, Mother and I had unconsciously huddled closer to each other, our hands clasped
tightly together, as we made our way slowly in the dark. My mind was in a state of extreme confusion. Occasionally I could hear scattered sounds of dogs barking; their barks seemed to contain both fear and sadness. Perhaps
they too were upset by this unusual night without lights. The sound of the dogs barking made one feel even more
agitated. The oxen that had carried things into the city but were now unable to return to the countryside, bellowed
from dark corners. All these sounds deepened the sadness of parting and the feeling that disaster was imminent.
We slowly felt our way forward, relying on daytime experience and our memories. We found our way with
great difficulty to the front of Auntie’s shop. Once the door was opened, we saw that the shop, ordinarily bustling
with people, was now also shrouded with a heavy cloud of uncertainty. The goods on the shelves were scattered
all over the place. On the floor were tied-up bundles and already-packed wooden crates. Uncle greeted us, standing half-way up a ladder. Mother indicated to him that he should continue with what he was doing. He climbed up
the ladder, bringing goods down from the top shelves.
Auntie was wiping her eyes with a handkerchief. Seeing us enter, she hurried off to the back of the shop to get
some chairs. Seventh Sister-in-law, her face full of grief, just sat there. Each of her two children were tearfully
holding on to one of her legs. In the past, when we came to their home, the children would rush forward, all
smiles. Tonight, weighed down by the worried faces of the adults, they’d lost all their liveliness. Seventh Elder
Brother’s thin body seemed even thinner tonight. He sat with his legs wide apart, his two hands pressing down
hard on his knees, and his body completely bent over forward. On his thin face, his lifeless eyes were staring
blankly. It turned out that their entire family was also vacillating in the depths of indecision: whether to leave,
where to escape to, or whether to remain here and how to settle matters regarding the shop and the family.
After Mother and I sat down, Uncle climbed down the ladder, carrying a box of bicycle parts. He said, as if to
himself, “These are all metal parts. If we can’t take them along, I’ll dig a hole and bury them. When the Japanese
came, didn’t I also bury them? After victory, I dug them up again and they were all in good shape and could still
be sold and used. They weren’t in the least ruined.”
As soon as he finished speaking, Auntie loudly blew her nose and said angrily, “The Eighth Route Army
certainly isn’t like the Japanese! Haven]’t you heard? In many homes they have been digging several feet deep in
the earthen floor to see if anything has been buried.”
In a flash she’d upset Uncle's scheme; immediately his face fell with disappointment and he didn’t utter
another word.
Auntie was overcome with grief. Grasping Mother’s arm, she sobbed, “I thought that after the Japanese devils
left, we could have a few good years. The two of them, father and son, earned some money fixing bicycles. Then
they traveled to and from Shanghai and Hankow to buy goods to sell. During the past two years the money has
been coming in.”
During the Japanese Aggression, transportation to the outside world was disrupted and business in this
formerly bustling commercial city had fallen off for quite some time. After we won the war, business once again
revived. Many people relied on bicycles to go to Shanghai and Hankow to carry goods back and forth, and so both
sides prospered. This was how Seventh Elder Brother’s business became successful.
Auntie continued, “We originally rented this shop-front, then we bought it. After the Japanese bombed our
house, we fixed it, and our family settled down. Who would have thought we’d have to run for our lives again!”
The more she said, the more heart-broken she became. Although Mother wanted to console her, she couldn’t stop
Auntie from talking.
Auntie had only this one son, Seventh Elder Brother. She was short and feeble. Her face was pockmarked and
her eyes were very small. Her nose was very flat. Her face was so pointed and small, it didn’t seem able to contain
her two large nostrils. Many people who saw her said that her physiognomy was inauspicious. But for the past
two years, her son’s business had flourished and money seemed to be rolling into the family. Because of this,
when she heard that trouble was brewing again and they had to flee once more, she was even more heart-broken.
She suspected that her fate was truly bitter.
Mother turned to console her, saying, “This isn’t something happening to just our family, or to anyone person.
Look down the street. It’s pitch dark out there tonight. All the families sitting in their rooms are facing this
problem. The reason we came was to discuss this situation with all of you and to think of a plan.”
Auntie said firmly, “I can’t bear to give up this home. Who cares if it’s the Eighth or Ninth Route Army? They
won’t let people live.”
Seventh Sister-in-law did not mean to dispute with her mother-in-law, but her own experiences had left fear in
her heart. She said, “I can’t bear to think of how my mother, sobbing broken-heartedly, was chased out of her
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home, or of how my father was beaten until he was half-dead when the Eighth Route Army found the gun that
he’d hidden to use against bandits when the Japanese came. In the end, he died from his ordeals.” When she spoke
of her father, who had endured so much ill-treatment, Seventh Sister-in-law choked on her sobs.
Mother continued, “And there are those hateful local bullies. The Eighth Route Army gives them power to go
and pick fights, and to torture people. They’ll label you a landlord, seal up your door, and then divide up your
foodstuff. Things in the countryside have become so chaotic, there’s no longer any regard for the law of heaven!”
In the room, everyone’s face was filled with anger and misery. Seventh Sister-in-law wiped away her tears,
saying, “Tomorrow the county seat will be abandoned. There’ll be chaos in the streets. If the bad guys capture
those of us in business, they’ll torture us like they do the landowners.” She looked at Seventh Elder Brother. “His
health is so poor, how could he endure such an ordeal! I think we should take the children and leave. Even if we
lose our things, at least we’ll have escaped with our lives!”
Auntie felt that what Seventh Sister-in-law said was reasonable, and quickly added, “Old man, let’s do this.
We’re old, so we’ll remain behind to look after our home. Whether we live or die, that’ll be up to fate. After all,
we’re too old to walk far. Let our son take our daughter-in-law and the children and leave. If the children get tired,
he can use the bicycle, putting them on either side, like he used to do when he carried goods.”
Without letting her continue, Uncle said, “When carrying goods on the bicycle, if you fall, you can get up
again. But when carrying the children, if you’re not careful and there’s an accident, then there are three lives at
stake!” The words he blurted out shocked Auntie and Seventh Sister-in-law. It was just at this moment that
Seventh Elder Brother spit out a mouthful of bright red blood.
Mother and I were both numb with shock. Everyone in the room stood up quickly and rushed to Seventh Elder
Brother’s side. Seventh Sister-in-law held her husband’s head in her trembling hands, her tears falling onto his
head. Their children were frightened, crying out loudly, “Mama, Mama!” Auntie’s face was very pale; she was
beyond tears. With her hands outstretched helplessly, she repeatedly screamed, “Oh, my Heavens! Oh, my
Heavens!” Mother rushed to get the hot water thermos. I picked up a cup from the table and handed it to her.
Mother brought the hot water to Seventh Elder Brother’s lips, and told everyone not to panic so that he could sit
quietly for a while. Uncle held his head in his hands and said in a hopeless voice, “Leave? How can they leave?”
Seventh Elder Brother had been suffering from tuberculosis for the past two years. He’d risen to the challenge
of doing business and hadn’t met any obstacles. Now, realizing that everything that he’d worked so hard for
would be destroyed in one day and with a premonition that his family would be scattered all over, he became so
upset that he spat up blood.
The mouthfuls of fresh blood that Seventh Elder Brother had spit up meant that the thought of escaping had to
be given up completely. Although the demon of disaster had not yet appeared, the demon of illness had already
reached out a hand and called to him. The color of his face had turned from lead gray to pale white. Mother’s
thoughts and mine were like tangled hemp; the present situation was becoming more difficult. It was clear to us
that if we remained here, there was nothing we could do to help them. We could only urge them to remain calm
and to take care of themselves. Then we returned home in the pitch-dark night.
The night had become even cooler. Our faces were lashed by the wind and our hands were clasped even more
tightly together. The expectation of separation was already gnawing at our hearts. All along, Mother was anxious
about the things that relatives had left with her, which she felt responsible for. And she couldn’t stop worrying
about Father’s precious books and paintings. The baby she was carrying was her biggest concern. It was clear that
escaping with Seventh Sister-in-law and her family was just a broken dream. Mother was even more convinced
about not leaving. But my leaving had already been irreversibly decided, because all the schools in the entire city
would be leaving as a group.
Mother and I returned to the room packed full of things. She struck a match to light a lamp. The weak flame
from the match revealed her swollen, shiny face and her protruding abdomen. I again asked myself, “How can I
leave? How can I leave Mother behind, so heavily burdened?” I didn’t have the courage to lift my head to face
her.
Mother, however, had suddenly recovered from her former agitated state and, surprisingly, was calmly beginning to gather up my things for me. As she picked out what she thought I should take with me, she said, “You
should leave with your school! Traveling in a group, you’ll have other students for company and teachers to take
care of you. Who knows, when you reach a place where you’ll be safe for a while, perhaps you might even be
able to continue your studies. This way, your education won’t be interrupted.”
When I heard what Mother said, I felt very guilty for not having been a diligent student in the past. In order to
be able to continue my studies, going with my school was still the best strategy. When I realized this, I made up
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my mind to leave. All the contradictions and agitation that I’d felt in my heart seemed to decrease a great deal.
Mother continued, “If you remain behind and all your teachers and classmates leave, even if there was no
chaos, what would you do? If you reach the south and can find your father and younger brother, and I can make
arrangements for the things that the relatives have left in my care, then you could come back to get me. It
wouldn’t be too late. If it’s like it was when we fought the Japanese and how quickly they were chased away, all
of you will be back very soon.”
I, young and foolish, listening to what my mother said, actually started to dream of traveling to the south. I
imagined going to Hangchow, finding my father and returning to get Mother. “In the sky there’s Heaven, on earth
there’s Soochow and Hangchow.” The saying that our geography teacher had recited now became even more
alluring to me. I imagined Mother and I both arriving in the south and our whole family enjoying the heavenly
beauty of the scenery. How happy we’d all be. This dream helped to bolster my decision to leave. I reasoned: only
if I leave could I return to get Mother!
As she spoke, Mother pulled a blue satin quilt cover, with a motif of small flowers, out of a trunk. This was the
quilt cover that my paternal grandmother had treasured and stored away. I still remembered that every summer
she’d take it out to air. Then as she carefully folded it to put it back in the trunk, she’d always say, “This is the
quilt cover that your father used during college in Peking. He was very careful with it; even after four years it was
still in very good condition. In the future, whichever one of you grows up and goes to college first will get to use
it.” Grandmother’s words were full of joy and hope. After Grandmother’s death, Mother also began to treat it like
a treasure.
Now Mother put this quilt cover with the things I was to take with me. For a moment, I was filled with memories of the wonderful village family life that Grandmother had created through hard work and how prosperous and
happy our family was then. But what was actually displayed in front of my eyes was a shattered scene: Grandmother had died years ago, there was no news from Grandfather and my paternal aunt from the countryside. How
alone Mother was going to be in the future, and the unknown circumstances of Father and my younger brother far
away in a strange province. Now, with my leaving, our family was truly going to be split up into all corners of the
world.
Thinking of all this, my heart felt as if it were being pulled apart in all directions by swiftly charging horses.
But Mother remained very calm, taking out one thing after another from the trunk. After having decided I should
leave, she actually became calmer. How much self-control she must have used in order to hold back her tears! Did
she know that a reunion was just a dream?
All the things I was to take with me had been gathered together, neatly folded, and tied in a bundle: lightweight
clothing, winter clothing, cotton shirts and pants, clothes for every season. Mother had thought of everything.
Finally, she took out the purple silk padded vest she had just finished making for me, and tore out the hem at the
bottom. She opened another little trunk and drew out a long, thin blue cloth bag. Opening it, she shook out one
silver coin after another onto the bed. She said,
“I’ve been saving this money for years. It is more reliable than paper money. I’ll sew it into the vest, so you
can keep it close to you. When you need to use it, you can take it out.” Later, in very difficult situations, I was to
spend these silver coins one by one to buy food. When a handful of the paper money wasn’t enough to buy just
one steamed bun, the silver coins that Mother had sewn into my vest saved my life. Mother, you really had a great
deal of foresight!
When all the things I was to take had been bundled up, Mother urged me to go to bed early, saying that as I’d
be on the road tomorrow, I should get lots of rest. I begged her to let me go to the kitchen to heat up some water
for a hot compress for her face. In health class, the teacher had told us that a hot compress could help reduce swelling. I suppose in order to make me feel better, she agreed.
Staying close together, we walked to the kitchen. After filling the pot with water, we sat down together near the
stove. With one arm, Mother hugged me close to her; the other she used to put firewood into the stove. All the
while, she kept giving words of advice about being careful on the road. After the water was heated, I repeatedly
soaked a piece of cloth in it and each time I placed the hot cloth against Mother’s cheek, she would grasp my wet
hand tightly. Both of us were unable to speak.
The night was especially short. Mother and I both tossed and turned. No sooner had we closed our eyes than a
faint light appeared outside the window, chasing away the last night Mother and I had together, bringing with it a
morning full of the pain of separation. How was I to know that the hot compress I prepared would be my last act
of filial piety to Mother.
The sky was not fully light. Outside our room, the sound of hurried footsteps had already trampled the dawn.
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The cooks for the troops were packing up their pots, bowls, and utensils, making endless clanging noises. Sweetly
sleeping children who’d been startled awake kept crying, the exasperated admonitions of the adults, and bitter
sighs could be heard here and there. Several times I walked to the door, but didn’t have the courage to open it to
see the chaos outside our room.
Mother unfolded a heavy towel on the table; inside were several piping hot eggs. Peeling one, she murmured,
“This is your favorite-hard-boiled eggs. Since you don’t like egg yolks, I’ll peel several and you can just eat the
egg whites.” Before she finished speaking, the tears were pouring down my face. While Mother was still busy
with the eggs, I quickly wiped my tears away. Feigning an appetite, with a great deal of effort I swallowed several
big mouthfuls of egg whites.
The hands on the little clock on the table moved on relentlessly, tick-tock, tick-tock. We both stared at the clock
as it continued ticking. When she finished peeling the eggs, Mother bent down again and again, lifting and putting
down the bundle I was to take with me. Seeing her bent body, I found it painful to swallow. I said, “Ma, you don’t
need to send me to school later.” I could only utter this one sentence; I was unable to continue. Mother, running
her fingers through my hair, said softly, “After you leave, you’ll come back to get me. We’ll see each other again
very soon. Or maybe all of you will come back together very soon.”
Mother’s soothing hand was withdrawn; the heartless clock said it was time to go. I hitched the bundle over
my shoulder. It was so heavy I could barely turn my head. I went out the main door and walked down the street.
After taking a few steps, I forced myself to turn and look back at Mother. She was leaning against the doorway,
her face calmly composed.
Mother raised her voice:
“Take care of yourself on the road. No matter where you are, remember to write home!”
I nodded my head vigorously in response. When I could no longer hear her voice, I turned around again. In the
distance, I could see her wiping tears from her face with the edge of her jacket.
That was the last glimpse I ever had of Mother; it also marked the moment when she and I parted forever.
82.123 Days Of Joy And Sorrow\fn{by Lin Wen-yueh (1933- )} Shanghai, China (F) 3
My son was in his room again concentrating on hitting the keys of his typewriter, typing out English words of
different lengths, some long, some short. I was in my room across the hall taking care of household chores while
trying to figure out what he was putting down in writing. There was no telling whether they were words of thanks
for having been accepted by some school, or merely expression of his hopes and intents in a personal letter.
Without his permission, even I, his mother, should not read his mail. This was a rule I instilled in the minds of
the children when they were very young, too young then to really comprehend. I taught them to respect the
privacy of others: family members were no exception, and I have practiced it myself up to this day.
However, at this moment, I had an almost uncontrollable curiosity to find out what sort of letter he was
writing.
Naturally, I had a rough idea. My 24-year-old son had graduated from college and finished military service last
Fall. He had not planned to follow the prevailing trend of pursuing further study abroad. He wanted to find work
at home and get some practical experience first. However, after looking into the existing situation carefully and
after much soul-searching, he, an engineering student, eventually decided on going for advanced study abroad.
This was his own decision. Neither his father nor I had tried to interfere or to influence him. The result probably
would have been the same, but the process of reaching it was different.
Consequently, ever since he was discharged last Fall, he had been actively engaged in this pursuit. He had a
good friend, a schoolmate, with whom he consulted and from whom he received loads of information. I had often
found him gazing at a map of the new world, seemingly contemplating matters such as climate and geography.
Occasionally, in the course of casual conversation, he would ask me about the customs and habits of the lands I
had visited. At such times, the seriousness of his expression recalled the burning idealism and hope of youth.
Lately, for the past several months, the number of air mail letters he was receiving suddenly increased. I
gathered that the matter must be proceeding positively in the anticipated direction.
By Fall, my son would probably be leaving home and heading for a foreign land, alone, to pursue further
studies. By then, he probably would have reached 25, may be not. Whenever the thought crossed my mind, my
feelings inevitably became mixed: a faint trace of sadness as well as a warm feeling of comfort and blessing. I had
always encouraged independence and self-reliance in my children, in the hope that when the time came for them
to flap their wings and soar into the distant world, they would have strong and powerful wings to weather the
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changing skies. All parents naturally love their children, yet parental love could not protect them forever. This I
experienced most personally on the day when my son was going through an appendectomy at age ten.
I had to watch his little body, under general anesthesia, being wheeled into the operating room and as I weakly
followed behind, how I wished that I could suffer his pains for him, or at least, be beside him, holding his tiny
hand, to comfort and encourage him when he was in agony. Nonetheless, I was only allowed to see him to the
entrance of a long hallway and watch him, my own son, through a glass door, being pushed to the other end of the
hall by a stranger in a white uniform. It dawned on me then that no matter how much parents loved their children,
they had to realize that a child is an independent entity. It was up to he himself to discipline his physical body and
to conquer and master his own fate, alone.
Ever since that day, I had tried my best to stand on the side and act as an assistant only. I seldom interfered
directly. I chose to let my children suffer certain setbacks and learn from these experiences on their way to
maturity.
I had done much soul-searching too and thought of myself as a pretty decent mother. However, to be truthful, I
had had my share of attacks of frustration. I spent too much time in my own study, writing and preparing for my
classes. My children, obviously, received less maternal attention than their friends. For this, I sometimes felt
guilty. Once, probably when my son was in high school, I had asked him,
“Does it make you unhappy that I am not like other mothers, waiting on you day and night?”
He smiled and replied, “Who do I have to compare you with? I have only one mother, you, since the day I was
born.” Although this was lightly said, the words conveyed a total understanding which almost moved me to tears.
This I remember to this day.
True, the children had no say in the choice of parents. Since my children were not given the choice of a better
mother, I tried to be a better mother. Alas, sometimes it was not easy for a mother either, specially with a
rebellious teenager.
I remember that my daughter caused me a lot of worry when she was in the third and last year at Junior High.
She had a personality quite different from her brother’s. She was always ready to make friends, the telephone was
always ringing for her, and there were a staggering number of letters to answer even just before the qualifying
examinations for entrance to Senior High when the pressure was really on. It left her with little time for study or
for sleep.
It pained and worried me to watch her losing weight and to see her grades falling behind. I tried to talk her into
cutting back on her social life and concentrating on school work. It fell on deaf ears. Does any young girl ever
find such advice palatable? I could see an expression of rebellion beginning to surface on her young countenance,
after repeated admonition to this effect on my part. Still, the phone kept ringing, day and night. It not only left her
little time for homework and rest but was also disturbing the rest of the household. Finally I had to issue a
warning,
“If you can’t bring yourself to tell your friends not to call, then next time when I answer the phone I will tell
them to spend their time and energy on their studies instead of on making calls and put off this fraternizing till
after the entrance examinations.”
Still, every day after she came back from school, the phone would start ringing, one call after another. The
irritating ringing would sometimes continue even after midnight. I thought things over. It was, after all, harder to
admonish other people’s children than one’s own. Yet another one of my disciplinary principles was at stake; that
was to follow up on what I said. Finally, in a gentle and roundabout way, I said to the young man,
“If you have any concern for one another, you should encourage one another to spend more time studying.
There will be plenty of time for conversation in one month’s time. Am I right?” My words were mild; my attitude
was firm. I did not hand the phone over to my daughter.
She stormed out of her room, red-faced, and accused me of not respecting her dignity and insulting her friends.
The next morning I found a letter from her on my desk in my study, a letter severing all relationship between us.
In it she discussed at length the principle of friendship. Finally, she said, to apply oneself to school work had to be
motivated voluntarily; coercion would only bring the opposite effect:
I was not really angered by her letter. I was only saddened at being misunderstood. I folded the letter, put it
back in the envelope and left it in my drawer. I was at a loss as how to deal with this matter.
Actually, my daughter had always been reasonable and understanding. When she was a child, I often put her on
my lap when I corrected papers on wintry nights. I would wrap her small soft body with my robe, and it never
failed to give me a sensation of well being and satisfaction as our two hearts were in such close contact. All this
seemed to have taken place only yesterday, yet she had turned into an unknown little woman overnight. Tears
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rolled down my cheeks.
I realized that all children on the verge of being promoted to a higher level of schooling were a special species.
They were under extreme mental pressure. The pressure came in the form of daily tests and examinations in
school and from the overly anxious concern of parents at home. I also realized that one of the outlets they took as
an escape from pressure and troubles was to write or call one another to voice their anguish as well as to comfort
one another. That may have been so, still, as a mother, I had to take a stand. I couldn’t admit I was wrong and beg
her for forgiveness after that letter.
I decided to let the matter take its own course. My daughter came home with a long face every day. She
expressed her hostility with silence and indifference. It often saddened me to watch her tightly-closed door. I did
notice, however, that the phone did not ring as frequently as before, nor were there as many letters as before. Her
door might be tightly closed, but a ray of light crept through from under her door even late at night. I figured that
this stubborn girl was probably working with redoubled effort to prove to me that she was in control, that she
knew when to rein in and when to let go. Only she was still reluctant to talk to me. If and when conversation was
necessary, she was very economical with her words.
There were only four of us in the family; how very lonely it seemed to have one less person to talk to. Her dissatisfaction with me carried over to taking an opposite stand against the rest of the family. This also made me feel
very uneasy. Nevertheless, there was nothing for me to do but to avoid further confrontation and wait patiently for
the animosity smoldering in her to die down.
This unpleasant time lasted over ten long days. She started to bestow a smile on her father and brother at first.
Sometimes I could hear their laughter in the next room. It brought me comfort and happiness, and it also made me
jealous. It was a complex and conflicting reaction to the situation. After that, I often tried to start a normal
conversation with her. Her reaction seemed not as chilly as before. Both of us, however, were acting unnaturally,
holding on to our pride. It was truly an unusual experience for me. I did shed happy tears because my daughter
was returning to my fold.
One’s love for one’s children is really a mysterious thing. It can make one very uncomfortable during times of
conflict, so much so that the feeling is always there every minute of the day. Yet once the relationship is restored
to normal, then life becomes as normal as breathing itself, and all is forgotten.
Long after this incident, I went shopping with my daughter one evening. She insisted on taking over the
shopping bags I was carrying to lessen my burden. It made me feel senile. I treated her to tea in a small chic café.
She now lived in the dormitory and came home only on week-ends, and she had endless tales to tell about her
schoolmates and her teachers. When I listened to her flood of words and watched her lively face, I almost forgot I
was her mother; she seemed like an intimate friend.
Living in the dormitory showed her both the positive and negative aspects of group life. She told me, with
knitted brow, the bad habits of certain girls which she suspected was due to their upbringing.
“Mama, I am really grateful to you for showing me how to behave since infancy. Otherwise, I might have
turned out to be a laughing-stock myself today.”
When I got up to pay the bill, she quickly gathered all the bags together. She was already taller than I. I had to
raise my eyes slightly to gaze at her young and lovely face, and I congratulated myself secretly that my daughter
had finally grown up.
On our way home, she told me softly, “Mama, I admire you. I sometimes think to myself that if I have a
daughter like me I won’t know how to deal with her.”
I stroked her head of long, soft hair lovingly and said, “When the time comes you will love her and raise her in
your own way. I do want to wish you a more obedient daughter though.” And we laughed.
Life is full of joyous and sad experiences when we are raising our children. The days seem long and endless,
but they really last only moments. I treasure all the memories of bygone days, the happy ones as well as the sad
ones. If I am allowed to make a wish on Mother’s Day, I would like to wish that my children and I will continue
to work on keeping a beautiful relationship always.
87.55 Excerpts from The Autobiography Of A Tibetan Monk\fn{by Palden Gaytso (1933- )} Panam, Tibetan
Autonomous Region, China (M) 1
… When the suggestion was made that I should write my story, I was embarrassed and puzzled by people's
interest. It was not that I had no desire to tell my story; on the contrary, one of the main reasons for my escape
from Tibet was to be able to speak to the world. I had spent thirty years in prison and during that time I had
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experienced and witnessed unimaginable horrors. Every prisoner lives with the hope that somehow, once the
world learns of their suffering, there will be a rush to help those who have fallen into the pit of hell …
*
… In Tibet we have a long tradition of writing biographies of great lamas and figures who attain a high degree of
spirituality. These books are known as Narnthar. They are never merely good stories, but are intended to impart
spiritual teachings and are read as guides to life. The power of these books is recognized by all. “When we read
the Narnthar of the great warrior King Gesar,” the Tibetan saying goes, “even a beggar would be moved to pick
up a sword; when we read the biography of the great hermit Milarepa, even a prince would wish to renounce the
world.” …
*
… Shortly after my arrival in Dharamsala] I was given the task of interviewing other new arrivals to record their
testimonies. I could not believe how many of us had the same story to tell. There was not a single individual
without a story of horror and brutality, and I realized that all subjugated people share the common experience of
bruised bodies, scattered lives and broken families …
*
… I befriended many foreigners from countries I never knew existed, including a young English woman called
Emily and a Dutch woman called Francisca, who regularly visited my hut to talk to me. It was during the course
of those conversations that the story of my life began to unfold. I realized that because I had been lucky enough to
survive, I was also duty bound to bear witness to the suffering of others …
*
… One day we were lined up and issued with a piece of paper. The writing on the paper was Chinese and none of
us understood it. We were told that we should keep this piece of paper with us at all times and show it to any visiting officials. Months later a young Tibetan from Gyantse translated the Chinese for me. The writing on the paper
said, “Name: Palden Gyatso. Age: 27. Class: son of a rich landlord. Political background: not yet investigated.” …
*
… All I can do is bear witness and set down what I saw and heard and what the strange journey of my life has
been. Suffering is written now in the valleys and mountains of Tibet. Every village and monastery in the Land of
Snows has its own stories of the cruelty inflicted on our people. And that suffering will go on until the day Tibet is
free …
*
… [Testifying before the United Nations Commission on Human rights] gave me such a rousing sense of my
freedom and I wished all my fellow prisoners had been there to witness it, for we had all dreamed of being able to
confront our tormentors face to face and have them listen to our testimony. I was the first Tibetan prisoner to have
had the opportunity to speak before the United Nations, so I knew that I was not just speaking for myself but for
all Tibetans still in prison and for all Tibetans who had ever been in prison. The delegates heard only my voice,
but behind my voice lay the suffering of thousands of prisoners who had not survived to bear witness as I have …
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Yuan Shi-kai as the Emperor of his “Great Chinese Empire” (1915–16); below, having just been sworn in as Provisional President
of the Republic of China (March 10 1912), which he would eventually overthrow. Yuan died of uremic poisioning in 1916.
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After Yuan’s death, China was left without any generally recognized central authority, and the nation’s army quickly fragmented
into forces of competing warlords. For this reason he is sometimes called “the Father of the Warlords”. It is not accurate to
attribute China’s subsequent age of warlordism as a personal preference; but after his return to power in 1911 he seemed willing to
sacrifice his legacy of genuine military reform for imperial ambitions, and instead ruled by a combination of violence and bribery
that destroyed the idealism of the early Republican movement.
There was an effort by Li Yuanhong (1864-1928) to revive the Republic as a generally recognized central government by recalling
the legislators who had been prorogued in 1913, but this effort was confused and ineffective in asserting central control. Li lacked
any support from the military. There was a short-lived effort in 1917 to revive the Qing dynasty by restoring the former Emperor
Pu Yu to the throne, led by the loyalist general Zhang Xun (1854-1923), but his forces were defeated by rival warlords later that
year.
After the collapse of Zhang’s movement, all pretense of strength from the central government collapsed, and China descended into
a period of warlordism (1916-1928). Over the next several decades, the offices of both the president and Parliament became the
tools of militarists, and the politicians in Peking became dependent on regional governors for their support and political survival.

Li Yuanhong, President of the Republic of China (1916-1917; 1922-1923)

Zhang Xun, loyalist general who failed to revive the Qing Dynasty in 1917
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